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1981 -1982 
Academic Calendar 
FAll TRIMESTER 1981 
Financial Aid Application Deadline 
for Fall Trimester ..... .... ... .... ... .... ... .... . F, May 1 
Advance Registration ............... W-F,July 15 - August 14 
Admission Application and Credential Deadline 
for Fall Tri mester ...............'.............M, August 3 
Registration and Fee Payment for Advance 
Registrants Only ...........................W, August 26 
Open Registration and Fee Payment ............ Th, August 27 
Classes begin (Blocks 1 and 2) ...... ...... ...... M, August 31 
HOLIDAY - Labor Day ...... , .............M, September 7 
Add/Drop and Late Registration ... M-W, August 31-September 9 
Block 2 (Adds Only) .... ... ..... M-Sa, August 31-September 5 
100% Refund Deadline (Blocks 1 and 2) ., ..... F, September 11 
50% Refund Period (total 
withdrawal only) ... ..... .. ... Sa-F, September 12-25 
Applications for Fall Trimester Graduation 
(December) Due in Colleges .................Th, October 1 
Withdrawal Deadline <Block 2) .. 0 Sa, October 3 
Block 2 Ends ..............................W, October 21 
Grades for Block 2 Courses Due in Registrar's Office 
from Faculty .. .... ............ . ..... Noon, F, October 23 
Student Status Reports (Grades), for Block 2 Courses Only 
Mailed to Students. . . . . . .. . .............. F, October 30 
Classes Begin (Block 3) . . . . . . . ........... Th, October 22 
AddlDrop and Late Registration 
(Block 3) ... ... .... .. ..... .... ...... Th-W, October 22-28 
100% Refund Deadline <Block 3) ............. W, November 4 
50% Refund Period (Block 3 
total withdrawal only) .......... . ... . Th-W, November 5-18 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 1) ... .... Sa, November 7 
Advance Registration for Winter 
Trimester . ..... ..... . .... MoW, November 16-December 16 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 3) ............. W, November 25 
HOLIDAY - Thanksgiving Recess Begins ..... Th, November 26 
Classes Resume ..........................M, November 30 
Financial Aid Application Deadline for 
Winter Trimester ......................... T, December 1 
Admission Application and Credential Deadline 
for Winter Trimester. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .... M, December 7 
End of Fall Trimester (5:00 p.m.) ............. Sa, December 12 
Diploma Date ........................... Sa, December 12 
Grades for Blocks 1 and 3 Courses Due in Registrar's Office 
from Faculty ............ . ..... Noon, T, December 15 
Student Status Reports (Grades) 
Mailed to Students ....................... T, December 22 
WINTER TRIMESTER 1982 
Advance Registration ...... M-W, November 16 - December 16 
Financial Aid Application Deadline 
for Winter Trimester . .... ... ...... . ........ T, December 1 
Admission Application and Credential Deadline 
for Winter Trimester ......................M, December 7 
Registration and Fee Payment for Advance 
Registration Only (11 :30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.) .......W, January 6 
Open Registration and 
Fee Payment (11 :30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.) . . . ........ Th, January 7 
Classes Begin <Blocks 1 and 2) ........ M, January 110 •• ••••• • 
Add/Drop and Late Registration ...........M-W, January 11-20 

Block 2 (Adds Only) ............ M-Sa, January 11-16 
0 •• •• ••• 
HOLIDAY - Martin Luther King's Birthday ....... F, January 15 
100'0 Refund Deadline (Blocks 1 and 2) ... 0 F, January 22 
50% Refund Period (total 
withdrawal only) ..... 0 ••• Sa-F, January 23'- February 5 
Applications for Winter Trimester Graduation 
(April) Due in Colleges ......................M, February 1 
HOLIDAY - Lincoln's Birthday ............... F, February 12 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 2) .... .. .... ... .. Sa, February 13 
Financial Aid Application Deadline 
for Spring/Summer Trimester ... ..... ... ........M, March 1 
Block 2 Ends ................................W, March 3 
Grades for Block 2 Courses Due in Registrar's Office 
from Faculty ........................ •• Noon, F, March 5 0 
Student Status Reports (Grades) for Block 2 Courses Only 
Mailed to Students ..... ... ............... : ... F, March 12 
Classes Begin (Block 3) ........................Th, March 4 
AddlDrop and Late Registration (Block 3) .... Th-W, March 4-10 
Advance Registration for Spring/Summer 
Tri mester .......................M-M, March 15 - Apri I 1 2 
100% Refund Deadline (Block 3) ...............W, March 17 
50% Refund Period (Block 3 total 
withdrawal only) ... 0 Th-W, March 18-310 •••••••••• • • •••• 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 1) .... ... .......... Sa, March 20 
Admission Application and Credential Deadline 
for Spring/Summer Trimester ................... .M, AprilS 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 3) ......... W, April 7 0 • • •••• ••• 
End of Winter Trimester (5:00 p.m.) ........ .. ..... Sa, April 24 ,... 
Diploma Date ................................ Sa, April 24 
Grades for Blocks 1 and 3 Courses Due in Registrar's Office 
from Faculty ......... . ................. Noon, T, April 27 
Student Status Reports (Grades) Mailed to Students .... T, May 4 
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SPRING/SUMMER 1982 
Financial Aid Application Deadline for Spring/Summer 
Trimester .. .. .. .. ......... . .. ..... ....... . . M, March 1 
Advance Registration .. . ........ . ... M-M,March 15 - April 12 
Admission Application and Credential Deadline for 
Spring/Summer Trimester . ...... . ... ..... . ......M, April 5 
Registration and Fee Payment for 
Advance Registrants Only . . . ..... .. ...... .. ...W, April 28 
Open Registration and Fee Payment ... . .... .. .... Th, April 29 
Financial Aid Application Deadline for Fall Trimester ..M, May 3 
Classes Begin (Blocks 1 and 2) . ..... ... ............M, May 3 
AddiOrop and Late Registration . .... .... . . . ..M-W, May 3-12 
Block 2 (Adds Only) . . ... ....... . .... ... .....M-Sa, May 3-8 
100% Refund Deadline (Blocks 1 and 2) .. .......... F, May 14 
50'0 Refund Period (total withdrawal only) .... .Sa-F, May 15-28 
HOLIDAY - Memorial Day (observed) .. ... . .... . . M, May 31 
Applications for Spring/Summer Trimester 
Graduation (August) Due in Colleges . . .. ........ . . T, June 1 
Admission Application and Credential Deadline 
for Summer Session (Block 3) ........... . . .......Th, June 3 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 2) ... ...... . ......... Sa, June 5 
COMMENCEMENT (for August 1981, December 1981, 
and April 1982 Candidates ... . . ........ .. Sa & Su, June 5 & 6 
Block 2 Ends ..... ... . .............. .... . .....W, June 23 
Grades for Block 2 Courses Due in Registrar's Office 
from Faculty ... . ... . ...... ............. .Noon, F, June 25 
Student Status Reports (Grades) Mailed to Students ..... F, July 2 
Classes Begin (Block 3) . . .. ...... . ...... .. . .... Th, June 24 
Add/Drop and Late Registration (Block 3) . Th-W, June 24-June 30 
HOLIDAY - Independence Day (Observed) .. .. .....M, July 5 
100% Refund Deadline (Block 3) .......... .. ... . .. .W, July 7 
50% Refund Period (Block 3 total 
withdrawal only) .............. ... .. .. .... Th-W, July 8-21 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 1) ................... Sa, July 10 
Advance Registration for Fall Trimester . Th-Sa, July 15 - August 14 
Withdrawal Deadline (Block 3) ........... . .. . ....W, July 28 
Admission Application and Credential Deadline 
for Fall Trimester ........................... .M, August 2 
End of Spring/Summer Trimester (5:00 p.m.) .... .. Sa, August 14 
Diploma Date .. . .. ......... ................ Sa, August 14 
Grades for Blocks 1 and 3 Courses Due in Registrar's Office 
from Faculty . .... .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . ..... Noon, T, August 17 
Student Status Reports (Grades) 
Mailed to Students . . ........... .... . ........T, August 24 Policy Statement 
It is the policy of Governors State University not to discriminate 
on the basis of sex in its student admissions, educational pro­
grams and activities, or employment policies as required by Title 
IX of the 1972 Educational Amendments. Furthermore, it is the 
policy of Governors State University not to discriminate on the 
basis of physical or mental handicaps in admission or access to, 
or treatment or employment in its programs and activities as re­
quired by Section 504, Rehabilitation Act of 1973. 
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The right is reserved to change tuition and fees, to add or delete 
courses, to revise instructional assignments, or to change regula­
tions, requirements, or procedures where such changes are 
thought to be in the best interests of the University. 
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The University 

Governors State University is Illinois' response to the recent 
dramatic growth of the State community college system in the 
Chicago area. State studies of community college graduates 
revealed that south Chicagoland needed a specially planned 
commuter university for community college graduates to con­
veniently pursue further studies. This university would need 
unique qualities: 1) innovative and flexible programs geared to 
the older, employed and work-oriented community college 
graduate; 2) open to any student with 60 units of college work 
and yet carefully planned to address the educational needs of 
minority students and of students who cannot afford high tuition 
costs. 
Governors State, a senior level University, opened the doors of its 
temporary warehouse facility to 700 juniors, seniors, and 
graduate students in September of 1971. In 1974, GSU moved to 
its permanent location, a remarkable educational facility in Park 
Forest South, Illinois. 
Mission 
Governors State University serves primarily the Chicago 
metropolitan area by providing liberal arts, science, and profes­
sional preparation at the upper division and master's levels. In 
developing its academic programs, the University gives priority to 
providing instruction designed to meet identified educational 
needs and concerns of those residing in its service region . The 
University provides access to education for all citizens of the 
region but gives special emphasis to serving adults, minority, 
female, and economically disadvantaged students. 
Attention to and involvement with the needs of its service region 
will enable the University to attract clientele and to continually 
improve both the quality and the delivery of its instructional pro­
grams. Special emphasis is given to offering programs in fields 
with growing entry-level employment opportunities within the 
region and to providing advanced training in areas with high ex­
isting employment opportunities. At the same time, special con­
cern is given to the development of liberal education to insure 
that graduates of the University's programs are not only compe­
tent in their chosen professions but also broadly educated and 
prepared for continual learning. 
The University recognizes that providing service to a diverse 
clientele over a wide geographic area requires significant levels 
of off-campus instruction and may require innovative approaches 
to instructional delivery such as mediated instruction. It also 
recognizes that effectively serving its clientele requires the 
development of instructional programs which are an effective 
blend of the traditional and more experiential instructional 
modes - internships, practica, and field training. As well as pro­
viding an additional dimension to the University's instructional 
programs, such linkages constitute an important foundation for 
community service. Finally, the University recognizes that its 
diverse clientele may have academic needs quite different from 
those of the traditional college student. Developing needed 
dimensions of academic support - student services, learning 
assistance, advisement, and adult reentry programs - is thus an 
important part of the University's mission. 
Accred itation 
GSU was accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges 
and Secondary Schools on April 9, 1975. 
University Organization 
Governors State University joins with Chicago State University, 
Eastern Illinois University, Northeastern Illinois University, and 
Western Illinois University in being responsible to the Board of 
Governors of State Colleges and Universities. That Board, along 
with the Board of Regents of Regency Universities (Illinois State 
University, Northern Illinois University, Sangamon State Univer­
sity), Trustees of Southern Illinois University (all campuses), 
Trustees of the University of Illinois (all campuses), and the Il­
linois Community College Board (all state community colleges), 
is responsible to the state legislature and governor through the il­
linois Board of Higher Education. 
The administrative chart on the opposite page links present 
University officers to our organizational scheme. 
University Governance 
According to the Board of Governors By-Laws and Governing 
Policies the faculty, staff, and students will develop a constitution 
providing for university governance which is consistent with 
Board policy, and ensures democratic involvement of the constit­
uencies. In 1971, GSU adopted a Constitution which provided 
for a University Assembly; in 1979 a new Constitution wag 
developed. 
The 1979 Constitution calls for a Faculty Senate, a Student 
Senate, and a Civil Service Senate - all to be assisted by a Coor­
dinating Council. The members of each Senate are to be elected 
from the appropriate membership group. Each Senate selects two 
members from the community, and one non-voting member of 
the admtnistration is selected by the President to serve on each 
Senate; in addition, the President or the Provost serves as a non­
voting member on the Faculty Senate. 
Each Senate is charged with the responsibility of making recom­
mendations to the President concerning policy matters relevant 
to its constituency. Such recommendations will be consistent 
with Board of Governors By-Laws and University Policies and Pro­
cedures. Matters agreed to in the BOG/UPI Agreement or which 
have been declared subject to negotiation will not be considered 
by the Senates. 
Each Senate has an Executive Committee and other slanding 
committees as deemed appropriate with the membership group's 
function . For example, the Faculty Senate has a Committee on 
Educational Policy, a Committee on Academic Program Review, 
a Committee on Curriculum, a Student Life Committee and a 
Governance Committee. There are three University-wide com­
mittees: the Budget Committee, the Policy Monitoring Commit­
tee, and the Campus Physical Resources Committee. 
Robert's Rules of Order Newly Revised governs the proceedings 
of all bodies created under the Constitution . Procedures and 
8 The University 
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
PRESIDENT 
Assistant to the President 
and Affirmative Action Officer 
Executive Assistant 
to the President 
Director, 
University Relations 
ProYost/vice President Vice President for for Academic Affairs Institutional Research 
and Planning 
Assoc, Vice President 
For Institutional 
Research and Planning 
Coordinator, 
Budget Planning 
Coordinator, 
Institutional Research 
Special Assistant 
To The Provost 
Director, 
Instructional 
Communications 
Cenler 
Assoc. Vice President 
For Research 
Director, 
Umversllv Library 
DireClor. Board 
of Governors 
Oell'ft. Univer· 
~i'y Without 
Willis. and 
Credit Ihroullh 
Experienliill 
leilrninB Pro­
81am• 
l 
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operational detail such as conducting of elections, frequency of 
meetings and the establishment of subcommittees are detailed in 
each Senate's by-laws. 
Office of the President 
The President is the chief academic and administrative officer of 
the University. The President shall have full power and respon­
sibility within the framework of the general policies determined 
by the Board in the organization, management, direction, and 
supervision of the University and shall be held accountable by 
the Board for the successful functioning of the institution in all its 
departments, divisions, and services. In the discharge of these 
responsibilities the President shall utilize the approved University 
process of consultation with appropriate campus constituencies. 
The offices of the President include the Affirmative Action Office 
and University Relations. 
The Office of University Relations 
The Office of University Relations reports directly to the President 
and the Executive Associate as a support unit for the entire 
University community. Three major functions are performed by 
the Office: 1) communications-public relations; 2) fund raising 
from private sources; 3) liaison with the Governors State Univer­
sity Alumni Association . 
Three Wings 
The University is composed of three Wings, each having generic 
responsibility for different institutional operations. The Wings 
and their responsibilities are: 
Administrative Wing. The Administrative Wing provides those 
resources necessary to attain excellence in academic programm­
ing and community services. By providing financial, personnel, 
physical, and security support to the educational programs of the 
University, the Wing is an integral part of GSU's academic 
gestalt. In particular, the Office of Vice President for Administra­
tion develops and supervises the administrative systems of the in­
stitution, including budget and fiscal management procedures, 
business operations, personnel matters, physical plant opera­
tions, and public safety matters. 
Institutional Research & Planning Wing. The mission of the In­
stitutional Research and Planning (lRP) Wing is to contribute to 
the effectiveness of all University units by anticipating institu­
tional and external environmental changes and helping shape 
University responses to these changes. Specific responsibilities of 
the IRP Wing include coordination of the University planning 
process, long-range planning, budget planning, program review 
and request processes, and institutional research. The IRP Wing 
is also responsible for coordinating University computing and in­
formation system development in support of both academic and 
administrative functions. 
Academic Wing. This Wing is headed by the ProliostlVice Presi­
dent for Academic Affairs. It includes: the College of Arts and 
Sciences; the College of Business and Public Administration; the 
College of Human Learning and Development; the School of 
Health Professions; the Offices of Associate Vice President for 
Research, Dean of Student Affairs and Services; Dean of Special 
Programs, University Library, and Instructional Communications 
Center. 
The Academic Wing recommends and implements policies and 
practices pertaining to academic matters. 
The University 
Collegial Organization 
There are three Colleges and one School which are administered 
by a Dean or Director, and division chairpersons. 
The College of Arts & Sciences (CAS) offers programs in the areas 
of Fine and Performing Arts, Intercultural Studies, Language and 
Literature, Media Communications, the Social Sciences, Science, 
and Science Teaching. 
The objective of the College of Business and Public Administra­
tion (BPA) is to present strong, theoretical, and pragmatic pro­
grams at the graduate and undergraduate levels which will 
prepare students for careers in business, education, government, 
or i nd ustry. 
The College of Human Learning and Development (HLD) 
prepares students in the areas of Education, Psychology and 
Counseling, and Communication and Human Services. 
Programs in the School of Health Professions (SHP) are designed 
to prepare professionals in a wide variety of health fields and em­
phasize the preparation of people in the baccalaureate and 
master's degree levels for careers in administration, education, 
and practice. 
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Academic Wing 
Special Educational 
Resources 
University Library 
Students, faculty, and others in the GSU community have direct 
access to materials in the University Library, comprising over 
182,312 volumes, 2,295 journal subscriptions, 280,186 
microforms, and 11,784 pieces of non print material such as 
filmstrips, records, slides, kits, games, videotapes, motion picture 
films, and audio and video cassettes. They also have access to the 
collections of eighteen other academic libraries through the 
Library Computer System. In addition, students can borrow 
directly from six other university libraries in the Chicago area, us­
ing the GSU identification card. 
The library has quiet study areas, as well as special areas for using 
audio-visual materials and computer terminals, plus a skylight 
lounge and a balcony lounge provided with current magazines 
and newspapers. 
A reference librarian is on duty at all times in the University 
Library, to help patrons in locating and using library materials, to 
answer specific questions, and to initiate interlibrary loan re­
quests for materials not in the GSU collection, when the need 
arises. The reference librarian also helps patrons in the use of the 
special collections, such as the Federal Depository collection of 
government documents, Illinois State documents, GSU archives, 
curriculum materials, and the model collection of juvenile 
materials. Computer assisted bibliographic search service is also 
available to the library user. 
The University Library is located on the second floor of the cen­
tral core of the University, and is open Monday through Friday in­
cluding evenings, and all day Saturday. For more detailed infor­
mation consult the published guide available at the library'S Cir­
culation Desk and Reference Desk. 
Instructional Communications Center 
The staff of the Instructional Communications Center supports 
the University's teaching, research and public service in several 
ways. At the request of faculty members, ICC instructional 
developers design appropriate materials to be used by students in 
classrooms, for independent study, and in off-campus settings. A 
professional production staff creates publication design, graphics, 
photographs, audiotapes or television programs. 
The most modern communications media are available in the 
ICC. Two professional color television studios and remote TV 
production equipment are used to produce instructional televi­
sion programming for distribution electronically within the 
University or through local cable TV stations to homes and learn­
ing sites. In-house production facilities for graphics and 
photography include a computer typesetter, design studio, color 
and black and white darkroom equipment, and multi-image 
capabilities. Audio facilities include a fully equipped studio for 
both mono and stereo recording. 
The ICC is also responsible for maintaining and operating an elec· 
tronic distribution system within the building via cable and sup­
plying playback equipment such as video, slide projectors, and 
film programs. 
Finally, working closely with GSU's acaElemic programs, the ICC 
provides necessary training for students in the communication 
arts and sciences. This is provided by academic courses, by in­
dividual work in the Media Lab or by assisting the professional 
staff in all areas of the production process. 
12 Special Programs and Continuing Education 
Special Programs and 
Continuing Education 
The Office of Special Programs and Continuing Education is ad­
ministered by the Dean of Special Programs and Continuing 
Education and is responsible for organizing and administering 
those academic programs not administered directly by the Col­
leges, such as the Board of Governors Degree Program, the 
University Without Walls Program, and the Credit through 
Evaluation of Experiential Learning Program, for organizing and 
administering the Office of Community Services and Education, 
and for coordinating all off-campus courses offered for academic 
credit and all conferences and workshops offered for credit and 
noncredit both on campus and off campus. 
Office of Community Services 
and Education 
The Office of Community Services and Education is administered 
by the Director of Community Services and Education and is 
responsible for coordinating institutionally approved community 
services and community services performed by staff members as 
citizens. 
Office of Experiential 
Assessment 
Experiential Education at Governors State University encom­
passes those experiences a student may have outside the formal 
classroom which are related to the student's educational and/or 
career goals. These experiences may be categorized as being of 
two types. First are those activities planned or organized to pro­
vide the student with experiences outside of, but related to, for­
mal educational activities. These include practice teaching, field 
experiences, practica, internships, and cooperative education ex­
periences. The second is the assessment of prior learning by the 
academic staff to determine what learnings, related to the 
academic and/or career goals of a student, have already taken 
place either in order that the student will not have to repeat 
learning already attained or in order to obtain academic credit 
toward a degree. 
The formal experiences are usually organized and supervised by 
the staff in those disciplines to which experiences are to be 
related. Internships, practica, and practice teaching are examples 
of these types of experiential learning. In addition, the 
cooperative education coordinator in each College has respon­
sibilities for locating appropriate learning experiences for 
students who wish or need job experiences which will reinforce 
their academic programs. Supervision and evaluation of the ex­
periences for credit is often shared by the cooperative education 
coordinator and the student's advisor. 
Assessment of prior nonacademic learning experience is provid­
ed at GSU through the Board of Governors B.A. Degree Program, 
the University Without Walls (UWW) B.A. Degree Program, or 
through the GSU CEEL (Credit through Evaluation of Experiential 
Learning) Program which assesses prior nonacademic learning 
for credit either toward the B.A. or M.A. degree. Students may 
also apply for admission using approved credit awarded based on 
prior learning in lieu of academic credit. Proficiency examination 
scores may also be used. During the past 5 years, in part through 
our association with the CAEL (Council for the Advancement of 
Experiential Learning), Governors State University has received 
significant recognition as a leader and resource in the area of 
assessment of experiential education. Our processes and 
philosophies have been examined by outside groups, and 
numerous requests for information have been received. 
Experiential education, and its assessment, represents a large 
component of the Board of Governors Program operation since 
90% of the students in the program request and receive such 
assessment. Board of Governors students also tend to become in­
volved in Cooperative Education and other experiential learning 
options as well. 
While assessment under the Board of Governors Program is 
made on broadly based learning experience, under the GSU 
CEEL Program and the UWW program, experiences assessed 
must relate to the student's academic program. 
Continuing progress in the assessment of experiential learning 
results from the participation of GSU in CAEL Projects and from 
the centralization of assessment programs in the Office of the 
Director of Assessment of Experiential Education. 
University Without Walls Degree Program Governors State 
University's "University Without Walls" Bachelor of Arts Degree 
in an individualized, competency based, noncredit experiential 
program that attempts to combine maximum specialization with 
an interdisciplinary competency based liberal arts core. The high 
quality of the program is maintained through a management 
system that includes an admissions and advisory board, an advis­
ing team, and a graduation board. Each component of the system 
uses criteria that guides them in carrying out their mission. The 
product of GSU's UWW B.A. Degree Program is a person highly 
competent in an area of specialization and with broad 
knowledge and competence in the liberal arts. 
Admission to the program is administered by a team of five per­
sons consisting of the director, and a faculty member of each Col­
legial unit, CBPA, CAS, CHLD, and SHP. ludgment is made on 
the basis of criteria relative to self-motivation, self-direction and 
maturity. The ultimate concern of the admissions team however 
is the appropriateness of the program for the student and the in­
stitution's ability to serve the students' needs. 
Students are eligible for the UWW Program if they have com­
pleted 60 semester hours of academic work, 60 units of prior 
nonacademic learning assessed as equivalent to college level 
work, or any combination of the two. A portfolio of prior learning 
is used to assess the nonacademic learning for college level 
equivalencies. Proficiency examination scores may also be 
evaluated for credit. 
The cost to the student is equivalent to full-time attendance but is 
not based on credits. This cost provides for administration and 
advisement of the program students and any formal course that 
the student desires to engage in at GSU. For the academic year 
1981-82, the cost per Trimester for Illinois residents will be 
$345.00. Out-of-state students will be charged $1035.00 per 
Trimester. 
Each student develops a Student Study Plan which is written in 
competency based terms and includes the learning activities to 
be engaged in, the competencies to be mastered, and the 
methods of assessment to be used. A terminal project that pro­
vides the opportunity to integrate and demonstrate mastery of ac­
cumulated competencies is also required. When a student is 
nearing completion of his/her degree plan, he/she applies for 
graduation . 
A graduation board composed of the student' s advising team, the 
director, two faculty members agreed upon by the student and 
the director, and a UWW student chosen by the perspective 
graduate is then selected and a date is set for meeting with the 
sturient. 
The board will recommend to the director whether or not they 
feel the student has satisfactorily completed his/her degree plan. 
Further work may be recommended. 
BOG Degree The Illinois Board of Governors of State Colleges 
and Universities is now offering a special and unique type of 
Bachelor of Arts degree through its five universities designed to 
meet the educational needs of many adults. 
The program differs from collegial degree programs at Governors 
State University in that there is no defined area of emphasis, and 
the graduation requirements are not stated in competency based 
terms. Thus, the program may be more general in nature and can 
be a desirable option for some students. 
In its basic design the program: 
1. 	 builds in many options in a flexible manner for earning a 
Bachelor of Arts degree while maintaining high standards; 
2. 	 capitalizes on the strengths and unique characteristics of five 
public universities scattered throughout Illinois - Gover­
nors State, Chicago State, Northeastern Illinois, Eastern Il­
linois and Western Illinois; 
1. 	 recognizes that the traditional time table for higher educa­
tion is not appropriate for everyone, particularly those 
already in the world of work; 
4. 	 recognizes the growing geographic and career mobility of 
the American people; 
5. 	 recognizes that an intelligent adult will have acquired a large 
amount of education through experience and is designed to 
assess and recognize such experiential education. 
The Board of Governors degree is highly individualized. Each stu­
dent will work closely and carefully with a counselor(s} at the 
campus(es) of his/her choice in setting up his/her own specific 
program. The program guidelines provide for the maximum 
al lowances possible for previous credit earned for education 
beyond the high school. In addition to the option of credit based 
on the evaluation of prior nonacademic learning, credit may also 
be obtained for instruction in non-traditional forms such as televi­
sion, independent and correspondence study, and programmed 
learning sequences. All passing credits from accredited institu­
tions will be accepted directly. Proficiency examination scores 
such as those obtained in the College Level Examination Program 
(CLEP) and the ACT Proficiency Examination Program (PEP) will 
also be evaluated for credit. Military training experiences are 
evaluated for credit using the recommendations of the American 
Council on Education "Guide to the Evaluation of Educational 
Experiences in the Armed Services." 
It should be emphasized that a variety of techniques applied in a 
manner consistent with high standards may be utilized in fulfill­
ing the requirements . To earn a Board of Governors Bachelor of 
Arts degree, the following are the requirements: 
120 total semester credits or equivalent 
40 semester credits or equivalent at the junior-senior 
level 
15 semester credits actually taken in any order at any 
combination of Board of Governors universities 
12 semester credits each for social science, natural 
science and humanities gained in any combination or 
under any approved method 
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Selection of a particular Board of Governors institution 
to sponsor the degree 
A "C" average upon graduation 
Students entering the Board of Governors Degree Program at 
Governors State University are eligible for admission if they have 
completed at least 60 semester hours (or the equivalent) which 
may include credits based on prior learning. 
Transfer credits will be classified as upper or lower division and, 
where appropriate, as natural sciences/math, social sciences, or 
humanities by the University where the student enrolls. This 
classification is binding on any subsequent BOG University to 
which the student transfers in working toward a BOG degree. 
The grade point average at graduation must not fall below "C". 
This is calculated on all graded work comprising the 120 hours 
applicable to the degree. (The BOG office calculates this as part 
of their graduation application check.) GSU GPA may be dif­
ferent. After being admitted to the BOG program, a student will 
not receive credit toward the BOG Bachelor of Arts degree for 
any course in which a grade below "C" is earned . 
As prescribed by law, students in the BOG B.A. program must 
demonstrate proficiency in the Illinois and United States Con­
stitutions. 
Additional information may be obtained from the BOG Degree 
Program Office. Applicants for this program must have the coor­
dinator' s approval prior to submission of their application forms. 
Prospective students who have not completed 60.semester hours 
of college work, and who are applying for admission on the basis 
of credits for prior nonacademic learning experiences or credit 
based on proficiency examination scores should contact the 
BOG office at least 6 months before their desired admission date. 
CEEL (Credit through Evaluation of Experiential Learning) Pro­
gram Governors State University recognizes the fact that many 
University students are mature and bring a wealth of experience 
to the academic arena. The University grants credit for prior 
learning and/or proficiency examination scores which are equal 
to or higher than acceptable levels to a limited number of well­
qualified students to be used for admissions purposes or for credit 
toward an academic degree. An assumption is made that some 
students may acquire competencies by nonacademic means, that 
is, through work, noncredit inservice training, and/or through a 
variety of learning experiences, and that these competencies are 
relevant, useful and verifiable . The Board of Governors has given 
permission to the University to provide credit for prior 
nonacademic learning experiences to 5 percent of the total 
enrollment. 
To initiate the process, the student contacts an Admissions 
Counselor if he/she is applying for admission, or his/her advisor if 
application is being made for credit toward a degree. Application 
forms may be obtained from Collegial Offices or the Office of 
Assessment. An assessment fee of $25 is charged. The gathering 
of necessary documents and the study and assessment of the ex­
periences by faculty are often time-consuming. Therefore, 
students should begin the process at least six months before ad­
mission is desired or during their first Trimester at GSU, if the 
credit is to be used for completing graduation requirements . 
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Student Affai rs and Services 

The Office of Student Affairs and Services is directed by the Dean 
of Student Affairs and Services and includes the student support 
services of Admissions and Student Recruitment, Community 
College Relations, Facilities Scheduling, Financial Aid, Student 
Activities, Student Development, and the Registrar's Office. 
Student Affairs and Services provides programs and services 
which facilitate the student's admission and progress through the 
University, experiences which complement the academic pro­
grams, and opportunities for students to realize their full poten­
tial. 
Student Development 
The function of the Student Development Office is to provide 
programs and services which facilitate the personal, academic, 
health, and career growth and development of students from 
their entry to graduation. The office offers services and assistance 
on an individual and group basis which facilitate the resolution of 
students' needs, prevent the occurrence of potential problems 
and crises, and provide guidance and direction toward self­
management. 
Student Development consists of seven interdependent units. 
Center for Learning Assistance This center offers assistance to 
students in the form of tutoring, self-instructional materials (SIM), 
and learning lab seminars. The Center offers help in skills such as 
mathematics, composition, research paper techniques, study 
methods, reading, and test taking. Tutors are also available in 
many course areas. 
Counseling Center Counselors are available to assist in resolving 
problems of educational, personal, or social concern, such as 
vocational indecision, or lack of information about the Univer­
sity. For vocational/educational counseling, the counselors ad­
minister and interpret tests for assessing interests, abilities, and 
values. These services are available to all members of the Univer­
sity community. 
Testing Center GSU is a national testing center for the American 
College Testing Proficiency Examination Program (PEP). In addi­
tion, information on other national testing programs, e.g., GRE, 
GMAT, LSAT, MAT, and ACT, are available. 
The Testing Center is a service unit which works cooperatively 
with other GSU units. Collegial testing programs are ad­
ministered through the Testing Center. Personality and career 
guidance instruments are administered for the Counseling 
Department. Aptitude and achievement tests are administered 
for the Center for Learning Assistance. The U.S. and Illinois Con­
stitution examination is also administered by this office. 
In addition to test administration, the Testing Center provides 
technical assistance interpreting the score results and works 
cooperatively with other units in resolving career, counseling and 
learning-related concerns of the student body. 
Health Insurance Applications and information on optional 
health insurance are available in the Student Development Of­
fice. Assistance in filing claims is also available. 
Placement Office The Placement Office assists University stu­
dents and alumni in preparing for a job search and securing 
career employment and summer employment. 
The Placement Office maintains current job related materials 
designed to inform interested students and alumni about 
available positions pertinent to the various curricula. 
During each academic year, the Placement Office conducts free 
noncredit seminars which are comprehensive forums emphasiz­
ing an awareness of employment positions, career qualifications, 
job search techniques, the resume, cover letter, credentials 
folder and interview. 
Students are encouraged to visit the Placement Office for profes­
sional advice on preparing their resumes, establishing a creden­
tials folder and other topics related to employment. This service 
is available without charge. 
Campus Ministries Council The Campus Ministries Council is a 
voluntary ecumenical agency organized by eight religious de­
nominations during GSU's first full year of operation. The Coun­
cil affirms that study about religion and religious values is valid 
and significant within the life of the University. 
The Council sponsors professional and volunteer representatives 
on campus whose goal is not to impose values or beliefs from 
outside the educational community, but to help elicit, examine 
and support the interests and concerns of students, faculty and 
staff within the University. 
The council fosters the integrity of individual and group religious 
commitments. Its membership is open to all traditions, old and 
new. It maintains independent voice and action since it pays for 
its own operation and receives no University or State funds. 
Activities: The Campus Ministries Council offers competent and 
confidential pastoral conversations on religious matters and on 
any subject or issue of concern to students, faculty or staff. 
Regular hours are posted in the Student Services area, and special 
appointments can be made at the convenience of the student. 
Each Wednesday at noon, the Council sponsors "Theology for 
Lunch" on campus, an informal discussion led by community 
and university resource people on personal , social and religious 
themes. These "brown bag lunch" meetings are open to 
everyone related to the University, as well as to the general 
public. 
The Council also sponsors occasional weekend seminars and 
retreats as opportunities for inquiry and reflection . These events 
are also open to all , with no religious affiliation required or im­
plied. Themes have included liberation, black/white relation­
ships, the arts. 
Membership: The Campus Ministries Council at GSU has the en­
dorsement of the Associated Rabbis of the South Suburbs, First 
Church of Christ Scientist, Episcopal Diocese of Chicago, 
Blackhawk Presbytery, United Methodist Church, and the United 
Ministries in Higher Education. Funding for the ministry is provid­
ed by the Roman Catholic Diocese of Joliet and the Lutheran 
Campus Ministry of Metropolitan Chicago. 
Community Relations: One of the major functions of the Cam­
pus Ministries Council is to build additional bridges between the 
University and the religious sectors of the community . The coun­
cil seeks to bring persons and groups from the community into 
helpful contact with higher education as offered at GSU. And 
with equal seriousness, it seeks to bring the University into mean­
ingful exchange in the service of people in the community who 
share the Council's concern for caring, growth and the quality of 
human life. 
Student Activities 
A comprehensive program of activities and services is open to all 
students. The program, which is designed to provide experiences 
outside the traditional classroom to assist students in the attain­
ment of educational and personal goals, is administered by the 
Director of Student Activities Programs and Services. Program 
schedules are available in the Student Activity Center, first floor, 
" E" Wing. 
Social, Cultural and Special Interest Programming The Program 
Advisory Committee, which is composed of students, faculty, 
staff and community members, advises the Student Activity staff 
on programming. The PAC, which encourages all students to par­
ticipate on its programming sub-committees, recommends pro­
gramming in the following areas: 
1. Lectures 
2. Contemporary Comedy and Music 
3. Classical Music 
4. Coffeehouse Presentations 
5. Films and Video-tapes 
6. Special Events 

These events are all free to GSU students. 
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Student Clubs and Organizations Students can form their own 
recognized organizations or participate in established clubs and 
organizations. "Club Charter Forms" are available in the Student 
Activity Center. 
The INNOVATOR This is the student newspaper on campus. 
There are several paid student positions on the newspaper staff 
open to students who apply. Volunteer positions are also 
available to all interested students. 
Child Care Center The Student Activities unit operates a child 
care center program each Trimester. The Center is open for all 
students, faculty and staff. The Center provides children with 
structured activities and is licensed by the State of Illinois, 
Department of Children and Family Services. A hot lunch pro­
gram is available for all children using the Center. 
The Center is open from 8:30 a.m . - 7:30 p.m., Monday through 
Thursday, and 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. on Fridays. The Center ac­
cepts children, toilet trained, ages 2 - 12. All parents must register 
their children at the beginning of each Trimester if they plan on 
using the Center. 
Student Activity Center This new center houses I.D., locker, 
signmaking, jumper cable, student mailbox, and housing services 
for students, Student Activity staff offices and the student govern­
ment and gameroom area. 
Student Government Students have the opportunity to influence 
policies which may affect their personal , social and academic ex­
periences. Students are encouraged to become involved in the 
University governance through the Student Senate . 
The present governance body for the entire University is compos­
ed of a student senate, faculty senate and civil service senate. 
There are 21 members of the student senate . Student senate elec­
tions are held once a year. Students also elect each year a student 
representative to the Board of Governors as well as the Student 
Advisory Committee to the Illinois Board of Higher Education. 
Intramural and Recreational Activities Students may participate 
in the YMCA activities at a special rate of $1.00 per Trimester. 
Special activities will be offered throughout the year on an in­
tramural basis for students who wish to participate through the 
Student Activities Program. 
Leadership Skill Development Students are encouraged to par­
ticipate in the decision making process of the University. Special 
workshops are offered for students interested in campus student 
leadership positions. This program is coordinated by the Director 
of Student Activities. 
Funding Support is provided to the following programs: Theatre 
Program, Women's Resource Center, Jazz Band, Health Services 
and the Placement Office. 
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The YMCA at GSU 
Through a special cooperative arrangement between Governors 
State University and the YMCA, a comprehensive recreational 
program exists for students, staff and faculty at a very reasonable 
fee. Students holding the YMCA Activity Pass may use the gym­
nasium, pool, and handball/racquetball court at "open" times. 
Additionally, YMCA staff provide supervised programs in such ac­
tivities as tennis, belly dancing, jazz dance, judo, karate, 
volleyball, swimming, and other activities in which an interest is 
shown. 
A special program of activities is available each session for dif­
ferent sports. 
During 1981-82 students may obtain a YMCA Activity Pass for 
$1.00/Trimester; family memberships will be available at one-half 
the standard fee. 
See the GSUIYMCA office in "F" Wing for further details. 
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Community College Relations 
Based on its mandate to serve students who transfer from com­
munitv colleges, Governors State University is committed to 
facilitating the transfer of such students and to offering capstone 
programs to community college programs. The mission of the Of­
fice of Community College Relations is to help meet these com­
mitments. 
The Coordinator of Community College Relations maintains 
open and continuous communications with area community col­
lege administrators, counselors and faculty. The Coordinator also 
serves in a liaison capacity between the community colleges and 
the University. Requests for information, assistance, andlor sup­
port to or from the University normally come through the Com­
munity College Relations Office and are then referred to ap­
propriate University or community college personnel. 
Services and activities provided by the Coordinator of Communi­
ty College Relations include working with community college 
and University personnel in developing articulated associate 
degree and baccalaureate degree (2 + 2) programs and related 
joint recruiting pamphlets, bringing University and community 
college administrators together, assisting in bringing University 
and community college faculty together for meetings or con­
ferences, advising and assisting students who are interested in 
careers in community colleges, serving as a resource person 
regarding GSU and its programs for community college students, 
counselors and others, and serving in a staff function to the 
University Director of Admissions and Student Recruitment. 
Office of Admissions and 
Student Recruitment 
Information about admission criteria and procedures, academic 
programs, credential evaluation and counseling can be obtained 
in this office. Applications, transcripts and other credentials re­
quired for admission are forwarded to this office. Prospective 
students may call or come in any time during office hours without 
an appointment. This office is also responsible for planning, 
organizing and directing the student recruitment program. The 
admissions counselor for international students can help you 
with admission and application procedures, and forms necessary 
for the Department of Immigration and Naturalization Services. 
Registrar 
The Registrar's Office is responsible for the official academic 
records of the University. All official transcripts are processed by 
this office . Other activities and services provided by the office in­
clude: registration, grade reporting to students, certification of at­
tendance and degree requirements, the preparation of the 
University's academic calendar, and the publication of each 
Trimester's Schedule of Classes and Information Bulletin. 
Financial Aid Office 
The Financial Aid Office at Governors State University ad­
ministers and coordinates aid funds from federal , state, University 
and private sources. These funds are provided to insure higher 
education opportunities to eligible students. 
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Academic 
Procedures 
and Policies 
Admissions 
Office of Admissions and Student 
Recruitment 
Information about admission criteria and procedures, academic 
programs, credential evaluation, and counseling can be obtained 
in this office. Applications, transcripts and other credentials re­
quired for admission are forwarded to this office. Prospective 
students may call or come in anytime during office hours with or 
without an appointment. This office is also responsible for plan­
ning, organizing and directing the student recruitment program. 
The admissions counselor for international students can help you 
with admission and application procedures, and forms necessary 
for the Department of Immigration and Naturalization Services. 
Office hours are Monday and Wednesday from 8:30 a.m. until 
8:00 p.m.; Tuesday and Thursday from 9:00 a.m. until 8:00 p.m.; 
Friday from 8:30 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.; and Saturday from 8:30 
a.m. l'lntil noon. 
Admission and Application Information 
Applications for admission are accepted in the Office of Admis­
sions up to one year in advance of the expected Trimester of 
enrollment. Students may apply and be admitted for the Fall 
Trimester (September through December); the Winter Trimester 
Uanuary through April); the Spring/Summer Trimester (May 
through August); or the Summer Session (July and August). Ap­
plication and credential deadlines are approximately three weeks 
prior to registration for each Trimester and the Summer Session. 
Specific deadline dates are published in the Academic Calendar 
and in the Schedule of Classes for each Trimester. 
Classification for Admission 
Students are admitted to Governors State University in one of the 
following three classifications: 
Degree-Seeking Student (undergraduate or graduate) 
Student-at-Iarge (undergraduate or graduate) 
Special Nondegree Student (undergraduate only) 
Degree-Seeking Students 
A student who wishes to pursue a degree program at Governors 
State University should apply as a Degree-Seeking Student. These 
students are admitted to a specified degree program and major 
and are assigned an academic advisor at the time of admission. 
They are also eligible to participate in advance registration and 
are given registration priority. 
Criteria for Admission to a Degree Program 
Undergraduate Students will be admitted as undergraduates to 
Governors State University on a first-come, first-served basis 
.	within the programs of the respective Colleges/School. Persons 
are eligible for undergraduate admission if they: 
1. 	 Have earned an Associate of Arts (AA) or an Associate of 
Science (AS) degree from a regionally accredited institution 
of higher education; or 
2. 	 Have earned at least 60 semester hours or 90 quarter hours 
of work from a regionally accredited institution of higher 
education with at least a "C" average (2.0 on a scale of 4.0) 
in any 60 semester hours or 90 quarter hours of the total col­
legiate hours; and 
3. 	 Were in good standing at the last institution attended; and 
4. 	 Have satisfied any collegial and/or programmatic criteria for 
undergraduate study in a specialized field. Students should 
refer to the information related to their area of in­
terest in this publication for specific admission criteria and 
additional creden~ials required. 
Graduate Students will be admitted as graduate students at 
Governors State University on a first-come, first-served basis 
within the programs of the respective Colleges/School if they: 
1. 	 Have earned a bachelor's degree from a regionally ac­
credited college or university. 
2. 	 Were in good standing at the last institution attended; and 
3. 	 Have satisfied collegial and/or programmatic criteria for 
graduate study in a specialized field. Such criteria may in­
clude requests for additional documentation; letters of 
recommendation; a minimum grade point average at the 
undergraduate level and/or a minimal score on a graduate 
examination, a portfolio evaluation showing graduate level 
competency; and other evaluative data. Students should 
refer to the information related to their area of interest in this 
publication for specific adm ission criteria and addi­
tional credentials required. 
Board of Governors Bachelor of Arts Degree 
Program (BOG) 
Students are admissible as undergraduates (only) to this pro­
gram on a first-come, first-served basis if they have a total of 60 
semester hours or 90 quarter hours of academic work from a 
regionally accredited institution or the equivalent, which may in­
clude credit for prior nonacademic learning. 
Note: If a student has left a previous college or university for 
academic reasons, he/she must wait six months before being ad­
mitted to the Board of Governors Degree Program . 
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University Without Walls Bachelor of Arts Desree Prosram 
(UWW) 
Students may be admissible as undergraduates (only) to this 
program if they have: 
1. 	 A total of 60 semester hours or 90 quarter hours of academic 
work from a regionally accredited institution with at least a 
"C" average or the equivalent, which may include credit for 
prior nonacademic learning. 
2. 	 In reviewing applications, the UWW Admissions Com­
mittee will seek students who have ­
-self-direction 
-the ability to take initiative 
-organizational skills 
-the ability to deal effectively with uncertainty 
-the desire to use nonclassroom resources for learning and 
an ability to locate these resources. 
-an ability to identify educational goals 
-learning needs which are not met by other degree 
programs. 
Credentials/Procedures Required for 
Admission to a Degree Program 
Undergraduate 
1. 	 Complete an undergraduate application (available through 
the Office of Admissions)' submit the application to the Of­
fice of Admissions prior to the application and credential 
deadline for the term in which enrollment is desired. 
2. 	 Request that all previous institutions attended forward to the 
Office of Admissions official transcripts reflecting all 
coursework attempted (including grades) and academic 
standing at the last institution attended . (These materials 
must be received prior to the application/credential deadline 
for the term in which enrollment is desired.) 
3. 	 Submit all additional documentation if required, as specified 
by the degree program to which application is be­
ing made, to the Office of Admissions. 
Graduate 
1. 	 Complete a graduate application (available through the Of­
fice of Admissions), submit the application to the Office of 
Admissions prior to the application and credential deadline 
for the term in which enrollment is desired . 
2. 	 Request that all previous institutions attended forward to the 
Office of Admissions official transcripts reflecting all 
coursework attempted (including grades) prior to the award 
of a bachelor's degree, all graduate level work at­
tempted, and academic standing at the last institution at­
tended. (These materials must be received prior to the ap­
plicationlcredential deadline for the term in which enroll­
ment is desired.) 
3. 	 Submit all additional documentation if required, as specified 
by the degree program to which application is being made, 
to the Office of Admissions. 
Board of Governors Bachelor of Arts Degree 
Prosram 
1. 	Complete an undergraduate application- for admission 
(available through the Board of Governors Degree Program 
Office or the Office of Admissions). 
2. 	Have the completed aplication approved by the BOG of­
fice and submit it to the Office of Admissions prior to the ap­
plication and credential deadline for the term in which 
enrollment is desired. 
3. 	Request that official transcripts from all previous institutions 
attended, reflecting all coursework attempted (including 
grades) and academic standing at the last institution attend­
ed, be forwarded to the Office of Admissions. (These 
materials must be received prior to the application/creden­
tial deadline for the term in which enrollment is desired.) 
4. 	 If a portfolio is required prior to admission, portfolio 
materials should be submitted directly to the BOG office. 
University Without Walls Bachelor of Arts Degree Prosram 
All applicants to this program should have application material ­
including transcripts, a supplemental application, and a portfolio 
if assessment is required - on file no later than the end of Oc­
tober if applying for the Winter Trimester, the end of February if 
applying for the Spring/Summer Trimester, and the end of June if 
applying for the Fall Trimester. 
1. 	Complete an undergraduate application for admission 
(available through the UWW Office or Office of Admissions) 
and submit the application to the Office of Admissions in ad­
vance of the deadlines stated above. 
2 . 	 Complete a supplemental application,( available through the 
UWW office) and submit it to that office for considera­
tion by the UWW Admissions Committee. 
3 . 	 Complete a portfolio for assessment of prior learning 
(available through the UWW office), if you do not otherwise 
meet minimum admission requirements, and submit it 
directly to the UWW office. 
Notification Regarding Admission Status 
Degree-seeking students will receive a Certificate of Admission 
from the Office of Admissions upon being admitted to the 
University and will be assigned an Academic Advisor. Students 
may be admitted conditionally. All conditions of admission are 
stated on the Certificate of Admission . Failure to meet stated con­
ditions by the date specified will result in the student not being 
allowed to register for future terms and not being allowed to 
receive academic records from Governors State University. 
Students-at-Large 
Students who wish to enroll in courses at Governors State Univer­
sity, but who do not intend to earn a degree, may register as 
Students-at-Large at the undergraduate or graduate level. 
Coursework completed in this status does NOT automatically ap­
ply to a degree program. The transfer of such courses is governed 
by policies established by the deans and faculty of each Col­
lege/School. Students-at-Large are not eligible to earn any Gover­
nors State University degree. If at some later date a Student-at­
Large wishes to enter a degree program, formal application and 
admission to that program is required. Students-at-Large are not 
assigned academic advisors. They receive registration assistance 
from counselors in the Office of Admissions. 
Note: Students-at-Large are NOT eligible for financial aid. 
Criteria for Admission as Student-at-large 

U ndergrad uate 

1. 	An Associate of Arts or an Associate of Science degree from a 
regionally accredited institution, or 
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2 . 	 At least 60 semester hours or 90 quarter hours of work, with 
alleast a "C" average (2.0 on a scale of 4.0) from a regional­
ly accredited institution. 
Graduate A bachelor's or graduate degree from a regionally ac­
credited institution. 
Credentials/Procedures for Admission as a Student-at-large 
1. 	 Students-at-Large are not required to submit an application 
for admission prior to registration. 
2. 	 During open registration, or at any time during the 
Add/Drop period, persons wishing to enroll as Students-at­
Large should go directly to the registration area. At this time 
they will complete both the application and registration 
forms. 
3. 	 Students must bring their transcripts or diplomas to show 
that they meet minimum admission requirements as 
Students-at-Large. (See preceding section.) 
All credentials will be returned to the student upon verification of 
admissibility. Once a student has registered as a Student-at-Large 
or has previously attended GSU in a degree status, it will not be 
necessary to furnish evidence of admissibility for subsequent 
registrations. 
Special Nondegree Students 
Students who have not completed 60 semester hours of college 
work, but who have had equivalent specialized experiences, and 
wish to enroll in a course, workshop, seminar or other University 
activity for credit, are eligible to become Special Nondegree 
Students. These students must petition for enrollment in the ap­
propriate College/School for each separate term of enrollment; 
will be permitted to enroll only if space is available after eligible 
regular students are enrolled; may enroll for only two learning ac­
tivities per term; and may earn a maximum of 15 credit hours in 
this status. Credit earned in the status cannot be used toward 
meeting minimum criteria for admission. 
Credentials/Procedures for Special Nondegree 
Students 
1. 	 Complete an undergraduate application, available through 
the Office of Admissions, prior to the application and 
credential deadline for the term in which enrollment is 
desired. 
2. 	 Complete and submit a petition form, available through the 
Office of Admissions, specifying the course(s) in which 
enrollment is desired, prior to the application and credential 
deadline for the term in which enrollment is desired. 
3. 	 Request official transcripts of any collegial work attempted 
to be forwarded to the Office of Admissions. Admission will 
be conditional pending receipt of all official transcripts. 
Notification Regarding Admission Status 
Special Nondegree Students will receive a Certificate of Admis­
sion from the Office of Admissions upon being admitted and will 
be assigned to the Dean of the College or the Director of the 
School/Program for advisement purposes. 
Special Admission Opportunities 
Petitions for Admission 
Undergraduate applicants who are not eligible for admission, as 
defined elsewhere in this section, but who have earned a 
minimum of 54 semester hours of credit, may petition for admis­
sion to a degree program under policies and procedures 
established by the University and the Office of Admissions. 
Graduate applicants, who are not eligible for admission, as de­
fined elsewhere in this section may petition for admission. Addi­
tional information regarding petitions for admission is available 
through the Office of Admissions. 
Credit Through Evaluation of Experiential 
learning (CEH) 
Students applying and/or admitted to any degree program at 
Governors State University, on either the undergraduate or 
graduate level, may apply for assessment of credit for prior learn­
ing through this process. The assessment is done by portfolio and 
can include, as well, credit assessed based on performance on 
standardized examinations, such as the College Level Examina­
tion Program (CLEP), the Proficiency Examination Program (PEP), 
and others. This credit, if awarded, may be used to meet 
minimum admission criteria, or may be used to meet competen­
cies required for the degree program. For a limited number of 
students it may be possible to be admitted to a graduate program 
without having been awarded a bachelor's degree. Persons in­
terested in information regarding application for admission or for 
credit under this program should contact the Office of Admis­
sions or the Board of Governors (BOG) Office of Assessment. 
Application for Readmission 
A reapplication and readmission to Governors State University, 
prior to registration, is required in the following instances: 
1. 	 If a student has not been continuously enrolled as per the 
definition of a continuing student. If a student was on proba­
tion at the time of last enrollment, and Governors State 
University was the last institution attended, a petition is re­
quired with the application for readmission. 
2. 	 If a student has completed a degree (bachelor's/master's) at 
GSU and wishes to re-enter as a degree-seeking student in 
another program. 
3. 	 If a student has been admitted as a Student-at-Large or 
Special Nbndegree Student and is seeking admission to a 
degree program. 
4. 	 If a student has been academically dismissed (suspended) 
from GSU. In this case the student may not enroll for one 
academic year (three Trimesters) and must petition for re­
admission at the time of reapplication. 
Transfer Credit 
After admission to a degree program, a student will develop, in 
conjunction with his/her academic advisor, a Student Study Plan. 
This study plan will detail the requirements for the degree. 
The transfer of credit toward the degree, at the upper division or 
graduate level will also be indicated in the study plan. This deci­
sion to transfer credit toward degree requirements is made by the 
academic advisor. 
Ordinarily, an undergraduate student will complete 60 semester 
hours of work on the freshman/sophomore level, and 60 
semester hours of work on the junior/senior level to total 120 
semester hours - the minimum number of hours required for a 
bachelor's degree. Normally, therefore, no more than 60 
semester hours of freshman/sophomore level credit will be ap­
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plied toward degree requirements. There is no course-by-course 
transfer of credit at this level. Hours earned at the junior/senior 
level are transferred toward specific degree requirements on a 
course-by-course basis by the academic advisor. 
Transfer of graduate level credit toward requirements of a 
master's degree is done on a course-by-course basis by the 
academic advisor. A minimum of 32 semester hours of graduate 
credit is required for a master's degree. 
Both undergraduates and graduates must earn a minimum of 24 
semester hours of credit in residence at GSU to earn a degree 
from GSU. Board of Governors (BOG) degree-seeking students 
must have earned 15 semester hours of credit from a Board of 
Governors institution - also, up to 80 semester hours of 
freshman/sophomore level credit may be applied to a Board of 
Governors degree. 
Information for International Students 
Governors State University does not have a University Interna­
tional Student Office, and most special services traditionally of­
fered by such offices are not available. The admissions counselor 
for international students in the Office of Admissions is available 
to assist students in obtaining visas and legal documents, and to 
eval uate credentials. 
Since the University is a commuter institution, there are no dor­
mitories or student housing facilities on campus. Students are 
responsible for arranging their own housing and transportation to 
and from the campus. Many students live in the immediate area 
or in Chicago and commute either by car or train to GSU. RTA 
bus service is available to and from the Park Forest South ICG 
train station. 
Admission Requirements 
Academic Preparation To be considered for undergraduate ad­
mission, an international student applicant must have completed 
the equivalent of two years university-level work of a regionally 
accredited institution of higher education in the United States. In' 
ternational student applicants to graduate programs must have 
completed an education equivalent to the baccalaureate degree 
of a regionally accredited institution of higher education in the 
United States. The University will evaluate the applicant's 
credentials and make a determination as to the student's 
preparedness to enter and successfully complete the learning 
program for which application is made. 
language Proficiency Evidence of a satisfactory score on the Test 
of English as a Foreign language (TOEFL) is required of all 
students from countries whose native language is not English. 
Graduates must have a score of 550; undergraduates must have a 
score of 500. This requirement may be waived under certain con­
ditions. Students seeking waiver must petition for waiver under 
the policies and procedures established by the University and the 
Office of Admissions. 
For international students not living in the U.S.A., information on 
testing dates and locations and the TOEfl Bulletin of Information 
and Registration Form may be obtained at the American Em­
bassies and consular offices of the United States Information Ser­
vices, at United States educational commissions and foundations 
abroad, and at binational centers. Applicants may also contact 
the Educational Testing Service, Box 89, Princeton, New Jersey 
08540, U.S.A., if they are unable to secure the TOEFL Bulletin 
and Registration Form in their native country. 
International students living in the U.S.A. can obtain this informa­
tion by contacting ETS in Princeton or by writing to the admis­
sions counselor for international students in the Office of Admis­
sions at Governors State University. 
Financial Statement A prospective student must certify that ade­
quate funds are available to fulfill financial needs for the length of 
time necessary to complete a full-time course of study applicable 
to a degree program. Estimated costs are listed on the Financial 
Statement for International Students. Further information can be 
obtained through the University Office of Financial Aid. 
Admission Application Procedures The completed application 
for admission should be sent to the Office of Admissions, Gover­
nors State University, Park Forest South, Illinois 60466 with the 
following documents and academic credentials: 
1. 	 summary of educational experience form obtained from the 
Office of Admissions 
2. 	 signed financial statement obtained from the Office of Ad­
missions 
3. 	 TOEFL score 
4. 	 credentials for evaluation ­
a. national examination results; 
b. diplomas and/or certificates; 
c. 	 complete records of all college, university, or other post 
secondary work, listing courses taken and examination 
results, including diplomas and/or certificates; 
d. college or university transcripts, if applicable. 
Official (original) documents must be furnished and accom­
panied by certified English translations. These records must be 
certified by an official of the educational institution issuing them, 
or by United States or local government officials. 
All credentials must be received by the Office of Admissions at 
least two months prior to the application deadline for the term in 
which enrollment is desired. 
federal Authorization 
This institution is authorized under Federal law - ACT 101 (A) 
(15) (F); 8CFR2143 - to enroll non-immigrant, alien students. 
Note: Additional information may be obtained through the ad­
missions counselor for international students in the Office of Ad­
missions. 
Registration 

For each Trimester, there are regular time periods during which 
students can register, pay fees, and/or change their schedules. 
Advance Registration 
Continuing degree-seeking students (as defined under the "Con­
tinuing Students" definition in this section), and new degree­
seeking students admitted prior to the Admissions' Applica­
tion/Credential deadline may advance register by completing the 
Advance Registration Form distributed by the Registrar's Office. 
College advisors' signatures are required on this form before it 
will be accepted by the Registrar's Office. By participating in ad­
vance registration, students supply the Deans with demand infor­
mation used to make schedule adjustments. Although participa­
tion in advance registration does not guarantee seats in requested 
courses due to budgetary and space limitations, it nevertheless 
significantly increases the chances that students will be enrolled 
in the course of their choice. 
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Advance Registration Schedule 
Pick-Up and Fee Payment 
There is one day set aside, shortly before the beginning of classes, 
for those who have advance registered to come to the University 
to pick up their printed class schedule, make any adjustments, 
and pay fees. 
Open Registration 
On the day following Advance Registration Schedule Pick-Up 
and Fee Payment, there is one day of Open Registration which 
permits newly admitted students, students-at-Iarge, and others 
who did not, or were unable to, participate in Advance Registra­
tion to register for courses and pay fees. 
Students who had advance registered but could not come to the 
University to pick up their printed schedules and pay fees on the 
day of Advance Registration Schedule Pick-Up and Fee Payment 
may use this day to complete the registration process and pay 
fees. 
Note: 1) At the end of this Open Registration day, any advance 
registrations not picked up will be cancelled. 2) Registration and 
official enrollment in courses is not complete until all fees have 
been paid. 
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Add/Drop and Late Registration 
For ten calendar days, beginning with the first day of classes, any 
newly admitted or readmitted students may register and/or 
change their schedules. (If a student wishes to add a Block 2 
course, only five calendar days, beginning with the first day of 
classes, are permitted for this purpose.) There is also a five-day 
Add/Drop period at the beginning of Block 3 courses. 
Student Enrollment Status 
The number of credit hours for which a student is enrolled deter­

mines enrollment status: 

FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT - 12 or more hours in a Trimester. 

THREE-QUARTER TIME ENROLLMENT - 9-11 hours in a 

Trimester. 

HALF-TIME ENROLLMENT - 6-8 hours in a Trimester. 

LESS THAN HALF-TIME ENROLLMENT - Fewer than 6 hours 

in a Trimester. 

As a general rule, students should plan to spend two hours out­

side of class for each hour spent in class. Thus, a class offered for 

three credit hours for 15 weeks, requires of the student six hours 

per week in preparation for the class. 

In classes that meet for seven and one-half weeks, additional 

preparation time outside of class should be planned. 

Students who are employed full-time should not consider taking 

more credit hours than what they can handle during a Trimester. 

Most GSU students who are employed full-time take no more 

than two courses, or six credit hours, each Trimester. 
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Students-at -Large 

Students who wish to enroll in courses at Governors State Univer­
sity but do not intend to earn a degree may register as Students­
at-Large. Students-at-Large are not required to make formal ap­
plication to the University in advance of registration, and are thus 
exempt from the normal application deadlines. 
To be eligible to register, Students-at-Large need only to substan­
tiate their academic level. Undergraduate students should 
demonstrate their qualification for upper division (junior/senior) 
coursework by presenting a transcript or transcripts showing at 
least 60 semester hours or 90 quarter hours or more of total col­
legiate work or the award of an associate's degree, from a 
regionally accredited institution of higher education, or by 
presenting a copy of their associate degree diploma. Graduates of 
other universities should demonstrate their qualifications for 
graduate level coursework by presenting transcripts reflecting the 
award of a degree, from a regionally accredited institution of 
higher education, or by presenting copies of their diplomas. 
(Credentials which are presented to certify admissibility will be 
returned immediately to the student.) After a student has 
registered at GSU, re-substantiation of eligibility will not be re­
quired for further registrations Students-at-Large. 
Counselors in the Admissions Office will be available during nor­
mal office hours to assist Students-at-Large in selecting courses 
which are available and which meet their needs and interests. In 
addition, a special table will be set up at registration to assist 
these students in registering. 
Students-at-Large may register on the Open Registration day, or 
may participate in the Add/Drop - Late Registration period 
without a late fee. 
Note: Students-at-Large are NOT eligible for Financial Aid. 
Caution: Coursework completed as a Student-at-Large is NOT 
automatically applicable to a degree program. The transfer of 
such courses is governed by policies established by the Deans 
and faculty of each College. Collegial representatives will be 
. available at registration to assist in the selection of the most 
beneficial courses. Students-at-Large are not eligible to earn any 
Governors State University degree. To earn a degree, the student 
must formally apply, and be admitted, to a degree program. 
Audit Registration: Students 

or Community Members 

Students or community members wishing to attend the meetings 
of a course without earning academic credit may register as 
auditors. 
Because the courses offered at Governors State University are 
primarily intended for students registering for academic credit, 
auditors may register only during late registration periods (see 
academic Calendar for dates)' and pay only a $5.00 service fee 
(per course); no late fee will be assessed. 
Note: A change from audit registration to full-credit registration 
or vice-versa must be accomplished by the end of the Add/Drop 
period. 
Special Registration Permission 
Special registration permiSSion is required when a student wishes 
to enroll for more than 16 hours during any Trimester or more 
than 9 hours in a single Block 2 or 3 (count half value for Block 1). 
Special registration permission must be authorized in writing on 
the registration form by the Dean or authorized designee. 
University Hold List 
The University Hold List, administered by the Registrar's Office, 
is a means of identifying students with unsatisfied financial or 
academic obligations to the University. Students on the Hold List 
may not register and may not have their academic records re­
leased. 
Withdrawal Policy 
Official Withdrawal from Courses A student may officially 
withdraw from any or all course(s) through the end of the tenth 
week of classes for any Block 1 course or through the end of (he 
fifth week in any Block 2 or Block 3 course by completing the of­
ficial GSU withdrawal form, which must be submitted to the 
Registrar's Office on or before the specified deadlines published 
in this Catalog and each Trimester's Schedule ofClasses and Infor­
mation Bulletin. 
The Registrar may officially withdraw a student from any or all 
courses consistent with established Board of Governors Regula­
tions and University policies. 
Academic Record Offical withdrawals will not be included in 
calculating a student's cumulative grade point average or 
academic good standing. 
Refunds and Procedures Official student or University 
withdrawals will be subject to the University's tuition refund 
policy and withdrawal procedures, which are stated in the 
Catalog and The Schedule of Classes and Information Bulletin. 
Deadline for Withdrawals No withdrawals will be accepted after 
the specified deadlines, unless approved by the Registrar. A stu­
dent must petition for exception in writing to the Registrar. In the 
event the appeal is rejected, the student may appeal to the ap­
propriate Collegial DeanlDirector. 
Procedures for Withdrawal from 
Courses 
Student Initiated Withdrawal from Courses 
1. 	 The request for withdrawal must be made in writing by the 
student by completing the Withdrawal Form available in the 
Registrar's Office. 
2. 	 Such withdrawals will appear on the student's academic 

record as "W". 

3. 	 A student receiving any form of financial aid who withdraws 
from a course(s) (partial or total withdrawal) must see a 
representative of the Financial Aid Office for a review of 
his/her award. 
4. 	 A student who totally withdraws from all courses must have 
an exit interview with a designated representative of the Stu­
dent Development Office. A student receiving any form of 
financial aid or who has an outstanding indebtedness with 
the University must also have an exit interview with a 
representative of the Business Office. 
University Initiated Withdrawal from Courses 
1. 	 The Registrar may withdraw a student from all courses for 
nonpayment of tuition and fees, written and verified notifica­
tion of illness, disciplinary reasons, and for other reasons 
within established University policy. 
2. 	 The Registrar's Office will notify the Student Development 
Office, Business Office, Financial Aid Office, and faculty 
member(s) of the withdrawal as appropriate. The ap­
propriate offices will contact the student regarding the 
withdrawal. 
3. 	 Such withdrawals will appear on the student's academic 
record as "X" (administrative withdrawal) and w ith an ap­
propriate message, e.g., cancellation for nonpayment of 
fees. 
4. 	 Administrative withdrawals (X's) do not appear on the of­
ficial transcript. 

Exceptions to the Withdrawal Deadlines 

Appeals for exceptions to the withdrawal deadlines, if approved 
per the above Withdrawal Policy, must be received in the 
Registrar's Office no later than the last day of the Trimester in 
which the course(s) is scheduled, or the last day of the course, 
whichever comes first. 
Definition of a Continuing Student 
A continuing student at Governors State University is defined as 
any degree-seeking student whose continuous enrollment at 
GSU has not been interrupted for more than one consecutive 
Trimester. Effective with the Fall Trimester 1980, students no 
longer have to register for zero credit hours to maintain continu­
ing students status. 
1. 	 Enrollment is defined as registration for academic credit or 
audit of one or more hours (noncredit programs/ courses are 
excluded): 
2. 	 Degree-seeking students are subject to the curricular re-
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quirements in effect at the time of their initial admission pro­
vided they maintain continuing student status. 
3. 	 Degree-seeking students who must reapply for admission are 
subject to the admissions and curricular requirements in ef­
fect at the time of readmission. 
Academic Credit Reporting 
General Information Academic credit is reported in three ways: 
(1) Student Status Report, (2) Grade Resubmittal Form, and (3) 
Official Transcripts (issued per student request). 
Student Status Reports Approximately one week after the end of 
each Trimester, the Registrar's Office mails to each student a Stu­
dent Status Report indicating courses taken, grades received, 
credits earned and grade points. Also included in the report is a 
cumulative record for student work completed at Governors 
State University. 
Grade Resubmittal Forms In cases where "I" (Incomplete) or 
"M"- (Missing grade at the time of grade processing) have been 
assigned to students for specific courses, a Grade Resubmittal 
Form is printed and distributed to the faculty immediately after 
Student Status Reports are mailed. Upon completion of the 
coursework (at any time within 15 weeks after the Trimester has 
ended), the faculty submit the Grade Resubmittal Forms to the 
Registrar's Office. Once each form is processed, the Registrar's 
Office sends one copy of this form to the student indicating the 
appropriate letter grade designation. 
The "I" or "M" designation for a course must be changed to one 
of the assignable letter grades (see section on Grade and Letter 
Designations) within 15 weeks after the end of the Trimester. If 
not changed by the deadline, the "I" or " M" will be automatical­
ly converted to a " U" or "NC" depending upon the student's 
grading option (see section on Grading Policy). 
This form is also used by the faculty if there is a grade change 
(i.e., "B" to "A"). 
Official Transcripts Official transcripts are issued by the 
Registrar's Office upon the student's written request. The first two 
transcripts are free; subsequent transcripts are $2.00 each. 
Two types of transcripts are available to students. See the section 
entitled "Grading Policy" for a description of these two types of 
transcripts. 
Transcripts are not issued for students with outstanding financial 
obligations to the University or for students who have an Admis­
sions Office Hold. 
Graduation Requirements 
I. 	 Bachelor's Degree Requirements 
A. 	 The following are general minimum requirements only. 
Individual programs may have established additional re­
quirements beyond the minimums listed below. 
B. 	 General minimum requirements for graduation include: 
1. 	 Completion of a minimum of 120 credit hours, in­
cluding lower division credit hours for admission and 
any upper division level transfer credit accepted, for a 
baccalau reate degree. 
2. 	 Completion of at least 24 credit hours of coursework 
taken at Governors State University. 
Residency requirements within Collegial programs 
may be in excess of 24 credit hours if approved by the 
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faculty, College, and University Vice President for 
Academic Affairs. 

(See Section I, D entitled "Additional Requirements 

for Second, Third and Subsequent Bachelor's 

degrees" for more information on the residency re­

quirement.) 

3. 	 Students transferring from community colleges are re­
quired to complete a minimum of 60 semester hours 
of credit while enrolled at Governors State University. 
4. 	 Students transferring from four year colleges and 
universities with 60 semester hours are required to 
complete a minimum of 60 semester hours of credit 
while enrolled at Governors State University. 
C. 	 Additional policies related to bachelor's degree re­
quirements include: 
1. 	 Community college credit in excess of 60 semester 
hours, or in excess of the number of semester hours 
transferred, shall be accepted as upper division work 
only in those instances where a student can satisfy the 
course level competencies in a GSU college and the 
credit can therefore be established according to GSU 
procedures. 
2. 	 Students transferring from four year colleges with over 
'60 semester hours of credit must have excess credit 
evaluated in terms of the relationship of the credit to 
the student's program and major. If such credits satisfy 
terminal competencies within the student's program, 
they are transferable. 
D. 	 Additional requirements for second, third, and subse­
quent bachelor's degrees 
An undergraduate student must: 
1. 	 Earn a minimum of 24 credit hours in residency for the 
new program not to include credit hours earned 
toward the first degree. 
2. 	 Complete all requirements of the second, or ap­
propriate degree program. 
3. 	 Satisfy the appropriate requirements of the laws of the 
State of Illinois. 
4. 	 Have been admitted into the program in which they 
expect to receive their degrees and must, at the time 
of submitting the graduation application, be currently 
admitted in that program. 
II. 	 Master's Degree Requirements 
A. 	 The following are general minimum requirements only. 
Individual programs may have established additional re­
quirements beyond the minimums listed below. 
B. 	 General minimum requirements for graduation include: 
1. 	 Completion of a minimum of 32 credit hours including 
a maximum of eight semester credit hours of graduate 
level transfer credit for a master's degree. 
(NOTE: A student earning both a bachelor's and 
master's degree at Governors State University must 
complete a minimum of 152 credit hours, including 
transfer credit accepted toward both degrees.) 
2. 	 Completion of at least 24 credit hours of coursework 
taken at Governors State University. 
Residency requirements within Collegial programs 
may be in excess of 24 credit hours if approved by the 
faculty, College, and University Vice President of 
Academic Affairs. 
(See Section 2, D entitled "Additional Requirements 
for Second, Third, and Subsequent Master's Degrees" 
for more information on the residency requirement.) 
3. 	 A minimum of 12 credit hours must be in graduate 
courses (numbered 8000-9999). 
4. 	 Preparation of a thesis, performance of a project, in­
ternship or practicum, or in some other way 
demonstrate integration of graduate work pursued 
that is accepted by a committee of three program 
faculty approved to teach one or more graduate only 
courses (numbered 8000-9999). 
C. 	 Additional policies related to master's degree re­
quirements include: 
1. 	 Graduate credit from another university in excess of 
eight semester hours shall be accepted toward the 
Master of Arts degree at Governors State University 
only in those instances where a student can satisfy the 
course level competencies approved for their program 
and the credit can therefore be established in accor­
dance with GSU procedures. 
2. 	 Experiential learning credit shall be limited to the 
graduate competencies of the program in which credit 
is granted. The maximum credits allowed are eight (8) 
credit hours. 
3. 	 Credit applied toward a prior degree, graduate or 
undergraduate, cannot be used for graduate credit in a 
current graduate program in which the student is 
enrolled. 
D. 	 Additional requirements for second, third, and subse­
quent master's degrees 
A graduate student must: 
1. 	 Earn a minimum of 32 credit hours for a graduate 
degree unless the College/School and/or Division 
have established and promulgated a higher number of 
credit hours. If the latter clause pertains, then the 
minimum of credit hours for a graduate degree will be 
that established by the College/School and Division. 
2. 	 In fulfilling the minimum credit hour requirement for a 
graduate degree, graduate students must earn a 
minimum of 24 credit hours. This residency require­
ment shall apply to each degree sought (i.e., students 
seeking a second, third, or subsequent graduate 
degree from GSU must earn an additional 24 credit 
hours in residence at GSU). 
3. 	 Have been admitted into the program in which they 
expect to receive their degree and must, at the time of 
submitting the graduation application, be currently 
admitted in that program. 
E. 	 Graduate credit earned at undergraduate level 
Undergraduate students in the last Trimester of their 
studies may elect to enroll for graduate credit in courses 
totaling a maximum of nine (9) credit hours beyond the 
Bachelor of Arts requirements. 
III. 	Academic Good Standing Requirements - Bachelor's and 
Master's Degrees 
A. 	 Students must be in Academic Good Standing in order to 
receive a degree. 
B. 	 In order to determine Academic Good Standing, can­
didates for graduation must have the appropriate letter 
grades (A, B, C, D, U, P, or NC) for all credit hours, elec­
tive, or required taken Fall 1979 or later. 
C. 	 Incompletes: 
1. 	 Students must have any Incompletes ("I") for any 
courses, required or necessary for graduation, chang­
ed to a final letter grade by the end of the graduation 
processing date or their application for graduation will 
be automatically cancelled for that Trimester. The end 
of the graduation processing date is two weeks after 
the end of the Trimester in which the student applied 
for a degree. 
2. 	 Students taking additional coursework, beyond that 
required or necessary for the degree sought, must 
have a minimum grade point average required for 
graduation for all coursework pursued (including 
courses in which there are any outstanding In­
completes) by the end of the graduation processing 
date, or their application for graduation will be 
automatically cancelled for that Trimester. 
D. 	 Candidates for graduation who have maintained continu­
ing student status since Spring/Summer 1979 must have a 
75 percent completion ratio based on all coursework at­
tempted. 
E. 	 Students who have been admitted or readmitted to the 
University Fall 1979 or later must have a cumulative GPA 
of 2.00 (undergraduate) or 3.00 (graduate). 
F. 	 If the completion ratio and/or GPA is below the minimum 
required, the student's graduation application will be 
cancelled. 
G. 	 Undergraduate students who have maintained continu­
ing student status since Spring/Summer 1979 must have a 
cumulative GPA of 2.00, if they have attempted 12 or 
more credit hours for traditional letter grades (A, B, C, D, 
U). 
H. 	 Graduate students who have maintained continuing stu­
dent status since Spring/Summer 1979 must have a 
cumulative grade point average of 3.00 if they have at­
tempted six (6) or more credit hours for traditional letter 
grades (A, B, C, D, U). 
IV. 	Other University Requirements - Bachelor'S and Master's 
Degrees 
Prior to receiving a degree candidates for graduation must: 
A. 	 Demonstrate that all degree competencies have been 
met as defined in the Student Study Plan. 
B. 	 Meet any University financial obligations and remove any 
administrative holds. 
C. 	 File an Application for Graduation and pay the gradua­
~ion fee. 

NOTE: Deadlines for submission of Applications for 

Graduation to the Collegial/Degree Program Office are as 

follows: 

Graduation Date: December April August 
Application Date: October 1 February 1 June 1 
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V. 	 Board of Governors Bachelor of Arts and University 
Without Walls Degree Programs 
The Board of Governors Bachelor of Arts and University 
Without Walls Degree Programs have somewhat different 
degree requirements from those stated above. See the sec­
tion in this Catalog on these two programs to determine 
degree requirements. 
Graduation Application Procedures 
There are three graduation dates per year: December, April, and 
August. Students intending to graduate should make application 
for graduation, in consultation with the academic advisor, 
through their College or degree program in accordance with 
established deadlines (see deadline dates above). Specific infor­
mation regarding procedures for graduation can be obtained 
through the Registrar's Office. 
Pertinent information related to processing and approving 
graduation applications appear below. 
1. 	 Students are eligible to apply for graduation in the last 
Trimester of coursework toward the specific degree program 
in which they are currently admitted. 
2. 	 Deadline dates for submitting applicatio_ns are published in 
each Trimester's Schedule of Classes and the University 
Catalog. 
3. 	 Graduation applications and the Student Progress Report 
Form are available from the Registrar's Office or frpm the 
Collegial records offices. 
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4. 	 The completed graduation application and Student Progress 
Report Form, with the advisor's signature, are to be returned 
to the Collegial offices for review by the deadline date 
published in this Ca!a/og or each Trimester's Schedule of 
Classes. Failure to accomplish this by the published 
deadlines may result in a delay of one Trimester for a student 
receiving their degree. 
5. 	 Candidates having upper division/graduate level transfer 
credit must submit a completed form, "Transfer Credit Ac­
cepted Toward Degree" Form to the College at the time of 
application. 
6. 	 Approximately one month after graduation applications are 
due in the Colleges, approved graduation applications and 
forms are sent to the Registrar's Office. 
7. 	 Graduation Counselors in the Registrar's Office review Stu­
dent Progress Report Forms for completion of degree re­
quirements and adherence to University regulations regard­
ing graduation. The Graduation Counselors will 
acknowledge receipt of applications and accompanying 
documents by notifying students of the application fee, 
graduation clearance procedure, and any outstanding re­
quirements yet to be completed. 
8. 	 When all degree requirements have been met prior to the 
end of the graduation processing date, the Registrar's Office 
notifies students of graduation by sending a copy of an unof­
ficial transcript indicating the degree awarded. 
9. 	 Notification of failure to complete degree requirements: 
a. 	 Students failing to complete any degree requirements by 
the end of the graduation processing date will have their 
graduation application cancelled. The original graduation 
application and review of requirements will be returned 
to the student. 
b. 	 Students who have had their Applications for Graduation 
cancelled must reapply for a subsequent Trimester by the 
date published in the University Catalog or that 
Trimester's Schedule of Classes. 
10. 	 Subsequent Applications: Students intending to enroll in 
another degree program subsequent to graduation are re­
quired to apply and be admitted to that new program prior 
to any further registration activity. 
Commencement 
Commencement takes place once a year in June. Participation is 
optional. Diplomas are awarded only upon verification of com­
pletion of all degree requirements. 
Students who have formally graduated in August or December of 
the previous year, or are candidates for graduation in April of the 
current year will have the opportunity to participate in the com­
mencement ceremonies in June. 
Further information concerning commencement will be sent to 
those graduates or candidates for graduation in April. 
Graduating students should contact the University Placement Of­
fice regarding services available. 
Change of Student Information 
Personal All changes in information (such as name, address, etc.) 
should be reported to the Registrar's Office on the appropriate 
form. 
Academic Students wishing to change their College, Program, 
Major, or Advisor should complete Change of Student Informa­
tion Forms available in their Collegial/Degree Program offices. 
Financial Information 

In planning to attend Governors State University, a student 
should expect the following typical expenses for the academic 
year: tuition and general fees, $1044.00 (undergraduate), 
$1125.00 (graduate); room $1520 (estimated); board, $2200.00 
(estimated); books and supplies, $400.00. In addition, allowances 
should be added to these figures for personal expenses, medical 
insurance, transportation, and extra charges for special curricula. 
Tuition and Fees 
Tuition Schedule 
Undergraduate Tuition 
Illinois 
Resident 
Non-Illinois 
Resident 
Full-Time (12 hours or more) ...... .. $345.00 ... . $1 ,035.00 
Part-Time (per hour) .. . . .. .. .. ... . . . . 28.75 ... . .. . . 86.25 
Graduate Tuition 
Full-Time . ... ... . ... . . ......... . . 372.00 ... .. 1,116.00 
Part-Time (per hour) . . . ... . .... . .. . .. 31.00 . .... . .. 93.00 
Fee Schedule 
Per Per 7Yz-Week 
Trimester Block 
• Audit Fee (per course) . . .. . . . . . . ... $ 5.00 . . .. .. . $ 5.00 

·Graduation Fee - BA .. ... ... ·..... . 10.00 ... ..... 10.00 

·Graduation Fee - MA .. .. . . . . ... . . . 15.00 ....... . 15.00 

·Late Fee ........ . .... ... .. . . . ... .. 10.00.... . . . . 10.00 

"ParkingFee ... . . .. . . .. ... .. .. ... . . 9.00 ..... .. . . 9.00 
Student Activity Fee ... . . . .. .. .. . ... 15.00 . .. . .. ... 7.50 
Off-campus Fee .......... . .. . . ....... 10.00 per credit hour 

• Non-Refu ndable 
"Students registering only for Block 2 must purchase a Trimester 
parking permit for $9.00; they may redeem the permit at the end 
of Block 2 for a $4.50 refund . 
Descri ption of Fees 
Student Activity Fee These fees are placed in a special account 
called the Student Activity Fund. This fund is used to support co­
curricular student activity programs. Some of the activities and 
programs receiving funding support are: 
Special Cultural Entertainment 
Student Government and Media 
Student Clubs and Organizations 
Child Care Center 
Intramural-Recreational Program 
Women's Resource Center 
Center for learning Assistance 
Health Services 
GSU Jazz Band & Chorale 
GSU Theatre 
Collection of this Student Activity Fee is required by the Board of 
Governors for all schools in the system . 
Audit Fee The audit fee is assessed for students who wish to at- . 
tend the meetings of a course but do not wish to receive 
academic credit. 
Health Insurance Fee Participation in the health insurance pro­
gram is no longer mandatory. Information on an optional health 
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insurance plan is available in Health Services and Student 
Development Offices. 
Late Fee This applies to students who register and pay fees after 
the open registration date and to students paying tuition via the 
installment method who do not pay the balance due on time. 
Off-Campus Fee All courses meeting off-campus require a 
$10.00 per credit hour off-campus fee in addition to the normal 
tuition fee. Any additional fees will be noted under the course ti­
tle in the Schedule of Classes and Information Bul/etin. 
Payment of Fees 
All registration fees must be paid prior to or during the academic 
term to which they apply. Students registering for twelve or more 
credit hours may take advantage of the installment payment 
method. Fifty percent of tuition and all fees must be paid during 
registration. The balance of tuition must be paid not later than the 
Friday before the start of Block 3. 
Students must pay their tuition and fees as stipulated or their 
registration will be cancelled and all classes will be dropped. 
Residency Classification Rules 
To be considered a resident, a student must have lived in Illinois 
for a period of at least six consecutive months immediately 
preceding the beginning of any term for which he/she registers at 
the University, and must continue to maintain a bona fide 
residence in the state. 
A person who is not a citizen of the United States of America, to 
be considered a resident, must have permanent resident status 
with the United States Immigration and Naturalization Service 
and must also meet and comply with all other applicable re­
quirements of these regulations to establish resident status. 
In requesting a change of their non-resident status to resident 
status, students will be required to provide satisfactory evidence 
to the Registrar's Office of in-state residency in compliance with 
the above residency classification rules. 
Refunds 
The University is authorized to grant refunds in accordance with 
the following Board of Governors Regulations (Sec. V. M . 7 and 
sec. V.N.5): 
Specific Board of Governors approval shall be required for any re­
fund of mandatory fees other than those listed below. The term 
"refund" as used .in this regulation may mean the cancellation of 
an unpaid obligation as well as an actual refund of amounts 
previously paid. 
1. 	 A student who has registered and officially withdraws in ac­
cordance with established university procedures from the 
university shall receive a refund of all mandatory fees· in­
cluding any advance deposit thereon . A student who official­
ly withdraws in accordance with established university pro­
cedures after the tenth day but before the twenty-first day of 
regularly scheduled classes, shall receive a refund of one­
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half of all mandatory fees including advance deposits 
thereon. The university may designate shorter refund 
periods for summer session, special courses, and short 
courses. 
2. 	 A student may receive a refund of mandatory fees if a 
scholarship is awarded which covers those fees. The applica­
tion for refund must be made no later than 60 calendar days 
after the close of the session. 
3. 	 A student shall receive a refund of mandatory fees if 
declared ineligible by the university for enrolled status prior 
to the first day of regularly scheduled classes. 
4. 	 A student who changes from full-time to part-time status on 
or before the tenth day of regularly scheduled classes, shall 
receive a refund of all mandatory fees not applicable to part­
time status. A student receiving a refund of fees will not be 
eligible for activities and benefits covered by such fees. 
5. 	 A student may receive a refund of insurance fees if, within 
the first ten days of regularly scheduled classes, the student 
demonstrates equal or better insurance coverage. 
6. 	 Pursuant to guidelines established by each university, the 
President or the President's designee may authorize the re­
fund of part or all of a student's mandatory fees because of 
the student's death or disability, extreme hardship, or institu­
tional error. 
Board of Governors approval is required to refund fees which are 
established by the Board. This approval may be by regulation or 
by specific action. 
The universities may establish refund procedures as appropriate 
for fees not requiring Board approval. 
·The insurance fee will not be refunded if institutional policy is to 
maintain coverage for students who withdraw. 
100% REFUNDS In accordance with Board of Governors policy, 
students who drop courses on or before the tenth day of regularly 
scheduled classes for a Trimester or Block will be entitled to a full 
refund of tuition and fees. Refund periods are listed in the 
Academic Calendar. 
50% REFUNDS In accordance with Board of Governors policy, 
students who completely withdraw from the University (that is, 
withdraw from all courses and terminate their student status) ?fter 
the tenth day but before the twenty-first day of regularly schedul­
ed classes for a Trimester or Block are entitled to a 50% refund of 
tuition and fees. Refund periods are listed in the Academic Calen­
dar. 
Refunds are mailed via check approximately two (2) weeks from 
the request date. Both Visa and Master Charge refunds are pro­
cessed for account credit within three (3) days of the request 
date. 
Payment Via Credit Card 
As a convenience to students, the University now accepts tuition 
and fee payment via Master Charge or VISA/Bank AmeriCard 
credit cards. 
Financial Aid 
Purpose of Financial Aid Program. To help defray the costs 

associated with obtaining a University education, the Financial 

Aid Office administers and coordinates funds for disbursal to 

eligible students. The total costs for attendance are considered 

when making a financial aid commitment. In addition to its own 

funds, Governors State University participates in all federal pro­

grams including the Pell Grant Program. Residents of Illinois are 

also eligible to receive state scholarship and loan awards. The 

following assistance may also be available to eligible applicants. 

PELl GRANT 

Pell Grants (formerly Basic Grants) are available to students with 

financial need. The higher the need, the higher the grant per 

academic year. Yearly awards are divided and distributed to 

students via two checks each Trimester. You must be enrolled at 

least half-time, 6 hours per Trimester, to receive a Pell Grant and 

at least 12 hours per Trimester to receive full payment. 

SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT 

Up to $2000 per year for undergraduates enrolled at least half­

time with demonstrated exceptional need . 

COLLEGE WORK-STUDY PROGRAM 

Hourly wages for 10 to 30 hours per week employment at public 

(including GSU) and non-profit agencies, for at least half-time 

students in financial need. 

NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN 

Financial need is a criterion for these loans of up to $3000 per 

year for at least half-time students, to be repaid within 10 years of 

completion of education or service (military, VISTA, Peace 

Corps) at 4% interest on unpaid balances. 

LAW ENFORCEMENT EDUCATION PROGRAM 

Grants are available to law enforcement personnel at up to $400 

per session. 

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION (G.r. BILL) 

Monthly income for up to 45 months for veterans who have serv­

ed at least six months, amount determined by dependents and 

whether full or part-time enrolled. 

ILLINOIS STATE SCHOLARSHIP COMMISSION MONETARY 

AWARD 

Up to four years of tuition for eligible half-time undergraduate il­

linois residents. 

ILLINOIS MILITARY SCHOLARSHIP 

Tuition and Fees for veterans who resided in Illinois prior to ser­

vice, and who returned to Illinois immediately following a 

discharge other than dishonorable after at least one year of ser- . 

vice. 

ILLINOIS GUARANTEED LOAN PROGRAM 

Eligible students may borrow up to $3000 per year for educa­

tional expenses, to be repaid at 9% simple interest over a five­

year period beginning 6 months after full-time enrollment ends. 

ILLINOIS GENERAL ASSEMBLY TUITION WAIVER 

Applications processed by state Senators' and Representatives' 

offices in residence legislative district. 

DEPARTMENT OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION 

Tuition scholarship and partial support for books and living ex­

penses, application processed by state DVR office. 

ADULT AND SPECIAL EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP 

Tuition waivers for eligible students speCializing in adult and 

speCial education. 

COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION BOARD SCHOLARSHIP 
Scholarship available to minority students currently at communi­
ty colleges, but who intend to transfer to a senior institution. 
GSU INSTITUTIONAL TUITION WAIVER 
Three types are available: 
1. 	for financially disadvantaged students. 
2. 	for financially disadvantaged foreign students. 
3 ~ for extra-curricular talent (in athletics and recreation, 
leadership and service, communication arts, and creative, 
fine and performing arts) not restricted to those in financial 
need. 
GSU SHORT TERM LOAN 

Loans of up to $300, to be repaid within three months. For 

degree-seeking students in temporary financial duress who are 

currently enrolled. 

GSU EMERGENCY FUNDS 

Awards of up to $150 for exceptional circumstances, for students 

who could not continue to attend GSU without such assistance. 

STUDENT TO STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP 

Up to $300 per academic year of monies donated by GSU 

students and matched by state funds, available to full-time, 

Illinois-residing, undergraduate students in financial need. 

This grant is provided, in part, by a donation from the Alumni 

Association. 

INSTITUTIONAL PART-TIME JOB 

Limited numbers of these are available to students with special 

skills and experience in needed areas. 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION 

Limited cooperative education experiences are available at the 

University, coordinated through the respective Colleges. 

AMERICAN LOGISTICS ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP 

For an academic year, cash stipend awarded to the student who 

demonstrates the ability and desire to enter an area in the 

logistical field. For criteria for eligibility contact the Office of 

Financial Aid . 

COMMUNITY COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP 

Merit based scholarship annually awarded for two years to Com­

munity College students from partiCipating area community col­

leges. Will cover tuition and fees, books and supplies' and 

transportation expenses. 

Participating colleges: 
Moraine Valley Community College 
Thornton Community College 
Prairie State College 
Kankakee Community College 
Joliet Junior College 
Olive-Harvey College 
Kennedy-King College 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIP 
Graduate students must be accepted for admission into a degree 
program or currently enrolled at GSU . Since requirements vary 
with each program, graduate students should contact the Dean of 
the College of their degree program. 
FEDERAL ASSISTANCE TO THE HANDICAPPED 
Amount varies, determined by need; contact Financial Aid Office 
for further information. 
SENIOR CITIZEN TUITION WAIVER 
Students who are 65 years or older, or are 60-64 years of age and 
are not working full time, or are retired . 
Students applying for financial aid are considered for all programs 
for which they are eligible. The amount of financial aid awarded 
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is generally a combination of grant, loan, and employment, and 
is based on the financial need of the student. Need is determined 
by subtracting the resources of the student and his or her parents' 
contribution from the total student expenses. The parents' con­
tribution is estimated on the basis of the amount of their income 
. and assets as well as a consideration of taxes, unusual expenses, 
and other liabilities of the family . An independent, objective, na­
tionally recognized method of analysis developed by the 
American College Testing Service is used to evaluate the family's 
financial circumstances. All financial aid awards to students are 
determined by the Office of Student Financial Aid. 
Procedures for Applying for Financial 

Aid 

Students should apply for financial aid by submitting a Family 
Financial Statement (FFS) to the American College Testing Ser­
vice. These may be picked up at the Governors State University 
Financial Aid Office. 
May 1 has been set as a priority date for students applying for aid 
for the academic year beginning in the fall. Students who have 
completed their application files by this date will receive primary 
consideration for financial aid, if they qualify. 
Applications received after May 1 will be processed on a first­
come first-served basis until funds have been exhausted . 
The FFS may also be used to apply for the PELL Grant Program if 
applicable. The FFS may be obtained from a high school 
guidance office or by writing to the Office of Student Financial 
Aid . Students should specify 1028 as the code number for Gover­
nors State University in the appropriate section of the FFS . 
A letter explaining the award decision and giving information 
about aid offered will be sent to each student who applies prior to 
the deadline dates specified above. 
A student must reapply for financial aid each academic year. 
However, aid usually ontinues at the same level each year, 
unless a student' s resourceS or his or her expected parents' con­
tribution changes. 
To be eligible for financial assistance at GSU, a student must: 
1. 	Be a citizen of the United States or be in the United 
States for other than a temporary purpose and intend to 
become a permanent resident. 
2. 	Be admitted at GSU as a degree-seeking student. 
3. 	 Be at least a half-time student (6 hours each Trimester). 
4. 	 Be in Academic Good Standing and making satisfactory 
progress in the course of study in which you are enrolled 
in order to retain eligibility . 
5. 	Not be in default on a National Direct/Defense Student 
Loan, Guaranteed Loan, or Federally Insured Student Loan 
(FISl) borrowed for enrollment at GSU . 
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Veterans Affairs 
Veterans Afffairs administers all veteran-related services and pro­
grams at Governors State and serves the student veteran by pro­
viding advising and counseling as well as the necessary informa­
tion and certification regarding the various veterans benefits. 
The two most commonly used benefits are the Federal G.!. Bill 
program and the Illinois Veterans Scholarship, which may be 
used concurrently. 
The G.!. Bill is a federally funded program which provides educa­
tional benefits to veterans. The eligibility requirements include: 
1. 	 Veterans must have 181 or more days of active duty in the 
U.S. Armed Forces. 
2. 	 Veterans must use benefits within ten years of release from 
active duty. 
3. 	 Veterans must have been discharged under conditions other 
than dishonorable. 
The Illinois Veterans Scholarship, funded by the State of Illinois, 
provides veterans' scholarships to cover tuition and fees for eligi­
ble veterans attending state supported institutions of higher 
educatiOri. The eligibility requirements include: 
1. 	 One year or more of active duty if discharged after August 
11, 1967 (less than one year if before that date). 
2. 	 A discharge other than dishonorable. 
3. 	 Illinois residency prior to entering military service and 
return to Illinois within 6 months after discharge. 
Other programs include the V.A. work-study program, V.A. 
tutorial assistance, discharge upgrading and liaison services be­
tween the veteran and the V.A. 
Veterans Affairs is located in the Financial Aid area. The office 
hours are 8:30-5:00, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and 
8:30-7:30 Tuesday and Thursday. 
Air Force ROTC Program 
Students at Governors State University can enroll in the Air Force 
ROTC program through a "Cross-Town" agreement between 
Governors State University, Illinois Institute of Technology, and 
Air Force ROTC Del. 195. Air Force Aerospace Studies are 
available to undergraduate and graduate students with at least 
two years of full-time study remaining. Interested and qualified 
men and women may earn commissions as Second Lieutenants 
in the U.S. Air Force upon graduation and completion of Air 
Force ROTC Scholarships (paying full tuition and fees, all text­
book costs, and $100 monthly subsistence allowance) are 
available to both undergraduate and graduate students. Those 
cadets qualified and selecting pilot training will receive 25 hours 
of free flying time during their last year in the program. 
Credits earned through the Air Force ROTC program will be 
evaluated for application toward a GSU degree within the 
guidelines of the student's study plan and the relevancy of com­
petencies attained to the student's degree requirements. The 
courses in the program are taught on the campus of the Illinois In­
stitute of Technology. 
The two-year program consists of one paid six-week summer field 
training encampment and the four-semester Professional Officers 
Course (POC). Participants are selected from qualified volunteer 
applicants. Application for the program should be made no later 
than the month of March prior to GSU enrollment in the fall. All 
successful applicants will be required to complete the six-week 
summer field training before enrollment in the Fall Trimester. Ad­
ditional information about this program may be obtained by 
writing: 
Department of Aerospace Studies 
AFROTC Detachment 195 (AU) 
Illinois Institute of Technology 
Chicago, Illinois 60616 
or you may call (312)567-3525, 
or visit 
Detachment 195 
AFROTC (AU) 
3201 South Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60616 
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Academic Policies 
Student Responsibility for 
Understanding Degree Requirements, 
Academic Rules and Regulations 
Each student IS responsible for: 1) knowing and understanding 
toe degree requirements for the program in which he/she is 
enrolled, and 2) enrolling in courses which meet his/her degree 
requirements and insure an orderly progression of work. 
Also. each student is responsible for understanding and abiding 
by the University's rules and regulations regarding admissions, 
registration, withdrawal, grading policy, academic probation and 
susppnsion, and financial aid, if applicable. 
Grading Policy 
A policy for providing grades for academic work went into effect 
beginning with the Fall Trimester, 1979. Grades provide aca­
demic evaluations desired and needed by many students. Grades 
are also the basis for determining academic standing. 
POLICY 
I. 	 At the completion of the work for a course, a letter grade will 
be determined by the instructor. The basis for each grade 
shall be clearly described in the course syllabus. 
Two options are open to the instructor: 
a. 	 Grades may be based on competencies achieved. 
The highest grade must clearly distinguish the added 
difficulty or complexity of the competencies re­
quired . 
b. 	 Grades may be based on normative data as establish­
ed for the program but not for specific sections of the 
course. 
2. 	 The following letter grades shall be used: 
A- Superior performance or highest level of competen­
cy achieved . 
8- Above average performance or competency 
achievement of more complexity or difficulty than a 
" C" level competency. 
C- Average performance or typical competency 
achievement accepted for the course. However, in­
dividual graduate programs have the option of not 
accepting courses with this level of competency 
toward a degree. 
D- Achievement of competencies at a marginal level. 
However, individual programs have the option of 
not accepting specified courses of the program with 
this level of competency toward a degree. 
U - Unsatisfactory achievement of competencies as 
specified in the syllabus. 
P- (Pass) Achievement of competencies as specified in 
the syllabus. This grade does not count in grade 
point computation . 
NC- No credit earned in a course taken under the 
PassINo Credit grading option. 
Other codes may be used (e.g., I for incomplete, W for official 
student withdrawal) to identify the status of the stu­
dent In the course. (See section on "Grades and Letter Designa­
lion~:') 
3, 	 Progrc1m~ may request to use toe Pass/No Credit grading op 
tion for all students (or a specific course if the giving 0; 
grades can be demonstrated as a problem for the learning 
environment. The request must be approved by a Uni­
versity-wide committee as designated by the governance 
system. These courses will not be included in the grade 
point computation. 
4. 	 An undergraduate student may choose to take any graded 
elective course on a pass/no credit basis up to a maximum or 
12 credit hours. This option is not open when the student i ~ 
enrolled in a program that requires the specific course for 
graduation or the course is one of two or more that are listed 
by the program as meeting required program competencies 
for graduation. Grades shall be given by the instructor for 
students selecting this option and permanently recorded by 
the Registrar's Office. However, the grade will not be 
entered on the student's transcript but will be available if the 
student transfers to another program in which a grade is re­
quired. Courses taken on a Pass/No Credit option will not be 
included in the grade point computation. 
5, 	 The completion of the work for a course shall be with in 
these limits: 
a. 	 The student has one Trimester after the end of the 
Trimester in which the course is listed to turn in unfinish­
ed work, provided a reasonable amount of participation 
has been demonstrated during the course as specified in 
the course syllabus. Beyond that time, a student may peti· 
tion, in writing, the College or School for an extension of 
time. Extensions will be granted only for extraordinary 
and compelling reasons that precluded the student s 
timely completion of outstanding coursework. The same 
criteria of quality will apply for work turned in throughout 
the period during which work is accepted. After the 
deadline for submitting work has passed in graded 
courses, an incomplete will become a "U". A student 
taking a course on a PassINo Credit basis will receive a 
grade of NC (no credit) after the deadline for work sub­
mission is passed. 
b, 	 Once a grade has been recorded by the instructor, addi­
tional work cannot be submitted to raise the grade. 
e. 	 A student may re-enroll in a course. After completion of 
the repeated course, the student's transcript will be ex­
punged of previous attempts at the same course. (Contact 
the Registrar' s Office for procedures to accomplish this.) 
The Student Academic Record Files will record all at­
tempts at a course. Prior attempts at repeated courses will 
not be included in the grade point average calculations. 
6. 	 A graduate student must maintain a "B" (3.0) average to be 
in good standing. An undergraduate student must maintain iii 
"C" (2.0) average to be in good standing. The academic 
standing shall be determined three times a year, after the 
deadlines for submission of grades for the Trimesters. 
Students cannot graduate if not in good standing. A student 
not in good standing for two consecutive Trimesters, while 
enrolled, shall be suspended for academic reasons for one 
year. The grade point average will be computed on the basis 
of A-4, B-3, C-2, D-1, and U-O. 
7. 	 Students may request either or both of two transcripts: 
a. 	 An official transcript listing work completed. 
b. 	 An official transcript listing all coursework registered for, 
corresponding grades or status, and grade point average. 
C 
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8. 	 A period of transition is to be provided for students 
registered for coursework prior to the Fall Trimester, 1979. 
a. 	 A student registered for zero or more credit hours during 
the Spring/Summer Trimester, 1979, can choose to re­
main under the existing grading policy of Pass/No Credit 
as long as continuously enrolled or until graduation, and 
must remain under it if on academic probation. The ex­
isting good standing policy also shall apply for the same 
period. 
b. 	 All students admitted or readmitted for the Fall Tri­
mester,1979, and thereafter shall fall under the new 
policy. 
9. 	 Any student wishing to change his/her grading option for a 
course(s) must do so by the end of the Add/Drop period for 
the Trimester in which the course(s) is/are offered. 
Grades and Letter 
Designations 
The following grade and letter designations are used in academic credit reporting at Governors State University. 
Grade/letter 
Code 
A 
B 
D 
U 
P (Pass) 
NC (No Credit) 
I (lncompletes) 
E (Extended Incomplete) 
W (Withdrawal) 

V (Visitor) 

X(Withdrawal) 

R (Repeated Course) 

M (Missing Grade) 
Comment or 
Description 
Superior Performance 
Above Average Performance 
Average Performance 
Marginal Performance 
Unsatisfactory Achievement of 
Course Competencies 
Achievement of Course 
Competencies under the Pass/ 
No Credit Grading Option 
Non-Achievement of Course 
Competencies under the Pass/ 
No Credit Grading Option 
Converted to "U" or "NC" 
depending on grading option, if 
not removed by end of subse­
quent term 
Converted to "U" or "NC," 
depending on grading option, if 
not removed by end of subse­
quent term 
Student Initiated 
Audited Course 
Administrative Action 
Substituted for grade received 
when course was first attemped. 
Student must complete 
a "Repeated Course Request" 
Form Available in the Registrar's 
Office to expunge the first 
grade 
Missing final grade at 
Calculated 
in GPA? 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Credit Hours 
Earnedl 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No No 
time of grade processing 	 No No 
NOTE: Partial credit for courses taken under the Pass/No Credit grading is available only to students who have been continuously enrolled 
since the Spring/Summer, 1979 Trimester. 
Grade Points 
Grade points are determined on the following basis: 
A receives 4 points per credit hour 
B receives 3 points per credit hour 
C receives 2 points per credit hour 
o receives 1 point per credit hour 
U receives 0 points per credit hour 
Grade codes of P, NC, I, V, M, W, X, and Eare not used in grade 
point computation. 
Grade Point Average (GPA) 
The GPA is obtained by dividing the total number of grade points 
by the total number of credit hours attempted with grades of A, 
B, C, 0 or U. The Trimester GPA includes only those graded 
cOUrte$ for the term reported. The cumulative GPA is used in 
determining academic standing and includes all courses taken at 
GSU in which a grade of A, B, C, 0 or U was reported. Courses 
with grade codes of P, NC, I, V, M, W, X, or E (extended in­
completes) are not included in the GPA computation. 
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Example of Grade Point Calculation 
Credit Hours Grade Points 
Course 1 3 A 12 
Course 2 4 1 0 
Course 3 3 0 3 
The GPA is calculated on the 6 credit hours completed and the 
15 points earned. Thus, the calculation is 15+6-2.50. Grade 
points earned upon removal of Incompletes will be included in 
subsequent calculations of the cumulative GPA. Grades of 0 or 
U for students enrolled in the Board of Governors Bachelor of 
Arts program are not calculated in the GPA. 
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Academic Good Standing 
1. 	 Students enrolled under the grading policy effective fall 1979 
should refer to the Grading Policy for definition of Academic 
Good Standing regulations. 
2. 	 A student registered for zero or more hours during the 
Spring/Summer Trimester, 1979, can choose to remain 
under the existing grading policy of PassINo Credit as long as 
continuously enrolled or until graduation, and must remain 
under it if on academic probation. The existing good stan­
ding policy also shall apply for the same period. 
3. 	 Because of the transition to the grading policy, graduate 
students, continuously enrolled at GSU prior to Fall, 1979, 
who enroll for six or more hours of coursework under the 
graded option and continue to take other courses under the 
PassINo Credit option, will have their academic standing 
computed under both completion rate and grade point 
average methods. To be in good standing, graduate students 
must have a GPA of at least 3.0 and a completion rate of at 
least 75%. 
Undergraduate students, continuously enrolled at GSU prior 
to Fall, 1979, who enroll for twelve or more hours under the 
graded option and continue to take other courses under the 
PassINo Credit option, will have their academic standing 
computed under both the completion rate and grade point 
average methods. To be in good standing, undergraduate 
students must have a GPA of at least 2.0 and a completion 
rate of 75%. 
4. 	 Students must be in academic good standing to graduate. 
5. 	 A continuously enrolled student (from Spring/Summer 1979 
Trimester) who is readmitted to the University for the Fall 
1979 Trimester, or thereafter, shall fall under the Grading 
Policy. 
6. 	 A continuously enrolled student (from the Spring/Summer 
1979 Trimester) who graduates and is subsequently admitted 
to a new degreee program for the Fall 1979 Trimester, or 
thereafter, shall fall under the Grading Policy for the new 
degree program. 
Academic Probation 
1. 	 For students continuously enrolled prior to Fall 1979 and 
under the completion rate only: 
A. 	 Students are in academic good standing when they are 
maintaining credit hour completion rates of 75% or 
more. 
B. 	 Definition of credit hour completion rate: 
Total number of credit hours from 
CREDIT HOUR previous Trimesters completed 
COMPLETION _ ~::-.--_bT'y:....t:....h..:.e-=e:....n..:.d-=o..:..f.::.an~YLT.:...r;.:.im..:....:.e.:.;stre;...r--,_--,:-;­
RATE 	 Total number total number of credit 
of credit hours hours from previous 
registered -minus- Trimesters dropped 
in previous during designated 
Trimesters drop periods 
(All completed course activity in the immediate Trimester is 
calculated in determining Academic Good Standing. Students 
will be notified on their Student Status Reports.) 
C. 	 Students shall be placed on academic probation when 
their credit hour completion rates fall below 75%. 
2. 	 For students under both the completion rate and the grade 
point average (as explained in paragraph 3 above): 
Students shall be placed on academic probation when their 
credit hour completion rate falls below 75% and/or their 
cumulative GPA is below 2.0 for undergraduates or 3.0 for 
graduates. 
3. 	 For students under the grade point average (GPA) only. (This 
refers to students who have been admitted or readmitted for 
the Fall Trimester 1979 and thereafter.): 
Students shall be placed on academic probation when their 
cumulative GPA falls below 2.00 for undergraduates and 
3.00 for graduates. 
4. 	 Any period of academic probation shall extend for two 
Trimesters, at most, beginning with the Trimester following 
the determination of probationary status. 
5. 	 In order to return to academic good standing, studentSlTlust 
attain a completion rate of 75%, if applicable, andlor the 
minimum accumulative GPA, if applicable, by the end of 
their period of academic probation. 
Academic Suspension 
1. 	 For students continuously enrolled prior to Fall 1979 and 
under the completion rate only: 

These students shall be academically suspended from the 

University for anyone of the following reasons: 

A. 	 Failure to complete at least 250f0 of credit hours registered 
by the end of the student's second Trimester. 
B. 	 Failure to attain a credit hour completion rate of 75°,(, or 
more by the end of academic probation periods. 
C. 	 Falling below a credit hour completion of 750f0 for a third 
time. 
2. 	 For students under both the completion rate and the grade 
point average: 
These students shall be academically suspended from the 
University for anyone of the following reasons: 
A. 	 Failure to complete at least 250f0 of credit hours registered 
by the end of the student's second Trimester. 
B. 	 Failure to attain a credit hour completion rate of 75'Yo 
and/or cuniulative GPA of 2.0 for undergraduates or of 
3.0 for graduates by the end of academic probation 
periods. 
C. 	 Falling below a credit hour completion rate of 75% 
and/or GPA of 2.0 for undergraduates or of 3.0 for 
graduates for a third consecutive term in which there is 
academic activity. For academic standing calculations, 
academic activity is defined as registration for courses 
(audit registration excluded) from which a student has not 
offiCially withdrawn by the withdrawal deadline. 
3. 	 For students under the grade point average: 
A. 	 Failure to attain an accumulative GPA of 2.0 for 
undergraduates or of 3.0 for graduates by the end of the 
academic probation periods. 
B. 	 Failure to attain a cumulative GPA of 2.0 for 
undergraduates or of 3.0 for graduates for a third con­
secutive term in which there is academic activity. For 
academic standing calculations, academic activity is 
defined as registration for courses (audit registration ex· 
cluded) from which a student has not officially withdrawn 
by the withdrawal deadline. 
4. 	 Students academically suspended from the University for 
anyone of the above reasons may petition for readmission 
after one year from the date of suspension. 
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University Policy and 
Procedures on 
Student Records 
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 was 
signed into law by the President of the United States effective 
November 19, 1974. This federal law states that a written institu­
tional policy must be established and a statement of adopted pro­
cedures covering the privacy rights of currently enrolled students 
be made available. 
Governors State University wishes to comply fully with this law 
and, therefore, accords every student all the rights described 
under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974. 
1. 	 No one outside of Governors State University shall have ac­
cess to nor will this institution disclose any information from 
a student's education record without the written consent of 
the student, except to authorized personnel within the in­
stitution, to persons or organizations providing financial aid, 
to accrediting agencies carrying out their accreditation func­
tion, to persons in an emergency in order to protect the 
health or safety of a student or other persons, to officials of · 
other institutions in which the student seeks to enroll, and to 
persons in compliance with a judicial order. All of the above 
listed exceptions are permitted under the Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Act. 
Procedure 
A. 	 When Governors State University receives a request for 
disclosure of the education record from officials of other 
institutions in which the student wishes to enroll or in 
compliance with a judicial order or a lawfully issued sub­
poena, the student will be notified of such a request by 
mail at his/her last known address. ("Notice of Release of 
Student Record" /FERP-7.) 
B. 	 When in the absence of a signed release from the stu­
dent, any person, agency or firm, other than the previous­
ly listed exceptions, requests disclosure of any student's 
education record, the requester must file a formal request 
("Request for Release of or Access to Student 
Records"/FERP-2). The Registrar's Office will forward a 
copy of the Request for Release of a Student Record to 
the student at his/her last known address. The Registrar's 
Office will withhold action on the request until the stu­
dent replies to the request. ("Consent or Denial of Re­
quest for Release of Student Record"/FERDP-3.) Upon 
receiving written instructions from the student, the 
Registrar's Office will communicate with the requestor. 
When any person, agency or firm presents a signed 
release from the student allowing disclosure of informa­
tion to the bearer, then the Registrar's Office will release 
the education record without notification to the student. 
2. 	 Within the Governors State University community only 
those members, individually or collectively, acting in the stu­
dent's educational interest, are allowed access to the stu­
dent's education record. These include members from the 
following units: Office of the Vice President for Academic Af­
fairs, Office of Admissions, Registrar's Office, Office of 
Financial Aids, appropriate Collegial and Program person­
nel, and other University personnel within the limitation of 
their need to know. 
3. 	 Directory information pertaining to individual students may 
be released by Governors State University at the discretion 
of the Registrar's Office. Governors State University includes 
only the following in the category of directory, or public, in­
formation : name, major field of study, participation in of­
ficially recognized activities, dates of attendance, and 
degrees and awards received. 
A definition of directory of public information shall appear in 
the Governors State University Catalog. Directory informa­
tion shall never knowingly be disclosed for commercial pur­
poses. 
Procedure 
A. 	 All requests for disclosure of directory information must 
be made in person or in writing to the Registrar. 
B. 	 During registration, students are given an opportunity to 
notify the Registrar that they do not want any directory in­
formation disclosed without prior written consent ("Re­
quest to Prevent Disclosure of Directory 
Information"/A&R Form 412). The request for non­
disclosure of directory information will be honored by 
the University until otherwise notified by the student in 
writing. 
4. 	 Governors State University students have the right to 
physically inspect and review the information contained in 
their education records. The review must be done in the 
presence of a University representative. Request for review 
must conform to the policies and procedures as established 
by Governors State University (and where necessary, inter­
pretation of the education record can be provided by ap­
propriate qualified University personnel). Original records 
may not be removed from any office where they are main­
tained. 
Procedure 
A. 	 Governors State University maintains the education 
record in the Registrar's Office, the College of Business 
and Public Administration, the College of Arts and 
sCiences, the College of Human Learning and Develop­
ment, the School of Health Professions, the Board of 
Governors Degree office, the University Without Walls 
Office, and the Dean of Student Affairs and Services Of­
fice. 
B. 	 Students wishing to review their education records must 
present identification to the Registrar, to the appropriate 
Dean or Director. ("Request to Inspect and Review Stu­
dent Records" /FERP-1.) Only records covered under the 
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act will be made 
available as soon as possible but not later than forty-five 
calendar days following the request. 
C. 	 Students may have copies made of their education record 
as permitted by law; however, certified copies will be 
provided only if there are no administrative holds on their 
record. Copies will be made at the student's expense at 
the current rates established by the University. 
5. 	 Exceptions 
A. 	Students may not inspect and review the following 
elements of the education record: financial information 
submitted by their parents; confidential letters and 
recommendations associated with admissions, employ­
ment or job placement, or honors to which the student 
has waived his right of inspection and review; or an 
education record containing information about more 
than one student, in which case the institution will permit 
access only to that part of the record which pertains to 
the inquiring student. Students are not permitted to in­
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spect and review confidential letters of recommendation 
placed in the education record prior to January 1, 1975 
(provided they have not been used for purposes other 
than for which they were collected). 
B. 	 The education record does not include records of institu­
tional, administrative, and educational personnel, which 
are the sole possession of the maker and not disclosed or 
revealed to any other individual except a temporary 
substitute, records of the Department of Public Safety, 
student health records, employment records, or alumni 
records. 
6. 	 A student has the right to challenge the education record on 
the grounds that its contents are inaccurate, misleading, or 
otherwise in violation of his/her privacy or other rights. 
Procedure 
To initiate a challenge to the education record, the student 
shall, within sixty days after he/she has inspected and 
reviewed the record in question for the first time, file with 
the 	 University office responsible for maintaining such 
records, a written request for a hearing or correction, on the 
form specified by the University and provided by the 
Registrar's Office ("Request for Hearing on or Correction to 
Student Record" /FERP-4). Within thirty days following 
receipt of such a request the head of said unit, or his 
designated representative, shall review the records in ques­
tion and either (1) order the correction or deletion to the in­
accurate, misleading, or otherwise inappropriate data as 
specified in the request, or (2) notify the student of the right 
to a hearing at which the student and other persons directly 
involved in the establishment of the record shall have an op­
portunity to present evidence to support or refute the con­
tention that the data specified in the request is inaccurate, 
misleading, or otherwise inappropriate. The student shall be 
given written notice ("Notice of Hearing on, or the Correc­
tion of Student Record" /FERP-S) of the unit head's decision; 
and if a hearing is necessary, the student shall be notified not 
less than ten days in advance. The student shall have the 
right to attend the hearing, be represented by another per­
son, including a lawyer at the student's expense, and to call 
witnesses in his/her behalf. The student shall be notified in 
writing ("Notice of Decision in Hearing on Student 
Record" /FERP-6) of the decision within ten days following 
the hearing. Such decisions are final. 
If the decisions are unsatisfactory to the student, the student 
may place in the education record statements commenting 
on the information in the records, or statements setting forth 
any reasons for disagreeing with the decisions of the hearing 
panels. The statements will be placed in the education 
record, maintained as part of the student's record and releas­
ed whenever the record in question is disclosed. 
Students who believe that the procedures relating to ad­
judications of their challenges were unfair, or not in keeping 
with the provisions of the Act, may request, in writing, 
assistance from the President of Governors State University. 
Further, students who believe that their rights have been 
abridged, may file complaints with the Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Act Office (FERPA), Department of Educa­
tion, Washington, D.C. 20201, concerning the alleged 
failures of Governors State University to comply with the 
Act. 
Academic Honesty: Using the Ideas 
of Others Appropriately 
Academic credit is granted at Governors State University when a 
student has demonstrated that he or she is competent in a given 
field by presenting evidence to demonstrate first-hand know­
ledge. 
The following procedures are appropriate ways to use the ideas 
of others when submitting evidence of being competent in a 
given area: 
1. 	 When someone else's work or scholarship is a part of 
material submitted to demonstrate competency, the source 
of the material should be given credit. It should not be stated 
or implied that such material is a person's own work. 
(a) 	 When USing material from a publication (i.e. book, jour­
nal, article, film, etc.), that material should be enclosed in 
quotation marks or otherwise set off, and the source of 
the material acknowledged. 
(b) 	 When paraphrasing published material (i.e., using it 
almost word-for-word) the source should also be 
acknowledged unless the information is common 
knowledge in the field. 
(c) 	 Unpublished data or ideas of another person should be 
utilized only with the consent of that person. 
(d) 	 Unpublished data or ideas of another person should be 
utilized only with the instructor's permission to do so. 
(e) 	 Material written by another person should be used only 
when acknowledging the author of the material. 
(f) 	 Material should be prepared jointly with one or more 
other individuals only with the permission of the instruc­
tor. The contributions of all individuals to this material 
should be clearly acknowledged when it is submitted. 
(g) 	 Having someone else prepare material that is to be sub­
mitted should only be done with the instructor's permis­
sion to do so. 
2. 	 The same piece of work should not be submitted for credit in 
more than one course without the permission of all instruc­
tors involved. 
3. 	 Hypothetical data should be submitted only with the permis­
sion of the instructor to do so, and should be clearly labeled 
as such. 
4. 	 One should refuse to make work available to another person 
who intends to submit part or all of that work as if he/she had 
written it. 
These ethical guidelines are in no way intended to discourage 
people from studying together or from engaging in group pro­
jects, provided the guidelines are followed. 
Student Conduct Code 
Governors State University recognizes the basic rights and 
responsibilities of the members of the University and accepts its 
obligation to preserve and protect those rights and respon­
sibilities. Further, the University must provide for its members the 
opportunities and protections which best serve the nature of the 
educational process. 
The Student Conduct Code governing the behavior of students of 
the University must insure the basic rights of individuals as well as 
reflect the practical necessities of the community. The Code must 
also prohibit or limit acts which interfere with the basic purposes, 
necessities or processes of the University, or with the rights of its 
members. Finally, the Code must reconcile the principles of max­
imum freedom and necessary order. 
Student conduct regulations which follow are set forth in order to 
give students general notice of prohibited conduct. These regula­
tions are intended as a guide and are not intended to define 
misconduct in every circumstance. They apply to actions on 
University premises and at University-sponsored activities off 
campus. 
Prohibited Conduct 
1. 	 Use, possession, distribution, or being under the influence of 
narcotics or dangerous drugs, except as permitted by law. 
2. 	 Furnishing false or misleading information to the University. 
3. 	 Possession or use of firearms, explosives, dangerous 
chemicals, or other weapons, except as permitted by law. 
4. 	 Assaulting, threatening, harassing, or endangering the health 
or safety of any individual. 
5. 	 Willfully denying to any person freedom of movement or 
use of authorized facilities, or right of entrance or exit; or 
willfully impeding, obstructing, interfering with, or disrup­
ting the performance of institutional activities or duties; or 
occupying the institutional buildings or other property after 
due and legal notice to depart. 
6. 	 Willfully damaging or destroying property of the University. 
7. 	 Use, possession or distribution of alcoholic beverages, ex­
cept as permitted by institutional policy and state law. 
8. 	 Intentionally initiating or causing any false report, warning, 
or threat of fire, explosion, or other emergency. 
9. 	 Knowingly violating terms of any disciplinary sanction im­
posed in accordance with this code. 
10. 	 Failture to comply with the directions of University officials, 
including campus police officers, acting in performance of 
their duties. 
11. 	 Forgery, unauthorized alteration, or unauthorized use of any 
University document or identification card. 
12. 	 Unauthorized presence in or use of University premises, 
facilities, or property. 
Violations of law and Student Code Regulations 
Students may be accountable to both civil authorities and to the 
University for acts which constitute violations of local, state, or 
federal law and of this code. Disciplinary action at the University 
will normally proceed during the pendency of criminal pro­
ceedings and will not be subject to challenge on the grounds that 
criminal charges involving the same incident have been dismiss­
ed or reduced. 
Sanctions for Violations 
The following disciplinary sanctions shall compose the range of 
official sanctions which may be imposed for violation of regula­
tions. One or more sanctions may be imposed. Records of 
disciplinary action shall be recorded and kept by the Dean of Stu­
dent Affairs and Services for three years following the last 
Trimester of enrollment, except as noted under Disciplinary 
Suspension and Disciplinary Dismissal. 
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Disciplinary Warning 
Disciplinary warning is a notice to a student that previous con­
duct was unacceptable and that future breaches of conduct will 
be treated more severely. 
Disciplinary Probation 
Disciplinary probation is a trial period for a specific time during 
which a student must behave in a manner acceptable to the 
University. Terms of the probation shall reflect the purpose of the 
disciplinary sanction. Disciplinary probation status may affect 
qualification for awards, prizes, or student aid, when conduct ac­
ceptable to the University is a condition of such benefits. Viola­
tion of the terms of probation or of a further incident of miscon­
duct may result in further disciplinary action. While on 
disciplinary probation, a student is encouraged to seek advice 
and counsel from appropriate University offices. 
Disciplinary Suspension Disciplinary suspension is an action 
which excludes the student from registration, class attendance, 
and use of University facilities for a specified period of time. 
Disciplinary suspension is recorded on the student's academic 
record during the period in effect and is permanently removed 
upon reinstatement. Upon termination of the period of suspen­
sion, the student shall be considered for registration in com­
pliance with the academic good standing policy then in effect. 
Established proof of a further incident of misconduct, after the 
student is readmitted, may result in Disciplinary Dismissal. 
Disciplinary Dismissal Disciplinary dismissal is the withdrawal 
by the President of the University of the privilege of registration 
and class attendance with no promise (implied or otherwise) that 
the student may return at any future time. The privilege of the use 
of University facilities is withdrawn by this action unless specific 
permission is obtained from the Dean of Student Affairs and Ser­
vices. Disciplinary dismissal is recorded on the student's 
academic record, to be removed only if and when the student is 
reinstated. A student on disciplinary dismissal may be readmitted 
only by action of the President of the University. A student who 
has been dismissed is not eligible for readmission sooner than 
one year from the date of dismissal. 
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Loss of Privileses Loss of privilege is the withdrawal of a privilege 
or use of a service for a specific period of time commensurate 
with the offense committed. Loss of privilege may be imposed 
separately or in addition to any other sanction(s). 
Restitution Restitution requires a student to pay for damages to 
or misappropriation of University property, or the property of 
members of or visitors to the University community. Such restitu­
tion may be charged to any student who alone, or through group 
concerted activities, organizes or knowingly participates in the 
events causing the damages or costs. Restitution may be imposed 
separately or in addition to any other sanction(s). 
Summary Suspension A summary suspension requires that a stu­
dent immediately leave the campus. It may be imposed upon a 
student when the Dean of Student Affairs and Services has 
reasonable cause to believe the continued presence of the stu­
dent on campus constitutes a substantial threat to the safety of 
himself/herself, or to other persons or property, or to the stability 
and continuance of normal University operations. In exercising 
such authority, the Dean may rely upon information supplied to 
him/her by others. Any student summarily suspended who 
returns to the campus during the period of summary suspension 
may be subject to disciplinary dismissal. Permission to be on 
campus for a specific purpose must be granted in writing by the 
Dean of Student Affairs and Services. The hearing shall be held 
no later than five school days after the notice of suspension. 
Cases involving summary suspension are referred to the Student 
Conduct Committee. Hearings held by the Dean on summary 
suspension will address the following issues only: 
1. 	 The reliability of the information concerning one student's 

conduct, including the matter of his/her identiJy. 

2. 	 Whether the conduct and surrounding circumstances 
reasonably indicate that the continued presence of the stu­
dent on the University campus poses a substantial threat to 
himself/herself or to others, or to the stability and conti­
nuance of normal University functions. 
Office of the Dean of Student Affairs and Services 
The Office of the Dean of Student Affairs and Services shall be 
responsible for all administrative details involved in student con­
duct. Reports involving student conduct, procedures for handling 
disciplinary cases, and the results of conduct hearings shall be 
maintained in this office. 
Conduct code violations which may result in a disciplinary warn­
ing, probation, loss of privilege and/or restitution shall be heard 
by the Dean of Student Affairs and Services. Hearings conducted 
by the Dean will be governed by the following procedures: 
1. 	 The student shall be informed of the charges against him/her 
in writing at least five school days in advance of the hearing. 
2. 	 The complainant(s) will not be required to participate, 
unless his/her personal testimony is essential to the disposi-' 
tion of the case. 
3. 	 Documentation and written statements will be admissible 
providing the student has access to them in advance and is 
allowed to respond to them at the hearing. 
4. 	 The student may bring witnesses and an advisor with 
him/her to the hearing. 
5. 	 A summary of the hearing, including the decision by the 
Dean, will be made. 
If a student questions the fairness of the disciplinary action taken 
by the Dean, he/she shall be granted, on written request, a hear­
ing before the Student Conduct Committee (unless this right has 
been waived by the student in writing) providing the request is 
received by the Chairperson of the Committee no later than ten 
school days after the disciplinary decision of the Dean. 
Student Conduct Committee 
The Student Conduct Committee will be a Standing Committee 
to hear conduct code violations which may result in disciplinary 
suspension, dismissal, summary suspension, and appeals from 
students whose cases were heard by the Dean of Student Affairs 
and Services. 
Membership 
The Committee shall be composed of seven persons: four 
students appointed by the Student Senate and two alternates, 
two faculty members appointed by the Faculty Senate and one 
alternate, and one administrator and one alternate appointed by 
the President. The chairperson shall be chosen from within the 
Committee. All members shall serve for two-year, renewable 
terms. At least four members must be present to conduct a hear­
ing. Individual members may excuse themselves from hearing 
any case in which they feel they could not render an impartial 
judgment. 
Procedures for Discipline Hearings 
Notice of Charges The student shall be informed of the charges 
against him/her in writing at least five school days in advance of 
the hearing to afford a reasonable opportunity to prepare for the 
hearing. The notice of charges shall state the specific provision of 
the Code of Conduct which the student is alleged to have 
violated, stating the time, date, and the place of the occurrence. 
The student shall also be informed of the hearing procedures and 
be given the opportunity to waive his/her right to a Committee 
hearing in favor of a hearing before the Dean of Student Affairs 
and Services. 
Conduct of Hearings 
1. 	 The hearing shall be private (closed) unless the student 
charged requests that it be open to members of the Universi­
ty community, and the request is approved by both the Con­
duct Committee 'and the Dean of Student Affairs and Ser­
vices. 
2. 	 The student shall have the right to be assisted by an advisor 
of his/her choice who may: 
a. 	Advise the student in the preparation and presentation of 
his/her defense. 
b. 	 Accompany the student at all discipline hearings. 
c. 	 Advise the student in the preparation of appeals. 
3. 	 Students must inform the Dean of Student Affairs and Ser­
vices at least three school days in advance of the hearing if 
they intend to have legal counsel present. Counsel's func­
tion shall be restricted to advising the student whether 
he/she should answer questions and what he/she should not 
say, so as to safeguard the individual from self-incrimination. 
In such cases, the University may also have legal counsel 
present. 
4. 	 On behalf of the University, the charges and evidence may 
be presented by the Dean of Student Affairs and Services or 
his representative. 
5. 	 The student shall have the right to call a reasonable number 
of witnesses in his/her own behalf, who shall be subject to 
questioning by members of the Committee and the Dean of 
Student Affairs and Services or that individual's designee. 
6. 	 The student charged shall have the right to question all 
witnesses. 
7. 	 The testimony of unknown or unidentified witnesses shall 
not be admissible. 
8. 	 The Committee may address questions to any party or any 
witness called by the parties, provided, however, that the 
student charged shall not be compelled against his/her 
wishes to testify or answer any question, and his/her silence 
shall not be held against him/her. The Committee shall limit 
the scope of the testimony to matters relevant to the charges 
and the defense thereto. The Committee and/or the accused 
student may request that the Dean of Student Affairs and Ser­
vices require the presence at the hearing of any member of 
the University community, including the accused person. 
The Committee and/or the accused student also may request 
the Dean of Student Affairs and Services to require the pro­
duction of records or other exhibits. In the event any person, 
including the student charged and/or his advisor, shall 
disrupt the hearing, the Chairperson of the Committee may 
exclude that person and proceed with the hearing in his/her 
absence. 
9. 	 The University shall have the burden of proof of guilt by a 
preponderance of the evidence. 
10. 	 No recommendation for the imposition of sanctions shall be 
based solely upon the failure of the person charged to 
answer the charges. 
11. 	 A tape recording shall be made of the hearings and a sum­
mary thereof shall be prepared by the Chairperson of the 
Committee. The tape recording shall be destroyed within 
two weeks after final disposition of the case by the Universi­
ty, except as may be directed by the Dean of Student Affairs 
and Services. 
12. 	 The decision of the Student Conduct Committee shall be 
considered as a recommendation to be submitted in writing 
to the Dean of Student Affairs and Services. The Dean may 
accept or reject the recommendation of the Committee 
based on an independent review of the facts involved in the 
case. The decision of the Dean may be appealed by the stu­
dent by submitting a written request for review to the Pro­
vost. The request must be received by the Provost within ten 
school days of the Dean's decision. The decision of the Pro­
vost is final and binding. 
Statement of Review: This policy is to be reviewed annually 

by a committee appointed by the Student Senate. 

Student Grievance Procedures 
General Policy 
It is the intent of the University to provide the right to a fair hear­
ing to each student on a complaint or grievance arising during 
his/her tenure as a student at Governors State University. These 
procedures are designed to address complaints and grievances 
including but not limited to allegations of discrimination by 
reason of race, sex, national origin, handicap, religion, and other 
areas covered by Federal laws, guidelines and regulations. 
The student and the person(s) whose actions have given rise to 
the complaint must make every effort to resolve complaints as 
quickly as possible once they are identified. 
Any retaliatory action of any kind by any employee of Governors 
State University against any student of the University as a result of 
thaI person's seeking redress under these procedures, or 
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cooperating in an investigation, is prohibited and shall be regard­
ed as a separate and distinct grievable matter under these pro­
cedures. 
If prior to filing a grievance hereunder, or while a grievance pro­
ceeding is in progress, a student seeks resolution of the matter in 
any other forum, whether administrative or judicial, the Universi­
ty shall have no obligation to entertain or proceed further with 
the matter pursuant to this grievance procedure. 
Definition of terms 
A. 	 Complaint 
A dissatisfaction expressed by a student because he/she 
believes that a policy, procedure, or practice has been 
violated and that the violation adversely affects him/her. 
Students must make every effort to resolve complaints by 
working informally through direct verbal contact, with the 
person(s) whose actions or inactions have caused the 
dissatisfaction. If the complaint cannot be satisfactorily 
resolved in the informal stage, the student may file a formal 
grievance in writing. 
B. 	 Grievance 
A written allegation filed with the Dean of Student Affairs 
and Services concerning a problem incurred by a student 
whereby he/she believes his/her rights have been infringed. 
Such a formal grievance is limited to specific allegation(s) of 
violation of rights of the student which remain after efforts at 
resolution in the informal complaint stage have failed. 
Matters of faculty professional judgment related to advising 
or teaching a class are not grievable under these procedures. 
Such matters are to be resolved at the Collegial level through 
the appropriate Dean or Director, subject to appeal to the 
Provost/VPAA whose decision shall be final. 
C. 	 Grievant 
Student at Governors Sta~e University who submits a 
grievance relevant to these procedures. 
D. 	 Respondent 
A person(s) alleged to be responsible or who may be respon­
sible for the violation alleged in a grievance. 
E. 	 Day 
Day means a day for which classes are regularly scheduled 
from Monday through Friday, excluding holidays and 
emergency closings. 
F. 	 Student Grievance Standing Committee 
A committee composed of seven voting members and seven 
alternates from constituencies as follows: 
3 students in good standing 3 alternates 
3 faculty 3 alternates 
1 civil service staff 1 alternate 
The members would be recommended by the respective 
Senates and appointed by the Provost to serve staggered 
terms of one, two, and three years. In addition, the Provost 
shall appoint an individual to serve, without a vote, as ad­
visor and secretary to the Committee. The Provost's ap­
pointee shall determine if the grievance involves issues of 
equal opportunity or charges of discrimination. If it is deter­
mined that equal opportunity or discrimination charges are 
involved, the Provost's appointee shall notify the Affirmative 
Action Officer who shall also serve as an advisor (without a 
vote) to the Committee. 
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A minimum of five members, two of whom must be 
students, must be present to conduct a hearing. Alternates 
serve only when a conflict of interest or absence from the 
University prevents a regular member from hearing a 
grievance. 
G. 	 Student 
A person currently registered and enrolled in the University. 
H. 	 Review Panel 
A three member Standing Panel selected from the Student 
Grievance Committee, at least one of whom must be a stu­
dent, which reviews each grievance submitted to the Dean 
of Student Affairs and Services and determines if the allega­
tion is grievable. The panel makes its recommendation to 
the Dean of Student Affairs and Services, outlining the basis 
for the recommendation. Panel members serve staggered 
terms of one year, two years, and three years. 
Informal Complaint Procedures 
A. 	 Any Governors State University student who believes that 
his/her rights as a student have been infringed must initiate a 
discussion of the problem with the Dean of Student Affairs 
and Services within twenty days of the event or cir­
cumstances giving rise to the complaint in order for it to be 
considered within these procedures. The Dean will refer the 
student to the respondent in an effort to resolve the com­
plaint informally. 
B. 	 If after discussion with the respondent the problem is not 
resolved, then the student must, within ten days of the 
discussion with the respondent, discuss the situation with 
the unit head (of the unit in which the incident occurred). 
The unit head will make a record of the occurrence, but not 
the substance of the meeting. He will send a copy to the 
Dean of Student Affairs and Services and the Affirmative Ac­
tion Officer. 
Every reasonable effort must be made in good faith by all 
parties to resolve the informal complaint satisfactorily. 
C. 	 If the discussion does not resolve the formal complaint 
satisfactorily, the student may within ten days of the discus­
sion file a request for a formal grievance with the Dean of 
Student Affairs and Services (file with the Provost if the Dean 
is the respondent) and the Affirmative Action Officer. 
Formal Grievance 
A. 	 The request for a formal grievance is a written document and 
shall provide the following information: 
1. 	 Name and address of grievant 
2. 	 Nature and date of alleged violation 
3. 	 Names of persons responsible for alleged violation 
(where known) 
4. 	 Requested relief or corrective action (specification of 
desired relief shall be at option of the grievant) 
5. 	 Any background information the grievant believes to be 
relevant. 
B. 	 The Dean of Student Affairs and Services will submit the for­
mal grievance to the Review Panel (copy to Affirmative Ac­
tion Officer) within five working days of receipt of the formal 
grievance from the student. The Review Panel will recom­
mend to the Dean, within five working days of receipt of the 
grievance, whether or not it is grievable. The Dean will 
render a decision within ten working days of receipt of the 
recommendation from the Review Panel. If disapproved, the 
Dean shall respond to the grievant with the reasons 
therefore in writing. (If the grievant requests his/her disap­
proval may be appealed to the Provost. The Provost's deci­
sion shall be final and binding.) If approved the Dean shall 
transmit the grievance within five days to the Chairperson of 
the Student Grievance Standing Committee. 
C. 	 The Chairperson of the Committee will, upon receipt of the 
grievance, request needed documentation from all parties 
involved. Written documentation must be provided by con­
cerned parties within ten days. This documentation is to be 
distributed to Grievance Committee members prior to the 
Committee's first meeting. (If the Committee does not 
receive all requested information, the Provost or his/her 
designee must be informed as to which information has not 
been received. The Provost will either require that the infor­
mation be supplied or request an explanation of why it can­
not be provided.) 
D. 	 The Chairperson will send a copy of the grievance with all 
documentation to the respondent. The respondent will then 
have ten working days to make a written response. The 
Chairperson will send a copy of the respondent's statement 
to the grievant. 
E. 	 The Grievance Committee will meet within five working 
days of receipt of the response from the respondent. 
F. 	 Either side may call such witnesses as may be germane to the 
grievance. The grievant, at his/her own expense, is entitled 
to be accompanied by independent counsel who may not, 
however, speak on behalf of the grievant during the pro­
ceedings. If the respondent chooses, he/she may also elect 
to have counsel who may not speak on behalf of the respon­
dent during the proceedings. If either party is to be accom­
panied by counsel, the other party must be notified at least 
five working days in advance. At the request of either party, 
the hearing may be postponed for up to two weeks to allow 
for counsel to be present. 
G. 	 Testimony shall be presented in the following order: 
1. 	 statement and witnesses from grievant* 
2. 	 statement and witnesses from respondent* 
3. 	 questions from Committee members 
4. 	 rebuttal statement by grievant* 
5. 	 rebuttal statement by respondent* 
6. 	 questions from Committee members 
*Grievant and respondent must direct any necessary questions to 
each other through the Committee Chairperson. 
H. 	 An offical record containing all documents and proceedings 
of the hearing will be maintained by the secretary of the 
Committee. All copies of records distributed to the Commit­
tee members are confidential and will be collected by the 
secretary of the Committee at the conclusion of the hearing. 
The official record will be submitted to the President's Of­
fice. All such records will be held by the President's Office 
until they are destroyed. 
I. 	 All hearings will be closed unless the grievant and the' 
Chairperson mutally agree otherwise. 
J. 	 Committee deliberations will be closed and will not be 
recorded. 
K. 	 The Committee shall make every attempt to resolve the 
grievance within twenty working days of receipt of the 
grievance. 
l. 	 The Grievance Committee's decision must be based strictly 
on evidence presented at the hearing. 
M. 	 The Grievance Committee's decision will pertain only to the 
resolution of the specific alleged violation and must be sign­
ed by the members of the Grievance Committee present at 
the hearing. However, any member who disagrees with any 
part of the decision may submit a minority report which 
must be submitted concurrently with the Committee's 
report. The Committee's decision will be considered as a 
recommendation and will be submitted to the Dean of Stu­
dent Affairs and Services. Copies of the Committee's recom­
mendation will be sent to the grievant, respondent, and ap­
propriate University officers no later than ten days after con­
clusion of the hearing. 
N. 	 A copy of the formal record of the hearing may be provided 
upon request to the grievant. The respondent may request a 
copy which will be provided at his/her own expense. 
O . 	 The Dean of Student Affairs and Services will consider the 
recommendation and render a decision to the grievant 
within twenty working days of receipt of the recommenda­
tion from the Grievance Committee. Copies of the Dean's 
decision will be sent to the respondent, Chairperson of the 
Grievance Committee, and appropriate University officers. 
Appeal 
If the decision rendered by the Dean is unsatisfactory to the grie­
vant, the grievant may request a review by the Provost. The re­
quest must be made in writing within ten working days of receipt 
of the Dean's decision. The Provost will render a decision within 
ten working days of receipt of the request, and the decision of the 
Provost will be final and binding. 
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Grievance Procedures 
for Academic Matters 
These procedures are applicable to grievances regarding matters ; 
of faculty/administrator professional judgment related to advising 
or teaching a class which are not grievable under the Student 
Grievance Procedures stated previously. 
A. 	 The student must seek informal resolution of the issue with 
the faculty member or administrator directly involved within 
fifteen (15) days of the event which led to grievance. If after 
reasonable efforts, a satisfactory solution is not reached, the 
student may file a written grievance with the appropriate 
Division Chairperson. 
B. 	 The student must submit a written statement to the Division 
Chairperson of the Collegial unit in which the course(s) is of­
fered stating the reasons for the grievance and the remedy 
that is sought within thirty (30) days of the event which led to 
the grievance. The student may request an extension of the 
time in which to file a grievance through the Division 
Chairperson . The request for extension must be made in 
writing. 
C. 	 Within seven (7) days after receiving the grievance and upon 
determining that it represents an issue of substance covered 
by the context of these procedures, the Division Chairperson 
shall refer the grievance to the Chairperson of the Collegial 
Grievance Committee. The Grievance Chairperson shall at­
tempt to find a mutually satisfying solution by working with 
both the student and the faculty/administrator involved 
within five (5) days of receiving the grievance. If within seven 
(7) days after receiving the grievance, the Division Chairper­
son decides that the grievance does not represent an issue of 
substance covered by these procedures, he/she shall so in­
form the student in writing with reasons. The student may 
appeal (except in cases in which the Provost has rendered 
the decision) this decision to the Dean/Director in writing 
within ten (10) days of receipt of the Division Chairperson's 
decision. 
D. 	 If the Grievance Chairperson was unable to mediate a 
satisfactory solution, he/she shall ask the faculty/admin­
istrator involved to submit a written response to the 
student's grievance. The response is to be received by the 
Grievance Chairperson within seven (7) days of the request. 
E. 	 The Grievance Chairperson shall convene the Collegial 
Grievance Committee within seven (7) days of receiving a 
response from the faculty/administrator involved . 
F. 	 The hearing shall be conducted under the following 
guidelines: 
1. 	 The responsibility of establishing the validity of the 
grievance shall be upon the student. 
2. 	 The student and/or the faculty/administrator may be ac­
companied by an advisor of his/her choice. 
3. 	 The hearing shall be closed, except when both parties 
agree that it should be open. 
4. 	 The Grievance Chairperson shall keep a written record of 
the hearing, which shall include: 
a. 	 The names of those present; 
b. 	A copy of any evidence (records, written testimony, 
duplicated materials, etc.) that is introduced; and 
c. 	 A record of the final recommendation of the Commit­
tee and its rationale. 
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5. 	 The hearing shall be conducted so that all parties to the 
dispute have an opportunity to present their views and to 
rebut those of others; both grievant and respondent must 
have the opportunity to address the Committee. 
6. 	 No final recommendation shall be made by the Commit­
tee and no testimony heard unless at least three (3) voting 
members are present. All final recommendations shall re­
quire the agreement of a simple majority of the voting 
members present at the hearing. 
7. 	 The final recommendation of the Collegial Grievance 
Committee shall include: 
a. 	 A statement concerning the validity of the alleged 
grievance; and, 
b. 	 A recommendation for resolving the grievance. 
G. 	 Recommendations of the Collegial Grievance Committee 
concerning both the finding relevant to the dispute and the 
suggested remedy shall be submitted to the Division 
Chairperson. The Division Chairperson may affirm, reverse, 
or ask the Committee to reconsider its recommendations. 
The Division Chairperson may also request further informa­
tion from the principals in the dispute in rendering a deci­
sion . The Division Chairperson will render a written decision 
to the grievant within ten (10) days of receipt of final 
documentation from the Grievance Committee. 
H. 	 If the decision rendered by the Division Chairperson is un­
satisfactory to the grievant, the grievant may request a 
review by the Dean/Director. The request must be made in 
writing within ten (10) days of receipt of the Division 
Chairperson's decision. The Dean/Director will render a 
written decision within ten (10) days of receipt of the re­
quest. 
I. 	 The decision of the DeanlDirector shall be final and binding. 
J. 	 If the respondent is a Division Chairperson, the Collegial 
Dean/Director will assume the functions of the Division 
Chairperson stated above. In this instance, appeals to the 
decisions of the Dean/Director shall be made to the Provost. 
The decision of the Provost is final and binding. 
K. 	 If the respondent is a Dean/Director, the Provost will assume 
the functions of the Division Chairperson specified in items 
A through H above. In this instance, the University 
Academic Grievance Committee assumes the role of the 
Collegial Grievance Committee. Recommendations from 
the University Academic Grievance Committee are submit­
ted directly to the Provost whose decision is final and bin­
ding. 
Definition of Terms 
Collegial Grievance Committee A committee composed of five 
(5) voting members with the chairperson elected from within the 
committee. Each division shall nominate two (2) faculty members 
and one (1) student to serve on the committee. From those 
nominated, the Dean/Director shall appoint three (3) faculty 
members and two (2) students for staggered terms of one (1), two 
(2), and three (3) years. 
Grievant Student at Governors State University who submits a 
grievance relevant to these procedures. 

Respondent Person(s) alleged to be responsible or who may be 

responsible for the violation alleged in a grievance. 

Day Day means a day for which classes are regularly scheduled 
from Monday through Friday, excluding holidays and emergency 
closings. 
University Academic Grievance Committee A committee com­
posed of five (5) voting members with the chairperson elected 
from within the committee. From members of the Council of 
Deans, Faculty Senate, and Student Senate, the Provost shall ap­
point two (2) administrators, two (2) faculty members and one (1) 
student for staggered terms of one (1) and two (2) years. 
Sexual Harassment Policy 
As part of the University's affirmative action plan to ensure equal 
education and employment opportunity, the following sexual 
harassment policy has been adopted. 
Definition 
Sexual Harassment: any unwelcome sexual advance, request for 
sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual 
nature when: 
A. 	 Submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or im­
plicitly a term or condition of an individual's employment or 
education; 
B. 	 Submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual 
is used as a basis for academic or employment decisions af­
fecting that individual; and 
. C. Such conduct has the purpose or effect of substantially in­
terfering with an individual's academic or professional per­
formance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive 
employment, educational, or living environment. 
Policy 
Governors State University will not tolerate sexual harassment of 
students or employees and will take action to provide remedies 
when such harassment is discovered. The University environ­
ment must be free of sexual harassment in work and study. 
In order to eliminate sexual harassment, the University will 
distribute this policy to all units of the institution and will process 
complaints in the manner set forth below. Where sexual harass­
ment is found to exist, appropriate disciplinary action will be: 
taken. 
Procedures 
A. 	 Consultation 
Individuals who believe they have been sexually harassed · 
may seek the counsel of a number of University units or of­
fices. Each of these counseling sources can discuss alter-· 
natives, provide information, and act as a referral source to' 
other units and offices. All discussions will be confidential. 
1. 	 Women's Resource Center 
2. 	 Student Counseling Center 
3. 	 Deans, Division Chairpersons, Director of Personnel 
4. 	 Affirmative Action Officer 
B. 	 Conciliation ' 
In addition to providing advice and information, the Deans, 
Division Chairpersons, Director of Personnel, and Affir­
mative Action Officer may undertake conciliation in an ef­
fort to resolve the complaint. 
C. 	 Using the Grievance Process 
If individuals desire to pursue resolution of the matter 
beyond the conciliation stage, they should utilize ap­
propriate and existing grievance procedures for claims of 
discrimination. The following guidelines apply: 
1. 	 The University Professionals of Illinois campus represen­
tative will receive complaints from the faculty members 
in the UPI bargaining unit in accordance with the provi­
sions of the grievance procedure specified by the UPI col­
lective bargaining agreement. 
2. 	 The Director of Personnel will receive complaints from 
civil service employees who are not members of a 
bargaining unit in accordance with the provisions of the 
Civil Service Grievance Procedures. 
3. 	 The Director of Personnel will advise civil service 
employees who are members of a bargaining unit on the 
submission of complaints in accordance with the provi­
sions of the appropriate collective bargaining agreement. 
4. 	 The appropriate vice president will receive complaints 
from administrative and professional employees in accor­
dance with the provisions of the Professional Grievance 
Procedures. 
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5. 	 The Dean of Student Affairs and Services will receive 
complaints from students in accordance with the provi­
sions of the Student Grievance Procedures. 
6. 	 The Affirmative Action Officer will receive complaints 
from individuals not covered by paragraphs 1 through 5 
above. 
Sanctions and/or Disciplinary Action 
The University will take disciplinary action if, as a result of the 
complaint process described above, it is determined that sexual 
harassment has occurred. Disciplinary action shall include (but 
shall not be limited to) counseling, written reprimand, transfer, 
modification of duties, demotion, suspension without pay, and 
termination of employment. 
Coordination and Implementation 
Academic and nonacademic administrators work with the Affir­
mative Action Officer to assure compliance with the provisions of 
the policy. Inquiries should be directed to Affirmative Action Of­
ficer. 
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Curricula 

College of Business 

and Public Administration , 

College of Arts and Sciences 
College of Human Learning 
and Development 
School of Health Professions 

The College of 
Business and Public 
Administration 
Programs 
Business Administration 
(B.A. & M. B.A.) 
Busi ness Ed ucation 
(B.A. & M.A.) 
Public Service (B.A. & M.A.) 
The objective of the College of Business and Public Ad­
ministration is to present strong, theoretical, and pragmatic 
programs at the graduate and undergraduate level which 
will prepare students for careers in business, education, 
government, or industry. The programs are designed with 
the understanding that students enrolled in the College of 
Business and Public Administration are pursuing manage­
ment careers in the public or private sector. Accordingly, 
the College offers rigorous programs which will challenge 
students and provide them with the preparation to assume 
positions of leadership and responsibility. 
Special ,Admission 
Requirements 
Specific admission requirements for each curriculum in the 
College of Business and Public Administration are listed 
separately in the descriptions of the various curricula. 
Graduate students are required to complete either the 
Graduate Management Admission Test or the Graduate 
Record Examination, depending upon their particular 
degree program. (See curricula admission information). To 
obtain an Information Bulletin describing arrangements for 
taking the test, the nature of the examination, and scoring 
procedures, write to either: 
Graduate Management Admissions Test 
Educational Testing Service 
Box 966 
Princeton, NJ 08540 
or 
Graduate Record Examinations 
Educational Testing Service 
Box 955-R 
Princeton, NJ 08540 
Conditional Graduate Admission Graduate conditional ad­

missions are considered by the College when (1) the stu­

dent's undergraduate grade point average is less than a 2.5 

(a petition and also three letters of recommendation are re­

quired), (2) the student is from a nongraded school and does 
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not meet admission cri teria, or (3) their bachelor's degree is 
from a nonaccredited school. Upon meeting the require­
ments for admission, the College will remove the 
condition(s). 
Competency Examinations The Quantitative Foundations 
for Business Administration and Written Communications 
Competency Examinations are required for all under­
graduate and graduate students. Specific requirements for 
each curriculum are listed separately in the descriptions of 
the various curricula. 
It is advisable for students to review English and algebra 
before taking the two examinations. Students unsure of their 
status regarding these examinations, should contact the Col­
lege office. The test will be given each Trimester. 
NOTE: Examinations cannot be repeated. 
Special Procedures 
Academic Study Plans When all of the University re­
quirements for admission are met, a Certificate of Admission 
will be sent to the student. Students are advised to contact 
the Dean's office for completion of a Student Study Plan. 
Upon contacting the Dean's office, the student will be given 
an appointment with a BPA student advisor. Student Study 
Plans are developed by the student advisor located in the 
Dean's office of the College of Business and Public Ad­
ministration. The advisor will explain the program and will 
use the student's transcripts to develop a study plan that will 
lead to the completion of the degree desired by the student. 
These study plans must be signed by the Dean or his 
designee. 
Registration Procedures The following procedures are to be 
followed in completing the registration process in the Col­
lege of Business and Public Administration: 
1. 	 Consult the Schedule and select desired courses. Please 
refer to the individual Student Study Plan when making 
selections. 
2. 	 Complete an Advance Registration or Add/Drop form. 
3. 	 If necessary, secure written permission to: 
a. 	Enroll in courses which require permission (e.g., in­
dependent study); 
b. 	Carry an overload: (It is recommended that under­
graduate students carry no more than 15 hours and 
graduate students carry no more than 12 hours.) Per­
mission to take an overload must be obtained from 
the Dean of the College. 
4. 	 Request approval of courses selected on the registration 
form from the Dean's Office. (Registration approval 
is obtained from the Dean's Office.) 
5. 	 Students will then follow the Registrar's Office pro­
cedures and hand carry their College approved forms to 
the Registrar's Office. Please note that Advance Registra­
tion forms are not complete unless a "receipt" from the 
Registrar's Office has been obtained. Registration will 
not be approved for students who do not have an ap­
proved Student Study Plan on file in the College office. 
Cooperative Education and Internships Cooperative Edu­
cation will be available to all students with a limitation on 
academic credit. Undergraduate students will be allowed to 
earn a maximum of six credits out of the 120 hours required 
for a degree. Graduate students will be allowed a maximum 
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of three hours toward completion of a degree. 
All Cooperative Education or Internships will be coor­
dinated by the College of Business and Public Administra­
tion Coordinator of Cooperative Education. Specific weekly 
meeting dates will be announced by the coordinator during 
the orientation meeting. 
Credit for Life Experience The College of Business and 
Public Administration does not grant Graduate credit for life 
experience. 
Readmission Students returning to the College of Business 
and Public Administration following Academic Suspension 
must complete a new Student Study Plan and comply with 
the current curriculum. Students suspended for a second 
time will not be readmitted to the College. 
Electives Because other academic units offer similar or some 
equivalent courses, all electives (graduate and under­
graduate) must be approved by the Dean or his designee. 
Students in the College of Business and Public Administra­
tion are required to select their electives from courses of­
fered in the College of Business and Public Administration. 
This policy does not apply to the free elective portion of 
their specific program. 
Grading Policy (for College of Business and Public Ad­
ministration degree-seeking students new at Governors 
State University for Fall, 1979 and subsequent Trimesters). 
1. 	 Students are required, in all programs in the College of 
Business and Public Administration, to select the letter 
grade option for all courses required for a degree, unless 
the course is identified by the College of Business and 
Public Administration in the Schedule of Classes as a 
nongraded course - NGC (i.e., Pass/No Credit only 
courses); 
2. 	 Undergraduate students will be permitted to choose the 
Pass/No Credit grading option only in the free elective 
portion of their specific program. 
3. 	 The Pass/No Credit option will be permitted for those 
students required to enroll in the Algebra and Com­
munications courses because of unsuccessful comple­
tion of the required College Competency Examinations. 
Independent Study Independent Study is intended to pro­
Vide the more advanced student with the opportunity to 
study a topic of individual. interest in a given discipline 
under professional supervision. Only the student who is 
prepared to devote considerable time and effort should 
undertake an independent study. The student con­
templating a course in independent study should first have 
in. mind a definite area for investigation within the discipline 
Wlt~ a spec.ific supervising instructor. Before a student may 
register for Independent study, written approval of a faculty 
member who has agreed to supervise this work must be 
secured. Approval of an independent study can be ex­
pected: if the faculty member has the time and the wish to 
supervise the student's work; and if the supervisor and the 
student can agree in advance on a suitable subject for in­
dependent study. The individual faculty member may 
choose which applicants to supervise. Decision will be 
determined by available time, professional interests and 
competence, and an estimate of an applicant's prospects for 
doing a suitable study. The Dean of the College must also ap­
prove the independent study. 
NOTE: Students who have not successfully completed the 
Competency Examinations in Quantitative Foundations and 
Written Communications or sucessfully completed the re­
quired courses will not be allowed to register for indepen­
dent study courses. Only seniors and graduate students 
completing their last Trimester should apply for indepen­
dent study. Independent study may be substituted for a re­
quired course only with the approval of the De~n of the Col­
lege. 
Limitations on Nontraditional Courses Students in the 
Business Administration Program shall take a minimum of 
30 graduate hours or 54 upper division undergraduate hours 
in regularly scheduled, in-class courses for fulfilling the 
degree requirements. Exceptions to this policy must be ap­
proved by the Dean of the College. 
Student Administrative Matters Student administrative mat­
ters (e.g., overload approvals, academic probation petitions, 
Applications for Graduation, Transfer of Credit requests, 
registration procedures, Add/Drop requests, Independent 
Study requests, etc.,) require permission of the Dean's Of­
fice. 
Student Course Load - Undergraduate The normal course 
load for an undergraduate student is 15 credit hours during 
a Trimester. Permission to take an overload (more than 15 
hours) must be approved by the Dean of the College. 
Overloads will include any incomplete hours from prior 
terms. 
Student Course Load - Graduate The normal course load 
for a graduate student is nine hours during a Trimester. The 
maximum course load the graduate student may take 
without obtaining permission is 12 hours. Permission to take 
an overload (more than 12 hours) must be approved by the 
Dean of the College. 
Transfer Credit - Undergraduate All transfer credit must 
be approved by the Dean or his designee. A maximum of 60 
credit hours will be accepted from universities or communi­
ty colleges. Undergraduate students will be expected to 
complete the major and/or option portion of their program 
in the College of Business and Public Administration. 
An earned grade of "0" in upper level courses will not be 
transferred. Although students will not be required to repeat 
these courses at Governors State University, they will not 
receive credit toward their degree for transferred "0" 
coursework. 
Transfer Credit - Graduate A maximum of nine hours will 
be accepted from another institution for graduate students. 
Graduate students will be expected to complete the 
graduate core courses for their particular program in the 
College of Business and Public Administration. After 
students have been admitted to the College of Business and 
Public Administration, additional transfer credit will not be 
accepted from another institution unless prior permission 
was obtained from the Dean of the College. At the graduate 
level, "C" grades earned at another graduate institution will 
not be transferred for graduate credit. Credit earned more 
than five years prior to request will not be accepted. 
Certification 
State certification has been awarded to the Business Educa­
tion major. 
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Business Administration 
Program 
Undergraduate The College of Business and Public Ad­
ministration has designed its undergraduate Business Ad­
ministration Program to prepare students for careers in 
business, education, government, and industry. Since each 
of the functions of complex business organizations is inter­
related, the student is required to be familiar with the func­
tional areas of business. Therefore, all students are required 
to become familiar with the disciplines of accounting, 
economics, finance, marketing, and management and to ac­
quire skills in the areas of statistics, computers, and quan­
titative methods. In addition, the undergraduate Business 
Administration Program offers, as part of its curriculum, an 
opportunity for students to pursue an in-depth study in one 
of the following options: Accounting, Computers and Infor­
mation Systems, Economics, Finance, Marketing, Personnel 
Management and Labor Relations, Production Manage­
ment, Real Estate and Land Economics, and General 
Business. 
PROGRAN' BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
OPHON' COMPUTER AND INrORMATION SYSTEMS 
LEVEL. BACHElOR Dr ARTS 
ADMISSION INrOR'ATION' 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS or CREDIT NITH AN OVERALL ·C· OR BETTER 
GPA rROM A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; AND Z) 
BE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
NEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION rOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE ORrICE or ADMISSIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE ACQUIRED A 
BASIC KNOWLEDGE IN THE MAJOR rIELOS or HUMAN ENDEAVOR. 
INCLUIING THE AREAS or SCIENCE (6 CR HRS). THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
(9 CR HRS). AND THE HUMANITIES (3 CR HRS). AS WELL AS SUCH 
SPECI.IC COURSES EQUI'ALENT TO (SEE NOTE '): BPA 3Z01 PRINCI­
PLES or MICROECONOMICS (3 CR HRS). BPA 3Z0Z PRINCIPLES or 
MACROiCONOMICS (3 CR HRS). BPA 3403 ALGEBRA (3 CR HRS). BPA 
3404 CALCULUS rOR BUSINESS (3 CR HRS). BPA 3BOI COMMUNICATIONS 
I (3 CR HRS) AND BPA 380Z COMMUNICATIONS II (3 CR HRS). ALSO. 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN COURSES COVERING THE rUNCTIONAL 
AREAS AND SKILLS or BUSINESS THAT ARE EQUIVALENT TO (SEE 
NOTE ")' BPA 3101 rINANCIAL ACCOUNTING (3 CR HRS). BPA 31Z5 
BUSINess LAW I (3 CR HRS). BPA 340Z INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER 
PNOGRAMMING (3 CR HRS). BPA 3461 STATISTICS I (3 CR HRS). AND 
BPA 3703 BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS (3 CR HRS). ADDITIONALLY. 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN' HOURS or ELECTIYES TO rULrILL THE 
REQUIREMENT or AT LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS. 
DEGREE RaQUIREMENTS. 
A STU.ENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM or IZO CREDIT HOURS or 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 CREDIT HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION 
LEYEL (4Z HOURS REQUIRED. 18 HOURS ELECTEO)J Z) ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES rOR THIS DEGREE (NOTE. STUDENTS MAY SUBSTITUTE 
ACHIEVEMENT or COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL 
or THB DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN.)J 3) EARN AT LEAST 30 CREDIT HOURS AT GOVERNORS STATE 
UNIVERSITY; AND 4) COMPLETE SUCCESSrULLY THE QUANTITATIVE 
rOUNOATIONS rOR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND THE WRITTEN 
COMNU.ICATIOMS COMP6TENCY EXAMINATIONS (NOTE. STUDENTS NOT 
PASSING THESE EXAMINATIONS WILL BE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE BPA 
3403 ALGEBRA AND BPA 3801 COMMUNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTS). 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION' 4Z HOURS) 
MANAGBRIAL ACCOUNTING 
PRINCIPLES or fINANCIAL MGMT 
PRINCIPLES Of MANAGEMENT 
PROOUOTION MANAGEMENT 
STATISTICS II 
PRINCIPLES Of MARKETING 
INTERNEDIATE NACROECONOMICS 
MANAGIRIAL ECONOMICS:ECON FIRM 
BUSINBSS POLICY 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING. COBOL 
SYSTEM ANAL YSIS 
INTRO TO OPERATIONS RESEARCH 
COMPUIER SYSTEMS 
INfORMATION RETRIEVAL 
BPA310Z 
BPAHOI 
BPU40 I 
BPU440 
BPAJ46Z 
BPUSO I 
BPUZIO 
BPA4ZZ0 
BPA44'9 
BPAH8Z 
BPU485 
BPAH60 
BPA446Z 
BPAH63 
F 
F 
f 
F 
F 
f 
F 
f 
f 
f 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
I 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DI'ISION: 18 HOURS) 
ELECT A~ LEAST 9 HOURS FROM 
COURsas DffEREO IN THB COLLEGE 
Of BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMIN­
ISTRATION. AND APPROVED BY THE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT LEAST , HOURS rROM 
COURSES orrEREO THROUGHOUT THE 
UNIVERSITY (PRErERABLY IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE Of BUSINESS). 
AND APPROVED BY THE DEAN. 
TRANSfER CREDIT--LOWER DIVISION: (60 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required 

for a Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration is 120 hours 

NOlE(S): 
I 	 ALL OR MANY Of THE GENERAL EDUCATION COMPETENCY COURSES AND 
CR[OIT HOURS SHOULD BE COMPLETED AT THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
LEVEL AND INCLUDED IN THE 60 CREDIT HOURS TRANSrERREO TO 
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
111M THE BUSINESS CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD MAKE EVERY ErrORT 
TO COMPLETE THE COURSES DESIGNATED MITH II PRIOR TO TRANS­
FENRIN6 TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
r ; FALL fO = FALL ODD YEARS fE; rALL EVEN YEARS M = MINTER 
MO MINTER 000 YEARS ME = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS2 
" 	 ; NOT SCHEDULED 00 ~ ON DEMAND a = MULII-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM: BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
OPTION: ACCOUNHNG 
LEVEL: BACHELOR or ARTS 
ADMISSION INrORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST. I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS Of CREDIT MITH AN O'ERALL ·C· OR BETTER 
GPA rROM A REGIDN~LLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITYJ AND Z) 
BE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION rOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE DRrICE or ADMISSIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE ACQUIRED A 
BASIC KNOWLEDGE IN THE MAJOR rIELOS Of HUMAN ENDEAVOR. 
INCLUOING THE ~REAS or SCIENCE (6 CR HRS). THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
(9 CR HRS)' AHO THE HUMANITIES (3 CR- HRS)' AS WELL AS SUCH 
SPECIIIC COURSES EQUI'ALENT TO (SEE NOTE f): BPA 3Z01 PRINCI­
PLES or MICROECONOMICS (3 CR HRS). BPA 3Z0Z PRINCIPLES Of 
MACR06CONOMICS (3 CR HRS). BPA 3~03 ALGEBRA (3 CR HRS). BPA 
3~0~ CALCULUS FOR BUSINESS (3 CR HRS). BPA 3801 COMMUNICATIONS 
I (3 eR HRS) AND BPA 380Z COMMUNICATIONS II (3 CR HRS). ALSO. 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN COURSES COVERING THE rUNCTION~L 
AREAS AND SKILLS or BUSINESS THAT ARE EQUIVALENT TO (SEE 
NOTE II): BPA 3101 fINANCIAL ACCOUNTING (3 CR HRS). BPA 31Z5 
BUSINess LAN I (3 CR HRS). BPA 340Z INTRODUCTION TO CONPUTER 
PROGRAMNING (3 CR HRS). BPA 3461 STATISTICS I (3 CR HRS). AND 
BPA 3703 BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS (3 CR HRS). ADDITIONALLY. 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAYE TAKEN' HOURS or ELECTIVES TO rULfILL THE 
REQUIREMENT or AT LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS. 
DEGREE RBQUIREMENTS. 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM or IZO CREDIT HOURS or 
MHICH AT LEAST 60 CREDIT HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION 
LEVEL (4Z HOURS REQUIRED • 18 HOURS ELECTED); Z) ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES rOR THIS DEGREE (NOTE' STUDENTS MAY SUBSTITUTE 
ACHIEVEMENT Of COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL 
or THE DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN.)J 3) E~RN AT LEAST 30 CREDIT HOURS AT GOVERNORS STATE 
UNIVERSITYJ AND 4) COMPLETE SUCCESSfULLY THE QUANTITATIVE 
fOUNDATIONS rOR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND THE MRITTEN 
COMMUNICATIONS COMPETENCY EXAMINATIONS (NOTE' STUDENTS NOT 
PASSING THESE EXAMINATIONS MILL 8E REQUIRED TO COMPLETE BPA 
3403 ALGEBRA AND BPA 3801 COMMUNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTS). 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 42 HOURS) 
COST ACCOUNTING I BPAl131 f 3 HRS. 
PRINCIPLES or FINANCIAL MGNT BPAHOI f S 3 HRS. 
PRINCIPLES Of "ANAGEMENT BPAl401 f S 3 HRS. 
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT BPUHO f S 3 HRS. 
STATISTICS II BPA346Z f S 3 HRS. 
PRINCIPLES or MARKETING BPU50 I F S 3 HRS. 
INTERMEDIATE MACROECONOMICS BPA4ZIO f S 3 HRS. 
MANAGIRIAL ECONOMICS:ECON rIRM BPUZZO f S 3 HRS. 
8USIN!:SS POLICY BPAH99 f S 3 HRS. 
COST ACCOUNTING II BPAHlZ 3 HRS. 
INTERNEDIATE ACCOUNTING I BPAH51 F S 3 HRS. 
INTER"EDIATE ACCOUNTING II BPAH5Z S 3 HRS. 
ADVANCED ACCOUNTING BPU 110 S 3 HRS. 
AUDIT CONCEPTS AND STANDARDS BPA4140 i HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 18 HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS rRDM 
COURsas orfEREO IN TH! COLLEGE 
Of BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMIN­
ISTRATION. AID APPROVED BY THE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS rROM 
COURSES orrERED THROUGHOUT THE 
UNIVERSITY (PREfERABLY IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE OF BUSINESS). 
AND ARPROVED BY THE DEAN. 
52 College of Business and Public Administration 
IIANsrER CREDII--LOWER DIVISION' (60 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours required 

for a Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration is 120 hours 

NOI«SI: 
ALL DR MANY or THE G[NERAL EDUCATION CONPETENCY COURSES AND 
CRIDIT HOURS SHOULD BE COMPLETED AT THE CONMURITY COLLEGE 
LEIEL AND INCLUDED IN THE 60 CREDIT HOURS TRANSrERRED TO 
GO'ERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
" 	 IN THE BUSINESS CORE AREA STUDERTS SHOULD "AKE EVERY ErrORT 
10 COMPLETE IHE COURSES OESIGNATEO WITH " PRIOR TO TRANS­
fEIRING TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
f : rALL ro: fALL DOD YEARS fE: fALL EVEN YEARS W: WINTER 
.0 • WINIER 000 YEARS WE a WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE: SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
" : NOT SCHEDULED DO· ON DEMAND a = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM' BUSINESS ADNINISTRATION 
OPTION, fINANCE 
LEVEl , BACHELOR Of ARTS 
ADMISSION INfORMATION: 
A STUOENT MUST: II HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE DR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS Of CREDIT WITH AN OVERALL -C· OR BETTER 
GPA fRDN A REGIO~ALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE DR UNIVERSITY; AND 21 
IE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDEITS NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION rDR ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE DAriCE Dr ADMISSIINS. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE ACQUutD A 
BASIC KNOWLEDGE IN THE MAJOR fIELDS Of HUMAN ENDEAVOR. 
INCLUIING THE AREAS Dr SCIENCE (6 CR HRSI. THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
(9 CR HRSI. AND THE HUMANITIES (J CR HRSI. AS WELL AS SUCH 
SPEClrlC COURSES EQUIVALENT TO (SEE NOTE ,,. BPA J201 PRINCI­
PLES or NICRDECDNOMICS (J CR HRSI. BPA J202 PRINCIPLES Dr 
MACROECONOMICS (J CR HRSI. BPA J40J ALGEBRA (J CR HRSI. BPA 
J404 CALCULUS fOR BUSINESS (J CR HRSI. BPA J801 COMMUNICATIONS 
I (J CR HRSI AND BPA J802 COMMUNICATIONS II (J CR HRSI_ ALSO. 
STUDENTS SHOULO HAV( TAKEN COURSES COVERING THE rUNCTIONAL 
AREAS AND SKILLS Of BUSINESS THAT ARE EQUIVALENT TO (SEE 
NOTE ",. BPA JIOI fINANCIAL ACCOUNTING (J CR HRSI. BPA J125 
BUSINISS LA. I (J CR HRSI. BPA J402 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER 
PIOGRARNIIG (J CR HRSI. BPA J461 STATISTICS I (J CR HRSI. AND 
BPA J10J BUSINESS CDMRUNICATIONS (J CR HRSI. ADDITIONALLY. 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN 9 HOURS Of ELECTIVES TO fULfILL THE 
REQUIREMENT Of AT LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS. ' 
DEGREE RIQUIREMENTS: 
A STUIENI MUST' II ACQUIRE A MINIMUM Of 120 CREDIT HOURS Of 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 CREIIT HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER OIVISIDN 
LEVEL (J9 HOURS REQUIRED. 21 HOURS ELECTEOI; 21 ACQUIRE THE 
COMPEIENCIES fOR THIS DEGREE (NOTE. STUDENTS MAY SUBSTITUTE 
ACHIEfERENT Dr COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL 
Of TNI DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN.'; JI EARN AT LEAST JO CREDII HOURS AT GOVERNORS STATE 
UNIVERSITY; AND 41 COMPLETE SUCCESSfULLY THE QUANTITAIIVE 
rOUNDATIDNS fOR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND THE IRITTEN 
CDMNUNICATIDNS CDMPElENCY EXANINATIDNS (NOTE: STUDENTS NOT 
PASSIIG THESE EXAMINAIIONS MILL BE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE BPA 
J4DJ ALGEBRA AND ePA J801 COMMUNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO 
DTH[R DEGREE REQUIREMENTS I. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: J9 HOURSI 
NANAGERIAL 
PRIICIPLES 
PRINCIPLES 
ACCOUNTING 
or fINANCIAL MGMT 
Dr MANAGEMENT 
BPUI02 
IPAHOI 
8PAHOI 
f 
f 
r 
W
•I 
5 
5 
5 
3 
J 
J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
PRDDUOTION MANAGEMENT BPAJUO f W 5 J HRS. 
STATISTICS 
PRINCIPLES 
II 
Of MARKETING 
BPAH62 
BPAJ50 I 
f 
f 
I 
I 
5 
S 
J 
J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
INTERIEDIATE MACROECONOMICS BP14210 f I S J HRS. 
MANAG.RIAL ECONOMICS:ECON fIRM BP14220 f W 5 J HRS. 
BUSINeSS POLICY BPAU99 f W 5 J HRS. 
INSURANCE & RISK MANAGEMENT BPA4HO r 5 J HRS. 
ARALYSIS Of fINANCIAL STATEMTS BPUJ15 5 J HRS. 
flNANOIAL MARKETS 
INVESTIIENTS 
BP14JIO 
BPUJ90 
I 
W 
J 
J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELECTIVE CDURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 21 HOURSI 
ELECT J HOURS fROH COURSES IN 
rUIII:[. 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS fROM 
COURSIS orrEREO IN THE COLLEGE 
Of BUSINESS ANO PUBLIC AOMIN­
ISTRAIIOW. AND APPROVED BY TNE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS fROM 
CDURSBS OfrERED THROUGHOUT THE 
U"IVERSITY (PREFERABLY IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE or 8USINESSI. 
AND ARPROVED BY THE OEAN. 
TRARSfER CAEDIT--LDWER DIVISION: (&0 HOURS I 
Minimum total number of credit hours required 

for a Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration is 120 hours 

NOTECS ): 
ALL OR MANY Dr THE GENERAL EDUCATION COMPETENCY COURSES AND 
CRfDIT HOURS SHOULD BE COMPLETED AT THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
LEVEL AND INCLUDED IN THE &0 CREDIT HOURS TRANSfERRED TO 
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
" 	 IN THE BUSINESS CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD MAKE EVERY EfrORT 
TO COMPLETE IHE COURSES DESIGNATED WITH " PRIOR TO TRANS­
rERRING TO GDVEANORS STATE UNIVEASITY. 
f = fALL fO: rALL DOD YEARS fE = FALL EVEN YEARS W. ~INTER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS 5 = SPRING-SUMNER 
SO = SPRING-SUMMER DOD YEARS SE a SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
II = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = 01 DEMAND a = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM' BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
OPTION: MARKETING 
LEVEl' BACHELOR Dr ARTS 
ADMISSION INfORMATION: 
A STUIENT MUST' II HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS or CREDIT WITH AN OVERALL ·C- DR 8ETTER 
GPA flDM A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; AND 21 
BE II GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENOED. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETING AOMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION rDR AOMISSION THROUGH 
THE DArICE Of ADMISSIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE ACQUIRED A 
BASIC KNOWLEDGE IN THE MAJOR fIELDS Of HUMAN ENDEAVOR. 
INCLU.IN~ THE AREAS Of SCIENCE (6 CR HRSI. THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
(9 CR HRSI. AND THE HUMANITIES (J CR HRSI. AS WELL AS SUCH 
SPEC lAIC COURSES EQUIVALENT TO (SEE NOTE ,): BPA J201 PRINCI­
PLES or MICROECONOMICS (J CR HRSI. BPA J202 PRINCIPLES or 
NACAOICONOHICS (J CR HRSI. BPA J40J ALGEBRA (J CA HRSI. BPA 
J4D4 .ALCULUS fOR BUSINESS (J CR HRSI. BPA JIOI COMMUNICATIONS 
I (J ER HRSI AND BPA J802 COMMUNICATIONS II (J CR HRSI. ALSO. 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN COURSES COVERING THE rUNCTIDNAL 
AREAS AND SKILLS or BUSINESS THAT ARE EQUIVALENT TO (SEE
10TE .,,, BPA JIOI fINANCIAL ACCOUNTING (J CR HRSI. BPA JI25 
BUSINBSS LAW I (J CR HRSI. BPA J402 INTROOUCTIDN TO COMPUTER 
PROGRANNING (J CR HRSI. BPA J461 STATISTICS I (J CR HRS). AND 
BPA J10J BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS (J CR HASI. AODITIDNALLY. 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN 9 HOURS Of'ELECTIVES TO fULfILL THE 
AEQUIREMENT Of AT LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS. 
DEGREE AIQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT ~UST' II ACQUIRE A MINIMUM Of 120 CREDII HOURS Of 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 CREDIT HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER OIVISION 
LEVEL (42 HOURS REQUIRED • 18 HOURS ELECTEDI; 21 ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES fOR THIS OEGAEE (NOTE: STUDENTS MAY SUBSTITUTE 
ACHIEVEMENT Of COMPETENCIES BY ALIERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL 
Of THI DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN.); J) EaRN AT LEAST JO CREDIT HOURS AT GOVERNORS STATE 
UNIVERSITY; AND 41 COMPLETE SUCCESSfULLY THE QUANTITATIVE 
rOUNO_TIONS fOR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND THE IRITTEN 
COMHUNICATIONS COHPETENCY EXAHINATIONS (NOTE: STUDENTS NOT 
PASSING THESE EXAMINATIONS WILL eE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE BPA 
J403 ALGEBRA AND BPA J801 COMMUNICATIONS I IN AODITION TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTS I. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 42 HOURSI 
.AIAG'RIAL ACCOUNTING 
PRINCtPLES Of FINANCIAL MGMT 
PRINCIPLES Of MANAGENENT 
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT 
STATISTICS II 
PRINCIPLES Of NARKETING 
INTERNEDIATE MACROECONOMICS 
MANAGERIAL ECDNOMICS:ECDN fIRM 
8USINBSS POLICY 
CONSUMER BEHAVIOR 
MARKTNG "GMT' PRO & PRICE STRT 
MARKETING LOGISTICS & DISTRI8. 
ADVERTISING 
MARKETING RESEARCH 
BPAJI02 
BPAUOI 
BPAHO I 
BPA3440 
BPAJ462 
BPAJ501 
BPU21D 
8PA4220 
BPAU99 
BPAJ520 
8PA45JO 
8P14540 
8PA4550 
BPA456D 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
F 
r 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
S 
5 
5 
5 
S 
S 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
3 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 18 HOURSI 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS fROM 
COUASBS OffERED IN TH£ COLLEGE 
Of BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMIN­
ISTRATION. AND APPROVED BY THE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOUAS fROM 
COURSBS OffERED THROUGHOUT THE 
UNIVERSITY (PREfERABLY IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE or BUSINESSI. 
AND AAPRDVED BY THE DEAN. 
JRANSfER CREDIT--LDMER DIVISION: (60 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required 
for a Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration is 120 hours 
NOT[(S): 
, 	 ALL OR "AIY Of THE GENERAL EDUCAJION CONPETENCY COURSES AND 
CRIOIT HOURS SHOULD BE CONPLETED AT THE CONNUNITY COLLEGE 
LEVEL AND INCLUDED IN THE 60 CREDII HOURS lRANSfERREO 10 
GOIERNO"S SlATE UNIVERSllY. 
" 	 IN lHE BUSINESS CORE AREA SlUOENlS SHOULD NAKE EVERY EffORl 
10 CONPLEIE THE COURSES DESIGNATED MITH " PRIOR TO lRANS­
fERRII' TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSllY. 
f = fALL fO = fALL DOD lEARS fE c fALL EVEN YEARS M = MINIER 
10 liNTER DOD YEARS IE = MINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUNNER 
SO = SPRING-SUNNER 000 YEARS SE = SPRING-SUNNER EVEN YEARS 
II = NOI SCHEDULED DO· ON DENAND a = MULll-CDNPElENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM: BUSINESS ADMINISlRAllON 
OPlIO'" ECONOMICS 
LEVEL. BACHELOR Of ARTS 
ADNISSIDN INfDRMAlION' 
A SlUDENl MUSI. I) H_VE ACQUIRED AN ASSDCIAIES DEGREE OR Al 
LEAST 60 SENESTER HOURS Of CREDIT 11TH AN OVERALL ·C· OR BETTER 
GPA fRON A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COllEGE OR UNIVERSITY; AND 2) 
BE IN GOOD SIANDING AT lHE lAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
NEETING ADMISSION CRllERIA MAY PETITION fOR AONISSION lHROUGH 
THE OffiCE Of ADMISSIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE ACQUIRED A 
BASIC KNDMlEDGE IN THE MAJOR fiELDS Of HUNAN ENDEAVOR. 
INClURIIG THE AREAS Of SCIEMCE (6 CR HRS). THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
(9 CR HRS). AND THE HUNANITIES (3 CR HRS). AS IELL AS SUCH 
SPECIKIC COURSES EQUIIAlENT 10 (SEE NOTE '). BPA 3201 PRINCI­
PLES Of NICRDECDNDNICS (3 CR HRS). BPA 3202 PRINCIPLES Of 
NACRD£CDNDNICS (3 CR HRS). BPA 3403 ALGEBRA (3 CR HRS). BPA 
3404 DALCUlUS fOR BUSINESS (3 CR HRS). BPA 3801 CONNUNICATIDNS 
I (3 CR HRS) AND BPA 3802 CD""UNICATIONS II (J CR HRS). ALSO. 
STUDENIS SHDUlO HAVE lAKEN COURSES COV£RING THE fUNCTIONAL 
AREAS AND SKilLS Of BUSINESS THAT ARE EQUIVALENT TO (SEE
NOTE ")' BPA )101 fiNANCIAL ACCOUNTING () CR HRS). BPA )125 
BUSINISS lAI I (J CR HRS). BPA 3402 INTRODUCTION TO CDNPUTER 
PRDGRA"NING (3 CR HRS). BPA 3461 STATISTICS I () CR HRS). AND 
BPA 3103 BUSINESS CONNUNICATIONS (3 CR HRS). ADDITIONALLY. 
SIUDEMTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN 9 HOURS Of ELECTIVES TO fUlfILL THE 
REQUIRENENT Of AT LEAST 60 SE"ESTER HOURS. 
DEGREE RBQUIREMENTS: 
A STURENT "US" I) ACQUIRE A IIININUN Of 120 CREDIT HOURS Of 
IHICH AT lEASl 60 CREDIT HOURS NUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION 
LEVEL ()6 HOURS REQUIRED. 24 HOURS ELECTED); 2) ACQUIRE THE 
CO"PElENCIES fOR THIS DEGREE (NOTE: STUDENTS NAY SUBSTIJUTE 
ACHIEVE"ENT Of CDNPETENCIES "BY ALTERNATE NETHODS UPON APPROVAL 
Of THB DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN." )) EARN AT LEAST )0 CREDIT HOURS AT GOVERNORS STATE 
UNIVEISITY; AND 4) CDNPlETE SUCCESSfUllY THE QUANTITATIVE 
fOUNDATIONS fOR BUSINESS ADNINISTRATIDN AND THE WRITTEN 
CONNU.ICATIONS CDNPETENCY EIANINATIDNS (NOTE: STUOENIS NDI 
PASSIN' lHESE EXANINATIDNS MIll BE REQUIRED TO CDNPlETE BPA 
3403 ALGEBRA AND BPA JBOI CONNUNICATIDNS I IN ADDITION 10 ' 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIRENENTS). 
REOUIREO COUMSES--UPPER DIVISION: 36 MOUR$) 
MANAGIRIAL ACCOUNTING Bran02 F , S S HRS. 
PRINCIPLES 
PRINCIPLES 
Of 
Of 
fiNANCIAL ~GNT 
NANAGENENT 
BPAJJOI 
BPAJ40 I 
f 
f 
V
, 
S 
S 
) 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
PRODUITIDN N~NAGENENT BPAJ440 f M S ) HRS. 
STATISTICS II BPAJ462 f M S ) HRS. 
PRINCIPLES Of NARKETING BPUSO I f M S ) HRS. 
IMTERIIEOIATE "ACROECDND"ICS BPAU lO f V S ) HRS. 
NANAGIRIAl ECDNO"ICS:ECON 
BUSINess POLICY 
NDNEY AND B~NKING 
fiR" BPA4Z20 
BPAH99 
BPU250 
f 
f 
f 
M,
, 
S 
S 
S 
) 
) 
) 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
CO"PARATIVE ECDNONIC SYSTEMS 
HISTORY Of ECONOMIC T~OUGHT 
BPU2 )5 
BPUZ40 fO 
'0 ) 
S 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELECTIVE CDURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 24 HOURS) 
ELECT 6 HOURS fROM COURSES IN 
ECOND"ICS_ 
ELECT AT lEAST 9 HOURS fRDN 
CDURSIS OffERED IN THE COllEGE 
Of BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADNIN­
ISTRAIION. AMO APPROVED BY THE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT lEAST 9 HOURS fRDN 
COURSBS OffERED THROUGHOUT THE 
UNI.ERSllY (PREfERABLY IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE Of BUSINESS). 
AND APPROVED BY THE DEAN. 
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TRANSfER CREDIT·-LDIER DIVISION. (60 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required 

for a Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration is 120 hours 

NOlE(S)' " 
ALL OR NANY Of THE GENERAL EDUCAJION CDNPETENCY COURSES AND 
CRrOll HOURS SHOULD BE CDNPLETED Al THE CD""UNllY COllEGE 
LEIEL AND INCLUDED IN THE 60 CREOIT HOURS TRANSfERRED 10 
GDIERNORS SlAlE UNIVERSllY. 
" 	 IN lHE BUSINESS CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD "_KE EVERY EffORl 
10 CONPLElE JHE COURSES DESIGNATED 11TH " PRIOR TO lRANS­
fE.RING TO GOVERNORS SlATE UNIVERSITY. 
f = fALL fD = fAll DOD YEARS fE = fAll EVEN YEARS M = MINTER 
10 • MINTER ODD lEARS ME s IINIER EVEN YEARS S. SPRING-SU"NER 
SO SPRtNG-SUNNER DOD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUN"ER EVEN YEARS 
II = NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON DE"AND a = "UlTI-CO"PETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM' BUSINESS AD"INISTRATIDN 
DPlIDNI PRODUCTION NANAGE"ENT 
lEVEL' BACHELOR Of ARTS 
ADNISSION INfORNATION: 
A STUDENT MUST. I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE DR AT 
LEAST 60 SENESTER HOURS Of CREDIT VITH AN OVERALL ·C· OR BETTER 
GPA fRDN A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COllEGE DR UNIVERSITY; AND 2) 
BE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE lAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDEITS NO' 
NEETIN' ADNISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION fOR AD"ISSIOI THROUGH 
THE DRflCE Of AONISSIO"S. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE ACQUIRED A 
BASIC INDVlEDGE IN THE NAJOR fIELDS Of HUNAN ENDEAVOR. 
INCLUIING'THE AREAS or SCIEICE (6 CR HRS). THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
(9 CR HRS). AND THE HUNANITIES () CR HRS). AS VEll AS SUCH 
SPECIIIC COURSES EGUT'AlEIT TO (SEE NOTE '). BPA )201 PRINCI­
PLES Sf NICROECONONICS () CR HRS). BPA 3202 PRINCIPLES Of 
"ACROfCONOMICS () CR HRS). BPA )40) ALGEBRA () CR HRS). BPA 
)404 IAlCUlUS fOR BUSINESS () CR HRS). BPA )801 CONMUNICATIDNS 
I () CR HRS) AND BPA )802 CONNUNICATIONS II () CR HRS). ALSO. 
STUOE.TS SHOULD HAV! TAKEN COURSES COVERING THE fUNCTIONAL 
AREAS AND SKILLS Of BUSINESS THAT ARE EGUIVAlEIT TO (SEE
NOTE "~Ii BPA )101 fiNANCIAL ACCOUNTING (3 CR HRS). BPA 3125 
BUSINISS lA' I () CR MRS), BPA )402 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER 
PRDGRANMING () CR HRS). BPA )461 STATISTICS I (3 CR HRS). AND 
BPA ]10) BUSINESS COMNUNICATIONS (] CR HRS). ADDITIONAllY. 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN 9 HOURS Of ELECTIVES TO fUlfill THE 
REOUIRENENT Of AT LEAST 60 SENESTER HOURS. 
DEGREE RIGUIRENENTS: 
A STUDENT NUSJ. I) ACQUIRE A NININUN Of 120 CREDIT HOURS Of 
MHICH AJ LEAST .0 CREDIT HOURS NUST BE Al THE UPPER OI'ISION 
LEVEL (4Z MOURS REOUIREO • 18 HOURS ELECTED); 2) ACQUIRE THE 
COMPEJENCIES fOR THIS DEGREE (NOTE: SlUOENTS NAY SUBSTITUIE 
ACHIEYENENT Of CONPETINCIES 8Y ALTERNATE NETHODS UPON APPROVAL 
Of JHB OEAW AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED SlUOY 
PLAN. "'; J) EARN AT lEAST )0 CREDIT HOURS AT GOVERNORS STATE 
UNIVERSITY; AMO 4) COMPLETE SUCCESSfULLY THE QUANTITAllVE 
fOUNDATIONS fOR BUSINESS AONINISTRATION AND THE MRITTEN 
CONNU.ICATIONS CONPETENCY EXANINATIONS (NOTE: STUDENTS NOT 
PASSING THESE EIANIIATIONS Vill BE REQUIRED TO CONPLETE BPA 
340] ALGEBRA AND BPA ]801 CONMUNICATIONS I IN ADDITION 10 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIRENENTS). 
REQU IRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 42 HOURS) 
NANAGIRIAL 
PRINCIPLES 
PRINCIPLES 
PRODUIlIDN 
STATISTICS 
PRINCIPLES 
ACCOUNTING 
Of FINANCIAL "GMT 
Of "ANAGENENT 
"ANAGEMENT 
II 
Of NAR~ETING 
BPAJl02 
BPAJJOI 
BPU40 I 
BPA)440 
BPU462 
BPU50 I 
f 
F 
f 
f 
F 
f 
M 
M
,
, 
W
, 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
HRS. 
HRS_ 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
INTERNEOIATE NACRDECOND"ICS 
NANAGSRIAl ECDND"ICS:ECON flRN 
BUSINISS POLICY 
BPUZ 10 
BPA4Z20 
BPU499 
F 
F 
f 
W 
W
, 
S 
S 
S 
) 
) 
) 
HRS. 
HRS_ 
HRS. 
JOB OISIGN , MEASURENENT 
LABOR RELATIONS 
BPAH42 
BPAH2 I 
00 
f 
DO, DO S 
) 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
MATERIALS l LOGISTICS NGNT BPUH2 f SO 3 HRS. 
PROOUCTN , INVENT'Y CBNTRl SYS 
SEM IN PRDDUCTN , DPERTN MG"T 
BPUH)
BPA4445 
F 
DO DO 
SO 
00 
) 
) 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELECTIVE CDURSES--UPPER DIVISION' 18 HOURS) 
ELECT AT lEAST 9 HOURS FRO" 
COURSIS OffERED IN THB COllEGE 
Of 	 BUSINESS AND PUBLIC AD"IN­
ISTRA1ION. AND APPROVED BY THE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT lEAST 9 HOURS fRDN 
COURSIS OffERED THROUGHOUT THE 
UNIVERSITY (PREfERABLY IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE Of BUSINESS). 
AND APPROVED BY THE DEAN. 
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TRANSFER CREDIT--LOMER DIVISION: (60 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required 
for a Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration is 120 hours 
NOTE( 5): 
AL~ OR MANY OF THE GENERAL EDUCATION COMPETENCY COURSES AND 
CRIDIT HOURS SHOULD BE COMPLETED AT THE CoNMUNITY COLLEGE 
LEVEL AND INCLUDED IN THE 60 CREDIT HOURS TRANSFERRED TO 
Go.ERNoRS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
II 	IN THE BUSINESS CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD NAKE EVERY EFFORT 
TO COMPLETE THE COURSES DESIGNATED MITH II PRIOR TO TRANS­
FEIRING TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD 'EARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS M = MINTER 
MO MIRTER DOD TEARS ME = MINTER ETEN YEARS 5 = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
55 = NOT SCHEDULED DO a ON DEMAND a = MULTI-COMPETENCY COUISE 
PROGRAM' BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
OPTION' PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT AND LABOR RELATIONS 
LE VEL: IACHELOR OF ARTS 
AONISSION INFORMATION' 
A STUIENT NUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOUIS OF CREDIT MITH AN OVERALL -C- OR BETTER 
GPA FROM A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; AND 2) 
BE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE ORFICE OF ADMISSIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE ACQUIRED A 
BASIC. KNOMLEOGE IN THE NAJDR FIELDS OF HUMAN ENOEA'OR. 
IMeLUIING THE AREAS OF SCIENCE (6 CR HRS). THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
(9 CR HRS). AND THE HUMANITIES (] CR HRS). AS MELL AS SUCH 
SPECIIIC COURSES EQUIVALENT TO (SEE NOTE I)' IPA ]201 PRINCI­
PLES IF NICROECONOMles (] CI HRS). BPA ]202 PRINCIPLES OF 
MACROECONOMICS (J CR HRS). BPA J'OJ ALGEBRA (] CR HRS). BPA 
]'0' CALCULUS FOR BUSINESS (J CR HRS). BPA ]801 COM"UNICATIONS 
I (J CR HRS) AND BPA J802 COM"UNICATIONS II (J CR HRS). ALSO. 
STUOEITS SHOULO HAVE TAKEN COURSES COVERING THE FUNCTIONAL 
AIEAS AND SKILLS OF BUSINESS THAT ARE EQUIVALENT TO (SEE 
NOTE II)' BPA JIOI FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING (J CR HRS). BPA JI25 
BUSIN.SS LAM I (J CR HRS). BPA J'02 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER 
PROGIAMMING (J CR HRS). BPA J'61 STATISTICS I (J CR HRS). AND 
BPA ]10J BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS (J CR HRS). ADDITIONALLY. 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN 9 HOURS OF ELECTIVES TO FULFILL THE 
REQUIIENENT OF AT LEAST 60 SENESTER HOURS. 
DEGREE RBQUIREMENTS. 
A STUIENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUN OF 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
MHICH AT LEAST 60 CREDIT HOURS MUST IE AT THE UPPER DIVISION 
LEVEL (J9 HOURS REQUIRED. 21 HOURS ELECTED); 2) ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES Fol THIS DEGREE (NOTE' STUDENTS MAY SUBSTITUTE 
ACHIEaEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE NETHoOS UPON APPIo'AL 
OF TH[ DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN.); J) EARN AT LEAST JO CREDIT HoUIS AT GOVERNORS STATE 
UNIVERSITY; AND ') COMPLETE SUCCESSFULLY THE QUANTITATIVE 
FOUNDATIONS FOR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND THE MRITTEN 
CoMNUIICATloNS COMPETENCY EXAMINATIONS (NOTE' STUDENTS NOT 
PASSING THESE EXAMINATIONS MILL BE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE BPA 
J'OJ ALGEBRA AND BPA 3801 COMNUNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO 
OTHEI oEGIEE REQUIREMENTS). 
REQUIRED CoURSES--UPPER DIVISION' J9 HoUIS) 
MANAGIRIAL ACCOUNTING 8PAJl02 F 5 J HRS. 
PRIMCIPLES 
PRINCIPLES 
OF 
OF 
FINANCIAL MGMT 
MANAGEMENT 
8PAJ]01 
8PAHOI 
F 
F 
5 
S 
J 
J 
HRS. 
HRS_ 
PROOUITION 
STATISTICS 
MANAGEMENT 
II 
8PA],,0 
BPAH62 
F 
F 
S 
5 
J 
J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
PRINCIPLES OF MARIETING BPU501 F 5 J HRS_ 
INTERMEolAIE RACRoECoNoMICS BPU210 F 5 ] HRS. 
MANAGIRIAL ECoNoMICS.ECON FIRM BPU220 F S ] HRS. 
BUSINiSS POLICY BPAH" F S ] HRS_ 
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT BPAH20 SO J HRS. 
oRGANflATloNAL BEHAVIOR 8PAHOO F SE ] HRS. 
LABOR RElATIONS BPAH21 5 ] HRS_ 
COMPENSATION l INCENTIVE SYSTM BPAH2] ] HRS. 
ELECTIVE CoURSES--UPPER DIVISION' 21 HOURS) 
ELECT J HOURS FROM COURSES IN 
M,"lGBMENT. 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM 
CoURSIS OFFERED IN THE COLLEGE 
OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC AoMIN­
ISTRAIloN. AND APPROVED BY THE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM 
COUISIS orrER.EO THROUGHOUT THE 
UNIVERSITY (PREFERABLY IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE OF BUSIIESS). 
AND AAPloVEO BY THE DEAN. 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LOMER DIVISION' (60 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required 

for a Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration is 120 hours 

NOTE(S)' 
ALL OR HANY OF THE GENERAL EDUCATION COHPETENCY COURSES AND 
CRIDIT HOURS SHOULD BE COHPLETEO AT THE COMNUNITY COLLEGE 
LEVEL AND INCLUDED IN THE 60 CREDIT HOURS TRANSFERRED TO 
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
II 	IN THE BUSINESS CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD MAKE EVERY EFFORT 
TO CORPLETE THE COURSES DESIGNATED MITH II PRIOR TO TRANS­
FERRING TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
F = FALL FO = FALL DOD WEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS M = MINTER 
Mo MINTER DOD YEARS ME = MINTER EVEN YEARS 5: SPRING-SUHNER 
SO SPRING-SUNNER 000 YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMNER EVEN YEAIS 
55 = NOT SCHEDULED DO ~ ON OENANO a = NULTI-CDNPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAN: BUSINESS AoNINISTRATIDN 
OPTION' REAL ESTATE AND LAND ECONOMICS 
LEVEl' BACHELOR OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUIENT MUST' I) HA'E ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS OF CREDIT MITH AN OVERALL -C· DR BETTER 
GPA FROM A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; AND 2) 
BE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. SIUDENTS NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR ADMISSION THROU5H 
THE oftFICE OF ADMISSIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE ACQUIRED A 
BASIC INoMLEDGE IN THE MAJOR FIELDS OF HUMAN ENDEAVOR. 
INCLUDING THE AREAS OF SCIENCE (6 CR HRS). THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
(9 CR HRS). AND THE HUMANITIES (J CR HRS). AS MELL AS SUCH 
SPECifiC COURSES EQUIVALENT TO (SEE NOTE I)' BPA J201 PRINCI­
PLES OF MICRoECoNOHTCS (J CR HRS). BPA J202 PRINCIPLES OF 
MACROECONOMICS (J CR HRS). BPA J'OJ ALGEBRA (J CR HRS). BPA 
J'O' IALCULUS FOR BUSINESS (J CR HRS). BPA Jeol CoMNUNICATIONS 
I (J CR HRS) AND BPA ]802 COMMUNICATIONS II (3 CR HRS)_ ALSO. 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN COURSES COVERING THE FUNCTIONAL 
AREAS AND SKILLS OF 8USINESS THAT ARE EQUIVALENT TO (SEE 
NOTE ")' BPA JIOI FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING (J CR HRS). BPA ]125 
BUSINass LAM I (J CR HRS). BPA J'02 INTRODUCTION TO CONPUTER 
PROGRANMING (J CR HRS). BPA J'61 STATISTICS I (] CR HRS). AND 
BPA JlOJ BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS (J CR HRS). ADDITIONALLY. 
STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN 9 HOURS OF ELECTIVES TO FULFILL THE 
REQUIREHENT OF AT LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS. 
DEGREE RBQUIREMENTS: 
A STU.ENT MUST. I) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF 120 CREDIT HOURS OF 
MHICH AT LEAST 60 CREDIT HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION 
LEVEL (J9 HOURS REQUIRED. 21 HOURS ELECTED); 2) ACQUTRE THE 
COMPETENCIES FOR THIS DEGREE (NOTE' STUDENTS MAY SUBSTITUTE 
AtHIEtEMENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL 
OF THE DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN.J; ]) EARN AT LEAST JO CREDIT HOURS AT GOVERNORS STATE 
UNIVERSITY; AND ') COMPLETE SUCCESSFULLY THE QUANTITATIVE 
FOUNo.TIONS FOR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND THE MRITTEN 
COMMUNICATIONS COMPETENCY EXANINATIONS (NOTE. STUDENTS NOT 
PASSING THESE EXAMINATIONS MILL BE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE BPA 
J'03 ALGEBRA AND BPA Jeol COMMUNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTS). 
IEQUIREO CoURSES--UPPER DIVISION' J9 HOURS) 
MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING BPAJlOZ F M 5 J HRS. 
PRINCIPLES 
PRINCIPLES 
OF 
OF 
FINANCIAL MGMT 
MANAGEMENT 
BPAJ]OI 
BPAJUI 
F 
F M 
5 
S 
J 
J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT BPAJHO F M 5 J HRS. 
STATISTICS II BPAJUZ F M 5 J HRS. 
PRINCIPLES OF MARKETIMG BPAJ501 F M 5 J HRS_ 
INTERMEDIATE MACROECONOMICS BPUZlO F M 5 J HRS. 
NANAGI.IAL ECoNOMICS:ECON FIRM BPUZZO F M 5 J HRS. 
BUSINESS POLICY 
FNoMTtS OF REAL ESTATE LENDING 
BPAU" 
BPAJ60J 
F 
FE 
M 
M 
5 J 
J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
FNoMTlS OF R£AL ESTATE VALUATN BPAJU' F 00 00 J HRS. 
SALES TECH l REAL ESTATE BRKG 
REAL ISTAT£ PROPERTY NANAGEMT 
BPAnos 
BPAU06 
M 
M 
] 
] 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELECTIVE CoURSES--UPPER DIVIS ION' 21 HOURS) 
ELECT J HOURS FROM COURSES IN 
REAL eSTATE. 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM 
COUISBS OFFERED IN THE COLLEGE 
OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC AOMIN­
ISTRA110N. AND APPROVED BY THE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM 
COURSIS OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE 
UNIVEISITY (PREFERABLY IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE OF BUSINESS). 
AND AAPROVEo BY THE DEAN. 
TRAISfER CREOIT--LOWER OIVISIOI' (60 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required 

for a Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration is 120 hours 

IIOT[(S). 
ALL OR MANY Of THE GENERAL EDUCATION COMPETEIICY COURSES AND 
CRIOIT HOURS SHOULD BE CONPLETEO AT THE CONIIUNITY COLLEGE 
LEWEL AIIO IIiCLUOEO IN THE 60 CREDIT HOURS TRANSfERRED TO 
GO'ERIIORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
tt 	III THE BUSINESS CORE AREA STUOEIITS SHOULD NAKE EVERY EffORT 
TO CONPLETE THE COURSES DESIGNATED WITH tt PRIOR TO TRlNS­
fERRIll' TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
f ~ fALL fO a fALL ODD YEARS fE a fALL EVEN YEARS W= WINTER 
WO ~ WIIiTER ODD YEARS WE. WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRIIiG-SUNNER 
SO • SPRIIiG-SUNMER DOD YEARS SE SPRIIiG-SUMMER EVEII YEARS2 
II 	= IIOT SCHEDULED 00. 011 OEIIAIIO a· MULTI-COMPETEIICY COURSE 
PROGRAN' BUSINESS AONINISTRATION 
OPTlOIL' GEIIERAL BUSIIiESS 
LEVEl' BACHELOR Of ARTS 
ADMISSION INfORMATION' 
A STUIENT MUST: 1) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SENESTER HOURS Of CREDIT WITH AN OVERALL -C- OR BETTER 
GPA flON A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; AND 2) 
BE 	 IN 6000 STAIIDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUOE~TS NOT 
NEETIIIG AOMISSIOII CRITERIA NAY PETITION fOR ADNISSIOII THROUGH 
THE OlflCE Of ADMISSIONS. STUOEIITS SHOULD HAYE ACQUIRED A 
BASIC KIIOILEOGE III THE MAJOR fIELDS Of HUMAI EIIDEAVOR. 
IIiCLUIIIG THE AREAS Of SCIEIICE (6 CR HRS). 'HE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
(' CR HRS). AND THE HUIIANITIES (J CR HRS). AS WELL AS SUCH 
SPECIIIC COURSES EQUIVALEIIT TO (SEE NOTE '). BPA J201 PRINCI­
PLES Of IIICROECONONICS (J CR HRS). BPA 3202 PRINCIPLES Of 
NACRDICOIIOMICS (J CR HRS). BPA J40J ALGEBRA (J CR HRS). BPA 
3404 CALCULUS fOR BUSIIlESS (J CR HRS). BPA 3801 CONNUNICATIONS 
I (3 CR HRS) AND BPA 3802 CONNUNICATIONS II (J CR HRS)_ ALSO. 
STUOEIITS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN COURSES COVERING THE fUNCTIONAL 
AREAS AND SKILLS Of BUSINESS THAT ARE EQUIVALENT TO (SEE 
IIOTE ")' BPA 3101 flllAIiCIAL ACCOUIITIIiG (] CR HRS). BPA ]125 
8USIIIISS LAW I (3 CR HRS). BPA 3402 IIiTROOUCTION TO CONPUTER 
PROGRAMNING (3 CR HRS). BPA 3461 STATISTICS I (3 CR HRS). AID 
BPA" Jt.03 BUSIIIESS COMMUNICATIONS (] CR HRS). ADDITIONALLY. 
STUOEIITS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN 9 HOURS Of ELECTIVES TO fULfILL THE 
REQUIRENENT Of AT LEAST 60 SENESTER HOURS. 
DEGREE RIQUIREIIENTS:
A STUIENT IIUST. 1) ACQUIRE A MINIMUII Of 120 CREDIT HOURS Of 
WHICH AT LEAST 60 CREDIT HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION 
LEVEL (21 HOURS REQUIRED' 3J HOURS ELECTED)} 2) ACQUIRE THE 
CONPETENCIES fOR THIS DEGREE (NOTE' STUDENTS IIAY SUBSTITUTE 
ACHIEVENENT Of CONPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE NETHOOS UPON APPROVAL 
Of THI DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN.'; J) EARN AT LEAST ]0 CREDIT HOURS AT GOVERNORS STATE 
UNIVERSITY; AND 4) COMPLETE SUCCESSfULLY THE QUANTITATIVE 
fOUNOATIOIIS fOR BUSINESS AOIiINISTRATION AIIO THE WRITTEN 
COIINUIIICATIONS COIIPETENCY EXAIIINATIONS (NOTE: STUDENTS NOT 
PASSING THESE EXAIIINATIONS IILL BE REQUIRED TO CONPlETE BPA 
J40] ALGEBRA AND BPA ]801 CONNUNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTS). 
REQUIRED CDURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 21 HOURS) 
NAIIA'ERIAL ACCOUNTING 
PRINCIPLES Of fINANCIAL NGNT 
PRINCiPlES Of MANAGEIIEIIT 
PRODUCTION NANAGENENT 
STATISTICS 11 
PRIIiCIPLES Of NARKETIIiG 
II1TERIEOIATE NACROECDIIOMICS 
IIANAGERIAL ECONOIIICS:ECOI flRN 
BUSIII&SS POLICY 
BPAHOZ 
BPAHOI 
BPAHOI 
BPAH40 
BPAH62 
BPU501 
BPUZ10 
BPUZZO 
BPA4499 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I 
II 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
J 
] 
J 
] 
] 
J 
] 
] 
J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION' JJ HOURS) 
ELECT 5 UPPER OIVISIOIi COURSES 
(AT LIAST 15 HOURS) .PPROVEO 
BY THB DEAN. THE SELECTION Of 
AOVANOEO COURSES IN THE fUNC­
TIOIIAL AREAS Of BUSINESS IS 
USUALLY RECOIIIIEIiOED. 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS fROII 
COURSIS OffERED IN THB COLLEGE " 
Of BUSIIIESS AIID PUBLIC AONIII­
ISTIIAJIOII. AND APPROvED 8Y THE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS fRON 
COURSIS OffERED THROUGHOUT THE 
UIIIVERSITY (PREfERA8LY IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE Of BUSINESS). 
AID APPROVED BY THE DEAN. 
College of Business and Public Administration 55 
TRAISfER CREOIT--LOWER OI'ISIOII: (60 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required 

for a Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration is 120 hours 

IIOTE(S). 
ALL OR MAllY Of THE GEIIERAL EDUCATION CORPETEIICY COURSES AIIO 
CRIOIT HOURS SHOULD BE CORPLETEO AT THE CONRUIiITY COLLEGE 
LEVEL AND IIiCLUOEO IN THE 60 CREDIT HOURS TRANSfERRED TO 
&O'ERIIORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
" 	 IN THE BUSINESS CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD RAKE EVERY EffORT 
TO CONPLETE THE COURSES DESIGNATED VITH " PRIOR TO TRANS­
fERRING TO GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
f = fALL fO = fALL ODD YEARS fE = fALL EVEII YEARS W = VIIiJER 
VO WI liTER ODD YEARS VE = WI liTER EVEN YEARS 5 = SPRIIiG-SUNNER 
SO": SPRIIiG-SUNNER ODD YEARS SE z SPRING-SUNIIER EVEII YEARS 
I' = NOT SCHEDULED DO. ON DEIIAND a = IIULTI-CORPETERCY COURSE 
Graduate The primary objective of the College of Business 
and Public Administration MBA Program is to provide a 
quality professional graduate degree program which meets 
the needs of students and the standards of the busi ness com· 
munity. To this end, it emphasizes clearly defined instruc­
tional methods and a curriculum which reflects the growing 
sophistication of this field. 
The program is designed with the understanding that the 
MBA degree is a professional management degree. The Col· 
lege of Business and Public Administration offers a rigorous 
program which will challenge students and give them the 
tools and skills needed to assume positions of leadership 
and responsibility. 
56 College of Business and Public Administration 
'IO'IAI. BUSIIESS AIIIIIS'RA'IOI 
LEVEL' IAS'ER Of BUSIIESS AD"IIIS'RA'IOI 
AOIISSI .. IIfDlIA'ION' 
A STUDEI' MUS" 1) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREA'E DEGREE fROI 
A REIIONALLY ACCREDI'ED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSI'Y VI'H A' LEAS' A 
Z.S caIULA'IVE GPAI Z) IE II '600 S'AIDIIG A' 'HE LAS' SCHOOL 
AI'EIIEDI J) HAVE COIPLE'EO 'HE fOLLDWIIG PREREQUISI'E COUISE­
WalK. 'IUSIIESS LAW (J SKl. PIINCIPLES Of fllANCIAL "AIAGEIEN' 
(3 SH). fOUNOA'IOIS Of "ANAGENEI' (] SH). CALCUlUS fOI BUSINESS 
(3 SAJ. PRINCIPLES Of "ARKE'II& (3 SH). fOUIOA'IOIS Of 
ACCOUI'III (J SH). fOUNDA'IOIS Of ECUNOIICS (J SH). AND fOUNDA­
'lOIS Of S'A'IS'ICS (] SH) (NO'E: S'UDEN'S HAVING DEfICIENCIES 
II AN' OR ALL Of 'HE PREIEQUISI'E COURSEVORK lAY BE AUNI"EO 
COIDIIIOIALLY UI'IL DEflCIEICIES ARE REHOVEO.); AND .) 'AKE 
,HE GIADUA'E IANAGEHEI' ADMISSIOI 'ES' (GIA') PRIUR 'D AOIIS­
SIOI AND HAVE 'ES' SCORES SEI' '0 'HE UffICE Of ADIISSIOIS 
'"O'E, If ,HE SCHEDULED IES' DA'E IS NO' PRIOR '0 ADI'SSIOI. 
THEI IHE STUOEI' HAY BE AOII"ED CONOI'IONALLY AND MUS' 'AKE 
'HE EXAIIIA'IOI DURII' '"E fiRS' 'RIHES'ER Of ENROLLMEN'). 
S'UDEI'S NO' HEE'IIG ADIISSIOI CRI'ERIA lAY PE'I'IOI fOR 
ADIISSION 'HROUGH 'HE OffICE Of ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE RIQUIREHEN'S: 
A S'UIEI' IUS'. I) A'PlY fBI ANa A"AIN DEGIEE CAIOIDACY S'A'US 
--(SEE NO'E 1)1 Z) ACQUIRE A IINI"UM Of ]] GRADUA'E CREDI' 
HOUIS (ZI HOURS REQUIRED. lZ HOURS ELEC'EO); J) EARl A HINI­
IUH UP. Z. 6RAOUA'E CREDI' HOIRS II RESIDEICE A' GSU; .) 
ACQUIRE 'HE COHPE'EICIES SPECifIED fDR 'HIS DEGREE (IO'E' S'U­
IENIS MAY S8BSIIIUIE ACHIEVEHEI' Of COIPE'ENCIES BY AL'ERIA'E 
HE'HODS UPOI AP'ROVAL Of 'HE OEAN AND UPON IICLUSION IN 'HE 
SIUOEII'S .PPROVED SIUDY PlAN.); AND S) COHPLE'E SUCCESSFULLY 
IHE IUAN'I'A'IVE fIUNDA'IONS fOR BUSINESS ADNINISTRAIIOI AND 
VIII'.I· COMIUNICATIONS COIPE'ENCY EXAHINATIOIS (lUTE: S'UDENTS 
lOT PASSII6 THESE EXAIIIA'IONS WILL BE IEOUIRED '0 COHPLETE 
BPA J'O] AL6EBRA AND BPA ]aOI COHIUIICA'IONS I IN ADDITION '0 
O'"ER DEGREE REQUIRE"EN'S). 
IEIUIRED COUISES--GRADUATE LEVEL: ( ZI HOURS) 
ACC'G fOR AOHIN'RA'IVE COITROL BPABIOI f M S HRS. 
'IOBLEIS IN HANA6ERIAL ECOIOIC BPAaZOI f v S HRS. 
PIOBLIIS IN flNAICIAL IAIA6EHT BPAI]OI f M S HRS. 
PROBL[IS IN ORGNL BEHAVIOR BPU.aO f v S HRS. 
'IOBL.IS II PROOUCTIOI MGHT BPUHO f V S HRS. 
POLICIES' STRATEGIES ADHI SCI BPA8499 f V S HRS. 
PROBLEHS IN "ARKETIN6 HGHT 8PA8501 f V S HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: lZ HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST lZ HOURS fROM 

AION6 BUSIIESS ADMIIISTRATIOI 

COURSIS Dff£RED THROUGH THE 

COlLEIE or IUSINESS AID PUBLIC 

AOIII'S'RWTION THAT MEET PRO­

fESSIIIAL AID/OR PERSONAL 
GOALS.. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required 

for a Master of Business Administration is 33 hours 

IIOIE(S)I 
1 	 IIiITIAL 'RAOUATE ADMISSION TO THE PROGRAH PERHITS STUDENTS 
TO TAKE COURSES fOR GRADUATE CREOI'. HDVEVER. STUDENTS 
CAIIDT OB'AII A DEGREE UNTIL 'HEY HAVE BEEN ADIITTED '0 
CAIOIDACY_ UNTIL STUDENTS HAVE 'HEIR APPLICATIONS fOR CAN­
DlIACY APPROVED. THEY ARE 1I1IT CANDIDATES fDIf"THE GUDUATE 
DEIREE AND THEIR APPLICATION fOR GRAOUATIOI ~ILL NOT BE AC­
CE'TED_ IT IS TH! RESPONSIBILITY Of THE STUDENT TO APPLY 
fOR CANDIDACY. GRADUATE STUDEITS ARE AVAROED DEGREE CANDI­
DAlY OILY AfTER THE fOLLOWING fiVE CONDITIONS HAVE BEEN 
SAIISfIEO: 1) ANY CONDITIONAL ADHISSION DEfiCIENCIES HAVE 
BEIN RENOVEDI Z) ALL PREPARATORY REQUIREHEITS HAVE BEEN 
COIPLETEO; ]) SCORES ON THE GMAT/GRE HAVE BEEN PLACED 01 
fltE IN THE DEAN'S OffICE; 4) NINE CREDIT HOURS IN COURSES 
NUMBERED aooo OR ABOVE HAVE BEEI CONPLETED MITH A HINIHUM 
GPA Of ].O--NOTE' GRADUATE CREDIT ACCUMULATED BEYOID is 
HOORS (EXCLUDING PREPARATORY COURSEVORK) ~ILL NOT APPLY TD­
VARD THE DEGREE If CANDIDACY STATUS IS NOT A'TAINED; AND 
5) COHPETENCY EXAMINATIONS OR THE REQUIRED COURSES IN THE 
flilDS Of CDMMUNICATIOIS AND QUANTITATIVE NETHOOS HAVE BEEN 
PASSEO_ STUDENTS SHOUlD CONTACT ADVISORS IN THE DEAN'S Of­
fiDE fOR APPLICATItN PROCEDURES fOR DEGREE CANDIDACY. 
f • fALL fO = fALL 000 YEARS fE: fALL EVEN YEARS V = ~INT~R 

VO = VIIJER DOD YEARS ~E: VINTER EVEN YEAIS S = SPRING-SUHHER 

SO • SP".&-SUHHER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUHHER EVEN YEARS 

II • lIT SCHEDULED 00. ON DE HAND a = HULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 

Business Education 
Program 
Majors: 
Office Administration (B.A.) 
Business Education (B.A. & M.A.) 
The primary objective of the Business Education Program is 
to provide quality education which will meet the needs of 
students who seek employment in education, government 
or business. The Bachelor of Arts degree program of studies 
has two majors: Business Education and Office Administra­
tion. The Master of Arts degree program has one major: 
Business Education. The program is designed to expose 
students to a strong theoretical and practical core of instruc­
tion which will equip those persons desirous of becoming 
superior teachers/managers with the skills and knowledge 
essential to successful employment. 
Office Administration Major Office Administration is an 
undergraduate major which focuses upon the role of the ad· 
ministrative office within the business organization or 
government agency. The administrative office is the com­
munication and control center of the firm. Thus, the office 
administrator or manager must possess numerous organiza­
tional skills. Among these are the ability to: 
-communicate effectively with peers, subordinates, and 
superiors 
-understand and anticipate human behavior 
-relate positively with people internal and external to the 
firm 
-manage and improve the flow of work in the office 
-motivate and evaluate employees 
-participate in office systems planning and cost reduction 
-improve and control sound records administration 
-supervise and coordinate management information sys­
tems 
-practice effective human relations 
-monitor the creation and distribution of office com· 
munications 
-understand the nature and uses of office technology 
-demonstrate personal and professional committment to 
the firm, employees, and community. 
Those in control of the office must be students and practi­
tioners of modern business management in order to suc­
cessfullymeet these challenges. The growing complexity 
and interdependence of a dynamic business society, to­
gether with the ongoing technological changes require that 
those who manage the office be competent, enlightened, 
and prepared. Thus, the major provides students with the 
opportunity to acquire skills and knowledge essential to 
meeting challenges . 
'~tG~AM' BUSINESS EDUCAI'ON 
I~O~' OffICE AD"INIST~ATION 
.E'EL' BACHEL~~ Of A'IS 
,DHISSION )NfO~HATION: 
A SIUOENT MUST: II HAVE ACOU)~EO AN ASSOCIAIES DEG~EE O~ Al 
LEAST 60 SE"ESIE~ HOU~S Of C~EDIT WIIH AN OVE~ALL ·C· O~ 8EITE' 
GPA f~OM A 'EGIONALLY ACC~EOIIED COLLEGE O~ UNIVE.S)TY' ANO ZI 
BE IN GOOO SIANOING Al IHE LASI SCHOOL AITENOED. 51UO(NIS NOI 
MEEIING ADMISSTCN C~ITE~IA HAY PEIIIION fO~ ADMISSION IH~OUG" 
IHE OffiCE Of ADHISSIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD HA'E ACOUI~ED A 
BASIC KNOWLEOGE IN IHE HA~OP fiELDS 0' HUMAN E_DEA.O" 
INCLUDING IHE A~EAS Of SCIENCE (6 C~ "'SI. IHE SOCIAL SCIENCES­
(9 C~ ~SI. ANO IHE HUMAN)TIES (6 e, ~~S). AS WELL AS SUCH 
SPECHIC CO~~SES EQUIULE'NI TO (SEE NOIE "' BPA 3Z01 P~'NCI-
PLES Of MICPOECONOMICS (3 C' H.SI. BPA 3Z0Z P~INCIPLES Of 
HAC~O(CONOMICS (3 C~ H~SI. BPA 3~03 ALGEB'A C3 C~ H.S). BPA 
380) COMMUNICAIIONS I C3 C~ H~SI. AND BPA 310Z COHNUNICATIONS 
II (3 C' H'SI. ALSO. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE IAKEN COUPSES COVE'­
ING THE fUNCTIONAL A~EAS ANa SKILLS Of BUSINESS THAT APE 
EIUI'ALENI TO (SEE NOTE "" BPA JIOI fiNANCIAL ACCOU'IING (3
CP "~Sl. BPA 31Z5 BUSINESS LAW I (] C~ H'SI. BPA 140Z INT'D TO 
COHPUTE~ P'DG~AHMING (3 C~ "PSI. BPA 3~61 STATISIICS I (3 C~ 
H~SI. BPA 3103 BUSINESS COHHUNICATIONS (3 C, HPSI. IN ADDITION 
10 fULfiLL THE ~EIUI~EM(NT Of Al LEAST iO SEMESTE' HOU.S. STU­
DENIS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN 9 HOU~S Of ELECTIVES. 
DEGREE RBOUIREMENTS' 
A SIUDENT NUST: I) ACIUIRE A NINIMUM Of IZO CREDIT HOURS Of 
.HICH AT LEAST 60 CREOII HOURS NUST BE AT THE UPPER O)'IS)ON 
LE.EL (30 HOURS REOUIREO • 30 HOURS ELECTED I; ZI ACQUIRE THE 
CO.PETENCIES fOR THIS DEGREE (NOTE: STUDENIS NAY SUBSIITUTE 
aCHIEVEMENT Of CONPETENCIES BY ALTERNAIE METHOOS UPON APPROVAL 
or THE DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED SIUOY 
PLAN_); 31 EARN AT LEAST 30 CREDII HOURS Al GO'ERNORS STATE 
UNIVERSITY; AND 4) COMPLEIE SUCCESSfULLY THE QUANTITAIIVE 
fOUNDATIONS fOR BUSINESS AOMINISIRATION ANa THE WRIIIEN 
CON"UIICATIONS COMPETENCY EIAMINATIONS CNOIE: SIUOENTS NOT 
PASSING THESE EXAMINATIONS WILL BE REOUIREO TO COMPlEIE BPA 
J403 ALGEBRA AND BPA 3801 CO"MUNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTSI. 
IEOUIREO COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 30 HOURS) 
NANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING 8PAlIOZ f w S 3 HRS. 
PRINCIPLES Of fINANCIAL MG"I BPAHOl f W S 3 HRS. 
PRINCIPLES Of MANAGEMENI 8PAl40 1 f M S 3 HRS. 
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT BPA3440 r W S 3 HRS. 
PRIICIPLES Of MARIE lING BPAl501 r W S 3 HRS. 
BUSINESS POLICY BPAHn f W S 3 HRS. 
OffICE ORGAN)ZAIION , MANAGEMT 
RECORDS AOMINISTRAIION 
BPAlTOI 
BPUTOZ 
r 
r 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HUMAN RELAIIONS Of IHE OffICE 8PA4101 3 HRS. 
OfnCi! SYSTEMS BPA410Z 3 HRS. 
~lE~TI'E COURSES--YPPER 0IVISI8N' 30 HOUI~) 
ELECT AT LEAST 18 HOURS fROM 
COURses OffEREO IN THE COLLEGE 
Of BUSINESS ANO PUBLIC AOMIN­
ISIRAIION. ANO APPROVED 8Y IHE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT LEAST IZ HOURS fROM 
COURSES OffEREO THROUGHOUT THE 
UNI'ERSIIY (PREfERABLY IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE Of BUSINESS), 
ANO A~PROVEO BY THE OEAN. 
IRANSfER CREOlr--LO~ER DI.ISION: (.0 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Business Education with a 

major in Office Administration is 120 hours 

10TE(S)' 
, 	 ALL OR HANY Of THE GENERAL EDUCAIION COMPETENCY COURSES AND 
CREOIT HOURS SHOULD BE CO"PLETED AT THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
LEVEL ANa INCLUDED IN IHE 60 CREDIT HOURS TRANSfERRED TO 
GO'E ••ORS SIAIE UNI.ERSITY. 
" 	 IN THE BUSINESS CORE AREA SIUOENTS SHOULD MAlE EVERY ErfORT 
TO COMPLETE THE COURSES OESIGNATED MITH " PRIOR 10 TRANS­
fERRING TO Go,ERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
_ 	 THe SOCIAL SCIENCE COURSEMORK MUST INCLUDE AMERltAN HISIORY 
OR 60'ERNMENI. GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY. AND A SOCIAL SCIENCE 
ELICTIIE. 
fALL fO' fALL 000 YEARS fE = fALL EVEN YEARS M = WINTER 
10 = MINTER 000 YEARS ME = MINIER EVEN YEARS S· SPRING-SUMMER 
,0 SPRING-SUMNER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUNMER EYEN YEARS 
~, = NOT SCHEOULEO 00 = ON DEMAND a = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
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Business Education Major Business Education encompasses 
the preparation of teachers for the teaching of business, 
distributive, and office education. The business teacher to­
day must possess both fundamental and advanced 
knowledge and skills for teaching students to act effectively 
as citizens and consumers in contemporary society as well 
as choose and explore career alternatives, earn a living, and 
advance in their chosen vocations. Business teachers face 
the task of helping students prepare for present and emerg­
ing challenges and opportunities in business life. For this, 
business teachers must combine diligent and thorough 
preparation with sincere professional commitment. 
Business education now goes far beyond the basics of pro­
viding competent typewriting, shorthand, office practice, 
general business, and accounting instruction. It also in­
cludes data and word processing orientation and training, 
consumer and career education, and mainstreaming. 
Business educators can teach in junior or senior high 
schools, private schools, community colleges, business, in­
dustry, or government. Numerous nonteaching career op­
portunities exist. These range from entry level positions in 
office, accounting, and sales areas to business management 
opportunities in almost every field. Areas of particular need 
include secretarial, word processing, data processing, 
systems analysis, office management, public and private ac­
counting, and sales management. 
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PROGRAM, BUSINESS EDUCATION 
MAJOR' IUSINESS EDUCATION 
LEVEL' BACHELOR OF ARTS 
AONISSIOM INFORMATION' 
A STUDENT MUST. 1) HA'E ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE DR AT 
LEAST 60 S£NESTER HOURS OF 'CREDIT WITH AN OVERALL ·C· OR BETTER 
GPA FROM A REGIONaLLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE DR UNIVERSITY; AND Z) 
IE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAS' SCROOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA NAY PETITTON FOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE ORFICE OF ADMISSIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE ACQUIRED A 
IASIC KNOWLEDGE IN THE MAJOR F1ELOS OF HUMAN ENDEAVOR. 
INCLUIING THE AREAS OF SCIENCE (6 CR HRS). THE SOCIAL SCIENCES­
19 CR HRS). AND THE HUMANITIES (6 CR HRS). AS WELL AS SUCH 
SPECIIIC COURSES EtUIVALENT TO (SEE NOTE .): BPA 3ZDl PRINCI­
PLES OF MICROECDNOMIES (3 CA HRS). BPA JZOZ PRINCIPLES OF 
NACAOICONOMICS (3 CR HRS). BPA 3'OJ ALGEBRA (J CR HRS). BPA 
JIOI GOMMUNICATIONS I (J CR HRS). AND BPA 380Z COMMUMICATIONS 
II (J CR HRS). ALSO. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN COURSES COVER· 
ING IHE FUNCTIONAL AREAS AND SKILLS OF BUSINESS THAT ARE 
[tunALENT TO (SEE NOtE ")' BPA 3101 FINANCIAL ACCOUMTlNG (J 
CR HRS). BPA 31Z5 BUSINESS LAW I (J CR HRS). BPA 3'OZ INTRO TO 
COMPUtER PROGRAMMING (J CR HRS). BPA J'61 STATISTICS I (J CR 
HRS). BPA 3rOJ BUSINESS COMNUNICATIONS (J CR HRS). IN ADDITION 
TO MEET ADMISSION REQUIREMEMT OF 60 SEMESTEA HOURS. STUDENTS 
SHOULI HAVE TAKEN HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATIOM (J CR HRS) AND 
AT LEAST 6 HOURS OF ELECTIVES. 
DEGREE ReQUIREMENTS: 
A STUIENT MUST: 1) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF lZ0 CREDIT HOURS OF 
RHICH AT LEAST 60 CREIIT HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION 
LEVEL (39 HOURS REQUIRED. Zl HOURS ELECTED); Z) ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETEMCIES FOR THIS DEGREE (NOTE: STUDENTS MAY SUBSTITUTE 
ACHIEVEMENT OF COMPETfNCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL 
OF THI DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY 
PLAN.); 3) EAAN aT LIAST 30 CREDIT HOURS AT GOVEANOAS STATE 
UNIVERSITY; ') COMPlETE SUCCESSFULLY THE QUANTITATIVE 
FOUNOATIORS FOR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND THE WAITTEN 
COMMUMICATIONS COMPETENCY EXAMIRATIONS (NOTE: STUDENTS NOT 
PASSING THESE EXAMINATIONS WILL BE REQUIRED TO COMPlETE BPA 
3'OJ ALGEBRA AND BPA JBOI COMMUNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTS.); 5) HAVE A Z.5 GPA IN THE BUSINESS 
AMD PRDFESSIOMAL BUSINESS EDUCATION CORE SUBJECTS COMPLETED AT 
THE TIME OF APPLICATIOM TO THE PRACTICUM IN ORDER TO BE ASSIGN­
ED TO THE STUOENT TEACHING PRACTICUM (SEE NOTE 1); 6) COM­
PLETE U HOURS OF GENERAl EDUCATION' AS REQUIRED FDA ILLINOIS 
5TATE TEACHER CERTIFICATION; AND 7) EFFECTIVE SEPTENBER. 1981. 
COMPLBTE COUSEWORK CONTAINING CONTENT SPCIFICALLY RELATED TO 
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN AND BUSIMESS EDUCATION 
METHDIS CDUASES WHICH 
LEARNING DISABLED AND 
CONTAIN TECHNIQUES FOR TEACHING 
OTHER HANDICAPPED STUDENTS. 
THE 
AEQUIRED CDURSES--UPPER DIVISION' 36 HOURS) 
MANAGBRIAL ACCOUNT I NG 
PAINCIPLES OF FINANCIAL "G"T 
PRINtrPLES OF "ANAGEMENT 
PRODUCTION MANAGE"ENT 
PRINC!PLES OF MARKETING 
BUSUISS POLICY 
CONSURER ECONO"ICS 
PRINCIPLES l PROBS IN BUS ED 
MTHDS OF TCHNG BASIC BUSINESS 
FIELD EXPERIENCE. BUSINESS ED 
PRACTICUM IN BUSINESS EDUCAT'N 
BPAHOZ 
BPAnOl 
BPAHOI 
BPUHO 
BPU5D 1 
BPUU' 
BPUZI0 
BPU851 
BPU85Z 
BPU89D 
BPUstl 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
00 
DO 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
00 
J 
3 
J 
3 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
6 
HAS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HAS. 
HAS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HAS. 
HRS. 
HAS. 
REGUIRED AREAS--UPPEA DI'ISION: HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
MTHDS OF TCHNG OFFICE SKL SUBJ 
MTHOS OF TCHNG BKPNG , REL SUB 
BPA'85J 
BPA'85' 00 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DI'ISION: Zl HOURS) 
AT LEAST 6 CR HRS MUST BE 
EARNEI IN THE AREAS OF EDUCA­
TIONAL PSYCHOLOGY AND SOCIAL 
FOUNDATIONS. THE SPECIFIC 
COURSES MILL 'ARY ACCORDIIG TO 
OFFERINGS IN HLD AND .PPRO'AL 
BY THI DEAN OF BPA. 
ELECT AT LEAST 15 HOURS FROM 
UPPER OI'ISIDN COURSES. OF 
IHICH 6 HOURS MUST BE IN THE 
GENERAL EDUCATION AREAS 
DESCRIBED IN THE AOMTSSIONS 
INFORNATIOI ABOVE. AN~ 
APPRD'ED BY THE DEAM. 
TRANSFER CREOIT--LDWER DIVISION' (60 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor or Arts in Business Education with a 

major in Busi ness Education is 120 hours 

NDIE IS): 
ALlOR MAN' OF THE GENERaL EDUCATION COMPETENCY COURSES AND 
CAIDIT HOURS SHOULD BE COMPLETED AT THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
LEVEL AND INCLUDED 1M THE 60 CREDIT HOURS TRANSFERRED TO 
GOIERNDRS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
ff 	IN THE BUSINESS CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD MAKE EVERY EFFORT 
TO COMPLETE THE COURSES DESIGNAtED MltH f. PRIOR to tRlIS· 
FERRIN' TO GO'ERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
TH[ SOCIAL SCIENCE COURSE WORK MUST INCLUDE aRERICAN HISTOR' 
OR GO'ERNMENT. GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY. AND A SOCIAL SCIENCE 
ElIC II 'E. 
OTHER REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE THE COMPLETIOI OF REQUISITE 
COYRSES AND DEMONSTRATION OF COMPETENCE IN SUBJECT MATTER 
NEIHOOOLOGY. IN ADDITION. TRANSFER STUDENTS NUST TAKE AT 
LEaST ONE BUSINESS EDUCATIOM METHODS COURSE AT GSU. BUSINES! 
EDUCATION STUDENTS NUST EARN A Z.D OVERALL GPA AND A 2.5 
GPA IN BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONal BUSINESS EDUCATION COURSES, 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD 'EARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS M = WINTER 
MO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTER E'EN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUNMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING·SUMNER EVEN YEARS 
SS 	 = NOT SCHEDULED 00. ON OE"AID ~ = MUlTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM' BUSINESS EDUCATION 
MAJOR: BUSINESS EOUCATIOM 
LEVEL' NASTER OF ARTS 
ADNISSION INFORMATION' 
A STUIEMT MUST. I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE WITH 
AT LEAST A Z.5 CUNULATIVE GPA FROM A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COL' 
LEGE IR UNIVERSITY; Z) BE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL 
ATTENDEOJ 3) TAKE THE GRADUATE RECORD EXA"INATION (GRE) PRIOR 
TO ADRISSIDN AND HA'E TEST SCORES SENT TO THE OFFICE OF 
AOMIS310NS (NOTE: IF THE SCHEDULED TEST DATE IS NOT PRIOR TO 
ADMISSION. THEN THE EXAMINATION MUST BE CORPLETEO DURING THE 
FIRST TRIMESTER OF ENROLLNENT.») AND ') HAVE COMPLETED THE FOL' 
LOWINS PREREQUISITE caURSEMORK IF CERTIFICATIOM IN SECONDARY 
EDUCATlaM IS DESIRED. PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS OF BUSINESS EDU' 
CATION (J SH). STRATEGIES OF TEACHING BASIC BUSIMESS (J SH). 
STRATBGIES OF TEACHING (J SH). EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY (J SH). 
FIELD EXPERIENCE (J SH). HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND INSTRUCTIDIAL 
PROCESSES IN CONTEMPORARY EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT (1 SH). AID 
PRACTICUM IN WUSINESS EDUCATION (6 SH) (NOTE' 'STUDENTS HAVING 
DEFICIENCIES IN ANY DR ALL OF THE PREREQUISITE COURSE WORK MAY 
BE ADMITTED CONDITIONALLY UNTIL DEFICIENCIES ARE REMO'ED'). 
STUDENTS NOT MEETIMG ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION FOR AO"IS' 
SION IHROUGH THE OFFICE OF AOMISSIOMS. 
DEGREE RIQUIRENENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST, 1) APPLY FOR AND ATTAIN DEGREE CANDIDACY STATU: 
--(SEa NOTE 1); Z) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF HI GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS (18 HOURS REQUIRED. 15 HDUAS ELECTED); 3) EARN A MINI ' 
"UM OF Z' GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS IN RESIDENCE AT GSU; 4) 
ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE (NOTE: STU' 
DENTS MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVENENT OF COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE 
METHODS UPON APPRO'AL OF THE DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE 
STUDENT"S APPRD'ED STUDy PLAN.); 5) COMPLETE SUCCESSFULLY 
THE QUANIITATI'E FOUNDATIONS FOR BUSINESS AD"INISTRATIDN AND 
RRITTIN COMMUNICATIONS COMPETENCY EXAMINATIONS (NOTE' STUDENTS 
NOT PASSING THESE EXAMINATIONS WILL BE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE 
BPA 3t03 ALGEBRA AND BPA 3801 CO"MUNICATIONS I 1M ADDITIOM TO 
OTHER DEGREE REQUIREMENTS). GRADUATE STUDENTS WHO SEEK CERTI­
FICAT10N THROUGH ENTITLEMENT MAY 00 SO BY COMPLETING THE PRE­
LININARY CORE SECTION OF THE HABE PROGRAM AS WELL AS CONTENT 
CDURSBWORK NECESSARY TO BE QUALIFIED TO TEACH SPECIFIC SUB­
JECTS. STUDENTS SEEKING STATE CERTIFICATION IN BUSINESS 
EDUCATION SHOULD ALSO REFER TO THE BABE DEGREE REQUIREMENT 
STATEMENTS 5 AND 6. 
REQUIRED CDURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL' , HOURS) 
FNOTN5 OF COMPUTER l INFO SYS BPAHZO W J HR : 
SURVEY BUS. CONSUMER & VOC ED BPU80 I J HR: 
RESEARCH IN BUSINESS EDUCATION BPA880Z W 3 HR: 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRAOUATE LE'EL' 9 HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS IN METH005 COURSES FRON AMONG' 
NETHDOS OF TCHG BUS NON-SKILL 8PA8803 HR: 
RETHOOS OF TCHG IUS SKILL SU8J BPA880' W HR : 
SElECT 3 HOURS IN SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF EOUCATlO..· 
SOCIAt FOUNDATIONS OF EDUC CASI5'0 F W , HR: 
SOCIAL FOMS OF URBAN EDUCATION HLO,',O F W S J HR: 
SELECT J HOURS I" EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY FRO" A"ONG: .. 
LRNG RRDC.CHILDREN & ADOLESCTS CA56550 F S Z.3 HR ' 
COGNITIVE PSYCH APPLD TO INSTR HLD516D S 1-' HR :,LEARNING COGNITION I HLD5JIO F S HR' 
SUR EXCPTNL CHILDREN & PRGRAHS HLD68Z0 F W S J HR 
ELECTlfE COURSES--GRAOUATE LE'EL: 15 HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROM 

AMONG BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

COURSES 1M THE AREAS OF COM­

PUTER SCIENCE. ACCOUNTIMG. FI­

NANCE~ ECONOMICS. MANAGEME"T 

ANO/OR MARKETING. 

ELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS fROM 

AMONG COURSES IN 8USINESS 

EDUCATION 01 BUSINESS ADMINI­

STRAHDN. 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Business Education with a 

major in Business Education is 33 hours 

NOTElS) : 
INITIAL 61AOUATE ADMISSION TO THE PROGRAM PERMITS STUDENTS 
TO TAKE COURSES fOR GRADUATE CREDIT. HOMEVER. STUDENTS 
CANNOT OBTAIN A DEGAEE UNTIL THEY HAVE BEEN ADMITTED TO 
CANDIDACY. UNTIL STUDENTS HAVE THEIR APPLICATIONS fOR CAN­
OI.ACY AP?ROVEO. THEY ARE NOT CANDIDATES fOR ' THE GRADUATE 
DE5REE AND THEIR APPLICATION fOR GRADUATION MILL NOT BE AC­
CEPTED. IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY Of THE STUDENT TO APPLY 
fOI CANDIOAC'. GIADUATE STUDENTS ARE AMAROED OE6REE CANOI­
OA'Y ONL' AfTER THE fOLLDMING fIVE CONDITIONS HAVE BEEN 
SATISfiED. 1) AN' CONDITIONAL ADMISSION DEfICIENCIES HAVE 
BEIN REMOVED; 2) ALL PAErARATOR' REQUIREMENTS HAVE 8EEN 
COMPLETED; J) SCORES ON THE GMATIGRE HAVE BEEN PLACED ON 
fltE IN THE DEAN'S OffiCE; 4) NINE CAEDIT HOURS IN COURSES 
NU"BEREO 8000 OR A80VE HAVE BEEN COMPLETED MITH A MINIMUM 
GPA Of J.O--NOTE: GRADUATE CREDIT ACCUMULATED BEYOND 15 
HOURS (EXCLUDING PREPARATDAY COURSEMORK) MILL NOT APPLY TD­
MAAO THE DEGREE If CANDIDACY STATUS IS NOT ATTAINED; AND 
5) COMPETENC' EXAMINATIONS DR THE REQUIRED COURSES IN THE 
fl.LDS Of COMMUNICATIONS AND QUANTITATIVE METHODS HAVE 8EEN 
PASSED. STUDENTS SHOULD CONTACT ADViSORS IN THE DEAN'S Of­
filE fDA APPLICATION PROCEDURES fOR DEGREE CANDIDACY. 
IN ,AODITION TO THESE THE STUDENT MUST HAVE ACOUIRED Z4 
HOURS Of BUSINESS CONTENT COURSES TO fULfiLL STATE REQUIRE­
MENTS fOR CERTifICATION IN THE PARTICULAR AREA(S) MHICH THE 
STUDENT ELECTS fOR TEACHING. 
OTHEA EQUI,ALENT COURSES MA' BE SUBMITTED MITH THE APPROVAL 
Of THE DEAN OR THE DEAN'S DESIGNEE. 
f • fALL fO a fALL ODD 'EARS fE a fALL EVEN YEAAS M = MINTER 
MO MINTER 000 'EARS ME = MINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRING-SUNMEA DOD 'EARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN 'EARS 
II = NOT SCHEDULED DO s ON DEMAND a = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
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Public Service Program 
Undergraduate The College of Business and Public Ad­
ministration has designed its undergraduate Public Service 
Program to prepare students in various aspects of public ser­
vice, Since public service encompasses the study of broader 
issues of societal decision making and management, the 
Public Service Program offers as part of its curriculum an op­
portunity to concentrate in one of the following options: Ad­
ministration and Public Sector, 
PRO GRAN: PUBLIC SERVICE 
OPTION' ADNINlSTRATlON 
LEVEL: .ACHELOR Of ARTS 
ADMISSION INfOIMATION' 
A STUDENT MUST: 1) HAVE ACQUIIEO AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE DR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS Of CIEDIT MITH AN OVERALL -C· OR BETTER 
GPA fROM A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR ' UNIVERSITY; AND Z) 
BE IN 6000 STANOING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETIN' AO"ISSION CRITERIA HA' PETITION fOR AO"ISSION THROUGH 
TME OffiCE Of ADMISSIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE ACOUTREO A 
BASIC KNOMLEDGE IN THE HAJOR fiELDS Of HU"AN ENDEAVOR. 
INCLUDING THE AREAS Of SCIENCE OR "ATHE"ATICS (9 CR HRS). THE 
SOCIAL SCIENCES (9 CA HRS). AN~ THE HU"ANITIES (' CR HRS). AS 
MELL AS SUCH SPECifIC COURSES EQUIVALE"T TO (SEE NOTE '). IPA 
JZOZ PRINCIPLES Of MACROECOIO"ICS () CR HRS). BPA J40J ALGEBRA 
(J CR HRS). BPA J801 CO""UNICATIONS I (J CR HRS). BPA J80Z 
CO"MUIICATIDNS II (J CR HRS). AND BPA J90Z A"ERICAN NATIONAL 
GOVEIN"ENT. ALSO. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN COUISES CO'ERING 
THE fUNCTIONAL AREAS AND SKILLS er PUILIC SER'ICE THAT ARE 
EQUIVALENT TO (SEE NOTE "): 8PA J4'1 STATISTICS 1 (J CR HRS). 
AND I~A J901 INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC AO"INISTRATION (J CR HRS). 
ADDITIONALLY. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TAKEN 15 HOURS Of ELECTIVES 
TO fULfiLL THE REQUIRE"E.T Of AT LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS. 
DEGREE REQUIRE"ENTS' 
A STU8ENT "UST' 1) ACOUIRE A MINI"UM Of lZ0 CREDIT HOURS Of 
IHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LE'EL (J'
HOURS REQUIRED • 21 HOURS ELECTED): Z) EARN AT LEAST JO 
CREDIT HOURS AT GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERIST'; AND J) ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES SPECifiED fOR THIS DEGREE (NOTE. STUDENTS "Ar 
SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVE"ENT Of CD"PETENCIES BY ALTERNATE "ETHODS 
UPON IPPROVAL Of THE DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S 
APPROVED STUD' PLAN.); ANO 4) CO"PLETE SUCCESSfULLY THE QUAN­
TITATI'E fOUNDATIONS fOR BU51NESS ADNINISTRATION AND THE 
MRITTEN COM"UNICATIONS COMPETENC' EXA"INATIONS (NOTE' STUDENTS 
NOT PASSING THESE EXAMINATIONS MILL BE REQUIRED TO CO"PLETE IPA 
J40J ALGEBRA AND BPAJ801 COM"UNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO OTHER 
DEGREE REQUIRE"ENTS.). 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION' Sf HOURS) 
PUBLIC fINANCE 9PUZ05 f M J HRS. 
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS BPA49011 f M J HRS. 
LOCAL GOVERN"ENTAL SYSTEMS BPU9Z0 f M J HRS. 
PUBLIC PERSONNEL AD"INISTRAT'N BPU9JO f S J HRS. 
CONSTITUTIONAL LAM. INTEIGVT R BP44940 f 3 HRS. 
PUBLIC POLIC' ANALYSIS BPA49&O f M J HRS. 
POLITICAL THEDR' BPU910 f W J HRS. 
CRINIIAL JUSTICE DRG , PROCESS BP44980 f S J HAS. 
fiNANCIAL ACCOUNTING BPAnOI r M S J HRS. 
PRINCIPLES Of MICIOECONO"ICS BPAIZO 1 f M S J MRS. 
PRINCIPLES Of "ANAGEMENT IPA3401 f M S 3 HAS. 
INTRO TO CD"PUTER PROGRA"MIN' BPAJ40Z r M S J HRS. 
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR BPU400 f SE J HIS. 
ELECTivE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: Zl HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST 15 HOURS fROM 
COURSIS OffERED IN THE COLLEGE 
Of BUSINESS AND PUBLIC AD"IN­
ISTRATION. AND APPROVED B' THE 
DEAN. 
ELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS fRO" 
COURSES IffERED THROUGHOUT THE 
UNI'ERSIT' (PREfERABL' IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE Of BUSINESS). 
AND APPRO'ED BY THE DEAN. 
TRANSfER CREOIT--LDMER DIVISIDN' ('0 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Bachelor of Arts in Public Service is 120 hours 
NOTE(SII 
ALL OR "AN' Of THE GENERAL EDUCATION COMPETENCY COURSES AND 
CREDIT HOURS SHOULD BE COMPLETED AT THE CO""UNIT' COLLEGE 
LE'EL A"O INCLUDED IN THE .0 CREDIT HOURS TRA.SfERRED TO 
~OVERNORS STATE UNI'ERSIT'. 
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•• 	IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR CORE AREA STUDENTS SHOULD MAKE E'ER' •• IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR CORE AREA STUDENIS SHOULD MAKE EVER' 
EffOIT TO COMPLETE THE COURSES DESIGNATED MITH •• PRIDI TO EffORT TO COMPLETE THE COURSES OESIGMATED MITH •• PRIOI TO 
TRANSfERRING TO GO'EINORS STATE UNI'ERSITY. TRANSfERRING TO GOIERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY. 
f = fALL fO = fALL ODD YEARS fE 2 fALL E'EN YEARS M = MINTER 
MO • MINTER ODD YEARS ME = MINTER E'EN YEARS S. SPRING-SUMMER 
SO SPRIN'-SU"MER DOD YEARS· SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
SI = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = OM DEMAND a = MULTI-CONPETENCY COURSE 
PRD&UN: PUBLIC SERVICE 
DPJlON' PUBLIC SECTOR 
LEVEll BACHELOR Of ARTS 
ADNISSIDN INfORMATION' 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS Of CREDIT WITH AN OYERALL ·C· OR BETTER 
&PA fROM A REGIONALLY ACCIEDITEO COLLEGE OR UNI'ERSITYJ AND 2) 
BE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION fOR AORISSION THROUGH 
THE OffiCE Of ADMISSIONS. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE AC.UIRED A 
BASIC KMDWlEDGE IN THE MAJOR fiELDS Of HUNAN ENOEA'OR. 
IICLUOIN& THE AREAS Of SCIENCE 01 MATHEMATICS (9 CR HRS). THE 
SOCIAL SCIENCES (9 CR HRS). AND THE HUMANITIES (6 CR HRS). AS 
WELL AS SUCH SPECIfiC COURSES EQUI'ALENT TO (SEE NOIE .). BPA 
J202 'IINCIPLES Of NACROECONOMICS (J CR HRS). BPA J40J ALGEBRA 
(J CR HRS). BPA JaOI COMMUNICATIONS I (J CR HRS). BPA JI02 
COMMUIICATIOMS II (J CR HRS). AND BPA J902 ANERICAN NATIONAL 
&O.rRWNENT. ALSO. STUDENTS SHOULD HA'E TAKEN COURSES CO'ERING 
THE fUNCTIONAL AREAS AND SKILLS Of PUBLIC SERVICE THAT ARE 
E.unUENT TO (SEE NOn: .U: BPA H61 SUTlSJlCS I (J CR HR$). 
AND BMA 3'01 IMTROOUCTIOI TO PUBLIC A_MINISTRATION (J CR HRS).
ADDITIONALLY. STUDENTS SHOULD HA'E TAKEN 15 HOURS Of ElECTIVES 
TO fULfiLL THE REQUIRE"ENT or AT LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS. 
DEGREE R£QUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MININUM Of 120 CREDIT HOURS Of 
NHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIvISION LEVEL (J9 
HOURS REQUIRED ZI HOURS ELECTEO)J 2) EARN AT LEAST JO 
CREDII HOURS AT GO'ERNORS STATE UNIVERISTY' AID J) ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETENCIES SPECIfIED fOR THIS OE&REE (NOTE' STUDENTS MAY 
SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT Of COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS 
UPON APPROVAL Of THE DEAN AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S 
APPIO'ED STUDY PLAN.)' AIO 4) COMPLETE SUCCESSfOLLY THE QUAN­
TITATI'E fOUNDATIONS fOR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND THE 
MRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS COMPETENCY EXAMIIATIOMS (NOTE' STUDENTS 
NOT PASSING THESE EXANINATIONS WILL BE REQUIIEO TO COMPLETE BPA 
J40J ALGEBRA AND BPAJIOI COMMUNICATIONS I IN ADDITION TO OTHEI 
OE&RE[ REQUIREMENTS.). 
REQUIRED CDURSES--UPPEI DIviSION: Z4 HOURSI 
PUBLIC fINANCE BPU205 f W J HRS. 
INTERNAIIONAL OR&ANIZATIONS BPU901 f W J HRS. 
LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL SYSTEMS BPU920 f W J HRS. 
PUBLII PERSORNEL AOMINISTRAT'N BPuno f 5 J HRS. 
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: INTERGVT R 
PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS 
POLITICAL THEORY 
CRINIIAL JUSTICE OR& & PROCESS 
BPU940 
BPU960 
BPU9'0 
BPU980 
f 
f 
f 
f 
W 
W 
S 
J 
J 
J 
J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
IEIUIRED IREAS--UPPER OI'ISIOM' 15 HOURS) 
SELECT fIVE COURSES (AT LEAST 
15 HOURS) fROM ELECTIVE 
COUISiS orfERED IN PUBLIC 
SECTOR fIELDS SUCH AS LOCAL 
'O,ERINENT. CRIMINAL JUSTICE. 
OR GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS. 
THE CIURSES SELECTED BY THE 
STUDENT NUST BE APPRO'EO BY 
THE PIOGRAM AO'ISOR. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DI'ISIOM' 21 HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST 15 HOURS fROM 
COURSIS OffERED IN THE COLLEGE 
Of BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMIN­
ISTRATIOI. AID APPROvED BY THE 
OEAN. 
ELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS fROM 
COURS6S OffERED THROUGHOUT THE 
UNI.ERSITY (PREfERABLY IN 
AREAS OUTSIDE Of BUSINESS). 
AND APPIOVED BY THE DEAN. 
IRAISfER CREDIT·-LDWER DI'ISION' (60 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Bachelor of Arts in Public Service is 120 hours 
NOT[(S) , 
, 	 ALL OR MANY Of THE &ENE~AL EDUCATION COMPETENCY COURSES AND 
CREDIT HOURS SHOULD BE COMPLETED AT THE COIMUNITY COLLEGE 
LEvEL AND INCLUDED IN THE 60 CREDIT HOURS TRANSfERRED TO 
&O'ERNORS STATE UNivERSITY. 
f = fALL fO = fALL 000 YEARS fE = fALL ['EN YEARS M = MINTER 
MO MINIEI ODD YEARS ME = MINTER EvEN YEARS 5 = SPRIIG-SUNMER 
SO SPRIN&-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER E'EN YEARS 
IS 	= NOT SCHEDULED 00 2 ON DEMAND a = MULTI-COMPETENCY COUISE 
Graduate The graduate Public Service Program prepares 
middle and upper level managers, in the public sector, with 
the techniques and methods of personnel work, budgeting, 
and organizing, among other functions necessary for further 
promotion. Therefore, supervisors and managers will find it 
advantageous to enroll in the graduate Public Service Pro­
gram to acquire a broader education in the area which can 
give them the perspective and base on which to build a suc­
cessful career. 
PROGRAM' PUBLIC SERVICE 
LEVEL, NASTER or ARTS 
ADNISSION INfORMATION' 
A STUDENT MUST' I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE MITH 
AT LEAST A 2.5 CUMULATI'E GPA fROM A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COL 
LEGE IR UNI'ERSITY' 2) BE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL 
ATTENI£O; J) TAKE THE GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATION (GRE) PRIOR 
TO ADRISSIOI AID HAVE TEST SCORES SENT TO THE OffICE OF 
ADMISSIONS (NOTE, If THE SCHEDULED TEST DATE IS ROT PRIOR TO 
ADMISSIOI. THEI THE EXAMIRATION MUST BE COMPLETED DURING THE 
FIRST TRIMESTER Of ENROLLMENT.) STUDENTS NOT MEETIIG AOIISSIOI 
CRITERI. MAY PETITION fOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE OffICE Of 
ADMISSIONS_ STUDERTS SHOULD HA'E HAD CAREER [XPERIENCE IN THE 
PUBLIC SECTOR. 
DE&REE ReQUIRENENTS, 
A STUDENT MUST: I) APPLY FOR .10 ATTAIN OEGIEE CANDIDACY STATU 
--(SEE NOTE I); 2) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM OF JJ GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS (Z4 HDURS REQUIRED. 9 HOURS ELECTEO)J J) EIRN AT LEAST 
Z4 'RA.ollE CREDIT HOURS IN RESIDENCE AT GSU; 4' ACQUIRE TIE 
COH~ETENCIES SPECifiED fa« T"IS IESIEE (NOTEo STUDENTS HA' SUB­
STITU'E AC.rE'ERENT.r CONPETENCIES B' ALTERNATE NETROOS UPOI 
A~PRO'Al Of THE OEA. AID UPOI IIClUSIOI IN T"E STUDENT'S AP­
~ROVEo STUoY ' PlAI); 5) COR~lETE SUCCESSfUllY TN~IUAITITATI'E 
fOUNDATIONS fOR 8USINESS AoIINISTRATI •• AID TME MIITTEI CONNUN­
ICATIINS COIPETENCY EIANINATloNS (NOTE' STUOEITS NOT PASSIIG 
TME EIANINATIOIS Mill 8E KEIUIRED TO CONPlETE BPA' J~OJ ALGEBRA 
AND BRA JIOI CONNUNICATIOIS I II ADDITION TO OTHER DEGIEE 
REIUIRENEITS); AND 6) MI'E EIPERIENCE IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR. 
(S'UoENTS NOT "AVING ~RIOR CAREER EXPERIENCE IN TME PU8llC 
SECTOR Mill BE REIUIREO TO CONPlETE A J CR HR INTERNSHIP IN 
ADDITION TO OTHER OEGIEE REQUIRENENTS). 
~EIUIIEo COURSES--GRAOUATE lEVEL: 6 HOURS) 
CONCE'TS , ISSUES IN PUB AoNN BPAl901 f M S J HRS. 
NASTER'S RESEARCH PAPER 8PA."1 f M S J HRS. 
COOPERATI'E EDUCATION BPUOOI f M S Jaa HRS. 
IEQUIIEo AREAS--GRAOUATE lEYEL: 18 HOURS) 
iElECT A' lEAST I. HOURS fRoN ANoNG& 
SENINAR IN PUBLIC BUDGETING B~"ZZO f M J HRS. 
SENINAR 
SENINAI 
IN 'NER INST , 'AlUES 
II UR8AI 6o'ERNNENT 
BPA8"0 
IPA.,ZO 
f 
f 
M 
S 
J 
J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SENIIAR II IESEARCN IE'HoOS IPA89JO f S J HRS. 
SENINAR 
SENINAR 
SENINAR 
IN 
IN 
IN 
PUB olGANZTN 'HEORY 
PUBLIC POLICY 
PUBLIC IANAGENENT 
B.A.HO 
B.U960 
BPA."O 
f 
W 
11 
11 
S 
S 
] 
] 
] 
HRS.
"lIS.HRS. 
(lECTlVE COURSES--'RAoUATE lE'El' 9 HOURS) 
ELECT " lEAST , HOURS fROI 
COURSIS IN THE UNI'ERSITY THAT 
ARE A.PIOPIIATE TO T"E STU­
DENT" 
SIONAL 
PERSONAL ANo/OI PIOfES-
GOALS. ElEC nVES NUST 
BE A~.ROl£o BY AD'ISOR. 
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Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Public Service is 33 hours 

NOT[(S)& 
INITIAL '"ADUATE AONISSIOI TO THE PIOGRAN PERIITS STUDENTS 
TO TAKE COURSES f~ GRADUATE CREDIT. HOIlE'ER. STuaENTS 
caNNOT OITalN A OE'"EE UITll T"EY "A'E BrEI AoIITTEI TO 
CAIDIIACY. U.Tll STUDENTS HA'E Y"EIR APPl~TIOIS fll CAN­
olOACY APPROVED. THEY ARE NOT CANDIDATES fOI T"E GIADUATE 
OEGIEE AND THEIR A.PLICATIOI fOR saADUATION Will NOT IE AC­
CERTEo. IT IS THE RESPUNSIIlllTY Of THE STUoEIT TO 'A~PlY 
rOR CAIDIBACY. GRADUATE STUDENTS ARE AIIARDED DEGREE CANDI­
DACY ONLY AfTEI TME fOllOlllNG fIrE CONDITIONS HA'E BEEI 
SATISflEoo I) A.Y CD'-ITIONAl ADMISSION oEfrclEICIES MA'[ 
BEIN IEMO'EO; Z) All 'I[PARATo.y REQUIIEHEITS MlWE 8EEI 
CONPlETEoJ J) SCORES ON TME GNAT/GRE MA,E IEEN PLACED 01 
filE IN ' ~ME DEAN"S OffiCE; ~) liNE CREDIT HOURS IN COURSES ' 
NUIBEIED 8000 01 ABO'E MA'E 8EEN COMPLETED MITM A IININUN ' 
GPA Of ].O--NOTE& GRADUATE CREDIT ACCUNULITED BEYOID 15 
MBURS (EIClUDINS PREraRATOIY COURSEMORKl lILt:' NOT APPl\,"TO­
MARD THE DEGIEE If CANDIDACY STATUS IS NOT ' ATTAINEDJ AID 
5) COMPETENCY EIANINATIONS 01 'ME REQUIREO ' CDURSES IN THE 
fiELDS Of COMNUNICATIOIS AND QUAITI TUitE" N[fROOS MA'WE" 8[[1
PASSED. STUOENTS SHOULD CONTACT AD'ISORS IN THE OEAI·S Of­
fiCE fOR AP'LlCATUN"PROCEDURES fOR DEGREE CANDIDACY. 
aa 	STIOENTS MITH CAIEEI [a'ERIEICE II TIE 'UBLIC SECTOR NAY 
HA'E THIS COURSE AND COI'ETEICY REaUIIENENT MAI'EO BY TIEIR 
~RIGRAN AO'ISOR(S). 
f ~ fAll fO = fAll ODD YEARS fE = fAll E'EN YEARS 11. WI ITER 
110 z MIITEI ODD YEARS ME = MINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRIIG-5UINER 
SO SPIING-SUNIER ODD Y6ARS SE = SPRIIG-SUINER E'EI YEARS 
SS = NOI SCHEDULED 00. 01 DENAND a = IUlTI-COIPETENCY COURSE 
&2 CBPA Course Descriptions 
College of 
Business and Public 
Administration 
Course Descriptions 
8PA3001 
COOPE~ATlfE EDUCATION 
3 
OE5IG~EO TO COM81NE INDIVIDUAL CA~EE~ COUNSELING AND WOF~ OUTSIDE 

&f THE CLASSFOOM IN COM81NATION MITH INSTITUTIONAL LEAF~ING SET­
1I NGS. 

PPEPEQUI SI TES' 

PEFMISSION Of AOVISEF AND COOPE~ATIVE EDUCATIO~ COO~DI~ATO~. 

fALL. WINTE'. SPFING/SUMMEF. 

DONAlDSON. 

8POIOI 
fiNANCIAL ACCOUNTING 
3 
[MPHASI1ES THE 8EGINNING AccaUITING CYCLE. AID INTEGFATES ACCOUN­
TING P'INCIPLES AND THEIP APPLICATIONS TO 8USINESS Q8~ECTIVES. 
fiNANCIAL STATEMENT P'EPA'ATION. fLOW Of ~ESOU'CES. HON-CU'PENT 
ASSETS. THEO'Y or LIABILITIES. EUYITIES. IN'ENTOJY [VALUATION. 
OEP~ECIATION "ETHOGS. BUDGETING. AND A CEVELDPMENT Of ACCOUNTING 
f"INCIPLES. EMPHASIS IS 'I'EN TO flNINCIAL ACCOUNTING l~fO'MATION 
USEfUL TO INVESTO~S. ECONONISTS. THE 'ENE'AL PU8LIC. AND OTHE~ 
EXTE'NAL GPOUPS. THIS IS A fOUNDATION COU~SE fOP fUT~FE STUDY. 
fALL. WINTE". SPFING/SUMM[~. 
PH~ITT •. 
BPA310Z 

"ANAGE~IAL ACCOUNTING 

3 

AN ANALYSIS Of MANAGE'IAL ACCOUNTING. AN EXAMINATION Of THE IN­

fO'MATION NEEDED fOP PLANNING AND CONTFOLLING. ANO AN INVESTIGA­

TION Of THE MANNE' IN WHICH ACCOUNTING CAN P'OVIOE THE INfOP"A­

TION. EMPHASIS ON ACCOUNTING AS A MANAGEMENT INfO~MATIOH TOOL. 

P"08LENS ST'ESS THE TYPE or fIGU'E INfO'MATION FELEVA~T TO MAN­

AGEPIAL DECISIONS AND THE "ETHCOS Of USING SUCH OATA. 

PFEPEQUISITES' 

BPA 3101. fINANCIAL ACCOUNTING 0' ITS EQUIVALENT (ACCOUNTING I 

AND I II. 

fALL. WINTE', SPFING/SUMMEP. 

STAff. MENOELSON. 

IPAlU5 
BUSINESS LAW I 
3 
AN INT'ODUCTION TO THE AME~ICAN LEGAL SYSTEM fOLLOW[C I' STUDY Of 
THE fOLLOWING SUBSTANTIVE A~EAS Of LAW' PFOPEFTY (INCLUOING 
ESTATES A~D T~USTS AND LANDLO~O AND T[NANT). CONT'ACTS. AGENCY. 
AND PA'TNE~SHIPS. THE PPINCIPLES OISCUSSED A~E APPLICABLE TO PEP­
SONAL AS WELL AS 8USINESS USE AND NONBUSINESS STUDENTS WANTING TO 
BECOME MD'E KNOWLEDGEA8LE ·CONSUME'S Of LAW· AFE ENCOUFAGEO TO 
ENFOll. 
fALL. WINTEF. SPPING/SUMMEF. 
rJ NKLEY. 
BPA31Zr. 

BUSINESS LAW II 

3 

I STUDY Of THE MO'E TECHNICAL AND COMPLEX ASPECTS Of LAW 'N TH[ 

IUSINESS E•• I'ONMENT INCLUDING CORPO'ATIONS. SALES. COMME'CIAL 

PAPEF. AND CPEOIT. P'INCIPLES alSCUSSED A'E EXTENSIWELY T[STED ON 

THE CPA [XAMINATION. 

PHHQUISIT[S' 

8PA 31Z5. BUSINESS LAW I. 

~INTEF. 
fINKLEY. 
8PA3I31 

COST ACCOUNTING 

3 

INCLMDES EXPOSURE TO A 8'OAO 'ANGE Of COST ACCOUNTING CCNCEPTS 
AND TH(I' TE'MINOLOGY. MEASUPEMENT AND ACCUMULATION OF COSTS WILL 
INCLUDE SUCH TOPICS AS OIFECT AND INOI~ECT C~STS. THE ~ATIONALE 
AND II)
falL. WINlE~. 
SHEKIB. 
BPAJllZ 

COST ACCOUNTING II 

1 

(ffEFS AN ADVANCED EXPOSUFE TO COST ACCOUNTING ANO DECISION­

"A~ING CONCEPTS. 08~ECTIVES AhO TERMINOLOGY ESSENTIAL TO THE COST 

ACCO~NTANT'S POLE IN BUSINESS. TOPICS SUCH AS COST-VOLUME ~ATIOS. 

COST ACCUMULATION FOF PFOOUCT COSTING. J08 O~DEP AND P~OCESS C~S· 

TI~G. PEFfORMANCE MEASU~EMENT. TRANSfE~ PPICING. INTERNAL CON­

T~OL. SU8JECTIVE P~OdA8ILITIES, CPA APPLICATIONS. AND GPEFATIDNS 

~ESEA~CH AFE INCLUDED IN COU~SE OESIGN. 

P~EFC:QUISITES: 

BPA 3131. COST ACCOUNTING I. 
~INTEF. 
STAff • 
8PAJl51 

INTE~MEOIATE AccaUNTING I 

3 

DEALS WITH THE P~OSLEMS Of fl~ANCIAL ACCOUNTING "EASU~EMENT A"D 

INCLUDES SUCH AFEAS AS THE D[TE'MINATIO~ Of PE~IOOIC INCOME. ~E~· 

ENUE ~ECOGNITION. COST ALLOCATION. fLOW Of fUNDS. INVENTOFY ~AL· 

~ATION. OEPFECIATION THEOFY. LIABILITY ~ECQGINITION. A~D CO~PO­

FATE EQUITY ~EASU~EMENT. COMMUNICATION Cf ACCOUNTING DATA. FO~" 

Cf STATEMENT P~ESENTATION. ANa ACCOUNTING TEPMINOLO" A~E ALSO 

STUOIEO. 

HE~EQUISIlES: 
BPA 3101. FINA_CIAL ACCOUhTING 0' ITs EQUIVALENT (ACCOUNTING 

AND Ill. 

fALL. ~PFING/SUNM[~. 

SHEKIB. MENDELSON. 

~PA3I5Z 
INTE'MEOIATE ACCOUNTING II 

3 

CONTINUATION Of INTE~MEDIATE ACCOUNTING I. 

PFEFEQUISI TES' 

8PA3151. INTE~MEDIATE ACCO~NTING I. 

~INl[P. SP~ING/SUMME~. 

MENDELSON. 
8P0170 

ACCOUNTING THEOPY 

3 

THIS COUFSE PPOVIOES A f~AME Of ~EfE~ENCE fO~ THE 8ASIC 08~ECT­

IVES. POSTULATES AND P~INCIPLES Of fiNANCIAL ~EPO~TING. IT IN­

CLUDES THEOFIES ~ELATING TO lhCOME DETE'MINATIO~. MEASUFEMENT Of 

CASH AND OTHE~ FESERVE fLOW_ A STUDY Of ACCOUNTING STATEMENTS AN[ 

THEI~ rOPM Of PFESENTATION WILL dE EMPHASI2EO. STUDENTS SHOULD 

HA~E COMPLETED INTEFMEDIATE ACCOUNTING I AND II O~ T~EI~ EQUIVA­

LENT. 

PFEPEQUISI TES' 

8PA 3151. BPA 315Z. INTE~MEaIATE ACCOUNTING I AND II. 

CffE~fO dASEO UPON OEMANO. 

SH[KIB. 

dPAlZOI 

PFINCIPLES Of MIC'DECONOMICS 

3 

STUD' OF PFICE fO'"ATION. DEMAND. AND P~OOUCTION DECISONS. EXA­

HINES THE INDIVIOUAL lNO INTERFELATEO BEHA~IO~ Of CONSUM(fS. 

FI~MS AND INOUSTPIES. 

fALL. _INTEF. SP~ING/SUMMEP. 

~ILLEF. 0•• PETPO. LIEHSCHEP. 

8P A320Z 

PFINCIPLES Of MACPOECONO"ICS 

BEHIND THE cosr ALLOCATION P~OCEDUFES. COST-VOLUME FELATIONSHIPS. 3 
AND THE APPLICATION Of SU'OEN. STUDIES AND THEOFI2ES ABOUT THE ECONOMY AS A WHOLE. DEALING WITH 
ECONOMIC DATA AND 8EHAVIOP AT THE AGGFEGATE LE~~L OF THE ECONOMY.P~E'EQUISIlES' 
8PA 3101. fiNANCIAL ACCOUNTIN' 0' ITS EQUI~AL[NT (ACCOUNTING I EXAMINES INCOME. OUTPUT. EMPLO'MENT. P~ICES, ETC •• IN TEF"S Of 
I 
1 
ITS _r ASU'EMENT. OETE~"'NAT'ON. AND POLICY '"PLICATIOh. 

fALL. WIHTEf. SP~ING/SUMMEf. 

MILLE~. D•• PETPO. LIE8SCHE'. 

8PA32tO 

CONSU~E~ ECONOMICS 

3 

STUDY or THE CHANGING ~DLE or COHSUMEfS. THE CONSUMPTIO~ Dr GOeDS 

AND SE~VICES AhO THE ALTE~NATIVES OPEN TO THE CONSUME~ IN THE EC' 

CNOMIC ENVIFONMENT. 

P~E~EQUISI YES: 

8PA 3201. P~INCIPLES Dr MIC~OECONO"ICS I 8PA 3202. P~INCIPLES ~r 

MAC~OECONOMICS. 
errE~ED !lASEO UPON DEMAND. 
MILLEF. D. 
8P41250 
MONEY AND dANKING 
3 
STUOIE~ A~O THED~liES AdOUT THE U.S. MO.ETA" SYSTEM IN TH[ A~EAS 
cr MONEY. INSTITUTIONS. AND PUlICY. COHCENT~.TES ON AHALYSIS Dr 
"DNEY A~D ITS rUNCTIONS. THE MECHANICS cr THE COMMEFCIAL 8ANKI.G 
SYSTEM AND ITS OET[F"INATION Of THE MONEY SUPPLY. rEOEFAL FESEFVE 
SYSTEM'S rUNCTIONS AND POLICY INSTFU"ENT •• TH[ IMPACT AND ErrEC' 
TIVENESS or MONETA~Y POLICY Oh THE PU8lIC. COMME~CIAL BANKS ANC 
THE TFEASUFY. AND THE OVEPALL IMPACT ON THE ECONGMY. 
PREREQUISI TES: 
dPA 32Ul P~INCIPLES Dr MICFOECONOMICS. BPA 3202 PFINCIPLES Dr 
MlC'DECONOMICS. 
fALL. WINTEP. SPFING/SUMMEF. 
PEHO. 
IlP13301 
P'INCIPLES Of fiNANCIAL MANAGEMENT 

3 

OEALS wITH THEO~Y AND PPACTICE Of THE rlNANCIAL M'Na~E"EhT fUNC­

TION IN PLANNING. ~AISIN'. AND DI~ECTING THE EfrlCIENT ALLOCATION 

cr fUNDS WITHIN THE fl~M. 

PFEFEQUISI TES: 

8PA 3102 MANAGEPIAL ACCOUNTING OF ITS EQulVALENTI BPA 3201 P~IN' 

CIPLES or MICFOECONOMICSI 8PA 3461 STATISTICS I. 

fALL. ~INTEF. SPFING/SUMMEF. 

BFOWN. MAX. fLOOIN. 

BPA3401 
PFINCIPLES or MANOGEMENT 
3 
A COMBINED INT~OOUCTION TO CLASSICAL MAhAGEMENT. BEHAVID~Al 
SCIENCE. AND MANAGEMENT SCIENCE. A FEVIEM Of THE fUNDA"ENTAl 
fUNCTIONS Of MANAGEMENT SO THE STUDENT CAN SEE THE INTEP~ELATIDN' 
SHIPS BETWEEN PLANNING. O~GANIlING. DI~ECTlhG. AhO CD~TFDLLING 
ClffEFENT MODELS Dr OFGANllATIDNAL eEHAVIO~. HOTH THE IMPACT or 
tJGANliATIONS UPON PAPTICIPANTS AND TkE IMPACT Of PA~TICIPANTS 
UPON O~GANliATIONS Will BE STUDIED. IT EXAMINES THE MANAGEMENT 
SCIENCE APP~OACH TO SOLVING PFODUCTION AND OPEPATIONAL MANAGEMENT 
P~ OBLEMS. 
fALL. WINTEF. SP~ING/SU"ME~. 
kElLEY. TSOLAKIOES, HHlOG. 
BPA1402 
INT~OOUCTION TO CDMPUTEP P~DGFAMMING 
3 
PFOGFAMMING PPINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES reF DATA MANIPULATION 8Y 
THE CO~PUTE~' CONST~UCTIDN OF ALGOFITHMS' fLCW CHA~TI~G' INST~UC' 

TION AND USE Of THE BASIC P~OG~AMMI~G LANGUAGE. INT~ODUCTION TC A 

P~06~AMMING LANGUAGE' INTFOOUCTION TO T~' USE Of CAN~ED PFOGFAMS. 

'All. WINTEP. SPFING/SUM.E~. 

ISuc. 

lPU403 
UGEBFA 
3 
CESIGNED TO P~OVIDE EACH STUDENT WITH A SOLIO COMMAND Of THE 
BASIC IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES Of ALGEBFA. MHICH IS NECESSA~Y fO~ THE 
~O~E ADVANCED BUSINESS Cou~SES. TOPICS INCLUDE EQUoTIONS OF 
. INES. SYSTEMS Of LINEA~ EQUATIONS. POLYNOMIALS. ~ATIONAL fUNC' 
TIONS. AND PULES fO~ EXPONENTS. THIS COU~SE. O~ SATIsrACTO~Y 
PEPfO~M.NCE ON THE QUANTITATIVE rOUNDATIONS EXAMINATION 15 PE­
~UIFEO Of ALL UNOEFGPADUaT( COLL(G( or BUSINESS .HO PUBLIC ADMIN' 
IST~ATION STUDENTS. 
'All. WIHTEF. SPFI~G/SUMMEP. 
'ELLS. 
IPA3404 
:AlCULUS fOP 8USINESS 
I 
;[SIGNEO TO PPESENT THE BASIC CONCEPTS Cf Olff.PENTIAL AND INTE­

;~Al CAlCULUS. THE COUFSE IS MaTHEMATICAL. THE ENTEFlhG STUOE~T 

IS E.PECTEO TO HAVE A SOLID COHMoND Of ALGE8FAIC .ND GFAPHICAL 

~ETHOOS. THEO~' IS P~ESENTEO AND ILLUST~ATED WITH EXAMPLES OFAMN 

'~OM BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS. THE COUFSE PFOVIOES A fOUNDATION fO~ 

lOPE AOVA~CED CDu'.ES I. MANAGEMENT SCIENCE AND OPE~ATIONS FE' 

iEA~CH. STUDENTS MHO HAVE HAD CALCULUS P~EvIOUSLY SHOULD NOT 

;EGISTEF fO~ THIS COuPSE. 

'~EFEQUISITES: 

IPA 3403. COllEGE AlGE8PA. 

' UL. WINTEP. SPPlNG/SUMMH. 

'ELLS. 

Il 
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8PA3420 

PEPSONNEl MANAGEMENT 

3 

THIS COU~S< IS DESIGNED fOF flFST LINE SUPE~VISO~S ANO STUDENTS 

INTEFESTED IN BECOMING PEPSONN[L SPECIALISTS. PE'SONNEL PLAN~ING. 

SELECTION. PLACEMENT. AND fOLLOW UP AFE VIEWED AS PA'T Of THE 

(VEFALL MANAGE~ENT P~OCESS. GUEST SPEAKEFS AFE UTILIl[O EXT[N­

SIVELY AND THE COUPSE CONCLUDES WITH THE OPPOFTU~ITY rOF THE 

STUDENT TO P~ACTICE USING PE~SONNEL TOOLS AND BASIC TESTs. 

PP[FEQUISITES: 

BPA 3401. P~INCIPLES Of "ANAGEMENT. 

WINTEF; SPfING/SUMMEP. ODD YEA'S. 

kELLEY. 

BPA3440 
PFOOUCTION MANAGEMENT 
3 
APPLICATIONS Of .ANA6EMENT SCIENCE AND A~AL'SIS TO THE P~OOUCTION 
fUNCTION AFE DISCUSSED. EMPHASIS I. PLACED ON DPEPATIONS MAN' 
AGEMENT TO P~OOUCT DEVELOPMENT. PLANT LOCATIO~ AND LAYOUT. PPO' 
OUCTION COST ANALY~IS. WO~K HEASU~EMENT. WOPK SIMPLIfICATION. 
SAfETY MANAGEHENT. ANO QUALIT, CONTFOL. 
P~EFEQUISITES: 
BPA 34'1. STATISTICS I. 

fALL. WINTE~. SP~ING/SUMME~. 

TSOLAKIDES. HEFlOG. 

BP0442 

JOd DESIGN AND MEASUFEMENT 

3 

THIS COU~SE PFESENTS TO STUDENTS THE UHDEFLYI~G T~EO~Y A~D BASIC 

METHODDLDG' fOF THE MOST COMMONLY USED WO~K MEASUFEMENT TECH' 

NIQUES. A SYSTEMS APPPOACH IS OEV[LOPEO THPOUGH THE SYSTEMATIC 

STUDY Of METHODS. MATE~IALS. TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT fD~ THE PU~PDSE 

Cf fINOI~G ' THE MOST ECONOMICAL WAY or DCING THE JOB, STANDAPOTl' 

ING METHODS AND DETEFMINING TIME PEQUI~E"ENTS. LECTUFES. PF08­
LEMS. A~O LA80~ATOFY ACTIVITIES OPEN TO SENIDFS AND GFAOUATE 

STUOENTS. 

PFEFEQUISI TES: 

dPA3440 AND BPA3462. 

(ffEFED BASED UPON OEMANO. 

STAff. 

BP43461 

STATISTICS 

3 

COVE~S THE BASIC TOPICS or APPLIEO STATISTICS INCLUOlh' TH[ SAH­

PLE .EAN AND VAfIANCE. FANOOM VAFIABLES. EL["ENTA~Y fINITE PF08­
ABILITY. THE BINOMIAL AND NOP"AL 0ISTPI8UTIONS. SAMPLING. POINT 

ANO INTEFVAl ESTIMATION ANO HYPOTHESIS TESTING. 

PPEFEQUI SI YES' 

BPA 3403. COLLEGE ALGEBPA. 

fALL. WINTE~. SP~ING/SUMMEF. 

MELLS. 

BPA3462 
HATISTltS II 
3 
A CONTINUATION or 8PA 3461. STATISTICS I. TOPICS CDVEFEC INCLUDE 
'NALYSIS or fA~I.NC[' PEG~ESSION. CO~RELATIO~. NONPAPAMETIC 
STATISTICS. BlfAFIATE OIST~leUTIONS AND CHI'SQUA~E TESTS. STU' 
DENTS HAKE EXTENSlfE USE Of A STATISTICAL COMPUTEF PACKAGE IN THE 
ANALYSIS or DATA ANO APPLICATION or STATISTICAL TESTS. 
P~EPEQUISITES: 
8PA 3461. STATISTICS I. 

fOlL. WINTE~. SPPIHG/SUHME~. 

WELLS. 

BPA3481 
fOFT~oN PFOG~AHHING 
3 
, ~TUDY or fOPT~AN P~CGFAM"'NG LANGUAGE AND ITS APPLICATION TO 
8USINESS P.08LEM SOLVING. STUDENTS WILL wPITE PFOGPAHS AND SOLVE 
THEM ON BOTH BATCH P~OCESSI~G ANO TIME-SHAF[O CDMPUTEP S'5T[HS. 
P~OEQUISI TES ' 

BPA 3402. 

CffE~ED 8ASEO UPON DEMAND • 

STArr. 

8P 04 82 
CO.PUTE~ P~OGFAMMING: COBOL 

3 

P~ESENTS THE fUNDAMENTALS Of COMPUTEP PPOG~A"HING AND THE ANSI 

COBOL COMPUTEP LANGUAGE. THESE fUNDAMENTALS WILL BE APPLIED TO 

VAFIOUS BUSINESS ANO/OF STATISTICAL SITUATIONS. THE COUPSE WILL 

ALSO COVE~ DISCUSSION Of INP.T/ouTPUT DEViCES. SOfTWA~E CONSIDER­

,TlDNS. AND BASIC fOFHS DESIGN. 

PHFEQUI.ITES: 

BPA 3402. INT~OOUCTION TO COMPUTEP PFOG~AMMING. 

WINYEP. 

S Tlrr. 

BPA34B5 

SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

~HIS COU~SE IS INTENDED TU P~OfID[ THE STUDENT MITH S.'LLS THAT 

aFE BASIC TO SYSTEMS ANALYSIS. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION. TOPICS 

TO BE CO'E~EO WILL INCLUDE: THE CONCEPT OF SYSTEH, INTPODUCTION 

TO SYSTEM LIfE CYCLE. SYST[~ LIfE CYCLE NANAGEHEMT. ~OLE Of S'S­
j 
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TENS .N.lYSISI TOOLS .ND TECHNIQUES Of SYSTEMS .N'lYSISJ STUDY. 

ttSI GN AND oEWElOPEMNT PHASES' AND SYSTEM PEFfO'MANCE oEfTNITloN. 

PHHOUISITES, 

BPA 3~02. INT~ooUCTIoN TO CoMPUTE~ PFoG~AMMING. 

rill. 

ISAAC. 

8PA3501 

P~INCIPlES Of MAFKETING 

3 

DEALS WITH THE MANAGEPI.l APP~OACH TO MA~KETING. INCLUDES A STUDY 

Of MA~AETS. INSTITUTIONS. AND T"E EHWI~oNMENTS IN WHICH BUSI­

NESSES AND NoN8USINESS ENTE~P'ISES OPE~ATE. 

PHHQUISITES: 

8PA 3201. PFINCIPLES Of MIC~OECONOMICS. 

fAll. NI~TEP. SPFING/SUMMEF. 

USON. SHUBAN. 

BPAl520 

CONSUMEF 8EHAVIOP 

3 

THIS COUFSE DFANS ON THE 8EH.VIORAl SCIENCES TO GAIN AN INSIGHT 

INTO CONSUMEF NEEOS. WANTS. A~O BEHAVIO~S IN THE "APKETPLACE. EM­

PHASIS IS PlACEO ON MoN THE BUSINESSMAN CAN BUilD AN UNOEFSTANO­

ING Of THE INOIWloUAl CoNSUMEP INTO THE MAFKETING OECISIDN­

MAKING. PLANNING ANO COMMUNICATION fUNCTIONS. 

PFEHQUISITES: 

BPA 3501. PPINCIPlES Of MAFKETING. 

fAll. NINTEP. SPFING/SUMMEk. 

OLSON. SHUBAN. 

8PA3&01 

SUFfEV Of THE FEAl ESTATE INOUSTFY 

3 

A SUFWEY COUFSE fOF DEG~EE-SEEKING STUDENTS ~ITHOUT A FEAL ESTATE 

8ACKGFoUNo. HOM ~EAl ESTATE AS AN INoUSTHY fiTS INTO THE 8uSINESS 

COMMUNITY IS DISCUSSED. ~E'IEMS Of THE lEGAL fFAMEMGfA Cf THE 

INDUSTFY AS MElL AS THE MANY fACETS Of FEAl ESTATE fO' fUFTHEF 

STUDY O~ SPECIAlllATloN A'E P~ESENTEo. STUDENTS MilL HAfE AN 

INTFOoUCTloN TO BPDKE~AGE OPERATloIS. fiNANCE. INWESTMEhT. VALU­

ATION. ANO P~OPEFTY MANAGE"ENT AS CO.PO.ENTS Of THE IIOU~TRY. 

NOTE: STUDENTS MITH SIX HoU~S Of ~EAl ESTATE COMPLETED A'E NOT 

TO ENROLL fOF C'EoIT. 

P~EHgUISITES: 
NONE. 

fAll. NINTE', SP~ING/SUMMER. 

8~ OMN. 

8PA3&OZ 

lEGAL ENVIPONMENT Of .EAl ESTATE 

3 , 
THE lEGAL FESPoNSIBlllTIES Of THE ~EAl ESTATE INDUSTFV ARE EX­
ANIIEo IN THIS COUFSE. P[SPONSIBILITIES Of BEING IN THE PEAL ES­
TATE 8USINESS CoNCEPNING CIVIL RI&HTS. STEERING. LENDING AND 
OTHE~ A~EAS Of CU~R£NT lEGAL COICE~N IN ADDITION To AN IN-DEPTH 
STUDY Of THE lAMS CONCERNING CONTRACTS. CONVEYANCING. A~o AGENCY 
APE "ESENfEo. 
PPE~EOUISJTES' 

IPA ]IZ5 O~ PE~"ISSION. 

SP~ING/SUMMEF. ' 

fI HALEY. 
8PA 360] 

fUNDAMENTALS Of REAL ESTATE LENDING 

3 

~[AL ESTATE LOANS A~E A SIGllflCANT PART Of THE INWESTHEIT PO'T­

fOLIO or NOST fiNANCIAL INSTITUTIONS. THIS COURSE Mill EXANINE 

THESE INSTITUTIOIS. TNEIR NEEDS AND PROCEDU~ES fOR INWESTMENT. 

~ECENT AND CURRENT GOVE'N"EITAl ACTIVITIES AffECTIIG THESE ACT­

VITIES AS NEll AS oTHE_ CHAIGEs IN THE fiNANCIAL MARKETS THAT 

AffECT THEM Mill IE DISCUSSED. THE EMPHASIS Nill IE 01 SOU'CES 

or rUNDS. THE LENDING PROCESS. UNOERWRITING THE LOANS AND sPECI­

AlliED OR AlTE.NATIVE flNAICING "ETHOOs. 

fAll. EVEN YEAPsIMINTEP. 

BROWN. 

BPAl60~ 

fUNDAMENTALS Of ~EAl ESTATE VALUATION 

] 
THIS CO.Fsr Illl COVEP THE foLLONING TOPICS' NATURE Of .EAL P~O-
PEITY AND 'AlUE: INrlUENCEs or VALUE ON REAL PRoPEFTY' THE 
APP~AISAl PROCESS. CITY ANO NEI&H80RHOoO OAT, ANALYSIS' HIGHEST 
AND lEST USE' 8UIlDING INSPECTION' THREE APPPOACHES TO 'AlUE-­
COST A"ROACH. NARAET DATA APP~OACH. AND INCOME APPROACHI THE 
APPRAISAL ~EPORT--NARRATlfE AND fORM ~EPORTS' PRofEsSIDN.l 
STANDARDS AND P~ACTICES' DESIGNATIOIS AND THEI' RE.UI.E"ENTS. 
fAll;orfE~ED BASED ON OEMANo IN OTHER TE~"S. 
STAff. 
8PA3&05 

SALES TECHNIQUES' REAL ESTATE 8~OAERAGE 

3 

EMPHASIS IS ON THE PRACTICAL ASPECTS or INNO'ATIW{ SALES PSYC"Ol­

OGY TRAINING foF THE SALES fo~CE AND oTHE~ ASPECTS Of OPERATIONAL 

"oalENS fACING THE "AN.GEMENT Of A ~EAl ESTATE 8RoKEFAGE 8USI­

NESS IN THE ~ESIOENTIAl ANO CO"MERCIAl fiELDS. EXPAND UPON THE 

PROCESSES ASSOCIATEO WITH THE lISTIN'. ASSESSI.G. SElliNG AND 

fiNANCING or 'EAl [STATE. 

PRHUUISITES. 

BPA 3&01 O~ EQUIWAlENT. 
~INTEF. 
STArr • 
BPAl&O& 
AFCHITECTU~Al STYLES I TEFMINOl06Y USE IN CONTENPOFAFY AMEFICA 
3 
THE CoUFSE C.TEFS TO THE NEED Of BFOKE~S. SALESMEN. SEllEFS. BUY· 
EFS O~ BUllOEPS Of PEAL ESTATE IMP~OWEMENTS. FESIOEHCES. OffiCES. 
STOFES. fACTO~IES. If YOU NANT TO 8E CO~WE~SA~T IN THE NE_lTH Cf 
oESCFIPTIW< TEFMINOlOGY ANO STYLE Of '~CHITECTUFE THE~ THIS IS 
THE CoU~SE ~<COMMENoEo. 

fALL. 

STArr. 

BPAl&01 

CoNST~UCTION SCHEDULING Aho COST ESTIMATING 

3 

THE GOAL Of THIS COU~SE IS TO IMPFOWE THE PAFTICIPANIS A81llTY TI 

CONTFOl ANO PFOPE~lY COST THE CONSTFUCI16N P~OCESS. CrUFSEN(~K 

INCLUDES TEFMINOlOGV. MET~oDS AND MATEkIAlS. MEASU~E'ENT AND THE 

TYPICAL SEQUENCES Of CCNST~UCTION P~o~£CTS. HoN TO FEAo AND TAKE' 

err rFOM PLANS &NO SPECifiCATIONS. THE lTILliATION Of STANOAFO 

COST DATA SDU~CES ANO IHElk USE IN THE DEWElOPMENT OF VAlUATleN 

Of FEAL ESTATE AFE ALSC CoVEFEO. 

~INTEF. 000 YEAFS. 

SToff. 

BPA3101 

OffiCE OFGANI1ATION AND MANAGEMENT 

3 

DEALS wiTH APPLYING THE PFINCIPlES Of MANAGEMENT AND OFGANI1ATIDI 

TO OffiCE AoMINISTFATlrE CASES; PLANNING THE OffiCE E~VIFDNMENT' 

_NO DEfiNING THE SYSTEMS AND SU8SYSTEMS Of THE OffiCE. 

fALL. 

MOHON. 

8PAlIOZ 

FECoFos AoMINIST~ATloN 

] 
DEALS _ITH FECofoS C~EATloN. USE. "AINTENANCE' AND oEST~UCTIG'J 

fECo~.S STO~'GE fACILITIESJ CLASSlrlCATION Of ~ECO~DSJ oEVEloP­

~ENT Of filE PATT(FNS. fOFMS AND ~iPo~TS CoNTFoLi PROIECTION Of 

WITH ~ECO~DS. 

fALL. 
MokTUN. 
8PAlIO,l 
8USINESS CUMMUNICATloN 
3 
DESIGNED TO PFESENT A ,0MP~EHENSIVE TREAT"ENT Of BASIC P.INCI­
PlES Of 8USINESS COMMUNICATIONS. INCLUDING BUSINESS lETTERS. MEM' 
tRANOA. ~EPoFTS. oFAL CoMMU~ICATION. TECHNICAL PEPOFf WFITING. 
VEF8Al AND NONVEFBAl COMMUNICATION. 
~PEHOUISITES: 
8PA ,1801. COMMUNICATIONS I OF EQUIVALENT. 

fAll. NINTEF. SPFING/SUM"E~. 

MENOElSON. MO'TON. 

9PA3801 

CO"MUNI CATIONS 

3 

~SIGNEo TO IIIPFoWE THE STUoE~l'S NFITlhli fACilITY. IT IS SHUC' 

TUFEo TO PROWIOE T~AINING AND EXPEFIENCE I~ THE COMPOSITION or 

INfoFMATIVE AND EXPlANATO~Y ESSAYS. wiTH THE GOAL Of IMPFOtlNG 

COMPETENCE IN USEfUL W~ITTEN EXP~ESSION. 

fALL. NINTEf. SPFING/SUMME~. 

MOHON. 

9PA3802 

CO"MUNICATIONS II 

3 

6Tuov Of THE NUME~oUS AND fAFIEo rO~MS Cf .FITTEN AND SPOKE. cell' 

"UNICATloN IN MOOEF~ BUSINESS. THFOUGH LECTUFES. DISCUSSIONS ANI 

PFACTICAl <XEFCISES. THE STUDENT Mill 8E ~Ao( AMAF[ Of THE I"PO" 

T'NCE Of ALL ASPECTS Of COMMUNICATION Ih CONTE"PO~AFy BUSINESS 

_NO INDUST~IAl APPLICATIONS. 

PFEFEOUISITES' 

8PA 3801 COM"UNICATIONS I D~ EQUIVALENT. 

~INTH. 

MoFToN. 

8PA3804 

P[POFT ANO T~CHNICAl WFITING 

3 

PFoWloES A CO"P~EHENSlvE COWERAGE Of BUSINESS FEPO~T NFITING P~' 

tE.U~E~ IIClUDING &FAM"A~. PlANhING. FESEAkCH. METHODS Cf DE VEl­

[PIIENT. OUTLINING. fORMAT. IllUSTRATIOIS. LANGUAGE. INO STYLE. 

PFEF(OUISITES: 

BPA 3601 COMMUNICATION I OR (QUI.AlENT. 

(rfEFEo 8ASEo UPON DEMAND. 

~ENoElSON. ~O'TON. 
8PA3901 
IHTFODUCTION TO PU8llC AD"INISTPATION 
3 
lXAMINES THEOFIES. HISTOFY. AND CUFFENT ISSUES Of Ao~lhISTRATIO. 
1 r 

I h Ga V~~""ENT. 

fALL. WINT'~' SP~ING/SUNME~. 

COHEN. OONALOSON. 

BPU90Z 
AHE~ICA_ NATIONAL GOvE~N"ENT 
3 
EXAHINIES U.'. GOVE~NMENT INSTITUTIONS. TNt l~fO~HAL P~ESSUPES 
hHICH INfLUE~CE THEM. A~O THE POLICIES P~OOUCED BY THE GDVEPNING 
HOCESS. 
fALL. WINTE~' SP~ING/SU"ME~. 
DONALDSO~. KDfELE-KALE. 
BPA4001 
COOPE~ATIVE EDUCATIOh 
3 
D[~lu~ED TO COMBINE INDiviDUAL CA~[E~ C~UNSELI~G ANO W&~K UUTSIDE 
If THE CLASS~DO" IN CCMBIN.TIO~ ~ITH INSTITUTIONAL L[Afi~I_G SET­
TINGS. 
P~EHQUISlTES: 

PE~~IS;ION Of AD'ISE~ ARD CODPE~ATIYE EDUCATION COO~DINATO~. 

fALL. WINT<~. SP~ING/SUMMEfi. 

oONlLD.O~. 
SPA4010 

INDEPENDE~T STUDY. 

3 

INO(PEhDENT STuOY IS INTENDED TO P~OVID[ THE BETTE~ STUOENT THE 

lPPD~TUNITY TO STUDY A TOPIC Of MIS OWN ChOICE IN A GIVEN DISCI­

PLINo uNDE~ p~nfESSIONAL SUPE~VISIDN. ONLY THE STUDENT WHO IS 

P~[PA~.D TO UEVOTE CGNSIOE~ABLE TI"E ANC EffO~T SHOULD UHOEFTAKE 

A_ IN3EPENDE~T STUDY. THE iTUDENT CONTEMPLATING A COLFSE IN INCE­

PENDE~T STUDY SHOULD fl~ST HAYE I. MIND A DEfINITE A~EA fO~ Ih­

VESTIGATIO~ WITHIN ThE DISCIPLlhE IN WHIC~ hE -IS~ES TC WO.K. A~o 

AN INST~UCTO~ WITH WHOM HE WISHES TO WO~K_ 

P~ E~EQUI:;I TES: 

PE~~ISSION Of INST~UCTDP AND DEAN. 

fALL. WI~TEF. SPFI~G/SUMMEfi. 

>TAff. 

SP A4 OZO 

INDEPENDiNT ;Tuoy. 

3 

SAME AS ~PHOIO. 

PF.FEQUISTTES: 

PEFHIS;ION OF IN;TFUCTOF AND DEAN. 

fALL. Wl~TE~. SPFING/SUHME~. 

STiff • 

BPA4J10 

ADVANCED ACCOUNTING 

3 

APPLICATION Of ACCOUNTING P~ACTICE fO~ AN UNDEFSTANDlh' Of THE 

COMPLEKITIES COMP~ISING 8USINESS ANO flhANCE. CO~PDFAT< CoH8INA­

TIONS AND TH. SPECIAL APPLICATIONS Of "EASUFEHENT AND FEALI2ATION 

PFINCIPLES IN SUCH HATTEFS AS CONSOLIDATIONS. CONGLOHEFATES. 

POOLING Of INTEFESTS. AND INTEPNATIONAL OPEFATIONS. 

P~EF<QUISI TES: 

~PA 3151. aPA 315Z. I_TEF"EDIATE ACCOUNTING I AND II. 

fALL. SP~ING/SU"ME~. 

STAff. 

~PA4IZI 
TAX ACCOuNTING 

3 

AN APPLICATIUN Of A MANAGEPIAL APP~OACH TO TAXATION TH~CUGH A~ 

E"PHASIS ON TA. P.08LEMS AS THEY ArFECT THE BUSINESS ENTEFPFISE 

AND ITS dUSINESS T~ANSACTIONS_ STUDENTS OBTAIN A B~OAD APP.ECIA­

Ilu~ Of TH< TAX 'T~UCTU~E AND IT; ~OLE' BOTH AS A CO~~SE Of ~EV­

ENUE AND AS A DEVICE TO CONT~OL THE oCONOHY. 

FF<HQUISITES: 

BPA 5101. FINANCIAL ACCOuNTING O~ ITS EQUIVALENT (ACCOU~TING I 

ANO II I. 

fAlL. 

STAff. 
SPHIZl 
TAX ACCOUNTING II 
5 
AN APPLICATION Of A MANAGEFIAL APP~OACH TO TAXATION TH~tU'H A. 
E~PHASIS ON TAX P~OBLEMS AS ThtY AffECT ThE CO~PO~ATION AND IN­
DIVIDUAL. CA'ES ANO P~08LENS IN'OL'E SUCH TOPICS A~ ~ULTI-CO.P(~­
ATION PA"TIAL AND COMPLETE LIQUIDATION. ~EO~GANI'ATIC~. 'E~SONAL 
HOLOIN. CO.PANIES. PENSION ANC p~orlT S~APING. ETC. AND INCLUDE 
SOME THAT INVOLVE THE INTt~~ELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN E~TITIES. 
PH~EQUhITES: 

8PA .121. TAX ACCOUNTI~G I O~ PEFMISSION Of INSTFUCTO". 

hINTl~. 

STArr • 
8P H 140 
AUDIT CONCEPTS ANO STANDA~OS 
5 
CEALS WITH THE STANDA~OS. CONCEPTS. OB~ECTIVES, TECHNIQUES. "E­
PO~TS. ANO ETHICS PEPTaININ& TO THE WO~K Of BOTH THE INDEPENDENT 
ANO INTE~NAL AUDITO •• SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO STATEMENTS ON 
AUDITING PFOCEOU"ES. STATISTICAL SAMPLI~G. AND EDP IN AUDITING. 
P.t:fEQUISI TES: 
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8PAl101. fiNANCIAL ACCOUNTTNG O~ ITS EQUI.ALENT (ACCOUNTING I 

AND II). 

hINTEP. 

SHEKI8. 

BPHI50 

GOVE~NMENTAL ACCOUNTING. 8UOGETING AND fiNANCE 

5 

A )TUOY Of fUND ACCOUNTING USEO IN GOVE~NMENTAL UNITS_ HOSPITALS. 

COLLlGES. AND UNIVE~SITIES. INCLUOES THE STUDY Of BUOGETA~Y AC­

COUNTING. APPFOP~IATIONS. ENCU"B~ANCES. INTE~NAL CHECKS ANO AU­

DITS. YA~DSTICKS fO~ PE~fO~MAhCE ANO PUBLIC fiNANCING fD~ EFFEC­

TIVE ADMINISTPATION Of THESE UNITS AND OfiGANI2ATIONS. fO~ STU­

DENT. PU~SUING A CAPEE~ IN ACCOUNTING. EMPHASIS IS ON fUND AC­

COUNTING APPLICA8LE TO THESE INSTITUTIOh._ THE STUDENT WILL BE­

COME ACQUAINTED WITH THE PECULla~ITIES Of THE BUOGETA~Y AND AC­

COUNTING P~OCESSES. P~EPAFATION Of THE fiNANCIAL STATEMENTS. AND 

USING ACCOUNTING OATA fOF fiSCAL PESPONSIBILITY. 

PF<FEQUISITES: 

aPA HOt. 

~OT SCHEDULED TO BE OffEFED IN AY 81-82. 

~HEKI8. 

BPHZ05 

PU8l1C fiNANCE 

3 

SU~VEYi THE DEYELOPMEhT ANO ECCNONIC EffECTS Of GDYE~ ••E.T EX­

FEhOITU~ES. ~EVENUES, AND INDEBTEONESS ~ITH SPECIAL ~EfEFENCE TO 

ELECIEO TAX ANO BUOGETA.Y P~OBLE~S CO"HCNLY fACED BY AD"INIST~A­

TO~S AND GOV.~N"ENT OfFICIALS. 

fAlL. WINTEF. 

STAff. 

BPHltO 

INTE.M<OIATE "ACFOECDNOHICS 

3 

DEALS ~TTH THE AGG~EGATE LEVEL OF ECONO~IC ACTIVITY. ANALYSIS IS 

DIPECTEO AT THE METHOOOlDGY Uf NATIONal INCOHE ACCOUNTSI OEVELOP­

~ENT Of GOODS. MONEY AND LABO~ NA~KETS; AND THE IMPACT aND Ef­

fECT Of POLICY INST~UMENTS. MODELS A~E USED TO DEVELOP THE INTE'­

OEPENOE~CE Of HA~KETS IN THE OETE~MINATIDN Of THE AGGFEGATE LEVEL 

Df ECONOMIC ACTIVITy. 

P~EPEQUISITES: 

BPA 5Z0\ P~INCIPLES Of MIC~OECCNOMICS. BPA 5Z0Z PFINCIPLES OF 

I"ACFOECONO"ICS. 

fALL. ~INTE •• SPFING/SU""E~. 

PEHO. "IlLE~. 
BPl4ZZ0 
MANAGEFIAL ECONOMICS: ThE ECU.OMICS Of THE fl~M 
3 
DEALS WITH THE ANALYSIS AND THEOFETICAL CONST~UCTS Of "I~C~OECON­

l"ICS APPLIED TO MANAGEPIAL DECISION-MAKING CONSUNEF DEMAND. P~O­

CUCTION AND COST ANaLYSIS. BUSINESS BEHAVIO~ AND HA~KET PEFfO~M­

A~CE. AND WITH ~ESOU~CE INPUT DECISIONS AND G.OWTH EQUILI8PIUM. 

PFE.EQUISIHS: 

8PA 5Z0\ P~I.CIPLES OF MICpOECCNOMICS. BPa 3Z0Z P~INCIPLES Of MA­

CFOECDNOMICS. BPA J404 CALCULUS fOp BUSINE.S. BPA ]462 STATI~TICS 

II • 

fALL. oINTEF. SP~ING/SUMME~. 

lIEBSCHH. 

oP HZ 30 

INTE.NATID~AL ECONOMICS 

3 

THLO~Y Of INTEFNATIONAL TPAOE AND rACTO~ HOVEMENTS. INTEp.ATIONAL 

~ONET.py FElATIONS. BALANCE Uf PAYMENTS. fO~EIGN EXCHANGE NA~KETS 

AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF ALTE~NATIVE INTE~NATIDNAL MDNEY SYSTEMS. 

THEO~Y Of TA~lffS AND CU~'ENT ISSUES IN U_S_ T~ACE POLICY. 

PPEPEQUI SITES: 

BPA 3Z01. P~INCIPLES Cf MACPOECONDMICS , BPA 3Z0Z. PFINCIPLES Of 

~IC~DECONOMICS. 

fAll. 

STAff. 

BPHZ35 

COHPA~ATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS 

5 

TEACHES THo STUDENT TO OlffE~ENTIATE 8ETWE<N POPULAP POLITICAL 

LABELS ANO SETS Of f'CTO~S THA' ACTUALLY DISTINGUISH WO~KIN& ECO­

NOMIC SYSlE~S. 

P~E'EOUISITES: 

SPA 3201. P~INCIPLES Of "ACFOECONOMICS , ~PA 3202. P.INCIPLES Of 

.ICFOECCNOMICS. 

.INTE~. ODD YEAPS. 

HILLEP' LIE8SCHEP. 

BPA4240 

HISTO~Y Of ECONOMIC THOUGHT 

3 

DEALS _ITH THE ECONOHIC IDEAS THAT LEAD TO CONCEPTS AND TOOLS OF 

ANALYSIS OVEfi TIME. AND WITH ANALYSIS ~[LATEO TO VIGo~OUS ECCNOM­

IC PF08LE"S. CDVEPAGE OF MEPCANTILIS" A~O PHYSIOC~ACY' AS WELL 

AS THE SUBSEQUENT LEADING fl&U~ES-S"ITH' MALTHUS. ~ICAPOO. MA~X. 

~ILL. MARSHALL AND KEYNES. 

PPEFEQUI.I TES: 

8PA 4210 INT.~MEDIATE M.C~OECOWOMICS' BPA~ZZO M.NAGE~IAL ECONO~­

ICS: THE ECONOMIC. or THE fIPM. 

fAll. ODD YEA~S. 

PEHO. 
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IPA4 J60 

fl~ANCIAL IN$TITUTION$ 

5 

THIS COU~$E EIPLO'ES THE OEVELOPNENT AND 'OLE Of fiNANCIAL INTE~­

NEDIA'IE$ IN THE SAVIN'S-INVE$TNENT P~OCESS AND CCNPA~ES INVEST­

"ENT AhO/oa LOAN POliC1ES Of THE "AJO~ fiNANCIAL IhSTITUTIONS. 

PH"EOUUITES. 

BPA5501 AND BPA5l01. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OffE~EO IN AY Il-Il. 

SUFF. 

BPuns 

ESUTE PLANIIING 

5 

COV[~$ BASICS NEEDED fO' DEVELOP IN' AIIO UPOATIN' AN ESTATE PLAN. 

lTS t"EATION. CONSEFVATION. AND DI$POSITION. TOPICS INCLUDE: I­

DENTifYING AND HA'NONlllh' lifE GOALS AND LirE STYLES. INVESTMENT 

OPTIONS. lifE INSU~ANCE. GUA~OIANSHIPS. TaUST. WillS. AID THE 

NEWLY aEVISED fEDE~Al (STATE AND GifT TAX lAW. 

SP~ING/SUMNEa. 

CHAVEl. 

BPuno 

INSU~ANCE AND ~ISK HANAGEMENT 

5 

ANALYSIS Of THE NATU~E AND SCOPE Of THE VA~IOUS ~ISK EIPOSU~ES 

'ENE~AllY fACIN' INDIVIOUAlS AND P~DfIT AND NDN-P"OfIT O"GANllA­

TIONS. ALTEIINATE NETHOD$ Of DEALING WIT" 'I$~ EXPOSU~ES AFE f.­

AMINED. INCLUDING THE U$E Of INSUFANCE AS A "15K-HANDLING OEVIC[. 

TOPltS INClUOE' PEFSONAL PISK$. P"OPEFTY PI$KS. AND THI~D-PAFTY 

LIABiliTy ~ISK$. AND THE NATUIIE AND TYPES Of IN$UFANCE CDNT"ACTS. 

STUDENTS MILL LEAFN TO APPLY FISK HANAGENENT TECHNIOuES TO THEI" 

PFOfESSIDNAL AND PEFSONAl AffAI'S. 

fAll. SPFING/SUNME'. 

CHlWEI. 

BPU3H 

ANALYSIS Of fiNANCIAL STATEMENTS 

3 

UTIllIES CONPUTEF SIMULATION TO fACiliTATE UNOEFSTANOING AND AP­

PLICATION Of CEFTAIN TOOLS AND TECHNIOUES Of ANALYSIS. SUCH AS 

fLOW Of fUNDS. fO"ECASTING. AND OI~COUNTEO CASH fLOM. 

PIIEFEOUISITES' 

BPA 3301 PFINCIPLES Of fiNANCIAL MANAGEHENT. 

SPFING. 

NAI. 
BPA4l10 
fiNANCIAL HAPKETS 
5 
DEALS WITH ANALYSIS Of THE fLOW or fUNDS TH'DUGH fiNANCIAL Ih­
STITUTIONS ANO HA'KETS WITH THE PUFPOSE Of UNOEFSTANDlhG AND PFE­
OICTING NAFKET CONOlrION$. A~EAS TO BE COVE~ED INCLUDE TYP[S Of 
fiNANCIAL INSTFUHENTS. TEFM ST'UCTU"E Of INTE"EST FATES. TNV[ST­
HE NT POLICIES or fiNANCIAL INSTI'U'IONS. ErflCIENCY Of fiNANCIAL 
MA"KETS. AND THE EffEC'S Of MDNE'A.Y AND fiSCAL POLleTES UPON 
fiNANCIAL NAPKETS. 
P~["EOUISllES. 
BPA 5501 PPINCIPLES Of fiNANCIAL MANAGEMEN'. 
~I NTEF. 

NAX. 

BPuno 

INVESTMENTS 

5 

INVOLVES STUOY Of 'HE PPINCIPL[S Of INVESTHEN' SEcualTIES WITH 

VAFYING OEGIIEES Of PISK AND aETUFN. 'OPICS INCLUDE' INVESTHENT 

FISK. HISTOFICAL "ISK-FETUFN "ELATIONSHIPS. VALUATION Of ALTE'­

NA'IVE fiNANCIAL INS'PUNENTS. TECHNICAL ANALYSIS. P"OCEDU"ES Of 

THE SECUFITI[S INOUS'FY. fOPNULA INVESTING. TAX CONSIOE~ATIONS. 

INVESTNENT CONPANTES. ANO PEaSONAL INVES'NEN' POLICY. 

paEHoUISI '[5' 

BPA }}Ol PFINCIPLES Of fiNANCIAL HANAGENEN'. 

WINTEF. SP~ING/SUHHE'" 

KI H. 

BPU400 

OllGANIIATIONAL BEHAVIOP 

3 

ANALYIES THE aEHAVIO~ Of PEOPLE IN OFGANIIA'IONS. DISCUSSES O~­

GANIIATIONAL NOTIVATION. LEAOE"SHIP. GPOUP SEHAVIOP. COMMUNICA­

TION. DECISION HAKING AND DESIGN Of USE TO THE POTENTIAL HANAGE" 

AND ALL HE"SEFS Of THE O"GANIIATION. 'HI~ IS AN EITENSION AND 

INTENSifiCATION Of TH[ BEHAVIO'AL PORTION Of P~INCIPLES Of NAN­

A'E"ENT. BPA 3401 (WHICH IS A P'E"EOUISITE).

PHHQUISITES: 

8PA 3401. PRINCIPLES Of "ANAGEHENT. 

fALLJSPFING/sUMNE". EVEN YEA~S. 

BUCKEN"YE"· 

BPAH10 

INTEFNATIONAL BUSINESS 

5 

THIS COU~SE P"ESEN'S AN INTRODUC'ION AND OYER VIEW Of THE [CONON­

IC. SOCIAL. AND POLITICAL ASPECTS Of INTE'NATIONAL/M~LTINATIONAL 

BUSINESS THEORY AND P"ACTICf. AND PROVIDES A fOUNOA'ION fOF S'U­

DENTS IHO WISH TO ACQUI"E '''EATE'' ~NOWLEOGE AND EXPE~TISE IN THE 

~APIOL' EXPANOI.' flELO Of INTE"NATIONAL/NULTINATIONAL BUSINESS 

MANAGENENT" 

Cfr[~[O BASED UPON OENANO. 
CHUEI. 
BPA4421 

LAlO~ "ElATIONS 

5 

INT"OOUCES THE STUDY Of NANAGENENT-UNION "ELATIONS AND THE P~O­

BLEMs THAT AFISE fOP THE ENTEPPIIIS( IN THE MAhAGING Of 'HE UNION 

FELATIONSHIP AS PA~T Of THE PEPSONN[L fUNCTION. COHSIO[FATION IS 

GIVEN TO THE ST"UCTUFE. AINS. AND OB~ECTIVES Of THE UNleN INSTI' 

TUTION' THE NANNE" IN MHIC" "ANAGENENT DEALS WITH UNIONS. "AhAGE' 

N[NT ST"UCTU~E AND OBJEC'IVES IN COLLECTIYE BA~GAININGI THE ~ESO' 

LUTION Of "ANAGENENT-UNIOI DISPUTES; ANC GOVEFN.ENT .EGULATION Of 

COLLECTIVE GA~'AINING. 

P~E~EOUISITES: 

BPA 3401. PPINClpLES or "ANAGE"ENT. 

fALL. WINTEF. SPFING/SUHMER. 

STAFF. 

BPAHlZ 
BEHAYIOFAL FESEAFC" IN BUSINESS 

3 

A COU~SE O[sIGNEO TO ASSIST STUDENTS MHO HAVE HAD ONLY A LINITEO 

BACKG~OUNO IN 5ESEAFCN AND STATISTICS. IT PPOVIOES 'HE S'UOENT 

~I'H AN OPPO~TUNITY '0 8fCOME fAMILIA' WITH 'HE LANGUA'E Of 

~EsEAFCH AND THE P~ACTICAL APPLICATION or *ESEAFCH DESIGNS TC 

P'O'LENS TNEY MAY rACE IN THEI~ OAllY MC~K. S'ATIS'ICAL TESTING 

Cf FESULTS fO" OlffEPENCES OTHEa THAN BY CHANCE IS INCLUDED. 

STUDENTS SHA~E RESULTS WITH EACH OTHE~ AND CCM81NEO P~O~ECTS AFE 

POSSIBLE. SINCE INOIVIOUAL ASSIS'ANCE IS orfE'EO. EN~OLLMENT IS 

LIMITED TO NOT MO"E THAN IS. 

PPEPEOUISITES: 

BPA 3461. STATISTICS I. 

WINTEF. 000 YEAPS. 

KELLEY. 

,PAUl3 
COHPENSATION AND INCENTIVE SYSTEMS 

3 

THIS IS A LECTU"E"OISCUSSION COU~SE CONDUCTED ON A SEHI~AF 8ASIS. 

THE STUDENT WILL BE EXPOSED TO A WIOE FANGE Of PAY TH[C~IEs ALONG 

WI'H SOHE PRECISE NETHOOS Of SUILOIN' ceNPENSATION SCALES. THE 

PAY SUFVfY WILL BE INT~OOUCEO ANa AN INDIVIDUAL PROJECT OEVEL' 

fiPEO. THE COUPSE WILL CONCLUDE WITH 'HE PLACEMENT Of CONPENSATIoa 

ANa fFINGE 8ENEfiTS IN A TINE Of 00U8LE CIGIT INfLATION. 

PFEPEOUI SI 'ES' 

BPA 5.l0. PE"SONNEL "ANAGENENT O~ BPA 44ZI. LAao~ ~ELATIONS. 

WINYEF. 

8UCKENNYEF. KELLEY. 

BPA44Z4 
SELECTION AND PLACEMtN' Of PEFSONNEL 
5 
~ECFUITNENf. SELECTION. PLACENENT AND EVALUATION Of HUHAN ~ESOU~­
CES. A N~THODS COUFSE CONCENT"AfING ON THO~E PAFTS Of THE PE~seN­
hEL NANAGE"ENT P~OCESS WHICH CAN LEAO TC AN [ffECTIVE "ATeHING or 
PEOPLE TO JOBS. THE SCENA"IO CALLS fOF 'HE ACTIO_ 10 TAKE PLACE 
I. Two OlrrE~ENT SET'INGS' ONE A "ANUfACTUPIN6 PLANTI THE OTHEF 

A SE"VICE INOUST~Y. SANPLE JOB SPEClfICA'IONS wiLL BE DEVELOPED 

AND CLOSED CIFCUIT TV POLE PLAYING WILL BE UTILltEO. THE COU~SE 

CONCLUDES WI'H P~08LE~' INH'~ENf IN 80'H SET'INGS SUITABLE fG" 

fUIITHEa STUDY. 

PHPEOUISITES' 

BPA 34l0. PEFSONNEL MANAGEMENT. 

WINTE'" EVEN YEA~S. 

KEllEY. ­
8PH4Z5 

SUPHUSION 

3 

THIS COUFSE COVE~S MANAGEWENT "ATEIIIALS SPECIfiC TO 'HE SUPE~VI­

SO~Y LEVEL or "ANAGENENT. IT ALSO O[ALS WITH 'HE TYPES Of PfOB' 

LEMS WHICH A~E GEN.PALLY SPECifiC '0 flFST LEVEL SUPE~VISION. THE 

~OLE Of THE fl~ST LINE SUPE"VISOF. THE STUDENTS WILL aE TAUGHT 

THE CONCEPTUAL BASIS Of GOOD sUPE'VISION BUT. PFIHAFILY. THE 

APPLICATION Of GOOD SUPE~VISIN' P.ACTICES WILL dE E-PHASIIEO. 

CffEFEO BASED UPON O[HANO.

BUCKENNYEF. 

BPAH26 

PE'SONNEL TFAINING AND MANAGEMEN' O[VELOPMENT

3 

TFAINING AND OEVELOPNENT A"E VIABLE AND GFOWING PAFTS Of THE PE'" 

SONNEL "ANAGENENT fUNCTTON. THE fO"C[S Of CHAhGE ~EQUIPE THE 

eONS'ANT UPDATING Of SKILLS. HOlIK fOFCE TU"N OYEF PEOUI~E. CON­

TINUAL TFAINING. 'HIS COU~SE FEVIEWS 'HE VA~IOUS IN-HOUSE Aha 

EXTEFhAL Sou'CES AND TECHNIOUES Of T~AI~ING. 

PHREOUJSITES' 

BPAHZO. 

WINTE~. 000 YEAFs. 

STAFF. 

BPA4430 

S~ALL BUSINESS AONINISTPATION 

3 

fHIS COUFSE IS IN'ENOEO TO P~OVIOE THE CONCEP'UAL f.ANEW~FK fO~ 

OEYELOPING O~ PUFCHASlhG • S"ALL BUSINEss. - I' WILL ALSO COVEF 

THE fUNCTIONAL AFEAS Of BUSINESS fFON IHE PEFSPECTIVE Of THE 

SHAll BUSINESS. 
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PFl~EOUISITES: 
BUS I NESS COH. 

effE~EO B~SEO UPON Ol"AMO. 

surr. 

BP~U4Z 
M~TE~I~L~ ~NO LOGISTICS M~NAGEMENT 

1 

THI5 COU~SE IS OlSIGNEO TO P~OvIOE STUDENTS ~ITH SPECifIC fUhC­

TIONAL U.DE~STANOIN' Of PU~CHASING. OPEFATIONS. AND T~AhSPO~TA­

TION/PHYSIC~L OI~T~ldUTION M~hAGE"ENT. 

P~EREQUISITES: 

BP~h~O • 

f~LL; SP~ING/SUM"E~. 000 YEAFS. 

S T arf. 

8P&4441 
PFOOUCTION .NO INVENTO~Y CONTFOL srSTEMS 
1 
CONClPTS ~NO METHODS fOF PLANNING. SCHECULING AND CONT~OLLING 
MANUf~CTUFTNG OP<~'TIONS. INCLUDING M'CHlh~ LOADING. ~PPLICATIONS 
fO~ SHO~T-fUN P~OOUCIION ~ND CCNTI.UOUS P~OOUCTIGN. INCLUDES ~ 
COVE~~GE Of TOOLING. EQUIPMENT. COSTING ANO P~OOUCTION Of M~"U­
fACTUFEO ~NO P~OCESSiO P~ODUCTS. ~PPLIC~TIONS Of THE ~ETHOOS Of 
~~NAGEMENT SCIENCE IN fO~EC.STING OEMANC. SCHEDULING P~OOUCTION 
AND CONT~OLLING INVENTOFIES. LINE~~ P~OG~~M~ING••AITING LIN[. 
SIMULATION ~ND ST~TISTICAL T£CHNI'UES fef CONT~OLLING P~COUCTIC. 
CPO~ TJ ONS. 

PREREQUISITES: 

8P~ 1440. P~ODUCIION .ANAGE~EhT l aPA 1462. STATISTICS II. 

fALL; SP~ING/SUMMEF. 000 rEAFS. 

HE~i OG. >T -rf. 

BPA4H5 
SE"INAf IN P~OOUCTIDN AND OPEFATIONS "A~AG[MENT 

1 

THIS SE"IN.~ IS DESIGNED TO fOCUS ATTENTION 'N IHE 'PPLICATIOI Of 

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. SYSTEMS ~NALYSIS AND OTHE~ OYN~MIC TECH­

NI~UES TO CUffENT OP[~~TICNS P~OBLEMS_ ~E~OINbS, PF08lEMS. 

CLASSFODM DISCUSSIONS ~NC G~OUP P~~TICIPATION MILL .E ~E~UIFEO Of 

ALL STUDENTS. I~DI'IDUALliED P~DJECTS ~~E POSSIBLE. WHICH WILL 

8E P~E~ENTEO ~NO E'.LUATEO IN GPOUP SESSIONS. OPEN TO S[NIOFS

tNt Y. 

PF£HQUISITES: 

8P41040. 

CffEFEO B~SED UPON OlHAND. 

STArr. 

BP &4460 

INTFODUCTION TO OPEPATIONS PESE~FCH 

1 

IHIS COU~SE IS ~N INTFOOUCTIOM INTO THE AREA Of OPE~~TIONS 

~ESEAFCH. IT WILL SUF'EY THE fUNDAMENTALS Of QU~NTITATIWE 

~PPPOACHES TO MA~~GMENT DECISIONS. THE EMPHASIS Of THE COU~SE IS 

ON FECOGNITION Of THE ELEMENTS Of ~ P~08LEM AID THEIF FEL~TION­

SHIP. OPEf~TIONS F[SEAFCH TECHNIQUES WILL 8E USEO TO SOLVE 8USI­

NESS P~08LEMS ~T ~N ELEMENT~~Y LEVfL. 

PFEHQUI SI TESI 

8P~ 1462. STATISTICS IJ. 

IoINTn. 

TSOLUI DES. 

BP~4461 

LINE~P PFOGPAMMlhG 

1 

PFESENJS THE BASIC MATHEMATICAL METHODS fOF SOLVING THE LINEAF 

PFOGHMMI NG Pf DBlEM. THE TH"SPO~T" 10~ P~OBLE. AND AN ~SS !GNMENT 

PF08LEM. IN ADDITION. V~~IOUS fO~MULATle"S Of THE P~OBLEM WILL 8E 

CONSIOE~<D AS WELL ~S THE INTE~PFETATIOh Of THl ~ESULTS. 

PHfEQUISITES: 

8PA 1401. COLLEGE ~LGEBfA O~ EX~.IN~TIOh. 

~OT SCHEOULED TO BE OffE~ED IN ~Y 11-82. 

IoELLS. 

BPAH62 

COMPUTEF SYSTEMS 

1 

INTfOOUCTION TO MODE~h CCMPUTEF SYSTEMS. THEIP HAPDWAPE AND B~SIC 
CPEFATING SYSTEMS. HUHAN fACTO~S INVOLVED IN COMPUTING SYSTEM 
CPlfATION AND · .AINTENANCE WILL BE STUDIED. CHOICE Of CO.PUTE~ 
SrSTE.S. EV~LU~TION Of COMPUTE~ SYSTEM PEprO~MANCE. STArflNG COH­
PUTE~ INSTALLATIONS. COMPUTE~ ~ETWOFKS A~O CO.MUNICATION. ETC. 
ALSO WILL BE OISCUSSED. 
IoI~TEF. 
ISUC. 
8P~4461 
INfO~"~TION ~ETFIEVAL 
1 
VAFIUUS TECHNIQUES Of INfO~MATION STO~AGE AND ~ET~IEVAL HOOELS 
AND TECHNIQUES WILL 8E INT~OOUCEO. TOPICS ALSO INCLUDE COOING AND 
CLASSlfIC~TION SYSTEMS. CCNSTFUCTION Of O~T~ ELEMENT OICTIONA~IES 
ANO THES~U~US. ~ET~IEVAL EffiCIENCY. ETC. 8ESIDES aOOLEAN 
METHODS. OlrrEf~NT STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES fO~ INfO~NATICN ~ET'IE­
TPIEVAL wiLL ALSO BE STUOIEO. 
f~LL. 
ISAAC. 
II 
BP14499 

BUSINESS POLICY 

1 

THE CAPSTONE COU~SE Of THE UNOEPG~AOUATE BUSINESS AO~INST'ATID. 
CU~~ICULU". DESIGNED TO INTE6~~TE THE VA~IDUS fUNCTIONAL ~REAS Of 
8U.INESS AOMINISTPATIDN TH~DUGH CASE DISCUSSION THaT APPLIES "AN­
AGEMENT. fiNANCE. P'OOUCTION. MA~KETING. ECONOMICS. A.O ACCOUNT­
ING P~INCIPLES Tu SOLViNG BUSINESS p~oaLE~S_ fO~ UNOEFGFADU~TE 
CfEOIT ONLY. TO 8E TAKEN DUPING THE STUDENT'S LAST O~ NEXT TC 
LAST TfIHESTE~ BEfOFE 6~ADU~TION. 
PPE~EQUISITESI 
L~ST COUFSE IN UNDEPGP~OUATE PR06PA"_ 
f~LL. WINTEF. SP~ING/SU"HE~. 
JUOO. 
BP&4510 
MAFKETING MANAGEHENT: PRODUCT AND P~ICE ST~ATEGIES 

3 

THIS COU~SE CONSIOE~S THE NEED TO GENE~ATE A.D EVALUATE PPOOUCT 

AND PFICE ST~ATEGIES. TOPICS TYPICALLY INCLUOE MAPKET ANALYSIS. 

MA~KET SEGMENTATION ANa POSITIONIN'. MA~KET MEASUfEME"T ANO fO~E­

CASTING; PFOOUCT lifE CYCLES. NEW PPOOUCT. P~ODUCT LINE ANa PO~T­

fOLIO DECISIONS; 8P~NO ~ND WAPRANTY OECISIONS: PFICING fO~ SEA­

SON~L OEM~ND SHifTS; p~lelNG TO OETEk EhT~Y Of ~IV~LS. P~ICING 

fO~ SEGMENT EO HAfKETS ANO fO~ "ULTI-HA~KET AND MULTI-P~OOUCT 

fl~MS; INTE~NAL P~ICING. AfTEP-P~OOUCT P~ICING. PSYC~OLOGIC~L 

CONSIOE~~TIONS IN ~ET~IL P~ICING. LECTUfES A~E SUPPLEMEhTEO BY 

PPOBLEMS. C~SES. ~NO/OF ~ SIMULATION EXE~CISE. 

PPEP£QUISI TES: 

8PA 1501. P~INCIPLES Of M~FKETING. 

fALL. WINTEP. SPfING/SUMME~. 

CLSON. SHAA81N. 

8P14540 
M~~KETING LOGISTICS AND 0IST~18UTION 

1 

THIS COUfSE OE~LS WITH THE ~OLE Of OISTPIBUTION IN THE MA~KETIN5 

"IX Of PIODueT. OISTfIBUTION. PRICE AND PfuMOTION. WITH EMPHASIS 

ON CH~NNE~ STPUCTURE AND LO'ISTICAL DECISIONS. TOPICS INClUOE 

EXCHANGE .NO HAPKET INTE~HEOIA~IES. TYPES Of CH~NNELS AND THEI~ 

OSE. STfUCTU~E Of ~ETAILING ~NO WHOLESLINGi SELECTIWITY AND THE 

CEGfEE Of OI~ECTNESS IN CHANIEL DECISIONS. CUSTO"E~ SE~WICE OECI­

SIONS. INWENTOFY MANAGE~ENT. TR~NSPO~TATION MO~ES. WAFEHDUSING 

OECISIONS. SALES fOFECASTING_ THE METHOD Of INSTfUCTION CONSISTS 

Cf LECTU~ES SUPPLEMENTEO 8Y PR08LEMS ANO/O~ CASES. 

P~~fEQUISI TES: 

8P~ 3501 PFINCIPLES Of H~FRETING. BPA 14il STATISTICS I. 

WI"TE~. 

OLSON. 
BP 14550 

AOWEfTlSING 

1 

CONSIOE~S JHE DEVELOPMENT ANO IMPLE"ENTATION Of T~E vA~IDUS ELE­

MENTS Of THE ",paETING COMMUNICATIONS PP06~AM_ ~OVEPTISING. PE~' 

SONAL SELLING. PUBLICITY. PU8LIC PElATlt"S. AND SALES P~OMOTIOh 

APE EX~MINED AS THE 8~SE fOP DEVELOPING EffECTIVE POLICIES AND 

'T~ATE6IES fO~ COMMUNICATING WITH "AFRETS_ OPPO~TUNJTIES A~E '_0­
viDEO TO EXAHINE THE M'~AEJING COMMUNIC~JIONS PR08LEMS Of NON8US­

INESS AS WELL AS 8USINESS OPE~ATIONS. 

PFE~EQ"ISITES: 

BPA 3501. PPINCIPLES Of MA~KETIN6. 

fALL. 
STAff. 
BP1456D 
"AfKETING ~ESE~~CH 

3 

A STUDY Of THE PESE~fCH PPOCESS AS ~N Ala TO PL~N"ING ~ND OECI­

SION-.AKING IN MAfaETING "ANAGEMENT. TOPICS INCLUDE THE ~OLE Of 

~ESEAPCH AND INfO~HATION SYSTEMS IN "~~RETIIG PLANNTNG. OEflNING 

AND PLANNING ~ESE~~CH NEEDS. OBTAINING "AFKETING INfOPMATION. 

ANALYSIS ANO INTE~PFETATION AND APPLICATIONS IN IDENTifYING 

TAPGET MAPKETS. PPOOUCT ANO AOVE~TISING RESEA~CH ~ND HA~~[T AND 

SALES ANALYSIS. 

PH~EQUISITES: 

8PA 1501. P~INCIPLES Of MAPRETING; BPA 14'1. STATISTICS I. 

fALL. WINTER. SP~ING/SUM.EF. 

OLSON. 

8P&4606 

~EAL ESTATE PROPE~TY M~NAG[MENT 

1 

THIS COUPSE OEALS WITH THE MANAGEMENT Of ~ESIOENTIAL P~OPEfTI[S 

ANa IS IN CONTENT EQUI ••LENT TO T"t ONE TAUGhT BY THE INSTITuTt 

Of ~E~L ESTATE "AN~GEMENT LISTEO BY IT AS ~EM 301 AND AS A P~E­

fEQUISI1£ TO THE CE~TlfIEO P~OPE~TY MANAGE~ DESIGNATION. 

P~EFEQUISITES: 

BPA 1601. 
~I NTE~. 
B~ OWN. 
8P A4601 
SINGLE fAMILY FESIOENTIAL APPR~ISAL 
1 . 

THIS COU~SE EMPHASllES TH( APPLICATION Cf APP~aISAL fUNOAMENTALS 

IN TH( ~ESIOENTIAL FIELO. INCLUOING CONCO"INIUMS ~NO COOPE~A­

TIVES. THE PPOCESS Of COLLECTING ANO A~ALYlIN' CITY. NEIGHBOF­

HOOO. SITE ~ND "AFRET OATA AS MELL AS THE USE Of P.OP(~TY INSPEC· 

TIONS_ THE EHPHASIS IS ON CURRENT P~'CTIC~L APPLICATIONS TH.OUGH 

J 

68 CBPA Course Descriptions 
E.T[NSIVE USE Of PROBLEMS AND CASE STUDIES. NA~'ATI'[ T[CHNI'U[S 

AS WEll AS CUJ.ENT fORNS USED IN APP~AISAl ~EPO~TS Will BE 

FEVIEWED. 

PFE'EQUISITE5' 

BPA 360' 0' EIUIVAlENT. 

WINTE" OffERED BASED ON DEMAND IN OTHE~ TE'NS. 

surr. 

BP AH08 

CAPITALIZATION THEORY & TECHNIQUES 

3 

THIS COU~5E STUDIES CAPITALIZATION THEORY AND TEC~NIQUES TN THE 

VALUATION or INCOME PRODUCING REAL ESTATE O~ OTHE~ ASSETS. IT 

INCLUDES. ~ATIONAlE Of T~E I~COME APP~OACH. INCOME EXPECTANCY. 

THE ~ElATIONSHIP Of INCOME AND VALUES. AS WEll AS OI~ECT AND 

ST~AI&HT CAPITALIZATION. THIS COURSE ALSO COVERS AN INTRODUCTION 

TO ANNUITY CAPITALIZATION AND THE APP~AISAl Of lEASE INTERESTS. 

PHREQUISITES. 

BPA 360' O~ EQUIVALENT. 

fALL. 

LI EISCHER. 

BPH609 

~EAl ESTATE INVESTMENT ANALYSIS 

3 

THE PU~POSE Of THIS COURSE IS TO COMBINE THE SKillS f~CM fEDE'Al 

I.COME TAX ACCOUNTING AND fiNANCIAL MATHEMATICS AND THEN UTllitE 

THESE fOR A fO~MAl ANALYSIS Of 'EAl ESTATE INVESTMENTS. THE COM­

PLETION Of THIS COUPSE PLACES THE STUOE~T'S MNOWlEO&E EQUIVALENT 

TO THE CONTENT OffE~ED WITH COURSE CI 101 BY THE REALTORS 

NATIONAL MA~KETIN& INSTITUTE. 

PREPEQUISlTES. 

8PA 3601 0' EQUIVALENT. 

fALL. WINTE~. 

STArr. 

BPH6JO 

URBAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

3 

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS Of lAND AllOCATION AND DTHE~ JESOURCES IN THE 

URIAN E.VI~ONME.T AS .ElATEO TO Gl08Al AND NEI&H80RHOOO CHANGES 

ACCOMPANYIN& &'OWTH OR DECLINE Of URBAN CENTE'S. HIGHLIGHTS THE 

~Ol[ or REAL ESTATE RELATED OCCUPATIONS IN THE ECCNOplC P'OCESS. 

WINTER. 000 YEARS' SPRING/SUMMER. 

LI EBSCHER. 

BPHUI 

URBAN PPOPE~TIES APPRAISAL APPLICATIONS 

3 

P'ACTICAl APPLICATIONS Of COMPOUND INTE~EST TA8lES' lEASE INTE'­

ESTS AND THEIR VALUATION. ~ElATIONSHIPS Of INCOME AND VALUE' MAR­

MET METHODS Of PATE SElECTIO•• MORTGAGE EIUITY TECHNIQUES' COST 

APPFOACH APPLICATIONS. MA~KET DATA APPROACH APPllCATIONSl AND 

~ECDNCllIATION or 'AlUE INDICATION'. HEAVY EMPHASIS ON CASE 

STUDIES. 

PHREQUISI TES. 

BPA 3604 O~ EQUIVALENT. 

~INTE" EVEN YEA~S. 

L1E8SCHER. 

8PHIOI 

HUNAN RELATIONS Of THE OffiCE 

3 

DEALS 11TH THE DEVELOPMENT Of T~E CREATIVE AND P~ODUCTIVE POTEN­

TIAL Of EMPLOYEES 11TH SPECIAL EMPHASIS UPON THOSE WITHIN THE 

DfrlCE ENVIPDNMENT. 

WI NTE~. 

MonON. KELLEY. 

8PHIOZ 

orrlCE SYSTEMS 

3 

DEALS 11TH TH! RELATIONSHIPS 8ETIEEN THE VARIOUS OffiCE SYSTEMS. 

I.E •• 'ECOROS MANAGEMENT. PERSONNEL. ENVIRONMENTAL. DATA P~O­

CESSING. WORD PROCESSING. AND ACCOUNTING. 

PREREQUISITES: 

BPA 3701. OffiCE ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT. ACCOUNTING. 3 

CREDITSl DATA P~OCESSIN&. 3 CREDITS. 

~INTE~. 

MOHON. KELLEY. 
BPAUS1 
PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS IN BUSINESS EDUCATION 
3 
DESI&NEO TO ACIUAINT STUDENTS 11TH T~E EVOLUtiON AND PHILOSOPHY 
Of 8USINESS EDUCATION. THE CURRENt STATUS AND ST~UCTuRE Of THE 
CURRICULUM. AMD tHE EffORTS BEING MADE TO SOLVE T~E P~OBLEMS. 
lINTER. 
MOUON. 
BPU8SZ 
METMOOS Of TEACHING BASIC BUSINESS 
3 
DEALS MITH MEtHODS AND TECHNIO~ES Of CREATIN&. fACILltAIING. AND 
ADMINISTERING EffECTIVE TEACHING. lEARNING EXPERIENCES IN BASIC 
8USINESS. 
PREREQUISITES. 
COllEGE COU~SE MORK I. ACCDUNTJ NG. 8USI hESS LAW. EC.ONOMICS I MAR-
KEtIN& ANO/O~ MANA&EMENT. 

fAll. 

STArr • 

BPAUS3 

MEtHODS Of TEACHIN& OfFICE S~ILL SU8JECTS 

3 

OEAlS .,TH METHODS. AR~ANGEMENTS. COMtE~t. OBJECTIVES. MATEfIALS. 

STANOAFOS. AND TECHNIQUES Of TEACHING SHO~tHAND. TYPEM~ITING. AND 

CtHE~ OffiCE EDUCATION SKILL SUBJECTS. 

PPHEQUISITES: 

TYPEMFITING ANO/O~ SHO~THAND. 

~INtE~. 

MOFTON. 
8PH85, 

METHODS Of TEACHING 800KKEEPING AND ~ELAtED SU8JECts 

3 

DEALS WITH METHODS AND TECHNIQUES Of C~EAtING. fACILITAIING. AND 

ADMINISTEFING EffECTIVE tEACHING-LEA~NlhG EXPE~IENCES Ih 800~­

KEEPING AND FELATED .U8JECTS. 

P~EHQUISJTES: 

ACCOUNtiNG. 3 C~EDIT HOU~S. 

CffEFEO 8ASEO UPON DEMAND. 

PEHITT. 

8PU890 

fiELD EXPERIENCE' 8USINESS EDUCAtiON 

3 P/NC 

fiELD EXPE~IENCE ENA8LES StUDENT. TO EXPE~IENC~ T~E O_GOIN' ~f­

flCE OPEFATIONS IN EDUCATIONAL INStitUTIONS AND to HAVE ASSOCIA­

tiONS WitH PEOPLE IN OIVE~SE O~I'INS. CULTUFES. AD BELIEfS. LIM­

ITED 10 UNOEFG~AOUATE STUOE~tS IN tHE BUSINESS TEACHEF EOUCATI~N 

MAJOR. 

PH~EQUISI as: 

8PA 4851 P~INCIPLES AND PFOBLEMS IN BUSINESS EOUCATICh. SPA 48S2 

.TFATEGIES Of TEACHING 8ASIC 8USINESS. 

fUll orrEREO BASED ON DEMAND IN OTHEF TEPMS. 

STArr. 

BP44891 

PAACtlCUM IN BUSINESS EDUCAtiON 

6 P/NC 

SYNTHESIZING EXPE~I£NCL fO~ 8USINESS TEACHEF EDUCAtiON StUDENTS 

AND AN OPPOFTUNltY to GAI_ NEW KNOWLEOGE A.O INSIGHTS Ih • SEC­

ONOA~Y SCHOOL SETTING. (STUDENtS MUSt APPLY fOF PPACtlCUM .0 LAT­

EA THAN J MONTHS PRIOP to T~E SEMESTE~ IN MHICH t~E STUDENT PLA~S 

TO ENPOLL fO~ THE PRACTICUM.1 

p~EFEgUISITES' 

8PA '851 PJINCIPLES A~D P~OBLE"S IN 8USINESS EOUCATIUNI 8PA485Z 

SIFAtE&IES Of TEACHIN& BASIC BUSINESS; fOUNDATIONS Of EDUCATION. 

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY. 

fALL. OffEFEO 8ASEO ON DEMAND IN OtHE~ TEFMS. 

S YArr. 

8P44908 
INtE~NATIONAL 0~6ANltATIONS 
3 

AN AI TEMPT TO UNDERStAND THE COMPLEXITIES Of INTE~NAIIO_AL 

AffAI~S AND THOSE rACTOAS THAT AffECT IhTEFNATIOhAL Aff.IPS. MITH 

SPECIAL .TTENTION to THE ~OLE Of GOVEFNMENIAL A~O NON-GOVEFh­

PENtAL OAGANllATIONAL MECHANISMS IN IHE ~ELATIONS Of hATIONS. 

flll. IINTE~. 

KOfElE-KALE • 

8P44920 

lOCAL GOVEFNMENTAL SYSTEMS 

3 

EXAMINES LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN THE UNITED .tATES. SPECIAL ,TtENTION 

IS DEVOTED TO THE LEGAL 8ASIS AND fUNCtiONING Of LOCAL JUAISOIC­

TIONS IN ILLINOIS. 

fA LL. ,IIPlTER. 

CULVEF. 

8PA4930 

PU8LIC PEFSONNEL AOMINISTRATIOPI 

3 

STUDIES AND EVALUATES PFINCIPlES. PAACIICES. AND PF08LEMS Of PEF­

SONNEL ADMINiStRATION IN GOVEFNMENt. OFCINAFILY IAUGHT 8Y A COM­
81NATION Of LECTURES ANO EXEFCISES. 

PAEPEQUISI as: 

hONE. 

fALL. SP~ING/SUMMER. 

COHEN. 

8P44940 

CONSTITUTIONAL LAM: INTE~GOVEFNMENIAL RELATIONS 

3 

USES U.S. SUP~EME COURT OECISIONS TO EXAMINE TH~ ~ELATIONSHIPS 

A~ON' THE TH~EE d.ANCHES Of THE fEDEFAL GOVE~NM£NT APIO 8ET~EEN 

IHE fEOE~AL GOVEFNftENI AND IHE SIAIES. 

fALL. 

SlOVEP. 

8PA4960 
PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS 
3 
INTPOOUCES StUDENTS TO CONCEPIUAL MOOELS fOF UNOEFSTAPIOING GCV­
CBPA Course Descriptions 69 
[fNME_' POLICY MAKIN' AND IMPlEMENTATI'" AND PPOYIOES l~fO~MATION 

laOUNT YA~IOUS GOYE~NMENTAl POLICIES. 

fALL. WIHTE~. 

COHEN. 

B"497D 

POLITICAL THEOH 

3 

INT~OOUCES STUOENTS TO THE w~ITINGS Of SIGNifICANT POLITICAL THE­

C~ISTS. SUCH THEO~ISTS IS PlATC. A~ISTOTLE. LOCKE. HOBBES INO 

~OUSSEAU I~E INCLUOED. 

fALL. _INT(~. 

5 T Iff. 
8PA4geD 

CFIMINll JUSTICE O~GA"llITIDN AND PPOCESS 

3 

STUDIES CU~PENT ST~UCTU~ES AND P~OCEDURES Of AME~ICAN C~IMINAl 

JUSTICE. SEYEFAl COMPPEHE"SIYt THEO~IES USEfUL fO~ ANALYSIS ANO 

~EfO~M AFE P~ESENTEO. 

fAll. SP~ING/SUM"EP. 

GPEEN. 

BPA5l01 

fOUNOATIONS Of ACCOUNTING 

3 

'llOWS STUDENTS TO STUDY THE CONCEPTS Of flNINCIAl AND MANAGEFIll 

ACCOUNTING WITH SOME OEG~EE Of OEPTH ANO CPITICAL ANALYSIS. DE­

YElOPS AN ABILITY TO UNDE~STI~O. INTE~PPET AND ANAlYlE flNINCIAl 

OATA. dECOME AWA~E Of ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS AND CONT~Ol' A.O THE 8E­

HAflOF Of COST OITA. THIS COU~SE SATISfiES THE ACCOUNTING PPE~EQ­

~ISITE IN THE MA/81 P~OG~AM IN BUSINESS AOMI~ISTkATIOH. 

THIS COU~SE ODES NOT APPLY AS A GPADUATE LEYEl COUPSE 

TOMA~O THE MBA OEG~EE. 

P~e:FEQUISITES: 

GPAOUATE STUDENT STATUS. 

fAll. MINTEF. SP~ING/SU~ME~. 

MENOElSON. 

BPA512D 

CONTEMPO~A~Y ACCOUNTING ISSUES INO P~OBlEMS 

3 

DEALS MITH FEAOING. OISCUSSIONS. PESEAkCH PPC~ECTS. AhD SOlflNG 

FFOBLEMS IN CUkFENT ISSUES AND ACCOUNTING PFOBlEMS. SUB~ECTS fO~ 

FESEAFCH AHO PEAOINGS TO BE PPOYIDEO BY THE PPOfESSO~. 

PHPEQUI 51 HS' 

PHMISS ION. 

HOT SCHEDULED TO BE DffEPEC IN AY 81-82. 

STAff • 

BPA5l21 

HEALTH CAFE: LEGAL ASPECTS 

3 

DESIGNED TO ENABLE STUOENTS TO PECOGNllE LEGAL IMPLICATIGNS AND 

FAMlflCATIONS Of THEIP fUTUFE CONDUCT Ih HEALTH SEFYICES ADMIN­

ISTFATION BY I~T~OOUCING PElATlfELY STABLE PFINCIPlES Of ADMI~I­

STPATION lAW WHICH fO~N T~E fOUNDATION Cf OECISION-MAKI~G 

P~OCESSES IN THE HEALTH SE~YICES A~ENI. 

fAll. WINTEP. SPFING/SUMMEF. 

fIN~lEY. . 

BPA5130 

ACCOUNTING AND CDMPUTEk INTEGPATION 

3 

CDMPUTEF P~OGPAMMING INO ACCOUNTING P~I'CIPlES WILL BE USED IN 

SOlYING fINANCIAL AND MINGEFIAl ICCOUNTING APPlICATIOhS. SPECifiC 

APPLICATIONS Will INCLUDE ANALYSIS Of PE~fO~MANCE PEPO~TS, 8FEIK­

EYEN. JOB-DPDEP COST. ANO PAYFOll. GENEFAL SYSTEM ANALYSIS Of 

BASIC DATA PFDCESSING. Pk06~AMMING. AND ACCOUNTING FECCFOS AND 

THEI~ INTEGFATED APPLICATIONS will BE INCLUOED IN THE STUOY. 

P~EHQUJSIT£S: 
BPA 3131. COST ACCOUNTING I OF BPA 3t02. MANIGE'IAL ACCOUNTING. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OffEFED IN Al81-8Z. 

STAff. 

BPA5l50 
ACCOUNTING fOP NON-PPOfIT ANC PuellC SEPflCE O~GANllATIONS 
3 
OESIGNED PFIMA~llY fOP THOSE UNflMIlIAP ~ITH BUDGETING O. AC­
COUNTING AND Wtll SE~WE TO ACQUAINT THE" .ITH PUBLIC BUDGETING 
f~O~ TECHNICAL lND POLITICAL P~DSPECTIYES. THE COU~SE WILL ANAL­
YiE THE fiNANCIAL fACET Of PUBLIC SE~fICE 0~6lNllATIONS. T~EATING 
BUDGETI~G AND ACCOUNTING AS TWO SIDES Of THE SAME COI~. BOTH AC­
TIYITIES WilL BE STUDIED AS fDPMS Of PLANNING. CONT~DL AND DPEFA­
TtON Of PUBLIC SE~fICE o~GlINllITIONS. THE COU~S£ Will P~DfIOE A 
GENE~Al UNOE~STANOING Of THE ~OlE Of PUBLIC BUDGETS IN POlICY­
MAKING AND Of HOW THE POLITICAL EN'I~ONMENT A"ECTS THE BUOGET­
MA~ING P~OCESS. THE ACCOUNTING fOCUS Of THE COUFSE MIll BE ON THE 
USE Of COST lCCOUNTING AND fUND ICCOUNTING IN PUBLIC O~GlNIlA-
Tl ONS. 
"E~EQUISITES: 

PUBLIC SEFWICE STUDENT O~ PE~MISStDN. 

MOT SCHEDULED TO Be: OffE~ED IN AYel-el. 

STAff • 
BPA5201 

,OUNDATIONS or ECDNO"ICS 

3 

AllOWS STUDENTS TO STUDY THE CONCEPTS Of MAC~o AND MIC.OECONOMICS 

AT IN ADfANCEO lEtEl. THIS COU~SE SITISflES THE ECONOMICS PPE­

FEQUISITES IN THE M8A P~O&PIM. THIS COU~SE OOES NOT lPPlY AS A 

G~IDUATE lEWEl COUPSE TOWl.O THE MBA OEG~EE. 

PPEPEQUISITES, 

BPA 3403 lNO G~IOUATE STUDENT STlTUS. 

fALL. W,I NTEP. SP~I NG/SUMME~. 

PETFO. MllLEP. lIEBSCHE'. 

BPl5Z02 

ECONOMICS fOF TEACHE~S 

J 
THIS CONCENT~ATEO COUPSE wiLL PPOVIOE ELEME.Tl~Y AND ~I'H SCHO~l 

TEACHE~S WITH AN OfE~YIEW Of THE CONCEPTS MOST ESSENTIAL TO EC~­

hOMIC UNOEFSTINOING AND HELP THEM OEYElOP TEACHING MATE~IALS AND 

STFATEGIES. THIS COU~SE IS .EST~ICTEO TO ElEMENTI~Y AND SECONO­

AH EDUCATOFS. 

PFEPEQUISITES: 

PEFMISSION Of INST~UCTG~. 

CffEFED 8ASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAff. 

8PI52D3 

ECONOMICS fO~ 8USINESS AND CO.SUME~ EOUCATOFS 

3 

THIS COUFSE wILL EMPHASllE SOME 8ASIC ECONOMIC CONCEPTS AS WEll 

AS 8USINESS STPUCTU~E. CONSUMER CREDIT. INO INSUHNCE. THE~E 

.ILl BL GUEST SPEA~E~S f~OM 8USINESSES ANO GOfEPNMENT AGENCIES. 

THIS CDU~SE IS INTENDEO fO~ CONSUME~ ANC BUSINESS EDUCATOPSI AND 

IT IS PEST~ICTED TO ElEMENTI~Y AND SECDNDl~Y EDUCATOFS. 

PFEHQUISI TES. 

PE~MISSION Of INST~UCTD•• 

fllLI OffEPED BASED ON OEMAND IN OTHE~ TE~MS. 

STiff. 

BPl5204 

TPAOE-OffS: AN ECONOMICS CDU~SE fOP ElEMENTl'Y TEACHE~S 

3 

THIS COU~SE WILL ~EVGLfE A~OUNO THE fll" SE.IES "TPAOE-DffS" THlT 

WAS PFDDUCED fOP ElEMENTI~' StUDENTS. LECTU~ES MIll EMPHlSIlE 

THE CONCEPTS USED IN THE fILMS. AND THE TEACHEFS MIll DEfElDP 

lESSONS. THIS COU~SE IS FESTFICTED TO ELEMENTAPY ANO SECONOAPY 

EDUCATOFS. 

wINH" OffE~ED BASED ON OEMANO IN OTHH H~MS. 

5 TIff. 

BPl52D5 

ADYANCED CONSUME~ ECONOMICS fO~UM 

3 

THIS COUFSE IS INTENDED fO~ ST~OENTS WHO HAYE TAKEN THE 'CONSU"E_ 

ECONOMICS fOPUM." WHICH HAS 8[[N O"E~EC SEYE.AL TIMES AS AN EX­

TENSION COUFSE. IT fEITUPES IN IN-DEPTH STUOY Of CONSUMEP TOPICS. 

BUSINESS. GOYEPNMENT. IhD CONSUNEP lEADE~S WIll SPEAK .T SOME Of 

THE SESSIONS. THIS COU~SE IS PEST~ICTED TO ElEMENTA~Y AND 

SECONDAFY rDUCATOPS. 

PHFEQUISI HS: 

CONSUMEF ECONOMICS fO.UM. 

SPFING'SUMM~~; OffEFED 8ASED ON OEMlNO IN DTHEF TEFHS. 

STAff. 

8Pl5310 

PO~TfOlIO MANAGEMENT 

3 

COf(~S THE CONSTPUCTION. PE~fOPMANCE EYALUATION. AND PEIOJUST­

MENT Of PO~TfOlIOS. BOTH T~IDITIONAl POFTfOllO lNO ANALYTICAL 

PO~TfOLIO MODELS Will 8E COYE.ED. 

FPEFEQUISITES: 

BPA 4390 INVESTMENTS. 8PA 34&1 STATISTICS I. , BPA 346l 

STATISTICS II. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OffEFEO IN IYI1-Il. 

~tM. 
8PA5340 

LifE INSUFANCE 

3 

COfE~S THE NATUPE AND PU~POSE Of lIfE INSU~ANCE 1.0 HOW TO USE IT 

MOFE ECONOMIClllY ANO EffECTIYElY IN BUSINESS OP fAMILY SITUA­

TION. ANAlYlES THE P~DCESS ,OP OETE'MINING THE P~OPEF AMOUNT AND 

TYPE Of COWE~AGE NEEOED. ACTU~IAl IND ECONOMIC BASIS Of MA~O~ 

TYPES Of POLICIES GENE~AllY AVAllIBlE. AND P~OPE~ USE Of BENfICI­

AFY DESIGNATIONS. SETTLEMENT OPTIONS lND OTHEF POLICY P~DfISIONS. 

SPHNG/SUMMH. 

CHAVEl. 

8PA54DI 
fOUNDATIONS Of MANAGEMENT 
3 
THE ANALYSIS Of HUMAN BEHAflOP IN D~GINllATION. MlNAGEMENT 'UNC­
TION ANO THE APPLICATION Of MANAGEMENT SCIENCE TO THE P~DOUCTION 
P~OCESS APE DISCUSSED. THE STUDENT IS I~TFOOUCEO TO THE ANALYSIS 
Of DFGANllATION AS SYSTEMS_ THIS CDUPSE IS OESIGNEO 'O~ G~IDUATE 
STUOENTS WHO HIWE NOT TAKEN 8PA 3401 ANC BPA 3440 OP THEIP EQUlf­
IlENTS. THIS COUPSE DOES NOT IPPLY AS A GFIDUATE LEVEL COUFSE 
TOWA~D THE MBA OEG~EE· 

PHFEQUISITES: 

GPADUATE STUDENT STATUS. 

fAll. WINTE~. SP~ING/SUMMEP. 

8UCKENMYEF. 
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1~~H02 

H~N~GEHENT BY 08~ECTIWES 

3 

I.SIC ~INS ~NO GO~lS Of ~ N~N~&EME.T IY OIJECTI'ES SYSTEM ~'E I­

DENTifiED ~ND ~ METHODOLOGY fO~ INSTITUTIN' ~N NBD P~OG~AN DE'El­

OPED. ~N M80 P~OGPAM Will BE P~EP~~ED BY E~CH STUDENT IN AN A'EA 

JEl~TED TO THE SPECifiC ~C~DEMIC PJOG~AN. 

PH~EQUISJTES. 

BPA5,01. fOUNDATIONS Of M~N~6E"ENT O~ PERNISSION. 

&ffEPED BASED UPON OENAND. 

STAH. 

BPA540& 

INSTITUTIONAL NANAGENENT. HE~lTH ADMINISTRATION 

3 

~EADING AND JESEA~CH IN THE APEAS Of HEAlTH-C~~E A~E DISCUSSED. 

AS WELL AS DIPECT IN'ESTIGATION Of AN ADMINIST~ATIWE P~OBlEM 

fUNDAMENTAL TO HOSPITAl-NU~SING HOME ~D"INISTPATION. 

PHHQUISJTES. • 

BPA 3401. PPINCIPlES Of MANAGENENT. 

&ffE~ED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

HlLEY. 

8P~5'01 
INDUSTPIAl ENGINEEPING AND MANAGEHENT 

3 

THIS COU~SE INTRODUCES STUDENTS TO THE P~INCIPlES Of INDUSTPIAl 

ENGINEERING. AND COWERS SUCH TOPICS AS PRODUCTION ENGINEEJING. 

WAlUE ANALYSIS. SPEClfIC~TIO.S. WO~K MEASU~EMENT. SAfETY ENGI­

NEEPING. STATISTICAL QUALITy CO~TROl. DPEPATIONS JESEAJCH AND 

SYSTEM ANALYSIS. MATE~IAlS HANDLING. EN61NEEFING ECONOMY. AND 

ENERGY MANAGEMENT. 

PIIEPEQUISJTES' 

BPAH&Z • 

CffEFED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAff. 

BPA5409 
STATISTICAL DATA PPOCESSING 
3 
DEALS MITH THE SYSTEHATIC COllECTION. ANALYSIS AND INTEPPFETATION 
Gf IUSlNESS AND SOCIAL SCIENCE DATA. TOPICS COVE~ED INCLUDE 
PRINCIPLES Of NEASUJENENT. CDaCEPT Of STATISTICAL DESIGN Of EX­
PE~IMENTS. SANPllNG NET HODS. HANDLING NISSING DATA. EfflCIEIT 
CODING. ANALYSIS USING PACKAGE PJOGJAMS (SPSS DP BMOI_ STUDENTS 
Will ANAlYlE DATA USIN' SPSS (STATISTICAL PACKAGE fOR SDCI~l 
SCIENCESI. APPPOXIAM~TElY '01 Of COU~SE TINE Will IE DEVOTED TC 
SPSS. 
&ffEPEO BASED UPON DENAND. 
STArr • 
BPA5410 
fOUNDATIONS Of STATISTICS 
3 
THIS COUPSE IS INTENDED TO PROVIDE THE G~AOUATE STUDENT WITH 
SUffiCIENT STATISTICAL 8AC.GROUND fOP THE GPAOUATE PJOGF~M IN 
BUSINESS AO~INISTRATION. THE TOPICS COVE~ED A~E APPROXIAMATElY 
THOSE Of STATISTICS I AND II AND INCLUDE DESCPIPTIVE STATISTICS. 
SANPllNG P~OCEOUPES. INTEPVAl ESTIMATIO~S. SIGNifiCANCE TESTING. 
CORRELATION. JEGPESSION. AND THE ANALYSIS Of VAPIANCE. THE C~UPSE 
IS fAST-PACED AND INTENSIWE. STUDENTS DE~IJING A MO~E lEISUPElY 
INTRODUCTION TO THE SUBJECT SHOULD TAKE STATISTICS I AND II. 
THIS COURSE DOES NOT APPLY AS A GRADUATE lEVEL COUPSE T&WAPO THE 
MBA DEGREE. 
fPEREQUISlTES' 
BPA HOl. 
fAll. WINTEP. SPPING/SUMNER. 
STArr. 
BPA5H 1 

DATA 8ASE MANAGENENT 

1 
INTRODUCES STUDENTS TO lAF&E DATA BASES AMD fACTDPS TO BE CONSID­

ERED I. MANAGING THEM EffiCIENTLY. DEfiNITION Of DATA ELEMENTS. 

METHODS Of ANAlYllNG DATA BASE REQUIREMENTS. DATA BASE STRUCTU~E. 

ACCESS METHODS. filE STPUCTU~ES (SEQUENTIAL. INVEFTED. AND liNKED 

liSTS). PAGING. DATA COMNUNICATIONS. PFINCIPlES Of DATA ADNINIS­

T~ATION. DATA SECUIlITY. ETC. Will BE DISCUSSED. 1. HIEFAPCHICAl 

MODELS. 2_ NETWD~K NODElS. 3_ PElATIONAl (TABLE) MODELS. 

PRHEQUISJTES: 

ePA ,,&3. INfO~MATION ~ETPIEWAl. 

&ffEFED BASED UPON DE~AND. 

ISUC. 

BPA5H2 

"ANAGEMENT INfDFMATION SYSTEMS 

3 

THE BASIC CONCEPTS Of DESIGN. DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION Of 

N.I.S. IN ORGANllATIONS. THE STUDENT SHAll GAIN AN APP~ECIAtIDN 
&f MODE~N COMPUTEP SYSTEMS AND INfOPMATION PFOCESSING TECHNO­
lOGY. METHODS TO IDENTIfY INfO~MATION HQUIHMENTS. f"ACTDPS .-0 IE 
CDISIDE~ED IN DESIGNING IIEPORTING SYSTEMS. INfDRMATrON SYSTtM 
STPUCTU~ES, ~ElATIONSHIP BETWEEN INfO~MATION STPUCTUFES AND 
O~GANllATIONAl VAFIABlES. ETC. MilL BE STUDIEO_ STUDE~T SHAll 
DEfElOP AN INrORMATION f~DCESSING PE~SPECTIVE Of D~G.NIIATIDNS. 
STUOENT SHAll ALSO DEWElOP THE IASIC BAC.G~OUND TO PA~TICIPATE IN 
OPGANllATIONAl ErfOPTS TO DEWElOP AND MANAGE INfOFHATIG_ SYSTEMS. 
PHHQUISITES' 
BPA ]U5. 
tffE~EO BASED UPON DEMAND. 
STarf. 
8PA5413 
MANAGEMENT INrOPNATION SYSTEMS fDA HOSPITALS 

3 

THIS IS A SPECIAllY DESIGNED CO~SE TO P~OWIDE AN APPJECIATIO. Ta 

STUDENTS Of THE SCHOOL Of HEALTH PROfESSIONS Of THE ~OlE Of CON­

PUTE~-BASED INfD~"ATIOI SYSTEMS IN THE CO.TEXT Of IMP~OWEME~T Cf 

MANAGEMENT Of HDSPITALS AND OTHEA HEAlTH-FELATEO INSTITUTIONS. 

CffEJED 8ASED U'DN OEMAND. 

Sf Aff. 

BPA5H& 

PPODUCTION P~OBlEMS AND ANALYSIS 

3 

P~EPPODUCTIDN PLANNING Of THE MOST ECONOMICAL MET~ODS. NACMIIES. 

CPEFATIONS AND "ATEPIAlS fO' THE MANUfAC'U~E Of A PFOOUCT. P~CB­

lEMS INCLUDE THE ANALYSIS Of THE ElEMEITS Of PAODUCTION SCHEDUL­

ING AND CONT~OL' BALANCING WD~K STATIONS ON P~OOUCTION liNES. AND 

SI~UlATING PLANT LAYOUT. 

PPEREQUISITES, 

BPA 3UO. 

(ffE~EO 8ASED ON DEMAND. 

5 TAff. 

BPA5420 
fOUNDATIONS Of COMPUTE~S AND INfOIiMATION SYSTEMS 

3 

THE OB~ECT Of THIS COUFSE IS TO PROWIOE AN APP~ECIATION Of COM­

PUTE~ TECHNOLOGY (HA~OWA~E AND SOfTMAREI MITH E~P~ASIS ON BUSI­

NESS APPlICATION_ THE COU~SE Mill ALSO ENABLE STUDENTS TO lOGIC­

AllY STFUCTU~E SIMPLE BUSINESS PJOBlEMS. REPRESENT THEN AS flOW 

CHARTS. AND/O~ DECISION TREES. THE COU~SE Will ALSO ATTEMPT TC 

fAMlllAFllE STUOENTS wiTH ElEMENTAFY CONCEPTS Of SYSTEMS ANALY­

SIS. DATA STPUCTU~ES, AND BUSINESS APPLICATIONS Gf MICFCCOMPUT­

EPS. 8ESIOES INTRODUCING STUOENTS TO WA~IOUS BUSINESS-CAIENTED 

CONPUTEF lANGUAGES. A DETAILED STUDY Of ON[ Of THE fOllO.ING 
lANGUAGES Will BE ATTEMPTED' Pl/l , (PlC WHSIOI). a~ FPG. 

STUDENTS Mill SOlWE A NUMBER Of 8USINESS P~OBlEMS ON A COMPUTE'. 

THIS COU~SE ODES NOT APPLY AS A GRADUATE LEVEL COUFSE TOWA~D THE 

MBA DEG~EE. 

fAll. WINTEP. SP~ING/SUMMEF. 

STArr. 

8PA5425 

COllECTIVE SAFGAINING 

1 

THE STUDY Of COllECTIWE 8A~GAINING IS APPPOACHED THROUGH THE A­

hAlYSIS Of TWO -HODEL" SITUATIONS' (I' HANDIC~AfT INDUSTFY ANO 

CFAfT UNIONISM. AND (2) MASS-PIIOOUCTION IIOUST~Y AND INDUSTFIAl 

UNIONISM. VA~IANTS APE NOTED IN THE DISTAI8UTIWE. EXTRACTIVE. AND 

SEFWICE INDUSTAIES AND AMONG P~OfESSIONAl ASSOCIATIONS. 

fPEFEQUISI TES' 

8PA 3'20. PEFSONNEl MANAGEMENT DP PERMISSION or INSTFUCTOR. 

CffE~ED SASED UPON DEMAND. 

STAff. 

8PA5HO 

ENEFGY MANAGEMENT 

3 

OVEFVIEM Of U.S. ENE~GY ECONOMICS. POLICY AND CONSUMEF CONCE~NS. 

THE PHYSICS Of ENE~6Y. PETFOlEUM. NATU~Al GAS AND COAL 'ESOUFCES 

NUClEA~ POWEJ FEACTO~S (CONVENTIONAL. BREEOEF) AND NUCltAF fU­

SION. AlTE~NATE ENEJGY SOUPCES' 810CDNWE'SION. MIND. PHOTO­

VOLTAIC. SOlAF THE~"Al. HYOFO AND GEOTHE~MAl. NEW fUELS fFOM 

COAL. ENVIFONMENTAl IMPACTS f~DM AlTEFNATIVE ENEFGY SOUFCES. 

ENEFGY STO~AGE TECHNOLOGY. ENERGY CONSE~VATION. 

PREHQUISJTES' 

ENGINEE~ING 'ECHNOlOGY. P~YSICS D~ CHEMISTFY. 

OffE~ED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

ST Aff. 

8PA5531 

'ETAllING STJATEGIES AND STFUCTU~ES 

3 

A STUDY Of THE SPACE AND lOCATION THEO~Y USEe TO ~AXIMIIE SALES 

CP P~OfIT SUIJECT TO 61'EN CONST'AINTS. SHOFT-FUN AND lONG-FUN 

PLANNING STJATEGIES AFE EXAMINEO. AN OVERWIEW Of THE fifE fUNC­

TIONS Of RETAiliNG (PEFSONNEl' OPE'ATIONS. ~E.CNANOISING. AOWEF­

TISIN6. ANO PROMOTION lND CONTAOl) Mill 8E STUDIED. 

~ffEJEO BASED ON DEMAND. 

5 lArr. 

BPA5538 

"EFCHANDISE BUYING 

3 

A STUDY Of BUYING AND SElliNG fO~ A PAOfIT. STUDENTS Will 

DEWElOP A NE~CHA.OISE PLAN. INCLUDED IN THE PLAN _Ill BE fUTU'E 

SALES. ESTI"ATED STOCK lEVELS. AND A BUOGET. f~~IOUS PLANS &r 

OEVElDPING STOCK lEVELS Will 8E STUDIEO. STOCK TUFNS ANO PlA.NED 

FEDUCTIDNS Will ALSO BE INClUOEO. 

(ffE~ED ~ASEO ON DEMAND. 

STAff. 

BPA5539 

'ETAllING OPEFATIONS AND MAIAGEMENT 

3 

A STUDY Of STO~E OPEFATIONS MHICH INCLUDE MAINTENANCE. SECUPITY. 

PE~SDINEl. WA~EHOUSING. PACKAGING AND FECEIVING. 

tffEPEO 8ASEO OM DEMAND. 

STAff. 
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8f'&~~U 

~ET&ILING POLICIES 

3 

I STUDY Of CU~~ENT T~ENDS IN ~ETIILINi. CISES HIY BE STANDI.D 

CISES (f~ON A CASE 800K) O~ A LI~ING CA.E f~OM LOCIL ~ETAILE~S. 

STUOENTS WILL IDENTIfY P~08LEMS f~OM LOCAL ~ETAILE~S INC OE~(LOP

paOPOSEO SOLUTIONS (E.G •• SHO~TIGE AND STOCK CONT~OL' B~ANCH COM· 

MUNICaTIONS). 

CffE~EO BISEO ON OE~ANO. 

STAff. 

BPI5HZ 
~ETIIL LOCITION PLANNING STalTEGY 
3 
DE'IGNED fOP ANILY21NG ~ETIIL LOCATION CONCEPTS IND CASE P~08LENS 
f'~ BOT. P~I.ITE AND PU8LIC ~IE.POINTS. fOF GENE~ITI~G. E¥~LUA' 
TING. ANO ~ECO"HENDING ALTE~NATlfE COU~SES Of ACTION IND fOP 
P~ESENTING ANILYSIS WITH O~IL DEfENSE. 
PHaEQUTSITES: 
BPA 3501. P~INCIPLES Of MA~~ETINGJ BPI~530. "A~KETING ~ANIGEMENT. 
hINTE~. 
eLSON. 
BPI5570 

SILES OFGINI'ITIONS 

3 

CONC[FNEO MITH THE DESIGN. OE~ELOPMENT. AND ANALYSIS Of SALES .~­

'INllITIONS, SILES OEPIPTMENT ~ELATIONS' PEPSONNEL MA~IGEHENT 

IN THE SELLIHG fIELD, SALES 8UDGETS AND COST AN_LYSIS AhO THEIP 

I~PICT ON THE SALES O~GINI2ITION. SILES TE~~ITOFIES A'D eUOTIS. 

IND THE FOLE Of THE SILES EIECUTI~E I~ COOFOINATING A~D CONTFOL­

ING THE "AF~ETING ~II. CU'~ENT ISSUES FELITED TO SILES O~GANlll­

TIONS wiLL BE CONSIOE~EO. THE METHOO Of INST~UCTION CONSISTS Of 

LECTU'ES. CASES. IND W~ITTEN FEPO~TS. 

P'HE QUISITE S: 

BPA 3501. PPINCIPLES Of "I~~ETING. 

FALL. 

SHUBIN. 

BPA557Z 
INOUST~IAL "A~~ETING 
3 

PLANNING. 0~GANI2ING. AND CONT~OLLING IhOUST~IAL MAFKETING ACTI¥­

ITIES. IT IS A STUDY ef INOUST~IAL PPOOUCTS AND SE~fICES AND HOW 

THEY A~E MAF~ETEDJ CLASSIfiCATION Of INCUSTPIAL P~OOUCTS AND CUs· 

TOMEFSl 8UYING P~OCEDU~ESJ APPLICATIONS Of NEW P~ODUCT OE¥ELOP­

MENT AND PLANNING PFOCEOUPES. SALES ENGINEEPING; "A~~ETING ~E­

SEA~CH; PPICING P~ACTICESl P~OMOTION APPLICATIONSI LOGISTICSI Af­

TE~ S'LE SE~fICE AS WELL AS SI2E COMPOSITION. AND CHAFACTEFISTICS 

Cf THE DEfENSE "AP~ET. 

p~EFEeUISJTES: 

BPA 3501. P~INCIPLES Of MA'~ETING. 

WINTEP. 

SHUBAN. 

BPA5580 

HAF~ETlhG fOF NON-PPOfIT OPGANIZATIONS 

3 

EIAMINES M,PKETING CONCEPTS A'O TOOLS WHICH WILL HELP NC_P~OfIT 

e'GAHllATIONS MEET THEI~ NEEOS ANO THE hEEOS Of THE fAPIOUS MA~­

~ETS ANO PUBLICS TH[Y SEFfE. STUDENTS WILL APPLY THE CONCEPTS 

PPESENTED IN THE COU~SE 8Y OE¥ELOPING A MA~K[TING ppeGFAM fOF A 

NON-P~DfIT O~GANIIATION. 

PFEFEQUISI IES: 

BPA 3501. PFINCIPLES Of "A~~ETING. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO 8E OffEFEO IW AY81-8Z. 

STAff. 

8P,5909 

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: ClflL LISEFTIES 

3 

bSiS U.S. SUPPEHL COU'T DECISIONS TO EXA"INE THE fUNfAME.TAL CIV­

IL LI8E~TIES GUAFANTE[D TO TH[ AME'ICAh PEOPLE. THE~E IS EMPHA­

SIS ON HOW THE COU'T ACCO."OOATES CONSTITUTIONAL OOCTFI~ES TO 

CHANGING PU8LIC VALUES. 

.1 hlEP. 

STOVEF. 

BPA5910 

GOVE~HMENT IND THE PU8LIC 

1 

STUDIES IHE CO.MUNICATION AND HUMAN FELATIONS PPG8L[~S 8[TWEE. 

60~E~NMENT AND THE PEOPLE IT S[~fES. THEFE IS EMPHASIS UPON 

EffO~TS TO ALLEVIATE TH[ PP08LEMS. 

CffEFEO BASEO UPON OEHANO. 

CULVEh. 

8P15911 
POLITICS AHO AO"INISTFATION 
3 
STUDIES THE POLITICIL ASPECTS Of THE AOHINISTPATliE PPOCESS I. 
GOfEFNMENT, THE ~OLE or BUFEAUCFACY IN A"EFICAN POLITICS, AND THE 
POLICY MA~ING fUNCTIO~ Of PUBLIC AOHINISTPATD'S. 
tffE~ED BASEO UPON DEMAND. 

ST Aff. 

8PA591Z 
POLITICS Of TH[ ILLINOIS STATE LEGISLATU~[ 
3 
EXPlllNS HOW THE ILLINOIS iENEaAL ASSEMBLY OPEP'TES. THE COU.SE 
fOCUSES ON 10TH T(CH_ICAL PPOCEDUR[S 'NO THE POLITICAL CLIMATE 
SUFFOUNDING ISSUES. OROINA~ILY. PAST O~ P~ESENT HEH'E~S Of THE 
ASSENBLY PAPTIClpATE. 
SP~INGISUMHE~· 
GFEEN. 
8PA591 3 
U.S. ANO ILLINOIS ELECTIONS 
3 
STUDIES ELECTIONS IN CHICA60. THE SU8U~8S. THE STATE' IND THE NA­
1I ON. C~~E~T TPENDS UE EMPHASIlED. ANO O'FDINAPHY> PAST Oil PH­
SENT ELECTED OffiCIALS PA~TICIPATE. 
FALL. 
GF([N. 
8PA5914 

SUP'EHE COUPT IN AHEFICAN POLITICS 

3 

EIAHINES THE U.S. supaEME COUPT AS A POLICY "A~ING INSTITUTION. 

STUDENTS LEAFN HOM TO USE eUANTITATI¥E AND QUALITATIVE DATA A80UT 

JUSTICES AND OECISIONS TO UNDER STANO HON THE COU~T HI~ES POLICY. 

~OT SCHEDULED TO BE OffEFED I~ AY'I-8Z. 

STOfEF. 

BPA5915 
COMPAPITlfE AD~INIST~ATION 
3 
THIS COUFSE MILL EIPLOFE A NUM8EP Of PFC8LEHS AFISING fPOM AT­
TEMPTS BY GOfEFNNENTS IN TH, Olf'LOPING COUNTPIES Of THE THIFD 
WOhLO TO INOUCE SOCIO-ECINOHIC CHAN'E A.D THE FOLE Of ADMIN­
ISTFATlfE INSTITUTIONS IN THIS TPANSfOFHATIVE P~OCESS. AN ATTEM'T 
hilL BE MAD[ TO ISOLATE' O[fIWE AND EIAMINE IN SO~E DETAIL THE 
IHPO~TANT ISSUES Of PUILIC ICMINISTFATION THAT OEFIVE fFDM THIS 
PPOCESS Of "00E'NI2ATION ANO OE¥ELOPMENT. SUCH AS. DE¥ELOPMENT 
POLICY fO'MULATION. THE MINAGEHE~T Of OEfELOPMENT PPOGPAMS. 
ADMI~ISTFATlfE FEfOFH' ANO INSTITUTION-BUILDING. 
NOT SCHEOULED TO BE OffEFEO IN AY 81-8Z. 
~Of[LE-~AlE· 
8PA59Z0 

UPBAN fUTUFES 

3 

EIPLO~ES fUTUFE PIIOSPECTS fO~ UPBAN LifE. ANO STFATEGIES fO' IM­

PIIOflNG CITIES Of THE fUTUIIE. ATTENTION GIVE~ TO THE IHPACT Of 

POSSIBLE ~ESOUFCE SHOPTAGES. ANO TO POPULATION T~ENOS. 

~OT SCHEOULED TO 8E OffEFEO IN AYII-82. 

CULV[~. 

BPA59Z1 

SU8U~BAN POLICY ISSUES 

3 

STUDIES THE SU8STANCE Of fEDEIIAL. STATE. AND FEGIONAL PUILIC 

POLICIES AS THEY Aff[CT SUBUF8AH CO""UNITIES. AND THE TECHNIQUES 

USEO BY MUNICIPAL OffiCIALS TD DEAL wiT" TH[SE ISSU[S AND OTHEF 

ST~ICTLY LOCAL ISSUES. DFOINA~ILY. PUBLIC AND "IVATE SECTO~ 

EXPEFTS PAFTICIPATE. 

.1 NTE~. 

STOfE~. 

8PA5930 

POLITICAL ECONOHY Of GLOBAL INEQUALITY 

3 

EIAMINES THE COMPLEX PATTEFNS Of INTE~ACTION AHONG NATIONS IN THE 

INTEFNATIONAL SYST[H. P[LATIONS"IPS AMONG FIC" AND POOF NATIONS 

AFE ANALYIED IN OllDEF TO EIPLAIN GLOBAL INEeUAllTY DEP[NOENCE' 

AND UNDEPOE¥[LOPMENT. 

~OT SCHEDULED TO 8E OffEFEO IN AY II-IZ. 

~OfElE-~AlE • 

BPA5931 

PP08LEHS IN INTEFNATIOHAL POLITICS I 

3 

[I'MIN[S THE BEHAfIO~ Of PEOPLES AND NATION-STATES AT THE GLOBAL 

LEfEL 1_ OFDEP TO 10EHTIfY THE P'OBLEMS THAT THFEATEN THE SUII· 

VlfAL Of MINKIND A.O S[PIOUSLY UNOE'HINE GLOIAL PEACE· 

~OT SCHEOULEO TO BE OffEFEO IN AYII-IZ. 

~OfELE-~AL(. 

8PA5932 
"ULTI-NATIONAl CO'POFATIOWS IN THE MOIILO ECONOMY 
3 
[IAMINES THE PUBLIC DE8AT[ CONC['NING MULTINATIONAL COFP~ATIONS 

AND THEIF AcTIVITI[S A8110ADI AND PIIOVIOES INSIGHTS INTO TH[ OPE'­

ITION Of MULTINATIONALS AND THEIII IM'ACT UPON THIIIO MOFLD ECGNOM­

ICS. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO IE OffEFEO IN AY 81-8Z. 

~Of ELE-ULE. 

8PA5H]
THIPD MO~LO IN PEPSPECTJVE' AN INTEFDISCJPLINAPY SUFfEY 
~HE COUFSE MILL EXAMINE' fROM AN INTEIIOISCTPLINAPY PE~SPECTIVE 
AND NITH THE H[LP Of OISTINGUISHED GUEST LECTUFEFS. THE BROAD 
~ANGE Of PF08LEHS CONfFONTING THE THI'O wOhLO IN ITS STFU'GL[ TO 
72 CBPA Course Descriptions 
£SC,,[ fRO" THE CYCLE or PO'ERTY. ATTE~TION MILL 8E FOCUSED II) 
OM TH[ MAJO' fO'CES THAT ~AWE CONTRIBUTED TO THE UNDEFD£WELDPMENT 
Of THIS SECTOR Of THE GLOBE; AND (2) ON EWALUATIN& SOME Of THE 
ALTE~NATlfE STFATEGIES AND MOOELS ~ESOLWING THE CPISIS Of THIFD 
~DRLO UNOE~OEVELOPMENT. 
HLL. 
kOHLE-KALE. 

BPASHO 

AOMIMISTFATIWE LAW 

S 

THIS COURSE STUDIES. THE LEGAL PRINCIPLES UNOEFLYING AOMINISTFA­

liON IN GOVEFNMENT. TOPICS COVERED INCLUDE: DELEGATION. INSTITUT' 

IONAL DECISION MAKING. TOFT LIABILITy. FELEASE OF INfOFMATION. 

NOTICE Of HEAPING 8IAS. AND DISCRETION. THEPE IS SPECIAL EMPHASIS 

~N CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES ARISING WITHIN T~E AOMINIST~ATIVE PFDC' 

ESS. 

SPRING/SUMMEF.

STarf. 

BPA59S0 

AMEFICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT 

3 . 
STUDIES THE DEVELOPMENT Of AME'ICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT fFOM 

COLONIAL TIMES TO THE PRESENT. SUCH IPITEPS AS THOMAS JEffEFSON. 

JAMES MADISON, AB'AHAM LINCOLN. AND W.E.8. DU80lS ARE INCLUDED. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OffE~ED IN AY 81·8Z. 

STArr • 

BPAS980 

PUBLIC SAfETY ADMINISTRATloa 

3 

STUDIES THE AOMINIST~ATION Of PUBLIC SAfETY OEPAPTMENTS ESPECIAL­

LY POLICE OEPAFTMENT$. TOPICS INCLUDE DRGANllATION STFUCTURE. 

PEFSONNEL. COMMUNICATION. COMMUNITY RELATIONS. AND RELATIONS A­

MONG POLICE ANO fiFE SERWICES. 

~INTEP. SPFING/SUMMEF. 

STArr. 

IPA5981 

HISTORy Of LAW ENfOPCEMENT TO 1789 

3 

SUFWEY$ THE HISTOPY Of LAW ENfORCEMENT IN THE U.S. fFOM COLONIAL 

TIMES TO 1789. IT DEALS ~IT~ THE ISSUES ANO PFOBLEMS fACIHG EAPLY 

LAW ENFORCEMENT. HOW PEOPLE PEACTEO TO AUTHOFITY. AND THE OEVEL­

OPNENT Of OROEF AS AN ASPECT Of AMEFICAN SOCI~TY. 

~OT SCHEOULEO TO 8E OffEFEO IN AY 81'82. 

GPEEN. 

8PAS982 

HISTOPY OF LAW ENfOFCEMENT • 1789-1900 

3 

SUFWEYS THE GRONTH OF MOOEFN A"EFICAN POLICE OEPAFTHENTS. THE'E 

IS EMPHASIS UPON 19TH CENTUFY SOCIAL. POLITICAL. AND ECONOMIC OE­

WELOPMENTS WHICH INFLUENCED LA~ ENFDFCEMENT'S GROWTH AND ACCEPT­

ANCE AS AN INTEGFAL PAFT Of AMEPICAN LIFE. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO 8E OffEFEO IN AY81·82. 

GPEEN. 

8PAS983 

HISTORy OF LAW ENfOPCEMENT. CHICAGO AND SU8UFBS 

3 

EIAMINES THE GPO~TH AND DEVELOPMENT Of LAW ENFORCEMEaT IN THE 

CHICAGO AREA. THERE IS SPECIAL ATTENTIO~ TO THE SOCIAL. POLITI' 

CAL. AND ECONOMIC EVENTS WHICH HAWE AFFECT£O THE PROFESSIONALIlA­

TION OF POLICE ~ORK. 

NOT SCHEOULEO TO 8E OFfEFEO IN AY81-8l. 

&PEEN. 

8PAS9U 

LAW ENFOFCEMENT AND THE CDNSTITUTIOH 

3 

EIAMINES THE LIMITATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED UPON THE LAN 

ENrO'CEMENT PPOCESS 8Y THE CONSTITUTION. THEFE IS EMPHASIS UPON 

THE U.S. SUPFEME COUFT'S INTEPP'ETATIONS Of THE 4TH. STH. 6TH. 

AND 14TH AMENDMENTS. 

SPHNG/SUMMEF.

STOHR. 

8PAS98S 

LAW ENfOFCEMENT AND THE GHETTO 

3 

EX'NINES PAST AND PRESENT FELATIONS AMONG GHETTO OWELLE~S A~O 

POLICE IN AMEFICA. AND THE CAUSES Of ANTAGONISM BETWEEN THE 

GP OUPS. 

WINTE~. 
,PEEN. 
8PA5986 

PArTERNS IN FO~CEABLE PAPE 

1 
EIAMINES ASPECTS Of THE C~IME Of RAPE. INCLUDING PATTERNS Of 
CRININAL 8EHAfiOR AND PUBLIC ATTITUDES TOMA~D THE C'IME. THEPE IS 
SPECIAL ATTENTIOM ON THE SOCIAL AND LEGAL FELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
THE WICTIM AND THE C~IMINAL ~USTICE SYSTEM. 
NOT SCHEDULED TO 8E Off[FEO IN AY 81-82. 
GHEN. 
8PA5981 

LAW AND OFOE~: C~I"E IN T~E STREETS 

3 

STUDIES CFIMES AGAINST PE'SDNS AND PFOPE~TY WHICH OCCU~ MOST 

OFTEN IN THE ST~EETS. ISSUES STUDIED INCLUDE NEW THEOFIES fDF THE 

CAUSE Of CFINE. POLICE REACTIONS TO CHAN&ING C~IME PATTEFNS, VIC­

TIM AND OffENDER 8EHAWIOR. ATTITUOES TOMA~D LAN ENrDFCENENT. 

tffEPED 8ASEO UPON DEMAND. 

STArr • 

8P AlOO I 

COOPEPATIVE EDUCATION 

3 

DESIGNED TO COM81NE INOIWIDUAL CA~EEF CCUNSELI"G AND MO~K OUTSIDE 

Of THE CLASS~OON IN CCM8IN.TION MITH INSTITUTIONAL LEAFNING SET­

TINGS. 

PH~EQUI 51 TES: 

PEFMISSIDN or AOWISER AND COOPEFATIVE ECUCATIO. COO'OI~ATO~. 

FALL. MINTEF. SPFING/SUMNE~. 

DONALDSON. 

8PUOIO 

INDEPENDENT STUDY. 

3 

INOEPENO£Nr STUDY IS INTENDED TO P~OWIOE THE 8ETTE~ STUDENT THE 

tPPO~TUNITY TO STUDY ( TOPIC Of HIS OWN CHOICE IN A GIWEN DISCI­

PLINE UNOE~ PFOfESSIONAL SUPER~ISION. O.LY rHE STUDENr ~HO IS 

PFEPARED TO OE.OTE CDNSIOE~ABLE TIME AND EffORT SHOULD UNOEFTAKE 

AN INDEPENDENT STUDY. THE STUDENT CONTEMPLATING A COUPSE IN INCE' 

PENDENT STUDY SHOULD fl~ST HAWE IN MIND A DEfiNITE A~EA fOR IN­

WESTIGATION WITHIN THE DISCIPLINE IN WHICh HE WIS~ES Te MORK. AND 

AN INSTPUCTO~ wiTH MHOM HE ·WISH[$ TO NDFK. 

PPEFEQUISI TES: 

PEFMISSIDN Of INSTRUCTOR AND DEAN. 

FALL. WINTEF. SPFING/SUMME~. 

5 TAH. 

BPA8020 

INDEPENDENT STUDY. 

3 

SAME AS BPA8010. 

PPEPEQUISITE~: 
fEFMISSION Of INsrpucrDP AND DEAN. 

fALL. WINTE~. ~P~INGJSUMMEP. 

~TArr • 

BPAHOI 

ACCOUNTING fOF AOHINISTRATIVE CONT~OL 

3 

;PAOUATE LEWEL COURSE CESIGNEO TV OfFE~ AND IN DEPTH ExrOSU~E TO 

PFOCESS; INCLUDES OPGANlllNG 'NO EVALUATING OATA fOP DECISION 

UNOEF CONDITIONS Of UNCEFTAINTY FOF MANAGEMENT CONTPOL 

PFE~EQUISI TES: 

BPA 3102. MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING OR 8PA 5101. fOUNDATIONS Of AC­

COUNTING OF 8PA3131. COST ACCOUNTING I. 

FALL. WINTEF. 5PFING/SUMHEF_ 

SHEKI9. 

8PA8110 

ACCOUNTING fOR HEALTH SEFWICE CFGANI1ATIONS 

3 

THIS COUFSE COVEPS ACCOUNTING APPL1CATICN AS UTILI~EO I. THE 

HEALTH SE~VICE INSTITurIONS. INCLUDING THE IMPACT Of PFICE LEWEL 

CHANGES. MANAGEMENT l~fOFMATION SYSTEMS. VA~IOUS APPLICATIONS Of 

INTEFNAL CONTFOL. HOSPITAL AND GOVE~NMEhTAL AONINISTJATIVN. WA~I­

OUS ASPECTS Of COST fACTORS PEPTAINING TO SEFVICE OPIENTEO IN­

STITUTIONS AND REsrONSI8LITY ACCOUNTING IN SOME INDUSTFIES. 

THIS COUFSE IS ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR SHP HEALTH SEFYICES ADMIN­

ISTRATION STUDENTS AND OTHE' STUDENTS OESI~ING SPECI~L KNOWLEDGE 

IN THIS VEA. 

PHHQUISITES. 

PEFMISSION OF SHP HSA STUDENT. 

FAll ...NTH. 

SHEKI8. 

8PA81l0 
ACCOUNTING INfO'MATION SYSTEMS 
3 
A STUDY Of THE INfORMATION DIMENSIONS Of THE OECISIONHAKING PRO­
CESS THFOUGHOUT THE ORGANllATION AND THE POLE ACCOUNTING PLA'S IN 
THE INfO~MATION SY~TEM. EMP~ASIS IS ON THE CONCEPTUAL fPAMENOPK 
IITHIN WHICH THE SYSTEM fUNCTIONS AND THE ACTUAL OESI6N AND IM­
PLEMENTATION Of AN ACCOUNTING INfO~MATICN SY~TE" fOP MANAGEMENT 
PLANNING. ORGANllATION. AND CONTROL Of SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP. PART­
NE~SHIP AND COPPO~ATION. 
PPEREQUISITES: 
BPA 3131, COST ACCOUNTING I 0' ITS EQUIVALENT. 
NOT SCHEDULED TO 8E OffEFEO IN AYII-8l. 
STArr. 
9PA8130 
FINANCIAL FEPOFTING THEO~Y 
3 
A GPAOUATE LEWEL COUFSE DEALING MITH THE P~08ELMS OF FI'A~IAL 
ACCOUNTING MEASUFEMENr AND INCLUDING SUCH AFEAS AS THE DETEFMINA­
TION Of PEPIOOIC INCOME. FEWEaUE RECOGNITION. COST ALLOCATION. 
fLOW Of fUNO~. INWENTORY EALUATION. OEPFECIATION THED'Y. LJAIIL­
ITY FECOGNITION. AND COPPORATE EQUITY NEASUREMENT. COMMUNICATION 
OF ACCOUMTING DATA. fOFN OF STATEMENT PRESENrATION. A~O ACCOUNT­
r CBPA Course Descriptions 73 
IN i ' [~RINOLOG' A ~ E ALSO STUDIED •
.P~£'[Q"ISJT[SI 
BPl SIOI. fOUNOlTIONS Of ACCOUNTIN' O~ ITS EQUIVALENT.
_INTEP. 
STHf. 
BPA8140 
APPllEO fiNANCIAL ACCOUNTI_G 

3 

A GPAOUATE lEVEL COUHE OEALING MITH TH[ APPlICATIO'N Of ACCOUNT­

ING PRACTICE fO~ AN UNOE~STANOING Of THE COMPLEXITIES BUSINESS 

AND fiNANCE. COPPORATE COMBINATIONS ANa THE SPECIAL APPLICATIONS 

Of MEASU~EMENT AND 'EAlllATION P~INCIPlES IN SUCH HATTE" AS CON· 

SOlIOATIONS. CONGlOHE~ATES, POLLING Of INTE~ESTS. AND I~TE~· 

~ATIONAL OPE~ATIONS. 

P~[~EOUISITES: 

BPA 8130. fiNANCIAL ~EPO~TING IHEO~Y I. 

NOI SCHEOUlEO TO BE orfE~EO IN AY81-IZ. 

STArr. 

BPUI60 

f~OBlE.S IN COST ACCOUNTING 

3 

CffE~S ANa EXPOSUPE TO A B~OAO ~ANGE Of COST ACCOUNTI.& CONCEPTS 

ANa COST ACCUHULATION. ALSO P~OVIOtS AN EXPOSUPE TO COST ACCOUNT­

ING CONCEPTS fO~ DECISION MAKING AND TO IE.MINOlOGY ESSENTIAL TO 

THE COST ACCOUNTANT'S POLE IN 8USINESS. 

PH~EOUISITES: 
BPA 5101. fOUNDATIONS Of ACCOUNTING OF ITS EOUIVAlENT. 

NOT SCHEOUlEO TO BE OffE~EO IN AY '1-82. 

SH~K lB. 

BPA!l70 

lUOIT THEO~Y ANa PHILOSOPHY 

3 

0E4LS NITH THE STANOA'OS. CONCEPIS. 08JECTIVES. TECHNIGUES ••E­

PO~TS. ANa ETHICS PE~TAINING TO THE MO~K Of BOTH THE INOEPENOENT 

ANa INTE~NAL AUOITO'. SPEciAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO STATEMENTS ON 

AUOITING P~OCEOU~E&. STATISTICAL SA.Pll_G. A_D EOP IN AUDITING. 

P~E~EOUISITESI 

SPA 5101. fOUNOATIONS Of ACCOUNTING OF ITS EOUIVAlENT. 
fALL. 

SHEKIB. 

SPAU80 

PPOBlEMS IN TAX ACCOUNTING 

3 

~ffE~S AN APPPECIATION Of A MANAGE~IAl APP~OACH TO TAXATION 

TH~OUGH EMPHASIS ON TAX PPD8LEMS AS THEY AffECT BUSINESS ENTEF­

PPISE ANa ITS BUSINESS TPANSATIONS. STUOENTS OBTAIN A B~OAO AP­

P~ECIATION Of THE TAX ST'UCTU~E ANO ITS 'OLE' BOTH AS A SOU~CE 

Of PEVENUE ANa AS A OEVICE TO CONTFOl THE ECONOMY. 

P~ E f E QU I SITE S' 

BPA 5101. fOUNOATIONS Of ACCOUNTING OP ITS EQUiVALENT.

_ I NT[F. 
STArr. 
BPAe 190 
SEMINA~ IN ACCOUNTING 
3 
OEAlS ~ITH THE STUOY Of T~E OlffEPENT ~[SEAFCH METHODS ANa ANlLY­
SIS APPFOPFIATE fOF SOCIAL SCIENCE IN GEN[PAl ANa fO~ TH[ flELO 
~f ACCOUNTING IN PA~TICUlA~. STUOENTS AFE EXPECTEO TO CAP~Y OUT A 
~ESEA~CH P~OJECT IN O~ PELATEO TO ACCOUNTING. 
P~E~EQUISITES: 
PH~ISSION. 

NOT SCH[OUl[O TO 8E OffE~EO IN AY81-82. 

STArr • 

BPA8201 
PR08lEMS IN MANAGEFIAl [CONOMICS 
3 
APPLICATION Of MIC~OEtONONIC THEOFIES TO THE P~08LE" Of .OST Ef­
fiCIENT USE or PESOURCES ~ITHIN ANa 8ETIEEN O'GANllATION. ANa THE 
ECONOMIC SYSTEM. IT UTILllES MACFOECONOHIC THEOFIES TO fO'ECAST 
THE fUTU~E ECONOMIC E_VI'ONM£NT. AND IS A iTUDf Of CO.PPOHISING 
TECHNIQUES TO ~EACH AN OPTIMUM Of 08JECTIVES MHEN ALL I'ClUSIVE 
MAXIMI2_TION PEMAINS ELUSlfE. IN THIS FESPECT. THAN. MANAGE'IAl 
ECONOMICS IS -TPAINING IN POLICY MAKIN'-. '~AOUATE STUOENT5 MHO 
A~E COMPETENT IN AlGE8~A ANO THE USE Of OEPlvATIVES I~ CALCULUS 
AFE ELlGI8lE. 
P~EHQUISITES: 
SPA 3201 P~INCIPlES Of .IC~OECijNOMICS. BPA 3202 P~INCIPlES Of MA­
C~DECONOMICS. 8PA J404 CALCULUS fO~ BUSINESS. 8PA 346Z STATISTICS 
II. 
fAll- .INTE~' SP~ING/SUMME~. 
LI [8SC"E~. 
BPH210 

lA80~ ECONOM I CS 

3 

5TUOY Of THE DEVELOPMENT ANa ST'UCTU'E Of THE lA'O~ ,OWEMENT. 

MAGE OETEPMINATION. ANa PU8LIC POLICY TCIAFO lA80~. 

PFE~lOUISITES: 

BPA 3201 P'INCIPlES or MIC~OECONOMICS. 8PA 3202 P'INCIPlES Of "A­

CFOECONOHICS. 

~".TE~. 
STAff. 
8PA8215 ~ 

ECONOMIC OEVElOPMENT 

3 

OEALS 11TH ECONOMIC OEVELOPMENT AS A P'OGJESSIVE DIWISION or LA­

BO~ AND P'OG'ESSIWE TECHNOLOGICAL iPECIAlllATIOH IN THE USE Cf AN 

EVEN MO~E NIOENING AHa CHANGING A"AY Of ~ESOU'CES. 

PPHEQUI SI TES: 

BPA 4ZI0 INTE~"EOIATE RACJ.ECONOMICS. BPA 4220 MANAGE'IAl [CONOM­

IC~: THE ECONOMICS Of THE fiRM. 

NOT SCHEOUlEO TO BE OffE'EO IN AYSI-82. 

L1E8SCHE~. 
8PA8220 
SEMINA~ IN PUBLIC 8UOGETING 

3 

THIS COU~SE EXAMINES AOVANC[O QUESTIONS ABOUT BUOGETIN, IN GOV­

E~NME.T. INCLUDING VAFIDUS SUOGETING iYSrEMS ANO HOM TO P~EPARE A 

~EAlISTIC BUDGET IN THE PU8llC SECTO'. CONSIDERING ~EVENUES. 

EXPENOITUFES ANO INTE'GOVE~N.ENTAl AID. 

fALL. IINTE~. 

STAff. 
BPA8Z25 

HONETA~Y ECONOMICS 

3 

CONCEPNED 11TH MONEY. MONETA~Y INSTITUTIONS AND POLICY IN A ROO­

E'N OEVElOPED ECONOMT. BY ~ElATING MONEY OEMAhO ANa SUPPLY 8E­

HAVIOR IN HOM MONEY ArfECTS THE ECONOHY. ANa ITS IMPACT ON 

POLICY. 

PHfoQUISI lES: 

BPA 3250. MONEY ANO 8ANKING O~ PE~MISSIDN. 

fALL. 000 lEHS. 

PETPO. 

8PA8301 

P'08LEMS IN fiNANCIAL "ANAG[ME.T 

3 

COVE~S THE P'OBlEMS fACED 11TH THE fINA'CIAl OffICE~ 1_ TH[ HAN­

AGE"ENT Of fUNDS IN THE BUSINESS fl'M. THE EMPHASIS IS ON THE 

OEVElOPHENT Of SKillS ANa TECHNI~UES TO IMPLEMENT CAPTIAl EXP[NO­

ITu~E POLICIES. SOLVE SHO~T-TE~H ANa lOaG·TE'M fINANCIN' PROB­

lEMS. AND ESTA8llSH DIVIOENO POLICIES. 

PFE'EQUISITES: 

BPA 1301. P'INCIPlES or fiNANCIAL MANAGEMENT' 8PA 3461. 

STATISTICS I. 

rAlL. IINTE~' SPkING/SUMMEF. 

fLOOIN. KIM. 

BP A8110 

COMMEfCIAl BANK MANAGEMENT 

3 

E"PHASllES ON THE NEI OI~ECTION IN ASSET. lIA8IlITY. ANa CAPTIAl 

MANA6EMENT Of COM"EPCIAl 8ANKS. rOPTCS DISCUSSED INClUOEI PO'T­

fOLIO ST~ATEGIES or 8ANKHOLOIHG CORPANIES. ENTFY INTO HIGH-piS.

COMMEPCIAL fiNANCING. BANK STOCK MA~~ETS. ANa OTHE~S _ 

PPE~EQUISI TES: 

8PA 3301 P~INCIPlES Of fiNANCIAL MANAGEMENT. 

NOT SCHEOUlEO TO BE OffE'EO IN AY81-82. 

fLOOIN. 

BPA8320 
EST" E PLANNI NG 

3 

COVE~S BASICS NEEOEO fD' OEVElOPING ANa UPOATING AN ESTATE PlANI 

ITS C~EATION CONSEJVATION. ANa OISPOSITION. TOPICS INCLUDE' 1­
OENTlfYING ANa HAPHONlllNG lifE GOALS A~O lifE STYLES. INVESTHENT 

CPT IONS. lIfE INSU'ANCE- GUA'OIANSHIPS. T'UST. Mill. ANa THE 

NEllY ~EiISEO fEOE~_l ESTATE ANO GirT TAX lA_. 

SP~ I NG/ SUHMEF. 

CHAVEl. 

8PA8330 

fiNANCIAL MA~KETS 

3 

COVE~S ANALYSIS Of THE fl'ANCIAl HAPKETS MITH EHP~ASIS eN UNOE~­

STANOING AND P'EOICTING INTE'EST PATES ANa STOCK P~ICES. TOPICS 

CUSTO"APllY CDNSIOEFEO INCLUDE' SThUCTU~E AND 8EHAVI0~ Of INTEF­

EST 'ATES. flOI Of fUNOS ANALYSIS. OPEPATION Of THE SECU'ITY MA~' 

KETS. PO~TfOlIO POLICIES or fiNANCIAL I~STIIUTIONS. EffECT Of 

MONETAPY ANa fiSCAL POLICIES 0_ THE fiNANCIAL MA~KETS. CAPTIAl 

MA~KET THEOFY. ANa "EASUhERENT Of MA~KET EffiCIENCY. 

FHHOUISITE;;: 

8PA 3301 PhlNCIPlES Of fiNANCIAL MANAGEMENT. 8PA 3201 PPINCIPlES 

~f "AChOECONONICS. 

fAll. 

fLOOIN. 

8PA8335 

SECU'ITY ANALYSIS 

~HIS COUFSE COVE~S APP~AISIN' THE "OITH TkENOS IN COFPOFATTCNS. 

INOUSThIES. ANa THE ECOhONY, STUOENTS ENGAGE IN 10ENTIfYING THE 

VALUATION CONSIOE~ATIONS. CONSIOEPATIONS UNIQUE TO INOUSTPIAl' 

PU8llC UTiliTY SE~VICE ANa TPANSPO'TATICN CONPANIES AND IN SOLV­

ING CASE PFOSLEHS INVOLVING EARNINGS OETE~"INATION. CAPITAlI1A­

TION 'ATES. SECUhlTY SELECTION. AND SECURITY EVAlUATION_ 

PHHQUISITES: 

8PA3461 AND BPA'390. 

hOT SCHEDUlEO TO SE OffEhEO IN AY 81-82. 

STArr. 

_74 CBPA Course Descriptions 
IPUJ50 
IIIVESTIlENTS 
J 
STUDY Of THE P~INCI'lES Of IIIVESTIIEIIT IN SECU~ITIES ~ITH 'A~YI.G 
DEG~EES Of PISK AIID ~ETURII. TOPICS IIIClUDE' III'ESTIIENT FISK. HIS­
TO~ICAL ~ISK-'ETUPN P[LATIOIISHIPS. 'AlUATIOII Of ALTE~NATI'E fl­
NAIICIAl INSTRUMENTS. TECHNICAL AIIAlYSIS. P~OCEO~ES Of THE SE­
CURITIES IIIOUST~Y. fO~IIULA III'ESTIN&. TAl CONSIOE'ATIONS. IN'EST­
II[IIT COIIPAIIIES. AIID PE'SONAl IN,ESTIIENT POLICY. 
PRE'EOUISITES' 
IPA J301. P'IIICIPlES Of flllAIICIAL IIAIIA&EIIEIIT • BPA 3461. 

STATISTICS I. 

~INTE~. SPRING/SUIIIIE~. 
Kill. 

IP"J60 

ANALYSIS Of flllAIICIAl STATEIIENTS 

3 

EIIPHASIJES EXTE'NAl ACCDUIITIN& PATHE~ THAN INTEPNAl 0' IIAIIA&E'IAl 

COVE~S THE AIIALYTICAl TOOLS AND T[CHNIOUES Of fiNANCIAL ANAlTSIS. 

THE BASES IIHICH UNDE~LY THE P.EPA'ATIOII Of flNAIICIAl STA­

T[IIENTS. THE DISTORTIONS TO IIMICH INCOIIE OETEPIIIIIATIO. AIIO Of AS­

SET AND llAalLITY IIEASMPEIIEIIT APE SUI~ECT. AND THE P~OCESSES ANa 

"ETHOOOlDGY Of flllAIICIAl STATE"EIIT AIIALISIS. 

PPEHOU IS I TES: 

aPA 3301. P'I.CIPlES Of flllAIICIAl IIANA&[IIEIIT. aPA 3151. IIITE~IIEO­

lATE ACCOUNTIIIG I •• aPA 31S2. INiE'"[OIATE ACCOUIITING II. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO aE OffE~EO IN AY II-IZ. 

MAl. 

aPAlHO 

fiNANCIAL INSTITUTIOIIS 

3 

THIS COU'SE PFESEIITS A DETAilED STUDY Of THE TOTAL fl.AIICIAL 

SECTOP Of THE ECONOMY f~OIl THE POINT Of VIEII Of INDiviDUAL fiNAN­

CIal INSTITUTIONS. POLICIES. P'ACTICES. AND ~E&ULATION Of COM­

"EPCIAl IAIIKS. SAVIIIGS AIIO lOAII ASSDCIATIOIIS. flllAIICIAL COIIPAII­

IES. INSUFANCE COIIPANIES. INVESTIIENT CDMPAIIIES. ~ElEVANT GOVE'"­

IIENTAL AGENCIES AIID OTH[~S A~E ANALY2EO. 

PPEPEOUISITES' 

IPa3201 AND BPA3301. 

SPRIN&/SUMMEP. 

STArr. 

IPUJ80 

aDVANCED fiNANCIAL MANAGEMEIIT 

3 

THIS COU~SE IS CONCEPIIEO EXCLUSIVELY IIITH THE EffiCIENCY Of THE 

COPPOPATE fiNANCIAL MANAGE~ IN RE&APO TO' 1) SHOPT-TE~M SOU~CES 

AND USES Of fUNDS. 2) LONG-TERII SOURCES AND USES Of fUNDS. AND 

J) STOCKHOLOEP PElaTIOSHIPS A.D lDNG-'AIIGE PLANNIII&. 

PPEPEOUISI TES. 

aPAUol. 

MINTER. 

fLODI N. 

apA8400 

PP08LEIIS IN OFGANI1ATIONAl BEHavlOP 

J 

STUOY Of DE'ELOPIIEIIT Of O~GAIIIiATIOII THEO'Y AND CFITICAl EIAIIIIIA­

TIOII Of OPGANllATION TH[ORY AND ITS VALUE 'O~ EXPLAINING DPGAN­

IlATION CHAIIGE AND PHEIIOIIENA. 

PPEPEOUISITES. 

IPA 3401 O~ BPA 5401. 

fALL. IIINTEP. SP~IIIG/SUMME~. 

BUCKENMYEP. 

aPAl404 

HISTDPY aND OEVELOPMEIIT Of MAIIAGEIIEIIT THOUGHT 

3 

STUDY AND ANALYSIS Of CLASSICAL IIANAGEIIEIIT THINKE'S 'NO EVALUATE 

"ESEIIT IIAIAGEIIENT THOUGHTS AND P~ACTICES. ALSO COVERED A~E THE 

THEOPETICAl AND SOCIAL fOUIIOATIONS Of IIANAGEMENT THEO'Y. STU­

DENTS APE EXPECTED TO ~EAO AND CRITICAllY E'AlUATE SEVERAL CON­

T'ASTING THEORIES. 

PPEPEQUISJTES. 

BPA 3411 AND PEPMISSION_ 

CffE~EO aASED UPON D(M_NO. 

IUCKENIIYER. 

BPA8408 
PROBLEMS III IIITE~IIATIONAL IIAIIAGEIIENT 
3 
L(SSENS THE GAP aETMEEN AC_OEMIC EXPOSITION AND T"E COIiPlEIITY Of 
THE CHALLENGES AND PRoaLEII' EII8[DDEO IN IIITEFN_TION_l MANAGEIIENT. 
CONSIDERATION IS GI'EII TO aaGAIIIiATIOII STRUCTURE. TECHNOLOGT AND 
SYSTEIIS. IEHAVloaAL SYSTEIIS. aND APPLICATIDIIS. INSTITUTIONAL Dif­
fERENCES AND fUTURE CONCE~NS III IIITEPMATIOIIAl IIANAGE"ENT MILL 
ALSO IE EXAIlINEO. 
paEP[OulSlTESI 
BPA 54'0. INTPOOUCTIOII TO INTE~NATIONAL BUSIMESS_ 
OffE~ED BASED UPON DEliA NO. 
SHUUN. 
lPA8420 

'POaLEIiS IN PERSOIINEL MAMAGEMENT 

J 
INCLUDES (I) EIPLO"TION Of TME VA.IOUS TH(ORIES Of PE~SOIl_lITY 
OE'ElDPIlENT AND MOTIVATION. (2) A $TUDT OF fACTORS. aOTH INlE.HAL 

AND EXTE~NAl TO THE DPGANI'ATION AND THEIR INfLUE~CE ON PE~SON­

NEL PLANNING. AND ,,) CUFFEIIT ISSUE$ AND 'ESEA~CH IN THE A~EA Cf 

'E~SONNEl MAIIAGEIIENT. THE IIIST~UCTIDN IIETHOOS COIISISTS Of LEC­

TURES. CASES. AND MFITTEN ~EPO~TS. 

PPEFEOUISITES' 

BPA '420. PE~SONNEl MANAGEMENT. 

OffE~EO BASED UPON DEMAND. 

KEllEY • 

B"8425 
P~OBlEMS IN INOUST~IAl PElATIONS 

3 

DEALS MITH PROBLEMS ARISING fROM EMPlOYE~-lABOR ~ElATI~NSHIP. 

MANAGEIIENT'S THEORY. TMEOFIES Of MOFK. PROBlEIiS IN O~GA~12ATION. 

"ANPOWE' MANAGEMENT. AND INOUSTFIAl ~ELATIONS ~ESEAFCH. 

PFEHQUISI TES' 

BPA 3420. PE~SONIIEL IIANAGEMENT OF BPA 8400. PFOBLEIIS IN OPGANllA­

TIONAl BEHAVIOF. 

CffEFEO BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STArr • 

BPAH40 

PROBLEMS IN PFOOUCTION IIANAGEMEIIT 

3 

INCLUOtS ANALYTICAL METHODS I~ PRODUCTION. DESIGN Of P"ODUCTICII 

SYSTERS. THE MA~OP ECCNOIlIC PFOBLEIIS Of P~ODUCTION IIA.AGEIIEIIT. 

MATHEMATICAL P~OGPAIIIIIN&. STATISTICAL A~ALYSIS. INVENTOFY ANALY­

SIS. CEPTAINTY IIOOELS. 

PHPEOUISITES: 

8PA 3440. P'OOUCTION MAIIAGEME~T OR BPA 5401 fOUNOATIO~S IIANAGE­

MENTI BPA1462. STATISTICS II. 

fALL. IIINTEF. SPFING/SUIIME~. 

HEFIOG. TSOlAKIOES. 

1"8461 
STATISTICAL ~ESEAFCH DESIGN 
1 
fOCUSES ON METHODS Of PLANNING AND ANAlYtlNG EXPERIMENTS. ESPE­
CIALLY III AN INOUSTPIAl CONTEXT. fACTOFIAl DESIGNS AND BLOCK DE­
SIGNS _~E £MPH_SIIEO. A MA~O~ PAPT Of T~E COUPSE IIlll BE SPENT ON 
STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES fOF IIAINTENANCE Of OUAllTY STANOA~O$. IN­
CLUDING CONTFOL CHARTS AND lOT ACCEPTANCE SAMPLING PLANS. Al­
THOU&H THE EXAMPLES USED A~ISE IN INDUSTFIAL PhODUCTIOHS. THE 
TECHIIIQUES AFE APPLICABLE IN OTHE~ A'EAS Of 0'GANI2AT'~N AND 
ELSEMHEFE. 
PHREQUISI TESI 
BPA 3440. PPODUCTION MANAGEMENT & BPA 3462. STATISTICS II OP 

PEFMISSION. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OffE~EO I~ AY 11-82. 

STArr. 

B"8462 

COIIPUTEF SIMULATION 1I00ElS 

3 

DEALS IIITH THE USE Of COMPUTEF MODELS Te STUDY O~GANIIATIONS AND 

THEI" P~OBLEMS-TO IDENTifY APPROPRIATE POLICIES. RANDOM NUMBER 

GENEPATION. MONTE CAPLO II(THOOS. SIMULATION Of QUEUES' INV(NTOFY 

AND P~OOUCTION PLANNING. COFPO~ATE 1I0DElS AND EVAlUATIC~ Of AL­

TEFNATE POLICIES. INDUSTRIAL DYNAMICS A.D POLICY ANALYSIS. APPLI­

CATION Of SIMULATION IN HEALTH SYSTEMS/~F8AN PLANNIIiG. STUDY Of 

SIMULATION LANGUAGES (E.G. SIIISCFIPT. GPSS. OF DYNAMO) AFE 

INCLUDED. 

PF(FEQUISITES: 

KNOWLEDGE Of ANY ONE COMPUTE" PROG'AMMlhG LANGUAGE & BPA1462. 

STATISTICS II OF PERMISSION. 

CffE~EO BASED UPON DEli_NO. 

IS &AC. 

BPUH3 

MATPICES AND LINEAP AL6EIFA 

3 

INT~ODUCES THE B_SIC CONCEPTS Of liNEAR ALGEBRA AND "ATPICES IM­

CLUOIIIG 'ECTOR SPACES. liNEAR TRANSfO'"ATIONS. SYSTEMS Of EQUA­

TIONS AND THEIF SOLUTIOIIS. AND APPLICATIONS TO BUSINESS AND EC~­

NOMICS. 

PPEHOUISITES: 

BP_ 3462. STATISTICS II _NO BPA 3404. CALCULUS fOF BUSINESS. 

CffE~EO BASED UPON DEMAND. 

WELLS. 

8PA8464 
PFOBABILI" 
3 
TRE_TS P~OBA8IlITY fPOIl THE STANDPOINT Of SET THEOPY. THE AXIOMS 
~f P~OIAIllITY. THE COMMON DISTPIBUTIONS. RANDOM VAPIABLES. IN­

DEPENDENCE EXPECTATION. IAYES' THEORIES AND DECISION-"AKING UNOEP 

FISK AND UNCERTAINTY. 

fPEfEOUISITES: 

BP_ J461. STATISTICS I ANO BPA 1404. CALCULUS fOF BUSINESS. 

CffE~EO BASED UPON DEliA NO. 

5 TAH. 

BPA8466 

APPLIED ~EGPESSION ANALYSIS 

3 

'POVIOES AN INTFOOUCTIOII TO THE THEORY Of MULTIPLE RE6h£SSJON. 

CO~RElATION. AID THE ANALYSIS 0' VA'IANCE. THE EMPHASIS IS ON 

DATA ANALYSIS AND 1I00El SUllOIII' MITH EXTENSI'E COMPUTEF MDFA EI' 

CBPA Course Descriptions 7S 
PECTED. STUDENTS SHOULD HAfE HAD STATISTICS THPOUGH SIN'LE 

LJIE4~ RE6~ESSJON aEfO~' ~'6IST'~JNG fOP THIS COUPSE. 

UEHQUISITES: 

8P. l~'2. STATISTICS II. 

&FFE~EO 8ASEO UPON OEH4NO. 

SHFF. 

8PA8468 

DECISION THEOH 

3 

TOPICS INCLUDE P~OB48ILITY. EKPECTEO 'ALUE. SANPLI~G. T~EE OIA­

GFA~S. P~IDP 0IST~18UTIONS. POiT[PIO~ OI~T~IBUTIONS. OPPO'TUNITY 

LOSS. UTILITY THEO~YI P~08LEMS IN'OLVlh6 80TH OISCFETE A~O CCN­

TINUOUS PF081LITY DISTFI8UTIONS AFE AOOFESSEO. 

PPEPEQUISITES: 

BPA J461. STATISTICS II 8'AJ~04. CALCULUS FOF BUSINESS &F PEF' 

MISSION OF INSTFUCTOF. 

&FFEFEO BASED UPON OEMANO. 

MElLS. 

8PA8480 

P~OBLEHS IN MANAGEMENT INFOP"ATION SYSTENS 

1 
STUDIES THE APPLICATION or THE CO"PUTEF TO MANAGING THE INFO~­

IUIFENENTS ANO S'STENS USE rap THE INrOFNATION STPUCTUFE AS A 

QUI'EME~TS AND SYSTEHS. USE rOF THE INrOFNATION STPUCTUFE AS A 

BASIS FOF THE NOST EFFECTlfE UTILllATIOh OF THE CCMPUTEP. 

PHPEQUISITES' 

BPA l~02. INTFODUCTION TO CONPUTEF PFOGFANNING. 

CFFE~ED dASED UPON DEMAND. 

SUH. 

8PA8495 

SMALL 8USINESS MANAGEMENT 

3 

INCLUDES AN EXPOSU~E TO TECHNIQUES MHIC~ MOULD 8E APPLICABLE TO 

THE OPEFATION OF HOST SMALL BUSINESS. 

(FFEFEO 8ASEO UPON OEMANO. 

SHrr. 

8PA8498 

8USINESS AND THE PU8LIC INTEFEST 

1 

STUO[NT' EIPLO~E THE POLE OF THE COFPOFATION IN NODEF. S"JET' , 

ITS FESPONSI81LITIES TO THE PU8LIC. GOVEPNNENT. ANO THE ECONO"IC 

hELL-BEING OF THE NATION. INCLUDING ITS SOCIAL FESPONSI8ILITIES. 

THIS COUFSE SHOULD BE TAKEN DU~ING THE LAST TFI"ESTEF CF STU­

OENT'S PFOGFAM. 

&FFEFEO BASED UPON DEMAND • 

.IUOO. 

8PAH99 
POLICIES AND STFATEGIES OF AOMINISTFATIVE SCIENCE 
3 
A CAPSTONE COUFSE OF THE G~ADUATE 8USINESS ADMINISTPATICN CUF'I­
CULUN. DESIGN[D TO INTEGFATE THE VA~IOUS OPEFATING FUNCTIONS OF A 
BUSINESS. SHOMS THE BUSINESS AS A SYSTEN AND OENONSTPATES THOSE 
SPECIAL COOFDINATING SKILLS ANO KNOHLEOGE MHICH AFE NECESSAP' AT 
THE ~PPEh-LEVELS or Ah OFGANllATION. UTILIZES CASE ANALYSIS AND 
.SSIGNED FEADINGS. 
PHPEQUISITES, 
LAST TPINESTEP OF STUOEhT'S PFOGPAN. 
FALL. MINTEP. SPPING/SUMHEF. 
~UDD. BUCKENHYEP. 
8PA~501 

PPD8LENS I~ NA~KETING MANAGENENT 

1 

EMPHASI1ES ~ECOGNITION AND AN.LYSIS OF NA~KETING P~08LENS. 'E~EP­
ATION AND EVALUATIO~ OF .LTE~NATlvE SOLUTIO~S. A~D DEVELOPMENT 
OF ST~ATEGIES .NO PLANS OF ACTION FOP INPLENENTING CHOSEN SOLU­
TI ON. 
P~E~EQUISIIES' 

BPAJ501. P~INCIPLES OF MAFKETING. 

F.Ll. MINTE" SP~ING/SUNNEF. 

CLSO". 

BPAl5Z0 

INTE~NATION.L NAFKETING 

1 
EX'NINES THE 'OLE OF MA~KETING IN [CONONIC DEVELOPN[NT AND. PE~­
HAPS. WOFLO PEACE AND UNOEFSTANDING • CC~EFS SEVEFAL CONT[NPOPA~Y 
ISSUES IN IN'E~NATIONAL MA~KETING AMONG MHICH AFE THE FOLLONING' 
THE HO~LONIOE IMPO'TAhCE OF IMTE~NATIO"AL MA~KETIN6. THE INPACT 
OF MULTINATIONAL ON THE MO~lO ECONOHY. THE OIFFE~ENT ~AYS or 
ENTEFING INTE'''ATIONAL N4~KETS. THE CULTUPAL-POLITICAL ENVIFijM­
NENT OF INTEFNATIONAL .A~KETI_G. THE BASIC EL[MENTS UNDEFl'ING 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF AND INTEPN~TIONAL HAFKETI_' HII. THE FO'NS cr 
OPGANliATION USED IN INTE~NATIONAL NAFKETING. AND THE PPESEHT 
STATUS AND FUTUPE OF CA~[EFS IN INTEFNATIONAL MA~KETING. 
PFE~[QUISJTES' 
BPA ISOI. PFOBLENS IN AA~KETIN' MANAGEMENT. 

FAlL. 

SHAABlN. 

8PAl80A 

~OFKSHDP ON SECONDA~Y ECOIO"IC EOUCATIOh 

~HIS COU~SE IS DESIGNED rop HIGH SCHOOL CONSUME' EaUC.TIOI AND 
ECO~OMIC EDUCATION TEACHEFS. IT WILL UPDATE T"EI' KNOWL EOG[ II 

KEY APEAS OF ECOIOMIC AND CONSUME_ EDUCATION. AND PFOVI O( THE" 

~ITH INFO'NATION ON THE LATEST INNOVATID"S I" CU'.ICULUM OEfELOP­

MENT AND EVALUATION TECHNIQUES IN CONSUNEP EDUCATION AND ECO~O"IC 

EDUCATION. THIS COUFSE IS LINITED TO SCHOOL OISTFICTS THAT MOPK 

~ITH THE GSU OFFICE OF ECONONIC EDUCATION AS "DEEP" SCHOOLS. 

CFFE~ED 8ASEO UPON DENA NO. 

"OHON. 

8P48801 

SUFVEY OF BUSINESS. CONSU"E~. AND ,OCATIONAL EOUCATION 

1 
CESIGNEO TO ACQUAINT STUDENTS HITH THE HA.lOF ISSUES I. SELECTED 
8USINESS SU8.1ECTS. THE OPINIONS or CU'FENT BUSINESS EDUCATION 
LEADEPS AND THE ISSUES AND TFENOS IN GENE'AL EDUCATION AND 
SOCIETY IN PELATION TO 8USINESS SU8.1ECrS AND/OF THE BUSINESS 
EDUCATION CUFFICULUN. 
FAll. 
NOFTON. 
BPA880Z 
~ESEAFCH TN 8USINESS EDUCATION 
3 
DESIGNED TO ENA8LE STUOENTS TO GAIN FAMILIAFITY MITH METHODS or 
fESEAPCH I. EDUCATION FDF BUSINESS. EIANINATION AND EVALUATION OF 
SIGNIFICANT hESEAFCH STUDIES III 8USINESS EDUCATION. 
WINTEF. 
MOHON. 
BPA880J 
METHODS OF TEACHIN' BUSINESS hO.·SKILL SU8~ECTS 
1 
C[SIGNEO FOF FACILITATING EFFECTI'E LEAFNING SITUATICIS IN THE 

TEACHING or BUSINESS NCN-SKILL SU8.1ECTS. P'OVIDING OPPC~TUNITY 

FO~ ANALYllNG THE OPIGINS. ELENENTS AND PATTEFNS CF CUFFICULUM 

PLANS. AND INTEGFATIN6 CONPONENTS OF INSTFUCTIONAL P~OGfANS. 

FAll. 

MOHON. 

BP48804 

NETHOOS OF TEACHING 8USINESS SKILL SUB.lECTS 

1 

DESIGNED TO ENABLE STUOENTS TO ANALYiE METHODS. AFF'"GEMENTS. ANa 

TECH"IQU(S or CfEATING. AONINISTE~ING. ~ND F.CILITATI"G EFFECTIVE 

LEAPNING SITUATIONS IN THE TEACHING or 8USINESS SKILL SU8.1ECTS. 

~I NIEF. 

MDFTON. 

BPA880S 

SEMINAF IN BUSINESS EDUCATION 

1 

.DVANCEO STUDY OF CONCEPTS AND NETHODOL~GY PEPTINENT TG SELECTED 

ASPECTS OF BUSINESS EDUCATION. CU'PENT ~ESEAFCH AND Pf.CTICES IN 

THE FIELD WILL 8E USED ExTENSI'ELY. SEE SCHEDULE FOF SPECIAL 

TOPIC(S) or SENINAF. 

SP~ING/SUHNH. 
NOFTON. 
8P U80' 

SEMINAF IN OFFICE EDUCATION 

J 
AD~ANCED STUDY OF CONCEPTS AND METHOOOLijGY PE'TINENT TO SELECTED 

ASPECTS or OFFICE EDUCATION. CUFFENT FESEA'CH AND PFACTICES IN 

THE FI.LD HILL BE USED ExTENSIVELY. SEE SCHEDULE FOf SPECIAL 

TOPIC(S) OF SENINAF. 

SPFING/SUNNEF. 

MOHON. 

8P U808 

CPGANI1ATION AND ADMINISTPATIO. OF COOPfFATI.E BUSINESS EDUCATION 

PFOGFAMS 

1 
DEALS NITH DESIGNING .NO IMPLENENTING A TOTAL COOP[PATIVE 8USI­

NESS EDUCATION P~OGPAM INCLUDING CUP~ICUL4' VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 

LAMS. IDlNTIFYING AND SECUFING T~AINING SITES' PFEPAPI~G AN EF­

FECTIVE TFAINING PLAN' AND INPLENENTING EFFECTIVE PueLIC FELA' 

TI ONS. 

~I NIEF. 

STAFF. 

8PU809 

INNOVATIVE METHODS I. 8USIIESS EDUCATION· 

1 

EKPLOPES CUPPENT 'ESEA~CH AND TEACHING P~ACTICES 'ELATING TO TH[

DEVELOPNENT AND CLASSPOON USE OF INDIVICUALI1ED IMST~UCTION. 

LAF6E-G~OUP AND SMALL-GPOUP NET HODS. AUOIO-'ISUAL TECHNIQUES. 

GANES AND OTH[P NODES OF INNOVATlfE INSThUCTION I. BUSINESS EO· 

UCATION. ASSESSES THE VALUE AND PELEVAhCE or INNOVATIVE "ETHoes 

IN BUSINESS EDUCATION. GUIDES NODULE OESIG~ AND OEVELOPNENT 

(LAPS. SINS. P~OGPANNED INST~UCTION. AUOIO-fISUAL HATfFIALS' 

GAMES. TESTS. G~OUP P'OCESSES AND ACTIVITIES. (TC.I FO~ ACTUAL 

CLASSFOON USE. 

SPFING/SUMNEF EVEN YEAPS. 

NOHON. 

~~~:~~:ATING TECHNIQUES OF COOPE.ATlfE fOCATIONAl EDUCATION 
76 CBPA Course Descriptions 
PROU~"S 
J 
TNt COOFOINATING TECMNIQUES Of COOPE~ATIVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
P'OG~A"S IS THE S[CONO Of THO COUP$E$ FEQUIPED fa. HIGH SCHOOL 
TEACHEF-COOFDINATO'S TO IE CE.TlfIEO MITH THE ILLINOIS STATE 
VDtlflONlL EOUC"ION OEPUTMENI ·. THE counE HILL COl[' THE fOL­
LOWING. II THE DEVELOPMENT OF P'OG~AM peLICI. ZI fUNCTIONS HITH 
SCHOOL AND COMMUNITI 'E.SONNEL' JI PEC~~ITMENT AND SELECTION OF 
STUDENTSI AI LOCATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF T~AI.IN' SIATIONS' 51 
PLACEMENT OF STUOENTSI 61 LEGAL CONSIDE'ATIONS AND PELATEO IN­
STFUC TJ ONS. 
SP"NIi/SUMHE~. 
DONAlDSON. 
8PAl122 
AOMINIST~ATION AND SU'E'VISION IN IUSIN1SS [DUCAT ION 
1 
DESIGNED TO OEVELOP COMPETENCIES FOP CO.DUCTINIi 8USINESS EDUCA­

TION paOIi"MS' LEAOE~SHIP IN P~OG'AM DEVELOPMENT AND IHPLEMEhTA­

TION. COO'OINATING AND MAINTAINING P'O'FAH STANOA~OS. 

(FFEPEO 8ASEO UPON OENAND. 

surr. 
BPA8901 
CONCEPTS AND ISSUES IN PUBLIC ADHINIST~ATION 
1 
THIS COUPSE HILL SEPVE AS THE INPOOUCTOPY SEMINAP IN THE STUOY OF 
PU8LIC POLlcr AND AOHINIST'ATION. IT IS DESIGNED TO DEVELOP AN 
APP~ECIATION FOP THE V~CABULAPY OF THE FIELD. TO INC~EASE THE 
STUOENT'S UNOE.STANOII' OF PU8LIC AGENCIES. AND THLIF FOLE MITHIN 
THE ANEFICAN OEMOC~ATIC STPUCTU~E. TO DEVELOP AN AMA_ENESS OF THE 
CO FE COUPSES THAT rOLLOM IN THE GPADUATE PPOGFA"' AND TO DEVEL'P 
AN INC.EASED AMA~EN[SS AND UNDEPSTANDING Or THE INOIVIOUAL FOLE 
MITHIN PuaLIC AGENCIES. INCLUDIN' 80TH CP['ATIONAL AND ETHICAL 
ASPECTS. 
FALL. MINT[P. SP'ING/SUNHE'. 
COHEN. 
8PU9I0 

SEHINAF IN AHE~ICAN INSTITUTIONS AND VALUES 

1 
THIS COU~SE EXAHINES NOPMATIVE ISSUES AS THEY 'ELATE TO AHE.ICAN 

PuaLIC ADMINISTPATION. 

fAll. WINTEP. 

Ii. E EN. STOW[ P. 

8PAl920 

SEMINA~ IN U~BAN GOVE'NHENT 

1 
THIS CDUFSE EXAMINES AOVANCED QUESTIONS A80UT THE FUNCTIONING or 

U'IAN 'OVEFNHENTS IN AHEFICA. 

FALL. SP~ING/SUMME~. 

CULVEP. 'P[EN. 

8PAaUO 

S[MINA~ IN p[SEA~eH METHODS 

1 

INT~OOUCES STUDENTS TO A VA.IETI OF STA'DA'O PESEAPC" "ETHOOS. 

SUCH AS SU~V[I PE$EA~CH. STUOfNTS AFE ALSO TAUGHT HOM TG rO~H F[­

SEAFCH QUESTIONS. AND HOM TO 8E C~ITICAL CONSU"E~S Or FESEA'CH. 

rALL. SP~ING/SUHMEP. 
~orELE-KALE' STOVE~. 
BPA89AO 

SEMINA~ IN PUBLIC 0'GANI2ATIOI THEO'Y 

1 
THIS COU~SE EXAMINES ADVANCED QUESTIONS ABOUT O~GANI;ATIOI THEO~Y 

AS IT APPLIES TO GOVE~N"[~I ANO THE THI~O SECTO~. HIGHLIGHTING 

THE DISTINCTIVE NATU~E OF PU8LIC 0~GANI2ATIONS. 

WINTEP. SP~IN&/SUM"EF. 

COHEN. 

SPAet60 

SE"INA~ IN PU8LIC POLICY 

1 
THIS COU~SE EXAHINES ADVANCED QUESTIONS ABOUT PUBLIC POLICY HA~­

IN& IN AHE~ICA. 

fAll. MINYEP. 

COHEN, STOVH. 

8PA~9TO 
SEHINAP IN PU8LTC MANAGEMENT 
1 
THIS CO.~SE EIAMINES ADVANCED QUESTIONS ABOUT HAIAGEPEaT IN Gr,­
EPNMENT. 
WINTE~' SP~ING/SUMH[F. 
COHEN. KorELE·KALE. 
8PU~91 
NASTE~'S 'ESEAPCH PAPE~ 
1 PINC 
FO~ NA PUBLIC SE~VICE STUDENTS HHO A~E WO'.I~G D. IHEI' HA 
~[SEAFCH P~Oj[CTS. AOV'~CEO STANOING AS A PUBLIC S~P'ICE HA 
STUDENT ~EQUIPED FDF ~E&IST'ATION. 
"EPEQUISITES: 
PE~MISSION or INST~UCTOF. 
rALL. WINTEP' SP~ING/SUH"[~. 
COHEN. 
I
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Course Index 

ACCOUNJING AND COMPUTE~ INTEGPATION BPA 5.30 
ACCOUNTING ro~ ADMINIST~ATIVE CONT~OL BPA '.01 
ACCOUNTING rop HEALTH SE~VICE OPGANllATIONS BPA •••• 
ACCOUNTING fO~ NON-P~OfIT AND PUBLIC SE~vICE ORGANllATIONS 
BPA 51S0 
ACCOUNTING INfOPMATION SYSTEMS BPA .IZO 
ACCOUNTING THEO~Y BPA 3.,0 
AOMINIST~ATION AND SUPE~VISION IN BUSINESS EOUCATION BPA •• 2Z 
ADMINIST~ATIVE LAW BPA 5940 

ADVANCED ACCOUNYING aPA 4110 

ADVANCED CONSUME~ ECOIOMICS rORUM aPA 5Z05 
ADVANCED fiNANCIAL MANAGEMENT BPA 1310 

ADVE~TISING BPA 4550 

ALGEaPA BPA 3403 

AME~ICAN NATIONAL GOVE~NMENT BPA 3902 

AME~ICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT BPA 5950 

ANALYSIS Of fiNANCIAL STATEMEITS BPA .360 

ANALYSIS Of fiNANCIAL STATEMENTS BPA 4315 

APPLIEO fiNANCIAL ACCOUNTING BPA '.40 

APPLIEO RE'~ESSION ANALYSIS BPA 8466 

A~CHITECTURAL STYLES I TERMINOlOiY USE IN CONTEMPO~A~Y AMERICA 

BPA 3606 

AUDIT CONCEPTS AND STANOA~DS BPA 4140 

AUDIT THEO~Y ANO PHILOSDPHY BPA .1,. 

BEHAVIOPAL RESEARCH IN BUSINESS BPA 4422 

BUSINESS AND THE PUBLIC INTE~EST BPA '491 

aUSINESS COMMUNICATION aPA J10J 

aUSINESS LAW I BPA J.25 

BUSINESS LAW II BPA JI26 

aUSINESS POLICY aPA 4499 

CALCULUS fOP BUSINESS BPA J404 

CAPITALIZATION THEORY I TECHNIGUES BPA 460. 

COLLECTIVE aAPiAINING aPA 5425 

COMME~CIAL aANK MANAGEMENT BPA .110 

COMMUNICATIONS I aPA 380. 

COMMUNICATIONS II aPA 1'02 

COMPARATIVE AOMINIST~ATION BPA 5915 

COMPARAT.VE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS BPA 4215 

COMPENSATION AND INCENTIvE SYSTEMS IPA 442J 

COMPulER PROG~AMMIN" coaOL BPA J412 

COMPUTER SIMULATION MOOElS BPA .462 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS BPA 4462 

CONCEPTS ANO ISSUES IN PuaLIC AOMINISTRATION BPA I'll 

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW. CIVIL LIBERTIES BPA 590' 

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW' INTERGOVE~NMENIAL RELATIONS aPA 4940 

CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULING AND COS I ESTIMATING aPA 36" 

CONSUMER aEHAVIDR BPA 1520 

CONSUMER ECONOMICS BPA J210 
CONTEMPDRA~Y ACCDUNTINi ISSUES AND PRoaLEMS aPA 5120 

COOPERAIIVE EDUCATION IPA .001 
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION aPA JOOI 
COOPERATIVE EDUCAIION aPA 4001 

COO'DINATING IECHNIOUES Of COOPE.ATIVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
PROiRAMS aPA •••0 

COST ACCOUNIING I BPA JIJI 

COST ACCOUNTINi II aPA JI32 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE O~GANIZATION AND PROCESS BPA 4910 

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT aPA 5411 

OECISION THEORY aPA 146' 

ECONOMIC OEYELOPMENI a'A .215 

ECONOMICS rOR aUSINESS ANO CONSUMER EDUCATO'S I'A 5203 

ECONOMICS fOR TEACHERS aPA 5202 

ENERGY MANAGEMENT BPA 5440 

ESTAIE PLANNING aPA 8320 

ESTATE PLANNINi BPA 4165 

flELO EKPERIENCE: IUSINESS EDUCATION B.A 4190 

fiNANCIAL ACCOUNTING BPA 1101 

fiNANCIAL INSTITUTIONS BPA 4]60 

fiNANCIAL INSTITUTIONS BPA .310 

FINANCIAL MA'IETS BPA ']JO

FINANCIAL MARIETS BPA 4110 

fiNANCIAL REPO'TING THEORY BPA .130 

fORT~AN P~OG~AMMING aPA 141. 

FOUNDATIONS Of ACCOUNTING BPA 5.11 

FOUNDATIONS Of CDMPUIERS AND INfORMATION SYSIENS IPA 5420 

fOUNOATIONS Df ECDNOMICS BPA 5201 

FDUNDATIONS Of MANAiEMENT aPA 5401 

fDUNDATIDNS Of STAllS TICS aPA 5410 

fUNDAMENIALS Of REAL ESTATE LENDINi aPA 360J 
fUNDAMENTALS or ~EAL ESTATE VALUAIION aPA 36.4 
GOV[~NM[NT AND THE PuaLIC BPA 5'.0 

GOVE~NMENTAL ACCOUNTING_ BUDGETIN' AND fiNANCE aPA 4150 

HEALTH CARE' LEGAL ASPECTS .PA 5121 

HISIORY AND OE'ELOPMENT Of MANAGEMENT THOUGHT 8PA 1404 

HISTORY Df ECONOMIC THDUGHT .PA 4240 

HISTORY Df LAM ENFO~CE"ENT • 1,.,-1901 IPA 59.2 

HISTO'Y DF LAM ENFORCEMENI TO ."9 BPA S9'1 

HISTORY or LAW ENfO~CEMENTI CHICAGD AND suaURas aPA 591J 

HUMAN ~ELATIONS Of THE OfFICE aPA 41.1 

INOEPENO[NI STUDY. IPA 40.0 

I NOEPEN DEN I $IUOY. BPA 4020 

INDEPENOENT SIUDY. IPA .110 

INOEPENDENT STUDY. a~A .020 

INOUST~IAL ENGINEE~IN& AND MANAGEMENT BPA 5407 

INOUST~IAL MARKETING BPA 5572 

INFO'"AIION 'ET'IEVAL aPA 4461 

INNOVATIVE METHOOS IN IUSINESS EDUCAIIDN aPA ••09 

INSIITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT. "EAlTH AOMINISJ'ATION a'A 540. 

INSU~ANCE AND ~ISK MANAGEMENT aPA 4Jl0 

INTERNE DU lE ACCOUNIJ NG I IPA JI5I 

INIE~MEOIAT[ ACCOUNTINi II aPA J152 

INTE'MEDIATE MACROECONOMICS IPA 4210 

INTE~NATIONAL aUSINESS IPA 4410 

INIE~NATIONAL ECONOMICS IPA 423' 

INTE~NATIONAL MARIETING BPA .520 

INTE.NATIONAL O.GANIZATIONS BPA 490. 

IN'~ODUCIION TD COMPUTE' P'OG'AMMINi .PA 1402 

INTRODUCTION TO OPE'AIIONS R[SEA'CH aPA 4460 

INT'DDUCTIDN TO PUILIC AOMINIST~ATIDN a~A HOI 

INVESTMENTS aPA 4390 

INV[STMENTS aPA .350 

~Ol DESIGN AND MEASURENENT aPA 1442 

LAao~ ECDNOMICS BPA .2.0 

LABO. ~ELAIIONS BPA 4421 

LAW AND ORDE" C~I"E IN IHE STlEEIS I'A 5911 

LAM ENrD~CEMENI ANO THE CONSTITUTION IPA 5914 

LAW ENFORCEMENT AND THE GHETID BPA 5915 

LE'AL ENVIRONMENT Of ~EAL ESTATE I'A 3602 

LifE INSU'ANCE BPA 5340 

LINEA~ PROG.AMMINi BPA 4461 

LOCAL iDVERNMENTAL SYSIEMS BPA 49Z0 

MANAGEMENT a, OI~ECTIVES aPA 5402 

"ANAGEMENI INfORMATION SYSIEMS a'A 541Z 

MANAGEMENI INrO'MATION SYSTEMS fOR HOSPITALS a'A 5413 

MANAGERIAL ACCOUNIING aPA 3102 

MANAiE.IAL ECONOMICS. THE ECONOMICS Of IHE fiRM aPA 4220 

MA'KETING FO~ NON-P'OfIT ORGANllATIDNS aPA 5510 

MA.KEIING LOGISTICS AND DIIT~IBUTION IPA 4540 

"A.IETINi MANAGEMENT. P.ODUCT ANO P'ICE IT'ATtiltl aPA 4530 

MARIETING ~ESEA~CH a'A 456. 

MASTE"S RESEA'CH 'AP[R IPA '991 

MATE.IALS AND LOGISTICS MANAiEME~T BPA 4442 

"ATRICES AND LINEA' ALGEa'A aPA .463 

ME~CHANDI5E IU'ING BPA 553. 

METHODS Of TEACHING aASIC aUSINESS IPA 4.52 

MET"OOS Of TEAC"IN' aOOKKEEPING AND 'ELATED SUaJ[CTS I'A 4.54 

M[THODS Of IEACHINi aU51NEIS NON-SIILL SUBJECTS aPA 11.3 

METHDDS Df lEACHING BUSINESS SIILL SUIJECTI a'A '.04 

MEI"OOS Of TEACHING OFfiCE SKILL SUI~ECIS I'A 415J 

MONETA'Y ECONOMICS IPA .225 

MONEY AND aANIING BPA 3250 

MULTI-NATIDNAL CO~'O'ATIDNI IN THE MO'LD [CONDRY .'A 59J2 

OfFICE ORGANIIATION AND MANAGEMENT aPA J10. 

OFfiCE SYSIEMS 8'A 4702 

DIGANIIATION ANO .DMINIST'AfION Of CODP[RATlrE aUSINESS EDueATION 

P~OG'AMS aPA ••0. 

O~GANIIATIONAL IE"AVID~ aPA 4400 

PAITE'NS IN fDICEAILE 'APE BPA 5916 

PERSDNNEL MANAG[MENT IPA 1420 

'E.SONNEL T~AJNING AND MANAiEMENT DEVELOPMENT I •• 46" 

POLICIES AND SI'ATEGIEI OF ADMINIST.AllrE SCIENCE I'A 1499 

POLITICAL ECONO"Y OF GLOaAL INEOUALITY aPA 59J. 

POLITICAL THEORY 8P' 4970 

PDLITICS AND ADMINISTRATIDN BPA 5911 

PDLIIICS Df THt ILLINOIS STATE LEGISLATU'E 1'4 5912 

'ORlfDLIO MANAiEMENT BPA 531. 

PRACTICUM IN aUSINESI EDUCATIDN aPA 419. 

P'INCI'LES AND P'OBLEMS IN IU'INtll EDUCAT.DN IPA 41'. 

P.INCI'LES Of fiNANCIAL MANA'EMENT a'A lJ•• 

PRINCIPLEI DF MACRDECDNDMICS aPA Jt02 

I 
78 CBPA Course Index 
'1IICIPlES OF M'"AI,M,NT I'A 3.01 
'1IICI'lES OF "A'IETII, I'A 35.1 
,.INCI'lEI OF "IC'OECOIOMICI BPA JZII 
'ROIAIllITT I'A I.'. 
PIOIlE"S II COST ACCOUITII& I'A II" 
P'OBlE"S II rll'"CI'l "'"A'E"E"T I'A IJOI 
P'OllE"S II II0UST.IAl 'ElATIOIS I'A 1.25 
PIOIlE"1 II IITEINATIOIAl NAIA'EMEIT I'A 1.'1 
"OIlE"S II IITEII'TIOIAl 'OlITICS I I'A 59JI 
"OILE"S IN "ANAGE"EIT IlrOIMATION ITSTIMS B'A 141. 
P'OILE"S IN "AIAGEIIAL ECOIO"ICS I" 'ZII 

PIOILE"S II ""IETII' "ANA'E"EIT IPA .5., 

"OILEMS II OI'ANllATION'l BEHAfIO. B'A 1.10 

"OILE"S '" PE.SOIIEL "AIA'E"EIT IPA 8421 

,.OllENS II "OOWCTION MANA'E"EIT I" .440 

'RO.LE"S IN TAl ACCOUITINa "A 1110 

PIOOUCTIOI AID INfENTO.T CONT.OL STSTE"S I'A .443 

,.OOUCTION MANAGEMENT IPA J440 

PIOOUCTION PROILE"S AID ANAlTSIS IPA '41' 

'UlliC rlNANCE IPA 4205 

'UILIC PEISONNEL AO"INISTIATION IPA 4930 

PUILIC POLICT 'NAlTSIS IPA 4910 

PUILIC SAFETT ADM11IST'AT10N BPA 591. 

'EAL ESTATE IN'EST"ENT ANALTSIS IPA 4'09 

~EAL ESTATE PIOPE.TT MANAaEMENT 'PA 4'.1 

'ECOIDS AD"INI5T'ATION BPA 37.2 

~EPO'T AND TECHNICAL N.ITIN' BPA 3104 

'ESEAICH IN .USINESS EDUCATIOI BPA •••2 

.ETAll LOCATION PLANNING ST'ATEGT IPA 5542 

'ETAILIN' OPE'ATIONS ANa MANA&EMENT IPA 55J' 

~ETAILINa POLICIES IPA '540 

'ETAILIN' STIATEGIES AND srl.CTURE5 IPA 5537 

SALES O.&ANllATIONS BPA 5570 

SALES TECHNI'UES , 'EAl ESTATE 8.0IEIA&E "A lIO' 

SECUIITT AIAlTSIS "A 13J5 

SELECTION AND PLACEMEIT or 'EI50NNEL IPA 4424 

$E"INAI II ACCOUNTING I'A e19' 
SE"II" II A"E'ICAI INSTITUTIOIS AID fAlUES BPA .91. 
SE"INA. II BUSIIESS EDUCATIO. B'A ••05 
SE"INAI II orrlCE EOUCATIOI IPA '1" 

SEIIIA. IN P'OOUCTION AND OPE'ATIONS MANAGE"ENT BPA 4445 

SEMINA. IN PUlllC IUO'ETII' I'A .220 

SEMINA~ IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT IPA 8970 

SE"INA' IN PUBLIC O'GANJlATION THEO.T 8PA '940 
SE"IN" IN PUlllC 'OlICT BPA 1960 

SEMINA~ II 'ESEARCH "ETHOOS BPA .9J. 
SEMINA. IN U'B'N GOfE'NMENT BPA .920 

SINGLE rAMllT 'ESIDENTIAl APP'AISAl 8PA 4'07 
SMALL 8USINESS AOMINISTPATION 8PA 4430 

SMALL IUSINESS MANAGEMENT 8PA .495 

STATISTICAL OAT' P~OCESSIN' BPA 5409 

STATISTICAL 'ESE"CH DE516N IPA .461 

5T'TISTICS I BPA 34'1 

STATISTICS II 8PA J4'2 

SUIU~IAN POllCT ISSUES B'A 5921 

SUPE.fISIDN IPA 4425 

SUP'EME COUIT IN AME.ICAN POLITICS BPA 5'14 

SU'fET or BUSINESS. CONSUME'. AND .0CATIONAl EDUCATION BPA 8101 

SU.'ET or THE 'EAl ESTATE INOUSTIT IPA 3601 

STSTE" ANALTSIS BPA J485 

TAl ACCOUNTING I B'A 4121 

T'l ACCDUNTIM, II 8PA 4122 

THI.O 10'LD IN PE'SPECTI_EI AN INTE~OISCIPlIIA'T SU~fET 

BPA 59H 
T'AOE-orrs: AN ECONOMICS COU'SE ro. ELE"EITA'T TEACHEIS 
BPA 520. 
u.S. AND ILLINOIS ELECTIONS BPA 591J 

U'IAN ECONOMIC OE_ELOPMENT BPA .110 

UIIAN rUTU.ES 'PA 5920 

U.BAN P.OPE.TIES A'P.AISAl AP'LICATIONS BPA .'11 

10'15HO' ON SECONDAPT ECONOMIC EDUCATION B'A .IOA 
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College of 
Arts and Sciences 
Programs 
Fine and Performing Arts 
Intercultural Studies 
Language and Literatu re 
Media Communications 
Science 
Science Teaching 
Social Sciences 
The College of Arts and Sciences offers courses in language, 
literature, history, political science, international studies, 
photography, women's studies, film, radio and television, 
journalism, urban planning, human ecology, ethnic studies, 
science education, and environmental science. A unique 
feature of the College of Arts and Sciences, distinguishing it 
from traditional liberal arts and sciences colleges, is its em­
phasis on career preparation as well as liberal education. 
Dedicated to cultural enrichment and community service, 
the College sponsors jazz, electronic, symphonic, and 
choral concerts, plays, media productions, and 
photographic and visual arts exhibits. Workshops and sym­
posia in third world studies, race, language and culture fur­
ther enrich the intellectual life of the University and com­
munity. 
Certification 
State certification has been awarded to the English Educa­
tion Program in the Humanities/Social Sciences Division 
and to the Science Teaching Program in the Science Divi­
sion. 
Fine and Performing 
Arts Program 
Majors and Options: 
Music (B.A. & M.A.) 
Music Education (U & G ) 
Music Theory/Composition (U & G ) 
Theatre (B.A. & M.A.) 
Visual Arts (B.A. & M.A.) 
This program brings together the areas of art, music, and 
theatre in an unique combination of program offerings, with 
each discipline maintaining its own identity and artistic in­
tegrity. 
On the assumption that most of the students chosing the 
Fine and Performing Arts are committed to expressing their 
College of Arts and Sciences 81 
perception of the universe in some art form, it is felt that 
they must know their universe from a wide set of perspec­
tives. The Fine and Performing Arts Program therefore, is 
committed to curricula which fulfill that need; at the same 
time, the program enables students to acquire the necessary 
skills in a discipline of their choice. Thus, Fine and Perform­
ing Arts provides a program which stimultaneously broad­
ens the student's perspectives and develops skill-oriented 
competencies. 
Music Major The primary focus of the music curriculum is 
the investigation of 20th Century Music both popular and 
concert. Such a focus does not exclude music before 1900; 
the foundation laid in the first two years of music study pro­
vides an adequate pre-1900s background enabling the stu­
dent to move logically into an investigation of 20th Century 
Music. Where students are found lacking in this back­
ground, they are counseled into remedial noncredit 
courses, independent study, and/or first and second year 
courses offered by other institutions. 
With the understanding that the students will be practicing 
musicians in both the 20th and 21th centuries, needing 
varied musical experiences to function as knowledgeable 
musicians, the courses offered present all musical devel­
opments equally. Therefore, the development of Blues is 
given the same scholarly treatment as the development of 
serial composition techniques. Since the degree of com­
prehension of any music is directly related to the amount of 
personal involvement, performing groups are continually 
engaged in the performance of 20th Century Music. Courses 
are offered in theory, performance, history and literature, 
and methods. 
Options offered in the major are Music Education and 
TheorylCom position. 
PRDGRAN' FINE AND PERFORNING ARTS 

NAJDR' NUSIC 

OPTION' NUSIC EDUCATION 

LEYEL' BACHELOR OF ARTS 

ADNISSION INFORIIATIOII' 

A STUDEIIT IIUST: I) HAYE ACIUIRED All ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 

LEAST 60 SENESTER HOURS OF CREDIT VITH All OYER ALL ·C· DR BETTER 

GPA FRDII A REGIONALLT ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIYERSITTI Z) BE 

IN GOOD STAMOIMG AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDEDI 3) HAYE TVD TEARS 

OF UIIBERGRADUATE CDURSEVDRK IN EACH DF THE FOLLDVIIIG AREAS: 

MUSIC THEDRT '12-16 SH). PRI.ATE STUDT "-8 SH). AND EIISENBLE 

PERFORMANCE ('-8 SH); ') HAVE OIlE TEAR OR UMDERGRADUATE 

CDURSfVORK IN IIUSIC HISTORT (6-8 SH) AIID PIANO (Z-' SH)1 ') 

COMPLSTE AND PASS VITH A GRADE OF C. A IIUSIC THEORT 

PROFICIENCT EIAHIMATIOM ,.IOR TD FIRST REGISTRATIOII. STUDEIITS 

NOT M[ETIMG ADMISSIOII CRITERIA MAT PETITION FIR AOIIISSIDN 

THRDuaH THE OFFICE OF ADNISSIDNS. 

DEGREE RSQUIRENENTS' 

A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A MIMINUM OF III CREDIT HOURS OF 

VIIICII AT LEAST 63 HOURS NUST BE AT THE UPPER DI'ISIDII LE'EL ". 

HOURS REQUIRED. 15 HDURS SELECTED)I Z) ACIUIRE THE 

COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE I 3) ACQUIRE THE 

REQUISITE COLLEGIAL CONPEIEMCIESi ') EARN AT LEAST Z. CREDIT 

HOURS AT GSU. A STUDEll MAT SUISTITUTE ACHIE'ENENT OF 

CDMPETENCIES BT ALTERNATE HETHDDS UPOII APPRDYAL or ADYISOR AND 

UPON INClUSION 1M THE STUDENT'S APPRDYED STUDT PLAM. 

IlEIUIRED CDURSES-'UPPER OI'ISIDM' ( J5 HDUIS) 
APPLUD MUSIC CAS5rr,o F v S 3 II HRS. 
MaTERIALS DF "'SIC I' KEYBOARD CAUZ10 F 1 HRS. 
MATERIALS DF NUSIC I. INTRD CAS5951 F Z HRS. 
HU or MUSIC I: ART or MUS IIDT CAS595Z F Z HRS. 
HUSIC HISTDRY: 18TH , 19TH CMT CA5JZ65 F Z HRS. 
. sAFRD-ANERICAN MUSIC CAS5060 r HRS • 
HI SlOIn OF JAZZ CA55." V HRS ••ZOTH CENTURT MUSIC I CAS6090 F Z HRS. 
NAT Dr IIUSIC III 20TH CENT TEC CAS596t V S HRS. 
LING ftRDCICHILDREN , ADDHSCTS CAS6550 r 5 Z.S MRS.,SDCIAL FDUNDATIOIIS OF EDUC CAS15U r v HRS. 
STUDENT TCHIIGIOBSERYA'TN MUSIC CAS1810 r 1 HRS. 
STUDEIT TEACHING: MUSIC CAS1111 r v 5 HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIYISIONI ( tJ HOUIS) 
SELECT AT LEAST' HOURS FROM AHONGI aa 
GSU CINTEMPDRART EMSEMBLE CAS5111 r v aa HIS.Z 
82 College of Arts and Sciences 
HRS.
.IIIVERSITY ~IIIGERS CASsns F II Z 
IRS.SlIIP..IIC ..10 	 CASSIn F II 5 Z 
GSU CIIORALE 	 CASSIIO F W 2 •• HRS. 
JAZZ IISEIIBLE 	 CASS9Z0 r W S 2 .. HRS. 
SELECT n 
CHORAL 
LEAST J HOURS rROIi 
ARRAIIGUG 
AIIOIG' 
CASSIOO S IRS. 
lin Of IIUSIC II: ORCHESTRATION CASS96Z W HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST , HOURS rROII ~IIOIIG: 
CHORAL IITHS , COIIUCTING 
VOCAL LI TElnURE 
CASS110 
CAS5". F 
II , 
J 
HRS. 
HIS. 
IIISTIVIIEILTAL COIIIUCTIIG CAS5900 r J HRS. 
SP PRII III TCHG IIISTRT'L 118SIC CASliOIO f 2 HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES·-UPPER oIVISIOII: IS HOURS I 
STUOEIITS IIAY ELECT IIORE IIUSIC EDUCATION HOURS FROII AIIOII" 
TEACIIIIIG ELEMENTAR' IIUSIC II 
ElEC MWSIC IN CLASSROOII IIKSP 
CAS6D)1 
CASliO'O 
F S 
S 
2 
Z.J 
HRS. 
HRS_ 
JAZZ NAT'LS rOR TEACHER EDUC CASliDSO S 2 HilS. 
ELECT 2 HOURS rROII ART COIRSES 
orrERIO IIITHIII THE rIlE' PER­
rORIIIIIG ARTS PROGRAII. 
ELECT 2 HOURS rROII THEATRE 
COURses orrEIEO IIITHII THE 
rIllE , PERrORlIlIIG ARTS PROGRAII 
ELECT II HOURS rROII COURSES 
orrERIO THROUGHOUT THE UIIIIER­
SITY (EIClUSIIE or COURSES 
lHE rillE & PERrORIIIIIG ARIS 
III 
PROGRAIII. 
IIAlsrER CREIIT--lOIIER DIIISIOII' ('0 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Fine and Performing Arts 

with a major in Music is 123 hours 

1I0TE(S): 
" 	 THIS COURSE IS orrEREI rlR I CREDIT HOUR. STUOEIIS IIUST 
EIROLl rOR IHREE IRIIIESTERS. TIIO or IIHICH IUSI BE COISECU­
TilE. MUSIC STUDENTS IRE STROIIGlY EIICOURAGEO 10 EIlROLl III 
THIS COURSE EACH IRIIIESTER UIIIIL COIiPlETIIG 'DEGREE 
RE8UIREIIENTS. 
IHBSE COURSES ARE orFEREO rOR I CREDIT H08R EACH' STIOEIITS 
lUST EIIROll FOR AT LEAST' CR HRS. TWO CR HRS or WHICH IIUST 
IE III COILSECUIIIE TRIIIESTERS II TIE SAllE COUISE. IIUSIC 
STUDEIITS ARE SIROIIGLY ENCOURAGED 10 EIIROLL III DIE or IHESE 
COURSES EACH TRIIIESTER UIITIL COIIPLETING DEGREE RE8UIREIIEITS. 
STDDEIIS IIA' -TESI OUT- TO PROVE PROFICIEICY III IHESE 
AIBAS_ IHE TOTAL IIUIIBER or CREDII HOURS IIAY BE REDUCED BY UP 
TO 5 CREDII HOURS FOR STUOEILIS SUCCESSFULLY OEIIOILSTRAIIIIG pun CIE IIC Y. 
F : FALL FO = rALL ODD TEARS rE: rALL EVEII YEARS II = IIIIITER 
10 • llll1TEI DOl YEARS lIE z IIIIIIER' EVEII YEARS S = SPIII6-SUIIIIER 
SO • SPRIIIG-SUMIIER ODD YEARS SE = SPRIIIG-SUIIIIER EVEN YEARS 
II = IIDT SCIIEOULED 00: 011 OEIIAIIO a c IIULTI-COIIPETENCY COURSE 
PROGIAI' FilE AND PERrORlIlIIG ARIS 
IIUORI IIUSIC 
OPTI.I' IIUSIC EOUCATIOII 
lEIEL' IIASTER OF ARIS 
AOILISSIOI IIFOINATIOII' 
A STUOEIII IIUST: I) HAYE AC8UIIEO A IAccalAUIEATE DEGREE FROII 
A IEGIOILALlY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UIIIYEISIIY, ZI HAlE AI UI­
OEIGRAOUATE GPA or 3.0 01 A '.0 SCALE FOR aLL COURSEWORII IN 
TIlE RAJOU' J) BE IN GOOD SnlOIllG AT THE LASt" SCHOOL ATTEIIDEO' 
'I CONPLEIE A PERrOlllAILCE AUOIIIOIL AID IECEIIE A QUALITY 
RATIIS UF'D.- OR aETTER'FROII THE I8SIC AUOITYOI COWIIIITEE 
(1I0lEI TillS AUOIIIOIL IS ISEO 10 OEIERIIIIE PLACEIIENI III 
PERrOIlllAIICE GROUPSI. STUDE illS lOT IEETING AaDIE CRIIERIA IIAY 
IE A.wITrEo CoNOITIOIIALLY PEWOIII' COIIPLETrol OF ANY 
DEFICIENCIES OURIIG THE rlRSI TRIIIESTEI OF ENROlLIIENT. THIS 
ADDITIONAL COURSEMOR~ Will 101 APPLY TOIIARO DEGREE 
IEIUII£IIEITS. ALL SIUOEIIS Will 1£ AOIIITIEI CQIIIIIOIALLY 
PEND IN' PASSING A MUSIC IHEORY PRorlCIENCY EX_MIIIAIIOR PRIOI 
10 THl'TtRSf REGISTRATIOII. THIS rlA"IIAIION ~USEO FOR PlACE­
IlENI IN THEORY COUISES. STUOENIS IIOT IIEETIIIG lOlllSSIOI 
IE8UIIEIENIS "AY PEIIIION FOR AOIISSIOII IHROUGH THE OFFICE OF 
AOIISSIOI5. 
OEGIE£ R"UIREIIENIS. 
A SIUDEII NUSI: II ACIUIIE A lllllIUlI OF 41 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS (31 MOURS RE8UIRED • 4 MDURS ElECIEOI' 2) ACIUIIE lHE 
CIIIPETEIICIES SPEClrlEO rOR THIS DEGREE. J1 ACIUIRE THE 
REOUISIIE COLLEGIAL CORPETEICIESJ ') CONPLEIE A GRADUATE 
PIO~ECT' 51 EARll AT LEASI Z4 GRAOUalE CREDIT HOUIS AT GSU. A 
STUIERT lAY SUBSIIIUIE ACNIEIENElr -DF COIPETENCIES BY IlTERIAIE 
IEIHOIS UPDI APPRO IlL OF AOIISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN IHE 
SI80EII'S APPROvED SIUDY PLAN. 
RElUIREO COURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEL: )0 HOUISI 
APPLIU IIU SI C 
MATERU\.S OF MUS I C I: IIITRO 
IIAT OR IIUSIC I: ART Dr MUS NOT 
BUCII C01IPOSERS 
20TH CEIITURY IIUSIC II 
CAS5160 
CAS5951 
CAS5952 
CASIOU 
CAS6D91 
r 
F 
f 
F 
W 
II 
S 2 
2 
2 
J 
2 
HI: 
HR 
HR , 
HR' 
HR: 
20TH CENTURY IIUSIC III 
IIAT OR IIUSIC II: ZOTH CElT 
COUIT.RPOIIT/rORII 
SOCIAL FOUNOATIOIIS or EDUC 
TEC 
CAS6092 
CAS5961 
CASSIU 
CAS15U 
f 
F 
W 
W 
W , 
2 
J
, 
aa 
HR: 
HR: 
HR: 
HR: 
GRAD RESEaRCH SEIIINAR: IIUSIC CASaJOO W J HR: 
LEARNING 
GRADUATE 
PROCESSES: 
PROJECT III 
AOY TOPICS 
••• 
CAS9050 
CAS99r.G F 
W 
W S 
aa
, 
HR: 
HR: 
REIUIREO AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL. 1 HOURSI 
SELECI AT LEAST J HOURS rRON 
GSU CDITEIP.RARY ENSENBLE 
UNIVERSITY -SIIGERS 
AMOIG: 
"CAS5111 
CAS5195 
r 
F 
II 
W 
J 
J 
..
.. 
HR: 
HR: 
SYMPHONIC BUD CAS5119 r II S 3 
" 
HR: 
GSU CHORALE 
JAll [IISEMBLE 
CAS5ee. 
CASS920 
F 
r 
W 
M S 
3 
"3 .. 
HR: 
HR~ 
SELECT AT LEAST , HOURS rROM AIIONG: 
CHOIAl IITHS , CONOUCTIIIG 
SP PRIB IN ICHG IIISTRT'L MUSIC 
CAS5110 
CASliOIO r 
I , 
2 
HR: 
HR: 
VOCAL PEDAGOGY CASI002 S J HR: 
ADVAIICED CDNDUCTIIG CASIOU S 3 HR~ 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRAOUATE lEVEL' , HOURS I 
SIUOENTS IIAY ELECT aDDITIONAL MUSIC EDUCATION COURSES 
fROM UOIIG: 
YOCAL LITERAIURE CAS5191 r J HR~ 
IEACHIN' ELEMENIARY MUSIC II CASiOlI F S 2 HRl 
ElEC IUSIC IN CLASSROOM WIISP CAS'UO S t.3 HR! 
JAZZ IIAI'LS rOR TEACHER EOUC CAS'050 S 2 HR~ 
ELECT Z HOURS rROII ART COURSES 
DFFER'D IIIIHIN THE rIllE & PER­
FORIIIIG ARTS PROGRAII. 
ELECT 2 HOURS rROII IHEATRE 
COURSiS DFrERED WITHIN THE 
FINE' PERrORlIlNG ARTS PROGRAII 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Fine and Performing Arts 

with a major in Music is 41 hours 

NOIE(S" 
IHIS COURSE IS DrFEREO EACH TRIMESTEI rOR I CREDIT HOUR' 
STIOENTS IIUST ENROLL FOR AI LEAST TID COIISECUTIIE TERIIS. 
IIUSIC STUOEIITS ARE STRONGLY EIICOURAGED TO EIIOLL II THIS 
COURSE EACH IRIIIESTER UIIIL DEGREE RE8UIREMENTS ARE IIET. 
•• 	THESE COURSES ARE orrEREO EACH TRIMESIER FOR I CREDIT HOUR' 
STIDEIIIS lUST ENROLL rDR AT LEAST TWO CDIISECUIIIE TERNS II 
THE SAlE COURSE. IIUSIC STUOENIS ARE ENCOURAGED TO EIIROll 
II DIE or' THESE COURSES EACH IRIIIESIER UITIL DEGREE REQUIRE' 
MElTS ARE IIET. 
STUDENTS NAY ·TESI DUT- TO PROlE PRDFICIEIICY IN IHESE 
ARBAS. ALL GRADUATE STUOEIIIS MUST HAVE OEIIDIISTRAIED COII­
PETEIICY IN THESE AREIS BErDRE 8EING ADIIITTED 10 CAIOIDACY 
III THE PROGRAM' GRADUAIE STUDEIITS NEEOIIG ADDITIOIIAL SKIll 
DE'ElOPMENT III IHESE AREAS IIllL aE RE8UIIEO 10 liKE IIEEDEO 
MaTERIALS OF NUSIC I COURSES IN ADDITIDII TO THE IIIIIIMUN RE­
QUIREIENTS. 
aa 	 THESE COURSES FULrlL THE COLLEGIAL COIIPETENCY REIUIREIIENIS. 
F : rALL ro = rALL ODD YEARS rE = rALL EVEN YEARS II = IIIIITEI 
10 WIIIIER ODD YEARS IE: WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUNNER 
SO SPRIIIG-SUIIIER ODD YEARS SE = SPRIIG-SUIIMER EVEN YEARS 
II 	~ NOT SCHEDULED 00 = 011 DEMAND a = IIULII-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAM' rIllE AID PERrDRNllIG ARTS 
IIAJDR. IIUSIC 
OPIION: IIUSIC THEORY AND COIIPOSIIION 
LEYEl' BACNELOR or ARTS 
ADMISSION IlIrORMATION: 
A SIUDENI MDSI: I) HAVE AC8UIRED All ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAS I 60 SEIESTER HOURS OF CREDII IIIIH All OVERALL -C- DR BEITER 
GPA FROII I REGIONAllY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIIERSIIY. Z) BE 
IN GOlD SIANDIIIG AT IHE LAST SCHOOL AIIENDED; J) HAVE TWO TEARS 
or UIIOEIGRADUATE COURSEIORK III EACH or IHE rOLLOlIlNG AREAS' 
MUSIC THEORY (ll-lli SH). PRIVATE STUDY ('-I SHI. AND ENSEIIBLE 
PEIFOIIIANCE ('-8 SH)' 4) HAlE ONE YEIR OR UIIOERGRAOUATE 
COURSEIORK III MUSIC HISTORY (Ii-I SHI AND PlAID (2-4 SHI. 'I 
COIIPLBTE AND PASS IIITK A GRADE or C. A IIUSIC THEORY 
PRDrlCIENCT EXAMINATION PRIOR TO rlRST REGISTRATIDN. SIUDENIS 
IIOT NCETII' AOIIISSION CRIIERIA lilY PETITION rDR ADNISSION 
THROU8H IHE DrFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
I 
r 

)E&IEE IEIUIIEIEIT~I 
, SrU.EIT lUST: II ACIUIR( A NlllNUN or lZZ CREDIT HOUR~ or 
IHICH AT LEA~T 6Z HOUR~ lUST BE AT THE UPPER OIVIS(OI LEWEL 
,., IIUI~ REIUIRED • 16 HOUR~ ELECTED); Z) ACIUIRE THE 
CONPETENCIE~ ~PEClfl£D fOI THI~ DE&IEEI 5) ACIUIRE THE 
IEIUISITE COLLEGIAL COIPETEICIES;., EARl AT LEAST Z' CREDIT 
HOUIS AT &SU. A STUDE IT IAT SUISTITUTE ACHIEVENENT Of 
COIPETENCIES aT ALTEIIATE N[THODS UPOI APPWOVAL or ADVISOR AND 
UPON INCLusrON IN THE STUDE IT'S APPROVED STUDT PLAI. 
REIUIREO COURSES--UPI'ER OIYISIDN: JZ HOUISI 
APPLIn IUSIC CASS160 f M S 5 I HRS. 
HATEIIALS Of HUSIC I: KEYBOARD CUJZ10 f 1 HRS. 
HATERIALS Of NU~IC I: INTID CA~S9S1 F Z HR~. 
"AT or "usn .. ART OF HUS NOT CASS9SZ F Z HRS. 
IUSIC HISTon: 11TH' 19TH CNT CASlZ6S F Z HRS. 
AFRD-AHERICAI HU~IC CASS060 f 3 HRS. 
HISTDU Of JAZZ cusau M HRS.•lOTH CENTURT NUSIC I CA~"90 F Z HIS. 
COHPOSITIOI/ELECTRONIC HU~IC I CASSI09 r HRS. 
NAT OF NUSIC III ZOTH CENT TEC CASS961 M •3 HR~. 
ELECTRONIC NUSIC II CU1150 II 3 HRS. 
CDNI'OSITION II CA~SIZl M 3 HRS. 
IUUIRED AREAS--UI'I'ER DI"SION: .. HOURSI 
SELECT AT LEAST • HOURS fRON AMONG • .. 
G~U CINTENpORART ENSENBLE CASS111 F M Z .. HR~. 
UNI'ERSITT SINGERS CASS19S f M HRS.Z .. 
STHpH'NIC BUD 	 CASSI19 F II S Z .. HRS. 
G~U CHORUE 	 CASSIIO F M HRS.Z .. 
JAZZ ENSENBLE 	 CASS9Z0 F M S HIS.Z .. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FRON AlONG' 
CHORU ARRUGING CA~SIOO 5 3 HRS. 
IIU Of HUSIC lIZ ORCHESTRATION . CASS"Z II 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 1 HOURS r.oll AIIOIII&> 
CHORAL IITHS , CONDUCTlftS CAS5110 M HRS. 
VOCAL LITERATURE CUS191 F 3 HilS.• 
IN~TRUIIENTAL CONDUCTING CASS900 F 3 HRS. 
ELECTIVE COUIISES--UI'I'EII DIVISION' HOURs)
" STUDENTS NAT ELECT ADDITIONAL NUSIC THEOIT/CONI'O~ITION 
COUIISES fRON ANONG' 
SCOIIIIG fOR FILN , TV CA~S"O ~ Z HRS. 
ELECT Z HOURS FROII ART COURSES 

DFFERID MITHII THE FINE I pER­

fORNING ARTS pROGIAN. 

ELECT Z HOURS fRON THEA TilE 

COUR~ES OffEIlEO MITHIII THE 

fINE I pEllfORNING ARTS I'ROGRAII 

ELECT lZ HOURS fROIi COURSES 

OFFERlD THROUGHOUT THE UNI'ER­

SITT (EXCLUSIVE Of COUR~ES IH 

THE FINE' PERfORlilNG ARTS 

I'ROGRAN). 

TIIANSFEI CREOIT--LOMEI DIVI~ION' "0 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Fine and Performing Arats 

with a major in Music is 122 hours 

NOTElS)' 
I 	 THIS CDUISE IS OFfERED fOR 1 CREDIT HOUR' ~TUOEITS HUST 
ENIOLL FOI THREE TRIIiESTERS. TIIO Of IIHICH RUST IE COR~CU­
lIVE. NUSIC STUDENTS ARE STRONGL' EICOURAGED TO ENROLL IN 
THIS COURSE EACH TRIRESTER UNTIL CONPLETING DEGIIEE 
REQUIRENENTS. 
II 	THiSE COURSES AilE orFERED FOR 1 CREDIT HOUR EACH; SIUDENTS 
RUST EIRDLL FDI AT LEAST. CI HRS. IMO CR HI~ or IIHICH NU~T 
BE IN COIISECUTI'E TRIRESTEIS IN THE SANE COUR~E. IIU~IC 
~TaOENTS ARE STRON'LT ENCOUIIAGED TO EIROLL IN DIE or THE~E 
COURSES EACH TIlIHESTER UNTIL CDNPlETING DEGREE IIElaIRENENTS. 
00 	 STaOENTS NAT -TEST OUT- TO PROVE PRorlCIEIiCT II THESE AREA~ 
ANI IIAT SUBSTITUTE ELECTIVES EQUAL IN CREDIT HOUR~ TO THE 
AIIEAS OF I'ROfICIENC'. 
f = FALL FO = FALL ODD rEAIS FE = FALL E'EN rEARS M = lINTER 
MO IIINTER DOD TEARS ME = MINTER E'EM TEAR~ S z SI'RII6-SUN.ER 
SO ~ SPRING-SUIIRER 000 TEAR~ SE: SPIING-SUIIIIER E'EN TEAlS 
II = NOT SCHEDULED DO = ON DEliA NO a = IIULTI-CONPETENCT COURSE 
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PROGRAN' FINE AIID I'EIFORNING AITS 
IUJDRI IIUSIC 
OPTIOI: IIUSIC THEORT .110 COMI'O~ITIOII 
LEVEL' MASTER or ARTS 
ADNI~~IOI IlrOIIATION' 
A STUIEMT RUST: 1) HAVE ACQUIRED A IACCALAUREATE DE&IIEE rllOM 
• REGIONALLT ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR URIVERSITT; Z) HAlE All UI­
DERGRADUWTE GPA OF 3.0 .. A '.0 SC«LE fOI AL~ COURSEMDRK IN 
THE NAJOR; 3) BE IN 'ODD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTEIDEOI 
" COILPlETE A I'ERFORRAICE AUDITIOII AND RECEIVE A QUALITT 
RATIMG Of -B- OR BETTER FROII THE IUSIC AUDITID. COIIMITTEE 
'NOTE' THIS AUDITION I~ USED TO DETERNINE pLACEMEIT IN 
pERFORIiANCE GROUPS). STUDENT~ NOT IIEETING A8DVE CRITEIlIA IIA' 
BE ADRITTED CONDITIONAlLT PENDING COMPLETION OF ANT 
DEFICIENCIES DUlING THE FIRST TRIMESTER or ENROLLIEIIT. THI~ 
ADDITIONAL COURSEIOIK IILL lOT APPLY TDIIARD DE'REE 
.EQUIIEIENT~. ALL STUDENT~ IIILL IE ADIiITTED COROITIONAlL' 
PENDING pASSl1IG A IIUSIC THEORT PIOFICIEIIC' EXANINATION PRIOR 
TO THE fIRST REGISTRATIOI. THIS EI&NIIATIOII IS ·US£D rOI PLACE­
IIENT IN THEORT COUR~ES. STUOENT~ lOT MEETII& ADMI~SIO. 
REQUIREMENTS HAT PETITTON FOil ADRI~~ION THROUGH THE orflCE or 
ADRISSIDIiS. 
DEGREE REQUIIENENTS, 
A STUDENT IIUST, I) AcaUIRE A NIIIIUR or .Z GRADUATE CIEDIT 
HOUIS '33 HOUIS REQUIRED. , HOURS ELECTED); Z) EARl AT LEAST 
Z' GIAOUATE CREDIT HOUR~ AT G~U; 3) ACQUIRE THE CONPETENCIES 
SPECI~IED FOR THIS DEGREE; .) COMPlETE. GIADUATE PROJECT'S) 
ACQUIRE TH. REQUISITE COLLEGIAL CONPETENCIE~~ A STUDEIT lA' 
SUBSTITUTE ACHIE'EHENT or CDIIPETENCI[~ BT ALTERIIATE IIETHOD~ 
UPON APPROVAL Of ADVISOR AND UPON INCLU~IOII IN THE STUDENT'S 
APPROVED STUDT PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEll 30 HOURS) 
APPLIED MUSI C CASS160 f II S Z I HI~. 
MATERIALS OF IIUSIC I. INTRO CASS951 r Z HIS. 
IIU or flUSIC I: ART OF MUS NOT CASS9SZ F Z HRS. 
BLACK CORPOSERS C&510.Z f 3 HRS. 
ZOTH CENTURT MUSIC II CASU9l M Z HIS. 
ZOTH CENTURT MU~IC III CA~U9Z M Z HIS. 
IIAT OF IIUSIC II. ZOTH CENT TEC C&5S961 I 3 HIIS_ 
COMI'OSITIOII/ELECTRONIC IIUSIC CAS5109 HR~. 
COMPOSITION II C&558Z1 •3 HIS. 
COUNTElIpOIIT/rOIlH CA~S"O HIS. 
GRAD IIESEARCH SEMINAR' MUSIC CASI300 11 •5 HR~. 
GRADUATE P«OJECT IN ••• C&59960 HRS.• 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS rROIi AIIDNG' .. 
'SU C'"TENI'OIARr EN~IIBLE C&55111 r II 3 U HRS. 
UNIV£R~ITT SINGEI~ tA~519S r M 5 HRS...Srlll'HlIlIlC BUD CASSI19 F II S 3 II HI~. 
GSU CIIORALE C&55110 F M 3 HRS... 
JAll EN~E.BLE 	 C&5S9Z0 f I S 3 II HRS. 
ELECTIVE COUIISES--GIIADUATE LEVEL' 9 HOURS) 
STUOENTS IIAT ELECT ADDITIONAL NUSIC THEORT/~RpO~ITIOI 
COURSE~ fROR AIIONG. 
CHORAL ARRANGING CASSIOO S HilS. 
IIAT or IIUSIC II. ORCHESTRATION C&5S96Z HR~. 
SCORIIiG FOR FILR I TV tASS910 ~ HIS. 
STUDIO RECORDING TECHNIQUES CASlist HR~. 
ELECT Z HOUIIS fROIi ART COUII~ES 

OFfERED IITHII THE FIlE I pER­
rORfllNG ARTS pROGRAIi. 

ELECT Z HDUIIS fROM THEA TIE 

COURSIS orFERED MITHIII THE 

FIRE I PERfDRlIlNG ARTS PRDGRAR 

ELECT S HOURS fRDIi COURSES 

DrFERlD THROUGHOUT THE UNIVER­
SITT 'EXCLUSIVE Of COURSES IN 

THE FINE I PERFORNING AITS 

I'RDGRAII). 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Fine and Performing Arts 

with a major in Music is 42 hours 

NDlE(SH 
TIl'S COUR~E IS orHIlEO UCH TRIRESTER rDR 1 CREDIT HOURI 
STIOENTS IIUST ENROLL fOR AT LEAST TID COISECUTIIE fERIiS. 
IIUSIC STUDENTS ARE STRONGLT ENCOURAGED TO E..aLL II THIS 
COURSE EACH TRIIiESTER UITIL DEGIIEE REGUIREIENTS ARE RET. 
U 	 THE~E COURSE·S ARE orr EIE 0 EACH TRlIES TER FOil 1 CREIIT HOURI 
STUDENIS IIU~T ENROLL rOR AT LEAST TIIO CONSECUTIVE TERR~ II 
THB SAlE COURSE. IIUSI~ STUDENTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO EIROLL 
IN ONE OF THESE CDUR~ES EACH TRIIE~TER UITIL DEGREE IIEIUIIE­
IIERTS ARE NET. 
ST'DENT~ NAT -TE~T OUT- TO I'RO'E pRDrlCIENCT IN THESE 
AREAS. All GRADUATE STUOERTS IIUST HnE DEIIOflSTRATED ·· COR­
pETEICT IN THESE ARE&S BErORE BEING Ao.rTfEO TO CA.OIDACT 
IN THE pIOGRAIi. GRADUATE STUDEITS NEEDINIO AODIJIOUL "$IILL 
DEIELOpRENT IN TH[SE AREAS MILL BE REIIUIREO TO lAKE N[[OED 
.J II 
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MATERIALS Of HUSIC I COURSES II AIDITIOI TO THE NIII"UH RE­
IUU[llnTS. 
f = fALL fO t fALL 000 y[ARS fE = fALL EVEN YEARS M = WIITEI 
MO MIITER ODD YEARS ME = MINTER E'EN YEARS S a SPRING-SUNNER 
SO = SPRING-SURMER 000 YEARS SE = SPRIIG-SUIMER E'EN YEIRS 
II 	• NOT SCHEDULED 00 = 01 DENAID a = NULTI-CDMPETEICY COURSE 
Theatre Major Governors State University Theatre is com­
mitted to the principle that theatre is essentially a live' 
action-oriented experience which is best learned by 
"doing" and is therefore characterized as production­
oriented. However, theatre theory and speech make up an 
important part of the student's overall theatre production. 
Most of the skill development courses require participation 
in the production program. The GSU Theatre produces 
several major and studio productions each year. Casting for 
all major productions is open to the entire University and 
community with casting preference given to GSU Theatre 
students. 
PIOGIAN' filE AND PERfORNING ARTS 
NAJOIl THEATRE 
lE'EL' BACMELOI Df ARTS 
ADIISSIDI INfOINATION' 
A STUIENT lUST' I) HAVE ACIUIIEI AI ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 6Q SEHESTER HOURS Of CREDIT MITH AN OVERALL ·C· OR· BETTER 
SPA fRON A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNI'ERSITY' Z) IE 
II '000 STAIOIIG AT THE LAST SCHaaL ATTEMBED •• STUDENT SHOULD 
HA'E PRIOR 'COURSEMORK II' ' INTRODUCTION TD'THEATRE. STAGECRAfT. 
BEGIINING ACTIIG. AND PHOIETICS OR VOICE AND ARTICULATION. 
STUDEITS NOT NEETIIG ADIISSION CRITERIA lAY PETITIOI fOR 
ADNISSION THROUGH TII£ OfnCE Of ADMISSIONS. " 
DE'REE R~QUIREIENTS. 
A STUOENT lUST. I) ACQUIRE A NININUN Of IZO CREDIT HOUIS Of 
IHICI AT LE.ST 60 HOURS HUST IE AT THE UPPEI DIVISIOI LE'ELJ Z)
ACQUIRE THE COMPETEICIES SPECifiED fOR THIS DEGREE; J) ACQalRE 
A NllrHUN Of )6 CREDIT HOURS IN THEATRE COURSES; .) CONPLETE AT 
tEAST 15 CREDIT NDUIS OUTSIDE Of THE NAJOR MHICH NUST INCLUDE 
Z HOUNS IN MUSIC AND Z HOURS IN ART; 5) COIPlETE ALL OTHEI 
LEAIN..' EXPERIENCES AGHEED UPON IN THE srUOENJOS STUDY PLU. 
AND 61 EARN A NININUN Of Z. CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUDEIT "AY 
SUBSTITUTE ACHIE'E"ENT Of CONPETENCIES IY ALTERNATE NETHODS 
UPON APPRD'AL or AD'ISOR .10 UPOI IICLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S 
APPRO'EO STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DUISIDI' 19 NOUU) 
TNEATIE HISTORY I 
TNEATRE HISTORY II 
SURYEY Of MESTERN DRAMA 
SUR'E' or MESTERN ORANA 
NAKE-UP fOR STAGE 
ADYUCED ACTUG 
OIRECTlIG 
I
.. 
CASUOO 
CAS6) 10 
CASiz,n 
CUiZ'za 
CAS6HO 
CASilU 
CASiZOO 
f 
M 
ME 
MO 
M 
Z•• 
Z•• 
Z
•) 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION. 11 HOUIS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS fRON ANONG: 
HISTU.Y Of STAGE COSTUIES 
SCENE DESIGN 
NaTERIALS Of STA'ELI'HTING 
CAS6010 
CAS61Z0 
CASU10 
fO 
MO 
ME 
) 
) 
) 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AI LEAST II HOURS fRON ANONG: 
BLACK DRUA 
SUNNER T"EATRE PRACTICUN 
PLAY ..aD II SECOIDARY SCHOOl 
BIITISHteANAOIAN THEATRE EXPER 
CREATI'E ORAIATICS I 
CMILORE.'S TOURII' THEATRE 
ACTIIG STYLES , THEORIES 
CHILDREN , TELE'ISIOI 
CAS5100 
CASiZ60 
CAS6Zl0 
CASiZIO 
CASiHO 
CASU81 
CASiUO 
CAS1UI 
W 
M 
S 
S 
S 
II 
) 
Z-' 
) 
z-.
•Z-' 
) 
) 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELECTI'E COUISES--UPPER 01'151011 Z. HOUIIS) 
ELECT L HOUIS fROII- IUISIC 
COUISIS OffERED MITHrl THE 
filE , PElraalllG ARTS PROGRA" 
ELECT Z HOURS fRDN AIT COURSES 
OffERlD MITHII THE fINE' PER­
fOIIII' ARTS PROGRAI. 
ELECT ZO HOUIS fROI COURSES 
erfEI'1 THIOU'ROUT THE UNI'EI­
SITY '0 fULfiL DEGREE REQUIRE­
IENrs. 
TIAISfER CIEI,T--LOMER OI"SIONI (60 HOUIS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts with a major in Theatre is 120 hours 

f • fALL fO. fALL 000 YEAIIS fE = fALL EVEI YEAIS M =MIITER 
MO z MIITER ODD YEARS ME z MIITER E'EN YEAIS S· SPRII'-SUINER 
SO • SPIII'-SUIRER 000 YEARS SE z SPRIIG-SUNHER E'EN YEARS 
SS = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = 01 DENAID a = RULTI-CORPETEICY COUISE 
PRO'IARI filE AID PERfORRIIG ARTS 
MAJOR. THEATRE 
LEVEL. NASTER Of ARTS 
ADNISSIOI IlfOIMATIONI 
A STUIEIT MUST' I) HA'E ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE fROI 
A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UII'ERSITYI Z) BE IN GOOD 
STAIOII' AT THE LAST SCMOOL ATTEIDEOI ) MA'E AI UIOERGRADUATE 
MAJOI II 'rNEATRE 011 OENOISTRATABLE AID DOCURrlTEO PIOfESSIOIAl 
EXPERIEICE II THEATRE AIITS. STUOEITS lOT IEETII' THE THIRD 
CIITEIIA lAY PETITIOI TO THE 'SU THEATRE fACULTY fOR PRD'ISIOI­
AL AONISSIOI TO THE GRADUATE NAJOR. STUDEITS lOT NEETIIG 
ADRISSIOI CIITERIA MAY PETITIOI fOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE 
OffiCE Of AONISSIOIS. 
DEGREE REOUIRENEITS' 
A STUOEIT lUST' I) ACIUIRE A llllROI Of )Z GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURSI Z) ACQUIRE THE CORPETEICIES SPECIfiED fOR THIS OE6I1EE; 
5) 'COIPLETE AT LEAST 9 CREO.T HOURS OUTSIDE THE NAJORJ .) 
CONPLETE a COMPREHEISI'E EXA"IIATION II THEATRE; 5) CONPLETE A 
'IAOUATE PIOJECT' 6) CORPLETE ALL OTHER LEARNING EXPERIENCES 
A'REED UPOI II THE STUOEIT'S STUDY PLAII 1) EARN AT LEAST Z. 
GIAOUATE CREDITS AT GSU AID I) "A'E COIPLETEO TNE PIEREIUISITE 
UIOER&RADUATE COURSE MORI OR EOUI'ALEIT IN CASi01D. CASiIZO. 
CASiZ91. CASiJIO. AID CASiJIO. (IOTE: 'RAIUATE STUIENTS 
LAcell' COIPETEICY II THESE COURSES MILL BE IEOUIREO TO TAKE 
THEI I. A'O~TION TO 6RAOUATE DE GlEE REIUIRENEITS_) A STUDEIT 
MAY SUISTITUTE aCHIE'EIENT Of CONPETEICIES 8Y AlTERIATE "ETHOOS 
UPOI APPRO'AL Of AO'ISOR AND UPOI IICLUSION II THE STUOERT'S 
APPRO'ED STUDY PLAI. 
REQUIRED COUISES--'RADUATE LE'EU ZJ HOURS) 
DRARATIC CRITICISN CASiZ90 W ) HRS. 
'lAD RESEARCH SEIIIARI THEATRE CASUZO f HRS ••TMEATRE HA"AGENEIT CAS1II80 W ) HRS. 
'.0 SIR TECH TNEATRE PROO-OTRS CASUZl S HRS ••GRADUATE DIRECTIIG SENINAR CASIBO S 1-' HRS. 
GIAOUATE PROJECT IN ••• CAS"6O f W S 5 HRS. 
ELECTI'E COURSES--GIADUATE LE'El' 9 HOUIS) 
ELECT Z HOURS fRON ART COURSES 

OffER'O MITHIN THE fINE , PER­

fDRRIIG ARTS PROGRAR. ,. 

ELECT Z HOURS fROR IUSIC 

COUISlS OffERED WITHIR THE 

fIlE • PERfDRNING ARTS PRO­

GRAI. " 
ELECT 5 HOUIS fROI COURSES Of­

fERED fOI GRADUATE CREDIT 

THROUQHOUT THE URI'ERSITY (EX­

CLUSI'E or COURSES II THE 

THEATRE NAJOR) • 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Fine and Performing Arts with a 
major in Theatre is 32 hours 
10TE(S)I 
•• 	If THE STUDE"T HAS SATlsrlED THE ART AND "USIC REQUIREIENTS 
AT THE UIOER'"ADUATE LE'EL. THEY NAY SO.STITUTE OTHER 
ELICTI'ES UPOI APPROVAL Of ACADENIC ADVISOR. 
f • rALL fO z fALL 000 YEAIS fE. fAll E'EI YEARS M = MIITER 

MO • MIITER ODD YEARS ME = MINTER E'EI YEAIS S. SPRING-SUIRER 

SO SPIII'-SURIER DID YEAIS SE = SPIII'-SUINEI E'EI YEARS 

SS • lOT SCHEDULED 00. 01 DENAID a· "ULTI-CORPETENCY COURSE 

r -7 dZilz c- , 
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ElECTI'E CDURSES--UPPER DI'ISION: 11 HOUIS)Visual Arts Major The Visual Arts major at Governors State 
University is based upon a definition of arts as "skill and ELECT Z ADDIT.OIAL HOURS fROI 
COUISIS II 'IDDERI A.t DR THEtechnique" and "intellectual activity." Studio courses in 	 CULTURAL AID SOCIAL ASPECTS or 
Alt. (COIPETENCIES 4 , .)sculpture, painting, design, printmaking, drawing, and 
ceramics, provide instruction for skill and technique enabl­ ELECT Z HaUlS rRON IUSIC 
COURSIS OffEIEO WltH11 tHEing the student to become a mature artist in command of r.IE & PERfORIIN' AltS PRO'RAI 
materials and ideas, capable of expressing an individual ELECT Z HOUIS fROI tHEATRE 
view. Classes in art history treat art objects as historical COUISES OfrEIEO WITHIN THE 
rilE , PElfallIN' ARTS P"O'"AIdocuments related in subject, style, technique, and material 
ELECt II HOURS fROI COURSESto other works of art and interpret their content and purpose OffEI'O THROUGHOUT THE UNI'ER­
in light of the attitudes and circumstances in which the ob-' SITY DR tHE COLLEGE Dr ARTS 
AID SCIEICES (EXCLUSIWE orjects are created. COUISES II tHIS IAJOR.) 
PRD'RAI' filE AND PERrORIII' ARTS tRAISfEI CREDIT--LOWER DI'ISION' (60 HOURS )
IAJOR. 'ISUAL ARTS 
LE'EL' IACHELDR Of ARTS Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Bachelor of Arts in Fine and Performing arts with a ADIISSIDI IlrORIATIOI' major in Visual Arts is 120 hours LEAST 60 SEIESTER HOURS or CREDIT WITH AI D'ERALL ·C· DR BETTER 
'PA fRDI A .E'IOIALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE DR UII'ERSITY' Z) BE MOIEUH 
II GOlD STAIOII' AT THE LAST SCHaOL ATTEROEOJ J) HA'E II-Z4 
SEIESTER HOUIS VITH AT LEAST 1-' HOURS II . ARt HIStORY AND •• THE IIIIIUI IUlaER or CREDIT HOURS REQUIRED IN StuDIO 
10-1' HOURS IN StlOIO COU.SES INCLUOIN' ORAWIN' I , II. DESI'N COURSES IS JO. STUDEITS lUST ACQUIRE THESE JO CIEOIT HOURS 
I , II. AIV STUDIO ELECTIWES. ay COIPLEtIN' A IIMIIUI OF. 4 CREDit HOUR~ .. REtUIREO 
COURSESJ ZO CREDIT HOURS IN SELECTI'E COURSES DIStRIBUtED 
AS rOlLDWS AIDI' PAIITING (~). PRINtlAKIIG (4). SCUl.PtuRE 
DE'REE REQUIREIENTS, (4). IRAWIN' (i). AND OESI'N (Z); AID i CREDit HOURS II AO­
A StUDENT luSt. I) ACQUIRE A llllRUI Dr IZO CREDIT HOURS Dr DITIOII£' STUDIO CDURSES'II THE ABO'E AREA~. 
WHICH At LEASt '0 HOURS lUSt iE At THE UPPER DI'ISIOI LE'EL (4J HIURS REIUIREO • 11 HOURS ELECTED)J Z) EARN A 1111 ..1 or 
Z4 CREDit HOURS At 'SUJ J) ACIUIRE tHE CDIPETENCIES SPEClrlED I CREDIt HaURS EARIED f .. COURSES LISTED lORE THAM DICE II A 
fOR tiiS DE'REE. A STUDEIT lAY SUISTltUTE ACHIE'EIEIT Dr CUIRICULUI lAY lOT BE USED to SAtlSrY tHE REQUIREIEltS or 
COIPETENCIES IT ALTERNAtE IEtHDOS UPON APPRO'AL Dr AO'ISOR AND IDlE tHAI DIE COIPETENCY. 
UPOl IICLUSIOI II THE StUDENT'S APPRO'EO STUDY PLAN. 
f • fALL fO = FALL DOD lEARS rE. fALL EWEI TEARS W = nITER 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER OI'ISIOI' 4 HOUIS) VO • liNtER DOD YEARS IE. IIItER EVEI YEARS S = SPRINS-SUIIER 
so • SPRIN'-SUIIER DOD YEARS ~E = SPRIIG-~URW[R E'EN YEAIS 
SCULPTUIEI J-D DESI'" IN rABR CAS56JI S Z-4 HRS. II = lOT ~CHEDULEO DD. ON OEIAMO a z IUl.TI-CORPEtENCY COURSE 
IIt.OISI'N I' ORV' GRAPHIC lIP CAS5110 V Z HRS. 
IEQUIRED AREAS--UPPER OI'ISIDI' n HDUI$) 
SELECT At LEAST 4 HOURS fRON PAINT II' COURSES: •• 
PAIITIN' COlPOSITION CAS5611 fE Z-J HRS. 

AO'ANCEO PAIltIIG , IRAWII' CAS51001 WE Z-J H.S. 'ROGRAI' fINE AND PERf OilING A.t~ 

PAIRTIN' , DRAWII' COIPOSltlOI CAS51011 WO Z-J HRS. IAJOR' 'ISUAL ARtS 

PAlltIN" SPECIAL PROBLENS CAS5111 SO Z-4 HRS. LE'EL' lASTER or lRtS 

SELEct At LEAST 4 HOURS fRDI PRIITIAlIN' COURSESI •• AOIISSIOI IlfDRIATIOI' 
P.IITIAlIN" AD' PRTWK' PROC'S CAS5'60 f J-4 HRS. A ~TUIEIT RUSt: I) HAVE A BACCALAUREATE IEGREE NITH A IAJOR IN 

AI' PRtl" I. VOOOCUT TECH I'W CAS546Z f 2.J HRS. ,ISUAL ARTS rROI A IEGIDIALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNI'ERSITYJ 

AD' PITNK' III COLOR REDUCE WO CAS546J f Z.J HRS. Z) BE IN GOOD STAIOIIG AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTEIOEOJ 3) SUPPLY 

PRIITIAlII': AD, ANCED STUDIO CAS5464 I S Z HRS. A PORTFOLIO or 10-IZ DRAIINGS AND PHDTDGRAPMS DR SLIDES Of AO­

AD' PRNTN"'SERIGRPHT/LITHO'RP CAS5500 S J-4 HRS. 'AICED WOIK; 4) SUBIIT A PROPOSAL OUTLIIIIG ACADFNIC GOALS 

lIT" SUPPORTING RATIOIALE AID PLA. Of STUIY. StUDEITS NOT 
SELECT AT LEASt 4 HOURS flOI SCULPtURE COURSES: •• IEETIIG AOIISSIDN CRITERIA lAY PETITIOI FOR AOII~SION THROUGH 

SCULPtURE' IEtAL I CAS5510 f 2 HRS. THE orflCE Of AOIISSIDNS. 

SCULPTURE' AD' IETAL IlSP II CAS5511 f WE 2-4 HRS. 

SCULPtU.E: J-O 1000 CAS57Z0 fO S Z-' HRS. DEGREE IEQUIRENENTS' 

SCULPtURE, ART IEtAL CAS51Z1 I 2-J HRS. A StUDEIT lUST: I) ACDUIRE A NIIIIUI or JJ GRADUATE CREDIt 

SCULPtURE: AD' fIGURE IDOELIN' CAS51Z5 SE J HRS. HOURS (Z5 HOUR~ REIUIRED •• HOURS ELECTED; Z) EARl A IIIIIUI 

SCULPTURE I CERAIICS CAS5160 I S J HRS. Dr Z4 GRADUATE CREDIt HDURS AT GSUJ J) ' ACQUIRE tHE 

SCULPTURE: fIBER. CLAY, NETAL CAS51611 f 2 HRS. COIPETENCIES S'EClrIED rOR tHIS OE'"EEJ 4) COIPLETE A 'RADUATE 

tHESIS DR PIOJECT. A STUDEIT lAY SlaStlTUTE ACHlE'EIEIT DF 
SELECt At LEAST Z HOURS fROI AION' OESI'" COURSES: •• COIPETENCIES IT ALtERIATE IEtHODS UPOI APPRO'AL or AD'ISDR AID 

AI' OS'" PRII II. Z-O OS'N CAS51JI I 2 IIRS. UPON IICLUSION II THE STUDENT'S A'PRO'ED StUDY PLAI_ 

SCULPTURE. fIBER. CLAY. IETAL CAS51611 f Z HRS. 

SELECT AT LEAST ~ HOURS fROI AION' DRAM ..' COUISES: .. REQUIRED CDURSES--GRAOUATE LE,EL. Z HOURS) 
LIEE,S1UD~. ORAILNG CAS5560 FE 2.,4, , JUtS. 

AI'AICED PAIITING , ORAWIIG CAS51001 lIE Z-J HR5. GRADUATE PROJECt II ••• CAS.'.O f I 5 Z HIS. 

PAINTIN' , DRAWII' COMPDSITIOI CAS51DII 10 2-J HRS. 

AD, DRAIIN" LifE StOY-AIST/EX CAS570Z ro Z-4 HRS. REQUIRED AIEAS--'RAOUATE LE'EL' ZJ HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEASt 4 HOURS fRDN AION" fRDN ORE or THE rOUR AREA~ Dr PAlltlNG. 'IINTIAIING, 

ART Of AnO-AMERICANS ' CAS5010 SO Z-J HRS. 

ARHORNS CAS5019 I J HRS. SCULPTUR.... ARt HISTOIY_ tME STUDEMT last SELECT AT 

AIE.ICAN ART. fOLK tRADITIONS CAS5014 SE Z-J HRS. 

100ERI ART. GREAT ARTISts CAS5oe5 fE 2-4 HRS. LEAST U HOURS. 

MOIIEN UTISJS CAS50a6 S J HRS. 

ART SUCE 1945 CAS5594 ME Z-4 HRS. 'AIlTlIG_ 

ZOtH CENTURY ART , ARCHITECtU. CAS561Z I' I' " 2-4 HRS. PAlltllG COIPOSITIDI CAS5611 fE Z-J HRS. 
AD'AICED PAIITING , ORAWIIG CAS51001 IE Z-J HRS. 
SELECt AT LEAst J HOURS fROI AIDIH' PAINTING , DRAIIIG COIPOSITIOI CAU1D1 10 Z-J HRS. CAS5111 SO Z-4 HRS.tHIRD WORLD AESIHEtICS CAUO" W J HRS. .AINTII'" SPECIAL PIOBLEIS 

.al-IESTERN ART SEIIIA•••••• CAS55'Z f Z-J HRS. 
 PAlltING: AI AIALYTICAl APPRCH CASI050 fE Z-J HRS. PAIITIIGI AIALYSIS , CDIPOSlt. ClSlO'O IE Z-J HilS.IEStERI ART SENINAR CAS55tJ W Z-J HRS. GRADUATE PAIITIIG COIPOSltlON CASIIOO 10 Z-J HR~. 
SELECt AT LEAST 6 HOURS fRO I AIOI', 

ART g[ tIE SOUTH PAClrlC CAS5081 SO Z-J KRS. PUlnUING: 
 HRS.PRlltlKKII'a AD' PITllG PROC'S CAS5460 fPRE-CDLUIBIAI AIT Of IlESO-AIER CAS5J10 Z-J HIS. HRS.CAS546Z fART OF. fl.ST AIERICAIS (AI II) CAS5JII SE Z-4 HRS. AD' PRTR'G II WOODCUt TECH 1'" HRS.2-J HRS. AD' PIT..G III COLOR IIEOUCE WD CAS546J fARt Of lEst ArRICA CAS5J1Z HRS_l-J PRIITI"II': 	 CAS5464 I SARI Ofi CEITRAL AfRICA CAS5JIJ I HRS. 	 AD'AICED STUDIO HR~.2-J HRS. AD' ,.NTII':SERIGR'"'IlITHOGRP CAS5500 SPRE-CILUMIIAI ARt Of SOUtH AI CAS5J14 I HRS.HRS. PRIITIAlIIG' GRADUlTE IITA'LID CASInoARt AID SOCIEtT 	 CAuno f l-J I 
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Intercultural Studies 
Majors and Options: 
African Cultures (B.A. & M.A.) 

Humanistic Studies (G) 

Historical Studies (G) 

Socio-Political Studies (G) 

Hispanic Cultures (B.A. & M.A.) 
Humanistic Studies (G) 
Historical Studies (G) 
Socio-Political Studies (G) 
The Intercultural Studies Program examines the socio· 
political, historical and humanistic developments of the 
cultures of African, Hispanic and Asian peoples in American 
central urban areas and in selected developmental regions. 
Offerings are also included in international relations and 
languages. 
The focus of the program is interdisciplinary and com· 
parative. The program's concern is to train students to 
evaluate and analyze "third world cultures," how they in­
teract with one another, and the degree to which they have 
been affected by Europeans. Students may prepare 
themselves for advanced study in the professional schools, 
as secondary and community college teachers, job­
upgrading where intercultural studies is useful, new careers 
in public service and advanced developmental area studies 
and international studies. 
African Cultures Major The undergraduate major in African 
Cultures studies the historical, humanistic and socio­
political problems of structures, institutions and processes as 
they affect Blacks and Latinos in American central cities. The 
undergraduate major may also concentrate studies on 
Black, Hispanic and Asian peoples in developing countries, 
and interregional areas. A core of courses team-taught by 
humanists, social scientists and area specialists are required 
to broaden the comparative perspective of students and to 
sensitize them to the problems of cross cultural interaction. 
Coursework is concerned with providing knowledge and 
skills for careers and understanding problems, policies and 
issues in urban, developmental or interregional setting. 
The master's degree examines the socio-political, historical 
and humanistic developments of Blacks, Hispanics, and 
Asians in American central cities and developmental areas. 
Within a conceptual/interdisciplinary framework, the stu­
dent declares an option in Socio-political, Historical or 
Humanistic studies. 
PROGIIAII' IIITEIlCULTURAL STUDIES 

IIAJOII' AflllCAN CULTURES 

LE'EL' BACNELOII Of ARTS 

AOIIISSIOII IlIfORMATIDN: 
A STUIEIIT MUST. I) HAYE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGIIEE 011 IT 
LEIST 60 SEIIESTER HOURS OF CREDIT MITH AN OYER ALL ·C· OR BETTER 
GPA fROII I REGIOIIILLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE 'OR UIIIYERSITY;- 2) BE 
III GOOD STAIIDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTEIIOED. STUDEIITS IIOT 
MEETIIIG AOIIISSIDM CRITERIA IIAY PETITIOII FOR AOIIISSIOII THROUGH 
THE OfFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 
DEGIIEE RfQUIREIIEIITS: 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A IIIIIIIIUII Of 120 CREDIT HOURS Of 
MilICH IT LEIST 60 HDHRS MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIYISIOII LE'EL (36 
HOURS IIEOUIRED • ZO\ HOURS ELECTED); 2) EARll IT LEIST 20\ IIOURS 
IT GSU; 3) ICQUIRE THE COIIPETEIICIES SPECIfIED FOR THIS DEGREE. 
A STUDEIIT RAY SUBSTITUTE ICHIE'ENENT Of COIIPETEIICIES IIY 
ALTERIATE IIETHODS UPOII APPROYAL Of ADYISOII AIID UPOII IIICLUSIOII 
III THE STUDEIIT'S APPROYED STUDY PLAN. 
SCULPTUIIE' 
SCULPIUIIE, IIEUL I 
SCULPTURE. AD' METAL IIIISP II 
SCULPIUIIE. J-D DESIGII III fABIl 
SCBLP~uaE•. I-D MaDO 
SCULPTURE: AIT RETAL 
SCULPTURE. AD' fl'URE IIOOELlII' 
SCULPTUIE, CEIIAIICS 
SCULPTURE' fIBER. CLAY. IIETAL 
SCULP I. GRAD SEIIIIIAR J-O OS'" 
SCULPTURE, J-O DESIGII III 
SCULPTURE' GRADUATE STUDIO 
ART HISTDIIY' 

ART Of AfRO-ARERICAIlS 

ART 0' THE SOUTH PACifIC 

AIIERICAII ART. fOLI TRADITIOIIS 

IIOOERI ART: GREAT ARTISTS 

IIOIIEI AlII STS 
PRE-C~UIIBIAII ART Of IIESO-AIIER 
AIT OF fIRST AIERICAIIS (All III) 
ART DE IIEST AFRICA 
AIT Ofi CEIITRIL AfRICA 
¥RE-COLUIIBIAII ART Of SOUTH All 
MESTEIlII ART SEIIIIIAR 
ART SIIICE 190\5 
20TH ~EIITURY ART , ARCHITECTUR 
EQUnALEU)Z • 
DESIGI' GRAD DSGI' TMO DIIIISML 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS fROII AIIOIIG. 
AliT Of AfRO-AIIERICAIIS 
ARTfORIIS 
AIIEIICAI AlT. fDLI TRADITIOIS 
IIOOERII AlT' GREAT ARTISTS 
MOMEII ARII STS 
ART SIIICE .,0\5 
20TH tEIITURY ART' ARCHITECTUR 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS fROM AIIOIIG. 
THIRD MOlLO AESTHETICS 
IION-IIESTERII ART SEIIIIIAR ••••• 
IIESTERII ART SEIIINAR 
SCULP I' GRAD SEIIIIAR J-D DSGII 
GRADUATE SEIIIIIAR' PAIIITIIIG 
GRAD SEMI liAR' PRIIITIIAIIIIG 
SELECT Al LEAST 5 HOURS fROII ANOIIG. 
ART UP THE SOUTH PACIfIC 
PIlE-CILUIIIIAN ART Of IIESO-ANER 
AlT "UP fllS'T UERICAIIS (All III) 
ART Of IIEST AfRICA 
AIT OF CEIITRAL AfRICA 
PWE-c.LUIIBtAII AIT Of SOUTH All 
ART AID SOCIETY 
ELECTIYE COURSES--GRADUATE LE'EL' 
ELECT 0\ HOURS fROM COURSES Of­
fERED fOI GIADUATE CREDIT 
THROUBftOUT THE UNIYERSITY (EX­
CLusr'E OF COURSES III THE 
PROGRAII) TO fULfIL COLLEGIAL 
COIIPETEIICIES. 
ELECT 2 HOURS fROII IIUSIC 
COURSIS OffERED MITHIII THE 
flllE , PERfOlllllllG ARTS PROGRAII 
ELECT 2 HOURS fROII THEATRE 
CDUIISIS OFfERED IIITHIII THE 
flllE , PEllfORlIlIIG ARTS PROGRAII 
CAS55110 f Z 
CAS5511l f ME 2-0\ 
CAS5UI S 2-0\ 
t..US120 .ro. S . . . 2.,4­
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
. HIS • 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HilS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HilS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
III 
DIAMIIIG AID DESIGII BEfORE BEIIIG ADIIITTED TO CAIDIDACY III THE 
Pl8&lIII; GRIDUITE STUDE 1115 IIEEOIIG AODITIOIlIL SKILL 
DEfElOPIIEIIT III THESE AREAS MILL IE IIEOUIIIEI TO TAKE DRAIIIIG 
1111 DESIGII COURSES III 10DITIDil TO THE IIIIIIIIUII IIEOUIIIEIIEIITS. 
I 	 CII'OIT HOURS EARIIED fORCOUIlSES LISTED IIORE THill OllCE III A 
CUIIRICOLUII lilY MOT BE USED TO SATISFY THE REOUr.EIIEITS OF 
IIOIE THAll OIlE COIIPETEIICY. 
CAS5121 
CAS5125 
CAS5160 
CAS511U f 
CASIOIOI 
CASlOll 
CASI.,I 
CAS50101 
CAS501l1l 
CAS50lU 
CAS501151 fE 
CAS50llil 
CAS~>JIOI f 
CAS5JIlI 
CASSJl21 f 
CAS5JIJI II 2-J 
CASSJlU M 2-J 
CASS59J1 M 2-J 
CAS559U liE 2-0\ 
CAS56121 IS IS IS 2-0\ 
STUOEIITS IIEEOIIIG ADDITIOIIAL OE'ELOPIlEIIT Of DRAIIIIG SKILLS 
IIAY BE R!IUIRED TO COIIPLETE OIlE 01 IIOIE Of THE fOLLOMllIG 
COUIISES •• 
LIfE STUDY' ORAMIIIG CAS5560 fE 
AO'AII~EO PAIITIIG , ORAMIIIG CAS51001 ME 
AOY DRAMIIG' LIfE STDY-ABST/EX CAS5102 fO 
STUDEIITS IIEEOIIIG ADDITIOIAL OE'ELUPIIEIIT II DESIGII SIILLS 
IIAY BE IIEOUIRE. TO COIIPLETE TIlE fOLLOMllIG COURSE 
CASIl20 
CASS0101 
CASS019 
CAS50au 
CAS501151 fE 
CASSOl61 
CAS559U 
CASS6121 IS 
CAS50a1 
CAS5592 f 
CAS5S9JZ 
CAsaOIOI 
CAsa220 
CASI2S0 
CAS50au 
CAS5JlOI f 
CAS5JlU 
CAS5JI21 f 
CAS5JIJI 
CAS5JlU 
CASS590 f 
a IIOUIIS) 
M 2-J 
SE J 
'M S J 
2 
S 2 
MO J 
M 2-J 
SO 2-J 
SO 2-J 
SE 2-J 
2-0\ 
S J 
2-J 
SE 2-0\ 
2-J 
(OR THE 
SE 2-J 
M 
ME 
IS 
SO 
SE 
5 
IS 
2-J 
J 
2-J 
2-0\ 
J 
2-0\ 
2-0\ 
M 
M 
S 
S 
S 
J 
2-J 
2-J 
2 
2 
2 
II 
II 
SO 
SE 
2-J 
2-J 
2-0\ 
2-J 
2-J 
Z-J 
2-J 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Fine and Performing Arts with a 
major in Visual Arts is 33 hours 
IIOTE(5): 
• ALL &aAIUITE STUIEIITS N8ST HIYE DEIIOIISIRATED CONPETEIICY 
f = fALL fO = fALL ODD YEIIIS fE = fiLL EYEII YEllS M = MIIITER 
10 = lllfER ODD YEARS liE a IIIIITEIl E'EII YEIRS 5 = SPRIIIG-SUIIIIEIl 
SI z SPIIIIG-5UIIIIEIl OlD YEaRS SE = SPRIIIG-SIIIIIIER EYEII YEAIIS 
SS = I.r SCIlEIVLED 00 = 011 DEWIIID a = IIULTI-COIIPETEIICY COUIISE 
1 
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IEtUI.ED COU.S[S--UPPE. 0.'.5.DII 
T•••• WollD STUDIES CONFERENCE 
:EIUI.£I AREAS--UPPER ol'ISlo•• 
J HDUIS, 
CAsn.oa I 
JJ HOURS) 
1-) HRS. 
PRO&RIR: [NTERCUlTURAl STUDIES 
NAJOR. AFRICAR CULTURES 
OPT [ON: SOCIa-POLITICAL STUDIES 
lEVEL: NASTER Of ARTS 
AOMISS[ON INfORRATION'
,ElEn AT LEAST. "OURS no" ANON'. A STUDENT NUST: I) HAVE ACIU[IED A IACCALAU.EATE OE&REE fRONIITlo. TO IITERCULTURAL STOYS CASH54Z f ) HRS. A RE&.ONlllY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVEISITY; AID Z).E [IEOUC , IE'L'RT IN THI.O 10RLO tAS5lt5 I ) HRS. 
'000 STAIOING AT THE lAST SCRVOl ATTENDED. - STUDENTS NOTCULTUIAL IIIE•• GLDBAl IIEOUAL CAS5ZU I ) HRS. MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA NAY PETIT[OI foa ADNISSION 'HROU&HTHIRD 10RlO STUDIES C..fERENCE CAS5)OOI I I-J HRS. THE OffICE Of ADMISS[ONS.THIRD 10RLO I" PERSPECTl'E CAS5JOZ f ) HRS.

POLITICAL ECol OF GLO.AL INEQL CAS5)O) 5 ) HRS.
PH[L fNOTNS )RO IRLO SOC[ETIES CAS5)04 5 ) 
 HRS. DEGREE IBIU[REMEN'S: 
A S'UOENT RUS': I) ACtUIRE A N[N.MUM OF JZ GRADUATE CREO[T
,ELECT AT lEAST. HOURS fRON ARONG: HOURS; Z) EARN' R[N[NUN Of 24 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU;AFRIC... HISTO.Y 	 CASHr.o I ) HRS. Ala I) ACQU[RE 'HE COMPETENCIES SPECifIED fOR 'HIS DEGREE. AAfR[CAN-ARERICAR HISTORY CAS4ZDD f ) HRS. S'UOENT NAY SUBST['U'E ACH[EVEIEIT Of CDMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATEILK IIREN [N ARER[CAN H[STORY CAS5ITO f ) HRS. METHOIS UPON APPROVAL Of AO'ISOR AND UPOI INCLUSION IN THEAfRICAN CI'ILIZATIONS CAS5Z5Z f 3 HRS. STUDEIT'S APPROVED STUDY PlAM.CI'IL RGTS R'NT' H[STORICAL AR CAS5Zao I 3 HRS. 

THIRD 10Rlo STUDIES CONfERENCE CAS5)OOZ I 1-) HRS. 
 REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE lEVEL' HOURS)CAR["EAN HTSTO.Y CAS5)5' f 3 HRS. 

ANERICAN IEGRO SLA'ERY CAS5J11 f ) HRS. 

'HIRO 10RlD STUDIES CONfERENCE CAS5JOOa I I-J HRS. 
,ELECT AT LUST 6 HOURS fRON ANOIG. REQUIRED AREAS--&RAOUITE lEVEL: Z4 HOURS)fOOD. CULTURE AID HUNGE. CASH64 ISlSn ) HRS. 

CULTURAL AITHROPOLOGY CASHTO f ) 
 HRS. SELECT AT lEAS' ) HOURS fRON ANONG:CULTURAL GEO'RAPHY CAS5ZTI S ) HRS. & OEVLPNT IN THIIOEOUC 	 10RlD CAS5US I J HRS.THIR. IDRLI STU.IES CINfE.ENCE CAS5JOOI I 1-3 HRS. THIRD WORLD IN PERSPECTIVE CAS5JOZ f ) HRS_RA.R[A'E IN OTHER SOCIET[ES CAS5)01 I ) HRS. POLITICAL ECON Of GLOBAL [NEQl CAS5J01l 5 ) HRS.
.ACE. LA.' & CULTURE 10RKSHOP CASUUI S Z HRS. 

NULTIRLE PROJ IN CONN RESEARCH CAST55ZZ )
f HRS. SELECT A' lEAST J HOURS fROM ARONG.URBAI.ZATIOI II O'lPI' 10RLO CASTUZ ISIS IS ) HRS. CONP NETH IN CROSS CULT PERSPC CASI144Z " 'I II J HRS.[N'RO TO [NTERCULTURAL CONRUN. HLD6ZTO f 3 HRS. GR RSCH SEN: [NTERCUlT STOS CASIITOO f 5 J HRS. 
GRAOUA'E R[AOINGS IN ••• CAS"OO f W 5 l"-r. HRS.
·ElECT Af LEAST "' HOURS fROR ARONG. GRADUATE PROJEC' IN ••• CAS"60 f I S I-r. HRS.POlinCAL ECOI GLOIAL [NEIULU " BPA59JO ISIS IS 3 HRS. 

NULTI-IAT-L ca.p [I 10RLO ECOH 8PA59JZ IS IS IS 3 HRS. 
 SElEC' AT LEAST J HOURS rROR ARONG:SOCIAL PROBLENS [ CAS)16Z I S 3 HRS. 8lK lOREN IN ARER[CAN HISTORY CASSITO f J HIS.REAO[I'S BL POL/ARER POl SYS CAS5H,0 S ) HRS. AfRICAN CIVllIZA'[ONS CAS5ZSZ f J HRS.POLITICS , SOCIE'Y CAS5Z0 I 5 ) HRS. EDUCA'ION Of NIMORI'IES IN US CASSZ19 f J HRS.AfRICAI pOLlncs CAS5Z54 II IS IS ) HRS. CIVil RGTS MVNT, HIS'ORICAl AN CAS5ZII0 I 3 HRS.THIRD 10RlD S'UO[ES CONfERENCE 	 1-3CAS5)OOZ I HRS. TH[RD 10RlD STUDIES CONfERENCE CASSJOOI I I-J HRS.LAH , SOCIAL JUS'ICE CAS5J45 r I 3 HRS. CARIIIEAN HISTORY CAS5)S' f ) HRS.COIPAlA'I'E RETROPOLITAN SYS'N CAS5)54 ISUU 3 HRS. RACE RElA U.S.:H[ST PERSPECT CASSJ611 5 J HRS.ANEIICAN fOREIGN POLICY CAS5J1' S ) HRS. ARER[CAN IEGRO SLAVERY CAS5JTI f J HRS.URUI POLlncs CAS1100 I S ) HRS. RESEARCH AfR[CAN-ANER HISTORY CASIl40 f ) HRS.ELITES AI. ARERICAN OEROCRACY CASTII)O I 3 HRS. HISTORIGHAPHY 	 CASIlT5 f J HRS.ANTHRRLGY Of POLIT[CAl [.STITI CASTIIH ISlSn ) HRS. 

SELECT AT LEAS' J HOURS fRON ANON"

,ELECT AT LEAST 6 lOURS fRO" AROI" THE HARlER RENAISSANCE CAS50S2 IS U 'I ) H.S.[ITRO TO AfRICAI l[TERATURE )CAS5041 f HRS. 'HE AfRICAN NOVEL CASS05J I ) HIS.THE HARLER RENAISSANCE CU5D5Z ISUIS 3 HRS. lUCK lITER"ATURE I CASS1Z0 f 3 HRS.
.UCK DRANA 	 )CASSIOO S HRS. BLACK ll'ERATURE II CAS51l0 I ) HIS.ILACK LITERATURE I CASSIZO f 3 HRS. IlACK 10NEN [N lITER'TURE CAS51U fa J HRS.IlACK lITERATURE I[ CAS51l0 3 HRS. CHINESE RELIGIOUS THOUGHT C'ASS400 I J HRS.lUCK HOREN IN LITERATURE CAS51n fO ) HRS. CRI' ANALYSIS Of BlAC~ LIT CASU6S IS Z HIS.CH[NEIE REL[G[OUS 'HOU'.T CAS5400 I ) HRS. 
RACE. LAN' & CULTURE 10RKSHOP CAS6SUI S Z HRS. SELECT AT lEAST 6 HDURS fROM AMONG. 
ETHNICITY. CULTURE & POLITICS CASSZSI f J HRS.
,ELECT AT LEAST) HOURS FROR ANONG. CUlTU.Al 'EOGRAPHY CAS5ZTI 5 J HRS. [ITROD TO [ITE.CULTU.AL STIYS CASJl5U f HRS. THIRD 10RlO STUOIES CONfERENCE CAS5)00Z I I-J HRS.
INOEPINOEIT [NVESTIGATIOIS CASUOO f 5 HRS. lAM & SOC.Al JUSTICE CAS5)45 f W J HRS. RULT.RLE PIOJ .1 CONH RESEARCH CAST5SZ1 f HRS. URIANIZATION IN DVlPNG 10RLO CAS18JZ U .... J HRS. 
ANTHRrlGY Of POLITICAL INSTITI CASTIH II n IS J HRS. 
:lECT[VE COURSES--UPPER OIVISIOI' 	 PRBlNS Of RDOERN'lTN IN OEV CT CASIlU 5 J HRS. 
COMPARAT.'E lE&Al CULTURES CASU., ) HRS. 
:LECT AT LEAST Z4 HOURS fRON ARONG THE fOLlDI[NG COURSES 	 CULTURAL ANTH: SPECIAL TOPICS CASII400 f J HRS. 
IR DTHER COURSES AS APPROVED IY AN ADV[SOR: SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS fROM ANONG. 
READIIGS Il POl/ARER POL SYS CASS160 5 J HRS.AfRO-ANERICAI RUSIC CAS50r.o f Z-) HRS. POLITICS & SOCIETY CAS5Z01 5 ) HRS.AIT Of AfRO'ARERICANS CAS5010 SO Z-) H.S. SOCIAL CHANGE' PUILIC POLICY CU5Z411 ISIS IS ) HRS.PlunnE AU 	 CAS50lD so Z-3 HRS. AfRICAN POlI'ICS CAS5Z54 I' IS IS 	 J HRS.A.T If TIE SOUTH PACIfIC CA$SOIl so Z-) HRS. POlIT[CAl ECON Of GLOBAL INEQl CASSJ01l 5 3 HRS.CHUESE HISTORY CAS5)ZI I J HRS. ANERICAN fOREIGN POLICY CAS5)1' 5 J HRS.ANERIOAN URBAN HISTORY CASTZ)O f I 4 HRS. URIAN POl.ncs 	 CASHOO f W S J HRS.ANERICAN HISTORY SERINAR' CASTZ64 f I S 4 HRS. ELITES AND ANERICAI DEMOCRACY CASTUO I J HRS.SOCIAL .ESEARCH AND EVAlIATION CASlS6Z f I 4 URBAN HOUSIN& & lE&AlHRS. SYSTEMS CASII095 f J HRS.
SOCIOLO" Of paVER" CASTS') 10 4 HRS. 10RKSHOP: PUlllC POLICY INAlYS C&SIUZ f J HRS.
SOCIOLOGY Of SEX ROLES CASTlZl f 4 HRS. CORP IETR IN CROSS CULT PERSPC CASIl4U IS IS II J HRS. 

CORPARATIVE URB REDEVELOPMENT CAS81U M J HRS. 

RflDIITIES , URI llR NK' PIRTC CASIl4' f J HRS.

"RANSfER CREOIT--LOIER DIVISION' 60 HOURS 
ELECTIVE COURSES--&RAOUATE lEVEL: T HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a STUOENTS ARE REQUIRED TO TAKE 1 HOURS Of ELECTIVE COURSE 

Bachelor of Arts in Intercultural Studies with a 

major in African Cultures is 120 hours 
 10RK. TNESE ElECllVES MAY BE TAKER fROR THE fOllOMING 
COURSES IR OTHER COURSES AS APPROVED BY AN AO.ISOR. 
OTE(5)1 AfRO-ARERICAN RUSIC CAS50r.O Z-J HIS. 

ART Of AfRO-AMERICANS CAS5010 SO Z-J HRS. 

Z CRED.T HOURS EARNEO fOR COURSES l[STED MORE THAN OICE IN A PRINnnE ART CAS5010 SO z·) NIS. 

CUIR.CUlUR RAY NOT BE USED TO SITISfY THE IEQUIRENENrs Of ART Of THE SOUTH PACIfIC CASSDIII SO Z-J HRS. 

NOIE T"AN ONE CON'ETENCY. CHUESE HISTORY CAS5JZI J HRS. 

RACE. lAN& & CULTURE 101~SHOP CASr.54t 5 Z HRS. 

AIERICAN URBAN HISTORY CASillO f M 4 HRS. 

ARERICAI HISTORY SEMINAR' ••• CAS1Z64 f I 5 4 HRS. 

• fAll fa a fAll DOD TEARS fE = fAll EVEN yEARS I = II"TER 	 •SOCIAL RESEARCH AND EVALUATION CAS156Z f 4 NRS. 10 a IINrER ODD YEARS ME = MINTER EVEN YEARS 5 z SPRIN&·SUNRER SOCIOLOGY Of POVERTY CAS1S'J 10 4 HRS. 
'•• SPRIN&-5IRIER 000 YEARS SE. SPRING-SUMNER E'EM YEARS SOCiOlOGY Of SEX ROLES CASlIZI f 4 IIRS. 
;1 D II.T SCHEDULED 00. ON OENAID a z MULTI-COMPEtENCY COURSE SEM[NAR ON THE BlAC~ lOMAN CASIZOO f Z RRS. 
.J II 
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IIOT[(S)I
I C.IDIT IIOU.S E.RIEO rOI COU.SES LISTED IIOIE TH.II OIlCE III • 
CUlI[CULU. II.Y .OT BE USED TO S'TISry TWE IEIUIREIIE.TS or 
IIO.E Til•• OIlE COIIPETEIICY. 
r • rALL ro = r'LL ODD YEARS rE = r.LL E¥EII YE.IS II = II[IITE. 

10 ~ II I lirE. ODD YE.IS liE =II.TEI E¥EII YE ••S S = SPIIIIG-SUIIIIE. 

SO SP.'.G-SU..ER ODD YE.RS SE = SPRIIIG-SUIIME. E¥E. YE ••S 

'S % .OT SCHEDULED 00 = O. DEII••O a = MULTI-COIIPETEIICY COURSE 

P.DG.... I.TE.CULTU••L STUDIES 
II.JO.' .rRIC •• CULTU.ES 
OPTI.II' IIUII ••ISTIC STUDIES 
LE¥EL' M.STER or •• TS 
• O.ISSIO. IlIrOIIl.TIOM' 
• STUOEIIT IIUST. I) H'¥E .CIUIIED A I.CC'L.U.EAfE DEGIEE rlOIl 
A REGIOIIALlY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UIII¥EISITY; AID 2) BE III 
GIDO STA.DIII& .T THE LAST SCHOOl 'TTEIIOED. STUDEIITS IIOT 
IIEEIIK""UIIISSIOII CIUTERII "" PEnnOIl rDR .DIIISSIOI THROUGH 
THE D,r[CE Dr 'DIIISSIOIIS. 
DEG.EE RleUIIEIIEIITS. 
A STIIE.T IIUST' I) AC ..I.E A 11111111111 Dr 12 GRADU'f[ CREDIT 
llOUIS. Z) EAIII • IIIIIIIIUII or 24 G.ADUATE CIEDIT HOUIS .T GSU; 
'.0 ' I) ACIUIRE THE COIIPETEIICIES SPEClrlED rDI THrs DEGIEE. A 
STUDE IT IIAY SUBSTITUTE ACH[E¥EIIEIIT Dr COIIPETEIICIES BY ALTEIIIATE 
IIETHOOS UPOII APP.O¥AL Dr AD¥ISOl A.D UP 011 IIIClISIO. III THE 
STUOEIIf'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REIUIRED COUISES--GIAOUATE LE¥EL, HOURS) 
THI.D IIORLD STUDIES ClllfEllElICE CAS5100a M I-I 
REIUlIED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL' Z4 HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST I HaUlS FRail AIIOIIG: 
CILTURAL Dlllr.. GLOBAL IIIEIUAL CAS5ZU M HIS. 
PHIL FIIDTIIS JRO MRLO SDCIET[ES CAS5104 S HIS. 
SELECT AT LEAST I HOURS fRDII AIIOIIG: 
COIIP WETH III CROSS CULT PEISPC I HIS.CAS.1441 " " 'I 
G••SCI SEll: IIITERCUlT STOS CASI700 f S I HRS. 
GRADUATE IE.OINGS [II ••• CAS9900 f M S 1-6 HRS. 
GRADUA~E PROJECT III ••• CAS9960 r II S 1-6 HRS. 
SELECT AT LE.ST I HDU.S fRail AIIOIIG' 
ILK MIMEII II AllEliC•• HISTO.Y CASH70 r J HRS. 
AFIIC.II CIVll[ZATIOIIS CAS5Z5Z r I HRS. 
EDUCATIDII OF 1I[IIOlITIES III US CAS5Z19 F I HRS. 
CIVIL RGTS IIYIIT , H[STORICAL All CAS5ZI0 M I HRS. 
T.I•• 1I0lLD STUIIES COllfERENCE CAS51001 M I-I HRS. 
CAIIIIEAI HISTOlY CAS5159 r I HRS. 
RACE RELA U.S"HIST PERSPEC' CAS51U S I HRS. 
AIIER[C'" IIEGRD SLA¥ERY CAS5171 F I HIS. 
RESEAICH ArRICAII-AIIER HISTORY CASIUO F I HRS. 
HIS T..I"'.PMY CASI115 f I HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST IZ HOURS Flail AIIDIIGI 
THE HARLEII REIIAISSAIICE CAS505Z I HRS. 
THE .rRICAII 10'EL CAS5051 ""M " I HRS. 
"ILACK L[TE.ATURE I CAS51Z0 F I HRS. 
ILACK LITERATURE II CAS5UI I HRS. 
8LACK MDIIEII III LITERATURE CAS5UI FO I HRS. 
CllIEiE .ELI&IOUS THOUG"T CAS5400 M I HIS. 
CRIT .IIAL YSIS OF 8l ACI( LI T CASIU5 2 HRS.
" 
SELECT AT LEAST "I HOURS fROII AIIDIIG~ 
READIIIGS IL POLl AllER POL SYS CAS5'" S I HIS. 
POLITICS' SOCIETY CAS5Z01 S I HRS. 
SOCIAL CHAIIGE , PUILIC POLICY CAS5ZU I HIS. 
AFIIC.II POLITICS CAS5Z54 " " " I HRS. 
POLITICAL ECOII OF GLOIAL IIIEQL CAS5101 """S I HRS. 
.IIERIIAII FOREIGII POLICY CAS5J79 S I HRS. 
URIAII POLITICS CAS7700 F N S I HRS. 
ELITES AIIO AIIERICAII OEIIOCRACY CAS11l0 N I HRS. 
UIBAI HOUSI.G l LEGAL SfSIEIIS CASI09S f I HRS. 
10RKilOP' PUILIC POLICf AWaLYS c.sauz f I HRS. 
COIIP IIET" III CROSS CULT PERSPC CASIIUI "U U I HIS. 
COIIPA.ATIVE URI REDE¥ELOPIIEIIT CASIIUII N I HIS. 
IIIIIDR'TIES , URI LBR IltT PA.TC CASIII49 f I HRS. 
ELECTI¥E COUISES--GRAOUATE LE¥EL: , HOURS) 
STUDEIITS ARE REIUIRED TO TAKE 1 HOURS Of ELECTIVE COU.SE 
MOl'. T.ESE ELECTI¥ES II.Y 8E TI&EII rlOll THE fDLLONING 
COURSES II "HER CDU.SES AS APPRD¥E' 8Y All AD¥ISDI. 
E'"IICITY, COLTIRE , POLITICS CAS5Z51 J HRS. 
CULTURAL GEDG.APHY CAS5211 S I HRS. 
TNIIO 10RLD STUD[ES COIIFEREIICE CAS5JOOa M I-I ••S. 
LAW' SOCIAL JUST[CE CAS5J45 r M I HRS. 
UIIAltZATIDII III D'LPNG ilOILO CASUI2 UUSI I HRS. 
AIITHRRtGY or POLITICAL IISTIT. CAsnJI 
" 
II 
" 
I HI! 
P.BL.S Of IIODEIIII'ZTII III OE¥ CT CASItU S I H.: 
CDIIPAIATI'E LEGAL CULTURES CASBlIi9 M I HR~ 
CULTUIAL AIITH: SPECIAL TOPICS CAS8400 f I HR: 
ArRO-AIIERICAII IIUSIC CAS50iO 2-1 HR: 
A.T Ir AfID-AIlERICAIIS CAS5070 SO Z-I HI: 
PRillnUE ART CAS5010 SO 2-1 HI: 
ART Of THE SOUTH PAClrlC CAS5011 SO l-I HI: 
CWUESE HI STORY CAS5JZI M I HR : 
RACE. LAIIG , CULTURE IIOIKSHOP 
"AIIEIIOAII UIBA. HISTOIY 
CAS6549 
CAS1ZJO f II 
S Z 
4 
HI: 
HI: 
AIIERICAII HISTORY SEIIIIIAR' ... CAS1264 f II S 4 HR: 
SDCIAL RESEARCH AID E¥AL'ATIOII CAS156Z f II 4 HR: 
SOCIOLOGY OF POVERTY CAS159J MD 4 HR: 
SOCIOtOGY Of SEX ROLES CASlIZ I F 4 HI: 
SEIIIIIAI 011 THE BLACK MDIIAII CAsazoo F 2 HR: 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Intercultural Studies with a 

major in African Cultures is 32 hours 

IIOT[( S,. 
1 C.EDIT HOU.S E.RIIED fD. COUISES LISTED MORE TH.II aliCE IN •CU.R[CULUII II.Y IIDT BE USED TO S.TISfY THE REOUIREIIEIITS Of 
IIOlE TH.II OIlE CDIIPETEIICY • 
F • F.LL FD = f.LL ODD YE.RS fE = f.ll E¥EII YE.RS M c MIIITEI 
liD • IIIIITER DOD YEARS liE = IIIIITER E¥EII YEAIS S = SPRIIIG·SUIlRER 
SO SPIIIIG-SUMIIER DOD YE.RS SE = SPR[IIG-SUIIIIER E¥EII YE.RS 
II = IIOT SCHEDULED DO = 011 DEII.ND a = IIULTI-CDIIPETEIICY COU.SE 
PROGI.II: INTERCULTUR'L STUDIES 
IIAJDI. .FRIC'" CULTURES 
DPTIDII' HISTDR[CAL STUDIES 
LE¥EL' IIASTER Of A.TS 
AOIIISSIOI IlfORIIATIOII' 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HA¥E ACIU[IEO A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE rRDII 
A REGIOIIALLY ACCRED[TED COLLEGE 01 UIII¥ERSITY' '110 Z) BE III 
GOOD STAIIDIIIG AT THE LAST SCHOOL 'ATTEIIOED. STUDENTS IIOT 
IIEET[IG .DIIISSIDN CRITERIA IIAY PETITIDII FOR ADIIISSIOII THIOUGH 
THE OPFICE Of AOIIISSIONS. 
DEGREE R'QUIREIIEIITS: 
A STUIEIIT IIUST: I" .counE A IIIIIIIIUII Of 12 GR.OUAf[ CREDIT 
HOURSI Z) EARll A IIIIIIIIUII Of Z4 G.AOU.TE CREDIT HDUIS AT GSUI 
AND I) ACOUIRE THE COtIPETENCIES SPEClFIED FOR THrs DEGREE.'" A 
STUDEIIT IIAY SUBST[TUTE ACHIEVEHEIIT OF COIIPETEIICIES IY ALTEIIATI 
IIETHOOS UPOII APPID¥AL or AO¥ISDI AIID UPDII [IICLUSIOII IN THE 
STUDEIIT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAII. 
IEIUIREO COURSES--GRADUATE LE¥EL' HDUIS) 
U[IO NORLD STUDIES COIIFE.ENCE CAS5100a M I-I HI: 
lEtUIlEO 'IEAS--GRAOUATE LEVELl Z4 HOU.S) 
SElECT AT LEAST J HOURS fRail AIIDIIG' 
EDUC • DEVLPIIT III TH[RD MORLD CAS5195 N HR: 
THIRD IIDRlO IN PERSPECTI¥E CAS510Z HR' 
SElECT AI LEAST I HOURS FRDII AIIONG: 
CDIIP IIETH III C.OSS CULT PERSPC CASlt4U I HI: 
GR RSCH SEll' UTERCULT STDS CASII100 f" " " S I HR GRaOU'TE READIIIGS [II ••• CAS9900 f II S 1-6 HR: 
GIAOUATE PROJECT [II • CAS99U F .. S 1-6 HR: 
SELECT AT LEAST IZ HOURS FROM AIIDIIG. 
ILK II.IEII III AIIEIICAII HISTORY CASSIlO F I HR: 
AFRICAN CIV[L[ZATIONS CAS5Z52 F J HR' 
EDUCATION OF IIIIIOIITIES III US CAS5Z19 f I NR: 
CIV[L RGTS IIVIIT. HISTORICAL All CAS5ZII0 N I HR: 
THIRD 10RLD STUDIES CONFERENCE CAS5JOOI N I-I HR' 
CARI81EAII HISTOlY CAS5J59 J HR: 
RACE .ELA U,S.'HIST PEISPECT CAS51611 S I HR: 
AIIERICAII NEGRO SLA¥ERY CAS5111 F I HR ' 
RESE.RCH ArRICAN-AIIER HISTORY CAsaUO r I HI: 
"ISTDIlIGRAPHY CASII115 F J HR: 
SElECT AT LEAST I HDU.S FROM AIIDIIG: 
THE HaRLEM RENAISSANCE CAS505Z sa sa sa 3 HR: 
THE A'RIC.II NOYEL CAS5051 II J HR: 
BLACK L[TEIATUIE I CAS51Z0 f I HR: 
ILACK liTERATURE [I CAS5UO M I H.: 
BLACK IIOIIEII IN LITERATURE CAS51H FD I HR: 
CH[IIESE RELIGIOUS THOUGHT CAS5400 .. I H.~ 
tRIT ANALYSIS OF BLACK LIT CASIII 65 al Z HR: 
SELECT AT LEAST I HOURS FRDN AIIOIIG: 
REAOIIIGS IL POLl AllER POL SYS CAS5160 S J HR: 
POLITICS' SDC[ETY CAS5Z01 S I HI: 
SOCIAL CH.IIGE , PUILIC POLICY CAS5Z48 ss U U 3 HR: 
AFRICAII POL[TICS CAS5254 
" 
U U I HR! 
POLITICAL ECOII OF GLOIAL IIIEOL CAS5JOI S I HR: 
AIlEIICAN fOREIGN PDL[CY CAS5119 S J HR ! 
URIAII POLITICS CASll00 F .. S I HI: 
ELITES AIID AIERICAN DEROC.ACY CAS111l0 M J HI~ 
URIAI HOUSIIIG , LEGAL SYSTENS CASIIOts F I H.~ 
College of Arts and Sciences 89 
10•• '"OP2 PUBLIC POLIC' ANAL'S CAS.UZ r J MU. 
CORP MEl" 1M CROSS CULl PERSPC CASII"I SS SS SS J MRS. 
CORP&RAII.E URB REOE'ELOPRENI 
MIIORIIIES & UI' L.I IKI PARIC 
CUIIIU, 
CUIiU r 
M J 
J 
MRS. 
HRS. 
,LECII.E COUISES--GRADUAIE LE'EL' 1 HOURS) 
'IUDEIIS ARE REOUIRED 10 lAKE 1 HOURS OF ELECII.E COURSE 
laRK. IMESE ELECII.ES RAY BE IAKEN rRD" IHE FOLLOMIN& 
:OURSES .1 OlHEI COURSES U APPRO.EO BY All ADYI SOR". 
EIH.ICIIY. CULIURE & PDLIIICS CAssna r J HRS. 
CULIURAL GEOGRAPH' CAS5Z111 S J HRS. 
I"IRD MOlLO SIUDIES co.rERE.CE 
LAM & SOCIAL JUSIICE 
CAS5JOOa 
CAS5H5 r 
M 
M 
I-J 
J 
HIS. 
HRS. 
UIBA.IIAIID. IN D.LPI' MORLD CAS1UZ uuu J HRS. 
AITHRPLGY or POLIIICAL IISIIII CAS111H uun J MRS. 
PIIL"S or ROOEI.'ITN IN DE' CI CASIlU S J HIS. 
CORPARAII.E LEGAL CULIURES CASU6' J HRS. 
CUlIURAL ANIH. SPECIAL lOPICS CASUOO r J HRS. 
ArRO-ARERICAN MUSIC CAS5060 Z-J HRS. 
ARI or ArRO-ARERICANS CAS5010 so Z-J HRS. 
PIIMUnE ARI CAS5080 SO Z-J HRS. 
ARI Of IHE SOUIH PAClrIC CAS5011t SO Z-J HRS. 
CMUESE MIS lOR' 
AMERIUAN URBAN HISIORY 
AMERICAI HISTORY SERINAR' 
SOCIAL RESEARCH ANa E'ALUAIION 
SOCIOLOGY or PO,ERI' 
SOCIO~OGY or SEX ROLES 
CAS5HI 
CAS1ZJO 
CAS1Z6' 
CAS156Z 
CAS1593 
CAS1111 
r 
r 
r 
r 
M 
M 
M 
M 
NO 
5 
]
,
,
,
,
, 
HRS. 
HRS. 
MRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
MRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
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10l[(SH 
1 CRIDIT MOURS EARNED rOR COURSES LISTED HORE THAN ONCE IN A 
CU.RICULUM NAY NOT BE USED TO SAIISry IHE REQUIREME.IS or 
"DIE THAN ONE CO"PEIENCY. 
rALL ro = rALL ODD YEARS rE = rALL E'E. YEARS M = MIRTER 
10 3 MINIEI DOD YEARS ME =MINTER E'EN YEARS S SPIIIG-SUIRERK 
.0 = SPIING-SUMNER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SURMER E'EN YEARS 
;S = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = 01 OEIAIO .. = MULII-CO"PEIENCY COUISE 
Hispanic Cultures Major The undergraduate major in 
-iispanic Cultures studies the historical, humanistic and 
,ocio-political problems of structures, institutions and pro­
:esses as they affect Latinos and Blacks in American central 
:ities. Study is focused on understanding historical and con­
emporary factors that combine to give a profile of Latin 
\merica and the Latino in the United States. 
itudents are trained in intercultural relations and sensitized 
o the needs of the Latino communities in the urban areas. 
\n integrated interdisciplinary core of courses team-taught 
ly humanists, social scientists and area specialists are re­
luired to broaden the comparative perspective of students 
IS well as to sensitize them to problems of cross cultural in­

eraction . 

'he master's degree examines the socio-political, historical 

nd humanistic developments of Hispanics, Blacks and 
\sians in American central cities and developmental areas. 
Vithin a conceptual/interdisciplinary framework, the stu­
lent declares an option in Socio-political Historical or 
~umanistic Studies as in the African Cultures major. 
ROGRA.' IMTERCULTURAL SIUDIES 
AJDR: HISPANIC CULIURES 
E'EL: BACHELOR or ARIS 
DMISSIOI INFORMAIION' 
A SIUIENI NUSI' I) HA.E ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIAIES DEGREE DR AI 
LEAST 60 SENESTER HOUIS or CIEOII MIl" AN O'EIALL ·C· OR BEITER 
GPA rROM A REGIDIALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE 01 UNI'ERSIT'; Z) BE 
IN GOlD SIAIOING AI Tft[ LASI SCHOOL ATIENDED. SIUDENIS NDI 
"EEIING ADMISSION CRIIERIA RA' PEIIIION rOR ADRISSION THROUGH 
THE or-rICE or ADRISSIDNS. 
EGREE REQUIRERENTS'
A STUDENT RUST. I) ACIUIRE A MININUR Dr IZO CREDIT HOURS OF 
IHICH AT LEAST .0 HOURS NUST BE AT THE UPpER DI'ISIOI LE'EL (]6
RDURS REQUIRED. Z, RaUlS ELECTED); Z) EARN AT LEAST Z, HOURS 
AT GSU; ]) ACQUIRE TME COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR TMIS DEGREE. 
A STIIENT RA' SUBSTIIUTE ACHIE.EMENT or CORPETENCIES BY 
ALTEIIATE RETHODS UPON APPRO'AL or AO.ISDR AND UPOR INCLUSION 
IN TME STUOEIT'S APPR8'ED STUDY PLAN. 
REOUIREO COURSES--UPPEI 01'15101' ] HOURS) 
TMIRO 1I0RLD STUDIES CONrEREICE CAS5]oOa M I-J HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER OI'ISIDN: n HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HaUlS rROR ARONG. 
IITROI TO INTERCULTUIAL STD'S 
EDUC • OE'LPMT II IHIIO ilOILO 
CAS]15U 
CAS5195 
r 
II 
3 
] 
HRS. 
MIS. 
CUlTUIAL oIREN' GLOBAL INEQUAL CAnz" II 3 HIS. 
THIRD ilOILO STUDIES CONrEIENCE CASHon N 1-] HRS. 
THIIO MaRLO IN PERSPECTI.E 
POLITICAL ECON or GLOBAL IIEIL 
PHIL rNDTNS ]RD MRLD SOCIETIES 
CAS5]OZ
CAS5]0] 
CAS5]0' 
r 
5 
5 
3 
] 
3 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
HIS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS rROR ARDNG. 
LATINIS IN U.S.A. CAS50Z0 M ] HRS. 
HISTOIY or PUERTO IICO I CAnZIl M ] HRS. 
HISTORY or PUEITO IICO II CAS5Z19 5 J HRS. 
CI'IL RGTS M'MT. HISTORICAL AN CAS5Z80 II ] HRS. 
CARIIIEAN HISTOR' 
LATII AMERICAN HISTOI' 
CAS5]59
CAS5190 
r 
r 
] 
] 
HRS. 
HRS. 
LAT AN INDIANS. PAST & PRESENT CAS53" r J HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS rROM ARONG: 
rooD. CULTURE AND HUNGER CASlI" as un ] HRS. 
O'NARICS or THE SPANISH LANG 
SPANISH PHONETICS & CULTURE 
CAS]ln 
CASlin 
5 
nun 
] 
] 
MRS. 
HRS. 
PSYCHeLDGY Dr LATINOS CAS5Zll r 3 HIS. 
CULTUIAL &£06IAPHY CAS5Z111 5 J HRS. 
PRDoLIMS OF LATINO rAMILY CAS5JZI 5 ] HRS. 
RACE. LANG & CULTURE 1I0RKSHOP CAS65" 5 Z HRS. 
INTRO TO IRTERCULTURAL COMRUM. HLO.Z10 r ] HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROM AMONG: 
SOCIAL PRoBLE.S 1 
ECON DE' mr LATINO 
POLITICS l SOCIETY 
COWMUNITY 
,CASU 6 Z .It. " S 
CASJI60 '" SS 'SS SS 
CAS5Z01 5 
1. 
] 
] 
illS. 
MRS; 
HRS. 
ECON mE, II LATIN AMERICA 
SOCIAL PROBLERS II 
CAS5ZU 
CAS5Z51 
II 
unn 
J 
] 
HRS. 
HRS. 
THIRD 1I0RLD STUDIES CONFEIERCE 
LAII l SOCIAL JUSTICE 
AMERICAN rOREIGN POLIC' 
CAS5]00Z 
CAS5]'5 
CAS531' 
r 
II 
II 
5 
1-] 
] 
J 
HRS. 
MRS. 
HRS. 
RULTI~LE PROJ IN CORR RESEARCH CAS155ZZ r ] HRS. 
URBAN pall TICS 
ELITES AND AMERICAN DEROCIACY 
CASHOO 
CAS11]0 
r 5 ] 
] 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS rROM ARONG: 
CRITICAL IIRT6 rDR LATINO STDNT CASH •• ] HRS. 
AD' REAOIN6 rOR BILIN' STDNTS 
NO'EL or NEXICAN IE,oLUTION 
PRDTEST l RE' IR LATIN AN LIT 
CAS]ISI 
CAS5]95 
CAS5J96 
r 
U 
II 
U n 
] 
J 
] 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HIS. 
IIDREN IN LAT AM LITERATURE CAS66Z1 II ] HRS. 
SELECT AT 
INTROD 
LEAST ] HOURS rROM AMOIG: 
TD INTERCULTURAL STDYS CAS1I5U r ] 
IIDEPlIOEIT IN.ESTIGATIONS CAS"OO r 5 1-4 
NULTIALE "PROJ IN CDMM RESEAICH CAS155Z1 F ] 
ELECTI'E COURSES--UPPER DI.ISION: Z, HOURs) 
ELECT AT LEAST Z, HOURS rRON ANONG THE rOLLOIIING COURSES 
ArRD-AMERICAN MUSIC CAS5060 r Z-J MRS. 
ART or ArRO-AMERICANS CAS5010 SO Z-] HRS. 
PRIMITIVE AIT CAS5080 So Z-J HIS. 
ART OP TME SOUTH PAClrlC CAS5081 SO z·] HRS. 
CHINESE HISTORY CAS5]ZI II ] HRS.,AIlEIIOAN URoAN HISTOR' CASfZlO r II HRS. 
ARERICAN HISTOIY SENINAI' CASll.. r II 5 4 HRS.,SOCIAL RESEARCH AND E'ALUATIDN CAS156Z r II MRS. 
SOCIOlO" or POWERTY CAS1595 MO 4 HIS.,SOCIOLDGY or SEX ROLES CAS1IZ1 r HIlS. 
TRAIsrEI CREDIT--LDIIER DI'ISION: 60 HDURS 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Intercultural Studies with a 

major in Hispanic Cultures is 120 hours 

NOTE( 5):
Z CIIOIT HOURS EARNED rOR COURSES LISTED NORE THAN ONCE IN A 
CURRICULUR RAY NOT BE USED TO SATISry THE REaUIIERENTS Dr 
NORE TRAR ONE COMPETENCY. 
r = rALL rD = rALL DOD YEARS rE crALL E'EN 'EARS II ~ IIINTER 
110 = IIINTER ODD 'EARS liE = IIINTER E'EN YEARS s· SPIING-SUMMER 
SO = SPRIIG-SOMMER DOD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMNER E'EN YEARS 
as c NOT SCHEDULED DO = ON DEMAND .. = MUL TI-COMP[JEMCY "CDURSE 
90 College of Arts and Sciences 
PIOCI.I. IITEICULTUI.L STUOIES 
.OTE(S):
I.JII' IISPAIIC CULTUIES I CiialT HOUIS E'.IIED rlR COURSES LISTED .01E TH'. O.CE IIOPTIOI. SOCIO-POLITIC'L STUDIES Co.llCULUI I.' .OT IE U$EO TO S.TIsr, THE IEIUIIEMEITS orLE'EL' lAS TEl or 'ITS IDlE TH •• O.E CD.PETE.C,. 
.01155101 IIFOII.TIOI' 
• STUIEIT lUST' I) H"E .CIUIIEO • I.CC.L.UIEATE OECREE rROI r = r.ll ro = r.ll ODD YE.IS rE = rALL E'E. ,E.IS M ~ MI.TEI 
, REUO....LY .CCREIITIEO CDLLECE 01 UlnERSI"; " Ala 2) IE II MO MI.IEI DOl 'E.RS ME. II.TEI EfEl 'E.IS 5 • SPIIIC-SUIIEICoal ST'III.C AT THE L.ST SCIOO[ " TTEIOEO.' STUDENTS NOT SO SPIIIG-SUIIEI DOD 'EARS SE • SPIII'-SUIIEI E'EI 'E.ISIEETIIC .DIISSIOI CRITEII. I.' PETITIOI rOI .01155101 THROUGH 
" = NOT SCHEDULED DO = 01 OEI."O a = IUlTI-COIPETEIC' COUISfTHE OrrlCIE ' Dr '011551015. 
aECIEE I.IUIIEIEITS• 
• STUIEIT lUST' I) .CIUIIE • IIIIIUI or 3Z GR.OU'TE CREDIT 

HO.IS' Z) E.II • II ••IUI or 24 GI.OU.TE CIEDIT HOUIS AT CSU; 

... I) IeIUIIE TME COIPETENCIES SPEClrlED rDR THIS DECIEE. • 
 PRO'RAI: I.TERCUlTUR'l STUDIESSTUDEIT I.' SUISTITUTE 'CHIE'EIEIT Dr COIPETENCIES 8' .LTERI'TE IAIDI' HISP ••IC CULTUIES 
HETHOIS .POI .PPRD'.L or Aa'isai AID upal IICLUSlal II THE OPTIO., HUI'.ISTIC STUDIES 

STUDEIT'S APPRO'EO STua, PL'". lEVEL: I.STEI or .ITS 

IEIUIRED COUISES--CR'DU'TE LE'El' HOURS) 	
.DIISSIOI IlrORI.TIO., 
• STUIEIT lUST, I) H"E .CIUIRED • IACC'l.UIE.TE OECIEE rROlTHIRD MOllO STUDIES COlrEREICE 	 CAS5300 M 1-3 HRS. • IECIONAll' ACCREDITED COLLEGE DR UII'EISIT" 'MI 2) IE I. 
GOOI ST.IOII' AT THE l.ST SCHOOL ATTEIDEO. ~TUOEITS .01AIE.S--CR.DUATE LE'El' Z3 HOURS) IEETI.' AOIISSIOI CRITERIA lA' PETITION , rOR 'DIISSION THIOUCH 
THE Op.rICE or 'OIISSIOIS. 
SELECT aT lEaST I HOURS rRON AIOI': 
THIID 1I0RlD I. PERSPECTI'E CAS5302 3 HRS. 
PGLITICal £COI Dr 'LOI.l IIEIL CAS530n S 3 HIS. DEGREE REQUIREIEITS: 
• STUIENT lUST, I) .CIUIRE A I."INUI or 3Z CIADUITE CIEOllSELECT aT lE.ST Z HOURS rROI '"O"G' HaUlS' 2) E.RI • lllllUl or 24 CRADUATE CREDIT 100.5 aT CSU,CO.P NETI II CROSS CULT PERSPC 	 C'U"4 HRS." ,n " 	 ..0 J) .CIUIRE THE COlPETENCIES SPEClrlEO rOI THIS DECIEE. ,CR RSCH SEI: IITEICUlT STDS 	 CASll00 r S HIS. STUOE.T I.' SUBSTITUTE 'CHlE'EIENT or COIPETENCIES I' .lTEI.al
'I.OU.TE REaDIIGS IN ••• 	 CAS"OO r M 5 HIS. IETIOIS UPO. apPlo,,,, or 'O'ISOR AID UPOI IIClUSIOI 11TH'GR'OU.TE PROJECT II • 	 CAS"60 F M S HRS. STUOEIT'S 'PPRO'EO STUD' PlAI. 
SELECT .T lE.ST 3 HOURS rRON AIOI" REQUIRED COURSES--GR'OU'TE lE'EL' HOURS)l.TIIIS IN u.s.a. CAS50Z0 M 3 HRS. 

RISTOI' or PUERTO RICO I CAS5Z11 M J HRS. 
 THIIO MOllO STUDIES COlrEIE.CE 	 CASS3DD MHISTORY or PUERTO RICO I. CAS5ZU 5 3 HRS. H' 
caRI..E.I IISTOR' CAS535' F I HRS. REIUIREO aRE.S--CR.OUATE lE'EL' 26 HaUls)R.CE REl. U.S.:HIST PERSPECT CASS3.. 5 J HIS. 

l.TII .NERICAN HISTOR' CAS5UO 3 HRS. 
 SELECT AT lE.ST 3 HOURS rROI '"0"',RUTOII'I.PH' 	 CASII15 I HRS. CULTUIAl IIIEI. ClOlal IIEIUAl CAS5ZU M I HI 
PHil rlOTNS IRO IIRlD SOCIETIES CASSI04 ISELECT .T lE.ST I HOURS rRON '"0"" H' 
COIPaIATI'E l.TII .IERIC." lIT CAS51H u u ,. 3 HRS. SELECT .T lEAST Z HOURS rROI '"ON"PIOTEST , RE' I. l.TII al LIT 	 CAS5Jt6 3 HIS.U"" 	 COMP NETH II CROSS CULT PERSPC CUII44CIIIESE RELIGIOUS THOU'HT CAS5UO M 3 HRS. 	 """ H''I RSCI SEI' IITERCUlT STOS 	 CASI700 r SID"EN I. l.T AI lITER.TURE CAS66Z1 3 HRS. 	 H'• 	 'RAouaTE RE.DI.GS II ••• c.n900 r M S HISOCIAL .0YEl 	 CASII50 r HIS.I GIAOU'TE PROJECT 	 .1 ••• CAS'960 r M SCDRP.laT TRE.ES II llTEIATUIE CASII5Z 1111" I HRS. H' 
CIITlcaL aIAL'SIS: l.T A. lIT CAS"" r I HRS. 5ElECT .T lEAST I HOURS rROI Ala.'. 
l.TIIIS II U.S.,. C.S502D M I H'SELECT AT lE.ST 6 HOURS rROI '"ON'. HISTOIY or PUERTO RICO I 	 CASSZII M IETH.ICIT'_ CULTURE , POLITICS CASszse J HRS. 	 H'HISTOI' or PUERTO RICO II 	 CAS5ZU 5 IPSYCIDLO" or lATIIOS CAS5Z11 3 IIBS. 	 H'C.RII'E.N HISTOR' 	 CAS5359 r 3 H'CUlTUIAL 'EO'laPH' 	 CAS5ue S 3 HIS. R.CE RELA U,S"HIST PERSPECT 	 CAS53.. 5 IPIOIlEIS or l.TII. rAIll' CAS5121 5 3 HRS. 	 H'l.TI ••IERIC.I HISTOR' 	 CAS5J90 r 3Spall$H l.IC••'E , lITE••TURE CAS6616 3 HRS. 	 H'1111" HISTORIGRAPH' 	 case 115 r 3U.-IIn.TlOI II OWLP.' 101L1 CAS7IJZ J HRS. H' 
IITII1L6' or POlITIC.l INSTITI CAS1U3 """ 3 HRS. SELECT .T lE.ST 12 HOURS rROI '"OIG,SOC OR6 , COCIlllON/lATIIO CUl 	 CASIUS F I HRS."" " COIP.R.TI'E LATII AIERIC.I liT 	 CASSU4 3CD.PAI.TlfE lAT ."ER CUlTURES CASII .. M 3 HRS. 	 H'PIOTEST , RE' IN l.TI ••1 liT 	 CAS5J96 3SP ••ISH l.IGU.GE , CULTUIE CASII61 I HRS. 	 " " " H'CHI.ESE RELIGIOUS THOUGHT 	 caS5400 " " M II ICOIPaaaTrrE lECAl CULTUIES M I HRS. 	 H'CASII" """ MOHEN TI lAT .1 lITER.rURE 	 CAS662 I M 3CULTUIAl a.TH' SPECI.l TOPICS CASUOO F 3 HIS. 	 H'SOCIAL IOWEl 	 C.SIISO r II.TRO TO IITERCULTUR.L COIIUI. HLD6Zl0 r 3 HIS. 	 H'COIP •••T THEIES I. lITER.TURE 	 CASII52 3 H'CRITlt.l AIIL'SIS. lAT A. lIT 	 CASU .. r " " IS 3SELECT 'T lE.ST 6 HOURS rRO" AIOIG' 	 H' 
POLITICS' SOCIETY 	 CAS5Z01 I HRS. SELECT .T LE.ST 3 HOUIS rlUl '"01"
• 
S 
ECOI IE' II laTIN .IERIC. 	 CASSZU 3 HIS. ETHIICIT'_ CULTURE , POLITICS 	 CAS5251 rSOCI.l CMalCE , PUILIC POlIC' CAS5ZU I HRS. 	 3 H' P.S YClIIILO" , ,or. LUI US "CASSZlI , [ , .1.. H'SOCIAL PROllEIS II 	 CAS5Z5l " " " I HRS.II " U 	 CUl TUIAL GEOGI'PH' CASS211 5PILITIC.l ECOI or GlDIAl IIEOL CAS530n 5 3 MRS. 	 J H'PROIlEIS or l.rIIO r.NIl' 	 C.S51Z1 ' alEIIC.1 rOREICI POlIC' CAS5J1, 5 I HRS. 	 5 I H'SP.NISH laNGU_GE , l.TERATURE 	 CAS66l6" URI .. POLITICS CASI100 M S I HRS. 	 J M'URaa.rZ.TIO. IN OWlP.' MORlD 	 C.S1IJZ II " " I HIELITES ••0 aIERIC.I OENOCI.CY 	 CAS1UO M 3 HRS. A.THR'LG' or POLITIC.l I.STITI 	 CASTU3 """ H'100lSIOP' PUILIC POlIC' ANAL'S CASIIU r 3 HRS. I 
I'"IIITIES , URI llR IXT PARTC CASII" r 3 HRS. SOC OR' , COG~rIOI/LaTI.O CUl CASU4S r " " " 3 H'CIIPAI'TI'E laT .NEI CULTURES 	 C.SIU6 IIula•• lAID ECOIOIICS C.SlIlI M 3 HRS. 	 3 H'S....ISH LAIGUaGE , CULTURE CASII61 
II " "COIP.R.TI'E lEC.l CULTURES 	 CASII" M 
3 
3 
H' 
ELECTI'E COURSES--'RAOU'TE lE'ElS I HOURs) 	 H'CUlTUR.l '"TH' SPECIAL TOPICS 	 C.se400 r 3 H'INTIO TO INTERCULTUI'L COIIUI. 	 Hl06210 r I H.STUIEITS .IE REIUIIED TO l.lE I HOUIS Dr ElECTI'E COURSE 
SELECT AT lEAST I HOUIS rROI .IONC.MOl'. TMESE ElECTI'ES lA' aE T.lEI rlOI THE rOlLOMIIG POLITICS' SOCIET' 	 CAS5Z01 5 J H'ECON IE' IN l'TII .IERICA 	 C.SS2U M ICDUISES II OTHER COURSES .S 'PPRO'EO a, AN AO'ISOR. 	 H'SOCIaL CHAIGE , PUBLIC POLIC' 	 C'SSZ41 I H'SOCI.l PIOBlEIS II 	 CASSZSl """ 3 H.arlo-aIERIC'. IUSIC 	 CAS5060 Z-I HIS. IS" " POlITIC.l ECOI or GLOlal 'NEIL 	 C.S53OJ 5 3 HI
.IT OJ .rIO-.IERIC'"S 	 CAS5010 SO Z-3 HRS. 
.IERla.N rOREIGN POlIC' 	 CASS31' 5 3 H'
..llllTnE .RT 	 C.SSOID SO Z-J HIS. URa .. POLITICS 	 CAS1100 M S 3 HI
.IT OF TME SOUTH PAClrlC 	 CAS50el SO Z-J HRS. ELITES .Na ANERlcaN DEIOCR.C' 	 C'UUO M 3 H'CHIIESE HISTORY 	 C.S5JZI II 3 HIS. MOllSHOP' PUILIC POLICY 'Nal'S 	 CASIUZ r I
aIERI,a. Ullal HISIOR' CAS1ZJO r M HIS. 	 H'• IIIO.ITIES , URB LaR IKT P.ITC caSU4' r 3 HI
'.ERI'.I HISTOI' SEIINAI' 	 CAS1Z .. r II S 4 HRS. URIAN L••O ECOIOIICS 	 CASllll M I HISOCIal IESEAICI .10 E'.lU.TIOI 	 CAS156Z r M 4 HIS. 

CAS15U 110 4 HRS.
SOCIOLOC' or PO'EITY 	 ElECTI'E COURSES--'R'OU'T[ lE'EL' 5 HaUlS)SDCIOLO" or SEX IDLES CASll21 4 HRS. 

STUDENTS .RE REIUIRED TO T.KE S HOUIS or ElECTI'E COUISE 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a MORI. TNESE ELECTI'ES I.' BE T.XEI FROI THE rOLLOMIICMaster of Arts in Intercultural Studies with a 
major in Hispanic Cultures is 32 hours COURSES IR ITHER COURSES AS .PPROWEO a, 'N '.'ISDI. 
AFRD-ARERICAN NUSIC CAS5060 f Z-J HRS. 
AaT Of AfaO-ANERICANS 
PRiUnVE ART 
CAS50rO 
CAS50S0 
SO 
SO 
Z-J 
Z-J 
HIlS. 
HAS. 
ART OJ THE SOUTH PACtFIC CASSOII SO Z-J HIlS. 
CHUESE HISTOU CAS5 JZl M J HRS. 
ANERICA. UROA. HISTORy CAS1ll0 f I 4 HRS. 
A.ERtCA. HISTORY SENIIAR. CAS1Z,", r M S 4 HRS. 
SOCIAL RESEARCH ANO EVALUATION CASr56Z f I 4 HRS. 
SOCIOLOGy 
SOCIOLOGY 
Of 
or 
POVERTY 
SEX ROLES 
CAS15U 
CASTIIZa f 
10 4 
4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Intercultural Studies with a 

major in Hispanic Cultures is 32 hours 

~ fALL ro z rALL DOD YEARS rE = fALL EVEI YEARS I = liNTER 
10 • lINTER 000 YEARS IE = MIITER EVEN YEARS 5 = SPRING-SUNNER 
;0 = SPRIIG-SUNRER DOD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUNRER EVEN YEARS 
. 1 • NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON OERANO a = NULTI-CORPETEICY COURSE 
·ROGRAN' IITERCULTU.AL STUDIES 
~AJOR. HISPANIC CULTURES 
)PTION' HISTORICAL STUDIES 
.EVEL. RISTER Of ARTS 
'ONISSIOI INfORRATtON' 
A STUDENT NUST. 1) HAVE ACOUIRED A SACCALAUREATE OEiREE fROR 
A REilONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; AND Z) IE IN 
GOOD STANOII' AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. SfUDENTS NOT 
NEETING A~SSION CRITERIA HAY PETITION fOR AOWISSION THROU'H 
THE OffICE Of AONISSIONS. 
)EGREE RfOUIRENENTS' 
A SYUDENT MUST. 1) ACQUIRE A RINIRUN Of JZ GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS' Z) EARN A RININUN Of Z4 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; 
AND J) ACIUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIfiED fOR THIS DEGREE. A 
STUDENT NAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVERENT Of CORPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE 
IETHIDS UPON APPROVAL or ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE 
STUOENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REOUIREO COURSES--GRAoUATE LEVEL' HOURS) 
THIRD 10RLo STUDIES CONfERENCE CAS5JOD M l-J HRS. 
IEIUIRED AREAS--GRloUITE LEVEL. ( Z6 HaUlS) 
'ELECT AT LEIST J HOUIS fRaN ARONG' 
EDUC & DEVLPRT IN THIRD MaRLO CAS5195 I J HRS_ 
TMIRD MORLD IN PERSPECTI'E CIS530Z f J HRS. 
'ELECT IT LEIST Z HOURS fRoR ANONG. 
CONP NETH IN CROSS CULT PERSPC CASII .. II II II 3 HRS. 
GR RSCH SEN. INTERCULT SToS CAsar 00 r S J HRS_ 
'RADUITE REIDINGS IN • __ CIS9900 f I 5 1-6 HRS. 
GRloUITE PROJECT IN • CAS9960 r I S 1-6 HRS. 
;ELECT AT LEIST IZ HOURS rRON UONG. 
LITINOS IN U.S.A. caS50Z0 I J HRS. 
HISTORY Of PUERTO RICO I CAS5ZlS I J HRS. 
HISTORY or PUERTO RICO II CAS5Z 19 J HRS. 
CARIIOEIN HISTORY CIS5J59 r J HRS. 
RACE RELA U.S.'HIST PERSPECT CAS5J68 S J HRS. 
LITIN ANERICAN HISTORY CIS5390 J HRS. 
HISTOUGUPHY CASIIl15 J HRS. 
;ELECT AT LEAST ] HOURS fRON ANON" 
caIPIRATI'E LATIN ANERICAN LIT CAS5JH II II II J HRS. 
PROTEST & RE' IN LATIN IN LIT CAS5J96 II II II J MRS. 
CHINESE RELI'IOUS THOUGHT CAS5400 I J NRS. 
10NEN IN LAT AH LITERATURE CAS66Zl I J HRS. 
SOC ilL NDIEL CISU50 f ] HRS. 
CONPARU THEHES IN LITERITURE CASUSZ II II II J HRS. 
CRITICAL ANALYSIS. LAT AN LIT CASII64 f J HRS. 
;ELECT AT LEAST J HOURS fRON ANONG. 
ETHNICITY. CULTURE , POLITICS CASSZ5S f J HRS. 
PSyCYILOGY Of LATINOS CAS5Z" f J HIS. 
CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY CAS5ZlII S J HRS. 
PROOLENS Of LATINO fAIILY CAS5JZII S J HRS. 
srANISH LANGUAGE' LITERATURE CAS"16 II II II J HRS. 
URBINllATION IN O'LPNG 10RLo CAS1UZ II II II J HRS_ 
A.THRAl'Y or POL[TICAL INSTITN CASr8U II II II J HRS. 
SOC OIG & COGNITIO~'LITINO CUL CASII4S f J HRS_ 
CONPARATI'E LIT ANER CULTURES CASIIU I J HRS. 
SPANISH LANGUAGE' CULTURE CAS8I61 II II II J HRS. 
CORPAlITI'( LEGIL CUlTURES CASII" II J HRS. 
CULTURAL UTH. SPEC ilL TOPICS CasllUO f J HRS. 
[ITR. TO IITERCULTURAL CONRUN. Hl06ZrO f J HRS. 
;ELECT IT LEIST J HOURS fRaN ANONG. 
POLITICS , SOCIETY CIS5ZDI S J HRS. 
ECOI DEV IN LITII AIERICA C&5SZH II J HRS. 
SOCIAL CHANGE' PUBLIC POLICY C&55Z48 II II II J HRS. 
SOCIAL PROBLERS I[ CAS5Z51 II II II J HRS. 
POLITICAL ECON or GLO.AL INEOL CASHOJ S J HRS. 
AIEIICAI fOREIGN POLICY CAS5319 S 3 HRS. 
URBAN POLITICS C&51700 f I S J HRS. 
ELITES AND ANERICAN oENOCRACY CAsruo I J HRS. 
NINORITIES , UR8 LBR NKT PARTC CISII ..' f J HRS. 
URIAN LAND . ECONONICS CAS8lll J HRS. 
Il 
College of Arts and Sciences 91 
ELECTI'E COURSES--GRIOUITE LEVELl 5 HOURS) 
STUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO TAKE S HOURS or ELECTI'E COURSE 
MORK. TMESE (LECTI'ES NAY BE TAKEN rRON THE fOLLOllNG 
COURSES 8R OTHER COURSES AS APPROVEO By IN IDVISOR. 
IFRO-UERICIN NUSIC C&5506O r Z-J HRS. 

AaT or IraO-AIERICINS CAS5010 SO Z-J HRS. 

pRlNlTlVE IRT CAS5080 SO Z-J HRS_ 

IRT Of THE SOUTH PAC [riC CAS5011 SO Z-J HRS. 

CHINESE HISTORY ClS5JZI I 3 HRS. 

ANERICIN UR.AN HISTORY CAS1ZJO f I 4 HRS. 

INEIIICIN HISTORY SEMINAR' CAsrzu f I S 4 HRS. 

SOCIAL RESEARCH AND EVILUAT[ON CAS156Z r M 4 IRS. 

SOCIOLOGY Of PO'ERTV CAS1593 10 4 HRS. 

SOCIOLOGY Of SEX ROLES CAU8Zl f 4 HRS • 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Intercultural studies with a 

major in Hispanic Cultures is 32 hours 

f c fILL fO = fALL 000 YEARS fE = fILL EVEN YEARS I = lINTER 
110 c III.fER ODD YEARS IE & I[NTER E'EN YEARS 5 = SPRING-SU.NER 
SO = SPRIIG-SUMNER 000 YEARS SE. SPWING-SUMNER EVEN YEARS 
II = NOT SCHEoULEO 00 = ON OENANO a = NULT[-CONPETENCY COURSE 
Language and 
Literature Program 
Majors: 

English Education (B.A. & M.A.) 

Literature (B.A. & M.A.) 

Language (B.A. & M.A.) 

In this program students and faculty are engaged in the pro· 
cess of studying language and literature from a variety of 
perspectives, and examining the phenomena of language in 
all of its uses, ranging from empirical fact to the creation of 
works of the imagination. The intent of the program is to 
graduate students with a core of the knowledge and com· 
petencies of the traditional English major, enriched by a 
focus on interdisciplinary studies. 
English Education Major Governors State University offers, 
through its English Education curricula, degrees which lead 
to certification in secondary English. This major prepares 
teachers to meet the requirements of both the State of II· 
linois and the City of Chicago. The English Education major 
is built upon the literature curricula, with the professional 
courses added. There are some variations in requirements 
to allow for certification and Chicago Public School re­
quirements. Students may become certified to teach English 
in the secondary schools by completing the requirements of 
the B.A. major in English Education. Students who enroll in 
the M.A. major, and who are not certified for teaching 
English at the time of their enrollment, must, if they desire 
certification, complete additional courses - courses which 
they normally would have completed had they been 
graduated in the B.A. Language and Literature Program, 
English Education major. 
PROGRA.' LINGUAGE AND LITERATURE 

NAJaR' ENGlISH EDUCITION 

LEVEL' IACHELoR Of ARTS 

ADNISSION INfORNATION' 
A STUDENT RUST' 1) HA'E ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 

LEAST 60 SENESTER HOURS IIITH IN aVERILL ·C- DR lETTER GPI fROM 

I REGIONALLY ICCRED[TED COlLE'E DR UHI'ERSITY; Z) BE IN GOOD 

STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS SHOULD HA'E 

ACOU[REO CREO[T [N 8ASIC COURSES IN ENGLISH. TRE HURANIIIES. 

ANa IHE SOCIAL SCIENCES. SIUOENTS NOT MEETING AD.ISS[ON CR[­

TERIA .AY PEIITIOII fOI 10MISSION THROUGH TRE OffICE Of 

AONISSIONS. 
J 
92 College of Arts and Sciences 
DEGIEE I'IUIIENENTSI 
A STUIERT NUSTI 1) ACQUIRE A RIRIMUR Of lZD CIEDIT HOUIS Of 
BHICR AT LEAST &1 HOUIS NUST BE AT THE UPPER DI'ISIOR LE'EL 
(SZ HIUIS IEIUIIED • • HOUI~ ElECTED)J Z) EARR AT LEAST Z. 
CREDIT HOURS AT GSUJ )) ACQUIRE THE CORPETERCIES SPECIFIED fOR 
TBIS DEGREE. A STOOERI' RAT SUBSTITUTE ACHIE'ER[WT Of 
CORPETENCIES IY AlTERRATE "ETHOOS UPOR APPROVAL Of ADVISOR ARD 
UPOR INCLUSIOR IN THE STUOERT-S APPROYEO STUDY PLAR. 
lEQUIRE 0 COURSES--UPPER OIYISION' 
" 
HUUIU 
SUI' ERG liT II BEOMUlf-l'TH C 
SURVE' OF ENGLISH liT. II 
ARERICAN lITERATURE I 
AREIICAR liTERATURE II 
CA~)160 
CAS)161
CASU)O 
CASUU 
W 
W 
) 
) 
) 
) 
HIS. 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
BLACK lITERATURE I CASS1Z0 ) HRS. 
BLACK lITERATURE II CASSlJD M ) HRS. 
SHAKESPEARE CAS.1'0 M ) HRS. 
BIBLE AS liT IN SOCIAL CORTEXT CASUU f ) HRS. 
THE SHOIIT STORY CAS&15S F ) HRS. 
MRITIRG PRINCIPLES CASJ1Z0 F 5 HRS. 
STUOIES IR THE ER'lISH lANG CAS..OO f 3 HRS. 
IETROIS ' or TEACHIN' E.GlISH CAS.500 f 3 HRS. 
' l.NG .....CICHILORE. 
SOCIAL FOU.DATIONS 
STUDERT TEACRIR' 
, ADOLESCTS ' 
OF EDUC 
CASU50 
CASrsU 
CASUOO 
F 
F 
F 
II 
M 
S 
S 
Z.)
•5 
HRS. 
HRS • 
HIS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISIDN' & HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST J HDURS FRD" ARDR" 
ETHICS 
NDRAL C"DICES IN CDITERP SDC 
CAS3H] 
CAS&5U 
f II 
5 
] 
3 
HRS. 
H.S. 
SELECT AT LEAST J HOURS fRD" ARDRG' 
lARGUAGE. TEACHIRG , LEARIIRG 
TEACHIN' READING IN HIGH SCHL 
CASU.O 
CAUS.O 
II 
5 
]
] 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELECTIVE CDU.~ES·-UPPER DI'ISIDN' • HDUIU 
ELECT AT lEAST. HDURS fRDN 
COUISIS DffERED THRDUGHOUT THE 
U.I'EISITT (EXCLUSI'E Of THDSE 
,n . TJUS. PROGRAJLJ TO IE[I THE. ' 
liBERAL EDUCATION AND CDllEGI­
Al CORPETENCT'REQUIRERERTS•• 
TRANSfER CREDIT--LDIIER DI'ISIDN' ( .D HOUIS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Bachelor of Arts in language and Literature with a 
major in English Education is 120 hours 
IIOTE(S).
Ale STUDENTS EITERII' THE lANGUAGE AND LITERATURE PRDGRAN 
IIlll BE TESTED FOR lE'El Of BRITING CDRPETEICY. THOSE ' STU­
OE.TS IIHD TEST OUT DF THE IIRITING PRINCIPLES COU.SE NAY 
CHODSE CAS6510 DR OIiE Df THE DTHE. B.ITING CDURSES OffE.ED 
TD SATISFY THIS CDNPETENCY. 
F = FAll fD. FAll DOO TEA.S FE = fAll E'EN YEARS • = IIINTE. 
liD = IIII1TER DDO YEARS liE = III ITER EVEN YEARS S. SP.IR6-SUHRE. 
SO • SPRING-SU••ER DDD YEARS SE = SP.IIG-SUNNER EVEI TEARS 
II = NDT SCHEDULED DD = DI DENARD a = NULTI-CD.PETENCY CDURSE 
PIDGRAN' LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
IIAJDR' EN'lISH EDUCATIDN 
LEVEL' lASTER Of ARTS 
ADNISSIDN INFDRIIATIDI' 
A STUDENT .UST. I) HAVE ACQUI.EO A BACCAlAU.EATE DEGREE FRD. 
A REGIDNAllY ACC.EOITED COLLEGE DI UNIVE.SITY. Z) IE II GOOD 
STANOI.G AT THE lAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; ]) HA'E "AN U.OERG.aDUATE 
NAJOR IN ~ITERATURE. ENGLISH DR A .ELATED AREA. AND ' IICLUDING 
THE flLLDIlING CDURSES DR THEIR EQUIVALENTS: CAS]16D SU.VEY DF 
ENGll1H lITEWATU.E I. CAS)161 SUIYEY Of ENGLISH LITERATURE II. 
CAS]1JO A.ERICAN LITERATURE I. CAS]'.O A.ERICAI LITE.ATURE II. 
AID CAS61'0 SHAKESPEARE (NOTEI THESE CDU.SES BILL NDT IE CDUNT­
ACAOEIlC AD,tSDI AID THE DI'ISIDI CHAI.PE.SDR.) STUDEITS NOT 
REETIIG THE IHIR. CRITEIID. lAY BE AD.ITTED 'CDRDITIDIALlY UITIL 
DEFItr£NCIES II THEIR URUEW'.ADUATE ACADEllt PREPARATIDN HAVE 
BEE ••EIIO'ED. SIUDEIiIS NDT .EETING ADIiISSIDN CRITERIA NAY PE­
TITID. fDR AO.ISSIDI THDU.'H THE DFflCE Of AOIISSIOIS. 
DE'REE REQUIRENENTS' 
A STUDEIIT lUST, 1) ACQUIRE A IItNIHUN Of J. 'RADUATE CREDIT 
llU'~ OF IIHICH AT lEAST i HDURS IIUST BE t. GRADUATE DILY 
COU.SES; Z,-.'EARI AT lEAST U GRADUATE C.EDIT MOUR5 AT &SU, J) 
ACQIII.E THE CD.PETE.CIES SPECifiED FDR THIS DEGREE. A STUDEIT 
.AY 'UBSIITUTE ACHIElENE.T Of CD.PETENCIES 8Y ALTERIATE 
IIETHDDS UPOR APpROVAL Of ADVISD. A.D UPDN IIClUSIDI III THE STU­
OENT-S APPROYED STUDY PlA.. STUDENTS SEEKI.' CERTlflCATIDN 
..ST. II ADI'TIDI TD ABD'E .EQUI.tME.TS. CD.PLETE THE REauIIE­
NENTS Of THE URDERGRADUATE NIJDR I. EIIGLISH EDUCATION AT GSU. 
••••AlLY THIS E.TAllS I'-Ii AODITIOIAL HDU.S II CDNPETEICIES J. 
10. AND 11 ~f THE BACCALAUREATE .IIDR IN E.GCISH EDUCATIDI. 
RUUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEll 11 HDUIS) 
ILACK lITE.ATURE I CASSIZO f ) HR! 
BLACK lITE.ATURE II CAS5HO II HI:) 
F ) HI! 
RESEA.CH TECH.IQUES CAS&51O F 5 3 H.: 
'IADUATE .EADIRGS IR _ •• CAS9900 F II 5 ) HR: 
'RADUATE PRDJECT IN • • • CAS"'O F II 5 3 H. 
STUDIES IR THE ER'lISH lU' CAS..OO 
REIUIIED AREAS--'RAOUATE LEVEL. l' HOUIS) 
SELECT AT lEAST 3 HOURS fROR ANDR'" 
llTERAIY CRITICISN CasU10 f 3 H. 
AESTHETICS CAS1Z20 5 3 HI 
SELECT AT lEAST & HOURS fRON ARON'O 
RAJDR ENGLISH AUTHORSI ••• CAS'''O F II 5 J • HR RAJDR ARERICAR AUTHDRSI • CAS&510 f M 5 J • H • 
SELECT AT lEAST 3 HOURS fRO" A"DR'O 
lITERATURE' "EDICIRE CAS65H &1 II II J RI 
LITE.ATURE ARD HISTDRY' ••• CAS.531 ME HR•BIBLE AS lIT IN SOCIAL CORTEXT CAS.5U F J HI 
THE SHORT STORY CAS.155 F J HI 
SELECT AT lEA~T • HOURS FROR A"DN'O 
PLAT PWDD IN SECDNDARY SCHOOL CAS&Z10 S J H' 
LANGUA'E. TEACHIN' , lEARNIR' CAS...D B ) Ht 
TEACHIN' READING IN HIGH SCHl CAS65.. 5 3 H' 
LIBRARY RES FDR ClASSRM TCHRS CAS ...Z 5 J HI 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Language and Literature with a 
major in English Education is 36 hours 
"DTE(5" 
• NAJ.. AUTHORS CDURSES 'ART FRD" TER" TD TER" ACCDRDIR' T,
THE AUTNDR(S) INCLUDED IR THE CDURSE. E.G. -HAJDR EN'lISH 
AUTHDRS: DICKENS.­
F = fAll FO = fALL ODD YEARS fE = fALL E'ER YEARS B = BINTER 
BO • MIITER DDD YEARS BE = BINTER E'EN TEARS S = SPRIR6-SUNHE 
SO = SPRING-SU"RER O.D YEARS SE a SPRING·SURMER EVEN YEARS 
II = NDT SCHEDULED DD = DN DENARD a a "ULTI-CO"PETERCY COURS 
Literature Major The Literature major is centered in th4 
humanities, yet also offers opportunities for students to gail 
skills in the tools of the trade: analytical skills in evaluatinl 
literature from a variety of approaches; linguistic skills ir 
analyzing the evolution, function, and content of language 
and interdisciplinary skills in relating language to the humar 
condition. These skills are taught as the necessary conditior 
to the full appreciation and understanding of works of th· 
imagination as the incomparable record of humanity'S irr 
mense journey. The study of literature is presented a 
perhaps the most personally enriching endeavor the privat 
individual can undertake, a study which can and does affe( 
all aspects of life. 
PROGRAR. LANGUAGE A.D liTERATURE 
.AJO.. LITERATURE 

LEVEL' BACHELOR Of ARTS 

ADNISSIDN INfDRMATIDN' 
A STYIENT NUST. 1) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE DR 
lEAST &0 SERESTER HDURS BITH A. DVERALL ·C· DR BETTER GPA f. 
A REGIONAllY ACCREOITED COLLEGE OR UII'ERSITY' Z) BE IN GO 
STANDING AT THE lAST SCHDDL ATTENDED. STUDENTS SHDUlD HAYE 
ACIUIREI CREDIT IN BASIC CDURSES IN ENGLISH. THE HUHAIITIE 
AND THE SDctAL SCIERCES. STUDENTS NDT NEETING ADMISSION CRI­
TERIA .AY PETITIDN fOR ADMISSIDN THROUGH THE OfFICE 
ADNISSIONS. 
DE'REE REQUIRERENTS' 

A STUDENT .UST' 1) ACQUIRE A RININU. DF lZ0 CREDIT HDIRS 

IIHIC. AT lEUT .0 HDU.S MUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION LEYEL 

(3& H.UIS REIUIREO • Z. HDIRS ELECTED)1 Z) EARN AT LEAST 

C.EDIT HOU.S AT GSUJ ]) ACQUI.E THE CD.PETENCIES SPECIFIED f 

THIS DEGREE. A STUDEIT NAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVERENT 

CDRPEIENCIES BY ILTERNITE IIETMDDS UPDN APP.DYAl OF AO'ISD. I 

UPDI IICLUSION IN THE STUOENT·S APPRD'ED STUDY PLIN. 

IEIIIRED CDURSES--UPPE. OIVISIDI' ( Z. HDURS) 
SURV EN' liT I' BEDBULF-l.TH C CASJ1&O f ] 
SURVEY Of ENGLISH liT. II CASJ161 II ] 
A.E.ICAN lITE.ATURE I CASJ1JO ] 
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ARER[CAN LIT[IATUIE II CAUTU II J HIS. 
I'TR CENTUIY 'RERICAI IIIITERS casruz J HilS. 
SHAKESPEARE CIS.,'O II J HRS. 
8[BLE AS L[T IN SOCIAL 
IIIIT[IG PIIICIPLES 
CONTEXT CAS65U 
CASJ1Z0 
f 
f S 3 
3
.. 
HilS. 
HRS • 
EQUlRED AIIEAS--UPPER DIVIS[ON: IZ HOURS ) 
ELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS fROM AMONG. 
THE 
THE 
HAIILEN REIA[SSANCE 
AfRICAN NOVEL 
CAS505Z 
CAS5053 
II sa 
II 
II 3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
BLACK LITERATURE [ CAS51Z0 f 3 HilS. 
BLACK L[TEIIATURE I[ CAS5lJO II 3 HilS. 
LIT or II"[GRANT CH[LDIIEN ClS6UO f S 3 HIS. 
CH[NESE CULTURE: LANG I L[T. 
ASIAN~AKEIIICAN L[TERATURE 
CAS6T51 
CAS6756 
f 
f 
3 
3 
HilS. 
HRS. 
ELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fRON AMONG' 
ETH[CS CASJ113 W 3 HRS. 
MORAL CHOICES [N CONTENP SOC CAS65U S J HilS. 
ELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fROM ARONG. 
LO&lC CAS3TT~ W S 3 HRS. 
COUNTER-PROPAGANDA CAS6~50 f S 3 HilS. 
LAI'UA'E. TEACHING I LEARNING CAS6U. II 3 HRS. 
STUOI[S II THE EIGL[SH LANG CAS6600 3 HRS. 
LECn'E COURSES--UPPER OIVIS[ON' Z~ HOURS) 
ELECT O-IZ HOURS fRON COURSES 
IffERfD THIOUGH THE LITEIIATURE 
IAJOR. , 
ELECT IZ-Z~ HOUIS fROM AlONG 
COURS[S OffERED THROU'HOUT THE 
UN[VERSITY (EXCLUSIVE Of THOSE 
II THIS PIO'IAIJ TO IEET THE 
LIBERAL EOUCATIOI AID COLLEG[­
AL COIPETEICY REQUIRENEITS. , 
IANSfER CREO[T--LOIIER O[V[S[OI: (60 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Bachelor of Arts in Language and Literature with a 
major in Literature is 120 hours 
IT£(S): 
, THE COMBINED TOTAL NUNBER Of CIIEOIT HOURS fOR ELECTI'ES 
lUST BE AT LEAST Z~ HOURS. 
ALL STUOEITS EITERING THE LAIGUAGE AND LITERATURE PROGRAI 
W[LL BE TESTED fOR LE'EL Of WRITIN' COMPETENCY. THOSE STU­
OEITS IIHO TEST OUT Of THE IIR[TIIG PRINC[PLES COURSE MAY 
CMDOSE CAS6510 OR DIE Of THE OTHER "'ITII' COURSES OrfEREO 
TO SATISfY TH[S CONPETENCY. 
=fALL fO z fALL ODD YEARS fE = fALL E'EN YEAIS W = WINTEI 
, z IIINTER ODD YEARS WE = IIINTEI E,EI YEARS S. SPRING-SUNNER 
, z SPRING-SUNIER ODD YEARS SE = SPRIN'-SUNIEI EVEI YE&lS 
I z MOT SCHEDULED 00 z ON DENAID a = MULTI-COHPETEICY COUISE 
lOGRAN: LAI'UAGE AID LITERATURE 
\JDII LITER ATURE 
:WEL. lASTER or ARTS 
IN[SS[OI [NfORMAT[DN: 
A STUDENT MUST' I) HAVE ACDU[RED A BACCALAUREATE DE'REE fRON 
A RE'IONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UIIVERSITY, Z) IE II 'DUO 
STAIDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTEIDED; JJ HAVE AN UNDERGRADUATE 
MUOR IN LITERATURE. ['NGLISH DR A RELATED AREA. AND IKLUDI", 
THE fOLLDWIIG COUISES OR THEIR EQUIVALENTS. CAS3160 SUR,EY Of 
EN'LISH LITERATURE I. CAS3761 SURVEY Of ENGLISH LITERATURE II. 
CASJ130 ANERICAN LITERATURE I. CAS31'0 ANERICAI LITERATURE II. 
AND CAS6110 SHAKESPEARE (1I0TE: THESE COUISES IIllL lOT IE COUNT­
ED TOWAID fULfILLMENT Of THE MASTER'S DEGREE REQUIREMENTS; SUI­
STITUTIONS NAY BE MADE OILY WITH THE APPRO'AL or THE STUDENT'S 
ACADENIC ADYISOR AND THE OIYISION CHAIRPERSON.) STUDENTS NOT 
MEETII' THE THIRD CRITERION NAY BE AONITTED CONDITIONALLY UNTIL 
DEfiCIENCIES IN THEIR UIOERGIADUATE ACAOE"[C PIEPlRATIOII HA'E 
BEEI IENO'EI. STUOEN'S NOT NEETIIG ADMISSTON CRITERIA NAY PE­
TITION fOR AONISS[ON THUUIGH THE OfFICE Of ADNISSIDIS. 
:GREE R!QUIREMENTS. 
A STUDEIT HOST. I) ACQUIRE A MININUN Of 53 GRAOUAIE CREDIT 
IIIUIS or WIIICH AT LEAST 6 HOURS MUST IE IN GRADUATE O..Y . 
COURSiS: Z) EAIN AT LEAST Z~ G.AOUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; 3J 
ACQUIRE THE CO"PETENCIES SP~ClfIEO FOR TillS DEGREE. A STUDENT 
NAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIE'ENENT Of COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE 
"ETIOOS UPOII 'PPRO'AL or AD'ISOII lllD UPON INCLUSION II THE ST.­
DEIIT'S APPRO'EO STUDY PLAN. 
:IUIREO COURS[S--GRADU.'E LEYEL' 15 HOURS) 
NAJOR ENGLISH AUTHORS •••• CAS6~'0 f W S 3 , HRS. 
NAJOR AMERICAN AUTHORS' ••• CAS~~IO f W S 3" HRS. 
RESEAICH TECHNIIUES CASUTO f 5 5 HilS. 
GRADUATE 
GRADUATE 
READINGS IN 
PROJECT IN _ •• 
CAS"OO 
CAS"60 
f 
f 
II 
II 
S 
S 
5.. 
3.. 
"IS. 
HRS. 
IIEQUIREB AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL' IZ HOUIS) 
SELECT AT LEAST J HOUIIS fRON ANONG. 
LITERARY CRITICISN CAS6~'O f 3 HRS. 
AESTIIETICS CASIZZO 5 J HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 5 HOURS fROM ANONG' 
INTRO TO AfRICAN LI'ERATURE CAS50U 3 HRS. 
THE IIARLEN RENAISSANCE CAS505Z II II II 3 HRS. 
aLACK LITERATURE I CAS51Z0 f 1 HRS. 
ILACK LITERATURE II CAS5lJO 3 HRS. 
LIT Of INMIGRANT CHILDREN CAS6UO f S J HRS. 
CHINESE CULTURE' LANG I LIT. CAS6I51 f 3 HRS. 
ASIAR-ANERICAN LITERATURE CAS6156 f 1 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAS' 3 HOURS FRON ANONG' 
LITERATURE' NEDICIIE CAS65lJ sa II IS 5 HRS. 
LITERATURE AND HISTORY: ••• CAS65J1 WE ~ HIS. 
BilLE AS LIT IN SOCIAL CONTEIT ClS65U f 3 HRS. 
I'TH CENTURY ANERICAN IIRITERS CAS1UZ S 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST J HOURS fRON AMONG. 
COUNTER-PROPAGANDA CAS6UO f S 3 HRS. 
LANGUAGE. 'EACHING , LEARNING CAS6UO II J HRS. 
STUDIES IN THE ENGLISH LAIG CAS6600 f 3 HRS. 
ELECTIYE COURSES--GRAOUATE LE'EL. 6 HOURS) 
ELECT 6 HOURS fRON COURSES 
OffER[D 
SITY TO 
THROUGHOUT THE UNI'ER­
fULfiL DEGREE REQUIRE­
NENTS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Language and Literature with a 
major in Literature is 33 hours 
NOT£( S): 
MAJOR AUTHORS COURSES 'ARY FROM TERM TO TERM ACCORDING TO 
THE AUTHOR(S) INCLUDED IN THE COURSE. E.G. -NAlaR EI&lISH 
AUTHORS. OICKENS.­
" 	 A GRADUATE STUDE IT NAY CDNBINE A READINGS COURSE IIITH A 
'RAOUATE PROEJCT. IIITH THE CONSENT Of AD'ISOR; HOIIE'EII. STU­
DEITS NUST REGISTER fOR THESE COURSES SEPARATELY. 
f = fALL fO = fALL ODD YEARS fE = fALL E'EN YEARS W= IIINTER 
110 c IIINTER 000 YEARS liE c WINTER EYEII YEARS S a SPRING-SUMNER 
SO SPRING-SURNEI ODD YEARS SE a SPRING-SUNMER E'EN YEARS 
II = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DENAND a c MULTI-CDIPETERCY COURSE 
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Language Major The Language major is designed to serve 
students with a special interest in the subject of language 
qua language, in its technical, psychological, and social 
aspects. The curricula for students are individualized and 
draw upon the resources of the entire University. The re­
quirements are essentially those of the Literature major, sup­
plemented by courses in linguistics. 
PIOGRAN: LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 

NAJel. LANGUAGE 

LEVEL' BACHELOR O~ ARTS 

AD~ISSION IN~OINATION' 
BECAUSE THIS CU.RICUlUN IS UNOER60IN' EXTENSIVE RE-EVALUATION 
ANO SBBSTANTIVE CURRICULAR REVISIONS. NO STUDENTS MILL BE 
ADNITTEB TO T"IS NAJOR OURIN& ACAOENIC YEAR 1981-82. 
Media Communications 
Program 
Majors: 
Mass Media (B.A.) 
Applied Studies (M.A.) 
The Media Communications Program examines the form 
content and influence of such media as television, photo 
graphy, film and print. Classes in journalism are also offered 
Students have opportunities to develop writing and produc 
tion skills as well as theoretical and practical knowledge 0 
the processes, politics and impact of media on individuals 
groups and society. 
The program offers an unusual combination of creative 
PIO&IAN. LAN6UA&E AND LITERATURE practical, theoretical and technical learning experiences 
NAJOI: LANGUA&E Within a broad and flexible program reflecting opportunitie LEVEL' NASTER O~ ARTS 
for study and careers in media, students prepare themselve 
AO"ISSION I~ORNATION. 
BECAUSE THIS CURRICUlU" IS UNOEI'OIN& EXTENSIVE IE-EVALUATION for job-upgrading, new careers, or further study in media 
ANO SaBSTANfl'E CURRICULAR RE'ISIONS. NO STUOENTS HILL BE The program is also responsive to the needs of teachersAONITTEO TO THIS NAJOR DURIN' ACAOENIC YEAR 1981-12. 
community leaders, and others desiring to better unders 
tand the processes of media and their influence upon ou 
lives. 
Mass Media Major The undergraduate major in Mass Medi; 
integrates theoretical and practical knowledge of media. It 
addition to classes in production, writing, aesthetics 
criticism, and development (history or trends), students gail 
knowledge of the media/communications industry througl 
formal coursework or, where possible, cooperative educa 
tion experiences working directly in the media industry. 
Students are encouraged to take at least three classes deal 
ing with one specific medium: history, analysis, or produc 
tion, and to take at least two classes in other media outsid, 
any specialized media area. Photography students are ex 
pected to have a prior background or coursework and thei 
own equipment. Production and writing sequences are alsl 
offered in television, journalism and film. 
PR06RAN. NEOlA COIINUNlCATlOIIS 
IIAJOR: IIASS MEDIA 
LEVEL' BACHELOR D~ ARTS 
ADMISSION IIIFOIMATION: 
A STUDENT NUST. I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES OE&REE OR A 
LEAST '0 SENESTER HOURS O~ CIEOIT MITH AN OVERALL ·C· OR BElT 
6PA ~RON A'~E&IONALLY ACCIEOITEO COLLEGE OR UNI'ERSITY; Z) B 
IN &OBO STANDIN' AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTEIIOEO. MOST PHOTOGRAP 
COURSlS REQUIRE AT LEAST • SENESTER NOUIS O~ BASIC PHOTOGRAPH 
SfUOEIITS SHOULO HAVE ACQUIRED CREDIT IN BASIC COURSES III EN'­
LISH. HUMAlllfiES. SOCIAL SCIENCES AND CONNUNICAfiONS. SfUOEN 
IIDT MEETIIIG ADMISSION ClifERIA NAY PETlfiON FOR ADMISSION 
THROUGH TH£ o~nCE O~ AONISSIONS. 
DEGREE IrQUIRENENTS. 
A STUOEMT RUST. 1) ACQUIRE A NINIMUM OF 120 CREDlf HOURS a 
aHIC" Af LEAST '0 HOUNS MUST BE UPPER OI'ISIDM CREDIT (15 Heu 
RE8UIIEO • 45 HOURS ELECTED); Z) EARN Af LEASf 24 CREDIT HOUR 
AT 6SU; 3) EARN 30-45 CREOlf HOURS IN NEOlA CDRMUNICAflONS 
COMPETENCY RELAfEO COURSES; AND 4) ACQUIRE fHE CONPETEIICIES 
SPECI~IEO FOR fHIS DEGREE. A STUDENT NA' SUBSTITUTE ACHTE'E­
"Ellf OF CONP(TENCIES BY ALTERIIATE METHOOS UPOII APPRO'Al or AO 
VISDI AND UPON INCLUSION III THE STUDENT'S APPROYEO STUO' PLAN 
UQUIREO AREAS--UPPER DI'ISIOII' ( 15 HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST • HOURS ~ROM ANOIIG. 
MRITIIIG PRIMCIPLES CAS31Z0 F S ] H 
PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHIIIQUES CAS3745 S ] 
ADVANCED PHaTa TECHNleuES CAS3750 II 3 
~ILM'VIDEo PROJECT I CAS3775 F M 5 Z 
FILN"IOEO PROJECT II CAS5776 F S Z 
PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTFOLIO CAS5HO ~ Z-] 
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIVALEIICE STOS CAS54lJ 2-] 
PRODUCT PHOTOGRAPHY CA554Z0 M 3 
PHDT05 PORT. ~AS"IOII l LI~E ST CAS54Z2 II Z 
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RUlrl-REDIA ~IDDUCTID. I CAS5425 WE Z HRS. 

NULTI-NEOIA PRODUCTION II CAS54Z6 SE Z HRS. Appfted Studies Major The graduate Applied Studies major 

PMOTO. COLOR VORKSHOP I CAS5UO } 
 HRS. of the Media Communications Program affords students op­PMOTOJOURULI SN CAS54}1 5 3 HRS. 

PMOTO> COLOI VORKSHOP II CAS5U} S } HRS. portunities to develop skills and knowledge in writing, pro­

PMOTO rOR IISTRUCT'IAL SUPPORT CAS5U' V 3 HRS. 
PHOTO ABSTR , MON-SILVER TECM CAS5441 WO 3 HRS. ducing, researching or teaching media communications for 
PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY CAS545} SO 3 HRS. careers in media institutions or for application within other ADV COLOR TELEVISION PROOUCTN CAS61I101 V 4 HRS. 

VRITIIG rOR PRIIT "EOIA CAS'1l0 V 3 MRS. social structures (education, community organizations, gov­

NEVSWRITtNG AND REPORTtMG CASUII 3 HRS. 

VIITtl' rOR 'AOIO , TV CAS69}O 3 HRS. ernnment, industry). 

WRITING rOR rILM'VIOEO CAs,n, VO 3 HRS. 

lMlNATlON CAS'''Z V HRS. 

NEOlA TEAN rlELD PROJECT CAS"S} 5 '", HRS. 

TELEVtSIOI PROOUCTIOI CAS1000 V 5 4 HRS. 
 PROGRAN' NEOlA CONNUIICATIDISTELEfISION: RENOTE COlOR TECM CAS1005 f } HRS. MAJDR' APPLIED SlUOIESrEATURE , REflEW VRITING CAS116Z S S HRS. LEVEL' IASIER Of ARISlEOlA PRODUCTION PRACTICUI CAS11'5 r v 5 Z-II HRS. 
SPECIAL PROJECTS IN ••• CAS1'001 f S I-e HRS. AOIISSIOI IlfORMATIOM:TELEVISION DIRECTING CAS1960 r 4 HRS. A SlUIEIT MUSI. I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE OE~REE fROMTf AND ITS USE II THE CONMUITT HL06190 5 Z HRS. l RE~IOIlLLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UIIVERSIIT; AID Z) BE INTV rOR IVSTRCTN , TRAINING I HL06Z00 f Z HRS. ~DOO STAIOING AT IHE LAST SCHOOL AITEIOEO. STUOEIITS INTERESTEO 
III TAIIIIG PHOTOGRAPHT COUISES MUSI HAfE EIIHER MAJORED IIELECT AT LEAST S HOURS rRON AMONG: 
PHOTOGRAPHIC CRITICISM CAS54IZ r Z HRS. PHOIOGRAPHY Al TIE UIDER~RADUAIE LEVEL. OR IAKER 6 SEMESIER HOUIS or BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY AIO CONPLETEO COURSES II ADVANCEDARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHT CAS54Z} S Z HRS. PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHIIIQUES AIIO THEORY Df PHOTD~RAPHI~ PROCESSES.PICTURE EDITING 	 CAS5'ZII 5 Z HRS. SlUOEITS SHOULD HA'E ACQUIRED CREDIT III BASIC COURSES II EIG­IRAMATIC CRIIICISM CAS6Z90 W 3 HRS. LISH. CONNUIIICATIDNS. SOCIAL SCIENCES AIID HUIANIIIES. SIUDEIiTSSURVET or VESTEII OIAMA I CAS6Z91 VE Z.4 HRS. NDI MEETING lDMISSIOI CRITERIA NAY PETIIIOM rDR ADMISSIOIILITERART CRIIICISM CASIi4101 f 3 HRS. THROUIH THE OffICE Of AOIiISSIOIiS.AOV COLOR TELEVISION PROOUCIN CASIilIlOl V 4 HRS. 

INVESIIGAIIVE , SPECIAL RPTG CAS6111Z VE S IRS. 

rlLM SEMIMAI •••• CAS6S40 } HRS. 
 DEGREE REQUIREMEITS.rlLMS AID rlLMMAKERS I CASIi9}Z S Z HRS. A STUOEIIT HUST: I) ACIUIRE A NIIIMUM or 3Z'" GRADUlfE CREDITrlLMS AND flLNMAKERS II CASIi'}} V 5 Z HRS. HOUIS (II HOURS REQUIRED • ZI HOURS ELECIEO)I Z)IROAOGAST JOURNALISM 	 }CAS"1i1 5 HRS. ACIUIRE THE COMPETEIICIES SPECIfiED FOR THIS OEGREE; 3)URBAII JOURNAlI SM CASlif81 S 3 HRS. CONPL'lE AI AO'AICEO PRODUCTIOI'VRITII~ DR RESEARCH COURSE; ')SPECIAL PROJECTS [II ••• CAS11i00l r v S I-II HRS. CONPlITE A MAJOR STNTHESIZIIiG GRADUATE PIOJECI ••• ; 5) EARN A 
NIMINUN OF z~ GRAOUAIE CREDIT HOUIS Al ~SU. A STUDEIT MAYELECT AT LEASI , HOURS rROM AMONG: SUBSTIT~TE ACHIEVEMENT or COMPETENCIES aT ALTERNATE MEIHOOSINOEPINOEIIT INVESIIGAIIONS CAS4900 V S 1-4 HRS. UPOI APPIOVAL Of ADVISOR AIIO UPII INCLUSIDN IN THE STUDENT'STNEORY , HISIORY rREE PRESS CAS5'07 VO Z HRS. APPROVED SlUOT PLAII.lEOlA STMPOSIUM: ••• CAS63,4 f Z HRS. 

LITERART CRITICISM CASIi4101 f 3 HRS. 

PHOTO HISIORT CAS6115Z r 3 HRS. 
 IEIUIREO COURSES--GRAOUAIE LEVEL' Z HOURS)8ROAOCASIING III AMERICA CAS6960 v } HRS. 
NEOlA COIMUMICATIINS LAV CAS'910 fO Z.4 HRS. GRADUATE PROJECT II ••• CAS99&0 r V S Z ••• HRS.MEDIA COMMUNICATIINS RESEARCH CAS'911 S Z., HRS. 

MEDIA AND SOCIETT CAS10Z1 r v 3 HRS. 
 REQUIRED AREAS--GRAOUAIE LEVEL' 9 HOURS)lOPICS IN POPULAR CULIURE CAS105Z SE Z HRS. 

CHILOREII , IELEVISION CAS1UI r 3 HRS. 
 SELECT AT LEASI 3 HOURS fROM ANONG'MASS NEOlA AND POLITICS CAS1I50 H 3 HRS. 
·PHOTOGRAPHIC PORlFOllO CAS5410 r Z-3 HRS.CHICAGO MEDIA LABDRATORT CAS1I90 V Z HRS. PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIVALENCE STOS CAS5411 Z-} HIS.SPECIAL PROJECTS IN ••• CAS16001 f V 5 I-II HRS. PRODUCT PHOTOGRAPHT ClS5420 3 HRS.VDNEI IN THE MEDIA CAS1149 SO 3 HRS. PHOTO' PORT. fASHION' LIfE ST CAS5'ZZ Z HRS.PHOTDQRAPHIC THEORT CAS11140 VE HRS. AICHIIECTDRAL PHOTOGRAPHY CAS542U S Z HRS. 
NULTI-NEOIA PROOUCIIOI I tAS54Z5 VE Z HRS.
_ECTIVE COURSES--UPPER OIVISIOII: 45 HOURS) IULTI-NEOIA PROOUCTION II CAS54Z6 SE Z HRS. 
PHOTO. COlOR VORKSHDP I CAS5410 f 3 HRS_ELECI 15-}0 HDURS fROM COURSES PHD TDJOURllAli SM 	 CAS5411 S } HRS.LISlE. ABDVE. MEETING THE RE­ PHOTO. COLOR VORKSHOP II CAS54B S 3 HRS.QUIREMENTS Dr THE MEDIA COM­
MUNICATIONS PROGRAM. 	 PHOTO FO. · IISTRUCI'NAL SUPPORT CAS5U9 v } HRS. 
PHOTO ABSTR , NOli-SILVER IECH CAS544l VO 3 HRS. 
ELECT 15-}0 HOURS rROM COURSES PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY CAS545} SO 3 HRS. AD' COLOR TELEVISION PRODUCTM CAS&180 v 4 HRS.OrrER[O THROUGHOUT THE UNIVER­ MRITIIG fOR PRINT lEOlA CAsnlO w 3 HRS.SIT, (EICLUSlfE or COURSES IN NEVSVRITING ANO REPORTIN~ C&SUIt 3 HRS.VITHIR THIS PROGRAN) VHICH tNVESTIGAIIVE , SPECIAL RPTG CAS681Z1 3 HRS.ADDRESS THE COLLEGIAL COMPE­ VRITIIiG fOR RADIO , IV CAS6930 S } HRS_TENCIES. VRITIIiG rOR fILII'VIOEO C&SUl9 VD S HRS. 
ANINA nON CAS696Z 4.6 HilS. 
HEDIA TLAM_rIELD PIIDJECI .CAstO,..} S 4 HRS.
'ANsrER CREOIT'-LOVER DIVISION: (60 HOURS ) TELEfrSION PROOUCIION CAS1000 V S 4 HRS. 
TELEVISIOI: RENOTE COLOR IECH CAS10D5 r 3 HRS. Minimum total number of credit hours required for a fElTURE , REflEV VRITIIC CAS11'Z S } HRS. 
Bachelor of Arts in Medica Communications with a MEDIA PRODUCTIOI PRACTICUII ClS1195 r V S z-a HRS. 
SPECIAL PROJECTS III••• CAS16001 f W S I-II HRS.major in Mass Media is 120 hours TELEVISIOII DIRECTING CAS19'O f 4 HRS.
,TE(S)' GRAD fILM,vrOEO PROOUCIIOI CAsaH3 r V S 1-4 HRS_I CREDIT HOURS EARMED rOR COURSES LISTED MORE IHAN OICE IN GRAD fILM'VIOEO PRODUCTION II CASIH4 f S 1-4 HRS.CUIRICULUM MAT NOI BE USED 10 SATISfT THE REQUIREMENIS or PHOTOGRAPHIC SERIES , SEQUENCE CAS851J f 3 HRS.MDRE THAN DNE COMPETEMCT. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FROM AMOMG. 
PHOTOGRAPHIC CRITICISH CAS54lZ r Z HIS. 
r.UL rD = rUL 000 TElliS fE = fAll EVEI TEAIIS V" WlJlJER ARCHIIECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY CAS54Z11 S Z HRS., " VIIITER 000 TElRS VE" VI NTER EfEN YEARS S = SPRI NG-SUMIlEI PICIURE EDITING 	 CASHza S Z HRS.,. SPIIIC-SUMNER DOD TEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN TEARS ORAIATIC CRIIICISM ClS&Z90 } HRS.NOT SCHEDULED 00" 01 DEMAIO a" MULTI-CONPETEIICY CDURSE LITERART CRIIICISN CAS6410 f 3 HRS. 
INVESIIGAII,E , SPECIAL RPTG CAS'81Z1 VE 3 HRS. 
fiLM SEMIIiAR. •• CASli1l40 f 3 HRS. 
fiLMS AND FILMNAKERS I CASU3Z 5 Z HRS. 
fiLMS AND rlLNNAKERS II C&SUB W 5 Z HRS. 
BROADCAST JOUINALISM CAS&961 S 3 HRS. 
URBAN JOURIIALISN CAS'''I S 3 HRS. 
SPECIAL PROJECTS IN ••• CAS16001 r w S I-I HRS. 
'RAOUAIE SENINAR IN PROIDGRAPH CASII530 f V Z HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOUIS fROM ANOMG. 

IHEDRY , HISIORT fREE PRESS ClS5U1 VO Z HRS. 

MEDIA SYMPOSIUN' ••• CAS/il94 f Z HilS. 

COUNTER-PROPAGANDA CAS"50 f S 3 HRS. 

RESEARCH TECHIiIDUES CASIi51. r S 3 
 HRS. 
PHOTO HISIORT CASIi85Z r } HRS. 
BROADCASTING III AIIERICA ClSIi". w IIIIS. 
NEOlA CDNIUNICATIOIIS LAV C&SU10 fD MRS.Z.,} 
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NEDIA CO..aNICAfIONS IESEAICH CAS"" S 2., HRS. 
NEDIA AND SOCIEfY CAS1D2l f M J HRS. 
foPICS U POPULAR CULTUIE CAS105Z $[ 2 HRS. 
CHILDIEN , TELEVISION CAS1Ul f J HRS. 
NASS NEOll AND POLlflCS CAS1150 H J HRS. 
CHICA'D NEOlA LABORATORY CAS1190 M Z HRS. 
MONEN IN fHE REDIA CUll" SO 3 HIS. 
CINfENPDlllY ISSUES: ••• CASI030 f 1 S 2 HIS. 
6RADUlTE READINGS II • 
GRlDUATE RESEARCH 
flLR , fV OoCUNENTARY 
CASnOO 
CASnJD 
HL05r.20 
f 
f 
f 
M 
M 
S 
S 
1-'1-'3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
CDRNUNICATIDI RESEARCH HLo'210 f S 3 HRS. 
ELHTnE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: ( ZI HOURS) 
ELECT 1-13 HOURS fRON COURSES 
LISTED ABOVE. NEETIIG THE RE­
QUIIENEITS OF THE NEOlA CDI­
HUIICAflOIS PRDGRAN. 
ELECT I-I' HOURS fRDR COURSES 
DFFEI!D THROUGHOUT THE UNIVER­
SITY (EXCLUSIVE or COURSES II 
IITHII THIS PRoGRAN) WHICH 
ADDRESS THE COLLEGIAL CoNPE­
fENC illS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Media Communications with a 
major in Applied Studies is 32 hours 
NDT[(S): 
---II LIEU OF A GRaDUaTE PROJECT. STUDENTS RAY ELECT TO TAKE • 
ADDITIONAL CREDIT HOURS (BEYOND THE NINIRUR 32 HOURS 
REQUIRED) Of NEOlA COINURICATIONS COURSES INCLUDING AT 
LEAST J CREDIT HDUIS or GIADUUE RESEARCII~ - THE NININUI TOTAL 
IUN8ER or CIEDIT HOURS UNDER THIS ALTERNATIVE IS '0 HOURS. 
I 	 CREDIT HOUIS EARIEI fOR COURSES LISTED RORE THAI ONCE II A 
CURRICULUN RAY lof BE USED TO SATISry THE REQUIRENENTS or 
RORE THAN DIE CONPETEICY. 
r = rALL fO = rALL 000 nEARS rE = fALL EVEN YEARS W = MIITER 
10 	= WINfER DID TEARS WE = WIITER EVEN YEARS S c SPRIIG-SURRER 
SO 	 = SPRING-SUMMER 000 YEARS SE = SPRING-SURNER EVEN YEARS 
II 	• lOT SCHEDULED 00 = 01 OERAID a = IULTI-CDMPETEICY COURSE 
Science Program 
Majors and Options: 
Environmental Sciences (B.A. & M.A.) 
Environmental Analysis (U & G) 
Ecology and Conservation (U & G) 
Environmental Management (G) 
Human Environment Planning (U & G) 
Human Ecology (B.A. & M.A.) 
The instructional program in Science is designed to meet thE 
needs of those who wish to gain a multi-disciplinar" 
background in environmental science, which provides thE 
breadth necessary to understand complex human/en­
vironmental issues and the depth necessary for productivE 
action. The program is also for those who wish to continuE 
their education in science with an emphasis on the applica 
tions of conceptual knowledge and practical skills to thE 
solution of environmental problems. Scientists who wish tc 
gain competence in recent developments in their discipline~ 
and knowledge of the impact of environmental issues or 
their work and lifestyles will find this program appropriate 
Environmental Science Major The Environmental Scieno 
major consists of curricular options which share a commor 
set of core courses and a flexible, multidisciplinary option i: 
provided for students seeking a broad exposure to en 
vironmental science as it applies to a variety of modern da~ 
careers. Options offered are: Ecology and Conservation, En 
vironmental Analysis, Environmental Management, an( 
Human Environment Planning. 
The Ecology and Conservation option is designed to pro 
duce well-rounded ecologists possessing a firm theoretica 
background and practical skills necessary to the practice 0 
ecology in a variety of job settings. Emphasis is placed upor 
designing field projects and in the collection and analysis 0 
field data. 
The Environmental Analysis option is based upon the tradi 
tional framework of a chemistry curriculum with emphasi 
on the theoretical concepts of chemical analysis and thl 
practical application of modern analytical techniques to en 
vironmental systems. 
The primary focus of the Environmental Management op 
tion curriculum is development of a systematic approach tl 
problem solving, concentrating upon a synthesis c 
disciplines, both scientific and managerial, with in-deptl 
knowledge of the methods of systems analysis and en 
vironmental assessment. 
The Human Environment Planning option is designed tl 
prepare planning professionals to meet the expanding SCOPI 
and practice of planning. The curriculum has an expandet 
focus which includes broader and more explicit concern fo 
environmental policy, social policy and the analysis anI 
design of service systems. 
PROGRAI: SCIENCE 

IAJDR. EIVIROIIENTlL SCIEICE 

LEVEL' BACHELOR OF ARTS 

ADIISSIol INrOINATION: 
A STUDENT NUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED AI ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR 
LEAST 60 SERESTER HOURS or CREDIT WITH AN OVERALL ·C· OR 8ET 
GPA rlOM A IEGIOIALLY ACCIEDITEO COLLEGE OR - UNIVERSITY; 2) 
IN 	 GOOD STANDIR' AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTEIOEO; AND J) HAVE CO 
PLETEo THE -TOLLOMING LOMER DIVISI01 PREREQUISITE COURSE MORK 
COLLEGE ALGE8RA AID TRIGOROMETI' (J-S SH). LirE SCIENCE (I S 
• • 
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PHYSICAL SCIEICE (I SH). STUDENTS NDT HAV.NG CORPLEIEO IHIS LINEAR PROGIAIIMIN' BPAH" II II II J HRS. 

PREIEIUISIIE COUISE WORK NAY BE ADMITIEO CDIOITIDNALLY PENOIIG DIFFERENTIAL EQUUIONS CAS5aOI IS IS IS J HRS. 

CONPLETIOI OF DEFICIEICIES WITHIN THE FIIST THREE TRINESTEIS COMPUTER PRDGRAMMIRG:ADVANCEO CASllZ' I z.J HIS. 

OF ENIOLLNENT. II ADOITION. - COURSE WORK IN IHE FOLLOWINS·SUI­ STATISTICS: MULTI'ARIATE METHS CASHU 5 3 IIRS. 

JECT AREAS IS RECOMNENOEO AND MAY BE REIUIREO AS PREREIUISIIES 

FOR CERTAIN GSU COUISES (IHESE WILL BECONE AN AOOITIONAL PART 'RDUP E: SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS fROM AMDNG. 

OF T.e DEGREE PLAN. OVER AND AlDIE .EGULAR DEGREE REQUIREIENTS) AIR QUALITY RESEARCN CAS5050 SO 3 NIS. 

ORGAIIC CHERIST.Y. ANALYTICAL CHERISTRY, CALCULUS. COLLEGE CHRDNATOGRAPHY CAS5HO f 3-4 IIRS. 

PHYSICS. ARD - EARTH SCIENCE. - STUDENTS NOT NEETIRG ADMISSION ELECUDCHENI STRY CAS5UO fO 3 HIS. 

CRITERIA MAY PETITION fOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE OffICE OF AD­ POLLUTIDM CDNTROL TECHNIIUES CAS101D VO J IIRS. 

MISSIONS. RAOIOISOTDPE TECHNIQUES CASH10 SO 3 HRS. 

SOIL ANAL 'SI S CASn90 fD Z-4 HRS. 

SPHUOCHEMI STAY CAS11Z0 M 3.5 HRS. 

DEGREE RBQUIREMEITS. MATER QUALIIY RESEARCH CAS"'1 S HRS.
•A STUOENT MUST' 1) ACIUIRE A MlllNUM OF lZO CREDIT HDURS OF 

_HICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST IE AT THE UPPER OTIISIOR LEIEL (SI GRDUP f. SELECT AT LEAST 1 MOURS fRDM ANDMG: 

HOUIS IEQUIIEO • 9 HOURS ELECTED); Z) ACQUIRE 'HE CONPETENCIES EPIOEM: PRIN , ANAL DF DATA I SHPJtZD II II IS J IIRS. 

SPECIFIED fOR THIS DEGREE; 3) DEMDNSTRATE ACHIEIEIENT Of THE IMMUNOLOGY SHPU05 W Z IIRS. 

~IRIMUM SCIEICE OIVISIDN MATH CDMPETEMCY; .) EARN A MINIMUM Df 

Z. CREDIT HDURS AT GSU; S) SATISFACTORILY COMPLETE A TERMINAL ELECTIVE CDURSES--UPPEI DIVISION: , IIOURS, 

INTEGRATING EXPERIENCE (TIE). PREfERABL' THROUGH COOPEIATIVE 

EDUCATION (INTERNSHIP) IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE; AND ') SATIS­ ELECT AT LEAST' HOURS fRON 

fACTDRILY COMPLETE ANY ADDITIONAL LOWER DIIISION REQUIREMENTS COURSES DffERED THROUGHOUT THE 

WITHIN THREE TRIMESTERS OF ADMISSION. STUDENTS MAY SUBSTITUTE UNIVERSITY (PREfERABLY OUTSIDE 

ACHIEIENENT OF CONPETENCIES BY ALTERNArE METHODS UPOI - APPROIAL THE DIVISION OR THE COLLEGE). 

Of ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSIDN IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY THOUGH CAS1.10 IS RECOMMERDED. 

PUI. 
TRANSfER CREDIT--LDVER DIVISION' ('0 HOURS )
REQUIRED COURSE~--UPPER Oll'SION' II HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
ECOLOGY. BASIC PRINCIPLES CASJl50 W 3 HRS. Bachelor of Arts in Science with a ENVIRONNENTAL ASSESSMENT cusaTO W 3 HRS. 
STATISTICAL METHDDS CAS1130 f S HRS. 	 major in Environmental Science is 120 hours •SCIENGE PROGRAM DRIENTATION CASTUO f W o HRS. f = fALL fO = FALL ODD YEARS fE = fALL EVEN YEARS M ~ WINTER 
VO VINTER ODD 	 YEARS VE = VINTER EYEI YEAIS S = SPRING-SUMNER 
UIUIAEO AREAS--UPPER DIVISION: .0 HOURS) 	 SO = SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
'I = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND a = MULTI-CDMPETENCY COURSE 
SELECT AT LEAST Z HDURS FROM AMONG. 
CDNPUTER PROGRANMING: BASIC CAS31.0 f W S Z HRS. 
COMPUTER PROGRAMNG:fORTRAN IV CAS31.S V S 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fROM AMONG: 
ENERG'. RESOUICES , SOCIET, CAssaso 3 HRS. 
ENVIRONNENTAL LAW CASS930 f Z-' HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 	 3 HOURS FRON ANDNG, PRO&RAM' SCIENCEEXPERMNTL DESIGN LAB , fIELD CASSU9 	 HRS. NAJOI' ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCEANTHRDPDLOGY fOR PLANNERS CASUZS Z•• HRS. OPTION. ECOLDGY AMO CONSERVATIONPLANMING NETHODDLDGY CASTOZZ Z•• HRS. LEVEL. BACHELDR Of ARTS 
SELECT AT LEAST • HOURS fROM ANONG: ADMISSIOI IMfORMATION:CDOPERATIIE EDUCATION IN ••• CASSr.SO f v S I-a HRS. A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIIED AN ASSOCIATES OEGIEE DI AIREAOIIGS , IMVESTIGATIONS IN •• CASTJOO f v S I-a HRS. LEAST 60 SEMESTER HDURS DF CREDIT WITH AM DVERALL ·C· 01 lETTERSPECIAL PRDJECTS IN ••• CAS16DO f v S I-a HRS. GPA flON A REGIDNALLY ACCREDITED COLLE'E OR UNIIERSITY; Z) BE 
IN GDOO STAMDING AT THE LAST SCHDOL ATTEROEDi J) NAIE COMPLET­STUOENIS MUST EARN AT LEAST za CREDIT HOURS BY SELECTING ED THE fDLLDVING LOWER DIVISIOM PIEREQUISITE CDURSEWORI: AT 
LEAST I SEMESTER HOURS EACH Of GENERAL IIOLDG' AID GEIEIALAT LEAST. Df THE 6 DISCIPLINARY GRDUPS BELOW (A-F). CHEMISTRY WITH LABS. AMO AT LEAST J SEMESTER HOURS OF COLLE'E 
ALGEBIA (NOTE: STUDENTS NOT HAlING COMPLETED ABOVE PREREQUISlfEAFTER ACIUIRING 	 THE MINIMUM CREDIT HOURS REQUIRED IN EACH COURSEVORK MAY BE ADNITTED CONDITIONALLY PENOII5 COMPLETIDR Of 
DEflCIEMCIES WITHIN THE fIRST THREE TRIMESTERS Of ENROLLRENT).GROUP SELECTED. 	 ANY REMAINING CREDIT HDURS MUST BE DIS­ STUDENTS VHO HAVE CDMPLETEO AN AITICULATED ARO APPIOOEO ·z.z· 
PROGRAM BETWEEN THE COLLEGE AND AI ILLINOIS COMRURIT, COLLEGETRIBUTED ANONG Z OR NORE Df THE SELECTED GRJUPS. ARE AIMITTEO DIRECTLY_ STUDENTS NOT MEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA 
MAY P[TITIDN fDR ADMISSIDN THROU'H THE OffiCE Df AOMISSIOMS.GRDUP A' SELECT AT LEAST' HDURS fRON AMONG: 
COMMURITY ENERGY PLNG. APPLCTN CAS5Z95 S Z•• HRS. DEGREE REQUIREMENTS:EIVIRON LAND USE PLANNING CAS5UO W Z.3 HRS. A STUDENT MUST: 	 1) ACOUIIE A NININUM DF lza CREDIT HOURS OfURBAN GROWTH NANAGENENT CASU55 Z.3 HRS. WHICH AT LEAST 6B HDURS NUST BE AT THE UPPER OIVISIOI LEIELi Z,COMNUIITY ENERGY PLNG: fUNDNLS CAS'Z55 V Z•• HRS. DEMOM'TIATE ACIIIEIENENT OF TME MININUM SCIENCE DI'ISION MATHPLUNING THEDRY 	 CAS"OO z •• HRS. CONPETENCY; J) ACQUIRE THE CONPETENCIES SPECIfIED fOR THIS OE­IRNOVATIOIS IN URBAN PLANNING cun" v J HRS. 
.IEE; .) COMPlETE A FIELD EIPERIENCE PLACEME.T; AND 5) EARM APRIN , PRACTS Df URBAN PLANNG CAS1,.0 Z.3 HRS. NINIMUN Df Z' CREDIT HOURS AT 'SUo STUDENTS 11TH LOIER DIIISION 
DEfICIENCIES VILL BE REQUIRED TO TAKE ADDITIONAL CREDIT HOUIS.GRDUP B. SELECT 	 AT LEAST' HOURS fROM AMONG: A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEIEMERT Of CORPETENCIES I' ALTER­ANINAL BEHAVIDR: INTRODUCTION CAS5J&0 HRS. NATE NETHOOS UPON APPROVAL Of ADVISOR AND UPON IMCLUSIOI IIIIOCIEMISTRY: LABORAToRY CASHOZ S •1 HRS. THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN.BIOCHEMISTRY: LECTURE CAS5.03 S 3 HRS. 

BIDLDGY Of LDCAL MAMNALS CAS5510 f 3 HRS. 
 REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER OllISION: .. HOURS)ECDLOGICAL NETHDOS CAS5810 f HRS. 

ECDL05Y Of PRAIRIES. FLO STDS 
 •CAS5915 FE SD 1 HRS. EXPERMNTL DESIGN LAB I fiELD CAS5U' V 3 HIS.EVOLUflDN AND HUMAM ECOLDGY CAS6HO FO SE 30. HRS. STATISTICAL METHODS CASTUO f HRS.EXPERINENTAL BOTANY CASitU f 4 HRS. •ECOLOGY' BASIC PRINCIPLES CASJ\50 J RaS.ECOLO.Y OF LAKES CAS6'll SE HRS. ANIMAL BEHAVIOR: INTRODUCTION CAS5J60 	 HRS.PLANT TAXONONY 	 CAS"Jl SE HRS. ECOLOGICAL METHDDS CAS5810 	 HRS.MICROBIOLOGICAL rECHNIQUES CASil30 • HRS. EXPERIMENTAL BOTANY CAS6160 •4 HRS.OUIIIIOLOGY I CAS'899 W •J HRS. PLANT MICROENVIRONMENTS I CAS1050 V 3 HRS.PLANT MICROENVIRDNMENTS I( CAS10.0 S 3 HRS. BIDLDGY Of LOCAL MAMMALS CAS551D J HRS.PLANT NICRDENVIRONMENTS I CAST050 3 HRS. PLANT TAXONDMY 	 CAS"Jl SE HRS.ECOLOGY OF STREAMS CAS1150 SO HRS.• 	 DINITROLDGY I CAS"" V •3 HIS. 
ENIIRDNMENrAL ASSESSMENT CAS5110 W J HRS.
'IDUP C. SELECT 	 AT LEAST J HOURS fRON AMDNG: ENVIRONMEIITAL LAV CAS5930 Z HRS.INORGANIC CHENISTRY CASUIS WO HRS. SCIEIIE PROGRAM 	 OIIENTATIOM CAS1 ••0 F V 0 HIS.PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY I CAS4'00 	 HRS.30' COOPERATIVE EDUCATIDN III __ • CAS56S0 f W S IIRS.PHYSICAL CHENISTRY II CAS.... 01 V 3•• HRS. • 
ENVIRaNMENTAL EARTH SCIENCE CAS5890 S HRS.2-' RE QUI REO AREAS--UPPER DIVISIOII: Z4 HOUIS)GEDCHENI STRY 	 CASiOU S HRS.•PHYSICS. INTERNEDIATE CAS6Ul ME Z•• HRS. SELECT AT LEAST 	 2 HOURS fROM AMONG:NETEOROLO'Y 	 CAS" Zl V Z.3 HRS. CONPUTER PRO'RAMMIN': BASIC CASJHO W S Z HRS.PHYSICAL ENVIR'CHARACTER , DEV CAS69ZD S Z HRS. COMPUTER PRDGRAMMG:fORrRAN II CASJU5 W S 3 HRS.MEDICAL PHYSICS 	 CAsrOZ5 W HRS. COMPUTER PRO&RAMMIN"AOIANCED CASllZf W Z.3 HIS.ERIIR••.rITAL CHEMISTR' CASlOH S •3 HRS. 

SELECT AT LEAST 4 HOURS fRON AJlOIl"

'IOUP 0: SELECT 	 AT LEAST 5 HOURS fRON ANDIIG' ECOLOGY Of LUES CAS'''I SE MIS.CALCULUS fOR BUSINESS BPAHU V S HRS. •ECOLOGY Of STREAMS CAS"50 SO HIS.• 
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SELEtT AT LEAST 5 HOURS FRO. A.O.i' 
II(JEO.OLO'Y
• ATU•• I.TE ...ETATIOIIIPIllIlPRt 
E.'I ••••EIITAL tNE.ISTRY 
SOILS III ILLINOIS 
SELEtT Til COU.SES FOI , HOU.S FROII 
AIIIIIAL BEIA'IOR' FLO SIUOIES I 
ECOLOIY OF PRAIRIES. FLO 5105 
OI.IIHOLO" II 
PLAIII IIICROE.WIROIINEIIIS II 
SELECI At LEAST I HOURS rRON A.O.G' 
EII'I.ON LAIIO USE PLAlltlllG 
P.III l PRACIS or UIIA. PLA.IIG 
SELECI AI LEASI , HOURS rRON AIIOIIG. 
IHEORl OF K.OILEOGE 
EREIG1. IESOIIRCES , SOCIETY 
ETHICS ARO EI'IRIIIIIENI 
EWOLUIIOI AIIO HUIIAI ECOLOGY 
ELECII'E COURSES--UPPER OI'ISIOI' 
AOOIIIO.AL CDUISES RECOllllENOEO AS 
SIUDEITS IIAY ELECI ADDITIONAL 
COURSLS IHAI IIliHI IIIClUDE: 
tAS61S0. CAS1410. CAS1590. 
CAsr'61. CAS~I'I. 
IRANSFER CREDIT--LOIER OI'ISIOII' 
tAUFZl 
tAU"O 
tASrur 
tASrOn 
ro 
FE 
I 
SE 
5 
2.5 
5 
5 
I 
""S.N.S. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ANOlli. 
CASH04 
tAU915 
CAS"OO 
CASro40 
II 
SO 
5 
5 
I 
I 
I 
I 
H.S. 
NIS_ 
H.S. 
H.S. 
tAS5UO 
CAS1940 r 
II 2.1 
Z.I 
HRS. 
HRS. 
tASJr71 
CASSISO 
CAUOIO 
CASU 40 
F 
F 
ro 
I 
I 
SE 
I 
I 
2.1 
5.4 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
, HOURs) 
OPTIOIIAL ELECII'ES' 
(60 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Science with a 

major in Environmental Science is 128 hours 

NOI[(S)' 
, OpnOIlAl. 
F • FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL E'EII YEA.S I = 1I111EI 
110 IIIIER ODD fEARS IE = lINTER E'EII YEARS S = SPRIIIG-SUIIIEI 
SO • SPRI.G-SUNIIER ODD YEARS SE = SPRIM&-SUIIIIEI E'EII YEARS 
" = IIDT SCNEOULEO 00 ~ 011 OEIIAIIO a = IIULTI-COIIPEIE.CY COUISE 
PROiRAII: SCIEIICE 
IAJOR. III'IROIIIIEIIIAL SCIEIICE 
OPIIOII' ECOLOGY AID COIISER'AIIOI 
LE'EL' IIASTER OF ARTS 
AOIIISSIOI IIIFORIIAIION: 
A SIUDENI IIUST. I) HAVE AC.UIREO A BACCALAUREAIE OEiREE FRON 
A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEiE 01 UNIWERSIIY' Z) BE III iDOO 
SIA.Dllli AT IHE LAST SCHOOl ATIE.DED. APPLICANTS FOR AOIIISSIOII 
10 TH' iRAOUAIE ECOLOGY A.O CO.SER'ATID. IPIIOII '1I1tL BE EIPECI­
ED 10 IIEEI IHE UIOEliaADUAIE CIIIPEIENCIES FOR IHIS OPIIOI. 
OROIIIARILY APPLICAIIIS IIIH A BACCALAUREAIE IIIH A IIAJOI II IME 
LIFE SCIE.CES AID A 111.01 III IIAIHENAIICS OR THE PHYSICAL 
SCIEIGES IIILL BE DIRECTLY ADIIISSIILE TO THIS OPIIOI. SIUOEIIS 
IIIH DEGREES III OTHER FIELDS IIAY BE AOIITTED C... ITI••ALL' 
PE.OIIIG COIIPLETIOI OF UNOERGRAOUAIE LEVEL PREREQUISITES II AO­
0111011 10 GRADUATE LEVEL RE.UIREIlENTS. SIUOENTS NOI IIEETING 
ADIIISSION CIITERIA IIAY PETITION FOR AONISSIOI THRDUiH THE 
OFFIC[ OF AOIIISSIONS. 
DEiREE RE.UIIEIIEIITS. 
A SIUDENT IIUST: l) ACDUIIE A IIINIIIUII OF I' &IAOUAnt CIEOIY 
HOUIS; Z) OEIIO.STIATE ACHIEVEIIEIII OF IHE IIIIIIIIU. SCIEICE 01'1­
5101 lATH COIPEIENCY; 1) HAVE ACQ.IREO IHE COIIPEIEIICIES FOI A 
.ACCALAUREAIE OEGIEE IN ECOLOGY AIIO CDIISER'AIIO. 01 CONPlEIED 
COURSLIORI IN FIELD BIOLOGY. CHEIIISTIY. AIIO IHE FOLlOIIING. 
CASl140 DR CAS1145. CAS II 50. CAS5510. CAS5Iro. CAS6611. 
C'AsrUO OR TlIE EQUIUlEIIl AS APPROVED BY IHE STUIEIl'S AO'ISOI 
AIDIOR DEGREE COIIIIIITEE; 4) ACQUIRE IHE COIPEIEICIES SPECIFIED 
FOR TillS DEGREE; S) PAIIICIPATE II AN ECOLOGY AND CDNSEIfATIOI 
GRAOIATE SEIINAR; 6) CONPlETE EITHER A RESEARCH THESIS II'OLf­
IIG lAIORATOR1/FIElD 1I0RK DR A GRADUATE INTERNSHIP; r) EARl A 
IIIIIIIIUN Dr Z4 iRAIUATE CREDIT HOUR~ Al &SU. IlIClUOIlli A NIIIINUM 
or 12 HOURS III COURSES NUNBEREO 1000 DR ABOVE. A STUDEIT IIAY 
SUBSTITUTE ACHIE'EIIEII OF CONPETEICIES B' AlTERIATE NETNOIS 
UPON APPROfAL OF AOflSOR AND UPOII IICLUSIOI III THE STUDEIT'S 
SELECT AT lEAST 4 HOIIS FROII AMOIGI 
GUDDAlE IHESIS 

'"AOUATE IIIEINSHIP I •• 

'"AOIIATE RESEARCH 

ElECTlfE COURSES--iIAOUATE lEWEl. 
ADDITIONAL COUISES RECOMIENOEO AS 
ELECT AI OPTIONAL NUN8EI OF 
HOUIS FIOII THE rOll OilING 
COUIS[S, CAS5191. CAsaz,o. 
CASS511. tASS'50. 
CAS5'10. CAS6140. CAS6190. 
CASrOJI. CAsr065. CAS1500. 
AlO/OR CASIU'. 
CAS"oa 
CAUaoo 
CAS'Ua 
F 
r 
F 
I S 
• 5 
• S 
HRS • 
HRS. 
HIS. 
(' HOURS) 
OPTIONAL ElECTI'ES: 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Science with a 

major in Environmental Science is 36 hours 

NOTEn): 
, OPUOIAt. 
F = FAll FO a rAlL DOD YEARS FE = rALl EWEN YEARS I. IIIIER 
U a IUTER 000 YEAIS IE = IIIITER EfEl YEARS Sa SPRING-SUNIIER 
SO a SPIII'-SUNNEI ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUIINEI E'EI YEARS 
'I • NOT SCHEDULED 00 = 01 OEIIANO a = NUlTI-CO"PETENCY COURSE 
PROGRAN' SCIEIICE 
IIAJOI' EIIWIRONNEITAl SCIENCE 
OPIIOI. ENVIRONNENTAl ANALYSIS 
lEVEL. BACHELOR or ARTS 
AONISSIDI IIrOINAIION. 
A SIUOEIT NUST. II HA'E ACIUIIED AI ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
lEAST 60 SEIIESTER HOURS OF CREDIT 11TH AI O'ERALL ·C· OR BETTER 
&PA FROII A REGIOIAllY ACCREOIIED COLLEGE OR UNlfERSITYJ Z) BE 
IN iOOO STII1IOIII& Al IHE lAST SCHOOL' AlTENOEI; liND J) HatE COII­
PLETEO THE FOLLOIIING lOIlER OlflSIOI PREREQUISITE COURSEIORI. 
Al lEAST. SENESTER HIURS EACH OF GENERAL CHEIIISTRY 11TH lAa. 
CALCULUS. ORGANIC CHEIIISIRT IIITH LAB. AND 4 SEMESIEI HOURS OF 
AIIAlYTICAl CHENISTRY 11TH LAa (IOTE: SIUOENIS NOT HA,I.i THESE 
PREIE.UISITES IIAY BE AONITTEO CONDITIONALLY PENDING COIIPLETIOII 
OF IMIS COUISEIORI IITHIN A YEAR OF ADMISSION). STUDEITS lOT 
IIEEIII' ADIISSIOI CRITERIA NAY PETITIOII FOR AOIIISSIOII THROU&H 
THE OFFICE OF AONISSIONS. 
OEiREE IIQUIREIEIITS: 
A STUDEIT NUST' I) ACQUIIE A IIINIIIUN OF IZO CREDIT HOURS OF 
IHICH 60 HOURS IIUST BE AT THE UPPER OI'ISIOI lE'El (51-56 HOURS 
REQIlIRED • 4-1 "OURS ELECTED U 2) ACQUIRE THE COIII'£TEIICIES 
SPECIr.IEO rOR THIS OE'REEI 11 DEIIO.STRATE ACHIE'EIIEII OF THE 
.1.1••• SCIEICE OlflSIOI IIATH COII'£TEICYI 4) EARN AT lEAST Z4 
CREOI' HOURS AT &SU. A STUOEIT IIAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIE'EIIEIIT OF 
CONPETEICIES 8Y ALTERNATE NETHOOS UPON APPRO'AL OF AD'ISOR 
A.D UIIO. IICLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPRO'EO STUDY PLAN. 
APPRO'ED STUDY PLAN. 
RE.UIREO COURSES--GRAOUATE lEVEL • 
AIINAL BEHA'IOR' FLO STUDIES 
EIPE ..ITl DES liN lAO' FIELD 
ounIOlD" II 
PLAIIT NICIDEtflROIIIEWTS II 
PLANT GROITN AIID DEVElOPNE.T 
POPUlATIO. II0lDGY 
ECOloalCAl "ET"OOS 
ECOlDiY OF PRAIRIES: FLO STDS 
EClGY & COIISRVTN ilAD SENIIAI 
RUIlIRED AREAS--GRADUATE lE,El' 
SELECT AT LEAST ~ HOURS FRDII AIIONG. 
ECOlO" OF lAKES 
ECOlOSY er STREANS 
ZI HOURS) 
CAS5U4 II 5 HRS. 
CAS54Zt I MRS.•CASuao 5 J HIS. 
CAS1040 S J HRS. 
CASU" F I HRS. 
CASIZ6Z 4 HRS.•CAS5110 r 4 HRS. 
CAS5915 FE SO I HRS. 
CASI"r r S Z HRS. 
I HOUIS) 
CAS"ll SE 4 HRS. 
CAS"50 SO 4 HRS. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER onISION: 
STATISTICAL "ETHODS 
INORGAIIIC CHEIISTRY 
PHYSICAL CHEIIISTIY I 
PHYSICAL CHEIIISTRY II 
IIOCHEIIISIRY: lABORATORY 
BIOCH£IIISTRY' lECTURE 
ECOLOGY' 8ASIC PIINCIPlES 
GEOCHItIlISTRY 
CNRONATO'RAPHY 
ElECTROCHERISTR' 
SPECTROCHEIII SIRY 
SCIEICE PROiRAN ORIENTATION 
IE....EO AREAS--UPPER OI'ISION' 
SELECT AT LEAST Z HOUIS rRON ANONG: 
CONPUTER PRO&RANIIII" BASIC 
CONPUTER PROGIANI,:rOITIA. If 
SELECT AT LEAST Z HOURS FRO" AIIDNG: 
READllliS , II'ESTI'ATIO.S I ••• 
RESEARCHING SCIENCE IIFORNAT'N 
SElECY AT lEAST I HOURS FRDN AHONG' 
E.fIROIIMEIITAL ASSESSNEIT 
E.'IRO.MEITAl LA' 
SELECT TIIO or THE IHIEE AREAS (AI R. SOIL. IAIER ) 
FOR I-II CREDIT HOURS FROII AMONG. ... 
AIR IUAllTY RESEARCH 
NETEOROlO" 

SOIL AIAl YSIS 

IIATER QUALITY RESEARCH 

ElHTnE CDURSES--UPPER 01'1510.: 
ELECT 4-r HOURS FRON THE FDl-
lO.II' COURSES. CAssr11. 
CAS5'ID. CAS5850. CAssaro. 
41 HOURs) 
CASllJO 
CAS4Z 15 
CAS4&OO r 
CAS4&D1 
CASSUZ 
CAS5401 
CASJl50 
CAS&041 
CASSHO r 
S 4 "RS. 
10 1 HRS. 
4 HRS. 
4 HIS. 
S I HRS. 
S 1 HIS. 
I ] HRS. 
S 4 HRS. 
4 HRS. 
CAS51l0 ro 1 HRS. 

CAS11Z0 ~ NRS.
•CAS1440 F I 0 HRS. 
" 
HOURS) 
CASJl40 F I S 2 HRS. 
CASJU5 F I S ] HIS. 
CASI100 r S I-a HRS. 
CAS1410 F S I "RS. 
CAS5aro I 1 "RS. 
CASUU r Z-4 HRS. 
CAS5050 SO HRS. 
CAS.,ZI I Z.I HRS. 
CAS1590 FO 2-4 HRS. 
CASI"1 S 6 RIS. 
" 
HOURSI 
College of Arts and Sciences 99 
CAS6010. CAS6Z,0. Minimum total number of credit hours required for a CAS6'11. CAS6130. CAS1010. 

CAS1ZI0. OR EQUIVALENT COURSES 
 Master of Arts with a 

AS AP~.OVEO BT ADVISOR •••• major in Environmental Science is 32 hours 

NOTHS)I
TRA~SFER CREOIT--LOMER DIVISION: (60 NOURS ) 
•• EITHER GRADUATE STUDENTS MUST HAVE ACQIIRED THE ASSDCIATEO 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a COMPETE~CIES AND CREDIT HOURS AS AN UNDERGRADUATE. OR THEY 
Bachelor of Arts in Science with a MUST ACQUIRE THEN AS PART OF THEIR GRADUATE PROGRAM OF 
STUDY.major in Environmental Science is 120 hours 
NOTE(S" F = FALL FO = FALL DOD VEARS FE = FALL EVEI 'EAIS M = MINTER 
II 	VARIAaLE, REQUIRED AREAS--IZ TO 15 CREDIT HOURS' ELECTIVES MD MINTER ODD 'EARS ME = MINTER EVEI YEARS S z SPRING-SUMRER1 HOURS.--, TO CREDIT 	 SO z SPRING-SUMMER DDD 'EARS SE = SPRING-SUNMER EVEN YEAWS 
II = NOT SCHEDULED DO = ON DEMAND a = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE
••• THI COIBIRED TOTAL NUMBER OF CREDIT HOURS FOR THESE AREAS 

(AIR. SOIL. MATER--I-II HOURS) AND ELECTIVES ('-1 HOURS) 

NUST IE AT LEAST 15 HOURS. 

PROGRAM' SCIENCE 
F = FALL FO = FALL ODD 'EARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS M = MINTER NAJOR. ENVIRDNNEITAL SCIENCE 
NO MINTER ODD TEARS ME = MINTER EYEN YEARS S z SPRIN6-SUMMER OPTION, HUMAN ENVIRDNMENT PLANNING 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUNMER EVEN YEARS LEVELl BACHELOR OF ARTS 
II = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = OR DEMAN. ~ = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
ADMISSIDI INFORNATIDN' 
A STUBENT MUST. I) HAYE ACQUIIED AI ASSDCIATES DEGIEE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS DF CREDIT 11TH AN OVERALL ·C· OR BETTER 
GPA FRON A REGIDNALL' ACCIEOITE. CDLLESE DR UNIVERSITT' AID 2) 
BE IN GOOD STANOING AT THE LAST SCHDDL ATTENDEO. STUDEITS lOT 
NEETIMG ADMISSIDN CRITERIA MAY PETlfION rOR AOMISSIDN THROU'" 
PROGRAM' SCIENCE THE orFICE OF ADMISSIONS. 

NAJDR. ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 

OPTION, ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 

LEVEL: NASTER or ARTS A STUOEMT IUSTI I) ACtulRE A IINIMUN or IZO CREDIT HDURS or 

MHICH A MINIMUM OF 60 HOURS MUST BE UPPER DIVISION CREOITl 
ADMISSION INFORMATION: Z) ACQUIRE THE CDIPEftNCIES SPECIFIED rOR fHIS OEGREEI 3) PAR­
A STUIENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM TICIPATE IN AT LEAST ONE Dr THE ONGOING CURIICULUN PROJECTS 
A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; Z) BE 1M GOOD DIRECTED .Y HUNAI E..IRONNENT PLAMNING FACULT'; ~) DEMONSTRATE 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENOED. APPLICANTS rOR ADMISSION ACHIEVEMENT OF THE MINIMUM SCIEMCE OIVISID. MATH CDMPETEMCY' 
TO THE GRADUATE ENVIRONNENTAL ANALTSIS OPTION MILL BE EX­ AND 5' EARN A MINIMUM or 2' CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT MAY 
PECTE. TO NEET THE UNDERGRADUATE COMPETENCIES rOR THIS OPTION. SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMENT Dr CONPETENCIES .T ALTERNATE METHDDS 
ORDINARILY APPLICANTS MITH A BACCALAUREATE MAJOR IN CHEMISTRY UPON APPROYAL or AD'ISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDtNT'S 
AND A MINOR IN NATHEMATICS OR PHYSICAL SCIENCE MILL BE APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
DIRECTLY AOMISSABLE TO THIS OPTION. STUDENTS MITH DEGREES IN 
OTHER FIELDS NAY BE AIWITTEO COMDITIONALLY PENOIN'- COMPLETION REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DI'ISIDNI 31 HOURS) 
or UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL PREREQUISITES 1M ADDITION TO GRADUATE 
LEVEL REQUIREMENTS. STUDENTS NOT NEETING ADRISSIDN CRITERIA ECOLD'Y' BASIC PRIMCIPLES CU3I50 M 3 HRS. 
NAY P!TITION FOR AONISSION THROUGH THE OFFICE OF ADWlSSIONS. EN'IR.N LAND USE PLANNING CAS59U M 3 HRS. 
CONTENPORARY URBAN ECOLOGY II CAS5&11 M ~ HRS. 
DEGREE RIQUIREMENTS: COMMUIITY ENERGY PLNG> FUNDMLS CAS6Z55 M , HRS. 
A STU.ENT MUST: I) COMPLETE TNE FOLLDMIIG COURSES NORMALLY ENVIRDNNENTAL ASSESSMENT CASSI10 M 3 HRS. 
TAKEN AT IHE UNOERGRAOUATE LEVEL. MHICN ARE EITHER SDCIAL RESEARCN AND EVALIAT10N CAS156Z F M , IRS. 
PREREIUISITES FOR THE REQUIRED GRADUATE DNLY CDURSESI CAS5"0 PLANNIMG FRAMEMDRIS CAS6610 F , HRS. 
CHROMATOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES (' HRS). CAS5830 ELECTROCREMICAL ECONDMICS OF URBAN PLANNIMG CAS5111 F 3 HRS. 
TECHNIQUES (3 HRS). CAS71Z0 SPECTROCHEMICAL TECHNIQUES (5HRS). COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING STUDIO CAS6410 S ~ HRS. 
CAS'600"601 PHYSICAL CHENISTRY I & II (8 HRS) OR THE EQUIVA­ SCIENCE PIOGRAM ORIENTATIDN CASIHO F M 0 HRS. 
LENT COURSES'" Z) HAYE DEMONSTRATED COMPETENCY IN AT LEAST LAND USE CONTROLS CAS6156 SE J HRS. 
ORE CONPUTER LANGUAGE; 3) ACQUIRE A MININUM OF 3Z GRADUATE PLANNING. A SYSTENS APPRDACH CAS6"0 S 3 HRS. 
CREDIT HOURS (Z1-Z9 HOURS REQUIRED • 0-5 HDURS ELECTED), ') 
ACQUIRE THC CONPETENCIES SPECIFIED FDR THIS OEGREEI 5) COM­ UQUIREO AREAS--UPPER DIVISION' ZZ HOURS)
PLETE A GRADUATE THESIS INVOLVING LABORATORY/FIELD MORK; 6) 
DEMONSTRATE ACHIEVEMENT or THE MINIMUN SCIENCE DIVISION MATH SElECT AT LEAST , HOURS FRDN AMDMG. 
COMPETENCY; 1) EARN A MIWIMUM OF Z, GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT ETIlICS AID E",IIONMENf CAS&OIO F M Z.3 HRS. 
GSU. INCLUDING A MINIMUM OF IZ CREDIT HOURS IN COURSES NUMBERED EVDLUTIDN AND HUMAN ECOLOGY CAS6UO FO SE 30' HRS. 
aooo QR ABOVE. A STUDENT-MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMCRT or COMPE­ GRASSROOTS CONCEPTS HUMAN tCOL CAS&150 F S Z.4 HRS. 
TENCIES BY ALTER~ATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL or ADVISOR AND UPON URBAN GRDITH MANAGENENf CAS6155 z.JS HRS.INCLUSION IN THE STUOENT'S APPROVEO STUDY PLAN. 	 EXPEIIMENTAL CDMMUNITIES CAS6111 ID Z.3 HRS. 
SELECf AT LEAST , HDUIS rROI AMONG' 
REQUIRED CDURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: ZO HDURS) 	 CONTENPDRARY URBAM ECOLOGY I CAS5610 F HRS. 
PLANNING THEORY CAS6UO F HRS.RAOIDISDTDPE TECHNIQUES CAS1ZIO SO 3 HRS. 

GAS CMRDMATOGRAPHYfHASS SPECTR CASI91Z M 3 HRS. SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS rROM AMONG. 

BIOCHEMISTRY' LABORATORY CAS5'OZ S 1 HRS. PLANIING TECHNIIUES I GRAPHICS CAS~605 SE HRS. 

BIOCHEMISTRY: LECTURE CASH03 S 3 HRS. ANTHRapOLOGY rDR PLANNERS CASilZ5 S HRS. 

PHOTOCHEMISTRY CAS9110 S 3 HRS. PLANNING METHDDOLDGY CAS10lZ HRS.
AQUATIC CHEMISTRY CUS090 FE 4 HRS. 

GEOCHEMI STRY CAS60'1 S 4 HRS. SELECT AT LEAST Z HOURS rROM AMONG' 

GRAO THESIS: PRESENTATION IN •• CASI515 M S 1 HRS. COMPUTER PROGRAMMING: BASIC CASJUO f M S Z HRS.
,&RADUATE TIIESIS 	 CAS9600 M S HRS. COIPUTER PROGRAMNSlrORTRAN IV CASJU5 F I S 3 HRS. 
REQU:IREO AREAS--GUDUATE LEVEL: (1-9 HOURSI SELECT AT LEAST Z IIOURS rRON ANDNG. 
ENERG'. RESDURCES I SOCIETY CAS5150 M HRS.SELE~T ONE OF THE FOLLDMING THREE AREAS(AIR. SOIL. MATER) EIVIIONNENTAL LAM CAS5'30 r HRS. 
FDR 4-& CREDIT HOURS FRDM AMONG: SELECT AT LEAST 3 IIDURS FROM AMONG. 
AIR QUALIfY RESEARCH CAS5050 SO 3 HRS. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS CAS1l00 F M S IRS. 
I[JEOROlOGY CAS61Z1 M Z.3 IRS. STATISTICAL FOUNDATIONS CA51 110 F M S Z.3 HRS. 
SOIL AULYSIS CAS1590 FO 4 HitS. 
IAIER QUALITY RESEARCH CAS19&1 S 6 IIRS. SELECT AT LEAST' HOURS rROM AMDNG. 
CDMNUIITY ENERGY PLMG' APPLCTN CAS5Z95 S HRS. 
IF 	NECESSARY. SELECT AT LEAST Z HOURS FROM ANONG: " LAND DSE LAM SEMINAR CAsnZl S HRS. 
COMPUTERS: LOGIC , DESIGN CAS5531 F M S Z HRS. PRIN , PRACTS OF URaAN PLANNG CASIno F HRS. 
CDMPUTER PRDGRAIMING'APPLICATN CAsalB9 M S I.Z HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FRON AMONG: TRANSFER CREDII--LOMEI DIVISIDNI (60 HOURS 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION IN CAS5&50 I S I-a HRS. 

GRADUATE INTERNSHIP IN • CAS910D M S 1-8 HRS. Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Science with a ELECTIYE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: (0-5 HDURS) major in Environmental Science is 120 hours 
ELECf 0-5 HOURS FROM COURSES F • FALL FO = FALL DOD YEARS FE ~ FALL EvEN YEARS M = MIITER 
OFfERIO THROUGHOUT THE UNIVER­ MO a lINTEl DOD YEARS ME z lINTER EVEN 'EARS S = SPRIMG-SUMMER 
SITY THAT MIGHT INCLUDE SO a SPRING-SUNMER ODD YEAIS SE z SPRING-SUMMER E'EI YEARS 
CAS1130 DR EQUIVALENT. II • NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND a z MULfl-COIPETEICT CDUISE 
100 College of Arts and Sciences 
~RD" IN' SCIENCE 
NIJOI' IN'IRONNENTAl SCIEICE 
OPTION: HUNAN EI'IRONNEIT PliNIIN6 
lE'El. lASTER Of AITS 
ADNISSIOI IlfOINATIDN' 
A STUIENT NUST. I) "A'E ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DE6R[E fROI 
A RE6.0IALLY aCCREDITED COLLE6E OR UII'ERSITY' l) 8E II 6000 
STIIorl6 AT THE lAST SCHOOl ATTElDED~ AND J) COIPLETE 
OEfICIE.cTES. AS DETERIIIEO BY TIE STUOEIT'S DE6REE CONIITTEE. 
II AI' Of THE fDlLOIING UNDERGRaDUATE EN'IROIIENTaL-SCIEICE 
RELATED COURSES: CASIIJO (J 51) AID A COIPUTER PR06RANNING 
COURS5 (Z · SH)--(NOTEI STUDENTS NOT NEETING TIIS CRITERIDI NIY 
BE AOIITTEO CONDITIONALLY PENDI16 RENO'AL Of DEfiCIENCIES'. 
STUOEITS NOT NEETIN6 AONISSIOI CIITERIA lAY PETITION fOR AOIIS­
SION 'HROU6H THE OfFICE Of AOIISSIONS. 
DEGREE RSIUIRENENTS. 

A STUDENT NUST: I) ACQUIRE A IIIINUN Of JI GRADUATE CREDIT 

HOIRS~ l) OENONSTRATE ACHIE'ENENT Of THE IINIIUI SCIENCE 0111­
SION NATH CONPETENcn J) AClUIRE THE COIPETENCIES SPECIFIED 

fOR THIS OE6REEI ') PARTICIPATE II AT LEAST TMO Of THE 0lGOl16 

CURIICULUI PIOJECTS DIRECTED BY HUIAI EN'IRONRENT PLANIING 

fAC'LTY~ ~) COIPlETE A THESIS. IITERISHIP OR SYNTHESIS PAPER AS 

A TERIIUl UTEGRATIN' EXPERIEICEI AID 6) EARN A· IINIIlUI OF l' 

GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT 6SU. IIClUOIIG A IINIIUI Of Il CREDIT 

HOURS TN COUISES IUIIEREO 1000 OR ABO'E. A STUDENT lAY SUI­

SIIIUTE ACHIEYEIEIT OF COIPEIEICIES 'Y AlIEIIAf[ ·I£IHOOS UPOI 

APPRa.Al Of AO'ISOR AND 8POI INCLUSIOI IN IHE SIUOEII'S APPRO'­

EO SIIIOY PLU. 

IEQUIRED COUWSES--GRIOUITE lE'El' Il HOUIS' 
PLANNING fRINEMORlS CAS6610 f HRS. 
CONPR'HEISI'E PLANNING SIUDIO CAS6HO S HRS. 
CONIUIITY ENERGY PlN" APPLCTN CAS5Z95 5 HRS. 
IEQUIRED 	 l6 HOUIS) 
SELECT AI lEASI l HOURS FRON IION6' 
EIYIRONNENTAl ASSESSIENT CAS5110 II HRS. 
EN'IRON lAND USE PlAINII' CAS5UO II Z.5 HRS. 
SELECT AI lEAST l HOURS FROI AlONG' 
INIIAl BEHI'IOR' INIROOUCTION CAS5J60 HRS. 
CONIENPORARY URIAN ECOlO'Y II CAS5611 M HRS. 
GRASSROOIS CONCEPTS HUIAI ECOl CAS61501 f 5 HRS. 
EXPEIIIENTAl CONNUNITIES CASUII MO HRS. 
5ElECI AI lEASI l lOURS FROI AIDN6. 

ASCEII Of NAIl US5l61 f S 
 HRS. 
ENEI.Y. RESOURCES , SOCIETY CAS~'50 M HIS. 
EIHICS AID EN'IRONIENT CASUIO f M HRS. 
GRASSIOOIS CONCEPTS HUIAN ECOl CAS6I~OI f 5 HRS. 
URIAN 6ROMTH IANA'EIEII CAS6I551 S HRS. 
COINUNITY EWERGY PlN'. FUIONlS CAS6Z55 M HRS. 
PLANNING THEORY CAS6'001 f HRS. 
NEM CONNUNITIES DE'ElOPIEIT CAS68001 f M 5 "IS. 
SELECT AI lEASI Z HOURS FRDN AlONG' 

COIIEIPORARY URIAI ECOlO'Y I CAS5610 f 
 HRS. 
6RASSROOTS CONCEPIS HUliN ECOl CAS6I501 f 5 HIS. 
URWAN GROITH NANAGEIENI CAS6I551 5 HRS. 
PlUI..G IHEORY CAS"OOI f HRS. 
NEI CONNUIITIES DEYElOPIENT CAS6IOOI f M S HIS. 
SELECT IT lEAST Z HOURS FIOI ANON6. 
UIWAI GROMTH IANA6EIEII CAS6I551 5 Z.5 HRS. 
AITHRaPOl06Y FOR PlANIERS CAS61Z51 5 HRS.Z.,
PlANNIN6. A SYSTENS APPROACH CAS69901 5 Z.5 HRS. 
PlAIIIIG IEIHOOOl06Y US10ZZI M HRS.Z., 
SIAIISIICAl fOUIDAIIOIS CASl'IlO f II 5 Z.5 HIS. 
RESEARCHIIG SCIEICE INFORIAT'I CASH 10 f S 5 HRS. 
SELECT AT lEAST l HOURS FROI AMONG. 
ECOIDIICS Of URBAN PlAINIIG CAS58111 f HRS. 
AIT.IOPOlD6' FOR PlANIERS CAS61Z51 5 HRS. 
PLANNIIG NEIHODOlD6Y CASIOlll II HRS. 
SElECI AI lEASI l HOURS FRDI AlONG: 

UIBAI GROMTH IANA6EIEIT CAS6I551 5 
 HRS. 
lAND USE CONIROlS CAS6I56 SE HRS. 
plANIU6 THEORY CAS"OOI HRS. 
lAND USE LAM SEIINAR CAS65Z1 5 HRS. 
INNOYAIIONS IN URBAN PLINNIN6 CAS65f9 II HRS. 
PLANIIIG' A S'SIEIS APPIOACH CAS69901 5 HRS. 
PLANNING IEIHODOlO&Y USlOlZl II HRS. 
REGIOIAl PLANNING CAS1l61 ME HRS. 
PIIN I PRACIS OF URIAI PLANNG CASIUO HRS. 
SELECT AI lEAST IZ HOURS FRON AION6. 
EI'IIOI~IIAL PlANNII' SEIIIAI CASUI5 f HIS. 
GRADUATE IHESIS CAS9600 f M 5 HRS. 
GRAOIIAIE IIIERNSHIP II ••• CAS9IOO f M S HIS. 
GRADUAIE PROJECT IN ••• CAS9960 F . M 5 HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Science with a 

major in Environmental Science is 38 hours 

NOI[(S): 
I 	 CRlOII HOURS EARIEO fOR COURSES LISTED NORE THAN ONCE IN A 
CUIRICULUI NAY ROT IE USED 10 SATISFY IHE IE8UIRENEITS or 
NOI[ IHAN ONE CONPETENCY. 
f = Fill fO = fAll ODD YEIRS fE s fAll E'EN YEARS N = NII'EI 
110 MII'ER 000 YEARS liE a IIINTER E'EN YEAIS 5 = SPIING-SURIER 
SO SPRIIG-SUNNER 000 YEARS SE = SPRING-SUHHER E'EI YEARS 
aa = lOT SCHEDULED 00 =ON DENAIO a = NUlTI-COHPEIEICY COUISE 
PRO&RAN: SCIENCE 
NAJOR: ENVIRONNENTAl SCIENCE 
OPTION: ENVIRONNENTAl NIII&ENENT 
lEVEL: NASTER Of ARTS 
10NISSION INrORNATION' 
A STUDENT NUST. I) HA'E ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE OE'REE FRON 
A REGIONAllY ACCREDITED COllEGE OR UNIVERSITY; Z) BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE lAST SCHOOL ATTENOED~ 5' HA'E ACQUIRED THE 
fOllOlllNG UNDERGRADUATE PREREQUISITE COURSEIIORK. IATHEIITICS 
THIOUGH 8ASIC CALCULUS. AT lEAST ONE COURSE IN EACH OF THE 
fOllOMIN6--CONPUTER PR06RANIII'. STATISTICS AND BASIC ECOIOI­
ICS. AT lEAST fOUR COURSES IN THE PHYSICAL SCIEICES AID DIE 
COUISE IN fONDANENTAL PRIICIPlES Of ECOLOGY (NOTE. S'UOENIS 
II'H OEflCIEICIES IN AIY Of IHESE AREAS NAY IE AOII'TEO 
COIDITIONALlY PEIDIIG REIOYAL or OEflCIEICIES PRIOR TO EIROlL­
NENI 8ETOND 15 CREDIT HOURS IN THIS CURRICUlUN EXClUSI'E or 
PRERE8UISITES). STUOEITS NOT MEETING AOIISSION CRITERIA NIY 
PEIITIOI fOR AONISSION THROUGH THE OffiCE Of AOIISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIRENENTS. 
A STUDEIT NUST' I) ACQUIRE A NINIHUN Of 59 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS (50 HOURS REQUIRED. 9 HOURS SELECTED'; Z) OENONS'RATE 
ACHIEVEMENT Of THE NININUH SCIENCE OI.ISION NATH CONPE'ENCY~ 
5) ACQUIRE THE CONPETENCIES SPECifiED fOR THIS DEGRE£~ " COI­
PlETE A GRADUATE THESIS AS A TERNINAl INTE6RAIING EXPERIENCEJ 
AID 5' EARN A IININUI or l' GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT 6SU. 11­
CLUDI16 AT lEAST 12 HOURS IN COURSES NUNBEREO 8000 OR A80YE. 
A STUDENT NAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEYENEIT Of CONPETEICIES IY ALTER­
NATE METHODS UPON APPROVAL OF ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE 
STUDEIT'S APPROVEO STUDY PLAN. (SEE NOTE I.) 
REQUIRED COURSES--&RAOUATE LE'EL: 50 HOURS I 
ENYIRDNIENTAl HEALTH CAS585Z 5 HRS. 
EN.IRONNENIAl ASSESSNENT CAS5810 II 5 HRS. 
ENYIIOIIENTAl CHENISTRY CASrOJ1 S 5 HRS. 
POllU'IOH COITROl IECHNIQUES CASI080 MO S HRS. 
S'ATISTICS. IUlTIVARIATE NETHS CASIno 5 5 HRS. 
SCIEICE PRO&RAN ORIENTITION CASIUO f M 0 HRS. 
ENYIROIHEIYAl SYSTENS AIALYSIS CAsssua f 5-5 • HRS. 
ENYIRONNEITAl MODELING CASIUla ME 5-5 • HRS. 
EIYROIIEITAl IANAGEMNI SEIINAR CASSSU S 5 HRS. 
EIYIROINEITAl POLICY ANALYSIS CASf015a MO 5-5 • HRS. 
&RADUATE THESIS CAS9600 f M 5 5 HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRAOUATE lE'ElI 9 HOURS) 
SELECT AT lEAST I HOURS fRON ANONG' 
IDMINISTRATIVE lAIl BPA5HO 5 J HRS. 
SENINAR IN PUBLIC POLICY BPA8960 M 5 HRS. 
SENINAR IN ~UIlIC NANAGENENI BPA8910 M S 5 HRS.,ECOl061CAl NETHOOS CAS5810 HRS. 
EIERGY. RESOURCES , SOCIETY CAS5S50 II 5 HRS. 
ENYIRDN lAND USE PlANIIIG CAS5no II z.5 HRS. 
lAND USE lAIl SEIINAR CAS65Z1 S Z-' HR5.,ECOlOJiY or . lAKES CU6611 SE "IS. 
PLUNIIIG: A STUENS APPIOACH CAS6990 5 Z.5 HRS. 
REGIOIAl PLANNING CAS1Z61 WE l.5 HIS.,ECOl06Y or STREAHS CAS1T50 SO HRS. 
ENERG' ASSESSNENT , NANAGEIENT CAsr950 5 5 HRS. 
EN'IRONNENTAl SYSTEIS ANALYSIS CAS88JU f 3-5·· HRS. 
ENYIRONNENTAl NODEllNG CASSlJll liE 3-'·· HRS. 
ENYllONNENTAl POLICY AIAlYSIS CAS90151 MO 3-'·· HRS. EPONl6Y:PRIN , ANAL OF DATA II SHP81160 IS IS as 5 HRS. 
SELECT AT lEASI 2 HOURS FRON ANONG. 
&RADUAIE INTERNSHIP IN ••• CAS9IOO f M 5 I-I HRS. 
&IAOUAIE lESE ARCH CAS99 50 f M 5 1-6 HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Science with a 

major in Environmental Science is 39 hours 

NOTEeS) : 
DUf TO TNE IIAY IN IIHICH COURSES ARE SCHEDULED AND SEOUENCED 
ANO IHE fACI IHAI IHE INTERNSHIP OR GRAOUAIE RESEARCH IS 
HORE IIHE CONSUNIN6 IHAI RE6UlAR COURSEIIOIK. STUOEI'S lA' 
IEfO TO SPENO fROI DIE AND OlE-HALF 10 1110 YEARS AS FULL­
TIHE SIUDENTS OR THREE TO rOUR YEARS AS PARI-TINE STUDENIS 
10 COIPlEIE THE CURRICULUM. 
ONLY 5 CREDIT HOURS ARE REQUIRED IN EACH Of THESE COURSES. 
II AOOIIION TO IHE REQUIRED 5 CREDIT HOURS IN EACH OF THESE 
COURSES. STUDENIS MIY SELECT AI ADDITIONAL l CREOI' HOUIS IN 
AN' Of THESE COURSES. 
f = fAll fD = fAll ODD YEARS fE = fAll EYEI YEAIS M = IIINIER 
MO = IIINTER ODD YEARS NE. NINTER EYEI YEARS 5 = SPRING-SUNNER 
SO SPRIIG-SUIIER ODD YEARS SE = SPRII&-SUIIER E'EN YEARS 
II = NOT SCHEDULED 00. 01 DElAND a = NUlTI-COIPETENCY COURSE 
College of Arts and Sciences 101 
Human Ecology Major This major speaks to needs growing 
out of the recognition that: (1) humans exist today in a world 
far different than that in which they developed and spent 
nearly the entirety of their existence; (2) humans exist in 
'ecological' systems (social, cultural, economic, psycho­
logical . . . ) of their own design, in addition to their natural 
ecosystems. 
PROGRAN. SCIENCE 
NAJOR: HUMAN ECOlO'Y 
lEVEL' BACHELOR Of ARTS 
AONISSION INfORHATION: 
8ECAUSE THIS CURRTCUlUH IS UNDERGOING EXTENSTVE RE-EVAlUATION 
AND SU8STANTI'E CURRICULAR REVISIONS. NO STUDENTS Mill 8E 
AONITTEO TO THIS MAJOR DURING ACADEMIC YEAR 1981-8Z. 
PROGRAM: SCIENCE 
NAJOR. HUNAN ECOLOGY 
lEVEL: HISTER Of A.TS 
ADMISSION INfORNATION' 
8ECAUSE THIS CURRICULUM IS UNDERGOING EXTENSIVE RE-EVAlUATION 
AND SU8STANTIVE CURRICUlAR REVISIONS. NO STUDENTS MILL 8E 
AONITTEO TO THIS NAJOR DUlING ACADEMIC YEAR 1981-8Z. 
Science Teaching Program 
Majors: 
K-12 Science Teaching (B.A. & M.A.) 
Elementary Science Teaching (M.A.) 
Secondary Science Teaching (M.A.) 
Community College Science Teaching (M.A.) 
The instructional program in Science Teaching focuses on 
the content and processes of science and related ways to 
teach them which reflect an environmental concern. It is 
designed to meet the needs of certified teachers who wish to 
improve their skills as teachers by adding to their knowledge 
of environmental sciences, gaining competence in profes­
sional education disciplines, and strengthening their cultural 
and humanistic backgrounds. It is also designed for those 
who wish to gain competence in the theory and practice of 
environmental education outside the formal educational 
settings, or for those who wish to earn an Illinois certificate 
as a School Science Specialist. 
All candidates for the M.A. degree in Science Teaching are 
required to complete a Terminal Integrating Experience 
(TIE) which is designed to assist the student in synthesizing 
and integrating various elements comprising his/her 
graduate study plan. The TIE usually takes the form of a pro­
ject and is planned individually by each student and his/her 
advisor. Each student is required to present his/her project 
at a science graduate seminar prior to awarding of the M.A. 
degree. 
K-12 Science Teaching Major The K-12 Science Teaching 
major is a three-year (B.A. & M.A.) curriculum designed for 
students who wish to acquire an Illinois teaching certificate 
in science and environmental science. The teaching cer­
tificate is gained by entitlement when the M.A. degree is 
granted. 
The undergraduate B.A. degree in Science Teaching is in­
tended to develop the students' knowledge of science con­
tent and skills in using investigative processes. Students 
should acquire breadth and some depth in science content 
areas. Professional education courses are intended to orient 
students to the classroom and to allow them to assess their 
interest in teaching. 
Applicants for the M.A. degree in Science Teaching must 
have a B.A. or B.S. degree in science, math, or engineering. 
The curriculum, consisting of science and professional 
education courses, is designed to enable students to 
develop and teach interdisciplinary and environmentally­
oriented science curricula. Emphasis is placed on teaching 
environmental science as a method of inquiry. 
PROGRAN' SCIENCE TEACHING 
NAJOR' K-IZ SCIENCE TEACHING 
LEVEL' BACHELOR Of ARTS 
AONISSION INfORMATION' 
A STUDENT NUST. I) HAVE ACQUIRED AI ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SENESTER HOURS Of CREDIT NIT" AN OVERAll ·C· 01 BETTER 
GrA fROM A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UIIVERSITY; Z) BE 
IN GOBO STA.OIIG aT THE LAST SCHOOl aTTENDED; aND ]) HaVE CON­
PlETED AT ·LEAST 6 SEMESTER HOURS Of laBORATORY SCIENCE COUISES 
AND 6 SENESTER HOURS Of RATHENATICS. INCLUDING COLLEGE ALGEBRa. 
STUOERTS MOT NEETING AONISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITIOI fOR 
AORISSION THROUGH THE OffICE Of ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS' 
• A STUDENT NUST: 1) ACQUIRE A MIll NUN Of lZl CREDIT HOURS or 
MRICH AT LEaST 61 HOURS MUST IE aT THE uprER OI'ISION LE'ELI Z) 
OENONSTRlTE aCHIEVENENT Of THE MIIINUN SCIENCE OI'ISION NATH 
102 College of Arts and Sciences 
toIPETENCT; J) AtOUIIE TIE CoIPEIENCIES SPECifIED fOR THIS DE­
IlllEE. INCLUDING THE LlBUI\: EDUCATION CONPETENCIES SUBSUNED 
TNEREIN' .) COIPLEIE lIE STATE or ILLIIOIS REQUIREIENT Of 100 
HOURS or CLIIICAL EIPERIEICE IN EDUCAIIUN PRIOR 10 REGISIERIIG 
rOI STUDENI TEACHIIG AI THE N.A. LE'EL; AID S) EARl' A NININUI 
Of a4 CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT IAT'SUBSIIIUTE 
ACRIEIEENI or COIIPETEICIES BT UIUIAIE METHODS IJI"UlI APPROUL 
or ADVISOR AND UPON IIICLUSIOI IN lIE SIUOENI'S APPROVED SIUOT 
PLAN. 
IEQUIREO COURSES-·UPPER DI'ISIOII' JO HOllIS) 
SIAIISIICAL NEIHODS 
RESEAICIIIIIG SCIEICE INfORNAI-II 
IIIEORT or ~loVLEoGE 
LIIIG RlOC:CMILOIEII I AODlESCTS 
ICRNG ELEIIENIART SCHL SCIENCE 
AISESSIIIG EDUCAIIOIIAL OUICOIlES 
ETHIIG IIIIIORITIES III IHE US 
CLIIICAL EIPERIENCES IN EDUC 
ASCEIII or NAN 
CAS1lJO 
CAS1410 
CASJ171 
CASnso 
CIS1BOO 
CISSUO 
HL01910 
CAS14Z0 
CASSZ61 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
M 
V 
S 
S 
S 
S 
4 
3 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
4 
4 
IIRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
REOUIRED AREAS--UPPER DI'ISIOII: S HaUls) 
SElECT AT LEAST Z HOURS rRON ANONGI 
EI'IRONNNTL ED:A PROCESS APRCH 
CLASSRR USE or IIISTR MATERIALS 
PROGRANIlED IIISTRUCTIOIIAL IIATLS 
IIODULE DE' rOR C8T 
CASr.J9l 
HLDSS70 
HLOr.OIO 
HLD7no 
r 
r v 
S 
S 
S 
Z 
Z-J 
Z-J 
Z-J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
IIRS. 
HRS. 
$ELECT AT LEAST J IIOURS 
SOCIAL rOUIIIATIOIIS or 
HUNAII SER'ICE STSTEIIS 
rROII 
EDUC 
ANONG' 
CA51540 
HLDr.440 
r 
r 
M 
S 
4 
J 
IIRS. 
HRS. 
ELECTI'E COURSES--UPPER OI'ISION: Zr. HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST zr. IIOURS rRON 
ANOIIG SCIEMCE. NATHEMATICS. OR 
COMPUTER COUISES. A NIIIIMUM or 
'4.NDUaS '" , THESE ELECTI'ES 
MUST IIICLUDE LA80RATORT DR 
fiELD III'ESTIGATIDII COURSES. 
IRANsrER CREOII--LOVER DI'ISION: (60 HoUIS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Science Teaching with a 

major in K-12 Science Teaching is 121 hours 

IIOI[(S): 
• 	 THIS CURRICULUII IS PREPRorESSIDNAL; THE 1-IZ SCIENCE 
IEACHIIIG CERllrlCATE PRDGIAM IS AT THE GRADUATE LEVEL. 
r crALL ro crALL DOD TEARS rE = rALL E'EN TEARS V = VI liTER 
VD = VI ITER ODD TEARS VE = VI illER E'EN TEAlS S a SPIING-SUMRER 
SO =SPIIIG-SUMIER ODD TEARS SE = SPRIIIG-SUMIIER EVEI TEARS 
II a NDI SCHEDULED DO = ON DEMAND a = NULTI-CONPETEIICT COURSE 
PROGIAMI SCIEIICE TEACIIING 
NAJOR: 1-IZ SCIENCE lEACHING 
LEVELl IIASIER or ARTS 
ADMISSIOII IlIrORMATIOII: 
A STUIENT MUSTI I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREAIE DEGREE VIIH 
A MAJIR III SCIENCE. MAIH OR ENGINEERII' rROM A REGIONALLT AC­
CREDIIEO COLLEGE OR UllIIERSITT; AID Z) BE III GOOD STAIIOING AT 
THE LAST SCRDOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS IIOT MEETIIIG ADMISSIOII CRI­
IERIA IIAT PETITIOII rOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE orr ICE or 
ADNISSIONS. 
DEGREE REIUIREIIEIIIS: 
A STUOEIIT IIUST: I) ACIUIRE A IIIIIIIIUII or 40.0 GRAOUITE CIEOIT 
IIOBIS' Z) OEIIONSIIITE ACHIE'EIIENI or ' THE MIIIIIOW SCIENCE DIVI­
SIOII lATH COIIPETEIICT; J) ACtUIRE THE CONPETENCIES SPECIrIEO 
rOR THIS DEGREE; 4) COIPLETE A TERRINAL INTEGRATIIIG EIPERIENCEI 
STUDEIT H""IIIG (5 CHU ANO 5) EARN A URUUI or '" Z4 ' GRIDUATE 
CIEOIT HOURS AT GSU. IIICLUDIIG A NINIIUII or lZ CREOII HOURS III 
C"RS[S IIURIEIED ••0. 01 AIO'E. A STUOEII IAT SUISTIIUIE 
ACHIE'ENEIIT Of CORPETEIICIES BT ALlERIIAIE IIEIHOoS UPOR APPRo'AL 
or AD'ISOR AID UPDII INCLUSION IN TilE STUOENI'S APPROVED STUDT 
HAIl. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL: 19 HOURS) 
'lAD SENIRAI IN SCIEICE EOUC CAS'O .... r v S Z HRS. 
PHILOIOPRT Dr SCIEIICE CASIUO Z IIRS. 
CURIICUlUI DEWELOPNEIT CAS5740 f " S J HRS. 
IIIPRD'.IG LEARNING EIIVRONMNTS CASl7J5 S J HRS. 
CLIIICAL EIPERIEIICES IN EOUC CAS14Z0 V Z IIRS. 
EIIIICS AID EIVIRDIIMENT CASr.oao r v Z HRS. 
SIUOEIII' TEACHIIIG II SCIENCE CUi"OO V S HRS. 
IEtUIIED AREAS--GRADUATE LE'EL: 9 IIOUIS) 
SELECT AT LEAST J IIOURS rROII ANON6: 
LIIG RlOC:CHILOIEII & ADOLESCTS CASU50 r 5 Z.J HRS. 
LEARNIIG PROCESSES: AOV TOPICS CAS9050 V J HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST J HOURS fROR ARDNG. 
TEACII'"G SECOIIOART SCHOOL SCI CAS1U' V J HRS. 
IETOIII IEITIOOI SCIENCE CAsa"o S 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST J HOUIS fROI AIIORG: 
ASSESSIIG EDUCATIONAL oUTCOIIES CAS5JJO r RlS. 
REARII'fUL E'AL BEY ORO TESTIIG CAS9061 S IIRS. 
ELECII'E COURSES--GRADUATE LEVELl IZ HOURS) 
ELECI AT LEAST lZ HOURS rROR 
ARONG SCIEIICE. MATHENATICS. 01 
CORPUTER COORSES IUIIIEIEO 5000 
01 ABI'E. A RIIIIIUM Of 6 
HOUIS II TRESE ELECTI'ES RUST 
INCLUIE LABORATORT OR rlELD 
INVESTIGATION COURSES. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Science Teaching with a 

major in K-12 Science Teaching is 40 hours 

NOTHS): 
00 CERTlrICATIDI IR A SUlJECT AREA IAT ReQUIRE ADDITIOIAL HaUlS 
r = rALL ro = rALL ODD TEAlS rE = rALL E'EN TEAlS ,,= VIRIER 
VO IIIITER ODD TEARS VE = IIIIITER E'EN TEARS S = SPRIIG-SUIIER 
so SPRIIG-SUIIRER DOD TEARS SE z SPRIIIG-SUNNER EVEN TEARS 
II allOT SCIIEOULEO 00 = ON DEliA 110 a = NULTI-CORPETEIICT COURSE 
Elementary Science Teaching Major This major is designed 
to help elementary school teachers improve knowledge and 
skills related to science, environmental concerns, and 
science teaching. The instructional program focuses on the 
content and processes of science and related ways to teach 
them which reflect an environmental concern. The cur­
riculum focuses on development of skills and knowledge in 
(1) environmental science: content, investigative ability, in­
formation retrieval, and the history, philosophy, and 
sociology of science; (2) professional education: learning 
theory, curriculum development, teaching skills, and 
evaluation; and (3) interdisciplinary aspects of education: 
cultural diversity, humanistic perspectives and values. 
~ROGRAM' SCIENCE TEACHING 
IAJOR. ELERENTARY SCIENCE IEACIIIRG 
LE'ELI NASTEI Of ARIS 
AORISSIOI INrORMATION' 
A SIUDENT MUSTI I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE fROR 
A REGIONALLT ACCREDIIED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITT' Z) BE II GaOl 
SIARDIIIG AI THE LASI SCIIOOL ATIEIDEO; AND J) HAVE A 'ALIO 
IEACHIN' CERTIfICATE. STUOERTS NOI HEETING AORISSIOI CRITERIA 
NAT PfTITION rOR ADNISSIDI IHROUGH THE OffICE or AORISSIONS. 
DEGREE IEOUIRENENTS: 
A SIUDEIII NUST: I) ACQUIRE A lIllNUR or 35 GRADUAIE CREDII 
IIOUIS; Z) DEIIORSTRATE ACHIE'EREIT or THE RININUI SCIEIICE DIVI­
SION MAIII CONPETEICT; J) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIfiED 
rOR THIS OEGREEJ 4) CORPLETE A TEIIIIIAL IRTE6.ATIIG EIPERIENCE 
AID PIESENT TilE STUDY AT A SCIEIICE EDUCATIOI GRADUAIE SENIIARJ 
5) EARN A IINIIUM or Z. GRADUAIE CREDII HDUIS AT GSU. IICLUOIIG 
AT LEASI lZ CREDIT HOURS III COURSES NURIERED 1000 OR ABOVE. A 
STUDEIT IAT SUISTITUTE ACHIE'EREII Dr CORPETEICIES BY 'LTERNATE 
METIIODS UPOII APPRDYAL 
DENT'S APPRO'ED STUDT 
or ADVISOR 
PLAR. 
AND UPON IIICLUSIOI II THE STU­
REQUIR[D CDURSES·-GRAOUATE LE'ELI 11 HOUIS) 
FIElD BIOLOGY 
GRAD SERIRAR IN SCIENCE EDUC 
PIIILOSOPIIY Of SCIENCE 
CU.IICULUI DE'ELOPIEIIT 
IMPRO'IIG ~EARIING EN"'OIlIITS 
ETHICS AID EIVIIOIIEII 
CAS9490 
CASto6aa 
CASIZIO 
CAS5740 
CASB7J5 
CASr.OIO 
r 
r 
II 
\I 
" 
S 
5 
S 
S 
Z 
3 
Z 
J 
J 
Z 
HRS. 
IIRS. 
IIRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
IIRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS·-GRAOUATE LE'ELI II HOURS) 
SElECT AT LEAST Z IIOURS rROR AIDII6: 
EI'IItN EOO BIOLOGY fLO SCIENCE 
EIVIRR EDI EARTH SCIENCE 
ENVIRR ED: rOREST IUESTIGA TIS 
ENVIII EO: II'STG IN LIMROLOGT 
EI'III ED: TERRESTIAL BIDLDGT 
CASano 
CASl790 
CASa1tl 
CAsa"5 
CAsaaoo 
r 
ro 
S 
S 
SE 
S 
S 
Z 
Z 
z 
Z 
Z 
IIRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
RRS. 
HIS. 
SELECT AT LEAST J HDURS rROR AlONGI 
LRRG PROCICIIILOREN , ADDLESCTS 
LEARIING PROCESSESI ADV TOPICS 
CAS6550 
CAS9050 
r 
V 
S z.J 
J 
IIRS. 
HIS. 
SELECI AT LEAST J HOURS rROR 
TEACIIIRG SECOROART SCHOOl 
BETONO IEIIBODK SCIENCE 
AMONGI 
SCI CAS14 19 
CASU '0 
V 
S 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HIS. 
College of Arts and Sciences 103 
SELECT AT LEAST J HOURS fROM AMONG' 
ASSESSING EDUCATIONAL OUTCONES CASSJJO f J HRS. 
HEANIIGfUL EVAL BETOND TESTING CAS'06l 5 J HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL' 1 HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST 1 HOURS fROM 
ANONG SCIEICE. MATHEMATICS. OR 
COMPUTER COURSES NUMBERED 5000 
OR A81'E. A MINIMUM Of 5 
HOURS IN THESE ELECTIVES MUST 
INCLUDE LABORATORT OR fIELD 
IIVESTIGATION COURSES. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Science Teaching with a 

major in Elementary Science Teaching is 35 hours 

NOTE(5)1 
•• CAS'061 NUST 8E REGISTERED fOI TWICE TO COMPLETE THIS DEGREE 
f : fALL fO z fALL DOD 'EARS fE ~ fALL EVEN TEARS M a MINTER 
WO ~ WINTER ODD TEARS WE a WINTER EYEN TEARS 5 = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO • SPRING-SUMMER ODD TEARS SE ~ SPRING-SUNMEI EYEN TEARS 
SS • NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DE"ANO a. MULTI-COIPETENCT COUISE 
Secondary Science Teaching Major This major is designed 
to help secondary school teachers improve knowledge and 
skills related to science, environmental concerns, and 
science teaching. The instructional program focuses on the 
content and processes of science and related ways to teach 
them which reflect an environmental concern . The cur­
riculum focuses on development of skills and knowledge in 
(1) environmental science: content, investigative ability, in­
formation retrieval, and the history, philosophy, and 
sociology of science; (2) professional education: learning 
theory, curriculum development, teaching skills, and 
evaluation; and (3) interdisciplinary aspects of education: 
cultural diversity, humanistic perspectives and values. 
PROGRAM' SCIENCE TEACHING 
NAJOR' SECONDART SCIENCE TEACHING 
lEYEL. NASTER Of ARTS 
ADMISSION INfORMATIDM' 
A STUDENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGlEE fROM 
A REGIONALLT ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIYERSITTI Z) BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDEDI AND J) HAVE A YALID 
TElCIIING ·CEUUIClTE MITH A MAJOR IN SCIENCE. "AlR OR ENGI­
NEERING. STUDENTS NOT MEETING AONISSIDN CRITERIA "AT PETITION 
fOR AIMISSION THROUGH THE OFfiCE Of ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE RIQUIREMENIS: 
A STUDENT NUST, I) AcaUIRE A NINIMUM Of J5 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HDURSJ Z) DEMOMSTRATE ACHIEVEMENT Of TilE MININUN SCIEICE DIVI­
SION lATH CDMPETENCTI J) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIfiED 
fOR THIS DEGREEI .) COMPLETE A TERHINAL IMTEGRATING EXPERIENCE 
AND PRESENT THE STUDT AT A SCIENCE EDUCATION GRADUATE SEMI NAN; 
5) EAIN A MINIMUM Of Z' GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. INCLUDING 
aT LEAST lZ CREDIT HOURS IN COURSES NUMBERED 8000 OR ABOVE. A 
STUDE IT NAT SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVENENT Of CONPETENCIES 8' ALTERNATE 
METIIOIS UPON APPROVAL 
OENT'S APPROYEO STUDT 
Of ADVISOR 
PLAN. 
AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STU­
REQUIRED COURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEL: 11 HOURS) 
GRAD SEMINAR IN SCIENCE EOUC 
PHILOSOPHT Of SCIENCE 
CURRICULUN DEVELOPMENT 
IETONO TEXTBOOK SCIENCE 
IMPRDYING LEARNING ENVRDNMNTS 
ETNICS AND ENYIRONMENT 
CAstOna f 
CASIZ10 
CAS5HO f 
CASI.,O 
CASI1J5 
CAS6010 f 
W 
W 
M 
S 
5 
5 
5 
Z •• 
Z 
J 
J 
J 
Z 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEYEL, It HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST J HOURS fRDN ANONG' 
LRNG 'ROC'CHILDREN I ADOLESCTS 
LEARNIN' PROCESSES: AOY UPICS 
CAS6550 
CASt050 
f 
M 
Z.J 
J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 1 HOURS fROM AMONG: 
ASSESSING EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES 
MEANINGfUL E'AL 8ETONO TESTIN' 
CASSHO 
CASt06f 
f 
S 
1 
J 
IIRS. 
IIRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEL' lZ IIOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST lZ HOURS fROM 
AMONG SCIENCE. NATHEMATICS. OR 
COMPUTER COURSES NUMBERED 5000 
OR A80YE. A MINIMUM Of 6 
HOURS IN THESE ELECTIYES MUST 

INCLUDE LABDRATORT 01 fIELD 

INYESTIGATION COURSES. 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Science Teaching with a 

major in Secondary Science Teaching is 35 hours 

NDIEeS)'
•• CAS'O'I MUST BE REGI5TEREO fOR TWICE TO COMPLETE ·THIS DEGREE 
f • fALL fO = fALL DOD TEARS fE = fALL EVEN 'EARS M = MINTER 
MO = MIMTER DOD TEARS WE = WIMTER EVEN TEARS 5 a SPRIMG-SUMMER 
SO • SPRING-SUMMER DOD TEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EYEN TEARS 
SS ~ MOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND a = MULTI-CDNPETENCT COURSE 
Community College Science Teaching Major Designed for 
prospective or practicing community college science faculty 
members, this curriculum leads to the M .A. degree with 
related competency in environmental science and in com­
munity college teaching. 
PROGRAM: SCIENCE TEACHING 
MAJOR' CONNUNIT' COLLEGE SCIENCE TEACHING 
LEVEL. lASTER Of ARTS 
ADMISSION INfORMATION: 
BECAUSE THIS CURRICULUM IS UNDERGOING EXTEISIYE RE-EYALUATION 
AND SUBSTANTIVE CURRICULAR REYISIONS. NO STUDENTS WILL BE 
ADNITTED TO THIS NAJOR DURING ACADEMIC TEAR 1911-IZ. 
104 College of Arts and Sciences 
Social Sciences Program 
Majors: 

General Studies (B.A. & M.A.) 

Urban Studies (B.A. & M.A.) 

Women's Studies (B.A. & M.A.) 

This program is designed as a conceptual framework within 
which various social, political, and cultural phenomena 
may be examined, evaluated and possibly altered through 
educational experiences within the University and in the 
community at large. Disciplines included are anthropology, 
urban history, sociology, urban studies, political science, 
and women's studies. The program provides the opportuni­
ty for students to examine "process" phenomena within 
three majors. Particular emphasis is placed upon the devel­
opment and approval of student contracts with the student's 
advisor. These contracts must reflect interdisciplinary 
resources in the University and the College of Arts and 
Sciences, the resources of various cultures, and the program 
needs and objectives of each student. 
General Studies Major General Studies consists of inter­
disciplinary efforts focusing on both conceptual (classroom) 
and applied (field) studies. Students are expected to under­
stand fundamental social and cultural processes, institu­
tions, and value systems from historical and contemporary 
perspectives. Studies in this major are seen as including the 
issues of stability, change, growth, deterioration, and the 
notion of process itself in various cultural processes. 
PIOGIAN' SOCIAL SCIENCES 
IAJII' GEIEIAL SIUOIES 
LEVEL' BACHELOR Of ARIS 
AOMISSIOI INfOIMATION' 
A SIUOENT MUST. I) HAVE ACQUIIEO AN ASSOCI AlES DEGIEE OR Al 
LEASI 60 SEIESIER HOURS WIIH AN OVERALL ·C· OR IETIER GPA 
fRON A REGIONALLY ACCIEDIIEO COLLEGE OR UNIVERSII', AND Z) BE 
IN GOOD SUMOING AI THE LAST SCHOOL UTENDEI. - SIUOENTS NOI 
NEEIIN' ADMISSION CRITERIA NA' PETITION fOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
IME orflCE Of ADMISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIRENENTS: 

A nUIEn NUSl: l) ACQUIIE A IIIIMUH Of IZO CREDIT HOURS Of 

IHICH Al LEAST 60 HOUIS NUST IE AT TME UPPER DIVISION LE'EL 

(41-4) REQUIRED. 17-19 ELECIEO)' Z) EARN AT LEAST Z4 CREDIT 

HOURS Al GSUJ AND ) DEPENDING UPON IHE STUDENT'S fOCUS IN HIS­

TOI' II SOCIOLOGY. ACQUIRE IHE CDHPETENCIES SPECIfIED fOI THIS 

DEGREE ... A STUDENT MAY SOnTlJUIE ACHI[fUEIl Of CO"PETENCIES 

a, AlIERNATE HEIHOOS UPON APPROVAL Of AO'ISOR AND UPON 

INCLUSION IN THE SIUDENI'S APPROVED SIUDY PLAN. 

IEIUIIED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: aa HOUI$) 
ANEIICAN URBAN HISTOR' CAS1ZJO f W 4 HRS. 
UII STUDIES. INIRO TO THE CITY CAS1Z1l f W 4 HRS. 
TECHIILOG' C SOCIAL CHANGE CASIZ" W S 4 HRS. 
CONTEIPORAR' POLITICAL THOUGHT CAsr~zz f I 4 HRS. 
SOCIAL fOUNDATIONS Of EOue CAS15U f W 4 NRS. 
SOCIOlOGY Of IHE fANILY CASIS" W S 4 JlRS. 
HISTOI' Of AIERICAN EDUCATION CAS5l9Z f II 4" HRS. 
lITEUTUIE AND HISTOI" _ • . CAS6511 11£ 4" HRS. 
PHILOSOPHY ~ HISTORY CAS14" W J 
" 
HRS. 
SOCIOlOGY or SEI ROLES CASTIIlI f 4 HRS. 
SICIAL IESEAICH AND E,ALIATION CAS156Z f I 4 HRS. 
UQUIIED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION: ( •• HOURS) 
HISTIIY STUDENTS HUST SELECT 6 HOURS fROM AHONG' 
ANERICAN HISTORY SE"INAR: ._. CAS7ZU f W " S HRS.J " 10"EN IN AIERICAN HISTOR' CAS1740 S ) HRS. 
SOCIOlOG' STUDENTS MUST SELECT 4 HOUIS fROI AHONG: 
POliTICAL SOCIOLOGY CAS6541 f 4 HRS.,POLITICAL PSYCHOLOGY CAS14ro S HRS. 
SOCIOLOG' STUDENTS HUST SELECT 4 HOUIS fROH AMONG. 
SOCIAL DISORGANIZATION ClS151Z W 4 MilS. 
SOCIOLOGY Of ETHNIC RELATIONS CAS1~a9 f 4 HilS. 
SOCIOLOG' STUDENTS HUST SELECT J HOURS fROH AHONG: 
CONTE"PORARY ISSUES IN EDUC ClS146Z S J HilS. 
IITIOD TO ION-TRADITIONAL EOUC CAsr54Z f 4 HRS. 
ELECTI'E COUISES--UPPEI OIVISIOI' II HOURs) 
ELECT l1-19 HOURS AS NEEIED 

TO fULfILL DEGREE REQUIRENENTS 

flOH COUISES OffERED THROUGH­

OUT THE COLLEGE AND lOR TRE 

UNIVERSITY. (ELECTIVES NUST 

BE APRROVED BY ADVISOI.) 

TRANSfER CREOIT--LOWER DIVISION: (60 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Social Sciences with a 

major in General Studies is 120 hours 

NOT[(S)' 
II 	THBSE COURSES ARE INTENDED rOR STUDENTS PURSUING A fOCUS IN 
HISTORY AND AilE NOT REQUIRED Of STUDENTS II SOCIOlOGY. 
THESE COURSES ARE INTENDED fOR STUDENTS PURSUING A fOCUS IN 
SOCIOLOGY AND ARE NOT REQUIRED Of STUOENrs IN HISTORY. 
srUOENTS HUST CONPLErE THE IIEQUISITE NUMBER Of CREDIT HOURS 
Of ELECTIVE COURSEWORK TO fULfILL DEGREE REQUIRERENTS. 
aa 	NUN.EI Of HOURS REQUIRED VARIES DEPENOIIIG ON THE STUDE"" S 
fOCUS: HISTORY = 35; SOCIOLOGY = JZ. 
.. NUNBER Of HOURS REQUIRED YARIES DEPENDING ON THE STUDENT'S 
fOCUS: HISTORY = 6; SOCIOLOGY = ll. 
II 	NUNBER Of ELECTIYE HOURS VARIES DEPENDING ON THE SfUOENT'S 
fOCUS: HISTORY = 19; SOCIOLOGY = 17. 
" 	 IN THIS COUISE. SELECTED TOPICS MILL BE CHOSEN BT STUDENTS; 
STUDENTS N'Y REPEAr THIS COURSE fOR CREDIT PROVIDED THAT A 
OIP-fERENT TOPIC Of STUDY IS SELECTED EACH TINE IHE SIUOENT 
ENROLLS III THE COURSE. 
f = fALL fO = fALL DOD YEARS fE = fALL EVEN YEARS M a WINTER 
WO WINTER ODD YEARS WE = WINTEII EVE" YEAIS S = SPIlING-SUINER 
SD & SPRING-SUHHER ODD YEARS SE: SPRING-SUMHEII EVEN YEARS 
II a NOT SCHEDULED 00 = 01 DEMAND a = "ULTI-COIIPETENCY COURSE 
PIOGIAN' SOCIAL SCIENCES 
HAJOII: BENERAL STUDIES 
LEVEL' NASTER Of ARrS 
AOHISSION INrORHATION: 
A STUDENT HUST. I) HAYE ACQUIRED A IACCALAUIEATE OEiREE fRON 
A RE510NALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSII', AHO Z) BE II 
GOOD STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. ALL STUDENTS MILL 
BE AONITTED CONDITIONALLY PENDING AH IITEIVIEW WITH A SOCIAL 
SCIENGE fACULTY HENIEI TO ASSESS ACAOEHIC GOlLS AND OIJECTIVES 
AND TO BEGIN THE AOVISENEIT PIOCESS. STUDENTS NOT NEETING AO­
"ISSION CRITERIA HA' PETITION fOR AD"ISSION THROUGH THE OffICE 
Of AO"ISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. 
A STUDENT MUST: I) ACQUIRE A "ININU" Of J4 GRADUAJE CREDIT 
HOURSI Z) EARN AT LEASf Z4 GRADUATE CREDIT HOUIS AT GSU. 
J) ACCORDING TO THE SIUOEIIT'S fOCUS IN HISTORY OR SOCIOLOGY. 
ACQUIRE THE CO"PETENCIES SPECIfIED fOR THIS DEGREE. 4) CON­
PLETE A GRADUATE PIIOJECT THAT IS -aCCEPTED BY AT lEAST TWO 
fACULTY "ENBEIIS IN fHE SOCIAL SCIENCES. 'NO 5) DEPENDING UPON 
THE STUDENT'S fOCUS. OEHONSTRlTE KNOWLEDGE AND COMPREHENSION 
Of T"E PREIEQUISITES SPECIFIED' HISTORY fOCUS--lNERIClN URBAN 
HISTORY U CR HRS) AND PHILOSOPHY Of HlSfORY (J CR HRS). OR 
SOCIOLOGY rOCUS--BASIC SUBJECT NATTER AND PIINC1PLES Of SOCIAL 
SCIEICES (6-10 CI HRS Of APPROPRIATE UPPER-DIVISION COURSEMORK 
AS JUDGEO 8Y THE AOYISOR). STUDENTS WrTH A BA IN GENEIIAL 
STUOIIS AT GSU HAVE SATISrlEO THE PREIEIUISlfES. STUDENTS HAY 
SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEHENT Of CDMPETENCfES BY ALTERNAfE NEfHODS 
UPON APPROVAL Of lDYISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S 
APPROYEO STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED CDUISES--GRIDUATE LEVEL' aa HOURS) 
AHERICAN HISfOR' SE"INAR: CASrZ64a r W S HRS.31 	 "1I TER&TURE" AND HISTORY' _ • . CAS6~J7 WE ~ I HRS. 
CONTE"PORAR' POLlflCAL THOUGHT ClS15ZZa F W 4 II HIS. 
SOCIAL RESEARCH AND EVALUATION CAS1~6Za f W 4 II HRS. 
GIADUATE PROJECT IN ••• ClS9960 r W S Z HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRIOUATE LEVEL: HOUIS) 
HISTORY STUDENTS HUST SELECT 3 HOURS fRO" AHONG' 
LOCAL HIST: RESOURCES' "THDS CASTzaJ S HRS. 
SOCIAL RESEARCH AND EYALUATION CAS756Z1 f HRS_ 
HISTORY STUDENTS HUST SELECT 6 HOUIIS fROH lHONG: I 
HISTORY Of A"ERICAN EDUCATION CAS519Z r W 4 HRS. 
lHERICAN HISTORY SENINAR' CUn6U f W S J" HRS. 
MONEl fl AIERICAN HISTORY CA51140 F S ) HilS. 
HISTORY STUDENTS HUST SELECT 6 HOUIIS fRO" AMONG. 
WORK AND faHILY LIfE CAS1un S 3 HRS. 
CONTEIPORARY POLITICAL THOUGHT CAS15ZZI f W 4 HRS. 
IDEA Of COM"UNITY CAS1550 S J HRS. 
SOCIOLOGY or THE fA"ILY CAS1599Z S 4 HRS. 
SOCiOlOGY STUDENTS MUST SELECT . ) . YOURS faOM . A.ONG: 
GRAD SEM IN SOCIOLOGY or EOUC CASeI1' 
II 
5 ) HRS. 
COMMUMITY STUDIES SEMINAR CAsella ~ HRS. 
SOCIOLOG. STUDENTS MUST SELECT 1 HOURS fROM AMONG. II 
NORK AND fAMILY LifE CAS12Z'. 5 ) HRS. 
SOCIOLOGY Of THE fAMILY CAS75'9' S ~ HRS. 
SOCIOLOGY Of SEX ROLES CAS7aZl , HRS. 
SOCIOLOGY STUDENTS 
CONM ORG.ICOMNU 
MUST SELECT 
OEVELOP"ENT 
) HOURS fROM AMONG: 
CAS1zeo 
II 
S ) HRS. 
SOCIAL DISORGANIZATION CAS1512 N ~ HRS. 
SOCIOLOGY Of ETHHIC RELATIONS CAS15e, , HRS. 
SOCIOLOGY STUDENTS MUST SELECT ~ HOURS fROM AMONG. II 
POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY CAS65~1 f ~ HRS. 
POLITICAL PSYCHOLOGY CAS1~10 ~ HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GIAOUATE LE'EL: n HOURS) 
ELECT 1-10 HOURS AS NEEDED 
TO fULrlLL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
fROM COURSES orfEREO THROUGH­
OUT THE COLLEGE ANOIOI THE 
UNIVERSITY. 
BE APMROVEO 
(ELECTIVES MUST 
BY AO'ISOR.) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Social Sciences with a 

major in General Studies is 34 hours 

NOTE (5): 
THESE COURSES ARE INTENOEO fOR STUDENTS PURSUING A fOCUS IN 
HISTOR' AMO ARE NOT REQUIRED Of STUDENTS IN SOCIOLOGY. 
II 	THESE COURSES ARE INTENOEO rOR STUDENTS PURSUING A fOUCS IN 
SOCIOLOGY AMO ARE MOT REQUIRED or STUDENTS IN HISTORY. 
I 	 CREDIT HOURS EARNED rOR COURSES LISTED NORE THAN ONCE IN A 
CUIRICULUM MAY NOT BE USED TO SATISfY THE REQUIREMENTS or 
MORE THAN ONE COMPETEMCY. 
aa 	 Nunn Of HOURS REQUIRED 'ARIES OEPENOING ON THE STUDENT' 5 
fOCUS. HISTORY = 9; SOCIOLOGY = 10 • . 
MUMBER Of HOURS REQUIRED VARIES OEPENOIIIG ON THE STUDENT'S 
fOCUS: HISToRY = 15; SOCIOLOGY = 11. 
n 	 NUNBER Of ELECTI'E HOURS VARIES OEPENOIMG ON THE STUDENT'S 
fOCUS. HISTORY = 10; SOCIOLOGY = 1. 
" 	 IN THIS COURSE. SELECIEO TOPICS ~ILL BE CHOSEN BY STUDENTS; 
STUDENTS MAY REPEAT THIS COURSE rOR CREDIT PROVIDED THAT A 
OlfrEREMT TOPIC or STUDY IS SELECTED EACH TIME THE STUDENT 
ENROLLS IN THE COURSE. STUOENTS MUST TAKE THIS COURSE AT 
LEAST ONCE ~ITH A rocus ON ·URBAN HISTORY-. 
f = rALL ro = fALL ODD YEARS fE = fALL EVEN YEARS ~ = ~INTER 
NO NIITEI ·000 YEARS WE = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRIMG-SUMMEI 
SO SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUIIMER E'EN YEARS 
II 	: NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON OEHANO a: NULTI-COMPETENC' COURSE 
College of Arts and Sciences lOS 
Urban Studies Major Urban Studies consists of inter­
disciplinary efforts focusing on both conceptual (classroom) 
and applied (field) studies. Students are expected to under­
stand fundamental urban systems, processes and institutions 
from historical and contemporary perspectives. Study also 
focuses on understanding the problems, activities and ap­
proaches to action that are particularly characteristic and 
appropriate to urban communities. Studies in this major are 
seen as including the variety of concerns identified under 
labels such as urban, suburba n, central city, and regional. 
PROGRAM. SOCIAL SCIENCES 
MAJOR' URBAN STUDIES 
LEVEL. BACHELOR Of ARTS 
ADMISSION INrORMATION' 
A STUDEIIT MUST: 1) HA,E ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS Of CREDIT ~ITH AM OVERALL -C- OR lETTER 
GPA fROM A REGIOMALLY ACCREOIIEO COLLEGE OR UNI'ERSITY' AND 2) 
IE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE LASI SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS 101 
MEETIIG AO"ISSION CRITERIA MA' PETIT 10M rot ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE OFrlCE Of AOMISSIOMS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS' 
A STUDENT MUST: 1) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM or lZ0 CREDIT HOURS or 
IHICH AT LEAST iO HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER OIVISIOI LE'EL ('2 
HOURS REQUIRED. Ie HOURS ELECTED); Z)AC8UIRE THE CDIIPETENCIES 
SPEClrlEO rOR THIS DEGREE; ) EARN A MINIMUM Of 2~ CREDIT HOURS 
AT GSU. A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIE'[MENT or COMPETENCIES 
BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPOII APPRO'AL Of AO'ISOR AND UPOM INCLU­
SION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER OlnHON: )9 HOURS) 
AMERICAM URBAN HISTOR' CAS1UO r M ~ HRS. 
URB stUDIES' 
TECHIIlOGY , 
INTRO TO THE CITY 
SOCIAL CHANGE 
CAS721l 
CAS1Z1~ 
f M 
W 5 
~ , HRS. HRS. 
CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL TROUGHT CAS15ZZ M ~ HRS. 
SOCIAL rOUNOATIONS Of EOUC 
SOC I OLOGT Of THE f AMIL Y 
CAS75~O 
CAS1599 
M 
II S 
~, HRS. HRS. 
POPULATION' DEMOGRAPHIC ANAL 
SOCIOlOGY Of ETHMIC RELATIONS 
CAS7569 
CAS1589 
f 
r 
~, HRS. HRS. 
COMM ORG.ICOMMU OEVELOPMEMT CASIUO 5 S HRS. 
SOCIAL RESEARCH AMO EVALUATION CAS1562 f M ~ HRS. 
RE8UIREO AREAS--UPPER DIVISION' HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST S HOURS rROM AMONG. 
LOCAL HIST: RESOURCES 
IDEA Dr COMMUNITY 
l "IHOS CAS1Ze) 
CAS1550 
5 ) 
) 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIV ISION: 18 HOUIS) 
ELECT AT LEAST Ie HOURS rROM 
COUISiS IN THE UNIVERSITY THAT 
ARE APPROPRIATE To THE STU­
DENT'S PERSOMAL ANOIOR PRorES­
SIONAL GOALS. ELECTIVES MUST 
BE APRROVEO B' AO'ISOR. 
TRANSfER CREDIT--LoIlER DIVISION: (60 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Social Sciences with a 

major in Urban Studies is 120 hours 

f = fALL ro = fALL DOD YEARS fE = fALL EVEN YEAIS M = MIMIER 
MO a II liTER ono YEARS ME = WINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRIIG-SUIIIIER 
SO = SPRIIIG-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
SS = NOT SCHEDULED DO = OM DEMAND a = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
106 College of Arts and Sciences 
PI.'"A"l SICIAl SCIEICES 
IAJOI. IRI.. STUIIES 
lEVEL' lASTER OF ARTS 
AOIISSIOI IlfORNATIOI' 
A STUIEIT MUST, I) HAVE ACaUIREO A BACCALAUREATE IE61£E fROM 
A RE610NAllY ACCREDITED COllEGE OR UIIVERSITY; Z) BE II 6000 
STAIOIN6 AT THE lAST SCHOOL ATTEI~I. All STUDE ITS MIll BE 
AOIITIEO COIDITIOIAllY PEIOIIG AI IITERVIEM MITH A SOCIAL 
SCIElaE fACULTy NEMaER TO ASSESS ACAOEIIC GOALS AID olJECTIVES 
AID TO IEGIN THE AOVISEIEIT PROCESS. STUOEITS lOT IEETING AO­
IISSION CRITERIA lAY PETITIOI fOR AOMISSIOI THROUGH THE OffICE 
Of AOHISSIOIS. 
OEGIEE REaUIREIEITS' 
A STUIENT lUST, I) OENoNSTIITE PREREQUISITES II THE fOllOMIN' 
AIEIS II IROEI TO COMPLETE GRAOIATE IEQUIREIEITS' KIO~E06E OF 
AIEIICAI UIBAI HISTORY (' SH). KIOILEO'E AID CBRPIEHEISI.I Of 
lOGICAL AID METHDOOlOGICll COMPOIEITS Of SOCIAL lESE ARCH AID 
EVAlUATIOI (' SH). KNOMlEDGE AID COIPRENEISIOI Of BASIC 
DEI06RAPMIC lATA SOURCES. USES. AIAlYTICAl TECHNlaUES (' SH). 
STUOEITS MITH A BA II URBAI STUDIES AT 'SU MIll HAVE SATISFIED 
TI£ PIEREaU~SITES' Z) AcaUIRE A IIIINUM Of 1Z GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOUIS (21 HOURS REQUIIED "' HOURS ELECTED) NHICH INCLUDES 
COIPLETlIG A-- GRADUATE PROJECT; 1) ACaUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPE­
CIfiED fOI TWIS DEGREEI ') EARN A IININUN OF Z' GRADUATE 
CREDII HOURS - AT GSU. A STUOEIT lAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMEIT Of 
COIPETENCIES-IY ALTERNATE METHODS UPON APPRO'Al OF ADVISOR AID 
UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REaUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE lEVEL' I' HOURS) 
ANEII'AN HISTORy SEIINAR: 
CDN"UIITY STUDIES SEMINAR 
CU1Z6' 
CASlleo 
f 
f 
M S 1 l&, HRS. HRS. 
SEIIIAR II URIAN RESEARCH 
UR..I roPULATION 
CAsellZ 
CASlUZ 
M 
II 
1, HRS. HRS. 
COMM ORG./CONIU DE'ELOPNENT 
GRADUATE PROJECT II ••• 
CASlleo 
CAS"60 f II 
S 
S 
1 
I-r. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
lEaUIREO AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL, , HOURS) 
SELECT AT lEAST , HOURS fROM ANONG' 
SPATIAL PERCPTN I SOC BEHAVIOR 
SOCIOLOGY Of ETHNIC RELATIONS 
CASl568 
CAsne, f 
,
, HRS. HRS. 
ELECTI'E COURSES'-GRADUATE LEVEL' , HOURS) 
ELECT AT lEAST , HOURS Of RE­
LATED COURSES THAT HAVE IEEN 
APPROVED BY ADVISOR. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Social Sciences with a 

major in Urban Studies is 32 hours 

NOT[(SII 
II 	NHllE ORDIIARllY STUDENTS NAY SELECT ANONG SE'ERAL TOPICS. 
THEY ARE REQUIRED TO STUDy ·URIAI HISTORY· TO SATISfY PRO­
GRAM COMPETENCIES AMD THEREfORE MUST SELECT THIS TOPIC MHEN 
EIRDllIIG fOR CASlZr.,. 
f = fALL fO = fALL ODD YEAIS fE = fAll E'EN yEARS M a MINTER 
MO = IIINTER ODD YEARS ME = IIINTER EWEI YEARS S ~ SPRING-SU"MEI 
SO SPRING-SUIIER ODD YEARS SE a SPRIIG-SUMMER E'EN YEARS 
II = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON OENANO a = NUlTI-CONPETENCY COUISE 
Women's Studies Major Women's Studies is a set of learn­
ing experiences guided by a feminist perspective which 
takes women's position as a prism through which to view 
society. A feminist perspective is oriented to exposing and 
changing sexist presumptions and biases, and informing 
scholarship with alternative intellectual models. 
PROGIAN' SOCIAL SCIENCES 
NAIOI' MONEIS STUDIES 
LE'EL' IACHElOR Of ARTS 
AOMISSIII 11f0IRATION' 
A STUDENT NUST: I) HA'E ACQUIRED AI ASSOCIATES DEGREE DR AT 
lEIST 60 SERESTER HOIRS Of CREDIT IIITH AN O'ERAll ·C· OR BETTER 
GPA fROM A IEGIOIAlLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNI'ERSITY; AID Z) 
BE 11 GOOD ~TAIIOIIG AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTEIIOEO. STUOERrs- lilT 
MEETIIG AOIIISSION CRITERIA NAY PETITION fDR ADNISSION THROUGH 
THE O~fICE Of AONISSIOIIS. 
DEGIEE ReaUIRE"ENTS' 
A STUIENT IIUST. I) ACIUIRE A NIMIMU" Of IZO CREDIT HOUIS Of 
MHICH AT lEAST 60 HOURS NUST IE AT TH£ UPPER OI'ISION lEVEL (" 
HOURS REQUIRED III HOURS ELECTED); Z) AcaUIRE THE COIPETEICIES 
SPEClelEO fOR THTS OEGIEE; J) EARl A IIIIIUM OF Z' CREDIT HOURS 
AT GSI. A STUOEIT NAY SUISTITMTE ACHIEVEIIEIT Of CDRPETEIICIES 
BY ALTERIIATE NETHOOS UPOI APPIOVAL Of ADVISOR AND UPOII IIiClU­
SIOII IN THE STUDEIIT'S APPROVED STgOY PLAN. (IIOTE' Z' Of THE 
REQMIREO CREIIT HOURS fUlFTlL CORE COMPETENCIES Of THE SOCIAL 
SCIEIIE PROGRAN.) 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER OI'ISTON' U HOURS) 
AMERICAN URBAN HISTORY 
URB STUDIES' IIiTRI TO THE CITY 
TECHNOLOGy I SOCIAL CHAIIGE 
COITENPORARY POLITICAL THOUGHT 
SOCIAL fauNOATIONS or EOUC 
SOCIOLOGY Of THE fANllY 
liONEl. POLITICS. I CHAIIGE 
CASlZJO 
CUlUI 
CUlZH 
CAS1SZZ 
CAS1SU 
CASl599 
CAs"n 
r 
f 
f 
r 
II 
M 
M 
M 
M 
N 
M 
S 
S 
,
,
,
,
,
,
, 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
MRS. 
MoNEN IN aNERIcAN HISTORY CAS11U f S J HRS. 
MONEN IN THE NEOlA 
SOCIOLOGy Of SEX ROLES 
SEX ROLES 'RESEARCH SEIIUR 
lioNEl'S RESOURCE LAIORATORY 
CAS11" 
CASlIIZI 
CAS15Z I 
CAS11U M 
SO 
S 
S 
1,
,
, 
HRS. 
MRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION' HOURS) 
SELECT AT lEAST 3 HOURS fRON AROI" 
IlACK MONEl III lITERATURE CAS51 H fO 1 HRS. 
BlK IIONEN III AMERICAN HISTORY CAS5170 r 1 HRS. 
IIOMEN IN LAT AN lITERATURE CAS66Z I II 1 HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER OI'ISION' 11 HOURS) 
ELECT II HOURS fROM COURSES 
OffERED THROUGHOUT THE UNIVER­
SITy IS APPROVED IY AO'ISOR. 
TRANSfER CREOIT--LOMER DIVISION, (60 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Social Sciences with a 

major in Women's Studies is 120 hours 

f ; fALL fO = fALL ODD YEARS fE = fALL EVEN yEARS II = IIIITER 
NO MIITER ODD TEARS liE z IIINTER EVEN TEARS S = SPRING'SUNMER 
SO • SPRING'SUIMER ODD YEARS SE a SPRIIiG-SUIIIER EVEI yEARS 
II = IIOT SCIEOILEO 00 D 01 DEMAND a E "UlTI-COMPETEICY COURSE 
PROGRAN' SOCIAL SCIENCES 
NAJOI' MOMENS STUDIES 
LEVEL' lASTER Of ARTS 
ADNISSIOI INfORNATION' 
A STUDENT NUST, I) HAVE ACQUIRED A IACCAlAUREATE DEGREE fROM 
A REGIOIiAllY ACCREDITED COllEGE OR UNIVERSITy; Z) IE II GOOD 
STANOIIG AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTEIIOEO. ALL STUDENTS MIll BE 
AONITTEO CONDITIONAllY PEIIOING All IIiTERVIEM IIITH A SOCIAL 
SCIENCE fACULTY NEMIER TO ASSESS ACAOEIIIC GOALS AND OIJECTI'ES 
AND TO BEGIN THE ADVISE"EIIT PROCESS. STUOEITS NOT "EETING AD' 
MISSIOI CRITERIA NAY PETITION fOR ADIIISSIOIi THROUGH THE OffiCE 
Of ADNISSIONS. 
OEGIEE REQUIREIENTS' 
A STUDENT NUST. I) ACQUIRE A HIIiINUN Of 1Z GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOUIS (Zl HOURS REQUIRED I 5 HOURS ELECTED) NHICH IIiClUOES COH­
PlETIIG A GRADUATE PRoJ(CT; Z) AcaUIRE THE CO"PETENCIES 
SPECIfIED fOR THIS DEGREE; 1) EARll A "INI"UN Of Z' GRADUATE 
CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVENEIT Of 
CONPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE NETHOOS UPOII APPRO'AL Of ADVISOR AID 
UPOI IleLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROTED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GIAOUATE LE'El' ZI HOURS) 
NONEN. POLITICS. I CHANGE CAS11Z1 N , HRS. 
MOMEII III AIERICAN HISTORY 
SOCIOLOGY Of SEX IDLES 
SEX IDLES RESEARCH SEMI liAR 
MOMEN'S RESOURCE LABORATORY 
CAS11U 
cUllin 
CASl5Z1 
CUllZ3 
f 
r 
f M 
S 
S 
S 
1,
,
, 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
GRADUATE PROJECT IN ••• CASU60 f II S Z HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRAOUATE lE'EL' r. HOUIIS) 
SELECT AT lEAST 1 HOURS fROM ANONG' 
MORK AID fAMILY LIfE 
SOCIOLOGY Of THE fA"ILY 
CASlZZ' 
CU15" N 
S 
S 
3
, 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT lEAST 1 HOURS fRO" AMONG' 
BLACK MOMEN IN LITERATURE CAS5IU fO 1 HRS. 
BLK Ma"EN II ANERICAN HISTORY CUS1l0 r 1 HRS. 
liON EN IN lAT AM LITERATURE CAS66Z1 M 3 HRS. 
MONEN IN THE MEDIA CASll" SO 1 HRS. 
ELECTI'E COURSES--GRAOUATE lEVEL' 5 HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST 5 HOURS Of RE­
LATED COURSES THAT HAVE BEEN 
APPRO'ED By ADVISOR. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Social Sciences with a 

major in Women's Studies is 32 hours 

f • fALL fO. fALL ODD TEARS fE = fALL E'EII YEARS N = III liTER 
MO MUTER 000 YEARS IIE --. ""TER E'EN YE.II$ S = S"'II6-SUIIM£.­
SO SPRING-SUNNER DOD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUNRER EVEII fEARS 
SS = loT SCHEDULED 00 z 01 OE"AIO a = MUlTI-COMPETEICY COURSE 
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CAS3l10 
SU~VEY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE 
] 
THIS GENE PAL SOCIAL SCIENCE COU~SE COVE~S THE INT~ODUCTC~Y AS­
fECTS OF SOCIOLOGY. THE COU~SE .ILL 8E APP~OP~IATE TO ASSIST lOG 

STUDENTS TO MEET G~AOUATION ~EGUIPE"ENIS FOF THE BOG/BA OEGFEE. 

FALL •• INTE~. SP~ING/SU""E~. 

STArr. 

CAS3I2A 
ENE~GY ANO THE WAY WE LIVE 
2- ~ 
DESPITE A CONSENSUS THAT THE E~A OF CHEAP. ASUNDAhT £'E~GY IS 
OVE~' WHY IS TH[.E STILL NO AG~EE"ENI Oh A SGLUTION TO A"E~ICA'S 
~001N5 ENOGY PfO~L("S? WHH A~E SOME tr I~E ENHGY Al TE~~A­
TlfES? OHAT IS THE LikELY I~PACT Of THESE 'LT[~NATIVES eN MOOE~N 
SOCIETY~ WHAT A~E THE CONSEQUENCES Of OFTEN-CONT~AOICT~~Y VALUES 
&N ENE~GY POLICY? AND. WHAT EffECTS 00 THE NU"E~OUS ['E~GY DILE~­
OAS HAVE ON NATIONAL AND INTEFNA'IONAL POLICY? fiNALLY. AT WHA' 
POINTS CAN THE INDIVIDUAL EX£FCISE P[~SONAL CHOICE IN DEVELOPlhG 
NEW HA81'S Of CONSUMP'ION THAT SUPPO~T A ~O.E SENSIBLE ENE~GY 

8UOGE' AND POLICY AS WELL AS A "O~E SATISFYlhG LifESTYLE? 'MIS 

COUF~E 8Y NEoSPAPE~. CC081NEO WIIH SPECIAL [XE~CISLS DEVELOPED 

FO~ G.S.u. STUOEN'S. A"EMP'S '0 ANS'E~ THESE QUESTIOhS AS WELL 

AS GIVE SPECifiC SUG~ES'IDNS Oh HOO TO "GVE FO~WAFD Ih PiFSONAL 

lNE~GY CON;EFVA'ION ST~ATEGIES_ 

CffE~ED ~ASED ON OEMAKO. 

COMHUNI'Y P~OfES'O~. STAFF. 

CASlJ28 

SUFVEY OF HUSIC HISTO~Y 

] 
'HIS COU~SE IS OESIG~EO TO GIVE STUDENTS A 8ASIC G~'SP CF THE 

hlSTOFICAL PEFIOOS Of MUSIC Ahe TO P~OVIO~ TH~ ST~DENTS WITH UN­

DE~STANOING OF THE TYPES. fO~.S AND STYleS OF MUSIC LITE~A'U~E. 

THE HISTOPY OF HUSIC WILL BE APPFOACHED lK A QUASI-CH~ChtLOGICAL 

FFAHE"OFK B~GINNING ol'H THE COMMOM PPAC'ICE PEPleo. WC~KING 

THFOUGH BAFOQUE. CLASSICAL. PO.ANTIC ANe 20TH CEN'UPY PE~IODS. 

oEDIEVAL ANO FENAISSANCE FEPloes WILL IE S'UDIED SELECTiVELY. 

CffE~EO eA.ED UPON DEMAND. 

COM"UNITY PFOFESSO~. STAFF. 

CASlJ~O 

COMPUTE~ PFOGFAHMING: 8ASIC (SIH> 

2 

STUD[NTS WILL LEAPN IHE ~ASICS Of COMPUTfP A~CHITECTLFE' THE ~E­

SULTI.' LOGICAL LIMITATllhS O~ CO~PUTING. AND PPCCEOU~ES IN PFOB­

LEH-ANALrSIS ANO BASIC P~OGPA.MING. 8ASIC LEVEL II .ILL B~ USED 

'0 SOLVE A COMPLEX p~DeLEH I~ AN EfftCTIVE AND EFFICIENT MANNEF. 

PHPEQUISI TES. 

COLLEGE ALGEBfA Of EQUIVALENT. 

fALL. ~INTEP. SPfING/SU"ME~. 

HOCKE TT • 

CAS l\45 

COMPUTEf P~OG~AHMING' FO~TFAN IV (SIM) 

] 
STbOENTS WILL LEoPN COMPUTEP BASICS. P~CBLEM-AhALYSIS. AND 

FOfT~AM Iv TiCHNIQUES 'NO DP~~ATIONS. STUOE~TS WILL SOLVE A ceM­

PLEX PF08LEM USING EITHE~ BATCH OP I~TEFACTIVE SYSTE.S. 

PHHQUI:iITES: 

COLLEG~ ALGEB~A OF EYUIVAL,NT. 

FALL. WINTEF. SP~ING/SU.HE~. 

HOCKE TT • 

CAS1150 

ECOLOGY: eASIC P~I~ICIPLES 

] 
EX.MINES THE MA~O~ PFINCIPLES OF ECOLOGY. AS THEY APPLY TO THE 
FUNCTIONING UF NATUPAL ECO~YSTE~~. SIPESS OPGANI2ATIO~ Of BICTIC 
COMMUNITIES. THE NATU~E Of AOAPTATIO~. ENE~GY fLOW AhD ~UT~IENT 
CYCLING IN NATUPAL ENVIFONMEhTS. THE DECIDUOUS FV~EST. TH[ TALL­
GFASS P~AIFIE AND SEVEFAL AQUATIC ENVI~CHMENTS SEFrE AS PFINClfLE 
EXA.PLES OF THESE P~OCESSES_ INCLUDES SCME LA8/flELO EXPEFIE~CES 
AND IS OPEN TO STUDE~T~ THFOUGHOuT THE UNlrE~SITY. 
NINTEF. 
• ULE' • 
CAHI;4 

INT~ODUCTION TO INTE~CULTU~AL STUDIES 

FE50U~CES. EMPHASIS WILL IE PLACEO ON THE UNDEFSTANDING Of 

Af~ICAN/HISPANIC CULTUFES IN hATIONAL. FEGIONAL. AND INTEF­

~ATIONAL CONTEXTS. COMPA~ATIVE METHOOS .ILL aE EHPHASI2EO. 

FAlL. 

SYArr. 

CAS1160 
An ICAN HISTUH 
] 
STUDIES THE AF~ICAN LEGACY AND ITS CONT~18UTIDN TO ThE AMCIEhT 

.O~LD. THE ATLANTIC COAST :iLAVE T~AOE' COLONIAL DOMINATION. CO~­

QUEST AND PULE. 

WINTEP. 

PA ITON. 

CAS1162 
SOCIAL PJ08LEMS 
] 
A SUFVEY STUDY Of THE VA~IOUS PFESSING PF08LEMS THAT HCDiPN IN­
OUSTFIAL SOCIETIES. ESPECIALLY THE U.S.A •• FACE TODAY. 8Y fOCUS­
ING ON ThE FLAWS AND CONT~AOICTIONS IN THE FUNDAMENTAL SOCIAL 
PPOCESSES AND THEI~ CONSE'UENCES FOP THE BASIC INSTITUTIONS CF 
THE SOCIETr AND THE PSYCMOLO~Y Of INDIVIDUALS. P~CBLEMS SUCH AS 
ETHNIC. FACIAL A~O SEXUAL OISCFIMINATICh. P~OVE~TY. CONClNT~ATION 
OF POWf', VIOLtNCE. AND T~EI~ I.PACT IN THE FAMILY. SCHOOL. WEL­
fA~E SYSTEMS. LA. ENfO~CEMENT AND C~IMlhAL ~USTICE SYSTEMS. 
HEALTH SYSTEMS. ETC •• WILL 8E STUOIEO. 
.INTE~. SP~ING/SUMME~. 
"EHDOiA • 

CAS1I6] 

CHICANO ANO PUEPTO PICA" SI~UGGLE TH~OUGH LITE~ATUFE 

3 

hlSTOFY Of THE CHICANO MOVE"ENT AND THE PUEFTO FIC.N EXPEFIENCE 

IN THE U.S.A. STuor OF THE W~ITINGS SY PEOPLE LIKE ALANA. dAFFIS. 

8U~MA. ETC. FOCUS ON CHICANO AND PUE~TO FICAN LITEFATUFE FEfLECT­

ING THEIF LifE STPUGGLE AND PFEOCCUPATION. 

~PF I NG/SUHMH. 

DU~OH. 

CASl1U 

fOOD. CULTUPf AND HUNGE. 

] 
~NOEFLYING fOCUS WILL BE ON THE POSSIBILITIES OF HUNGEf AND THE 

POTENTIAL FO~ AF~ICAN CULTU~ES TO GENE~ATE A LA~GE S~PPLY OF 

fOOD. SOME FEAOINGS BY WAY Of FESEAfCH _ILL BE USEfUL. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFEFED Ih AY 81-82. 

iAKE. 

CAS1161 

LATIN AMEFICAN CULTU~E AND SOCIETY 

] 
THE STUDY Of THE CULTU~AL HE~ITAGE OF TM. LATINO IN T~E U.S.A. 

THE AF~ICANS. THE SPAhIA~O. AND THE INDIAN AS C~EATO~S Of A NEW 

FEUPLE AND THE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL FO~CES WhiCH HAVE PfEV.ILEO 

THFOUGH HISTO~Y. 

hOT SCHEDULED TO BE OffE~ED Ih AY 81-82. 

DUfON. 

CAS]110 

CULTUFAL ANTHFOPOLOGr 

3 

THIS IS AN INTFODUCTOFY COU~SE TO THE SCOPE Of ANTHP&PCL&GY feF 

bOTH THE UNOEFGFAOUATE AND GFADUATE STU(ENT. THE GFADUATE STU­

DENT WILL 8E GIVEN AN CPPO~TUNITY TO MAKE A SPECIAL STUDY Of A 

PAFTICULAF SMALL SCALE SOCIETY. 

FALL. 

lAKE. 

CASli Il 

DYNAMICS OF THE SPANISH LANGUAGE 

] 
STUOY OF THE SPANISH LANGUAGE AT DlffE~ENT LEVELS OF U~DEJSTA.C­

ING. BEGINNING "NO ADVANC[D. fOCUSING Oh OlffE~ENT APPFOACHE. A~O 

TECHNIQUES TO 8ECOME "O~E fLUE~T AND P(F:iUASIVE IN A SECOND lANG­

UAGE. 

SP~ING/SUHH[F • 

OU~ON • 

Cl~]\H 

SPANISH PHONETICS AND CULTU~E 

] ] 
A CO.PA'ATIVE APP~OACH TO FE~EA~CH FOJ ASSEMBLING INT~fCULTU~AL THIS COUfSE IS DESIGNED fOF STUDENTS STUDyiNG SPANISH LANGUAGE 
108 CAS Course Descriptions 
AND CULTU~E. CONCENT~ATION O~ ACQUISITION OF BASIC VOCABULAfY 
AND SYNTACTIC ST~UCTU~E IS E"PHASI1EO. DEvELOPMENT OF LISTENING. 
~EAOING••~ITING ANO O~AL SKILLS TH~OUG~ AN INTENSIV[ USE OF 
AUDIOVISUAL AIDS. fOLE PLAYING AND ~ECO~OINGS IS ALSO P~OVIOEO. 
NOT SCHEDULED TO 8E OFFEHO n AY81-82. 
DU~ON. 
CAS3201 
AF~ICAN SOCIETIES 
3 
THIS COU~SE SETS OUT TO LOOK AT THE AF~ICANS AND SOME OF THEI~ 
CULTUPAL ASPECT$ ANO CHA~ACT£~ISTICS IN 8~OAO MEASUP[. fECO.­
MENOATIONS FO~ IN-DEPTH ~EAOla, APE INCLUDED FOP THE VAflOUS 
TOPICS THAT HILL BE DISCUSSED IN THIS CCUPSE. 
SP~IHG/SUH"E~. 
lAKE. 
CAS!265 
MUSIC HISTO~Y' 18TH AND 19TH CENTU~Y MUSIC 
2 
THIS COU~SE P~ESENTS A SU~VEY OF STYLE AHO FO~M OF CLASSICAL AND 
JONANTIC COMPOSEfS or T"E EIGHTEENTH AND NINETEENTH CENTU~IES. 
fALL. 
SHUKOH. 
CAS3269 
CfAL INTEfP~ETATION 
4 
THIS COU~SE _ILL TEACH STUOENTS TO O~ALLY S.AfE HITH AN AUDIENCE 
HO~KS OF lIT(HH APT IN THEI~ INTELLECTUAL. EMOTIONH. AND AES­
THETIC ENTlfETIES. IT HILL INCLUDE LITE~AJY ANALYSIS. TECHNIYUES 

CF VOCAL ANQ PHYSICAL PPO~ECTltN HITH THE GOAL OF ELICITING ANC 

SECU~TNG A fESPONS( F~OM LISTENE~S. 

hOT SCHEDULEO TO BE OFFE~ED IN AY81-82. 

STAH. 

CAS3210 

MATE~IALS OF MUSIC I' KEY90A~0 

1 

DESI~NED TO FACILITATE IMPPOvl.ATION ANO AuPAL SKILLS T"~OUG" TH( 

PIANO KEY9DA~0 FO~ MUSIC ,rUDENTS NITH LIMITED 9AC.G~DU~D 1M 

PIANO. 
faLL. 
CA~TEF. COM"UNITY P~DFESSO~. 
CAS3120 
H~ITING P~INCIPLES 
3 

PPDVIDES STUDENTS WITH EXPEPIENCE IN AND G8S(~VATION OF THE ACT 

tF W~ITING AS IT IS PE~FO'"ED BY THE PUBLISHI~G W~ITEP. 

FALL. SPPING/SUH"E~. 

STAH. 

CAS 3730 
AME'ICAN LITEPATUFE I 
1 
FOCUSES ON THE MA~OF H~ITE~S. WO~KS. AND ~ELATEO BACKG~OUNO IN 

AME~ICAN LITEFATUPE 9EFO~E 1865. 

fALL. 

HNK. 

C,S3I40 
AMEPICAN L1TEHTUPE II 
1 
FOCUSES ON THE MA~OP W~ITEJS. HO~KS. AND fELATEO 8ACKG~OUNO IN 

AME"ICAN LITEPATUPE AFTE~ 1865. 

oINTEP. 

fONTAN. 

CAS3745 
PHOTOGP APHIC TECHNI QUES 
3 
A COU'SE IN BEGINNING BLACK AND HHITE PHtTOG~APHY. 
SPfING/SUMME~ 
SCHFANl. 

CAS3150 

ADVANCED PHOTOGPAPHIC TEC~NIQUES 

3 

STUDIES IN P~ACTICAL SE'SITO.ETFY AS UTILIlED IN THE XO'E SYST£N. 

eou'SE COVE~S AFCHIVAL P~OCESSING AND P~ESENTATION TECH~IQUES AS 

NELL AS PFACTICAL PHOT(G~AP~IC C.ENISTJY. ~[QUJ~ED OF PHCTO OFI­

ENTEO STUDENIS. 

PfHEQUISITES: 

BASIC PHOTO CDUPSES. 

kINTE~. 
SCH~ANl. 
CAS3160 

SU~VEY OF ENGLISH LITE~ATUFE I' BEOWULF TO THE 18TH CEhTU~Y 

3 

A 5ELECTION or LITE~A'Y M,STE~PJECES F.OM ANGLO-SAXON O~IGIMS. 

MIDDLE A&ES. PENAISSANCE. 17T~ TH'OUGH THE 16TH CENTUFY. 

fAlL. 

BE ~ NO. 

CAS1161 
SUfVEY OF ENGLISH LITE~ATU~E II 
3 
".~o~ AUTHOFS OF ENGLISH LITEPATu~E F~OM THE FONANTIC PEFIOD TO 
THE PFOSENT. 
hi NT(F. 
dEFNO. 
CAS3165 
CFITICAL H~ITING FOP BILINGUAL STUDENTS 
3 

THIS COU~SL FOCUSES ON THE OEVELOPMENT Cf EhGLISH ~E_OI~L A'O 

HPITIN' .KILLS. STUOt~TS STUDY ENGLI'H A~O SPANISH SYNTACIIC 

STfUCTUfES AND THE P~OBLEM. THESE PfES('T IN T~A~SLATICN. 

FALL. SP~ING/SUM"E~. 

OUFON. 

CAS3166 

C~ITICAL WPITING FOP LATINO STUDENTS 

3 

fOCUS ON DEVELOPMENT OF ENGLISH ~EAOIKG AKO WFITI~' SaILLS. ~TUO­

IES LN~LISH ANU SPANISH SYNTACTIC STFUCTu~ES AND P~09Ll.S THESE 

PHSENT IN TrANSLATION. 

"IHIEF. 

DU~ON. CON"UNIIY PFOFESSOF. 

CAS 3161 

THLO~Y OF PUBLIC SPEAKING 

3 

OESIGNED TO ENABLE THE STUDENT TO HASTEP THE SKILLS tF AFGUNEhT. 

DEBATE. AND DISCUSSION. EMPHASIS WILL dE PLAtED eN T~E SI"ILA~IT­
1£. AHD OI"EFENCE. BETHEEN LOGICAL AND ~~ETOfICAL AFGUMENTS. DI­

ALOGuES. AND EXPOSITlON. 

~OT SCHEOULEO TO BE OrFE~EO IN AY 81-62. 

STArr. 

CAS31l1 

T"EOf Y Of KNOHLEDGE 

3 

.N [XPEfIM(NTAL MODULE DESIGNED SPECIFIC.LLY TO AS~IST STUOEhTS 

IN ACHIEVING CUMPETENCIES fELATEu TO PHILOSOPHICAL AND SCIE~TIFIC 

VIEWS OF KNOWLE06E. OfGANliEO INTO THO CISTINCT PA~TS: PA~r I. 

THE NATUFE OF KNOWLEDGE P[F SE CONSIDEFS THE VAFIOUS PHILOSOPHI­

CAL INrE~Pf[TATIONS OF KNOHLEDGE AND THE P~OCESS OF KNOwING' PA'T 

II. EVOLUTION IS DEVOTED TO A STUDY OF THE HISTO~Y OF EVCLUTION­

AFY THOUGHI AS AN EXAMPLE OF THE DEVELOP"ENT Of SCIENTifiC KNOM­

LEDGE. MUPE SPECIFIC FELATIONSHIPS BETMEEN PAFT I AND II HILL BE 

DEVELOPED AS THE -ODULE PFOG~ESSES. 

fALL. 

HI. 

CAS3112 
VALUO 
3 
CONNECTS SPECIFIC P~OBLEMS IN P~ILOSOPHY HITH ·PUBLIC· PFOBLE"S 
SUCH AS EQUALITY AND ~USTICE IN AO"ISSICNS Te P.OFES,IChAL 
SCHOOLS. WFITE~S TO BE STUOIEC WILL INCLUDE: DAVID HLHE. _OHN 
fAWLS. ~OHN STUA~T "ILL. AND KA~L POPPE~. 
NOT SCHEOULEO TO BE OFFE~ED Ih AY81-82. 
"EI. 
CABlll 
ETHICS 
3 
CLASSICAL PFOBLE~S IN ETHICS _PE STUDlie PA~TICULAfLY AS THEY 
APPLY TO PEP,ONAL CONDUCT AND SOCIAL PFCBLEMS. 
r4LL ••Ii]NTEFo. 
.;AH. 
CAS3114 

LOGIC 

3 

TH£ COUfSE _ILL dE A SrUDY DF THE BASIC STFUCTUFE A_D PflNCIPLES 

CF .ALIO DEDUCTION 'NO MAFF.NTEO INOUCTIUN AND APPLY SUCH KNOW­

LEDGE IN THE ANALYSIS AhO ASSESSMENT OF PU8LIC ISSUES FCUNO IN 

THE MASS "EOIA. 

hINTEF. SPFING/SUMMEF. 

~HA. 
C453115 
FILM/VIOEO PFO~ECT I 
2 P/NC 
fiLMMAKING WOFKSHOP ST~ESSING PE~SONAL EXP~ESSIO. USI" .~T~ eMM 
AND 16M" FILM AS NELL .S STILL PHOTO~FAPHY AhO PO~TABLE VIOEt 
CAHEFA AS TESTING/FESEAFC~ TOOLS. STUDE~TS IN THIS CCU~SE MILL 
INTE~ACT HITH STUDENTS INVOLVEC IN G~AOUATE fiLM PFOCUCTION. 
P~~PEQUISlTES: 
PE~"ISSION. 

FALL •• INTE~. SPFING/SU""E~. 

MHlYNSKI. 

CAS 3116 

flLM/VIDEO P~O~ECT II 

2 P/NC 

CONTINUATION OF FIL" PFD~ECT I. 

P~E'EQU1;lTES: 

PEh"ISSION. 
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fAll. SP~ING/SU.ME~. 
MHlYN5KI 
CASH50 
~EADING fO~ dIllNGUAl STUDENTS 
3 
CDNCENTfATIOH ON DEVELOPMENT Of ~EAOING AND DfAl SKIllS I~ E~G­
LI~H A~O COMPOSITION. ALSO A CCHPAfAIIVE STUDY Of ENGLISH ANO 
~PA~ISH PHON(TIC AND SYNTACT STfUCTUfES. Sir CCS 3eSI 
NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OffE~EC IN AT81-82. 
DUfON. C~MHUNITT PforESSOf. 
CA~ 3851 
ADVANCED fE'OING fOf SlllNGUAL STUDENTS 
3 
CONCENlfATION ON DEVElDP"ENT Of fEAOING AND OfAl SKILLS IN 
ENGLISH AND COMPOSITION. ALSO A CDHPA~TIV£ STUDT Of E~GlISH AND 
SPANISH PHONtTIC AND STNIACTIC STfUCTU~ES. 
fill. 
DUfON. 
C'S3860 
ECD~OHIC DEVElOP"ENT Of THE LATINO CO"HUhIIY 
3 
CESIGN,O TO ENDOW THE STUDENT WITH AN U~OEfST'NDING Cf THE Ece­
NOHIC "~UGGlES Of THE LATINO PEOPLES IN THE U.S.A. THFGUGH THE 
A~AlYSIS or THE fOlE THAT tCONQ~Y PLATS IN THE DEVELOP"EHT Of THE 
lATINO COHHUNITY. 
~Ol SCHEDULED 10 BE OffE~ED IN Ay81-82. 
HEHDDlA. 
CA> 3e90 

iNVI.ON~'NI'l SCIENCE 

3 

ECOLOGICAL. SOCIAL. ECOHOMIC. AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS Of HUMAN­

ITY'S DIS~UPTION Of THE ENVlfDNMEHT A~E THE 8ACKOfOP fCf T~IS 

I~V~STIGATIDN Of THE INfLUENCE Of IHE ENVlfDNMENT ON THE QUAL­

ITT Of HUHAN LIfE. 'HO NATUfAL PPOCESSES AND INTE~ACTIC~S. STU­

DENTS THfO~GHOUT THE UNIVEfSITY CAN 8ECCHE CONVE~SAHT WITH fUHC­

AH~NIAL ENVlfONHENIAl TECHNOLOGY. CONCEPTS. AND PFINCIPlES AND 

PPINCIPllS 'NO 50"£ PfACTICAL APPLICATICNS fOf T"O,E HCTIONS. 

f'LL. WINIEf. SPfING/SUM"Ef. 

A~O"EWS • 

CA54000 

STUDENT TEACHING 

5 

CESIGNEO AS , CULHINATINL £XPEfIENCE IN WhICH THE ST~DE~I IS Te 

OEHOHSIFATE HIS AIILITY TC TiACH A LANGUAGE AND LIIE~ATU~E CUffl­

CULUH IN A CL'SSfOO" AI A SPECIfIED lEVEL Of COHPEIENCT. 

FfE'EQUISIIES: 

fEFH I SS ION. 

f'LL. HINTEf. SPfING/SUH"Ef. 

JAfA. VINTAfD. PfESS. 

CAS4200 

Af~ICAH-AME~ICAN HISTDfT 

3 

A G~~EfAl SUfVET COUfSE ON THE BLACK EXPtPIENCE ffOH 1500-1941 

fAll. 

PA TT ON. 

CAS.215 
I~DFGA~IC CHEMIST~T 
3 

STfUCTUf •• ~O dO~OING Of INOfGANIC COMPCUNDS. EXTENSION Gf ACID­

SA.E THEO.Y. CDOfOINAIION CHEHISTPT. ANC THE DESCflPTIVE CHEMIS­

TfY Of SELECTED ELEMEhIS. LECT~~E-DISCUSSION fOPMAT. 

FHFEQUISIIES: 

A~ALYTICAl AND DfGA~IC CHEHIST~Y • 

• INTE •• 000 YEA~•• 

8~ U8 AKE f. 

CAs.500 
• 'T~ fO~ THE ENVI~ON"E~TAL SCIENCES 
4 
~ILl COVE~ MAIHE",TICS ESPECIALLY AP~~UP~IATE fO~ USE I. THE 
lNvI~ONHE"IAL SCIENCES. TOPICS MILL 8E IA~EN f~DM 80lH P~E-CAleu­
LUS AND fl~ITE MAIH AND WIll I~CLUOE SEIS. FEll NUMBEPS. LI~EAf 
EQUATIONS AND INEQUALITIES. POLYNOMIALS AND fACT'"ING. fUNCTICNS 
AND G~APHS. STSTlMS or EQUATIONS. VECTO~~ AND HATFICES. EXPO~­
E~IIAl A~O LOGAFITHMIC f~NCTIO~S. PEflOOIC f~NCIICNS SEQUE~ClS 
AND DE~IES. EMPHASIS WILL SE PLACED ON .ATHEMATles AS IT AIDS 
UNDE.STANDING or EN.lfONMENTAL PFOCEiSES ANn AS IT FElATES Te 
SOlUIION Of ENVIFONHENTAL PF08LEMS. EXA~PlES f.9M THE PHTSICAL. 
810LOGICAL. A~O SOCIAL SCIE~CES wIll 8E USED. 
NOT SCHEOULED TO 8E OffEFED IN AY 81-8Z. 
f08EfT5. COMMUNIIY PfOfESSOP. 
CAS4540 

POISONOUS 'NO MEDICINAL PLANTS 

Z 
THIS COUfSE P~ESENIS COMMON NAIIVE AND CUlllvAIED PLAhT AND hEF­
SAL SPECIES IHAT Af~ P[POFT[C 10 HA'E ICXIC. POISCND~S. HEALING. 
• NO/O~ MEDICINAL PfOPEfTIE. IN PElATION TO MA~'S ~ISTOPT AND 

CUFfENI USE. ALSO DISCUSSES THE CHEMICAL CONSTIIUENIS 

PHTSIOLOGICAL 'CTION Of VAFIDUS PlANI PA~TS I~ HUMANS AND 

A~IMAlS. SOME T~EAT"ENTS ro~ rOISONIN& AND FEMEOIAL USES rOF 

MEOICINAl PLANTS A~E ALSO GIVEh. OffE~EC 4~ l U,lfEtSITT-WIOE 

AND COMMUNITT COUPSE. 

fAll. WIHIEf. SP~ING/SOM"E~. 

HULE'. 

CAS4600 

PHYSICAL CHEHISlfT I 

3. 4 

PfDPEF)TIES AND THE9FIES Cf GASES. MECHANISMS Of ATOMS AND "CLE­

CULES. WDlECULAP ENEfGIES' ANt THE LAWS Cf THEFMODYNA.ICS. lAS'f­

ATOFT EXPE.IMENTS SUPPLEMENT THE THEOFY CDVEfEO IN CLASS. 

PHFEQUISITES: 

A~Alrrl CAl CHEMISTH A~D 1 TlH Of CALCULUS. 

FALL. 

CEH~LNI". 
CAS4601 
PHTSICAl CHE"ISTfT II 
3. 4 

CO~TINU'TION Of CAS4000. I~ClUOES CHEMICAL EgULISFIA. CHEMICAL 

BONOI~~. ELEMENTAFT «INETICS. LIQUIDS. PHASE EQUILIBFIA. AND 

HUlTI-CO"PO.ENT STSTlMS. LA8DfATOfY EXPEflHEHTS AfE AVAILABLE. 

PPEfEQOI SI TES: 

CI$4600. 

.INTEf. 

CEHElNI K. 

CH.605 
PlAN.ING TECHNIQUES AND GfAPHles 

3 

T~IS COUfSE IS TO PfCVIDE rkE "ECESSAFT EDUCATION ANC TECHNICAL 

SKillS TU &10 THE LOCAL PlAN"[~ IN fEVIENING AfCHITECTUFAl AND 

ENGINE(f CON.TFUCTION PLANS AhO TO PfOVIOE GUIDANCE IN OETEF"IN­

ING LOCAIION AND OwNE~ShIP Of fEAL P~OPE~TT fOF USE IN THE IM­

PLEMENT,IION Of PLAN •• T~E COUFSE WIll ~SE GFAPHICAl S.ILLS .S • 

.EDIUM fOF PFESENTATIO~. 

SPfING/SUM"Ef. EVEN YEAPS. 

~Il. COMMUNITY P~OfESSOP. 

CAS47.0 

TR'~SPOfT'TION SYSTEMS 

1-3 

CDVEfS A SPECTfU" Of P~08lEHS I~ & fEGICNAl IhTE~"ODAl CONTEXT 

AND INCLUDES I~TEfAC'ION$ AHONG PRlSENI AND fUTUfE "ODES Of AIF. 

LAND '~D SEA TFANSPO~TATID". F[ADINGS. SEMINAfS. GUEST EXPEPTS 

AND SOME SITE VISIIS. CPEN TO ALL INTEfESTEO STUDE~TS. 

fALL. 

GIL. COMHUNIIT PfOfESSOP. 

CASH60 

H~ITING COHPfEHENSIDN 

3 

STUDENTS SIUDY AND U~E VAFIDUS TECHNIQUES Of ErfECTI,E COHMUhICA­

IluN TO INCfEASE COMP[T~NC[ IN .RITING $KILlS. THE GOAL IS TO 8E 

ABLE 10 WFITE fOf 8EITEP CO"P~EHENSION 8Y OEflNEO AUOIE~CES. 

'INTEF. SPfING/SUMHE~. 

fENNEf. 

CAS4900 

INDEPENOENI INVESTIGATIONS 

1-4 P/NC 

CESIGNEO fOR UNOEfGFAOUATE STUDENTS WHO HIS~ TO ENGAGE I~ INDE­

PENDENT fEAOINGS AND FESEApCH. THE P~OJECT HUST BE APPFCVED ANC 

COOfDINATEO SY APPfOPflAIE PfOfESSOf(SI IN THE COLLEGE. 

FPE" EQU I ~ I IE s: 

PEfMI SSI ON. 

fALL. WINTEF. SPFING/SUMHER. 

Sf Hf. 

CAS5004 

STEEL DFUM CO"ST~UCTICN AND PLAYING ME'~OOS 

2 

THIS COU~SE IS DESIGNED fCf THE PEfSDNS w~O HAVE AN Ih'E~ES' I • 

THE STEEL O~UM MUSIC Of ~'HAICA AND TFI_IOAD. THE eOUfS[ WILL 

PFOVIDE A ~flEf HISTORICAL 8ACKGFOUND Of THE OEVELGP~E.T or THE 

STiEL DFUM TfADITION. THE MAJOf PO~TION Of THE COUfSE WIll 8E 

CENTEFED AfOUND THE ACIUAL CON$T~UCTION Of STEEL CFU.S. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO SE orfE~EO IN AY61-8Z. 

STAff. COMHUNITY P~OfESSOf. 

CASSD05 
CHEHISIFT fOF THE CONS~MEf 
3 
T~l OBJECTIVE Of THIS COUFSE IS 10 ACQUAINT THE CCNSU~Ef WITH TH[ 
I~PACI Of CHEMISTPY ON THEIP DAILT LIVES. T~E CDUfSE MILL TN­
CLUOE A~ INTFOOUCTION TO SOME Cf THE fU~OA"E~TAL CONCEPTS or 
CHEMIS'fY WHICH CAN HELP IN UNOEFSTANOI~~ ISSU[S SUCk AS NUClEA' 
POME. VEfSUS fOOIATIDN HAIAPOS. PDLLUTICH. AND ENE~GT CCNSEfVA­
TION. TOPICS INCLUDING AG~ICULTU~AL CHE"ISTfY. fOOO CH[MISTFT. 
AND HOUSEHOLD P~DOUCT ChEMISTfT WILL ACQUAINI CO~SUME.S W.IH HA1­
AfOS AND aDfANTlGES or P~ODUC" IHEY USE IN THElf DAILY LIVES AND 
.Ill HELP 'HEM TO MAKE 8ETIER DECISIONS. 
PHFEQUISlIES! 
INIPODUCTOfY PHYSICAL SCIENCE PECDMMENO£D • 

fALL. 

CEHElNI K. 

110 CAS Course Descriptions 
CAS501A 
~O~KSHOP. NOHEN AID ENPLO'MENT--'ETTING IN IN THE I,eo's 
1 
THIS COU~SE ~ILL ACQUAlhT wONEN WITH ~E'UI~EMEITS FOF EDUCATICN­

AL. 'PP~ENTICESHIP. EXECUTIVE/MANAGEMENT PFOG~AMS AVAILABLE TO 

~OMEN IN THE CHICAGO NET~epOlITAN A~EA. AFTEPNOOh WOF_SHOPS WILL 

OEAL NITH ~ESUNE WFITING SKILLS. LIFE EXPEFIENCE C~EeIT. 015­
CPININATION PFOBLEMS AND FA"ILT/WO~K LIFE CONFLICTS. 

SPF I NGI SUNM[P. 

GPOS S. 

CAS501& 

IN'~OOUCTION '0 MULTI-ETHNIC LITE~ATUPE 

] 
FEAOIN' INO ANALYSIS OF SELECTED NOVELS BY ANO A80UT BLACK AMEF­

ICINS. APPALACHIAN WHITES. "EXICAN-A"E~ICANS AND CTH[F SELECTEC 

G~OUPS. 'HE WOFKS AFE EXA"IIEe F~OH LITE~A~Y' SOCIO-ECe~O"'C AND 

POLITICAL PE~SPECTIVES. PA~TICULAF ENPHASIS IS PlACEe Ch EOUCA­

'ION. HOUSING. CHILO-PEA~IIG PAT'E~NS. PEEF ~EL.TIONS. AND CUl­

TUFll VALUES AS ~EFLEC'ED II EACH AUTHOF'S WFITINGS. 

SPFING/SUNNH. 

AN'HONY. 

CAS5018 

FEADIN'S IN HINOFI'Y LITE~ATUFE 

2 

P~OVIDES SIUDENTS AN OPPOFTUNITT TO ~EAC SElECTEO 8lACK 10VElS 

AND POEny NOT INCLUDED IN BLAC", LiTEFITUPE I AND II ("S 51Z0 

AND 5130). EACH S'UOEIT Will HAVE AI OPPO'TUNITY TD DEVELOP AN 

INDIviDUALI1ED FEADING PFOGFAN TO FEFLECT '~EIF CUFFICUlAF kEEes. 

rAll. 

ANTHONY. 

CAS50Z0 

lATINOS II U.S.A. 

] 
DESIGNED TO ACQUAIN' THE STUDENT WITH 'HE HIS'OPICAl P~DCESS THA' 

lED lATIIO MI"A'ION TO '~E U.S. AND THE ECONONIC. PGLITICAl. so­

CIAL AND CULTU~Al CONOITIOIS WHICH SHAPED THE LIfE Of THE LATINOS 

IN THE CONTEXT OF AMEPICAN SOCIETY. 

WINTEF. 

"EN001A. 

CAS5035 

P'UL F08ESON: 10FKSHuP/SEMINAF--ACHIEVE"ENTS ANO CONTFI8UTIONS 

2 P/~C

CO"PFEHENSIVE SUFVEY OF T~E LIFE ANO TINES Of PAUL LEFOY PoeEse•• 

SF. STUDENTS WILL EXANINE PU8llSHEO AND UNPU8llSHEO .OFKS BY FOB' 

ESON ANO O'HEPS. INCLUDING FllN AND AUDIO FECOFOINGS. 

~INTEF. 
VINUFD. HAPFIS. 
CAS50U 
ASTPONO"Y IN THE ClASSFDON 
I 
THIS SUPVEY WOFKSHOP ON AST'O'ONY Will INClU~E INST~UCTIV_ 01 THE 

MA~O~ P~'SICAL COMPONENTS OF THE UNIVE~SE INCLUDING PlA'ETS. 

STAFS. CONSTEllATIONS. AND GAlAlIES. "ETHOOS FOF INCLUDING 

ASTPONONY IN THE SCIENCE CUPFICULUM Will BE DISCUSSED AND OEMON­

ST~ArED. SOUFCES OF OBTAINING FFEE AND INEXPENSIVE ASTFCNONY 

NATEFIAlS WILL BE 'VAllABlE TO PA~TICIPANTS. 

SPHNG/SUMMEF. 

COMMUNITY PPOFESSO~. STAFF. 

CAS5040 

8EYOIO VALUE ClAFIFICATION: PIA'ET ANO KOHlBE~G 

] 
THIS COU~SE Mill BE AN IN-DEPTH STUDy OF THE MOPAl DEVElCPHE_T 
THEO~Y OF PI'GET AND KOHlBEPG MITH A VIEW TO ITS p~aCTICAl AP­
PLICATION IN THE ClASSFOOM. IT IS P~INAFllY INTENDEO FCF TEACH­
EPS IN THE ElEMENT'~Y AIO SECOIDAPY SCH(OlS ~HO MOFK WITH 
CHllDFEN AND AOOlESCENTS AND MHO MAlT TC GET SCNE lEN PE~SPEC­
TIVES T~AT GO ~EYONO valUE ClA~IFICATIO' SO POPUlA~ T~ESE 0.f5. 
SP~INGISUNME~. 
JHA. 
CAS5018 
INTFOOUCTION TO AF~ICAN llTEFATUFE 
] 
AN EXPlOFATION OF THE ~ElATIONSHIP OF THE DEVELOPMENT ~F THE 
8LACK 'FFICAN IOVEl TO COLONIALISM 'NO THE S'FUG~lE FOF 8lACK 
L18EHTION. 
flLL. 
ANT HONY. 
CAS5050 
AI~ QUALITY FESEAPCH 
] 
STUDENTS PAFTICIPATE IN ON-GOING 'IP QUALITY INVESTIGATION. '~C­

~ECTS IIVOlVE STUDENTS IN SAMPLING. fiELD ANO lABO~ATO~Y ANALYTI­

CAL WOFK. AND THE EVALUATION AND IhTE~PFETATION OF OATA. STUDENTS 

'~E ElPEC'EO TO SPENO A MININUM 10-15 HCUFS A MEEK IN THE lA80~­

ATO~Y ANO/OP FIELD. 

"E~EQUISITES: 

COllEGE CHE~ISTFY AND COllEGE 'HYSICS. 

SP~ING/SU"MEF. 000 YEA~S. 

SJ[VEFI NG. 

ClS505Z 
THE HAHE" FtNAISSANCE 
] 
'Hi P~INA~Y TH~U;T OF THIS .OOUl~ IS TCWAPO THE EXIMI~A'ION [F 

THi INFLUENCiS OF THE BLACK VE~~Al A_TS AS PEFLECTIONS OF THE FO­

llTICAl TFENOS OF THE 1920'S AND 1930·S. THE S'UOENT Mill T~ACE 

THE OEf£lOPMiNT OF A BLACK POLITICAL MCvcMENT OF THE HAFLE" ~E.­

AISSA.CE PEFIOO A_O ~ElATE T~E INflUENCE Of THE POLITICAL FOCUS 

TO LI THUUH. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO 8E VFFE~ED IN ATel·ez. 

ANTHONT. 

CIS505] 

THE AFFICAN NOVEL 

] 
A C~ITICAl ANALYSIS OF THE lITE~ATUF£ WFITTEN BY SELECTED HA~C~ 

AFFrCAN WFITEFS. WITH fOCUS ON TH£ NOVELS OF CHINUA ACHEBE. 

~INTEF. 
ANTHONY. 
C&:;50&0 
AFFO'AME~ICAN MUSIC 
2-] 
A SUFVEY OF VA~IOUS MODES OF MUSICAL EXP.ESSIOI ChA~ACTEFllING 
THE 8lACK MAN'S CONSTFIBUTIONS TO A"EFICAN CUlTU~E' .EST AF~ICAN 
SOUNDS (1619-1800). ~All. SPI~ITUAl. GOSPEL. AND CONTEMPOFA~Y 
SOUL. 
FALL. 
CAHEF. 
C.S5065 
aLACK OPATOFY 
] 
THIS COU~SE will ANAlY1E THE SOCIAL ANO POLITICAL ISSUES 

ADOFESSED FFOM THE PUBLIC SPEAKING PlATFOPM BY 8lACK SPEAKEFS IN 

~.;. HISTOFY. THE SPEECHES Mill BE EXANINEO FOF T~E SUPPO-T .NO 

DEVELOPMENT OF IDEAS. E"OTIONAl CONTENT. AND SPEA.EFS' CHAFACTEF. 

FALL. MINTEP. 

STAFF. 

ClS501& 

AFT HISTOFY - EGYPTIAN 

] 
THIS COUFSE IS OESIGNEO TO P~OvIOE THE STUOE.T WITH A~ IN-DEPTH 
VIEW OF THE BPONiE AGE EGYPTIANS ANO THEIF AFT.O~K. FUFTHEF. IT 
Will CONSIOEF THE FElATIONSHIPS OF THE GECGFAPHY AND F£lIGIOUS 
BELIEFS UPON THE PFOOUCTION UF THE PLASTIC AFTS. 'NO FESEAFCH 
OHAT EfFECT THIS HAD UPON THE ESTA8lISH~ENT or tAFlY MESTEFN 
AFTISTIC EXPFESSION. 
CFFEFEO 8ASEO ON OEMANO. 
CONMUNITY PFOFESSO~. STAFF. 
CA S50 7 B 

APT HISTOPY--A"E~ICAN 

] 
THIS COUFSE IS OESIGNEO TO PFOvlOE THE STUOENT _ITH A' IN-DEPTH 

VIEW OF AMEFICAN AFTISTS AND THEIF WOFK COVE~ING THE HISTOflCAl 

PEFIOO F~O" 1776 TO IHE PFlSE_I. £"PHASIS WILL 8E PLACED ON 

PAINTING. BUT SCUlPTUFE ANO AFCHITECTUFE Mill ALSO aE CCNSIDEFEO. 

COMPAFISONS TO THE N~~E CLASSICAL oO.«S OF MOOEFN tUFOP£AN AF'­

ISIS Will BE "AOE ONLY TO E.PhASliE THE U.I~UE NATUFE ~F IATIVE 

AMEFlCAN HT. 

CFFEFEO 8ASEO ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PForESSOF. STArF. 

CAS5010 

APT OF AF.O·A",FICANS 

2-3 

AN OVE~VIEW OF THE APTISTIC ACHIEiEMiNTS or PEOPLE OF AFFICAN OE­

SCENT IN THE IMEFICAS. BEGINS olT~ A .EVIEW OF AfFICA~ AFTISTIC 

EX'~ESSIOHS IN NIGEFIA. G~ANA. ANO THE CONGO AND FOllOoS WITH 

AF~O-A"E~ICAN ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN 8.A/Il. SUFINA •• AhO THE CAFIB­

BEAN. SLACK AMEFICAN AFTISTS IN T~E UNITED STATES oP€ T~EA'EO 

FPOM C~lQ~IAl CO_TEXTS TO THE CEiElOPM'~TS OF THl LATE 1~70·S. 

SPFING/SUM"EF. 000 YEA~S. 

80UFGEOIS. 

C1S5079 

A~ TFOFMS 

] 
O£SIGNEO rOF NON-A~T "A~O~S. AN INT~OOUCTION TO T~E VISUAL AFTS: 
CONCEPTS. "EOIA' NO"NS OF CFITICISM. ANO ECONOMICS OF AFT. Will 
INCLUDE STUDIO AND GAllE~Y TOU~S. MUSEUM ASSIGNMLNTS. AS MELL aS 
ClASSPDOM lECTUFES. 
~INHF. 
BOUPGEOI S. 

CAS50eo 

PF I. IT I WE iF T 

2-] 

THE AFT CF SU8-SAHA~AN AF~ICA. ~O~TH ANE~ICAN INCIA". A~O PEtPlES 

CF THE PACifiC o~E CO"PA~EO A'O CONT~AST'O. FOCUSES O' T.ElVE 

TFAOITIONAL SOCIETieS FOF A_ ANALYSTS A~O CO"PA~ISON OF VISUAL 

A~T rOFMS. SETTINGS AND FUNCTICN OF THl AFTS AFE CU_SICE~ED WITH 

FEFEFENCE TO lEAOE~SHIP STFUCTUFiS ••0FlO-VIEM. DIDACTIC PU~PCSE. 

ANO SECUflTY SYM80lS. 

SP~ING/SUMNE~' 000 YEA~S. 

60UPGEOIS. 

J 
CAS Course Descriptions 111 
CAS508J 
A~T Of THE SOUTH PACifiC 
2-] 
A SU~V£Y Of A~T f~O~ THE SOUT~ PACifiC INCLUOING T~E ISLA.OS CF 
fOL'NESIA' ~iLAN~ESIA. HIC~ONESIA' ANO THE ISLANO-COMTIIENT Of 
'UST~ALIA. lXAMINES THE ST'LISTIC CLASSIFICATIONS AND ETHNO' 
G~APHIC CONTEXTS. 
SP~ING/SUHHE~' 000 YEA~S. 
BOUFGEOIS. 
ClS50H 
AHE~IC'N .~T: THE fOLK T~AOITIO~S 
2-] 
A SUHiY Of tAHY COLO~IAL' 18TH CENTU~Y. AN~ 19f~ CEHU~Y HCHI­

TECTU'E· fU~NISHINGS. C~AfTS; AND SU~SE~UENT .EGIONAL fOLK. AhO 

[THNTC T.'OITIONS WITHI~ NOPT~ AHE.ICA. 1ft AOOITION TO LECTU~ES 

AND ~E"UIFEO FEAUI~GS. THIS COUFSE MILL INCLUOE STUDENT FESEAFCH 

AND a~AL P~ESE~TATIOftS ON SELECTEO TOPICS. 

SP~I~G/SUHHE~. EVEN YEAPS. 

BOU.tiEOI S. 

CAS5085 

HOOE~N AFT: GFEAT AFTISTS 

2-4 

THIS cou.sr .ILL ATTEMPT TO PFOVIOE AN IN-DEPTH A~'LYSIS Of A 

SELECT G'OUP Of MASTEP A.TISTS Of THE 20TH CENTUFY. AN EXAHINA­

TION MILL BE "AOE Of THE LIVES AND WOFAS OF EMINENT ,FTISTS Of 

THIS PEfIOO. THE SOCIAL. POLITICAL. ANO AfTISTIC CLIMATE IN WHICH 

THEY VOFKEO AND THE A~TISTIC CONT.IBUTICNS THEY M'OE. I~ ADDITION 

THEfE WILL B~ AN ANALYSIS Of THE THEMATIC AND ST'LISTIC OEfELCP­

HENT AND THEOFETICAL CONCE.NS Cf THE A~TISTS. fINALL' A~O INVES­

TIGATION WILL BE MAOE Cf THE INfLUENCE THESE AfTISTS HAVE HAD CN 

tTHE. AfTlSTS. 

fAlL. EVEN YEHS. 

oOfISHITA. 

CAS5U~6 
WOHEN AfTISTS 
] 
THIS COUfSE IS A HISTC.ICAL SU~VEY Of WESTE~. fE.ALE AFTISTS. 
SPECIAL EMPHASIS WILL 8E GIVEN TO AHEflCAN fEHALE AFTITS Of THE 
19TH ANO 20TH CENTUfIES. AN EXAMINATIOh wiLL 8E MADE Cf THE 
LIVE~ ANO .O~KS Of EolNENT fEMALi APTIST •• THE SOCIlL. PCLITICAL. 
A~O AFTISTIC CLI"ATE IN ~HICH T~E' wOPKEO. AND THE AfTISTIC CON­
TFI8UTIONS THEY MADE. ThEPE MILL SE A~ ANAL'SIS Of THE TH(MATIC 
AND ST'LISTIC OEVELOPMENT ANO TH(O~ETICAL CC.CE~NS Of fEHALE 
A~TISTS. fiNALLY. THEfE WILL ~E A COMPAfATIVE ANAL'SIS Of THE 
OIFfL~ENCES AND SIMILA~ITIES BiTwEEN .ALE ANO fE.ALE EXP~ESSIC_S 
IN THE VISUAL AFTS. 
SPfING/SUMMH. 
HOf! SHI TA. 
CAS5087 
THI~O WO~LO AESTHETICS 
] 
A COMPA.ISON Of THEO~IES. STYLES. AND ~(OE; Of PEFCEPTICN IN THE 

ViSUAL AfTS Of THE Of lENT. Af~ICA. AND THE MEST. 

WINTEP. 

WEI· MOPISHITA. ~OU~GEOIS. 

CA55100 

SLAC. OPAMA 

] 
T.L.TS THE O.AM'TU~GY Of PLAYS BY NOTASLE dLACK PLAYwflGHTS IN 
EOUCATIO~AL AND P~OfESSIONAL THEAT~ES ffOM 1900-1975. 
SP~ING/SUMMO. 
VINYA~O. 
CAS5109 
ASIAN AME~ICAN WO~KSHOP 
2 
SCHOLA~S AND PEFSONAL1TIES MILL SE INVITED TO AOCPESS THE ISSUES 
Cf ASIA"-AME~ICAN I""IGPATION HISTO~'. THElf CULTuFAL HE~ITAGE. 
THEI~ PA~TICIPATION I~ AME.ICAN POLITICAL LifE. T~EI. CONTFI8U­
TION IN SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND IN THE A~TS. THEY WilL AL~O P~E­
SENT THE P~08LEHS AND ;OLUTIO~S ENCOUNTE~EO SY THE NEW ASIAN IM­
MIGH~TS. 
5P~ING/SUHMH. 
MEl. fONTAN. MOPISHITA. 

CASSl10 

8LACK HUMO~ 

3 

FOCUSE~ ~N VV.KS Of SELECTED BLACK W.ITEfS WHO ~EfLECT THE sccrE 

AND INTENSIT' Of fACIAL. POLITICAL. SOCIAL. AND CULT~~AL CONfLICT 

IN AME.ICA TH~OUGH HUMOP. 

NOT SCHEOULEO TO 8E OffE~EO IN AY81-82. 

VINYAFO. 

CAS5120 
SLACK LITE.ATU~E 
! GENEfAL SU~VEY Of 8LACK P~OSE f~OM 1160-1900 TO THE HA~LEM PEI­
AISSAMCE' MITH SPECIAL ATTiNflON TO dASIC TH(HES AND MAJOF AUT­

HOfS INCLUDING PAUL LAUPENCE CUNSA~. CH.~LES CHESTNUTT. ANO JAMES 

M(LOON JOHNSON. 

fiLL. 

ANT HONY. 

CASS1Z1 
IMAGES Of 8LAC~S IN 'ME~ICAN LITEFATUFE 
] 
AN [XAMINATION Of ~ECU.PING IMAGES Of A.EFICAN 8LACKS AhO THE 
LITE.ATU~E M~ITTEN 8' M'I~ST~E'M AUTHO.S. WIT~ SPECIAL ATTENTION 
TO THE SOCIO-POLITICAL CLIMATE IN MHICH THESE I"AG,S EVOLVEO. 
SPHNG/SUMME~. 
ANTHON'. 
CA SS130 

SLACK LITE~ATUFE II 

3 

CESIGNEO TO PfOVIOE MOOELS fv. APP~OACHING SLiCK LITE~ATU~E f'C~ 

A VAFIETY Of LITE~AF'. AS NELL AS 50CIO-CULTUf'L PEfSPECTIVES. 

TH~OUGH A SU~VEY Of POET~' .NO P~OSE W.ITTEN BETwtEN 1920-1970. 

NINTE~. 
ANTHaNY. 
CAS51l3 
SLACK WOMEN IN LITE~ATUPE 
3 
DESIGNED TO INT~OOUC£ THE STUDENT TO THE VA~IOUS ~AYS Ih WHICH 
THE QL'CK NOHAN HAS SEEN VIEWED IN LITE~ATU~E. 
fALL. 000 YEAPS. 
ANTHON'. VINYA~O_ 
OS5160 
fEAOINGS. dLACK POLITICS AND AME~ICA. PCLITICAL SYST,M 
3 
A STuD, OF THE PATT!~NS Of 8LACK POLITICS IN THE DEVELOPMENT Cf 
Af.O-AHE~ICANS· PA~TICIPATION IN THE A"t.ICAN POLITICAL AND 
ECONOMIC SYSTEMS. 
SP~ING/SUMME •• 
ODE ~. 
CAS5170 
SLACK WOHEN IN lME~ICAN HISTO.Y 
] 
• SOCIO-HISTO~ICAL STUO' Of THE SLACK WC~Ah f'OM SLArE.T TO 1910. 

AN EXAMIN.TTON Of THt FOLt SHE HAi PLAYED IN THE 8LACK ST~UGGlE 

ANO HEF CONT~18UTIONS TO THEIP Su~rIVAL. 

fALL. 

fA HON. 

CAS5190 
EOUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN AfflCA 
3. 6 

EXAMINATION Of THE HISTO~ICAL OEVELOPMEAT Of ECUCATICN IN Af~ICA; 

HAtING THAT DEVELOPMENT f~OM THE TIME cr TfACITIONAL APPPOACHES 

TH.OU6N THE INfLUENCES Of ISLAM. CHPISTIANITY. AND COLONIALISM. 

TO THE CONTEHPOPA~Y MODifiCATIONS AND uCALS Of INDEPENDENT 

Af~ICA. 

SP~ING/SUM"E•• 
PP E S S. 
CAS5192 

HISTO~Y Of AME.ICAN EOUCATION 

4 

THIS COUFSE ATTEMPTS TO T~ACE THE CH~ONCLO'ICAL DEVELRPMENT [f 

rUdLIC EDUClTION IN THE UNITEO STATE~ BY fOCUSING ON I"POfTANT 

EVE~TS. MOVE~EHTS AND LEGAL CHANGES THAT INfLUENCED THE QUALITY 

ANO DI~ECTIOH Of THE EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENT. ALO.' wiTH A 

GENEFAL LECTU~E AND DISCUSSION fO~MAr. THE COU~SE MILL PFOVIOE 

THE STUOENT WITH THE OPPOFTU.ITY TO DO AN IN-OEPT~ STUDY Of SUCH 

IMPO~'ANT EVENTS. "OVEMENTS u~ PIECES Of L£GISLATIO_. 

FAlL. MINTEf. 

PHSS. 

CA 55 195 

EDUCATION ANO OEVELOPMENT IN THE THI~O WO.LO 

3 

AOOfESSES THE SPOAO CONCEPT Of OEVELOPHENT fFOH THE EDUCATIONAL 

PEFSP!CTIVE. EXAHINES ThE COlOhlAL EUUCATIONAL LEG'CY AhO POST­

COLONIAL ~EFO~" EffO~TS TO I.T~OOUCE NEW P~OGF,~S ANO APPfOACH[S 

IN EOUCATION MHICH AIM AT CLOSING THE f£SOU~CE GAP BETMEEN U~SA_ 

.NO ,U~AL SECTO~S. 

~INTE". 

PATTON. P~ESS. COMMUNIT' P'OfE5S0'. 

CAS5201 

POLITICS AND SOCIET' 

3 

THIS -OI.ECTtO· _EAOING HOOULE OEALS WITH fiVE M'IN A.EAS I. THE 

AME~ICAN POLITICAL lND SOCIOECONOMIC SYSTEMS' (I) THE AME.ICAN 

GOvn"MENTAl SYSTEM; (2) TH[ "E~ICAN PA~" SYSTEM; (31 SCIENC[. 

TECHNOLOGY AHO POLICY fO.HATIONI (4) U.8AN PU8LIC POLICIES; (5)

PUBLIC POLICIES AND THE SLACK COMMUNITy.

SPF I NGI SUMMH. 

COEN. 

CAS5218 

~15TOP' OF PUEFTO ~ICO I 

] 
A SUfVEY OF THE flSE Of T~E PUE"TO PICAh hATION. P.PTICULAFLY ITS 
SUdJECTlrE ASPECT f~OM THE DEVELOPMENT ~f THE JI8'.OS TC THE 
GRITO OE LAPES. THEMES T.EATEO IN THE COUP.E INCLUDE THE 80U~­
BONIC fEfO.MS ANO THE AeOLITIO_ Of SLAVE~': T~E CPIOLlOS 'NO 
112 CAS Course Descriptions 
THEI~ CULTUFAL MANiFESTATIONS; THE CASiS OF THE G~ITD DE LAFES. 

NI NTE~. 

OOEN. COM"UNITY P~OFESSO~. 

CAS5ZU 

~ISTOPY or PUE~TO ~ICO II 

3 

THIS COU~SE COVEFS THE G~OWTH OF PUE~Tt ~ICO NATIONALISM FFOM THE 

19TH CE.TU~' TO THE 1950'S. SPECIAL EMPHASIS MILL BE PLACEO CN 

TWO HISTO~ICAL PEPIOOS: (I) "EL GPITO DE LAFES" OF le6!. ITS 

CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES. AND (Z) THE FCUNOATIONS OF T~E NATICUL­

Isr PA~TY OF PUEFTO ~ICO (19Z2). AND THE ANTI-IMPEfIALIST AND 

~EVOLUTIONAFY '"P~'NT WHICH PEOPO ALBI1U CAMPOS MADE ON IT. IT 

ALSO rocuSES ON THE ENFAGED GENE~ATION (1956 TO PPESENT) - THE 

SYNTHESIS or THE TWO MOST IMPOPTANT QUESTIONS OF , CCLC~IAL 

SOCIETY (THE NATIONAL AND CLASS ijUESTIOhS) AND THE CONSEQUENT 

~ISE or THE NEW STPUGGLE FOP PUE~TO FICO'S I~DEPENDENCE. 

SPFING/SUMMEF. 

tOEN. COMMUNITY PPOFESSDF. 

CAS5Z30 

OFGANIC CHENISTFY 

3-4 

tNE TFIMEsrEF SUFYEY CDUFSE IN OhGANIC CHEMISTFY. THIS COUFSE IS 

DESIGNED TO BE or INTEFEST TO ,TUDENTS IN FEL'TED FIELOS AS WELL 

AS THOSE INTEPESTED IN CHE"ISTFY. 

fFEHQUISITES: 

ONE YEAF OF GENEPAL CHEMISTFY. 

NINT(F. 

ADDISO~. 
CAS5z01 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN LATIN A.EPICA 

1 

DESIGNED TO ENABLE THE STUDENT TO UNOE~STAND THE ECONOMIC STFUG­
6LES OF THE LATIN 4ME~ICAN PEOPLES THFOOG~ THE ANALYSIS GF THE 

fOLE THAT ECONOMY HAS PLAYED IN THE PAST. ANO IS NUW PLAYING IN 

THE MOOEFNIIATION PFGCESS. IN THE POLITICAL APPAFATUSES A"D 

SThUCTUFES. AND IN THE CULTUhE OF LATIN A.EFICA. 

HI Nl[F. 

MENDaIA. 

CAS5ZH 

CULTUPAL DIMENSIONS: GLOBAL I~EQUALTT 

3 

(XANINES THE PELATIONSHIP BErWEEN INOUSTklALI1ED 'NO UHDEf-DEYEL­

OPED COUHTFIES 8Y LOOKING AT ONE ASPECT OF ThIS FELATICNSHIP; T~E 

P~OBLEN OF CULTU~AL PENETPATION AND DEPENDENCY-SPECifICALLY THE 

GlOaAl EIPaNSION OF NESTEFN CIYILI,ATIOh 'NO THIPD HOPLC FiAC­

YIONS TO THIS CULTUFAL HEGEMONY. 

UNl[P. 

DUFDN. ANTHONY. <AKE. 

CH524S 

UP8AN ~INOFlrIES AND SOCIAL C~ANGE 

1 

_N_LY1ES THE P~08LEMS or MINOFITIES IN A CHANGING UF8'_ SOCIETY. 

~ITH SPECIAL PEFEPENCE TO THE AOAPTATIOh Of FACIAL/ET~~IC "INO~­

ITY GPOUPS TO CHANGING PATrE~hS OF FELATIONSHIPS 8tTWEEN THl CE~­

T~AL CITY AND THE sueUFBS AND THElh ST~LCTUFAL CONSEQU(~CES. THE 

E"EPGENCE Of NEM CO"MUNITY POMEF STFUCTU~ES 'NO .AYS OF ACCESS Te 

hESOU~CES. ,NO THE ACTIYE ~OLE IHAT THEY HAWL PLAYEO AND MAY 

STILL PLAY IN THOSE P~OCESSES. 

HINTEF. 

tDEN. COMMUNITy PFOFESSDh. 

CAS5ZH 

CULTUP(. PEPSONALITY, AND LEAOEPSHIP 

3 

THE COUFSE TS DESIGNED TO SU~.EY THE CULrU~AL AND PEfSE~AL INPUTS 

INTO THE NATUPE OF lEAOE~SHIP ,NO TO EXANINE THEIF FELEYANCE Ih 

ANY ,ITUATIONS or CU~PENT INTE~EST. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFrE~ED IN AYI'-62. 

LAK[. 
C455Z06 

SOCIAL CHANGE AND PUBLIC POLICY 

1 

TOOLS OF PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS .'LL BE uTILliED 10 EXA~INE ~E­

LAT10NSHIPS OF DEC,SION-MA.'NG IN THi P~BLIC SECTO~ TO SCCIAL 

CHANGE AS IT AFFECTS "'NO~ITY GFOUPS 1. AME~ICAN CENIFAL CITIES. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OrfE~ED IN AYS1-ez. 

CDEN. 

CAS5Z5Z 

AfFICAN ClwILI,ATIONS 

3 

CYTLINES AFFICAN PEOPLE AND T~EIF VA~IOUS CULTUPAL DIFrEfENCES; 

rOCuSEs ON eO~~ECTING MlsCtNC(PTIONS OF AFPICA ANO THE AF~ICANS. 

~EADINGS F~O" A HIDE SELECTIO~ Of PU8LICATIONS. 

FALL. 

ODEN. COMMUNITY P~OFESSOF. 

CAS5Z5. 

Ar~ICAN POLITICS 

3 

COUF5E .'lL 8E CONCE~NED MITH STATE POWEP AND PFOBLEMS OF "DEWEL­
CPMENT" ON THE ArPICAN CONTINENT. EHPHA51S .,LL BE PLACED ON UNI­

ijUE PFOBLEHS C~EATED BY COLONIAL 00MI"AlI0N. NEO-COLDkIALISM. AND 

THE WHITE OOHINATED COUNTFIES or THE COhTINEhT. 

hOT SCHEOULEO TO BE orFE~EO IN AY81-82. 

OD€ N. 

C455251 

SOCIAL PFOBLEMS II 

3 

I~-D£PTH STuoy OF SELECTED TOPICS IN THE AfEA OF SOCIAL ISSUES 

AND SThUCTUFAL PFOBLEMS OF THE AHE~ICAN SOCIETY .,TH 'N EHPHASIS 

~N THE MINOfITY. ESPECIALLY LATINO PE~SPECTIVE. 

~OT SCHEDULEO TO BE OFF€FED Ih AY81-8Z. 

"ENOOlA. 

CA55258 

ETHNICITY. CULTU~E AND POLITICS 

J 

THIS COUfSE SEEKS TO B~OAOLY EXPLOFE THE INTEPfEL,TIOhSHIP B.T­

wEEN ETHNICITY. CULTUhE AhO POLITICS. ETHNICITY SEEHS Te BE A 

CONSTANT FACTOF ON THE POLITICAL SCENE. 

FllL. 

LAKE. 

CAS52&1 

ASCENT Of "AN 

~ 

BASED ON AN AWAFD .'NNING 8.B.C. TELEVISI&~ SEPIES w~lrTE. A~O 

NAfPATED BY LATE SCILNTIST JACOB B~OND.SKI; PFOVIDES A PANOfAHIC 

VIEw OF "'TUfE AND THE FO~CES THAT lED TO THE EMlfGENCE CF HUMAh 

INTELLIGENCE WITH ITS CULTUPAL AND INTELLECTUAL ACHIEYEMENTS. 

SO ~XA"'NE B~ONO.SKI·S ErFOPT TO B~IOGE rHE SCIENCES AhO THE HU­

"ANITIES. 

FALL. SPFING/SU"MEF. 

wE I. 

CAS5Z11 

FSYCHOLOGY or LArlNOS 

3 

A STUDY OF THE LATINO wAYS or T~INKING. rEELING. AND BE~AvING. 

hlTH SPECIAL FEFEFENCE TO THi DEVELDPMEhT BY THE STUCENT Of 

SKILLS SUITABLE fOF T~E SCLUTIEN or PfOBLE~S OF INTE~CULTUfAL 

COMMUNICATION INVOLVING LArlNOS AND "EHBEFS Of OT~EF ET~MI' 

GP OUPS. 

FAll. 

"ENDOlA • 

C'S52/!

CULTUFAL G(OuFAPHY 

3 

THIS COU~SE INCLUOES A OISCUSSION Of THE NATUFt or CuLTUfE AND 

SUFVEYS THE .AIN OIST~IBUTION OF THE POPULATIONS cr THE HUMAN 

~ACE AND THEIF BhOAO DISTINGUISHING CHA~ACTE~ISTICS AND CUlTUfES. 

IT ALSO TFACES THE GLOBAL MOVEMENT OF PUPULATIO_S TOGETHEP WITH 

THE MOVEMENT OF THEI~ CULTUFAL INFLUENCE; AMO~G tTHEF ~EOPLES AN! 

CULTU~ES. 

SP~ING/SUM"E~. 

i.ll'l.[. 
CAS5219 

EOUCATION Of "'NO~ITIES Ih U.S. 

3 

AN EIAMINATION or HO. THE .AYS IN WHICH "'NO~'TIES ~AVE dEEM 

YIEHEO IN AMEhlCAN CUlrUFE ~.V£ INFLUENCEO THE FOFM A~C ~UALITY 

THAT EOUCATIONAL P~OGFA"S PFOYIOED THEM HAVE TAKEN AND THE CtNSE­

UUENCES. 

fAlL. 

PA lTON. 

CAS52eo 

THE CIYIL FIGHTS HOft"ENT: A HISTOFICAL ANALYSIS 

3 

A STUOY Of THE BLACK STFUG6LE IN A~E~ICA. NlrH EHPHASIS eN THE 

"OVE"ENT AOO~ESSED TO THE SECU~ING or "CIYIL FIGHTS· WHilE CtN­

SIOEf,TIONS WILL BE GIYEN TO LEGTSLArIO~S' COU~T CEC1SIOhS. ANt 

THE BLACK PFOTEsr PFID~ TO 1954. THE HA~OF CCNeEhN IS NlrH THE 

rEN YE'~ PEPIOD fOLLOWING r~AT OATE. APPhOACH IS 'NALYTICAL. 

kINl[F. 

PHTON. 

CAS5ze5 

AOVANCEO O~GANIC CHE"'ST~Y 

3-4 

THIS COUfSE IS DESIGNED AS A ONE T~I"ESTEF AOVANCED TOPIC tOUfSE 
IN OPGANIC CHEMliTFY. IN THIS COUF;E STUDE~TS APE TiaEN 8E'OND 
THE POINT NHEFE A r~AOITIDNAL CFGA"'C C~EMISTFY COU~.E LE,vES 
err. 
PPE~EOUISITES: 
CAS5ZJO OF EQUIYALENT. 

SPFING/SUHMEF. 

STAFF. 

CAS5Z9B 

ErFECTIVE SUijU~8AN PLANNING IN THE 19BO'S 

Z 

EACH OF THE .OFKSHOPS TA~GETS ON A SIGNIFICANT ISSUE rACING CITI­
_ENS ANO LOCAL PLANNE~S IN THE 1980'5. T~OSE ATTENOING WTLL GAIN 
CAS Course Descriptions 113 
NEN INSIGHTS TO HELP THEM DEAL WITH I"ES£ ISSUES IN THEIF COMMU­
~IfY. 
Hll. 

COM_UNITy PFOFESSOF. SIAFf. 

CAS5Z9C 
810GAS OIGESTE~S fOF fo'MS 
!TUOENIS Will BE EXPOSED TO THE BASIC PFINCIPLES OF A~AEJOBIC CI­

GESTION AS IT FELAT£S TC fAFM BIOMASS AlO _ASTES. T~t TECHNICAL 

AND ECONO_IC ASP.CTS Gf Of OIGESTEFS. AlO THE USE Of OIGESTEF EF­

FLUE~T. EMPHASIS WILL BE PLACED ON ENEFGY PFOOUCTION AND US •• 

POLLUTION CONTFOL AND ~ASTE MANAGEMENT. 

Flll. 

CO"~UNITY PFOfESSO'. STAfF. 

CoS5Z90 

PFACTICAL PHOTOVOLTAICS. SHOFT COUPSt 

1- ] 
IHIS COUfSE WILL PFOVIO[ A BASIC INT~OOUCTION 10 P"OTOV~LTAIC 
CELLS AND THEIP THEO~Y Of OPEFATION. DISCUSSION WILL Fecus C. 
IHE VAFIOUS KI.OS OF S~LAF CELLS NOW AVAILABLE AND THOSE BEING 
DEVELOPED. IHIS DISCUSSION .ILL INCLUDE THE TECHNOLOGICAL AND 
ECONOMIC POSSI81LITIES OF SOLA. CELLS. STUDEaTS ~ILL TEST A.D 
MElSUPE SOlAf CELLS AND AS$EMBlE USEABLE AFFAYS fJOM SILICON 
CELLS. A lOW VOLIAGE PO WE' SYSTEM WILL T~EN BE CCNSTFUCTEO ANO 
ANALYHO. 
HLL. 
COM.UNIT, PFOFESSO~. SIAff. 
ClS5Z9E 
_LCOHOL' LlwUIO SUNSHINE (AN AVAILA8LE fUEL ALTEFNATIVEI 
~-. . 
THE PUFPOSE Uf IHIS CCU'SE IS TO INTFOOlCE STUOENTS TO THE 
SOtl.TAL I~PLICATIONS OF ANO THE P.OCESSES I.VOLVED Il CONVEFTI"G 
tilDMASS INTO AN ALCOHOL fUEL. THE EMPHASIS MTLl BE ON ALCDHCL 
fUEL AS A FENEWABLE FESOUFCE THAT CAN BE PFDDUCED 8Y (ITHEF WASTE 
HEAT 0' FENEWABLE SOlAF PO.E~. T~E HISTOFY AND ECONOMICS Of FUEL 
ALCOHOL AS WELL AS THE GDVEFNMt"TAL fOFCES THAT AffECT IT'S uSE 
WILL 8E PFESENTED IN DFDEF THAT THE STUDENT CAN ijAIN AN UNDEF­
SIANDING Of THE CU'FE~T SOCIAL PEFSPECllvE Of ALCOHOL fUELS. 
fAll. 
COM"UNITY PFOfESSOF. STAfF. 
CAS529f 
A GOLD'N THFLAO: Z500 ytAFS Of SOLH TECIIHOlOGY 
2 
THIS COUFSE wILL PFESENI THE HISTOFICAL OEVElOPMlNT Of SOLAF 
TECHWOLOGY AND WILL fOCUS ON THE "_~OF ACCOMPLISHMENIS ACHIEtEO 
IN SOLAf APCHIIECTU~E. POWEP GEaE'ATIO~. A~O WAIE~ HEATING. STU­
OENTS WILL BE EXPOSED 10 IHE STAIE-Of-THE-AFT Of SOLA' IECHkGLGGY 
AND SCHOLA~LY IHOUGHT. 
(ffEFEO BASED UPON DEMAND. 
CO""UNITY P'OfESSO'. STAFf. 
CA~5Z9H 
POLITICS IN THE 1geo'S: A S'MPOSIUM 
I 
THE COUfSE WILL AOO~ESS T~E P'ESENT AND FUIUfE I"PLICATI'NS Ie 
AM(FICAN SOCIETY or POLITICAL e'IENTATltNS Of ~EPF£SENTATIVES Of 
CONT(MPOFAFY POLIIICAL POSITIONS ON T~[ FJG~T ANO LEIT. 
_INTE~. 
GfOSS. "EFFIIT. COHEN. 

CAS5Z9" 

CONNECTIONS' AN ALIE~NATIVE tlEW Of CHA~GE 

Z 

COUPSE DESC~IBES THE SOCIAL AlO SCIENTifiC EVENTS WHICH HAVE LED 

TO SPECifiC IECHNOlO,JCAL ADVANCES WHIC~ IN TU~N AfFECTED SOCIET' 

ANO SCIENCE. STUDENTS EXAMINE THE CYCLE Of IECHNOLOGIC'L GFOWTH 

AND CUFfENT ISSUES FElAT.O TO II. 

tffEfEO kAIE~ UPON D£MANO. 

COM~UHIT, PPOfESSO~. SIAfF. 

CAS5Z9K 

USIN6 INSTFUCTIONAL 'AMES IN IHE MATEMATICS CLASSFOOM 

I 
THIS COUFS. WILL PFovlDE SIUDENTS wILL MATH SI~ATEGIES A.O TECH­

~lgutS TO UTILll[ IN THEI~ OWN ClASS~OOMS USING THE "EWUATIONS. 

GAME. CLASS MEETS ON fIVE CONSECUTlfE SATUFDAYS ffO_ "00 A.H. 

TO NOON AT THE MUSEUM Of SCIENCE AND INOUSIFY. 

SPFING/SUM"EF. 

COMMUNIT! PfOFES~O~. STAff. 

CU5295 
to"M~NITY ENE~GY PLANNIN" APPLICAII~N$ 
Z•• 
SHOWS HOW PFIHCIPLES Cf APPFOPFIATE TEC~NOLOGY HAVE IEEa AND CAN 
BE SUCCESSfUl.LY lPPLIED IN U~8AN AFEAS IN IHE U.S • . APPLICATIONS 
10 MEEI NEEDS fO~ rooo. [NE~G' _NO HOUIING AHD T~ ACHIEVE VAFYING 
OEGFEES Of COMMUNITY SELf-FELIANCE A~E COVEFEO. EMPHASIS O~ CUF­
fENT TECHNOLOGIES. CO"MUNITY POLICY OPTIONS. AND THE COMMUNITY 
PLAHNING PFOCESS. 
SPF I MGt SU"HEF. 
HAGENS. 
Cl~5296 
AN INIFODUCTION TO VILLAGE AND TOWN PLAlNING . 
] 
fL_NHING AT THE LOCAL LEWEL PLAYS A VII_L AND 50MEII"E5 NEGLECTED 

fOLE IN ViLLAGE GOf[FNM[NT. THIS COUFSE PFOVIOES AN IhlFOOuCl10N 

STAFI~O. A HISTO~Y OF ITS EffOFIS. ANO A FEVI£~ OF ThE ELEMtNTS 

IN P~OfES510NAL P'ACTICE TODAY. 

fAlL. 

CO""U~ITY PFOfESSO~. GIL. 

ClS5]00 

THIFO WOfLO STUDIES CONfEFENCE 

1-] P/NC 

NEEKLNO NOFKSHUP fOCUSING ON "~OCIEIAL" AND POLICY PFOBLEMS OF 

PEOPLES IN THIFO WOFLO COMMUNIIIES ON NATIONAL AND INTEFNATlONlL 

LEVELS. 

~INTEF. 
CO.N. -[I. 
CA~5]01 
MAfFIAGE IN OTHEP SOCIEIIES 
3 
• CO"PAJATIVE "OOULE SU~VEYING THE NATUFE Of MAf~IAGES I. NOH­

.ESTEFN SOCIETIES. 

_I NTEP. 

iAK(. 
CAS5 ]OZ 
THIFO WOFLO 1_ PE~SPECTlvE' AN INTEFOISCIPLINA~! SUFVEY 
] 
THE COUFSE MILL EXAMINE. f~OM A~ IHIEFDISCIPLI'A~Y PEFSPECIJ'E 
AND WITH THt HELP Of DISllNGUliHEO GUEST LLCIUFEFS. THE BPOAO 
~ANGE Of PFOBlEMS COHf.ONTlaG IHE IHIFO .O~LO IN ITS SIP~GGLE TO 
ESCAPE fFO" THE CYCLE Of POVE~IY. AITENIION HILL 8E FOCUSED (II 
CN THE MA"OF fOFCES THAT ~AfE CONTFI~uTEO TO IH~ UNOEFOEVELOPMENT 
Cf THIS SEC TOP Of THE GLOBEI A.O (ZI 0. EVALUATING SO"E Of THE 
ALIEFNATIVE ST~ATEGIES AHO "OOELS FESOLVING IHE CFISIS Cf THIPO 
.O~LO UNOEfOEVELOPMENT. 
Flll. 
GDLN. KOfEL£-KALE. 
CAS5303 
POLIIICAL ECONOM' Of GL08AL INEQUALITY 
] 
tXPE~I"ENIAL COU~SE UNOEF INIEFNAIIONAL slUOIES GfANI. 

SPFING/SUMMEf 

AOfELE-KALE. MILLEP. OOEN. 

CAS530. 

fHILOSOPHICAL fOUNDATIONS Of T"I~O WOFLC SOCIETIES 

] 
EXPEflMENTAL COUFSE UNOEF INTrFNAllONAL SIUDIES GPANI. 

SPf I HGt SUN"E F. 

_EI. "ENOOlA. 

CAS5310 

P'E-COLU"8IAN Afl Of MESO-A"E'ICA 

Z-l 

A iU~V(Y Of IHE APT Of ANCIENT "EXICO. GUAIEMAlA. HONOUfAS. fFCN 

EA~LY TI"ES TO THE MAYA AND AlTECS MITH ~EfEFENCE TO AFCHAEOLOGY 

'NO EA~LY HISIOPIC OOCUMENTS. 

fAll. 

80UFGEOI S. 

CAS5]1I 

,fT Of flFST AME~ICANS (AMEfICAN-INOIANSI
2-. 
A SUf~EY Of ~OfTH AME'ICAN INDIAN A~T f~O" P~E-HISTOfIC CONIEXTS 

10 THE IjTH C[NTUFY WITH AIIE~IION TO (ASTEFN UNITED STATES. 

GFEATE' SOUTHWEST. PfAlfIES-PLAINS. AND PACIfIC CCASI. 

SPfING/SU"MEf. EVEN YEA~S. 

BOUfGEOI S. 

CAS5lJZ 

APT Of WEST AfFICA 

Z-] 
AFT IN AfflCAN AFCHAEOLOGY AND A SUFtEY Of SIYLES AHe fUNCTIONS 

Cf AFT IN TFAOITIONAL ,OCT.,IES Of WEST AF~ICA. PFINCIPALLY GUI­

NEA COAST ANO WESTEFH SUOANIC PEOPLES. 

fALL. 

80UFGEOIS. 

CAS531 ] 

AFI Of CENTfAL AfflCA 

Z-] 
A SUFVEY Of TPAOITIONAL AFT IN C[NTFAl Af'ICA MITH ~EfEfENCE 10 

LEAOEFSHIP SIPUCTU~ES. MO~LO-VIEW. OIOACTIC PU~POSE AND SECUflTY 

SY"80lS. 

NINHP. 

BOUF GEOI S. 

CAS5314 

PPE-COLUM8IA. API Of SOUTH A"E~ICA~ 

~~~ AFT or LOWEf CENIFAL AND SOUIH AMEflCA ffDH COSTA fICA Tt IHE 

ANCIENT CIVllliATIONS Of IHE ANDES. 

WINTEF. 

BOUFGEOIS. 

114 CAS Course Descriptions 
CAS53Z1 

CHINESE HISTO~T (SIMI 

3 

STUDT Of GENEP4l DEVELOPMENT Of CHINESE HISTO~T NTTH SPECI4l EN­

'HASIS ON THE "OD[~N P[~IOO SINCE A.D. 1140. STUDENT Will CONDUCT 

TWO INDIvIDU4l ~ESLA~CHES ON SU8JECT WITHIN THE C~INESE fiELD. 

ONE ON THE I"PE~IAl PAST UP TO THE END Of I~E MING DT~ASTT. THE 

CTHE~ ON THE MODE'N PE~IOD. 

NINTE~. 

OOEN. COMMUNITY P~OrESSO~. 

CAS5H8 

PP08LEMS Of lATINO fAMilY 

3 

A STUDY Of THE MAIN C~AFACTE~ISTICS Of THE lATINO fA"llT AND THE 

NATS IN WHICH THEY IhfLUENCE THE AOA~TATION Of lATINOS TO THE AN­

GLO SOCIETY. 

SP~ING/SU~MH. 
MEhOOlA • 
CAS5110 

ASSESSING EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES 

3 

EMPHASI1ES THE SELECTION. CONST~UCTION. AND USE Of APP~O'fIATE 

EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND "EASU~IN' INST~UMENTS. TTP.S Of TESTS. STA­

TISTICAL APPLICATION. AND lEST DEVELOPMENT. 

PPE~E QUISI TE~: 

COUPSES IN LEA~NIN& THEo~T. TEACHING "ETHOOS. AND CU~fICULU"; EL­

E"ENTA~' ST4TISTICS IS PECOMMENOEO. 

fALL. 
LAWPENCE· 
CAS5314 
COMPAFATIVE LATIN AME~ICAN lITE~ATU~E 
3 
COMPAPATIVE STUDY or MAJOF W~ITE~S or OlffE~ENT LATIN AME~ICAN 
COUNTPIES. C~ITICAl 4NALYSIS Of ALL MAJO~ WO~KS P~OOUCEO SINCE 
19ZI. fOCUSES ON SOCIAL CONDITIONS AND POLITICAL CI~CUMSTANCES Of 
OlffE~ENT LATIN AMEFICAN COUNT~IES. 
NOT SCHEOULEO TO BE OffE~EC IN AY81·el. 
OU~ON. 
CAS5145 

lAW AND SOCIAL JUSIICE 

3 

AN AN4lYSIS Of THE SOCIAL CONOITIONS AS wELL AS T~E SOCIAL fUNC­

TION Of THE LAN 4S 4N INSTITUTION. EMPHASIS IS GIVEN TO THE ECC­

NOMIC AND POLITICAL fACTOPS TH4T EffECT LEGISl4TlvE PFOCESSES ANO 

TH, I"PACT Of THE L4w UPON SOCIETY 4NO ITS P~08lEMS. 

fALL. WI NTEF. 

STArr. 

CAS535A 
EOUCATION4L DEVELOPMENT IN KENY4 
3 OF 6 
THIS COU~SE wiLL 8E CONOUCTEO IN KENYA NITH ~EADI.'S A~O O~IENTA­
TION TO TAKE PLACE P~IO~ TO OEPA~TUFE. THE ~EAOINGS WILL P~ESENT 
A HISTO~ICAL SIUDY Of THE DEVELOP"ENT Of EOUCATION TN KENTA. THE 
CONTEMPO~A~Y CO~PONENT WILL AODPESS KENTA EDUCATION IN 1910. THE 
TPIP TO KENTA WilL EXPOSE STUDENTS TO All fACETS Of THE CONTEMfO­
~Af' EDUCATIONAL SCENE INCLUDING T~ADITIDNAL AND NON-T~AOITICNAl 
~ODES Of LE.~NIN'. VISITATIONS TU SCHOOLS. CONVE~S4TIONS ANO SEM­
INA~S wiTH MINIST~T Of EOUCATloN OffiCIALS AND EOUC4TO~S. AND 4 
TH~EE OAr HOME VISITATION wiTH KENY4N TEACHEPS IN ~U~AL AENYA 
HilL HIGHLIGHT THE EDUCATIONAL COMPONENT Of THE TPIP. viSITS TC 
GAHE PAPKS. N41P081 A~O HOHBASSA wiLL ~OUNO OUT T"E T~I'. 
SP~ING/SUHHH. 
PFESS. 
CAS5358 

L4NGUAGE 'NO POLITICS NO~KS~OP. 1980 

l 
AN INTEN~lvE SEPIES Of LECTU~ES AND DISCUSSIONS BY VISITIN~ 

SCHOLA~S AND AUTHO~S (PHETOPIC. SEMANTICS. POLITICAL SCIENCE. 

ETC.I 4BOUT THE lANGUAGE Of POLITICS; STUDENT ASSIGN~E_TS MILL 

fOCUS ON THE 1980 ELECTION. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OffE~EO IN 4Yll-12. 

~UK. 

CAS5354 

COHPAFATIVE HETFOPOLITA~ SYSTE"S 

3 

OESIGN(O TO INTPOOUCE STUDEITS ' TO GOVE~~"ENTAl STPUcTU~ES IN A­

HE~ICAN HET~OPOLITAN C(NTE~S. E~PH4SIS WilL 8E PLACED G~ HET~O­

POllTAN SYSTEMS' CAPA81LITr TO OElIV[F SEPYICES AC~OSS T~401­
TIONAl CENT~AL CITT 4NO SUBU~BAN 4~E4S. 

~OT SCHEDULED TO 8E OrfE~EO IN Arel-el. 

HNK. 

C4S5355 

~O~KSHOPI UF84N ~ESOUPCES--~ET~OPOLITAN CHICAGO 

3 

TH£ COU~SE MILL GIVE STUDENTS A GENE~4L UNOE~STANOING Cf ~E­

SOU~CES AVAILABLE TO CHICAGO GOVEPN"ENTAl B~ANCHE~ (EXECUTIVE. 

LEGISLATIVE AND OTHE~" 

SPPIN&/SUHM[F.

GOEN. COMMUNITY P'OfESSO~_ 

CAS5356 

THiOLOGY Of IHE IHI~D WO~LO 

3 

AN AN4LY~IS Of THE fACTO~S AND CI~CU"STANCES THAT H4VE 8~OUGHT A' 

aOUT AN INVOLVE"ENT &f CHU~CHES, OENO"I~ATIONS. 4ND S£cT~ IN THE 

SOCIAL. POLITICAL' AND ECONO"IC ISSUES Cf THI~O .O~L& NA~IONS. 

SPECIAL ATIENTION WILL BE GIVEN 10 THE P~OC(SSES IN LATIN A"E~IC' 

8EfO~E A~D AfTEP IHE "EDElLIN CONfl~ENCE AND ThEIF POLITICAL IM­

PLICATIONS. 

SP~ING/SUHMH. 
STAff. 
C4S5J59 
CAFIB8EAN HISTOfY 
3 
CESIGNEO TO STUDY COMPAFATIVE COLONIAL P4TTEfNS IN THE CA~IB'EA_. 
THE OEVElOPHtNT or SLAVE POPULATIOhS. SCCI4l SYSTEMS. 4NO CONCEPI 
Of HIE~A~CHY IN THE CA~IBBE4 •• 
fALL. 
OOEN. 
CAS5360 
ANI~Al BEHAVIO~: INT~OOUCTION 
4 

INrFOOUCES AN OVE~vIEW TO THE STUDY Of ANI.AL 8EHAVla~ f~oM T~E 

PEfSPECTIVi Of CO.P.fATIVE PSYCHOLOGY A~O ETHCLOGY. FEAOINGS CCV­

E~ TOPICS FANGING fFO. SENSATION AND PEFC(PIION TO OEvELOP.ENT 

Cf 8EHAVI0~. ~OTIVATION. AND LEA~NING SCCIAL 8EHAVIO~_ CPEN TO 

ALL INTE~ESTEO STUDENTS. 

fUL. 

HI LLEP. 

C455368 

~ACE fELATIONS IN U.S.: ~ISIO~ICAL PE~SfECTIV(S 

3 

A GE~E~AL SUPVEY Of THE STAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT Of FACE ~ELA­

TIONS IN AMEfICA. A HAJOF CONC£~N IS MITH IHE OflGIN A~O PEFPETU­

ATION Of ~ACIAL IDEAS AND T~E IMPACT T~Er HAVE HAD UPON IHE EVCl­

UTION Of AMEFICAN SOCIETY. 

SPUNG/SUHME~. 
PA ITON. 
CAS5HI 

AMEFICAN NEG~O SLAVE~Y 

l 
rHIS COUfSE IS A GENEFAL SUFVEY Of THE I~'CITION.L INTE~PPETA­

TlONS Of ·BLACK SlU£H IN AHEHCA AND H ATTEHPT TO ASSESS THEM 

IN THE LIGHT Of ~ECENT STUDIES. 

fALL. 

fATTON. 

CAS5174 
CHU~CH AND POLITICS IN lATIN AHE~IC' 

3 

'HIS COU~SE EXAHINES THE FOlE Of THE CATHOLIC CHU~C~ IN THE OT­

hA.ICS Of POLITICAL PO~EF IN LATIN A"E~ICA. f~OM A HISTC~ICAL 45 

W[Ll AS SOCIOLOGIC4l P[PSPECTIVE. AITE~IION IS GIVEN TO THE I~­

PAC' Of ~ELI'IOUS 8ELIEfS ON THE ~OVE"ENTS ESPOUSING SCCIAl JUS­

T ICE. 

SP~ I NGI SUHHH. 

HEh002 A. 

CAS5H9 

AHEPICAN fOFEIGN POLICY 

3 

CouFiE MILL 400~ESS POST-WO~l& WA~ II T~ENOS IN AHEFICA~ rO~EI&H 

POLICY AS IT ~ELATES TO "THIFO WOPLO- CCUNT~IES.~OhALIGNHENT AND 

EAST-WEST DICHOTOMr _ILL 8E A~ALYiEO. 

SPFING/SU~MEF 

COEN. KDEfLE-KAlE. 
CAS5390 

L4TIN AHEPICAN HISTo~r 

3 

• SUFVEY APP~OACH TO T~E MAJOP PE~IOOS IN LATI~ AME~ICA~ HISTC~T. 

fALL. 

H(NOOlA • 

CAS5193 

NOVEL Of THE HEXIC4N ~EVOLUTJO~ 

3 

A SrUOY or THE LITE~A~Y NO~KS INSPI~EO 8Y IHE MEXICAN ~EVOLUTIO' 

AND THE SOCIETr IN "EXICO IN TIHES Of THE FEVOLUTION. 

~INTEF. 
DU~ON. 
CAS5394 
l4TIN AM[FICAN INOIANI PAST AND P~ESENT 
3 
THIS COU~SE EXAHINES wiTH THE HELP Of CFOSS CULTU~AL EVGLUTIC.AFY 
CATEGO~IES THE Olff~~ENT INDIAN CUlTUPES Of L4rlN AHE~IC4 AND THE 
~AYS IN WHICH T~EY HAVE BEE- AffECTED ~T INSE~TION IN THE MESTEPN 
(CONOMIC. POLITICAL AND SOCIOCULIU~AL SrSTEM. THIS COU~SE wiLL 
HELP THE STUDENT TO UNOE~STANO BASIC ECC~OMIC. POLITICAL AND CUl­
TU~4L P~OBLEMS Of lATIN AME~IC' AS SEEN T~~OUG~ T~E A~AlrSIS Of 
CAS Course Descriptions 115 
THE INDIAN 'ACIAL AND ETHNIC DIMENSION cr THE U'8AN AS WELL AS 
~UhL MASSES. 
HLl. 
MENDOl A. 
CASSH6 
P'OTEST AND ~EVOLUTloN IN LATIN AME~ICAh LITE~ATU~E 
3 
srUOY or THE LATIN A"E~ICAN NOVEL AND POET~Y or P~OTEST AND ~EVO­

LUTloN P~ODUCEO IN THE 20TH CENTU~Y. roeus ON NE~UOA. VALLEJG 

PUE~To ~ICAN POETS. CHICANO POETS. CA~PENTIEh. ETC. 

~OT SCHEDULED TO BE OFrE~EO IN AY81-82. 

OUF ON. 

CASS H8 

ANINAL BEHAVIO~: FIELD STUol£S II 

3 

INTEN51VL AND UNINrE~FUPTEO STUDY or ANI_AL 8EHAVIOF IN A _ArU~AL 

SETTING. STUDENTS MAY SPENO EITHE~ TMO C~ rOUF WEEAS IN THE rlELO 

(BSE~VING AND ~ECOJOING THE 'ENE~AL 8IGLOG' AND ECOLOGY Of TH[ 

NO~THEFN LAK[ OIST~ICT or ~TNNLSOTA. 

PHP[QUISITES: 

CASS360. CAS5400. CASSS10. CAssel0. AND CAS6110. 

SPFING/SUMME~. 
MILLEF. 
CAS5400 

CHINESE FELIGloUS THOUGHT 

3 

A STUDY or TH[ MAJO~ CHINESE FELIGIOUS THI.KE~S AND THElh MFIT­

I NGS. 

.1 NTEf. 

OEI. 

CAS5402 

BIOCH[MISTFY: LA80~ATO~Y 

1 
LA80fATC~Y COMPENENT OF CAS540]. 

PHPEQU I SI TES: 

CASS.03 MUST 8E TAKEN CGNCUF~ENTLY. 

SP~ING/SUMMH. 

MOHB[~G • 

CASS.O 3 

810CHEMISTFY: LECTU~E 

3 

AN INnODUCHION TO 810CHEMI5TH. INCLUDING ENlYNES. FEACTION SE­

QUENCES AND CONT~OL MECHANISMS. (~EPLACES CAS]200). 

PHFEQUISITES: 

ONE YEA~ O~GANIC CHEMIST~Y O~ P~EMISSION. 

SP~ ING/SUMMH. 

"OH8EPG. 

CASS404 

ANIMAL BEHA~IO~: rlELO STUDIES I 

3 

CO~(FS BASIC CONCEPTS ANO TECHNIQUES UNOE~LYING THE STUDY or AN­

I_AL 8tHAfiOP IN TME fIELO. ANO APPLIES fHEM TO T~E ACTUAL CGL­

LECTION or B(HAYIOHL OATA IN 100 AND rlHO SETTINGS. 

PFEFE QU IS I rES: 

CAS5360 OF PE~MISSION. 

.1 NTEF. 

MILLE~. 
CASS405 

SEMINAFI COMPAPATIIE UP8AN fUTU~( 

3 

INALYSIS Of P~08LEMS Of UFdAN PROCESSES AND FEDE~ElOPME~T AS THEY 

~ELATE TO CENT~AL CITY MINOFITIES OITHIN A COMPAFATIVE ANO 

FUTU.ISTIC PEPSPECTIVE. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFE~EO IN AY81-82. 

GoEN. COMMUNITy P~OFESSOF. 

CAS5401 

TH,OhY AND HISTOhY or A FFEE P~ESS 

Z 

EXA~IN£S AND COMPA~ES VAFlouS THEO~IES cr THE ~OLE' ~IGHTS AND 

FESPoMSI8ILITI£S OF T~E P~ESS THPOUGH A STUDY GF HISTO~ICAL ANC 

CONTEHPO~AFY DOCU"£~TS. 8E61N5 MITH STUDY OF THE THEOFY OF A 

FFEE AND 08J(CTIVE P~ESS rpOM MILTON- ~EFFE~SON AND INTO THE 20TH 

CENTU~Y MITH APPLICATION TO a~OADCAST MEDIA. 

oINTEF. ODD YEA~S. 

STElNn. 

CASS409 
METHODS AND TECHNIQUES OF TEACHING AT T~E SECONDA'Y LEVEL 
3 
THIS COU~SE MILL UTILIZE DISCUSSION. DEMONSTFATION AND UNIT 
PLANNING TO INTFODUCE THE PPOSPECTIVE 'EACHE~ TO THE VAPIETY Of 
METHOOS ANO TECHNIQUES THAT CAN 8E USED ErFECTIVELY AT THE 
SECONDo~r SCHOOL LEVEL. IT MilL P~OVloE T~E STUDENT MITH THE 
NECES5AFY ~KllLS AND ATTITUDES FO~ A SUCCESSFUL STUDENT TEACH­
ING EXPE'IENCE. 
fHPEQUISITES: 
NOT NEC[SSA~Y BUT "O~E APP~OPPIATE Jf feLLO.EO BY EO~CATIONAL 
PSYCHOLOGY AND FOUNDoTIONS OF EDCUCATIO~ (HISTO~Y_ PHIL'SOPHY. 

V SOCIAL). 

NINTEF. 

PHSS. 

CAS54U 
STAGE PHOTOG~APHY 
Z 
fHOTOG~APHING ALL FO~MS OF STA6£ PE~Fo~MANCES WILL BE CCVE.ED IN 

THIS COU~SE NITH AN ENPHASIS ON THEArE~. OPE~A ANO DANCE P~OOUC­

TIONS. PPOPE~ EXPOSUPE AAO OE~ELOP~ENT ~ 80TH BLAC. &NO MHI'E 

AND COLO~ FILMS WILL 8E ST~ESSEO~ THESE SKILLS WILL BE A"LICA8LE 

TO PHOTOG~APHING MOST lOW-LEVEL AVAILABLE LIGHT SITUATICNS. THE 

CIFF(FENCES BETWEEN STAGE liGHTING AND NATUFAL LIGHT WILL 8E EX­

PLO~EO AND APPLIEO TO CHOOSING THE P~OPE~ MATE~IAL5 _NO EQUIPMENT 

Fo~ STAGE PHOToG~APHY. 

WI NlEf. 

CO"MUNITY PfOFESSOP. STorr. 

CAS5410 

fHOTOGFAPHIC PO~TFOLIO 

2- 3 

CONCENT~AT£S ON THE"ATIC EVOLUTION. STUDENTS USE PrE'EOITATED AND 

~EACTI'E 'ISUAL SENSIBILI'Y APP~OACHES TO A SELF-I.peSEO 'EFaAl 

PPOBLEM. 8ASEO ON THE VE~BAL P~08LEM. A SEFIES Of PHOT(G~APHIC 

IMAGES IS EVOLVED HAVING THEMATIC CONTI~UITY AND CIFECTJON. 

fH~EQUISITESI 

8ASIC PHOTOG~APHY Cou~SES. 

FALL. 

SCHPAN, • 

CASS412 

fHOTOGrAPHIC C~ITICISM 

2 

STUDIES IN E~ALUATION ANN ANALYSIS TECH~IQUES OF PHOTOG~APHIC EX­

HI81TIONS AND PFESENTATION ALTEPNATIVES. 

PHFEQUISITES: 

CAS5410. 

FALL. 
SCHFAN1. 
CASSH] 
fHOrOG~APHIC EQUIVALENCE STUDIES 
2-3 
THIS COUhSE INVESTIGATES THE SOPHISTICATED CONCEPT IN VISION 
BPaUGH' fOFTH IN 'HE STUDIES OF ALF~ED STIEGLITI AND MINC~ WHITE 
CDNCE~NING THE E~OTID.'l [8UI.ALENT OF THE PHOTOGFAPH ~ATHEP THAN 
THE SUBJECT MATTE~ PO~T~AYEO. EXPLOPATJeNS INTO EMOTJONAL [QUII­
ALENCE INCLUDE PHOTOG~APHIC ST~OIES OF TIME/SPACE FElATIONSHIP 
ADVOCATED 8Y MYNN BULLOCK. 
HEHQUISITES: 
PE~MISSION. 

01 NTE~. 

SCHFAN1. 

CAS54ZA 
UNOEFWATE~ PHoTOG~_PHY 
2 
THIS COU~SE MilL INT~OOUCE STUDENTS TO UNOEFWATE~ PHeTOGFAPHY Fo' 
EN~OY"ENT O. AS P.~T or 'HEIF CA~E['. IT COMBINES THEo,Y AND 
P~ACTICE IN CLASSROOM AND POOL SESSIONS THAT COVEF EQUIPMENT. 
UNOHMATER OPTICS. AVAlLA8LE LIGHT AND FLASH EXPOSUf[. FILM. AND 
COMPOSITION. OPEN MATEP PHOToG'APHY EXPE~IENCE IS AVAILA8LE FOP 
THOSE MHO AFE CErTIFIED DIVE~S AND MISH TO PA~TICIPATE. 
PHFEQUISITESI 
SCU8. EXPEriENCE JS NOT ~E8UI~ED. HOME'EP' IF STUDENT. APE 
CE~TIFIED OI~E~S, THEY SHOULD BPING P~OCF OF COMPLETION or A 

SCUBA COU~SE TO THE FI~ST CLASS. 

SP~ING/SUMMH. 

COH"UNITY p~orESSO~. STAFF. 

CAS5420 
P~OOUCT ~HOToG~APHY 
3 

STUDIES THE USE Of LIGHTING AND VIEW CAMEPA TECHNIQUES IN P~OO­

~CT. PO~T~AIT AND FASHION APPLICATIONS. 

P~EHQUISI TES: 

BASIC PHOTO COUPSES. 

NINTEF. 

SCH~AN1. 
CASS4ZZ 

PHOTO POrT~AITUPE' FASHION AND liFE STUOY 

2 

.0VANCEO STUDIES IN PORTrAITURE_ FASHION AND THE NUDE oS EXP~ES­

~lfE SY~80LS. 

P~EFEQUISITES: 

CAS 5420. 

~I NTER. 

SCHHNI. 

CASSH] 

.PCHITECTUFAl PHoTOG~APHY 

2 

ADVANCED STUDIES IN A~CHITECTUFAL AND I~OUST~IAL APPLICATIONS I_ 

PHOTOG~APHY. 

PHP(QUISI TES: 

CAS5420. 

SP~ING/SUMMU. 
SCH~AN1. 
116 CAS Course Descriptions 
ClSH25 
MULTI-IIEDIA '~OOUCTION I 
2 
AN ADVANCED P'ODUCTION COU~SE IN COO'OI_ATING THE USE Of AUDIO 
AND VISUAL MATE~IALS TO C~EAT( MULTI-IMAGE "ESENTATION. A UNIOUE 
CHA~ACTE~ISTIC Of THE P~OG'AMMED MULTI-IMAGE P'ESENTATION IS THAT 
IT ENABLES THE VIE.E~ TO SEE OBJECTS. EVENTS. O~ SETTINGS I. 
PE.sPEeT.'E IMPOSS.ILE IH'08GH NO~MAL H_MAN PE~CEPTIO'. THE CLASS 
MILL fUNCTION AS A MEDIA P~OOUCTION UNIT. OPEN TO ST~DENTS WITH 
P'EVIOUS COU~SE NO_K IN MUSIC COM'05ITICN. COLOP PHOTOGfAPHY 0' 

INST~UCTIONAL DESIGN. 

'H'EOUISI TES' 

BASIC PHOTO 0' MUSIC COU'SES. 

MINTE', EVEN YEA~S. 

'U'D. 

ClS5426 

MULTI-MEDIA "ODUCTION II 

Z 
a CONIINUAIION Of MULTI-MEDIA P'OOUCTIOl I (CAS~4Z~I. T"IS C£U.SE 

fOCUSES ON COO~DINATIN' TME UI[ or AUOIO AND VISUAL MATE~IALS TO 

C~EATE A MULTI-IMAGE PJESENToTION. THE CLASS fUNCTIONS AS A NEOlA 

PJODUCTION UNIT. O'EN TO STUDENTS NITH P'EVIOUS COU~SE WO'K Ih 

MUSIC COMPOSITION. COLO' PHOTGG~APHY O~ INST'UCTIONAL DESIGN. 

SP~ING/SUM"E" EVEN YEA'S. 

IU~D. 

CAS542. 

PICTUPE EDITING 

2 

COUPiE IN PHOTO EDITING A_O LAYOUT fO~ PHOTOG~APHY lND JOU~NALIS" 

STUOENTS. 

SP~ I N&I SU~~EP. 

PHILLIPS. 

CAS5429 

EXPE~IMENTAL DESIGN fO~ LABO~ATO'Y AND fiELD 

3 

BASIC ~ESEAPCH DESI6NS. METHODS ANO TEC~NIOUES EMPLOYED IN LAI­

O'ATO~Y , fiELD OBSE~v.TIONS Of ANIMAL BEHAVIOP. ~pr~OP~IATE fG' 
BIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY STUDtNTS AS WELL AS ALL STUDENTS INTE~­
ESTED IN BEHAYIO~AL 'ESEA~CH. 
NI NTEP. 
MILLE~. 
CAS5430 

PHOTO: COLO' WO~KSHOP I 

3 

INTENSIVE STUDY Of f~OM ONE TO fOUP COLC~ TECHNloUES Il PHOTC6FA­

PHY. COU~SE COVE'S T~ANSPA~ENCIES, COLO~ NEGAIIVES TC P~INT. CI­

IACH~ONE lND EXPEPIMENTAL TECHNlwUES ANC ALL P~OCESSES INVOLVEG. 

SELECTION Of SUIJECT MATTE~ IN IASEO P~IMA~ILY ON COLO~ VALUE AND 

IHE SENSITIVITY TO THAT PA~TICULAfi PHOTOGFAPHIC MEDIUM. 

PPE~EOUISITES' 

BASIC PHOTO COU'SES. 

fAll. 

SCH'ANl. 

CAS54l1 
PHOTO JOU~NALISM 
3 
I p~AcrICAL COU~SE INTJODUCIN& THE STUOENI TO NENSPAPEP 'HOT'­

"APHY. MaGallNE PIIOTOG~APHY ANO rHE PHCTD&~APHIC ESSAY. STU­

OENTS WILL SHOOT BLACK ANC WHITE AS MELl AS COLD~ fiLMS. 

PH~EQUISI as: 

BlSIC PHOTOG'APHY. 

SP~IN&lSUMMH. 
PHILLIPS. 
CAS54H 
PHOTO: COLO~ WO~UHOP II 
3 
aDVANCED COLO. STUDY CO~CE~.ING THE DEYELO'"ENT Of a SPECIFIC 
THEHE IN COlO~. P~OCESS OPTIONS INCLUDE '·P~INTS AND POLepOIO
ONLY. 
P~HEQUISITES: 
CAS 54 30. 
SP~ING/SUM"U. 

SCH~AN1. 

CAS 5436 
THEOH Of PHOTQJOU'NALISM 
3 
a SU~VEY COU~SE OF PHOTOJOU~NAlIS". AMO~G TOPICS DISCUSSED 
OU~ING THE aLOCK A~E "ISTO~Y Of PHOTOJO~.~aLISMI EU'OPEAN 
PHOTOJOU~NALISM AND AME~ICAN PHOTOJOU'NALIS" COHPA~ED; eASIC 
PICTUPE EOJTINGI THE OEfELOPMENT Of THE P~OTO ESSAYI THE MOOE~N 
PHOTOJDUPNALISTS AND T"EI~ fUTUP[J ETHNICS; HISTCPIC'L DEYELCP­
"ENT or EQUIPMENT. 
NOT SCHEDULED TO IE OffE~ED IN AY81-82. 
PHILLIPS. 
CAS5419 
PHOTO fOR INST'UCTIONAL SUPPOPT (SIMI 
3 
STUDIES IN THE UTILIZATION Of THE PHOTDG~APHIC PPOCESS fOP Ih­
STPUCTIO.AL O'fELOPME~I. STUDENT LEA'NS THE NECESSA~Y SKILLS TO 
PPOOUCE AN INfO~MATIYE SL'DE/TAPE P~ESE_TATION fOP EDUCATIO~AL O~ 
BUSINESS PUPPOSES. (hOTEl PHOTOGJAPHY STUDENTS S~OUlO TAK(
CAS5US .1 
MINlE~. 
PHilliPS. 
CAS5440 
CH~OMATOG"PHY 
3-4 

STUDENTS LEA~N THE THEO~Y Of CH'ONATOG~APHIC SE'A~ATIOas ALOh' 

MITH SOM£ 8151C EIPE~I.ENTAL WO~K WITH T"IN-LAYE~ CH~OMATOG~APHY 

AND GAS-liQUID CH~O"AT~G~APHY. 

P'EHQUISITE:i1 

ANALYTICAL AND O~GANIC CHEMISThY. 

FALL. 

ADDISON. 

CAS5441 

PHOTO ABST~ACTS AND NON-SILVE~ YECHNIQuE. 

3 

FHOrOGFAPHIC STUDIES IN USE Of SOLA~11ATION. MULTIPLE 'FINT'_' 

MASHING. POSIEFI'ATION. aNO HI6H COhr'AST MATEFIAlS. EMPHASIS tN 

AESTHETIC APPLICATIONS. 

PH'EQUISITES' 

BASIC PHOTO COU'SES. 

MINTE~. ODD YEAPS. 

8U~0. 

CAS5453 

PHOT06~APHIC ESSAY 

3 

~SE OF TEAM METHODS Of PHOTO DOCUMENTATION AND EffOPTS ef PE~S'. ' 

AL 81AS ON VISUAL EDITING. TEAM IS ~ESPCNSIBLE fD~ HISTOFICAL FE ' 

SEA'CH AS WELL AS PFOOUCTION Of OHliITICN. fOCUS Of TEAM Pf&JEC' 

CHANGES EACH YEl~. 

PH~EQUISITES' 

8ASIC PHOTO COU~:iES 

SP~ING/SUMME~. 000 YEAFS. 

PHI LlIPS. 

CAS5456 
PHOTO ILLUST~ATION 

3 

A COUPSE IN ILLUSTFATING BOOKS. ADfE~TISING NATE~IALS. CAL.NOA~S. 

G'EETING CA~DS. POST C'~DS. POSTE~5. AND oLIUM COVEfS WITH PHeTO' 

G~.PHS. MULTI-IMAGE P~INTING. PHOTD-NONTAGE. SOLAFI2ATION. HIGH 

CONT~AST IM'GES. lND I'S FELIEf. 

PPHEQUISI as: 

B.SIC PHOTOGJAPHY. 

NINTH. 

PHILLIPS. 

CAS546D 
F~INT~AKING:ADY.NCED P~INT"AKI.G P~OCESS(I.TAGLIO-ET'HI'G. LITHO 
3-4 

EXPLOFATION AND MANIPULATION Of VA~IOUS P~INTMAKIN' PFCCESSES. 

EMPHASIS ON INTAGLIO (ETC~ING. PELIEf). _ITM SO~E DISCUSSION e_ 

THE PLANO"APHIC (LITHOGFAPHY) P'OCESSES. THEO~(rIC fOF"ULATION 

MILL BE fOLLOWED BY INDIVIDUAL EXPE~IME~T'TION ANC CF(ATIVE IN­

VOLVE";;NT. 

P~EPEQUISJTESI 
FEF~ISSION. 
fAlL. 
LACHIA • 
CAS5462 
ADVANCE PflNTMAKING I I NCOOCUT TECHNIQUES (8LACK ANO WHITE FELIEf 
Z. 3 
EMPHASIS ON OEVELOPING TECHNICAL SKILL WITH WOODCUT TECHNIOUES 
AND PELIEf P~INTING IN 'ELATION TO C~EATING DYNAMle IMPACT WITH 
BLACK AND WHITE G~APHIC I"AGE'Y. 
PP(HQUISI as: 
PEFMISSION. 
fAll. 
lICHIA. 
CAS5463 
ADVANCiD P~I"TMAKING II' COLOP 'EDUCTIOh WOODCUT 
2. 3 

EXPLO~ATION Of MULTI-COLO' WOODCUT P~I_TI'G P~OCESSES AND TECH­

hIQUES. SUCH a5 MULTI-SLOCK COLOP PFINTING AND FEDucrIO~ COL~P 

P~INTING. ,APEfUL CO.C[~h ro~ TH[ TPAOITIONaL APPPOACH AS WELL A: 

THE NEWEST 'NO MOST INYENTIYE ~ILL IE EMPMASI1ED. 

PH~EQUlSlaSI 

CAS546l AND PE~"ISSION. 

fAll. 
LACHlo. 
C&55464 

p~INT"aKING: ADVANCED STUDIO 

2 

THIS COUhSE OffE~S AN DPPOhTUNITY fOF ACYA"C(D PFI"T~aKI'G STU­

DENTS 10 PFACTleE aND IMP~O'E P~INT"AaING TEC~NIQUES lND P'ODUCT' 

ION LEVEL. INDIVIDUAL P'OPOSAlS FEQUIFED fPOM EAC~ STUDENT IN­

VOLVING THE "EDla fO~ NHICH HE O~ SHE HAS PF[PEQUISITE SKILLS 

WILL DETEPMINE TH( NATU~E Of THE NO'K TC BE UNOE~TAKE~ fOF BE­

GINNING AND COMPLETING THE COUPSE. TWO COMPLETEO PFINTEC EOITICN~ 

IN THE STATED "EDIA WILL IE 'EQUIPED. 

PPE~EQulSl IES: 

CAS Course Descriptions 117 
CAS5~60. CAS5~6Z. CAS5~63. CAS5500. 
~INTE~. SP~ING/SU"ME~. 
LACHIA. 

CAS5475 

VISUAL ANTHFOPOLOGY 

3 

aNALY6E THE ;OCIETY MITH A CAMEPA. UTILI1E COLO~ SLIOlS. LEA~~ 

TO FECO~O PEOPLE. OAILY EVENTS. AND ENVI~ONMENT CF SELECTEO 

AME~ICAN SUe-CULTu~ES. 

PFEFLQUISIIESI 

BASIC PHOTOG~APHY. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO 8E OFFE~EO I~ AY81-8Z. 

PHILLIPS. 

CASS~90 
AESTHETIC EDUCATION 
3 
AN INTE~OJSCIPLINA~Y APP~CACH TO ALL THE AFTS. INVOLVING THE 

~KILLS or I"P~ES;ION AND EXPFESSION. THE SHAPING cr SENSITIVITY 

TO AND P(~CEPTION OF BEAUTY A~C EX"ESSlvENESS IN A~T. A~TIFACT. 

OF NATUFE TH'OUGH THE STUDY OF THE PFOO~Cl A.O PFOCESSES OF 

CfEATIVE ACTIVITy; AND THE DEVELOPMENT or THE AdlLITY TO P~O­

OUCE WOFK 0' PE~rO'MANCE ITSELr. 

SP~ INGI SUMMH. 

PAYNE. COMMUNITY PForESSOF. 

CAS5S00 
ADVANCED PFINTMAKIING: SEPIG~APHY/LITHC6FAPHY 
3-4 
aDVANCED SE~IG~APHY TECHNIOUES MILL 8E INVESTIGATED OUFING EVEN 
CALENOAF YEAFS. METAL PLATE LITHOGFAPHIC TECHNIOUES MILL 8E PEF­
SUtO OU~ING ODD CALENOA~ YEA~S. 

PREPEOUISITES: 

STUDENTS MUST HAVE VISUAL APTS 8ACKGFO~~0 O~ CO"MENSUfATE SKILLS 

OETE~MINEO SY PO~TrOLJO ASSESSMENT AND APP~OVAL or INST~UCTOF. 

SP~ I NGI SUMMH. 

LACAFIA • 

CASSS10 

SIOLOGY OF LOCAL MAMMALS 

3 

THE COMMON CHAfACTEflSTICS or "AMMALS GENEfALLYI AND SPEClrlC A.G 

rOCUSEO ATTENTION TO THE M_"MALS Of ILLINOIS. IN TEf"S Cf OISTfU­

TION. MO~PHOLOGY. PHYSIOLOGY. AND 8EHAfIOf. 

PHHQUISITES: 

CAS31S0 O~ EOUlfALENT. ANO·PEfMISSION. 

FAll. 

~ILLE~. 
CAS5S38 

COMPUIEFS: LOGIC AND DESIGN 

Z 
THE rl~ST COUFSE rOf THOSE IHTEPESTED IN COMPUTING AND ~DT 1.­

TENOI~ TO TAKE A P~OG~AMMING l_NGUAGE COU~SE AS THE E~UIVALENT 

IS CONTAINED IN EACH. INCLUDES LOGICAL AND MATHEMATICAL S'S[S fOF 

COMPUTE~S. PFOSLEM-SOLVING AND ALGOfITHMS. THE USE or TEF"INALS 

AND LISfAfY FESOUfCES AND SYSTEMS PESO~~CES. 

PFEPEQUISIlES: 

COLLEGE MATHtMATICS. 

rALL. "INTEf. SPFING/SUMMEF. 

HOCKl TT • 

CASS560 

LifE STUOY: OFAMING 

Z-~ 

DESIGNED TO DEVELOP THE STUDENT'S ABILITY TO FENOE~ THE HUMAN 

ro~" fEPfESENTATIONALLY AND ASSTFACTLY. STUDENTS NILL NCFK IN 

CHAPCOAL. VAflOUS CHALKS. PENCILS. AND INKS. 

P~EFEOUISITES: 
PEfMISSION. 

fALL. EVEN YEAfS. 

MOfISHIlA. 

CASS580 

SCULP TUfE: ME TAL I 

Z 

~OOUlE OE'IGNEO A AS CHALLENGE rop TH[ AOVAaCEO UNO(~GfAOUATE A.O 

THE GFAOUATE LEVEL STUDENT IN AFT. EMPHASIS ~ILL BE O~ EXPEFIMEN­

TATION. FESEAFCH. CflTIQUES AS ASS[SSME~T AS WELL AS PfOCESS. 

AUTOGENOUS ATTITUDES. ANO ATTENDANCE. 

PfEFEOUISITES, 

PHMISSION. 

fUL. 

PAYNE. 

CASssal 

SCULPIUfE: ADVANCED METAL MO~KSHOP II 

Z-~ 

VAFIED METAL PFOSLEMS APE CONSIOEPEO' FUSION MELDING. SCLOE~ING 

_NO caSTIN6. THE iTUDENT OEMDNSTPATES CIPECTION rOf THIS COUFSE 

SY WflTTEN P~OPOSAL INDICATING A~EA or METAL WORK TO BE PU~SUEC 

EMPMASIS IS PLACED ON fACILITaTING THE STUDENT NITH I~FOFMATIONI 

APPPOACHES. PPOCESSES AND MATE~IALS aEST SUITED TO CO-PLETE THE 

PFOPOSAL. THE STUDENT IS GUIDED IN CRAfTSMANSHIP ANC ASSISTAHCt­

SKIP "HICH SUPPOFT MIS/HEF FUPTHEP PEFSCNAL OEVELOPME~T. 

PHPEOUISITES' 

CAS5580 SCULPTUF(I 
PHMI SSI ON. 
NEITAL AND CAS51Z1 SCULPJURE' AFJ "ETAL' 
fALL; MINTEP. EVEN YEARS. 
PAYNE. 
CASS590 

VT ANO SOCIETY 

Z-J 

TfEATS THE PFOCESS Of APT II TRAOITIO.AL SOCIETIES. STP£SSIN' JHt 

FOLE Of AFT AS HUMAN 8EHAVI0~. CONSISTS or EXTENSIVE FEAOINGS ~I 

TME SOCIAL. VE'SAL_ A.O CO&Nlfl_E ASPECTS or A~JISTIC PPOOUCTION. 

.S WELL AS INDIGENOUS AESTHETIC PESPONS£. 

fall. 

80Uf6EOIS. 

CASS59Z 

hON-NESTEPN AfT SEMI~A~' ••• 

Z-J 

PA~TICULAF NON-WESTEFN AFT OBJECTS APE SELECTED fOF OPAL FEP.FTS 

.NO 'ROUP DISCUSSION. THE OB~ECT'S PELATION TO SPECIFIC CONTEXTS 

cr HUMAN BEHAVIOF AF' INVESTIGATED AS ~ELL AS THE RAMlrlCAJICNS 

~r STYLE IN NOTING UNIQUENESS AND COMMO'ALITY. 

FAll. 

SOUPGEOIS. 

CAS5S93 

~ESTEFN API SEMINAF 

Z-3 
AFT OBJECTS fPOM EUFOPEAN TFAOITIO. BEreFE THE 19TH CE'TU'Y A'E 

SElECT£O rOF STUDY MITH A VIEN TO AfTISTIC THEOPIES AND AN ANALY­

SIS Of SYMBOLIC CO~TE~T. 

NINTtF. 

BOUFGEOIS. 

CASSSh 

AFT SI NCE 1945 

Z-~ 

THIS COUfSE NllL EXAMINE A~TISTIC MOVEMENTS AND T~EO~IES or THE 

~ESTEPN MO~LD SINCE 19~5. EMPHASIS MILL aE PLACED ON THE AFT Of 

THE EU~OPEAN AND AMEFICAN TPAOITION. HONEVE~' THE AFT Of NON­

EUROPElN CUlTUFES "ILL ALSU BE INCLUDED. THE INTENT Of THE CCU,SE 

IS TO fA"ILIAFI1E STUDENTS NITH CONTEMPCfAFY AfTISTS. THEIR PHI­

LOSOPHIES _NO THE SOCIO-POlITICAL AND I'TELLECTUAL CLI"ATE Of THE 

PEFIOO. STUDENT MILL BE EXPECTEO TO ANAlYlE PAINTINGS. SCUlPTU.E. 

,PAP"IC APTS AND AFCHITECTUPE CFOSS-CUlTUPAllY. 

.INTtP, EVEN YEA~S. 

~O~ISHJ U. 

CA~5600 

CONTEMPOFAfY ISSUES IN NATUFAL FESOUFCES MANAGEMENT O~ FESE'VA­

II ONS 

1 

THE COUfSE WILL DEVELOP AN OVE'VIEN Of HATU.AL PESOU.CES I ••AT­

IfE AMEFICAN COMMUNITIES rOCUSING ON THE CONTROL_ OEVElCPMENT. 

ANO "ANAGEMENT Of FESOURCES 8Y T'ISAL G~VERNM£NTS. 

fUL. 

COMMUNITY PPOfESSO~, STArf. 

CASS609 

PAI~TING: DEVELOPMENT Of A THEME
Z-,
STUDENTS SELECT A THEME ANO/OF MOTIF AND C~EAIE NOFKS USING SAME 
TO ACHIEVE A PalNJING UNifiED BECAUSE Of THE OEVELOPPENT Of ONE 
THE~E. 
PF E F E 0 U IS IT ES' 

PH" I S~ ION. 

SP~ING/SU""E~. EVEN YEARS. 

~OFIS~I U. 

CASS610 
CO"YE"PO~ARY UfSAN ECOLOGl I 
2.~ 
INTPOOUCES fUNDAMENTAL ASSUMPTIONS AND P.INCIPlES OF HU"A. tCOl­

OGY. STUDENTS LEAPN HON POPULATION_ ENvlPONMENT ~ESOUPCES_ AND 

TECHNOLOGY AffECT THE SOCIOtCONOMIC AND SPATIAL ORGANllATION Of 

tf U.BAN AFEAS INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE U~ITEO STATES. 

falL. 

HAGENS. 

CAS561 I 

CDNTE"POPAFY U.SAN ECOLOGY II 

2. ~ 

BUILDS rFOM BASIC CONCEPTS IN HUNAN ECCL06Y (coaTENPGJAPY URIAN 

~FS'N ECOLOGY I) TO A CONSIOE.ATION OF CULTUFAl & 8EHAVIOPAL AS­

PECTS or EVEF10AY UPSAN LifE INSIDE AND OUTSIDE T~E UNITED 

SlATES. THE EMPHASIS IS UPON THE INDIVleUAl'S EXPE'IE~CE AND PE'· 

CEPTION Of HEP/HIS CULTUFAL AND SPATIAL E.vl~ONNENT A•• INPLICAT­

ION rOF UFSAN PLANNING AND DESIGN. 

WINTH. 

HA GE~S. 

CASS613 
INTE~"EOIATE PAINTING ANO DRAWING COMPOSITIONZ-,
AESTHETIC EDUCATION IS AN INTEROISCIPllHAFY a""A'" TO TNE A_fS. 
MUSIC. VISUAL ART. DANCE. TMEATPE AND LITERATURE. HA.ING AS 115 
GOAL THE SHAPING or SENSITIVITY TO AND PE~CEPfIOH or BEAUfY Aao 
I118 CAS Course Descriptions 
EXP~ESSlfENESS IN A'T. A'TlrACT O~ NATU'E T~JOU'" T~E STUD' cr POE·EQUISITES.P~ODUCTS AND P~OCESSES or C~EATlfIT' ACTlfIT'. PHHISS ION. P~E~EQUI SI TE5I rALl. 000 YEAH.PE~MISSION. MO~ISHI TA.Fall. 000 YEA~S. 
MO~ISHI TA. 
CAS5710 
CASS651 
SCUlPTU~E: 5-0 DESIGN IN FABJICATION P~CCESSES 
Z-4 
AN EXPlO~ATO~T COU~SE IN CES,G.,N& TH~EE-OIMENSIONAl rG~MS. 
EMPHASIS WIll BE lAID ON THE INDIVIDUAL'S ABILITY TO DESIGN fO~MS 
THAT COMPLY WITH THE P~INCIPAl AND ~EQUI~EMENTS Of THE P~OBlEMS 
AS THEY A~E STATED AND ASSIGNED. THE MA~O~ M[THOOS or SHAPIN& 
MATE~IAlS. MOOElING. C~NST~UCTING. CA~fl.G AND "A.IP~lATION A~E 

DEALT WITH ALONG MITH THEI~ ~ESUlTANT EffECTS ON fINAL COMPOSI­
TJ ONAl fO~M. 

P~EHQUISI TES: 

SCUlPTUJE: CE"AMICS; lOWE~ DIVISION ]-0 OESIGl O~ $t~lPTU~E G~ 
MINIMUM or TH~EE lOME~ DIVISION A~T STUOIO COU~SES. 
SP"NG/SUMME~. 
PAYNE. 
CASS650 
tOOPEJATlfE EDUCATION IN ••• 
1-8 P/NC
tOOPEJATIVE EOUCATIOl IS AN Off-CAMPUS LEA~NING EXPE~IENCE OE­
SIGNEO TO ENABLE EAtH STUDENT TO ACHIEfE COMPET[NCIEI IN THE AP­
PLICATION or ACADEMIC INST~UCTION IN PEAl"llrE SITUATIC~S ~[lATED 
TO THE STUOENT'S OEG~EE P~OG~A". 'HE CO-OP TE~" MAT BE AJ~AMGEO 
IN A NEW ~OB. AS AN INTtPVAl IN A JE&UlA~ ~OB. AS A P~~ECT. IN­
T[~NSHIP. O~ ~ESIOENty. 
HHEQUhITES' 
PE~"'SS'ON' SCIENCE AND SCIENCE TEACHING STUDENTS. 

fAll. VINTE~' SP~ING/SUMME~. 

MULE' • 

CAS5671 
PAINTING COMPOSITION 
Z-] 
THIS COU~SE IS ro~ THE AOVANCEO PAINTING STUOENT. VITH SPECIAL 
EMPHASIS ON THE P'OBlEMS Of COMPOSITION. ALTHOUGH THE fO~MAl CON­
CE~NS Of PAINTING WIll BE EMPHASllEO. THE OTHE~ CONCE~NS or PAIN­
TING (CONTENT AND STIMULUS) or COUJSE MUST ALSO IE CCNSIOE~EO. 
THE INTENT or THE COU'SE IS TO AllOW EAtH STUDENT TO PU~SUE THE 
MAXIMUM INOlflOUAl INST.UCTIOM PEJMITTEO IN A fO'MAl G~OUP 
tOU~SE. 
P~E~EOUISITES: 
PE~M I SS ION. 
fAll. EVEN YEA~S. 
MO~I SHI TA. 
tASS67Z 
ZOTH tENTU~Y A~T AND A'CHITEtTU'E 
Z-4 
A SU~VEY OF ZOTH tEITUPY A~T ANO A.CHITECTU~E. fAMllIA~12ES THE 
STUDENT WITH THE A~T Of THIS PE~IOO. THEI~ PHILOSOPHIES. AND THE 
SOCIO-POlITICAl AND INTEllEcrUAl CLIMATE or THE PE',OO. STUOElTS 
A'E EXPECTED TO ANAlYlE PAINTINGS. SCUlPTU~E' 6~APHIC A~TS. AIC 
A~CHITECU~E C~OSS·CUlTU~ALlY. 
NOT SCHEOULEO TO BE OfrE~EO Ih AY 81-8Z. 
MO" SHIT A. 
CAS5100 
ADVANCED PAINTING AND O~AVING 
z- ] 

rOJ ADVANCED UNOE~G~AOUATE AND G~AOUATE STUDENTS IN PAINTI.' AND 

O'AVING. SPECIAL EMPHASIS WILL BE PLACED ON THE P~OBLEMS or C~M­

POSITION AND THE 'ELATIO~SHIP BETWEEN PAINTING ANC O~A.ING. STU­

DENTS WILL BE EXPECTED TO P~ESENT A .,'TTEN PPopaSAl STATIN' 

THEI. INTENT ro~ THIS COU~~E INDICATING rORMAl P~08lEMS. AS WELL 

AS THEIP CONCEJNS. IN THE CONTENT or THEI~ WOPK. 

PPE~EQUISI YES' 

PE~MISSION. 

.'NTEF. EVEN YEA~S. 

MO~ I SHITA. 

CASS? 01 

fAINTING AND O~AWING COMPOSITION 
Z-J 
ro~ ADVANCED UNOE'G~AOUATE A.O G~AOUATE STUOENTS IN PAI.TING AND 
'~AWING. SPECIAL E.PHASIS IS PLACED O~ THE P~OBlEMS OF COHPOSIT­
ION AND THE ~ElATIO.S~IP BETMEEN PAINTING AND OPANING. STUDENTS 
APE EXPECTED TO P'ESENT A MPITTEN p~OPOS.l O~ THE CONTE~T or 
THEIP PAINTINGS. 
P~EPEQUISITES' 
PE~MI SSI ON. 
., NT;;P. 000 YEAPS. 
HO",SHIU. 
CAS510Z 
ADVANCED OFAMING: lIrE STUay AS ABST~ACTION AND EIPFESSION 
Z-4 
AOfA.CEO lIrE STUDY OJAMING COUFSE fOF STUDENTS MHD Al~EAOY "A.E 
SKillS IN P(NO[FING T~[ HUMAN rORM FEP~ESEN1ATIONAlLY. SPECIAL 
EMPHASIS WIll BE ON T~E ABST~ACT A.O EXP~ESSlfE POTENTIALS or THE 
HUMAN rop. A~O THE OFA.IN' MATE"AlS USEO. STUDENTS Mill IE EX­
PEtTED TO C~EATE AIST'ACT COMPOSITIONS BASED ON THE HUMAN fO~M IN 
SPACE. 
INTE~MEOIATE DESIGN I: D~AMI~' rOF GFAPHIC IMPACT 
Z 
(XPlOFATION OF GFAPHIC O~AWING TECHNIQUES USING A MIOE ~ANGE er 
MATEhlAlS SUCH AS ~EN AND INK' INK AND WASH. SllfEF POINT. ETC •• 
TH~OUGH A SE~IES or O~ArTING EXE~CISES. EMPHASIS ON DEVELOPING 
OYNAMIC OFAMING SKIllS ANO PEPSONAl SYTlE. 
PFEFEQUISIT[$. 
PE~MISSION. 
., NT(f. 

LACH IA. 

CASS7Z0 

SCULPTUFE' ]-0 WOOo 

Z-4 

ENTAILS BOTH THE APPLIED TECH.,CAl OVE~VIE. AND THE AMAlYSIS or 

TH£O~Y or APPFOACH. VA~IOUS WO~KS AND A~TISTS MIll IE eBSE~.EO 

THFOUGH FEAOING ANO SLIDES. PLANNED rOf THE sTUDENT MHO HAS AP­

PFOACHEO INTE~"EOIATE AND ADVANCED EXPOSUPE IN SCUlPTUFE' 

FEASONEO INQUI~T ~EGAFOIMG AESTHETICS ~r A~T fO~M ANC DESIGN. 

PH~EQUISIYES. 
FHMISSION. 

FAll IN 000 YEAFS. SPFING/SUHME~. 

PAYNE. 

tAS5121 

SCUlPTuFE: A~T HETAL 

Z- ] 
errEFS TECHNIQUES IN METAL' SllVEP. COfPEf. AMO GOLD. THE STU­

DENTS TAKING 'HIS MODULE WIll NOhK WITH CASTING rA~JICATION AIC 

LTHH fiNE HT. 
P~t:'[QUISITES: 
PHMI SS ION. 
WINTE~. 
PAYNE. 
CAS51ZS 
SCUl~TUFE: AOVANCEO rIGU~E MODELING 
5 
AN ADVANCED CLASS IN MODELING F~OM LIfE. EMPHASIS IS PLACED 
tN THE FIGUfE AS A TOTAL FOPM AND SCUlPTUfAl NHOLE. WHILE CON­
SIOE~ATION WIll dE PLACED ON ST~UCTUhE AND ANATOM' Of THE flGUPE 
ANO THEIP ~ElATIONSHIP TO SCUlPTU~Al ro~". OTHEP EMPHASIS WIll 
BE THE HIGH POINT or fINAL COMPETENCE Ih THIS COU~SE. THE TOTAL 
FOhM AND SCUlPTUPAL WHOLE WIll BE SThESSEO. MOFK IS CA~FIEO OuT 
ON A MO~E COMPLEX SCALE. r~o" THE 8UIlOING or THE A~"ATU~[ TO THI 
FI HAL MOULDING. 

P"EFEQUISITES: 

CASS6l1 SCUlPTU~E' rAB~ICATION; OF CASS860 SCULPTU~E: C[FAMICS' 

~~ EQUIVALENT' PE~MISSION. 

SP~ING/SUMMEF. EVEN YEA~S. 

P""E. 

CAS5711 

AOVANCLO DESIGN PPINCIPlES II: Z·O O(SIGN PFOSlEMS 

Z 
AN r.1AMINATION or THE PPINCIPlES AND ELEMENTS or DESIGN .,TH A 

TWO DIMENSIONAL CONTEXT. STUOIO ASSIGNMENTS .'lL FOCUS ON P~~BlEt 

SOLVING WITH THE INTEFFElATEO ASPECTS OF lINE- SHAPE. celO~. 

FOFM. VALUE' TEXTU~E. AND SPACE. ON AN AOVANCEO lEVEL. 

PHHQUISITES: 

PHMISSION. 

.'NTE~. 
LACHIA. 
CAS5740 
CUFFICUlUM OEVElOP"ENT 
5. 4 
EXAMIN[S THE fOUNDATIONS FO~ CU~FICUlU". PSYCHOLOGICAL F~A"EwO.K! 
rop INST.UCTIOII. AND ANALYSIS/SYNTHESIS TECHNIQUES IN tUF~ICUlA~ 
OEVElOP"ENT; ENOS .,TH THE DESIGN AND OEVElOPMtNT or AN INST'UC' 
TJ ONAl UNIT. 
P~E~EQUISITES: 

PE~MISSION. 

FAll. SP~ING/SUMMEP. 

HOCKETT. 

CASSIS I 
ADVANCED "ATEPIAlS AND P~ESENTATION NOFKSHOP 
I. Z 
THE COUFSE MILL orrEF ADVANCED UNOE~GPACUATES AIIO G~AOUATE 
STUOE~IS IN STUDIO A~TS TFE OPPOFTUNITT TO UPGFAOE P~ESENTATION 
SKILLS. IT WIll orrE~ MATEPIAl EIPlO'ATICN AND ACIlvlTIES 
OI~ECTlY PELATEO TO P~ESENTATION or APT PO~TrOlIOS AND EXHIBITIO~ 
P~EPAPATION. A~EAS Of ACTIVITIES: ~ATTING. r~AMING. eASES. PED­
ESTALS AND MATTE~ MOST SUITABLE rop THIS ASPECT OF STUDIO 
P'ACTICE. AS PAPT or THE FEQUlhEMENTS reF COMPLETION or THIS 
COUfSE THE STUDENTS MIll Sf ASIIGNEO ACTIVITY MITH THE GALLEFT. 
· PH~EQUISrrES: 

PE~" ISS ION. 

SP~I"G/SUM"E~. EVEN YEA'S. 

PATIIE. lACH ... 

I 
CAS"60 
APPL I EO "US IC 
1 
PJIVATE MUSICAL STUDY IS A_AILABLE TH~6UG~ GSU AND CB""UNITY P~.­

fESSOJS IN THE G~E.T[~ CHICAGO A~EA. 

PHFEQUISJTESI 

PEJ"'SS'ONI "USIC STUDENTS ONLY. 

FALL. MINTE~. SP~ING/SU"ME~. 

CA~TE~' CO""UNITY P~OFESSO~. 

CAS5110 

CHAMB[J MUSIC ENSE"aL£ 

1 
AN AJFANGEO "ODULE WHICH MILL r~ovlo£ ~EAOI.G (P[JfO.MA.C[' EX­

P[~IENC[ fO~ SIUO£NTS INTE~ESTEO IN SHALL ENSEMBLE LITEJATU~Ei 

THIS EXP£~IEIoCE SHOULD lEAD TOPVTlCIPATION IN PUBLIC CONCEHS 

AND lOP FECITALS. 

PH~EQU I SI T[S I 

PEJH I SS I ON. 

(FfEJEO BA~EO UPON DEMAND. 

"CCHAJ Y. 

CASSHI 
GSU CONTEMPO~A~Y ENSE"BLE 
1 
AN AJPANGEO COUFSE MHICH MILL PPOVIOE ~EAOING (PEPfO~MA~CE) EX­

PEJIENCE fOF STUO[NT$ INTE~ESTED IN ZOTH CENTUJY (SMALL [NSEMBLE) 

LITE~ATU~E HOPEfULLY THIS EXPE~IENC[ WILL L[AO TO PA~TICIPAIIOh 

IN PUBLIC CONCE~TS ANO/O~ ~ECITALS. 

f~EHQUISITESI 

fEJ~ I 55 I UN. 

fALL. wINTE~. 

MCCF[A~ Y. 

CASS7eQ 
CHOPAL HETHOOS AND CONDUCTING 
4 
OESIGNEO fOP STUDENTS MHO "AY aE OI~ECTING A CHOIJ. EITHE~ CHUJCH 

tJ HI~ SCHOOL. AND MILL COYE~ VOCAL TECHNIQUES. CHOJAL LITEFA­

TUPE. FEHEA~SAL TECHNIQUES. AIoO EFJOJ DETECTION. 

HINTtP. 

SHUKorr • 

CASS190 

"USIC THEATFE PPOOUCTION 

2 

0[SI6NEO 10 HELP TH[ STUDENT UIoO,~STANO THE P~08LE"S Of THE STAGE 

OIFECTO~. THE BASTC PA~TS Of TH[ STAGE. TO FECOGNllE THE HISTOF­

IC'L SEQUENCE Of ~USICAL THEATPE AFCHITECTUFE. TO FECOGNI1E THE 

JOLE Of THE VA~IOU~ STAGE A~TISTS. ANO TO 8E ABLE TO UNOEJSTANO 

STAGE OIFECTIONS. 

hOT SCHEOULEO TO BE OffEJEO IN AY61-6Z. 

SHUKOff. 

CAS5195 

UNIYEFSITY SINGE~S 

1 

AN AOYANCEO VOCIL ENSEMBLE Of 12 TO II VOCAL MUSIC MAJ'~S A'O 

CTH[~ TALENTED "USIC 5TUO[NT~ THAT SE~VES THE UNIVE~SITY AS A 

TOU~ING A"8ASSAOO~. 

PPEHQUISI TES: 

BY AUDITION AND INVITATION ONLY. 

fAlL. MINTE~. 

SUUKOfF • 

CAS5198 

VOCAL LI TUATUFE 

] 

EX'MINES THE O~YELOPHENT Of THE A~T SONG 8Y NINETEENTH AND 

TMENTIETH C[NTU~Y CO"POSE~S or THE UNITED STATES. ENGLA~O. 

GE~HANY. FHHCE. ,ussu. AND SOUTH A~EFICA. 

P~EFEOUISITESI 

LOHE~-DIVISION STUDIES Of ONE Y[A~ IN APPLIED 'OICE. 

FALL. 

5"UKorr. 

:AS5800 
CHOPAl A~~'NGING 
S 
0[5IGNEO TO INST~UCT THE STUDENT IN THE P"NC,PLES Of HJITI~G Fa~ 
fDICES. ALL fACETS OF fOcal .~IIING '~E COYEFED. INCLUDING THE 
TECHNIQUES or HPITING PIANO ,100 INST~UMENTAL ACCOMPANI~ENTS fO~ 
THE YOICES. P~OPE' MANUSC'IPT PJEPA~ATI(N fO~ vOCAL AJ~ANGEMENTS 

IS INCLUOED. 

SP~ I NGI SUH"E~. 

SHUIIOH. 
CAS5BOI 

ClffE~ENTIAL EQUATIONS 

] 
O[Y[LOPS NAJD~ SCIENTifIC ANC ENGINEE~IIoG APPLICATIO_S Of DlffEP­
E"TIAL EQUATIONS. TOPICS INCLUDE fIJST-D~DEJ AND SIMPLE HIGHE~­
O'OEF EQUATIONS. LINEA~ CONSTANT COEffiCIENT EQUATIONS. AND 
SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS. APPLICATIONS AJEAS INCLUDE PHYSICS. 
CHEN1ST~Y. ANO BIOLOGICAL ~YSTENS. STUCENTS i.E ALSO INT~OOUCEO 
TO CONPUT[J "[TH005 aVAILABLE fOP SOLUTION Of olffEFENTTAL EOUA­
TI 0105. 

PPEPEQUISITES, 

CAS Course Descriptions 119 
blffE~ENTIAL AND '"TE'~AL CALCULUS. BASIC PHYSICS. 

hOT SCHEDULED TO BE OffE~Eo IN AYII-82. 

FOBHTS. 

CAS580~ 

CO~POSITION/£LECT~ONIC HUSIC I 

4 
DESIGNED TO AID TEACHE~S AND CCMPOSE~S IN THE U"OE~STA.OI_'. USE 

AND EN~OY~ENT or [LECT~ONIC HU51C IN THE CLASS~OOM. EMPHASIS ON 

CO"POSITION. EACH STUDENT MILL BE ~[QUIFEO TO ~[ALllE ElECTFoNIC 

COMPOSITIONS IN MUSIC CONCE~TS. ELECTFO-ACOUSTIC. CLASSICAL STU­

DIO. AND SYNrHESllEJ STUDIO SYTLES. 

PPEPEOUISITES: 

PEFMISSION. 

fall. 

HCCPEA~Y. 
CISS610 
ECOLOGICAL METHODS 
4 
STUDENTS LEA~N AND APPLY fIELD TECHNIQUES TO COLLECT AND A.ALY1E 

ECOLOGICAL DATA. EMPHiSIS 15 PLACED ON CETAILIN' OlffEJENCES ANO 

SIMILA~ITIES AHONG A VIJIETY Of TE~~[STJIAL CoMHUNTIES. fOP STUD­

ENTS MITH 8ACK6POUNoS · IN BaSIC ECOLOGY. T~IS IS PPIHAFILY A fIELD 

AND LABOJATO~Y COU~SE. 

HE~EOUISITES: 

CAS 3150 D~ EOUIVILENT. 

fAll. 

~ENOElS ON. 

CAS5811 

HUMAN GENETICS--ELEMENTAJY 

3 

THIS COUJSE IS OESIGNEo fOF NON-SCIENCE MA~OJS WHO WA'T TO 

AcaUIFE A BISIC KNOWLEDGE Of THE GENETIC MAKE UP Of THE HUHAN 

BEING. E~PHASIS IS PLACEO ON THE 810LOGICAL BASIS AND SOCIAL 

IMPLICATIONS Of HUMAN GENETIC CONDITIONS SUCH AS: INDUCED 

GENETIC CHANGE. FAOIATION IMPACT ON INHEPITANCE. GENETIC EN&IN­

EEJING. TFINSPLINTATICN PJ08LEHS. SEX-LINKED INHEFITANCE. AND THE 

LIKE. MATHEMATICAL AND CHEMICAL ASPECTS OF GENETICS HAVE BEEN 

HINIMliEo. 

fALL. WINTEP. SP~ING/SUMMEJ. 

ANO~EWS. 

C.,S818 

ECONO"'CS Of U~8AN PLANNING 

2. 3 

'NALY1ES YAFIOUS ECONOHIC fACTt~S IMPINGING ON THE PLAI"NG PJO­

CESS. SUCH as: ECONOMICS Of U~BANliATIO" fO~C[S OF SUPPLY INO 

OENANO I. UFBA. L'NO~. TNE BUILDING INDUSIJY. THE ~EAL ESTATE 

"AJKET. CYCLICAL fLUCTUATIONS. ~ENTS , P.,CES. P~OBLEMS or HOUS­

ING. U~8AN ~EOEYELOP"ENT. ~EAL [STArE "'ESTMENT. ECONOMIC NO­

TIONS Of MELfA~E. AND CoUNTEJACTION Of "APKEr fAILUFE IN THE SUP­

PLY Of PU8LIC GOOD~. 

fALL. 

ToNH. 
CAS5820 
COHPOSITION/ELECTJONIC MUSIC II 
1-4 
~ILL COVEJ THE TECHNIOUES AND TE~NINOLOGY EMPLOYED IN ELECTJCNIC 
MUSIC. EACH STUDENT MILL BE ~EOUI~EO ]0 PEALI1E AN ELECTFONIC 
COMPOSITION TO BE PJ£SENTEO IN A PUBLIC CONCEJT. 
PHPEOUISI YES: 
P~F"SSION. 

fALL. SP~ING/SU"ME~. 

HCCFiAF Y. 

CASS621 

COMPOSI TlOh II 

3 

STUOENTS MILL 8E INVOLVED I~ COMPOSING IN 20TH CENTU~Y STYLES. 

rHIS WILL BE A p~AcrICUM fOJ ACYAN CEO STUDENTS IN MUSIC. 

P~EfEOUISI YES: 

CASS80~ ANO PEJ.,SS,ON. 

~INIEF. 

MCCHAP Y. 
CASS630 
ELECTPOCHE~ISTH 
3 

THEO~Y AND APPLICArlON Of ELECTFOCHEMICAL 'ECHNIGUES TO ANAL'SIS 

Of ENVIFONMEIoTAL .ATERIALS. IhCLUOES POTENTIOMET~Y. VOLTAMNET". 

AND FECENT "OolfICATION. lECTU~E PLUS 12 H~SIHEEK LAB. 

PHHOUISITES: 

CAS 4601. 

fAll. 000 YEAPS. 

B~ueAKEP. 
CASSB40 
COUNTE~POINT/fORH 
~XPLO~ATloN Of THE POLYPHONIC CONCEPTION Of ATONALITY A_O TMEL'E 
TONE TECHNIQUE BY M'Y Of COUNTERPOINT. 
P~;:PEOUISITES: 
PHM I SS ION. 

fUL. 

MCCF£A~Y. 
120 CAS Course Descriptions 
CA55850 

(N('GY. ~ESOU~C(S AND SOCIETY 

3 

STUDY Of VAPIOUS M(THODS Of E~EPGY P~ODUCTION AND THE E~VI~ON­

MENTAL EffECTS Of EaCHI ThE EITPACTION AND UTILllATIO~ Of THE 

~O~LD'S MAJO~ NINEFAL ~ESOUPCES AND ErfECTS Of THEIP USE. 'TU­

DENTS SHON THE EffECT O~ OUP ENVIPDNMENT AND U.S. STA~OAFDS Gr 

LIVIN5 ON ENEPGY aND PESOU~CE UTILllATICN. 

SUITA8LE rop INTEPESTED STUDENTS THPOUGhOUT THE UN'VE~"TY. 

WINTEP. 

lALENSKI. 

CAS58SZ 
ENVI~ONMENTAL HEALTH 
3 
ENVI~ONMENTAL POLLUTANTS AND DISEASE AGENTS IN THE PhYSICAL Eav­
IPONNENT A5E ~ELATEO TO HUMAN HEALTHi a~t. ~NVIPON"ENTAL CONTROLS 
AND DISEASE PFEVENTION APE EXANINEO FELATIIE TO I~OI"DUAL CAPE. 
LAWS. AND GOVE~NMENT AGENCIES. 
HLL. 
lAlENSKI. 
CAS5860 
SCULPTUPE' CEPAMICS 
3 
INTEPMEDIATE EIPOSU'E or T"EOPIES Of HA~DBUILT CLAY P~DJECTS. 
COMBINES THE P~OdLEMS Of SCULPTUPE AND CEPAMICS. 
P~EHQUISITES: 
PEPNISSIDN. 

WINTEF. SP~ I NG ISUMME~. 

PAYNE. 

CASS861 

SCULPTUPE' fIBEF. CLAY. METAL 

2 

THE STUDENT ~ILL PUPSUE TEChNIQUES or (COMBINED MATEFIALS) INTEP­

NEOlA fABPICATION. THE MOFA TO 8E EXPEPIENCED MILL DEAL ~ITH MAC­

FANE AND OTNEP fiNE APT r18E~ TECHNIQUES. CLAY NO'K METAL. MoDe. 

ETC •• I~ COMBINATION TO CONPLETE A NDFK. ~EADINGS. SIETCHES AND 

COMPLETED NDPK 'EQUI~ED. 

PPEPEQUISITES: 

PEFM I SS ION. 

fALL. 
PAYNE. 
CAS58ll 

GUI TAP I 

I 
IT IS THE PUFPOSE OF THIS COUPSE TO P'O"OE AN INT~ODUCTION TO 

5UIIAP PLa'ING ~"'CH CUP~ENTLY ENJOYS IMMENSE POPULA,'TY. AND IS 

A MEANS TOWAPD MASTE.' OF MANY FACETS Of MUSIC. 

trrEPEO eASED ON DENA NO. 

COMMUNITY P'OfESSOP. STAff. 

CASS87B 

GUIT H II 

I 
INOWLEOGE Of ADDITIONAL CHOPOS AND ACCOMPANIMENT TECH~IQUES WHICH 

APE ESSENTIAL TO GOOD GUITAF PLAYING .'LL 8E COVEFED 8Y THIS 

COUPSE. 

OffERED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PFDfESSOF. STAff. 

CASS87C 

GUlTAP III 

I 
EM8ELLISHMENT OF ACCOMPANIMENT STYLES TC LEND INTPEST TO GUITA~ 

fLA"N5. AND THE USE Of SINGLE NOTE MELCOIES A~E COVEFEO 8Y THIS 

COUPSE. 

tffEPED 8ASEO ON DEMAND. 

COMNUNITY PPOfESSOF. STAff. 

CAS587 0 

INTEFMEOIATE GUITA~ 

I 
THIS COUPSE PPOIIDES AN INTPOOUCTION TO SEIEFAL OlffE.E.T STTLES 

Of PLA"NG MHICH A~E AVAilABLE TO THE &UITA~IST. 

tfFEFEo 8ASEo ON DEMAND. 

CO~MUNITY P~OFESSO~. STAff. 

CAS58ro 

ENVI~ONNE"TAL ASSESS"ENT 

3 

"ETHOOS I PPOCEoUPES fOP PEFfO~MING ENVIPONMENTAL I~PACT ASSESS­

MENT AND ST,TEMENT NFITING. STU~Y Of THE fEOEPAL. STATE. AND L~­

CAL LEGISLATION DEALING MITH ENVI~ON"EHTAL ASSESSMENT' THE CU~­

~ENT STATE Of THE APT ro~ COMPLIANCE. 

WI NTH. 

SI£lHI NG. 

CAS51l1 

PAINTING' SPECIAL PFOBLEMS
2-'THIS COU~SE IS fO~ AOIAMCED UIOER6PAOUATE ••0 ,.,BUATE STUDENTS 
IN PAINTING. STUDENTs ~ILL BE EXPECTED 10 EXP'ESS THEMSELVES viS­
UALLY IN THEIP .OPKS aND OEMONSTPATE ABILITY 10 ANALYIE AND CPl' 
TICIZE THEIP .O'~S AND THE .OPKS Of OTHE~S, IN CLASS DISCUSSION. 
~JITT(N CRITIQUES, A~D INDiviDUAL PPDPDSAlS. 

SP~IN6/SUMME~. DOD YEA~S. 

NO~ ISHI fA. 

CAS5811 

GUIT'F & MAKING MUSIC WITH PAY TATE 

I 
AN "ACTION" WDP~SHOP•• ,TH EMPHASIS ON lEAaNING Th~OUGH OOI~G. 

TOPICS TO 8E COVE~ED INCLUDE TEACHING METHODS. INVENTI~G SOUMDS. 

IMPFDVISING. 'CCOMPANIMEHTS TO T~AOITIO~AL AND CONIE~PD~APY 

SONGS. SINGL'-ST~ING TECHNIQUES. PICKING. CHOFOS. fINGE~80AFD 

HAPNONY. lPHNGING. SCAlES. ARPEGGIOS. IHTEFVALS. 

tffEFED ~ASEO ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PPOfESSD~. STAff. 

CAS5818 

SONGNFITING .,TH 808 GI8S0N 

I 
THE COUFSE .,LL OESCFI8E MUSIC PU8LISHI~G. COPY'IGHT LAN fOF 

8EGINNEFS. TH[ MONEY COLLECTOPS AND SOUFCES ••~ITING TC OFOE~' 

THE P~OCESS AND THE CFAfT. GIBSON AND GFOUP ~ILl C~ITIQUE SONGS 

~PITTEN ay THE STUDENTS. 

tffEFEO 8ASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PPOfESSOF. STAff. 

CAS5819 

SYNPHONIC UNO 

I 
THE GSU SYMPHONIC eANO .'LL CONSIST Of INDIVIDUALS f~O" 80TH THI 

UNIIEFSITY AND 5U~PDUNDING COM"UNITIES. THE BAND .'LL P~OvIOE , 

CPPOPTUMITY fOP STUDENTS TO 8ECOME fAMILIAF MITH THE p~ceLEMS A 

TECHNIQUES INVOL~EO IN THE PEFfOFMING Of SYMPHONIC BA~D LITE'A­

TUPE. THE 8ANO .ILL GIVE AT LEAST ONE PEPfO~MAMCE EACH TPIMEST' 

Of THE SCHOOL YEAP. 

PPHEQUISI TES: 

NO P~EFEQUISITES, BUT PA~TICIPANTS MUST AUDITID~. 

fALL. MINTE~. SP~ING/SUM"EP. 

surr. 

CAS58~0 
GSU CHOPALE 
I 
THE GSU CHOP ALE MEETS fPOM SEPTEMBEP T~ APPIL AND IS A CHOPAL & 
GANI1ATION DEVOTED TO PE~fOFMING MAJOP CHOPAL NO~KS. STUDENTS C 
FECEIVE CPEDIT FOF THIS EXPE~IENCE (I U~IT/T~IMESTE~). 
P~i:FEQUISITES: 
PEFMISSION. 

fALL. NINTEP. 

SHUKOfF. 

CAS58S? 

HUTOH Of .!Ali 

Z'~ 
TRACES THE DEVELOPMENTS Of JAl; ffOM ITS EAFLIEST ANTECEDENTS 

TH~OUGH DIXIELaND. THE BLUES. SNING. BE aop. COOL. TO THE P~ESE 

'VANT-G~AOE OE'ELOPMENT. ATT[NIION .'LL 8E GIVEN 80TH THE MAJOF 

fOFMS. AND SPEClrlC JAll INNOVATIONS. 

.'NTEF. 

CAFTH. 

CA55890 

ENVI~ONHENTAL EAPTH SCIENCE 

Z'~ 

STUDENTS LEA~~ TO IDENTIFY EAFT" MATEFIALS AND EAPTH fO~MS. AND 

FEL.TE THEM TO ENVI~ONMENTAL CONDITIONS PPEIALENT DUPING THEIP 

fDFMATIVE HISTOFIES. SUITABLE fOF AN' INTE~ESTEO STuDE~TS IN , 

UNIVEPSITY. INDEPENDENT STUDY (fIELO/LAB) PPOJECT fO' flNIL 2 

CPEOIT HOUPS fO~ STUDENTS ~IT~ EAPT" SCIENCE 8ACKGPOLNO .HO 

OESIPE ADVANCED GEOLOGICAL T~AINING. 

PHPEQUISITES: 

CAS6920 OF EQUIVALENT. 

SP~ I NGI SUMMH. 

F£NNEF • 

CAS5900 

INSTFUMENTAL CONDUCTING 

3 

IN~ESTIGATES BATON TECHNI'UE AND SCO~E FEAOING fROM INST~UMENTA 

"USIC. PHPASING. METEP ANt 01.6NOSIS WILL ALSO 8E INvESTIGATED. 

fALL. 
5 urr. 
CAS 59 15 

ECOLOGY OF P~AIFIES: fiELD STUDIES 

3 

STUDENTS EXAMI~E THE ILLINOIS PPAIPIE AS AN APPFOPPIATE PLANT 

COMNUNITY fOF EN"FONMENTAL STUDIES THFCUGH SELECTED fiELD MET~ 

DOS AND THE TECHNIQUES Of 10ENTlfICATICN. OIVEPSITY. "APPI~G· 

AND POPULATION STUDIES. IT IS STUDIED AS AN ECOLOGICAL UNIT AI 

AS AN INOICATOP Of THE QUALITY Of OUP E~~IFONMENT. P~ESE~VED A~ 

SOME UNP~OT[CTEO PPAIPIE REM_ANTS SE'VE AS FIELD STATI~~S 

fALL IN EVEN YEJ~S. SP~ING/SUMME~ IN DOC YEAPS. 

MULE'. 

CAS59Z0 

.. All ENSEMBLE 

I 
CAS Course Descriptions 121 
LA'GE INST~UMENTAL 0~GANI2ATION EIGAGING II THE 'E.rG~"A.CE Ir 
.AIITIONAL AND CONltMPO~A~Y ~All ANO/O~ ~OCK MUSIC. PA~TICIPA­
ION MILL dE OETE'MINEO 8Y AUDITION. 
HHOUISITES, 
OM I SSI ON. 

ALL. NINTE~. SP~ING/SUMME~. 

A~TE~' COMMUNITf P~OFESSO~. 

&55921 

SU JAil CAMP 

TUDENTS MILL MO~K IN CLINICS NIIH SELECTED MUSICIANS. IHI$ HILL 

E A CHANCE FD~ LDCAL/STueENT TALENT TO 8E EXPOSED TO PFOFESSIDN­

L MUSICIANS IN A LEA~NING SITUATION. 

P~INGISUMMEP. 

A~TEF. CDMMUNITf P~OFESSD~. 

AS5930 

NVI~DNMENUL LAN 

-4 

XA~INES THE MAJD~ [NVI~OHMEHTAL LAM ISSUES A'D HOM SPEClrlC P[AL 

D'LD CCNT~DVE~SIES A~E ~ESOLVEO. IN O~CE' FO' STUDENTS TO SHAPE 

N APP~OACH TO SOLVING ENVI5DNMENTAL P'CBLEMS. STUDENTS wILL 

TUDY JUCICIAL STpUCTUFE AND LAM-MAKING PPOCEDU'ES. 

ALL. 

IL. COMMUNITY p~orESSOF. 

AS5HO 

NVIFONMENTAL LANO USE PLA_NING 

• 3 

XAMINES ECOLOGICAL DESIGN METHODS AND LAND USE COITFOL TECH­

IGUES AIMED AT FESOLVING THE CONFLICT a,THEEN LANO DEVELOPMENT' 

NVI'ONMENTAL PPOTECTI,N. CONSIDC'S US( CONT'OL AND PPESEP'ATICN 

ECHNIGUES FOF SENSITIVE LANDS. 

INTE~. 
DNEF. 
AS5951 
ATEFIALS OF MUSIC I' INTPDDUCTION TO CONTEMPOPAFY MUSIC THEOFf 
NTENDEO AS BASIC EAF T~AINING LEAFNING MODULE FO, STUDENTS IN 

EED OF ADOITIONAL PFACTICE IN BASIC MUSICIANSHIP. MUSIC OICTA­

ION. FOFM AND ANALfSIS. SIGHT SINGIN' ANO 8ASIC MUSIC THEO~Y. 

ALL. 

C C~EA' f. 
'55952 

ATEFIALS OF MUSIC I' AFT OF MUSIC NOTATION 

OCUiES ON NEC.SSAFf TOOLS FO' PFEPAPING LESSONS IN MUSIC THEO~Y. 

DMPDSITIOH. 4FFANGING. ETC •• ON MU$ICAL LANGUAGE AND SIGNS USED 

N NOTOGFAPHY. AND ON PAGE LAfOUT. PHOTC-PEPFODUCTION EQUIPMENT. 

RINTIN6 A_O 81NDING OF rlNISHEO MOPK. 

ILL. 

'FTEF. CDM"UNITf PFOFESSOF. 

IS5961 

'IEFIALS OF MUSIC II' 20TH CENTUFf HAFMONIC TECHNIQUES 

DViNCEO HAFMONf INCLUDING POLfCHOFOS. 'ONTEFTIAL SONOPITIES. 

OOAL QUALITf. PAFALLELISM ANC OTHE~ CO~MON 20TH CENTU~f HA'MONIC 

'CHN/QUES. 

INIEP. 

:CFEi~f. 
IS5962 

'TEFIALS OF MUSIC II' OFCHESIPATION 

lOKS AT 'ANGES AND ~PECIFIC PF08LEMS IN SCOPING FO' EACH rAMILf 

'INSTPUMENTS (NUOOMI_OS. 8FASS. PEFCUSSION. AND ST'I_GSI. 

I NI[P. 

rUF. 

IS5963 

ITEFIALS UF MUSIC II' IMP~OVISATION 

~TEFMEOIATE L.VEL PIANO AND BASIC ~A12 T"EO~f. 

{NTEP. 

IFTEF. COM~UNITf PPOFESSOF. 

155964 

'TE~IALS OF MUSIC III. KEfBOA'O IMP'OVISAIION 

; SIGN,O TO rACILITArE IMP'OVISATION AND AUPAL SKILL5 T".OU~ 

l AND AEYBOA~O rop MUSIC srUDENTS MITH "O~E ADVANCED BACKG'OU~C 

~ PUNO. 

'EPEQUISI TES' 

IS3270. 

'F! NGI SUMME~. 

I~TE~. COMMUNI If PFOFESSCF. 

,S5910 

:OFING rOF FILM AND TV 

rUOIES tHE EFFECTS AND TECHNIQUES USEe IN FILM f'ODUCTION. 
'~ING/SUMME~. 

I~TEF. COMMUNITf PFOFESSO~. 

CAS6009 
lXlSTENTlAlISM 
3 
A STUDY OF EXISTENTIALISM AS A MA~O' MOVEMENT IN CONTE",O.A'Y 
fHILOSOPHY. T~ACES THE ~OQTS or EXlilENTIALISM IN THE NESTE~N 
TPAOITION AND EXAMIN(S THE IDEAS or ITS MA~OF P'QPONENTS ­
KIE'AEGAA~D. NIETISCHE. SA~T~E. ETC. 
NI NTEF • 
.. AU. 
C&56010 

SPECIAL P'08LEMS IN TEACHING INST~UMENIAL MUSIC 

2 

DEALS MITH TECHNIOUES OF TEACHING 8EGINNING INST'UMENTALISTS' EN­

SOUCHU'E. POSTU5E. MATE'IALS. AND G'OUP OFGANIIATION. 

fALL. 

CA~TEF. COM"UNITf P'OFESSO~. 

CAS6030 

TEACHING ELEMENTA'Y MUSIC I 

2 

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS. COVEPS SONG CHANTS. 'ECOPOINGS. AND MUSIC 

TEACHING METHODS FO' YOUNG CHILOPEN. 

fALL . SPFING/SUMMEF. 

ST Hr. 

C&56U31 

TEACHING ELEMENTA'Y MUSIC II 

2 

OPEN ONLf TO MUSIC STUDENTS. COVE'S SONG CHAFTS. 'ECO'OINGS. AND 

MU;IC TEACHING METHODS ro~ fOUNG CHILOFEN. 

fALL. SPFING/SUMME~. 

STAFF. 

CAS6032 

CHOFAL LIT'FATUFE FO~ TEACHE~ EDUCATION 

3 

IHE INVEStiGATION AND G'AOING OF CHO'AL MATE~IALS FOP ~UHTOP AHO 

SENIOF HIGH SCHOOL CHOI'S. 

NOI SCHEOLUEO TO 8E OFFEFEO IN AY81-82. 

CAFTf~' COMMUNITY PFOFESSO'. 

CAS6040 

ELECTFONIC MUSIC IN CLASSFOOM NOFISHOP 

2. 3 

OESI~NEO TO AID TEACHEFS AND COMPOSEFS IN THE UNDEFSTANDING. USE 

AND E~OfMENT OF ELECT~ONIC MUSIC IN THE CLASSFOOM_ EMPHASTS ON 

COMPOSITION. EACH STUOENT MILL BE FEQUI'EO TO PEALIIE A~ ELECT­

FONIC COMPOSITION. 

SP' I NGI SUMMEF. 

MCCFEH f. 

CAS 6041 

GEOCHEMISHY 

4 
DESCFI8ES THE GEOCHEMICAL. 810CHEMICAL. GEOLOGICAL AND MIC'0810­
LOGICAL P'OCESSES AND INTE'ACTIONS THAT OCCU~ IN SEOIMENTA'f SYS­
IEMS. THE ACQUISTION OF O~GANIC AND INO'GANIC CONSTITUENTS IN 
NAIE~. THE O~GANIC AND IN'OGANIC CONT'18UTIONS or O"ANISMS AND 
THE VAFIOUS OFGANIC GEOCHEMICAL P'OCESSES IN THE SEDIME"T A'E 
DISCUSSED. 810GEOCHEMICAL CYCLES or CA~BON. NITPOGEN. AND SULPHU' 
AFE OEALI HITH. 
PHHQUISITES' 
CAS 4600 , CAS 4601 OF EQUIVALENT. 
SPFlNG/SUMMEF. 
STAFF. 
CAS6050 

~All MATE~IALS FOP TEACHEF EDUCATION 

2 

P~ovIOE AND DEVELOP MATEPIALS ro~ INST~UCTION rop ~UNIO~ AND SCH­

lOP HIGH SCHOOLS IN ~A22 HISTO'f. IMP'OVISATION. AND PE,rO'MING 

CLAS SES. 

SP~ I NGI SUMMEF. 

CAHE'. 

CAS6070 

HISTOFf or STAGE COSIUMES 

3 

SU~VEY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF MALE ANO FEMALE D~ESS FFOM THE G'EEK 

PE~IOD TO THE COHTEMPO'AFf TIMES IN tE'MS OF lIS APPLICATION TO 

COSTUME DESIGN FO' THEAT~ICAL "ODUCTIOhS_ DISCuSSION. DESIGN. 

AND SKETCHING OF COSTUME PLATES FO' VA'IEO P~ODUCTIO~S. 

rAlL. ODD YEA'S. 

F[[vE. 

CAS6D80 

ETHICS AND ENVIPONMCNT 

2. 3 
STUDENTS ANAL fiE AND APPLf SEVEFAL EIHICAL AND VALUE SYSTEMS TO 
P~08LEMS CME~GING OUT or ENVI'ONMENTAL C~ISIS. OPEN TO StUDENTS 
TH~OUGHCUT THE UNIV[FSITY. ANe COMMUNITf PEPSONS FO' C~EDIT 0' AS 
NON-C'EOIT SEAFING MOP.SHO,. ACDFESSES SOME LIBEPAL EDUCATION ~E­
QUIFEMENTS. 

FALL. NINH'. 

IALENSKI. 
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CAS60,. 

20tH CENtU~Y MUSIC I 

2 

MUSIC OU~IMG tHE EA~LY HIStO~Y Of tHE 20TH CENTU.Y. tHE MOOUL[ 

INCLUDES POSt·.OMANtICISM. IMP~ESSIONISM. NAtiONALISM. 

faLL. 

st~UlOff • 

CAS6091 

20tH CENTU~Y MUSIC 11 

2 
tHE HISto,y or MUSIC r~CM 1911-1945. THE MODULE INCLUDES NEO­

CLASSICISM. EXP~[SSIONISM. SU~~[ALISM. AND tHE 12-tONE SCHOOL. 

SPECIAL EMPHASIS MILL BE PLACED ON tHE CitiES or PA~IS. B(~LIN 

AND VIENNA. 

MIlia,. 
ST~UKorr. 
CAS6092 

20TH CENTU~Y MUSIC III 

2 

THE HIStO'Y or MUSIC SINCE 1945. THIS IIOOULE INCLUOES·EXPE.INEMT­

ALISN' ELECT.ONIC MUSIC. "MUSIQUE CONC~EtE'" tHE COLOGNE SCHOOL. 

AME'ICA OU'ING THE 1,50'S. AND CU'~ENT T~ENOS IN MUSIC COMPO$I­

TI ON. 

MINJE'. 

SHUKorr • 

CAS6110 

eASIC SCENIC ELEMENTS 

3 

OE516NEO ro' STUDENTS IN ACTI"/OI~ECTI~G MITH MINIMUM O.AMING 

SlILLS. BUT MHO NEED A KNOMLEDGE Dr STYLE. FLOO' PLANS A~D SCALE 

D.AMINGS rD' THE OI'ECTING CLASSES. STUDENTS MISHING EMPHASIS IN 

TECHIIICAL THEAT'E A'E ALSO INVITED. 

rALL. 

~EEvE. 
CA56120 

SCENE DESIGN 

3 

• STUDY or 'ENDEfiING TECHNI'UES. COLO' THEO'Y' MO~KIN' O.A~I.'S. 

SCENIC STYLES ON VA'IOUS TYPES Of STAGES. AND A'TISTIC INTE'P~E­

TATION AS IT .ELATES TO T~E VISUAL ELEMENTS or THEAT~E AND SCENE 

'ESI6N. SPECIAL EMPHASIS PLACED UPON THE 'EQUI~E"ENTS or COM­

POSITION. tEXTU~E. THEME. AND UNITY. 3 HOU~S or LAB PE' MEEK ~E­

QUIPED. 

MINTE" ODD YEA.S. 

HUE. 

CAS6140 

EVOLUATION AND HUMAN ECOLO'Y 

3. 4 

STUDIES THE IMPACT or IIAN UPON EVOLUTIO~A'Y P~OCESSES ANO OUT­

COMES. STUDENTS DISCUSS FUNDAMENTAL ECOLOGICAL CONCEPTS. INHE'­

ITANCE THEO~IES, AND [VOLUTION IN THE CONTEXT orHUIIAN ECOLOGY. 

INCLUDES A STUDY or HUMAN POPULATION 'E'ETICS AND ~ELATEO EVOLU­

TION. STUDENTS MILL ANALYlE EVOLUTIONA'Y/ECOLOGICAL P'OILEMS 

TH'OUGH CASE STUDIES. 

rAlL IN 000 YElPSI SP,hGlSUMME' IN EVE~ YEA'S. 

MULE'· 

CAS6l50 

S~ASS~OOTS CONCEPTS IN HUMAN ECOLOGY (SIMI 

2. 4 
EACH UNIT P'ESENTS A OlrrE'ENT CONT'OVE'SIAL TOPIC IN HUMAN ECOL­
OGI ANO EMPHASllES CONCEPTUAL ~ELATIONSHIPS eETMEEN SOCIO-CULT­
U'AL P'OCESSES ANO INDIVIDUAL 8EHA'10'. EACH IS ALSO DESIGNED TO 
~rrER USABLE 10EAS TO STUOENTS ANO P'OFESSIONALS IN E~VI'ON"ENTAL 
PLANNIN' ANO OESIGN. THE COU~SE MAS oEVELOPEO ro. THE 6SU LI8E~AL 
EDUCATION PFOJECT. 
rALL. SP.ING/SUMME •• 
HAGENS. 
CAS6155 

URIAN SFOWTH MANAGE"ENT 

Z. J 

INVESTIGATES HOW COMMUNI liES CONT'OL THE 'ATE. TIMIN6. LoeATION. 

AND SllE or OEVELOPMENTl INCLUDES 'EVIEM or A S!~IES or COMIIUNITY 

G~OMTH MANAGEMENT PLANS AND ~EGULATIDNS. 

SP~ING/SUM~E~. 

TDNE~. 
CASUS6 

LAND USE CONT'OLS 

2. J 

INTRODUCTION TO LANO USE ~EGULATIONS. I~CLUOES COVE~AGE Of 

lONING. SU8DI~ISION ~EGULA'ION. AND PE'FO'~ANCE CONT~OLS. DEALS 

HITH CONTENTS. APP~OACHES. ANO AOMINIST~ATION or LAND USE CON­

TPOLS. 

SP'ING/SUMME~. EVEN YEA'S. 

TONEf. 

CAS616, 
CONMUNITy ENEPGY PLANNING 
4 
THIS COU.SE WILL PPOVIOE STUOEMTS WITH BOTH CONCEPTUAL AND ANALY­
TIC COMPETENCIES NLCESSA~Y TO fACILITAT[ [frfCTI'E COMNUN", 

LEVEL ENE.GY PLANNING. TME CONTENT MILL IE APPLICA8Lt AC~OSS A 

NIOE 'ANGE or DISCIPLINES (I.E•• HUAM E~VI~ONME'T PLA'MII'. CO.­

NUNITY O~GANllIN&. 8USIN[SS ANO PUBLIC AOIIINISt~ATION. [N[PG' 

STUDIES AND ~ELATEO rIELOS). 

faLL. 

COMMUNITy p~orESSO~' STArr. 

C'S6160 

EXPE~IMENTAL BOTANY 

4 

STUDENTS STUOY THE LirE CYCLES Of ANNUAL. 8IENNIAL. Aao PE.ENNIA 

ANGIOSPE~NSI DESIGN ANO IMPLEMENT EXPE.IMENTS OEALING HITH '~OMT 

AND OEVELOP"ENT or fLONE'ING PLANTS IN CONT'OLLEO E.vl~GNMENT 

CHA~BE'Sl AND PARTICIPATE IN LECTU'ES , oISCUSSIO.S CONCEFNIN6 

THE ST~UCTUFE' rUNCTION, AND ECOLOGICAL ADAPTATIONS Of rLOME.I.6 

PLANTS. . 

P'E'EOUI SI lES: 

GENEHL BIOLOGY. 

faLL. 

GUNTHE~ • 

CAS6165 

TECHNIQUES IN CELL BIOLOGY 

3 

P~lSENTS BASIC TECHNIQUES rD~ THE ISOLATION AND 8UANTITATIOI 01 

810POLYME~S AND ro~ T~EI~ CHaPaCTE~llATION BI SPECT'OPHGTDMET~Y. 

ULT~ACE~T~IFUGATIDN AND ELECTFOPHO~ESIS. 

PH'EOUISITES. 

INTPODUCTO~Y BIOCHENISTPY LECTU~E AND LA80PATD~Y. 

hINHP. 

HOHBHG. 

CAS6110 
"AIE.IAL. or STAGELI'HTIN' 
3 
A STuDy or ELECT'ICITY. ELECt~ONICS. IIST'UMENTATION. aPTICS. A' 
ELECTFJCAL CONTFOLS AS THEY P£'TAII fO 'HEAT~E. AN I"ESTIGATION 
CF COLOP THEOPY. INSTFUMENT PL'CE"ENT. LIGHT1N6 A.GLES. AND NOM 
TO ACHIEVE TINE. PLACE AND ~OOD. TH~E[ HOU. LAB PE' WEEI. 
WINTE" EVEN YEA.S. 
HEH • 
CAS6111 

EXPE~IHENTAL CO"MUNITIES 

2. 3 
EX'~INES PAST INTENTIONAL COMNUNITIES A~O THEI. CONTFT8UTIDN TO 
SOCIAL CHANGE. AND IS OI~ECTEO AT E'OLVING , MO'E SYSTEMATIC ANa 
EFrECTIVE "ETHOO Dr SOCIAL CHANGE VIA TH( C'EATIDN AND rUNCTION­
ING or A N.TwOFK or EXPE'IMENTAL COMMUNITIES MNIC~ TH~OUGH SYS­
TEMATIC PLANNING AND EXPEPIMENTATION HOULD SE',E AS VOLUNTA'Y 
SOCIAL LA80~ATO'IES. AS T[STING GPDUNOS fOP NEH IDEAS. AND AS 
PIONEE~ING VENTU~ES IN SOCIAL ANO ENVIPON~(NTAL INTE~PPETaTION. 
NINTEF IN 000 YEAPS. 
GIL. 
CAS6191 

.DHNCED ACTING 

4 

THIS COU~SE IS O.SIGNED TO P~OVIOE THE STUOfNT MITH THE CPP"TU' 

NITY TO EXPLDPE SOU~CES or C~EATING CHA~ACT[' ANO PE~rOPMANCE AS 

P"T or THE P'OCESS or ACTING. THIS ESSENTIALLY IS A PE.rOPMAICE 

MODULE DESI6NEO fO~ ~TUOENTS IN THE INTE'MEDI"E STAGE OF DEVEL' 

CPHENT. 

FAll. 

SLOTT • 

CAS6200 

01 HC 11 NG 

3 

AN IN~.STIGATION Of THE T~EO~IES AID PPINCIPLES or DI'ECTII' AN! 

SUBSEQUENT USE IN OIFECTIN' A Sl'I[S or SCENES COVE~I~6 IA'I~US 

PE~IOOS OF EU'OPE'N A~O AME'ICAN THEATFE. 

WINTEP. 

SlOTT. 

CAS6220 

PLAfMPITI NG 

3 

THIS COU~SE IS INTENDED rop STUDENTS fPtN TH'OUGHOUT THE UNIVEa' 

SITY MITH a BASIC KNOWLf06E Of TH(AT~E PRACTICE MHO A'E INT[P­

ESTEO IN LEARNING A PFOCESS AND THE TEC~NI8UES 01 .~ITING fO. TI 

STAGE. STUDENTS WILL rocus ON M'ITING PLOT C'NST'UeTION Ala seE' 

hAFIOS FATHE~ THAN COMPLETED PLAYS. 

rALl. 

SLOTT • 

CAS6240 

rlELD STUOIES: OKErENOKEE SMaNP 

4 

GNLY FO' STUDENTS INTE~ESTEO IN AN IITE'SIVE 'ESEA.CH ErrO.T. 

STUDENTS OlVELOP AN UNDEFSTANDING Of THE ~ISTO'Y AND SliNlfICA.( 

or ~ESEA'CH ON THE VEGETATION ANO GEOC"ENIST~Y Of THE OKErENOKEE 

SWAMP. ENGAGE IN P'08LEM-SOLV'.G 'ELATEe TO rlELD AND LA.O'ATO~' 

OPE'a'IONI DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT EXPE~I'ENTS AND ANAL.l[ '[SULTI 

COUPSE FUNS r'ON MAY THPOUGH AL6UST. MITH MEETINGS BY A'~ANGEMEI 

ANO A TNO-MEEK FIELD T~IP '0 THE OaErENCKEE aU'IN' TH[ "DNTM 01 

JULY. STUOENTS A~E ASSIGNED A SPEClrlC FESEA.CH P.OILEM ~ELAT[C 

CAS Course Descriptions 123 
ro TH£I~ IIT£'ESTS AND ACADE"IC 8ACKG'OUNO. SUCCESSfUL COMPLETION 

INClUOES ACTIvE PA'TICIPATION ANO PU'S~IT Of TH£ ASSIGN(D ~E­

iEA'CH P~08lEM ANO TH! SU8MISSION AND P'ESENTATION Of A THO~tUGH 

' ESEHCH 'E PO". ­
'~EPEQUISI TES, 

'E'M ISS ION. 

;PU NG'SUMME~. 

iU",HE~ • 

:ASfoZ55 

:O"NUNITY ENE~GY PLANNING' fUNOAMENTAlS 

~ . ,. 
ISES TECHNOLOGY AS fOCUS fOP EXAMINING INTEFJElATIOISHIPS Of COST 
If LIYING. ENEFGT CONSU"PTION. FESOUPCE O(PEIOENCIES. EMPlO'"ENT 
'NO OUAlIT, Of lifE IN GIVEN U~8AN APEAS. (MPHASIS IS UPON 
:THICS AND 'AlUES. Gl08Al fUTU~ES ANO POSSI8llITI£S fO~ DES CAl­
:NG UNMANAGEABLE TECHNClOGICAl STSTEMS. 
II NIEP. 
IAGENS. 
AS6Z60 
,UM"EP TH~AT~E P~_CTICU" 
:-4 
:ONOUCTEO IN CONMUNCTIO_ WITH THE SU"MEF 'EPEFTO~Y TH(AT~( PFO­
;~A~ AND ALLONS 80TH UNOE~GPAt~ATES ANC GPAOUATE STUOERTS AN OP­
'OFTUNITT TO PAFTICIPATE I~ A _IOE YA~IETT Of THEATFE P~OOUCTION 
,CTIYITIES BOTH ON AND Off STAGE. EMPHASllES THE P~ACTICAL SlOE 
if THEAT~E P~OOUCTION. BASED ON THE PPINCIPlE"lEAJNING 8T DOING". 
'~HEQUISITES' 
'EF" ISS ION. 
, P~I"G/SUMMn. 
-COTT. GI l8EH. 
AS6Z 7 0 
'lAY P~OOUCTJON IN 5[CONDHY SCHOOL 
'E5IGNEO fOF TEACHEPS AND OTHE~ INDIVIDUALS WHO NEED AN OVE~WIEN 

If THE P~OC£SS Of PLAY P~OOUCTION. INWOLVEO THEOFY AND PPACTICUH 

N T<ACHNIQUES AND SKillS ~ElATING TO SCHOOL THEATF£ PFOOUCTIONS. 

- P~ I NGI SUMMn. 

,llI;;n. 

AS6Z80 

, ~JTISH/CANADIAN THEAHE EXPE'IENCE 

-4 

EN-DAY TOUP TO lONDON SEEING .T LEAST SIX P~OOUCTIONS. ATTENDING 

ECTU~ES AhO &E"'NAFS. A PAPE' CONSISTI .. G Of PFOOUCTION ~EWIENS. 

EMINA~ NorES. ETC •• NILL 8E EXPECTED UPON THE STUO[NT'S .[TUPN 
o TH[ UNITED STATES. 

OT SCHEOLUEO TO BE DffE~EO IH 4Y81-8Z. 

lOTI • 
AS6Z8Z 

T~ATfOFO CANADA THEAT~E EXPE~IENCE 

EN DAY TOUF TO CANADA. SEEING AT lEAST fl.E P~OOUCTIONS. ATTENO­
NG LECTUPES AND SEMINAFS. A PAP£~ CONSISTING Of PPOOUCTION PE­
lENS. SEMINAP NOTES. ETC •• Nill BE EXPECTED AfTEF THE STUDENT'S 
ETU~N TO THE UNITED STATES_ 

P~aGI SU"~EF. 

TAff. 
AS6Z90 
~AMATIC C~ITICISM 
ESIGNEO TO EXPOSE THE STUDENTS TO THE TH[OPT AND PPACTICE Of 

'ITICIS" fOJ THE STAGE. SU8STANTIAL ~EAOING' Of THEATFICAL C'IT­

CISM AND ITS HISTO~ICAL T~AOITIONS. ATTENDANCE AT C~ICAGO A~EA 

HEATfE PPOOUCTIONS AS A 8ASIS fOP CPITICAl P'ACTICE ~EASUFEO A­

AINST T~AOITIONAl SYSTEM Of CRITIClllNG PLAYS. 

I HTEF. 

lon. 

A56Z91 
U~WEY Of NESTE~N OPAMA I 
• 4
SUhWEY Of O~A~ATIC LITEfATURE ~E'PESE~TATlwE Of THE ~AIN CU'­
ENT Of THEAT~ICAL DEVELOPMENT COWEPIN' HO~KS fFOM ANCIENT G~EECE 
o IHE EA~LY 19TH CENTUFT ~OMANTIC PEFICO. PLAYS NILl BE EIPlO~EC 

NIENT Of UNDE~STANOIHG A_O E~COUPAGING AN AHAJEIESS Of THE PLA' 

CPIPT IS • SPECIALllEO NO~K Of LITE~ATU~E THAT CULMINATES II I 

O~M or ARTISTIC lCTIWIT,. 

INTE~. EWEN YEA~S. 

1L8EH. 

AS6Z9Z 

U~WET Of HESTEPN OPAMA II 

• 4 ~IS COU~SE' AN OVE~YIEN Of OPAMATIC LITE~ATU'E' NILl COwE~ A 
ELECTION Of HOPK rFOM THE lATE leTH CE~TURY TO CONTEMPO~A~' 
IMES. PLAYS WILL IE EXPLOJEO AND DISCUSSED WITH IHTENT Of UNOEP­
TA~OING AND ENCOUhAGING AN ANARENESS Of THE PlAYSCPIPT AS A 
PECIALllEO .O~K Of LITE~ATU~E T~AT CULMINATES I~ A fO~N Of 
FTISTIC ACTiviTY. PLAYS WILL BE EXPlO~EO AND OISCUSSEO NITH THE 
NTENT Of ANAlTllNG THE SC'IPT AS A HORKING 8lUEPRINT fOR A 
• OOUCTI ON. 
INTEP. 000 TEAPS. 

ILIEPT • 

'. 
ClS ... lOO 
THEl"£ "' STORT 
l 
SIGNifICANT fACTOPS 1_ EACH Of THE P~I.A~' PEFIOOS IN THEATRE 
HISTOfT. AND THE EffECT or THESE fACTORS ON CONTEMPO~A~Y THEATRE. 
flLL. 
HEY£. 
CAS6l10 
THEAT~E HISTOPY II 
3 
fOCUSES ON SJGNlflCANT fACTO~S IN EACH Cf THE PRI"APT PEPIODS IN 
THEAT~E HISTORY AND THE EffECT Of THESE fACIOPS ON CONTEMPO'ART 
THEAT~£. 
WI NYEP. 
HEW[. 
CASfo140 
CPEATIVE O~AMATICS I 
4 
AN EXPlOhATION Of TECHNIQUES AND SKillS CONCEPNEO HITH GUIDING 
PEOPLE THPOUGH IMP~OVISATIONAL EXPE'IENCES AND THEAT~E GAMES IN A 
PPOCESS GEA~EO TONA'OS STIMULATING THE IMAOINATION or THI INOI­
YIOUAl. IT NllL ENCOMPASS THE fOLLONIN' "ATE~IAL 80TH c,.eE'TU_l
AND EXPE~IENTIAllY. AS fA~ AS POSSIBLE IT ALSO HILL fOLLON THE 
SEQUENCE AS STATED. THE COUPSE IS HIGHL' EXPERIENTIAL AND STU­
DENTS AfE EXP[CTEO TO ATTEND AND APRTICIPATE IN ALL CLASS MEET­
INGS AND ACTIWITIES. 
fAll. 
Gll8EPT. 
CAS6350 
CPEATlvE O~A"AIICS PFACTICUM 
Z 
WO~K NITH CHllOFEN IN THE GSU CHILOPEN'S THEAT~E C~EATIVE O'AM­

ATICS P~OG~AM. fUCUSING ON THE AGE GROUP MOST ~ElEWANT TO THEIP 

NEEDS. 

PPEPEQUISITES, 

CAS6340 AND PE,",SSION. 

fUL. 000 YEHS. 

GIL8ERT • 

CAS631' 

CHILOPEN'S lITE~ATUP[ CONfEPENCE 

1 

THIS ONE DAY CONfERENCE IS DESIGNED fO~ STUDENTS INTEJESTEO IN 

ASSIMilATING NEW WATS Of INTEG~ATING WA~IOUS SKILLS AND PPOC(SSES 

IN THE P~ESENIATION Of LITEPAP, WO~KS TO CHllOPEN ANO TOUNG 

ADULT S. 

CffE~EO 8ASEO ON DEMAND. 

G!l8EH. KAPLAN. 

CAS6381 
CHILOhEN'S TOU~TNG THEAT~E 
Z-4 
AN EXPE~IENTIAl INWESTIGATION Of All PHASES Of A CHILD'EN'S THE­
AT~E TOUFING PLAT f~OM ITS CONCEPTUAlllATION AN ~EHE'FSAl "OCESS 
TO ACTUAL PFOOUCTION. THE MODULE WILL DEAL HITH DISCIPLINES. 
SKilLS. AND SPECIAL PROBLENS O~GANIC TO 80TH TOUPING AND CHILO­
f[N'S T~EATFE PFESENTATION. SIUOENIS HILL PA~TICIPATE IN ONE OP 
"O~E ASPECTS Of THE TOUPING COftPANT COVE~ING TECHNICAL. PERfOP­
MANCE. AND EDUCATIONAL fACETS Of THE P'COUCTION. T~IS MODULE WILL 
BE COWEFEO IN TNO (ZI TPI"[STE~S. THE SECOND Of NHICH IS A P~ACT­
ICUM. II IS N£CESSA~T TO PAFTICIPATE IN T~E "ACTICU' 1_ OFDEF TI 
~ECEIYE UNITS. 
PPEFEQUISIIES, 
PE~.ISSION. 
~INTEf. 
GIL8EFT. 

CAS63ez 

CHILOFEN'S TOUFING THEAT~E P'ACTICUM 

4 

PA~TICIPATIO" IN THIS MODULE IS NECESSAFY IN OhOE' TO ~ECEI'E 

CPEDIT fOF CS6380. 

WI NIE~. 

GI lBEFY. 

CAS6191 
ENWI~ONMENTAl EDUCATION' A PFOCESS APPRCACH 
Z 
PPOWIOES EOUCAIO~S fhOft ALL SUB~ECT AREAS A.O "IDE LE.ELS THE 

ASILITT TO INITIATE A MEANINGrUL ENWIFO.NENTAL PFO'RAM IN THEIF 

SCHOOL Of COMMUNITY. fOLLONS STRAT[GIES OEWELOPED BT THE U.S. 

fO~EST SERVICE AND TFANSCENOS TPAOITIONAl CU~RICULU. APEAS. PART­

ICIPANTS POOM AND 80ARO AT CAMP SAGANA. 

SP hi NGI SU~"Eh. 

i AlEWSK I. 

CU63U 
"EOIA ""POSIUII' 
Z P/NC 
A HEEKE NO HOFKSHOP EXPLORING SELECfEO I$SUE5 IN-DEPTH. fACULTT Of 
IHE "EOIA P~OGFAM AFE ~OINEO 8Y "EDIA P'OfESSIONALS, socrAL C~IT­
ICS. COMMUNITY LEADERS. PUBLIC OffiCIALS AS NELL A5 OTHE' U.f­
VHSI TY fACUL ,,_ 

fALL. 

STEINER. MUCHNIK. 

I 124 CAS Course Descriptions 
CU640. 

PLUIIIIIG THEO~' 

2_ 4 

'TUOEIITS PA~TICIPATE III A SENIIIA~ OISCUSSIO" Of THE w•• ,aus P~AC­

TIC.L- THEOPETICAL AID ET~IC'L P~OILEMS , ISSUES NOW f.CING THE 

DESIGII P~OfESSIOIiS. EIAIIPLES A~E DEIIANOS fO~ G~EATE~ CO'CE'" fO~ 

'USE~ IEHAUO~' AIIO 'U5[~ NEEDS.' COllAIO'ATJON 8ETwEEli DESIG" 

P~DfESSIOII'LS AIIO IEHAWIOP-SOCIAL SCIENTISTS AND CONTPOL Of BE­

HAWIO~ THPDU'H DES "". ~EADINGS AIIO OTHE~ IIATE.'ALS .PE O~AWN 

f~OIl A W.~IET' Of SOUPCES. AND STUDENTS APE EIPECTED Te CO"T~I­
8UTE IDEAS .NO NATE~IALS. 

fAlL. 

GIL. 

CU6410 

CONP~EHENSIWE PL.IINIIiG STUDIO 

4 

AN EIPEPIIIEIiT III PL.IIIIIIIG EOUCATIOII fO~ .DWAIICED PLAII.'IIG STU­

OEIITS. £IPLO~ES P'08LENS THAT INWOLVE OESIGNING EIIWI~OIlNEIiTAL 

SETTIIiG .110 THE .CTIVITIES aCCUPJING IN THE"' EHPHASI2ES SHAPING 

SIIIULTAENOUSL' THE fOPII Of aUIlT EIIVI~O.IIENTS AIIO THEI~ ASSOCI­

ATED INSTITUTIONS. THE THENE Of THIS ST~DIO IS EHE~G' COHSEPVA­

TIOII TH~DUGH CONP~EHEIISIW£ AHO lANO USE PLAIINING. CO'BI~ES A 

.O~KSHOP-IASED P~OILEII SOLWIIiG EIPEPIENCE NITH C~IICENT'ATED 11111­
COUPSE 011 SUISTANTIVE O~ SKIll A~EAS. 

SP~ IIIGt SIIIINH. 

&ll. 
CAS6410 

ACTIIiG ST'lES AND THEO~IES 

3 

STUD' Of THE WAYS IN NHICN ACTING "ETHoes. TECHNIOUES. AIIO ST'LES 

'~E MOOlflEO a, THE DlffEPENCES III VAPIOUS DPAHATIC fD~"S. 

PIiEPEQIlISITES. 

CAS 6191 O~ PEIIIIIS510N. 

NINTE •• 

SLOTT • 

CUU40 

HAKE-UP fO~ STAGE 

2 

,N EIPLO~ATION Of THE IASICS Of STAGE HAKE-UP. A STUD' Of 10lE 

AIIO HUSCLE fACIAL ST.UCTUPE AND HETHOOS Of aEST APPL'ING HAKE-UP 

IIiWOLVIII' VA.'OUS AGES WILL IE IIiVESTIGATEO as WELL 'S THAT Of 

AIST~'CT O~ f.NTAS' CH.PACTEPS. 

fALL. 

HUE. 

CA56450 

COUNTEP-PPOP.GANOA 

3 

THE STIID' Of IIODEPII P~OP'GANOA TECHNleUES USEO a, AOVE.TISIIiG. 

POLITICAL PAFTIES AND THE GOVEPIIHEIIT' '~D SPECIfiC ·COU~TEII­

PPOPAGANDA" TECHNIQUES. OESIGIIEO PPIII.,Ill' fOP HIGH SCHOOL 

TEACHEPS MHO TEACH P.OPAGANOA ANAL'SIS. PE~SUASIOII. COIISUIIE_ 

EOUCATIOIlo [fC. 

fALL. SP.,NG/SUHHEP. 

HIIII. 

CASh60 

LANGUAGE. TEACHING AID LEAPNING 

J 

[IPLO~ATIOII Of COIITEMPO~AII' THEO~IES Of L.IIGU.GE. ~EAOI'G AIID TNE 

TEACHIIIG THEIIEOf. P'~TICULA~L' AS THE' 'ELATE TO THE TE.CHING '~O 

lE.'NING Of CHILO'EN. 

NINlE~. 
VUHPO. 
CAS6410 
LITE~A~Y C~ITJCISM 
1 
HAJO' AP'~OACHES TO C~ITICISN NILL aE DEALT WITH AS A MEANS Of 
C.'T.eUE LITE'ATUIIE fPOM A fA.IEJY Of PE~5PECTIVES ON A WAPIETY 
Cf LUELS. 
fAll. 
8E~ND. 
CASueo 
lITE~'TU~E Of '"""~AHT C~ILO~EN 
1 
~[AOIIIG' .ND ANAL'SIS Of flCTIIN P~ODUC(D I' THE "IN"'GPAllf CHIL­
OPEl.· THE 'WMITE ETHNICS" (IIIIIH. ITALIAN. POLISH. ETC.I" WHO 
IMMJG~'TEO INTO THE U.S. IN THE LATE 19TH CENTU~Y. SET IN CONTEXT 
NITH ••• 'NS'IIE.N" ANEIIICAIi WIIITEPS AND AIIEPICAN BLACK LITEPA­
TU~E. 
fALL. SPPING/SUMME~. 
~ AIIK. 
cuuu 
PHYSICS' INTEIIIIEOI.TE 
2.4 

fOil THOSE STUDEIITS WHO NEEO TO EIPAND THEIP UNOE'STAIIOI.G Of IA­

SIC PH'SICS. IIiCLUDIIiG PPIIiCIPLES Of MECHANICS. HE.T. LIGHT. AND 

OPTICS. 

P~EPEQUJSI TES' 

COLLEGE .l'E•••• IASIC PH'SICS. AND CHEMISTPY. (ENVI~OIl"EIiTAL AN­

ALYST STUDENTS SHOULD ~EGISTEP fO~ 2 HOUIIS WHILE OTHE'S STUDEIITS 

MAY ~E'ISTEII fOP Z 0' 4 HDUPSI. 

WIIiTEP. EfEN 'EAPS. 

IIISHTA_ 

CA$6490 

NAJO. ENGLISH AUTHO~S•••• 

1 

THE "AJO~ AUTHO'S COUPSES ''IE CESIGNED TO GIVE Sf~OEIITS THE 

tP'OPTUHIT, TO STUD'. UNDE~STANO. ANO EVAL.ATE IMPO~TAIIT N~ITEfS 

III THE CONTEXT Of THE COIIPUS Of • LIfE'S WO~.. SUCH A COU.SE 

OlffEPS fPOM. IUT SUPPLEMENTS .ND STFENGTHEIIS. PE~IOO A'O SU.WE' 

COUPSES IN THAT THE CENT~AL CONCE~NS Of AN AUTHO~'S ~O~II EME~GE 

fllOM THE WO~k ITSELf FATHEP THAN A CONSIOE~'TIOII Of PLACING HE~I 

HIli IN l GIVEN HISfO~ICAL/SOCIAL/CULTU~'l CORTEXT. T~tSE CON­

TEITS A~E CPUCIAL' Of COU~SE' BUT THE ASSUMPTION Of A HAJO~ 

AuTHO~S COUPSE IS THAT IN IN •• LU.BLE AND UNIQUE PEFSPECTIVE 

E"EPGES fFOH THE CONSIOE~ATION Of THEIP TOTAL NO~K. Nt EIPL' 

G.EAT wPITEP IS THE SANE AS THIT LATEP GIIEAT WPITEF ••0 WE MUST 

PA' ATTE_TION TO THOiE OlffE~£IICES. AND TO T~E P~OPHETIC AND 

NOETIC fUNCTIOIi Of GENIUS. MAJO~ POETS. PLA'N~IG~TS. Aha 

NOVELISTS 'PE THE UIIACKIIONLEDGEO LEGISLATOPS Of T~E WIPLD. 

fALL. WINTE~' SPPING/SUM"EP. 

anNO. 

CAS6500 

"ETHOOS Of TEACHING ENGLISH 

3 
A IIETHOOS COUPSE DESIGNED fO~ T~OSE STUOEN'S NHO PLAN TO TEACH 

ENGLISH IN THE SECONOAPY SCHOOL. 

fall. 

fINYAFO. 

CAS6501 

lANOfOFHS Of THE CHICAGO AJEA 

3 
THE COIIPSE IS INTENDED TO GlfE ENVIPONMENT.LISTS AN U'OEPSTANDIN 

Of GEOLOGICAL PFOCESSES WklCH HAVE ACTED ON THE GPEAT LAKES 

PEGION. GEOLOGIC HISTOPY AIIO PFESEN' OA' LINOfO~MS or THE 

CHICAGO APE A AND THE G~EAT lAIlES PEGION .llL BE ST~ESSEO. 

fUNDAMENT'LS Of GLACIATION. E~OSION. SOIL OEfELOPMENI. AND 

ENVI~DNMENT'L IMPLICATIONS Of GEOLOGIC P~OCfSSES WilL aE 

EMPHASI2[O. 

PHHOUISITES' 

A COUFSE IN EAfTH SCIENCE IS ~ECO"MENDEC BUT NGT P.OLI~EO. 

WINTEP. EVEN YEA~S. 

SIEM~O. 

CAS6510 

HAJO~ AIIEPICAN AUTHOPS •••• 

3 

INOIVIOUAL AHEflCAN W~ITEFS WILL SE STUtlEO IN-DEPTH' THE AUTHO' 

VA~TING fPOM TEAF TO 'E'P' 

fALL •• 'NTEP. SPPING/SUHMEP.

fONTAN. 

CAS6513 
THE WOFLO Of f. SCOTT fIT2GE~ALO 
3 
THIS COU.SE fOCUSES ON THE NOPLO AS f. SCOfT fIT2GE'ALO KIIEW IT 
AND AS HE CREATEO IT IN T~E POAFING TWENTIES AND THE DEP~ESSED 
THIPTIES. fHE STUDENT .,LL fOCUS ON MCDE~N 'H£PICA'S G'EATEST 
POMANTIC WfITE~ AND THE APTISTIC SOCIAL NILIEU Of THE UNITED 
STATES IN THE TWENTIETH CENTUP'. 
fALL. NINTE~. SPFING/SUHME~. 
STArr • 
C056521 
LANa USE LAW SEMINAF 
2-4 
fPOVIOtS A 8fOAO DVEhVIEN Of THE 'APIOL' EWOLVING AID CH.NGING 
STATE Of LAW CO~CEPNING THE PuaLIC CONTJOL Of LAND USE. BEGINS 
WI'H AN 'NAL'SIS Of TH[ HISTOPICAL , PHULOSOPHICAl BASIS Of Cup· 
fENT lAND USE LAW. EXAMIIiES fUIiOAMEIiTAL LEGAL P"HeIPLES, 10~11I( 
lAW. PACIAL AND ECONOMIC OISC~IMINATION IN PLANNIIIG AID OEWELO" 
IIEIIT CONTJOL. AND £II£II&IN6 ISS~U IN LHD USE HGUilTlON. EMPH" 
SI1ES EVOLWING G~ONTH MA"AGEME~T TECHNleUES AND POSSIBLE fUTUFE 
LEGAL ISSUES. 
SP~ING/SUMHH. 
GIL- COHMUNIT' PPOfESSOP. 

CAS6533 

LI'EFATU~E A~D MEDICINE 

J 

a 'H(HATIC COU~SE fO~ 'OT~ THE GENE~Al STUDEIT AND T~OSE TPAI"I 

IN HEALTH CAJEE~S. THE COUPSE CONSIOE~S HOW THE PE~ENNIAL PPta­

LEIIS Of MEDICINE APE fEfEAlEC THPOUGH IMAGINATIVE LITEfATU~E. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OffEPEO IN A' 81-62. 

8E~NO. 
CAS6514 
IMAGES Of THE TEACHEF I~ LITERATURE 
1 
tHIS COU~SE IS DESIGNED TO P~O"DE STUDENTS NITH CPPOF'~IITIES 
~EAD A WIDE Vl~IET' Of fiCTION I~ WHICH rEACHING IS CENTRAL TO 

THE THEME. PATHEF THA~ MEPt INCIDENTAL COlOPATION. 

~INTE~. 

VINU'O. 

CAS6531 
LITE'ATU~E AND HISTOP" ••• 
4 
tHIS COU~SE EXPLOPES tHE FElATIONSHIPS BETNEEN 10fAS WHICH HAWE 
POLITICAL. SOCIAL AND HISTORICAL IMPO~TANCE AND ON THE DEVElOP­
I 
CAS Course Descriptions 125 
ENTS IN HISTOPY rop MHICH THESE IDEAS HAVE CONSEQUENCES. TOPICS 

ILL INCLUDE THE 19Z0'S AND MOoE.N EUPOPE (19TH AND ZOTH CENTU'­

ES) AND MILL VA~Y r~OM YEAR TO YEA~. 

INTE~. EVEN YEA~S. 

E~No. KELLY. 

AS6UO 

EA~NING P50CESSES, ADULTS

-, 
XPLo~ATION or CDNTEMPORAFY T~EO~IES or LEA'NING AND NGTIWATIGN 

NO USE Of THESI THEOPIES IN ANALYlING ADULT LEA,hING AND IN 

LANNING I_ST'UCTION fOP ADULTS IN COMMUNITY. CLINICAL AND/O~ 

LASSROOM SETTINGS. 

All. 

PUTVAN. 

456541 

laLE AS LITE~ATUFE IN SOCIAL CONTEXT 

NT~OOUCE STUDENTS TO PEAo THE DIVERSE LITEFAFY GENRES Of 81'L­

CAL LITERATURE IN THEIR SoCIAL/CULTUPAL SETTING. UTILIZES THE 

ECENT KNOWLEDGE Of AFCHEoLoGY. LINGUISTICS. AND NEAF EASTERN 

TUOIES. 

All. 

E1. 

AS654Z 

OFAL CHOICES IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY 

N IN-OEPTH EIAMINATION Of THE CONTROVERSIAL MOFAL OILENMAS PE'­

LEXING MODERN AME~ICANS. EIGHT SCHOLAR-MRITEPS EXPLOPE THE 

ILEMMAS SUFROUNOING SUCH ISSUES AS C~I"E AND PUNISHMENT. 

OLITICAL AND 8USINESS ETHICS. AND INOIVIOUAL BEHA,IOF. 

PR I NGI SUMMH. 

EI. 

456541 

PlME AND .IUS" CE 

:XPLOPES YHE PHENOMENON Of C~IME. CONSIOERS ITS CAUSES. THEOFIES 

:f PFEVENTION. ANO THE INSTITUTIONAL MEANS E"PLOYEO TO COMBAT IT. 

NCLUDING POLICE. COUPTS. AND CDaRECTIOhS. C~IME IS INTERPRETEO 

~ AN AMERICAN PARADOX' IT IS fEA'EO AND OEPLDRED. YET IT PER­

,ISTS ANO GFOWS_ THIS PAFAOOX IS EXA"INEO 8' fOCUSING ON CULTUPAL 

:OHTPAOICTIONS IN AMERICAN SOCIETY 'EGAROING C'INE' .lUSTICE. A.O 

'UNI SHMENT. 

lOT SCHEOLUEO TO 8E OHOEO IN AYII-U_ 

TAfr. 
AS6541 
'OLITICAL SOCIOLOGY 
'HIS COUPSE (XAMINES THE SOCIAL. ECONOHIC AID POLITICAL BASES Of 
'oMEF IN AME~ICA. ATTENTION IILL .E GIVEN TO PLUPALIST AND 
,LITIST THEoFIES. CLASS ANALYSIS. CoMMUhIT, PoMEP' SOCIAL CONTFoL 
,NO STRUCTUFAL APP'OACHES TO STUDYING PC MER. TMIS COUFSE MILL 
'U'THEP fOCUS ON THE ANALY'IS Of THE AMEFICAN POLITICAL SYSTEM AS 
• FESDUFCE rOR CHANGE AND AN OBSTACLE TO CHANGE MITH PA'TICULAF 

' EfE~ENCE TO CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL MOVEMEhTS. 

All. 

IEFRITT. 

,A56549 
ACE. LANGUAGE. & CULTURE MO'KSHOP 
PINC 
IESIGNEO PRIMAFILY TO EXAHINE THE INTERFELAflONSHIPS BETMEEN 
' ACE. LANGUAGE AND CULTUFE. ESSENTIALL' AN OVEP'IEI Of LANGUAGE 
'HEOFIES AND IMPLICATIONS fOP INNOVATI'E METNOODLeGIES PESOU~CES 
IAHRlllS ANO HUMAN ~ElATlONS. 
,P~ I N&I SUMMEF. 
'INUPO. SUff. 
:456550 

,EAFNING PFoeESSES. CHILO~EN AND AOOLESCENTs 

: . 3 

:XPLOPAT10N Of CONTENPOFAFY T"Ea-IES IN ANALYlING NO~MAL CHILD­

' EN'S LEAPNI~G OlfflCULTIES ANO PLANNING INSTRUCTIONAL ST'ATEGIES 

'O~ OVEPCOMING LEAFNING DlfrICULTIES. 

'ALL. SPFING/SU"MER. 

' I SHTA. 

456560 

EACHING REAOING IN HIGH SCHOOL 

, XAMINE~ THE SKILLS MHICH NAY SE INCLUOEO IN THE PEAOING CONPo­
lENT Of THE ENGLISH CUUICULUN. 
, P~ING/SUMMH. 
ONHN. 
A56510 

ESEAFCH TECHNIQUES 

NSTPUCTION ANO PPACTICUM IN FESEA~CH TECHNIQUES. FANGING fRO" 
IASIC LIBFAFY SKILLS TO ACVANCEO "ETHODS Of INfO~"ATION AND STCR­
,GE HTPIEVAL. 
ALL. SP~ING/SU"N£R. 

ANK. 

CAS6599 
INNOVATIONS IN U~8AN PLANNING 
3 
OVER THE PAST OECAOE VALUE CHANGES HAVE TAKEN PLACE IN A"E~ICAN 
SOCIETY: fJOM UN~EST~ICTEO TO NANAGEo GROMTH. f'OM I.C~EASING 
CENT~ALIIATION TO A NEIGHBOFHOOO EM'HASIS. AND fFON UN~I.TRICTEO 
~SE Of ENE~GY TO A CONCE~N MITH CONSERVATIO•• TO ACCO~NGDATI 
THESE TPENDS A VAFIETY Of TECHNIQUES HAVE 8EEN INT~DOUCEO II 
UFBAN PLANNING. SDME CONSIOEFEO HERE INCLUDE' CONCEPTS AND TECH­
hlQUES Of GPOWTH MANAGEMENT. PEPfORMANCE STANOARoS. lONING fOR 
MIXED USES. TpANsr~~ Of DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS. NEIGH80FHOCO lONIIG. 
AND ENE~GY CONSE~VATICN TH'OUGH LANO USE PLANNING. 
NINTER. 
TONEF. 
C456600 
STUOIES IN THE ENGLISH L'NGUAGE 
3 
A STUOY Of THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE INCLUOI~G SUCH TOPICS AS SOCIAL 
AND FEGIONAL DIALECTS. SOUNDS. GRAN"AR. USAGE. PSYCHOLINGUISTICS 
AND SENANTICS. 
fAll. 
rONTAN. 
CAS6611 
ECOLOGY Of LAKES 
4 
STUOENTS SUFVEY THE MA.lO~ P~INCIPLES or LIMNOLOGY. CCNCENTFATING 
ON THE PHYSICAL' CHEMICAL ANO BIOLOGICAL CHAFACTE~ISTICS Of LOCAL 
PONDS AND STFEANS. INCLUDES fiELD TPIPS. PFI"ARILY fO' SCIENCE 
AND SCINECE TEACHING STUDENTS. 
PFEHQUISI TES' 
CAS 3150 OF EQUIVALENT. 
SPPING/SUMME~. EVEN YEARS. 
NENOLESON. 
CAS66l1 
oOMEN IN LATIN A"EFICAN LITE'ATU~E 
3 
A STUDY Of LITEFAFY WO~KS PRODUCED 8Y MOMEN IN LATIN AME'ICA AND 
A CPITICAL ANALYSIS Of OTHiP WORKS WHIC~ REfLECT THE POLE NOMEN 
flAY IN SOCIETY. 
.INT£~. 
DUFON. 
CAS66Z5 

LOCAL PLANNING AONINIST'ATION 

3 

MOST Of LANO USE PLANNING. WHETHER UNOE~ fEDERAL. STATE DP LOCAL 

PROGFAMS IS OfTEN CA~~IEO OUT AT THE LOCAL LEVEL. THIS COUPSE IS 

AIMEO AT PFOVIOING THE STUDENT MITH THE CONTENT ANO P'OCESS or 

LOCAL PLANNING AND ITS AOMINISTFATION. TOPICS INCLUOEO A~E' LOCAL 

.OHING AOMINI5T~ATION. SUBOIVISION AOMI~ISTPATION. CUP~ENT PLAN­

NING. AND LONG FANGE PLANhING. 

SPFING/SUMMEF. 

TONH. 

CAS6630 

TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECONO LANGUAGE 

3 

APPLICATIONS or LINGUISTIC P~INCIPLES TO THE TEACHING Of ENGLISH 

P'ONUNCIATION. STRUCTUFE. ANO VOCASULA'Y TO NON-NATIVE SPEAKEFS 

Of ENGLISH. INCLUDES PJEPAFATION or MATEPIALS AND OISCUSSION or 

HCHNIQUES. 

NOT SCHEOLUEO TO 8( OffEFEO IN AJel-el. 

STAff • 

CAS66 J1 

fLANT TAKONOMY 

4 

A STUDY or THE fLONEFING PLANTS or THE CHICAGO 'EGlON NITH EM­

FHASIS ON INoENTlfICATION. CLASSlrlCATICN AIO NONENCLATU~E. OPEN 

TO AlL STUOENTS. 

SP~ING/SU"MEF. EVEN YEAFS. 

GUNTHE~. 

CAS666l 

LlaFA~Y FESOUFCES fOF CLASSROOM TEAeHE~S 

3 

OESIGNEO TO ASSIST SECONOAFY TEACHEFS IN ACQUIRING SASIC 'ESEARCH 

ANO JNfO~MATION FEHI£VAL SKILLS IN THE 'APEA Of HUMANITIES. SO­

CIAL SCIENCE. APT. AhO ET~NIC STUOIES. fACILITIES or TH[ GSU LFC 

COLLECTIONS. LOCAL HISTO~ICAL RESOURCES. ETHNIC COLLECTIOIS I. 

MUSEUMS AND PE~SONS INVOLVEO _ITH STUOIES IN ETHNIC CULTUPES MILL 

SE UTILllED ro~ FESEA'CH ASSIGNMENTS. 

SPPING/SUMME~. 
VINUFO. HAPF I S. 
CAS6666 

CONTEMPO~AFY ISSUES Of NATlfE AMERICANS fFOM A HISTOFICAL PEF­

SPECTIVE 

1 
MILESTONES IN THE HISTORY Of A~EFICAN I~OIANS MILL BE SUFVEYEO. 

CONTE"PO~AFY ISSUES MILL IE EXPLO'ED IN T~E LIGHT Of INOIAN 

HISTOFY. 

CffE~EO SASEO ON OE"ANO. 

COMMUNIT' PFOfESSOR. STAfr. 
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CAS"" 
CONTEMPO.A~Y ISSUES IN .ATIVE AME~ICAN ART 
I 
STUDENTS VILL 8E AILE TO DIFFERENTIATE VARIOUS TYPES OF INDIAN 

ART TH~OUGH A PRESENTATION OF MO~KS OF CONTEMPORA~Y AMERICAN 

INDIAN ARTISTS ANO A SU~VEY OF T~AOITIO~AL T~18AL ART. 

OFFE~EO lASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSO~. STAFF. 

CAS666. 

CONTEMPORAPY ISSUES I~ TRIIAL GOVERNMENT ON RESERVATIONS 

1 

THIS COURSE WILL ANALY2E INOIAN EFFO~TS TOMA'O SELF-O(TE'~I.ATION 

• COLONIALIIM AND 'C~NOMIC DEWELOPMENT. AND HUMAN PPoeLEMS ON 

AMERICAN INDIAN ~ESE~WATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES. 

tFFE~ED SASED ON OEMANO. 

COMMUNITY PPOFESSO~. STAFF. 

C45'&69 

CONTEMPD~A~Y ISSUES IN NATlfE AMEPICAN LITERATURE 

I 
INT~ODUCTION TO LITERA~Y FORMS OF NATIVE AME~ICANS. FOCUSING ON 

THOSE OF THE CONTEMPORARY PE~IOO AND EXAMINING THOSE THAT ARE 

PART OF THE NESTERN LITERARY TRADITION. 

FAlL. 

COMMUNITY P~OFESSOP. STAFF. 

CAS&&10 

PLANNING F~AMEVO~KS 

4 
P~OVIOES THE OPPO~TUNITY FO~ NEV HUMAN ENVIRONMENT PLAN'ING STU­

DENTS TO COMPREHENO ITS MULTI-OISCIPLINA~Y NATURE. ACQUI~E A 8A­

SIC KNONLEOGE OF ITS COMPONENT PARTS. A~O TO INTEG~ATE ANO SYN­

THESI2E THOSE COMPONENTS INTO A COHE~ENT. MULTI-OISCIPLINA~Y AP­

PPOACH TO THE DESIGN OF THE HUMAN ENVI~ONMENT CONSISTENT WITH 

THEI~ OWN P~OFESSIONAL GOALS. 

FAlL. 

GIL. 

CAS"" 

SPANISH LANGUAGE & LITERATURE 

3 

THIS IS AN INTERMEDIATE COURSE OF SPANISH LANGUAGE ANO CULTU~E. 

IT (ONCENT.ATES ON FURTHER OEfELOPING READING. W~ITING. AND CRAL 

S.ILLS ANO INTRODUCES SIMPLE COMPOSITION AND VRITINGS ON LATIN 

AMERICAN LIT[PATUPE. 

NOT SCHEDLUEO TO IE OFFE~EO IN AYBI-IZ. 

DU.ON. 

CAS&1Z1 

M[lEOPOLOGT 

2. 3 

A GENERAL SUPVEY OF BASIC PRINCIPLES OF METEtPOL06Y A~O THEI~ aP­

PLICaTION TO THE MOVEMENT OF AIR POLLUTANTS. THE THI.O UNIT WILL 

CONSIST OF EITHE~ A QUANTITaTlfE O~ QUaLITATIVE EXTENSION OF THE 

8ASIC PPINCIPLES OF METEO.OLOGY AND THEI~ APPLICATIONS IN PROFES­

SIONAL MET~OROL06Y O~ GENE~AL STUDIES. 

PREREQUISI TES' 

YEA~ EACH OF COLLEGE PMYSICS AND COLLEGE ALGE8PA. OR CAS4&01. 

VINJER. 

SIEVERI NG. 

CAS&125 

ANTHROPOLOGY FOR PLANNERS 

2. 4 

STUOENTS LEAPN HON TO CBSEPVE ANO PECORD THE CULTU.AL Ale SDCtAL 

FEATUPES OF UR8AN ENVIRONMENTS (STATUS AND RITUAL. USE OF SPACE. 

ETHNICITY. POPULAR SYMBOLS AND ARCHETYPES. ~ELIGION. TECHNOLOGT 

AND IDEOLOGY. ETC.) THAT ARE THE HUMAN 8ASES FOR FUTU~E PLAKNING. 

ST~ESSES A ~ETHOOOLDGY Of -IMPACT ASSESSMENT- THAT IS USED TO 

PPOjECT SOCIAL AND CULTU~AL CONSEQUENCES OF 61VEN PLA~NING OP­
T! ONS. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

HAGENS. 

CAS6730 

MICPOBIOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES 

4 
CONSIOE~S THE FUNCTION OF 8ACTERIA AND ~IRUSES IN NATU~AL , OIS­
TU~.E. ENfIRONMENTS. P.IMA~Y EMPHASIS IS ON THE TECHNIQUES FOP 
DETECTING. CULTU~IN6 , IDENTIfTIN6 IACTE5IA. STUDENTS ARE INT~O­
OUCEO TO THE aaSIC MORPHOLOGT AND PHTSICLOGY OF wl~USES ANO BAC­
TE.IA F~OM SOIL. AIR. ANO WATER. STUDENTS CONSIDER THE FUNCTION 
OF AL6AE AND FUNGI IN NATURAL AND DISTURBED ENVIRONMENT'. AND ARE 
INTRODUCED TO THE BASIC MORPHOLOGY AND PHYSICLOGT OF ALGAE AND 
fUNGI FOUND IN SOIL' AI' AND WATER. 
P~EREQUISITES' 

6£NE~AL BIOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY. 

FALL. 

lALEWSU. 

CAS&751 

CHINESE CULTUPE' LANGUAGE AND LITEPATUPE 

3 
'HE OBJECTIVE OF THIS COU~SE IS TO GAIN AN INSIDE UNOE~STANDING 
OF CHINESE CULTU~E THROUGM THE LANGUAGE AND LITERATUPE. STUOENTS 
IN THIS COU~SE WILL LEARN TO SPEAK THE lANGUAGE. 8E r'MILIAP NITH 
CHINESE SENTENCE PATTEPNS AND MOOALITIES OF EXPPESSTON. AND WILL 
ALSO ENGAGE IN A STPUCTU~AL P[AOIN' OF CHINESE LIT[~ATU~E S[­

LECTEO FPOM MAjO. LITEPA~T GEN5ES. 

fUL. 

~E I. 

CAS 6l5Z 
PHILOSOPHICAL THE~ES IN CONTE"POPAPT LITEPaTUPE 
3 
THIS COU~SE SHONS HOW PHILOSOPHICAL IDEAS A~E EMBOOTEO IN LIT[P­
A~Y NO~KS OF A~T 'NO ALSO PRESENTS A METHODOLOGT OF THEMATIC 
STUDIES IN LITEPATUPE. 
MINTE~. 
WEI • 
CAS6155 
THE SHO~T STOPT 
3 
STUDY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF T~E SHORT STOPY AS A LITEPA~Y GENRE 

AND THE MAJO~ CHANG~S I~ THEORY AND P~ACTICES OF THE A~T. 

faLL. 
FONTAN. 
CAS6756 

ASIAN-AMERICAN LITEPATURE 

3 

A STUDY OF SELECTED ASIAN-AMLPICAN W~ITINGS. OEFINING THE ASIA~' 

ANEPICAN AND ASIAN-AME~ICAN LITERATU~E. INCLUDES MO~KS OF CHI­

hESE AME~ICANS. JAPA~ESE AMEPIC'NS. AND FILIPINO AME~ICANS. 

f UL. 

FONTAN. 

CAS6170 
~HaKESPEAPE 
3 

THE MAJO~ MOPKS OF SHAKESPEA~E ARE STUOIEO LEAOING TO OEMONSTRAI 

EO CAPACITY TO EVALUATE SHAKESPEAPE'S N(~KS AS LITERATUPE. 

~INJEP. 

BnNO. 
cunBO 

AOVANCEO COLO~ TELE~ISION P_OOUCTION 

4 
STUDENTS D[MONSTPATE KNOWLEOGE OF UNIQUE ASPECTS OF COLCP IN TEl 
EVISION FFON PPODUCTION TECHNIQUES TO AESTHETIC JUDG(H[hTSI P~C' 
OUCE AND OIFECT COLO~ PROCUCTIO~S IN SOPHISTICATED COL~R FA­
CILITY. 
P~EPEQUISITES: 

ClS7000. C.S7960 AND/O~ PE~MISSIDN. 

WINTEP. 

KR US E. 

C456190 
~ATU~E INTERP~ETATION: PPINCIPLE AND PRACTICE 
3 
OEVELOPHE~T AND ANALYSIS OF VA~IOUS INTE~PRETATlrE P~O'RA"S CN 
NATURE. HISTOPY. lNO THE ENfIPONMENT. E~AMINES THE PflNCIPLES AI 
METHODS OF INTERPRETATIVE P~OG~AMS ANO ACTI~ITIES ASSOCIATED Mil 
NATURE CENTEPS ANO ENVI~ON~ENTAL STUDY APEAS. STUDENTS MILL IE 
EXPECTED TO OE~ELOP INTE~PPETATI~E MATE~IALS AND TEST THEM IN T' 
FIELO. . 

FALL OU~ING 000 YEA~S. SPPIN'/SU"~E~ DU~ING EVEN YEA~S. 

MULE'. COM~UNITY PROFESSOF. 

CAS6800 

NEN COMMUNITIES OE~ELCPMENT (SIM)
1-" 
STUOENTS IN~ESTIGATE THE ~ELEVANCE ANO FEASIBILITY OF THE NEW 

TOWN CONCEPT AND THE OEfELOPMENT OF A NATIONAL UP8AN GPOWTH PCL· 

ICY IN THE CONTEXT OF AMEPIC'N PLANNING PPACTICE$ AND PROILEMS 

ANO ITS TPANSLATION INTO POLICIES AND OPE~ATIONAL FRAM[WO~KS. 

STUOENTS EIAMINE THE PLANNING AND OESIG. CHAFACTEPISTICS OF NEM 

COMMUNITIES AND EXPLOP[ OPPO~TUNITIES FCP INCO~PORATING TECHNO­

LOGICAL AND SOCIAL INNOVATIONS IN NEM CCNMUNITT PROJECTS. 

FALL. ~INTE~' SP~lNG/SUNME~. 

GIL. 

CAS6110 

W~ITlh6 FOF PFINT ~EDIA 

3 

~FITING SKILLS FOP JOUPNALISTS. COUPSE STPESSES OEfELOPMEIT 'F 

BASIC WPITING SKILLS PEQUI~EO fOR A CAREER IN PRINT AND BROAOCA~ 

jOUPNALIS~. STUOENTS'PECEIVE LAB EXPE~IENCE IN NEWSW~ITING. COP' 

EOITING. HEAOLINE AND CAPTION·NPITING. ETC. 

NINTH. 

STEINE~. 
CAS6ett 

NEWSWPITIN' AND ~EPO~TING 

3 

IN'ENDEO FOR BEG)NNING NEWSW~ITE~SJ DESIGNEO AND STRUCTU~EO WITH 
THE EXPECTATION THAT SKILLS LEAPNEO IN THE CLASSPOOM WILL BE A­
VAILABLE ON THE BEAT. 
FALL. 
STEINn. 
CAS&eIZ 

INfESTIGATlfE AND SPECIALI2EO REPO~TING 

:ONTINUATION OF SKILLS LEAFNEO IN FEPOFTIN6 II [NPHASIS ON IEAT 
· EPO~TIM'. INTEFVIEvI~" SCIE~TIFIC ~[SEAFC" ' METHOOS. ELENENTAF' 
NVESTI6ATIVE FEPO~TIN6 TEeHNIGUES A~[ INT~ODUCEO. 

'H~EGUISIIES: 

'~IOF JOUFHALlSM VFlTIN6. 

'INTC:F. EVEN YEA~S. 

•TEINE~. 
AS6840 

ILM SEMINAF: 

.[l[CTED TOPICS IN FILM, FILM FEVIEVS. C~ITIOUES ANa A_AL'SES. 
EPTC:"8E~·OCT08E~ SEMINAF DEALS VITH CHICA60 AFEA FIL~MAKEFS. 
ALL. 
H1JNSKI. 
A5685Z 

HDTO HI5TOH 

HE STUOY OF PHOTOGFAPHIC HISTOFY IN TEFMS OF CHEMICAL AND PHYS· 

CAL OISCOVE~Y AS VELL AS AESTHETIC. OOCUMENTAPY. ANa CCMMEFCIAL 

PPLICATION. 

All. 

CH~ ANi. 
AS6899 
~NITHDLOGY 
TUOENTS EXPLOFE THE MA~OF P~INCIPLES OF AVIA~ 810LOGY ANa LEA~~ 
o luENTIFY THE "A~O~ITY OF MIG~ANT AND FESICENT 81~O SPECIES CF 
HE CHI CAGO HEA. 
INTE~. 

ENDELSON. lND~E"S. 

AS6900 

FNlTHOLOGY /I 

ONTINUlTION OF CAS6899. 
~EHQUISITES' 
AS6899 OF PEFMISSION. 

P~ I NGI SUMMH. 

ENOELSON. 

U69Z0 

HYSICAL ENVIFONMENT~: CHAFACTEPISTICS AND DEVELOP~ENT 

TUDENTS OESCFI8E ENVIFONMENTS IN TEFMS OF SOIL. TOP06FAPHY, 

LIMATE ANa LOCAL WATE~. THEIF OEVELOPMENTAL HISTOFY ANC POSSIBLE 

UTUFES AFE ~MPHASllEO. 

PF I NGI SUMMEF. 

ENNEF. 

AS6930 

-ITIN' FO~ ~ADIO AND TELEVISION 

IE~CISE~ AND H~lrr VFHING FOP THE ~ACIO ANa TELEVUICN HEDU. 
p~ I NGI SUMMEF. 
UH. 
'S693Z 

ILM ANa FILMMAKEFS I 

FILM ANAtY51S CLASS DEALI.6 vlTH SHO~T FILMS MADE AS A fILM­
AKEFS PEFSONAL EXPFESSION. EACH SEESION ~llL C~NCE~TFATE AFOUNt 
~E FILMMAKEF VHO VILL aE PPESEhl IN THE CLASS. MOST Of T"E 
IL~MAKHS HE HOM THE C~IC,l6C APEl. AI LEAST ONE CLASS VILL BE 
,LHED TO CUHENT 'SU 6FlUDAT'E FILM PHDUCTION. 
'FINGISUMMEF. 
'~lYNSKI. ' 
'SUB 

ILM AND FILM"AKE~S II 

lNTINUATION Of CAS693Z. 

INTE~. SPFIN6/SUMMEF. 

,H U.KI. 

IS6935 

IY51CAL SCIENCE FOUNOATIONS 

~6ANIIES ACTIVITIES IN P.YSI(AL SCIENCE THAT PEFLECT THE NA' 
IE SCIENTISTS AS NELL AS 'FDYING CHILDFEN SEAFCH FOF "EANIN6 AND 
tSVEFS IN THE VOPLD AFOUND THEH. FEQUIFES THE ELEMENTAF' SCHDel 
:ACHE~ ro INTEFPPET THE CHILO'S OUESTICNS IN 4 MANNEF THAT H45 
,LEVANCE FOP THE KINO OF INUUIPY WHICH ~ESULTS IN THE DPGANIIED 
IDlvlDUAL ACTIVITIES. PFOVIDES DPPOFTU~ITY FD~ D[VELDPING A POS· 
riVE SCIENTIFIC ATTITUDE. lNC USING SKILLS IN lHE P~OCESS OF 
SCOVEH • 
.ll. 
SHT A. 
,56939 

ITI~6 FOF FILM/vlDEO 

IVAhCED SCPIPT WPITING CLASS FOF STUDENTS VHO UNDEPSTANO TEPMI­
CAS Course Descriptions 127 
HDLDG'. P'ODUCTION rUNCAM(NTALS. ANa C'(ATIN6 VISUAL SEGUENCES 

FD~ FILM. 

PFEPEGUJSITES: 

NFITING CLASS IN FILM A~D T[LEVISIDN O~ [XPE~IENCE IN SCFIPT 

NFITING rOF FILM D~ TELEVISION. 

hINTEF. ODD YIAPS. 

STAFF • 

C&56940 

PHYSIOLOGIC SYSTEMS I 

) 
CONTENT INCLUDES GENEPAL CELL 'UNCTIONS. INTE6~ATIVE FUNCTIONS or 

NEFVDUS SYSTEM. PE,ULATING MECHANISMS AS THESE APPLY TC HUMAN AND 

(THEF "AM~ALIAN SYSTEMS. 

FAll. V INTEF. 

MOHBEPG. 

CAS6950 

PHYSIDLO~IC SYSTE"S II 

) 
A STUDY OF CAFDIOVASCULA~. PULMONAFY. ~ENAL AND GAST~OINTESTI.AL 

PHYSIOLOGY INVOLVING 80TH THEO~Y AND LABOPATOPy APPLICATIONS. 

PPEPEQUISITESI 

CAS6940. 

FALL. NINTE~. 

MOHBE~6. 

CAH~60 
8POADCASTING IN AMEPICA 

3 

AN EIAMINATION OF THE DEVELOPMENT. STFUCTUPE, CONTENT. CD_TEXT. 

_NO INFLUENCES OF THE a'D.OCAST MEOlA. 

hi NTE~. 

MUCHNIK. COMMUNITY PFOFES50F. 

CAS 6961 
BFOADCAST ~OU~NALISM 
) 
PFINCIPLES AND PFACTICES FO' THE epO.OCAST ~OU~NAllsr. TFAN5LAT[S 

THEO~Y INTO P~ACTICAL ~EALITY CF COVE'I"' STOPIES FO~ FADIO AND 

TELEVISION. LABO~ATOPY E.PE~IENCES APE AN ESSENTTAL PAPT OF ' THE 

COUPSE. 

PHFEQUISITES: 

PFID~ MEDIA O~ ~OUFNALISM COUFSE. 

SPFING/SUMMH. 

MUCHNIK, COHMONITY P~OFESSOF. 

CAS 696l 

ANIMA TJ ON 

4. 6 
INT'ODUCTION TO THE BASIC TECHNIOUES OF CPEATING ANIMATED fiLMS 
~SING SUPE~ 'MM. STUDENTS EXPLOFE TVa lND THPEE DIME~SIONAL 
ANI~A'ED FO'MATS AND DEVELOP A FOUNDATION IN ANIMATI'H THED~Y AID 
P~ODUCTION af COMPLErIN' EXE~CISES AND A FINAL PPO~ECT. 
VINTEF. 
HAF1YNSKI. CDMHUNITY PFCFESSOP. 
C&56910 

MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS LAW 

Z.4 

IDENTfIES. DETAILS. AND EVALUATES VA~IOUS CONTEMPO~AF' ISSUES IN 

HEOIA LAV FFOM THE PEFSPECTIVE OF THE CC"MUNICATD~. IhCLUDES FPEE 

SPEECH PFI~CIPLES. FI.ST AMENDMENT ISSUES. LIBEL. 8POADCAST 'E6U­

LATIDH. PIGHT 0' PPIVACY. COPY'16HT. FAIF TpIAL/F'EE PPESS. 

FAll. 000 YEAFS. 

HUCHNIK. 

CAS6~71 
MEal. COMMUNICATIONS PESEA'CH 
Z.A 
THIS cou~sr VILL flPST EXAMINE PAST AND CONTEMPO~A.Y MASS MEDIA 
E'FECTS ~ESEA~CH AND WILL LOOK AT NHAT ~AS BEEN DONE. NHY. AND 
hlTH VHAT SUCCESS. THE TFENDS IN FESEA.CH. 10TH THEMATICALLY AND 
METHODOLOGICALLY WILL IE STUDIED. STUOE~TS NtLl DES I'. A SIGNIFI­
CANT P~DJECT WHICH INVESTIGATES MASS MECIA IN SD"E APEA OF THEIP 
CHOICE. 
SPF I N6I SUMMH. 
STEINEP. 
CAS 6981 

LPBAN ~DUFNALIS" 

3 

EMPHASIlES FEPOPTIN6 Of vAPIOUS ASPECTS OF MODEPN upaAN SOCI[T'. 

STUDENTS HAWE OPPDPTUNITIES TO ATTEMPT INVESTIGATIVE FEPOPTI"6 or 

T'ENOS SUCH AS CONSUMEPISM. ECOLO'Y. 6CVEFNMENT. AND FACE RELA­

TI ONS. 

PHPEQUISITES. 

PPJO~ ~OUFNALIS" COU~SE. 
SPFI NGI SUMMO. 

STEINEF. COMMUNITY P~OFESSOP. 

CAS&IIB) 

MEDIA TEAM FIELD PFO~ECT 

4 P/NC 
ADVANCED P~ODUCTION STUDENTS MAKE APPLICATION AND APE SELECTED 
FOP A HEDIA TEAM. THE M(DIA TEAM DEWELOPS AN INTEPFELATED SET or 
HEDIA P~OJECTS AFOU~D A SPECIFIC ENVIPO_HENT. A VEEK OP MOP[ IS 
128 CAS Course Descriptions 
SPEN' ON LOCATION AT ADDITIONAL COS. TO THE STUDENT. rllAL P50­
JECTS A~E THEN P5ESENTED ro~ PU8LIC EXHlalTION AND DISPLAY 
P'E~[QUJSITESI 
PE'MI$S ION. 
SPUN6ISUMME~. 
MUCHNIII. surr. 
CASU90 
PLANNING' A SYSTEMS APPPOACH 
Z. } 

PPOVID[S A r~AMEwO.K WITHIN MHICH TN[ DEIELOPNE.'S I. U'SA. '"E­

O~Y ANI P5ACTICE CAN at ~ELA'ED TO THE U.GENT P.08LEMS or UNOE~­

STANDING AND PLANNING or CITIES AND A['IONS. TH~OUGH THE OE'ELOP­

MENT or A SYSTEMIC r~AME Dr ~[rEP[NCE r~OM WHICH TO VIEM THE 

TOTAL ENVI~oNMENT. THE COU5SE SEEKS TO CEVELOP AN AWAPENESS or 

THE CPUCIAL IMPO~TANCE or THE P50CESSES or CHANGE IN THE HUMANI 

UP8AN ENVI~ONMENT. THE UNDEPLYING ~EASO~S ro~ THEM. TMEIP MANNEP 

or ACCOMPLISHMENT. AND THE COMPLEX MEe cr INTE~ACTIONS BETWEEN 

HUMAN &50UPS AND SETTLEMENTS. 

SPU Nil SUMMn. 

GIL. 

CA51000 

TELEVISION P50DUCTION 

4 

rUNDAMENTAL PPODUCTION TECH"IIUES IN COLOP STUDIO. STUDENTS DE­

SIGN. W~ITE. P~ODUCE BASIC rO~MATS INC~EASING IN CoMPLE_ITY. C~EM 

ALL PDSITION~ INCLUDING CAME5A. LIGHTING. AUDIO. VIDEO SMITCHE~. 

ANO DEMoNST~ATE CPEATIVE ABILITY. 

MI NTEP. SP5 ING/SUMME~. 

MUCHNIII. 

CAS100Z 

MDPKSHOP: TELEViSION I 

I 
THIS COU5SE MILL PPOVIDE A rUNOAMENTAL KNOWLEDGE or TELE,ISION AS 
A COMMUNICATIONS MfDIUM ANO AN UNOE~STA.OING or THE ADIANTAGES OF 
ITS USE AS AN EOUCATIONAL TOOL. HANOS'ON EIPE51ENCE MILL BE GIVEN 
IN THE OPErATION or TELEVISION EQUIPMENT AND THE CPPo~TUNITY YO 
PLAN AND PA~TICIPATE IN PPACTICAL CLASSFOOM TELEVISIO~ PPOJECTS. 
crrEPED BASED ON OEMANo. 
COMMUNITY p~orESSOP. STArr. 
CAS100} 

~O~KSHOP: TELEVISION II 

I 
THIS COUPSE WILL BEGIN WHEPE TELEVISION MOPIISHOP I ENDED. A MO~E 
AOIANCED APP5DACH TO THE USE Dr TELEVISION AS A COMMUNICATIONS 
TOOL MilL 8E EIPLOPED. PFCJ[CTS .ILL CEHT[P APOUNO THE DESIGN AND 
DEVELOPMENT Dr INSTPUCTIONAL PPOGPAMS rD. CLASSPOON LSEI AND 
UTILIZE ALL IELEVISION AND MEDIA EQUIPMENT AVAILA8LE TO THEM. 
orrEPEO 8ASEO ON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY p~orESSO~. STArr. 
CAS100S 

TELEVISION: ~EMOTE COLO. TECHNIQUES 

} 
CONSloEPATloNS or NON-STUDIO PPOOUCTION USING MINI-CA" TYPE 

EQUIPMENT. PPAGMATIC APPPOACH TO P~OBLEMS or ENG (ELECTFONIC 

NEWS GATHEPING) AND Erp (ELECTRONIC rlELO PRODUCTION). 

PPEPEQUISI TES: 

CAS1000 OP PEPMTSSloN. 

fAll. 

flSII. 

CAS10ZI 

MEDIA ANO SOCIETY 

3 

SU~VEYS THE DEVELOPMENT AND INrLUENCE Dr THE MASS NEOlA INCLUD­

ING 8POAOCASTING. rILM. AND PPINT. EIAMINES IMPACT or M[OIA I~ 

T[~MS or ITS IMPACT ON SOCIAL. ECONOMIC. LINGUISTIC. AND CUL­

TU~AL ST~UCTUPES. 

rAlto WI NfE'. 

HE INE'. 

CAHOZZ 

PLANNING METHODOLOGY 

2. 4 

THE PLANNING P~OCESS HAS 8ECO"E INC'EASIN'LY CO~'LEX AS Mo.E AND 

MOPE rACTO~S HAVE BEEN ~ECOGNII[O AS 'ELEVA.T TO IT. THIS COU'SE 

'EVIEWS lNO EXPLOFES THE ~OlE er SOME PLANNING AND EVALUATION 

METHODS IN THE OVE~ALL PL~ING PPOCESS. TOPICS CO'E~EO INCLUDE' 

GOAL AND ATTITUDE SU~VEYSI ASSESSING PFOBA81LTTl AND UTILITY' 

rlAME~OPIIS rop LAND-USE. ENVIPONMENTAL. ECONOHIC. AND SOCIAL IM­

PACT ASSESSMENT or DEVELOPMENT PLANS. COST'8ENErIT ANALYSIS' THE 

PLANNIN' BALANCE SHEET. AND THE GOALS ACHIEVEHENT ~AT'IX. 

MI NIE'. 

GIL. 

CAHon 
MEDICal PHYSICS 
4 
P'OVIDES STUDENTS IN THE HEALTH SCIENCES WITH A BACKG'OUNO IN 
'HYSICS T.AT IS GENElAL IN 'COPE AND ST~ESSES APPLICATIONS WHICH 
MILL 8E IMPO~TANT I. THEI~ P.O'ESSIONAL MOP •• SUCH AI A aNO.­
LEDGE or LIGHT MIC50SCOPES. CENTPlrUGES. ELECT.ON NICPGSCDPES· 
• AOIATION DETECTION SYSTEMS. AND THE PHYSICAL LANS ~ELATING TO 
CHEMICAL. 810CHEMICAL. AND PHYSIOLOGICAL APPLICITIONS_ 
PPEPEIUISIT[5' 

COLLEGE ALGEBRA 0' 'E,.'SS,ON. 

NI NTEP. 

III SHT A. 

CASlon 

ENVI~ONNENTAl CHEMIST~Y 
} 
STUOEN'S MILL STUDY CHEMIClL P'INCIPLES IN THE CGNTEXT cr THEI~ 

APPLICATIONS TO EN'I~ONMENTAL PF08LEMS. THIS COU5SE IS INTENOEO 

ro~ STUDENTS WHO HAVE SOME CHE"ICAL 8ACKG~OUNO AND l rAMILIAflTY 

MITH ENVIPONMENTAL CONCEPTS AND PP08LEMS. TOPICS WILL INCLUDE: 

ENVIRONEMTNAL o'IGINS. EN(lGY. AI~ AND MATE' POLLUTION. AND MIN­

EHL HSOUHt:S. 

PHHQUISITES. 

GENE~lL CHEMISTPY. 

SPll NGI SUMMH. 

ADDISON. 

CAS 1 040 

PLANT MICPOENVIPONMENTS II 

3 

5ELATIONSHIP BETMEEN SElSONAL CHANGES IN iAPloUS ENVlfONMENTAL 

rACTO~S AND THE OEI!LOPME~T 0' EAPLY SU"MEP PHENOPHASES INCLUOIN I 

SEEDLING ESTA8LISH.ENT. rLOMER rO'MATIO~ &NO r~UIT SET. LECTUPE 

AND LA80UTOH MEETINGS CCNCENHUE ON THE ECOLOGY 0' PLANT-PLAN' 

AND PLANT-ANIMAL I_TElACTIONS AS MELL AS THE ENVIPoN~ENTAL PHYSI ' 

OLOGY or THE EAPLY SUMME. PHENOPHASES. LATE SUMMEP PHENOPHASES D. 

r5UIT 51PENING AND SENESCENCE APE COVElEO IN LECTU5E AND DISCUSS ' 

ION. 

P'EHQUI$ITES: 

CAS 1050. 

SP~ I NGI SUMMEl. 

GUNTHEl. 

CAS10SO 

fLANT MTC50ENVIPONMENTS 

3 

STUDY or VAflOUS ENVllO~.ENTAL rACTO~S A_O HO. THEY lELATE T' THI 

SP~IN' PHENOPHASES or 8UO SP~OUTING AND SEED GE~MINATION. LECTUPI 

AND LA80~ATOPY MEETINGS CoNCENT~ATE ON rlELD METHOOS or MEASUPIN 

rACTO~S SUCH AS SOIL NUT5ITI0~. ~ATEl. TEMPE5ATUlE. AND LIGHT US ' 

ING CONTINUOUS MONIT051NG SYSTE~S AT ~EGUAL~ INTEPfALS. SYUOENTS 

ALSO STUDY THE ENVI50NMENTAl PHYSIOLOGY or SEED GElMI~ATION ANt 

8UO SP~OUTING IN DEPTH USING MATEPIALS TAIIEN OlfECTlY F~oM CUf­

~ENT SCIENTlrlC LITE~ATU~E. 

PPEH QUISITES: 

CAS6160. O~ ANY OTHE~ COU~SE IN INT~OOUCTO_Y BOTANY' CAS61Z1 IS 

A CO-fEQUISITE. 

.INTEP. 

GUNTHE~ • 

CAS10SZ 

TOPICS IN POPULA~ CULTU~E 

Z 

EIAMINES THE NATUPE or POPULAP CULTU5E TH'oUGH MAJOP TCPICS 0' 

THEMES INCLUDING MOWIES. MUSIC. SPOPTS. AND POLITICS. ALSO EIAM­

INES HOW POPULAP CULTUlE rosTEFS POLITICAL AND SOCIAL CHANGE. 

SPlING/SUMME~. EVEN YEAlS. . 

STEINEl. 

CAS106A 

LOCAL rLo~A 

2 

A SU~VEY or NATIVE AND NATU~ALllEO rLOWEllNG PLANTS PfEOOHINATIN 

IN THE SUMME~ rLOPA or NoFTHEASTEPN ILLINOIS. · rIELO T~IPS AND 

LABOlATD~Y SESSIONS MILL ST~ESS IDENTlrlCATION ANO COLLECTION. 

PA~TICIPANTS WILL ALSO 8E INTPeOUCEO TO ~EPlESENTATIVE rLOwEFING 

PLANT rAMILIES. TYPICAL ASSOCIATIONS or rlOwEPING PLAhTS IN LOCA 

ECOSYSTEMS. TAIONOMIC TEl"INOLOGY. CLASSlrICATION. NOMENCLATU'E. 

DIAGNOSTIC KEYS. AND SEPVE~AL COMP~EHENSIVE GUIDES TO LOCAL AND 

HGIONAl HO'AS. 

crrEPED 8ASEO ON DEMAND. 

COM~UNITY PPorESSOl. STArF. 

CAS106S 

SOILS IN ILLINOIS 

} 
A STUDY or SOILS IN ILLINOIS IN lELATION TO THEIP TAIONOMY. 

ECOLOGY, AND LAND-USE PLANNING. EIAMINES CHA~ATE~ISTICS or THE 

GfEAT SOIL GlOUPS. ASSOCIATIONS ANO SEPIES IN ~ELATION TO SOIL 

rO.MING P50CESSES AND VEGETATIONAL ECOLCGY. LAB AND ,IELO SUP­

VEYS INCLUDE 10ENTIriCATION AhO MAPPING or SOILS IN ILLINOIS. 

INCLUDES A DISCUSSION or THE MANAGE~ENT or ILLINOIS SOILS AS A 

NATUPAL ~ESOUPCE IMPO~TANT IN LAND-USE DECISIONS. 

PPEPEQUISITES, 

CAS }ISO 05 EQUIVALENT. 

rALL. EVEN YEAlS. 

MENDELSON. MULE'. COMMUNITY p,orESSOP. 

CASror. 

JESUS. MA~I AND AME'ICA 

} 
A SU5WEY AND COMPAllSON or TME IDEOLOGIES or JESUS CH 5 IST. KA'L 

HA.I. ANO THE U.S.A •• INCLUDING POPULAl IMAGING AND orrlCAL P~O­

NOUNCEMENTS ro~ THE PUlPOSE or HELPING STUDENTS OISCO'E~ WHAT 

HAPPENS TO PEOPLE AND IDEAS WHEN "DOGMATISM" AND "INSTITUTIONAL­

IlATlON" SET IN. 

NOT SCHEOLUEO TO 8E OfrE~ED IN Ayel-BZ • 

SUH. 

CAS? 080 
POU'UTJON CONHOl TECHNIQUES 
] 
~EWIEW~ SAMPLING AND COhTFOl TECHNIQUES AND INSTRUMENTATION fO_ 

AI~ AND VATE~ POLLUTION CONT'OL. ESPECIAllY USEfUL TO ENWI'CN­

"ENTAL MANAGEMENT AND ENWIJONMENTAl ANALYST STUDENTS. 

~'EFEQUISITES: 

COllEGE AlGEB~A' BASIC COllEGE CHEMIST". 

WINTE~. OU~ING 000 YEA~S. 

SIEVEFI NG. 

CAS7090 

FEllGION AND HUMA~ SEXUALITY 

] 
STUDENTS E1AMIN£ JEVISH. 'OMAh CATHOLIC. PJOTESTANT. OCCULT. SE­

CUlA~. AND EASTE.N FEllGIOUS ATTITUDES. TEACHINGS. ANO 8EHAWIOP 

FEGAFOING SEX-~ElATEO TOPICS. 

fAll. 

STAff. 

CAS7IOO 
OESC~IPTIWE STATISTICS 
I 
hill COW(~ MEASU~ES or CENTRAL TENDENCY (MEAN. ~EOIA.' "OOEI. 
MEASUFES Of OISPE'SIGN. SKEWNESS. "U"TOSIS. GFAPHICAl PPESENTA­
TION Of OATA. THE NO~MAl ANO T 0lSTFI8UTIONS AND COMPUTATION Of 1 
AND I SCOFES AND ASSOCIATED PFOBA8IlITIES. THIS COU'SE IS "I'NlY 
FECO"MENDED rOF STUDENTS VITH MINIMAL HATH 8ACNG'DUND OF fOP 
STUDENTS VHO HAWE NOT HAD MATH FECENTlY. AS PFEPAFATION fOF T~E 
STATISIICAl HETHODS COU'SE <CAS 71l01. 
SP~ING/SUMHEF. 
F08HTS. 
CASlIlO 
STATISTICAL fOUNDAIIONS 
2. 1 
THIS COUFSE PFESENIS fUNDAMENTAL CC~CEPTS Of STATISTICS AND P'C,­
A81LITY fO~ NON-SCIENCE MAJORS. THE fOCUS IS ON CONCEPTUAL 
~NDEFSTA_OI.G AN~ USES Of STATISTICS FATHEF THAN eN DEFIWATIONS 
CF STATISTICAL fOFMUlAE. 

PFEPEOUISITES: 

CAS1100 If ENPOllEO fOF l CFEOIT HOUFS; COllEGE AlGESFA IF 

EN~OllEO fOP] CFEOIT HOUFS. 
fAll. VINTEF. SPFING/SUMMEP. 
F08EHS. STAFF. 
CASIllO 

STATISIICS AND P'08ABILITY I 

2 

THIS COUF5< IS THE fl.ST IN A TVO COUFSE SEQUENCE THAT laClUOES 

DESC'IPTIWE STATISTICS. PF08ABILITY. INTEFWAl ESTIMATION. HYP~­

THESIS TESTING. ANOWA. FEGFESSION AND CCFFElATION. AND ~ON­

PAFAMETFIC ANALYSIS. 

PFEFEOUISI TES: 

COUEGE ALGEBFA. 

fALL. 

FOSEF IS. SIHF. 

CA$1I25 

STATISTICS AND PF08A~llIT' II 

2 

THIS COU~S< IS THE SECOND IN A Tvo COUFSE SE~UENCE ANO IS A CO.­

f1NUHION OF OS71Z0. 

P'EFEOUISIl[S:

CA57120. 

VI Nl(P. 

fO~HTS. STHf. 

CAHIU 
COMPUTEF PFOG'A~MING: AOWANCEO 
l. 1 
SIUOENIS SELECT AOWANCEO TECHNIQUES IN A KNOVN COMPUIEF lANGUAGE 

t, lEAFN TO USE PASCAL. APl. OR Pl/l. OPEPATING SYSTEMS AND DATA 

STFUCTUFES A~E ALSO TOPICS OF CHOICE. 

P'HEOUISIIES: 

CA; J140. CAS l145. O~ CAS 5518 AND CAS 8189 OF EQUIWALEhT. 

PHMISSION ONLY. 

MINTO. 

HOCKE rr • 

CA~IIJO 
STATISTICAL HEIHOOS 

4 

THE COU~.E PFOW10ES lECTUFE A~C lASO~AT(FY O. STATISTICAL NETHOOS 

INClUDIN' OESC~IPTIW[ STATISTICS. P~08ASllITY. INTEPWAl ESTIMA­

TION. HYPOTHESIS TESTING. ANOWA. ~EGFESSION A~O CO~RElATION AID 

MON-PAPAMEIFIC ANALYSIS. OESCFIPTIYE STATISTICS IS HIGHLY 

~ECOMM(~OEO fOF .TUOENTS ~ITH MINIMAL MITH BACKGFOUNO OF FOF STU­

CENTS OHO HAWE NOT HAD MATH ~ECENTlY. 

PFEFEOUISIIES: 

COllEGE AlGEBPA. 

fAll. SP~ING/SU"ME~. 

~OBE~TS. COMMUNITY PPOfESSO~. 

CAS71l1 

CHIlO~EN AND TElEWISION 

1 
E1PlO~ES CHllOFEN'S IElEWISIO~ PPOGPAMHING AND ITS I~PACT' EWAl-
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~ATES SUCH P~OG~A"MING IN T[~MS or ITS PRODUCTION QUALITY. SOCIAL 
VAlU.S. AND EDUCATIONAL ENTE~TAINM[NT ATT'IBUIES' IDENTifiES FE­
Sou'CES Of CHllOFEN'S TElEWISION VIEWING IN ~ElATION TO OEW[lOP­
HENT ATT~I~UTES; IDENTifiES RESOU~CES Of CHllO~[.'S TElE,ISOI 
VIEVING IN FElATION TO OEWElOP"ENT or THE CHilO. 
fALL. 

GllBEFT. MUCHNIK. 

OS7I40 
STATISTICS: "UlTIWA~IATE METHODS 
1 
THIS COUFSE will COVE~ A WAPIETY Of "ETHCOS rOF AaAlYSIS or NUL­

'AFI'TE DATA INCLUDING MULTIPLE ~EGRESSION AID C~FElATION. 

CANONICAL CO~FELATION. DISCJIMI.ANT ANALYSIS. MULTIWA~I'lE ANAL­

YSIS Of WAFIANCE. fACTOR ANALYSIS AND MUlTIWARIATE AIALYSIS or 

CATEGOFICAL DATA. THE COU~SE Will SE lECTU~E'lA8 WITH EXTENSIYE 

USE Of COMPUTEF SASEO STATISTICAL PACKAGES SUCH AS SPSS. 

PFEPEOUI 51 TES: 

CAS 7110 OF (OUIWAlENT. 

SP~ING/SUMMH. 

FDeE~TS. COMMUNITY PfOfESSO'. 

CAS?150 
MASS MEDIA AND POLITICS 
] 
INWESTIGATES THE USE AND IMPACT Of MASS MEDIA. PARTICUlAJlY THE 

ElECT~ONIC SFOAOCAST MEDIA. UPON THE POLITICAL PPOCESS. CONSIOE'S 

AOTH THE ~OlE _NO fUNCTION Of ~EOIA AS VEll AS SPEClrlC CASE STU­

DIES. PAFTICULAF ATTENTION IS GIWEN CU~'ENT POLITICAL CANP,IGNS. 

fAll. EWEN YEAFS. 

MUCHNIK. 

CAS1I6Z 

fEATU'E ANO FEVIEV VFITING 

] 
AN AOWANCEO _FITING HOOUlE FOR STUDENTS INTEFESTEO IN CA~EE'S IN 
FFOFESSIONAl JOUFNALISM. LAB VOPA EMPHASI1ES THE INTEPRElATION­
~HIP Of STYLE AND CONTENT IN JCU~NAlIST VPITING. 
PPE~EQUISITES: 

PEFMISSION Of PFIO' ~OUPNAlISM. 

SP~ I NGI SUMMO. 

STE INEF. 

CAS1190 

CHICAGO MEDIA lABO~ATOF' 

l 
~S(S THE CHICAGO MEDIA ENVIPONMENT fO' CN-SITE SEMI NAPS ANO 01­
SE~VATIO_ or PFOOUCTION P~OCESS[S AT WAFIOUS TElEWISION. PAOlO. 

fll~. AND P~INT MEDIA CUTLETS. STUDENTS OEWELOP THEI~ OVN CASE 

STUDY AND PA~TICIPATE IN CLASS PLANNED SEMINAF AT GSU. lIMIT-16. 

MI NTEF. 

MUCHNIK • 

CAS1195 
MEDIA P~OOUCTION P~ACTICUM 
zoe 

IN ONE AFEA OF SPECIALTY. THE STUDENT Nill BE ASSIGNiD TO NO+K 

IN GSU'S TNST~UCTIONAl COMMUNICATIONS CENTEF UNDER SUPERWISIOI 

ijf A fUll-TIME ICC STAff "E~HEF AND ICC MEDIA FACULTY "EM8[P. 

EXPEFIENCE IN THOSE AFEAS UNIQUE TO THE PPOOUCTION HOUSE WilL 1£ 

EMPHASliEO. EWAlUATION Vill 8E SASEO UPON SPECIFIC ASSIGNMENTS 

FElATEO TO ON-GOING PROJECTS Of THE ICC. 

P'EPEOUISI TES: 

FFIOF P~OOUCTION COU~SES IN AFEA TO WHICH STUDENT IS TO 8E 

ASS1GN;:0. 

FAll. VINTEF. SP~ING/SUMME" 

5 TArr. 
CAS1210 
~AOIOISOTOPE TECHNIQUES 
1 

lNCLIIOES AN INHOOUCI ION TO FACIOACTIWI TT THEOFT. INl[JACTlOIS Of 

tAOIATION VITH MATTEF. USE OF DETECTION EOUIPMENT AND APPLICA­

TIONS Of FAOIOCHEHICAl TECHNIOUES TO CHEMICAL ANO ENWIRONMENTAl 

PF OBLEHS. 

PREFEQUISITES: 

CAS4601. OF ANALYTICAL ChEMIST~Y AND PH'SICS AND CALCULUS. 

SP"ING/SUMME~. 000 YEA~S. 

S YAH. 

CAS1ZZ0 

AESTHETICS 

] 
fOCU'ES ON THE HISTO~ICAl OEWElOPHENT Of AESTHETICS IN MAJO' 
PHilOSOPHICAL SCHOOLS AND ANALYSIS Of CCNCEPTS AMO THE SOLUTION 
Cf PFOBlEMS THAT A~ISE VHEN O~E CONTEMPLATES AESTHETIC 08~ECTS. 
SP~ING/SU"MEP. 
M(I. 
CAS7ZZ9 
~OFK AND fAHllY lifE 
1 
THE COU~SE Vlll ANAlYlE fAMilY LlfE/WORK NO~lO A~TICUlATION. AN 
INITIAL HI~TQPICAl OWEFWIE. Of CHANGE f~OM A PF[-INDUSIPIAL ECOI­
OMY Vill INFO'M SUBSEQUENT EffO'TS TO AhALYlE EffECTS Of OCCUP'­
TIONAl SEGFEGATION ON HEN'S A~O .OMEN'S ~OPK 'OLES: CONSEGU£NCES 
CF SPECifiC OCCUPATIONAL EXPE'IENCES Of VO"EN AND CON1EMPO~'RY 
FAMilY CONSTElLATION/WOFK ~OFlO OPTIONS FO' OEAlI.' ~llH CNAa&E. 
SP~ING/SUMME~ 
GPOS S. 
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CAS1Zl0 

A.['ICAN U~'AN HISTO~'

, 
lHIS COU~SE P~ESENTS A HISTO~ICAL E.AHI_ATIO. 0, TN' PPOCESS or 

MOOE~NIIATJON AND ITS ErrECT ON THE AHEPICAN CITY AND PEOPLE MIT" 

EMPHASIS ON MlilATION A_O MOIILITY. rAMILY 'DLES. HACHI_E POLI­

TICS. AND tA'IOUS PErop. MOYEMENTS. 

rAll. WJNTE~. 

• ElLr • 

CU7ZU 

AHEPICAN HISTOPY SEMINA" •••

, 
IN THIS COU~SE A STUDENT SELECTS rpOH A PPESC'IIEO LIST A TOPIC 

IN AME~JCAN HISTO~Y. ~EAOS A NUMIE' or DESIGNATED WOPKS eN THAT 

TOPIC ANO .PITES A PAPEP SYNTHESllING T~OUGHTS ANO 'EAOINGS. 

ALONG WITH SLECTEO QUESTIONS. 

rALL. WINTE'. SP'ING/SUMME'.

• Ell Y. 
CAS1261 

~EGIONAL PLANNING 

Z. 3 

IPOAO COYE~AGE or PEGIONAL PLANNING. ITS BASIC COIC[PTS. TECHN­
IQUES ANALYSIS. AND PLANNING METHODS. 

WI"TE~. EWEN YEA.S. 

TONE'. 

CAS1211 

UP.A" STUOIES. lNTPODUCTTON TO THE CITY

, 
APPPAISAL ANO ANALYSIS or U'8A. GPOWTH AND DYNAHICS II 'ELATIO. 
TO GOWE~NMENT AND POLITICS. SOCIAL AND ECONOMTC Llf[. E_"'ON­
MENTAL TSSUES AHO THE ST~U'TU'E or THE UP.AN E.,I'ON_,IT. AN 
INTEPOISCIPLINAPY APPPOACH TO THE STUDY or ANE'ICAI U"AI 
[HWI~ONMENT$. 

rAlL. WINH~. 

MCCLElLAN. 

CU1212 

UP"N POPULATION

, 
INTENDED ro~ AOYANCEO UNOE~G'ACUATE A.O ,PAOUAT, STUD'NTS '.T[~­

ESTEO IN APPLYING T[CHNIQUES OF POPULATION ANALYSTS IN u,aAN 

S[TTINGS.

rPHEUUISITES: 

CAS156,. 0' PE~MISSION. 

WINTEP • 

.. [S5[N. 
CU1ZH 

TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIAL CHANGE 

4 
E'ANINES THE INPACT or SIGNlrlCANT TECH_OLOGICAL CHAIG'S ural 

SOCIAL ST~UCTU~ES, LlrESTYLES. INSTITUTIONS. AND COM'UNITIES. 

STAPTING WITH THE "EOLITHIC AG~ICULTUPAL PE.OLUTION AhO CULHINA­

lING IN CONTEMPO.A~Y U~IAN SYSTEMS. 

WINTEP. SP~ING/SUMMEP • 

.lESSEN. 

CAS7Z80 

CONMUNITY OPGANllATION/COMNUNITY OEWELOPMENT 

J 

INALYIES NOTIONS or POWE~. COMMUNITY STpUCTU~E' COMMU_ITY DEWEL­

CPNENT. AND THEI~ IMPLICATIONS rop COMMUNITY ORGANIIATION AND 

HNEUL. 

SPHNG ISUMHEP. 

MC CLELLAN. 

CASJZeJ 

LOCAL HISTORY' PESOU~CES 'NO METHODS 

] 
AN EXAMINATION or .aSIC PESOURCES AND METHODS ro~ LOCAL AND COM­
MUNITY HISTO~Y. STUDENTS MILL 8E INWOLWEO ITI" S'EClrIC ~ES[A'CH 
PPO..lECT S. 
SPaJN"SUMME~. 
NC CLEL LAN. 
CAS 1301 
~EAOINGS ANO INWESTIGATIONS IN ••• 
1-8 
THIS IS AN OPEN COURSE TYPICALLY AH IN-DEPTH STUDY. M""" AtY 
STUDENT IN TH[ UNIWE'SITY CAN ENTEP 1_ CO_SUL1ATION MIT" A r~o­
rESSO~. PE,rO'MANCE 08..1ECTIWES AND CPEOIT .ILL aE NEGOTIATEO ON 
AN INOIWIOUAL 8ASIS. THIS COU~S[ IS AWAILAILE TO ANY STUOENT MHO 
WISHES TO EXPLOPE AN APEA or «_OWLEO&E ENCOMPASSED ay CAS. 
_E6APDLESS or PRIOP PPEPAPATION OR COLLEGIAL ArrILIATIO_. NO 
LIMITATION IS PLACEO ON THE NUM8E' or TIMES A STUOEIT MAY EN'OLL 
IN A READINGS AND INVESTIGATIONS COU~S[. AS LOMG AS PROGRESS IS 
CO"MENSU~ATE .,TH THE CREDIT RECEIWED. 
"EREOUISITES: 
PE'MISS ION. 
rALL. WINTE~' SP~ING/SUMMEP. 
Hur. 
CUH10 

~ESEA~CHING SCIENCE INfO~MATION 

J 
"ELPS OEYELOP AMC IMPROVE SKILLS ro~ eASIC lle~AFY 5ESEA~C". NO'1 

DElLS NITH O~GlMII.TIOM or SCIENCE RErE~ENCE SOU,CES. AND MIT" 

TECHNIOUES rop rlNOING SPECIfIC IN'O~NATION; INCLUDES OVEPWIEN 

or CU~_ENT AND P~O.lECTED INrOPMATION STCPAGE AND RET~IEVAL SYS­

TEMS. A_D GIWES PRACTICE IN SEA'CH TECHNI'VES AND IN DEWELOPING 

COMPREHENSIVE eleLIOG~APHIES. OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS. 

rALL. SPRING/SUNME'. 

rEIINEP • 

CASHlJ 

~PEN EDUCATION: THEO~Y 

2 

INWESTIGATES THE eASIC ASSUMPTIONS UPON MHICH OPEN EDUCATTO. IS 

IU'LT AND ExaMINES SOME [IIMPLES Of AOMINIST~ATlvE A~P'NGENENTS 

ro~ IMPLEMENTING THOSE ASSUMPTIONS. 

hOT SCHEDULED TO BE OfrE~EO IN AY81-82. 

PHSS • 

CAS' 419 
TEACHING SECONDAFV SCHOOL SCIENCE 
] 
SCIENCE AND SCIENCE TEACHING APE OI~ECTLV RELATED 8Y THEIR GGALS 

AND METHODS. STUDENTS EXAMINE TN[ NATUFE or SCIENCE rpOM HISTO~­

ICAL_ PHILOSOPHICAL. AND SOCIOLOGICAL PE~SPECTIVES, THEh ELECT TO 

EITHE' DEVELOP S«ILLS Ih TEACHING SCIENCE 8Y IhOUI~Y O~ GO MORE 

DEEPLY INTO THE ETHICS AND SOCIOLOGICAL IMPACT or SCIENCE. 

WINTEP. 

«ISHTA. 

CAS7 'ZO 

CLINICAL E.PEFIENCES IN EDUCATION 

Z. 4 
STUDENTS WILL PA~TICIPATE IN CLASS'OOM AND SCHOOL '8SE.WATIONS TO 
8ECOME rAMILIA~ _ITH INST'UCTICNAL O~iAhIIATIDN AND 'ANAGEMENT 
SCHENES. OeSE'YATIONS wILL fOCUS ON THt FOLES ANO FESPOhSI8IL' 
ITIES Dr THE CLaSS~OOM TEaC~EP AS THE MANAGEP AND rACILITATO~ or 
L[I'NIN6. STUDENTS WILL PAPTICIPATE IN THE INSTRUCTIONAL P~OCESS 
IT OEWELDPING AND TEACHING LEI~NING ACTIWITIES APP~OPPIATE rop
INOIWIOUAL AND SMALL G~OUP INSTFUCTION. THE COURSE PAFTIAlLY 
fULrlLLS THE STATE or ILLINOIS FEQUI~EMENT or 100 H'S. or 
CLINICAL E.PE~IENCE IN [DUCATICN P~IOP TO PEGISTE'IN& ro~ 
STUDENT TEACHING. 
PHHUUISITES' 
CAS 6550 O~ CAS 9050. 
WI NT(P. 
UlE_SKI. 
CAS7HO 

SCIENCE PROG~A" O'IEhTATION 

o P/NC 
rO~NAL'lES AND SYSTEMATliES THE INTRODUCTION Of STUDENTS TO CAS' 
ENWI~ONHENTAL SCIENCE CU~~ICULA. STUDENTS £XPLO'E T~IS INTE~DIS· 
CIPLINAPY ~EAL" TH,OUGH PF08LEMSOLVING ACTIVITIES AND ~ELATEO 
CA~EEF OPPO~TUNTTIES. 
FALL- WINT;:P. 

MULE'. 

CASHU 
PHILOSOPHT or HISTO~Y 
3 
DEALS MITH p~oaLEMS or 'ATTERNS IN THE ~ISTO~Y Of "AN~INO. NATU'E 
~r HISTO~IC'L CHANGE. VILUE. PURPOSE. AhO MEANING or WA~IOUS HIS­
TO~ICAL PHASES. 

MI NTER. 

WEI • 

CAS7442 

19TH CEhTUH AMERICAN WPITEFS 

] 
A STUOY or S(LECTEO WO~KS Of COOPE~. HAWTHORNE. AND _ELWILLE. 

~EADING. OISCUSSION. AND .PITINi A~E ESSENTIAL ACTIVITIES. 

SP~IN6ISUMMU. 

fONTAN. 
CU1460 

OPEN EOUCATTON' IMPLEMENTATION 

Z 
A STUOENT-OI~ECTEO COU~SE orrE~ING AN OPPO~TUNITT TO EXANINE 

'~08LENS ASSOCIATEO _ITH INPLEMENTING T~E OPEN CLASS~OOM AND 

GROUP P~O..lECTS OEMONSTFATING WARIOUS 'PP~OACHES TO ITS 

IMPLEMENTATION. 

PF[PEUUI SI TES' 

CISHII. 

NOT SCHEOULEO TO ~E orrE~EO IN AY81-82. 

"[$S. 

CASH6l 

THE rUTU~E or HIGHER ECUCATION 

~XPLOFATION or VAP10US ALTEFNATIWE rUTUPES or HIGHEP EOUCATI61. 
ETC. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE orfE~ED IN AY81-8Z. 

PPESS. 

CAS146Z 

CONTEMPO~A'Y ISSUES I~ EDUCATION 

CAS Course Descriptions 131 
• LOOK AJ JHE ISSUES A~O P~08LEMS NON fACING TH( EDUCATION (SfAI­
LISHMENT. USE Of fAXES ro~ P~IVAY[ SCHCOlING. HDM CA~ ME HA~E 
CU~ SCHOOLS MO~E ~ESPONSIVE fO A SOCIETY IN FAPID CHANGE1 HeM 00 
ME '"P~OVE THE QUALITY or J(ACH[~ EOUCAJION' WHAT IS THE NEM 
~OLE Of THE TEACHE~l THE ACTUAL lOGISTICS AID O~GANllATION ~r 
THE COUfSE WILL 6E OISCUSSEO ANO OECIOED UPON AT THE fl~ST MEET­
ING. 
SP~ I NGISUMMH. 
f~ESS • 
CASH70 
POLITICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
4 
AN EXA"INATION Of PE~SONALITY fACTO~S whlc~ AffECT POLITICAL BE­

"AVJO~' SELf-ESTEEM. PO.E~ MOYIVATION. "AC~IAVELLIANISM. AUTHO~­

ITA~IANISM. LI8E~ALISM. AhO CONSE~VATIS". 

SP~INGlSUM"E~. 

MH"TT. 

CAS 7490 

SIMULATIONS ANO GAMES 

3 

EXAMINATION Of SIMULATION ANO GAMES AS lEACHING AID f~AIIING 

TOOLS. STUO£NTS WILL PAPTICIPATE IN A 'ANGE Of SIMULATION GAMES 

.NO EXAMINE THE USE. EVAlUATICN. ANO BLllOING Of SI~ULATTON 

GAMES. 

NOT SCHEOUlEO TO 8E OfFE~EO Ih AY81-82. 

MC ClElLAN. 

CAS7512 

INTEG~ATIONI POLICIES AND P~ACTICES 

2 

AN EXAMINATION Of CU~PENT ANC OEvELOPING ISSUES. POLICIES ANO 

P~ACTICES ~ELATEO TO CO"MUNITY ANO NEIGH80~HOOD INTEGFATION. 

~TUDENTS NILL EXAMINE OISC~IMI.ATION .NC SEG~EGATION IN ~ESIDEN­

TIAL APEAS ANO THE IhSTITUTIONAl. POLITICAL ANO SOCIAL DYNAMICS 

IN THE PfOMOIION ANO MAINTENANCE OF ~ESIDENTIAl INTEG~ATION. 

SP~ I NGI SUMMH. 

MCCLElLAN. 

CAS7521 

SEX ~OLES ~ESEAFCH SE"'NA~ 

4 
SYUOENTS WILL EXAMINE THEO~ETICAL DISCUSSION AND EMPI',CAl INVES­
TIGATIONS Of SEX POLE O"ENTAT,ON AND 8EHAVIDF INCLUDING BIO­
SOCIAL ~ESEAfCH. SOCIAlI2ATID~ AND CHILC ~EAFING PfACTICES; 
SOCIAL. ECONOMIC. ANO POLITICAL COfPElAYES OF SEX fOLES; AND 
CHANGING SEX POLE OfIENTATIOhS. 8ASED CN THIS 8ACKG~OUhD. STU­
DENT. WILL FOfMULATE. CAffY OUT ANO fEP(~T ON AN DflGINAL PE­
SEAfCH PfOJECT. THI~ PFDJECT WILL PfDVIOE STUDENTS wiTH INSTPUC­
TION IN SAMPLING. INSTFUMEHI CCNSTFUCTION. COMPUTEP ANALYSIS. AND 
~ESULTS INTE~PFETATION. 

hOT SCHEDULEO TO 8E OffE~EO IN AY 81-82. 

"EHI TT. 

ClS7522 

CONTEMPOPAfY POLITICAL THOUGHT 

4 

THIS COU~SE WILL PFOVIDE AN OVEFVIEW Of 19TH ANO 20TH CENTUPY 

POLITICAL THOUGHT INCLUDING SOCIALISM. ~ATIONALISM. fASCISM. 

LI8EfTAFIANISM. AND fEMINISM. 

fAll. NINTEF. 

"H~ ITT. 

CAS7538 
vNDEfSTANOING OFIENTAL PHILOSOP~Y 

J 

A STUOY OF THE MAl. PHILOSOPHICAL 10EAS THAT UhOEPGlfO THE 

O~IENTAL WO~LO VIEM ANO APPfOACH TO LIFE AS EXP~ESSED I~ THE 

THOUGHIS ANO MO~KS Of ITS G~EAT SAGAS A~C PHILOSOPHIES FfOM 

INDIA. CHINA. ANO ~APAh. 

WINTEP. 

~AFA. 
CAS7540 
SOCIAL fOUNDATIONS Of EOUCATION 
4 
AN EXAMINATION OF THE INFLUENCE OF SOCIETy ON SCHOOLS A~D OF THE 
I.TE~ACTION 8ETNEEN SCHOOL~ AND SfUOENTS. SPECIAL ATTE~TJON ON 
THE INfLUENCES Of THE CHU~CH. STATE. fAHILY. ANO EDUCATIONAL 
fHILOSOPHIES Of THE PAST. 
fAll. NINHP. 
P~ESS. 
CAS7542 

INT~OOUCTION TO NOI-TfACITIONAL EOUCATICN 

4 
~HAI A~E THE ALTEPNATIYE ~ON-TFAOITIONAL APPfOACHES TO EOUCATrOl1 

HOW tAN ME OISTINIGUISH ~EAL CHANGE FFOM fADOISH1 THESE OUEsrlONS 

AND HANY "O~E WILL 8E OISCUSSED IN A CO~RSE THAT IS GEA~ED TC AI 

EXAHINATION Of OlffE~ENJ POSSI8LE APP~OACHES TO MASS PUBLIC EDU­

CATION. 

fALL. 

fFES ~. 

CAS7550 

10EA Of COMMUNITY 

3 

JNTE~DISCIPLINARY APPPO'CH TO CO"MUNITY STUDIES AID 'IALYSIS' 

AN EXANINATION or POLITICAL. SOCIOLOGICAL. ~ELIGIDUS IDEAS Of 

COMMUNITy. STUDENTS ALSO EXPLORE fUTU~E POSSI81LITIES fO~ THE 

10EA Of COMMUNITy IN A"[~ICA. 

SPUNG/SUIIME~. 

MCCLElLAN. 

CAS7552 
MULTIPLE P~OJECTS IN COMMUNITY PESEAPCH 
3 
DESIGNEO TO ACOUAINT THE STUOENT NITH fl~ST-HANO EXPE~IEICE AIOUT 
COIIMUNITY NEEOS AND fESDUFCES JH~OUGH I~OIVIDUAL P~O~ECTS WHICH 
FOCUS ON SPECifiC A~EAS. 
fAll • . 

MENOOlA. 

CA57559 

DATA ANALYSIS IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES USING SPSS 

3-6 

AN INTfOOUCTION TO ACCESSING ANO ANAlYllNG OUA.TITATIVE DATA ,e, 

STUOENTS IN THE SOCIAL AND 8EHAVIO~ SCIENCES. 

NOT SCHEDULEO TO BE OffE~EO IN AY81-82. 

ME~PITT. 

CAS7562 

SOCIAL fEStAfCH ANO EYALUATIO~ 

4 

STUDENTS MILL DEVELOP HYPOTHESIS' APPLY AlTE~NATIYE SAMPLING p,o­

CEDU~ES; CONSTfUCT ATJITUDI.AL SCAlESI ASSESS EXPEPIMENTAl OE­

SIGNS; CONDUCT A 811LI06fAPHICAL SEAPCH; C~ITIQUE A~TIClES IN 

SCHOlAFlY JOU'NAlS. EMPLOY OESC~IPTION STATISTICS' AND UTILIZE 

CONTENT ANALYSIS. INTEFVIEWING ANO OBSE~VATIOh TECHNIQUES. 

fALL. MT~TE~. 

"EHITT. 

CAS7563 

PUBLIC OPINION TFENOS 

2.4 

STUOENT Mill ANALYlE ATTITUDES ON A 10PIC Of THEIR CHOICE lASED 

ON A SE~IES or NATIONAL 'U~VEYS. THE fOCUS MILL BE CONPAPING 

G~DUPS ( 1.£ •• Uf8AN AND sueUP.AN FESIO[NTS HEN ANO NOMEN. 8lACKS 

AND WHITES) ON A SET Of PSYCHOLOGICAL T~AITS. SOCIO-POlITICAl 

ISSUE POSITION O~ VOTING PATTE~NS OVEF A NUM8EF Of YEA~S. STU­

CENTS MILL LtA~N TO ASSESS THE OAJA ON THE CD"PUTE~ USING SPSS. 

TO P~ESENT AND INTE~P~ET AfPAYS Of OATA AND TO P~EPAPE A PEPDPT. 

HOT SCHEOULED TO BE OfrE~EO I~ AY81-82. 

MEHITT. 

CAS 1568 

SPATIAL PE~CEPTIONS ANO SOCIAL 8EHAVIO~ 

4 

THIS COU~St fOCUSES ON HON SPATIAL fELATIONSHIPS AfE INFLUENCED 

BY SPATIAL PATTE~NING AND HOM SPATIAL P.TTERNING IS INflUENCED 

BY SOCIAL ANO CULTUFAL SYSTEMS. SIUDENTS EXAMINE THE PfOCESSES 

~f SPATIAL PEfCEPTION AND THE CONST~AINTS ON TPANSlATIO~ or PE~­

CEPTION TO OYEPTLY D8SEFVA8LE 8EHAYIOP_ 

wi NTE~. . 

JESSE N. 
CAS7569 

POPULATION AND OEMOGfAPHIC ANALYSIS 

4 

POPULATION OATA. SOU~CES, USES ANO LIMITATIONS A~E CONSIOE~EO. 

EMPHASIS IS PLACLO ON MO~TALIIY. FEPTILITY. AND MIGPATION_ EX­

PLOFATION Of OATA P~OCESSING TECHNIQUES ANO PPACTIC'L IMPLICA­

TIONS AFE CONSIDE~ED. THE ~OlE OF POPUlATJON PPOCESSES IN UP.AN 

DEVELOPMENT ANO CHANGE IS ST~ESSEO. 

fALL. 
JESSEN. 
CAS1582 

SOCIAL CISOFGANllATION 

4 

A CDNSIDE~ATION Of MAJDP P~OCESSES Of S~C1AL DISO~GANllATIO. II 

U'IAN SOCIETY. TH[IF CAUSES. IMPACTS ANO CONSEQUENCES AS THEY 

INflUENCE AND A~E INfLUENCED 8Y CHANGES IN SOCIAL CONOIIIONS ANO 

ULUE SYSTEMS. 

NINT[f. 

~ESSEN. 
CAS75U 

SOCIOLOGY Of ETHNIC FElATIONS 

4 

ANALYlES £THNICITY AS A DIMENSION OF SOCIAL ST~ATlflCATION AND 

ITS IMPLICATIONS FOP INTEf- ANO INT~A-GPOUP CONfLICT_ 

fALL. 

JESSEN. • I 

CAS759. 
SOCIOLOGY Of STPEET CPIME 
3 
AN ANALYSIS Of THE CAUSES. PATTERNS. PECPLE INVOLYED. PU.LIC 
fEACTION. P~OCESSING 8Y POLICE ANO COU~TS. T~EAT"ENT Of OffEIDEPS 
AND VICTINS AND PPEWENTION 0' STfEEI CRIMES_ 10PICS MILL INCLUDE 
YIDLENCE. THEFT. SEX C~INES. D~UG AND ALCCHDL ABUSES. APSON. KID­
NAPPING. fAMILY DISPUTES. JUVENilE DELI~QUENCY. CIVIL DJSO.DE'. 
AND PO'N06~APHY AMONG 0IHE~5. THE PE~SPECTIVE WE TAKE NILL BE 
I -

132 CAS Course Descriptions 
THAT or SOCIOLO&ISTS IN OEALIN, WITH THESE TOPICS. STUO[NTS MILL 
ALSO BE HELPED IN OEVELOPIN6 PRACTICAL AP'LICATIONS TO THEI' 
OCCUPATIONS. If DESIRED. 
crrEREO lASED ON DEMAND. 
CORMUNITY .ROfESSO•• STAfF. 
cn1590 
SOIL ANAlYSIS 
2-4 
STUDENTS LEAPN THE ANALYTIC ppeCESSES l~iOLVEO WITH STUDYIN' SOIL 
ECOSYSTEMS AND SOIL FEPTILITY. 
• IIEP[lUISITES' 

OP&ANIC CHEMISTPY ANO ANALYTICAL CHEMIST~YI ALSO CAS5440 If TAKEN 

4 HOUPS. 

fALL. DURING ODD YEAPS. 

ADDISON. 

CAS 1592 
SOCIOL06Y Of C~IME 
4 
CONSIDERATION Of VAPIOUS ANO OIFfEhENT BEHAVIOP PATTE~NS IDEN­

TifiED AS CPIMINAL. T"EI~ EXT [NT. OlffEP[NTIALS, ClUSES. ANO 

.O.ULAP CONCEPTIONS/MISCONCEPTIONS SU~PCUNOING TH[M.

SPPIN6/SUHMEh. EVEN YEAPS. 

.lESSEN. 

CAS1593 

SOCIOLOGY Of POVE,TY 

4 
SOCIOLOGICAL CONSIO[PATION Of TH[ EXTENT. CAUSES. I"PLICATIONS 

AND EffECTS ON THE INDIVIDUAL ANO SOCIETY Of POV['TY. AN INVES­

TI&ATION Of CONDITIONS COMMONLY AS~OCIATEO WITH POVE~TY ANO THEI. 

INTE~-PElATIONSHIPSJ AN EXAMINATION Of THE QUESTION CONCEPNI~G 

THE CONCEPTS Of A SUB-CUlTUPE Of POVEPTY • . 

WINTEP. 000 YEARS. 

.lESSEN. 

CU1599 

SOCIOLOGY Of THE fAMilY 

4 
AN ANALYSIS Of CONTEMPOPAPY fAMILY lifE WITH A VIEW Of ITS ~IS­

TO.ICAl UNOE'PINNINGS. C~OSS-CUlTUhAl COMPAPISONS WILL AID IN 

THE INTEPPhETATION Of HAPPIAGE fO.MS. PAPENT-CHllD PElATIONSHIPS 

AND OTNEh fAMILY DIMENSIONS. 

WI"TEP. SPPING/SUHMH. 

6P DSS. 

CAS1600 
SPECIAL PPO.lECTS IN •••1-' 
THIS IS AN OPEN COUhSE. TYPICAllY PhOJECT-CENTEPED. NHICH ANY 
STUDENT IN TH[ UNIVEhSITY CAN [NTEh IN CONSULTATION WITH A PhO­
fESSOP. P[PfOPMANCE 08.lECTIVES AND CPEOIT WILL 8E NEGOTIATED ON 
AN INDI'IOUAl BASIS. THIS COUPSE IS AVAILABLE TO ANY STUO[NT WHO 
WISHES TO EXPlOPE AN APEA Of KNOWLEDGE ENCOMPASS[O BY CAS AND 
WHICH IS THE 08.lECT Of AN ACTION-OhIENTED PPOJECT AS ONE Of THE 
PPIMA~Y INVESTIGATIVE MECHANISMS. NO liMITATION IS PLACED ON THE 
NUMIE' Of TIMES A STUDENT "AY ENPOLl IN A SPECIAL P.OJECT AS lDNG 
AS PPOGPESS IS COMMENSUPATE WIT~ THE CPEOIT FECEIVED. 
PPE'EQUISITES: 
PEhMISSION. 
fAll. WINTEP. SP'ING/SUMMEh. 
STArr. 
CASHOO 
UPeUI POll TICS 
3 
• N ANALYSIS or THE ChlTICAl ISSUES Of UP~ANIlATION CONfhONTING 
AME'ICAN POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS. AND OV[hVIEW Of THE hATU'E AND 
SCOPE Of THE U,8&N POLICY. THE MAIN 08J[CTIVE IS TO SUPPLY THE 
STUDENT WITH TOOLS rop THE ANALYSIS Of POLITICAL EVENTS IN THE 
UPeUI COMMUNITY. 
fAll. NINTEP. SP,ING/SUMMEh. 
ODEN. 
CASHI5 
hEADINGS IN fEMINISM 
I. 2 

AN EXAMINATION Of AlTEPNATIVE THEOhlES Cf WOMEN'S POSITIONS IN 

SOCIETY AND PPES[ChIPTIONS rop SOCIAL CHANGE. 

SPRING/SUMMH. 

MEhPITT. 

ClSH20 
SPECHOCHEMISUY 
loS 
"OOEhN OPTICAL "ETHOOS Of ANALYSIS f~OM "IC~OWAVE TO G~ANNA-PAY 
APE T"[Oh, TOPIC. COVE'EO IN CLASS. HANOS·ON EXPEPIENCE WITH THE 
A.A.. UV-'IS. IP. AND flUOPESCENCE SPECTPOMETE'S AhE AVAILABLE 
TH~OUGH COMPhEHENSIVE lA80'ATOhY EXPE~IMENTS. 
"[REQUISITES'
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTPY AND ONE YEA~ or O~GANIC CHEMIST~Y. 

WINTEP. 

CEHElNl K. 

CAl71U 

WOME •• POLITICS. AND CHANGE 

4 
AN OVERVIEM or ALTE'NATIVES TO MOMEN'S 'OSITIOI II CO,TER'O'A.' 
SOCIETY. SU8JECT MATT[R MILL INCLUOE WOMEN IN POLITICS. WOMEN TN 
"ANAGENENT. WOMEN IN SOCIALISM. lEGAL CHANGES. AND AlTEhNATlvE 
SEXUAL OPT I OHS. 
WINTEP. 
MUPln. GPOSS. 
CAS II 2J 
NOMEN'S hESOUPCE LA80PATO~Y 
1-4 P/NC 
DEALS WITH THE WOh~ AND OPEPATION Of A WONEN'S ~ESOUhCE CENTE' • 
STUOENrS GAIN PFACTICAl E.PE~IENCE UNOEh SUPEPVISION WITH 
SPfClflC P'OJECTS EMANATING fPOM THE CEhTE~. 

P~E'EQUISITES' . 

P[hM ISS! ON. 

fAll. WINTEF. SPhING/SUMMEP.

UOSS. 

CASH,40 

WOMEN IN AMEPICAN HISTOPY 

3 

EXAMINIES THE HISTOPY Of AME~ICAN WO"E~ f~OM THE COlChlAl PEFloO 

TO THE P~ESENT WIT" SPECIAL [MPHASIS ON HOII ANO IN WHAT WAYS THE 

"POSITION" Of WOMEN HAS CHANGED. 

fAll. SPhING/SUMMEP • 

"ELlY. 

CASH49 

WOMEN IN THE M[OIA 

] 
EIAMINES ANO ChlTIQUES POLE Of WOMEN IN THE MEOlA. 80TH IN CO.­

TENT AND PhOOUcTION. NATIONAL MEDIA A5 WEll AS SPECIfIC WOMEN'S 

CHANNELS A~E USED' 80TH IN HISTORICAL ANO CONTEMPOPAhY CONTEXT. 

INOEPENDENT hESEA'CH IS EMPHASI1ED. 

SP~ING/SUMMEP. 000 YEA'S. 

SHIlOH • 

CAS 7150 

ECOLOGY Of ST~EAMS 

4 
SU~VEYS THE CHEMICAL. PHYSICAL AND 810lCGICAl ASPEtTS or flOWING 

.ATE~. AIMED AT P~OVIDI.G rHE rHEOFETICAl AND P~ACTICAl SKillS 

NECESSA~Y TO CHAhACTE'11E SThEAM EN'IFO~M[NTS. LECTUF[-DISCUSSION

AND flElO WOhK 8Y A~~ANGENENT. 

PPEREQUISITES. 

CAS 3150 OP EQUIVALENT. 

SPhING/SUM"E', 000 YEAhS. 

"ENDE lS ON. 

CAS lIDO 

TEACHING ElEMENTAPY SCHOOL SCIENCE 

3 

STUDENrs PhEPAhE TO USE MCOE'N SCIENCE TEACHING MAT[hIAlS A.O 

ST~ATE'IES. AND THPOUGH T~Elh oNAlYSIS. T[ACH lESS TO CMllOPEN. 

AND ANA lYlE THE PESUlTS Of THE INSTPUtTION. 

PhEPEOUISITES, 

CAS6550 OP EOUIYALENT. 2 SCIENCE COUhSES. ANC PEFMISUON. 

fALL. WINTEF. 

SIEM'O. 

CAS 1&21 

SOCIOLOGY Of SEX POLES 

4 
AN EXAMINATION Of HISTO'ICAl AND tONTE"POPA~' VIEWS or O~IGINS 
AND CONOITIONS AffECTING WOMEN'S POSITION IN SOCIETY. 
flLL • 
G' OS S. 
CASle30 
ELITES AND AME~ICAN OEMOCPAtY 
! 
DESIGNED TO EXPLAIN THE BASIC CONCEPTS tf ELITE T"[OF' IN TEPMS 
Of ELITE PECPUITMENT ANO CIPCUlATION. AMEPICAN POLITICS rhOM THE 
PEPSPECTI'E Of ELITE THEO'IES. FUlIN6 CLASS THEO~Y. ELITE THEOhY. 
5TATE CAPITALISM THEOPY. AND [lITE THEOPY A.O OEMOCPATIC ACCCUN­
TA8IlIT' IN AMEPICAN POLITICS. 
WINTEh. 
COEN. 
CAS1832 
U~8ANI1ATION IN THE DEVELOPING WOPLD 
3 
OeSIGNEO TO SU~VEY THE PhOILEMS THAT AhlSE fOF U58ANIlIN6 

SOCIETIES IN THE DEVELOPING WOhlO. 

NOT SCHEOUlEO TO IE OffEPEO IN A"I-a2. 

laKE. 

CASleH 

ANTHFOPOl06Y Of POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS 

] 
WIll STUDY POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS IN SMALL SCALE SOCIETIES. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO 8[ OffEh[O Ih AY'l-'Z. 

lUE. 

CASl839 
INTEPCUlTU~Al ~ESEAFCH METHODS 
1 
CAS Course Descriptions 133 
J 
eOU'~[ ON '~ADUAT[ '[SEA~CH 'ECHNIQUES IND METHODOLOGY AS IT 

~£lATES TO COMPA~ATIW[ ANe C.OSS-CUlTU'Al PHE~OMENON. TECHNIQUES 

fO' IMPLEMENTING INTEPOISCIPlINA~Y 'ESEA~CH ~Ill BE EMPHASIZEO. 

NOT SCMEDUlED TO BE DffE~ED IN AYll-12. 

GOEN. COMMUNITY p.orESSD~. 

CU7UD 
PHOTOG~APHIC THEOPY
•PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL rOUNDATIDNS Of THE P~OTOG~APHIC PPOCESS 1.­
elUDING COMPOSITION Of MATEPIAlS. OPTICS. SENSITOMET~Y. THEO~Y 

AND PPACTICAl APPLICATIONS. 8ACKG'OUND IN PHOToG~IPHY AhD/oP SCI­

ENCE ~ECo"MENDED. 

WINTEP. EWEN YEA~S. 

8~UBAKEP. 

CAUI50 

ElECT~DNIC MUSIC II 

3 

SAME AS ElECT~ONIC CoMPoSITTON I MITH THE 10DITION THAT STUDENTS' 

COMPOSITIONS Mill 8E PPESENTEO IN A PUBLIC CGNC~PT. 

PPE'EQUISITES' 

CASSIO' O. PEPMISSION. 

~INTEP. 
MCCPEU Y. 
CAUI51 

STUDIO ~ECO~OING TECHNICUES
1-. 
TMIS COUPSE Will PfOWIOE STUDENTS MITH THE APPlIEe TECH.I'UES Of 

TME PECD~OING STUDIO f~O" 10TH THE TECH~ICAl AND PE~fO~MANCE 15­
PECTS Of STUDIO ~ECO~OING. 

~INTEP. 

MCC~[lP Y. 

CI$7870 

STUDENT TEACHING/OBSE'fATION (MUSIC) 

1 

f~IO~ TO STUDENT TEACHING. All STUDENTS INTENDING TO APPLY fep A 

tEACHING CEPTlflCATE APE PEQUI~EO TO 08SEPWE 32 HOU'S Of K-12 

MUSIC INST~UCTION IN fOUP (.) OlffEPENT SCHOOL SYSTE'S, 08SE'WA­

TIONS A'E TO IMCLUDE WOCAl. GENERAL AND INST~UMENTAL INSTPUCTICN 

AT THE ELEMENTARY. MIDDLE SCHOOL. AND SECONDAPY LEWElS Of MUSIC 

INSHUCTION. 

fAll. 

5 TIff. 

CI57171 

STUDENT TEACHING' MUSIC 

5 

DE.IGNEO ro~ STUDENTS PURSUING A CERTlflCATIOh P~OGFA" IN MUSIC. 

PHPEQUI 51 TES. 

PE~M ISS ION. 

fAll. MINTEP. 

STIff • 

CAueU 

IHEATPE HANAGEMENT 

J 
AN OWE'YIE. Of THE -IUSINESS Of THE THEATPE- COYEPING PUSllC 

'ElATIO.S. ADfE.T.S.NG. 8UOGEIS. 801 OffiCE TECHNIQUES. ETC. 

fIELD TPIPS DESIGNED TO OffE' THE OPPO~TUNITY TO INTEPWIEM MAN­

AGERS IN 80TH EDUCATIONAL AND COMMEPCIAL THEATPE IN THE CHICAGO 

A'EA. 

WINTEP. 

HEfE. 

CI$7111 

STAGE MANAGEMENT 

3 

fOCUSES ON THE YA'IOUS ASPECTS Of STAGE MANAGEMENT AND THEI' Olr­

fE.EHCES fO~ EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY AND p~orESSIONIL THEAT~ES. 

fAll. 000 YEA'S. 

HEYt. 

CAS7900 

SUIU~8AN HOUSING 

3 

_N INfEITIGATION Of HOUSING INO OEYELOPMENT ISSUES IH SU8UF8AN 

APEAS. STUD[NTS MILL MOP. WITH 'EIOuPCE PE~SDNS 'ELATED TO ~EAL 

[STAlE. HOUSING AND OTHEF COMMUNITY OEWELOPMENT fACTO~S. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OffE~EO IN AYll-ez. 

MC CLELLAN. 

C157920 

CONCEPTS AND THEO~Y IN SOCIOLOGY

•DESIGNED TO INT~OOUCE STUDENTS TO THE T~~EE IASIC CONCEPT AFEAS 

IN TME SOCIAL SCIENCES (GENE~Al. SElf-01HE~. AND STPUCTU~AL CON­

CEPTS) AS MEll AS THEO~Y CONSTPUCTION TECHNIQUES. 

SPF INGI SUMMH. 

.lESSEN. 

CAS7tH 

UIiIAN SOCIETY 

3 

A STUOY Of THE DEYElOPMENT OF CONTEMPOA~Y U~8AN COMMUNITIES IN 

~ESPONSE TO TECHNOLOGICAL. D[MCG~APHIC. POLITICAL AND SOCIAL 

CHANGE; THE SPATIAL PATTEFNING AND OEMOG~APHIC STRUCTUFE or CON­

TEMPOPA'Y UPBAN COMMUNITIES AS A BASIS fO~ THEIR SOCIAL AND 

ENWIFONMENTAl PP08lEMS. 

~OT SCHEDULED TO 8E Of rEF EO IN AY81-82_ 

.JESSE N. 

CIS7940 

PFINCIPlES INO PAACTICES Of UFBAN PLANNING 

2. 3 
STUDY AND ANALYSIS Of CURPENT METHODS. TECHNIQUES. AHD "AeT.CES 
tr LAND-US(-OAI[NT[O URBAN PLANNING. EMPHASIZES CURFENT lAND USE 
CONTFOl IN U~8AN PLANNING. INCLUDING ZONING. SUBDIWISION CONTIiOl. 
SITE PLANNING. T~ANSPO~TATION PLANNING AND THE GENEAAL PLAN. SUCH 
AREAS AS POPULATION. ECONOMIC. AND lAND-USE STUDIES. QUANTITATIYE 
METHODS AND SOCIAL SE~VICES PlA~NING ARE COWEPED. 
fAll. 
TONH. 
CAS7950 

ENEAGY ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT 

3 

THIS COU~SE MilL COWEP PFINCIPlES AND METHODS Of ENERGY ECONOMICS 

AND FESOUFCE AllOCATION. '15K ASSESSMENT. ENEPGY OUTING PPOCE­

OU~ES. CONSE~WATION. COGENEPATION. DECENTRALIZED SYSTEM DESIGN 

AND OT"E~ 8ASTC METHODS Of ENEPGY ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT. AP­

PLICATIONS IN BOTH THE PUIllC POLICY AND fACiliTY SITTN& AS WIll 

AS INOUSTPIll AND CDMMEPClll ENE~GY MANAGEMENT WILL BE EXPLO~ED. 

PPHEQUI 51 TES: 

CAS5850 AND 8PA3201. 

SPFINGISUMMH. 

STAff. 

CAS7960 

TElEWISION OIFECTING

• STUOIO-O~IENTEO COUFSE ON THE TECHNIQUES Of TElEVISIO' OI'EeTII& 

IN A WAFIETY Of fOPMATS. HELD IN COlO~ TELEVISION STUDIO. 

PFEREQUISlrES: 

CAS7000 OR PE~MISSION. 

fILL. 

STIff • 

CAS 7961 

NATE~ QUALITY ~ESEAFCH 

6 

PI~TICIPATION IN INTEPOICIPLINIPY MATER QUlllTY INWISTI&ATION IN­

YOLYING fiELD SAMPLING. lABDAATO~Y ANllYSIS. AHO EfAlUATION AND 

INTEPPPETATIOH or DATI 'ELATED TO II0lOGICAl. CHEMICAL. AND PHYS­

ICAL INDICA TOPS Of MATEA QUALITY. 

PFEFEQU I SITES: 

PEPMISSION OF ANALYTICAL CHEMISTPY O~ AQUATIC BIOLOGY. 

SP~INGISUMME~. 

8FU8AKEP. 

CAS7 no 

COOPERATIWE EDUCATION ••• 

1-8 . PINe 

PLANNED AND SUPEFYISEO WOFK-EXPEPIENCE MITH COMPANY CP AGENCY TO 

HELP THE STUDENT IDENTifY AND ClA.lfY CI~EE~ INO ACADEMIC GOAL'. 

NEEDS LEAD TIME fOF PLACEMENT AND COUNSELLING. 

PAEAEQUISITES' 

fE~MISSION Of AOflSOR AND COOPEFATIWE EDUCATION COOFOIHATO•• 

fALL. MINTEP. SPPING/SUMMEP. 

..HA. 

CI5800A 

WO~KSHDP' C~EATIVE OFAMITICS IN THE CLASSROOM 

I 
TH~OUGH PAFTICIPATION STUDENTS IN THIS COU~SE MILL LEAF. THE 

NATU~E or C'E'TIWE OFAMA AS A TOOL fOR TEACHING. AND AS A P'IMARY 

BASIS rOF THE APPPECIATION or THE rHEAT~E IN lATEP YElPS. 

PHFEQUISITES. 

PSYCHOLOGY or EDUCATION (ONE YEIF) OR TMO YEARS TEAeHIN' EXPEPI­

ENCE. 

CffE~EO BASED ON DEMAND. 

CO"MUNITr PROfESSO~. STAff. 

C158002 

WOCAL PEOIGOGY 

3 

A SUFWEY Of WOCAl MECHINICS AS THEY APPLY TO 8FEATH 

CONTPOL. INTONATION AND ~ESONINCE. 

PHHQUISITES: 

UNOEFG~AOUATE DEGREE IN WOCAl MUSIC. 

SP~IHG/SUMME~. 

STFUKDH • 
CAS8009 

AMEFICAN PUBLIC AOOFESS 

4 

THIS COUFS£ MILL VIEW SPEAKING AS A fORCE IN AME~ICAN HISTO'Y. 
IT MilL INCLUDE THE ~HETOFICAl srUOY Of SELECTED SPEAKE'S IN 
'ELATION TO SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ISSUES fROM COLONIAL TIMES TO 
lei5. DESIGNED fDA STUDENTS MHOSE P'IMARY EMPHASIS IS NOT SPEtCH 
OR CO"MUNICATIONS. 
~------------~~==========~--- --------------~==~~~-=~-=~-=~
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MOT SCHEDULED TO IE Ofr[~[O IN AYII-12. 
Shff. 
CASlon 
SCUlPTU~E I' 6aADUATE SENINA~ )-0 DESIGN 
2 
DEAll liT" ADVANCED SCUlPTuaE AND )-0 DESIGN P~O'lENS. IT IS DE­

SIGNED fO~ THE G~ADUAT[ STUD[NT IHD D[SI~[S EXPE~IENCE AND 

aNOllEDGE IN TH[ CAT[60'Y Of N[TAl fABaICATIO •• 

paEaUUISUES' 

PO"lSSION. 

SP" N61 SUMNE~. 

PUNE. 

CASIOll 

SCUlPTU'E' )-0 DESIG" III 

) 
AN AOWANCEO CLASS IN TMED'Y AMD P~ACTICE Of SCUlPTU~Al DESI6N 

AN. 0'5ANI1ATIOI OF vISUAL foaM. 8~OADE.ED TO INCLUDE WO'K IN 

CA'WING IN lOI AND HI&H ~ElIEf. ADVANCED NODEllNG IN SCULPTU'E 

G~OUPS AND 'EliEf IS Of FE' ED IN CONJUNCTION 11TH DI'ECT CA'fl.& 

NIT" f'~IDUS HAND TOOLS P'OfIDE A 10~KI.G KNOllEDGE OF fO'MS IN 

PLASTIC. PLAST['. CLAY. AND STONE. IT IS IMPO'TANT THAT THE 

STUDENT CLEA'lY UND['STAND TH[ SEPA'ATE NATU~E Of MAT[~IALS A~O 

THE CAaVED AND "DOElEO fDJNS. THE fAlUE OF THE CHA~ACTE' Of THE 

fiNAL fiNISH AS IElL. 

P'E'UUISlT[S. 

CAS5.31 SCULPTuaE' fA.'ICATIO_ DESIGNI CAS5860 SCULPTU'E: 

CE'ANICSI PE'MISSION 0' [CUI VALENT. 

IINTE" DOD YEA'S. 

PUNE. 

CAS8030 

CONTEMPO'AIY ISSUES •••• 

2 

A G'ADUATE S[MINA' EXPLO~ING A SELECTED ISSUE IN NEOlA. CON­

NUNICATIDN. 0' PDPULA' CUlTU'[. DffE'EC EACH T'IMESTE~ 8Y 

fACULTY OF THE MEDIA CDNNUNICATIDNS P'D6'AM. 

fALL. IINTE" SP~ING/SUMNE'. 

SCH'ANl. 

CAS 8041 

ADfANCEO CONDUCTING 

) 
[NPHASIS ON 8ATON TECHNIOUE AND SCD'E ~EADING Of NAJO' INST'U­

.ENTAl AND CHO'AL COMPOSITIONS. PH'ASI.6. METE" AND STYLE A'E 

CLOSELY INfESTlUTEO. THIS couaS[ IS DESIGNED fD~ THE ADVANCED 

6'ADUATE MUSIC STUDENT. 

SPPlNGlSUMMEa. 

STArr • 

CAS804Z 

8UCK COMPOSEPS

z-) 
NUSIC HISTD'IANS HAfE ONLY 'ECENTlY BEGUN TO DEAL WITH THE CON­

T'IIUTIONS AND IN'lUENCES Of BLACKS TO THE fiELD Of MUSIC. HOI­

EfEa. Ma~E ATTENTION IS 61fEN TO THE 8LACK MUSICIAN IN ·POPUlA'" 

MUSIC THAN TO THOSE IN ·CONCEaT" MUSIC. THIS MODULE fANILIA'llES 

TN[ STUDENT 11TH THE lifES AND 10'KS OF 8lACK MUSICIANS IN A~EAS 

OTHEF THAN POPUlA' MUSIC. 

fAll. 

CAPlE'. 

C&58050 
PAINTING' AN ANALYTICAL APP~OACH 
2-) 
COU'SE FO' AOfANCED G'AOUATE STUDENTS I. PAINTING. THE "IMA'Y 
INTENT or THIS COU.SE IS TO DISCUSS AND ANALYlE THE O[fElOPMENT 
AND 10'KS OF THE INOlflDUAL STUDENTS PAPTICIPATIN6 IN THE CDU'SE 
AND DISCUSSION Of THE pa08lEMS IN PAINTING IN 6ENE'AL. STUDENTS 
A'E EXPECTED TO EXP~ESS THEMSELVES WISUAllY IN THEI' WOFKS AND 
OENONSTPATE A81llTY TO ANALY'E AND C~ITICIIE THEI' WD~KS AND THE 
WO'KS Of OTKEa STUDENTS IN CLASS DISCUSSION AND INDIVIDUAL 
P'OI'DSHS. 
P'E'EQUISUES' 
PE'M ISS ION. 
fALL. EfEN YEA'S. 
MD'ISHI U. 
CASI010 

PAINTING' ANALYSIS AND COMPOSITION

z-) 
AN ANALYTICAL APP~OACH TO PAINTING ANO CDMPOSITICI WILL BE EM­

PLOYED. STUDENTS IILl IE EXP[CTED TO APTICULATE ON THEI' DEVEL­

DPNEIT ANO A'E EXPECTED TO P~ESENT THEIP fD'MAL AND THEMATIC CDN­

CE'NS IN A I~ITTEN p'OI'OSAl. PAINTINGS ollL BE BASED O~ THE PPD­

pOSALS SU8MITTED 8Y THE STUDENT. 

pptaUUISIT[5' 

PER" ISS ION. 

NINTE'. [fEN YEA~S. 

NOPI SKI TA. 

CAnolS 
POPULATIONS I"PACTS 
3 
USIN6 'EADINGS AND STUDENT 'ESEAaCH PAP['S AS A 8ASIS fO~ CLASS 
DISCUSSIONS. I"PACTS Of POPULATION CHANGES TH~DUG~ TIME A~E [1­
AMINEo. CDNSIDEPATIGN IS IlfEI TO STATISTICS OF POPULATIONS AND 
THEI~ CYCLES THPOUGH TINE--fO' VA.IOUS O~'A'lsIS·-AN' TO SOCIO­

POLITICAL IIPACTS Of P~OJ[CT(O CHANGES IN KUNAN POPULATIONS. 

SCIENTifiC AND T[CHNOLOGICAl INpACTS PLAY AN INpO,TANT 'OLE. 

P'EPEQUISITES: 

STUDENTS MUST BE ABLE AND IILllNG TO EN6A6E IN INDEPE_DENT 

LI8PA'Y ~ESEA'CH WHICH IS AN ESSENTIAL CO"I'ONENT Of THIS COU~IE. 

SP~IN6/SUMME'· 

f[NNEP. 

C458090 

AQUATIC CHEMIST~Y 

4 

CH(MICAl COMPOSITION Of AeUATIC SYSTEMS. INCLUOII' IITE'ACTIGtS 

8ETWEEN CONSTITUENTS T'EATED ACCD'OING TO '16D.OUS [eUllI8~IUM. 

fD'MUALATIONS AND 6~APHICAl APP'DXIMATIONS. EMPHASIS 0_ ACID­
8ASE. '[001. SOlU8ILITY. AND COMPLEXATIO •• LECTU.E fO'MAT WITH 

COMPUTE~ ASSIST. 

P'EP£QUISI TES: 

CAS 4601 O~ EQUIVALENT. 

fALL. EWEN YEAPS. 

BPU8AKEP. 

CAS8095 

U~8AN HOUSING AND lEGAL SYSTEMS 

3 

AN ANALYSIS Of fEDE~Al AND STATE PUlllC lAI AS IT ArfECTS THE 

HOUSING HA~KET. SPECIAL ANALYSIS IILl BE PLACED ON ~ESOU'CES 

AVAILA8lE TH~OU6H THE fEOE~AL 60fE~NMENT HOUSING I'PDG~AMS. 

fAll. 

STArr • 

CH8100 

GPADUATE PAINTING COMPOSITION 

Z-3 

SPECIAL EMPHASIS IS PLACED ON THE STUDElT'S AIILITY TO EIPlOY 

COMPOSITIONAL ELEMENT' ANC PAINTING. THE OEfELOPMENT Of pAINTIN6 

COMPOSITIONS WILL 8E ACHIEfED 8Y A NUMIE' Of P~EPA'ATDay 'TUDIES 

AND SKETCHES AND fiNAL COMPOSITIONS APE TO BE I"ESENTED IN THl 

pUNTlNGS. 

PP£P£QUISITES: 

PEPMISSION 

WI NTE'. ODD YEAPS. 

MO~ISHllA. 
CAS8J ZO 
GPADUATE OESIGN: TWO DIMENSIONAL 
Z-3 
AN AOWANCEO ~EITEPATION Of LINE. SHAPE. COLOJ. fOPM. TEXTUJE. 
P.TTE~N AND SPACIAL DYNAMICS ON A TWD-OIMENSIDNAl PLANE USING THE 
G'ID SYSTEM AND DTKE' ADVANCED DESIGN TECHNIOUES. E,PHASIS ON 
DESIGN WITH TYPE. CDLO~ THEO'Y. AND THENATIC OEWElOI'MENT AND 
TPANSfO'MATION Of flSUAL SYM80lISM. 
PP£P[QUISITES: 
PE~MISSION. 

SP~ING/SUKME~. EfEN YEA~S. 

LACH". 

cAseno 
PPINTHAKING: GPADUATE INTAGLIO 
Z. 3 
ALLOWS THE GPADUATE STUDENT TIME TO PEifECT CO.,ETEICIES 'JOM 
INTE~"EDIATE TH'DUGH ADVANCED. THE STUDENT IS EII'ECTEO TO WGJK 
WITH THE P'OfESSD' 'IA CLASS SESSION~ A~D INDlflOUAl C'ITIOU[S IN 
MEETING THE G'ADUATE INTAGLIO COMPETENCIES. P'OI'DSAlS ON THE 
pA'T or EACH STUDENT fO' INDlflOUAl 10PK A'E ALL INHE~E~T fDa 
BE61NNIN6 AND COMPLETING THIS COUPSE. 
PREHQUISITES: 
PHM ISS ION. 
IINTH. 
lACH IA. 
CA5814D 
PES[A~CH IN AF~ICAN-AMERICAN HISTO~Y 
1 
A G~AOUATE COUPSE ADDRESSED TO SEPIOUS PESEA'CH UPON SIGNI'ICANT 
TOPICS AND ISSUES PELATED TO THE 8lACK EXPEPI[NCE IN THE UNITED 
STATES AND NO'TH AME'ICA. 
fAll. 
PA lTON. 
CAS8141 
AMEPICAN LAW AND THE NEGRO' HISTD~ICAl ANALYSIS 
3 
THIS CDUPSE IS INTENDED TO EXAMINE THE 'ELATIONSHIP Of AMEalCAN 
LAIS AND THEIP IMPACT ON THE ST'UGGlE Of 8LACKS IN THIS COUNT'Y 
fO~ EQUALITY. WHILE ATTENTION WILL BE GIVEI TO THE L.S. COlSTI­
TUTION TIE COU~SE IS HAINlY CDNCE'.EO WITk THE YEA'S fOllDIIN6 
THE CIfIL WAP. 
fALL. 
PATTON. 

CAS814Z 

.O'KSHOP' PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS 

3 

COURSE IILl EXA"INE THE fA~IOUS API'POACHES TO PUILIC POLICY 

ANALYSIS AND . THEIP EffECTS ON OECIIION MAKIN6 P'DCESSES Of AMEa­

ICAN PUBLIC SECTOP. 

fAll. 

eOEN. COMMUNITY P~OfESSDP. 

CAS Course Descriptions 135 
CU8IU 
P'08lENS Of NOOE~NI2ATION IN OEfElOPIN' COUNT~IES 
J 
THIS COU~SE SU~VEYS THE GENE~AL CHA~ACTE~ISTICS Of CUlTU~E IN THE 
TECHNICAll' lESS AOVANCEO COUNT~IES ANO THE P~08LENS (SOCIAL. 
ECONONIC AND POliTICAl) THAI A~ISE IN SOCIETY MHEN CHANGE IS 
8'DUGHT A80UT 8Y WHAT IS CONCEIvED AS NDDE~NI2ATION. 
SP~ING/SUMME~. 
ilKE. 
C.setH 
COMPA~ATIVE METHODS IN C~OSS CUlTU~AL PE~SPECTIVES 

J 

STAP'ING ffOM THE 8fOAC COGNITIVE PFOCESSES Of PE~CEPTUAL ARD 

CONCEPTUAl DISCflMINAIION ANO COMPAFISO~. THE COUFSE TAKES THE 

STUOENT INTO THE LOGIC Of C'OSS-CULTUfAL ANAL'SIS ANO THE APPLI­

CATION Of THE COMPA~ATIVE "ETHOD TO THE DATA Of DlffEFE~T DISCIP­

LINES WITHIN THE SOCIAL AND 8EHAVI0~AL SCIENCES. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO 8E CffEfED IN AY 81-82. 

"ENDOlA • 
CAsea5 

SOCIAL OrGANI2ATION AND COGNITION IN LATI~O CULTUfE 

3 

D(SIGNED TO EIPLOFE MDDEfN ~ESEA~CH IN THE AfEA Of COG~ITIVE PJD­

CESSES WHICH POINT TO OlffEFENCES 8ETWEEN THE LATINOS AhO THE Ah­

GLOS, AhO TO TPACE THE OriGINS Of IHE CCGNITIVE STrUCTUFES Of LA­

TINOS 8ACK TO THE NAIN fEATU~ES Of THE ~ISPA.IC SOCIETY .NO CUL­

TUf[. 

fAlL. 

NENOOlA • 

CA58h6 
COHPAPATIVE LATIN A-E~ICAN CULTU~ES 

3 

A SUrVEY Of SOCIETAL AS WELL AS ~EGIONAL PATTEFNS Of SOCIAL OP­

GANllATION AND CULTUfE THAT EXISTS TOOA' IN LATIN AMEfICA. ENPHA­

SI21NG PfOCESSES Of CHANGE ANC CULTU~AL CONTACT AND ISOLATION. 

~INTEP. 
NENDOil. 
CA581U 

COMPAPATIVE ~FBAN PEOEwELCPHE~T 

3 

COU~SE WILL ANALYlE THE -~EOEVELOPNENT- Of OLOEP AM[fICAN CITIES 

IN CONPArATIVE CONTEXT. EXAMPLES Of OLDEf NON-ANE~ICAN CITIES 

~ILL 8E DPAWN UPON fO~ THEOPETICAL UNDEFSTANDING AND CGNCEPTUAL 

CLA~ITY. 

WINTEP. 

ODEN. 

CA58IU 

MINOflTIES AND U~.AN LA80F HAPKET PAFTICIPATION 

3 

AN ANALYSIS Of THE CPITICAL ISSUES Of UF8ANIlATICN CONfFONTIN' 

AMEFICA~ POLITICAL INSTITUTIO~S. AND OVEFVIEW Of THE ~ATUPE ANC 

SCOPE Of THE Uf8AN POLICY. THE MAIN 08JECTIV[ IS TO SUPPLY THE 

STUOENT WITH TOOLS fOP THE ANALYSIS Of POLITICAL EVENTS IR THE 

UPiUN COHMUNI TT. 

fAll. 

COEN. COMMUNITY PFOfESSOf. 

CAS8150 

SOC I Al NOVEl 

3 

• CONPFEHENSIVE STUDY Of THE INDIGENOUS NOfEL IN LATIN ANEFICA AS 

AN EXPFESSION AND A rEACTION Of THE OPP~ESSED AGAINST THE SOCIAL, 

POLITICAL. AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS PEFPETUATEO 8Y THE INJUSTICES 

tf THE POWEffUL ELITE. 

fAll. 

OUfON. 

CA58152 
CONPA~ATIVE THEMES IN LITE~ATU.E 

3 

CONCENT~ATION ON THE STUDY or SELECTED CONTEMPOPAfY LATIN ANEP­

ICAN LITEJA~Y WOFKS SHAFING COMMON THENES AND PEPSPECTIVES. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO 8E OffEFEO IN AY81-82. 

CUP ON. 

CAsel59 
fANILY IN CfOSS-CULIUPAL PEPSPECTIVES 

3 

WIll EXAMINt THE rAMILY fFON AN ANIHFDPOLOGICAL APpfOACh AS A 

STfATEGY Of ADAPTATION AND WILL COVEP THE fANILY AND SOCIETY. , 

fALL. SP~I"G/SU"NE~. 

;;UE. 

CAS8161 

SPANISH LANGUAGE AND CULTUrE 

] 
IN THIS COUP~E THE EMPHASIS IS ON DEVELCPNENT Of PEADING. WPITING 
AND OfAL SKILLS AND ACQUISITIO~ Of NEW YOCABULA~Y. THIS COUFSE 
ALSO P~DvIDES AN INT~OOUCTION TO LATIN ANE~ICAN CULTU~E AND 
SOCIETY. 
NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OffE~ED IN Arll-12. 
OU~ON. 
ClSllh 
C'ITICAL ANALYSIS' LATIN AMEFICAN LITE~ATU~E 
] 
STUDY OF THE NAJO~ APPPOACHES TO C~ITICISN WITH AN E~PHASI$ tN 
C~ITICAL W~ITING AND THE STUDY Of SPANISH AND LATIN AME~ICAN 
LITE~A~Y C~ITICISN. 
fAlL. 
DUrON. 
CAsun 
CPITICAL ANALYSIS Of 8LACK LITEPATUPE 
2 
AN EXANINATION Of SELECTED THEO~IES A80~T THE NATU~E AND PU~POSE 

Cf 8LACK W~ITING. PA~TICULA~ ATTENTION Ii GIVEN TO A PEVIEW Of 

SELECTEO CFITICAL THEO~IES AND TH[IP APPLICATION TO PAPTICULA~ 

8LACK W~ITlNGS. 

PfEPEQUISI TES' 

PEfMISSION. 

HOT SCHEDULED TO 8E Off[~ED IN AYIO-II. 

STHf. 

CA5e169 
CONPA~ATIVE LEGAL CULTU~ES 
l 
THIS COU~SE SEEKS TO EXPLOf[ THE -LAW- SYSTEM SE.fICES AS CONMON 

ASPECTS Of DUF CULTU~AL PA~APHENALIA. A CONNON SENSE APP~OACH 

IS HADE TO THE 8~OAO SYSTEN Of LAM AND THE H~~E FANILIAP SE~VIC[. 

ANO PfACTICES WHICH A~E OPEPATEO IN IT. TH[~E 15 ALSD AN AflEMPT 

TO DE"ySTlf' THE LEGAL SE~fICE OElIVE~r SY5'EN 80TH AT THE 8A' 

A~O I HE 8ENCH. 

.INTH. 

JAKE. 

CAS8110 

.0fKSHOP: NULTTCULTUFAL EDUCATION 

l 
THIS MO~KSHOP IS DESIGNED fO~ G~ADUATE STUDENTS, PJOSPECTIWE O. 
EXPEFIENCED EOUCATO~S. THE PAPTICIPANTS ~ILL DISCUSS PESEA'C" AND 
ANALY;;E IN-DEPTH THE G~OUP LIrE fACTOP AND COPIN' i.ILLS OEWEl­
ePEO 8Y VAFIOUS ETHNIC/PACIAL GPOUPS IN A CULTUPALLY PLUIALISTIC 
SOCIEIY - I.E., THE NATUfE Of THE ETHNIC/~ACIAL/SOCIO-ECONONIC 
G~OUPS Of STUDENTS AND rANILI[S THAT NAKE UP • SCHOOL CCNNUNITY 
IN CHICAGO AND HOM THESE G~OUPS LEA'NED HOW TO SUPfl'E IN OU~ 
~OCI(TY. THE WOPKSHOP IS INTENDED TO HELP TEACHE'S 'ECOGNIZE AND 
UNOE~STANO CUlTU~AL OP G~OUP LifE SIHILAPITIES AND OlffE'ENCES, 
ESPECIALLY AS THEY FELATE TD G~OUPS MHO SPEAK A SECOND LANGUAGE 
C~ DIALET AND TO DEVELOP AN AWAPENESS Of UNIVE'SAL CHAJACTEJIS­
TICS Of HUMAN GfOUPS. 
"INTE~. 
OOEN. 
CAselH 

Ur8AN LAND ECONOMICS 

] 
COUFSE WILL EMPHASI2E THE DYNANICS OF LAND PLANNING, P~DPE.TY 
DEVELOPNE~T AS IT AffECTS UP8.N PEOEVELOP"ENT. EMPHASIS WILL IE 
PLACED ON SPECIAL EfFECTS or THE~E PFOCESSES ON UR8AN GHETTOIIA­
II ON. 
.INTE~. 

OOEN, COMMUNITY PfOFESSO~. 

CASI115 
HISTOFIOGHPHY 
3 
A GfAOUAIE HISIO~ICAL METHODS COUPSE ADO~ESSED TO SEPIOUS 
fESEAPCH UPON SIGNIfiCANT TOPICS AhO ISSUES ~ELATEO TO THE 8LACK 
EXPE~IE~CE IN THE UNIIED SlATES AND NO~TH AHEPICA. 
fAll. 
PATTON. 
CAS 8119 
G"ADuATE SEHINA~ IN SOCIOLOGY Of EDUCATION 

3 

IHIS COU~S[ WILL 8E CONDUCTED AS A GPAD~ATE SENINAJ rOCUSING ON 

THE FECIP~O'AL PELATIDNSHIP 8ETWEEN SOCIAL, POLITICAL AND ECON­

OKIC G~OUPS IN SOCIETY AND IHE EOUCATIO.AL ESTA8LISH~ENT. 

SP~ I NGI SUMNH. 

PHSS. 

CAS8t10 
COMNUNI Tr HUDIES SENINH 
4 
AN EXAMINATION Of THEOPIES AND NETHOOS IN COMNUNITY STUDIES AS 
fELATEO TO SU8Uf8AN. PU~AL A~O CENTPAL CITY CONMUNITIES. STU­
DENTS WILL 8E EXPECTED TO ANALY2E AND EVALUATE TH[OPI[S AND 
"EIHOOS AS THE 8ASES fOP CONNUNITY PESEA~CH AND ACTION. (GPAOU­
AlE ONLY; MAY 8E LINKED TO 2 CPEOIT HOUPS Of PESEA~CH IN CONNU­
hlTY STUDIES.) 
PHfE QU ISITES: 
PHMISSION. 
flll. 
MCCLELLAN. JESSEN. 
CASIU2 
SEHI~Af IN U~8AN PESEAPCH 
3 
SIUDENTS SELECT AND PU~SUE U~8AN PELATEO PESEAPCH PPOJECTS UNDER 
GUIO[O fEAOING AND SUPEPVISIO~ P~OGPAN_ 
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tAS 1110. CAS 156Z O~ PERMISSION. 

unER. 

JUSE". MCCLELLAN. 

CASIlI5 

[NVIRONMENTAL PLANNII' SEMINA~ 

~ PINC 

IN THIS SEMINA~ ,PADUITE PLINIING STUDENTS WILL DEAL WITH I 

SEPIES OF CASE STUDY PROBLENS. THESE P~OBLEMS MILL ~E'LECT CON­

TEMPOPARY PLANNIN' ISSUES aiD REIUIPE STUOEITS TO USE a MULTI­

DISCIPLINA~Y IPP~OlCH TO CISE STUDY INaLYSIS. THE CASE STUDIES 

MILL BE ORIMN FROM vaRIOUS ASPECTS OF T~E "AOUITE PLIN~IN' 

CURRICULUM aND EHPHaSllE CONCEPTS IN ENER'Y PLaNNING. [IVIROI­

M[NTaL PLaNNIN'. SOCIAL PLaNNIN' aND ECONOMIC PLANNING. 

P'EPUUISITESI 

CAS~'70 Of caS5940. caS511 •• CI567Z5 OR CIS10ZZ. CAS5Z,5. CAS561. 

O' CAS615. OR C&S6155 DR CAS'~OO D. CASESOO. 

FALL. 

SUFF. 

CI$l1I9 

COMPUTER P~05PIHMING' IPPLlcaTIONS 

to Z 

STUDENTS IPPLY KNOWLED'E OF COMPUTIN' SYSTEMS. PIOBLEM-INaLYSIS. 

IND PRO'RIMMIM'. BASIC OR FORTRAN COMMIIDS I~E LEaPNEO AND 

IPPLIEO TO THE SOLUTION OF AN AOVINCEO _NO COMPLEX PFOBLEM SET 

FOFTH 'Y A COMMITTEE OF FACULTy ~EPPESEITIN' THE STUDEIT-S MI",OR 

latA OF STUDY. 

"E~EUUISI TES' 

CIS 55JI O~ CONCU~~ENT. NOT OPEN TO STUDENTS TAKIN' BISIC 0' 

FO~TJAN AS UNOEFGFIOUATES EXCEPT WITH PEFMISSION OF T~E INSTRUC­

TOR. 

FALL. MINTEP. SPRIN"SUMHEF. 

HOCKETT • 

CASIl90 

BEYOND TEXTBOOK SCIENCE 

1 
THIS COUPSE IS DESIGNED TO HELP ELEHENTapy INO SECONoa~y TEACHEFS 

DEVELOP THE SKILLS NEC[SSA~Y TO '0 BEYO~D SCIENCE TEXTBOOKS. IC­

TlvlTIES AND WILL BE UTILIIEO EHPHASIII~G INEXPENSIVE SIMPLE -EV­

EFYDAY' EUUIPMENT. aCTIVITIES AND CONCEPTS WILL FOCUS UPON IN­

IUIPY PATHEP THAN PPEFIGUPED CONCLUSIONS. THIS COUPSE IS rOJ 'TU­

OEITS SEEKINS I SCIENCE METHODS COURSE EMPHASIZING "HOHE- EUUIP­

M[NT. 

SPPlN"SUMMEP. 

ZALEWSKI. 

CASIl9l 
SCULPTU~E' G'AOUATE STUDIO 
Z-l 
THE STUDENT. IN CONSULTATIOI wiTH THE "A~O~ P'DFESSD~. DEfELOPS 
IDEATIONS/THEORIES AND IC~IEWES TECHNICAL SKILLS TO BE USED II 
ALL J·O STUDIO THEHES THFOUGHDUT IENU'E fO~ HIS/HER ,.A. O[GPEE.
THE STUDENT MOVES FPEELY F~OM ONE MATERIAL TO ANOTHE~ BFINGII' 
HIS/HE~ IDEATION INTO TEC~NICAL' THEORETICAL EXISTENCE. HE/SHE
MILL EXPLO'E OIFFE~ENT MEDII eN A P'OBLEH'SOLVIN' AND MEANINGFUL 
MANNE'. THE IDEAS WILL IE JEUUI~ED TO BE THE STUOENT'S OMN. THE 
PIOFESSOR MILL BE THE~E TO HELP IMPLEMENT THEM THFOU'H THE 
U~IED MEDII. 
PFER[uUISI TES: 
A DEGPEE IN APT WITH ",jOP IN SCULPTUPE AND PERMISSION. 
NINTE'. 
PAYIIE. 
CaslZOO 
SEMIIIAF ON THE BLAC~ MOMAN 

2 

fOCUSES ON SPECIAL ISSUES IN THE EXPE~IEIICE OF THE BLACK ~OMAI. 

PA~TICULARLY THOSE PORT'A'EO IN LIT['ArU~E AND MEOI~. 

P~E'EQUISITES' 
PEPM I 55 I 011. 

rall. 

ANTHONY. VINYA~O. 

casazzo 
'PAOUATE SEMIIIAP, PAINT IN' 

Z 

fO~ ADVA~CEO G~AOUATE STUDENTS IN PAINTING FOR THEIR G~ADUATE 

EXHI8IT. TO INCLUDE. BUT NOT BE LIMITED TO. FUPT"ER DEVELOPMENT 

OF A THEME aNO/OR IMA6EP' aND FUATHEJ MASTE'Y OF TECHNICAL 

SKIllS. 

P'EP[QUISI TES: 

POMISSIDN. 

SP"NG/SUH~E'. 
MO'ISHI h. 
CaslZ50 

"AOUATE SEMINAR: PFINTHAKING 

!N INTENSlwE SUPVE' OF PPINTMA~I~G TN T~E ZOTH CEITU~Y. ~ESEA'C. 

AND DISCUSSION MILL 'EvOLVE AROUND HISTO'ICAL SI'NIFICANCE. TECH­

NDLO'ICAL ADVANCES AIIO CDNTEMPO.ARY TPE.OS Aao PROCESSES. 

EM'HASIS ON OEwELOPING ABILIT' TO ARTICULITE KNOMLED'EABLY ABOUT 

STUDENT' 5 CPAFT. 

PIIEHQUISITU' 

PE~M ISS ION. 

SPUNG/SUNMER. 

LAtARIA. 

CUIZ55 
COMMUNICATIONS FOil CLASS~OOM T[ACH[R 
1 
P'EPA~ES TEACHEJS TO PECO'NI'[ , UTILIIE THE 8ASIC P~IICIPLES Of 

O'AL COMMUNICATIONS FO~ T~EMSELVE5 , THEIP STUOEIITS. THE COU~SE 

CONTEIIT MILL INCLUDE PAPTICIPATION IN DISCUSSION. PUBLIC SPEAK­

ING. AND IDENTIFICATION OF SPEECH NON-FLUENCIES. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFE~EO I~ AY 11-12. 

5TIFF. 

CUIZ60 

ANIMAL BEHAVIO' SEMINA~ 

2 
fOR STUOEIITS INTEIIESTED IN PUPSUIN, ~ESEA'CH ON A SPECIAL ANIMAL 

Oil BEH_VIO~ PITTE'N(S). 

PH'EUIIISI TES' 

CAS5404 O~ 'EP"ISSION. 

SP~ING/SUM"E~' EVEN 'EAPS. 

MILLEP. 

CaslUZ 

POPULATION BIOLOGY 

~ 

STIOENTS STUD' THE HA",O~ CII'~EIT EXTEFNAL ENVI~O."E.TAL Aao la­

T[~IIAL PNYSIO-BENAwIOJaL HYPOTHESES OF A~IMAL POPULATION PEG­

ULATION. PEAOINGS COVEP T~E ECOLOGY. EfFECTS AND POSSIBLE HEOIAT' 

ING FaCTORS OF OwEJC~OMOIN'. AS NELL AS T"E MA~O' TH[O~TE' OF 

CONT~OL IN ST'BLE POPULATIONS. "AY INCLUDE LABOltATDPY 08SEJ'AT­

IONS IF CIJCUMSTANCES PE~MIT. 

PFHEQUISJTES' 

CASll50 AMO C~S5l60 0' EOUIVALENT. 

.UTE'. 

MEIIDELSON. 
CASeZ66 

PLANT GROMTH AND DEVELOPMENT 

J 
CO'E~S THOlE AFEAS OF PLANT PHYSIOLOGY hOT DEALT MITH IN EXPE'I­

MENTAL BOTAN'. I.E •• THE MOL[CULAR AND SUBCELLULAF ASPECTS OF 

GJOMTH aND DEVELOPMENT. 

P'E'EUUlSlTES. 

CAS6160 OJ INTPOOUCTO~Y 80Ta1lY. 

FAlL. 

GUNTHE~ • 

CaslZH 
EA~TH SCIENCE FIELD STUDIES. GLACIAL GEOLOGY 
J 
STUOENrs MILL CA~~Y OUT A HANDS-ON FIELD STUDY OF 'LACIAL P~O­

CESSES IN NO.THE~N ILLINOIS. FIELD SAMPLES OF IIOCKS AND MIIEPALS 

MILL IE STUDIED IN THE LA80RaTOPY. THE COLLECTION AND ANaLYSI' 

OF FIELD DATA MILL BE USED IN THE DESC~IPTION Of GEOLOGIC SITES. 

PREREQUISITES. 

THIS COUJSE IS OPEN O~LY TO TEACHE'S Of SCIENCE OP 8Y PE~MISSION. 

CFFE~ED 8ASED UP 011 DEMAIO. 

HOCKETT. COMMUNITY PROFESSOP. 

CaslZl0 

PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE 

Z 

THIS COUFSE IS A80UT SCIENCE AND APPLYI.G IIOUIFY P'OCESS OF SCI­

ENCE. IT DEALS NIT~ THE NATUPE OF SCIEhTIFIC LaMS. THE OIlIGIN OF 

THEO~IES AND THE IMPLICATIONS OF THESE TO "SCIEIICING." PAST AND 

P'[SENT SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENTS wiLL 8E STUDIED TO 8~OAOEN THE 

~NDE~STA'DING OF WHAT SCIENCE IS. HOM IT MO'KS. ahO HOW IT TNTEP­

ACTS MITH SOCIETY. 

WI NT['.

lALEWSIII. 

cas 8300 

G.AOUATE IIESEAFCH SEMIN~~' MUSIC 

1 
STUDENTS STUDY PESE~~CH "ET~OOS IN ~USIC. LEAFNING THEOFIES AND 

STATISTICAL PPOCEOUPES. CU~'ICULUM DEVELOPMENT. EOUCATIONaL OB­

JECTIVES. MEDIA IN EDUCATION. AND OTHEF PPOBLEMS. 

wlNTEJ. 

CH TE •• 5TIFF. 

Ca581Z0 

"AOUATE 'ESEA~CH SEMINA~' THEATRE 

4 

STUDENTS MILL STUDY ~ESEAJCH METHODS IN THEAT'E. 

fALL. 

SLOTT • 

CASelZl 
G'ADUATE SEMINA' IN TECHNICAL THEATPE P'OOUCTION FOP OIFECTO'S 

4 

THIS MOOULt IS DESIGNED TO P'EPA~E THE G~ADUATE THEATFE STUDENT 

TO IE ABLE TO COPE AIIO IE CONVE~SAIIT MITH THE THE~TFE FACILITY­

ITS DESIGN AIID CONST~UCTION; SCEIIE~Y' ITS DESIGN AND COhST~UC­

TIONJ STAGE LIGHTING. ITS DESIGN AND COaSTJUCTION' SAFETY. OF,aN­

IZATIONJ YOU~IIIG' PIIICIN" AIIO CDNVEISICN OF USErUL SPACE FOP 

THEAT'E. THE MODULE IS ALSO DESIGNED TO INFOFM THE STUDENT OF THE 

BI8LIOGJAPHY AND OTHER RESEA~CH MATEFIALS AVAILABLE TO SOLVE 

MOST T~CHNICAL THEAT~E P'OBLEMS MHICH HAY a'ISE WHILE PPEPA'IIG A 

PRODUCTION AND CONTINUE THE DEVELOPMENT OF PESEAIICH SKILLS IECES­

S'~Y FOF G~AOU'TE LEVEL PPOjECTS. 

SPRlNG/SUMME~ 

HUE. 

CASIUO 

G~ADUATE OIFtCTING SEMINAF 

1-4 

STUDENTS Will DIRECT A ONE-ACT PLAY. 

PH-(GUISITES'

PERNJ$SION. 

SPRING/SUMMEF. 

SLOTT • 

CASI1U 

"ADUATE FllM/WIDEO PRODUCTION I 

1-4 P/NC 

FllMMAKING WD~KSHOP PRODUCING UNIWERSITY AND OUTSIDE SPCHSOFED 

FilMS. STUDENTS Will PAFTICIPATE I. A COMPLEX CREATIWE PPOCESS 

OF MAKING A FilM THROUGHOUT FEStAPCHI., IDEAS. W'ITIN'. SHOOTING 

AND EDITING ANALYSIS. 

PH'EQUISITES: 

PEFN I 55 ION. 

FAll. WINTEF. SPFING/SUMMEF. 

MHlYNSKI. 

CA$~lJ4 
GFAOUATE FllM/WIOEO PAOOUCTION II 
1-4 PlNC CONTINUATION Of CASIlll. 

PHHQUISITES: 

PERNISSION. 

FAll. SPFIN6/SUMMEF. 

"AFlYNSKI. 

CAS8400 

CUlT~FAl ANT"FOPOlOGY: SP~CIAl TOPICS 

1 
EXPlOFATION Of ANTH-OPOlOGICAl APPFOACHES TO THE STUDY OF SOCIETY 

AND TO FOCUS ON A SPECIAL AOAPTIWE STFATEGY OF SOCIETY. 

fALL. 

lAKE. 

CAS8511 

fHOTOGRAPHIC SERIES AND SEQUENCE 

3 

EXAMINES THE WAPIOUS COMMUNICATION FACiliTIES AWAIlI.lE TO TH[ 

CONTEMPOFAFY PHOTOGFAPHEF ENAILING HIN/HER TO HAWE A GPEATER 

NUM8EF Of PEOPLE EXPOSED TO HIS/HEF ~O.K. AC'IVITIES INCLUDE 

THE ACTUAL CONSTPUCTIDN AND DISPE'SENENT Of A liMITED EDITION 

PORTFOLIO OP PFINTEO MCNOGFAPH. THE lAWS AND FESTPICTIDNS 

COWERING PU8LICATION FIG~TS WILL ALSO 8E STUDIED. 

PREPEQUISITES. 

PEFMISSION. 

fALL. 

PHilLIPS. 

C458510 

'PaOUATE SEMINAP IN PHOTOGJAPHY 

2 

TOPICAL SEMINAF DESIG~ED '0 PROWIDE A SYNTHESI21NG INTEFOISCI­

PllNARY FOFUM FOF OEWELOPING THE GFAUDATE PPDJECT. 

P-EFEQU/SITE$. 

PEFMISSIDN. CAS5410. CAS5451. AND CAS54!O. 

fAll. ~INTtP. 

SCHFAN2. PHilLIPS. 

CAse550 

PF08LEMS IN INTEFNATIONAL POLITICS I' WOPlO IMPEPIAll." 

3-4 

EXAMINES THE 8EHAVIDF Of PEOPLES AND NATION-STATES AT T~E 'Le.Al 

LEVEL IN IN [ffOFT TO IDENTifY T"OSE PRellENS THAT THPEATEN THE 

SUFWIWAl Of MANKIND AND SEFIOUSLY UNOEFMINE Gl08Al PEACE. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO 8E OffEFEO IN Ayel-e2. 

OOEN. KOfELE-KALE. 

CA58515 

'fAOUATE THESIS: PFESENTATION IN ••• 

I 
STUDENTS COMPLETING T~EIF G'AOUATE THESIS HILL p~ESE.T A SEHINAP 

ON THEI. PESEAPCH PFOJECT IN A FOPMAT SIMILAF TO A PFESENTATION 

OF A PAPER AT A PPOFESSIONAl MEETING. STUDENTS SHOULD ENPOlL 

OU.IN6 T_EIF fINAL T'IME5TEP OF THESIS PESEA~C" OF fOF THE FOL­

LOWING TFIMESTE_. 

PFEPEQUISITES, 

CAS 9600 OF CONCUPFENT ENROLLMENT. 

rAll. WINTEF. SPPING/SUMMEP. 

CEHEL NI K. 

CASIlOO 

GRADUATE R<SEA~CH SE"INAF' INTEPCUlTUPAl STUDIES 

3 

OE51GNED TO AllOW THE STUDENT TO DO IN-DEPTH ANALYSES OF SEl[CTED 

ASPEtTi Of THE SOCIO-POLITICAl. ECONOMIC. AND HISTO~ICAl DEVELOP­

MENTS OF THE CULTU~ES OF AfPICAN. HI~PANIC. AND ASIAN PEOPLES. 

INClUOIMG THE STUDY OF PFoaLEMS. POWEJ AND ISSUES IN A"E~ICA' 

tENT~AL U'SAN A'EIS AND IN SELECTED OEfELOPING COUNTJIES. THIS 

COU'SE HAS AN INTE~OISCIPLINA'Y AND COHPARITIVE fOCUS. 

FALL. SP~ING/SUM"E'. 

STAH. 

CASIl 35 

IMPPOvlNG LEA~NING ENVIFONHENTS 

3 

CAS Course Descriptions 137 
HELPS TEACHEFS EXAMINE AND P~ACTICE STATEGIES FOP PPOVIOIN,.ID.­
THFEATENING AND SUPPORJIWE LEA~NING ENWIRONMENTS. E"PHASI2ES 
SKillS fOF INP~OWING INTEPPtFSONAL ~ELAJIONSHIPS AND '0_ ,O.JEJ­
ING GPOWTH AND EXPPESSION OF CJEATIVITY AND SElf-CONFIDENCE. 
SP~INGISUNMEP. 
SI ENRO. 
CASH7A 
TELEVISED INST~UCTION IN SCIENCE 
1-6 
THIS COUPSE Will GIVE TEACHEPS TOOLS TO EXPlOPE SCIE'CE AND TECH­

NOlOSY 8Y USING WISUAl TO AUDIO STIMULATION. TEACHE'S WILL 

SELECT AND APPLY TEACHING ST~ATESIES APPPOPRIAT[ TO SCIENCE AS 

~Ell AS SELECT OF CONSTPUCT HANDS-ON MATEPIAl FOR 'HElP STUDENTS' 

~SE. IN ADDITION TEAHCEFS WIll EVALUATE EXISTING T.w. INST~UC­

Tl0N AND DEVELOP PLANS. 

~FFE~ED 8ASEO UPON DEMAND. 

HOCKETT. 

CAS8770 
UNOE.STANDI~G THE COSMOS 
2 
IN COOPEFATION MITH THE MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND INOUST~Y A'O WTTM. 
THIS COU.SE EXPLOPES THE F[LATIONSHIPS SETMEEN PLANET EA~TH. ITS 
IN"A8ITANTS. AND THE UNIWEFSE APOUNO THEM. IT EXAMINES THE 
EVOLUTION OF PERCEPTIONS A80UT THEM. IT IS AN INTEPCISCIPlINA~Y 
STUOY OF SCIENCE PLACED IN A HUMANIST PE~SPECTIWE. 
rALL. 
HOCKE TT • 
CAS8770 
FIELD INtESTIGATION IN EAPTH SCIENCE 
I 
PA~TICIPANTS WILL OESIG~ AND CAF~Y-OUT A FIELD STUDY FElATED TO 
THE GEOLOGIC HISTOPY AND P~ESENT-OAY LA.orO~MS AND NATU~Al 
~ESOUFCES or THE CHICAGO AFEA. STUDENTS HILL P~EPAFE A PAPEP AND 
OELIWEF A SEMINAR ON THE INDEPENDENT STUDIES CONDUCTED. 
P_EREQUI SI TES: 

STUDENT MUST HAVE PEFMISSION F.OM OI'ECTOP OF THE PJE-COLlEGE 

TEACHEP DEVELOPMENT IN SCIENCE. NSF G'A~T. 

CFFE~EO SASEO ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PROFESSOR. STAFF. 

CUI171 

CU~FICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN EAJTH SCIENCE 

I 
PAPTICIPANTS WILL DEWElOP. IMPLEMENT. AhD EVALUATE EAJTH SCIENCE 

CUFRICULUH "ATERIAlS 'ELATED TO THE G[OLOGY AND NATURAL PESOUPCES 

Of THE CHICAGO AFEA. 

PHREQUI 51 lES' 

STUDENT MUST HAVE PEPMISSION FFOM OI~ECTOR OF '"E PRE-CDLLEGE 

TEACHER DEvELOPMENT IN SCIENCE. NSF GPA~T. 

CFFE~EO SASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PPOFESSO~. STAfF. 

CAS8710 

ENWIFONMENJAl EDUCATION: BIOLOGICAL FIELD SCIENCE 

2 

THIS IS A fiELD COURSE OFrEPED AT CAMP SAGAWAU. FIELD "ETHDOS OF 

INVESTIGATION ARE USED TO COMPAPE HA8ITATS. STUDY vAFIATIONS IN 

PLANT COMMUNITIES. AND INWESTIGATE THE EFfECTS OF POLLUTION. 

SPFING/SUMMH. 

SIEPMO. COMNUNITY PROFESSOF. 

CAS8790 

ENvl~ONNENTAl EDUCATION. EAPT~ SCIENCE 

2 

THIS IS A FIELD COU'SE OFFEJEO AT CAMP SAGAWAU. EMPHASIS IS 

PLACED ON PELATIONSHIPS 8ETWEEN lAND FOPMS , GEOLOGIC PPOCESSES. 

lOCAL EXAMPLES ARE USED; "APPING SKILLS AFE INCLUDED. 

FALL. SPFING/SUMMEP. 

SIEFMO. COMMUNITY PPOF[SSOR. 

CAS8793 

ENWI~ONMENTAL EDUCATION: fOFEST INWESTIGATIONS 

2 

THIS IS A FIELD COUPSE OFfEPEO AT CAMP SAGAWAU. PAFTICIPA'TS WILL 

EXAMINE IN DEPTH lOCAL fOREST COMMUNITIES USING SEVEFAL "ETHOOS 

OF ANALYSIS INCLUDING POINT-QUARTER TPAaSECTS. Ait CLASSIfiCATION 

SY CO~FELATION WITH DIAMETER CLASS. WAPIAILE AND FIXED PLOT 

SAMPLING AND EfAlUATING INfLUENCES OF "ICROCLI"ATE. STUDENTS 

ENFOlLING IN THIS COUPSE SHOULD HAV[ SOME PRIO~ fIELD EXP[RIlNCE.

P'iHQUISITES: 

SOME FIELD WOFK. 

fAll. 000 YEAPSI SPPIN6/SUMHEF. EVEN YEAPS. 

5IEFMO. CONMUNITy PPOFESSOP. 

CASI795 

ENWI~ON"ENTAL EDUCATION: INVESTIGATIONS 1M LIMNOLOGY 

2 

AN INTENSIVE MEEK OF FIELD INWESTIGATION SASEO AT CAM' SAGAWAU. 

COMPA~ING ELEMENTS OF ~EAL LINNDlOGICAL SYSTlMS INCLUDING Plvu­

LETS. CFEEKS. "A~SHES. PONDS. AND LAKES OF LENTIC AND LOTle E'VI­

hONMENTS. EMPHASIS IS ON CHARACTEPISTIC MACRO-INWE'TEBPATES. fE'­

TEBPATES. CH(NICAl AND PHYSICAL PROP['TI[5 OF AQUATIC [NVIRON­

MENT--WHETHE~ NATUPAL OR INFLUENCED S, HUHAN ACTIVITIES. 

PPEPEQUISITES: 

CAse710 OP PERMISSION. 
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5P'"II./ SUMM[~. 

SI£."D. COMIIUNITy p~or£sso~. 

CASII" 

ENVI~ONME.TAL EDUCATION' TE'~EST~IAL BleLOGY 

Z 

THIS IS A WEEK-END fiELD COU.SE TAU6HT AT CAIIP SAGAWAU. IDENTifi­

CATION or PLANTS AND LOCAL COIIRUNITIES IS USED TO DEVELOP 

UND[~STANDING or 'EGIONAL ENVI.ONNE.TS. TEACHING APPLICATIONS A~£ 

RAD[. 

SPUN6/SUIIIIE•• 

SIE'NO. CONNUNITY p,orESSO" 

CUIUl 

ENVI~ONMENTAL SYSTEIIS ANALYSIS 

5-5 

~ILL P~OVIDE A COM"EHENSIVE INT~OOUCTIDN TO SYSTEM ANALySIS AS 

APPLIEO TO ENVI'ONIIENTAL P~OBLEII SOLVING. TOPICS INCLUDE: STEPS 

IN SYSTENS APP~OACH. SETTI"G OI~ECTTVES. MEASU~E OF PE~fO'NANCES. 

ENVI~ONMENTAL INDICATO.S. ENVI~ONMENTAL MODELS. OPTIMllATION 

TECHNIQUES ANO SENSITI'ITY ANALYSIS. SUITAILE fO~ ALL SCIENCE 

OI,ISION STUOENTS ANO INTE'ESTED STUDENTS TH~OUGHOUT THE UNIVE~­

SllY. 

"'E'E QU I SITES: 

CAS 1110 O~ CAS 1150. 

rAll. 

~08[~TS. 
CASlin 
ENVI~ONNENTAL MODELING 
]-5 
THIS COU~SE COVE'S CONCEPTS AND METHODS Of ECOSYSTEMS. AI~ QUAL­
ITY AND WATE' QUALITY MOOELING. IT IS APP'OPRIATE FO~ ALL SCI­
ENCE DiviSION STUDENTS DESI'IN, A BACKG'OUND IN THIS IMPO'TANT 
"ETHODOLOGICAL A~EA. THE LABO~ATO~Y CONPONENT WILL INCLUDE 
HANDS-ON USE Of AYAILAeLE COMPUTE' SIMULATION NOOELS DEVELOPED 8Y 
USEPA AND OTHE'S, STUOENTS EN~OLLING rDR 1I0'E THAN ] HOu'S WILL 
PURSUE A PA~TICULA~ 1I0DELING TOPIC IN IIC'E DEPTH 8Y LITE~ATU~E 
ANO'O. LA80'ATORY WO~K. 
P~E~EQUISllES: 
CALCULUS. ECOLOGY. AND CHEIIIST.Y. 

~INTEP. EVEN YEA'S. 

~08E~TS. 

CAS"40 

ENYIRONIIENTAL IIANAGEIIENT SEIIINA' 

5 

P.OVIOES rO'UM fOR ~EPO~TING AN ANALYSIS. SIIIULATION 0' OTHE~ 

IUANTITATIVE "ETHOOS APPLICATTON TO P'OVLEIIS RELATED TO ENVI~O"­

NENTAL QUALITY ASSESSIIENT AND NANAGEMENI. STUOENTS WILL ENGAGE IN 

G~OUP P~OBLEII SOLVING ANO'D~ CONDUCT ENVI~DNMENTAL MODELING 

STUDIES AS A LABORATORY COMPONENT fOR THIS COU~SE. 

P~EREQUlSllES: 

POMISSION. 

SP~ INGI SUMIIER. 

~OIUTS. 

CAS"lZ 

GAS CH'OIlATOG'AP"Y'NASS SPECTRA 

5 

THE THEO.Y AND P'ACTICE or GAS LIQUID CHRONATDG'APHY'"ASS SPECT~­

GIIET~Y. ENVI~ONNENTAL SANPLES ARE ~DUTINELY USED FOR ANALYSIS. 

"EPLACES CAS54511. 

PRE"QUISJTES' 

CU5440. 

MINTER. 

AOOISON. 

CAS8911 

ECOLOGY AND CONSE'VATION G'AOUATE SERINA~" 

2 

~EVIE.S THE LITE.ATU.E 'ELATED TO CU~RE.T ANO CLASSICAL ISSUES IN 

ECOLOGY , CONSE~'ATION. EACH STUDENT SELECTS AN ISSUE. 'ESEA~CHES 

THE LITE~TU'E ON IT. THEN IN A SEN INA' SETTING. PPOVIDES AN 

ORAL 'EPO.T. AND sUIIIITS TO fACULTY A W'ITTEN ~EPO~T OF fINOINGS. 

PREREQUISITES' 

Pf'IIISSI ON. 

fALL. WINTEP. SPRING'SUIIME~. 

GUNTHH. 

CA59050 

LEARNING P~OCESSES. ADVANCED TOPICS 

] 
A'PLIES AD_ANCED COGNITIVE-DEvELOPMENTAL (PIA'ETIAN) THEO'Y TO 
ISSUES or P.06RAII ANO INsT'UCTIDNAL OE51GN IN THE A'EA OF SCIENCE 
TEACHING. STUDENTS INVESTIGATE IMPLICATIONS Dr PIAGET'S THEO~Y 
rD. INST.ueTION AND P'OPOSE AND CONOUCT A GUIDED. IIIN'-'ESEA~CH 
O. NINI-CURPICULA P~~ECT USING THIS 1I0DEL. 

P"'[QUISITES'

CAS.5'0 O. CAS6550 AND W.ITTE. PE.,,15SIDN. O' EDUCATIONAL PSY­

CHOLon. 

MINIEP. 

III SHTA. 

CAS 90.. 

"AINST~EAMING ANO THE CLASSROON TEACHE. 

2-]

T"IS MODULE IS DESIGNED TO HELP ELEMENT •• Y .NO SECO.OA~Y TEACNE'S 

INTEG'ATE THE HANDICAPPED STUOENT INTO IHE ~EGULA' CLASSROOM. 

ACIIVITIES MILL P~OvIOE P'ACTICE IN ADAPTING 'EGULA' LEA~NJNG 

ACTiviTIES TO THE NEEDS Of THE HANDICAPPED WITHOUT LIMITING THE 

NON-HANOI CAPPED STUDENTS. 

CffE~EO 8ASEO ON DEMANO. 

lALEWSKI. COII"UNITY P'OfESSO~. 

CAS 9061 

MEANINGfUL EVALUATIO~ 8EYONO TESTING 

l 
PROVIDES INSIGHTS INTO WAYS TO IMP'OVE THE P~OCESS Of MEASU'IIG 

AND "ADING PUPIL ACHIEVENENT. IIEETS THE EVALUATION COIIPETENCY"Of 

SCIENCE AND HEALTH EDUCATION WHEN TAKEN fOk fULL C'EDIT. IIEETS 

CONPETENCY REgUI~EIIENTS IN IHE TEST ANO NEASUREIIENT AFEA FOP ANY 

or GSU'S TEACHERS [DUCATION P'OG~AMS. 

SP~ING'SUIIIIE~. 

KI SHTA. 

"S9068 

GRADUATE SEIIINAR IN SCIENCE EDUCATION 

2 P'NC 

STUDENTS WILL ~E_IEW CU'~ENT FESEA~CH I~ SCIENCE EOUCArlON ANO 

C~ITIQUE ITS WO.TH ANO IIIPLICATIONS. THEY WILL "OEVELOP A PESE'~CH 

OR EVALUATIVE PFOJECT AS A TE'"INAL INTEG'ATING E.PEFIE~CE. 

P~ESENTATION or THE ~ESEAFCH p~~EeT IS A FEQUI'[IIENT ro~ G~AOU­

AT I ON. 

fREFEQUISITE.: 

PHil ISS ION. 

FALL. WINTEP. SPRING,SUIIIIEF. 

KI SHT A. 

CAS9015 

ENVI~ONIIENTAL POLICY ANALYSIS 

]-5 

TOPICS INCLUDE P~INCIPLES OF PUBLIC POLICT ANALYSIS. 'ISK AND 

SAFETy ASSESSIIENT. WELfA'E ECONOIIICS APPLIEO TO ENVI~ONIIENTAL 

PROTECTION ANO ENVIFONIIENTAL STANDARDS SETTING. THE MAJ~P fOCUS 

MILL 8E ON ANALyTICAL ANO SYNTHESlllNG IIETHOOS APPLICA8LE TO 

THESE ACTIVITIES. IIETHODS SUCH AS COST-'ISK-BENEFIT ANALYSIS. 

P~OBA8ILITY ENCODING. OECISION ANALYSIS AND OPTllIllATI~~ IIETHOOS 

METHODS MILL 8E EXPLO'ED. STUDENTS EN~OLLING fO. 1I0~E THAN ] 

HOU~S WILL CHOOSE A IIETHODS A'EA FOF IN-DEPTH STUOY D~ A CU'~ENT 

ENVI~ONIIENTAL POlICT FO' DETAILEO ANALYSIS VIA LITERATUPE ANO/O' 

LABO~ATO~Y TECHNIQUES. 

PHREQUISITES: 

CAS 8831 OR PE~IIISSION. 

~INTEF. 000 YEARS. 

F08EhTS. 

CAS9l10 

PHOTOCHEIIIST~Y 
l 
A STUDY Of THE LAWS Of PHOTOCHEIIIST.Y. USING 1I0DE~N SELECTED TOP­

ICS. LA80PATOFY E.PE~IMENTS GIVE PRACTICAL E.PERIENCE Tt THE~'IES 

COVE. ED IN CLASS. REPLACES EAS6510. 

PREREQUISITES' 

CAS4601 OR CAS1120. 

SP~ING!SUIIIIE~. 
CEHElNIK. 
(AS9490 
fIELD 81 DLOGY 
3 
STUOENTS WILL UTILllE A NUII8E~ OF INOEPENOENT AND SEQUEhTIAL OUT­
COO. 810LO'Y INSTRUCTIONAL ST'ATEGIES TO P.ONOTE THE UNDERSTAND­
ING Of ECOLOGICAL 'ELATIONSHIPS. flELO ACTI_JTIES MILL 8E USED TO 
IN~ESTIGATE THE IIITEFRELATIONSHIPS AND INTE~ACTIONs Cf PLANTS. 
ANIIIALs. AND THE PHYSICAL ENVI~ONMENT. INCLUDING IIAN'S ~OLE IN 
THE NATUFAL SCHEIIE. FPOII THESE FIELO ACTIVITIES. STUDENTS WILL 
BEGIN TO OEVELOP LEAihlNG EXPE.IENCES Fe. YOUNGSTE'S IN GPADES 4­
10. STUDENTS CAN OBTAIN THE THI'D HOU' OU'ING THE FALL T'IIIESTE~. 
SPF I NG! SUIIIIO. 
SIE~1I0. 
CAS9600 
GFAOUATE THESIS 
1-8 
SOliE SCIENCE AND SCIENCE TEACHING CUFFICULA .EgUI~E. O~ GIYE THE 
tPTION OF. A THESIS FO' OEG'EE COIIPLETlcN. THIS IS A FD~IIAL UN­
CE~TAKING FOF WHICH e.EDIT IS ALLoeArED. ANO TOWAFDS NHICH END A 
FO~IIAL SET or POliCIES AND PFOCEOU~ES NUST aE FOLLOWED. A 80CAlET 
OESCFI81NG SAllE IS AVAILABLE IN THE COLLEGE Of riCE. 
P~E~EQUISITES' 
FHIIISSION. 

fALL. WINTEF. SP~ING'SUIIIIE'. 

STHF. 

CAS9100 
STUOENT TEACHING IN SCIENCE 
5 PlNC 
STUDENTS P'EPA~E fO~. AND ENGAGE IN. FOUTI.E CLASSRO'" I_ST'UC­
TlON ANO fACUlTY DUTIES IN AN ELEIIENTA~Y. ~UNIOR HIGH. O~ HIGH 
SCHOOL. 

PREREQUISITES' 

GPAOUATE STUOENTS IN l-lZ SCIENCE TEACHING ONLYJ PE'MISSIDN. 

III NTE~. 

SI[IIRO. 

CAsnoo 
G'AoUATE INTE'NSHIP IN ••• 
t'e PINC 
AI II0EPtloENT. ~ACTICAL' STUDT THAT IS OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS. 
IT INVOLvES WO,. ro' C'EoIT. AID orTEI WITHOUT PAT. Ih SITUATIGNS 
SIMILA~ TO A"J[ITICESNIPS--WHE'EIN STUCENTS HAVE AN OPPC~TUNITT 
TO UTllIlE lTTAINEo SKILLS IN '~orESSIONAL SETTINGS SIMILA~ TO 
THOSE IN WHICH THET COULO rllO THE"SELVES lFTE~ G~AOUlTION. SUP­
E.vISION .T FACULTT O~ OT~E~ P~oFESSIONALS ~ESULTS IN lOOITIONAl 
lEA~NING. 
P~E~EQUISITESI 
PE.M I sst ON. 

FALL. WINTEF. SP~ING/SU""E~. 

STAH. 

CAS9900 
G'AOUATE 'EAOINGS IN ••• 
1-6 P/NC 
FOCUSES ON INDEPENDENT INTENSIvE ~EAOINGS. ~EADINGS DONE IN A 

SPECIFIED A.EA UNDE~ THE tl~ECTION OF THE APP.OP'IATE CS FACULTT. 

~EPOFT OF FINDINGS. DISCUSSIOIS ANOIO' fEAOING LOGS OETE~MINEO BT 

THE STUOENT ANO FACULTT COO'OINATO~(S). . 

PHPEQUISITES' 

PEPM I 55 ION. 

FALL. WINTE~. SP~IN&/SUMM(~. 

SUH. 

CAS99JO 

G'AOUATE 'ESElFCH 

1-6 P/NC

OESIGNED FOF G~AOUATE StUDENTS WHO WISH TO UNOE~TAAE INOEPENOENT 

P'O~ECTS PELATEO TO THEI. OEGFEE P.OG'AMS. PFO~ECT MUST BE AP­

P~OVEO AND COOFOIIATEO BY THE lPPFOPFIATE PFOFESSO'(S) IN THE 

COLLEGE. 

PHFEQUISITES. 

PHMISSION. 

FALL. WINTEa. SP~ING/SUMM('. 

SUFF. 

CAS"60 

,FADUATE PFD~ECT IN ••• 

1-6 PINC 

INoEPENOEIT .ESElFCH COUFSE FOF GPAOUATE STUOENTS COMPLETING 

THEIF CULMINATING "ASTE"S P~O~ECT O~ THESIS. 

P'EHOUISITES: 

PE~M I Sst ON. 

FALL. WINTEP. SP~ING/SUMME •• 

SUH. 

CAS"" 

"IC~OCOMPUTEFS lNO Th£IR EOUCATIONAl APPLICATIONS 

Z 
STUOENTS WILL STUOY THE NATU.E ANO USES OF MDOEPN MlcpeCOMPUTE.S 
AS APPLIED TO SCHOOL NEEDS. F'OM 'N AOMINISTFATOF'S YIEW. THE 
P~OCESSES OF APPLICATION. COST-EFFECTIvENESS. AND SELECTION tF 
ACTUAL HA.DWAFE wILL aE CO'E.£O. 
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PH'EQUISIJES: 
FO~ CUFFEITLT EMPLOTED SC~OOL AoMINISTPATO~S O~ THOSE WHO A'E '" 

TFAINING. 

GFFEFEo BASEO ON OEMANo. 

COMMUNITT PPOFESSOP. STAFF. 

CAS998A 
TE~FEST'IAL elOLOGY' AUTUMN 
1 
THIS IS A FIELO STUDY COU.SE OESIGIEO re. TEACHEFS. HEaE IS AN 

tPPoFTUNITT TO EXAMINE THE ST'UCTU~ES AND PATTE~NS TO 8E rDUIO II 

THE NATUFAL MD~LO AS SEEN AGAINST THE BACKG~OUND OF AUTUMN. 

ACTIVITIES WILL INCLUDE USING DICHOTOMOUS KEYS FOP PLANT AND 

I~SECT IDENTIFICATION. AST.ONOMT or THE FALL SKIES. EXAMIIATIO~ 

tr A ~ESTO.EO PPAI'IE' MIG~.TO~T al~D IDE"TlrICATION AND HA"'NG 

SAILLS. TECHNIQUES FO~ MOIITO~ING OF A ~ATU'AL SITE MILL BE P'ES­

ENTEO. THE COU~SE Mtll orFE' CLASS~OOH ACTIVITIES IN MATHEHAT,CS. 

LITEFATUFE. ANO "ELATED AFTS. AN INQUI'T P~OCESS APPFOACH WILL 8E 

USED TH~OUGHOUT THE WEEKEND. 

FAll. 

COMMUNITT P'OFESSO'. STAFF. 

ClS9~eo 

TEF~ESTFIAL eIOLOGT. MINTE~ 

1 
AN OUTOOOF EOUC'TION WO.KSHOP EX'LOPING THE UIIQUE O"O'TUI.TIES 

FO. MO~O£~. DELIGHT. AND M'STE'T ALLOWED ONLT BY MINTE~. AWA'E­

NESS lCTlvlTIES I~ T~lCKING. W1NTE' LITEFATU~E. EHEFGY IMPLICA­

TIONS. ASTFONOMY. SNOW. ICE. AND T~EE AND TWIG IDENTIFICATION 

hILL BE P'ESENTEO. 

~I NT EF 

COMMUNIT, P~OFESSOF. STAFf. 

ClS9981 

TE~FESTPIAL BIOLOGY. SPPIHG 

1 
AN OUTDOO' EDUCATION MO.KSHOP CESIGNED TO P'OYIOE IACK"OUNO 
INfOFHATION AND ACTIYITIES FO' E.PLOPING THE E"E~GEICE ASPECTS OF 
THE SPPING SElSON. MEATHEF. A5T~DNOMY. POND WATE~' PLANT 10ENTI­
FICATION••NIMAL STUDIES. ANC LITEFATUFE 'ELATED TO S'JIIG WILL 
BE COVEP[O. 
SP~I~G/SUMME~. 

CONMUNITT P~OFESSO~, STArF. 

ClS99&Z 

TEF'ESTFllL BIOLOGY' SUMME' 

1 
AN OUTOOO' EOUCATION WOPKSHOP OESIGNEO TO P'OYIOE 8lCK&FOUID 

IHfOFHATIO~ AND ACTIVITIES FO~ E.PLO~ING THE EME~GENCE ASPECTS 

tF THE SUM"E~ SEASON. WEATHE •• AST~OIOMT. rONO WATE~. PLANT IDEN­

TifICATION. ANIMAL STUDIES. AND LITEPATURE RELATED TO SUMMER WILL 

BE COVEF[O. 

SPFIHG/SUM"H.

COMMUNITy P'DFESSOF. STAFr. 
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Course Index 
A GOlDEI TH'EAD' 2500 YEA'S or 10LA~ TICHNOLO'Y CAS 52'f 
ACTING STYLES AND TN[O~IES CAS 64J' 
ADVANCE P'INTNAKIN' I.MOODCUT TECHNIOUES 'llACK AND MH'TE ~ELIEfl 

CAS 5462 

ADVANCED ACTING CAS 6191 

ADVANCED COlO~ TELEVISION r~ODUCTION CAS 6780 

ADVANCED CONDUCTIN, CAS 8041 

ADVANCED DESIGN P.INCIPlES III 2-0 DESIGN p.allENS CAS 5711 

ADVANCEI O.AMING' lifE STUDY AS AIST.ACTION AND E.P~ESSION 

CAS 5702 

ADVANCED NAT~~IAlS AND P~ESENTATION MO'KSHOP CAS 5151 

ADVANCED O.GANIC CHEMIST~Y CAS 5215 

ADVANCED PAINTIN' AND D.AMII' CAS 51.0 

AOVAICED PHOTOG.APHIC TECHNIIUES CAS 3'5' 

ADVANCED P~IITMAKIIN" SE~I'~APHY/lITHO'~APHY CAS 5500 

ADVANCED P.INTNAKII' II' calO' ~EOUCTION MOODCUT CAS 5461 

ADVANCED 'EAOIN' fO' IlllNGUAl STUDENTS CAS 3851 

AESTHETIC EDUCATION CAS 5490 

AE'THETICS CAS 7Z2. 

Af'ICAN CIVllllATIONS CAS 5252 

Af.ICAI HISTO.Y CAS 3160 

Af'ICAN POLITICS CAS 5254 

Af.ICAN SOCIETIES CAS 3211 

Af'ICAN-AME'ICA" "ISTO'Y CAS 4200 

Af.O-ANE'ICAN MUSIC CAS 5060 

AI. QUALITY 'ESEA~CH CAS 505. 
ALCOHOL' liQUID SUNSHINE 'AN AVAllAIlE fUEL AlTE.NATIVEI 

CAS U'E 

ANE.ICAN A~T. THE fOLK '.AOITIONS CAS 5014 

ANE~ICAN fO~EIGN POLICY CAS 51'9 

ANE~ICAN HISTO~Y SEMINA.' •• , CAS 1264 

ANE'ICAN lAM AND THE NEG.O' HISTO.ICAl ANALYSIS CAS e141 

AME.ICAN lITE'AT~E I CAS 1110 

ANE~ICAN lITE'AT~E II CAS 174. 

ANE.ICAN NEG~O SlAVE.Y CAS 5311 

AME~ICAN PUIllC ADD.ESS CAS e009 

ANE.ICAN U'SAN HISTD.' CAS 123. 

AN INT'OOUCTION TO VillAGE AND TOMN PlANNIN' CAS 52'6 

ANINAl IEHAVIO' SENIIA~ CAS 1260 

ANINAl BEHAVIO•• fiELD STUDIES I CAS 5404 

ANINAl IEHAVIO.' fiELD STUDIES II CAS 5J91 

ANINAl IEHAVIO.' IN"OOUCTION CAS 5160 

ANINATION CAS 6'62 

ANTH~OPOLO" fD. PlANNE.S CAS 6725 

ANTH'OPOlO'Y Of POLITICAL IISTITUTIONS CAS 7111 

APPLIED NUSIC CAS 5760 

AQUATIC CHEMIST~Y CAS 1090 

A.CHITECTU'Al PHOTOG~APHY CAS 5423 

A" AND SOCIE" CAS 55'0 

A.T HISTO.Y - EGYPTIA" CAS 507A 
A.T HISTO'Y--ANE.ICAN CAS 5071 

A.T Of Af'O-AME~ICANS CAS 5070 

A.T Of CENT'Al Af~ICA CAS 5313 

A.T Of fl~S' AME~ICANS (AME~ICAN-INOIANSI CAS 5311 

A.T Of THE SOUTH PACifiC CAS SOil 
A.T Of MEST Ar.ICA CAS 5312 

A.T SINCE 1945 CAS 5594 

A.TfO'NS CAS 507' 

ASCEN' Of MAN CAS 5261 

ASIAN AME'ICA" MO'KSHor CAS 5109 

'SIAN-AME'ICAN lITE~ATU'E CAS 6'56 

ASSESSING EDUCATIONAL OUTCDHES CAS 5331 

A'T'OIONY IN THE ClASS.OOM CAS 514A 

IASIC SCENIC ElENENTS CAS 6110 

.EYOIO TEITISOK SCIENCE CAS 119' 

.EYOND 'AlUE ClA'lfICATION. PIAGET AID KOHLIE.' CAS 5040 

II.lE AS lITE'ATU~E IN SOCIAL COITEXT CAS 6541 

'IDC"ENI'T~Y' lA'O'A'UlY CAS 5411 

'IOC"ENIST'" lECTU.E CAS 5403 

IIOIAS DIGESTE.S fO~ fA.MS CAS 52.C 

II0lO'Y Of lOCAL MA"MAlS CAS 5511 

IlACK CONPOSE'S CAS 1042 

IlACK D'ANA CAS 5110 

IlACK HUMO. CAS 5110 

IlACK lITE~ATW'E I CAS 512. 

IlACK lITE~ATU'E II CAS SilO 

IlACK O'ATO'Y CAS 5065 

IlACK MOMEI IN AME.ICA. "ISTO" CAS 5170 

ItACK MONEN IN LITE'ATU'E CAS 513]

I.ITISH/'AIAOIAN T"EAT'E EIPE'IENCE CAS 6Z.0 

.,OADCAST ~OU'"ALISM CAS 6,61 

8.0ADCASTIN' I. AME'ICA CAS 6960 

CA.IIIEAI HISTO" CAS 5359 

C"AN8E' NUSIC EISENllE CAS 5770 

CHENIST'Y fO~ TN[ CONSUNE' CAS 50.5 

CHICAGO MEDIA lABO'ATO'Y CAS 1190 

CHICANO AND PUE.TO 'ICAN ST'U"LE T~OU'" LITCRATU., CAS 5165 

CHllD~EN AND TELEVISION CAS 71S1 

CHllD'EN'S LITE~ATU'E CONfE~ENCE CAl 6379 

CHllO'EN'S TOU~ING THEAT'E CAS 6311 

CHILDREN'S TOU'ING THEAT~E P'ACTICUH CAS 65.2 

CHINESE CULTURE' LANGUAGE AND LITE'ATU., CAS 6751 

CHINESE HISTO" 'SIMI CAS 5321 

CHINESE RELIGIOUS THOUGHT CAS 54.0 

CHO'Al A"ANGING CAS 5800 

CHO'Al lITE~ATU'E fO. TEACHE~ EDUCATION CAS 60J2 

CHD~Al METHODS AID CONDUCTING CAS 5780 

CH'OMATOG'APHY CAS 5440 

CHU'CH AND POLITICS IN lATIN ANE~ICA CAS 5574 

CLINICAL EIPE~IENCES IN EDUCATION CAS 7420 

CDMNUNICATIONS fD' CLASS~OOM TEACME~ CAS 1255 

COMMUNITY ENE'" PLANNING CAS 616A 

CONMUNIT' ENE"Y PLANNING. APPLICATIONS CAS 52" 

CDM"UNITY ENE.,y PLANNING: fUNDAMEN'ALI CAl 6'55 

COMNUNITY O'GANllATIOI/CONNUNITY DEfElOP"ENT CAS 72.a 

COHMUNITY STUDIES SEMINA' CAS 1110 

CDNPA'ATIVE lATIN AME'ICAN CUtTU'EI CAS .146 

CONPA~ATIVE LATIN ANEPICAN LITE'ATU'E CAS 5JJ4 

CONPA'ATIVE LE'AL CULTU'ES CAS 816' 

COMPA'ATIVE NETHODS IN C'OSS CULTU.AL PI.SPECTlf" CAl 0144 

COMPA'ATIVE MET~OPOLITAN S'STEMS CAS 5J54 

CDMPA'ATIVE 'HEMES IN LITE'ATU'E CAS 1152 

COMPARATIVE U'IAN 'EDE'ILOPNENT CAS 1141 

CONPOSITIDN II CAS 5121 

COMPDSITION/ElEcr'DNIC MUSIC I CAS 5109 

COMPOSITION/ELECT'ONIC MUSIC II CAS 5120 

COMP'EHENSI'E PLANNING STUDIO CAS 641. 

CD.PurE' P'D"AMMING: ADVANCED CAS 7129 

CONPUTE' P.OG'AMNING. APPLICATIONS CAS II.' 

CONPUTE' P~OG""NlNG' IASIC (SUI CAS 1140 

COMPUTE~ P'OG'A."ING' fO~T~AN If (SIMI CAS 3145 

CONPUTE'S, lOGIC AND DESIGN CAS 55S1 

CONCEPTS AND THEO'Y IN SOCIOLOGY CAS "2' 

CONNEcrIONS' AN ALTE.NATlfE VIEW Of CHANGE CAS 529~ 

CONTEMPO'A~Y ISSUES IN EDUCATION CAS 7462 

CONTENPO.A.Y ISSUES IN NATlfE AME.ICAN A.T CAS '667 

CONTEMPO~ARY ISSUES IN NATI'E AM,.ICA" LITE.ATU'E CAl 666' 

CONTEMPO~A~Y ISSUES IN NATU~AL 'ESOU'CES N_NAGENENT OR .ESE'VA­
TIONS CAS 5600 

CONTEMPO'A.' ISSUES IN T~II'L 'OVE'NMEIT ON 'EIE.'ATIONS 

CAS "68 

CONTEMPO.A'Y ISSUES Of NATI'E ANE.ICANS fRO" A HISTO.ICAL PE'­
SPECTIVE CAS 6666 

CONTEMPOUIY ISSUES •• " CAS In. 

CONTEMrD.A.Y POLITICAL THOUGHT CAS '522 

CONTEMPORA'Y URBAN ECOLOGY I CAS 5610 

CONTENPO~"Y U~BAN ECOLOG' II CAS 5611 

COOPE'ATIVE EDUCATION IN.-. CAS 5650 

COOPE'ATIV' EDUCATION... CAS 7'90 

COUNTE~-P~OPAGANOA CAS 6450 

COUNTE'POINT/fO'M CAS 5840 

C'EATIVE D~AMATICS P'ACTICUN CAS 6550 

C.EATIVE D~AMATICS I CAS 6J40 

C~INE AND ~USTICE CAS 6543 

C'ITICAL ANALYSIS Of BLACK lITE'ATU~E CAS 1165 

C'ITICAl ANALYSIS' lATIN ANE.ICAN lITE.ATU'E CAS '16' 

C.ITICAl M.lrING fO' IILINGUAL STUDENTS CAS 3165 

C'ITICAl M~ITING fO. LATINO STUDERTS CAS 3766 

CULTURAL ANTH~OPOLOG' CAS 3170 

CULTURAL ANTH.OPOlOGY' ~PECIAL TOPICS CAS 1400 

CULTURAL OINENSIONS' GL08AL I.EOUALT' CAS 5244 

CUlTU'AL GEOG'APHY CAS 5218 

CULTU'E. PE'SONAlITY. AND LEADE'SHIP CAS 5241 

CU.'ICULUM DEVElOPNENT CAS 5'40 

CU.'ICULUN DEVElOPNENT IN EA.TH SCIENCE CAS 1711 

DATA ANALYSIS IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES USING ,rss CAl 155' 

OESC'IPTlfE STATISTICS CAS 1100 

OlffE'ENTIAl EQUATIONS CAS 5101 

OI~ECTING CAS 6200 

D'A.ATIC C'ITICISM CAS 6290 

DYNAMICS Of THE SPANISH lANGUAGE CAS 3173 

EA'TH SCIENCE fiELD STUDIES. GLACIAL GEOLO'Y CAl 127A 

ECOLOGICAL "ETHOOS CAS 5110 

ECOLOG' AND CONSE'VATION ,.ADUATE SEMINA' CAS "17 

ECOLOGY Of lAKES CAS 6611 

ECOLOG' Of P'AI'IES: fiELD STUDIES CAS 5915 

ECOLOGY Of ST'EAMS CAS 1750 

ECOLD'Y' BASIC P.I.ICIPLES CAS 3150 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT II lATl1 .NE.ICA CAS 5'4J 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT Of TME lATINO CONMUNITY CAS 38'0 

ECONOMICS or U.IAN PLANNING CAS 5811 

EDUCATION AND OE,ELOPMENr IN THE YHI.D MO'LD CAS 51,5 
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EDUCATION Of NIIORITIES IN U.S. CAS '21' 
EDUCATIONAL OE'[LO'MENT IN AfRICA ClS 51'0 
EDUCATIONAL DE'ELO'IENT IN KEN'A CAS 5J5l 
EfFECTIVE SU'U~8AI 'LAIIINI II THE I,.O'S CAS 5Z,. 

ELECT~OCHEMIST~' CAS 5.30 

ELECTRONIC MUSIC II CAS "'0 

ELECTROIIC MUSIC II CLASS'OON NORKSHOP CAS .0.0 

ELITES AID ANE'ICAN DEMOCRAC' CAS 1130 

ENERG' AND THE NA' NE LIVE CAS 312A 

ENERI' ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT CAS "" 
ENERG'. RESOURCES AND SOCIET' CAS 5150 

ENVIROIMENTAL ASSCSSMCNT CAS 5.ro 
ENVI~OIMENTAL CHENISTR' CAS 1031 

EN'IRONMENTAL EARTH SCIENCE CAS 51'0 
EN'I'OIMENTAl EDUCATION' A PROCESS APPROACH CAS 63,1 
ENVI~ONNEITAL EOUCATIOI' alOLOIICAL fiELD SCIINCI CAl .'.0 
ENVI~ONNENTAL EDUCATION' EARTH SCIENCE CAS "'0 
EI'I.OINtN'AL EOUC,TIOI. fOR[ST IN'[ITIGATIONS CAS "" 
EN'IRONMEITAL EOUCATIOI. I.VESTIIATIOIS IN LIMNOLOI' CAl "" 
EN'I~ONMENTAl EDUCATION' TER'ESTRIAl 810LO" CAS .1.0 
EN'IRONMENTAL HEALTH CAS 51'2 
EN'IRONMENTAL LAND USE PLANNING CAS "40 
EN'IRONMENTAL LAN CAS 5'30 
EN,IRONMENTAL MANAGEMCNT SEMINAR CAS 1140 

ENVI~ONMENTAL MODEL IN' CAS 1132 

EN'I'ONMENTAL PLANNINi S[MINAR CAl 1115 

ENVIRDIMENTAL 'OLIC. AIAL.SIS CAS ,or5 

ENVI~ONMENTAl SCIENCE CAS 'I'D 
ENVI~ONMENTAL SYSTEMS ANAl.SIS CAS 1131 

ETHICS CAS 3115 

ETHICS AND ENVIRONMENT CAS 6010 

ETHNICIT •• CULTURE AND POLITICS CAS 5251 

EVDLUATION AND HUMAN ECOLO" CAS 6140 

E~ISTENTIAlISM CAS 600' 
E~PE~IMENTAl aOTAN' CAS 6160 

E~PE~IMENTAl COMMUNITIES CAS 61rl 
E~PERIMENTAL OESIIM fO~ lA'ORATO~' AND fiELD CAS 542, 

F'MIL' IN CROSS-CULTURAL PE'SPECTIVES CAS 1159 

fEATURE AND ~EVIEN NRITING CAS 1162 

fiELD BIDlOG. CAS '4'0 
FIELD INVESTIGATION IN EA.TH SCIENCE CAS I". 
fiELD STUDIES' OKEfENOKE[ SNAMP CAS 6240 

fiLM AND filMMAKERS I CAS "52 
fiLM AND rlLMMAKEPS II CAS 6'33 
FILM S[MINAP' • •• CAS 6140 

flLM'VIOEO PRO~ECT I CAS 3115 

rlLM'VIOEO P~O~ECT II CAS 5116 

FOOD. CULTURE AND HUNGER CAS 5164 

GAS CHROMATOGRAPH"MASS SPECTRA CAS 1'12 
GEOCHEMIST~' CAS 6041 

G'ADUATE DESIGN' TND DIMENSIONAL CAS 1120 

GRADUATE DIRECTING SEMINA' CAS 1))0
I.AOUATE rllM'VIOEO P'ODUCTION I CAS IJ33 

G'ADUATE rllM,vlOEO PRODUCTION II CAS 1334 

G.ADUATE INTERNSHIP IN • •• CAS '100 

GRADUATE PAINTING COMPOSITION CAS 1100 

G'ADUATE PRD~ECT IN • •• CAS "'0 

GRADUATE .EADINGS IN • •• CAS "00 

GRADUATE PESEARCH CAS "30 

"ADUATE RESEA~CH SEMINAR. MISlc CAS 1300 

'PAOUATE RESEA~CH SEMINA~' THEATRE CAS ')20

GRADUATE RESEAPCH SEMINA~' INTERCUlTU'Al STUDIES CAS 1100 

GRADUATE SEMINAR IN PHOTOG~APH' CAS 1530 

GRADUATE SENINAP IN SCIENCE EO~CATION CAS '0" 

GRADUATE SEMINAR IN SOCIOlOG' or EDUCATION CAS Il', 

'RADUATE SEMINAR IN TECHNICAL THEATRE PRODUCTION rOR DIRECTO.S 

CAS Inl 

G.ADUATE SEMINAR. PAINTIIG CAS 1220 

GRADUATE SENINAR. P~INTMAKING CAS 125. 

GRADUATE THESIS CAS "00 

GRADUATE THESIS. PRESENTATION IN • •• CAS '51' 

GRASSROOTS CONCEPTS IN HUMAN ECOLO" (SIN' CAS 6151 

GSU CHORALE CAS 5.10 

GSU CONTENPORA~' ENSEM8lE CAS 5111 

GSU ~A2l CAN' CAS 5'21 

GUITA~ & MAKING NUSIC NITH RA' TATE CAS 5111 

GUITAR I CAS 511A 

GUITAR II CAS 5118 

GUITAR III CAS 511C 

HISTD~IOG~A'H' CAS 1115 

MIST OR' or AMERICAN EDUCATION CAS 51'1 

HISTO~' or JAll CAS 51.9 

HISTOR' or PUERTO RICO I CAS 5211 

HISTOR' or PUE~TO RICO II CAS 5l1' 

HISTOR' or STAGE COSTUMES Cal 6010 

HUNAN GENETICS--ElEMENTA~' CAS 5111 

IDEA or CONMUNIT' CAS 1550 

IMAGES Dr BLACKS IN AME'ICAN LITERATURE CAS 5111 

IMAGES Of THE TEACME~ IN lITE~ATURE CAS 6554 

1MPROVIN' lEARNIN' [NVIRONMENT. CAS IllS 

INDEPENDENT IN'ESTIGATIONS CAS 4,o0 

INNOVATIONS IN U~'AN PLANNING CAS '5" 

INORGANIC CHEMISTR' CAS 4215 

INSTRUMENTAL CONDUCTING CAS 5'00 

INTEG.ATION' POLICIES AND PRACTICES CAS 1512 

INTE~CUlTURAl ~ESEARCH NETMODS CAS 113' 

INTE~MEDIATE DESIGN I. DRAMlaG rOR GRAPHIC IM'ACT CAS 5110 

INTERMEDIATE GUITA~ CAS 5810 

INTE~MEOIATE 'AINT1NG AND DRANING COMPOSITIOI CAS "I) 

INT~OlucT'ON TO AFRICAN LITEJATURE CA' 5041 

INTRODUCTION TO INTERCULTURAL STUDIEI CAS 3154 

INTRODUCTION TO MULTI-ETHNIC lITERATU'E CAS 501' 

INTROIUCTIDI TO NON-TRADITIONAL [OUCATION CAS 1541 

INVESTI6ATIVE~D SPECIAL liED REPORTII' CA. 'Ill 

~All ENSEMBL~ CAS "20 

~All MATERLKLS raa TEACHER EDUCATION CAS '851 

~ESUS. MAR~ AND AME~ICA CAS 101' 
lAND USE CONTPOLS CAS 6156 

lAND USE LAN SENINAR CAS 6521 

lANOfO~MS or THE CHICAGO A'EA CAS 65.1 

LAN'UA'E AND POLITICS NO~KSHOP. 1'80 CAS 535B 

lANGUAGE. TEACHING AND lEARNING CAS 6460 

lATIN AMERICAN CUlTU~E AND SOCIET' CAS 3161 

LATIN ANE'ICAN HISTOR' CAS 5]'0 
LATIN AMERICAN INOIA~' PAST AND P.ESENT CAS 55'4 
lATINOS IN U.S.A. CAS 5020 

lAN AND SOCIAL JUSTICE CAS 5345 

lEARNING PROCESSES' ADULTS CAS 6540 

LEARNING P.OCESSES' AOVANCEO TOPICI CAS ,o50 

lEARNING P~OCESSES' CHllOPEN AND ADOLESCENTS CAS 6550 

ll,RAP' RESOURCES rOR CLASSROOM TEACHE'S CAS 6662 

lJrE STUD" OPANING CAS 5560 

LITERAR' CRITICISN CAS 6410 

lJTE~ATUH AND HISTO~" CAS 6531 

lITERATU~E AND MEDICIME CAS 6533 

LITERATU~E or INNI'RANT C~llOREN CAS 6480 

lOCAL rLORA CAS 106A 
LOCAL HISTO~" RESOUPCES AND METHODS CAS 1281 

LOCAL PLANNING ADMINISTRATION CAS 6625 

lOGIC CAS 3114 

MAINSTREAMING AND THE CLASSROOM TEACHER CAS 906' 
NA~D' AMERICAN AUTHO.S. • •• CAS 6510 

MA~OR ENGLISH AUTHORS. • •• CAS 64'0 
MAKE-UP rDR STAGE CAS 6440 

MA~RIAGE I~ OTHER SOCIETIES CAS 5501 

MASS MEDIA AND POLITICS CAS 1150 

MATE~IAlS or MUSIC I: A~T or MUSIC NOTATION CAS 5'52 
MATE~IAl' Dr MUSIC I' IN'~ODUCTloN TO CONTEMPD'AP, MUSIC TMEoa, 

CAS 5'51 

MATERIALS or MUSIC I. KE'8DA'0 CAS 3210 

MATE~IAlS or MUSIC II' IMPROVISATION CAS 5'6J 

MATE~IAlS or MUSIC II' O.CHESTRATION CAS 5'62 

MATERIALS or MUSIC II' 20TH CENTUP' HAPMONIC TECHNIOUES 

CAS 5'61 

MATE~IALS or MUSIC III. KE,aOA'D INP'OfISATION CAS 5"4 
MATE~IAlS or STAGEllGHTING CAS 61" 
NATH FO~ THE ENVI~ONMENTAl SCIENCES CAS 4500 

MEANINGrUL EVALUATION 8E.ONO TESTIN' CAS ,06r 
MEDIA AND SOCIET' CAS 1021 

MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS lAN CAS 6"0 
MEOlA COMNUNICATIONS 'ESEA~CH CAS 6"1 
"EOIA PRODUCTION PRACTICUM CAS 1195 

MEDIA S'MPOSIUM: • •• CAS 63'4 
"[OIA TEAM rlElD PROJECT CAS "83 

MEDICAL PH'SICS CAS 1025 

METEOROLOG' CAS "21 
METHODS AND TECHNIQUES or TEACHING AT THE SECoNOAR' LE'EL 

CAS 5409 

METHODS or TEACHING ENGLISH CAS 6500 

MICROBIOLOGICAL T(CHN1QUES CAS 6110 

HIC'OCOMPUTERS AND THEIR EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS CAS "'A 

MINORITIES AND U~BAN lA80R MA'KET PA~TICI'ATI8N CAS '14' 

MOOE~N ART. G~EAT ARTISTS CAS 5015 

NO~AL CHOICES IN CONTEMPORAR, SOCIET' CAS 6542 

MULTI-MEDIA P~OOUCTION I CAS 5425 

MULTI-NEOlA PRODUCTION II CAS 542' 

MUlTIPL[ PRO~ECTS IN COMMUNIT. RESEARCH CAS 1552 

MUSIC HISTOR': 18TH AND 19TH CENTURY NUSIC CAS 52'5 

MUSIC THEATRE PRODUCTION CAS 519. 

NATU.E INTERPRETATION: P~INCIPLE AND P~ACTIC[ CAS 6190 

NEN COMMUNITIES DEVELOPMENT (SIM) CAS '1.0 

NENSNRITING AND ~EPO~T1NG CAS 6111 

NON-WESTERN ART SEMINAR: • •• CAS 55'2 

NDtEl or THE MEXICAN REVOLUTION CAS 53,3 

OPEN EDUCATION: INPlEMENTATION CAS 1460 

OPEN EDUCATION: THEO~' CAS 1411 

OPAL INTERP~ETATION CAS 32', 

ORGANIC CHEMIST" CAS 5230 

O.NITHOlOG' I CAS 6." 

OPNITHOlOG' II CAS 6'00 

PAINTING AND O'ANING CONPOSITION CAS 5101 

PAINTING CO~POSITION CAS 5611 

PAI.TING' AN ANAl'TICAL APPROACH CAS 1050 

PAINT IN': ANAl'SIS AaD COMPOSITIO. CAS 1010 

PAINTINi. OE'ELOPNENT Dr A THEME CAS '60' 

PAINTING' SPECIAL PROBLEMS CAS 5811 

PAUL ROBESON' NORKSHOP'SENINA'--ACHIEVEMENTS aND CONT.IBUTIONS 

tAS 5035 

PHILOSOPHICAL rOUNDATIOIS or THIRD WORLD SOCIETIES CA' 5)04 
PHilOSOPHICAL THENES IN CONTEMPORAR' LITERATU'E CAS "51 
PHilOSOPH' Dr HISTO" CAS 1441 

PHilOSOPH' or SCIENC[ CAS 1110 

PHOTO ABST~ACTS AND NON-SilVER TECHNIQUES CAS ' ••1 

PHOTO rD~ INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT (SIM' CAS 5439 

PHOTO HISTo., CAS '152 
PHOTO IllUSTRATION CAS 5456 

PHOTO ~OURNAlISM CAS 5431 

PHOTO PORTRAITURE. rASHION A.O lifE STUD' CAS 5411 

PHOTO' COLOR WO'KSHOP I CAS 54]0

PHOTO' COLOP NORKSHOP II CAS 5433 

PHOTOCHENIST~' CAS '110 

PHOTOGRAPHIC C'ITICISM CAS 5412 

PHOTOG~APHIC EQUIVALENCE STUDIES CAS 5413 

PHOTOGPAPHIC ESSA' CAS 545J " 

PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTrOLIO CAS 541. 

PHDTOG~APHIC SE'IES AND SEQUENCE CAS 1511 

PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNIOUES CAS 3145 

PHOTOG~APHIC THEOP' CAS 1140 

PH'SICAl CHEMIST~' I CAS 4600 

PH'SICAl CHEMISTP' II CAS 4601 

PH'SICAL ENVIRONMENTS' CHA'ACTE'ISTICS AND DEVELO'MINT Cli "II 

PH'SICAl SCIENCE rOUNDATIONS CAS "35 

I 
142 CAS Course Index 
'""IC'I I.T"REDlaT, ca. '411 

'."'OLO"C .T.T,NS I cas "40 

'NY.IOLO,IC SYSTENS II CAS "5' 

'lcTU'E EOITIN' CAS 54Z. 

PLAINII, "ANENO'KS CAS "'0 

PLANNII' N,TNOOOLD" CAS 7.ZZ 

'La.IIN' TECNIIIUlS aND "APNICS CA' 4'" 
'LANNING TNED.' CAS '400 

'LANNIN'I A S'ST,NS APP'DACH CAS "~'I 

'La.T '.ONTH a.D DEVELO'N'"T Cas 'Z" 

'La.T NIC'DENVI'OINEITS I CAS 7'5' 

'LA.T HIC.OE.VI'O.NENTS 11 tas r.40 

'LANT TAXD.O.' CAS ,.,. 

'LA' P'DOUCTION I. SECOIOA.' SCHOOL CAS 'Z7. 

'LA'N"TI.' I CAS .220 

!'OISO.OUS A •• N[DICI.AL PLANT. CA' 4'40 
'OLITICAL ECOION' or 'LOIAL IIEIUALIT' CAS 5]']
'OLITICAL PS'eMOLO" CAS r41. 
POLITICAL SOC'OLO" CAS .5.r 
'OLITICS AND SOCIET' CAS 520. 
'OLITICS IN TNE 19"'SI A STNPOSIUN CAS 5Z9N 
POLLUTION CDNT.OL TECH.llUES CAS 70•• 
'.'ULATIOI A.O DENO'~A'HIC ANALVSIS CAS 756' 
'O'ULaTIO. 'IOLO" CAS 'ZiZ 
'O'ULATIONS INPACTS CAS 1••5 
P'ACTICAL 'HQTOVOLTAICSI 'NO.T COU.S, CAl 52'0 
"E-COLU•• IA. A~T or N[SO-ANE'ICA CAS 531. 
"[-COLU.'IA. A'T or SOUTH ANE.ICAS CAS 5314 
'.INITlv[ A.T CAS 5.1. 
"INCIPL[S AND "ACTICES Dr U"AN 'LA •• IN' CAS r'4' 
'.INTNAKII" "AOUATE INTA'LIO CAS 1.3. 
,.IITNAKI.'. AOVA.CEO 'TUOIO CAS 5••• 
"'.T.AKIN,'aOfA.CEO p.I.T.a.IN' P'OCESSCINTA'LIO-ETC.I.'. LITNO)
CAS 5UI 

P.O.LENS I. INTE••ATIO.AL POLITICS II NO'lO IN'E.IALI'. 

CAS 1550 

P.O.L[NS Of LATINO rANIL' CAS 53Z1 

'.O.LEIS or .0Q[~NI1ATION IN DEVELOPIN' COU.T.IES CAS "43 

"ODUCT PHOTO"APN' CAS 54Z0 

P.OTEST A.O 'EVOLUTION I. LATIN A.E'ICAN LITE'ATV.E CAS 539. 

'SfCNDtO" or LATINOS CAS 5211 

PUILIC OPINION T'ENDS CAS r56' 

'ACE 'ELATIONS IN U.S., HISTO'ICAL 'E.S'ECTlvES CAS 53•• 

~ACE. LAN'UAiE. , CULTU'E ND.KSHOP CAS .549 

'ADIOISOTOPE TECHNIIUES CAS 121. 

'[AIIN' rD••ILINGUAl STUDENTS CAS J.5' 

.EAOINiS AND IHVESTIGATIONS IN... CAS 7JIO 
'[ADIN'S IN rENINISN CAS 1715 
.EA.INiS IN NINORIT' LITE'ATU'E CAS 5"1 
~EADIN'S. ILAC. POLITICS AND ANE.ICAN POLITICAL S'STEN CA' '1'0 
'['IONAL PLANNING CAS 7267 

'ELI'ION AND HUNAN SEXUALIT, CAS 109. 

~ESEA'CH IN A'.ICA.-ANE.ICAN HISTO.' CAS •• 41 

.ESEA'CH TECHNIIUES CAS .570 

.ESEA.CHIN' SCIENCE INrD~NATIO. CAS r410 

SCENE DESI'N CAS .IZ. 

SCIE.CE P'O'~AN O.IENTATION CAS r44' 

SCO'IN' rD. flLN AND Tv CAS 5970 

SCULPTU'E I. "ADUATE SENINA' J-O DESI'N CAS 1"1 

SCULPTU'E' "ADUATE STUDIO CAS 81'1 

SCUl'TU'EI AD'ANCED rl'U'E NOOELING CAS '7Z5 

SCUL'TU'E' AOVANCEO NETAL NO'.SHO' II CAS 55.1 

SCUL'TU'EI A.T NETAL CAS 5r21 

SCULPTU'EI CE'ANICS CAS 5.60 

SCULP'UREI 'lIE'. CLA'. NETAL CAS 58.1 

SCUL'TU'E' NETAL I CAS 558. 
SCUL,TUREI J-O OCSI6N III CA' 8.11 

SCUL'TU'EI 1-0 DESI'N IN rA •• ICATIO. 'ROCESSES CAS '.Jl 

SCULPTU'EI 1-0 NOOD CAS '720 

SENI.A. IN U••AN 'ES'A'CH CAS .1.2 

SENINA' ON THE 8LAC. NONAN CAS .20. 

SENINA.' CON'A'ATIYE U•••• rUTURE CAS 5405 

SEX 'OLES ~ESEA'CH SENINA' CAS 7521 

SHAKES'EA'E CAS .,r. 

SINULATIONS AND 'ANES CAS 749. 

SOCIAL CMANSE ANa PUBLIC POLIC' CAS 524' 

SOCIAL DISO'IANliATIDN CAS r582 

SOCIAL rOU.OATIONS or EDUCATIO. CAS r540 

SOCIAL NOV'L CA' .15. 

SOCIAL OI'ANliATIO. AND COGNITION I. LATINO CUL'U'E CAS •• 45 

SOCIAL P.OILEMS I CAS JI6Z 

SOCIAL P'OBLtNS II CAS 5257 

SOCIAL 'ESEA.CH A.D EVALUATION CAS 7't2 

SOCIOLO" or C.INE CAS "92 

SOCIOlO" 0' ETHNIC 'ElATI••S CAS 75'9 

SOCIOLOG' or POVE.T, CAS 15'1 

SOCIOLO" or StX .OLES CAS 782. 

SOCIOLO" Of ST'EET C'INE CAS 75'A 

SOCIOLOS' or THE rANIL' CAS '59' 

SIlL ANAl'SIS CAS 1590 

SOILS IN ILLINOIS CAS ,.65 

SO.'N.ITI.' NIIH 10. 'IISO. CAS 5.78 

SPA.IS. LAN'UA'E 'LITE'ATU'E CAS "'6 

S'A.ISH LAN'UA'E AND CUlTU., CAS '1'1 

S'ANISH '.ONETICS ANO CULTU'E CAS J.r4 

S'A'IAL PE.CE'TIO.S ANa SOCIAL BENAYIO. CAS r5" 

S'ECIAL "OILENS IN TIACKIN' INIT'UN'N'AL NUIIC CAS t.l. 

S'ECIAL "~EC" CAS 76••
I.... 
S'ECT.OCHENIST., CAS 77Z. 

STA'E ~A.A'ENENT CAS 7••1 

STASE 'HOTOG.A'H' CAS 541A 

STATISTICAL 'OUNDATIONS CAS 711. 

STATISTICAL NETHODS CAS 71JO 

"ATISTICS AND P'O.A.ILIT, I CAS ,.2. 

STATISTICS AND P.O.A.ILIT, II CAS rl25 

STATISTICS' .ULTIYA'IATE NETHODS CAS 7.4. 

STEEL · O.UN CONST.UCTION AND PLA'IN' NETNODS CAS '.04 
ST'ATrO'D CA. ADA THEAT~E EXPE'IE.CE CAS .212 
STUDENT TEACHIN' CAS 4000 
STUDENT TEACHINS IN SCIENCE CAS '7" 
STUDENT TEACHING/OBSE.rATION CNUSIC' CAS 71ro 
sTUDENT TEACHIN" NUSIC CAS r.rl 
STUDIES IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE CAS 6"0 
STUDIO 'ECO'0IN6 TECHNIQUES CAS 7e51 
SUIU'IAN HOUSING CAS '900 
SUNNE' THEAT'E "ACTICUN CAS 626. 
SU'YE' or ENGLISH LITE'ATURE I. BEOMULr TO THE 18TH CENTU.' 
CAS J760 
SU'YE' 0' ENGLISH LITE'ATURE II CAS J161 

SU.fE, or MUSIC HISTO., CAS 3128 

SU.VE' Of SOCIAL SCIENCE CAS J'I' 

SU.YE' or MESTE'N O~ANA I CAS 6291 

su~rE' or MESTE'N O'ANA II CAS 6292 

S'N'HONIC BAND CAS 5.,9 

TEACHIN' ELlNENTA" NUSIC I CAS 60JO 

TEACHIN' ELENENTA" NUSIC II CAS 6.51 

TEACHIN' ELENENTAR' SCHOOL SCIENCE CAS r ••o 

TEACHING EN'LISH AS A SECOND LAN'UAGE CAS "J' 

TEACHI.G 'EADING I. HIGH SCHOOL CAS 6560 

TEACHIN' SECONDA.' SCHOOL SCIENCE CAS 7419 

TECHNIQUES IN CELL 810LO" CAS 616' 

TECHNOLOS' AND SOCIAL CHAN'E CAS lZ14 

TELEVISED I.ST'UCTION IN SCIENCE CAS errA 

TELEVISION DI.ECTING CAS 1960 

TELEVISION ' ••DUcTIO. CAS 1000 

TELEVISION. RENOTE COLO. TECHNIIUES CAS 1005 

TE"EST'IAL IIOLOG': AUTUNN CAS "'A 

TE'.EST.IAL BIOLOG': SP'ING CAS 99.1 

TEt'EST'IAL BIOLDG" SUNNER CAS 998Z 

TE"EST'IAL BIOLOG': MINTE. CAS 991. 

THE Ar.ICAN NorEl CAS 505J 

THE CIYIL .IGHTS NOVE.ENT. A HISTO.ICAL ANAL'SIS CAS 5Z8. 

THE rUTu'E Dr HIGHE~ EDUCATION CAS 746. 

THE HA'LEN 'ENAISSANCE CAS 5052 

THE SHO.T STO" CAS .,55 

THE NO.LO or r. SCOTT rITZGE.ALO CAS .51J 

THEAT'E HISTO~' I CAS .JOO 

THEAT'E HISTO., II CAS 6Jl0 

THEAT'E NANAGENENT CAS 1880 

THEOLOG' or THE THI.O MO.LD CAS 5556 

THEO" AND HISTO.' or A r'EE P.ESS CAS 5407 

'HEORr Of INONLEDGE CAS Jnl 

THEO., or PHOTOJOU'NALISN CAS 5416 

THEO~' Of PUBLIC SPEAKING CAS S'67 

THI •• MO~LD AESTHETICS CAS 5011 

THI.O MORLD IN 'E.SPECTlfE' AN INTE.OISCIPLINA" SUR fE' 

CAS 5JOZ 
THI.D MO.LD STUDIES CONrERENCE CAS 5JOO 
TOPICS IN POPULAR CULTU'E CAS 1052 
T'ANSPOPTATION S'STENS CAS 4740 
UNOl'STANDING OFIENTAL PHILOSOPH' CAS 1518 
UNDE~STANOING THE COSNOS CAS 8lrD 
UNDE'MATE~ PHOTOG'APH' CAS 54ZA 
UNlrE.SIT, SINGE'S CAS 5r95 
U'BAN G.OMTH NANAGENENT CAS 6.55 
U.IAN HOUSING AND LE'AL S'STENS CAS "'5 
U'IAN ~OU'NALISN CAS 6911 
U'IAN LAND ECONONICS CAS '171 
U'IAN NINO'I'IES 4NO SOCIAL CHAN'E CAS 5Z45 
U'IAN POLITICS CAS 1700 
U.IAN POPULATION CAS r212 
U'.AN SOCIET' CAS "Jl 
U'.AN STUDIES' INT.OOUCTION TO THE CIT' CAS 1211 
U'BANIZATION IN THE OEVELO'ING NO'LO CAS r812 
USIN' I.ST.UCTIONAL 'ANES IN THE NATEMA'IC' CLASS.OON CAS 529K 
VALUES CAS J112 
VISUAL ANTH.OPOLOi' CAS 5415 
fOCAL LITE.ATU.E CAS 5191 
MATER QUALIT, 'ESEA'CH CAS 7,6' 
MESTE'N A.T SEN INA. CAS 559J 
MONEN A'TISTS CAS 5086 
MONEN IN ANE'ICAN HISTO., CAS 1140 
NONEN IN LATIN ANE.ICAN LITE'ATU'E CAS 6.2. 
MONEN IN THE NEOlA CAS 1149 
NONEN. POLITICS. AND CHANGE CAS lr21 
MONEN'S .ESOU'CE LABO'ATO., CAS 172J 
MO'K AND rA"IL' LIrE CAS 1229 
MO'KSHOP, C.EATIYE D'AMATICS IN THt CLASS'OON CAS eooA 
NO'KSHOPI MOMEN AND ENPLO'MENT--SETTI.' IN I. THE 1'•• 'S 
CAS 50U 
NO'KSHOP' MULTICULTU'AL EDUCATION CAS eiro 
MO ••SHOP. PU8LIC POLICY ANAL'SIS CAS 1142 
MO'KSHOP. TELEflSION I CAS r002 
MO'KSHOP' TELEVISION II CAS 100J 
MO'KSHOP. U'IAN 'ESOU~CES--NET~OPOLITAN C~ICAGO CAS 5J55 
M'ITING COM'~EHENSION CAS 4860 
M'ITINS rOR rlLN/flOEO CAS 69J9 
N'ITINi fO~ PRINT MEDIA CAS 6110 
•• ITING fO~ JADIO AND TELEVISIO. C4S 69J' 
NPITING P'INCIPLES CAS Jr20 
19TH CENTUJ' ANERICAN N'ITE'S CAl 1442 
20TH CEMTU~' A.T AND A.CHITECTU'E CAS '612 
20TH CENTU.' MUSIC I CAS 6090 
20TH CENTURY MUSIC II CAS 6091 
20TH CENTU., NUSIC III CAS 6092 
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iThe College of 
Human Learning 
and Development 
Programs 
Communication Science 
Human Relations Services 
Human Services 
Psychology 
Education 
Educational Administration 
and Supervision 
The College of Human Learning and Development prepares 
students to be professionally competent and self-act­
ualizing, students who can function within the present day 
realities of society and the environment. 
The College provides coursework in the general areas of 
human relations, human growth and development, psy­
chology, education, human services, communications, bil­
ingual/bicultural education and educational administration 
and supervision. 
Special Admission 
Requirements 
Transfer Credit Students who wish to transfer credit from 
other institutions must have transcripts with them at the time 
of the development of the Study Plan. Undergraduate stu­
dents who have received a "e" or better grade and 
graduate students who have received a "8" or better grade 
may be permitted to transfer courses based upon the re­
quirements of the program and the advisor's judgment 
whether such coursework is appropriate by the Dean of the 
College. Students must secure prior approval of their advisor 
to take coursework at other institutions. Undergraduate and 
graduate students must take at least twenty-four (24) hours 
of coursework at Governors State University. 
Students-at-Large Students-at-Large at GSU who want to 
earn a degree should apply as degree-seeking students after 
completing no more than six (6) credit hours as a Student-at­
Large. Students-at-Large who wish to pursue a degree within 
the College are encouraged to do so. However, the below 
procedures must be followed: 
1. 	 Apply for admission as a degree-seeking student. 
2. 	 Discuss the program requirements with your assigned 
advisor. 
3. 	 Prepare a Student Study Plan and have it approved and 
placed on file in the College at least six (6) months 
before the intended date of graduation. 
4. 	 Adhere to Division requirements for graduation. 
Special Procedures 
Student Study Plan All students are required to develop a 
Student Study Plan during the first Trimester of enrollment 
in the College; they may not engage in Advance Registration 
or enroll for courses after that time if they have not done so. 
Students should make an appointment with their advisors to 
develop a Study Plan, preferably before their first enroll­
ment but not later than one month after the beginning of 
their first Trimester. Student Study Plans must be approved 
by the advisor and the Division Chairperson. A signed copy 
of the Study Plan will be kept by the student and by the ad­
visor; a signed copy must be filed in the Office of Student 
Records and Information in the College. Changes in the Stu­
dent Study Plan must be initialed by the advisor. Students 
should bring a copy of the Student Study Plan with them 
during Advance Registration and at other registration times 
to prevent a delay in registration. 
Readmission Students who have been admitted to the Col­
lege of Human Learning and Development must complete a 
new Student Study Plan and follow the curriculum in force 
when they return. 
Student Work Load The maximum load students are permit­
ted to carry is 16 hours. Overloads will not be permitted ex­
cept in unusual circumstances with the approval of the 
Dean. 
Independent Study Undergraduate students may take a 
maximum of nine (9) hours; graduate students a maximum 
of six (6) hours of Independent Study within a degree pro­
gram. All Independent Study projects must be described in a 
typed proposal prior to listing the Independent Study on an 
Advance Registration Form. The Independent Study pro­
posal must be approved by the supervisor of the Indepen­
dent Study project and the Division Chairperson prior to 
registration. Students without approval will not be allowed 
to receive credit for Independent Study projects. Indepen­
dent Study may not be taken as a substitute for regularly 
scheduled courses and will not be used to replace courses 
needed for the degree except in unusual circumstances with 
the approval of the Dean. 
Continuing Students Students who graduate from a pro­
gram within the University must apply for readmission to the 
University if they wish to continue work at the University. 
Students who have graduated must apply to a program 
within the College if they wish to pursue a degree in the Col­
lege. 
Graduate Coursework "Graduate only" courses may not 
be taken by undergraduate students unless they are to be 
used in a graduate program. Undergraduate students, with 
the written permission of a graduate advisor, may take a 
maximum of nine (9) hours of coursework in their final 
Trimester as an undergraduate student to apply toward a 
graduate degree. Students who take coursework to be ap­
plied towards a master's degree and who do not graduate in 
their final Trimester as an undergraduate student may not 
take additional coursework leading to the graduate degree 
until they are admitted as a graduate student in that degree 
program. 
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Off-Campus Courses Students completing a degree pro­
gram must complete a minimum of nine (9) semester hours 
on the GSU campus (courses with the "5" prefix are offered 
off campus). 
~pplication for Graduation Students must apply for gradua­
tion no later than the end of the second week of the final 
Trimester of their degree program. Student Progress Forms 
which accompany the application for graduation must be 
accurately completed and submitted to the advisor. 
Student Grievance A disagreement between a faculty mem­
ber and a student regarding a grade is non-grievable unless 
it can be demonstrated by the student that (1) written 
criteria were not followed by the professor consistently, (2) 
criteria were applied that were not stated, (3) criteria which 
were stated were not applied, (4) bias existed based upon 
sex, age, race, or religion. 
Certifications and/or Accreditations 
Programs within the College having certification include: 
Human Relations Services Program 
School Counseling: Endorsement on existing teaching 
certificate. 
School Psychology: Separate certificate 
Education Program 
Illinois State K-9 Elementary Teaching Certificate (BA) 
Illinois State Transitional Bilingual Teaching Certificate 
(BA) 
Educational Administration and Supervision Program 
State of Illinois General Administrative Endorsement 
State of Illinois General Supervisory Endorsement 
State of Illinois Chief School Business Official En­
dorse ment 
Communication Science 
Program 
Majors and Options: 
Interpersonal Communication (B.A. & M.A.) 
Leisure Systems (G) 
Intercultural Communication (G) 
Therapeutic Communication (G) 
Organizational Communication 
(G) 
Educational Technology (B.A. & M.A.) 
Media Producer (G) 
Mediated Teaching (G) 
Instructional Developer (G) 
The Communication Science Program addresses the study 
of the creation, perception and effect of information com­
municated in an interpersonal, intergroup or organizational 
setting and disseminated through the various communica­
tion media. Emphasis is upon the study of communication 
as a transactional process, on socio-psychological research 
and methodology that allows the communicator to assess 
the effects of communication, and on the behavioral ap­
plications of communication to business, education, 
counseling, and human relations services. Specifically, the 
Communication Science Program is concerned with: (1) 
scientific analysis of communication process, communica­
tion effects, and disturbances in comm\,Jnication process; (2) 
scientific development and production of contexts, interper­
sonal interactions, organizational and institutional settings, 
and media in or through which communication can occur; 
and (3) application of communication science and theory to 
problems of communicating a message to an audience and 
determining its impact. 
Common to all areas are: (1) on overview of the area, (2) 
theory and research, (3) a choice of interdisciplinary learn­
ing at the University, and (4) practical experience in the 
special skills. 
Interpersonal Communication Major Interpersonal Com­
munication deals with face-to-face communication transac­
tions. The major goal of this area of study is to help students 
develop their interpersonal communication skills and 
discover ways to use those skills more effectively. Students 
may be familiar with people who teach communication, 
facilitate groups for therapeutic or training purposes, or 
perhaps work as 'trouble-shooters' in managerial positions. 
Each one effectively listens and presents ideas in ways ac­
ceptable to other people and, thus, demonstrates com­
petencies in interpersonal communication. 
Career opportunities are found in government, in social ser­
vice, advertising, management, public relations, health and 
teaching. In government, students prepare for jobs as com­
munication specialists, public opinion experts, campaign 
managers, speech writers, pollsters, personnel workers, and 
U.S. Information Agency workers. 
The study of Interpersonal Communication, at the master'S 
level, is divided into four specific options: (1) Intercultural 
Communication, (2) Leisure Systems, (3) Organizational 
Communication, and (4) Therapeutic Communication. 
~ROGRANO CONNUNICATION SCIENCE 
NAJORO INTERPERSONAL CO".UNICATION 
OPTION' INTERPERSONAL GENERALIST 
LEVEL' BACHELOR Of ARTS 
AOIISSIOI IlfOIHATION' 
A STUIENT NUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEMESTER HOURS or CREDIT MITH A ·C· DR BETTER GPA rRON 
A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE 01 UNI'ERSITY; Z) BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. TO BE ADNITTED TO THE 
NAJOR. STUDENTS NUST CDNPLETE A STUDENT STUDY PLAN BErOIE THE 
END or THE fiRST TRINESTER Of REGISTIATION. STUDENTS NOT NEET­
ING AINISSIDN CRITERIA NAY PETITION fOR ADNISSION THIOUGH THE 
DrrlCE Of AONISSIONS. 
DEGREE RiQUIRENENTS: 
A STUDENT NUST: I) ACQUIRE A NININUN or IZO CIEDIT HOURS or 
IHICH aT LEAST 60 HOURS NUST BE AT THE UPPER DI'ISION LEVEL (.1 
HOURS REQUIRED • 19 HOURS ELECTED); Z) ACQUIRE THE 
COIPETENCIES SPECifiED fOR THIS DEGREE; 3) EARN A NIIINUN 
or Z. CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; AND .) HAVE LIBERAL ARTS rOUIDA­
TION IY THE TINE THE STUDENT CONPLETES THE BACCALAUREATE DEGREE 
REQUIRENENTS (SEE NOTE 1). A STUDENT NAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIE'E­
NEIT Ir CORPETENCIES BY aLTERNaTE "ETHDDS UPON A~PRO'AL Of AO­
'ISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER OI'ISIONO ( lZ HOURS) 
CONNUNICATION SENSITIVITY 
flORITL CONCEPTS HUNAN CONNUN 
INTIO TO INTERCULTURAL CONMUN. 
CONNUIICATION RESEARCH 
HL05700 
HL05790 
HL06Z10 
HL06ZI0 
f 
f I 
f 
f 
S 
S 
5 
3 
5 
5 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DI'ISION' ( Z9 HOURS) 
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SELECT AT LEAST 9 NOURS fROH AHON51 INTRO TO INTERCULTURAL CONNUN. HL06210 f 3 HRS. 
ETHICAL ISSUES IN HUHAN COHHUN HLD5560 SE J HRS. T"EAA'EUTIC CONNUIICATION HlUa050 f 3 HRS. 
AOVERTISIN5 AS COHHUNICATION HLD5580 ME J HRS. PHILOSOPHY OF HUHAN COHHUNICTN HLOa182 fO 3 HRS. 
CUL'URE , COHHUNICA. PROCESS HLD51JO F J HRS. 
ORGANIZATIONAL COHHUNICATION HLD5110 S J HRS. SELECT AT LEAST J HOURS FAOH ANONGI 

HUHAN CONSCIOUSNESS HL05UO I 3 HRS. INTRO COHPUT APPL , DATA ANAL HL05611 S 3 fIRS. 

SOCIAL IHPACT Of COHHUN TECH HL05160 S 3 HRS. THEORY' ANAL Of CONNU CONTENT HLD6210 3 HRS. 

SEHANTICS , COHHUHICATION HL06150 I 3 HRS. CONHUIICATION RESEARCH HL06zao f S 3 HRS. 

SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT HLOU10 I 3 HRS. AOVANCED COHHUNICAT'N RESEAACH HLDI040 f I 3 HRS. 

SELCT AT LEAST 9 HOURS fROH ANONGI SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS fROH AHONG' 
GANE THEORY , CONNUNICATIOH HL05540 I J HRS. COHHUNICATION Of INNOVATIONS HL05565 f J HRS. 
CONNUNICATION OF INNOVATIONS HL05565 F J HRS. CONNURITY CONNNTCATION SYSTEHS HLD51l0 3 HRS. 
ADV STRAT , CONSUNER BEHA'IOR HL05600 10 J HRS. CULTURE' NESSAGE DEVELOPMENT HLD5140 S 3 HRS. 
CDRNUIITY CONHNICATIDN SYSTEHS HLD51l0 I 3 HRS. HANAGING CONNUNICATIOI SYSTEMS HL05990 S 3 HRS. 
CULTURE' HESSAGE OEVELOPHENT HLO~140 S J HRS. TOMARO QUALITy GROUP DECISIONS HL06ZJO 3 HRS.•HUHU VAlUES HL051150 I 3 HRS. COHNUI , HU~AN SEXUALITY HL08130 f 3 Has. 
THEORY' ANAL Of COHHU CONTENT HL062 10 I 3 HRS. CUL TURAl 'ASPECTS Of NNTL Hl TH HLDa210 S 3 HRS. 
10RK , LEISURE HL01350 S 3 HRS. COMH AESTH VALUES THRU SPORT HLDnoo F I 3 HRS. 
SOCIOLOGY Of TOURISH , LEISURE HL09010 F 3 HRS. 
.ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS fROH ANON5: SPORTS HANAGENENT COMHUN SYSTS HLDt041 S J HRS. 
INTROD SOCIONTRY , PSYCHODRAHA HL05510 S 3 .HRS. INTRCOL ASPECTS HORN. OLYHPISH HLD9110 f 5 3 HRS. 
LISTENING' THEORY AND· PROCESS HL05520 I J HRS. 
NONVERBAL COHNUNICATION HLD6020 S 3 HRS. SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS fROH AHONG. 
TOIARD QUALITY GROUP DECISIONS HL06Z30 II 3 HRS. LISTENING: THEORY AND PROCESS HL05520 3 HAS. 
EXPLRTNS IN SELf. CUlT. , CONH HLD1530 S 6 HRS. CONNUNICATION SENSITI'ITY HL05100 f S 3 HRS. 
IKSPIEASTERN PERSP'TV PSYCHOTH HL01610 S 2 HRS. CULTURE' CONNUNICA. PROCESS HL051JO f 3 HRS. 
HUNAN VALUES HL05a50 3 HRS. 

.ELECT AT LEAST Z HOURS fRON ANONG: NONVERBAL CONHUNICATION HLD6020 S 3 HRS. 

LAB IN INTERPERSONAL GROITH HL05950 filS 2 HRS. SOCIOLOGY Of SPORT HLDU10 3 HRS. 

LAB 1M PERSONAL GROITN HL06090 filS Z HRS. CULTURE AND STRESS HL013ao S 6 HRS. 
CONNNCTN IKSP HUNAN SEXUALITY HL0161J F Z HRS. EXPLRTNS IN SELf. CULT. , CONM HL01530 S 6 HRS. 
,LECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION' 19 HOURS) SELECT AT LEAST Z HOURS FRON AHON6: 
LAB IH INTERPERSONAL GROMTH HL05950 f I S Z HRS. 
ELECT AT LEAST 19 HOURS fROH LAB IN PERSONAL GROITH HLD6090 f I S Z HRS. 
UNOERIRAOUATE LEVEL caHNUNICA­ COHHNCTN IKSP HUHAN SEXUALITY HL016a3 f Z HRS. 

TION AND HUNAN SERVICES CUR­

RICULA. ANDIOR LIBERAL EDUCA­ SELECT AT LEAST 4 HOURS FROH AHONG. 

TION COURSES OFfERED THROUGH­ PRACTICU. IN THERAPEUTIC COHHU HLDaZ40 F I S HRS. 

OUT THE UNIVERSITY. GRAD PROJ INTERPERSONAL COHH HL0940D f I S HRS. 

GRAD THESIS INTERPERSONAL CONH HLD9450 F I S HRS. 
' RANSfER CREDIT--LOIIER DI'ISIONI (60 HOURS ) 	 ELECTIVE COURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEL' J HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a ELECT AT LEAST J HOURS fRON 

Bachelor of Arts in Communication Science with a 
 GRADUATE LEVEL COHHUNICA­
TION AND HUHAN SERVICES CUR­major in Interpersonal Communication is 120 hours RICULA. ANOIOR LIBERAL EDUCA­

10TE(S) , TION COURSES OffERED THROU6H­

I 	 THI LIBERAL ARTS fOUNDATION INCLUDES AT LEAST 6 CREDIT OUT THE UNIVERSITY. 

HOURS EACH IN THE HUHANITIES. SOCIAL SCIENCES. AND NATURAL 

SCIENCES. STUDENTS IIHO ARE DEfiCIENT IN ANY Of THESE AREAS Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

NAY CONPLETE THESE REQUIREHENTS AS PART OF THEIR ELECTIVE Master of Arts in Communication Science with a 

COURSES IN CONSULTATION IIITH THEIR ADVISOR AND APPRO'AL OF 
 major in Interpersonal Communication is 36 hoursTHE DIVISION CHAIRPERSOH. 
F = FALL fO = fALL 000 YEARS FE = FALL E'EN YEARS M = IIINTER 
• FALL fO = FALL DOD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS I = IIINTER 10 IIINTER ODD YEARS IE = MINTER E'EN YEARS S = SPRING-SUNMER 
10 z IIINTER DOD YEARS liE = IIINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUHHER SO SPRING-SUHNER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUNIER EVEI YEARS 
,0 SPRING-SUHHER DOD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUNNER EVEN YEARS II = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON OEHAND a = NULTI-CDHPETENCY COURSE 
;1 NOT SCHEDULED DO ON DENANO a = HULTI-CONPETENCY COURSEE 
ROGIANI COHHUNICATION SCIENCE PROGRAH' CONHUNICATIDN SCIENCE 

AJOR' INTERPERSONAL CONNUNICATION HAJOR. INTERPERSONAL CDMNUNICATION 

PTION' LEISURE SYSTEHS OPTION' INTERCULTURAL COHIUNICATION 

EVEL' NASTER OF ARTS LEVEL: HASTER Of ARTS 

OHISSION INFORHATION' ADNISSION INFORNATION' 
A STUBENT MUSTI I) HA'E ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DE&REE fRON A STUDENT NUST. I) HA'E ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROH 
A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE DR UNI'ERSITY; 2) BE IN GOOD A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNI'ERSITY; Z) BE IN GOOD 
STANOIIG AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT IEETING THE STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUOEHTS NOT HEETING THE 
ADIISSION CRITERIA HAY PETITION fOR ADHISSION THROUGH THE ADHISSION CRITERIA HAY PETITION TOR ADHISSIDN THROUGH THE 
OFFICE OF ADHISSIONS. TO BE ADHITTED TO THE HAJOR STUDENTS OffiCE OF ADHISSIONS. TO BE ADHITTEO TO THE IAJOR STUDENTS 
lUST COHPLETE A STUDENT STUDY PLAN BEFORE THE END Of THE FIRST HUST COHPLETE A STUDENT STUDY PLAI BEFORE THE EID OF THE FIRST 
TRIIESTER Of REGISTRATIOI. TRIHESTER OF REGISTRATION. 
EGREE REQUIREIENTS, DEGREE REQUIREHENTS: 
A STUOEIT NUSTI I) ACIUIRE A IINIMUH Of 36 GRADUATE CREDIT A STUBENT HUST' I) ACQUIRE A IININUH Of 36 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS (33 HOURS REQUIRED • J HOURS ELECTED); 2) ACIVIRE THE HOURS (33 HOURS REQUIRED • 3 HOURS ELECTED); Z) ACQUIRE THE 
COIPEIENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREEJ AND 3) EARl AT LEAST COHPETENCIES SPECifiED FOR THIS DEGREE; AND 3) EARN AT LEAST 
24 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. GRADUATE STUDENTS BECONE CAN­ Z4 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. GRADUATE STUDENTS BECOHE CAN­
OIDAT£S FOR A DEGREE UPON ACCEPTANCE OF THE GRADUATE PROJECT DIDATES fOR A DEGREE UPON ACCEPTANCE OF THE 5RADUATE PROJECT 
PROPOSAL BY AT LEAST TID FACULTY HENBERS IN THE NAJOR. A STU­ PROPOSAL BY AT LEAST 1110 FACULTY HEHBERS IN THE HAJOR. A STU­
DENT NAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVENENT Of COIPETENCIES BY ALTERIATE OENT RAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEIEHENT Of COHPETEICIES BY ALTERNATE 
NETH••S UPON APPRO'AL or ADVISOR AND IIPOI IICLUSION II THE STU­ HETHOOS UPON APPROVAL OF AO'ISOR AND UPON INCLUSION IN THE STU­
DENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. DENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
EQUIREO COURSES--GRADUATE LE'ELI 6 HOURS) 	 REQUIRED CDURSES--GRAOUATE LEVELl 6 HOUIIS) 
MORl , LEI SURE HLD1J50 S 3 HRS. CULTURE' CONNUNICA. PROCESS HL05130 f 3 HRS. 
APPLO APPRCHS TO HUNAN COHHUN HLDaO.3 f S J HRS. APPLO APPRCHS TO HUNAN CONNUN HLoaou f S 3 HRS. 
EQUIREO AREAS--GRAOUATE LE'ELI Zl HOUIIS) 	 IlEBUIREO AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL' Zl HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROH AHDNG. 	 SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS FROH AHONG. 
GAHE THEORY' COHNUNICATION HL05540 I 3 HRS. ETHICAL ISSUES IN HUNAN CONNUN HLD5560 SE 3 HRS. 
ETHICAL ISSUES IN HUHAN COHHUN HL05560 SE 3 HRS. ORGlNIZATIONAL COHHUNICATIOI HL051ao S J HRS. 
ORGANIZATIONAL COHHUNICATION HLD51ao S 3 HRS. FNDHNTL CONCEPTS HUNAN COIRUN HLD5190 I 3 HRS. 
FHOHNTL CONCEPTS HUNAN CONHUN HLD519D f M 3 HRS. HUHAN CONSCIOUSNESS HL05a40 M 3 HRS. 
HUNAN CONSCIOUSNESS HLD5B40 I 3 HRS. SOCIAL IHPACT Of COHHUH TECH HL05a60 S 3 HRS. 
SERANTICS , COHNUNICATION HLOU50 M 3 HilS. SENANTICS , COHNIIIICATI.. IU.II6IH M 3 HRS. 
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IITRO TO IITERCULTURAl CONNUI. Huuro r J 	 HilS. SELEcT AT lEAST ] HOURS rROI AIOI'.TNEIAftEUTle COI.UIICATIOI ILII050 r ) 	 HRS. IIIRO COIPUI APPL , DATA AIAL HL05UI 5PHILOSOPHY or HUIAI COIMUIICTI HLOIlIZ ro ) 	 .IS. J HR: IHEOR' , ANAL Dr CORIU CONIENI HlOUIO 11 J HR! 
COIIUIICAIION RESEARCH HL06Zeo r S } HR:SELECT AI lEASI J HOURS rROI AMON" AI'AICEO COI.UIICAT'N RESE'RCH HlOSDAO r • } HR:IITIO CORPUT APPl & DATA AIAl HLOS61l S ) HRS. 

THEOR' & AIAl or COIMU COITEIT HlD6Zl0 I ) HRS. 
 SELECI AI LE'SI 6 HOURS FROI AION6'CORI."ICATIOI RESEARCH HLD6Z10 r S ) 	 HRS. COIIUIICAIIOI or I.IOVATIOIS HLOSS6S r J HR!AO'AICEO CONRUIICAI-I RESEARCH HlD..40 r I J 	 HRS. COIIUIITY CO"N.ICATIOI SYSIEIS Hl051l0 11 } HR! 
I.'GIIG PROCESS IN IHERPTC COl HLOIDSI S 3 HR:SELECT AI lEAST 6 HOURS rROI '"ONG' CO.IUI , HUIAI SEIUAllTY HLOIUO f J HR:
'AlE 'HEOIY & COIIUIIC'TIOI HLISSAD I ) HRS. IV FOR IISIRCIN , IRAIIIIG II HLOIIID IS } HR:COIIUIICATIOI or IIIO'ATIOIS HLOSS6S r ) 	 HIlS. CULIURAL ASPECIS or M.IL HLIH HLOSZIO S J HR:COIIUIITY CORIIICATIOI SYSTEIS HLOS11D I J 	 HRS. COIW AESTH VALUES THRU SPORT HlO'OOO f 11 } HR:CUlTUIE & RESSA'E OE'ELOPREIT HL05140 5 J 	 HRS. COUNTiR-STRESS All rOR ADULTS HlOfOJO 00 00 DO } HR:II'GII' PROCESS IN THERPTC COl HlOIOSI S ) HRS. 

COI.U. , HUIAI SEIUAllTY HlOIUO r ) HRS. 
 SElECI AI lEASI 6 HOURS rRON AIOI"CULTURAL ASPECTS or MITl HLTH HLOIZIG S ) 	 HRS. IIIROO SOCIOIIRY , PSYCHOIRAI' HLOSSIO S J HR: 
LISTENING: IHEOR' AID PROCESS HL05SZ0 V } HR!SElECI AI lEAST 6 HOURS rROI AIOIG. COI.UNICAIION SE.SIII'IIY HlOS100 F S } HR:IITIOI SOCIORTRY , PSYCHOIRAIA HlOSSIG S J 	 HRS. CUliURE I CO.IUNICA. PROCESS HLDS1JO r } HR:lISIEIII'. THEORY '"0 PIOCESS HLDssze; I J 	 HRS. HUNAI WALUES 	 HlOS.SO I } HR:COIIIIICAIIO. SEISIII'ITY HLOS100 S J 	 HRS. 10a'ERIAL COIIU.ICATION HL06DZO S } HR:HUNAN 'ALUES HLOS.50 I ) 	 HRS. lOVARO IUALITY GROUP DECISIONS Hl06Z}O • } HR:NOI'EIIAl COIIUIICAIIOI HL060Z0 S J 	 HRS. CULIURE AND SIRESS HL01}IO S 6 HR:I"ARI IIAllIY GROUP DECISIOIS HL06Z)1 II J 	 HIS. EXPLRIIS II SELr. CUll_ I COIl HL01S}O S 6 HR:CULTURE AID STRESS Hl01)" S 6 	 HRS. .~SP'EASIERM PERSP-IV PSYCHOIH HLD1.S0 S Z HR!EIPlRT.S IN SElr. CULT. , COl. HL015JO S 6 HRS. 

"'SP.IASIERI PERSP'I' PSYCHOIH HL01UO 5 Z HRS. 
 SELECI AT LEASI Z HOURS rROI AlONG. 
lAB II I.TERPERSOIAL 6ROMIH HlDS9S0 r I S Z HR:SElECI AI lEASI Z HOUIS rROI AIOI" LAI II PERSO.AL GROMIH HL06090 r 11 S Z HR:l'l II IIIERPERSO.Al GROIIH HlDS9S0 r I S 2 	 HRS. COMNNCIN I~SP HUIAN SEIUAllIY HL0168J f 2 HR:LAI II PERSOIAl GROIIH HLDiOfO r I 5 Z HRS. 

COI.IOII I~SP HUM'" SEXUALITY HL0161J r Z HRS. 
 SELECT AI LEAST A HOURS rROI AION" 
PRACI.CU. II IHEIAPEUIIC CO.II HLDBZ40 F • S HR!SElECI AT lEASI A HOURS rROI AIOI6' 
'R'O RROJ IITERPERSONAl COIl HL09AOO r I S HR:PIACT.CU. II IHEIAPEUTIC CO.NU HL OOZ 40 r I S 	 HRS. 6RAO THESIS INIERPERSONAl COIl HLOfASO f W S 	 HR:
'RAO 'ROJ IITERPERSONAl CO.I HlOtAIO r 11 5 .RS. 

'RAO THESIS INTERPERSOIAl CO •• HL09ASO r 11 S HRS. 
 ELECII'E COURSES--6RADUAIE LEVEL' J HOURS) 

ELECII'E COURSES--'RAOUAIE lE'EL. 3 HOURS) 
 ELECI AI LE'SI } HOURS fROI 
'RADUAIE lEVEL COIIU.ICA­ELECI AI LEAST J HOURS rlOI TION AND HUNAN SERVICES CUR­
'RADUAIE LE'EL COI.UNICA­ RICULA. ANOIOR LIIERAl EOUCA­1101 AI. HUMAN SER'ICES CUR­ 1101 COURSES orFEREO IHROU'H­RICULA_ A.O/OR lllERAl EDUCA­ OUI lIE UIIVERSIIY.1101 OOURSES orrEIEO IHROUGH­

OUI IHE UII'ERSITY. 
 Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a Master of Arts in Communication Science with a 
Master of Arts in Communication Science with a major in Interpersonal Communication is 36 hours 
major in Interpersonal Communication is 36 hours 	 F ~ rALl ro = rALL ODD YEARS rE = rAll E'EN YEARS W = WiliER 
10 IIIIER 000 YEARS IE. MIllER EVEN YEARS S z SPRIN6-SUMIER 
r • rAlL rl = rAll DOD fEARS rE = rAlL EVEI YEARS II ~ IIINTER SO SPRING-SU.IER ODD YEARS SE = SPRI.'-SUHIEI E'EN YEAIS10 a IIIIER DOD YEARS IE = IIIIER EVEI YEARS S. SPRII'-SUIHER II • NOI SCHEDULED DO = 01 OEIAIO 	 a = HULII-COIPETENCY COUISESO • SPRII'-SUI.ER DOD 'EARS SE z SPRI.'-SU.IER EVEI YEAMS 

II = lIT SCHEDULED DO. 01 OEIA.O a. IUlTI-COMPETEICY COUISE 

PROGIAI' CO.IUIICATION SCIEICE 
MAJOR. INTERPERSONAL COIIUNICATION 

PIO'RA.' COIIUIICATIOI SCIENCE OPIIOI' OR'ANIZ'IIONAl COIIUIICATION 

IAJOI. IITERPERSONAL COIIUMICATIDI LEVEL' .'SIER Dr ARIS 

OPTIII' THEIAPEUTIC CORIUNICATIOI 

LEVEL' lASTER or AITS AOIISSIO. l.rORIAIION' 

A STUIEII IUSI. I) HA'E ACIUIREO A BACCALAUREAIE DEGREE rROM 
AOIISSIOI INrORIATIO.' A REGIONAllY ACCREOIIEO COLLEGE OR UII'ERSIIY' Z) BE IN GOOD 
A STUDEIT MUST. I) HAVE 'CIUIREO' I'CCALAUREATE OE'REE rROI SIA.OIIG AT IHE lASI SCHOOL 'IIENOEO. SIUDENTS NOI IEETI.G THE 
, RE'IO.ALl' ACCREDITED COllEGE OR UNIVERSIT" Z) IE II GOOI AOMIS510N CIIIERIA lA' PEIIIIO. rOR 'OMISSIOI IHROU'H IHE 
STAIOl16 AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTElDEO. STUDENTS lOT REETIIG THE orrlce or AOIISSIONS. 10 BE AOIIIIED 10 IHE IAJOR SIUDEITS 
A••IS5101 CRITERI' lAY PETITIOI rOR AOIISSIOI · THROU'H THE IISI CD.PL£IE A STUDENT STUDY PLAN BErORE IHE ENO Dr IHE rlRSI 
orrlCE or AOIISSIOIS. TO IE AOIITTEO TI THE IAJOR STUOE.TS IRIMESIER or REGISIRAIION. 
lUST COIPlETE , STUDENT STUDY PLAI IErORE THE END or THE rlRST 
TRINESTER or REGISTRATIO•• 
DEGREE RIIUIRE.ENIS' 
A SIUOENI .UST. I) ACIUIRE A HINIMUI or 36 GRAOUAIE CREDII 
OE'REE IBIUIIEIEITS. HOURS (}} HOURS REOUIREO _ 3 HOURS ELECTED); 2) ACIUIRE IHE 
A STUIEIIT NUST. I) ACIUIRE A 11IIlUR or J6 6RAOUUE CREDIT CO.PEIENCIES SPEClrlEO rOR IHIS DEGREE; AND }) EARN AI LEASI 
HOIRS (}J HOURS REIUIREO _ 3 HOURS ELECTED); Z) ACIUIRE THE ZA GRAOUAIE CREDII HOURS AI GSU. 'RADUAIE SIUOENIS IECOIE CAl' 
CIMPE.EICIES SPEClrlED rOR THIS DEGREE' AID }) EAR. AT lEAST OIOATES rOR A OE'REE UPOI ACCEPIAICE or IHE 'RAOUATE PROJECI 
ZA 'RAOUATE CREDIT HOURS AT 'SUo GRAOUAIE SIUDEITS IECONE CAI­ PROPOSAL IY AT lEAST TID rACUlIY IEISERS IN IHE IAJOR. A SIU­
OIOAT!S rOR a DEGREE .POI ACCEPTAICE Dr THE 'RAOUATE PROJECT DENT .A' SUBSIIIUTE ACHIEVEIENT Dr COIPEIEICIES IY AlTERIAIE 
PROPOSAL ., AT LEAST TID rACULTY IENIERS II IHE .AJOR. A SIU­ MElHOOS UPON APPROVAL Dr ADVISOR AID UPOI INCLUSIO. IN 111£ STU' 
DEaT lAY SUISIIIUIE AexIEV£NEII or COIPEI£ICIES B' ALTERNAIE OEII'S APPROVED SIUOY PLAN. 
IETHOIS UPOI APPRO'AL Dr ADVISOR AID UPOI IIClUSION IN IHE STU­
OElT'5 APPRO'EO STUDY PLAN. 
REIUIRED COURSES--GRAOUAIE LEVEL' 6 HOURS) 
RElUIREO CDUISES--GaA8UAIE LE'ELI 6 HOURS) 	 I'"A'II' CONIUIIC'IION SYSTE.S HlOS990 5 } HR~ 
APPLD APPRCHS 10 HUIAN CDIMU. HLOIOIS r S } HR: 
IHER'REUIIC CONMUIIC'IIOI HLOIDSO r J HRS. 
APPl~ APPRCHS 10 HUIAN COIIUI HLOBOI} F S } HRS. REIUIREO AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL' 21 HOURS J 
R£lUIUO AREAS--6RADUATE lEVEL' Z1 HOURU 	 SELECI AI LEASI 6 HOURS rROI 'MONG: GA.E .HEORY , COMMUNICAIIOI HlDSSAO M } HR! 
SELECT 'I LEASI i HOURS rROM 'MD." EIHICAl ISSUES IN HUMAN COMNUN HLDSSiO SE 3 HR: 
GANE IHEORY , CO""UNICATIOI HlOSS40 HRS. AO,ERIISING AS CO.RUIICAIIOI HLD5SIO ME } HR:• } HR:EIIIC.l ISSU£S II HUIAI COIIUN HLOSSU SE } HRS. OI'AIIZAIIONAl COIIUIICATION HLD5110 S }OIGAIIZAIIONAl COIIUIICATIDI IlOS110 S } HRS. rlOllil COICEPIS HU.AI CO.IUI HLDS1fO r 11 HR~ 
r .... IL COICEPIS HUI'N CORNUI HLOS190 r } HIS. HUIAN CONSCIOUSNESS HlOSI40 I } HR: 
HUIAI COISCIOUS.ESS HlOS140 •11 } HRS. IIPACT Dr COM.UM HlDSI60SOCIAL IECH 5 } HR~ 
SEI.ITICS , COINU.lcaTIOI HlOUS. 3 HU. SE.AITICS , COR..NICAIIO. HlO6150 I ] 
} HII:
• IIIRO 10 IIIEaCUlIuaAl COMMU •• HL06Z10 r HR: 
VOU • lEISURE HL01}50 S } HRS. OVEIVIE. Dr CIINL JUSTICE SYS HL01OS0 F M } HR~ 
PHILOSOPHY or HUMAI CIIMUIICII 
IITao 10 IITERCULTURAL COIIUI. HL06Z10 r 3 	 HRS. 
HLOIIIZ ro ] HRS. 	 lHEORIES Dr CRIMINOLOGY HL01US V } Kit! 
.OR~ I LE ISURE HL01J50 5 J HI: 
Il 
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THERAPEUTIC CONNUNICATION HLOI050 f 3 HRS. 
PHILOSOPH' Of KUNAN CONNUNICTN KLOIIlZ fO 3 KRS. 	 Educational Technology Major Educational Technology in­
volves people, problems and solutions in human learning. It SELECI AI LEAST 3 HOURS fRON ANONG: 
INTRO CONPUT APPL , DATA ANAL KL05611 S 3 HRS. designates the field known in the past as audio-visual in· 
TNEORl , ANAL or CONNU CONTENT HL06210 M 3 HRS. 
CONNUIICAIION RESEARCK HL06zeO f 5 3 HRS. struction, educational media, instructional communications 
AOfANCEO CONNUNICAT"N RESEARCK KLOI040 f M 3 HRS. or industrial training. Educational Technology is a process 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS fRON ANON6. involving people, procedures, ideas, devices and organiza­
CONN'"ICATION Of INNOfATIONS KL05565 f 3 HRS. 
CLASSRN USE Of INSTR NATE RIALS HL055rO f Z-3 HRS. tion for analyzing problems in human learning and devising 
ADV STRAT , CONSUNER BEHAVIOR HL05600 10 3 HRS. solutions to those problems. Such problems are analyzedCONNUNIT' CDNNNICATION SYSTENS KLD5rlO I 3 HRS. 

CULTURE' NESSAGE OEVELOPNENT HLD5140 S 3 HRS. and solved through research and theory, design, produc­

HUNAN VALUES 	 HLD5150 I 3 HRS. 
INSTROCTIONAL DVLPNNT. DESIGN KLDnlO f SE 5 HRS. tion, evaluation and selection of learning materials, logistics, 
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY HL06r12 S 3 HRS. utilization, and dissemination. Solutions to these problems IDNEN IN PRISON HLD6r13 f 3 NRS. 

NEOlA IN ORGANIZATIONS HLDIOZO f 3 HRS. take the form of messages, people, materials, devices,

ORGANIZATIONAL PUBLIC CONNUI. HLDI030 I 3 HRS. 
CIL/CINNU , THE CLASSRN TCNR HLOIiZO DO DO DO 3 HRS. techniques, and settings. All of these functions are coor­
CONNIN , HUNAN SEIUALITY HLOIUO f 3 HRS. dinated by varying degrees of organizational management TV fOR INSTRCTN , IRAINING II HLDIiIO IS 3 HRS. 
COUNTER-SIRESS ALT fOR ADULTS HL09030 00 DO DO 3 HRS. and personnel management. The educational technologist 
SELECT AT LEASI 6 HOURS fRON ANONG. is the "people" part of this process and contributes to the 
LISTENING. THEORY AND PROCESS HL055Z0 I J KRS. systematic analysis and solution of human learning pro· CONNUI1CAIION SENSITIVITY KL05100 f 5 3 HRS. 

CULTURE' CDNNUNICA. PROCESS HLD5130 f 3 HRS. blems. 

NDNfERBAL CDNNUNICATION KLD"Z' S 3 HRS. 

TOMARO QUALITY 6ROUP DECISIONS HLD6Z30 M 3 HRS. The undergraduate curriculum in Educational Technology is 

SDClOlOG' Of CORRECTION HLD6900 f 3 HRS. 
NEI OINEISIOIS IN CORRECT 1015 HLDr050 I 3 HRS. designed for students with either some or no experience in 
CULTURE AND STRESS HL01310 5 6 HRS. the Educational Technology field. The curriculum is gearedSPORTS NANAGENENI CDNNUN SYSTS HLD'041 5 3 HRS. 
to individuals who want to learn what the field is about,
SELECT AT LEAST Z HOURS fRON ANONG. 
LAB II IITERPERSOIAL GROIIH HL05950 f I 5 Z HRS. prepare for a technician level job upon graduation and/or 
LAB II PERSONAL GROITN HL06090 f I 5 Z HRS. go on to one of the three graduate career options: Media CONNNaTN IKSP HUNAN SEIUALITY HLor"3 f Z NRS. Producer, Mediated Teaching or Instructional Developer . 
•ELECT AI LEAST ~ HOURS FRON ANON6' 
PRACTICUN IN THERAPEUTIC CONNU HLO'Z~O I 5 ~-6 HRS. 
GRAD PoROJ IITERPERSONAL CONN HL09UO I 5 ~-6 HRS. 
GRAD THESIS INTERPERSONAL CONN HL09~50 I S ~-6 HRS. PRDGRAN' CDNNUNICATIDN SCIENCE 
NAJDR' EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEL. HDUIS) OPTION' INSTRUCTIONAL 6ENERALIST 
LEVEll BACHELOR Of ARTS 
ELECT AT LEAST J HOURS fRON 
GRADU&TE LEVEL CONNUNICA- ADNISSION INfDRNATIDN' 
TION AND HUNAN SERVICES CUR- A STUDENT NUST. I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE DR AT 
RICULA. AN~/OR LIBERAL EOUtA- LEAST 60 SENESTER HOURS Of CREDIT MITH A ·C· OR BETTER 6PA fRON 
T10N COURSES OffERED TNROUGH- A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLE6E OR UNIVERSIT'; Z) BE IN GOOD 
OUT THE UNIVERSITY. STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. TO BE AONITTEO TO THE 
NAJaR. STUDENTS NUST CONPLETE A STUDENT STUDY PLAN BEfORE TIEMinimum total number of credit hours required for a END Oft THE fiRST TRINESTER Of REGISTRATION. STIDENTS lOT NEET­
Master of Arts in Communication Science with a IIG AINISSION CIITERIA MAY PETITIOR fOR AONISSIDN THROUGH THE 
major in Interpersonal Communication is 36 hours OfrlCE Of ADNISSIONS. 
, 
• fALL fO = fAll 000 YEARS fE = fALL EVEN YEARS I = IIINTER DEGREE RIQUIRENENTS'

10 • WINTER 000 YEARS ME = liNTER EVEN YEARS S • SPRING-SUNNER A STUIENT NUST. I) ACQUIRE A NININUN Of lZ0 CREDIT lOURS ar 

.0 • SPRING-SUNNER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SONNER EVEI YEARS WHICI _T LEAST 60 HOURS ",ST BE AT THE UPPER OIVISIOI LEVEL (.~

'I = NOT SCHEDUlED DO = ON DENAND a = NULTI-CDNPETENCY COURSE NDURS REQUIRED .16 HOURS ELECTED); Z) AC'UI~ THE CaMPETENCIES 

SPECifiED fOR THIS DE6REE; 3) EARN AT LEAST Z~ CREDIT HOURS AT 
SSU. A STUDENT NAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIE.ENENT Of CONPETEICIES ., 
ALTERMATE NETHDDS UPO. APPROVAL Of AD.ISOR '.0 UPON INCLUSION 
IN THE STUDENTS'S APPROVED STUD' PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER OI.ISION' ( J1 HOURs) 
ADVANCED GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY HLD5Dro f ~ HRS. 
flLN I TV OOCUNENTARY HLDnzo f 3 HRS. 
flONNTL CONCEPTS HUNAN CONNUN HL05190 f I 3 HRS. 
INSTRUCTIONAL DVLPNNT: DESI6" KLD5910 f SE 5 HRS. 
PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES CAS31~5 5 3 HRS. 
fILN/VIOEO PROJECT I CAS3115 f I S Z HRS. 
fILN/VIDEO PROJECT II C&S3r16 f S Z HRS. 
PKOTO fOR INSTRUCT"NAL SUPPORT CAS5U9 I 3 HRS. 
TELEVISION PRODUCTION CAS1000 I S ~ HRS. 
TV AND ITS USE IN THE CONNUNTY HL06190 5 Z KRS. 
CLASSRN USE or INSTR IATERIALS HL05570 Z-3 .RS. 
COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION HLD7no 3 HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION' 7 HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST Z HOURS fRON AION6' 
PROD.[IP.EV_L IN INSTR O'LPMNT HL05930 II Z HRS. 
EVALUATION Of TIAININ6 PRGNS HLDrz II sa J HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST J HOURS FRON ANONG. 
IRITIIG fOR RADIO' TV CAS6930 5 3 HRS. 
IRITING fOR fILN/VIDEO CAS6939 110 3 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST Z HOURS fROM ANONG' 
CONNURICATION SENSITIVITY HL0510a f 5 3 HRS. 
LAB IN INTERPERSONAL GROWTH HL0595a f I S Z NRS. 
LAB II PERSONAL 6RO'TH HLD6090 f I 5 Z HRS. 
ElECTIVE COURSES--UPPER OI'ISION' 16 HOURS) 
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[LECJ AT. LUn 16 HOUIS noa 

COUISIS OffEIEO THIOu&HOOT THE 

UII'EISIT' (EXCLUSI'E or THOSE 

II TIIS PROSIAM) TO MEET THE 

LIBEIAL EOUCATION AND COLLESI­

AL COIPETENCY REQUIIEIEITS•• 

TIAISfE. CIEIIT--LOMEI 019151011 ('0 HOUIS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Bachelor of Arts in Communication Science with a 
major in Educational Technology is 120 hours 
f = fALL fO = fALL 000 YEAIS fE ~ fALL E'EI 'EAIS I: MIITEI 
MO 	 = MIITER ODD YEAIS ME: MINTER E'EN 'EAIS S = SPIING-SUMMEI 
SO SPRIMG-SUMMER DOD YEARS SE = SPIIIG-SUIME' E,EN YEAlS 
II • liT sc.E.-LEI II. II OEIIIO a = 1IL11-CllPET~' CIOISE 
PROGIAM' COIIUNICATION SCIENCE 
NAJaR. [OutATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 
OPTION' MEDIA PRODUCER 
LE'EL' lASTER Of ARTS 
AOMISSIOI IlfDIIATION' 
A STUIENT MUST. I) HA'E ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE fROM 
A REGtDNALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UMIVERSITY' Z) BE 1M GOOD 
STAIolIG AT THE LIST SCHOOL ATTEIOED. TO BE ADNITTEO TO THE 
NAJOR. STUDERTS MUST COIPLETE A STOOENT STUDY PlAI BEfORE THE 
EID Of THE fIRST TRINESTER Of REGISTRATION. STUOEITS NOT 
MEETIIG loNISSION CIITERIA MA' PETITION fOR ADMISSION THROUGH 
THE OffICE Of ADMISSIOIS. 
DEGIEE IEIUIREMEITS. 
A STUIENT MUST. I) ACIUIRE A NINIMUN Of J5 GRAOUaTE CREDIT 
HOURS. Z) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIfiED fOR THIS IEGREE; 
J) EAIN AT LEAST Z4 GRIDUI'E CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. GRADUATE 
STUDENTS BECOME CANDIDATES fOI DEGIEE AfTER ACCEPTANCE Of THE 
GRADUATE PROJECT PROPOSAL fORI fOR THEIR fllAL PIOJECT 01 
PIDDUCTION. A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIE'EMEIT Of 
COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPOI APPID'AL or AD'ISOI AID 
UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUOEMToS APrIO'EO STUDY PLAI. 
REIUIREO COURSES--GRAOUATE LE'EL: II HOUU) 
THEORIES Of EDUCATIONAL TECH HLDIlll f 4 HIS. 
IISTRUCTIOIAL D'LPMIT' DESIGN HLD5910 f SE 5 HIS. 
T' fOR IISTRCTN I TRAINING II HLoellO IS 3 HRS. 
CUIIEIT DE'EL IN EDUC TECH HLOIl81 M I HRS. 
PROf APPlICITI Of EDUC TECH HLOUBI S I HRS. 
PIACTICUN II EOUC TECHNOLOGY HLOS090 M S 4-'" HIS. 
REIUIREo AIEAS--GRAOUATE LE'EL: IT HoUIS) 
SELECT AT LEAST Z HOUIS flOM ANONG: 
PIOO.IMP.E'AL IN INSTR O'LPMNT HL05930 M Z HIS. 
E'ALUATION or TIAIIIIG PIGMS HL01ZH IS J HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST J HOUIS fROM UONG' 
MilliNG fDI RADIO I T' CASf09JO S J HRS. 
HRITIIG fOI fILM/'IDEO cas&939 MO J HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 10 HOURS rlOM AMONG' 
MULTI-MEDIA PRODUCTION I CAS54Z5 HE Z HIS. 
MULTI-NEOlA PIOOUCTIDN II CAS54Z& SE Z HRS. 
AD' COlOR TELE'ISIOI ,.OOUCTN CAS&"O M 4 HIS. 
ANINATION CAS&"Z M 4., HRS. 
TELE'ISIII DIIECTING CAS1'&0 F 4 HRS. 
GRAD FILN/'IDEO PRDIUCTION I CASUJJ r M S 1-4 HIS. 
GRAD fILM/'IDEO PRODUCTION II CASln4 F S 1-4 HIS. 
PIOGIIIMEI IISTRUCTIDNIL MATLS HLDueo 5 Z-J HIS. 
COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION HLD1560 r J HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST Z HOURS fRON AMONG' 
UB II INTERPERSONAL GROMTH HL05950 f H 5 Z HRS. 
LAB II PERSDUL &HOUII HLD&090 F H 5 Z HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Communication Science with a 
major in Educational Technology is 35 hours 
NOT[(S): 
I. 	STIIENTS MA' ENROLL IN 'HE CDUISE DESIGNED TO fULfiLL THE 
TERMINAL PROJECT REQUIREMENT ONlY AfTEI COMPLETIMG COURSES 
SPECIfIED ON THEIR STUDY PLAM. 
f = fALL fO: fiLL DOD YEAIS fE = fALL E9EN 'EARS I = MINTER 

10 • MIllER ODD YEARS HE ~ HI ITER E'EI YEAIS S = SPRIIG-SUMMEI 

SO • SPIIIG-SUMHER 010 'EAIS SE = SPRING-SUMMER E'EN YEARS 

II = NOT SCNEDULEO 00 = 01 DEMAIO a = NULTI-CONPETENC' COURSE 

'ROGIAN' CONNUNICATION SCIENCE 
NAJIRI IDutATIONAL TECMIOLOGY 
OPTION: NEDIATED TEACHING 
LE'EL: NASTER Of ARTS 
ADNISSIOI IlfOIIATION: 
A STUIENT MUST' I) HA'E ACQUIIEO A BICCALAUREATE DEGREE fRON 
A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNI'ERSI'" Z) BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTEIOEO. TO BE AONITIED 10 THE 
NAJOI. STUOENTS MUST CONPLEIE A STUDENT SIUOY PLAI BEfORE THE 
END Of THE fiRST TRIMESTER Of REGISTIAIION. STUOENIS NOT 
NEETIIG ADMISSION CRIIERIA MAY PETITION fOI AONISSIOI TKIOUSH 
THE OffICE Of AONISSIONS. 
DEGREE RBQUIREMENTS: 
A STUBENT NUST: I) ACGUIRE A NINIMUN Of J5 GIAOUATE CREDII 
HOURSI Z) ACQUIRE THE CONPETENCIES SPECIfIED fOI 'HIS OEGREEI 
AND J) EAIN AT LEAST Z4 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AI GSU. GRAOU­
UE STUDENTS BECOME CANDIDATES fOR A OEGlEE AfTER ACCEPTANCE Of 
THE GIADUATE P.OJECT PROPOSAL fORM fOR THEIR fINAL PROJECI OR 
PRODUCTION. A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIE'ENENT Of CONPETEN­
CIES IY ALTERNATE NETHOOS UPOI APPRO'AL Of AD'ISOR AND UPON IN­
CLUSIIN IN THE STUDENT'S APPRO'EO STUDY PLAN. 
IUIUln CDURSES--GRADUITE LEVELl U HOURU 
IHEORIES Of EOUCATIOMAL TECH HLDIl" F 4 HR~ 
INSIIUCTIONAL O'LPMNI. DESIGN HLD5910 F SE 5 H.~ 
PHOTO fOR INSTRUCT'NAL SUPPORT CAS5U9 M J HR~ 
PROGRAMNED INSTRUCIIONAL NATLS HLOUIO S Z-J HI! 
T' fOR INSTRCTN I TRAINING I HLO&ZOO F Z HR~ 
CONPUTERS IN EDUCATION HLD15U f J "R~ 
CLASSRM USE or INSTR MATERIALS HL05510 r Z-J HR! 
PLAN.CONDUCTIE'ALUAIE MORKSHOP HLDlZ09 S Z-J HR~ 
CURREIT OE'EL IN EDUC TECH HLoe11i w I HR~ 
PRaCTICUM IN EOUC TECHNOLOGY HLOaG90 f W S 4-&" HR! 
REIUIIEO AREAS--GRAOU_IE LE'EL' & HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fRON ANONG: 
COGIITI'E PSYCH APPLO TO INSTR HL05UO S J-4 HR! 
STRATS ADULT ED IN TRNG I INST HL015r.J IS J HI! 
SELECT AT LEAST J HOURS fRON ANONG: 
MATLS ELE I SEC LIB PRE K-IZ HLD5'I0 J HR: 
E'ALUATION Of TRAINING PIGNS HL01ZH IS J HR: 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Communication Science with a 
major in Educational Technology is 35 hours 
NOTEU)! 
II 	STQOENTS NAY ENROLL IN THE COURSE DESIGNED TO fULfILL THE 
TERMINAL PROJECT REQUIREMENT ONlY AFTER CONPLETING COURSES 
SPECifiED ON THEIR STUDY PLAN. 
f = fALL fO = FALL 000 YEARS FE: fALL E'EN YEARS M = MINTER 
HO MINTER ODD YEARS ME = MINTER E'EN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMIEI 
SO SPIING-SUMNER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUNMER E'EN YEARS 
II = NOT SCHEDULED 00: ON OENAIO a = MULTI-COMPETEICY COUISE 
PIOGIAN: CONMUNICATIDN SCIENCE 
NAJOR: (DUCATIO"AL TECHNOLOGY 
OPTION' IMSTRUCTIONAL OE'ELDPER 
LE'EL: NASTER OF ARIS 
ADNISSION INfORMATION: 
A STUIENT MUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE flOM 
A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNI,ERSITYJ ZI BE IN GOOO 
STANDING AT IHE LAST SCHOOl ATIElOEO. TO BE ADNITTEO TO THE 
MAJOR. STUDENTS MUST CONPLETE A STUDENT STUDY PLAN BEfORE THE 
EIO OF THE rlRST TRINESTER Of RE&ISTRATION. STUOEITS lOT 
NEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA MAY PETITION fOR ADMISSIOI THIOUGN 
THE OffICE Of ADMISSIONS. 
DE GlEE RSIUIIEMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST. II ACIUIRE A NININUN or J5 GRADUaTE CREDIT 
HOURSI Z) ACQUIRE THE CONPETENCIES SPECIfIED fOR IHIS IEGIEE; 
3) EAIN AT LEAST Z4 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. GRADUAIE 
STUDEITS BECOME CANDIDATES rOI DEGIEE AfTER ACCEPTINCE Of I~ 
&RADUATE PROJECT PROPOSAL rORN rOR THEIR rlNAL PROJECT 0' 
PRODUCTION. A STUOEII NAY SUBSTI TUTE ACHIUENENT Of 
CONPErENCIES BY ALTERNATE NETHOOS UPOI APPROVAL Of AO'ISOI ANI 
UPON INClUSION IN THE STUOENT·S APPIOYEO STUD' PLAN. 
IEQUlIEO COURSES·-GRIOUATE LE'EL' ZI HOURU 
TIE aRIES Of EDUCATIONIL TECH HLDllll F 4 HR! 
INSTRUCTIONAL O'LPMNT: DESIGN HLD5910 r SE 5 HI! 
MRITIIG rOI RADIO I T' CASino S J IR: 
CURREIT DE'EL IN EDUC TECH HLDIlIl H I HR! 
PROf APPLICATN Of EOUC TECH HL08l111 S I HR! 
MNGNNI Of INSTICTNL OE'ELOPMI HLOIl" H J H.: 
PRACTICUM 1M EDUC TEC"MOlDGY HLOIIO'O M 5 4-'" MI! 
REQUIRED IREAS--GRADUATE LE'EL: 14 HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST Z HOURS fROM ANONG: 
PROO.IMP.EVAL IN INSTI O'LPNNT HLD5UO M Z HR! 
E'ALUATIOI or TIAIIING PIGNS HLD1Zil IS J HR! 
SELECT AT LEAST 
STRATS ADULT 
SIl" TIN' I 
J HOURS FROII AIIONGI 
ED IN TI", , INS' 
INST PElf PIBlIIS 
HLDI56J 
HLO.laS 
IS 
SO 
J 
J 
HRS. 
HIS. 
SELECT AT lEAST , HOURS fRDM A"DNGI 
IIUlTI-IIEDIA PRODUCTION I 
NUlTI-NEOIA PRODUCTION II 
TElE'ISION DIRECTING 
PROGRAIIIIED IIISTRUCTIONAl "ATlS 
CONPUIERS IN EDUCATION 
T' fiR INSTRCTN , TRAINING II 
CAS5U5 
CAS5U6 
CAS1960 
IIlD601l0 
HlD1560 
HLOlleO 
f 
f 
liE 
IS 
SE 
S 
Z 
Z 
" Z-J 
J 
J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT lEAST J HOURS FROII AIIOIIG: 
ClASSRN USE Of IIISTR NA'ERIAlS 
PlAN.CONOUCTlE'AlUATE 1I0RKSHDP 
HlOS5I0 
HlOIZOf 
f 
S 
Z-J 
Z-J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT 
lAB 
lAI 
AT 
IN 
IN 
lEAST Z HOURS fRO" ANONGI 
INTERPERSONAL 'ROIITH 
PERSONAL 'ROIIT" 
HlOS9S0 
"l06090 
f 
f 
II 
II 
S 
S 
Z 
Z 
NRS. 
HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Communication Science with a 
major in Educational Technology is 35 hours 
NOTE(s" 
II 	srllOENTS NA' ENROll III THE COURSE OESI'"EO TO fULfiLL 'HE 
TERHINAl PROJECT REGUIREIIENT ONL' AfTER COMPlETIN' COURSES 
SPBClflED ON THEIR STUO' PlAII. 
f = fAll fO a fAll 000 JEARS fE a rAll E'EII 'EARS II = IIIMTER 
110 = 1I111.ER 000 'EARS liE s IIIIITER EVEN 'EARS S = SPRING-SUNIIER 
SO • SPRIN'-SUNNER ODD 'EARS SE s SPRIN'-SUNIIER E'EII 'EARS 
SS ..., SQII£WlLEI 00. ON DENA.. a s ~11-cmarETE~' CDUDSE 
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Human Relations Services 
Program 
Majors and Options: 
School Psychology(M.A.) 
School Counseling (M.A.) 
College (G) 
K-12 (G) 
Human Relations Services - Generalist 
(M.A.) 
Community Psychology (G) 
General Psychology (G) 
Counseling Psychology (G) 
Human Relations Services is a graduate program which 
prepares professionals for a variety of settings. Counseling, 
therapy, human relations, and group work competencies 
enable students to understand behavior and attitudes and to 
assist people. School counseling, school psychology, com­
munity college counseling, general agency or institutional 
work, community psychology, family therapy, corrections, 
social welfare, and the teaching of psychology at the high 
school or junior college level are possible employment 
areas. 
The various majors and options in the Human Relations Ser­
vices Program are described below. 
School Psychology Major The School Psychology major 
prepares the student to be an authority on behavior in the 
school. This means that the school psychologist must be 
able to apply psychological principles within the school set­
ting. Governors State University emphasizes a "consul­
tative" approach to prOViding these services. School 
psychologists must be able to identify, evaluate, and 
remediate or offer solutions to the many problems that 
school children exhibit in learning, development, behavior, 
and in crisis situations. School psychologists are trained to 
be sensitive not only to the needs of both the "exceptional" 
and "normal" child, but also to the professional staff, the 
administration, parents, and community. They are trained to 
work with a wide range of professionals as well as to under­
stand their own limitations. Being a consultant, the school 
psychologist knows when to seek outside help to assist in 
problem solving. The school psychologist is prepared to 
assist in the formulation of the Individual Educational Plan 
(lEP) and, in many instances, must synthesize a wide range 
of psychological findings into a well organized plan of ac­
tion. 
The extensive nature of this major typically requires a 
minimum of two and one-half years of part-time study. The 
major has obtained entitlement status from the Illinois State 
Board of Education. This status will allow graduates to 
receive the Type 73 Certificate upon recommendation by 
the University. 
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' ..&aAI' NUIAI .ElATIOIS SER'ICES 
IAJOR' SCHOOL PSYCHOlOCY 
lE'Ell lASTER Of ARTS 
ADIISSIOI IlfOIMATIOI' 
A STU.EMT MUST. I) HA'E ACQUIRED A IACCAlAUREATE DECIEE fROM A 
REClalALLY aCCRED[TED CDlLEGE OR UN['ERSITY; AND l) BE [M GOOD 
STAID.IG AT THE lAST SCHOOL ATTElIEO. STUDE ITS NDT MEETIIG AO­
1155['" CRITERIA NAY PETIT[ON fOR AOM[SSIOI THROUGH T"E OffiCE 
Of ADMISSIOMS. ADMISSION TO THE PROGRAM DOES NOT CARRY MITH IT 
OR GUARAITEE AOMISSIOI TO DEGIEE CAIDIDACY (SEE NOTE I). 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS' 
A STUIENT MUST. I) ATTAIN DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS--SEE NOTE I; 
2) ACQUIRE A MINIMUM Of '0 GRADUATE HOURS Of MH[CH AT LEAST II 
HOURS MUST BE [N COURSES MUMBEREO 8000 OR AIOVEI J) EARN AT 
lEAST Z4 GRADUATE CREO[T HOURS AT GSUI 4) ACQU[RE THE CONPETEM­
C[ES SPECifiED fOR T"IS DEGREE; 5) COIPlETE THE APPROWEO PRAC­
TICUM EXPERIENCE--SEE NOTE II ') OBTA[N A POSITt'E RECIMIEIOA­
TIOI Of PROCRAM fACULTY IHO MILL REV[EM 10Rl ~ONE AT THE PRAC­
IICUII slTn 'ANO " MAlIITAIN AT lEAST A J.O GRADE POIIIT AYERAGE 
MITH MO MORE THAM TWO ·C·S· [II REQUIRED COURSES. STUDEIITS 
SEEl[IG STATE CERTlflCATIDN MUST COMPLETE All [ITERISH[P 1M 
SCHIOL PSYCIOlOGY (HL099l9) fOR SIX CREDIT HOURS II AODITIOI TD 
DTNER DEGREE REQUIREIIEIITS--SEE MDTE J. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE lEVEL: 51 HDURS) 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
HUMAI APPRAI SAL 
[N HLO Hl05400 
HlOr.UO 
f 
f 
W 
M 
S 
S 
J-4 
J 
MRS. 
HRS. 
SUR EXCPTML CHILDREN , PRGRAIIS HLD.... ZO f W S J HRS. 
HUIIAN IEUROPSYCH I. BRAIII fUIlC HLDI590 f W S J HRS. 
tNOI' ASMIT I. INTELLIGENCE HLOIUO F I J HRS. 
INO['ID ASSESSMEIIT II. PRSMALT 
PRACTICUM IN SCHODl PSYCHDLOGY 
HLDlnO 
HLD17U 
f 
f 
W 
W 
J 
4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
PRINCIPLES Of BEHA'IOR CHANGE HL05480 F W S J-4 HRS. 
CNSlNC & PSYCHDTHRPY: [NTROD. 
INDI' CNSLG & THERAPYI CHILD 
HLDr.510 
Hl08540 
M S 
W 
J 
J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
GRDUP COUNSElIIIG CHILD HLOa510 f J HRS. 
I£GIII CIISLG & HUMAII RELTII SlL HL081Z0 f M S J HRS. 
NOII-B[ASEO , PLURL 
LEARIIIMG COGMITIDN 
ASSMT 
I 
CHLD HLDIZI5 
NLD5JIO 
f 
f 
S 
S 
J 
4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
CDIISULT SEM III SCHL PSYCH: I HLOB515 F M S I HRS. 
CDNSULT SEM III SCHL PSYCH: II HLOl516 f W S I HRS. 
CDIISULT SEM IN SCHL PSYCH. III HLDa511 f M S I HRS. 
COIISULT SEM IN SCHL PSYCH' I' HLDB51S f M S I HRS. 
PRIIICIPLES, TECH & ADMIN PISPS HLOI'ZO F W J HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL. r. HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST J HDURS fROM AMOMG: 
THEORIES & TREATMENT CHILD I HLDSIJO M 4 HRS. 
IEHAVIDR PRDBLEMS HLO'JIO W S J HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST J HOURS fROM AMONG: 
THEORIES' TREATMENT CHILD II HLD5140 DO OD DO 4 HRS. 
ADLERIAN FAMILY COUNSELIIG HLDI5'0 F W J HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES'-GiAOUATE LEVEL: HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST J HOURS FROM 
CDURSES IN THE PRDGIAM THAT 
ARE APPROPRIATE TO THE STU­
DENT'S PERSDNAL AID/DR PROfES­
SIOHAL GDALS. ELECTI'ES MUST 
IE APPROVED 8Y ADVISOR. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Human Relations Services with a 
major in School Psychology is 60 hours 
NDH(S)' 
STUDENTS MAY APPLY fOR DEGREE CANDIDACY DilLY AfTER THEY 
HAVE EARIIED AT LEAST A GRADE Of ·1- II PIEREOUISITE CDURSES. 
HLD541I', Hl05OJO. HL051l0 AND HLD5JJO--THESE CDURSES IIAY 
IIOT DE USED TO fULfILL DEGREE REQUIREMEMTS AIID MA' IE TAlEII 
AT THE UIIOERGRAOUATE LEVEL DR AT AIIOTHEI IIISTITUT[OIl (SEE 
OI'ISION Df PSYCHOLOGY AIIO COUNSELIMG STUDENT HAID800l fOR 
PROCEDURES). THE AMARD DF DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS IS 
CONTIMGEIIT UPON A STUOEIT'S EARIIIG A GRADE Of -8- OR BETTER 
II HLI5JIO, HLOr.4JO. HLD'510, Hl05400 AND HLDS1l0. IN THE 
TRIMESTER IN MHICH DEGREE CAND[DACY IS SDUGHT, A STUDENT 
NUST APPLY FDI CANDIDACY WITHIN TWO MEEIS Df THE START OF 
THE TRI"ESTER. THE CANDIDACY COMMITTEE MILL IIfORIl STUDENTS 
Of THEIR CANDIDACY STATUS VITHIN SIX VEElS. STUDENTS 
SHOULD REFER TO THE DIVISIDN OF PSYCHOLOGY AIIO COUNSELI.G 
ST'OEIT HANDIDOK fOR fURTHER DETAILS. 
Z A STUIEIT NAT ENGAGE II A SCHOOl PSYCHOLOGY PRACTICUM 
EXPERIENCE ONLY AfTER HIS/HEI APPLICATIIN fDR A PIACIICUII 
PLACENENT HAS BEEN APPROVED BT THE PRACTICUM COIIMITTEE. A 
STIOENT MHO HAS NOT ATTAINED DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS IS NOT 
ELIGIBLE FOR A PRACT[CUM PLACEMENT. TO APPLY faR A 
PIACTICUM, A STUDENT NUST CDHPLETE A PRACTICUM APPLICATIDI 
r011l AND SUINIT A TRANSCRIPT DR HICROFICHE OF HISIHER 
ACAOEHIC RECORD. A COpy OF THE STUDENT'S APPRO'ED STUDY 
PLAN, THREE COPIES Of A TAPE AT LEAST JO IIINUTES IN LENGTH 
MHICH IEIIOISTRATES THE STUOENT'S CDHPETENCY III COUNSELING 
SKILLS, THREE COPIES Of A VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT Of THE TA'E 
NITN IIITEIACTIDNS NUMBERED. THREE CDPIES OF HIS/HER CRITIQUE 
DF THE TAPE, AND THREE COPIES Of A CASE STUDY PREPARED fOR 
THE CDRSULTATIOR SEMIIAR. THE CASE STUDY SHOULD INCLUDE AN 
ASSESSHERT OF THE CLIENT, A PlAII FOR REREDIATIDI DR 
INTERVENTIOII ANa SUGGESTED fOLLOM-UP PRDCEOURE. APPLICAT[ON 
DEADLINES FOR PRACTICA ARE NO'EMBER 15TH fOR TN[ MIITER 
TIRMESTER AND JULY 15TH fOR THE FALL TRINESTER. STUDEITS 
SHIULD REfER TO THE DIVISION OF PSYCHOLOGY AND COURSELING 
STUOEIT HA.DDODK fOR fURTHER INfORHATION ABOUT PRACTICUH AP' 
PLICATION PROCEDURES. APPLICATIDNS MILL BE CONSIDERED IY A 
THREE PERSON COHHITTEE. THIS COMMITTEE WILL PROVIDE THE 
STUDENT W[TH WR[TTEN FEEDBACK ON THE TAPE AND CASE 
STIOY. THE PRACTICUH EXPERIENCE IS fDR ONE TRIIIESTER. NHE. 
THE NUMBER Of PRACTICUN SITES IS LINITED, PLACENENT 
PRIORITIES FOR ELIGIBLE STUDENTS "AKING TIHELY APPLICATIDN 
MILL BE BASED UPON THE DATE DEGREE CANDIDACY VAS AWARDED. 
STIOENTS WHO HAVE EARIEO AM HA DE'REE IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLD&T 
AT &SU ARE ELIGIBLE TO SEEK AN INTERNSHIP IN SCHODL PSYCHO­
LOKY (HL099Z9). PLACEHEIT MILL DEPEND UPON ACCEPTANCE BY 
THE HOST [NSTITUTION. 
f = FALL FO: fALL DOD YEARS fE. fALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
WO MINTER DOD YEARS WE = MINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SD SPRING-SUMNER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUHMER EVEN YEARS 
55 • IIOT SCHEDULED 00. ON OEMARD ~ = NULTI-CQNPETEICY COURSE 
School Counseling Major The major in School Counseling 
prepares professionals to work in elementary and secondary 
schools and colleges as counselors, quidance workers, 
career and covational counselors, Students may also be 
qualified for other pOsitions such as admissions, deans, and 
administrative support staff. 
Students are admitted from a variety of backgrounds, but ex­
perience in educational settings is extremely helpful in seek­
ing employment. 
The major provides an academic core in psychology and 
counseling. There are opportunities for specialization in the 
K·12 and college counseling options. 
The K-12option in school counseling prepares the student 
for the Illinois school service personnel certificate with the 
guidance endorsement. This certificate is available only to 
those students who qualify for Illinois state teacher certifica­
tion. Certification is not available or required for the option 
in college counseling. 
The coursework that leads to certification is qujte prescribed 
in order to meet state requirements, All students must com· 
plete a practicum in a school setting for one Trimester which 
is typically a minimum of one full day per week. K-12 prac· 
tica are available only during the Fall or Winter Trimesters, 
PRO GRAil: HUIAN RELATIONS SERVICES 
IIAJDR' SCHODl CDUNSELING 
OPTIDN: COLLEGE 
LEVEL' lASTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSION INfORMATION' 
A STUIENT MUST' I) HAVE ACIUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FRDM 
REGIO.ALLY ACCREDIIED COLLEGE OR URIVERSITY; AND Z) BE II GOOI 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENIED. STUDENTS NDT MEETING AI 
HISSION CRITERIA IIAY PETITIO. FDR ADIlISSIDI THRDUGH THE OffICI 
OF AONISSIONS. ADMISSION TO THE PROGRAII ODES NOT CARIY WIT" ; 
DR GUARANTEE ADIlISSION TO DEGREE CANDIDACY (SEE NOTE I). 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT HUST' I) ATTAIN DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS--SEE NOTE 
Z) AcaUIRE A HINIMUH OF 45 &RADUATE HDURS OF NHICH AT lEAST I 
HOURS IIUST 8E IN COURSES IIUHIEREO 1000 OR AIOVE. J) EARN AT 
LEAST 24 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSUI 4) AcaUIRE THE COIIPETE 
CIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE. 5) CDIIPLETE THE APPRDVEO PRAC' 
TleUIl EXPERIENCE--SEE NOTE ZI r.) OBTAIN A POSITIVE RECONIEIO 
TIDN DF PROGRAM fACULTY MHO WILL REVIEW VORl DONE AT THE PRac 
TICUM SITE. AND 1) .AINTAIN AT LEAST A J.O GRADE 'DINT A,ERAG 
WITH ND "DRE THAN TWO -C·S· II REOUIREO COUISES. 
IEQUIRED COURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEL' 16 HDURS) 
CNSLNG & PSYCHOTMRPY' INTROD. HLonlO M S J H 
IIOIY elSLG & THERAPYI ADULT HLOI545 II J H 
GROUP COUNSELING: ADULT lADOL HLD8585 II J H 
LIFE STYLE ANALYSIS Hlilno S J H 
IEG'" CNSLG I HUMAN RELTN SKL HLOllZ0 W S J HU. 
NUIIAI! ~PPRAISAL HL06430 F W S J HRS. 
RSRCH ADLSIICE I SEX ROLES HL06311 F J HRS. 
PISIIALITY I VacAT ASSESSIIENT HLOI..O S 3 HRS. 
CDIISULTATION I SCHL STAFF OEV HLOl510 F W 3 HRS. 
THE COIIIIUNITY COLLEGE HL09130 F J HRS. 
PRACTICUII IN COLLEGE COUNSELNG HLOll~6 00 DO 00 6 HRS. 
LECTHE CDURSES--GRADUATE LEYEL: HOURSI 
ELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FROII 

COURSES IN THE PROGRAM THAT 

ARE APPROPRIATE TO THE STU­

DENT'S PERSOIIAL ANO/OR PROFES­

SIONAL GOALS. ELECTIVES NUST 

IE APPROVED BY AOYISOR. 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Human Relations Services with a 
major in School Counseling is 45 hours 
OTECSI' 
STUDEIITS IIAY APPLY FOR DEGREE CANDIDACY DilLY AFTER THEY 
HA'E EARIIEO AT LEAST A GRADE OF -B- III PREREQUISITE COURSES. 
STATISTICS AIIO RESEARCH NETHDODLDGY--THESE COURSES IIAY IIDT 
BE USED TO FULFILL OEG.R.EE REQUIREIIENTS AND ~AY BE TUEI AT 
THE UNDERGRADUATE LEYEL OR AT ANOTHER INSTITUTION (SEE THE 
OIYISIDII OF PSYCHOLOGY AIIO COUIISELIIIG STUOERT HAIIOIOOI FOR 
PRDCEOURESI. THE AURO OF DEGREE CANDIDACY SUTUS IS 
COIITINGEIIT UPON A STUDENT'S EARIIING A GRADE OF -B- OR BETTER 
IN HL06~30. HLD6580. HL085~5. AND HLoelZ0. IN THE TRIMESTER 
IN WHICH DEGREE CAIIOIOACY IS SOUGHT. A STUDENT NUST APPLY 
FOR CANDIDACY IIITHIN TWO IIEEKS OF THE START OF THE 
TRIIIESTER. THE CAIIDIOACY COIIIIITTEE WILL IIIFORII STUDENTS or 
THEIR CANDIDACY STATUS WITHIII SIX lEEKS. STUDENTS SHOULD 
REFER TO THE OIYISIOII OF PSYCHOLOGY AIIO COUIISELIIIG STUDENT 
HAIIDBOOK FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
Z 	 A STUDEIIT MAY ENGAGE IN A SCHOOL PRACTICUII EXPERIENCE DilLY 
AFTER HIS/HER APPLICATION FOR A PRACTICUII PlACEIIEIIT HAS BEEN 
APIROVEO BY THE PRACTICUN COIIIIITTEE. A STUOEIIT lIND HAS NOT 
ATTAINED DEGREE CAIIOIOACY STATUS IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOI A PRAC­
TICUM PLACENENT. TO APPLY FOR A PRACTICUN. A STUOEIIT NUST 
COIIPLETE A PRACTICUII APPLICATIOII FORM AND SUB lilT A TRAN­
SCRIPT OR IIICROFICNE COPY OF HIS/HER ACADEIIIC RECORD. THREE 
COPIES OF A TAPE AT LEAST 30 IIINUTES IN LENGTH IIHICH OEIION­
STRATES THE STUDENT'S COMPETENCY IN COUNSELIIIG SKILLS. 
THREE COPIES OF A VER8ATIN TRANSCRIPT OF THE TAPE WITH IN­
TERACTIONS NUII8EREO. THREE COPIES OF HIS/HER CRITIOUE OF 
THE TAPE. AND A COpy OF THE STUDENT'S APPROYEO STUDY PLAN. 
AP~LICATION DEADLINES FOR PRACTICA ARE NOYEIIBER 15TH FOR 
THE IIINTER TRIIIESTER AND JULY 15TH FOR THE FALL TRIIIESTER. 
STUOEIITS SHOULD REFER TO THE OIYISION or PSYCHOLOGY AND 
COUNSELIIIG STUDENT HANDBOOK FOR FURTHER INFORNATION ABOUT 
PRACTICUN APPLICATION PROCEDURES. APPLICATIONS WILL BE 
CONSIDERED 8Y A THREE PERSON CONMITTEE. THIS COIIIIITTEE WILL 
PROVIDE THE STUDENT WITH WRITTEN FEEDBACK 011 TN[ TAPE. THE 
PRACTICUM EXPERIENCE IS FOR ONE TRIIIESTER_ WHEII THE IIUIIIER 
QF PRACTICUII SITES IS LIMITED. PlACEIIENT PRIORITIES FOR 
ELrGIBLE STUDENTS IIAKIIIG TIIIELY APPLICATION WILL BE BASED 
UPOII THE lATE DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS WAS AWARDED. STUDENTS 
IIILL BE EXPECTED TO SPEND A IIIIIIIIUN OF 16 rULL DAYS IN A 
COLLEGE CIUNSELING PLACENENT. 
rALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
o WINTER ODD YEARS WE ~ WINTER EYEII YEARS S = SPRING-SUIIMER 
o = SPRIIIG-SUIIIIER DOD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
I = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON OEMAIIO a = NULTI-COMPETEIICY COURSE 
ROGRAII' HUIIAII RELATIONS SERVICES 
AJOR. SCHOOL COUNSELING 
PlION. K-U 
EYEL: IIASTER OF ARTS 
OIlISSIDN INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT MUST: II HAYE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE rROM A 
REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE DR UIIIVERSITY; AND ZI BE IN GOOD 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT IIEETING AO­
IIISSIOII CRITERIA IIAY PETITION FOR ADMISSIOI THROUGH THE orrlCE 
or AONISSIOIIS. AOMISSIOII TO THE PROGRAII DOES NOT CARRY WITH IT 
DR 'UARAMTEE AOIIISSIOII TO DEGREE CANDIDACY (SEE NOTE 11. 
EGREE REQUIRE"ENTS: 
A STUDENT IIUST: I) ATTAIN DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS--SEE NOTE I; 
ZI ACIUIRE A IIINIIIUM or ~5 GRADUATE HOURS OF WHICH AT LEAST IZ 
HOURS IIUST BE IN COURSES NUNBEREO 8000 OR A80'E; 31 EARN AT 
LEAST Z4 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; ~) ACQUIRE THE COIIPETEN­
CIES SPECIFIED FO. THIS OEGREE; 51 COMPLETE T"E APPROVED PRAC­
TICUN EXPERIENCE--SEE NOTE Z; 61 OBTAIN A POSITIVE RECO"ENOA­
TION OF PROGRAII FACULTY WHO WILL REVIEW WORK DOllE AT THE PRAC­
TICUM SITE; 1) IIAINTAIN AT LEAST A J.O GRADE POINT A'ERAGE WITH 
"" ~ T... no -c's'" IN REQUIRED COURSES. 
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REQUIRED COUISES--GRADUATE LEVEL: JI HOURS) 
B(HAVIOR 
CISLII' I 
PROBLENS 
PSYCHOTHRPY' lilT ROO. 
HLD6S1O 
HLD6510 
r 
F 
M 
W 
S 
S 
J 
3 
NIS. 
HRS. 
INDI' CNSLG I THERAPY' CHILO-AD HLOI540 M J HRS. 
GROUP COUNSELING CHILD·ADOL HLD1510 F 3 HRS. 
BEGIN CNSLS I HUNAII RELTII SKL HLOB1Z0 F W S 3 HRS. 
HUIIAN APPRAISAL HL06UO F W S J HRS. 
CAREER EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS HL06330 F S J HRS. 
CHILD OEYELOPIIEIIT HL051Z0 F W S 3-~ HRS. 
COIISULTATION I SCHL STArr OEV HLOl510 F W J HIS. 
PRIIICIPLES. TECH I AO"IN P/SPS 
ADLERIAN rANILY COUNSELIIIG 
AOOL[sCUCE 
HL086Z0 
HL08560 
HL050~D 
F 
F
, 
W 
W 
J 
J 
J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
HQUl~EO A~EAS--G~AOUATE LEVEL: 9 HOUIIS I 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOU~S rFOII AIIONG. 
PRACT PARENT STOY GROUP LORSHP HLOI610 W S J HRS. 
SCHOOL-COIINUNITY RELATIONS HLD1960 F W 3 HRS. 
P~SNALITY & WOCAT ASSESSIIENT HLOI'" S J HilS. 
SELECT Ar LEAST 6 HOUF5 F~OIl A"ONG: 
PRACTICUM IN ELE" SCHL CNLSG HL08640 F M 6 HRS. 
PRACTICUM IN SECIIORY SCHL CNLG HL08145 M 6 HR5. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Arts in Human Relations Services with a 
major in School Counseling is 45 hours 
NOTElSl: 
STUOEIITS MA' APPLy rOR DEGREE CANDIDACY DilLY ArTER THEY 
HAVE EARNED AT LEAsr A GRADE OF -B- IN PREREQUISITE COURSES' 
STATISTICS AND RESEARCH IIETHOOOLOGY--T"ESE COURSES IIAY IIOT 
BE USED TO FULFILL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS AND IIAY BE TA~EN AT 
THE UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL OR Ar AlIorHER IMSTITUTION (SEE THE 
OIVISIOII or PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELING STUDENT HANDBOOK FOR 
PROCEDURES I. THE AWARD OF DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS IS 
CONTIIIGEHT UPDN A STUDENT'~ EARIIIIIG A GRADE or -B- OR BETTER 
IN HLD6~30. HL06580. HLOB5~0. AND HLO.,Z0. I~ THE TRINESTER · 
III MHICH DEGREE CANOrOACY IS SOUGHT. A STUDENT IIUST AP~LY 
FOR CANDIDACY MITHIII rwo IIEEKS Dr THE START OF THE 
TRIIIESIER. THE CANDIDACY COIIIIITTEE WILL INFORII srUOEIITS or 
THEIR CAIIOIOACY STATUS WITHIN SIX IIEEKS. STUDENTS SHOULD 
REFER TO THE OIVISIOII or ~SYCHOLOGY AIIO COUNSELING STUOEIIT 
HANDBOOK FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
Z 	 A STUDENT "AY ENGAGE IN A SCHOOL PRACTICUII EXPERIEICE OILY 
AraER HIS/HER APPLICATION FOR A PRACTICUII PLACEIIENT NAS IEEII 
AP~ROYEO BY THE ~RACTICUII COIIIIITTEE. A STUDENT MHO HAS NOT 
ATTAINED DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR A ~RAC­
TICUII PLACE"ENT. TO APPLY FOR A PRACTICUII. A STUDE liT IIUST 
COIIPLETE A PRACTICUII APPLICATION FDRII AND SUBMIT A TRAII­
SCRIPT OR MICROrlCHE COpy OF HIS/HER ACAOEIIIC RECORD. THREE 
COPIES OF A TAPE AT LEAST 30 IIINUTES IN LENGTH IIHICH OEIIOII­
STRATES THE STUDENT'S COIIPETENCY IN COUNSELING SKILLS. 
THREE COPIES OF A VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT OF THE TAPE MITH 111­
TERACTIONS NUII8EREO. THREE CO~IES or HIS/HER CRITIQUE OF 
THE TAPE. AND A COPY or THE STUDEIT'S APPROYEO STUDY PLAN. 
APPlICATION DEADLINES FOR ~RACTICA ARE NOVEN8ER 15TH rOR 
THE MIITER TRIMESTER AND JULY 15'H rOR THE FALL TRINESTER. 
STUDENTS SHOULD RErER TO THE DIVISION Dr PSYCHOLOGY AND 
COUNSELIIIG STUDENT HANDBOOK FOR FURTHER INrORIIATION ABOUT 
PRACTICUM APPLICATION PROCEDURES. APPLICATIONS WILL BE 
CONSIDERED BY A THREE PERSOII COIIMITTEE. THIS COIINITTEE IIllL 
PROVIDE THE STUDENT WITH WRITTEN FEEDBACK ON THE TAPE. THE 
PRACTICUII EXPERIEIlCE IS rOR ONE TRIMESTER. IHEN THE IIUNBER 
OF PRACTICUM SITES IS LIllI TEO. PLACEIIENT ~RrORITIES rOR 
ELIGIBLE STUOEIITS IIAKIIIG TIIIELY AP~LICATION WILL BE BASED 
UPON THE DATE DEGREE CANDIDACY STArus WAS AIIARIED. STUDENTS 
WILL BE EIPECTEO TO SPENO A "INIMUII OF 15 FULL DAYS III A 
SCHOOL COUNSELING PLACEIIENT. 
F = FALL FO = rALL 000 YEARS rE = FALL EVEN YEARS W = WINTER 
110 liNTER 000 YEARS ME = WINTER EVEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUIIIIER 
SO ~ S~RING-SUIIIIER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUIIMER EYEN YEARS 
II = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DENA NO a = NULTI-CONPETEIICY CIURSE 
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Human Relations Services - Generalist Major The 
Generalist major prepares individuals to enter counseling 
and psychology related professions with a special focus on 
disadvantaged and urban community settings. Students may 
choose to receive skill preparation for direct service to 
clients; for research, diagonstic and evaluative services; for 
directing professional development within agencies; and for 
community intervention. Possible employing agencies and 
institutions include mental health clinics and hospitals, 
governmental social agencies, public and private schools, 
community colleges, community intervention programs, 
and correctional institutions. Students can also choose to 
prepare for. advanced graduate work at other institutions. 
The graduate curriculum includes classroom instruction, 
library work; observation of professionals in the field, actual 
experience in research or evaluation, and supervised work 
with clients and agencies or a thesis. A total of 38 graduate 
credit hours are required, 18 in the core curriculum of the 
program and 20 in the student's chosen option. 
Students select one of three options offered: Community 
Psychology, General Psychology, and Counseling 
Psychology. 
' ..'IA.. .u.A. IELATIONS SEI'ICES 
NAJOI' RENEIALIST 
OPTIII' CONNUNITY PSYCHOlOGY 
LEVEL' lASTER Of AITS 
AONISSIOI INfOINATION' 
A STUIENT NUST. I) HAVE ACIUIIEO A BACCALAUREATE OEGIlE fRON 
REGIONALLT ACCREDITED COLLEGE DR UNIVERSITT; AND Z) BE IN GOOI 
STANOIIG AT THE LAST SCHOOl ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT NEETING AD 
NISSION CRITERIA NAT PETITION fOR AONISSION THROUGH THE OffICE 
Of AONISSIONS. AONISSION TO THE PROGRAN ODES NOT CARRY MITH I 
01 GUalANTEE AONISSION TO DEGREE CAIDIDACY (SEE NOTE I). 
DECIEE RfOUIRENEITS, 
A STUIENT NUST' I) A'TAII DEGIEE CANDIDACY STATUS--SEE ND'E I 
2) ACOUIRE A NININUI Of 51 GIAOUATE HOURS or MHICH AT LEAST 12 
HOURS NUST BE IN COURSES NUNBERED 8000 OR ABOVEI J) EARN AT 
LEAST Z4 'IAOUATE CIEOIT HOURS AT GSU; 4) ACOUIRE THE CDNPETEN 
CIES SPECifIED fOR THIS DEGREE I 5) CDNPLETE THE APPIOVEO PRAC­
TICUN EIPERIENCE--SEE NOTE Z; .) OBTAIN A POSITIVE RECOWNENDA 
TION If PROGRAN fACUlTT MHO MILL RE'IEM MORR DONE AT THE PRAC­
TlCUN SITE. 
IEIUIIEO COURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEL' ( ZO HOURS) 
EVALUATION Of HUNAN SERVICES HL06HO r 5 HR 
COINUIITT COUNSELING HL06550 r M S 5 HR 
AONIN , SUPER IN HUNAN SERVS. HLD61ZD f J HR 
BEGII CNSLG , HUNAN RElTN saL HLD81Z0 f M S I HR 
PRACT CNSL' , CONSULTN-AGEICT HLOllU f M 4 HI 
PRACTICUN [I PIE VENTI ON SKILLS HLD81U S 4 HR 
IEIUIREO aREAS--GRADUATE LEVEL' 111 HOUIS) 
SELECT AT LEAST' HOURS fRON ANDNG: 
SEN[IAI IN PUBLIC NANaGENENT BPAII91D M S I HI 
CONN ORG./CONIU DEVELOPNENT CAS1Z80 S 5 H. 
HUHAN SERWICE SYSTENS HLD'UD S 5 HA 
IITERDISC[PLINARY TEAH MORK HLD6800 r M 5 HA 
SELECT AT LEAST • HOURS fRON ANONG' 
CAREEI paTHS' LfSTTLE CHOICES SHP5410 M Z HI 
HUNAN STSTENS CHANCE HL06UO M I HI 
fDNS If NRNL'TH IDEOLOGT IN HS HL01111 f M J HA 
LAB II HIDDEN fEELIIGS , REAl' HL07460 f S 5 H. 
CUlTUIAL ASPECTS Of INTL HLTH HL08210 S I HI 
CONNUIITT NENTAL HLTH SEIIIAR HL08J40 00 00 00 J HI 
COUNTER-STRESS ALT fOR ADULTS HLD9DJO 00 00 00 5 H~ 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS fRON AlONG. 
CONfLICT RESOLUTION HL06J60 00 00 00 J H~ 
CRISIS [NTERVENT[ON HLD6410 00 00 00 J HI 
CROUP PROCESS HL06910 DO DO 00 J H~ 
AOVOCACT IN HUNAN SERWICES HL01010 10 00 00 2 H' 
IIOIV CNSLG , THERAPT: CHILO HLOB540 • J H' IHOI' CISLG , TNERAPY' ADUlT HLOl545 M 5 HI 
'ROUP COUNSEL IN' CHILO HLOB51O J H'
GIOU' OYNANICS , INTERVENTION HLOB5BO S J HI 
GROUP COUNSELING: ADUlT/ADOL HLOl585 J HI 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Human Relations Services with a 

Generalist major is 38 hours 

NOT[(S)'
I 	 THE AMARO Of DEGREE CANIIOACY ST.TUS IS COITIN'ENT UPON' 
ST'OEIT'S EARNIN' A GRADE Of -8- OR BETTER IN HL06J50. 
ILDI'ZO. AID HLDil'O. AND IPON RECEI"NG THE POSITI'E 
REOO"EIDA'ION OF THE CAIOIDACT Co.IITTEE (SEE TIE DI'ISIOI 
OF PSTCIDLOGT AND COUISELIIG STUDEIT HAIDIOOK FOR DETAILS'. 
II THE TRIIIESTER II MHICH DEGREE CANDIDACT IS SOUGHT. A STU­
DEIT IIUST APPLT FOR CAIDIDACT MITHII TMO MEEKS OF THE START 
OF THE TRIIIESTER. THE CANOIDACT COIIITTEE MILL IIFORII STU­
DEITS OF TMEIR CAIDIDACT STATUS MITHIN SIX MEEKS. STUDEITS 
SHOULD REFER TO THE OI'ISIOI OF PSTCHOLOGT AND COUISELIN' 
STUDENT HAIOIOOK FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
Z A STUOEIT NAT EIGAGE IN A PRACTICUII EIPERIERCE ONLT 
AFTER HIS/HER APPLICATION FOR A PRACTICUI PLACEIEIT HAS IEEI 
APPRO'EO BT THE PRACTICUII COIIIIITTEE. A STUDENT MHO HAS lOT 
ATTAIIEO DEGREE CANOIDAC' STATUS IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR A PRAC­
TICUII PLACEIIENT. TO APPLT FOR A PRACTICUII. A STUDENT IIUST 
COIPLETE A PRACTICUN APPLICATION FORI AID SUlIIT A TRAI­
SCRIPT OR NICROFICME COPT OF HIS/HER ACADENIC RECORD. THREE 
COPIES OF A TAPE AT LEASI 10 NIIUTES II LENGTH MHICR OEIIOI­
STRATES THE STUDENT'S CONPETEICT II COUNSELIN' SKILLS. 
THREE COPIES OF A 'ERIATIII TRANSCRIPT Of THE TAPE 11TH 11­
TEIACTIOIS NUIIBERED. THREE COPIES Of HIS/HER CRITIQUE Of 
THE TAPE. AND A COPT OF THE STUDEIT'S APPRO'EO STUDT PLAN. 
APILICATION OEADLIIES fOR PRACTICA ARE NO'ENBER 15TH fOR 
THE MIITER TRINESTER. lARCH 15TH fOI THE SPRIII"SUINER TRI­
lESTER AND JULT 15TH fOR THE fALL TRINESTER. STUDEITS 
SHIULD REfER TO THE DI'ISION Of PSTCHOLOGT AID COUNSELII' 
STUDENT HAIoaOOK fOR fURTHER IlfORIIATION ABOUT PRACTICUII 
APPLICATION PROCEDURES. APPLICATIOIS IILL aE CONSIDERED B' 
A THREE PERSON CONIIITTEE. THIS COIIIIITTEE MILL PRO'IOE THE 
STUDEIT MITH MRITTEI fEEDBACK ON THE TAPE. THE PRACTICUII 
EXPERIENCE IS A TMO TRIIIESTER COURSE SEQUENCE. MHEN THE 
NUIIBER Of PRACTICUII SITES IS LINITED. PLACEIIENT PRIORITIES 
fOR ELIGIBLE STUDENTS IIAKIN' TIIIELT APPLICATION MILL BE 
BASED UPON THE DATE DEGREE CAIOIOACT STATUS MAS AMARDEO. 
• fALL fO = fALL ODD TEARS fE = fALL E'EI TEARS M = MINTER 
o 2 MINTER ODD TEARS ME = MINTER E'EN TEAlS S = SPRING-SUNNER 
o SPRING-SUNNER DDD TEARS SE = SPRING-SUNNER E'EN TEARS 
I = lOT SCHEDULED 00 = DI OEIIAID a = IIULTI-COIIPETENCT COURSE 
RDGRAN' HUNAN RELATIDNS SER'ICES 
AJOI' GEIERALIST 
PTIDN' GENERAL PSTCHOLDGT 
E'EL' lASTER Of ARTS 
DIIISSIDN INfDRIIATION' 
A STUIENT IIUST. II HA'E ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE fROII A 
REGIOIALLT'ACCREOITED COLLEGE OR UIII'ERSITT; AND ZI BE IN GOOD 
STAIOIIG AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NOT IIEETING AO­
IIISSION CRITERIA IIAT PETITIOI fOR ADNISSION T..OUGH THE OfFICE 
OF ADIISSIOIS. AOIIISSION TO TilE PROGRAN DOES NOT CARRT MITH IT 
OR GUARANTEE AOIIISSION TO DEGREE CANDIOACT (SEE NOTE II. 
E'REE REQUIRENENTS: 
A STUBENT IIUST: II ATTAII DEGREE CANDIDACT STATUS--S£[ NOTE I; 
ZI ACQUIRE A NIIIIUN Of 31 GRADUATE HOUIS Of MHICH AT LEAST IZ 
HOURS NUST IE IN COURSES NUIIBERED IQOo OR ABO'E; JI EARN AT 
LEAST Z4 GRADUATE CREIIT HOUIS AT GSU; 41 ACQUIRE THE COIIPETEI­
CIES SPECifiED fOR THIS DEGREE; AND 51 COIIPLETE A GRADUATE 
THESIS THAT IS ACCEPTABLE BT THE THESIS CONIIIT'EE. CANDIDATES 
IILL IE RE'IEIED PERIOOICALLT AND MILL BE PRO'IOEO MITH E'ALU­
A'IONS CONCERNING 'HEIR PROGRESS 'N 'HE PROGRAII. 
EOUIREO COURSES--G.AOUATE LE'EL: I HOURS I 
ETHICS. PROfESSIONAL STANDARDS HL05190 F Z HRS. 
GRADUATE THE SI S HLD99J0 F M S Ii HRS. 
EIUIIED AREAS--GRADUATE LE'EL' JO HOURSI 
ELECT AT LEAST 3 HDURS FRDN ANDNG: 
AD'ANCED EXPERINEI'AL PSTCH HL05060 00 lID OD 4 HRS. 
RESEARCH IIETHDDDLOGT IN HLD HLD5400 F M S 1-4 HIS. 
ELECT AT LEAS' 3 HOURS fRDII AIIDNG. 
NO'HEI.ODD'S RDLE IN CHLORERNG HLD5310 OD DO DD 1 HRS. 
GRAD SEll SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL PST HLDIZ4' S 3 HRS. 
ELCT AT LEAST Ii HDURS FROII AHON': 
ADDLESCEIICE HLD5040 J HRS. 
ADUL'"DDD HLD5050 M Z HRS. 
CHILO OE'ELOPNEN' HLD51Z0 M S 1-4 HRS. 
IIOTI'ATIOI , EIIDTIOIIAL OWLPII", 
COGNITI'E DE'ELOPIIENT 
HLD5150 
HL053Z0 M 
4 
4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
PSTCHDSOCIAL ASPECTS OF AGING HLDSJ7D F S 1-4 HIS. 
RSRCH AOLSNCE , SEX RDlES 
GRAD SEN IN HUIIAN OE'ELOPIIEN' 
HLOliBI 
HLDIZ45 
F 
S 
1 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELECT AT LEAS' 15 HOURS FRON ANONG' 
'HEORIES , TREA'"EN' CHILO I 
CDGNITI'E PSTCH APPLD '0 INSTR 
HL05lJO 
HLD5160 
M 
S 
4 
1-4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
THEDIIES. 'REA'N' ENOT DIS'URB HLDSZOO M 4 HRS. 
'HEORIES 
LEARNING 
, 'REATIIEI' 
COGNITIDN I 
ADULTS HL05ZIO 
HLDS310 F 
M 
S 
4 
4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
PRINCIPLES Of BEHA'IOR CHANGE HL0541D F M S 1-4 HIS. 
AD' SIN IH PSTCHOANALTTIC 'HRT HLDIZ II DD OD OD 1 HRS. 
SENIIAR II HUNAN NENORT HLDIZU 00 00 00 J HRS. 
GRAD 
GRAD 
SEN 
SEN 
I~ HIS'ORT OF PSTCH 
IN COGNITI'E PSTCH 
HLDIZH 
HLOIU6 
M 
Ii 
3 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
GlAD SEN ABNORIIAL PSTCHOLOGT HLDIZ4I S 1 HRS. 
NUIAN NEUROPSTCH I: BIUN FUNC HLOI590 M S 1 HRS. 
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SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fRON ANONG' 
HUNAI NEUROPSTCH II:CLIN ASNNT HLOlioo M J HIS. 
1101' ASIIT I. IITELLIGEICE HLOIUo f M J HRS. 
INDI'IO ASSESSHEIT II' PISIALT HLDlli'O f M 1 HRS. 
RSRCH 
HUNAN 
LIT CSLIG , PSTCHOT""PT 
HEUROPSTCH III' REHAB Bf 
HLDI100 
HLDI110 DO DO 
S 
00 
3 
J 
HIS. 
.IS. 
STATISTICS IN BEHA'IDI STUDIES HLOI1&O DO 00 01 3 HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Human Relations Services with a 

Generalist major is 38 hours 

NDT[(SII 
STUDEITS NAT APPLT fDR DEGREE CANDIDACT ONLT AfTER THET 
HA~E CDNPLETED A PREREQUISITE COURSE IN STATISTICS--TIIS 
COURSE IIAT NDT BE USED TO fULfILL DEGREE REIUIREHEITS AID 
IIA' BE TAIEN AT THE UNDERGRADUATE LE'EL OR AT ANDTHER INSTI­
TUTIOI (SEE II'ISIOI Of PSTCHOLOGY AND COUNSELIN' STUDEIT 
NAIOBOOKI. THE AMARO Of DEGREE CAIOIDACT STATUS IS CONTII­
'EIT DPOI A STUOEN"S EARIIIG A 'RAOE Df ... OR BET'ER II 
HLI5400 OR HL05060. NtOlZ41 OR HLD5lIQ. AND IN ANT ONE Of 
THE fOLLOMIN' COURSES. HLD5040. HLD5IZ0. HL053Z0••LD5J10. 
HLI6JII. HLD5150 OR HLDSOSO. IN THE TRIIIESTER II MHICH 
DEGREE CAIDIOACT IS SOUGHT. A STUDENT IIUST APPLT fOR 
CANDIIACT MITHIN TMO MEEKS OF THE START OF THE TRIHESTER. 
THE CANDIDACT CONIIITTEE MILL INfORII STUDENTS or 'HEIR 
CANOIOACT STATUS MITHII SIX MEEKS. STUDENTS SHOULD REfER TO 
'HE DI'ISION Of PSTCHOLOGT AID COUISELII' STUOEIT HAIOIOOI 
fOR fURTHER DETAILS. 
f • fALL fD = FALL ODD TEARS fE = fALL EWEI TEARS M = MINTER 
MD • MillER ODD TEARS ME = MINTER E'EI TEARS S = SPRIIG-SUIINER 
SD SPRING-SUIINER DDO TEARS SE = SPRING-SUIINER E'EN TEARS 
II = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DENAID a = HULTI-COIIPETEICY COURSE 
PROGRAI: HUIIAN RELATIONS SER'ICES 
IlAJOR: GEIiERALlST 
DPTION' COUNSELIIG PSTCHOLOGT 
LE'EL: NASTER or ARTS 
AOIiISSIOI IlfORNATIOII: 
A STUIENT IIUST: II HA'E ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DE'REE fAON A 
REGIOIIALLT A~CREDITEO COLLEGE OR UIII'ERSITT; AND Z) BE III GOOD 
STANOIIiG AT 'HE LAST SCHOOL ATTEIOED. STUDENTS IIUT II[[TIIiG AO­
IISSIIII CRITERIA IIAT PETITIOII fOR AOIiISSIOIi THROU'H THE OffiCE 
Of AONISSIONS. ADIiISSIOI TO THE PIOGRAII DOES IIOT CARRT MITH IT 
OR 'UAAAlTEE AONISSION TO OE'REE CANDIOACT (SEE 10TE II. 
DEGIEE REQUIRENENTS: 
A STUIEIT NUST. II ATTAIN DEGREE CAIOIDACY STATUS--S[[ 10TE II 
Z, ACQUIRE A IIIIIINUI Of 31 GRADUATE HOURS OF MHICH AT LEAST 12 
HOURS IIUS' aE II COURSES IUIIIEREO 1000 OR AIO'EI 3) EARl AT 
LEAST 24 'RAOUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSUI 4) ACQUIRE THE COIPETEII­
CIES SPECifiED fOR 'liS DEGREE; 5) COIPLETE THE APPIOVED PIAC­
TICUII EXPEIIERCE--SEE NOTE 21 6) OBTAIII A POSITI'E AECONIEIIDA­
TIOII Of PROGRAII fACULTT MHO MILL RE'IEM Mal' DOllE A' THE PRAC­
TlCUIi SITE. 
REQUIRED COUISES--'AADUATE LE'EL' ZI HOURU 
HUIIAII SER'ICE STS'EIIS HL06HO f S 3 HRS. 
CIISLIIG , PSTCHO'HRPT' INTROD. HLOiSIO f M S 3 HIS. 
AD' '.EOIIES IN CNSLG , THERPY HLDI1Z5 M S 3 HilS. 
'ROUP OTNAIIICS , IIiTER'ENTIOIi HLD1510 f S 3 HRS. 
BE,rN CIISL' , HUIIAN RELTN SIL HLDI1Z0 F M S 3 HRS. 
CIISLG PST PRACT I' AGEIICY STS HLOI"5 F M 3 HRS. 
CIISLG PSY PRACT II: CLIN SKLS HLDI1,. M S 3 HRS. 
REQUIIIEO AREAS--GRADUA'E LE'EL: 11 HDURS) 
SELECT A' LEAST 3 HOURS FRON AIIOI" 
HUIIAI APPIAISAL HL06430 M S 3 HAS. 
RSRCH LIT CSLIIG , PSTCHO'HRPT HLD.,00 S 3 HRS. 
SELEC' AT LEAST 3 HOURS fROII AIIOII': 
IIIDIW CIUG , 'NEUPY: CNILO HLD8HOI M J HilS. 
11101' CISL' , THERAPT' ADULT NLOIS4S1 F M 3 HilS. 
SELECT AT LEAST II HDURS FIIOII AIIOIIG' 
'ROUP 'HER APT III TA HLOIZ 31 M 3 HRS. 
AD,AICED 'ECHIIIQUES: HL01530 DO 00 00 3 HRS. 
11101' CIISLG , THER.PT. CHILO HLDI5411 M 3 HRS. 
AD' INDI' 'HERAPT TECH. CHILO HL085H M 3 HAS. 
11101' CIISLG , 'HER APT: ADULT HLDI5UI M 3 HIS. 
FAIIIL1 THE RAPT 'ECHIIIQUES HLOIS" M 1 HRS. 
AD' 1101' THERAPY TECN' ADULT HLDI54' S J HRS. 
AOLERIAII FAIIILT COUNSELIII' HLDI5liO F M 3 HRS. 
BEHA,rOR 'NERAPY HLD1565 00 00 00 3 NRS. 
'ROUP COUNSEL IN' CHILO HLDI510 f 3 HilS. 
GROUP COUNSELIIiG. ADULT/AOOL HL01515 3 HIS. 
NARRIA'E COUISELIIG HLOl660 s 3 HAS. 
MORKSHOP III DEPRESSIOI HLoarzz Z HI'S. 
Minimum total numbr of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Human Relations Services with a 

Generalist major is 38 hours 

NOJ[(S): 
I SfIIOENTS NAT APPLT FOIl DEGREE CANDIDACY ONLT .rrER THEY 
HA~E COIIPLETEO PREREQUISI'E COUlSES II A.IORIIAL rSYCHGLO" 
AHI A SUR'ET OF OEVELOPIIEII'AL PSTCHOLOGY--THESE COURSES IIAY 
IIOT BE USED TO FULFILL OE'IEE IEIUIIEIIEI'S AWO NAT IE TAIEI 
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AT THE UIDERCRADUATE lEYEL OR AT AMDTHEI IIS1ITUTlDI (SEE 
DllISIOI IF PSYCHQLuey AID CoalSEllMG STUOEIT HAIOBDDI fDR 
PIICEOUIES). THE AWARI Of DEGREE CAIDIOACY STATUS IS 
COITIICEIT UPOI A STUOEIT'S EARIIIG A GRADE Of -I- DI lETTER 
II HlD'510. HL08FZO. AID HlD85'O 01 HLDl5'5. AID UPOI 
IEC£IYIIC TIE POSITIYE RECOMIENOATIOI Of THE CANDIDACY COM­
MITTEE (SEE OIVISIDI Of PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELIIG STUDENT 
HA ..IOOI fOR DETAILS). II THE TRIMESTER II WHICH OEGIEE 
CNAOIOACY IS SOUGHT. A STUOEIT MUST APPLY fOR CAIOIDACY 
HITHII THO HEElS or THE START Of THE TRIMESTER. THE CAIOI­
DACY Ca."ITTEE WILL INfOIN STUOEITS Of THEIR CAIOIOACY 
STATUS WITHII SII MEEKS. STUOEITS SHOULD REfER TO THE ' 
OI'ISIOI Of PSYCHOLOGY AID COUNSELIIG STUDENT HAIOIOOI fOR 
rUinER DETAILS. 
Z 	 A STUOEIT lAY EMGAGE II A PIACTICUI EIPERIENCE OIL' 
AfTER HIS/HER APPLICATIOI fOR A PRACTICUI PLACENEIT HAS BEEI 
AP~IOVED IY THE PRaCTICOI COIMITTEE. a STUOEIT WHO HAS lOT 
ATTAIMEO DEGREE CANOIOACY STATUS IS NOT ELIGIBLE fOR A PRAC­
TICUI PLACEMENT. TO APPLY fOI A PRACTICo.. A STUDEIT lUST 
CGlPLETE A PRACTICUM APPLICATIOI fORM 4NO SUBNIT A TIAI­
SCRIPT OR IICROfICHE copy Of HIS/HER ACADEIIC RECORD. THREE 
COPIES Of A TAPE AT LEAST )0 MIIUTES IN LENGTH WHICH DEION­
STlaTES lIE STUOERT'S COMPETENCY II COUISELIIG SKILLS. 
THIEE COPIES Of A VEIIATII TRAISCRIPT Of THE TAPE 11TH 11­
TEIACTIOIS IUIOEREO. THREE COPIES Of HIS/HER CRITIOUE Of 
TME TAPE. AID A COP, Of THE STUOEIT'S APPROVED STUD' PLAI. 
APPlICATIOI DEADlIHES fOR PRACTICA ARE lOVEliER 15TH fOR 
THI WI ITER TIIIESTER. MARCH 15TH fOI THE SPRIIG/SUMMEI TII­
MESTER Ala JULY 15TH FOR THE FALL TRIMESTER. STUDENTS , 
SIIULD REFER TO THE OIVISIDI Of PSYCHOLOGY AND COUISELIIG 
STIDEIT HAIOIOOK FOR FURTHEI INfORIATIOI ABOUT PRACTICII 
APPlICATIOI PROCEDURES. APPLICATIDIS WILL BE CO.SIDEIEI BY 
A THIEE PERSOI CDR.ITTEE. TMIS COMIITTEE WILL PROVIDE THE 
STUDEIT WITM WRITTEH FEEDBACK 01 THE TAPE. THE PIACTICUI 
EIPERIEICE IS A THO TRIMESTER COURSE SEQUEICE. WHEI TIE 
NUIBEI OF PRACTICUI SITES IS LIMITED. PLACEMENT PRIORITIES 
FOI ELIGIBLE STUDENTS MAKIIG TIMELY APPLICATIOI WILL BE 
lASED UPON THE OATE DEGREE calOIDACY STATUS lAS AWARDED. 
f • FALL fO. fALL ODD JEARS fE = rALL EVEI 'EARS W= IIITER 
10 • WIlIER DOD YEARS WE. WIITER EVEI 'EARS S = SPRIIG-SUIIER 
SO • SPII~-SUMRER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUIIER EVEN YEARS 
aa • lOT SCHEDULED DD = ON OEIAID a = NULTI-COIPETEIt' tOUISE 
Human Services Program 
Majors: 
Human Justice (B.A.) 
Social Work (B.A.) 
Human Services is an undergraduate program which 
prepares the student to work in a variety of human service 
delivery settings. The program is for students who wish 
careers in human justice or social work. 
The program provides classroom, self-instructional, and real 
life experiences in the development of knowledge about 1) 
human development, 2) social problems as they relate to in­
dividuals, groups and larger communities in the society, and 
3) the intervention strategies utilized by human service 
delivery systems to help people and to work toward positive 
social change. 
Human Justice Major The Human Justice major prepares 
human service workers for careers dealing with social pro­
blems in general and the criminal justice system in par­
ticular. While covering the traditional aspects of the 
criminal justice system, e.g., the courts, corrections, and 
law enforcement, the Human Justice major includes 
sociological and anthropological as well as social psy­
chological perspectives on the subcultures in which in­
dividuals are studied and helped. The student is expected to 
assume some responsibility for individuals in a living­
learning setting in one or more public agencies, organiza­
tions, or institutions. 
A mastery of the essential core of human service delivery 
systems and human justice theory is essential. The Human 
Justice major presents justice as a dimension of the broader 
human area and prepares the student for a number of dif­
ferent fields in the delivery of justice: corrections, courts 
management, environmental control, consumer protection, 
law enforcement, prevention and program development. 
PROGRAM' HUIAM SERVICES 

IAJOI' HUIAI JUSTICE 

LEVEL' IACHELOR Of ARTS 

ADIISSION INfDRIATIOI' 
A STUDE IT lUST. I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE DR 60 
SEIESTER HOURS Of CREIIT WITH A -C- OR BETTER GPA fROI A IE­
GIOIALLY ACCREDITED COlLEGE DR IIIVERSITY. 2) BE IN GOOD 
STAIOIIG AT THE LAST SCHOOl ATTEIOEO. STUOEITS lOT IEETING AO­
NISSIOI CIITEIIA lAY PETITION fOR ADIISSIOI THROUGH THE OffICE 
Of 	 ADIISSIDNS. 
DEGREE REIUIREIENTS. 
A STUDEIT lUST. 1) ACIUIRE A IIIIIUI Of lZ0 CREDIT HOURS Of 
IHICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS lUST IE AT THE UPPER OIVISI .. LEVEL 
(50 HOUIS IEQUIREO • 10 HOURS ELECTED); Z) ACtUIRE THE 
COIPETEICIES SPECIfIED fOR THIS DEGREE; ) EARl AT LEAST Z' 
CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT lAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEIEIT Of 
COIPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE METHODS UPOI APPRO.AL Of ADVISOR AID 
UPON INClUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAI. STUDEIT 
ARE EXPECTED TO HAVE' LIBERAL ARTS fOUNDATION BY THE TIlE IHE 
COIPLETE THE IACCALAUREATE DEGREE. THIS INCLUDES AT LEAST 6 
CREDIT HOURS EACH IN THE HUIANITIES, SOCIAL SCIENCES AND NATUR 
AL 	 SCIENCE AREAS. STUOEITS WHO .IE DEFICIEIT lAY CO-.tETE 
THESE IEtUIREMEITS AS PART Of THEIR ELECTIVE COURSES IN CON­
SULTAtION 11TH THEIR ADVISOR AID APPROVAL or THE OIVISION 
CHAIRPERSON. 
REtUIREO COURSES-'UPPER DIvISION' )6 HOURS) 
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW' CIVIL LIB BP45909 ) HR 
LAI ElfORCElElT , THE GHETTO BPA5985 "W ) HR 
)COMIUNICATIOI RESEARCH Hto6Z80 r S HR 
JUVENILE DELINQUEICY HL061lZ S ) HR 
SOCIOLOGY Dr CORRECTIOI HLOUOO ) MR )OVERVIEW Of CRIlL JUSTICE SYS HLD10)0 
" 
HR 
TH[DAIE~ Dr CAININOL06Y 
rlONNTL CONCEPTS HUIAI COIMUN 
WONEN IN PRI SON 
NEW DINEISIOIS II CORRECTIONS 
PRACTICUN IN HUNAN SERVICES 
HL01195 
ML05190 
HL061l 5 
HLD1050 
IILOJall 
r 
r 
M 
w 
II 
II S 
) 
) 
5 
) 
6 • 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
EQUUEO AAEAS--UPPER DI'ISION: 14 HOURU 
ELECT 
LAB 
LAB 
II LEAST Z HDURS rRON AMDN6. 
IN INTERPERSDNAL GROMTII 
IN PERSONAL GRDMTH 
HLD5950 
HL06090 r 
M 
W 
S 
S 
Z 
Z 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELECT AT LEAST 12 HOURS rROM AMONG' 
PRIICIPLES Dr MANAGENENT 
LAW' SOCIAL JUSTICE 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE. CURR COICEPTS 
COMMUNICll ION or INNO" nDNS 
INTRD COIPUT APPL , OATA ANAL 
CDMMUNICATION SENSITIVITY 
INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM IIORK 
PRGM DSGN , CHANGE IN HUMAN S, 
~OC CHANGE' NINORITY GROUPS 
BPlJ401 
CAS5J45 
SHP6J55 
HLD5565 
HLD56 II 
HL05100 
HLD68D0 
HLD6860 
HLD6910 
r 
r 
r 
II 
M 
M 
W 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
5 
5 
5 
) 
IIRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
.[cTI'E COURSES--UPPER DIVISION' 10 HDURSI 
ELECT AT LEAST 10 HOURS rRDM 
COURses orfERED THROUGHOUT THE 
UNI'ERSITY TO MEET LIBERAL ED­
UCATION AND CAREER GOll NEEDS. 
ELECTI'ES MUST BE APPROVE a BY 
AN ADVISOR ANa THE DIVISION 
CHAIIIPERSON. 
IANsrER CREOIT--LO"ER DIVISION' (60 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Human Services with a 

major in Human Justice is 120 hours 

"E(S): 
THIS COURSE MAY BE TAKEN ONLY AFTER APPROVAL or ADVISOR HAS 
BEEN DBTAI NEO. 
• rALL rD s rALL ODD YEARS rE = rALL EVEN YEARS M= IIINTER 
• IIINTER DOD YEARS "E = MINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
I = SPRING-SUNMER DOD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YElaS 
~ = NOT SCHEDULED OD = ON DElANO a = MULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
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Social Work Major Social workers are concerned with an 
array of human social problems, and are involved in the 
delivery of services designed to prevent or resolve them. 
They may also intervene to aid the enhancement of normal 
developmental and growth processes. Thus social work in­
tervention is with the community, the handicapped, the 
delinquent, the troubled student as well as the school 
system, the couple seeking to adopt, the family needing 
counseling, the emotionally disturbed, and many other in­
dividuals, groups and systems. 
All students in the major are required to complete suc­
cessfully a 400 hour supervised practicum. 
PROGRAN' IIUNAN SERVICES 
NAJDR' 50CIAL IIORK 
LEVELl BACIIELOR or ARTS 
AOMISSION INrORMATION' 
A STUDENT MUST, II HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE DR 60 
SEMESTER HOURS or CREDIT IIITH A ·C· DR BETTER GPA rROI A RE­
GIONALLY ICCREOITEO COLLEGE OR UNIVERSIT" Z) BE IN GOOO 
STANDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS lOT MEETING AD­
MISSION CIIITERIA MAY PETITION rOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE DrrlCE 
Dr AONISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST. II ACQUIRE A lllIMUM Dr IZO CREDIT IIOIIRS or 
IIHICII AT LEAST 60 IIOURS MUST BE AT TilE UPPER DIVISION LEVEL 
(49 NOURS REQUIRED. 11 IIOURS ELECTED I' ZI COMPLETE A PROGRAN 
APPROVED 400-HOUR SUPERVISED PRACTICUM; 5) ACQUIRE THE 
CONPEIENCIES SPEClrlEO rea THIS OEGIEEJ 4) EARN A MININUI or 
Z4 CREDIT IIOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT MAY SUBSIITUIE ACHIEVEMENT or 
COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE NETHOOS UPOI APPIOVAL or ADVISOI IN" 
UPOI INCLUSIDN IN TNE STUOENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. STUOEITS 
MUST COMPLETE A STUDENT STUDY PLAN BErDIE THE END Dr THE SECOIO 
TRIMESTER Dr REGISTRATIOI. IN AOOITIDN TO TilE SDCIAL IIORK 
MAJOR REQUIRENENTS. STUDENTS ARE EXPECTED TO HAVE ACQUIIED A 
LIBERAL ARTS fDUNOATION BY THE TINE THE' COMPLETE TIlE BACCALAU­
REATE DEGREE. THIS INCLUDES AT LEAST 6 HOURS EACII II THE HU­
NANITIES. SDCIAL SCIENCES. AND THE NATURAL SCIENCES. ELECTIVE 
HOUIS lA' IE USED TD CDNPLETE THE LIBERAL ARTS REQIIIRENENTS. 
REIIUIRED CDURSES--UPPER DIVISION' J8 IIOUIS) 
FIELDS Of MELfAlE SERVI CES IIL011Z0 r S 5 illS. 
SDCIAL PDLlCY HLD1191 r II 5 HIS. 
PEISOIALIT' THEORY HLD5JJO f M 5 IIRS. 
RACISN' IIDIVID , INSJlTU'MlL HLD6no r S 5 HIS. 
UIBlM DYNAMICS HLD6950 r 
" 
) HIS. 
COMMUIITY DRGAMIZATIDN HLD6150 r 5 HIS. 
INTEIDISCIPLINARY TEAM IIORK HL06l00 r M 5 HRS. 
SOC SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS HL06920 r II ) HRS. 
INTRO CORPUT APPL , DATA ANAL HL05611 S ) HRS. 
CONNUNICATIDN IESEARCH HL06Z80 r S 3 HRS. 
PRACTICUM IN HUNAN SEIVICES HLOJall r 
" 
S 6 HRS. 
PRACTICUM SENINAR IN HUN SER' HL01159 r M S Z IIRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DIVISION' 11 HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 5 HOURS rRDM ANONG. 
GENEIIC HUNAN SERVICES HL06180 r M ) HRS. 
SOCIOLOGY Of CORRECTION HL06900 r ) HRS. 
SOCIAL SERVICES TO CHILDREN HLD6nD r S ) HRS. 
OVEIVIE" or CRNNL JUSTICE S'S HLD10)0 r 
" 
5 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 5 HOUIS rRON ANONG, 
ABNORNAL PSYCHOLOGY 
ADULTHOOD 
HL05030 
HL05050 
f M 
M 
)-4 
Z 
IIRS. 
HRS. 
CHILD OEVELOPNEIT 
PSYCHIISDCIAL ASPECTS or AGING 
JUVENILE DELINQUENC' 
SOC CHANGE & NINOIIT' GROUPS 
HL051Z0 
HL05510 
HLD61lZ 
HL06no 
r 
r 
II S 
S 
5 
5 
)-4
)-4 
) 
5 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
IIRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST Z HOURS fRON ANONG. 
LAB IN BASIC IIUNAN RELATIONS HLD5110 r M 5 2 HIS. 
LAB 
LAB 
III TRANSACTIONAL 
III ASSERTIV£NESS 
ANALYSIS 
TRAINING 
HLD5)OO 
IILD5490 
r 
r 
II S 
S 
Z 
5 
HRS. 
HIS. 
LAB 
LA. 
IN INTERPERSDNAL 6RDMTH 
I. PERSONAL GIDMTM 
IILD5950 
HLD6090 
r 
r 
M 
II 
S 
S 
Z 
Z 
""S. 
MRS. 
CDMMNCTN "KSP HUNAN SEXUALITY HLOri8) r Z MRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 5 HOURS fROM AMDN6. 
CONNU'ICATID. or INNDVATIONS HLD5565 f 5 HRS. 
CDMMUlltATION SENSITIVITY HLD51DD r S 5 illS. 
rNONNTL CDNCEPTS HUNAN CDMNUN IILD5190 r 
" 
3 HIS. 
NDNVERBAL COMNUNICATIDN HL060Z0 S ) HRS. 
INTRO TD INTERCULTURAL CDNNUN. IILD62TO r 3 MIS. 
ADMIN , SUPER IN HUMAN SERVS. 
BLACK/MH SOC & DEL HUM'N SERVS 
PIGN ISGM , CHANGE IN HU.AN SV 
SDCIAL , URBAN PLANNING ' 
IILD6120 
HLD6130 
HLD6860 
HLD11l0 
f 
·r 
II S 
S 
S 
5 
4 
) 
5 
illS. 
HRS. 
MRS. 
HIS. 
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ELECTI'E C8UISES--U"ER OI'ISION: ( II HOUIS) 
ELECT AT LEAST II HOURS rROI 

COURSUS orFERED THROUGHOUT THE 

UIIVERSITY TO IEET LllERAL EO­
UCATIIN AND CAREER GOAL lEEDS. 

ELECTI'ES lUST BE APrROVEO IY 

AI AD'ISOR AID THE DIVISION 

CHUR'ERSON. 

TRANsrER CREOIT--LOMER OI'ISIOI' (60 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Human Services with a 

major in Social Work is 120 hours 

f z rALL rD. rALL 000 1£ARS rE = rALL EVEN YEARS W = MIITER 
MO z MINIER DOD YEARS ME = MINTER E'EI YEARS S = SPRII6-SdIIER 
SO ~ S'RIIG-SUIIER DOD YEARS SE. SPRING-SUIIER E'EI YEARS 
" ••1 sa.:-.nI .. - 011 OEIAII a ~ IULfl-CDlPETUCY COURSE 
Psychology Program 
Majors and Options: 
Psychology/Personal Growth (B.A.) 
Personal Growth (U) 
Psychology (U) 
Mental Health (B.A.) 
The undergraduate program in Psychology presents the 
study of human behavior from a multi-disciplinary perspec­
tive with an emphasis on systems of psychology and human 
development. The curriculum provides students with a 
knowledge of the factors which affect human behavior and 
the techniques which treat behavioral and psychological 
disorders. The program provides many opportunities for 
development of special interests, personal growth, and 
research in the behavioral sciences under faculty supervi­
sion. Students may major in either Psychology/Personal 
Growth or Mental Health. 
Psychology/Personal Growth Major The Psychology/Per­
sonal Growth major presents a broad, theoretical and em­
pirical background in psychology as well as experiences in 
human relations training and development. Undergraduate 
students who expect to do graduate study in psychology 
should select carefully the courses which will qualify them 
for admission. Graduate programs commonly require 24-30 
hours in psychology including statistics, research 
methodology, cognitive learning, developmental 
psychology, experimental psychology, social psychology, 
and abnormal psychology. Students are often required to 
take standardized tests such as the Graduate Record Ex­
amination or Miller's Analogy Test in November or 
December of the year prior to admission to the graduate 
program. Options available in this major are Personal 
Growth and Psychology. 
PROGRAI' PSYCHOLOGY 

IAJOR: PSYCHOLOGY'PERSOIAl GROMrH 

O'TIOI' PERSONAL GROMTH 

LEVEL' IACHElOR Of ARTS 

AOIISSIOI IlrORNATIOI' 
A STUOENr lUST' I) HAYE ACIUIREO AI ASSOCI ArES DEGREE OR A 
LEASI 60 SEIESIER HOURS or CREDIT MITH AN OVERAll ·C· DR lETT 
GPA fROI A REGIOIALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UllYERSITY; Z) B 
II GOOD STAIOING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDEI. STUOEITS lOT 
IEETIIG ADIISSIOI CIITERIA lAY PETIIION rOR AOIISSIOI TRROUG 
THE oprlCE OF ADIISSIONS. 
DEGREE R,QUIREIENTS. 
A STUIENT MUST. 1) ACQUIRE A IIIIIUI or IZO CREDll MOURS ° 
MHICM AT LEAST 60 HOURS NUST BE AT T"E UPPER DIVSIOI LEVEL 
( I' HOURS REQUIRED • 'I HOURS ELECTED); Z) ACIUIRE THE 
COIPEiENCIES SPECifiED fOR THIS DEGREE; J) EARN AT LEAST Z 
CREOII HOURS AT GSU. STUDENTS PLANNING TO ATTEIO GRADUAl 
SCHOOL SHOULD. '" AOOIT.OI TO REQUIREIENTS. IICLUOE A IESEAIC 
'IOJECT AS PART Dr THEIR ElECTIVES. A STUDENT lAY SUBSTITUI 
ACIIE'EIEMT-oF COIPETEICIES IY ALTERIATE IETHOOS UPO."APPROYA 
or AO.ISOR AID UPON IleLUSION II THE STUOENT'S APPROYEO STUG 
PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER OI.ISIOI' ( 15 HOURS) 
PERSONALITY THEORY Hl05UO f M 

AD'AICEO GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY HLOSOll f 

PRINCIPLES or BEHA'IOR CHANGE HL05"0 f M S 

SOCIal PSYCHOLOGY HL05HO f M 

AREAS--dPPER OI.ISION' ( , HOURS) 
SELECT AI LEAST TMO lAIS MITH OlffEREIT IISTRUCTORS AID 
COIPLETE AT LEAST , HOURS rRO" A"OIG' 

LAI AUTHEI MOIAI'NAI RELATIOIS Hl05100 00 00 00 I-Z 

lAB II IASIC HUMAM R£LATlDlS HLOSllO f M S 'Z 
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LAB IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS 
HYPERT"S•• "ECHANIS"S , TR'"NT 
LAB IN ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING 
LAB II INTERPERSOMAL GROIITH 
LAB II PERSONAL GROIITH 
HLD5JOO 
HLOSJ90 
HLDSUO 
IILDS9S0 
HLD6090 
f 
DO 
f 
f 
f 
II 
00 
II 
II 
S 
00 
S 
5 
S 
l 
J 
J 
l 
Z 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HIlS. 
HIlS. 
HRS. 
COGMITIVE OE'ELOPNENT 
PSYtHDLO'Y or 1I0"E" 
"OTHEaHOOO'S RDlE IN tIILOlEING 
SPCL fLDS BII'I MODlflCATIOM 
LAB ALT LlfESTYLESIHELPIN' PIO 
IILDSJZO 
IIL05UO 
HLDSJlO 
HLDS'50 
HLD641S 
II 
f 
DO 00 
DO 00 
00 
00 
5 
,
, 
J 
J-' 
J 
illS. 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
LAB ALT LlfESTYLESIHELPING PRO HLD641S S J HRS. 
LAB 1M HIDDEN fEELIN'S I HEAIG HLDlUO f S J HIS. 
TIANSfEI tIEDIT--LOIiER DI'ISION' ( 60 HOURS ) 
.EClIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION: 41 HOURS) Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
ELECT AT LEAST ~I HOURS fROM Bachelor of Arts in Psychology with a 
AMD"G THE fOLLDlIlMG SUGGESTED 
COURses OffERED 1M THE COLLEGE 
major in Psychology/Personal Growth is 120 hours 
Of HLD. OR fROM AMONG OTHER f = fALL fO = fALL ODD YEARS fE = fALL E'EM YEARS II = IIINTER 
couises OffERED THROUGHOUT THE 110 s IIINTER ODD YEARS liE = IIINTER E'EN YEARS S = SPIING-SUMNER 
UNI'ERSITY TO fULfIll REQUIRE­
MENTS fOR THIS CURRICULUM' 
sa 
SS 
• SPIIN&-SUMMER 
• NOT SCHEDULED 
000 YEARS 
00 • ON 
SE : SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
DENAND a = MULTI-CONPETENCY COUISE 
ALTERN HELPING MOOES IIOMEM HLOS090 00 00 00 J HIS. 
THEORIES I TREATMENT CHILD I 
COGNITI'E PSYCH APPlD TO INSTR 
HL05lJO 
HLOS160 
II 
5 
~ , HRS. HIS. 
ETHICS. RIGHTS Of TEACHERS HLD519J f I HRS. 
BIOfEEDBACK I SELf-REGULATION HLDSZOZ 00 00 00 ~ HIS. 
fAMILY COUNSELING HLDSZJO 00 00 00 J-' HRS. 
fUll Y LAII HlDSZJI 00 DO 00 J HIS. 
COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT HLOSJZO II ~ MIS. 
PSYCHILO'Y Of IIOMEN HLOSJ60 f ~ HRS. 
MOTHEIHOOD'S ROLE IN CHlDBEIN' HlDSJIIO 00 DO 00 J HIS. 
SPCl FlDS BHVR MODIFICATION HlDS'SO 00 00 00 J-' HRS. 
ANSFER CIEDIT--lOIiER DIVISION' (60 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Psychology with a 

major in Psychology/Personal Growth is 120 hours 

s fALL fO = fAll ODD YEARS fE = fALL EVEN YEARS II • IIINTER 
IIINIER DOD YEARS liE = IIIMTER EVEN YEARS 5 = SPRI",-SUN~R 
SPRIIG-SUNNER DOD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUNMER EVEN YEARS 
• NOT SCHEDUlEO QD = ON DEMA.. a = HULTI-CO.PETENCY COURSE 
'OGRA", PSYCHOLOGY 
,JOR' PSYCHOLOGY/PERSONAL GROIITH 
'TlON' PSYCHOLOGY 
VEL' BACHELOR Of ARTS 
MISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUIENT NUST: I) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES OE'IEE 01 AT 
LEAST 60 SEHESTER HOURS or CREOIT IIITH AN OVERALL ·C· OR lETTER 
GPA fROM A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COllEGE OR UNIVERSITy' Z) IE 
IN GDIO STANDING AT THE lAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENTS NIT 
NEETING ADMISSION CRITERIA NAY PETITION fOR AONISSION TNROUGH 
THE OffICE Of ADMISSIONS. 
GREE REQUIRENENTS: 
A STU.rNT NUST' I) ACQUIRE A NINIRUM OF IlO CREIIT HOURS Of 
IINICH AT LEAST 60 HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER OIVISIOM lEVEL (JZ
HOURS REQUIRED. ze HOURS ELECTED)' Z) EARN AT lEAST Z, CREDIT 
HOURS AT GSU, J) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPECIFIED fOR THIS 
OEGREI. STUDENTS PLANNING TO ATTEND GRADUATE SCHOOL SHOULD. 
IN ADDITION TO REQUIREMENTS. INCLUDE A IESEARCH PROJECT AS PART 
Of THBIR ELECTIVES. A STUDENT NAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEy[NENT OF 
COMPETENCIES ay ALTERNATE NETHOOS UPON APPROVAL OF AO'ISOR AND 
UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
QUIIED CDURSES--UPPER DIVISION' Z9 HOURS) 
PERSONALITY THEORY 
AO'ANCEI 'ENERAL PSYCHOLOGY 
HlDSHO 
HlOSOlO 
f 
f 
II J, HRS. HRS. 
PRINCIPLES Of aEHAVIOR CHANGE 
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
HlDsua 
HlOSHO 
F 
f 
II 
II 
5 J-~, HRS. HRS. 
CHILD DE'ElOPMENT 
lEARNIIG COGNITION I 
HLD51Z0 
HLOSJlO 
f 
f 
II 5 
5 
J-~
, 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ABNDRNAl PSYCHOLOGY 
STATISTICS 
ETHICS' PROfESSIONAL STANDARDS 
HLDSOJO 
HLDS~ II 
HlOS190 
f 
f 
f 
II 
II 
J-' 
J-' 
Z 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
QUIREO AREAS--UPPER OI'ISION: HOURS) 
LECT AT lEAST J HOURS FRDN AMON6: 
AO'ANCEO EXPERIMENTAL PSYCH HlOS060 00 00 DO ~ HRS. 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
RSRCH MTHO IILD. ENPH 
RESEARCH METHODS 
IN HlD 
SOC PSYCH 
HlD5~OO 
HlOS410 
HLOS4JO 
f 
DO 
00 
II 
00 
00 
S 
00 
00 
J-'
'-6J-' 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION' ZI HOURS) 
ELECT AT lEAST ze HOURS fROM 
AMONG THE fOLLOWING SUGGESTED 
COURSfS OFfERED 1M THE COllEGE 
OF Hlt. OR fROH AMONG OTHER 
COURSES OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE 
UNI'ERSITY TO FWlflll REQUIRE­
MENTS fOR THIS CURRICULUM' 
ALTERN HELPING NOOES IIOMEN HlDS090 DO 00 00 J HRS. 
THEORIES I TREATNENT CHILD I HlDSlJO II ~ HRS. 
COGNITiVE PSYCH APPlD lD INSTR HLoSI60 5 J-' HRS. 
ETHICS: RIGHTS Of TEACHERS ItLDSI9J f I HRS. 
aIOfE~oaACK I SElf-REGULATION HLDSZOZ DO 00 00 
" 
HRS. 
fANILl COUNSELING HLOSZJO 00 DO 00 J-' HRS. 
fANIlY lAW HLDSZJl 00 00 00 J HRS. 
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Mental Health Major Recent trends and legislation in men­
tal health have been to provide services in the community 
and to provide treatment in the least restrictive environment 
possible. There have also been trends to broaden the 
perspective of mental health from providing services to 
mental patients to providing services to persons experienc­
ing emotional difficulties because of economic hardships, 
family problems, physical and/or social handicaps. 
A person with a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology specializing 
in Mental Health can seek employment in both privately 
and publicly funded agencies providing mental health ser­
vices. Typically they will be supervised in providing 
counseling to clients/patients, and in assisting highly trained 
mental health professionals. 
P.OG.... PSYCHOlOGY 
••JOR. NENT.L HE.LTH 
LE'EL. ..CHELO. or .RTS 
.ONISSIO. l.rO•••TIO•• 
• STU.ENT .UST' I) H"E .CIUIREO •••SSOCI.rES DEGREE OR .T 
lE.ST 60 SEWESTER HOURS or CREDIT VITH .1 O'ER'LL ·C· OR IETTEI 
GP. r.ON • REGION.LlY .CCREOITEO COLLEGE OR UNI'ERSITY' ' 2) .E 
I. GOOD ST ••OI.G .T THE L.ST SCHOOL .TTE.OEO. STUDENTS lOT 
NEETING AONISSIO. CRITERI. "'Y PETITIOI rOI AONISSIOI TH.OUGH 
THE o.rlCE or 'ONISSIONS. 
DEGREE RIQUIRE.ENTSI 
A STUIENT lUST. I) ACOUIRE A II.I ..N or IZO CREDIT HOURS or 
IHICH AT lEAST 60 HOURS NUST IE AT THE UPPER OIWISIOI LEWEL (J6
HIUIS REIUIIEO • Z4 HOURS ELECTED); Z) E.RR .T LEAST Z' CREDIT 
HOU.S .T GSUI J) ACIUIRE THE CO.PETEICIES S~EClrIEO rOR THIS 
DEGREE. STUOE.TS PL.N.ING TO ATTEID GRADUATE SCHOOl SHOULD. 
II ADeITION TO REQUIRE.E.TS. I.CLUOE • RESE ••CH PROJECT .S PART 
or THIIR ELECTI'ES. • STUOE.T NAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEW£ME.T or 
CO.PETENCIES BY .LTERNATE NEIHOOS UPON 'PPRO'AL Dr AOWIS....0 
U~ON I.ClUSION IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REIUIREO COURSES--UPPER OIVISIO•• JZ NOURS) 
PERS.NALITY THEORY Hl05HO r v J HRS. 
.O'A.CEO GENER.l PSYCHOLOGY HL050TO r 4 HRS. 
PRI.CIPlES Dr BEH.VIOR CH.NGE HLOSUI r v 5 J-' HRS. 
lEAR.I.G COGNIIIO. I Hl05JIO r 5 4 HRS. 
l.B II HIODE. rEElINGS & HE ••G Hlon60 f S J HRS. 
•••••••l PSYCHOLOGY HL050JO r v J-4 NRS. 
ErRICS. PRorESSIO••L STA.O.ROS HlOSltO f Z HRS. 
ETHICS' liGHTS NE.T.l P.TIE.TS HlOS"1 r 1 HRS. 
ETHICS. ISSUES I. HUNAN SRYCS. HLOSltZ r Z HRS. 
THEO.IES. TRE.TNT ENOT DISTURB HlOSZOO f V 4 HRS. 
l.B I. TR••S.CTION.l .N.LYSIS HL05JOO r v 5 Z HRS. 
REQUIRED .RE.S--UPPER OIWISION' 4 HOU.S) 
SELECT .T LE.ST Z HOURS rRON ANO.G' 
THEORIES & TRE.TIE.T CHILD I HL05UOJ V 4 HRS. 
THEORIES & TRE.TNENT CHilO II HL05HO 00 00 O. 4 HIS. 
THE••rES , TRE.TIE.T ADUlTS 
PI.CTICUI I. LORSHP II TIS A.l 
HL05Zl0 
HLOITIO r 
V 
v 5 
4 
I-Z 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT .T LE.ST Z HOURS rRON .NO.G' 
.0ULfHDOO HL05050 V Z HIS. 
CHilD OEVELOPNENT 
NOTI'ATIO. , ENOTION.L O'LPN.T 
PSYCHISOCIAL .SPECTS or .GI.G 
RSRCH .OLSNCE & SEX ROlES 
Hl051ZO 
HLOSI50 
HL05JlO 
HL06J 11 
r 
r 
r 
r 
v 5 
5 
J-4, 
J-' 
J 
HIS. 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
ELECTJVE COUISES--UPPER 01'1510.: ( Z4 HOURs) 
ELECT .T LE.ST Z4 HOUIS rRO. 
••ONG THE rOlLOWING SUGGESTED 
COUI~~S orrEREO I. THE COLLEGE 
or HLI. 01 fRON ANORG OTHEI ' 
COURS.S orrEIEO THROUGHOUT THE 
UNI'EISITY TO rULflLl .EIUIIE-
IENrs rOR THIS CURRICUlUI' 
.LTEII HELPIIG .OOES VOMEN HL050'0 DO 00 DO J HRS. 
THEORiES , TREATIE.T CHILO I 
COGNITI'E PSYCH .PPLO TO I.STR 
ETHICS' RIGHTS or TE.CHERS 
BIOrE[OI'CK & SELf-REGULATIO. 
rAIILY COU.SELI.G 
rAIIILY LAM 
COG.III'E OE'ELOPIE.T 
PSYCHILOGY or VONEN 
NOTHERHI.O'S ROLE I. CHLOIERNG 
SPCL PLOS 8HVR NOOlrIC.TIO. 
LA8 ALT LlrESTYLES&HElPI.G PRO 
HL.5UOZ 
Hl05l60 
HL05ltJ 
HL05ZIZ 
HL05Zl0 
HLD5ZJl 
HL05JZO 
HL05J60 
HL05J10 
HLDS'50 
HL06U5 
V 
5 
r 
DO 00 00 
00 00 00 
DO DO 00 
V 
f 
00 00 00 
00 10 00 
S 
4 
J-4 
1 
4 
J-' 
J 
4 
4 
J 
J., 
J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HIS. 
H.S. 
TR ••srER CREOIT·-lOMER OI'ISIO.' 60 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours requi red for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Psychology with a 

major in Mental Health is 120 hours 

NOT[(S) • 
I 	 CREDIT HOURS E.RNEO rOR COURSES liSTED lORE TH.N ONCE IN 
CURRICULUM N.Y lOT BE USED TO S'TISry THE IEQUIREIEITS or 
II.E TH.I ORE CONPETERCY. 
f = f.ll ,ro # r.lL 000 YEARS rE = r.LL EVEI YE.RS V = VIITER 
VO VllrER 000 YE.RS ME = MIITER EVEM YE.RS 5 z SPRING·SUNIE 
SO : SPRIIG-SUNIER ODD YE.RS SE. SPRING-SUNIER EVEI YE.RS 
aa # MOT SCHEIUlEO 00. 01 OEI.IO a = NUlTI-COMPETENCY CDURS 
l 
Education Program 
Majors and Options: 
Elementary Education (B.A. & M.A.) 
Bilingual/Bicultural Education (G: 
Early Childhood Education (G) 
Language and Reading (G) 
Mathematics Education (G) 
Social Studies Education (G) 
Special Education (G) 
Bilingual/Bicultural Elementary 
Education (B.A.) 
Special Education (B.A.) 
The purpose of the Education Program is to serve the needs 
of the urban and suburban schools . and school districts 
within the Governors State area. The thrust of the Education 
Program is to prepare elementary teachers for the existing 
and changing conditions of all schools. Special focus is 
given to the forces of discrimination, unemployment, pover­
ty and other negative forces affecting the lives of children. 
The underlying philosophy of the program focuses on in­
dividualized teaching and learning. 
Elementary Education Major The undergraduate Elemen­
tary Education major prepares teachers for urban elemen­
tary schools. This curriculum is approved by the State of Il­
linois to recommend awarding the K-9 elementary teaching 
certificate and B.A. degree to students who demonstrate 
achievement of program competencies. The competencies 
cover professional education and subject matter fields: 1) 
education in society; 2) humanistic teaching and ad­
ministrative skills; 3) aesthetic inquiry; . 4) reading; 5) 
mathematics; 6) science; 7) social studies; 8) health and 
physical education. Students must demonstrate achieve­
ment in each of these areas and engage in 100 hours of 
supervised pre-practicum clinical experiences before being 
recommended for practicum, graduation, and certification . 
Upon admission, the student is assigned an advisor who 
should be consulted about a study plan, courses, and other 
academic matters. Although students are urged to fully 
utilize the assistance of advisors, the student is expected to 
familiarize his/herself with the University Catalog, related 
Division of Education materials, and accept responsibility 
for decisions he/she makes. 
The graduate major is designed for students who wish to 
pursue an advanced program of study to improve his/her 
teaching skills and who wish to develop an individualized 
program to meet those needs. The program contains six 
core competency areas and several career option areas. The 
core areas are: 1) competency based teaching; 2) urban 
teaching/learning; 3) advanced psychology/learning theo­
ries; 4) communications/human relations; 5) curriculum; 6) 
urban studies. The career option areas allow students to 
concentrate in language and reading, mathematics educa­
tion, early childhood education, bilingual/bicultural educa­
tion, social studies education, or special education. 
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During the first Trimester, the student is to prepare a 
Graduate Student Study Plan with the assistance of his/her 
advisor. A graduate culminating experience is required . It 
may be a project, internship, or thesis. Before completing 17 
semester hours, the student must get his/her graduate 
culminating experience proposal approved by his/her ad­
visor. 
The student is to familiarize him/herself with the University 
Catalog and related Division of Education materials. The stu­
dent must adhere to guides and deadlines for completing 
coursework, culminating experiences, and application for 
graduation . 
PROGRAM' EDUCATIDN 
.AJOR. ElENENTARY EDUCATION 
LEVEL' .ACHElDR DF ARTS 
ADMISSIOI IlfDRMATION' 
A SIU.ENT MUST' 1) HAVE ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR AT 
lEAST 60 SEMESTER HDURS Df CREDIT WITH AN DVERAll ·C· OR BETTER 
GPA fRDN A REGIONAllY ACCREDITED COLLEGE DR UNI'ERSITY' AND 2) 
BE IN GOOD STANDING AT THE lAST SCHDOl ATTENDED. STUDENTS NIT 
MEETIN' ADNISSIDN CRITERIA NAY PETITION fOR ADNISSION THRDU'M 
THE OffICE Df ADMISSIOMS. 
DEGREE RlQUIREMENTS. 

A STUDENT NUST. l)ACQUIRE A MIIIMUM Of lZ0 CREDIT HDURS Of 

MHICH AT lEAST 60 HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER OI'ISIDN lE'El 

(4a HIURS REQUIREI • lZ HOURS ELECTED)--SEE ROTE II 2) TAKE 

ASSESSNENT TESTS IN THE AREAS or. REAOIIG. MRITING. COMNUNI­

CATION SRlllS. AND MATHENATICS (SEE 10TE 2); J) DEMONSTRATE 

CoMPETEICY IN BASIC CDMNUNICATION AND NATHENATICAl SKillS AP­

PROPRIATE fOR ElENENTARY SCHOOL TEACHIN'; ~) CoNPlETE A NINI­

NUN Df 100 ClDCK HOURS Of APPIOPRIATE PRE-PIACTICUN CLINICAL 

EXPERIENCES (SEE NOTE J); S) EARN AT lEAST Z~ CREDIT HOURS AT 

GSU, 6) NEET THE DIVISION Of EDUCATIOI'S PREREQUISITES fDR AO­

MISSIOI liTO HLD~6ao AND HLD~610. INClUDIN' IS Of THE 2~ RESI­

DENCY HOURS AND A 2.S0 GPA. A STUDEHT HAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVE­

MENT Of COMPETENCIES BY ALTERNATE NETHOoS UPON APPRO'AL Of HISI 

HEI AD'ISOR. UPON 'ERlfICATION THAT THE COHPETEHCIES HA'E IEEI 

MET. AND UPON INClUSIDI II THE STUDEIT'S APPRO'ED STUDY PLAN. 

REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER OIYISIDI' ( 411 HOURS) 
TEACHING ElENENTARY MUSIC I CAS60)O f S Z HIS. 
PSYCMllDGY Df AIT IN EDUCATION HLOnao F S )-~ HRS. 
HEALTH CoNCERMS ClASSRN TCHRS HlDf660 S Z-J HRS. 
LANG CoNCERIS Of ClASSRI TCHRS HlDU60 f S ) HRS. 
MATH IN ElENE.TARY SCHDol I HlOUU f S ) HRS. 
HATH II ELEMENTARY SCHOOL II HlOUU f 2 HRS. 
PHYS , RCRTIL ACT ElEMEN SCHlS HL01Z60 f S 2 HRS. 
READING INSTR IN SCHl SETTII'S HlD~620 f ) HRS. 
TCNNG ElEIENTARY SCHl SCIENCE CAS,.OO F 1 HRS. 
SOCIAL STUDIES STRATEGIES HlDl1BO f 2-J HilS. 
PRACTICUN IN ClASSRM TEACHII' HlD4610 f S HRS. 
1101'IDUAlIZATION Hlo~6IO F Z HRS. 
OE'Tl DiffERENCES IN SPEC EoUC HlD~61Z f J HRS. 
NODULE DEY fDII CBT HLD19S0 f S z-) HRS. 
ClASSRN USE Df IMSTR NATERIAlS HlDSSIO f 2-) IRS. 
URB ElEN SCNlI STRUC , CONTEXT ' HlO46J1 f ) HRS. 
SOCIAL fDNS or URBAN EDUCATION HlDI110 f S J HRS. 
lAB II HUIANISTIC TCHNG SKIllS HlDJOI0 f S J HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER OI'ISIDI' ( .. HOUIS) 
If 	NEEDEI SELECT AT lEAST ONE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE COURSE.' 
ECOLOGY' BASIC PRINCIPlES CASJlSO M ) HRS. 
PDISDNOUS , MEDICINAL PlANTS CASU~O f M S Z HRS. 
AIINAL BEHAVIDRI nTRODUCTlOI CASS)60 f ~ HRS. 
PLAtH UIONDNY CAS6Ul SE ~ HRS. 
OR OTI.ER EQUIVALENT COURSES. 
If 	NEEDEI. SELECT AT LEAST ONE PHYSICAL SCIENCE COURSE' ,
EIERGY. RESOURCES , SOCIETY CASsaso M ) HRS. 
E"'IR'"IE"TAl EARTH SCIENCE CAssa90 S 2-~ HRS. 
PHYSICAL EIVIRICHARACTER , DE' CAS6tZO S Z ItRS. 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE fOUNDATIONS CAS69JS F J ItRS. 
OR OTHER EQUIVALENT COURSES. 
If 	IEEDED. SELECT AT LEAST ONE U_S. HISTORY COURSE. II 
AIERICAI URBAN HISTORY CASl2JO f M ~ HRS. 
ANERICAN HISTORY SEIIIAR: ••• CASI2U f M S ~ HRS. 
Oil DTIER EQUI'AlENT COURSES. 
If 	NEEIEI SELECT AT lEAST ONE NIIORITY HISTORY COURSE, II 
AfRICAI-AIEIICAN HISTORY CAS4Z00 F ) HilS. 
BLK MOHEI II AHERICAN HISTORY CASS110 f J HRS. 
RACE RELA U.S.'HIST PERSPECT CASS)6I S J HRS. 
AMERICAN NEGRO SLA'ERY CASS)1t f ) IIRS. 
ED IHPllC BLACK HIST , CULTURE HlDI6S. f M l-~ IIRS. 
ETHNIC HINDRITIES II THE US HLD1910 f J HRS. 
OR OTHER EQUI'ALENT COURSES. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DI'ISIOHI ( tz HOURS) 
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AS IEEDEO TO rULrlL OE'REE RE­

IUIREIEITS. ELECT REMAIIII' 

HOURS rRDI COURSES LISTED 

AID WE OR OTHER COURSES DrrERED 

IY TH[ UNI'ERSITY. 

TRAIsrE~ CREOIT--LOMER DI'ISIOI' (GO HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Education with a 

major in Elementary Education is 120 hours 

NOT[(S)I 
• 	 STDDEITS NOT NA'II' COMPLETED BIOLO'ICAL 'ND/OR PHYSICAL 
SCIENCE COURSES PRE,IOUSLY ARE REIUIRED (II AIDITIOI TO 
OTHER OE'REE REQUIREMENTS) TO CONPlETE AT LEAST OlE COURSE 
II EACH AREA TO IEET CERTIriCATIDN REQUIRENEITS. 
•• 	STUDENTS NOT HAVII' CDNPLETED U. S. HISTORY AND/OR NIIORITY 
HISTORY COURSES PRE'IOUSLY ARE REQUIRED (IN ADDITION TO 
DTNER DEGREE REQUIRENEITS) TO COIPLETE AT LEAST DIE COURSE 
IN EACH AREA TO NEET CERTIriCATION REQUIRENENTS. 
VARIABLE OEPENDIN' UPON PREVIOUS ACAoEIIC PREPARATION--SEE 
NOTES • AND II. 
TO IEET STATE CERTlrlCATION REQ.IRENENTS. STUDENTS ARE 
REIUIRED TO COIPLETE TI SEIESTER HOURS Dr 'ENERAL EDUCATION 
COURSEMoRK. THIS CoURSEMORK lUST BE DISTRIBUTED II THE 
rDlLOIING AREAS MIIH THE NININUI HOURS IIOICATEO' CDIIUII­
CATloIS (INCLUDII' ORAl AID MRIITEI)--12 HOURSI SOCIAL 
SCIEICE (GENERAL AND DEVELDPNENTAL PSYCHOLOGY_ U.S. HISToR'. 
NIIORITY HISToRf)·-12 HOURS; SCIENCE (IATURAL AND PHYSICAL 
SCIEICE. INCLUIING DIE LAB CoDRSE)--T HOURS' HUMANITIES (IN­
CLUDING ARI AND NUSIC)--I HOURS; "ATHEIATICS (rUIDANENTALS 
Dr NATHEIATICS)--l HOURS; HEAlIH AND PHYSICAL EDUCAIIDN--l 
HOURS' AND AOOIIIOIAl 10lK II AIY Dr THE ABOVE AIEAS TO 
lorAL GG SEIESTER HOURS. PLUS IZ NoRE SEMESTER HOURS II PRO­
rESSIOIAL EOUCAIloI MHICH SAIISFY CERTAII 'EIERAL EDUCATIII 
REQUIREMEITS. 
Z 	 THE ASSESSIEIT RESUlTS Mill IE USED rOR ADVISEMENT AID rOR 
EIRoLLII' IHE STUDENT II A PRo'RAI Dr STUDIES. A PRD'IAI Dr 
STDOIES USIIG THE ASSESSIEIT IlrORIATION lAY I ICLUDE 
SPECIAL ASSIGIHENTS IITHII CoIRSES. ASSIGIIEIT TO THE UII­
VERSITY'S CEITER rOR LEARIII' ASSISTANCE. AND lOR ASSI'NNENI 
10 NEEDED COLLEGE COURSES. 
TNIRTY Dr THE 10D lOURS NAY BE ACCEPTED rOR PRIOR. 10lPAI0 
CLINICAL EIPERIENCES MHICH MERE SuPER'ISED BY A CERTlrlEO 
SU'ERVISoR AND MHICH HAVE BEEI VERIrlEO IN MRITI .. BY IHE 
SUPER VI SOR. 
r • rALL ro = rALL 000 YEARS rE = rALL EVEN YEARS M = MINTER 
10 z IIITEI 000 YEARS ME = IIITER EVEN YEARS S = SPRIN5-SUIIER 
SO • SPRII'-SURRER 000 YEARS SE = SPRII'-SUN.ER E'EI YEARS 
II = 101 sc.EO~EO 00 = 01 OENAIO a = IULTI-CORPETEICY CluaSE 
PROGRAI' EOUCATloI 
IAJOR: [LENENTARY EDUCATION 
OPIIII' BILII,uaL/BICULTURAL EOUCAIIoI 
LEVEL' lASTER Dr ARTS 
AOIISSloI INrORMATION' 
A STUoEIT MUST. I) HAVE ACIUIREO A BACCALAUREATE oE&lEE rRON 
A RE'IONALLY ACCREDITED COlLEGE DR UIIVERSITY; Z) BE IN GOOD 
STAIOIIG AT IHE LAST SCHOOl ATTENDED. APPLICAITS SHOULD HAVE 
ACCESS TO A CLASSRoON SIIUATloH II MHICH THEY IILL BE ABLE TO 
IBSERWE AID IIIERACT MITH STUOEIIS. STUOENTS NOT NEETIIG 
AONISSIOI CIITERIA IAf PETITIOI rOR AONISSIOI THROUGH THE 
orrlCE Dr AOMISSIOIS. 
OEGIEE IIIUIIENENTS. 
A STUOEIT NUSI. I) ACeDIRE A NINIIUN Dr lZ GRADUATE CREDIT 
HDDRS (Z' HOURS REQUIIEO • 1 HOURS ELECTED)' Z) COI.LEIE AT 
LEAST IZ CREDIT NoURS II COURSES IUNBEREO 1000 OR ABOVE; 1) 
ACOUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPEClrlEO rOR THIS OE'REE (A SIUOENI 
NAY SDBSTlruTE ACHIE'ENEIT or COMPEIENCIES B' ALTERIAtE IEIHODS 
uPON APPRo'AL or HIS/HER ADVISOR. UPON VEllrlCATIOI THAT CDI­
PEIEICIES HA'E IEEN lET. AID U.OI IICLUSION IN THE SIUOEIT'S 
APPROVED ,RADUATE STUDY PLAN.); 4) EARN A NIIINUN or Z4 'RAOU­
ATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; AND S) CONPLEIE AI AP.ROIED 
CULNIIAIING EIPERIENC( PROJECI RELEVAIT TO IHEIR SPEClrlC CA­
REER IPIloN. (NOTE' THE CULNIIATIIG EXPERIENCE PROJECT IS II 
ADDITIOI TO THE REQUIRED 12 GRADUaTE CREDIT HOURS.) 
REGUIREO 	 Z' HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 1 HOURS rRON ANoNG. 
IISIIUCTIOIAL OVLPIIT> DESI'" ILDnlO r SE S NRS. 
10DUL[ DEV rOR CBT HLOTtSO r I 5 Z-l HRS. 
COITIIUOUS ~ROG-NASIERY LIIIIG HLD'SOO 1 HRS.SI"" 
SELECT AT LEAST 1 MoUIS rRON AMONG' 

I[SEARCN NEIIODOLO'Y II HLD HLDS400 r I 5 
 • HRS.HRS. 
IESEARCM IEIHODS HLOSUO DO DODD 
ISICH NTHO HLO. EI~H SOC PSYCH HLOS4IO OD OD OD 
• 	 HIS.ISCH IETHY II HLO. EMrH EL ED HL09610 r • 	 HRS. 
ISCH IIMDL'Y. RDG , MRTG INSIR HLD,r.ll I • 	 HIS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 1 HOURS raON AIOIG. 
EVAL or .INL'TI 10EOlO'Y II IS HlOUSI r 5 
SCHODL-Ca.MUIIIY IELATIOIS HLOT960 r II 
CHLO , rAMILY IN THE CONNUNITY HLDBOI1 I 5 
TEACN'I/CONNDIITY IELAIloIS HLOIOIr. r I S 
ED IN~IC Lr STYLS IN URB CONN HLO"'" r 5 
SELECT AT LEAST 1 HOURS rROM ANoNG: 
NAINSTREAIII' rOR REGULAR EOCT HLOTU4 r I S 
OlrrER STrlG .LANS/TEAN TCHNG 
SURV EARLY CHLOHO EOUC PRGPNS 
HLD1640 
HL07lS0Z 
r 
II 
CURR ISSUES IN 
INO PREKNDRGTN 
BILIIGUAL/BC ED 
CURR , INSTICfN 
HLOTI'OZ 
HL080lZZ 
S 
S 
IN 	 EACH gr THE rOLLOIING rOUR CORE AREAS. STUoENT~ ARE 
EXPECTED TO lDENIlry ~RorESSIOIAL OBJECTIVES '"D SELECT 
COURSES APPROPRIATE TO ACHIEv[ THEN. A NININUN or TIO 
CIEoiT HOURS Dr INSTRUCTION AT GSU IS REQUIRED IN EACH 
AREA AS APPRDVEO BY AI ACAOENIC ADVISOR. 
SELECT AT LEAST Z HOURS rRON 
PSYCHOLO'Y/LEARNII' THEORIES COURSES. 
LEARNIIG PROCESSES: ADULTS CAS6S40 r 
LRNG ftROC:CHILOREI 'AOOLESCTS CAS6S50 r 5 
ABIORNAL PSYCHOLoGY HLDS010 r I 
ADVANCED EIPERINENIAL PSYCH HLOS060 DO DO DO 
ADVANCED GEIERAL PSYCHOLOGY HLoSOTO r 
CHILD OEVELo~"EII HLOSIZO r 5 
NOTIVATloN , ENOTloNAL OVLPNIT HLISISO r 
LEARIING COGNITION I HLOS110 r 5 
CO'"IIIVE DEVELOPNENT HL051Z0 I 
PERSONALITY THEORY HLOSll0 r II 
PSYCHILOGY Dr 1I0IEI HLOSlr.O r 
PSYCH'SDCIAL ASPECTS or AGING HLOS5TO r S 
NOTHERHDOD'S ROLE IN CHLORERNG HLOS110 OD OD DO 
RSRCH AOLSICE , SEI ROlES HL06111 r 
HUIAN APPRAISAL HLOr.410 r I 5 
CHAIACIERISTICS NEITALLY RETD HL061TO r 5 
.SYCH INPLCTN 81LNG/BCLf ED HLoTI40Z II 
NOOELS or COG DEV IN ERLY CHLO HLOT'10 00 00 DO 
PSYCNlLoGY Dr ART II EOUCATIOI HLOT'IO r M S 
SENIRU "U HUIAN NENORT HLOIZ4Z DO 00 DO 
GRAD SEI IN COGIITIVE PSYCH HLOIZ4r. I 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSESSIENT HLOl610 II S 
SELECI AT LEAST Z HOUIS rlON 
CoNNUNICATIONS/HUNAN RELAIIONS COURSES: 
LAB ADTHEI 10lAI/IAN RELAIIONS HLOSIOO OD OD OD 
LAB IN BASIC HUMAI RELATIONS HLD5110 r I S 
r AIIl Y COUNSELING HL05Z10 DO 00 DO 
LA8 II IRAISACTIONAL ANALYSIS HLOS100 r II 5 
LAB II ASSERTIIENESS IRAINING HLOS4'0 r 5 
INIRoI SoCIONTRY 'PSYCHODRAMA HLOS510 5 
CONNUIICATION SEISITIVITY HLOSTOO r 5 
CULIURE , CoNNUNIC_. ~RoCESS MLOST10 r 
rlDIIIL COICErlS HUN'N CoMNUN HLOST'O r M 
LAB IN lITER PERSONAL GRoITH HLOS'SO r I 5 
LAB IN PERSOIAL GIOITH HL060'0 r I S 
TOIARD OUALIIY GROUP DECISIONS HL06Z10 I 
8EHAVIOR PRoBLENS HL06110 r II 5 
RAcnl' IRDIVIO , INSTlTU'UL HL06SIO r 5 
ADVOCACY II HUIAI SERWICES HLOTOIO oD oD 00 
rONS IF NRIIL'IN IDEOLOGY IN HS HLOTIII r II 
CONN rOR IIOIV IIITH srEC lEEDS HLoTIIZ r S 
LAB II HIOOEN rEELINGS , IEANG HLOT460 r S 
APPLD A.PRCHS TO HUII'N CoNNUN HLOIOll r S 
GROUP DYNAMICS' INTERVEIlloI HLD8SI0 r S 
SELECT AT LEASI Z HOURS rRON CURRICULUN COURSES: 
CURRICULUN OEIELOPNENT CASST40 r S 
TCHIG ENGLISH AS A SECOND LAIG CAS6610Z II 
NATLS ELE , SEC LIB PIE K-IZ HLOS,.O r 
TV A.. liS USE IN fHE COINUIIY HLOG190 S 
TV rOR INSTRCIN , TRAINING I HLD6Z00 r 
ED PRIC rOR IRAINABLE lEN I HCP HL06l40 
PHYS , RCRTNL ACI ELENEN SCHLS HL01ZGO r 5 
HEALIH COICERNS CLASSRN TCHIS HLo1660 I 5 
SOCIAL STUDIES SIRATEGIES HL01110 r M 
TDrlCS IN NAIH [OUCAIION HLOTIIO 5 
SURV EARLY CHLOHO EDUC PRGPMS HL07lSOZ II 
IIIOIV INSTR • PLURAL' LRIG EIV HLOrtOI I 5 
RONG STRAT II 81LINGL CLASSIN HLD1910Z r 
CUIR , IISIR IN EARLY CHLO ED HLOT9Z0 r 
ETHII~ NIIOIITIES IN THE US HLO"'0Z r 
SPANISN LAIGUAGE ARTS 'NSTRUC. HLOTtlJlIi I 
NETHOOS INSTR ED NITLY IETRD MLDIOll I 
lID rREKNDI'TI CUIR , 'NSTRCII HLDIOIZZ S 
TCHG SOC SIDS.NAIH.SCI TO IESP MLDIOISZ II 
ISSUES II SDCIAL STUDIES EDUC HLOtSOS DO DO DO 
CUIREIT fOPICS '" REAOIN' HLOtSlO II 5 
SUPERVISION CLASSROOI TEACH[RS HLOtS40 I 
TEACIING BASIC ARIIHMETIC HLDtSSO 5 
TCHG ENRICHNI NATH II ELEN SCH HLOnGO S 
CURIICULUN II UI8AI SCNDOLS HLD'S90 5 
ROIG SIRAI rOR IIOIV INSIIUC HLO"10 r II 
RONG REIEOIATIDI II CLASSROOM MLO"40 S 
TCHIG RONG IN CON lENT AREAS HLO'650 S 
Z HilS. 
1 MRS. 
1 HRS. 
1 HRS. 
1 HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HR5. 
MRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
• 	 HRS.HRS. 
NRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
NRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
• HIS. 
• 	 HRS. 
• IIRS. 
• 	 HRS.HRS. 
HRS. 
• 	 HRS. 
I-Z HRS. 
Z HRS. 
1-4 HRS. 
Z HIS. 
1 HRS. 
1 HRS. 
1 HRS. 
1 HRS. 
1 NRS. 
Z HRS. 
Z ItRS. 
J HRS. 
1 HRS. 
1 HRS. 
Z HRS. 
1 • MRS. 
1 • HRS. 
1 HRS. 
1 MRS. 
1 HRS. 
1.4 	 HRS. 
1 HRS. 
1 HRS. 
Z HRS. 
Z HRS. 
1 HIS. 
Z HRS. 
Z-l HRS. 
Z-l HRS. 
1 HRS. 
1 HRS. 
1 HRS. 
1 HRS. 
J HRS. 
5 HRS. 
Z-l HRS. 
1 HRS. 
4 HRS. 
l-S HRS. 
J HRS. 
1 HRS. 
1 HRS. 
J HRS. 
1 HRS. 
1 HRS. 
1-5 HRS. 
4 HRS. 
1'4 HRS. 
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SELECT AT LEAST Z HOURS FROM URIAI STUDIES COURSES. 
LAM EMf' THE COMSTITUTIOI IPAS984 S 5 las. 
CIIIE AID JUSTICE CAU5U 5 HIS... .. II 
AMERICAI URBAN HISTORT CASlZSO f II 4 HRS. 
AMERICAI HISTORT SEHINAR' ••• CASn.. f II 5 4 HRS. 
URB STUDIES: INTRO TO THE CITY CAS1Z11 F II 4 HRS. 
COMM ORG./COHHU OEVELOPHENT CAS1ZeO 5 5 HRS. 
URBAI POLlnCS CAS1100 F II 5 5 HilS. 
SOC CHAIGE , HIIORITT GROUPS HLO'910 5 5 HRS. 
URBAN OTIIANICS HLO"50 F II 5 HRS. 
LIfE IILAII IINGIINT IN HUIIAN SEIIV HL01000 DO 00 00 5 HRS. 
ED IMALIC BLACK HIST , CULTURE HLOlnO f II 5-4 • HRS. PIAGETIAN TTPE RSRCH-IIATH ED HLDl14D DO 00 DO 5 • HRS. SOCIAL fOIS Of URBAII EDUCATIOI HL01110 f II 5 ] • HRS. TCHG MATH TO LOll ACHV'G STOS HLOlllI f ] • HRS. CURR ISSUES III BILIIIGUAL/IC ED HL01S'01 5 ]-4 • HRS. ETHNIC 1I1110RITIES IN THE US HL019101 F ] • HRS. ED IIALIC Lf STYLS III URB COIN HLO'''OI f 5 ] • HIS. 
SELECT AT LEAST' HOURS Df BILINGUAL/BICULTURAL EOUCATIOII 
COURSES fROII ANONG' 
TCHNG ENGLISH AS A SECDIIO LAIG CAS"101 II ] HRS. 
SOC STUDIES STRAT- BILINGUAL HLorlSI 5 Z-] • HRS. 
PSYCH INPLCTN BILIIG/BCLT ED HL 011 401 II ] HRS. 
CURR ISSUES III BILINGUAL/BC ED HLOll'OI 5 1-4 • HRS. 
ROIIG STRAT III BILIIIGL CLASSRII HL019101 F ] • HRS. 
ETIIIIC 1I1110RITIES III IHE US HLonrol f 1 • HIS. 
SPAIIISH LAIIGUAGE ARTS INSTRUC. HLOl9lll II Z-] • HilS. 
TCHG SOC STOS.NATH.SCI TO NESP HLOIOI51 II ]-5 HilS. 
ELECTI'E COURSES--GRADUATE LE'EL' ] HOURS) 
If STUDENTS IIEEO ADOITIOIIAL 

HOURS TO fULfILL THE ]Z CREDIT 

HOUR DEGREE REQUIRENEIIT. THET 

SHOULI SELECT ADDITIOIIAL 

COURSES FROII THOSE LISTED 

ABOVE. 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Education with a 

major in Elementary Education is 32 hours 

NOTE(S)' 
I 	 CREDIT HOUIIS EARIIEO fOR COURSES LISTED NOliE THAN OIlCE IN 
CUIIRICULUN NAT NOT BE USED TO SATISfT THE REQUIIIEIIEILTS Of 
II~IIE THAll OIlE CDIIPETEIICT. 
STUDENTS NUST HAWE THEIII GIAOUATE STUDT PlAN APPROVED 
OURIIIG THEIR fIRST TRINESTER AT THE UIIVERSITY. THE TITLE 
Of THE CULNIIATIIIG EXPERIEIICE lUST BE IIICLUOEO III THE 
GRADUATE STUDT PLAN BEfORE IT IIILL BE APPROVED. 
• 	 THESE COURSES AilE THE -PREfEIlREO SELECTIONS'. STUOEIITS ARE 
EIICOURAGED TO EIROLL III THESE COUIISES; OTHER COUIlSES SHOll II 
SHOULD BE TAKEII OILT IlHEII SCHEOULIIIG COllfLICTS OCCUR 011 THE 
STUOEIIT HAS COllfERREO IIITH HIS/HER AO'ISOR. 
f ~ fALL fO = fALL DOD YEARS fE = fALL E'EN TEARS II = IIINTEIl 
110 IIIIITER DOD TEARS liE = III ITER E'EN TEAlS S = SPRIIIG-SUINER 
SO SPRING-SUNIIER DOD TEARS SE. SPRIIIG-SUNIER E'EII TEARS 
II = lOT SCHEDULED 00 = 011 OEIIAIO a a KULTI-C"PETEICT COuaSE 
PROGRAII' EOUCATIOII 
IIAJOR: ELEIIEIITART EOUCATIOI 
OPTIOI: EARLT CHILDHOOD EOUCATIDII 
LE'EL: lASTER Of ARTS 
AOIISSIOI IlfOIlIlATIOI. 
A STUOEIIT lUST. I) HAVE ACRUIIIEO A I_CCALAUIIEATE DEGREE fROI 
A REGIDIIALLT ACCREDITED COLLEGE DR UIIIVERSITT; Z) BE II GOOD 
ST_IOIIIG AT THE LAST SCHIUl ATTEIIOEO. APPLICANTS SHOUlD HA'E 
ACCESS TO A CLASSIOOII SITUATIOII II IIHICH THET IIILL BE ABLE TO 
OBSERVE AID IITEIACT IIITH STUDENTS. STIOEIIS lOT NEETII' 
AONISSIOI CRITERIA NAY PETITIOI fDR AOIIISSIOI THROUGH THE 
OFfICE OF ADIISSIONS. 
DEGREE R(QUIIIENEITSt 
A STUIEIIT IIUSTt I) ACQUIRE A IIIIIIUII Of ]2 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS (Z, HOURS REQUIIIEO • ] HOUIIS ELECTED); Z) COIIPLETE AT 
LEAST IZ CREDIT HOUIIS III COURSES IIUIIBEREO SOOO OR ABOVE; ]) 
ACQUIRE THE COIIPETENCIES SPECIFIED fOR THIS OEGIIEE (A STUOEIIT 
IAT SIIBSTITUTE ACHIEVEMEIIT or COIIPETENCIES BT ALTERIIATE IIETHODS 
UPOII APPROVAL OF HISIHER ADVISOR. UPON VERlflCATIOI THAT CIII­
PETEICIES lAVE IEEII lET. AID IPOII IIICLUSIOI IN THE STUDEIT'S 
APPROVED GRADIAIE STUDT PLAlle); 4) EARl A NIIIIIIUII Of Z4 GRADU­
ATE CREDIT HOUIIS AT GSU; A110 5) CONPLE'E All APPROVED 
CULIIIIIATIIIG EXPERIEIICE PROJECT RELEVANT TO THEIR SPECIFIC CA­
REER IPTIOII. (1I0TE' THE CULNIIATIIIG EIPERIEIICE PROJECT IS II 
AOOITIOII TO THE IIEQUIRED ]Z GRADUATE CREDIT lOUIS.) 
IIEQUIREO AREAS--GRAOUATE LEVEL' Zf HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAS T ] HOURS fROII AIIOIIG: 
IISTRUCTIOIAL OVLPIIT. OESIGII HL05910 F SE 5 HRS. 
1I00ULE DEV FOR CBT HL01950 F II 5 Z-] HRS. 
COIITIIUOUS PROG-IIASTERY LRIING HL09500 ] HRS... II II 
SELECT AT LEAST ] HOURS fROII AIIOIIG: 
RESEAICH IETHOOOLOGT III HLO HL05400 f II 5 3-4 • HRS. RSRCH liTHO HLO' EIIPH SOC PSTCH HL05UO DO DO DO 4-1i HilS. 
RESEAICN IE1NID' 	 NLI54JO II •• J-' • "S.IISCH 1E1., II IIlII [IPII EL E. HLIM.I f J ••S. 
ISCN 1'"DL5" 1115 , 11'5 115'1 IIlIHIl M J-' • '15. 
SELECT AT LEAST ] HOWlS fROII AIIOIGI 
EVAL Of IIIIL'TI IDEOLOGT 1M HS HLDUSI f 5 Z 1.5.Ill.,HISCIOIl·COIIU.ITT RELATIOIS f II J I.S. 
CIlO , fAIILT I. TI[ C...U.I'T 1Il....UI II S J 11115. 
TEACalll/CORIIUM.TY IIELATIIIS IIllloa, f M 5 1 lIS. 
ED .NAlIC Lf STTLS IN UIII call HLDK911 f 5 ] HilS. 
SELECT Ar LEAST ] HOURS fROII AIIOIGI 
IIAINSIIEAIII. fDIl IEGUlAR EDCT lUll,. f II 5 HilS. 
DiffER STflG PLANS/TEAN TCHIG HLor". f illS. 
Sill' EAIILT CHLOHO EOUC PRGPNS HLDrUDJ II liS. 
CUa. .SSUES .11 BILINGUAL/BC ED HLOll901 5 liS. 
liD PREKNOIIGTN CUIR , INSTRCTI HLOIOlll 5 11115. 
II EACH If , TH~ ,fOLLOU NG fQUR CORE AREAS. STUOENT~ AilE 
EXPECTED TO IDENT.fT PROfESSIOILAL OI~ECTIVES AID SELECT 
COUIISES APPIOPIlIATE ro ACHIEw[ THEil. A IIII1II1UII Of T.O 
CREDIT HOURS Of IISTRUCTION AT GSU IS IERUIIIEO II EACH 
AIIEA AS APPIIOVEO BY AN ACAOEILIC ADVISOR. 
SELECT AT LEAST Z HOURS FROH 
PSTCHOLOGT/LEARIING THEORIES COURSES> 
LEARlrlG PROCESSES' ADULrs CASliS40 F 1-] HRS. 
LRHG RROCtCHILOIlEI 'AOOLESCTS CAS'S50 f 5 Z.] HRS. 
AIIIHIlL PSYCHOLOGY HL050l0 f II ]-4 HilS. 
AO'AICEO EIPERI"ENTAL PSTCH HL050liO DO 00 DO 4 HRS. 
ADVANCED GENERAL PSTCHOlOGT HL05010 f 4 HilS. 
CHILD OEVELOPIIENT HL051Z0 f 5 ]-4 • HIS. 
NOTIVATION , EIIOTIOIIAL O'LPNIT HL05150 f 4 HRS. 
LEARNIIIG COGN.TION I HLD5]IO F 5 4 HRS. 
COGIITIVE OE'ELOPIEIT HLOS]ZO 4 HilS • 
PERSOIALITY THEOIIT HL05]10 f •II ] HilS. 
PSYCHIlOGT Of II 0liEN HL05SiO f 4 11115. 
PSTCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS Of AGING HL05]10 F 5 ]-4 HRS. 
1I0THERHOOD'S RDlE IN CNLORERIIG HL05]eO DO 00 00 ] HRS. 
RSRCH AOLSICE , SEX ROlES HLDIi]11 F ] HRS. 
HUIIAN APPIIAISAL HLD'4]0 f 5 ] HilS. 
CHAIIACTERISTICS NEITALLT RETO HLOlillO f 5 ] • HilS. 
PSTCH .IPLCTN BILIIG/BCLT ED HLOle40 II 1 • HIlS. 
1I0DELS Of COG DE' IR ERLT CHLO HL019]01 00 00 DO ] • HilS. 
PSTCHOLOGT Of AliT IN EOUCATIOI HLOr'lOJ filS ]-4 • HRS. 
SENIIAR III HUIIAN NEIORY HLOIZ4Z DO DO DO ] IllS. 
GRAD SEI II COGIITIVE PSTCH HLOSZ4' II ] HIS. 
EAIIL T CHILDHOOD ASSESSIIENT HLDIUOI II 5 ] • HilS. 
SELECT AT LEAST Z HOURS fROII 
CONNUIICATIOIS/HUIIA. RELATIONS COURSES. 
LAB AUTHEI 1I0IlAIL/IIAII RELAT.OIS HL05100 00 DO DO I-Z HRS. 
LAB II BASIC HUN.II IIELATIOIIS HL05110 filS 2 liS. 
fAKILY COUISELING HL05ZS0 DO DO DO ]-4 HilS. 
LAB IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALTSIS HLOS]OO filS Z IRS. 
LAB II ASSERTIVENESS TRAIIIIG HL05',O F 5 1 HRS. 
INTROO SOCIOIITRT 'PSTCHOORAIIA HL05510 5 ] HRS. 
COIIIIUNICATIOI SEISITIVITT HL05l00 f 5 ] HRS. 
CUlTUIlE , COIIIIUNICA. PIIOCESS HL05l]0 f ] HilS. 
FIONNTL CONCEPTS HUIIAI COIIUI HLDS190 f II ] HilS. 
LAB II IIITERPERSONAL GROIiTH HL05'50 filS Z HRS. 
LAB IN PERSOIIAL GROIITH HLO'O'O FilS Z KIIS. 
TOIIARO QUALITT GROUP DECISIOIIS HLOliZ]O II ] HRS. 
BEHAVIOR PROBLEIIS HLOUIO FilS ] 
. 
HIS. 
RACISI' INOI'IO , IISTITU'IAL HLo,eIO f 5 ] HIS. 
AO'OCACY IN HUlA II SEIIVICES HL010IO 00 00 00 Z HilS. 
fONS Of NIIIl'TN 10EOLOGT II HS HLOlllI f II ] HilS. 
COllI fOR 11101' IIITH SPEC lEEDS HL01IIZ F S ] HilS. 
LAB II HIDDEN fEELINGS' ilEAl' HLOl"O F 'S ] HRS. 
APPLO APPRCHS TO HUIIAI COIIIUN HLOIOI] F 5 ] HilS. 
GROUP OTIIAIIICS , IITERVENTIOIL HlOIS80 F 5 ] HilS. 
. 
SELECT AI LEAST Z HOUIIS fllOIl CURRICULUII COUIISES> 
CUIIIIICUlUI DEVELOPIIENT CAS5140 F 5 3.4 HRS. 
TCHNG ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANG CASlino II ] HRS. 
IIATLS ELE , SEC LIB PRE K-IZ HL05teO F ] HRS. 
TV ANI ITS USE IN THE COIIIIUNTY HLD,no S Z HilS. 
T' fDR INSTIICTN , TRAIIIIG I HLO'ZOO f 2 HIS. 
ED PR.C fOR TRAIIIABLE lENT HCP HLOU" II ] HilS.. 
PHTS , RCIlTIl ACT ELEIIEN SCHLS HL01Z'0 F 5 Z IIIIS. 
HEALT" CONCERNS CLASSIlII TCHRS HLOlliliO II 5 Z-3 HRS. 
SOCIA~ STUDIES STRATEGIES HL0l110 F II Z-] HRS. 
TOPICS IN NATH EDUCATIOI HLDlIlO 5 ] HilS. 
SUIIV ~AIILT CHLOIO EOUC PRGPIIS HLon5.1 N ] liS. 
IIOIV .ISTI ' PLURAL' LRNG EN' HLO"OI II S ] HilS. 
RONG STRAT IN BILIIIGl CLASSRII HLO"IO F ] HilS. 
CUIR I IISTR III EAILY CHlO ED HLonzo f 3 NRS. 
ETHIIIC IIINORITIES IN THE US HLOl9101 F 3 HRS. 
SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS INSTRUC. HLonll II Z-] IllS. 
IETHIIS IIISTIl ED IlllT RETRO HLOIOII II ] HilS. 
liD PREKIIORGTII CURR , INSTRCTII ILOIDIll 5 4 HilS. 
TCH' SOC STos.lArH.SCI TO IESP HL08015 II ]-5 HIlS. 
ISSUES II SOCIAL STUOIES EOUC "LOn05 DO 00 DO ] HilS. 
CURREIIT TOPICS IN READING HL0f510 II 5 3 HRS. 
SUPERVISIDII CLASSROOII TEACHERS HLDfHO II ] 11115. 
TEACHIIIG IASIC ARITHIIETIC HLD9550 5 ] HilS. 
TCHG EIRICHIIT lATH III ELEII SCH HLO'5'O 5 ] IIIIS. 
CURRIGULUII II URIAII SCHOOlS HLDU,O 5 ] HIS. 
RONG snn FOR ilion IISTRIIC HLO,.]O F 3-5 HilS. 
ROIIG REIIEOIATIOII II CLASSROOII HLO"40 5 4 HIlS. 
ICHIG RONG .N CONTENI AREAS HLO,.5. S ]-, liS. 
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SELECI AI LEASI Z HOUIS fROI .IIAI SIUDIES COUISES. SELECI AI LEASI 3 HOURS FROI AIDIG: 
LAI ERr & IHE COISIIIUIIOI IPAS,., 5 HRS. INSIRICIIOIAL OVLPllio DESIGN HL05910 F SE 5 HRS. 
CIIIE AID JUSIICE CAUSU nnn HRS. 100ULE OEV FOR CBI HL01950 FilS Z-] HRS. 
AIEIICAI VlIAI 115101' CASllJO F I HRS. CDIIIIUOUS PRDG-IASIERY LRIING HLO,500 UUII 3 HRS. 
AIERICAN HISIOR' SENINAI•••• CAS1Z64 r II 5 HRS. 

URB SIUOIES. IIIRO 10 lHE CIIY CAS1ZlI F I 
 HRS. SELECI AI LEASI 3 HOURS rROI AHONG. 

COil DRG.'COINU OEVELOPIEII CAS1ZI0 5 
 IRS. RESEARCH IEIHOOOLOGY IN HLO HL05UO r I 5 3-' • HRS. 
aRUI POLIlltS CASlTOO F I 5 HRS. RSRCH IIHO HlO: EIPH SOC PSYCH HL05410 DO 00 00 4-,/tRS. 
SOC CHAIGE & IIIORII' GROUPS HLOIttIO 5 HRS. RESEARCH IEIHODS HLD5430 00 00 00 3-4 • HRS. 
URBAN OYNAIICS HLD6950 F II HRS. RSCH IEIH' II HLO. EIPH EL ED HLO"IO F 3 • HRS. 
LIfE .LAI IIGIII II HUIAI SER' HL01000 00 00 00 HRS. RSCH IIHOLGYo RUG , IIRIG INSIR HLO'UU II 3-4 • HRS. 
EI II'LIC BLACK HISI , COlIURE HL01650 r I 
• HRS. 
PIAGEIIAN IY~E ISRCH-IAIH ED HLOlT40 00 DO 01 SELECI AI LEASI 3 HOURS rROI AIONGo 

SOCIA~ fOIS Of UIIAN EOUCAIIOI HLO",0 FilS 
 • HRS. EVAL or NRIL·,N IDEOLOGY II HS HLUil5l F. 5 Z 8RS. 
ICHG IAIH 10 LOI ACH'·G 5105 HL01UI F 
• HRS. 
SCHOOl-COIIUNIIY RELAIIOIS HL01960 F II 3 H,IS. 
CUll ISSaES IN BILINGUAL/BC EO HL01.,OZ 5 • HRS. CHLO , FAIILY II IHE CDIIUIIIY HLOIOl3 II 5 3 HRS. 
EIHNIC IINORIIIES IN IHE US HL019101 F • HRS. 
• HRS. IEACHIR/COIIUIII, RELAIIOIS HLOIOl6 FilS. 3 HRS. 
EO IINLIC LF SI'LS IN URB COIl HLO"9.1 F 5 • HRS. EO IRPLIC LF SI'LS IN URB COIl HLO'6'OI F 5 3 HRS. 
SELECI AI LEASI , HOURS or EARLY CHILDHOOD EOUCAIIOI SELECI AI LEASI 3 HOURS FRO" AIOIG' 

IAIISIREA"ING FOR REGULAR EOCI HLOll94 F II 5 
 HRS. 
COURSES FRO" AIOIG. DIFFER SIFIG PLANS/IEA" ICHNG HL01640 F HRS. 
ORG. IF DAY CARE CEIIERS HLO"30 5 3 • HRS. SUI' IARLY CHLDHO EOUC PRGPNS HLon501 II HRS. 
PAREII[IG' IHE EARLY 'EARS Hl011Jl 5 3 • HRS. CURR ISSUES II BILINGUAL/BC ED HLOn901 5 HRS. 
SURV EARLY CHLOHO EOUC PRGPIS HL01l501 II 3 HRS. INO PIEKNOIGII CURR , IISIRCII HLoaOIZl 5 HRS. 
NODELS Of COG OEV II ERLY CHLO HLOlnOI 00 00 DO 3 HRS. 

EARLY CHILDHOOD EOUCAIIOI HL019U 00 DO 00 3 HRS. IN EACH OF IHE FDLLOIING FOUl CORE AREAS. SIUDENIS ARE 

PSYCHILOGY Of ARI II EDUCAIIOI HL019IOZ FilS 3-4 • HRS. 

NUIR. EO. , INIELLECIUAL DE' HL01911 5 3 • HRS. EIPECIEO 10 [DEIIIFY PROFESSIONAL OBJ(CIIVES AID SELECI 

HISI'HH EARLY CHLOHO EOUCAI[OI HLOIOIO F 3 • HRS. 

liD PREKIORGII CURR , IISIRCII HLOI.IZI 5 4 • HRS. COURSES APPROPRIAIE 10 ACHIEVE IHEN. A NINIIU" Of liD 

CKlD • FA"ILY II IHE COIIUNIIY HLOIOIJI II 5 3 • HRS. 

EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSESSIENI HL016301 I 5 3 • HRS. CREOII HOURS OF IISIRUCIIOI AI GSU IS REQUIRED IN EACH 

CURREII ISSUES EARLY CHLOHD ED HL09810 F 3 HRS. 

AREA AS APPRD'ED BY AN ACADE"[C ADVISOR. 

ELECII'E COURSES--GIAOUAIE LEVEL: 3 HOURS' 

SELECI AI LEASI Z HOURS FRO" 

IF SIUOENIS NEED AODIIIONAL 

HOURS 10 fULfILL IHE 3Z CREOII PSYCHOLOGY/LEARNING IHEORIES COURSES: 

HOUR IEGREE REQUIREIENI. IHEY LEARIIIG PROCESSES. AOULIS CAS6540 F 
 HRS. 
SHOULD SELECI AOOIIIOIAL LRNG PROC.CHILOREI , AOOLESCIS CAS6550 f 5 HIS. 
COUlSES FROI IHOSE L[SIEO ABIORIAL PSYCHOLOGY HL0503D F ' II HIS. 
ABOVE. AO'AICEO EIPERI"EIIAL PSYCH HL05060 00 00 00 HRS. 
ADVANCED GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY HL050ro F' HIS.Minimum total number of credit hours required for a CHILO OE¥ElOPIEII HL05lZ0 F I 5 
• HRS.
HIS. 
major in Elementary Education is 32 hours LEARNING COGNIIION I HL05310 F 5 
Master of Arts in Education with a NOII'AIIOI , E"Ol[ONAL OVLPINI HLOSI50 F 
HRS. 
COGIIIIVE OEVELOP"EII HLD53Z0 11 HRS. 
101[(5)1 PERSOIAlIIY IHEORY HL05JJO F II HRS. 
PSYCHOlOGY Of IIDNEN HL05360 F HRS. 
I CR~Oli HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES LISIED MORE IHAI DICE [I A PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECIS OF AGING HL053TO F 5 HRS. 
CURRICULU" lAY NOT BE USED 10 SAI[Sf' IHE RE8UIRE"ENIS Of 10lHEIHOOO·S ROLE II CHLORERNG HLOS310 00 00 00 HRS. 
NORE IHAN ONE COMPETEICY. RSRCH ADLSNCE , SEI ROLES HLO'311 F HRS. 
HUUI APPRAISAl HL064J0 F I 5 HRS. 
CHARACTERISIICS IEIIALLY IEIO HL061ro r 5 
• HRS.SIUOEIIS IUS I HAVE IHE[R GIAOUAIE SJUOY PLAI APPROVED PSYCH IIPLCII BILIG/BCLI EO HL01a40 11 • HRS. 
DURING IHEIR F[RSI IRIIESIER AI IHE UII'ERSIIY. fHE TilLE "OOELS OF COG OEV IN ERLY CHLO HL01'30 00 00 00 
• HRS.OF 11£ CULIINAIIN' EIPER[ENCE IUSI BE IICLUOED II THE PSYCHIlOG' Of IRI IN EDUCIIION HL01,ao r II 5 
• HRS.HRS. 
GRAD SE" II COGNITIVE'PSYCH HLOIZ46 I 
GRAOUAIE SIUOY PLAN BEfORE II IILL BE APPRO'EO. SEI[NAR II HUNAN NEIORY HLOIZ4Z 00 00 DO 
HRS. 
• IHESE COURSES ARE THE -PRE FE IRED SELECIIOIS-. SIUOEIIS AlE EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSESSIENI HLOl630 II 5 • HRS. 
ERCeulA6EO 10 ENROLL IN IHESE COURSES; OlHER COURSES SHOIII 

SHOULD BE IAaEN ONLY IHEI SCHEU.LING CDNFLICIS OCCUR OR IHE SELECI AI LEASI Z HOURS fROI 

SJIOEI' HAS COIFERIEO IIIH HIS/HER AO'ISOR. 

CO""UNICAIIOIS/HUMAN RELAIIONS COURSES' 
f • rALL fD = FALL 000 VEARS FE = FALL E'EI YEARS II = IIIIER LAB AUIHEN 10lAI/IAI RELAIIOIS HL05100 00 00 00 1-2 HRS. 
110 Q IINIER DOD VEARS liE = IIINIER EVEN YEARS 5 =SPRIIG-SUIIEI LAB II BASIC HUIAN RELATIOIS HL05110 F I 5 Z HRS. 
SO z SPRIIG-SUIIER ODD YEARS SE = SPRII'-SUIIER E'EN YEARS fAIILY COUISELING HL05Z30 00 00 00 3-4 HRS. 
U z l1li1 SCHEOUl.EO OD = _ DEM. a = aOln-<8II't:IEICI CO.IU LAB IN IRANSACIIONAL ANALYSIS HLD5300 F I 5 Z HRS. 
LAB IN ASSERII'ENESS IRAIIII' HLOS490 r 5 3 HRS. 
INIROO SOCIOITR' 'PS'CHOORAMA HL05510 5 3 HRS. 
CONIUIICAIION SENSIII,II' HLD5TOO F 5 3 HRS. 
PROGRINI EDUCAT[ON CULIURE , COIIUNICA. PROCESS HL05T30 F 5 HRS. 
IAJOR' ELE"ENIARY EDUCAIIOI flOlllL CONCEPIS HUIAN COIIUN HL05r,0 F II 3 HRS. 
OPIIOI' LANGUAGE AID REAOIIG LAB II INIERPERSONAL GROITH HL05'50 FilS Z HRS. 
LEVEL' lASTER Of ARTS LAB IN PERSOIAL GIOIIH HL0609. FilS 2 HRS. 
JOIIARI QUALIIY GROUP DECISIONS HL06Z30 11 3 HRS. 
AOIISSIOI INrORNAIIOI' BEHAVIOR PROBLEIS HL06J10 r I 5 3 HRS. 
A SIUIEIT IUSTI I' HAVE ACQUIREO A BACCALAUREAIE DEGREE fRON RACISI' IIO[VID , IISTIIU·IAL HLD6880 f 5 3 HRS. 
A REGIONALLY ACCREOIIEO COLLEGE 01 UIIVERSIII; 2' BE IN GOOD ADVOCACY IN HUNAN SERVICES HL01010 10 00 00 2 HRS. 
SIANOING AT IHE LASI SCHOOL ATTENDED. APPLICANTS SHOULD HA'E fOIS If IRIL'IN IDEOLOGY IN HS HLOTIII f I 3 • HU. 
ACCESS TI A CLASSROOI S[IUAIIDN IN IHICH IHEY IILL IE ABLE 10 COl" FOR INOI. IIIIH SPEC NEEDS HL0111Z F 5 3 • HIS. 
OBSERVE AID INTERACI IIIIH SIUOEITS. SIUOEIIS 101 IEETIN6 LAB II HIOOEI fEELINGS' IEAIG HLor460 F 5 3 HRS. 
A811SSION CIIIERIA lAY PETIIIOI fOI AOIISSIOI IKROUGH IHE APPLO APPRCHS 10 HUIAI COI"UI HLOIDI3 F 5 3 HRS. 
OfFICI Of AOIISSIONS. GROUP OYNAIICS , INIER'ENIIDN HLDI580 F 5 3 HRS. 
SELECI AI LEASI Z HOURS fROI CURRICULUN COURSES. 

DEGREE l'IUIREIEIISI 
 CURRICULUI OEVELOP"ENI CAS5140 r 5 3.4 HRS. 
A SIUlEII IUSI. I) ACQUIRE A I[IIIUI Of 3Z GRAOUAIE CREDIT ICHIG ENGLISH AS A SECDIO LANG CAS'630 II 3 HRS. 
HoaRS (Z, HOURS REQUIRED. 3 HOURS ELECIEO'; Z, COIPLETE AI IATLS ELE , SEC LIB PRE K-IZ HL05910 F 3 HRS. 
LEASI IZ CIEOII HOURS IN COURSES IUN8EREO 1000 OR ABO'EI 3' I' AND liS USE IN IHE CONNUITY HL06190 5 2 HRS. 
ACtUIRE IHE COIPEIENCIES SPEClrlEO fOR IHIS DEGREE (A SIUOENI IV rOR INSIRCTN , IRAINING I HLD6Z00 f 2 HRS. 
lA' S..SIIIUIE ACHIEVENEII or COIPEIEICIES BY ALIERIAIE IEIHODS EO PllIt fiR lRAI MABLE IENI HCP HL06l40 I .• HRS. 
UPOI APPROVAL OF HIS/HER AOV[SOR. UPON 'ERlrICAIION IHAI COI­ PHTS , ICRTIL ACT ELEIEN SCHLS HLOTZ60 5 Z HRS. 
PEIEICIES HAVE 8EEN MEl. AID UPOI INCLUSIOI II THE SIUlEII·S HEALI. COICE.IS CLASSRN TCHRS HLDr6'0 I 5 Z-3 HRS. 
APPRO'EO 'RAOUAIE STUDY PLAN.). 4) EARl A NINIIUI Of Z4 GRADU­ SOCIAL STUO[ES SIRAIEGIES HLOTTIO f 11 Z-3 • HRS. 
AlE CIEDII HOURS AT GSUI AND 5) COIPLETE AN APPRO'ED lOPICS II IAIH EOUCAIIOI HLorllO 5 3 , HRS. 
CULIINAIIN6 EI~ERIEICE PROJECT R[LEUn 10 IHEIR 'SPECIFIC CA­ SURV EARLY CHLOHO EOUC PI'PMS HLDr8501 11 3 • HRS. 5 3 HRS.REEl "TIOI. (NOIEI IHE CULIINAT[MG EIPERIENCE PROJECI IS IR INDIV INSTR ' PLURAL' LRIG ENV HLOT901 I , 3 • HRS.RONG SIRAI II BILINGL CLASSRI HLDr'lO r 
CURR & INSIR II EARLY CHLO ED HLor920 f 3 • HRS. 
EIHNlt IIIORITIES IN THE US HLor9101 F 
AOOITIOI 10 IHE REtUIREO 5Z GRADUATE CREOII HOURS.' 
3 , HRS.
REHIRED AREAS--GRADUAIE LEVEL' Z9 HOURS' SPAIISH LANGUAGE ARIS INSIRUC. HLD1'13 I Z-3 • HRS. 
IEIHOIS [NSIR EO "NIL' RETRO HLOIOII II 3 , HRS. 
liD PREKIDRGII CURR ,INSTRCIN HLOBOIZI 5 4 • HRS. 
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TCl5 SOC STDS.NaTH.SC. TO NES' HlOIOIS II l-S • HRS.· RUUIREO AREAS--GRAOUaTE lEVEll 29 HOUIS)
• SSUES •• SDc.al STUD.ES EDUC HlD950S 00 DO DO 3 • HIS • 
CUlRE.T TD'.CS •• REaDII' HlD9SIOl II 5 1 • HRS. SELECT AT lEaST } HOURS FlO. AHON'. 
SI'ER'.SIDI ClaSSRODN TEaCHERS HlO9540 II 1 • HRS. INSTRUCTIO.Al DVl'NIT' OESI'N Hl05910 F SE ~ HilS.TEaCH. I' .as.C aRITHNET.C Hl09SS0 5 1 • HRS. HOOUla OEV FOR CBT HlD19S0 F I 5 Z'} HRS.TCH' 'IR.CHIT .aTH •• ElEI SCH HlD'S60 5 3 • HRS. CDITIIUOUS 'IO'-NASTER' lRNING Hl09500 } HRS.CU'R.CULUN .1 URlal SCHOOLS HlD'S90 S 3 • HRS. 	 " II " 
...s ST.aT rD. 1111' .ISTRUC HlO9UDZ F 3-S • HRS. SELECT AT lEaST } 1t0URS FRON ANONG: 
.DlG .ENEOlaTIOI II ClaSS.OOI HlD96401 5 4 , HRS. RESEARCH HETHDDOlOG' IN HlD HlDS400 F I 5 3-4 , HRS.TCIIS RDI5 II COITEIT &lEaS HlO"SOI II 5 3-4 • HRS. RSRCH NTHD HlOI EN'H SOC 'S'CH HlDS410 00 00 00 4-6 HIS. 
RESEARCH HETHOOS HlD5410 00 00 00 }-4 , HRS.SELECT aT lEaST 2 HOURS rROI U'lal STUDIES COURSES: RSCH NETItT IN HlD: EH'H El EO Hl096 10 F } • HRS.lal Elr , THE COIST.TUTION '''S914 5 1 HRS. RSCH NTHolG': RD' I IRTG IISTR Hl096 II M }-4 • HIS.CI.I[ al' JUSTIC[ C&S654J 1 HRS.
" 	 II "al£l••al Ullal HISTDR' caSIZlO F II 4 HRS. SELECT aT lEaST } HOURS FRON a~ONG. 

alERICal HISTDR' sE.I.aRI '" CUIZU FilS 4 HRS. EVAl OF NRNl'TH 10EOlO" IN HS Hl0li8S1 F 5 Z HIS.
1.1 STIDIESI .ITRD TO TN[ CIT' C&SIZU F II 4 HRS. SCHOOl-COHHUNIT' RElaTIONS HlDl960 F I 3 HRS. C~ IR'.~a.HU DEVElO'.EIT C&5ll10 5 . 3 HRS. CHlO I FANll' IN THE CONNUIIT' HlOlOll I 5 5 HRS.IRIU POLITICS C&51100 F II 5 3 ItRS_ TEACHER/CON.UNITT RELATIONS HlDIOl6 F II 5 } HRS. 
sac CHal5E , NI.ORIT, ,.OU'S HlD"IO 5 3 HRS. ED 	 IN~IC lr STTlS IN URB CON. HlD"9Dll F 5 3 HRS.U"U D'.AI.CS 	 HlD"SO F II -l HRS. 
l.rE ~a. IMG ••T IN HU.a. SERV HlD1000 00 00 00 -} HRS. SELECT AT lEAST 1 HOURS FRON ANONG.ED 	 IIPlIC IlaCK H.ST , CULTURE HlD16~0 F • }-4 • HRS. • aINSIREAHING fOR RE'UlaR EDCT HlOll94 F I 5 } HRS • 
,la'ET.al T,'E RSRCH-.aTH ED HlO1140 00 DO 00 3 • HIS. DIFFER STFNG 'lANS/TEAN TCIt.' Hl01640 F } HRS.SlClal r ••s or URla. [DUCITIOH HlDlno FilS J • HRS. SURV EARL' CHlOHD EDUC 'R"HS Hl018S01 I } HRS.TCH' .aTH TO lOI aCHV"' STDS HlDnll F } , HRS. CURl ISSUES II BlllNGUal/BC ED Hlore90l 5 }-4 HIS.CIRR ISSUES IN IlllI'ual/lC ED HlDlI90l 5 }-4 • HRS. INO 'REKNOIGTN CURR , INSTICTH HlOIOIZl 5 4 HRS.ET.IIC ..... ITIES IN THE US HlD191011 F } • HRS. 
ED 	 ...l.C lr ST'lS •• URI COIH HlD9"01 F 5 5 • HRS. IN EACH OF THE FDllOWIN' FOU. CORE aREAS. STUDENTS IRE 
SELECT aT lEaST 9 HRS or REaDII' , lAN'UAGE ARTS COURSES: EIPECTED TO 10ENTIF, PRorESSIONAl OBJECTI'ES AND SELECTla.'Ua&[. TEaCHII' , lEaR.IN5 C&56460 II 3 HRS. 
CURRE.T TD'ICS II .EaDIN' HlD9SlOl II 5 3 
• HRS. COURSES a,pRD'RIATE TO ACHIEVE THEH. A MININUN DF TMOCllI.cal 'RaCTICU••1 REaDI.' HlO95IZ II 4 HRS • 
• EaDI.' Ila'IDS.S HlD9SJO F 3 
• HRS. CREDIT HIURS OF INSTRUCTION AT 'SU IS REQUIRED IN EACHRSC. ITHDl5" RD' , .IT' .ISTR HlD96I11 II 3-4 
• HRS •
• 015 STRaT FOR IIOIV IISTRUC ItlD"30l F II 3-S 
• HRS. AIEA AS a"IDVED B' aN acaOENIC AOVISDR.1015 REIEDlaTIDI II ClaSSRODN ItlD9640l 5 4 , HRS. 
TClI5 .015 .1 CONTE IT aREas HlD96S0l II 5 l-4 SELECT AT lEAST Z HOURS fRON• HRS. 
ElECT.VE COURSES--5IaDUaTE lE'Ell 1 HOURU PSTCHOlOG"lEARNING THEORIES COURSESI 
lEAR ••I' PROCESSES. aOeLTS CIS6540 F 1-5 HRS.Ir 	STUDE.TS IEED aDOITIOlal lRIG RROC:CHILOREN I AOOlESCTS CAS6550 F 5 Z.3 H.S.HOIIS TO rUlrlll THE 3Z CREDIT ABNOIIAl '''CHOlO'T Hl050}0 F I 3-4 HRS.lOUR IEGREE IEQUIREHENT. THE' ADVANCED EX'ERINEITAl 'S'CH HlDS060 00 00 00 4 HIS.SHOULD SELECT aDDITIONAL aDVANCED GENERAL 'STCItDlOG' HlDS010 F 4 HIS.C..RSlS FRON THOSE liSTED CHILO OEVELO'HEU HlOSIZO F I S }-4AlOVE. 	 • IIRS.NoTIVATION I EHOT.Olal O'l'HNT Hl05150 F 4 HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a lEARNING COGUTION I HLDSlIO F 5 4 HRS. 
COGNITIVE oEVElO'NENT Hl053Z0 I 4 HRS.Master of Arts in Education with a 
'ERSONAlIT, THEOR' Hl0533D F II 3 HIS.major in Elementary Education is 32 hours 
'S'CHOlOG' OF 10NEN HlD5360 f 4 HIS. 
PS'CHOSOCIAl AS'ECTS OF aGIN& Hl05}lO F 5 l-4 HRS.101[(5)1 HITHERHOOO'S ROLE IN CHlOIERNG Hl05}10 DO 00 00 J HIS. 
RSRCH AOlSNCE I SEX ROLES HlD6}11 F } HRS.I 	 C.EDIT ~U'S EaRIEO rDR COURSES LISTED NORE THAI O.CE II A HUNAN A"RA[SAl 	 Hl064l0 f II S 3 HRS.CU••ICULUI .a, lOT BE USED TO saTISFT THE REQUIREHEITS or CHARaCTERISTICS NENTALLT RETD HlD6110 F 5 3NDIE THA. D.E CD.,ETEIC'. 	 • HRS.
'S'CH .N'lCTN BIlN5/BCLT EO HL01840 I } , HRS. 
HOOElS Of CDG OEV TN ERl' CHlO Hl019JO 00 00 00 } 
• HIS.
'S'CH.lO" DF ART IN EDucaTION HLD19S0 f I 5 }-4
•. STUDEITS lUST HaWE THEI. S.aDuaTE STUD' PLaN AP'ROVEO 	 • HRS.SEHINAR IN HUHAN .ENO.T HlDSZ4Z 00 00 00 } HRS.DURING THEIR FIRST TRI.ESTER aT THE U.I'ERSITT. THE TITLE GRAD SEH IN COGIITIVE 'STCH HlOIZ46 I } HRS.IF 	TRE CUL•••aT.N5 EI'[RIEICE MIST BE IICLUOEI IN THE Eall' CHILDHOOD aSSESSHENT HLOl630 II S } , HIS.5RaOuaTE STUI' 'lAI BEFO.E IT Illl BE A"ROVED. 

SELECT AT lEAST Z HOURS FRDN

• 	 THESE COURSES ARE THE -'REFERRED SELECT 1015-. STUDEITS aRE 

EIC"la5[1 TO ENROll .1 THESE CDURSESJ OTHER COURSES SHOll 
 COHHUNICATIONS/HUNAN RELATIONS COURSES:SI.Ull BE TaKEI OIL' .HEI SCHEDUll15 CDIFllCTS OCCUR OR THE lAB AUTHEN 10"aN/HAN RElATIOIS HlD5100 00 00 DO I-Z HRS.STIDEIT HAS COlrERRED 11TH HIStHER ADVISOR. laB IN BASIC HUHAN RElATID.S HlD5110 f I 5 Z HIS. 
fUll' COUNSELING Hl05Zl0 00 00 DO J-4 HRS.
r • rall rD. rALl DOD l£aRS fE. FAll E'EN TEARS W = MINTER LAB IN TRANSACTIONAL ANAlTSIS HlOS}OO F I 5 Z HRS.I' • II ITER ODD 'EaRS IE ~ II ITER E'E. 'EARS S. S'RIN5-SUNNER lAB [. ASSERTI'ENESS TRAIN[I' Hl05490 F 5 } HRS.SO • S".15-SU.IER ODD TEaRS SE S'R.IG-SUINER E'EN 'EaRS2 	 INTROI SOCIOHTR' I PS'CHODRA"A Hl05510 5 3 HIS.II ••OT SCHED~EO DO. 01 DENA.O a a IULTI-COM'ETEIC' COURSE COIHUIICATION SENSITI'IT' HlD5l00 F 5 3 HRS. 
CULTURE I CONHUNICA. 'ROCESS HlOS130 F S HRS. 
FIOHNTl CONCEPTS HUNAN COHNUN Ml051'O F I } HRS. 
, ..,.all EDUCaTID. lAB I. INTERPERSONAL GROWTH HlD5950 F I 5 Z HRS.la'.RI ElEMEITaR' EDUCaTID. LAB IN PERSDNAL GRDWTH HlD6090 F I 5 Z HRS.D'T.... NaTIElaT.CS EDOCaTIO. TOIARI QUAlIT, GROUP DECISIONS HLD6Z}0 I J HRS.lE'Ell .aSTER or aRTS BEHUIOR PROBLEHS Hl06l10 F I 5 } HRS. 
RACISHI INOIVIO , INSTITU'.AL HlD6880 F 5 } HRS.AD••SSID. IlrDRNaTIDI' ADVOCACY II HUHAN SE~VICES Hl010IO DO DO 00 Z HRS. 
a STUGEIT .UST. I) HAVE ACQUIRED A laCCalaUREaTE DE'REE rRON fONS BF NRHl'T" 10EOLO~T IN HS HlD1III F II 3 H'S. 
a RE5.DlaLl, ACCIEolTED COLLEGE OR U.I'ERSIT" Z) BE I. GOOD CONM FOR INol' MITH SPEC NEEDS HL01IIZ 5 } HRS.FSTUDII' AT THE lAST SCHOOL A"ERDED. "I'LICAITS SHOULD HaWE lAB I. HIDDEN FEELINGS I NEANG ItLOr460 F 5 } HRS.
aCCESS TO a ClASSRoON SITUaTION IN IHICIt TItET Illl BE ABLE TO AP'LO A"RCHS TO HUNAN CONNUI HlOIOS3 f 5 J HRS.OISEI'E AND .ITERACT MITH STUDE.TS. STUDENTS .OT "EETING 'ROU' OTNAMICS , INTER'ENTION HlOS5S0 F 5 3 HIS.

al••ss... CIITEI.a Na, 'ETITIOI rOR ao.ISSIDN THROUGH THE 

orrlCE or aO.ISSID.S. 
 SELECT AT lEAST Z HOURS FROH CURRICULUM COURSES: 
CURRICULUM DEVElO'HENT caS514D F 5 }.4 HRS. 
TCHIG ENGLISH AS A SECOID LAI' CaS66}0 SS 3 HRS.DE5REE IIIUIRE.E.TS. NATLS ElE , SEC liB 'RE K-IZ HlOS9S0 } HRS. 
a STUIEIT lUST' I) ACIU ••E A .IN.HUN Dr JZ 'RaOUAI£ CREDIT TV ANI ITS USE IN THE COHHUNT, Hl06190 S Z HRS. 
....5 (Z9 HOURS REIUIREO • 1 HOURS ELECTED); Z) CDM'lETE AT TV FOR INSTRCTN , TRAINING I HlD6Z00 F Z HRS.­lEAST IZ CIED.T HOURS II COURSES NUHBEIEO 8000 OR ABO'EI }) EO 'RIC FOR TRAI.ABlE HENT HC' Hl06140 II } • 1.5.ACQUIIE THE Co.I'ETEICIES SPECIFIED fOI THIS DEGREE (A STUDENT PH'S' ac.TNl ACT ELEMEN SCMlS ItlD1Z60 f S Z HIS. 
.a, SUBST.TUTE aCHIE'EHENT OF COII'ETEI£IES I' ALTEIIATE lET HODS HEALTH CONCERNS ClASSRH TCHRS HL01660 II S Z-} HRS. 
1'01 a"IO,aL or HIS/.EI AD'ISOR. U'OI 'ER.fICATIOI THAT CO.­ SOCIA~ STUDIES STRATEGIES HlOI1BO F W Z-S • HIS. 
PETEIC.ES Ha'E BEEI HET. a.o U'OI IHCLUSIOI II THE STUOENT"S TOPICS IN HATH EDUCATION HlOlllDI S 5 • HRS. 
"'.OWED 5RaDuaTE STUD' PLAI.)J 4) EARN A NINIHUH OF Z4 GRADU­ SURV EaRL' CHlDHO EDUC 'RG'HS HlD1S501 I } • HIS. 
aTE CREDIT HOIRS AT 'SUJ AID S) COHPlETE AN A"RO,ED IIOIY USTA ' 'lURAL' lRNG EN' HlD1901 I S 3 • HIS. 
CILI.laT.I' EI'E'IEICE 'loJECT RElE,aIT TO THEIR S'ECIFIC CA­ RDNG STI.T .H BlllNGl ClASSRH HlDl'IO r S , HRS. 
.EEI I'TID.. (IOTE' THE ClL.IIATIH' EXPERIENCE 'RDJECT IS •• CURR , INSTR IN EARL' CIlLO EO Hl019Z0 F } • HRS. 
aODIT ••I TO THE REIUIREI 3Z 'IADUATE CREDIT HOURS.) EfHNlt .IIORITIES II THE US Hl019l0K f } • HRS. 
S'ANISH laNGUaGE ARTS INSTRUC. Hl0191} I Z-J , MRS. 
166 College of Human Learning and Development 
IETHOIS IISTR ED IITlY RETRO HLOIOU V ) HRS. 

III PIE.HOISTI CURR & IISTRCTI HlOIOlll 5 4 HIS. AREAS--'RAOU'TE lE'Ell Z9 HOUIS)
IEtulREO 
TCH' SDC STDS.HATH.SCI TD IESP HlDI015 V )-5 HRS. 
ISSUES I. SOCIAL STUIIES EDUC IL.,505 OD OD OD ) HRS. SELECT AT lEAST 3 HOUIS rRON AIOI'. 
CURREIT TDPICS II IEADII' HlD'51O V 5 J HRS. IISIR.CIIOIAl O'lPI.T' OESI'" HL05t10 r SE 5 HIS. SUPERVISIOI ClASSROOI TEACHERS HLOf540 I J HRS. 100Uli DE, FOI CII HlO"50 r • 5 Z-3 HRS.i- COITI.UOUS PIO&-IASTERY lillI' HLOt500TEACHII' IASIC ARITHI£TIC HlDf5501 5 J HRS. II II 
" 
J MRS. 

TCH' EIRICHIT lATH II ElEI SCH HLDt5601 5 J HRS.

CU.lleULU. I ...IAI SCHOOLS Hl.,5,. 5 ) HIS. SELECT At lEAST 3 HOUIS FIOI AIOI" 
RESEARCH IETHOOOlO'Y II HlO Hl05400RDI' STRAT FOR 1101' IISTRUC HLI"JO F V J-5 HRS. 	 F. V 5 3'4 I HIS. ISICH IIHO EIPH SDt Hl05410 DO 4-6ROI' .EIEOIATIOI II ClASSROOI HlOt640 5 4 HRS. HlOI PSYCH 00 00 HIS. 
TCHI' ROI' II COITEIT AREAS HlO"50 I 5 J-4 HRS. .ESEARCH IETHOOS Ml05UO 00 00 00 )-4 • HIS.ISCH IETHY II HlOI EIPH EL EO HlO'''O F ) I HIS. 
SELECT AT lEAST Z HOIRS FROI URIAI STUDIES COURSESI ISCH IIHll'Y' RO' & IRT' IISTR 111.09611 II 3-4 • HIS. lAI ElF & THE COISTITUTIOI apA5914 5 J HRS. 
CRI.E AID JUSTICE SELECT At lEAST J HOUIS fROI AIOI"CUiSU II II II ) HRS. E'AL OF Illl'TI 10EOLO'Y I. HS HlDU51 F 5 
SCHOOl-COINUIITY RElATIO.SAIERICAI UlaAI HISIORY CUlno F v 4 HRS. 	
Z H.S. 
AIEIICAI HISTOIY SElINAI. '" CUlZ64 F II 5 4 HRS. 	 HlO".. f II ) HIS.CILD & fAIIlY II THE COIIUIIIY HlOIon II 5 ) HRS.U.I STUDIES. IITRO TO IHE CITY CASlZlI F V 4 HRS. 

CD.I DIS./CD.IU DE'ElIPIEIT CUlZIO 5 J HRS. IEACHeR/COIIUIITY .ElATIOIS HLOIOl6 r • 5 J lIS. 
URIAI PDLI TICS CAS"OO f V 5 J HRS. ED IIPlIC Lr STYlS II U.I COIl HL096'OI F 5 ) 1.5. 
SDC CHAI&[ & IINDRITY 'ROUPS HlD6no 5 ) HRS.
URUN DYIAIICS 	 HlOU50 f II J HRS. SELECT AT LEAST J HOURS FROI AIOI'" 
lifE ILAI II'IIT II HUIAI SER' HlDlOOO OD DD DD ) lIS. IAIIST.EAIII' FO. REGULAR EOCT HLOl"4 r • 5 3 ""S. ED IIPllC IlACK HIST & C~TUIE HLIl650 f II )-4 • HIS. 
OIFrER STFI' PLAIS/TEAI TC""' HlOl640 F J "RS. 
PIA'EIIAI TYPE ISRCH-.AIH ED HlO"401 OD DD DO ) • HIS. 
II 3 ""S.SUR' EARLY CHLO"O EOUC PR'PIS HLOn501 
SDtIAl FDIS OF UIIAI EOUCAIIOI HLO",. F V 5 ) • HIS. 
CUll ISSUES II BllII'UAl/IC EI HlO",.1 5 3-4 HRS. 
TCH' lATH TO lOV ACH'.' STDS HlDnlU F ) • HIS. 
liD PREKIOR'TI CURl & IISTICTI HLDIOIZI 5 4 HIS. 
CURR ISSUES II BllIN'UAl/BC ED HLlla", 5 )-4 • HIS. EIHIIC IIIOIIIIES IN THE US HlO",Ol f J • HRS. 
II EACH OF THE fOLlOIII' FOUl COlE AIEAS. STUOEIIS liE 

EO IIILIC If SIYLS IN URI CDII HLO"'OI F 5 ] • HIS. 
 EIPECTEO TO 10EITIFY PROFESSIOIAl OIJECTI'ES All SELECT 
SELECT AT LEAST' HOURS DF NAIHEIATICS EDUCAIIOI COURSES.
STATISTICAL lET HODS CAS11JO f 5 4 HRS. COURSES APPROPRIATE TO ACHIE'E THEI. A IIIIIUI OF 1.0 

PIA'ETIAI TYPE RSRCH-IATH EO HL011401 00 00 00 ] HIS. 
 C.EOIT IIURS OF IIST.UCTIOI AT 'SU IS IElUIREO II EACHlOPICS II IAIH EOUCAIIOI HL011101 5 J • HIS. 

TCI' "'ll TO LOll ACH'" STOS HlOlIll1 F ] • HIS. 
 AIEA AS APPIO'EI IY AN AC.OEIIC ADYISOR.TEACHII' IASIC ARITHIETIC HLO'5501 5 J • HRS. 

TCH' [IRICHII IAIH II ElEI SCH HLO'5601 5 ] • HIS. 
 SELECT AI lEAST Z HOURS f.OI 
ELECTI'E COURSES--'RAOUAIE lEYEll ] HOURS) PSYCHOLO'Y/lEARIII' THEO.IES COU.SES' 
lEARIIIG PIOCESSES. ADULTS CA56540 F I-J HRS.If SIUDEIIS IEEO AODITIOIAl 

HOURS TO FUlfilL IHE 12 CREDIT H.S.
lll' R.OCICHllOIEI & AOOLESCTS CAS6550 F 5 20]ABIO.'Al PSYCHOLOGY HL05030 f II 3-4 HRS.HOUR OE'REE RE8UIREIEIT. THEY AO'AICEO [IPE.IIENTAL PSYCH HlD516a 00 00 00 4 HIS.SHOULD SELECT ADDITIOIAL 
"'AICED 'ENE.AL PSYC"OLO'Y Hl050lO F 4 HRS.COURSES f.OI THOSE liSTED CHilD DE'ELOPIEIT Hl051Z0 r I 5 )-4 • HIS.ABOYE. 10TI'ATIOI , EIITIDIAl OWLP..T ILI5150 F 4 HIS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a lEA.IIN' CO'"ITIO" I HLOSHO F 5 4 HRS. 
CO'"ITI'E OE'ElOPIENT HLD5JZO II 4 HRS.Master of Arts in Education with a PERSOIAllTY THEDRY HlDSHO F II ] HIS.major in Elementary Education is 32 hours PSYC~OGY or 1101[1 HL05J60 r 4 ".5. 
10TE(5)1 	 PSYCHISOCIAL ASPECTS or AGII' HL05510 r 5 3-4 HIS. 10lHEIHOOO'S .DLE U CHLORE.I' "L05J80 00 00 00 ) H.S. 
RS.CH AOlSICE & SEI ROLES 111.06111 F 3 HRS.I CREDIT HOUIS EARIEO fOR COURSES LISTED 10~E IHAI DICE II A HU ..I APPRAISAL 	 HL06UO F • 5 ] lIS.CU••ICULUI lAY NOI BE USED 10 SATISFY THE .EIUIREIEITS Dr C••••CTE.ISTICS IEITAlLY .ETO Hl061l0 F 5 ) I HIS.lORE THAI DIE COIPEIEICY. PSYCH IIPLCTI IILI"ltLT ED HLD1140 I 3 • H.S. 100ElS OF CD' DE' II ERlY CHlD Hl01UO 00 DO 00 ] I HIS. 
PSYC"OLO'Y or AIT II EOUCATI .. HL01t1D f • 5 ]-4 • ".5.STUDEITS IUSI HAVE THEI. '.AOIATE STUDY PLAI APP.O'EO SEIIIA. II HUlA I IEHO.Y HLDIZ4Z 00 01 DO ] HRS.OURII' THEI. FIRST TIINESTER AI THE UII'E.SITY. ,"E TITLE 
'.AO SEI II CO'"ITIy[ PSYCM HLOIZU II J H.S.OF THE CUlIIIATII' EIPERIEICE lUST BE IIClUDEO II THE EA.LY CHilDHOOD ASSESSIENT HLOIUO • 5 ) I H.S.'"ADUATE STUDY PlAI BEFO.E IT IIILL BE APPIO'EO. 

SELECT AI LEAST Z "OURS rROI
THESE COU.SES ARE THE -P.EfE.REO SELECTIOIS-. STUDEITS A.E 

EICOURA'EO TO EIROLL II IHESE COURSES1 OTHE. COURSES SHOll 
 COIIU.ICATIOIS/HUIAI IElATIOIS COURSES.SHD~D IE TAKE I OILY .HEI SCHEOULII' CDIFllCIS OCCUR OR THE lAB AITHEI MOIAI/IAI .ElATIOIS HLOStoO 00 00 DO I-Z HIS.STIDEIT HAS COlfERIEO 11TH HIS/HER 	 AOYISO•• LAB II IASIC HUN.I RELATIOIS HlD5110 F II 5 Z HRS. 
rAIIL' COUISElII' HLDSZJD DO 00 00 J-4 liS.f • FAll fO = fALL DOD YEAIS fE ~ fALL E'EI YEA.S II = IIITE. lAI II T.AISACTIOIAl AIALfSIS HlD5]00 F II 5 Z HRS.10 .... IIER ODD YEARS I[ ~ .UTER [fEI nus 5 = SPU",-SUIIU LAB II ASSERTI'EIESS T.AIIII' HLDS4'0 r 5 ] "'5.S' ~ SPII.-SawIE. DOD YEA.S SE· SPRII'-SUIIE. EYE I YEAWS IIT.OI SOCIOIT.Y & PSYCHOD.AIA Hl05510 5 3 HRS.
'I = lOT SCHEDULED DO. 01 OEIAID a IUlTI-COIPETEICY COURSE3 	 COIHUIICATIOR SEISITI'ITY 111.05100 F 5 ] H.S. 
CUlTU.E & COIIUIICA. PIOCESS Hl051JO F 3, IRS. 
flDIITl CONCEPTS HUIAN COIIUI HLOS"O F I ) liS. 
PRD'RAI' EDUCATIOI 	 LAB II IITEIPEISOIAl GRORTH HL05'50 F V 5 Z H.S.IAJOR' alEIEITARY EOUCATIOI 	 lAB II PEISOIAl '.OIlTH HLOU'O F Z HIS.• 5 OPIIOI' SDtIAL STUDIES 	 TOIIAIO aU.LITY 'ROUP DECISIOIS HLD6Z)O ] HIS. 
lE'El' IASTE. DF ARTS 	 IEHA'IOR P.OILEIS HL06HO f •M 5 J HIS. 
RACISI' 1101'10 , IISTIIU'IAl HLOUIO F 5 ) 1.5. 
ADIISSIDI IlrO.IATIDI' AO'OCACY II HUIAI SER'ICES HLD1010 DO 00 00 Z lIS. 
A SIUDEIT lUST. I) HAYE ACOUIIED A IACCAlAUIEATE OE'REE FROI filS IF .IIL·TI 10EOLO'Y II HS Hlll II I F ) I H.S. 
A .E'IOIAlLY ACC.EDITED COLLEGE O. UIIYE.SITY' Z) aE II 'DOD COIl fO. 1101' IIITH SPEC I£EOS Hl0111Z f • 5 J I HRS. 
STAIDII' AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTEIOEO. APPLICAIIS SHOULD HA'E LAI II "lODE' FEELII&S & NEAl' HLOlUO F 5 ) H.S. 
ACCESS TO A CLASSROOI SITUATIOI II IIHICH THEY .ILl BE ABLE TO APPl. APP.CHS TO HUNA. COIIUI HLOIOIJ f 5 3 ".5.OISERIE AID lITER ACT VITH STUDEITS. STUOEITS 101 IEETIIG '"OUP OYIAIICS & IITERVEIIIOI HLDl5eD r 5 J HRS. 

ADIISSIOI CIITE.IA lAY PETIIIOI fOR ADIISSIDI THROU'H IHE 

OfrlCE Of AOIISSIOIS. SELECT AT lEAST Z HOU.S F.DN CURRICUlUN COUISES. 

CU.RICUlUI OE'ElOPIEIT CAS5140 f 5 ],4 H.S. 
TCHI' EI'lISH AS A SECOII LAI' CAS66)O J ".5.IATLS ELE & SEC LIB PRE K-IZ HL05980 r 3 H.S." DE':E~I~::~~R~:~;!SI I) ACaulRE A IIIIIUI or 3Z 'RAOU.lE C.EOIT T' All ITS USE II THE COHHUITY HlO'''O , 5 Z HRS. 
HOU.S (Z, HDUIS REOUIRED • ) HOUIS ELECTED U l) CO..lETE ,AT TV fD. IISTRCTI , I.AIIII' I HlD6Z00 F Z H.S. 
lEAST IZ CREDIT HOURS II COURSES IUlaEREO 1000 OR AlO'E' ) EQ PRIC fOR nAIIABlE IEIT ,HCr Hl06l40 v ,J, I ".5. 
ACIUIRE THE COIPETENCIES SPECifiED rOR THIS OE'REE (A STUOEIT PHYS • ICITIL ACT ElElE1 SCHlS HLOlZ.O r 5 Z H.S. 
lAY SIISTITUTE ACHIE'EIEIT or C..PETEICIES If ALTERN.TE lET HODS HEALTH COICEIIS ClASSII TtHIS HLDr660 I 5 Z-) "' "RS. 
UPOI APPIOYAl Dr HIS/HE. AD'ISOI. UPDI 'E.IFICATIOI THAT COI­ SOCIAL STUDIES STRAIE'IES HLOF1eD F I Z-] I H.S. 
PETEICIES HA'E IEEI lET. AID UPOI INClUSIOI II THE SIUDEIT'S TOPICS II lATH EOUCATIOI HL01110 5 ) • HRS. APPRO'EO 'RAOU.TE STUDY PlAI.)1 4) EARl A IIIIIUI Of Z4 'RAOU­ SU.' EARLY CHlDID Elue PI'PIS Hlll1501 I ] I H.S. 
.TE CREDIT ' HOU.S AT 'SU' AID 5) COI.lETE AI APP.O'ED 1101' IISTR • PLURAL' lll' EI' HLonOi , • 5 3 • H.S. CUlIIIATI.. EXPEIIEICE P.OJECT RElE'AIT TO 'HEIR SPEClrlC CA­ ROI' ST.AT II BllII&L ClASS.I HLOltlO f ) • H.S. I[ER OPTIOI. (IOTEI THE CUlIIIATII' EIPERIEltE PI.JECT IS II CUR" • US TR II EAIL Y CILI EO "lortzO F ) , H.S. 
AOOITIOI TO TME REaUllEO )Z '"AOUATE CREDIT HOU.S.) ETHIIC IIIORITIES II THE US HlO",OI r J • HIS. SPAIIS" lAI'UA'E ARTS IIST.UC. HLor91J II Z-) , HIS. 
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IET"OOS IISTR ED INTLY RETRD HLDBOlt M HRS. REER IPTION. (NOT[: TH[ CULMINaTI.' [XPERIE.C[ PROJECT IS II 
lID PREKIORGTI CURR , INSTRCTI HLOIOIZI S , HRS. 	 ADDITION THE 3Z CREDITTO RE8UlREO GRADUaTE HOURS.' 
TCHG SOC STOS.IATH.SCI TO NESP HLOIOl5 W 3-5 HRS_ 

ISSUES II SOCIAL STUDIES EDUC HLD95051 00 DO 00 3 HRS. REQUIRED AREAS--GIAOUATE LE'ELI Z9 HOURS)

CURRE.T TOPICS II READING HL09510 W S 3 HRS. 

SUPER'ISION CLASSROOI TEACHERS HL09S" M 3 HRS. SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FRON ANONG' 

TEACHING IASIC ARITHNETIC HL095S0 S 3 NRS. INSTRUCTIOIAL D,L'NNT' OESI5N HLOStlO F SE 5 HRS.
TCHG EIRICHNT MATH IN ELEI SCH HL09560 S 3 HRS. 	 NODULE DEV FOR CIT HLOlt50 F I S Z-J HRS.CURRICUlUN II URBAN SCHOOLS HL095to S 3 HRS. CONTIRUDUS PROG-NASTER' LRNING HLDt500 J HIS.1015 STIAT FOR INOIV INSTRUC HL09~30 W 3-5 HRS. " 	" " RONG RENEOIATION IN CLASSROOI HU9UO S , HRS. SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOUIS FROI ANON5' 
TCHNG RDN5 II CDITENT AREAS HL09650 W S 3-' HRS. 	 RESEARCH NETHODOLOGY IN HLO HLonoo F V S J-' , RRS. 
RSRCH NTHO HLO: ENPH SOC PSYCH HLD5UO 00 DO OD '-6 HRS.SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FROM URBAN STUDIES COURSES: RESEARCH NETHOOS NL05'lO 00 DODD J-' • HRS.LAM ElF' THE CDISTITUTIOI IPA59. , S 3 HRS. RSCH NEfHY IN HLo. ENPH EL EO HLD"IO F J • HRS.CRIIE AND JUSTICE 	 UII 3 HRS.CAsn, 3 " 	 RSCH NTHOLGY: RDG , VRTG IISTI HLO'~11 1-' , HRS.ANEIICAI URIAI HISTORT CAS1ZJOI F W , HRS. 
AMERICAN HISTORT SEMINAR: ••• CASl26U F W S 4 HRS. SELECT AT LEAST J HOURS FRON ANONG. 
URI STUDIES: IITRO TO THE CITY CASIZlll F W , HRS. EVAL OF NRNL'TN IDEOL05Y IN HS HL061S5U F S 2 HRS.CONN ORG./CONNU DEVELOPIEIT CAS1ZlO S 3 HRS. SCHOOL-CONNUNIT' RELATIONS HLD7960 F W 3 HRS.URI.. POLITICS 	 CASnOO F W S 1 HRS. CHLO , FANILY IN THE CONNUNITY HLDIOIS W S 3 HRS.SOC CNAIGE , NINOIITY GROUPS HL06910 S 3 HRS. TEACHER/CONNUNITY RELATIONS HLDISOI~ v S J HRS_URIAN OYNANICS 	 HLO~950 F W 3 HRS. EO INPLIC LF STYLS IN URI CONN HL096901 S J HRS.LIFE PLAN NNGN"T IN HUMAN SERV HLOIOOO 00 00 00 3 HRS. 
ED IN'LIC BLACK HIST , CULTURE HL076501 F W 3·' , HRS. SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FRON ANONG' 
PIAGETIAN TYPE RSRCH-NATH EO HLOll'O 00 DO 00 3 , HRS. NAINSTREANIN5 FOR REGUlAR EDCT 	 HLOl19U F W S HRS.SOCIAL FONS OF UIIAN EDUCATION HLOIllO F W S 3 , HRS. DIFFER STFNG PLANS/TEAN fCHNG HL01UO F HRS.TCHG NATH TO LOM ACHV'G STDS HLOlli1 F 3 , HRS. SURY 'ARLY CHLOHD EDUC PRGPIS HLOllS501 I HRS.CURl ISSUES II IILINGUAL/IC EO HLDIItOI S 3-' , HRS. CURR ISSUES IN BILINGUAL/IC ED HLOll901 5 HRS.ETHNIC NIIORITIES IN THE US HLD19lGI F 3 , HRS. INO PREKNORGTN CUIR , INSTRCTN HLOBOIZI S HRS.ED INRLIC LF SfTLS IN URI CONI HLD"'OI F S 3 , HRS. 

IN EACH DF THE FDLLOWING FOUR CORE AREAS. STUDENTS ARE
SELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS OF SOCIAL STUDIES COURSES. 
AIERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT BPA5950 .1 II II 3 HRS. EXPECTED TO IDENTIFY PROFESSIONAL OIJECTIYES AND SELECT
RACE RELA U.S.:HIST PERSPECT CAS5361S S 3 HRS. 
LITERtTURE AND HISTORY: • CAS65H WE , HRS. COURSES APPROPRIATE TO ACNIEYE THEI. A NININUN OF TMOANERICAN URBAN HISTORY CAS1Z301 F W 4 , HRS. 
AIEIICAI HISfORY SEIINARI ••• CAS12~U F W S , , HRS. CREDIT HOURS OF INSTRUCTION AT GSU IS REQUIRED II EACH 
UII STUOIESI INTRD TO THE CITY CAS1Z11I F W , HRS. 
PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY CAS1UI W 3 HRS. AREA AS APPROVED I' AN ACADENIC ADVISOR.ED IIPLIC BLACK HIST , CULTUIE HLO"5D1 F W 3-' , HRS. 
ETHIIC MINORITIES IN THE US HLOI91Ol F 3 , HRS. SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FRON 
ISSUES IN SOCIAL STUDIES EOUC Hl095051 00 00 DO J , HRS. 

PSYCHOLOGY/LEARNING THEORIES COURSES: 

ELECTIVE COURSES·-GRAOUATE LEVEL' 3 HOURS' LEARNING PROCESSES. ADULTS CAS65'0 F t-J HIS. 
LRNG IROC:CHILOREN 'AOOLESCTS CAS6550 F S Z.3 HRS.IF 	STOOEITS IEEO AOOITIOIAL ABNORNAl PS1'CHDLOG l' HL05OJO F I 5-' liS.HOURS TO FULFILL THE 3Z CREDIT AOVAICEO EXPERINENfAL PSYCH HL050~O DO 00 00 4 HRS.HOUR IEGREE REQUIREMENT. THEY AOYAICED GENERAL PSYCHOlOGY HLD5010 F 4 HRS.SHOULD SELECT AODITIOIAL CHILO DEVELOPNENT HL051Z0 F v S 3-' • HRS.COURSES FRON fHOSE LISTED NOTIVATION , ENOTIONAL DVLPNNT HL05150 F , HRS.ABOVE. LEARNI NG COGNITION I Nl05310 F , HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a COGNITIVE OEYElOPMENT HL05JZO v , HRS. 
Master of Arts in Education with a PERSONALITY THEORY HLD5JJO F W 3 HRS. 
PSYCHOLOGY OF VDNEN HL053~0 F , HRS.major in Elementary Education is 32 hours PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS OF AGING HL05510 F S 3-' HRS. 
NOTHERHOOO'S ROlE IN CHLORERNG Nl053BD 00 OD 00 3 HRS.NOTEes): RSRCH AOLSNCE , SEX ROlES HLD63.. F 1 HRS. 
HUNAN AP'RAISAL HL06'JO F W S 3 HIS.I 	 CREDIT HaUlS EARNED FOR COURSES LISTED MORE THAN DICE II A CHARAETERISTICS NENTAllY RETO HL061S101 F S 5 • HIS.CURRICULUN NAY NOT BE USED TO SATISFY THE REQUIRENENTS OF PSYCH IIPLCTN IILNG/ICLT ED HLOlB'O W 3 • HRS.NORE THAN ONE CONPETENCY. NOOELS OF COG DEV IN ERLY CHLO HLOl9JO 00 00 00 J , HRS. 
PSYCHILOGY OF ARf IN EO.CATION HLOl'BO F W S 3-' , HRS. 
SENINAR IN HUNAN IENORY HLOBZ'Z DO 011 DO J HRS.STDOEITS NUST HAVE THEIR GRADUATE STUDY PLAN APPROVED GRAD SEN IN COGNITIVE PSYCH HLO'Z'~ I J HIS.DURING THEIR FIRST TRINESTER AT THE UNIVERSITY. fHE TITLE EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSESSNENT HLD.610 W S J • HRS.OF 	 THE CULMINATING EXPERIENCE NUST IE INCLUDED IN THE CHAR OF LRNG DISAILED STUDENTS HLO'6101 V 3 • .IS.GRADUATE STUDT PLAN BEFORE IT .ILL IE APPROVED. 

SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS FRDN 

• 	 THESE COURSES ARE THE ·PREFERREO SELECTIDNS-. STUDE ITS AlE 

ENCOURAGED TO ENROLL IN THESE COURSES; OTHER COURSES SHOMN 
 COMMUNICATIONS/HUNAN RELATIONS COURSES.SHOULD IE TAKEN ONLT MHEN SCHEOULIIG CONFLICTS DCCUI 01 THE LAI AUTHEN VOIAN/NAN RELATIONS HLI5100 00 011 DO t-2 HRS.STUDENT HAS CONFERRED 11TH HIS/HER AOYISOI. LAB IN BASIC HUNAN RELATIONS HLOSIIO F V S 2 HRS. 
FANIL Y COUNSELING HLD5ZJO DD 00 DO J-4 HRS.F = FALL FO = FALL DOD TEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS I = .INTER LAI IN TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS HLI5300 F I S Z NRS.WO WINTER DOD TEARS WE = lINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUNNER LAI IN ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING HL05'90 F S J HRS_SO • SPRING-SUNMER DOD YEARS SE = SPRIIG-SUNNER EYEN YEARS INTROI SOCIONTRY 'PSYCHOORANA HL055tD S J HRS.II • lOT SCHEDULED 00 =ON DElAND a = NULTI-COIPETENCY COURSE CONNUNlCATlOI SEISITIVITT HLD5100 F S 3 HRS. 
CUlTURE , CONNUNICA. PROCESS HL05130 F J HRS. 
PROGRAN: EDUCATION FNONNTL CONCEPTS HUNAN CONNUN HL05190 F W 3 HRS. 
LAB IN INTERPEISOIAL &lOITH HL05950 F W S Z HIS.NAJaR. ELENENTARI EDUCATION LAB IN PERSONAL GROVTH HLD6090 F V S 2 HRS.OPTION' SPECIAL EDUCATION TOVARD QUALITY GROUP DECISIONS HL06Z50 M 3 HRS.LEYEL' lASTER OF ARTS BEHAVI OR PROBLENS HL06310 F V S J HRS. 
RACISNI INOIIIO , INSTITU'NAL HL06••0 F S J HRS.ADNISSIOI INFORMATION' AOYOCACY IN HUNAN SERVTCES HLDlOtO DO DO 00 Z HIS.A STUDENT NUST: I) HAYE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FRON FDNS IF NINL'TN IDEOLOGY IN HS HLOltl1 F V J , HRS.A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; Z) IE IN GOOD CONN FOR INOI' WITH SPEC lEEDS HLDlttZ F S 3 , HRS.STANDING AT THE LAST SCNOOl ATTENDED. APPLICANTS SNOULO HAVE LAI II HIDDEN FEELINGS' NEANG HLOI'60 F S 5 HRS.ACCESS TO A CLASSROON SITUATIOI II WHICH THEY WILL BE ABLE TO APPLO APPICHS TO HUNAI CONNUI HLOIOl3 F S 3 NIS.OISERYE AND INTERACT VITH STUOEITS. STUDENTS NOT IEETING GROUP DYNANICS , INTERVENTION HLOl510 F S 3 HIS.AONISSIOI CRITEIIA NAY PETIIION FOR aDNISSION THROUGH THE 
OFFICE OF ADNISSIONS. SELECT AT LEAST Z HOURS FRON CURRICULUN COURSES: 
CURRICULUN OEfELOPNElf CAS51'0 F S 5.' HIS. 
TCHNG EN&lISH AS A SECOND LUG CAS~6JO II J HRS.DEGREE RIQUIRENENTS. NATLS ELE , SEC LII PRE K-IZ HL05t.0 3 HRS.A STUDENT NUST: I) AC8UIIE A NININUN OF 3Z GRAOUAfE CREDIT TV 	 AND ITS USE IN THE CONNUNTY HL06t90 S 2 .IS.HOURS (Z, HOURS REQUIRED' I HOURS ELECTED); Z) CONPLETE AT TV FOR INSTRCTN , TRAINIIG I HL06Z00 Z HRS.LEAST IZ CIEOIT HOURS IN COURSES NUNIEREO BOOO OR ABOVEi 3) 	 5 , HRS.ED PRRC FOR TRAINABLE NENT- HCP HLD~B'OI W ­ACQUIRE THE COIPETEICIES SPECIFIED Faa THIS DEGREE (A STUDENT PHYS , RCRTNL ACT ELEIER SCHLS HLI1Z'O F S Z HRS.NAY SDISTITUTE ACHIEVENENT OF CONPETENCIES BY ALTERIATE lET HODS HEALTH CONCERNS CLASSRN TCHRS HL01',O W S Z-3 HRS.UPON APPROVAL or HISIHEI ADVISOR. UPON VERIFICATION THAT CON­ SOCIAL SfUDIES STRATEGIES HLOIIIO. Z-3 • HRS.PETENCIES HAlE IEEN NET. AND UPOI INCLUSION IN THE STUDENT'S TOPICS IN UTH EDICUION HL010lO S 3 , HIS.APPROVED GRADUATE STUOY PLAR.'; " EARl A NININUN OF Z, GRADU­ SUR V EARLY CHLOHO EOUC PRGPNS HL01B501 V J , HRS.ATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; AND 5) CONPLETE AN AP'ROVEO INOIY INSTR ' PLURAL' LRIG EN' HL01901 I S J , RRS.CULNINATING EIPERIENCE PROJECT RELEVAIT TO THEIR ' SPECIFIC CA­
I 
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ION' SIIAI I. 8Ill.'l ClASSI. 
CIII • I.SII IN EARLY CHLO ED 
EIHNle .I.DIIIIES IN IHE us 
HLO"tO 
HLOnZi 
HLOF"OI 
F 
F 
F 
3 
3 
3 
HIS. 
HIS. 
MIS. 
SPA.ISH lA.'UA'E AilS I.SIIUC. 
ME1HOIS INSll EO ••,lY IEllO 
1.0 PIEK.OI&I. CUll' I.SIRCIN 
ICHG SOC SIOS.IA1M.SCI 11 .ESP 
Hlonn 
HlOIOtll 
MloaOtU 
HlOUI5 
II 
II 
II 
5 
2-3 
3, 
3-5 
HIS. 
MIS. 
HIS_ 
MIS. 
ISSUES I. SOCIAL SIUDIES EOUC 
CIIIIE.I 10PICS IN REAOI.' 
SUPEIVISIO. ClASSIOOM IEACHERS 
IEACHIN& .ASIC ARIIHMEIIC 
ICH' [NRICH.T MAT. I. ElEM SCH 
CUIRICULUN IN URBAN SCHOOLS 
MlO'505 
HlO'510 
HlOt540 
HLOn50 
HloniD 
HlO'5'0 
00 00 
II 
II 
00 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
MIS. 
HIS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
lONG SllAl rDl I.OIY I.SIIUC 
...& IEMEOIAIION IN ClASSROOR 
IlLO'UD 
HlO"U 
r II 
5 
3-5
, HIS. HIS. 
ICHIG RD.' I. CONIENI AREAS HlO'.,O II 5 3-' HRS. 
SElECI 
lAIl 
Al lEASl Z HOURS FRON UI.A. SlUOIES COUISES, 
E.F , IHE CONSII1UIION 8P15914 5 3 HIS. 
C.I.E AN' JUSIICE 
AIEIICAN URBA. HISIOIY 
A.ERICAN HISIORY SENI.AI •••• 
1118 SIUOIES. INIRO TO lHE CITY 
CON. IRG./COMIU OEVElOPMENI 
U.... POLIlICS 
SOC CMAN'E , .I.ORITY &aOUPS 
URBA. OYNAMICS 
CAU5'3 
CASFn. 
CAS'2i' 
CAS'2,.
ClSnlO 
CAS"OO 
HlO"" 
HlO"5D 
II II II 
r II 
F II 5 
r II 
5 
r II 5 
5 
r II 
3,
,
, 
3 
3 
3 
3 
H.S. 
HRS. 
MIS. 
M.S. 
H.S. 
MRS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
lirE PLAN N.'"NI I. HUMA. SEIV 
EO IN~IC 8lACK HIST , CUlIURE 
PIA'EIIAN IYPE RSRCH-MAIH EO 
SOCIAL rONS OF UIIAN EDUCAIIO. 
TC.' IAI. 10 lOll ACHveG SIDS 
CIIRR fSSUES IN BllIN&UAl/aC ED 
EIHNIC I.NOIIIIES IN IHE US 
ED IN~IC lr SIYlS I. UI. CONI 
HlD'DDO DO 
HLO'i5D r 
HlO"4D 00 
HLI'''O r 
HlO'I .. r 
HLOra,ol 
HlDnFDI r 
Hlot.,OI F 
DO 
II 
00 
II 
00 
00 
5 
S 
5 
3 HRS. 
3-' • MRS. 3 • HilS. 3 • MIS. 3 • HIS. J-4 • NU. 3 • H.S. J • HIS. 
SElECl Al lEASI , HOUIIS or SPECIAL EOUCA110N COURSES' 
PSYCH DIA' INO IIIIH SPEC NEEDS 
SUR EICPINl CHllDREIi , PII&RAMS 
EO ,RIC rOI IRAINABlE MEllI HCP 
EVAl OF NIMl'lN IDEOLOGY IN HS 
IIlO.,6t 
HlDUU 
HlOU..1 
HlOU511 
r 
r 
II 
II 
II 
5 
5 
5 
3 
3 
J 
Z 
H.S. 
HilS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
CHARADIERISIICS MENIAllY REID 
MAINSIIIEAMING rOR RE&UlIR EOCI 
MEIHOIS INSII ED MNllY RETID 
MEIH lCH' lRNG OISAllEO INDIV 
CHAI IF liN' DISABLED SIUDENIS 
ICNG SIUDENIS III IEHVR DISORO 
HL061'01 
HlD'l941 
HlDIOtll 
HlO"iO 
HlO'UOI 
HlOfF lZ 
r 
r II 
II 
II 
II 
" 
5 
5 
5 
3 
J 
J 
3 
J 
3 
NIS. 
HilS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ElEClUE COURSES--&IADUAIE lEVEL. HOURS) 
Ir SlllOENIS NEED ADOIIIONAL 
HOUIS 10 rUlFllL IHE 3Z CIEOll 
.OUR OE'IEE REQUIREMENl,
SHaUll SElECI AOOIIIONAl 
IHEY 
COUISIS FRON IHOSE llSIED 
nOVE. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Education with a 

major in Elementary Education is 32 hours 

NOIE(S" 
I 	 CRIOIl HOURS EARNED FOI COURSES llSIED MORE IHAN ONCE "ACUIRICUlUM MAY NOI 8E USED 10 SAIISFY IHE REIU.IEMENIS OF 
NOIE IHAN ONE COMPEIEMCY. 
SIIDENIS MUSI HAYE TIEIR &RAOUAIE SllOY PLAII APPROVED 
DURIN' IHEIR FIRSI IRIIIESIER Al THE UIIVERSIIY. lHE IlllE 
OF TN( CULMIIIAIIIIG EIPEIIEICE MUSI IE INCLUDED IN IHE 
GIADUAIE SIUDY PLAN BEFO.E II IIILl .E APPIO'EO. 
• 	 IHeSE CDUISES ARE IHE -PIEFEIREO SElECIIORS-. SIUOENIS AilE 
ENCOUIAGEO 10 ElIlIOLl IN lHESE COURSES; DIHEI COURSES SHOIIN 
SHIULI IE lAKEN IlLY IlREN SCHEDUlIN& CONrllCIS OCC" 01 IHE 
SIUOENI HAS CONrERIEO IIIIH HIS/HEI ADVISOR. 
F • FALL FO = rAlL ODD YEARS FE: FALL E'EN YEARS II. IIINIER 
110 : IIINIER ODD YEARS lIE· NINIEII E'EN YEAIIS 5 s SPIING-SUMHEI 
SO • SPIIIN'-SUIMEI ODD YEAIS SE· SPRING-SUNIEI EVEN YEAIS 
II = NOI SCHEOULEI 00. ON 8ENAND a· IUlTI-COMPEIENCY COU.SE 
Bilingual/Bicultural Elementary Major This major is an 
undergraduate curriculum designed for bilingual students 
who have completed two years of undergraduate work and 
wish to teach in an elementary bilingual program . Students 
are prepared in learning methods and techniques for non­
English speaking and culturally different children. 
PIO'RAN' EDUCATION 
NAJOI. IllIN&UAl/BICUL1UIAL ELENENTAIY EDUCAIIOI 
LEVEL' BACHELOI or ARlS 
ADMISSION INFOIMATION' 
A SlUOENI MUSI' t) AcaUIIE AN ASSOCIATES OE&REE 01 Al LEASI 60 
SENESIER HOURS OF CREIII 1I11H AN OVERAll ·C· 01 IEIIEI &PA FIOI 
A IE&IONAlLY ACCREOIIEO COLLEGE 01 UNI'EISIIY' 2) IE IN GOOD 
SIANOIN& Al THE LASI SCHOOL AIIENDEO' J) 8E FLUENT AND lllERAIE 
IN EN'lISH AND Al lEASI ONE OINEI lAN&UA&E. STUDENIS NOT 
MEEIII' ADMISSION CIIIEIIA MAY PETIIION FOR ADMISSION THIOUGH 
IHE OIFICE or ADMISSIOMS. 
OE'REE l.aUIIEIENIS. 
A SIUIENI NUSI. I)ACQUIIE A "INIMUM OF tZO CREOII HOURS OF 
IHICH Al LEASI 60 HOUIS MUSI BE AT IHE UPPER DIVISIOI LEVEL 
(FOI 'ENERAl EOUCA110N REQUIREMENIS RErER 10 NOTE I)J 2) IA~E 
ASSESSMENI IESTS IN lHE AREAS or. REAOIN&. IIRIIII&. COMMUMI­
CAllOI S~lllS. AND MATHENAIICS (SEE NOIE 2); 3) OEMOIS1RAIE 
COMPEIENCY IN BASIC COMMUNICAIION AND "AIHEMAIICAl SKILLS AP­
PIOPIIAIE FOI ElEMENIARY SCHOOL IEACHIN" 4) COMPLETE A "INI­
MUM or tOO CLOCK HOURS OF APPROPIIAIE PIE-PRACIICUM CLINICAL 
EIPERIEICES (SEE ND1E 3)J 5) EARN Al lEASl 24 CREDII HOUIS Al 
GSU; i) NEEI THE DIVISIOM OF EOUCAIION'S PREREQUISIIES rOI AO­
MISSIOI INID HLD"IO AND HLO'6tO. INClUDIN' 15 OF IHE 24 IESI­
DENCY HOUIS AND A 2.50 &PA. A SIUOENI MAY SUISTIIUIE ACHIEVE­
IENI Dr CONPETENCIES BY AlIERNAIE ME1HOOS UPON APP..VAL or HISI 
HER AIVISOR. UPON 'EllrICAIIDN IHAl IHE COIPEIENCIES HA'E IEEN 
MET. AND UPON INCLUSION IN IHE SIUDENT'S APPRO'ED SIUOY PLAN. 
IEQUIIED COURSES--UPPER OI'ISION' '0 HOUIS) 
CUIII ISSUES IN BllIN'UAl/8C ED HlDFI'O 5 3-4 HIS. 
1016 SIRAl IN 81LINGL ClASSRM HlonlO r J HRS. 
ICHN& EN&lISH AS A SECOND lAN& CASnJO J HRS... 
SPANISH lANGUAGE ARIS INSTRUC. HlDF'1J 11 Z-J HIS. 
SOC SIUDIES SIRAI- BiliNGUAL HLDn .. 5 2-3 • HIS. 
lEACHIN& ELEMENTAIY MUSIC I CASUSO r 5 2 HRS. 
PSYCHOLOGY or ARl IN EOUCAIION HlOF,eo F 5 J-' NRS. NEAL1H CONCEINS ClASSRM ICHRS HlO'660 5 2-J HIS. 
lAN& CONCERNS OF CLASSRM TCHIIS Hl04660 F 5 J HRS. 
MAIH IN ElENEIIARY SCHOOL I HLD ..41 r 5 3 HIS. 
NA1H IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL II HlOUU r 2 HIS. 
PHYS , RCIINl ACI ELEMEN SCKlS Klor260 r 5 2 HU. 
READIN& INSII IN SCHL SETIIN&S HlO'6!O r 3 HIS. 
ICHN' ELEIENIARY SCHL SCIENCE CAS1800 F J HRS. 
PRACTICUM IN ClASSIM TEACHIN& Hl04"0 r 5 HRS. 
INOIVIDUALIZAIION Hl04..0 r Z HRS. 
OEVTl DlrrEIENCES IN SPEC EDUC HLDUtZ r 3 HIS. 
NOOUlE OEV rOB CII HLO"50 r 5 2-3 HRS. 
ClASSIM USE or INSIII UTERlAlS Hl055'0 r 2-J HRS. 
URB ELEN SCHL. SIIUC , COUEIl HL04UO r 3 HRS. 
SOCIAL rOils OF UIBAN EDUCAIIDN Hlo,no r 5 S HRS. 
lAB IN HUMANISTIC TCHNG SKILLS HlD30l0 r 5 3 HRS. 
REQUIllEO AREAS--UPPEII DIVISION' HOUIIS) 
IF 	NEEOEB SELECT Al LEASI ONE IIOLOGICAL SCIENCE COURSE •• 
ECOLOGY. BASIC PRINCIPLES CASJ150 11 3 HIS. 
POISONOUS , MEDICINAL PLANIS C154540 r II 5 2 HIS. 
ANIIAl 8EHI'IOR' INIROOUCTION CAS5J60 r 4 HRS.,PUNI UIONONY CAsnJI SE HIS. 
II OlHEI EQUIVALENT COURSES. 
IF 	NEEOEI. SElECI Al lEASI DIE PHYSICAL SCIENCE COUISE: 
ENER&Y. RESOURCES , SOCIEIY CAS5150 II • 3 HRS. 
ENVIIINlEN1AL EAIIH SCIENCE CAS5890 5 2-4 HIS. 
PHYSICAL ENVIR.CHARACIEI , DEV CAS69Z0 5 Z NIS. 
PHYSIIAL SCIENCE rOUNOAIIONS CASiU5 r 3 HIS. 
OR OlHEI EQUIVAlENI COURSES. 
IF 	NEEOEI. SlUOEN1S SHOULD COMPlEIE' •• 
EIHIIC MIMDIIIIES IN IHE US HLO"'O r 3 IRS. 
IRANSFEI CREDIT--LOIIER DI'ISION' 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor or Arts in Education with a 

major in Bilingual/Bicultural Education is 120 hours 

NDlE(S)t 
• SIIOENIS NOI HA'IN' COMPLEIEO 81OLOGICAL ANO/OR PHYSICAL SCIENCE COURSES PREVIOUSLY AilE IEIUIIEO (IN AOOIIION 10 
OlNEI DEGREE IEQUIRENENTS) 10 CDIPLETE Al lEASI ONE COURSE 
IN EACH AREA 10 MEEI CERTIFICAIIIN IEIUIRENENTS • 
• , 	 SIIDENIS NOT HA'IIIG COMPlEIEO A HISIOIY COURSE ON 
HIIOIIIIES IN IHE U.S. 'IE'IOUSLY ARE IEQUIREO (IN AOOIIION 
10 OIHER OEGIEE REQUIREMENIS) TO COHPLEIE HlDr"O--EIHNIC 
MIIORIIIES IN IHE U.S. 
L 
STUDENIS lOT NA'I.s AlIEA.Y CORPlEIE. A U.S. NISIORY COURSE 
ARB REQUIRED TO CONPlETE A U.S. "ISTORY COURSE. 
,ARIABlE DEPENDING UPDI PRE'IOUS ACAOENIC PREPARATIOI--SEE 
NOlES • AND ••• 
TO 	 NEET STATE CERTIFICATIOI REQUIRENEITS. STUDEITS ARE 
REQUIRED TO COMPLETE 71 SENESTER HOURS or GENERAL EDUCATIOI 
COURSE MaRl. THIS COIRSEMORK NUST IE DISTRIIUTED II T"E 
rDl~OMIIG AREAS 11TH THE NIIININ "OURS INDICATED: CDNNUNI­
CATIOIS (1IClUDING ORAL AID MRITTEI)--IZ HOURS; SOCIAL 
SCIEICE (GENERAL AIO DEVElOPNENTAl PSYCHOLOGY. U.S. HISTORY. 
MIIORITY HISTORY)'-IZ HOURS I SCIENCE (NATURAL AND PHYSICAL 
SCIENCE. INCLUDING OlE lAB COURSE)--7 "OURS; HUNAIITIES (11­
ClUDIIG ART AND NUSIC)'" HOURS; NATHENATICS (rUIDANENTAlS 
Dr MAT"ENATICS)--J "OURS' HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATIDN--J 
HOURS; AND ADOITIONAl MORK IN AIY or T"E ABO'E AREAS TO 
TOTAL 66 SEMESTER MOURS. PLUS IZ MORE SEMESTER HOURS II PRO­
rESSIONAl EDUCATIDI MHICH SATISrY CERTAIN GENERAL EDUCATION 
REQUIREMEMTS. 
Z 	 THE ASSESSNEIT RESULTS MIll BE USED rOR AD'ISEIEIT AID rOR 
ENROLLING THE STUDENT IN A PROGRAN or STUDIES. A PROG.AM or 
STUOIES USING THE ASSESSMENT INrORMATIOI NAY INCLUDE 
SPECIAL ASSIGIMEITS MITHIN COURSES. ASSIGNMEIT TO THE UNI­
'ERSITY'S CEITER rOR lEARIIIG ASSISTANCE. ANOIOR ASSIGINEIT 
TO lEE OED COllEGE COURSES. 
THIRTY Dr THE 100 "OURS MAY BE ACCEPTED rOR PRIOR. NOIPAID 
CLINICAL EXPERIENCES M"ICH MERE SUPER'ISED BY A CERTlrlEO 
SUPERVISOR AND M"IC" HA'E BEEN 'ERlrIED II MRITING BY THE 
SUPERYISDR. 
r z rAll rD z rAll DOD YEARS rE = rAll E'EN YEARS M = MINTER 
MO 	 z MINTER ODD YEARS ME z MINTER E'EN YEARS S = SPRING-SUNMER 
SO = SPRING-SUMNER DOD YEARS SE. SPRING-SUNMER E'EN YEARS 
II 	= NOT SCHEDULED 00 = 01 DElAND a = IUlTI-CDMPETENCY COURSE 
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Special Education Major This major provides the . learner 
with an opportunity to focus on theoretical knowledge and 
practical skills for delivery of intellectual, physical, 
psychological, or sociological services to individuals with 
special needs including mental retardation and related 
dysfunctions. These special needs may apply to infants, 
children and adolescents. 
Emphasis is on the development of philosophical assump­
tions, theoretical positions, and practical skills to prepare 
students to clearly articulate and apply the principles of nOr­
malization. 
The Special Education major prepares students for employ­
ment and/or continuation of professional training in the 
educational, mental health, or vocational settings and 
related community systems. 
PROGRANI EDUCATION 
NAJDRI SPECIAL EDUCATIDN 
lEVEll IACHElDR or ARTS 
ADNISSIOI INrORIATIDN' 
A STUDENT lUST' I) HA'E ACQUIRED AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE DR AT 
lEAST 60 SEHESTER HOURS or CREDIT MITH AN O'ERAll ·C· OR BETTER 
GPA rROI A REGIDNAllY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY' AID Z) 
BE I. GOOD STANDING AT TNE lAST SCHOOL ATIENDED. STUDENTS NOT 
MEETIIG AONISSIDN CRITERIA MAY PETITION rDR ADMISSIDN THRDUGH 
THE D~FICE or ADIISSIDNS. 
DEGREE RreUIREIENTS • 
•• A STUDENT RUST' I) ACQUIRE A MININUM or IZO CREDIT HDURS OF 
MHICH AT lEAST .0 HOURS NUST BE AT THE UPPER DIVISION lEVEL 
(rOR &EIIRAl EDUCATION REQUIRENENTS RErER TD NOTE 1)1 2) TAKE 
ASSES51ENT TESTS IN THE AREAS orl READING. MRITING. COMNUNI­
CATIDI SKillS. AND MATHENATICS (SEE laTE 2)1 J) DENO.STRATE 
CONPETENCY IN BASIC COMMUNICATION AND IATHEIATICAl SKIllS AP­
PROPRIATE rOR ELENENTARY SCHOOL TEAC"ING; 4) COIPlETE A NINI­
NUl OF 100 CLOCK HOURS or APPROPRIATE PRE-PIACTICUN CLINICAL 
EXPERIENCES (SEE NDTE J); 5) EARN AT LEAST Z4 CREDIT HDURS AT 
GSU; .J NEET T"E DI'ISIDN DF EDUCATION'S PREREQUISITES rDR AO­
IISSIIN INTD HlD4 ••0 AND HlD4610. INClUDIIG 15 Dr THE Z4 RESI­
DENCY HOURS AND A 2.50 GPA. A STUDENT NAY SUBSTITUTE ~CHIE'E­
NENT Ir CDMPETEICIES BY ALTERNATE METHDDS UPON APPRO'AL or HISI 
HER AO'ISDR. UPDN VERlrlCATIDN THAT THE COIPEIENCIES HAlE BEEN 
NET. AND UPDR INClUSIDN IN TME STUDENT'S APPRD'ED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UPPER DI'ISIDN: ( 51 HOURS) 
TEACHING ElENENTAIY IUSIC I CASUJO r S 2 HRS. 
NEAlTI CO.CERNS ClASSRI TCHRS HlDT660 M S Z HRS. 
INTRD. TO CDIIUN DISDRDERS SHP4ZJ5 r S J HRS. 
lATH IN ElEIENTARY SCHDDl I HlD"41 r S J HRS. 
MATH IN ElEIENTARY SCHDDl II HlD464Z r M z HRS. 
PHYS , RCRTll ACT ElENEI 5CHl5 HlDTZ.O r 5 Z HRS. 
READING INSTR IN SCHl SETTINGS HlD46Z0 r M J NRS. 
TCHNG ElENENTARY SCHL SCIENCE CAS7IOO r M J HRS. 
PRACTICUN IN ClASSRI TEACHING HlD41ilO r M 5 HRS. 
llOl'IDUAlIZATIDN HlD46.0 r M Z HRS. 
PRACTICUN IN SPECIAL EDUC I HlD7'" r 5 HRS. 
PRACTICUN IN SPECIAL EDUC II HlD',., M J "RS.CHARACTERISTICS IENTALLY RETD HLDU70 S J "RS. 
ED PRUC rDR TRAINABLE NENT HCP HlDU4D M J HRS. 
SUR EICPTNl C"llDREN , PRGRANS "lD61Z0 r M S J HRS. 
SOCIAL rDIS or URBAN EOUCATIOI HlD7770 r M S J "RS. 
PSYCH DIAG IND MITH SPEC NEEDS "lD.,.1 M S J "IS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DI'ISION: , HOURS) 
SELECT AT lEAST Z HDURS rROI AIDIG. 
AESTHtTIC EDUCATIDN CAS5490 S J HRS. 
PSYCHILO'Y or AIT IN EDutATIOI HlOTtlO r w 5 J-4 RRS. 
IF 	N£EOE8. SELECT AT lEAST ONE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE COURSEI 
ECDlO"1 BASIC PRINCIPLES CASJl50 M J HRS. 
POISONOUS' IEDICIIAl PLANTS CAS4540 r M S Z HIS. 
AIINA( 8EHAVIOR: IN.RDDUCTION CAS5J60 r 4 "RS. 
PLAIT UIONon CAS.6H SE , HRS. 
H 	 NEEDED, SELECT AT lEAST DIE PHYSICAL SCIENCE COURSE. 
ENER' •• RESOURCES , SOCIETY CAS5150 M J "RS. 
EIVIIOIIEITAl EART" SCIEICE CAS5." S Z-' RRS. 
P"YSICAl EIVIR'C"ARACTER , DE' CASr,9Z0 s Z HRS. 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE rDUIDATIDIS CASU35 r J HRS. 
SELECT AT lEAST Z HOURS rROI ANDI" 
SDCIAl STUDIES STRATEGIES "lOI'710 r M Z-J HIS. 
SOC STUDIES STRAT- BILINGUAL HlD"1l S Z-J "RS. 
Ir 	NEEDE•• SELECT AT LEAST ONE U. S. HISTORY CDURSEI ,AIERICAN URBAN HISTDRY CASIUO r M IRS. 
AIEIIIAI RISTDRY SEIINAR: ••• CASI'ZU r M S 4 HRS. 
Ir 	NEEDED. SELECT AT lEAST DNE NIIORIT' HISTORY COURSE' 
ArRICAN-ANERICAN HISTORY CAS4Z00 r J HRS. 
BlK MOKEN IN ANERICAN HISTORY CAS5170 r J "RS. 
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lACE lELA U.S.INISI PEISPECI CAS5J6a 5 J HRS. 
ANERICAN ~'IO SLA'ERY 
ED IN'Llt BLACK HISI , tULIURE 
EINNIE NINOIIIIES IN IHE us 
CAS5J71 
HLD11i50 
HLDnn 
r 
r 
r 
I 
3)-,
3 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
SELECI AI LEASI Z NDURS flON ANOWSI 
IIS1RUCIIONAL Dnp"NII 
NODULl DE, fOR CBI 
DESIGN NLD5910 
HL01950 
r 
f I 
SE 
S 
5 
Z-) 
I HRS. 
HIS. 
SELECI AI LEASI 3 HOURS rRON ANONG: 
LAI IN HUIANISIlt ItHIG SKILLS HLD30to r S 3 HRS. 
rlNS If "NL'II IDEOLD'Y IN HS HLDr III f I J I HRS. 
ELECllfE COURSES--UPPER DI'ISION~ ( I HOURS) 
DEIIL DlrrEIENCES IN SPEC EDUC HLDUIZ r I 3 I HRS. 
PRINCIPLES Of BENA'IOR CHAN'E HLD5UO r I S ) I HRS. 
IRaNsrEI CREDII--LDIER DIIISIONI (~HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Arts in Education with a 

major in Special Education is 120 hours 

NOI[(S)& 
A SIUDENI IILL OBIAIN CERllrlCAIION IN ELEHENIARY (K-9) AND 
IILL HAVE COIPLEIEO HANY Of IHE ADOIIIONAL REQUIREMENTS fOR 
A SPECIAL EDUCATION (TRAINABlE "ENIALLY HANDiCapPED) 
ENIORSEMENI. 
II 	SIIDENIS NOI NAIIIG CONPLEIED BIOLOGICAL AID lOR PHYSICAL 
SCIENCE COUISES PRE'[OUSLY ARE REIUIREO (IN ADD [lION 10 
DINER DEGREE REQUIRE"EIIS) 10 CONPLEIE AI LEASI ONE COURSE 
IN EACH AREA 10 NEEI CEIT[fICalION REIUIREIEIIS. 
aa 	SIIOENIS 101 HAVING CDNPLEIED U. S. HISIORY ANOIOR IINOR[IY
HISIORY COURSES PREVIOUSLY ARE REQU[REO (IN AOOIIION 10 
OlHER DEGREE REIUIRE"ENIS) 10 CO"PLEIE AI LEASI ONE COURSE 
[N EACH AREA 10 IEET CERI[fICATION REQUIRE"ENIS. 
I 	 OPIIOIAL----STUDENIS PLANI[N' 10 CINTINUE fOR A GRaOUalE 
STIOY [N SPECIAL EOUCATIOI AI GSU ARE ADVISED THAT IHIS 
COURSE IS a REQU[REO PREREQI[S[IE. 
10 HEEl SlATE CEITlflCAllON REQUIRE"ENIS. STUDENTS ARE 
IEQUIREO 10 CONPLEIE rl SEHESIER HOURS Of GEIERAL EDUCAIIOI 
COURSEIOR'. IHIS COURSEIORK HUST BE OISIRIBUIEO IN IHE 
rOLLOIII' alEas IIIN TME HINI"UN HOURS IIOICAIEO: COHNUNI­
CATIONS (INCLUDING ORAL AND IRIITEN)--12 HOURS; SDC[AL 
SCIENCE (GENERAL AID OE'ELOPNEITAL PSYCHOLOGT. U.S. HISIORT. 
NIIORIIY HISIORY)--IZ HOURS; SCIENCE (NAIURAL AND PHYSICAL 
SCIENCE. INCLUOIIG DIE LAB COUISE)--r HOURS; HU"ANIIIES (IN­
CLUDING ART AID IUSIC)--I HOUIS; IATHENaTICS (fUNDANEITaLS 
Dr "AIHENATICS)--J HOUIS; HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION--3 
HOURS; AND ADDITIOlaL 10RK IN aNY Of IHE ABOVE AREas 10 
10lAL 1i6 SE"ESIEI HOURS. PLUS IZ NORE SENESIEI HOURS IN PRO­
rESSIONAL EDUCATION IHICH SAI[SfY CERIAII GEIERAL EOUCATIOI 
IEQUIIUEns. 
Z 	 I"B aSSESSIEIT RESUlIS IILL BE USED rOR AOVISENENT AND rOR 
ENIOLLING IHE SIUOENT IN A PIOGRAN Dr STUO[ES. a PROGRAH Of 
SIDDIES USING THE ASSESSNEII INfORNATIDI HAY INCLUDE 
SPSClaL ASSIGIIENIS IITH[N COURSES. ASSIG..EIT TO THE UNI­
VERSIIT'S CENIER rlR LEARIIN' ASS[STaNCE. AND lOR ASS[GN"ENT 
TO NEEDED COLLEGE COURSES. 
TH~RTT Of THE 100 HOURS "AY BE ACCEPTED rOR PRIOR. NONPAIO 
CLINICAL EIPERIENCES IHICH IERE SUPERVISED BT A CERTIfiED 
SUPEI'ISOR AND IHICH HAVE IEEN VERifiED IN IRITII& IY INE 
SUIERVISOR. 
f • fALL fO ~ fALL ODD TEARS fE = rALL EIEN YEARS I = lINTER 
10 ~ IIIIER DOD YEARS ME = IIIIER E'EN TEAlS S = SPRING-SUMlER 
SO • SPRING-SUNMER ODD TEARS SE = SPRIN'-SUMNER EVEN YEANS 
" ~ NOI SCHEDULED 00 ~ ON DEMAND a = MULTI-CONPETEMCT COURSE 
Educational Administration 
and Supervision Program 
Majors: 
Educational Administration (M.A. at C.S.U. *) 
Educational Supervision (M.A. at C.S.U. *) 
Chief School Business Officials (M.A. at 
C.S.U.*) 
Community College Administration (M.A. at 
C.S.U. *) 
*Degree approval and award at Chicago State University 
Chicago State University, Governors State University and 
Northeastern Illinois University cooperatively offer a Master 
of Arts Degree program with majors in Educational Ad­
ministration and Supervision areas. This program prepares 
students for positions as educational administrators and 
supervisors including school business officials. The Ad· 
ministration and Supervision Program is designed to offer 
basic preparation for students interested in obtaining middle 
management level administrative and supervisory positions 
and to upgrade skills of people presently at work in such 
positions. The program will qualify students for such posi· 
tions as chief school business official, elementary, middle 
school and secondary principal, assistant principal, cur­
riculum coordinator, supervisor of instruction, director of 
special programs, department chairperson and others. In­
cluded are courses for upgrading the skills of practicing ad­
ministrators and supervisors. 
Four majors are possible under the 33 credit hour Master of 
Arts Degree in Educational Administration and Supervision 
in schools: Educational Administration, Educational Super· 
vision, Chief School Business Official, and Community Col· 
lege Administration. The courses, competency statements, 
or experiences which have been developed for a student's 
acquisition of knowledge, attitudes, and skills are presented 
under: a) content for the specialty, b) theory relevant to the 
specialty with direct experience in professional practice, c) 
research, and d) cognate studies. 
PROGRAM' EDUCATIONAL AOMINISTRallON aND SUPERVISION 

MA~OR' EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 

LEVEL' MASTER or ARTS 

AOMISSIOI INfORMATION: 
A 	 STUDENT NUST HAVE' I) A BAccaLAUREAIE DEGREE fRDH A 
REGIOlaLLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE DR U.IVERSIIT AND A GPA or 3.0 ON 
A 	 '.0 SCALE fOR TME LAST 60 HOURS UNDERGRADUATE STUDY' 
(STUD[NT MITH A LOMER GPA MAT BE ACCEPTED CONOITIONaLLT' 
STUOEIIS 'RAOUAIING fROM UNOERGRAOUkTE INSTITUTIOWS IHICH DO 
NOT 6I'E GRaDES YILL BE AD"IITEO UNCONOITIONALLy.l; 2) TYO 
YEARS Of VERlrlED rULL-TIHE TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN SCHOOLS 
RECOGRIZEO BT THE ILLINOIS OffiCE Of EO~CATION; J) yaiiTEN 
RECOMMENDATIONS fROM IYO SCHOOL OfflcaLS. A "AXIMU" Of NINE 
CREDit HOURS Dr ACCEPTABLE GRADUATE CREDIT MAT BE Ila15fERRED 
liTO THIS PROGRAN. 
DEGREE K!QUIREMENTS: 
A 	 STUOENI MUST' I) ACQUIRE A HINIMU" Of)J GRaDUaTE CREDII 
HDURSi 2) COMPLETE 15-11 HOURS AT CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY. AMO 
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.1£ BALA.CE A' GO'E.IO.S S.A.E A.D/D. ..•••EAS.E•• ILLI.OIS 
~'I'E.SI'" J, COIPLEIE A SUPE.,ISED P.,C.ICUI' 4) PASS' COI­
P.E.E.SI'E EIA.I.A.IO.' 5' NEE. .HE FEDEI'L 'NO S'A.E 
CDNS.I.UTIDN EI'NIN'TID. REIUIREIE.T, A.D 6) CDIPLETE THE PRD­
GIAN Of STUDY DYTLIED FDR THIS DEGREE. THE DEGREE MILL IE 
ISSUE. IY CHICAGD STATE UII'ERSITY. 
REIIYIRED AREAS--GRADUATE LE'ELI .. HOURS) 
SELEC' AT LEAST DIE CDURSE IN EACH OF .HE FI'E CORE 
CDIPE.ENCY AREAS (A-E)I 
AREA AI ADHINISTRATI'E AND DRGANIZA.IOIAL THEORY 
INTROI TD EDUC ADIINISTRATIDN HLO'IZO F S HRS. 
OR CI411 AT CSU DR EDFN4Z1 
AT UII. 
AREA BI SUPERVISION AND INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEIS 
SUPER'ISIDN CLASSRDDI TEACHERS HLD9540 HRS. 
OR CI41Z AT CSU DR EDfN4Z4 
AT UNI. 
AREA CI HUIAN RELATIONS SKILLS 
LEADERSHIP 
DR GI494 
, STAFF 
AT CSU 
RELATIDIS 
OR EOfN41J 
HLDIU' F S J HRS. 
AT U.I. 
AREA 01 LIFE STYlES AND LEARIIM' 
LRNG 
DR 
'RDC'CHILDREI 
CI46Z AT CSU 
, ADDLESCTS 
DR EDFM401 
CAS6550 F S Z.J 
AT "NI. 
AREA Eo SCHDDL-CDHMUNITY RELATIDNS 
SCHDDL-CD••U.ITI RELATIIIS HLO"60 F I HRS. 
DR 01491 AT CSU DR EDFN4JI 
AT UNI. 
SELEC' J-' HOURS FRO. AID.G THE FDLLDNIN' COURSES IN IHE 
CONTENT FOR THE SPECIALTY AREASI 
" COLLECTIVE 8ARGAI.ING IP&54Z5 DO DO DO HRS. 
CURRICULUM DEVELOPNENT CAS5140 F S J.4 HRS. 
INSTRUCIIDNAL D'LPHNTI DESIGN HLD5910 F SE 5 HRS. 
PROD.IIP.E'AL I. INST. D'LPHNI HLD59JO I 2 HRS. 
LAB IN INTERPERSO.AL GaDITH HLD5950 F I S Z HRS. 
LAI 1M PERSONAL GRDYTH HLDi090 F N S Z HRS. 
N.'".T OF IISTRCTIL DE'ELDPIT HLOIl" I J HRS. 
ELEH SCHL ADIN 
SCHOOL LAM 
, SUPE.VISION HLD9IZZ 
HL09l40 
F 
I 
S 
S 
J 
J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
GO'T 'OLICIES IN IHE PUBL SCHL HLD9841 S J HRS. 
OR THE FDLLONING COURSES AT 
CSU: CIJ5Z. CIJ55. Cll81. 
ClliZ. CIJIJ. CIJI4. CIJI5. 
C14i5. 
OR AT 
C1414. A.D/OR C1415' 
U." COUN456. EDFNlIZ. 
EDFN410. EDFlI4li. EDFIUZ. 
EDFN4ZJ. EDFNUI. EDFI42'. 
EDrN4JZ. EDF.4JJ. ELED414. 
ICSE421. ICSE4ZZ. AND lOR 
ICSE424. 
IF NEEDE8. SELECT J HOURS I••ESEARCH FRON AMON'I 
RESEANCH METHODOLOG' I. HLO HLD5400 F I S J-4 HRS. 
OR CIl" AT CSU DR EDFN4Z' 
AT DNI. 
SELECT 6 HOURS OF SUPERVISED PRACTICUH FROM AM••GI 
PRACT IN ADMN , SUPERVISION 
PRACT IN AO.N , SUPER VI SID. 
OR CI46' AND CI461 AT CSU 
I 
II 
OR 
HLD"11 
HLD99IZ 
F 
F 
I 
I 
S 
S 
J 
J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
EDFN4J4 AND EDFN4J5 AT UNI. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRAOUATE LE'ELI (5-i HOURS) 
ELECT l-6 HOU.S OF COGNATE 
S.UDIES AS .EEDEO TO FULfiLL 
DEGREE REIUIREIENTS. ELECTI'ES 
lUST BE APPRO'ED I' AD'ISDR. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Educational Administration and Supervision with a 

major in Educational Administration is 33 hours 

10T[(S)I 
I 	 STUDENTS TAKING THIS CDURSE RUST EARl AN ADDITIONAL CREDIT 
HDUR FRDN AID.G THE CO.TE.T SPECIALTY COURSES .R ELECTI'ES. 
'ARIABLEI 21-JO CREDIT HDURS DEPENDI.G O. COURSE S[LECIIO•• 
THB CDIIINED TDTAL CREDIT HOURS FOR ALL COURSE.ORK MUST BE 
AT LEAST JJ HOURS. 
II 	TH[ UII'ERSIT' AD'ISOR IILL AD'ISE THE STUDENT AIOUT COURSE 
EQUIVALENCIES BETNEEN INSTITUTIO.S. 
F 2 FALL FO = FALL DOD TEARS FE. FALL E'EN 'EARS I - lINTER 
10 IINIER ODD YEARS NE II.TER EVEI YEARS S. SPRING-SUMMER2 	 2 
SD • SPRING-SUMMER DOD 'EARS SE. SPRING-SUIIER E'EN YEARS 
SS NDT SCHEDULED DO = ON DEMAND a. HULTI-COIPETEICY COURSE2 
PROGRAI' EDUCATIO.AL ADN ••ISTRATID. A.D SUPERVISIDN 
NAJO., [DUCATIDNAl SUPER'ISIO. 
LEVEL' lASTER OF ARTS 
ADMISSIDI INFORMATION: 
A STIDENT lUST HA'E' I' A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FROM A 
REGIDIAlLY ACCREDITED COllEGE OR UNIVERSIT' AND A GPA OF J.OlD. 
A 4.0 SCALE FOR THE LAST 60 HOURS UMDERGRADUATE STU~' 
(STUDENT 11TH A LDIER GPA" HAT BE ACCEPTEO CONDITIONAL n 
STUDEITS GRADUATING FRDN UNDERGRADUATE INSTITUTIDNS IHICH 0 
NOT GI'E GRADES IILL BE ADNITTED UNCONDITI.IALLY.)' Z) 0 
YEARS OF VERIFIED FULL-TINE TEACHING EIPERIENCE IN SCHOOLS 
RECOGNIZED BY THE ILLINDIS OfFICE OF EDUCATIDN; J) IRITTEN 
RECDMNENDATIDNS FRDN TID SCHOOL DFFICALS. A NAIIIUH DF lINE 
CREDII HOURS OF ACCEPTAILE GRADUATE CREDII HAY BE TRANSfERRED 
INTD THIS 'IDGRAN. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS' 
A STaDENT NUSTI I) ACQUIRE A IININUH Of 5J GRADUATE CREDI. 
HOGRS; Z) CDNPlETE 15-18 HOURS AT CHICAGO STATE U.I'ERSITY. A.. 
THE 8ALANCE AT GO'ERNORS S.ATE AND/DR 10RTHEASTERN ILLINOIS 
UII'ERSITY; J) CONPLE.E A SUPER'ISED PRACTICUI; 4) PASS A COI­
PREHENSI'E EIAIINATIOI. 5) NEEI IHE FEDERAL AND S.ATE 
COISTITUTI •• EIA.I.ATIO. REIUIREIENT. AID 6' CDIPLEIE THE PRD­
GRAH OF STUDY OUTLINED FDR THIS DEGREE. THE DEGREE WILL IE 
ISSUED BY C"ICAGO STArE UNI'ERSITY. 
REIUIIEO AREAS--GRADUATE LE'EL: HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST ONE COURSE IH EACH DF THE FI'E CORE 
COHPETENCY AREAS (A-E)' 
AREA AI CURRICULUI 
CURRICULUH DE'ELDPNENT CAS5'40 F S J.4 HRS. 
DR CIJ5Z AT CSU DR EDFN414 
AT UHI. 
AREA 8. SUPER'ISIDN AND INSTRUCIIDNAL SYSIEHS 
SUPER'ISIDN CLASSROON TEACHERS HLD'540 J HRS. 
OR CI41Z AT CSU OR EOFN4Z4 
AT UNI. 
AREA CI HUIAN RELAIIONS SKILLS 
LEADERSHIP , STAFF RELATIONS HL08011 F S HIS. 
DR C14'4 AT CSU OR EOFN41J 
AT UNI. 
AREA D. LIFE STYLES AND LEARNING 
LRIG ~DCICHILOREN & ADOLESCTS CAS6550 F S Z.J HRS. 
OR CI462 AT CSU DR EDFN401 
AT UNI. 
AREA [I SCHOOL-CDNNUNITY RELATIDNS 
SCHDDL-CDMMUMITY RELATIOIS HLD'9iO F II J HRS. 
DR 1:1491 AT CSU DR EDFN4Jl 
AT UNI. 
SELECT J-' HOURS FROI ANOI' THE FOLLOIIIHG COURSES IN THE 
CDNTENT r.DR THE SPECIALTY AREAS: 
COLLECTI'E IARGAINING " BPA5425 DO DO DO J HRS. 
INSTRUCTIONAL D'LPINTI DESIGI HLD5910 F SE 5 HRS. 
PRDD.IN'.E'AL IN INSTR O'LPNNT HLD59J0 II Z HRS. 
LAB IR IITERPERSONAL GRDIITH HLD5'50 F N S 2 .RS. 
LAB IR PERSONAL GROIITH HLDi090 f II S Z HRS. 
HNGNNT DF INSTRCTNL DEVELDPHT HLD81" II J HRS. 
CURRICUlUN IN URBAN SCHOOLS HLD'5'0 S J "IS.SCHDDL LAII HLD9I40 N S J HRS. 
GD'T PDLICIES IN THE PUBL SCHL HLD9I41 S J HRS. 
DR THE FDLLONIIG COURSES AT 

CSU' CIJ55. CIJ56. CIJ51. 

CIJII. CIJIZ. CIJIJ. CIJI4. 

CUI5. C1414. ANO/OR C 14151 

OR AT 

UIII COU1456. EDfllSl. 

EOFN410. EOF"416. EOFII411. 

EOFN4ZZ. EDFN4ZJ. EDFI4JZ. 

EOFI4JJ. ICSE421. ICSE4ZJ. 

AND/DR ICSE4Z4. 

IF 	NEEDED. SELECT 5 HOURS IH RESEARCH FRON ANONG: 
RESEARCH HETHDDDLOGY II HLO HL05400 F II S J-4 HRS. 
DII CIl" AT CSU OR EDFN4Z' 
AT UNI. 
SELECT 6 HDURS DF SUPERVISED PRACTICUN rRD. A.OIG: 
PRACT IN AOHN & SU'ERVISION I HLD"II F II S 5 "RS. 
PRACT IN ADNI & SUPER'ISION II HLD99IZ f II S 5 HRS. 
DR CI46' AND CI468 AT CSU DR 
EDfN454 AND EDFI4J5 AT U.I. 
ELECTIVE CDURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEL' ( J-6 HDURS) 
ELECT 3-6 HOURS DF COGNATE 

STUDliS AS NEEDED TO FULFILL 

DEGREE REtUIREHEIHS. ELECTIVES 

NUST BE APP.D'EO B' ADVISOR. 
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Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Educational Administration and Supervision with a 

major in Educational Supervision is 33 hours 

1I0lEU,. 
I 	 SIUIEIITS IAKIIIC IHIS COUISE IUSI EARll All ADDllIOIlAl CIEDII 
11011 FIOI AIDII' IHE COIIIEII SPECIAll' COUISES DI ElECII'ES. 
'AIIABLEI zr-30 CIEDII HaUlS DEPEIDIII' DI CDUISE SElECIIOIl. 
THE COIIBIIED lOlAl CIEDII HDUIS rDI All CDUISEIIOl& IUS. BE 
AI lEAST 33 HDUIS. 
II 	TRE UIII'EISII' AD'ISDI Illl AD'ISE IHE SIUOEII ABOUI CDUISE 
EIDIIAlEIlCIES IEIIIEEIl IIISIIIUIIDIIS. 
r a rAll ro = FAll 000 YEAIS FE = FAll EIEII 'EARS W= WIIIIEI 
MD a VIITEI ODD 'EAIS ME s IIIIIIEI EW£II YEAIS 5 = SPIIIIe-SUIIIIEI 
SO • SPIIII&-SUIIIIEI ODD 'EAIS SE. SPIIIC-SUIIIEI EIEII 'EAIS 
" ~ 1111 SCHEDULED 00 c all DEIIAIIO a = IIUlII-COIIPEIEIIC' COUISE 
PII'IAII EDUCAIIOIlAl ADIIIIIISIIAIIOIl AIIO SUPEIIISIOIl 
MAJOR' CHIEr SCHOOL BUSIIIESS OrrlCIAL 
lEIEl. IIAS.ER or AilS 
ADIlISSIOR IlIrDIIIAIIOIl' 
A 'I'OEIII IIUSI HAlE' I) ' A BACCAlAUREAIE OEGIEE rlOIl A 
IE&IOIIALLY ACCIurrEO COLLEGE 01 UIIUERS'IIY AIIO A GPA or 3.0 011 
A 4.0 SCALE FOl I"E lASI 60 HOUIS UIIDEIGIADUAIE SIUO" 
(SIUDlIIT Mil" A lOIlEI GPA lA' IE ACCEPIED COIlOITIOIIAll'; 
SIUOEIlIS GIAOUAltll' Flail UIIOEIGIAOUAIE IIISII.UIIOIIS IIHICII DO 
101 IIIE 'lADES IIlll BE AOIII.IEO UIlCDIDIIIOIIAll'.)' Z) 1110 
'EAIS or IEllrlEO rULl-IIIIE IEACHIII& EIPEIIEIICE III SCHOOLS 
IECO&IIIZED I' IHE IllllDIS DrFICE Dr EDUCAIIOII' 3) IIIIITEN 
IECDa.EIDAIIDIlS rlOIl Ilia SCHOOL orrlCAlS. A IIAIIIIUII or lilliE 
CIEDII HOUIS or ACCEPIAllE GIAOUAIE CIEDIT IIA' BE IRAII5FEIIEO 
111.0 IHIS PIO'RAII. 
DE&IEE REIUIIEIIEIlIS. 
A S••DEIII IIUSI. I) ACIUIIE A IIIIIIIIUII or 33 GIAOUATE CIEOII 
HOUIS. Z) COIlPlEIE IS-II HOURS AT CHICA&O SIAIE UIII'EISllY. AIID 
11£ IAllAIlCE .1 GOYERIIOlS 'SIAIE AIIO/OR IIDIIHEAS.ERII IllllIOIS 
UIII'EISII" J) COIlPlEIE A SUPEI'ISED PIACIICUII' 4) pASS A COII­
PIEHEIISIYE EIAIIIIIAIIDII' 5) IIEET lHE rEOERAL A110 SlATE 
COIIS.ITUIIOII EIAIIIIIAIIOIl IEIUIIEREIII; AIID 6) COllPlEIE IHE PIO­
GRAil OF SIUD' OUTllMEO rOR THIS DEGREE. IHE DEGREE IIlll IE 
ISSUED B' CHICAGO SIAIE UIIIYEISII'. 
IUUIIED AREAS'-GRAOUAIE LEVEL' Z4 HOURs) 
SElECI AI lEASI DIIE COURSE IN EACH or IHE rlYE COlE 
COIIPEIEIIC' AIEAS (A'E)I 
AIEA A' ADIIIIIISIRAIIYE AIIO DR'AllllAIIOIlAl T"EOR' 
rDUIlDAIIDIlS or ACCOUIIII1I6 IPASIOI r v S HRS. 
DR CIJIZ AT CSU OR EDrll4JZ 
AI Uili. 
AIEA B. SIPER'ISIOII AIID IIISIRUCIIDIlAl S'SIEIIS 
COllECII'E IAR&AIIIIIIG IPAS4ZS DO 00 DO HIS. 
01 CU" AI CSU. 
AIEA CI HURAII RElAIIOIlS SKillS 
lEADEISHIP & SIAFr RElAIlollS HlDIOI1 r S HIS. 
01 &14'4 AT CSU 01 EDFII41J 
AI Uili. 
AREA 01 liFE SI'lES AID lEARIIIII& 
l ..& IIDC.CHllOIEIl & AOOLESCIS CASUSO r 5 l.l HRS. 
DR CI46Z AI CSU 01 Eorll401 
AI Uili. 
AIEA E' SCHoOl'CoIIIIUIIII' RElATIOIlS 
SCHOOl-COIIHUIIII' IElAIIOIlS HlO"'O r v HRS. 
OR CI.'I AI CSU 01 Eorll.31 
AI Uili. 
SElECI 0-' HOURS rROH AIIOH6 IHE rOllOV11Ie COUISES III IHE 
COIIIEIlI fOl IHE SPECIAlI' AREAS, 
IIANA&EIlEIl. I' DlJECTIW£S BPAS40l DO DO 00 J HRS. 
IIAIIA&EIIEIII IIIFOIIIAIIOIl S'SIEIIS BPASUl 00 00 00 J HIS. 
rlllANeIAl REPORIIII& lIIEOR' IPAlIJO V J HRS. 
AUOII lHEOR' & PHllDSOPH' IPAlilO r J HIS. 
SEIIIIIAI III URBAII &O'ERIIIIEIlI IPAl9Z0 r S J HIS. 
CUIIICULUIl IE'ElOPIIEIlI CAssno r S J •• HRS. 
PIDO.IIIP.EIAl .11 111511 DIlPlll1 Hll59JO II Z HIS. 
lAB II IlIlEIPERSOIlAl &ROVIH HlDS'SO r II 5 Z HRS. 
lAI II PERSOIlAl GRoVTH "l060'O r v 5 Z HRS. 
111'11111 or IIISllCllIl DE'ElOPIII HlOllrl v J HRS. 
SUPEI.ISIDII ClASSIOOIl IEACHEIS HL09540 V J IIRS. 
CUIIICILUI II UIIAII SCHODlS Hlon,o S 1 HRS. 
IIITloe 10 EIUC AOIIIIISIRAIIOIl HUtllO r 5 J HRS. 
01 IHE FOllOVl1Ie COURSES AT 

CS." CIJSZ. C1411. CI.ll. 

CI •••• CI ••S. CIIII. Cll.I. 

Cll.S. PSJZS. IA31 •• BAIl'. 

BAIZO. BAJ40. Ala/OR BAJS1. 

01 AI 

UIII ElED.14_ Eor1l4ZI. 

" 
EDFII.ZZ. EOFII4Z3. EDF1I424. 
EOf1l433. COU.'S•• Eorl'l'. 
ICSE4ZI. ICSE4Z3. ICSE4Z4. 
EDF1I410 ••11'106. BII'JZJ. 
IN&IZ•• AID lOR 8N'J41. 
Ir IEEOEB. SElECI I HaUlS III IESEAICN FIOII AIIOII" 
RESEAICH IlEIHDOOlD" III NlD "l1S400 F I 5 
01 CIJ9' AI CSU 01 EOFII4Z' 
AT Uili. 
SElECI 6 HaUlS OF SUPERIISEO PIACIICUI rl.. A..I'. 
PRACI III AOIlIl & SUPERIISIOII I "l09'.. F 1 5 I illS. 
PRACI III ADIlIl & SUPEI'ISIOII II HlO"lZ F I 5 J illS. 
01 CI.6' AND CI468 AT CSU 01 
EOrl4J4 AIIO EDFI41S AI UNI. 
ElECllYE COURSES--'IAOUAIE l['Ell , NOUIS) 
ElECI , HaUlS or CO'NAIE 
SIUOIES rIal AIDN' IHE IUSI­
lESS IIAIIA&EHEII AIEA. COURSES 
ARE II BE CHOSEII rROI ABO'E 
CSU'S ·8A­ COUISES. 'SU'S 
-BPA­ CDUISES AID/OI
'BI'- CDURSES. 
UIII'S 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Ans in Educational Administration and Supervision with a 

major in Chief School Business Official is 33 hours 

IDlE ( S): 
I 	 SIUOEIIIS IAKlII' IHIS CDURSE N851 EARll AI AlIDlTIOllAl CIEDIT 
HaUl rROI AIOIG IHE COIIIEIlI SPECIAll' CDUISES DI ELECII'ES. 
II 	IHE UII'ERSII' AO'ISOR Mill AD,ISE IHE SIUDEIII AIOUI CDUISE 
EOUI'AlEIlCIES BEIMEEN IISIIIUIIOIlS. 
r ~ rAll ro = rAll ODD YEARS FE. rAll E'EN YEAIS •• IIIIIEI 
10 IIIIIIEI DDD YEAIS VE. VIIIIEI EVEII YEAIS S ~ SPIIII-SIIIEI 
SO SPRING-SUNNER ODD 'EARS SE s SPIIII'-SUIIIIEI EIEII YEAIS 
" = 1101 SCHEDULED 00 ~ all OEIIAIIO a. IUlll-CQIIPEIEIlCY CIUISE 
PIO&IAII EOUCAllOIlAl AONIIIISIIAIIOIl AND SIPER'ISIOII 
IAJOI: COIIIUIIII' COllEGE AOllllIlSTIAllOIl 
lE'El' NASIER or ARIS 
AOIISSIIII I1IF0IllA1101' 
A SIUOEIII IUS I HA'E' .) A BACCAlAIIEAIE DE'IEE rlON A 
RE'IOIlAll' ACCREOIIED COllEGE 01 UII'EISII' AliI A GPA Of 1.0 .. 
A 4.0 SCALE rOI IHE lAST '0 HDUIS IIIOEI'IADIAIE SIUlY. 
(SIUOllll IIllH A lOVER CPA IIA' BE ACCEPIEO COIDIIIOIlALLY. 
SIUOEIIS 'RAOUAIIIIG FION UIIOER&IAIUAIE IIISIIIUIIOI5 MIIIC. II 
1101 'f'E GRADES Vill IE ADIIITED UNCOIOITIOIlAll'_)' Z) CDllE.E 
EIPEIIEIICE IS IESIIAIlE' J) II111TEN I[CO.IIEIIOATIOIIS rIal 1.1 
SCHOOL orrlCIAlS. A IIAIINUII or IlIIE CIEOIT .OUIS OF ACCEPIABLE 
GRAOUAIE CIEOII lA' BE IIAIISFlRREO 11110 T.IS PlDCIAI. 
DEGREE RI8UIREIIEIITS. 
A STUOEII IUSI. I) ACIUIIE A IIIIIIIIUII or I] GRADI'T£ CIEllf 
HOURS. Z) COIlPlEIE IS-II HOUIS AI CHICA'O SIAIE UIII'EISII'_ A" 
IIIE IAlANCE AI GO'ERIIORS SIAIE AIIO'OR IIOIIHEASIEIII ILlllDl1 
UIII'ERSII" J) COIPlEIE A SUPER'ISEO PIAC'ICI.' 4) PASI A CDI­
PREIIEISIIE EIAIIIIIAIIOI' 5) IEEI IHE rEOEIAl AID SIAIE 
COIISIIIUIIOI EIAIIIIAIIOI IEIUIREIlEIIIJ AIIO 6) COIPLETE lHE Pl.­
&IAII OF SIUO' DUll lIED rOI IHIS DEGREE. lHE OE'IEE IILL IE 
ISSUED B' CHICAGO SIAIE UIIIYEISITY. 
IEIUIREO AREAS--'RAOUAIE lE'El' I. HIUIS) 
SElECI AI lEASI ZI HOURS OEIOIEO 10 IHE FI,E COlE 
COIPEIEIIC' AREAS (A-E)' 
AREA AI ADI'IIISTRAII'E AIID ..&AIIIZATIOIlAl IIEDR' 
IIIIR08 TO EDUC AOIIIIISIRAIIDIl HlD'IZD r I 3 illS. 
CONNUIIII' CDllE&E ADII HlO'Bll I I .IS. 
OR CI.II AI CSU 01 EDFII4Z1 
AI Uili. 
AREA B' SUPEI'ISIOII AID IISIIUCIIOIIAL S'SIEIS 

SUPER'ISION ClASSROON TEACHEIS HlO'S40 • 

IHE CUIHUIIII' COLLEGE HlO'.JO r 

OR CIUl AT CSU 01 Eorll.Z4 
AI UNI. 
AREA C' HUIIAI IElAllOIS SKillS 
LEADERSHIP & SIAFr RElAllOIlS "LOBoar r 5 I lIS, 
OR C14'4 AI CSU 01 Eorll411 
AI Uili. 
AREA O. lirE STYLES AID lEAINII' 
lEAIIIIII& PIOCESSES. ADUlIS CASU.. r 

OR CI.6Z AI CSU 01 EOFII41. 

AT UIII. 

AREA E' SCHOOl'CONIUIIII' RElAllOIlS 
I II.S 
OR CI.'I AI CSU 01 EDFI'II 
SCHOOl-COIIIIUIII' IElAllOIlS IILI"" F • 
AI 	UNI. 
AS IIEEOED. SllECI J-' HOURS FROH AIOI& IHE rlllDIIII' 
College of Human Learning and Development 173 
COURSE5 IN 'HE COR'ERT FOR THE SPECIALITY AREAS. II 
COLLECTI'E IARGAIRIRG IPA5425 00 00 00 3 HRS. 
ASSESSING EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES CAS5J30 F 3 HRS. 
CURRICUlUN DE'ELOPMENT CAS5740 F S 3.4 HRS. 
LAB IN INTERPERSORAL GROMTH HL05950 F M S 2 HRS. 
LAI II PERSONAL GROMTH HLD.090 F M S 2 HRS. 
'ROUP DYRANICS , INTER'ENTION HL0858D F S 3 HRS. 
ED IMPlIC LF STYLS IN URI CORII HLD'.9D F S 3 HRS. 
DR THE FOLLOMIN' COURSES AT 
CSU. C1352. C1355. C1381. 
C138Z. 
OR AT 
C1314. AND/OR CI4.5; 
URI. EDFN31Z. EDFN410. 
EL(D414. 
ICSE423. 
EOFN41&. 
ICSE424. 
ICSE421. 
EDFN428. 
EDFN'2'. EDFN'32. EDFR433. 
ANIIOR COUN45&. 
If NEE DEI. SELECT 3 HOURS IN RESEARCH FROII AMON'. 
RESEARCH "ETHODOLO'Y IR "LO HLD5400 F M S HRS. 
OR CI39' AT CSU OR EDFN4Z9 
AT UNI. 
SELECT & HOURS OF SUPERVISED PRACTICUR FROII AROR" 
PRACT IN ADMN 'SUPER'ISION I HLD'911 f M S 3 HRS. 
PRACT IN ADMN , SUPER'ISION II HL0991Z F M S 3 HRS. 
DR C14.' AND CI"I AT CSU OR 
EDfN434 AND EDfN435 AT UMI. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRADUATE LE'EL' ( 3 HOURS) 
ELECT 3 HOURS Of COGNATE 
STUDIES AS NEEDED TO fULfiLL 
DE'REE REQUIREMENTS. ELECTIVES 
MUST BE APPROVED BY AD'ISOR. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Arts in Educational Administration and Supervision with a 

major in Community College Administration is 33 hours 

NOTE(S)I 
STUOENTS TAKIN' THIS COURSE MUST EARN AN ADDITIONAL CREDIT 
HOUR fROM AMONG THE CONTENT SPECIALTY COURSES OR ELECTIVES. 
" 	 TNE UNIVERSITY AD'ISDR MILL ADVISE THE STUDENT AIOUT COURSE 
EQUIVALENCIES OETMEEN INSTITUTIONS. 
= fALL fO = FALL ODD YEARS fE = fALL E'EN 'EAR5 M. MINTER 
10 • IIN'ER ODD YEARS NE = liNTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRING-SUNNER 
SO = SPRING-SUMMER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
II = NOT SCHEDULED 00 ON DEMAND a = NULTI-CONPETENCY COURSE2 
Certification Curricula For students who already possess a 
master's degree and are interested in certification only, in­
dividual programming will permit candidates to qualify in 
the State of Illinois for either the General Administrative en­
dorsement, the General Supervisory endorsement or en­
dorsement for Chief School Business Official. The program 
also meets the Chicago Board of Education course re­
quirements for its administrative or supervisory positions 
and is particulary designed to prepare a person for the Prin­
cipal's Examination, which is a requirement for the Prin­
cipal's Certificate in the City of Chicago. 
PROGRAM' EDUCATIORAL ADMINISTRATION AND SUPER'ISION 
NAJOR' EDUCATIONAL ADMI.ISTRATION 
LEVEL. CERTifiCATE 
ADNISSIOR INfOINATIDN' 
A STUIENT MUST HAVE: 1) A MASTER DEGREE fROM A REGIORALLY 
ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; 2) TMO YEARS Of 'ERlfIED fiLL 
TIME TEACHING EXPERIERCE IN SCHOOLS RECOGNIZED IY THE ILLINOIS 
OffIce Of EDUCATION; 3) MRITTEN RECOIINENOATIONS FROM TRO SCHOOL 
OFflCIALSJ 4) EVIDENCE OF SUCCESSfUL CONPLETION Of THE 
IlllNDIS AND UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION EXAIINATION. 
DEGREE R!QUIREMENTS: 
THE SEQUENCE Of COURSES SPECIFlEO IS DESIGNED ' TO PREPARE 
STUDE.T FOR STATE CERTIfICATION. CERTIfICATION IS AMARDED IY 
THE STATE Of ILLINOIS. A STUDENT MUST ACQUIRE A MINIMUM Of 21 
GRADUA'E CREDIT HOURS IN THE fIVE AREAS SPECIfIED fOR THIS 
CERTIFICATE (15 HOURS REeUIRED • & HOURS ELECTED). 
REQUIRED AREAS--GIADUATE LEVEL: 15 HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS IN EACH AREA LISTED BELOM: 
AREA A& ADMINISTRATIVE AND ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY 
INTROD TO EOUC ADMINISTRATION HLD'82D f S 
OR CI481 AT CSU OR EOfN421 
AT UNI. 
AREA B' SUPERVISION AND INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTENS 
SUPERVISION CLASSROOM TEACHERS HL09540 M 3 HRS. 
01 tl482 AT CSU OR EOfN424 
AT UNI. 
AREA C, SCHOOL 
ELEM SCHL ADMN 
ADMINISTRATION 
, SUPERVISION HLD98ZZ f S 3 HRS. 
01 CI484 OR C14.5 AT CSU; OR 
EOfl422 OR EDfN423 AT UNI. 
SELECT. HOURS OF SUPERVISED PRACTICUM FROM AMONG' ,. 
PRACT I. ADM. 'SUPERVISION I HLD99ll f I S 3 HRS. 
PRACT 1M ADMN , SUPERVISION II HLD9912 f I S 3 HRS. 
OR C14.' AND C14&8 AT CSU OR 
EOfN434 AND EDfN435 AT 
ElECTIVE COURSES--GRAOUATE 
UNI. 
LEVEL: ( .. HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST. HOURS fRON 
CDLLEOTIVE BARGAINING 
AMONG. •OPA54Z5 00 00 00 3 HRS. 
CURRICULUN DEVELOPMENT CAS5r40 f S 3.4 HRS. 
LRNG "ROC:CHILOREN , AOOLESCTS CAS.550 f S 2.3 HRS. 
INSTRUCTIONAL DWLPMIIT: DESIGN HLD591 0 f SE 5 HRS. 
PROI.IMP.EVAL III INSTR DWLPN.T NL05930 I 2 HRS. 
LAB IN INTERPERSONAL GROMTH HLD5950 r M S 2 HRS. 
LAB IN PERSONAL GROMTH HLD.090 F M S 2 HRS. 
SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS HLD'960 f M 3 HRS. 
LEADERSHIP' STAFf RELATIONS HLDIOH f S 3 HRS. 
MHGNNT or INSTRCTNL DEVELOPNT HLDIlH M 3 HRS. 
CURRICUlUN IN URBAN SCHOOLS HLD9590 S 3 HRS. 
SCHOOL LAM HLD9840 N S 3 HRS. 
GOVT ROLICIES IN THE PUBL SCHL HLDtaU S 3 HRS. 
01 THE fOLLDMING COURSES AT 
CSI: C1352. C1355. C1381. 
cn8Z. CI383. C1J84. cn85. 
CI4.5. CI4&2. CI491. C1494. 
OR AT 
UNI' ELE041'. EOfN410. 
EDfN43h EOfN43Z. COUM45 •• 
EDFNU •• EOfll'ZI. EDFNU9. 
EDFN401. EDfN431. EOfH4lJ. 
ICS£421. ICSE423. ICSEU4. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Certificate in Educational Administration is 21 hours 
NOTE(S" 
., PIACTICUM COURSEMORK MUST BE TAKEN AT THE INSTITUTION 11TH 
""lCH THE STUDENT IS ASSOCIATED ARO SHOULD BE TAKEN AfTER 
COMPlETING REe'ISITE COURSEMORK IN AREAS A-C. 
I 
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'HE UII'EISI" AD'ISOI Illl AD'ISE 'HE S'UO[I' ABOUT CDUISE 
EIUIIAlEICI[S IE'1EE1 IISTI'UTIOIS. 
F • FAll FO. FALL 000 '[AIS FE. FAll EIEI 'EAIS M ~ IIITEI 
10 • II'TEI DOD 'EAIS ME. MIITEI EtEl 'EAIS 5 ~ SPIIIC-SUIIEI 
SO • SPIII'-SUIIEI ODD 'EAIS SE ~ SPIII'-SURIEI E'EI 'EARS 
II • II' SCIEIULED 00 = 01 OEIAIO ~ ~ IUlTI-COIPETEIC' COURSE 
PRO'IAI' EDutATIOIAl AOIIIISTRA'IOI AID SUPER'ISI01 
IAIOR' 'DUCATIOIAl SUPEI'ISIOI 
lE'El' CERTIFICA'E 
AOllSSIOI INFDIIATIDI' 
A STUIEIT lUST HA'EI 1) A IAS'ER DEGREE FROR A RE'IOIAlL' 
ACCREIITEO COllEGE 01 UllIEISI'" Z) TND 'EARS OF 'ERIFIED FULL 
TilE 'EACHII' EIPERIEICE II SCIOOLS RECO'"IZEO I' ,HE IllllOIS 
DFF.ICE OF EDUCATlOI' J) MRITTEN RECOI.IDAnDIS fROI' IMO SCHOOL 
OFFICIALSI 4) E'IDENCE OF SUCCESSFUL COIPlE'IOI or THE 
IlLI..IS AID UII'EO STATES COIS'ITUTIOI EIAIIIATIDI. 
OE'REE I.IUIREIEIIS. 
'11£ SEIUEICE or COURSES SPECIFIED IS DESI'"ED TO PREPARE 
S'UDEIT FOR STATE CERTIFICATI.I. CERTIFICAII.I IS AMAROEI B' 
'11£ STATE or ILlIIDIS. A S'UDEIT lUST ACIUIRE A llll.u1 OF II 
GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS II TIE FI'E AREAS SPECIFIED FOR THIS 
CERTIfiCATE. 
REIUIRED AREAS--'RADUATE lE'El' I. HOURS) 
SELECT AT lEAST 5 HOURS FRO. EACH AREA liSTED BElDM. 
AREA A. CURIICUlUI 
CUIIICULUI IE'ElOPIEI' CAS5740 F 5 5.4 HIS. 
DR IIUSZ AT CSU DR EDFI414 
AT UMI. 
AREA B. RESEARCH 
RESEAICH IETHODOlO" II HlD 
OR el597 AT CSU OR EOFI4Z9 
ar UII. 
AIU CI ADIIIISTRATI'E AID OR'AIIZATIOIAl THEORY 
IITIOB TO EOUC AOIIIISTRATIOI HlOtlZO F 5 5 HRS. 
OR ItIUI ar CSU OR EOFI4Zl 
AT UII. 
AREA I. SUPER,ISIOI AID IISTRUCTIOIAl S'STEIS 
SUPER'ISIOI CLASSROOI TEACHEIS HLD9540 M HRS. 
01 CI482 AT CSU OR EorlU4 
ar UII. 
SELECT 6 lOURS OF SUPER'ISEO PRACTICUI FROI '"01" II 
PIACT 
PRACT 
II AOII 
II AOII 
, 
, 
SUPERVISIOI 
SUPER'ISIOI 
I 
II 
HL09911 
HlO99IZ 
F 
F 
M 
I 
S . 
5 
J 
3 
HRS. 
HRS. 
OR C146' AID C146. AT CSU OR 
EDFI434 AID EOFI435 AT UII. 
) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Ceretificate in Educational Supervision is 18 hours 
10TE(5)' 
II 	PRACTICUI COURSEMORK lUST BE TAKEI AT THE IISTITUTIOI 11TH 
IMIC.H THE STUDEII IS asSOCUIED ,ID SHOULD .IE UIliEN AnE.II 
COIPlETII' REIUISITE COURSEMORK II AREAS A-D. 
F = FAll FD ~ FAll ODD 'EARS FE. FAll E'EI 'EARS M. MIITER 
10 • IIITER ODD 'EARS ME ~ MIITER EIEI 'EARS 5 =SPRII'-SUIIER 
SO • SPRII'-SUIIER 000 'EARS SE K SPRII'-SUIIER E'EI 'EARS 
II • lOT SCHEDULED 00. 01 OERAIO ~. IULTI-CO.PETEIC, COUISE 
PRO'RAI' EDUCATIOIAl AIIIIISTRA'IOI AID SUPER'ISIOI 
IAJOR. CHIEF SCHDOl BUSIIESS OFFICIAL 
lE'El. OERTIFICATE 
AOIISSIOI IIrORIATIOI' 
A STUIEIT lUST HA'EI I) A lASTER DEGREE FROI A REGIONALl' 
ACCREIITEO COllESE OR UII'EISIT" Z) IMO 'EARS OF 'ERIFIEO 
SCHO~ IUSIIESS IAIA'EIEI' EXPERIEICE) 5) MRITTEI 
IECOIIEIIATIOIS FROR TMO SCHOOL OFFICIAlSJ 4) E'IDEICE OF 
SUCCESSFUL COIPlETIOI or THE ILLINOIS AID UIITEO STATES 
COISTITUTIDI EIAIIIATION. 
OE';~~ R~::~:~~~"~:' COURSES SPECIFIED IS .DESIGIEI TD PREPARE 
STUDE "' FOR STA'E CERTIFICATIOI. CERTIFICATIDI IS AMAROED I' 
THE STATE IF IllIIOIS. A STUDENT lUST ACIUIRE A IIIINDI OF ZI 
GRADUATE CREDIT HDURS AS SPECIFIED FOR 'HIS PIO'RAI OF STUI' 
(15 HI..S REIUIREO • 6 HOURS ELECTED). 
IEIUIIU 
S[LECT AI LEASI 5 HOUIS II EACH AIEA liSTED IElOI. 
UEA A. ACCOUITIU 
rOUIOA'IOIS OF ACCOUI'II' IPUIOI r M 5 5 HRS. 
OR CUIZ AT tSII 01 EOrlUZ 
AT UII. 
ARU I. COLlECTI'E BARGAINING 
COllECTI'E IARGAIIING BPAS4ZS 00 00 00 3 HRS. 
OR CIJI4 AI CSII. 
AIEA C. ADIIIISTRATI,E AID ORGANIZAIIOIAl IHEOI' 
INTROD TO EOUC AOIINISIRATIOI HlD9.Z0 f S 3 HRS. 
01 	 CI411 AI CSU OR EOFN4Z1 
AT 	 1111. 
SELECT 6 HOURS OF SUPER'ISEO PRAC'ICII" fROI A.OI" " 
PIACT IN AOII 'SUPER'ISI01 I Hl09'II f M 5 3 HRS. 
PRACT II AOII , SUPER'ISIOI II HlD9912 f M 5 1 HRS. 
OR £1467 AND CI468 A'I CSU 01 

EOFI4J4 AID EOfl4JS AT UNI. 

ElECTI'E COURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEL' (6' HOUIS) 
ELECT AT lEAST 6 HOIIRS fROI '"OIG' I 
IANAGEIEIT I' OIJECIIWES 8P.,402 00 DO 00 1 HRS. 
IAIASENENT IlrO.IAIION S'STENS BPasUZ DO DO 00 3 HRS. 
fllANCIAL IEPORTIIG TKEOR' BPASlJO II 1 HRS. 
AUDIT IHEOI' , PHilOSOPH' IPA8I70 f 3 HRS. 
SEIIIAR II URBAI 'OVERIIENI 8PA192o f 5 1 HRS. 
OR THE fOllOMII' COURSES AT 

CSU' BAlI8. BA319. IA320. 

BA340 AID lOR BAJS')

OR AI 

UII. BIG341. B"G306. 

BHGl2J. ANO/OR BIG324. 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Certificate in Chief School Business Official is 21 hours 

NOl[(S)I 
" PRACTICUI COURSEIIORK lUST BE TAIliEI AT THE INSTITUTIOI MITH 
MHZCH THE SIUOEI' IS ASSOCIATED AID SHOULD IE TAKEI AFTEI 
CoIPlETIN' REIUISITE COIIRSEIiORIii IN AREAS ,-C. 
THt IIIIVERSII' AO'ISOR MILL Ao'ISE THE STUDENT AIOUT COUISE 
EIUI,ALENCIES BETMEEN INSTITUTIOIS. 
f • fAll fO = FALL DOD fEARS FE = FALL E'EN 'EARS II = MINTEI 
10 • MIITER DOD 'EARS ME = III ITER E'EI YEARS 5 = SPRING-SUIRER 
SO • SPRII'-SUIIER ODD 'EARS SE ~ SPRIIG-SUIIER EVEI 'EARS 
II = NOT SCHEDULED 08 = 01 DElANO a = IULTI-COIPETEIC' COURSE 
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HLD3010 

LA8 IN HUMANISTIC TEACHING SKTLLS 

1 P/~C 

STUDENTS WILL L[.~N T.E P~ILOSCPHf AND Pi'C~~LOGf OF HUMANISM. 

LEAP" A80UT TH[ [XPE~I[.C[ TH[I~ OWN AFFECII.ES ST41[$ (F[[LINGS 

AND INHE~ LIFE'.DESIGN "UNANISTIC LEA~NING EVENTS FOf CHILD~E~ IN 

CLASSPOOMS. EXPE~IENCE CHILD~EN. LifE IN THE CLASS AND LEA~N 

ABOUT A~D DECIDE UPON A ST~ATEGf OF HUHANISTIC CLASSFOCH DIS­
CI PLI NE. 

FALL. SP~ING/SUHHE~. 

C·ISPIN. 

HLD3811 

PPACTICUN IN HUHAN SE'VIC[S

6 P/NC 

APPLf AND INTE~G~.T[ THEO~[TIC.L KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS ~EL4T[D TO 

SOCIAL CONTEXT. LIrE SPA. DEVELOPMENT. EVALUATION. AND INTEF­

VENTION STfaTEGIES IN a HUMAN SE'VICES SETTING. 

FALL. WINTEF. SPfiING/SUMME~. 

STAFF. 

HD4610 

P~AcTICUM IN cLaSS~OOM T[ACHING 

5 P/NC 

UTI LilES ~PP~OP'IATE T[aCHING T[C"NIUUEI AND DEHCNST~ATES SKILLS 

WHILE TEACHING ELEMENTaFf C~ILOFEN IN a SCHOOL SETTING. UND[~ 

~UPE~VISION. TAKEN CONCUFfiENTLf WITH HLD4680. T~IS CCU.SE FE­

UUlfES 5-10 CLOCK HOUFS OF FIELOWO~K. 

PHFEQUISITES: 
pnHI SSI ON. 
FAll. WINTEF. 
EAGLETON. HOPKINS. 
HLD4611 
~EADING PFD8LEMS: DiaGNOSING AhD 
1 
INTFODUCE5 UNDEFGFAOUATE STUDENTS 
AND ~EMEDIATING CLASS~DOH FEAOING 
P~HEQUISITES: 
HLD46Z0 0' EQUIVALENT. 
NINTE" SP~ING/SUHHE~. 
GOOSBr. CONLEr. 
HLD461Z 
~EMEOIATING 
TO TECH~IQUES FO~ DIAGNOSING 
PF08LEMS. 
DEVELOPMENTAL DIFrE~ENCES IN SPECIAL EO~CATION 

3 

P~[PAfES P~OSPECTIVE TEAC~E~S TO PAfTICIPATE HOFE EFFECTIVELf IN 

PLANNING. IHPLEMENTING aND HONITOFING IhSTFUCTIDN TO SPECIAL 

N[EDS (EXCEPTIONAL' LEAPNE~S IN THE LEAST FESTFICT1V[ INST'UC­

II0NaL SETTING. ('EGULA' EDUCATION CLaSS~OOH'. IT PFOVIDES THE" 

NITH SEVEFAL DEVELOPMENTAL CONST~UCTS w~ICH OESCFIBE 4 CONTINU~M 

CF LEAFNING 8EHAVIOPS DISTFI8UTED AC~OSS THE TH'EE LEA.hING 

COHAINS (COGNITIVE' AFFECTIvE. AND PSfCHOHOTO.,. IT AIMS AT CON­

T.ASTING THE TFAOITIDNAL CA1EGOFICAL APP~OACH TO SPECIAL EOUCA­

liON IN O~OEF TO ILLUSTpATE THAT OIFFE~ENCES IN DEVELOPMENT CF 

SPECIAL LEA'NE~S A'E DIFFEfiENCES IN DEGfi<E 'ATHEfi THAN DIFFE~­

ENCES IN KIND AC.OSS THE LEA.NING DOHAINS. THIS COU.SE 'EQUIFES 

5-10 CLOCK HOU.S or rIELOWOPK. 

FILL. WINTEF. 

SHEPICK. 

HLDUZO 

FEAOING INST~UCTION IN SC~OOL SETTINGS 

1 

FAMILIAFIIES STUDENTS WITH THE PPINCIPLES NHICH U~DEFLIE AP­

PPOACHES TO fEADING INST~UCTION; P~OVIDES PPESE~vICE TEACHEFS 

NITH INSIGHT INTO 
QUIPES 5-10 CLOCK 
FALL. WINTE~. 
CONLO. 
METHODS 
HOU'S OF 
OF TEACHING 
FIELDWO~K. 
~EADING. THIS COUPSE ~E­
HLD4610 
U~BAN ELEMENrA~f SCHOOL' 
3 
INDE~TIFIE5 AND DESCFI8ES 
sr'UCTUPE AND 
CLASS~OOM AND 
CONTElT 
SCHOOL PFOCEDU'ES. TEA­
CHEF POLES. AND CU~PICULU~ SfSTEHS IN UFBAN ELEMENTAPf SCHOOLS. 
THIS CDUFSE fEQUIPES 5-10 CLOCK HOU'S OF FIELDWOFK. 

FALL. WINHP. 

HOPKINS. 

HLD46U 

MATH IN ELEMENTAFf SCHOOL I 

1 

STUDIES THE CONTENT OF THE ELEMENTAFf "ATHE_ATICS CU •• ICULUM WITH 

EMPHASIS ON MEANINGS. APPLICATIONS AND PP08LE- SOLVING THPOUGH 

THE USE or CONCPETE MANIPULATIVE MATE~IALS. THIS COUPSE PEQUIF[S 

5-10 CLOCK HOUFS OF FIELDWO~K. 

FALL. SP~ING/SUMMEF. 

CHANG. 

HLD464Z 

HaTH IN ELEMENTa.f SCHOOL II 

Z 
P'EPAPES P~OSPECTIVE TEACHE'S TO PLAN AND IHPLE"ENT ELEMENTA.Y 

"ATHEMATICS INST~UCTION. STUDIES TECHNIQUES OF DIAGNOSTIC/PFE­

SC.IPTIVE TEACHING. DESIGNING ACTIVE LEA~NING EXPEFIENCES. ADAPT­

ING INST~UCTION TO PUPILS' LEA~NING STYLES AND '0 'HE CULTUFAL 

8ACKGFOUNDS OF UF8AN CHILDFEN. THIS COU~SE FEQUIPES 5-10 CLOCK 

HOUFS Dr FIELDWO~K. 

PFEPEQUISITES: 

HLD46U OF PEFMISS ION. 

FALL. WINTE~. 

CHANG. 

HL04660 

LANGUAGE CONCEFNS OF CLASSFOOM TEACHEFS 

3 

PPOVIDES P~ESE~VICE TEACHE~S WITH A BACKG'OUND IN METHODS OF TEA­

CHING LANGUAGE A~TS. THIS COUFSE ~EQUIFES 5-10 CLOCK HOUFS OF 

rJELDNOFK. 

FALL. WINTEF. SPFING/SUMME~. 

EAIiLETON. 

HLD4680 

INDIVIDUALI1ATION 

Z P/NC 

DELINEATES VAFIOUS APPFOACHES TO INDIVIOUALI,ED ~EADIHG AND .ATH 

INST~UCTION. DEVELOPS PROGFAMS ro' USE wiTH SPECIFIC STuDENTS AT 

PFACTICUM SITE. THIS COUFSE REQUIFES 25 CLOCK HOUFS OF FIELD­

NO~K. 
PHPEQUISITES: 
PEFMISSION. 
FALL. WINTEF. 
CHANG. CONLEr. 
HLD50ZA 
LEADEF EFFECTIVENESS TFAINING 
2-3 
LEADE' EFrEcTlvENESS T'AINING (L.E_T.) IS A PRACTICAL. SKILL O~I­
ENTED COUFSE DESIGNED TO INCFEASE THE AOMINIST'ATOF'S EFFECTIVE­
NESS IN DEVELOPING AND INFLUEhCING STAfr PERFO~MANCE. A SENSE GF 
TEAH. AND PEFSONAL SATISFACTION. L.E.T. IS AN EXPEFIENTIALLf 
HASED COUPSE WHICH INVITES PA~TICIPANTS TO FEFLECT ON lHEI~ 
LEADEFSHIP STfLES AND ENASLES THEM TO ADD TO THEI~ MANAG[FIAL 
~EPETOIPES THOSE CONCPETE HETHOOS OF INfLUENCE WHICH INC'EASE 
STAFF PFOOUCTIVITf AND IHP'OVE AD_INIST~ATOF-SU8CFDINATE' 40HIN­
ISTFATDF-CONOPKEF. ADMINIST'ATO~-SUPE~ICF FELATIONSHIPS. 
CFFEFED 8ASED UPON D[MAND. 
COMMUNITf P'OFESSO'. STAFF. 
HLD50Z8 
INTPODUCTION TO ~ONTESSO~I rD. TEACHEPS AND PA'A[NTS 
3 
THE FI'ST SEGHENT OF THIS COURSE WILL LAf THE THEOPETICAL FRAME­
NO'K FO~ THE MONTESSOFI METHOD THFOUGH LECTUFE. DISCUSSION. FILMS 
AND ~EADINGS. AN EXA-INATIDN WILL CONCLUDE THIS SEG~ENT. IN THE 
SECOND SEGMENT OF THIS COUFSE. THE STUDENT WILL BE ElPOSEO TO 
OEMDNSIFATIONS. FILMS. LECTURE AND DISC~SSION DEALING NITH THt 
~O~E PPACTICAL ASPECTS OF THE MONTESSO'I "[THOD. AT THE CONCLU­
SION OF THIS SEGMENT. THE STUDENT WILL SUBMIT A DESCFIPTION OF AN 
IDEALllEO EDUCATIONAL ENVIFON"ENT DRAWING ON HONT[SSO'I THEOFY 
AND METHOD. 
FALL. 
COMMUNITf P~OFESSOF. STAFF. 
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HLD51J. 

.8NORMAL PSYCHOlOiY 

5-~ 

THE STUOY Of AI~O'MAL 8EHAVIOR IS MEARI.GfUL IN UNOE~STA.OI.G HOV 

.EHAVIO' IS PERCEIVEO 8Y OTHERS 80TH MITHIN ARO OUTSIOE OF A 
CULTU~E. APP~ECIATION HOM THESE PE~CEPTIONS CHANGE OVE~ TIME CAR 
BE HELPFUL IN GRASPIRG HOM THE 8EHAVIOR IS HANDLEO WITHIN A SU­
CIETY_ ULTIMATELY. UNDE'STANDING THE ORIGINS OF 8EHAVID' THAT A'E 
DEFINED AS • AINO~MAL· CAN LEAO TO BETTE~ COMP~EHENSION OF H&M .TC 
P'EVERT THIS BEHAVIO•• 
FALL. VINTER. 
GALE. STAH. 
HL05DU 
AOOLESCENCE 
5 
STUOENTS ~EVIE~ TVa T"EO~IES OF PSYCHOLOGICAL OEVELOPMENT. INVES­
TIGATE MAJO~ P~OILE.S ANa C'ISES OF AOOLESCENCE. AND INVESTIGATE 
COMMUNITy ~ESOUPCES AVAILABLE TO AOOLESCENTS. 
FALL. 
MA HESON. 
HLD505t 
ADUL THOOO 
Z 
STUDENTS APPLYING THEO"ES OF AOULT OEVELOPMENTAL ISSUES. 'EVIE~ 
HAJD~ PP08LEMS OF ADULTHOOO. AND INVESTIGATE AVAILABILITY OF ~E­
SOU'CES FO~ AOULT DEVELOPMENT IN LOCAL COMMUNITIES. 
NINTH. 
PRESCOT T. 
HLD5060 
AOVANCED EXPE~IMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY 
4 
STUDENTS VILL EXAMIH[ AT LEAST FIVE RESEA~CH DESIGNS. THEY Vill 
EITHE' ~EAD. P~OPOSE 0' DO RESEARCH USI~G ONE OF THOSE OESIGNS. 
STUDENTS MAY APPLY STATISTICAL P~OCEDURES IN CONJUNCTION MITH 
THOSE DES1 GNS. 
eFFE~ED lASED UPON DEMAND. 
HOODMA~ D. 
HLD5010 
ADVANCED GENE~AL PSYCHOLOGY 
4 
STUDIES THE BASIC CONCEPTS IN VARIOUS CONTEXT AREAS OF PSYCHeLOGY 
• OEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY. LEA~NING. MEMO~Y. LANGUaGE. SENSATION 
, P[~CEPTION. MOTIVATICN. PERSONALITY. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY. G~OU' 
OYNAMICS. PHYSIOLOGICAL ETC. 
FALL. 
MOODMAP O. 

HL05090 

ALTE~NATIVE HELPING MODES fO~ HOMEN 

3 

OESC~IBE5 SEVE~AL ALTE~.ATIVE ~ESOU'CES OFFEPING HEALTH SE~VICES. 

THE GPOUPS SEPVEO AND FUNCTIONS PROVIDED (E.G. PAPE CFISIS LINE. 

HOT LINE. GYNECOLOGICAL CLI.IC. O.UG COU.SELING. ~UNaMayS. 01­
VO~CE COUNSELING. CONSCIOUSNESS-~AISING G~OUPS. rEMINIST THE~A'Y. 

FlEXIILE CAFEEFS. GaY LI8EPATION). 

OFFE~EO lASED ON OEMANO. 

JENKINS. PRESCOTT. 

HL05100 
LAIO~ATORY IN AUTHENTIC MOM~N/MAN PELATIONS 
I-Z P/NC'A~TICIPATE IN · AN ENCOUNTE~ GPOUP aND ICENTIFY SEX ROLES. STEPEO­
TYPES. INJUNCTIONS AND MYSTIFICATIONS ANO DESCPIBE THE ErFECT 
ON BEHAVIO~. FEELINGS. EXPECTATIONS. 8ELTEFS AND SELF-CONCEPT. 
INOENTIFY AN ISSUE rop PE~SONAL GPOMTH ANO ~EPO~Y PROGRESS. SEE 
CAUTI ONS. 
erFE~EO BASED ON DEMANO. 
JENKINS. C~ISPIN. 
HLD5110 

LAB IN 8ASIC HUMAN 'ELaTIONS 

Z P/NC

FOCUSES ON THE INTE'ACTION or P[OPli IN A GFOU'SETTING. PA'TIC­

ULAP ATTENTION IS PAID TO TNE FEELINGS THaT INFLUENCE lHE IN1E'­

ACTION OF PEOPLE. THE GOAL OF THE LA8 IS TO HELP PEO'LE '[CONE

MOFE AMA'E or I[H4VIOP. PARTICULARLY MHILE INTERACTING WITH 

PEOPLE· HOM IT ArFECTS OTHE'S, AND THE ~NOEPLYING FEELI~GS IN­

VOLVED_ THE LAI IS AN OPPO~TUNITY Fa. STUDENTS TO 8ECOME A~AfE OF 

THlI~ BEHAVIO~ AND rELLINGS. ARD TO DEVELOP MO'E ErFECTIVE WAYS 

Dr EXP~ESSING THOSE FEELINGS AUTHENTICALLY. . 

rALL. MINTE~. SPPING/SUMMER.

sUrr. 

IIl051 ZO 

CHILD DEVELOPMENT 

3-4 

STUDY or THEORIES ANO LANGUAGE OF HUMAN DEIELOPHENT. P~ENATAl IS­

SUES. AVAILABILITy OF CHILOREN'S ~ESOU~CES IN THE COMMUNITY. 

KNOMLEDGE OF CIIILD~EN·S .EIIAIIOR REPE~TCIRE' COGNITIVE. 

EMOTIONAL AND PHYSICAL G~OMTH. 

FALL. MINTEP. SPRING/SUMM[~. 

'HSCOTT. 

HL05l ]0 
tHEO~IES , t~EATME.T or EMOtiONAL OlstU~B'NC[ IN CHILDFE~ J 
4 
~OLE PLAY CHILOPEN MITH EMOTIONAL OIFFICULTIES AND THE~APISTI 
HELPE" APPLY THEO~llS IN ANALYilS OF INTE~ACTION. "ANE A NATUR­
ALISTIC OBSE~VATION OF A CHILO. DESC~18E CHA~ACTE~ISTIC ClASS­
.OOM AND HOME BEHAVIOPS OF SOME CHILO~E~. EICOUNTl. GPOUP FO~MAT. 
SEE CAUTIONS. 
"E~[QUISITES: 
HLD5Z0D. 

WI NTH. 

JENKINS. SCH~A5Tl. 

HL05UO 
THEO~IES I T~EATMENT OF EMOTIONAL DISTUR8A~CE IN CHILDREN II 

4 

PA~TICIPATE IN POLE PLAYING. IN AN ENC&LNTER/T~AI~I.' G'OUP. IN 

CO~SULTATION. ANa A~AlYlE THERAPY T.ANSCFIPTS INFEF~ING THOUGHTS. 

FEELINGS. EXPECTATIONS MOTIVAIING BEHAVIOR AND INDENTIFYING OES­

STFUCTIVE AND THEFAPEUTIC ASPECTS OF COMMUNICATION MITH CHILDPEN. 

SEE tAUTI ONS. 

"EFEQUISITES. 

HLD5130 AND HLD5Z00. 

CFFEFED BASED ON DEMAND. 

JENKINS. ~EBECK. 

HLD515D 

MOTI~ATION , EMOTIONAL OEVELOPMENT 

4 

EXAMINES AND APPLIES THEO~IES OF MOTIVATION. MORAL OEVELOPME.T. 

ANa EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT. 

FalL. 

WILSON. 

HL05160 

COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY APPLIED TO INSTFUCTION 

3-4 

~ELATES CUFRENT THEO~IES OF COMP'EHENSI&N AND K~ONLEOGE ACQUISI­

TION TO INSTPUCTIONAL MATE~IAL' AND PRO(EDUFES.

SPHNG/SUMMEF.

WILSON. 

Hl05190 

ETHICS. P~OFESSIONAL STANOAPDS IN ~ESEA~CH AND S~RvICE (SIM) 

Z 
PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS IN THE CONDUCT OF FESEAFCH WITH HUHAN S.8­
JEcTS ARO I. P~OVIDIN' PForESSIONaL HUMAN SE~VICES. 

rAU. 

JENKINS. 

HLD5191 

ETHICS' FIGHTS OF MENTAL P4TIENTS AND FIGHTS TO STANt TFIAL (51") 

I 
THE FIGHTS or MENTAL PATIENTS AND FIGHTS TO STANO T~IAL rop

CFI"ES. 

rAll. 

.. ENKINS. 

HL0519l 

ETHICS: ISSUES IN HUMAN SE~VlCES (SIM) 

Z PlNC 

CISCUSSION OF FIL" ON AFFI~MATIVE ACTIO •• ALCOLOLIS~. DEATH ANC 

OYING. A.ING. PROCESS. PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HANOICAPPI~G COND­

ITIONS. ~APE. A80~TION. THE JUSTICE SYSTEM. HOSPITAL-STArr-PAT­

lENT FELATIONS. 

rAU. 

JENKINS. 

HLD5193 

ETHICS: FIGHTS OF TEACHE~S IN THE TEACHING P~OFESSION (SIM) 

I 
THE .IGHTS AND ~ESPONSIBILITIES or TEACHE'S. 
fALL. 
JENKINS. 
HL05l00 
THEOFIES I T~EATMENT OF EMOTIONAL OISTF~BANCE I 
4 
PAFTICIPATE IN ENCOUNTER/TRalNING G'DUP. APPLY THE THED~IES OF 
FOGERS. ELLIS. PERLS. FROMM-~EICHNAN. LAING. HALEY. SCHATlMAN TO 
PEFSONAL AND CASE MATEFIALS ANe THEIF eVN EXPEFICNCEI a'AlYlE AN 
ENCOUNTEF GROUP EPISODE VHEN FEELINGS WEFE CONCEALED. ANALYlE A 
CHARACTEF FROM THE LITE~ATUPE. 
FAU. WINT[~. 
JENKI NS. SCHWAHl. 
HL05Z02 
BIOFEEDBACK I SELr-FEGULATION 
4 
STUDENTS LEAFN TO IDENTIFY AND OESCRI8E DlrFEFENT SYSTEMS or 
810rEEDIACK AND SElr-~EGULATION AND THEI~ EMPI~ICAL AND THEOF­
ETICAL BASES. AND THEIR CLINICAL A"LICATIONS. 
OFFERED 8ASEO ON DEMAND. 
STArr. 
\ 
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HlD5Zl0 
THEO~I[S , T~EATMENT OF EMOTIONAL 0ISTUF8ANC£ IN AOUlTS II 
4 
~OlE PLAY ADULT CLIENTS DISPLAYING TYPICAL PAThOLOGY ANa P~ACTICE 

~ESPONDING THE~APEurICAllY TC THE CLIENTS. PA~TICIPATE IN AN [N­

COUNTE~/T~AINI~G G~OUP. AND IN PEE~ COUNSELING. AND ANAlYlE THE­

fAPY TPANSCFIPTS INFEPFING THOUGHTS. FEELINGS. EXPECTATIONS MOTI­

VATING 8EHAVIOF AND IDENTIfYING DEST~UCTIVE AND THE~APEUTIC AS­

PECTS OF CO~MUNICATION. SEE CAUTION. 

PHPEQUI SI TES: 

Hl05200. 

MINTEF. 

JENKINS. 

HlD5230 

fAMILY COUNSELING 

·3-4 
fOCUSES ON THEOFIES Of fAMILY THEPAPY. ESPECIAllY THE ~OlE' fUNC­
TION. AND EFFECT OF THE INDIVIDUAL IN THE fAMILY UNIT AND THE 
EFFECT OF THE fAMILY ON T~E INDIVIDUAL. 
CfFEFEO dASED UPON OE~ANO. 
GALE. MATTESON. 
Hl05211 

FAMILY lH 

1 

Exa~INES THE G~OUNOS FOF CIVOFCE AND THE CIFCUMSTANCES NAPfAHTING 

A CHANGE IN CHILD CUSTODY. CHILD A8USE. THE BEST INTEFEST OF THE 

CHIlOFE~' AND THE I~POSSI9IlITY Of OO~ESTlcaTION. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OfFEFEC IN AY81-82. 

COMMUNITY PFOFESSOF. STAFF. 

HlD5100 

lA8 IN TfANSACTIOHAl ANALYSIS 

Z P/NC 

THE STUDENT WIll lEA~N THE MAJOP THEOPY AND CONCEPTS OF TFANSAC­

TIONAl ANALYSIS aND APPLY THESE TO HIS/HEP DMN 8E~AVIOF. 

fALL. WINTEF. SPFING/SUMMEP. 

CPISPIN. 

HlD5110 

LEAFNING COGNITION I 

4 
EXAMINES lIMITATIONS OF S~O~T-TEjM MEMOP'. T~ANSf!f Of INfOPMA­

TION TO LONG'TEPM MEHOFY. OFGANllATION Cf KNONLEOGE. THE NATUf[

CF COGNITIVE PFOCESSES. 

fAll. SPfING/SUMMEF.

NILS ON. . 

HlD53Z0 

COGNITIVE OEVELOPMENT 

4 
EXAMINES MDDES Of FEPFESENTATICN. ~ElATION OF lANGUAGE AND 

THOUGHT. COMPFEHENSION. ANO HEANING. 

WINTEF. 

MI LSON. 

HL05110 

PEfSONALITY THEO~Y 

3 

EXAMINES THE VAPIOUS THEOPETICAL apP~OACHES TO OEflNING PEPS&NAl­
ITY: PSYCHOANALYTIC. HUMANISTIC. 8EHAVIC~ISTIC. ANO SOCIAL LEAFN­
ING. 

FAll. WINYEP. 

SCHMaHl. STarF. 

HlD5360 

PSYCHOLOGY OF NOMEN 

4 
STUOY Of THE EFFECTS Of PHYSIOLOGIcal AhO PSYCHOLOGIcal VA'IA8lES 
ON THE 8EHA"0~ OF WOMEN <DEPENDENCE. AGGPESSION. SELF-ESTEEM. 
MOTIVE TO ACHIEVE. ETC.I ANO DISCUSSION Of SOCIAL AND MENTAL 
HEALTH ISSUES CU~FENTlY AFfECTING NOMEN'S MElFAFE. STUDENTS 
TAKING THIS CLASS fO~ 4 UNITS IILl PAFTICIPaTE IN AN INOIVIDUAl 
(P G~OUP P~OJECT. GPADUaTE STUDENT$ WIll NPITE A SCHOlAflY PAPEP 
eN NOMEN'S STUDIES. 
FALL. 
MHITAKEF. 
HLD5370 
PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS Df AGING 
3-4 
STUOY OF 8ASIC CONCEPTS AND T~EO~IES Of AGIHGJ EVALUATION Of THE 
IMPACT Of SOCIAL. 810l0GICAl AND PSYCHOLOGICal VAPIA8lES ON AGING 
aDULTS. ANALYlE ASPECTS OF OlDEP ADULTS. lIFE STYLE. ANa EXAMINE 
COMMUNITY fESOUfCES FO~ T~E AGED. 
fALL. SPPING/SUMMEP. 
PHSCOT T. 
HLD5l80 
_OTHEFHOOD'S FDlE IN CHllOfEAFING 
3 
EXPlO~ES MOThE~HOOO ffOM THE 81~rH P~OCE.S TO THE TJ~( OF THE 
"EMPTY NEST" NJTH E~PHASIS ON THE MorHEf'S E.PE~IENCE A~O HOM IT 
IS SH4PEO BY SOCIAL fACTOFS. 
CFFEFEO 8ASEO ON DEMAND. 
SCHW4Pll. 
hL05190 
HYPE~TENSION' MECHANISMS' TP[ATMENT 
1 
STUOENIS l.A~N ABOUT THE VA~IOUS SOCIOLOGICAL_ PS'CHCLOGICAl_ AND 

PHYSICAL CAUSES OF HYPE~TENSION. THE CUPPENT TPEATMENT MODALITIES 

fO~ THIS OISO'DE~ AND NAYS TO IDENTIFY ST~ESS AND TENSION IN 

THEIF OMN lIVES. 

hOT SCHEDULED TO 8E OffEFED IN AYSI-82. 

STArr • 

Hl05400 

FESEAFCH METHODOLOGY IN HlO 

3-4 

IDENTifiCATION Of THE STEPS IN THE PESEA~CH PPOCESS AND APPLICA­

TION Of EACH STEP TO A PESEAFCHA8lE P~OBLE" Of STUOENT-S CHOICE. 

fAll. MINTtP. SPPING/SUMMEP. 

~OOOMA~D. STAFF. 

Hl05410 

~ESEAFCH METHODOLOGY HlD' EMPHASIS ON SCCIAL PSYC~OlOGY 

4-6 

10[NTlfICATION Of THE STEPS IN THE FESEAPCH PPOCESS AND APPLICA­

TION Of EACH STEP TO A PESEARCHA8LE PP08l[M DEALING MITH SOCIAL 

PSYCHOLOGICAL PP08lEHS. STUDENTS TAKING THIS CLASS FOF 4 UNTTS 

Mill MflTE A PESEA~CH FEPD~T. 

OFFEFEO 8AS[0 UPON DEMAND. 

WHIHKLF. 

Hl05411 

STATUTICS 

3-4 

DESIGNED TO PPOVIDE STUDENTS MITH SKIllS I. APPLYING STATI5TICS 

fOf USE IN PSYCHOLOGY Of EDUCaTION. 

fALL. WINTEP. 

COMMUNITY PPOfESSOR. 

hlD5430 

fESEAfCH METHODS 

3-4 

. USE OF fESEAFCH METHODS IN PElATIOH TO SCHOOL. CO__ UHITY. O~ 0108 
IN TEAM ~ESEAFCH PROJECT IHVOlVING PLAN.ING SYSTEMATIC eBSEPVA­
'ION Of DATA COllECTION. CATA ANALYSIS AND PfESENTATION Cf PE­
SULTS. 
CffE~ED SASEO ON DEMAND. 
PP[SCOTT • 
ItlD5HO 

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 

4 
EVALUATION Of METHODS OF INQUI~Y ANO IDENTifiCATION Of lEVELS OF 

ANALYSIS AS APPLIED TO PF08LE~S OF · THOUGHT AND SEHAVIOF IN AMER­

ICAN SOCIETY. STUDENTS ID[NTlf' VA~I.8l[S .NO EVALUATE PfOCESSES 

OF INTEFPEFSONAl RELATIONS AND COMHUHICATIONS. SOCIAL PONE~. 

PEFSUASION. DECISION MAKING. ATTITUDE CHANGE. GFOUP ~E"8ERSHIP. 

ETC. GRADUATE STUOENTS WILL ALSO IDENTIFY AND OESCPIBE COMMUNITY 

APPLICATIOhS or SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY. 

fALL. MI NYEF. 

WHITAKEP. 

Hl05450 

SPECIal fIELDS IN 8EHAVIOF MDOIFICATION 

3-4 

~EVIEN AND EVALUATE CLINICAL LITEPATUFE ON THE USE Of 8EHAVIOR 

THEFAP' TECHNIQUES AS APPLIED TO PSYCHOTIC SEHAVIOF. fEAFS 4ND 

PH08IAS. SEXU4L DEVIANCE. ALCOHOLISM. I.SOMNIA. AND 08ESITY. 

CFfEFED BASEO ON DEMAND. 

STArr • 

HLD5471 

lIfE CYCLE DEVELOPMENT 

3 

EXPlOPATION Of THEOflES OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT THPOUGHOUT THE LIFE 

SPAN AND THE aPPLIC4TION Of THESE TO SElECrEO EXAMPLES. 

tFFEPED 84SED ON DEMAND. 

STArr • 

HLD5UO. 

PFINCIPlES Of 8EHAVIOF CHANGE 

3-4 

STUDY OF THE THEOFY Of 8EHAVIOP MOOlflC4TIOH AHD PFOCEOURES TO 

~8SEf'E AND fECO~O 8EHAVIOP. TO ACCElEFATE AHO OECELEFATE 8EHAV­

IDF. AND TO 'EACH NEW 8EHAVIO~. 

FALL. MINTEF. SP~I.G/SUM"Efi. 

STArr • 

HlD5490 

lA8 IN ASSEPTIVENESS TFAIIIING 

3 P/NC 

EXAMINE COHCEPrS Of ASSHTJON TR"AlIIIN& AND DEVELOP COGNITIVE AND 

8EHAVIOFISTIC SKillS TO FEPLACE MALADAPTIVE ~ESPONSES. PROVIDES 

FEINFO~CEMENT AHO SOCIAL NETWORKS TO INSURE THE CONTINUITY or 

CONTINUITY Of NENlY ACQUIRED 8EHAVIORS. 

PHFEQUISI YES' 

PEFMISSION. 

FAll. SPFIN6/SUMMEP. 

MHITAKER. 
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HLDSS09 
CONrLICT NANAGENENT 
4 
T"IS CO~SE WILL EXPLO'E T"E C~EATION Gr CONSTRUCT lYE CCNrLICT TO 

INITIATE CHANGEI THE CHANNEL IN' or SPONTANEOUS CONrLICT TO C~EATE 

RESOLUIION. AND I"E ~EL£A$ING or CHRONIC CONrLICI 10 AID IN HA~­

NONIOUS ~ELATIOM$ A~ONG PEOPLE IN MORK SITUAIIONS. IHE COURSE 

MILL INIEG~AIE T"EOR' A_O TECHNIOUE FROM IEHAfIO~AL SCIENCES MIIH 

INSIGHTS AND VALUES rROM THE MORK rORCE. IHE rocus MILL IE ON 

UNOE~SIANDING IHE DYNAMICS or CONrLICI IN MANAGEMENI A_D DEYELep­

ING 80lH PE~SONAL AND SOCIAL SKILLS ro~ CONrLICT INIER~ENIION. 

CffE~EO 8ASEO UPON DEMAND. 

OHIl. 

HLOS5U 

DIYO~CE AND THE EffECTS Of CHANGE ON THE fAMILY 

2 

IN THIS COU~SE AITENIION MILL 8E DlfECIEO TO IHE CHA~GING STPUC­

IU~E Of I"E AME'ICAN FAMIL', THE CHANGES ALL fAMILIES EXPERIENCE 

AND A REALISIIC APPRAISAL Of T"E INPACI Dr CHANGE ON CHILO~E_ AND 

AOOLESCENIS AS MELL AS THEIR OlffE~ENIIAL CAPAtllY 10 COPE. 

PtIMAR' EMPHASIS MILL 8E ON THE DIvORCE EXPEPIENCE. 

GfFE~EO 8ASEO UPON OEMANO. 

COMMUNIIY PPOfESSO~, SIAff. 

HL05510 

INIRODUCIION TO SOCIOMET~Y AND PSYCHOO~AMA 

J 

TH£O~Y Of SOCIOMET~Y ANO PSYCHOO~ANA AS USED 8Y EOUCATO~S. M(NTAL 

HEALI" PRACIITIDNEPS' NU~SES, AND CONSULIANTS IN 8uSI~ESS THPOUGH 

OI~ECI EXPERIENCE IN GLASS. STUOENIS DESIGN. AOMINISTEf. AND EVA­

LUATE A SOCIO"ET~IC TESTI PA~IICIPATE 1_ PSYCHOOFANA MAFNUPS AND 

C'IIIQUE PS'CHOO~ANAIIC OEMONSTPATIONS. EXPE~IENCEO STUDENTS MAY 

8E SELECTED 10 OEMONSTRAIE SELECIEO PSYCHOORAMAIIC IECHNIQUIES. 

PFEPEOUISITES: 

"LOS950 AND HLO~090 OR PEPMISSION. 

SPRING/SUMMER.

COMMUNITY PROfESSOR. 

HL05520 
LISIENING. THEORY AND P~OCESS 
J 
IHIS COU~SE [XAMINES IHE STYLES Of LISTENING IN COMMU~ICAIION 
IPANSACIIONS. AND APPLIES THE VA~IOUS STYLES Of LISTE.I~G IN THE 
OlffEPENT CONIEXTS Of THE COMNUNICATIDN PROCESS. OEYELOPS SENSI­
TIYIIY AND EffECTlfE LISIENING SKILLS IN HUMAN INTE'ACTION. 
MINTEP. 
PURDY. 
HL05540 
GAME IHEO~Y AND COMMUNICATION 
J 
EXAMINES ~OOELS fOR GAMES Of ST~AIEGY. fOP YARIOUS IE~C-SUM AND 
NON-lEPO-SUM GAMESI APPLIES IHE BASIC ALGO~ITHMS Of GAME THEOfY 
10 SIPAIEGIES IN COMMUNICAIION INTERACTIONS INYOLYEO IN IHE ~E­
SOLUTION Of SOCIAL. ECONOMIC. MILITA~Y AND OTHER PR08LEMS. 
MINTER. 
PUPOY. 
HL05560 
ETHICAL ISSUES IN HUMAN COMMUNICAIION 

J 

TH£ PU~POSE Of THIS COURSE IS TO' ENABLE STUOENIS TO EUM ..E, OE­

DEfINE AND CLA.lfY ETHICAL ISSUES INYOLYEO IN INIE~PE~S~NAL COM­

MUNICATION. 

SPRING/SUMNE~. EYEN YEARS. 

SHAl. 

HL05565 
COMMUNI CAlION Of INNOVATIONS 
J 
SURVEYS SOCIAL/PSYCHOLOGICAL THEOPIES A~D PRACTICES Of INNOVA­
lIONS. ANALYlES METHODS AND PROCESSES Of COMMUNICATION IN IHE 
DIffUSION PFOCESS IN EDUCATION. AG~ICULTUPE' INOUSTPY. SOCIAL 
PROG~AMS. 8USINESS. AND SCIENCE. EXPLORES SOCIAL/CULIURAL/EIHI­
CAL IMPLICATIONS OF INNOVATIONS. OESIG.S A COMPJEHENSIVE COMMUN­
ICATION PPOG~AM fOP ITFDOUCTING AN INNOYATION IN A PEAL COMNUNITY QR AN OFGANllATION. 
fAll. 
~I N. 
HL05510 
CLASS~OOH USE Of INSTRUCTIONAL NAIERIALS 

2-3 

EXANINES PROPE~ p'OC[OURE IN DESIGNING LESSONS AND I'PLEMENIING 

INSTFUCIION USING MATE~IALSI OPERAIE EQUIPMENTI PROO~CE SIMPLE 

IYPES Of MATERIALS. (G~AO.) SET UP INOIYIOUALI2ED LEA~NING SIA­

lION USING MATE~IALS. MAIEFIAlS, rILM. Iv , VIDEOTAPE' fILMSI~IP. 

SLIDES. AUDIOTAPE/~[COROS. OYERHEAO I~A.S •• COM8INATIONS. 

IHIS COU~SE ~EQUIPES 5-10 CLOCK HOURS Of fIELOMO~K. 

fAll. 

STELNICII. SILBER. 

HL055ao 

ADY[~TISING AS CONNUNICAIION 

J 

EXA~INES THE NATUPE ANO PROCESS Of COMMUNICATION. 10ENllry POIEN­

TIAL APPLICAIION OF TNED~IES or CDN"UNICATION IN AOYERTISING; 

~ELATE KNOMLEOGE Of COMNUNICAIION PROCESS 10 PF08LE~S Of AOYEFT­
lSI NG. 

MINTEP, E~EN YEA~S. 

ftONG. 

HLD5600 

AO~EFTISING SIFATEGY AND CONSUNEF 8EHAYIOR 
3 
OFANS fFOM 8EHAYI0~AL SCEINCES CONCEPIS 10 EXPLAIN CO.SUME~ 8E­
hAYIOP. OECISION PPOCESS MOOELS. APPLICAIION Of ~ESEA~CH TECH­

NIOUES 10 EXAMINE PSYCHOLOGICAL. SOCIOLOGICAL AND CULIURAL AS­

PECTS Of CONSUNE~ 8EHAYI0~ AS FELAIEO Ie AOYERIISI~G SIFAIEGY. 

SYNIHESIZE CONCEPI AND INPLICAIIONS fOR AOYE~IISING. 

NINIEP, 000 YEAPS. 

~ONG. 
HL05611 

INIPOoUCIloN 10 CO~PUTER APPLltATIONS AhO OAIA ANALYSIS 

3 

A 8PIEr INTRODUCTION 10 THE fUNDAMENTALS Of COMPUTE~ CONCEPTS. 

SIFUCIUPE AND fUNCTIONS AND BASIC PRINCIPLES Of COMPUTEP APPLICA­

lIONS fO~ INfORMATION PROCESSING. STORAGE AND PEIRIEYALI IT IN­

CLUDES DATA PROCESSING ANALYSIS IN SOCIAL SEHAflO~AL SCIENCES. 

PREREQUISITES' 

HL06Z80 OR HL05411. 

SPUN6ISUNMH. 

LI NGAMNENI. 

HL05620 

flLN AND IY DOCUMENTARY 

3 

OESCRIIEI STYLE AND INfLUENCE Of KEY "LM MAKE~S IN E,aLUATION Of 

OOCUNENTUY. 10ENII" FILM NU,ING J[CHUQUES UUO TO DOCUMENT 

EYENTS AND ANALYlE ISSUES. DESCRIBE EFfECIS OOCURENTIN~ flLN HAS 

ON PERCEPTION Of EYENTS AND ISSUES_ '_AD - IOENTIFY/AN'lY1E A 

SPECIFIC AREA IN DOCUMENTING fILM. 

fALL. 

5TElNICKI. 

HL05100 

COMMUNICATION SENSIIIYITY 

J 

EXANINES CONMUNICATION IE"AYIO~, P~OCESSES Of SENSIIIYITY TO YA'­
10US COMRUNICATIONSI fEEOIACK. ENPAIHY. LEYELS Of I.IEROEPEND­

ENCE. PERCEPTION. INfE~ENCE' 08SERYATION. SELECTIVIIY PROCESSES. 

'ELATlfE EffECIIYENESS Of OlffERENT CHANNELS. ~UNo~ TFANSRISSIO•• 

fALL. SPRING/SU~ME~. 

KONG. 

IiL05710 

COMNUNITY CoMMUNICAIION SYSIEMS 

3 

[XAMINES COMMUNICATIO_ NETMOPKS AND PONEF SI~UCTURE Of A ~EAL 

CO"~UNITY, AND IHE ASSUMPIIONS NEEDED TO UNOERSTANO THE RELATION­

SHIP 8EIMEEN PU8LIC AND INTEFPERSONAL NESS AGES IN THE COMMUN­

ITY. EACH MEEIING CONSISTS Of SENINA~ REPORT 8Y SIUDENIS AflE_ 

IHEY HAYE COMPLEIEO JO HOURS Of SIM • fIELD SUFVEY MORK_ 

IIINTEP. 

STAff. 

HL051JO 

CULIUPE ANa CO"MUNICATION PROCESS 

I 
ExaMINES OlffE~ENT CULTUFES Of IHE NORLe. CUSTONS. PHILCSOPHY AND 

FELIGION. SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS. LANGUAGE- VALUES AND ATTITUDES. 

~ELAIES CULIUFE TO PEJSONALIIY. VE~8AL/~ONYE~8AL CoM'UNICATION 

8EHAYIOPS, AND THE PERCEPTION AND USE Of TINE AND ~PACE. EIPLO~ES 

IHE PROCESS AND EffECTS Of CULIU~E-CONIACT AND pjESENI A SYNTHE­

SIlEO 'IEM ON THE fUTUFE Of INIE~CULTU~Al COMNUNICATION. 

fAlL. 

~,". 
HL05l40 
CULTUPE ANa MESSAGE OEYELOPMENT (SIM) 
3 
UIILI2ES THEOPIES or INTERCULTURAL COMNUNICATION IN CESIGNING 
MESSAGES fO~ AUDIENCE Of SAME CULIUPE AND Of Olf'E~ENT CULTUFES. 
OEYELOPS MESSAGES 'O~ INfOFNATIVE COMMUNICATION AND PEFSUASI'E 
COMNUNICATION IN INTE~PEPSO.AL_ SMALL-GROUP, ANO MASS COMMUNICA­
TION SITUATIONS. TESTS EffECllvENESS Of IHE MESSAGES I~ ~EAL SET­
1INGS. 
SPFJNGlSUMME~. 
~IM. 
HL05745 
INTE~CULTUFAL COMMUNICATION IN HUMAN SE~YICES fOF INDOCHINESE 
& 
THE COU~SE WILL COYE' 8ASIC INIRAPERSONAL AND INTEPPE'S~NAL COM­

MUNICAIION CONCEPTS UNOE~LYING EffECIIVE CASEIIORft. USEfUL SOCIAL 

IIO~K IECHNIOUES. AND TREATMENT NETHOOS. THE INfLUENCE Of CULTUFE 

ANa COMNUNICATION BEHAYIO~S ON THE P~OCESS AND EffECTS Of SOCIAL 

SEFVICE OELIVEFY. AND OTH[~ ISSUES C~ITICAL TO INTE~CULIURAL COM­

MUNICAIION AND COUNSELING Of INDOCHINESE REfUGEES. 

fALL. MINTE~. SP'ING/SUMMER. 

~IM. COMMUNITY P~OfESSDR. 
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HL05146 
INTE~CULTU~AL THEFAPEUTIC COMMUNICATION SKILLS fOP INOtCHINESE 
1 
THIS COU~SE IS DESIGNED TO DEVELOP S~ILLS Of INTE~CULTU~AL CtM­
NU_ICATION. THIS COU~SE COMPLEMENTS ANC BUILOI ON THE COU~SE 
ENTITLED -INTE~CULTU~AL COMMUNICATIOM IN HUMAN S[~VIC[S fO~ 
INOOCHINESE-. 

PHHQUISITESI 

HL05145. 

fALL. NINTEP. SP~ING/SUMME~. 

~IM. COMMUNITY P~OfESSOP. 

"L05/80

tFGANllATIONAL COMMUNICATION 

1 

EXAMINES COMMUNICATION ~ELATIONSHIPS AM(NG TAS~. PEPSON. HAINTEN­

ANCE AND STATUS NETNOP&S AND OEVELOP~ l~fO~MATION PPOCESSING 

ST~ATEGY TO ENHANCE THE ACCOMPLISHMENT Gf AT LEAST T~O Cf THE O~­

GANI1ATIONAL GOALS. SIM eN COMPUTEP FEQUI~EO BEfOPE SIM'S A~E 

CESIGNEO BY STUOENTS IN MEETINGS. 

SP~ING/SUMMH. 
:; TAff. 
hL05190 
rUNOAMENTAL COhCEPTS IN HUMAN CONMUNICATIGN (SIM) 
1 
THE COMMUNICATION P~OCESS ON THE 8ASIC LEVELS AND CONTEXTS Of 
'OHMUNlcaTION IS EXAMINEO. THED~IES ANO FESEA~CH TECHNIQUES IN 
COMMUNICATION SCIENCE APE ANALY1EO. fEFBAL. ~ONVE~8AL' ANO IN­
TE~CULTU~AL COMMUNICATION 8EHAVI0~S A~E EXANINEO. ThE VITAL 
ELECTPONIC ahO MaSi CCMMUNICATION P~OCESSES A~E ANALYiEO IN LIGHT 
Gf THEIF SIGNifICANT 8~OAC ~AMlfICATIONS. A ~£S[A~CH P~OJECT 
CONCE~NING A COMMUNICATION T~ANSACTION SELECTEO BY THE STUDENT IS 
CAHIEO OUT. 
fALL. NINT[~. 
PU~OY. 
HL05840 

hUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS 

1 

STUDIES THE NATU~E AND fU~CTIONING Of HUMAN MI~O. MAJO~ MODES Of 
HU~AN CO~SCIOUSNESS. "(ANS Of EITENDING HUMAN CONSCICUS~ESS, ANO 
THE~APEUTIC APPLICATIONS Of THE NENLY EXTENOEO CONCEPTI Of HUMaN 
CONSCIOUSNESS. 
~I~TH. 
SAHL. 
HL05850 
HUMAN VALUE S 
1 
EIA"INES THE CONCEPT -VALUE- ANO EXPLOPES THE STUDENT'S GMN VALUE 
ST~UCTUPE AND THE ~ESULTANT 8EHAVIOP PATTEPNS. ANO T~E OlffE~­
ENCES BETWEEN VALUE SYSTENS SU8S"18ED TU IY DlffE~ENT PEOPLt. 
~INTEP. 
SHU. 
HL05860 
SOCIAL IMPACT Of COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGT 
1 
EXPLO~ES THE SOCIOPSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT Cf THE CYdE~NATED COMMUN­
ICATION ENVI~ONMENT AND EXAMINES EffOPTS TO CONT~CL ANO EXECUTE 
COMPLEX OPE~ATIONS BY USE Of COMPUTEPS COUPLED NITH AUTOMATIC 
MACHINE~YI ASSESSES THE MANY ADVANTAGES ANG BENEfiTS BUT ALSO 
MAJO~ OIVE~SE PP08LEMS WHICH THIS IMPACT GENE~ATES. AND PPOPtS­
SES SOLUTIONS TO THE G~OMING P~08LEMS. 
SP~ING/SUMMn. 
PU~OY 
HL05910 

INST~UCTIO~AL DEVELOPMENT. OESIGN 

5 

OEWELOPS OESIGN SPEClrlCATIONS fOP AN I~ST~UCTIONAL SYSTEM I~CLU· 

DINGI NEEOS ASSESSMENT. L[A~N[~ AND SETTING ANALYSIS. TASK/CON­

TENT ANALYSIS. 8EHAVIO~AL OBJECTIVES. EVALUATION INSTPUMENTS. 

LEA~NING HIE~A~CHIES. INSTPUCTIONAL ST~ATEGY. INST.UCTI~NAL 

EWENTS. MEDIA SELECTICN. P~ESC~IPTIONS fOP MEDIA. PLAN fOP SYSTEM 

GPEPATIONI (G~AOUATES) 10 T~(O~Y. 

fALL' SP~ING/SUMME~. EVEN YEAPS. 

SIlBE~. 

HLD5HO 

PPOOUCTION. IMPLEMENTATTON. EfALUATION IN INST~UCTIDNAL OEVELOP­

NENT (SIM) 

Z 

PE~fDPM SECOND HALf Of 10 PPOCESS P~DOUCTIO •• (l HOU~) - SELECT­

ION. STEPS. TIME. COSTS. fESPONSIBILITIEi. T~EATMENTS/STCPY 

80APOS IN MEOlA P~OOUCTION' IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION (I 

HOU~I PLANS fO~ OPEPATIDN AWO MANAGEMENT or INOIVIOUALllEO SYS­

TEM' PLANS fOP fO~MATIVE ANO SUMMATIVE EWALUATION Of SYSTEM. 

PH ~ E QU IS IT ES: 

HL059l0 D~ PEP"'SSION. 

~I NTE~. 

SIl8E~. 
hL05950 
LAaO~ATO~Y IN INTE~PE~SONAL '~OWTH 
Z P/NC
STUDENTS 10ENTIry THEI~ INTE~PEPSONAL C(MMUNICATION ~T~ENGTH~ 
AND A~EAS or DiffiCULTIES. ANO INTE~PE~SONAL COMMUNICATION P~CCE­
SSES T.~OUGH WHICH THEY INITIATE. MAINTAIN. AND TE~MINATE A 
~ElAT I ONSHI P. 

fALL. NINTE~. SP~ING/SUMME~. 

SHU. 

HL059BD 

"ATE~IALS ro~ ELEMENTA~Y AND SECGNOA~Y LIB~APIES P~E ~-IZ 

1 

10ENTIfY AND US£ SELECTION SOUPCES' fO~MULA CPITE~IA ro~ SELEC­

TIONI EXAMINE AND EVALUATE MATEPIALS' ANALYlE ELEMENTA~Y AND SEC­

ONOA~Y 800~S IN LIGHT or CUP~E.T SOCIAL ISSUES. DEVELOP A LITE~A­

TU~E MOCULE fO~ ELEMENTA~' ANO SECONOA~Y LEVEL STUDENTS. 

fAll. 

KAPLAN. 

HL0599a 

AUTOMATION I~ LIBPAPIES 

Z 

THIS CDU~SE INT~OOuCES THE TE~MINOLOGY A~O P~INCIPLES Cf 81BLle­

G~APHIC oESC~IPTION. fOCUSES ON THE uTILI2ATION Of COMPUTEf SYS­

TEMS fU~ THE C~EATIO. Of A MAC~INE-~EAOABLE BIBLIOG~APHIC OATA 

~ASE. ANO E"PHASllES P~ACTICAL EXPEFIENCE USING T~E OCLC SYSTEM. 

trrE~EO BASED ON OEMANO. 

COMMUNITY P~OfESSO~. STAff. 

HLOS990 

.ANAGING COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

1 

STUDENTS IDENTifY NINE fEATUPES. NINE POSTULATES AND fCU~ NET­

NO~K DIAGFAMS Of A fUNCTIO~ING HU"AN 0~GANI2ATION. APPLY AT 

LEAST ONE THEO~ETICAL APPPDACH TO IMPPOVING THE MANAGEMENT Of CO­

MUNICATION WITHIN AN C~GANI1ATION Of THEIP ChOICE. AND SUBMIT THE 

SUGGESTION rDF aDOPTION BY THE MEMBE~S. CONSISTS or SIMUlaTltNS 

AND SEMINAf FEPoPTS BY STUDENTS. 

SP~ING/SUMMn. 
STaff. 
HL06020 
NONVEPBAL COMMUNICATION 
1 
STUDENTS EIAMINE NtiNVE~8AL ELENENTS or HUMAN CDMMU~ICATION; BOCY 
~OVE.E.TI SPACE S(H&_lo~. TIM£ O~IENTATION AND MANAGEMENT. AES­
THETIC AND ENVIPON.ENTAL rACTO~S IN THE AME~ICAN CULTU~E. AS MELl 
AS IN OTH~~ CULTU~AL G~OUPS. STUOENTS ANALYlE NONWEPBAL ASP~CTS 
tf WO~~. STUDY. SPO~TS. LEISU~E OP OTHEP INTi~PE~SONAL SETTINGS' 
IN TE~MS Of THEI~ fUNCTION. WALUES A~O -EANING. AfTEf OEWELOPING 
SENSITIVITY. AND KNOWLEDGE IN NDNVE~'AL BEHAWIOP. STUDENTS WILL 
INTE~ACT WITH OTHE~S f~OM THE SAME AND DlffE~ING BACKG.rUNOS. 
THEY WILL ANALYlE AND EfALUATE THOSE INTE~ACTIONS fO~ NCNVEPBAL 
COMMUNICATION EffECTIVENESS. 
SP~ING/SUMME~. 
~IM. 
HLD6080 
P~OG~AMMEO INST~UCTIo~AL MATE~IALS 
Z-l 
CESIGN. WPIT •• TEST AND ~EVISE PI MATE~IALS. INCLUOI~GI DEfiNE 
PI. SELECT TOPIC. ANALY2l TAS~/CONCEPT. ANALYlE LEAPNE~. WPITE 
BEHAVIO~AL OBJECTIVES ANO P~E-ANO POST-TESTS. SELECT P~OGPAM"ING 
fAfAOIGM AND "EOIA' OPOE~ CONTENT. W~ITE f~ANES/ITEMS. EDIT PfO­
GfAM. MFITt IN$T~UCToP'S MANUAL. G~AD. ANALYiE PI THEOflES ANO PI 
EffECTS. 
PPEPEQUISITES: 

HLO 5910 O~ PEFMISSION. 

SP~ING/SUMMn. 

SIlBEP. 
HL06090 
LA80~ATO~Y IN PE~SONAL GPoMTH 
Z P/NC 
IDENTifICATION Of PE~SONAL GPO"TH ISSUES IN TE~.S or LifE GOALS 
AND P~IO~ITIES. AND INTPAPEPSONAL COMMUNICATION PPOCESSES TH~OUGH 
~HICH "EANING ANO VALUES A~E ASSIGNED TC VA~IOUS 08JECTS O~ 
(WENTS IN STUDENT'S LifE. 
fALL. WINT(~. SP~ING/SUMME~. 
SHU. 
HL06l00 
fSYCHOCYBE~NETICS 
4 
EXAMINES ST~UCTU~E AND fUNCTIONS Of HUMAN ~~AI •• ASSOCIATED IW­

TFAPEFSO~AL COMMUNICATIO~. ANC MENTAL PPOCESSES Of THE CYBEPNETIC 

SUCCESS AND fAILU~E MECHANISM' INVESTIGATE. OISTINGUISH AND AS­

SESS LEVELS AND ALTE~[O STATES Of CO~SCIDUSNESS AND THElf PSYCHO­

PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS. 

CffE~ED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

STHf. 

HL06lS0 

SEMANTICS ANO COMMUNICATION 

1 

oESCfl8ES LANGUAGE AS MAP Of ~EfEPENT PHENONENA AND 08JECTS. AWD 

LEfELS Of A8ST~ACTIDN as PElaTEO TO THOUGHT. EXPE~IENCE A~O 8E­

HAVIO~' EXAMINE AND ASSESS THE IMPACT Of VEPBAL aND NONW£P8AL 

COMMUNICATION 8EHAWIOP; INDICATE AND DEVELOP CLEAP AND EffECTIVE 

CONMUNICATION IN TEPMS Of APTICULATE PATTE~NS Of SPEECH ANO LAN­

GUAGE USAGE. 

MINTEP. 

PU~oy. 
180 CHLD Course Descriptions 
"lD",. 
SOCIOlO'T or 'PO~T 
J 
STUOIE. INrlUENCES or .'O.T ON 'OCIET' AND PS'tHO-SOCIAl ASPECTS 

or 'PECTATO" AND PA~TICIPA.T' IN S'O~T. 

101 NT". 

lOME. 
Hl06190 
TV AND ITS USE IN TN[ CONNUNITT 
Z 
IDENTlrlES EIISTIN' AND/O~ POTENTIAL A'EAS IN IHE CON.UIIT' 
IIHE'E T' IS/COUlO IE USED AS A CHAN'E O~ DOCU.ENTATION AGEIT. OP­
E'ATE lOM-COST VIDEO EIUIPMENT_ PPODUCE ONE T' P~O'~AM ro~ A S'E­
clrlc COIIUI'T' SITUATION O. DOCUMENI'TIDN A~EA' AND E'AlUATE Er­
fECTI'ENESS or TV MATE'IAlS IN A SPEClrlC 'IOEDTAPE SITUATIO•• 
SP~ I.ClSUMME~. 
5TElNICRI_ 
HlD6200 
T' rD' INST'UCTION AND '~AININ' I 
2 
OETE~MINES app~OP'IATE USES rD' Tv 1M A lEA'NIN' SIT~ATIOI I~ TH' 
ClASS.OIN. DEMONST'AT'S IMOIIlEDGE IN lON-lEVEL TECHNICAL P'OILEMS 
AMD IHEI' SOLUTIOIS' OPE~ATES LD_ CD'T 'IDEO EOUIP"ENT. PPODUCtS 
CNE TV '~O&~AM ro, A SPEClrlC CONTENT A~EA APP~DPFIATE TO A 
ClASS'OD" SErTIN'. 
riLL. 
UELNICKI. 
HLD6210 
THEO~' AND .NAL'SIS or CO"NUNICATIDN CO.TENT 
J 
AN'L'IES r'AMEIIO'K ro, STUD' Dr S'"IOLIC 8E"A'10~. ACOUISITIOI 
P~OOUCTIDI AND COMP'E.,NSION 0, LANGUACE. INCLUDES THEOP' or MES­
SACE ANAl'SIS. OUAllTATIVE AND IUAITITATIV' "ETHODS. SU'VE' METH­
ODS Or CONTENT ANAl'SIS. TECHNICAL P'OBLENS. P~D8lE'S Dr '~rE~E­
NCE. ~ElIAIILIT'. VALIOIIT. ST~DENTS "'ITE AND IMPLE'ENT ~ESEA'CH 
P~OPOSAL. 
UNTE'. 

KON'. 

HlD62JO 
TOIIA~D OUALII, &~OUP OECIS.ONS 
J 
STUDIES THE ErrECTS Dr rEEOIACI TH'OU'H IH'EE CHANNELS I~ TASI­
c'lENTED '~OUPS AND C~EATE AT LEAST TH'EE paTll'NS or INrLUENCE 
USLD IN SIMULATED OP ~EAL OECIS'ON-MAK'~' C'OUPS. TN[ O'NAMIC Er­
rECTS or 'ISK AND rEEOIACI TECHNIOUES 0' THE DEVELOP'ENT Or 'FOUP 
DECIS.DN IIllL IE APPL'ED. 
MINTE" 
STArr. 
HLD6ZJO 
INTPODUCTIDN TO IITE~CULTU'AL CDMMUNICallDN 
J 
OVE'V'E. Dr CONNUNICATION T'ANSACT.OIS .ETIIEEN MENIEFS or Dlrr­
l"N' CULTU'ES' O£rINITIONS. NODElS, VALUES. 'ELIErs. CUSTONS AND 
ATTITUDES .H'CH ArrECT IMTE'CULT.'Al COMMUNICATICN. FElAIES CUl­

TU~E TO SOCIAL PE'CEPTIDN AND CDNNUNlcaT'ON paTTEFIS. EXAMINES 

CUlIU'E-SPEC'rJIC AS IELL AS UNIVE~SAl MODES or COHH~'ICATION. 

IDENTlr, raCID~S THAT IMPEDE ErrECTIVE IN1EPCULTUFAL UNOE~­

S"NDINC. 

rill. 

KIM. 
HLD6Z10 
COMMUNICATION FESEA.CH 
J 
DEfiNES &P£AS Dr COMMUNlcaTIOII 'ESEA'CH. BASIC COIICEPTS. TE'MS. 
AND "OCEOU'ES. STUOEIITS 10,IITlr, AND DISCUSS METHODS AID 'N­
SnUNEIITS. ,HElP ST~ENCIHS. IIEAINESSES. AND APPLICATIONS. THE' 
M'ITE A HSEUCH P~OPO'AL. IMPlEMEIIT A OESI'N AID ANAL'IE AIIOTHE~ 
LEA_ME"S MDFK. 
ralL. SP~ING/SUMME"
IIONC. 
Hl06B. 
IEHAVIO' P'OILEMS 
J 
STUDENTS LEA'II TO CLASSlf'. ANAl'IE AND ~EMEOIATE THE T,PICAL IE. 
.AV~D' ....l'''' ,IPEFIENC'O '" T"' HOME AND ClASS'OO~. aND aSSIST 
IEACHE~S IN CA",IN6 OUT THIS P'OCEDU'E. 
rAll. MINTE~. S'~II"SU"NE~. 
Io"C. STarr. 
HLD6JU 

FESEA'CH IN ADOLESCENCE AID SEI POLES 

J 
STUDENTS PEVIEI AID C'ITIOUE CU"ENT LITE'ATUPE ON ADOLESCENT 

DEVELOPMENT AND SEX-'OlE LEA~.III' AS IT ~ElATES TO IOEN1IT' 

rO'MATION aND INTINACY ISSU('. CA~ErUl INTE~P'ETATION Or ~E­

SEA'CH IS ST'ESSEO_ IRPLICATIONS ro, IHE ST~DEIIT ANa fG' THE 

COUNSELING PPOfESSIONS A~E DISCUSSED. 

"E'EOUUIIES. 

HL05040 0' CONCU'~ENTL'. 

fALL. 

N"TESOII. 

HLD6J12 
tOUISELING AND GUIDAICE II JIT£~NI'JO.'l P£~SP£C'lfE 

J 

INCLUDES a IALaNCE or lECT.PES. ~EAOINC ASSI'"ME"TS, AAO CDM­

PAFATI'E ~ESEA~CH STUD' AID IIPITING 'ELATED TO CDUNSEllhG. 
GUIOAICE aNO/OJ EDUcaT'ON III CCUNT~'ES (T"EF THAN THE UIIITEO 
STaTES. INVOLVES CONDUCT Of C,OSS-CULTU'Al COUIISElIN' '~TE"JEM" 
SP~ I NGISUMME'. 

HILL. 

Hl06UO 
CA~EEF [OUCaTION IN SCHOOLS 
J 
CO'EFS COlLECTIOII. OF'alllATION AND 'NTEPpp,TaTICN or LOUCATIOlal 
AID OCCUPATIOIAL OlTA ro~ PEFSGNAl CA~EEF OEVELOPMEIIT. AS WELL as 
HELPING PUPilS aND 10ENTlr'IN' Cu"EII THEOJIES or CAPEE' DEVEL­
OPMENT. 

rALL, SP""G/SU"NE'. 

BANII. IIENNEO'. 
HL06HO 
EVAluallON or HUMAN SE'vICES 
J 
ST.O' or ST'ATEG'ES TO GAIN Ell~ANCE INIO HUHAN SEFvICE S'STENS 
aND TO IMPLENENT EVALUATION PFOG~AM" · 

'All. 

~OGGE. 
HlO6J50 
CDIINUNIT, COUNSELING 
J 
STUDIES CO"MUN'T'ES. THEI' 'ELaTIONSHIP TO LOCAL. COU'TY AND 
rEOEFAl ~O'EFN"ENTS. AND THE'P 'OLE IN PFOllEM SOLviNG. STUOENTS 
DIAGNOSE AID ASSESS COIIMUNITT P'OBLEMS AND ATI'TUOES' DESC'IBE 
THE POL'TICAL PO_E' ST~uCTU'E or THE CD"MUNITY AND 'TS FElATION­
SHIP TO HUHAM SEPVICE OElIVE~Y SYSTENS_ 
rALL. MINTEF. SP'ING/SUM"E"
LEllS. 
HL06UO 

CONrLICT ~ESOLUTION 

J 

STUD' or THE DYNAMICS or ,'OUP P~O"ESS AND apPLICATION TO C,.­
rllCT 'ESOLUT.ON .N IN'TITUTIONAL ANa CtNMUNIT, SETT'NGS. 
tfrE~EO lASED UPON DEMAIO. 
STArr. 
HlO6J10 
CaePEFaTIVE EDUCATION 
I-I P/NC 
AN .ND.VIOUALliED COU'SE or INST~UCTION ourSIOE T~E ~"IVE~SIT' 
CLASS'OOM ro CAIN P'ACTICAl ca~EE' EXPE'.ENCE IN THE SrUOENT'S 
CHOSEN A~EA or INTEPEST. 'HE CO-OP TEP" NA' IE AFFAN'EO 'N a lEW 
~O•• AS AN INIEPvaL IN A FE'ULA' ~OB AS A P'O~ECT. INTEFIISHIP CP 
~ESIOENCT. 
fP£PElUUIIES' 
'E~MISSION. 
rALL. orrEFEO lASED all OEMANO IN DTHEP IE.MS. 

TALBon. 

HL06J71 

COO'E'ATIVE EDUCATION 

I-I PINC 

AN IIIOIVIouaLllED COU'SE Of INSTPUCTION OUTSIDE IHE UNIVEfSIT' 

CLASSROOM TO GAIN PPaCIICAL CA'EE' EXPEF'ENCE IN THE STUOENT'S 

CHOSEN A~EA or .IITE'EST. IHE CO-OP IE'M NA' IE AF~AII'EO IN A NEW 

~Ol. AS all INTEFVAL IN A 'EGULAF ~08 AS A PFO~ECr. INIE~NSHIP C, 

HSIOENCT. 

P~EPEGUUI IE 51 

PEFMUSION. 

rALl' DrrEFEO lASED ON DElANO IN OTHE~ IE'NS. 

TAlBon. 

Hl06J12 

CDOPEFATIVE EDUCATION 

I-I P/NC

AN INDlvlOualliEO COU'SE or INST'UCTION OUTSIDE I~E U~'VEPS'I' 

CLASS'OON 10 GAIN P'ACIlcaL CA~EE' E'PEFIENeE IN THE SIUOENT'S 

CHOSEN AFEA or 'NTE'£ST. THE CO-OP IE'M M.' IE APFANGED IN A NEW 

~Ol. AS AN INTE~VAL IN A '£GULAP JD8 AS A PPO~ECI. INIEFNSHIP OF 

HUDENCT. 

PHHGUISI TES' 

PE~NlSSI ON. 

FALL. orrEFEO lASED ON DEMAND IN OTHE' TEFMS. 

TALBOTT • 
HLD641D 

CFISIS INTEPVENTION 

~UMAN SEPVICE NOFIIE'S LEA'N C'ISIS INTE"EITION IECHNIOUES aID · 
HOM TO USE CONMUI,IT 'ESOU~CES rop CFISES SUCH AS DEATH. D'UG IN­
. OUC[O COllAPSE. SUICIDE TH~Urs. PHYSICAL &lUSE. ~U",UY CHllOFEN 
AND OT"EF PS'CHOlOGICall' Sl'EssrUL EVEATS. 
trrEFEO .ASED UPON OENAND. 
STArr. 
CHLD Course Descriptions 181 
J 

'HIS COU~$E COMIINES hUHAN PELATIONS ANC ACADEMIC CLASS~DO" 

"ETMOOS TO INfO'M STUDENTS AIOUT SO"t Of TME ALTEPNATI¥E LlfE­

ST'L[S OCCU~~ING IN DU' CULTU~E' TO P~O'IDE [XP[.I[NC[S IN M[[T­

IN' PEOPLE LIVING ALT[~MATIV[ STYLES. A'O TO OEVELDP A ~ELATI'ELY 

S.fE S[TTING IN _HICH JO EXPLO~E ONE'S CWN fEELI~GS A~D ~[ACTIDNS 

TO TMEIP IMPLICATIONS feR ONE'S P'DfESSIONAL WOPA. 

P'EPfQUISITES' 

HLoef20 OP PEPMISSION. 

SPAING/SUMHH. 

"A TTESON. 

hl06UO 

GUIDANCE fO~ CHILO~EN 

3 

_ COUJSE DESIGNED fOF TEACHEPS TO DEVELCP AND I~PLEME'T GUIDANCE 

AcTI,ITIES IN THE CLASSPODM. INCLUDING IALUE CLA~lfICATICN P~O­

CEDUHS. 

SP~ING/SUMME~. 
HILL. 

HL06430 

HUMAN APP;AISAL (SIMI 

3 

Of'EPED .5 A SELf-INSTPUCTIONAL COUFSE. SELECTION AND AOMIN­

IST'ATION Of EVALUATION DEflCES AND TECHNIQUE. INCLUDI~G STANC­

A'DllED ,FDUP MEASUPES Of INTELLIGENCE. APTITUDE AND AC~IE'EM[NT'

_PTITUDE AND ACHIEIEMENT' INTEPPhETATID~ AND APPLICATION Of THE 

FESUL TS. 

P_EPEQUISI TES' 

STATISTICS. 

'ALL. WINTEP. SPPING/SUMME~. 

FOGGE. 

hLD6UO 

HUMAN SE~VIC, SYSTEMS 

3 

[16MINES THE OP6ANIlATIONAL A~O AOHINIST~ATI'E P~OCESS. OEV[LCP­

HENT Of SHOFT AND LONG FA~6[ P~OGPAMS AND OlffEFENTIATES POSITIVE 

AND NEGATIVE EffLCTS Of HUMAN SEPflCE SYSTEMS. 

fALL. SPFIN6/SUMM[P. 

.0Lf. HILL. 

HLDUSO 

HUMAN SYSTEMS CHANGE 

3 

CO,EFS PHILOSOPHY AND HISTOFY Cf HUMAN SISTEMS CHANGL. STUDENTS 

PF[SENT A WPITTEN ST~AT[GY fD~ CHANGE AND DIAGNOSIS Of A SYSTEM • 

• INT[P. 

10Lf. 

HLD6S00 

8EMAVIDP PFOBLEMS fOF CLASSPDOM TEACHEPS 

3 

SHOM' HOM TO CHANGE BEHAVIOP AND ATTITUDES IN THE CLASSFOOM' HOW 

TO OIAGNOS, AND ~ED'IENT THE TYPICAL BEHAVIOF PPOSLEMS EXPEFI­

ENCED a, TEACHEFS. 

SPPING/SUMME~.
$Uff. 

HL06S80 

COUNSELING , PSYCHOTHE~APY: I'TFODUCTION (SIMI 

3 

INTPODUCES STUDENTS TO THE flELO Of COU~SELING PSYCHOTHE~AP'. 

CD.E~ING MAJOP THEO~IES AHO TECHNIGUES. ETHICS. EMPLOY"ENT OPPO~­

TUNTIES. CLIENT POPULATIONS. AND LEGAL CONSIOEFATIONS. 

'ALL •• INTEP. SPFING/SUHME~. 

FOGGE. Hill. 

HLD6710 

ACADEMIC COMMITTEE SEHINAF IN HUMAN SEFVICES 

Z 
P~OVIOiS OPPO~TUNITIES fOP STUDENTS TO ~ECEIVE ADVICE. GUIDANCE 
AND AS~ISTANCE f~OH KNOWLEDGEABLE PEFSOh. I.E •• HUHAh SE~VICES 
fACULTY. P~ACTITIONE~S AND CLIEN'S. STUDENTS FECEI'E ~ELP IN 
IDEN'lf'ING COMPETENCIES AND "ETHODS Of ACQUIFING AND E.ALUAJING 
THEM. 
trfEFED BASED UPON DEHANO. 
surr. 
HLD6712 
~UVENILE DELINQUENCY 
3 
EIPLOFE$ A VA~IETY Of CONCEPTS AND DEfl'ITIONS Of JUVEIILE DE­
LIMOUENC' AND THE GO'EF'MENTAL Pt.PDNSE TO THE P~OSLEM. DISCUSSES 
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL VAFIASLES WHICH CONT~18UTE TO DELINQUENCY ~NO 
APPFOACHES TO PFEIENTION. CONT~OL. HANOLING. AND TFEATME~T. 
s,,, NGlSUMMEfi. 
iOLOENSTEIN. 
HLDU13 
.0IlEN IN Pf. ISON 
J 
NONEN IN P"ISON AFE. rOF THE MOST PA~T. A fO~GOTTEN AND DVE~­
LOOK[D ASPECT Of 'HE CFIMINAL JUSTICE SY'TEM: MHO THEY A~E. WHAT 
THEI~ rUTUFE IS LIKELY TO 8E. 'HE PFDILEHS THEY fAC! ~ND TH( MAN­
NEF IN THICH THEY AFE "EHABILITA'ED A~O ~EINTEGJATED aACK '.'0 

THE COMMUNITY APE [XAMIN£D. 

fAll. 

GOLOENSTLIN. 

HLD6120 

ADMINISTFATIDN AND SUPE~VISION IN HUMAN SEPIICES 

3 

EXAMINES ADHINISTFATIVE T~EO~IES AND PFOCESSES WHICH AFE SASIC TO 

ALL HUMAN ~EFVICE AGENCIES THPOUGH THE EMPLOYMENT Of LECTUPES. 

GFOUP DISCUSSION. ~O~KSHEETS. ASSIGNED FEADINGS. AND HODlflED 

T-GFUUP METHODS. 

flll. 

SOllNE. 

HL06130 

BLACK/WhIT" SOCIETY AND THE DELIVEFY Of HU~AN SE~VICES 

~ 

EXAMINES THE ASSU"PTIONS. MYTHS. SELlErs. STEFO'YPES. 'ECHNIIUES. 

AND $TFATE'IES NEC[SS&FY TO fACILITATE THE WHITE WO~KE~/BLACK 

CLIENT. BLACK WO~KEF/WHITE CLIEN'. WHITE WOFKEF/WHITE CLIENT AND 

THE BLACK WOFKEP/BLACK CLIENT ~ELATIONSHIP. 

~IN'EP. SPFING/SUMME~. 

BUFGEST. 
HLD6150 
COHMUNITY OPGANIIATION 
3 
PFOVIDES A CONCEPTUAL f~AHEWOFK fOF EXA"lkING COMMUNITY '~GA.llA­
TION PFACTICE' DESIGNED TO EAAHINE THE INTE~IENTION PPCCESS AT 
THE COMHUNITY LEVEL IN OFDE~ TO EFfECT CHANGE. STUDENTS EXPLCPE 
CONCEPTS Of COMMUNITY. POWEP. CHANGE. AhO SYSTEMS. 
fALL. SPFING/SUMME~. 
BOLINE. 
HLD6161 

PSYCHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS Of INDIVIDUALS WITH SP[CIAL NEED. 

3 

EIAHINES BASIC ASSUMPTIONS. ASSESSMENT PPDCEDU~ES. TECh.I.U£S. 

AND INSTPUMENTS IN 'HE EIALUATION Of INDIVIDUALS WITH SPECIAL 

NEEDS EHPHASlllNG P~ESC~IPTIIE ABILITY ASSESSHENT AND POTENTIAL 

LEVEL Uf fUNCTIONING. DESIGNED fOP THE HUHAN SEPVICE WOFKEF Ale 

SPECIAL EOUCATION TEACHEFS. "EGUIPEO fOF CEPTlfICATIOh. 

THIS COU~SE "EQUIRES 15-20 CLOCK HOUFS Cf fIELDWORK. 

PFEF[QUISITES: 

HLO 6820 ANO HLD 6870 O~ HLO 9670. 

~INTEF.SPFING/SUHHE~. 
H8ECK. 
HLD6780 

GENEFIC HUH AN SE~IICES 

3 
ANALY1.S hISTO~ICAL APPPOACHES AND CU~~ENT STATUS Of HUHAN OELIV­

E~Y SYSTEMS WITH PAPTICULAF [MPHASIS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION. SOCIAL 

~ELFAPE AND HUHAN JUSTICE. EXPLO~ES AL'EPhATIVES TO EXISTING 

HUMAN SEFVICE DELIVE~Y SYSTEMS WHICH HA.IMI'E HUHAN PIGHTS. 

fAll. IOINTEF. 

STArr • 

HLD6800 

INTE~DISCIPLINARY TEAM WDFK 

3 
llAMINES THE CONCEPT Of INTE~DISCIPLINAFY HUHAH SE~VICE TEAIIS 
~ITH PA~ENTS. COHMU~ITY MEHSEPS. CONSUMEPS AND OTHEF INTEPESTEO 
FEFSON$ AS POTENTIAL TEAM HEMSEPS. ANALYlES THE TEAH PPOCESS. 11­
CLUDING fACTOFS WHICH CONT~IBUTE YO TEAM EffECTIIENESS AND THOSE 
WHICH PESTFICTS ITS fUNCTIONING. 
fA LL •• 1NTE F. 
HONFOE-CLAY • 
HL06810 
~O~KSHOP IN SOCIAL PLANNING fOP HUHAN SEPVICES 
3 
fACILITATES THE INTE~DISCIPLINAPY SHAFI~& Of ElPEPIENCES IN HURAI 
SE.VICES DELI'E~' SYS'EM~. fOCUSES ON THEO~IES AND ElPEPIENCES 
WHICH ALLOW STUDEN'S TO DEVELOP ADDI'ID~AL COMPETENCIES IN S[L­
ECTED HElS. 
fAlL. 
GOLDE NSTE! N. 
HLD6820 
SU~VEY or EXCEPTIONAL CHILDPEN AND P~OGFAHS 
3 
EX.MINES THE EDUCATIONAL NEEDS AND FEQUI.EMENTS Of U~IGUE SCHO'L 
AGE INDIVIDUALS ACPOSS A SPECT~UM Of HA~DICAPPING CONDITIONS. 
THIS COU~SE FEQUIFES 10 CLOCK HOU_S or FIELD~D~K (DBSE~VATION 
'NLYI. 
fALL. WINTER. SP~ING/SUMME~. 
SHEFICK. HOPKINS. 
HLD68~O 
EDUCATIONAL PFOCEOUFES fO~ THE T~AINA8LE "[NTALLY HANDICAPPED 
3 
IDENTifiES THE PRDG~AMMING AFEAS AND PkOfESSIDNAL PPOCEDUJES '[­
GUlPED TO PLAN AND IMPLEMENT APPROP~IATE INSTRUCTIONAL PPOGPAHS 
fOR THE MOOEFATELY TO SEVE.ELY "ENTALLY PETA~DED. THE PLANNING. 
COOFDINATING AND MANAGEME" COMPETENCIES A~E CDNSISTEIT WITH SPE­
uta CHLD Course Descriptions 
ClflC r[O[~'l M'NOATES (Civil. 'ESIONETIAl AAO EoueATICNAl' "MICH 

ASSU~E THESE INDiviDUALS THE al'HT TO INDIVIDUAL TPEATMENT PLANS 

AND ACCESS TO COMMUNIT, AND PUlllC EDUCATIONAL S,STENS. 

THIS COU~SE ~EQUI'ES 15-20 ClOCI HOU~S Cf fIElDWOPK. 

PFEREQUISITES: 

HlOU 20 AND Hl-06l7 O. 

_INTE~. 
SH£~ICK. 
HlD6I51 

EVALUATION Of AO~MAlllATION 10£OlO" IN HUMAN SE~VICES 

2 

~TllllES TECHNIQUES fO. EVALUATING HUMAN SE~VICE AGENCIES USIN6 

THE pao,aESSlvE ANAl'SIS Of SOCIAL SE~VICE S'STENS. THIS COU~SE 

~EQUIPES lS-Z0 CLOCK MDU'S Of fIElDWO~K. 

PHHQUISITES: 

Hl07111. 

fAll. SPFING/SUMMER. 

HUCK. 

Hl06860 

PR06RAM OESI6N AND CHAN6E IN HUMAN SERVICES 

1 

EXAMINES EDUCATIONAL 'OAlSI EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES fFO~ MHICH CA­

~EER COMPETENCI[S CAN 8E ACHIEV[O. AND EVALUATION PFOCEOUPES fOR 

HUMAN SE~VICE WORKERS. 

P'EFEQUISI TES. 

Hl06280. 

fALL. SP~ING/SUMME" 

1I NGAMNEH!. 

HL06l70 

CHA~ACTE'ISTICS Of THE MEN TALL' PETAROEO 
1 
OESC~18ES AND EVALUATES ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATIONS Of ~ENTAL PETA~­
DATION ErrECTS UPON r'MllIES. COMMUNITIES .AO PueLIC POLICIES. 

STUDENTS A~E REQUI~EO TO INTE'ACT WITH MENTAlL' .ETAfOEO ADULTS 

PREPARIN6 TO SEEK EMPlO'MENT IN THE COMMUNIT, AT LAR6E. THIS 

COUFSE R£QUI~ES 15-20 CLOCK HGUFS or fIElOMO~K. 

P~EFEQUISITES: 

HL061Z0. 

fALL. SPRING/SUMME~. 

HBECK. 

HL06110 

FACISM. INDIVIDUAL AND INSTITUTIONAL (SIM' 

1 
£lAHIN£S LITERATUPE AND CONDITIONS WHICH A~E ~ELATEO TO INOIVIO­

UAL AND IHSTITUTIONAL FACISM. 

fALL. SP~ING/SUMMER. 

8U~GEST. 

HL06890 
INTRODUCTION TO OR'ANIlEO HUMAN SE~VICES 
1 
PPOVIOES fOP THE IMPLEMENTATION Of THE INTE6RATION Of THEO'ETICAL 
APPROACHES TO HUMAN SE~VICES IN ~EAL LIfE SETTINGS. 

MINrtF. 

GOLDENSTEIN. 

HL06900 

SOCIOLOG' or CO'~ECTION 

1 
ElAMINES PESEARCH ON TH£ SOCIAl-PS'CHOlC6ICAl EffECTS Of CON­

fINEMENT. PA~TICUlAPl' AS IT PElATES TO CORRECTIONS. THE PRISOM 

AS A SOCIAL S'STEM IN AND or ITSElf WITH ITS OWN NOFMS AND PECUl­

IAPITIES IS £XAHINEO. A CPITICAl ANAl'SIS Of SIMllAFITIES BETWEEN 

PRISONS A.O OTHER SUBSYSTEMS SUCH AS. MENTAL HOSPITALS. ETC •• 

MILL 8E HADE. 

fAll. 

1I NGAMNENI. 

Hl06910 

SOCIAL CHAN6E AND MINOR IT' 'ROUPS 

1 
EIAMINES SIGNIfiCANT SOCIAL MOVEMENTS. lANDMARK EVENTS. 60VE~N­

H[NT POlIC'. AND THE IMPACT or PA'TICUlA~ INDIVIDUALS MHICH HAVE 

AfrECTEO THE STATUS A.O OPPORTUNITIES Of MINO~IT' GFOUPS. 

SPRING/SUMMER. ­
MONROE-CLAY • 

HL06920 

SOCIAL SERVTCES TO IAOIVIOUAlS (SIM) 

1 

lllMINES THE APPROACHES AND ST~'TE"ES fOR P.OfIOING A WIOE ~.NGE 

~f SOCIAL SE.VICES TO INOlfIOUAL$. STUDENTS Mill ENGAGE IN INTER­

vIEWI",. COlLECTIN' DATA. DIA'NOSI.6 AND PLANNING TREATNlNT fOF 

SELECTEO INDIVIDUAlS. 

fAll. WINTEF. 

aUFGEST. 

Hl069l0 

SOCIAL SE'VICES TO CHILDREN 

1 

THIS MODULE IS DESIGNED fOF THE STUDENT INTEFESTEO I. UNOE.STANO­

I.' THE O[llfEPf Of HUMAN $[PVICEt TO CHilDREN. IT WILL fAHllIAR­

lIE THE STUDENT NITH THE 8RGAO 0~6ANIIATION or CHilD NELrAFE P~O­
GRAMS AND THE EXISTI~G SET Of SOCIAL SEFVICES DESI'NED TO HELP 

THE CHilO ANa HIS fAMll'. THE $TUDENT MILL EXAMINE AND EVALUATE 

THE EXTENT TO NHltN tU•• £'T $OCIAl SERVICES fO~ fAMILIES AND 

CHllOFEN ARE PROBLEM-SOLVING. THE EfrECTS Of ECONOMIC' SOCIAL AAD 

POLITICAL OEVELOPMENTS UPON PAST AND PRESENT-DAY SERVICES. 

POLICIES AND fuTURE PLANNING Of SERVICES fOF CHllOFEN Mill ALSO 

BE EXPl OHO. 

fAll. SPFING/SUMMER. 

MONF OE- CLAY. 

Hl069S0 

UPBAN OYNA"ICS (SIM) 

1 

IDENTIfIES AND ANAl'iES THE OPEFATION Of SOCIAL. POLITICAL. ECON­

CMIC. PS'CHOl06ICAl. AND PH'SICAl fORCES IN AN URaAN C~"MUN1T' 

AND HOW THESE AffECT THE llfES Of THE PEOPLE M"O liVE THEFE. 

rALl. MINTER. 

BOll NE. 

Hl06970 

GFOUP PFOCESS 

1 

THIS COUFSE WIll P~OVIOE AN OVEPVIEM AND INSIGHT INTO SMAll 6R6UP 

THEOFIES AID PFOCESSES THROUGH THE [MPLC'MENT Of MODifIED T-G~tUP 

METHODS AND VIDEO-TAPES Of THE CLASS SESSIONS. 

crfEPEO .ASED ON DEMAND. 

STAff. 

HL06990 

THEO~ETICAl P~ACTICES OF HUMAN SEPVICES 

4 
PFOVIOES OPPOFTUNITIES TO INTE6PATE THEOFIES Of HUNAI LEARNI.' 
A.D ~EfELOPMENT WITH P~ACTIC." E'PE~IENCES IN HUMAN SEFVICES 

AGENCIES. 

MINTEP. 

LI NGAMNENI. 

Hl07000 

lifE PLAN MANAGENENT I~ HUMAN SERVICES 

1 
EXA"'NES THE RANGE Of HUMAN SERVICES NECESSAF' TO SUPPO~T TH[

"AXIMIIATION Of HUMAN POTENTIAL fOF INDIVIDUALS MITH SPECIAL 

NEEDS fROM INfANC' THFOUGH OLe AGE WITHIN THE lEAST ~ESTFICTIVE 

LIVING ANa LEAFNING SETTINGS. 

PHFE QU ISITES: 

Hl07111. 

crfEFEO .ASEO UPON OEMANO. 

SHERICK. 

HLOfOl0 

AOVOCAC' IN HUNAN SEFVICES 

2 

EXANINES AOVOCAC, SCHEMES AND CHANGE MODELS A~O HOW THE' AfFECT 

THE DElIVE~' Of SERVICES INO QUAlIT' Of lifE rOR HU"A~ SERVICE 

PFOFESSIONALS AND HU"AN SEFVICE CDNSUHERS MITH PEFCEIVEO HANOI­

CAPS AND/OF UNIQUE SOCIAL NEEDS. 

CffE~EO .ASEO UPON DEMAND. 

FEBECK. 

Hl070l0 

OVEFVIEW Of THE CFIMINAL ~USTICE S,STEM 

1 

EXAMINES THE VAFIOUS STAGES Of THE CFIMINAl JUSTICE SYSTEM. CUF­

~ENT lITEPATUF[. P~ACTICE$. ,NO OEvlATICNS fROM POLICIES. 

faLL. _INTEF. 

LI NGAMNENI. 

Hl07050 

NEW DIMENSIONS IN COFRECTIONS 

1 

ANAl'IE CUPFENT APPROACHES USED IN fEDERAL. STITE AND lOCAL COF­

~ECTIO~Al A"O ~ElATEO AGENCIES. DISC~EPANCIES 8ETWEEN NEW THE­

OPIES IMPLEMENTED 8' CFIMINAl ~USTICE DECISIO~-MAKEFS. AND THE 

AcTUAL OUTCONE Of THEOPETICAl APPlICATI~NS. 

~INTEF. 

GOLDE HS T£I N. 
Hl07110 

SOCIAL AND UP8AN PLANNlftG 

3 

EIAMINES CONCEPTS OF UF.A. PLANNING IN AME~ICA A.O ITS FE­

LATIONSHIP TO SOCIIl WELfA~E' OffEFING A CFITICAl EX."I~ATION CF 

AOVOCAC' PLANNING AND NA~OP SOCIAL ISSUES. 

SPF INGI SUMMH. 

SOLI NE. 

Hl07111 

fOUNDATIONS OF NORNALliATION IOEOl06' I~ HUKAN SEFVICES 

1 

O[rINE$ AND APPLIES PPINCIPlES Of NORMAlllATOON 10EOlOG' TO HUHA. 

SE~fICE SYSTEMS DESIGNED TO DELIVER SE~VICES TO PEFSONS MITH U~­

IQU[ LEA~NING. OOMICllLIAR'. veCATIONAL' ANO/OR SOCIAL hEEDS. 

THIS COU~SE PEQUIRES 15-20 CLOCK HOUFS CF fIELDWORK. 

faLL. WINlE" 

FEBECK. SHEFICK. 

HLD711Z 
COMMUNICATION FO~ I.OlvIOUALS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS 

3 

fDCUiEi ON BUILDING ~ELATIONSHIP SKILLS BETWEEN STUOE~TS AND IN­

DIVIDUALS MITH UNIQUE LEA~NING AND SOCIAL NEEDS. STUDENTS EXPLD~E 

THEI~ FEELING AND HOM IT FEELS TO BE THE HELPE~' ~ELPEE. AND AS 

>ELL AS HOW TO P~OSEL'TIIE POSITIVE ATTITUDES TDMA~D DISABLED IN­

DIVIDUALS. THIS COUhSE ~EQUI~ES 15-20 CLOCK HOU~S Of fl(LDWG~K. 

FALL. SPhING/SUMME~. 

hEBECK. 

HL071Z0 

FIELDS OF .ELFA~E SEhVICES 

3 

E.,MINES 'HE BhOAO FIELO·OF SOCIAL MELFA~E SE~VICES A'O THE TECH­

~IQUES USED IN THE ·P~QfESSIQ~AL· PhACTICE SETTING. 

FALL. SPhING/SUMMEh. 

BOll NE. 

HLD7121 

fESDUhCE DEVELOPMENT AND GhANTSMANSHIP 

3-4 

THIS COUhSE WILL EXAMINE THE P~ACTICES AND PhOCEOUhES I~ DEVELep­

ING G'ANT PhDPOSALS FOf HUMAN SEfVICE P~OGfAMS. hESDUfCES FROM 

P~IVATE AND GOWEhNME~T AGENCIES AND FOUhOATIONS WILL BE AVAILABLE 

TO ASSIST STUDENTS IN T"Elh EFFO~TS TO CEVELDP THIEf OW~ SKILLS 

AND KNOWLEDGE. 

SPhING/SUMMH. 

COMMUNITY PFOFESSDf. 

hL07150 

EA~LY CHILDHOOO DEVELOPMENTAL OISABILITIES. BlfTH TH~OUGH AGE 

THHE 

3 

EX'MINES 'HE DIVEfSITY AND QUALITY OF OlhECT ANO/Of SUPPG~TIVE 

hUMAN SEhVICES EXTENDED TO INFANTS ANO YOUNG CHILDREN WITH MILD 

TO SEYEfE DISA8ILITIES; ASSESSES AND DESIGNS INTE~VANTltN SThA­

TEGILS IN CHILO CARE FACILITIES. FIELDWDhK IS hEQUlhED. 

.NOWLEDGE OF HUMAN L[Ah~ING PFCCESSES AND CHILO OEVELOPMENT. 

P'EPE QUI 5 I TES' 

HLD5120 AND CAS6550 D~ EQUIVALENT. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE CFFEhEO Ih Ayll-82. 

5 YAFF. 

hL07159 
P'ACTICUM SEMYNAh IN HUMAN SE~VICES 
2 P/NC 
THIS COUhSE IS DESIGNED TO FACILITATE A SYNTHESIS BETWEEN PFAC­
TICE IN THE FIELD P~ACTICUM SETTING AND THEOhY PhOVIDED THfOUGH 
COUPSEWOhK IN THE HUMAN SERVICES CUF~ICLLUM. THE SE~lhAh MUST BE 
TAKEN CONCUPhENTLY WITH THE PhACTICUM EXPERIENCE. ATTE~DANCE IS 
hEQUIHD. 
PHFLQUI 51 JES' 
THIS SEMINAF MUST BE TAKEh CD~~DINTLY WITH THE PhACTICuN EX­
f[f I E NC E. 
FALL. WINTEP. SPhING/SUMMER. 
STAFF • 
HLD7I70 

PhACTICUM IN BASIC SELF-HELP SU~'I'AL SKILLS FD~ THE MODE'ATELY 

AND SEVEhELY HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS 

3-6 P/NC

EXAMINES INDIVIDUALIIEO P~oGRAMS WHICH .AXI~11L THE SOCIAL COM­

PETENCE SKILL hEPETOhlES OF PE~CEIVED HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS FOh 

A VAhlETY OF SETTINGS. UTILI'ES THE P~lhCIPLE OF NO~.ALI'ATIC' TO 

ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN 'GE 'NO CULTUhE APP~OPRIATE BEHAVIORS AND 

APPEA~ANCES TO HANDICAPPED INOIYIDUALS. 

PRE~EQUISITES' 

HLDII11. HL06810. AND A KNOWLEDGE Of COMPETENCY-BASED SYSTEMSI 
pnMISSION. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFEh£D Ih AY81-82. 

S YAH. 

HLD7171 
PSYCHOLOGY Of HANDICAPPING CO~OITIONS 
3 
[XPLOPES THE EFFECTS OF VA~IDUS OISABLlhG CONDITICNS UPGN A SPEC­
T'UM OF BEHAVIO'S ASSOCIATED MITH LIVING AND ~OhKING IN A "EAL 
WOHD. 
hOT SCHEOULEO TO 8E OFFE.EG IN Af81-82. 
STArr • 
HLD7191 
SOCTAL POLICY 
3 
FOCU$ES ON THE LEGAL BASIS FO~ SOCI'L peLICY IN THE ~~ITED 
STAT£S. HISTOhlCAL AND PHILOSPHIC'L ANTECEDENTS WILL BE EXAMINEO_ 
CUh~ENT ISSUES A SOCIAL POLICY THAT MILL MEET THE CU~PE~T NEEOS 
OF THE IMMEDIATE FUTU~E FD~ SOCIAL P"OVISION WILL BE OISCUSSED. 
AS WELL AS TAPGETS AND TECHNIQUES IN SGCIAL POLICY CHANGE. FIELD 
fESEHCH. 
FAll. WI NT[P. 
MON~OE-CLH • 
HL01194 
MAINSThEAMING FO~ REGULA~ EDUCATORS 
3 
INVESTIGATES THE LEGAL AND LEGISLATIVE FOUNDATIONS OF C'NTEMPO~-
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A~Y SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL POLICY MHICH HAS ATTEMPTED TO IMPROVE THE 

QUALITY OF EDUCATION AND INSURE EGUAL ACCESS TO '~E VAFIOUS EDU­

CATIONAL SYSTEMS FOR ALL HANDICAPPED. THIS COuRSE RE'UI~E$ 15-20 

CLOCK HOU~S OF FIELOMOPK. 

FfEf[QUISITES, 

HLD6840 OR HLD8011 OP HLD9660 O~ HLD9712. 

fALL. WINTE~' SP~ING/SUMME~. 

SHE~ICK. 

HL07195 

THEO~IES OF C~IMINOLOGY 

3 

THI$ COU~SE LXAMINES HISTO~ICAL AND CUh~ENT ChlMINOLOGICAL THEO'Y 

AND PhACTICE. STUDENTS MILL A~ALY1E COhCEP'S AND P~ACTICES &F 

CPIME AND C~I"INAL BEhAVIOh A~O SOCIETY'S ~ESPONSE TO THESt. AN 

IMPDFTANT ASPECT OF THE COU~SE WILL DEAL WITH AN EXAftl~ATION OFI 

THE LAW. OFFENDE~S. VICTIMS. FO~MS OF CFIME. AND THE ChlMINAL 

~USTICE SYSTEM. STUDENTS ~ILL BE EXPECTED TO CONSIDER VA~IOUS 

.SPECTS Of C~IMINOLOGICAL THEO~Y AND fO'MULATE THEIR OWN PERSPEC­

TIVE WHICH TAKES I"TO ACCOUNT SOCIETAL P~ESSU~ES AND FESEARCH 

ABOUT C~IME. REHABILITATION. AND ~ECIOIVISM_ 

WINTE~. 

LI NGAMNENI. 
HL01209 

PLANNING. CO"DUCTING I EVALUATING WOhKSHOPS 

2-3 

OESIGN.D TO INC~EASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ~O.KSHOPSI THI~ COUfSE 

GIVES PhDGhAM COO~OIN.TOFS. P~o~ECT DIRECTOPS. AD"IN1ST~ATOPS. 

AND ANYONE WHO CONDUCTS ~OPKSHOPS THE OPPORTUNITY TO LEAhN ABOUT 

AND .PPLY SOUND PRINCIPLES FOh EVE'Y STEP OF THE MO'KSHCP. FRON 

PLANNING ThE LEA~NING DESIGN AND HI~ING CONSULTANTS TO SCHEOULING 

COFFEE BREAKS AND PAYING THE BILL. 

SP~ I NGI SUMMn. 

SILBE~. STELNICKI. 

HL012 \I 

EYALUATION OF TFAINING PROGFAMS 

3 

ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS' CU~RENT T~AINING Ph06hAM IN TEhMS OF ITS 

AOEQUACY I. MEETING NEEOS. MA~KET. PE~FCRMANCE. COST-EFFECTIVE­

NESS AND OhGANI1ATIONAL CRITE~IA. AND ICE~'IFICATION OF SOURCES 

FO~ hENEDYING OEflCIENCEIS IN THE PRDG~AM. 

~OT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFEhED IN AY 81-82. 

STELNICKI. 

HLD7260 

PHYSICAL AND ~ECFEATloNAL ACTIVITIES Fo~ ELEMENTAPY SCHOOLS 

2 

SATISFIES CEFTIFICATIO~ FEQUI~EMENTS FOR u~BAN TEACHEF EOUCATID~. 

TEACHING SKILLS IN THE GYMNASIUM A~E ACQUIRED MI'H A SENSITIVITY 

FO~ CFEATlvE USE Of LESSON TIME AND PLAhNING_ 

FALL. SP'ING/SUMMER. 

LOME. COMMUNITY PFOfESSOh. 

HLD7350 

WOFK AND LEISURE 

1 

EXAMINES VAPIOUS ASPECTS OF WO~K ~ECOGNllING ELEMENTS LEADING TO 

ST~ESS Oh ANXIETY. DETERMINES ELEMENTS OF SThESS IN LEISU~E. ANA­

LYiES THE ~OhK-LEISUhE DICHOTOMY. AND ~EPOhTS ON A MA~Df TEXT 

DEALING ~ITH THE WoFK-LEISURE CICHOTOMY. 

SPhING/SUMNEh. 

5 YAH. 

HL07380 

CULTURE AND SThESS 

6 

EXAMINES CONCEPTS OF CULTU~E CHANGE. ADAPTS PEhSONAL BEHAVIO~ TO 

VALUES HELD BY FD~EIGN CULTURES (C~OSS-CULTU~'L ANALYSIS). IDEN­

TIFIES AND EXPLAINS CULTU~AL HISTORICAL ACCoMMOOATIOh TO SThESS 

AND DISASTER. 

SPF I NGI SUMMEF. 

LO~E. 
HL01460 

LA80hATO~Y IN HIDDEN FEELINGS .ND MEANIN~S. 

3 

EXAMINES THE P~OCESS 8Y WHICH PEOPLE CONFUSE DTHE~S AND P.OTECT 

THEMSELVES USING CONTRADICTO~Y ST.TEMENTS WHICH A~E OFTEN ACCUSA­

TO~Y AND GUILT EVOKING. G~ADUATE STUDENTS OEVELOP AND EXECUTE A 

Pho~ECT ILLUST~ATI"G THE MfSTIFICATION PhOCESS. 

FALL. SPhING/SUNMER. 

~ENKINS. 
HL07480 
HAll TY THE~APY 
3 
APPLY TECHNIQUES AND SKILLS OF ~EALITY THEhAPY IN COUNSELING $ES­
SIONS WITH ADULTS. STUDY CONCEPTS AND O~IENTATIONS Of GLASSEF. 
HAhhlNGTON AND HALEY TOMAFO MENTAL HEALTH. INCLUDING MORK WITH 
FAMILIES. 
P~EhEQUISlJES' 

HLD 8720 O~ HLo 8540. 

CFfEhEO BASED UPON DEMAND. 

surr. 
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HL01500 

INOEPENOtNT STUDY 

1-6 PiNC 

A SELr-MANAGED P~O~ECT TO ~EA~N COMPtTEhCIEI TO MEET PE'SONAL 

INTAESTS 0' PE'SONAL NEEOS_ M'ITTEN P'OP05A~ MITH CO"'ETENCIEI TO 

IE ATTAINED SHOULD BE SUBMITTED TO THE fACULTy Mt"'E~ ~ITH THE 

EXPE~TISE TO GUIDE LEA~NIN' IN THE A~EA MHICH THE COMPETENCIES 

ADD'ESS. rUTHE~ INrO'MATION IS AVAILA8LE IN THE HLD STUOENT 

~ECO~OS AND INfOAMATIO" Of rICE_ 

P~EREQUISITES. 

pnMI 55 ION. 

rALL. MINTE', SPRING/SUMME~. 

surr. 

HL01510 

EXPLO~ATIONS IN SELr. CULTU'E AND CO""U~ICATION 

6 

DEfiNES THE CONCEPTS SELf. CULTU'E AND COMMUNICATION. COMPA'E AND 

CONT~AST AME~ICAN CULTURAL ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE CDNCEPTS "KNON­

LEDGE' AND CONSCIOUSNESS WITH THOSE r,o" AT LEAST ONE OTHE~ CULT­

URE. INVOLVES VISIT TO ANDTHE' COUNTRY. 

P'EREQU I SITES: 

fE'"ISSION. 

SPUNG/SUMMn. 

SHAle 

HLD1560 

COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION 

3 

INTPODUCES THE STUDENT TO THE USES Of THE COMPUTE' IN MAIA&I.& 

AND SUPPO~TING EDUCATIONAL P'O'~AMS. STUDENTS NILL OESC'IBE THE 

COMPONENTS Dr A COMPUTEA SYSTE~. OEMONST~ATE rAMILIA~ITY NITH 

COMPUTE~ TEPMINOLOGY. CONST'UCT rLONCHA'TS. P~ODUCE COMPUTEA P~O­

G~AMS. DESCRIBE THE DEVE~OPMENT or CAl SYSTEMS. AND CESIGN AN IN­

ST~UCTIONAL PACKAGE. 

rULe 

surr. 
HL01561 

INNOVATION P~OCESSES IN EDUCATION 

] 
100NTIriES BASIC PRINCIPLES. TECHNIQUES AND THEO'IES or THE 1.­

TRaDUCTION. DlrrUSION AND MANAGEMENT or INNOVATIONS I~ EDUCATION 

SETTINGS. ANALYlES. SU'VEYS. AND SPECifiES SOLuTIONS TO SPECifiC 

EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS AND DEVELOPS A PLAN or ACTIO •• 

NOT SCHEDULED TO 8E orrE'EO IN AYBI-az. 

STarr. 

HL0756] 

ST~ATEGIES or ADULT EDueATIDN IN T~AINING AND INST'UCTICN 

3 

IDENTlrlCATION AND APPLICATION or P~INCIPLES or ADULT EOUCATIO. 

TO DEVELOPMENT or TFAINING AND INSTRUCTIONAL PROG~A"S AND PFG­

DUCTS. A P'ACTICALLY O~IENTEO COUASE rOA THOSE MORKING HITH ADULT 

LEAANE'S IN INDUST~IAL AND EDUCATIONAL SETTINGS. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE Orr[~ED IN AY81-8Z. 

STELNICKI. 

HLD7600 

INDEPENDENT STUDY IN ••• 

1-6 

THIS COU'SE PROVIDES STUDENTS THE OPPoaTU.ITI TO PUfSUE A SELr­

"ANAGEO PPOJECT TO LEARN COMPETENCIES TO MEET PE"SONAL INTEAESTS 

~R PERSONAL NEEDS. A ~RITTEN PROPOSAL WITH COMPETENCIES TO SE 

ATTAINED SHOULD SE SUB"ITTED TO THE fACULTY MEM8[P NITM THE EX­

PERTISE TO GUIDE LEARNING IN THE A'EA MHICH THE COMPETE~CIES AO­

DRESS. rURTHE~ INrORMATION IS AVAILABLE IN THE HLO STUDENT 

'ECO~DS AND INrO'MATION orr ICE. 

P~EHQUJSITES: 

PERM I 55 ION. 

rALL. NINTE" SPRING/SUMMER.

SUfF. 

HL016Z0 
BLACK VALUES AND U~BAN TEACHER EDUCATION 
A 
rOCUSES ON THE UNOEPSTANOING or BLACK VALUES AND ACCO"'AN'.' CUL' 
TU~AL INfLUENCLS ON ~EA'NIN6 IN ELEMENTA~Y SCHOOLS. 10E~TJfIES 
THE NEEDS or BLACK CHILofEN IN PA'TICULA~ AND EXAMINES LEARNING 
ENvlfONMENTS NEEDED TD HELP A CHILO ~EALllE HIS rULL POTENTIAL. 
NOT SCHEDULED TO BE orrE~EO IN AYII-8Z. 
BO~GEST • 
HLo16AO 
OlfrEPENTIATED STArriNG PLANS & TEAM TEACHING 
3 
EXAMINES A VARIETY or IN5T~UCTIONAL PROG~AMS OEVELOPEO BY VA~'OUS 
TEAM TEACHING MODELS/STarr. 
fAll. 
STArr. 
HL07650 
EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS or BLACK NISTO~Y , CULTURE 
3-A 
COVE~S PAST AND P~ESENT ~OLES PLAYED BY SLACK PEOPLE I. AMEAICA 
AND THEI. NOTENO'THY CONT~IBUTIOHS. DISCUSSES EfrECTS AND IMPLIC­
ATIONS or EOUCATIONAL AND OTHE'S INSTITUTIONS' T~EAT'EIT Of BLACK 
PEOPLE IN AME'ICA. 
rUle WINTEA. 
'CLEMOH. STArr. 
HLD166D 

HEALTH CONC('NS or CLASSRCOM TEACHE~S 

Z-3 

C~EATES LEHNING ACTIVITIES rOA PUPILS .THAT TEACH COIICEPTS Of 

PfEVENTIVE HEALTH AND INTERVEhTION BASED ON ECOLOGICAL P~IN­

CIPLES. TOPICS or D~U'S. 'EPROOUCTION. NUT~ITION. DISEASE. AND 

SAfETY A~E INCLUDED. T~IS COURSE ~EQUIRES 5-10 CLOCK HOU~S ~f 

rJElOMO~K. 

MINTE'. SP~ING/SUM"E~. 

'OGGE. 

HL0161K 

COMMUNICATION & CHANGE ro~ THE~APISTS AhD EOUCATOAI 

Z 

THE~E IS CU~'ENTLY A LOT or INTE'EST IN IHE COUNSELING STYLES 

POPULA~llED 8Y G~INDE~ & BANoLE~. THE CoU~SE PICKS UP ON T~IS. 

IN A rO~MAI WHICH S~OULD APPEAL TO A~EA IHE~aPISTS AND EDUCATORS. 

VIEWING IT IN THE CONTEXT or P~EvIOUS C(MMUNICATION ~ESEA~CH A.O 

rAMILY SYSTEMS T'EATHENT. TO BE CAUGHT ONE-TIME ONLY. 

(rrE'ED 8ASEO ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PRorESSOR. STArr. 

PH T 11 

HL01611 

WO~KSHOP: SEMINA' ro~ CAREER aNARENESS 

3 

PPOVIDING CA~E[~ AWA~ENESS IS A rUHCTJo~ or ~OTH TEACH[~S AND 

CoUNSELO~S. THIS WOFKSHOP WILL INVOLVE WCRKEFS NITHIN AhO OUTSIDE 

THE SCHOOL SETTING 

(rrE~EO BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PForESSOP. STArr. 

HL01615 

WORKSHOP: EOUCATO~'S ROLE IN SGCIAL CHAhGE 

1 
THE PU'POSE or THIS WORKSHOP IS TO E.AMINE THE CHANGI~G FOLE or 

EOUCATO~ IN TOOAY'S O~UG ORIENTED SOCIETY. TO HELP CLA~lrY INDIV­

IDUAL VALUES. ATTITUDES. AND SELlErs WHICH CAN BE HELPrUL IN 

ASSISTING STUDENTS. AND TO ESTABLISH A rUTUFE rOUNOATIOh rop 

EoUCATO'S IN THE COMMUNITY. 

orrEFEO BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PForESSO~. STArr. 

HLD7616 

WO~KSHOP' THE SCIENCE Dr HELPING 

1 
MAKING PErEF'AlS AND INTERVENTIONS NITH STUDENTS. PA~EHTS. AND 

CO-WOPKE~S IS aN IMPOATANT ~OlE or TEACHERS AND OTHE~ CtMMUNITY 

PE~SONS. THE PU~POSE or THIS MORKSHOP IS TO HELP CET[~MINE THE 

POLE AND INVOLVEMENT WHICH TEACHE~S AND OTHE'S SHOULD UNOE~TAKE' 

AND TO PAOVIOE INrOFMaTTON ABOUT ALTERNATIVES AND AV.ILABLE 

HSOUPCES. 

trrEFEO BASED ON OEMAHO. 

COMMUNITy p'orESSOF. STArr. 

HL07611 

MO~KSHOP. CONrLICT MANAGEM ••T AND CRISIS INTERVENTION 

1 

THE PURPOS. or THIS MORKS~OP IS TO PAOVIDE IMrO~MATlu~. HETHCOS. 

AND PLANNING SKILLS rOR TEACHE'S TO HELP THE' MINIMllE C'ISIS 

CONDITIONS AND MANAGE CONrLICTS IN NO~MAL CLASSFOOM SITUATIONS. 

ESPECIALLY THOSE WHICH INVOLVE STUDENTS UNOEF THE INrLUENCE ~r 

O~UGS • 

(rrE'EO 8ASEO ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PForESSO'. STArr. 

HLD161a 

HO~KSHOP' SU~VEY or DRUGS 

1 

' A SUAVEY or STREET O'UGS. TE'MINDLOGY' SIGNS allO SYMPTOMS or THE 
ORUG ABUSE WILL BE THt rocus or THIS COU~SE ALONG WITH THE 
METHODS or INTERVENTICN. THE P~~POSE or THE COURSE IS TG 
rAMILIAPllE SCHOOL PERSONNEL. POLICE ANO OTHEF CD~MUNITY MEM8E'S 
WITH THE OFUG CULTURE. THE CDU~SE MILL INCFEASE T~E PARTICIPANTS 
UNoE'STANDING AND ABILITY TO ACT WHEN RECOGNlllNG INDIVIDUALS 
ANO/DP SITUATIONS fELATEo TO SUBSTANCE ABUSE. 
orrE~EO dASEO ON OEMAND. 
COMMUNITY p~orESSOF. STArr. 
HL07619 

.O~KSHOP: COMMUNICATION AND LISTENING SKILLS 

I 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE IS orTEN A SYMPTOM or A LA~GE~ P~08LEM. DPUG 
~ELATED PROBLEMS AFt SELDOM TALKED ABOUT BECAUSE THE PECPLE 
INVOLVED AFE NOT ABLE TO COMMUNICATE. THE PURPOSE or THIS COU'SE 
IS TO fOSTER COMMUNICATION AND LISTENING SKILLS AND TO PFOVIOE 
STUDENTS NITH PRACTICE IN PAOBLEM SOLVING. 
trrEfEO BASED ON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY PRorESSO~. STArr 
HL0168A 
O~UG ABUSE AND TFEaTMENT II" rUNDAMENTAL fACTS AND IhSIGHTS 
3 
AN INTRODUCTORY COURSE ON D~UG ABUSE ANC P~IMARY REMEDIATION rop 
COUNSELOfS AND THEAAPISTS. 

trrE~ED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY p~orESSOA. STArr. 
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HL07688 

O'UG ABUSE AND ThEATMENT .IV' COU.$ELO~ TaAIN'NG - 5HO~T TE'" 

CLIENT SYSTE"S 

3 

THIS COU~5[ 15 DESIGNED TO P~EPA~E COUNSELO~S FO~ INITIAL CO_TACT 

~ITH SUBSTANCE ABUSEFS. IT ~ILL HELP DEFINE COUN$ELO~'S ~OL[ IN 

O~DEh TO NO~E CLEA~LY ~ECOGNI1E CLIENT P~OBLENS. 

trrE~EO BASED ON OENAND. 

eO"NUNITY P~OFESSO~. STAFF. 

HL0768C 
MOFKSHOP, 8~HAVIO~ NANAGENENT 
2 
THIS COU~SE IS INTENDED TO INC~EASE THE p'orESSIONAL EXPEPTISE OF 
TEACHEFS Oh IEACHE~S-IN-T~AINING IN CfEATIVE 8EHAVIOF NANAGE"ENT. 
IN THI$ COU~SE••TUOENTS ~ILL ASSISTED IN 'HE ATTAIN~ENT or SELr­
CONrlDENCE, HU"AN 'ELATIONS SKILLS. AND THE COOFOINATIO. or Er­
FECTIVE LEAfNING ACTIVITIES. PA~TICIPAhTS WILL CCNSIOEF THE 01­
~ENSIONS OF BEHAWIOF OF 'hE LEAFNING FACIILITATO~ NHICH AFrECT 
LEAOEPSHIP AS WELL AS TEACHE~-STUOENT I.'~~ACTIONS. 
SPhlNG/SUM"H. 
HILL. 
HL076BO 
~OfKSHOP' EASTE~N PEPSPECTIVES GN PS'C~OTHE~APY 
2 
EASTEFN PHILOSOPH' IS HAVING A LAPGE I~PACT ON WESTEF. PS'C~CLO­
G'. A HUNIEF UF THE~APISTS AND tDUCATOFS A~E INTEGPATlhG THE 

CONCEPTS OF EASTEPN PHILOSOPHY IN THEI" THE~APEUTIC AND EOUCA­

'IONAL APP~OACHES. 'HE P~ESE~' COUP&E IS DESIGNED Te ,rFEF 

EASTE'N PEPSPECTIVES ON SUCH PEPENNIAL 'UESTIONS AS THE NATUFE or 

CO_SCIOUSNESS. PEPSONAL 10ENTIT'. NENTAL. EMOTIONAL AND SPIPITUAL 

MELL'BEING AND TO EXPLOFE THEI~ THEFAPEUTIC INPLICATIONS IN THE 

oESTEFN CONTEXTS. 

·hEhEQUUIlES. 

A COUFSE IN THEPAPEU'IC CC"NUNICATIONS. HUNA_ CONSCIOUS~ESS OF 

IHEOhlES OF COUNSELING. OP PEPNI.SION OF INS'PUCTO~. 

;PPIHG/SUNMEh. 

SA~AL. COMNUNITY P'OFESSOF. 

il0768E 

MOhKSHOP: OFGANI1ATIONAl TPAINING AND STArF OEVELOP~ENT 

! 

THIS COU~SE NIll HELP MANAGEPS. SUPE~VISO~S AND PEhSOhNEL iTArr 

IN THE ESTABLI5H.EIT. MAINTENANCE AND EVALUATION or THE T~AI.ING 

FUNCTION AS AN INTEGhAl PA'T Of AN O~GAhllATION. 

d NTEP. 

:OMNUNITY PFOFES$O~. STAFF. 

il0768F 

:ONSUlTATION SKILLS 

THIS COUhSE .Ill 'EGUIFE PA"ICIPANTS TC EXAMINE THElf PEFSONAL 

~ElPI.G saLE AS A NEINS Of IHHUENCIHG CHANGE IN O'6ANJIATIONS. 

IHEY WIll DEVELOP AND PFACTICE CONSULTATION SKillS SUITABLE TO 

THEIF OWN STYLES AS WELL AS EXAMINE AlTEPNATIVE INTEhVE'TIONS. 

PEFSONAl EXPEhlENCES WILL BE MlhFD~EO AGAINST THEOFY AND BEST 

PfACTICE TO IMPFOVE PA~TICIPANTS SKilLS. 

crrEFEO 8ASEO UPON DEMAND. 

:ONMUNITY PFOFESSO~. STArF. 

iLD768G 

.0hKS~OP. GhANT WhiTING 

I 
A ST£P BT STEP APP~OAC" S~OWS HON TO DEVELOP A GhANT P~CPOSAL. 

THE COU~SE INCLUDES fESEA~CHlhG rOUNOATIONS. CD'PO~ATIO_S AND 

60VE~NNE_TAL rUNDING S~UhCES. PA~TICIPANTS MILL ACT~ALLT N~ITE 

GFANT AND FECEIVE r[EDBACK AS IT IS DEVELOPED. 

.1 NTE~. 

:OMMUNITr p~orESSOP. STAFF. 

1L07UH 

.OF~SHOP: INT~OOUCTION TO MO'TESSOFI fCh TEACHEFS AND PA~E~TS 

I 
'HIS COU~SE Nill LA' THE THEO~[TICAl FhAMENOFK FO~ THE MONTESSC'I 
'ETHOO TH'OUGH lECTUh[. DISCUSSION. FILMS. AND hEADINGS. THE 
ITUDENT.NILL BE EXPOS[D TO OENONST~A'IO_S. FilMS. lECTUFE A~D 
IISCUSSION O.ALING NITH T~E MOhE P~ACTICAL ASPECTS Of THE 
'ONTESSOI'I METHOD. 
<lNTE'. 
:OMMUNITY PforESSO', STArf. 
'L0768J 

, LAB IN HANDLING STAFr AND STUDENT SThESS IN THE SC~00l5 

I 
'HIS COU~SE EXAMINES THE NATU~E Of ST~ESS AND THE UNIQUE WA' IT 

IMPACTS ON TNE CLASSFOOM. IT DEALS NIT~ HON THE PhOfESSIONAL CAN 

"NOE~S'A.D THE CAUSES AND EFrECTS or ST~[SS AND MA_AGE THIS 

;T~ESS IN TH£IF LIVES AND THE ClASSPOOM SITUATION. 

:rrE~EO BASED UPON DEMAND. 

:OMMUNIT, p'orESSO~. STAFF. 

'LD7680 

.O~~SHOP. THi LAN. EDUCATION. AND OFUG ASUSE 

I 
'HIS COU~SE IS DESIGNED TO FOCUS 0_ THE lEGAL IMPlICATIC_S cr · 
D~UG A8USE IN OUP SCHOOL SYSTEMS. SP[CIAL ATTENTION ~llL B[ GIVEN 
TO THE LEGAL PIGHTS AND ~ESPONSI.IlITIES Of STUDENTS. TEACH[~S. 
COUNSELO~S AND AD"INIST~ATO~S. 
tffE~EO BASED ON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY P~DfE$SO~. STArf. 
Hl07681 
CONTEMPOhA~Y ISSUES IN INDIAN EDUCATION 
1 
THIS COUhSE ~ILL EXANINE THE P~OGPESS OF INDIAN EDUCATION I. 

fELATION TO ITS MHITE EDUCATIONAL COUNTE~PAIiTS. ESPECIALLY IN THE 

fiELD or HIGHEh EDUCATION. INCLUOlO NILL BE A STUDT Of LEGAL 

8ASIS fOF INDIAN EDUCATIONAL P~OG'A"S. BOTH IN U~8AN A~EAS AND ON 

HSEhVATlONS. 

FALL. 

COMMUNITY PfOFESSO~. STAfF. 

HL01682 
CONT£MPO~AIi' ISSUES IN HUMAN ~£SOUhCES-MANAGEMENT ON fESE~fATltNS 
I 
AN OVE~VIEW OF HUMAN F[SOUPCES AfAIlA8lE ON FESE~VATIONS NILL 8E 

PIi[SENTEO. [MPHASllEO BY EXAMINATION OF CASES OF HUMAh SEIiVICE 

DELIVEFY SYSTEMS. IMPOPTANT ISSUES FACING TFI8Al GOVEPNNENTS IN 

THElh ~ELATIONSHIPS WITH FEOEPAL AND STATE HUMAN SEhWICE POLICY 

MilL BE EXPLO'EO. STUDENTS WILL 8E EXPECTED TO SPEND CCNSIDEliA8lE 

TIME VIEN'NG VIDEOTAPES IN THE NAES lTBIiAFY AND FESO~FCE CENTEF. 

FALL. 

CO~MUNITY PPDFiSSOF. STAFF. 

Hl07683 

CONMUNICATION WO~KSHOP ON HUMAN SEXUAlIT' 

Z P/NC 

MOST SEX 'ElATIONSH'PS A~E MA"EO 8Y THE lACK Of SPONANEIT' AND 

HONEST COMMUNICATION, THIS NOIiKSHOP Nill FOCUS ON GENE~AL ASPECTS 

cr HU"AN srXUAlIT, WITH AN E"PHASIS ON INTEFPERSOhAl PELATION­

SHIPS AND PSYCHO-SOCIAL FUNCTIONS, 

fALL. 

SUAl. 

Hl07684 

~O~KSHOPI CA~EE~ AlT['NATIVES ro, EOUCATOPS 

I 
CAhEE~ PLANNING IS A P~OCESS rcp OFGANI1ING PEhSONaL ~ESOUIiCES 
AND SKIllS IN OPDE~ TO FOCUS THE" ON SOME or TH[ SIGNIFICANT 
NEEDi OF SOCI[TY. THIS COUhSE DIiA~S F"O~ THE EXPEflEMCE AND lEA~­
hlNi or PEOPLE NHO HAYE ANAL'lEO THE ~08 MAPKET AND HAVE ~D~KED 
MITH MAN' PEOPLE NHO A'E ENGAGEO IN THE PEJSONAL STIiUG&LE rOIi 
INOlflOUAl SUIiVIVAL IN A r~IGHTENINGlY COMPLEX AND OfTEh UNCC_­
TPOllABL[ ENVlhONMENT. EFrECTIVE PLANNING IS AN E'O~MOUS AID TC 
THE INDIVIDUAL NHO IS CO"ING TO G'IPS NITH THE FUNOAME~TAl 
QUESTION. WHO IS IN CHA'Gt 0' M' liFE? 
[FFE~EO BASED ON DENAND. 
COMMUNITY P'OFESSO~. STAFF. 
Hlon 30 
CIiGANllATION Dr DA' CAFE CENTEPS (SIM) 
3 
10ENllfl(S AND DESC'IBES THE LEGAL. AO"INIST~ATIVE AND STPUCTU~AL 
JEGUIJEMENTS FOP THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION CF QUlllTY
CHILD CAFE SEhVICES. 
SP~ING/SU"MEF. 
MillMAN. 
HlDn 3J 
fAhENTING' THE EAFL' 'EAhS 
3 
fA~ENTS AND TEACHE~S. SIGNlrlCANT ADULTS IN THE LIVES or YOU~G 
CHILO.E~' CAN "O~E E",CTIVELY 'O$TE~ EAhLf DEVELOPMENT WHEk THE' 
A'E IN'OFMEO AND CONrlOENT Of THEI~ SKILLS. THIS COUhSE MILL 
HIGHLIGHT THE NEEDS or CHllOhEN rpOM BIIiTH TO SIX YEAFSI wIll 
EXPlO~E A VAFIET, or WAYS ADULTS MIGHT MEET THDSE NEEOSI AND Mill 
EXAMINE PAJENTING AS AN ADULT DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE. 
SPhING/SUMMEh.

MillMAN. 

HLD7I40 
PIAGETIAN T'PE ~ESEAFCH IN HATH EDUCATICN 

3 

DISCUS$ES PIAGET'S THEO', OF CHILO DEVELOPMENT AS IT IiElATES TC 

THE G~OWTH Of "ATHENATICAL CONCEPTS AND SKillS IN CHILOhEN. ITS 

USE IN CUPIiENT MATHE"ATICAL CU~~ICUlUM DEYElOPMENTS. 

CfrE~EO BASED UPON DEMAND. 

CHANG. 

Hl07170 
SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS Of U'IAN EDUCATION (SIM) 
3 
STUDIES PASI AND CONTEMPOFA" INflUENCES ON THE OEVELOPMt.T eF 
PUILIC SCHOOLS IN A"ERICA' PHILOSOPHIC 8ASES OF AME'ICAN EDUCA­
TION AND EXPLAIN TFAOITIONAL. P'OG~ESSIVE. AND EXISTENTALIST PHI­
lOSOPHIES AND THEIP IMPlleATIO~S rOR TEACHING CHI LOPE' IN UPBAN 
SCHOOLS. 

fAll. WINTEh. SPFING/SUMME~. 

MClEMOh[. STAFF. 

HL07780 
SOCIAL STUDIES STPATEGIES 
2-3 
[XAMINES SOCIAL SCEINCE EDUCATION CONCEPTS AELATEO TO TEACHING 
SThATEGltS' OEMONST~ATES SKilLS IN TEACHING PhOBLEM-SOLVING AND 
186 CHLD Course Descriptions 
CASE AIALYSIS A$ NELL AS TNE USE or A VA~I£1Y OF INNOVAllVE TECH­

NIIUES. THIS COU~SE REQUIRES 5-10 CLOCK HOU~S Of fIELONOPI. 

~~nEGUISITESI 

A COU~SE IN U.S. HISTORY O~ PE~MISSION. 

fAlL. NINTH. 

MClEMOH. 5 YAH. 

HLOHn 
SOCIAL STUDIES ST~ATE&IES-'llIN&UAl 

2-] 

DEVELOPS SKILLS USED IN TEACHING SOCIAL STUDIES TO CHllO~E •• EM­

PHASIS IS ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHllD~EN'S SElf-CONCEPT THRGUGH 

AN UNDEPSTANOING Of THEIR CUlTUPAl 8ACK&POUND. TklS C~uPSE ~E­

QUI~ES 5-10 CLOCK HOUAS Of fIElONO~K. 

P'EREQUI SI as: 

A COURSE IN U.S. HISTO~Y OR ?E~M1SSION. 

SP~ING/SUMMH. 

DU~OIl. 
HlorelO 
TOPICS III MATH EDUCATION 
J 
DEVELOPS AN INDEPENDENT PPOJECT 011 A MATH TOPIC AND P~CPOSES 
STRATE&IES fOR TEACHIN& MIT" MANIPUlATIVES AND GAMES. 
SPUNG/SUMMER. 
STAH. 
Hloreil 
TEACHING MATHEMATICS TO LON ACkIEWI.& SI~DENTS 
J 
lHIS COURiE IS DESI&NED fOP IN-SER'ICE. P'E-SE~WICE TEACHE~S C8M­
CEPNED NITH TEACHIIIG MATHEIIATICS TO SlOH lEA~NEPS_ lHE COUPSE 
fOCUSES ON THE MATHEMATICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND TkE NEEDS Of SlON 
lEAPNERS. MODELS fOP TEACHING MATHEMATICS TO SlDN LEAPNERS. 
TEACHIIIG lECHNIQUES AND ST~ATE&IES. AND DIAGNOSTIC AND [VALUATIVE 
PPOCEDUPES IN MATHEMATICS. 
fAll. 
CHANG. STUf. 
Hl07hO 

PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPllCATIOIIS Of 8IlIN&UAl-BICUlTU~Al [OUCATIO~ 

] 
IDENTIfIES FACTO~S" PR08LEMS. MUEPIAU AND INSTPUClIONAl 

STPATE61ES APPPOPPIATE TO THE EDUCATION Of 8IlINGUAl-8ICUlTU.Al 

CHHDHN. 

MIHTEA. 

DUPOH. 

HlD78S0 
SUPVEY Of EARLY CHilDHOOD EDUCATION PPOGPAMS 
3 
STUDENTS OBSEPWE AND ANAlYlE DIFfEPENT FACiliTIES fO~ CHllDPEN 
0-& YEARS. SMAll G~OUPS MILL IDENTifY THE NEEDS Of VEPY YOUNG 
CHllDFEN. SITE VISITS MIll P~OVIDE THE 8ASIS fOP STUCENT 'SSESS­
MENT Of HOM YOUNG CHilDREN'S NEEDS ARE BEING MET. 
MINTER. 
MJTIMAN. 
HlD7890 

CU~RENT ISSUES IN SllINGUAl-SICUlTUPAl EDUCATION 

3-4 

PRESENTS AN INTERDISCIPllNAPY GVER'IE" cr 8IlIN&UAl-8ICUlTU'Al 

EDUCATION. STUOEN1S Hill DIJCU" .ND HIGhllGkT CUPPENT ISSUES , 

~ElATEO TO THE IMPlEMENTATIOII. 'HllOSOP"y. "ISTOPY. C~lTUPE' AND 

lE&ISlATION Of 8IlINGUal-BICUlTURAl EDUCATION) A.D CONT'AST THEM 

MITH TRADITIONAL EDUCATION. 

SPU NGI SUMMER. 

DUROH. 

HlDHOI 
IHDIVIDUAlllED INSTRUCTION fOP A PlUPAllSTIC lEAPNING EhVI~ONMENT 
3 
DESIGNED TO TEACH THE STUDENT SKIllS I" PlAN"ING FOP I.STFUCTIO. 
IN A 'lURAlISTIC lEA~NING ENVIRONMENT. TkE CHAPACTEPISTICS Gf 
THE fiVE MOST VISIBLE ET"HIC GROUPS IN CUR SGCIETY Hill SE 
ANAlYIED. AHAlYSES Of THE CHA~ACTE~ISTICS Hill BE ~ElATEO TO 
CHOOSING APP~OPRIATE TEACHING METHODOlO&IES. MATERialS A"D RE' 
SOU~CES fOR THESE 'ROUPS. 
MINTEP. SP'IHG/SUMME~. 

STArr 

HlD7910 

~EADIN6 STRATE&IES IN THE SlllNGUAl ClASSPOOM 

3 

DEVELOPS AND/O~ ENHAHCES THE PAPTICIPAHT'S KIIONlEGE A.D SKillS 

ASSoCIATED HITH INSTPUCTION or READING IN TkE BiliNGUAL ClASS­

~OOM. STUDENTS Hill PlAII AND IMPLEMENT ~EADI"G ST~ATEGIES. 

flLL. 

OUPON. 

HlD'9211 

CUPPICUlUII AHD INST.UCTIDN IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATIO" 

] 
EXAMINES UMIQUE QUAllllES OF EARLY lEARhlNG AND BASIC COMPETEN­
CIES EXPECTED Of YOUN6 CHllOPEN. THE f~NCTION AHD IMPlEME"TATIDN 
or 11I0IWIDUAlllATIOH. lEA'"I"' CENTERS. PLAY. AND MOVEME"T EDUCA· 
TION A~E EXAMINEO. EMPHASIS IS ON OEVElOPME.T OF CUF~ICUlUH IN 

THE UFijAN PFi-KINOEFGA~TEN SETTING. 

fAll. 

MillMAN. 

Hl07930 

MOOElS OF COGNITIVE OEVElC'ME'T II EA'Lf CHilDHOOD EDUCATION 

3 

SElEC1S SEVE~Al THEOFIES TO ANAlYlE AND CDHTPASTI TFa~SlATES OIlE 

THEOPY INTO APPPOPRIATE ACTIVITIES TO rCSTEP lEAPNI"G. THINKING. 

AND PP08lEM-SOlVI"G IN UFBlM PFESCHOOlEFS. 

CfrEFED aASED UPON DEMAND. 

BE AP. 

HlOl940 

EAPlY CHllOHOOO EDUCATION 

3 

ANAlYlE THENTIETH CENTUPY T~EO~IES Of EA~lY ChllDHOOC OEVElOPMENT 

AND lEAFNING. THESE THEOflES APE FElATEO TO CllSSFOOM C8SEPVA­

TIONS AND ~EPOPTS Of C~llO~EN'S OEVElOP.ENT Of PHYSICAL' COG.I­

TIVE AND SOC10-EMOTIONAl SKillS. 

CFfE~EO BASED UPON DEMAND. 

BEAR. 

Hl07950 

MODULE DEVElO'"ENl fO~ COM'ETENCI-SASEO TEACHING (SI.)

2-] 

CONSTFUCrS ill ELEMENTS OF A CCHPETENCY-SASEO TEACHING MODULE IN 

a PROrESSIONAl O~ CO_TENT A'EA ay USIHG PEFf~PMANCE OBjECTIVES. 

FAll. HINTEF. SP~ING/SUMMEP. 
STAH. 
HlD7960 
SCHOOL-COMMUNITY PElATIONS 
3 
aNAlYIES COMMUNITIES SOTH AS lEA~NING RESOUPCES fO~ T~l SCHOCl 
AND AS A MAjOF DETE~MINANT Of SCHOOL CUFPICUlUM. WITH SPEICAl 
ATTENTION TO fAMilY CUlTUPAl VALUES. GFACUATE ST~OENTS CAFPY OUT 
A PROJECT IN A SCHOOL COMMUNITY. 
flLL. MINTEP. 
~OGGE. 
HlD7970 

ETHNIC MINO~ITIES IN THE UNTTED STATES 

3 

PPESENTS aN OVEPVIEH OF ETHNIC MINOFITY GPOUPS IN THE UhlTED 

STATES WITH A MULTI-ETHNIC APPPOACH TO CUF~ICUlUM. FEVIEWS CON­

CEPTS. "ETHOOS. TECHNIQUES. MATE~IAl~' AND RESOU~CES A8CUT TH[SE 

GPOUPS. 

fAll. 

OUPON. 

HlDlno 

PSYCHOLOGY Of AFT III EDUCATION 

3-4 

P~EPA'ES TEACHERS TO PECOGNI~E AND INTEFP~ET hOPMATlwE AND 1010' 

~YNCPATIC ElEMlNTS IN THl ART CF PFESCH(Gl. PPIMAFY. AND ELEMENT· 

l~Y SCHOOL-AGE CHllD~EN' P~OtIOES PPACTICAl llPE~IENCE IN DE­

SIGNING. IMPLEMENTING. AND EVALUATING MEANIN&fUl AFT ElPE'IENCES 

TO PPOVIDE CPEATIVE. SElf-DIPECTED PPOalEII-SGlVING ACTIVITIES fO~ 

YOUNG CHllDFEN. FOR GPACUATE CFEDIT. STUDENTS COllECT A~D INTEP­

P'ET THE AFT NOFK OF AN INDIViDUAL CHllt. NOTEI UNDE~GPACUATE 

STUDENTS FEGISTEF fOP J HOUPS. GRAUDATES fOF 4 HOUPS. THIS 

COUFSE ~EQUI~ES 5-10 CLOCK HOUPS Of fiELDWORK. 

fAll. MINTtP. SP~ING/SU"MEP. 

8EAP. 

Hl07981 

"UT'ITION. EDUCATION. AND INTEllECTUAL tEvElDPMENT 

] 
~EVI'MS THE FElEVANT llTEFATUFE AND PESEAPCk ON T~E EffECTS CF 

hUTPITIONAl fACTOFS ON PHYalCAl AND COGhlTIVE OEVElOPME~T AND THE 

ACCO.PA"YIIIG EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS. 

SPUNG/SUMMER. 

wITIMAN. 

Hl07983 

SPANISH lANGUAGE APTS INST'UCTION 

2-3 

CEVElOPS SPANISH lAN&UAGE SKillS Of lISTE"IMG. SPEAKI'&' fEADING. 

aND wFITING rOF SPANISH-SPEAKING CHllD'EN. STUOEHTS DIA6"OSE A.a 

PEMEOIATE 
WI NTEP. 
OU~ON • 
lANGUAGE INFEPENCE IN THE FIFST AHD SECOND lAhGUAGE. 
HlD'988 
PPACTICUM 
5 
IN SPECIAL EOUCAIION 
P/NC 
THE PPACTICUM Nill PFOVIOE THE PPOSPECTIVE SPECIAL EOUCATOF IkE 
OPPO~TUNITY TO SYNTHESllE All (SIHE HAS lEAPNEO AND TO TPANSlATE 
IT INTO PPOfESSIONAl SKIllS Ih lEACHING E.CEPTIONAl lEAFMEFS. IT 
fJOVI8ES THE UNIIIUE AND C.AllENGING OPPC~T~"11Y 10 EXPEFIENCE THE 
VllAl INTEFPElATIOHSHIPS BETNEEN lEA~NlhG AND TEACHI"G. HHllE EX­
PEPIENCING THE DUAL FOlE Of SCHOlA~ AND TEACHEP. 
fHPEQUISITES: 
HlDaOII. HlD9660. HlD6'40. OP Hl09712 A~D Hl06"1 aND Hl04612 fOP 
UNDHG~AOUATES. 
fALL. 
HOPKINS. 
HLD"., 

PRACTICUM IN SPECIAL EOUCATION II 

] PINC 

THE PFACTICUM MILL P.O'IOE THE P~OiPECJIVE SPECIAL EOUCATO~ THE 

OPPO~TU~ITT TO STNTHESI1E ALL (S'H[ HAS LEAANEO A~O TO T~ANSL_TE 

IT INTO PAorESSIONAL SKILL$ I~ T[ACHING E.CEPTIONAL LEA~NE~S. IT 

PPOvlOES THE UNIOUE AND CH_LLENGING OPP(ATUNITT TO E.PE~IENCE TH[ 

VITAL I"TEAFELATIONSHIPS BETMEEN LEA~NlhG AND TEACH IN'. MHILE EI­

'EAIENCEING THE DUAL POLE or SCHOLAP ANC TEACHEA. 

PAC:P[OUISI TES' 

HLOIOtl. HL09660. HL061~O. 0. HL0911Z AhO HL06161 AND HLO~6IZ rOF 

IIND06A AOUAlE s. 

MINTtP. 

HOPK) U. 

HL019U 

BLAC~ CHILO IN THE SUBUFBAN SCHOOLS 

I 
THIS SY~POSIUN MILL rocus ON THE MANY PFOBLEMS or THE BLACk CHILO 

LI'IN' AND GOING TO SCHOOL IN SUIU.IAN SCHOOLS AND SCH'OL COM"U­

hITIES. INTEGFATION or THE BLACK CHILO INTO PU8LIC SCHCOLS IS NOT 

JUST A LEGAL PFD8LEM- IT IS SOCIAL' PSYCHDLO'ICAL AND HUMAN. ALL 

or THESE ASPECTS MILL B[ E.PLO'EO IN THE SYMPOSIIIM. 

crrE~EO 8ASEO ON DEMAND. 

MICHEL. 

HLDeOIO 

HISTOFY AND PHILOSOPHY Dr EAALY CHILOHoeo EDUCATION 

] 
EXIMINES HliJOFICAL AND P~ILOSOPHICAL ICEAS AIOUT THE N,TUFE AND 

INPOFTANCE or EAFLY LEAPNING. STUDENT' MILL EI'MINE ANC DISCUSS 

THEIF OMN ATTIIUDES AND GOALS fOF EAFLY EDUCATION. 

fAll. 

"/T1MAN. BE'A. 

HLUOll 
METHODS or I~STFUCTION rOF THE [DUCA8LE MENTALLY FETAFDEO 
] 
10ENTlrlES PFOCEOUAES TO PLAN AND IMPLEMENT INSTFUCTIONAL PPO­

GFAMS rOF INDIVIDUALS OESC~IBEO AS rUNCTIONING IN A ,ILOLY FETAF­

OEO MANNEF. THE COMP[TENCIES AFE CONSISTENT MITH A FECENT rEOEFAL 

MANDATE TO INIIIATE INSTFUCTIONAL PLANNlhG rFOM "E-CETEFMINEO 

EDUCATIONAL GOALS (IEP). THIS COUFSE FEauIPES IS-Z0 CLOCk HCUFS 

or rIELOMOFK. 

PFEPEOUISITES' 

HL061Z0 AMD HL06e10. 

MINTtP. 

HOP~INS. 
iLoeOl2 
INOIVIOUALI1ING PFEKINOEFGA~TEN CUFFICULUM A.O INSTPUCTION 
\ 
IDENTlrlES BASIC COMPETENCIES EXPECTED (r PFE-~INOEFGAFTEN AGE 

CHILOFEN IN EACH CONTENT A~EA' ANALYiES CUFAICULAA MATEFIALS ANO 

INSTAUCTIONAL TECHNIOUES. ANC CESIGNS ACTIVITIES ANO MAT[PIALS 

'O~ EACH CONTENT AFEA. 

'PEHOUISITES' 

iL01'ZO ANO HLOS91G OR PEFMISSION or INST~UCTOF. 

;P~INGfSUMME~. 

lEAF. MIT1M,". 

ROSOl] 

:HILD AND rAMILT IN THE CO""U~ITY 

I 
INALY1ES ST'UCTU~AL AND rUNCTIOHAL CHAAACTEPISTICS or UF8AN CCM­

'UNITIES. rAMILY Llri. ANO CHILO~EA~ING P'ACTICES ANO CCNSIOEPS 

rHE ErrECTS or THESE rACTOFS ON SCHOOL FEAOINESS A~D SC~OOL 

ICHIEVE"ENT. 

.INTEP. SPFINGISUMMEF. 

.1T1MAN. 

ilOeOI5 

rEACHING SOCIAL STUDIES. SCIENCE. AND MATH£MATIC5 TO hON-ENGLISH 

iPEUIMG STUOENTS 
I-S 

,XAMINES ELEMENTA~Y SOCIAL STUDIES. SCIENCE AND MATHE~ATICS CU~­

'ICULA. STUDENTS MILL 10ENTlry ANO OESCFIIE CULTUFALLY FELEVANT 

:U~PICULUM AND MATEFIALS •• NC EXAMINE. C~ITIOU[ AND ~ECCMMEkD OP 

10API COMMEFCIALLY PFEPA~EO MATE~IALS r(R T[ACHING seCIAL 

iTUDIES. SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS. 

II NTEP. 

)UFON. 

ILOBOl6 

' EACH[FICONMUNITY FELATIONS 

I 
ID[NTlfIES. DESC~18[S AND AIALY1ES COMN~NIT' rOfCEs T~AT INfLU­

:NC[ THE FOLE or EDUCATION IN fHAT COMMUNIIY. COMMUNITY AGENCIES 

'NO INSTITUTIONS AND HOM THEY ASSIST IN T[ACHING AND LEA~NING APE 

'HE MAJOA roc US. 

'ALL. MINTE', SPFINGISUMMEf. 

,TArr. 

'LDIOU 

,EADEFSHIP AND STArr 'ELAIIONS 

'HIS COU~SE PFOVIDES EOUCATO~S MITH A MO~KING ~NOMLEDGE or 

'NEOAIES or LEAOERSHIP. MOTIVATION. LEA,OEP-SUrF FELATlONS. /N­
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~OVATION. AND 5TFESS ANO ~OM SUCH THEO~IES _FE OI~ECTL' APPLIC­

ABLE TO TN( AOMINISTpATION or EOUCiTIONAL OAGANliATIONS. 

rALL. SPFINGISUNME~. 

kA ISER. 

HLDeOl1 

MOFKSHOP IN CHILO OEVELDPMENT 

Z 
THE STUD' or THE GPOMTH AND DE'ELOPMENT or CHILOFEN rFON 815TH 
THPOUGH TMELYE YEARS or AG[ IS THE rocus or THIS COU~SE. SPECIAL 
[MPHASIS MILL IE PLACED ON PHYSICAL G50MT~. EMOTIONAL A~O SOCIAL 
BEHAVIO', COGNITIVE AND LANGU_GE DEVELOPMENT. THE COUJSE MILL 
rocus ON INTEFACTION 8ETME[N THE HOME AND PPE-SCHOOL A~OIOP 
ELEMENTA~Y SCHOOL AND T~E CHILD'S DEVEL('MENT AS II PE~TAINS TO 
HISIHE~ DAILY LIVING PATTEANS. 
hOT SCHEDULED TO 8E orrE'EO IN A'II-IZ. 
~"lM,". 
hLD!019 
SUFVEY or THE SCHOOL IN IILIN'UAL-MULTICULTUFIL EhVIFONMENT 
] 
THIS COUFSE PPOVIOES AN IN-OEPTH ANALYSIS or BILINGUAL PPO'PAMS 
AND THE SCHOOLS IN MHICH THEY 'PE LOCATED. TOPICS MILL INCLUDE 
SCHOOL CLIMATE' TEACHEF FoLE. IILIN'UAL CLASSFOOM .ESTGNS. 81­
LJN'UAL CUFFICULA. EVALUATION PAOCEDUPES AND BILINGUAL EDUCATJON 
MODELS. 
SP5INGfSUMM[F.
DUFON. 
HLOBOZO 
MEDIA IN 0~GANI1ATIONS 
] 
OESIGNS AN INSTRUCTIONAL PFOGPAM USING SPEECH. VIDEOTAPE. rLIN. 

AUOIO. OF SLIDET_PE' MEDIATED PPOG~AMS ro, OAGANI1ATIONAL 

DEVElOPMENT. 

fAll. 

STArr. 

"LDIOlO 

C'GANI1ATIONAL PUBLIC COMMUNICATION 

] 
OESCFIBEi 'UILIC ~ELATIOMS AND CONTPASTS PUILIC COMMU~ICATO' 

SKILLS IT A CASE PP£'ENTATION 0' THC "E',AGES AND MEDIA USED BE­

TMEEN TNO OF MOFE OFGANI1ATIO~S' APPLIES PE~T TO TH[ O'IIGN or A 

CAMPAI'N TO IMPPOVE PERCEPTIOh or AN ORGANI1ATION BY ITS PUILICS. 

PRE~[QU151 TES' 

HLOS110 OP EOUIVALENT. 

MINTU. 

5TArr. 

HLO!040 

ADVANCEO COMMUNICATION RESEA~CH 

] 
THIS COUPSE EXAMINES ADVANCED "[THOOS Of OEISGN AND DATA ANALYSI' 

IN C~MMUNICATION 'ESEAFCM. LECTUPE TOPICS INCLUDE: rlELDILAB 

FESEAFCH DESIGN. INT(RCULTUPAL 'ESEAFCH PIOILEMS. SAMPLINGIBFAC· 

KETING. FELIABILIT' AND VALIDITY TESTS. OUANTIT_TIV(IOUALITATIv[ 

ANALYSIS. BlvA~IATEIMULIIVAFIATE ANALYSIS. TIME SEFIES ANALYSIS. 

SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS. AND ~EPOPT MRITING. 

PFEFEOUISITES' 

HOL6zao OR EOUIVALENT. 

fAll. MINTEP. 

kiM. 

HLOIOSO 

THE~APEUTIC COMMUNICATION 

] 
D[fl~ES PSYCHOPATHOLOGY IN T[PM5 Dr INTE5P(PSONAL 'NO INf~APEP­

SONAL COMMUNICATION DtSTRUBANCES' IDENflrlES ThE~APEUTIC INTEF­

VENTIONS THAT IMPPOVE THE QUALITy or INTEPPEFSONAL T~ANSACTIONS' 

DISTINGUISHES BETMEEN OErENSlvE AND rACILITATIVE COM~UNICATION. 

fAll. 

SHAL. 

HLDIOSI 

IMAGING PPOCESS IN TH[FAPEUTIC COMMUNICATION. THEOP' ANO AP­
1I CA TI ONS 

] 
IMAGING PFOCESS REP'ESENTS A MAJOR SYSTEM I" THE e~AIN'S ENCtOING 
AND TFANsrOPMAllON or IMrOFMATION. THIS COU~SE MILL ATTEMPT 10 
EXAMINE IMAGEPY AS A IASIC ~UMAN CAPACITY POSSESSING ENOFMOUS 
POTENTIAL rOF THERAPEUTIC COMMUNICATION. TOPICS TO 8E COVEFEO 
INCLUDE FELATIONSHIP 8ETMEEN TMAGERY. rANTASY AND OTHEF BASIC 
PSYCHOLOGICAL PAOCESSES. SPEClrlC USES tr IMA'EPY IN THEFAPEUTIC 
AND CPEATIVE COMMUNICATION. AND ITS CONTRI8UTION 10 PE5S0NAL 
GROMTH AND SELr-OEVELOPMENT. STUDENTS MILL STUDY THE NATUFE ANO 
STRUcTUFE or IMAGIN' PROCESS. EXPLOPE THE IMPLICATIONS or GUIDED 
AS NELL AS SPONTANEOUS IMA'EFY rop THEPAPEUTIC COMMUNICATION. AP­
PLY IMAGING P~OCESS TO SELECTED THEFAPE~T'C CONTEXTS AND ASSESS 
ErrECTIVENESS Dr SUCH APPLICATIONS. 
SP~ INGfSUMMH. 
SlUL. 
HLoaon 
APPLIED APPFOACHES TO HUMAN COMNUNICATICN 
~OENllrIES ELEMENTS or ~UMAN COMNUNICATION rAILUFES. SY~THESI1ES 
APP'DACNES TO THEOFY. UNO[P&~'UO'TES PAATlclPATE IN SEMINA~ 
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6POUPS DESIGNED IY G~ADUATE STUDE.TS. 
P~E~[8UJ$lTES' 
HLD5790. 

rALL. SP~ING/SUMME~. 

AIM. PU~DY. 

HLDB090 

P'ACTICUM IN EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 

4-6 

DESIGNS AND IMPLEMENTS A paO~ECT IN A ~EAL MOPLD INST,TUTION. 'N­

CLU.ING OEWELOPMENTAL PPOPOSAL. PEafO'M ED TECH COMPETE'CIES SUC· 

CESSrULLY. ACCEPTS HIGH LEWEL Of ~ESPONSIBILITY fO~ P~~ECT. IN­

TEPACTS MIT" OTKEP PEOPLE IN rACILITATIVE MANNER. USES APPPOPPI· 

ATE MA.AGEMENT STPATEGIES. 

PPEREQUISITES: 

EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY CONTPACT AND APPPOWEO PROPOSAL. 

rALL. MINTEP' SpaING/SUMME~. 

SIL8EP. STELNICKI. 

HLDII lO 
CULTUpt/CO~MUNICATIDN AND THE CLASSPOOM TEACHE~ 

3 

APPLIES T"EO~IES AND CONCEPTS Of INTEPCULTUPAL COMMUNICATION TO 

U"AN SCMooL SETTINGS. E.AMINES ~ELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CULTU~E. 

SOCIALllATION AND EDUCATION. IDENTifiES CULTURAL ELf"ENTS A~O 

WE~8AL/NONVE~BAL CDMMUNICATIDI BEHAWID.S T~AT IMPEDE UNDEPSTANC­

ING AMONG TEACHE~S/STUDENTS_ DE WE LOPS SPECifiC METHOCS TO IMPPOWE 

COMMUNICATION ErfECTIWENESS IN THE CLASSPOOM. 

(ffE~EO lASED UPON DEMAND. 

AIM. 

HLDellO 

COMMUNICATION AND HUMAN SEXUALITY 

3 

EXAMINES SEXUAL DYSfUNCTIONS IN TE~MS Of INTE~PE~SONAL AND INT~A­

PE5S0NAl CDMMUNICAT.ON DISTU~8ANCES' PE~SONAL. SOCIAL AND CUL­

TU~AL NO~MS AND VALUES IN THE APE A Of INTE~PEFSON.l SEXUALITY. 

fALL. 
URAL. 
HlD8JlI 

THEOPIES Of EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 

4 

EIPLOPES THE REAL MO~LO IMPLICATIONS or T~ESE DEfINIT.DaS/THE­

~~IES or EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY' "AV" EDUCATION. EA~LY SYSTEMS 

APPFOACHES. fiNN'S INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY, CDMMISSI6. ON IT, 

INST~UCTIDNAL SCIENCE PROCESS/SYSTEMS. DIT MODEL. ANALYlE PHILO­

SOPHICAL ISSUES IN EOUCATIOANL TECHONOLOGY. CfFTlflCATIGN GUID£­

LINES IN EOUCATIONAL TEC~ONOLOGY. AND STUOENTS COMPAFE. CONTFAST 

AND APPLY THEORIES or EDUCATIONAL TECHNCLOGY. 

rALL. 
SILBEP. 
HLDIU1 

"ANAGEMENT Of INSTRUCTIONAL DEWELOPMENT 

1 
ANALYIES MANAGEMENT fACTD~S ArfECTING SUCCESSrUL 10. INCLUOING 

~OLE Of DEVELOPER. OFGAN,lATION AND PEPSONNEL MANAGE"ENT STPUCT­

UPES. CHANGE ST'ATEGIES. 10 O'IENTATION AND T~AINING P~CGFAMS. 

INTE~PE~SDNAL SKILLS IN WOPKING WITH OTHE~S IN 10. AND TIME. 

COSTS. COST-ErfEcTIWENESS. ANO BUDGETING fOP 10 PFOJECTS. 

PPEHOUISITES' 

HLDS910 OR PEFMI5SION. 

WINTEP. 

SILl[ R. 

HLOBl18 

EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY ADMINISTPATION WO~KSHOP 

1 
IDENflfY "EDIA CENTE~ ePGANllATIONAL PATTE~.S. ASSESS CE.TE~ Ef· 

rECTIVENESS. EWALUATE MEDIA DELIVE~Y SYSTEMS. ANALY1E PF08LEMS 

IN ~EDIA CENTEP OPERATIONSI DEfiNE SCOPf or MEDIA OPEPATIONS. 

DESIGN A MEDJA CENT[~ STSfEM FOP A SPECifiC EDUCATIONAL INSTITU· 

TIDNAL O~ INDUSTRIAL SETTING. 

SPRING/SUMMER. EWEN YEAPS. 

STELNICKI. 

HlD8180 

TV fOP INST~UCTION AND T~AINING II 

3 

THIC COU~SE INVOLVES T"E DEWELoPMfNT ANC P~OCUCTION Cf A TELE­

ViSUAL UNIT OF INST'UCTION SPECifiCALLY ro~ EDUCATIONAL/INDUS­

TPIAl SETTINGS AIMED AT SOLWING LEARNING AND/D~ PEPfO~MANCE PR~8­
LEMS. SMALL STUDIO P~oOUCTION INCLUDES INSTFUCTIDNAl DESIG. 

'~INCIPLES. GPAPHICS. SPECIAL EffECTS ••ULTIPlE AUDIO INPUTS AND 

oTHE~ TECHNIQUES. 

PREREQUISITES' 

HLD6190 OR HLD6200 OP PEPMISSIDN. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED IN AYll-el. 

STElNICKI. 

HLDUII 

CU~~ENT DEWELDP"ENTS IN EDUCATIONaL TECHNOLOGY 

1 

ANALISIS AND APPLICATION or IDEAS P~ESENTED AT EDUCATIONAL TECH­

NOLOGY PROfESSIONAL MEETIIGS HELD BY .ATIONAL' P[GIONAl. SYaTC D~ 

lOCAL PFDfESSIDNAL 50CIETIES. oPGANllATIDNS O~ ASSOCIATIONS. 

MINTER. 

STELNICKI. SILBER. 

HLD81eZ 
PHILOSOPHY Of HUHAN COMMUNICATION 

3 

TH'S COU~SE EXAMINES HOM ME CD"MUNICATE AND MHY NE COMKUNICATE_ 

f'OM THE PEPSPECTIVES or OBJECTIVE aND SUBJECTIVE PHILGSoPHIES. 

WARIOUS THED~IES Of CDMMuaICATIO. A~E STUOIED TO UNDEPSTAND TH[I~ 

WA~IOUS THEORIES OF COMMU~ICATION A~E STUDIED TO UNDEPST. 

PHILOSOPHICAL rOUNOATIDNS. IT ALSO EXAMINES COMMUNICATION PHIL­

OSOPHIES OF THE PE~SGI. T~E INTE~PE~SONAL' LA.GUAGE. C~LTU'E' ANO 

SCIENCE. 

PPEFEQUISITES: 

HLD5190 oP HLoaoel 0' EQUIVALENT 8ACAGRC~NO. 

fALL. DOD YEAPS. 

PU~DY. 
HLOSI15 

SOLWING TPAINING AND I.ST~UCTIDNAL PEPrCRMANCf P~08LEMJ 

1 
_NALYSIS AND DEWELOP"ENT Of SOLUTIONS TC P~OILEMS 'N TRA'.ING 0' 

EDUCATION MHICH A'E ~OOTED 'N PE~rOPMAN(E ~ATHE~ THAN LEARNING­

AND MHICH FEQUIRES TECHNOLOGIES BEYOND THDSE LEA~NE' 'N HLO 5'10. 

INSTPUCTIONAL DEWELOPME.T. DESIGN. 

PFEFEQUISITES' 

HLD 5910 D~ PE~MISSIDN. 

SPPING/SUMME~' DOD YEA~S. 

SILBEP. 

HLD8181 

p~DrESSIDNAL APPLICATIONS or [DUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 

I 
CA~EE~ GOAL SETTING IN EDUCATIONAL TECH'DLOGY 8Y INT£FACT,O. VIT" 
PEOPLE PEPfO~MING EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY J08S IN INOUSTPIAL' 

MEDICAL. UNIWE~SITY. CONSULTI'G CDNPANY. AND SPECIAL EDUCATION 

SETTINGS. T'AWEL TO SETTINGS fOR SEMINA~S MITH EXPE~TS MAY IE 

HQUIPED. 

PRHEQUISITE5' 

AT LEAST II UNITS COKPLETEO IN EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY MIJOF. 

SPUN6ISUMMH. 

SILBER. STELNICKI. 

HLoeZIO 

CULTUFAL ASPECTS Of MENTAL HEALTH 

1 
STUDIES "MENTAL HEHTH- AS A CULTUFE-IOUNO CDIICEPT. COIIPAHS AU 
CDNTFAST AME~ICAN CUlTUPAL AJI~MPTIDN ABOUT MENYAL HEALTH M.TH 
THOSE f~OM AT LEAST O~E OTHE' CULTUFE. 
SPFING/SUMME~. 

SA ~ A L. 

HLD8U5 

NDNBIASED A.D PLU'ALJSTIC ASSESSMENT Dr CHILDR[N AND MI.O~ITIES 

1 

THIS CDUFSE INTRODUCES THE ST~DENT TO THE dASIC T~EO~IES Of •••• 

BIASED ASSESSMENT or CHILO~[N" THE 'TUCENT .ILL BECOME fAMILIAR 

~ITH NDNBIASED DEWICES AS WELL AS PLUFALISTIC TCIT. JUCH AJ 

SOMP •• 

PPEREQUISITES. 

HlD64JO. 

fALL. SP~ING/SUMME~. 

WHITAKEP. DIMITPorf. HUGHES. 

HL08l18 

ADVANCED SEMINAR IN PSYCHOANALYTIC T"EDFY 

J 

THIS CDUFsr MILL PROVIDE STUOENTS MITH AN IITENSIVE INT~DOUCT'" 

TO PSYCHOANALYTIC THEO~I INO MILL GUIO[ THEIF UNOE~STANDING Of 

THE PLACE THAT r~EUD'S MO~K HOLDS IN CDaTEKP6FAPI THINKIN, O~ 

PSYCHOPATHOLOGY AND PSYCHOTHERAPY. STUDENTS wiLL ATTEND SEMI'ARS_ 

~EAO SEWE~AL PFIMAFY SOU~CES A~O MOP[ ~ECENT MORkS. PARTICIPATE 

IN CLASS ~EAOINGS Of PFIMA~Y SOU~CES. PFEPAPE M~ITTE' .EACTIOIS 

TO SOME Of THE FEADINGS AND MRITE A PAPER ON A TOPIC AGREED UPD. 

~ITH THE INSTRUCTO~. 

(fFE~ED 8ASED UPON OEM AND. 

SCHWAPlI. 

HLD8H1 

G~OUP THERAPY IN TA 

1 ~~ 

THIS COU~SE IS THE TA GPOUP THEPAPY MODEL C~EATED BY E~IC BE.'[' 

THE STUDENT MILL BE AT TIKES 80TH THE THE~APIST AND THE CLIENT. 

THE CONTENT INCLUDES ALL TA CONCEPTS. T~E MAJO~ rocus .ILL BE 

HE~E/NDW SC~IPT MOPK. AWA~ENESS AND ~EDECISION BY CD.TFACTS. 

PREFEQUISITES: 

HLD 5300 O~ SEM. 101 8Y I.T.A.A. 

WINTEP. 

(RISPIN. 

HL08240 

PRACTICUM IN THERAPEUTIC COMMUNICATION 

4-6 

CESIGNS AND IMPLEMENTS AN ADWANCEO P~O~ECT I. THERAPEUT'C CDMKUI­

ICATIO~; aSSESSES THE ErrECTIVENES5 Of THE P~O~ECT IN TE~"S Dr 

INTE~PE~SDNAL AND INTPAPE~SDNAL AWARENESS or THOSE INWDlWED IN 

THE COMMUNICATION INTE~ACTION. 

PREREQUISITES: 

APPPOWEO P~OPOSAl. 

fALL. · WINTEP. SP~ING/SUMME~. 

SA~AL' CO~MUNITY p~DrESSO~. 
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HLD824Z 
SE"'NA~ IN HUMAN MEMD'T 
1 
THIS COU~SE IS DESIGNED TO PJOWIOE STUDENTS ~ITH AN IN-OEPTH EX­

POSU~E TO A SINGLE SUBSTANTIWE A'EA IN THE ~OMAIN Dr EXPE'IMEITAL 

fSTCHOLOGT. AS A ~ESULT STUDENTS ~ILL BE A8LE TO 'EAD ANO UNOE'­

STAND ~ESEA'CH AND THEO'T IN THE A~EA or HUN,N MEMO~T. THIS 

COU~SE IS 10EAL ro~ G'AUDATE STUOENT3 I~ PSTCHOLOGr. 

trfE~EO 8ASEO UPON DEMAND. 

NOOOMA~ O. 

HL08244 

6~ADuaTE SEMINA~ IN THE HISTO'T or PSTCHOLOGT 

1 
THIS COU~SE COfE~S A NIDE ~ANGE or SYSTEMS Of PSTCHOLOGICAL 
THOUGHT NHICH A~E PESPONSIBLI ro, MOOE~N CONCEPTTONS or HUMAN 
LEAfNING AND DEVELOPMENT. CLI~ICAL PSTCHOLOGT. Ale SOCIAL 
PSfCHOLOGT. 
WINTE~. 
>TAH. 
1LD8Z45 
GiAOUATE SE~TNaP IN HUMaN OEWELOPMENT 
1 
THIS COU~SE IS INTENDED TO EXTEND OIWISION OrrEflNGS IN HUNaN 

OEVELOPMENT. IT IS DESIGNED TO P'ESENT STUDENTS AT THE GPADUATE 

. E'EL olTH UP TO DATE 'ESEA'CH IN IHE DEVELOPMENTAL aPEA. TO 

INTEG~ATE OEVELOP~ENTAL ISSUES AC'OSS THE LlrESPAN. A~O TO p~o­

VIDE STUDENTS NITH C~UCIAL LINKS BETNEEI THEOPETICAL AND APPLIED 

ISSUES or DEVELOPMENT. 

PfEfEGUISI fES' 

eNE DEVELOPMENTAL COU'SE C' PE'MISSION or INSTfUCTO'. 

;P~ING/SUMME~. 
'PESCOI T. 
'LOBl4& 

iPAOUATE SEMINA' IN COG~ITIYE PSTCHOLOG' 

I 
IHIS COU~SE ~ELaTES IHEO~IES Of CONCEPTS AND GENEFATlfE TH[O~I[S 

lr CONCEPIS ANO THE ~ELAIION or THESE THEO~IES TO PEFCEPTION AND 

;OGNI TJ ON. 

II NIE~. 

I\LSON. 

,LOBZ41 

,HOUATE SEMlNAP IN SOCIAl-ECOLO&lCAL PSTCHOLOGT 

I 
rHIS COU~SE INTEGUTES THEO'I[5 AND PFINCIPLES Dr SOCIAL PSTCNEL­

I'T NITH EMPHASIS ON THE EfrECT or ECOLCGICAL fACIOFS GN THE IE­

'AVIO~ or INOIVIOUALS. GiOUPS AND CO~PO'ATIONS. STUOENTS APE 

:NCOUFAGEO TO APPLT THE rlNOINGS or SOCIAL PSTCH~LOGT TO THEIP 

IAIL' LirE AND TO THE SOLUTION Dr COMMUIITY P'DeLEMS. FEADINGS. 

;MALL 6fOUP DISCUSSIONS. MEDIA P'ESENTATIONS AND SPEAKE'S CON­

,TITUTE THE fOfMAT Dr IHE COU~SI. 

'~EF EGU IS IT ES' 

IL05940 OP EGUlVALENT. 

,P~ING/SUMME~. 
'HHAKEP. 
ILOBZ48 

;'AOUATE SEMINAF IN ABIO_MAL PSTCHOLOGT 

N THIS SEMINA' A PAfTICULIP OIAGNOSTIC CAIE'O~Y. (E.G •• THE 
.OFOEFLINE PEFSONALITT'. ~ILL BE SELECIEO AND THE SE"INA~ MILL 
'I~CUSS THE ISSUES INVOLWED IN CONCEPTUALlllNG THE '~OBLEM. ITS 
'[vElOP"ENT. AND HEATMENT. 
'AlL. 

ENKINS. 

LOB140 

OMNUNIT, MENTAL HEALTH SEMINA~ 

XPLOPES PEFSONAL ANO INIE~PEPSONAL OTNANICS IN~OLVEO II MENTAL 
,EALIH rop STUDENTS. TEACHE~S. AND HUMAN SEFVICE MO~RE~S. OErlNES 
NO ANALTZES CHAPACTEPISIICS or COMMUNITIES AND T~EI~ ~ELEfANCE 
o COMMUNII, MENTAL HEALTH. 

rfE~EO BASED UPON DEMAND. 

ILL. 

LDI510 

ONSULTATIDN AND SCHOOL STArr DEVELOPME.T 

XAMINES THEO~IES. rUICTIONS. 'NO SKILLS ~EGUI~EO or CO'SULTAITS 

N SCHOOLS AND OIHEf SEITIN6S. 'PPLICATIONS or COUNSELI~' SKILLS. 

N A rlELO SETTING. OE~ELDP.E'T IS EIPHASllED. 

~HEQU I SITES: 

LOfo580. HL08540. 

'LL. MINT[~.

ANK. HUGHES. 'OGGE. 

LOBSI1 

NrDPMATION SEFVICES IN GUIDANCE 

FOVIOES 'ACKG~OUNO rc, PFOfESSIONALS (TEACHEPS. COU.sEL~S. 
THE~S) 10 O~GANI'E VOCATIONAL INrO~MATION. EMPOLTMENT T~ENOS. 
NO PE'SONAL INrO'MATION ro, EfrEClivE USE BT STUDENTS AND 
OULTS. 
PUN6ISUMMEh. 

INK. SUH. 

HL08S15 
CONSULTATION SEMI NAP I. SCHOOL PSTCHOLO'T I 
1 
THIS SE"INA~ IS rop ALL SCHOOL PSTCHOLOGT MA~O's. THE SEll lA' 

crr[~s CONTINUING LEA~NIN' EXPEFIENCES 'ELATIYE TO THE P~ACTICE 

or SCHOOL 'STCHOLOGT COISULTATIO.' MODEL CASE CClrE~ENCES. CASE 

'.ESEITATIONS. IND INOI'IOUAL EDUCATIONAL PLAN rOPMULATION APE 

COVEHO. 

rALL. WINTE~. SP~ING/SUMME'. 

OIMITPorr. HUGHES. WHITAKEF. 

"L08S" 

CONSULTATION SEMINAP IN SCHOOL PsrCHOLOGT II 

I 
THIS sEMINAF IS A CONTINUATIOI Of HLOIS1S. 

"HUDISI fES. 

HL08S15. 

rALL. NINTEP. SP~ING/SUMME~. 

OI"ITForr. HUGHES. WHITAREP. 

HL08511 

CONSULIAT10N SEMI NAP IN SCHOOL PSTCHOLOGT III 

1 
THIS SEMINA~ IS A CONTINUATION or HLOISlfo. 

PPEPE GU I SITE S. 

HLOB5lr. • 

fALL. WINTE~. SP~ING/SU"ME~. 

OI"IIPorr. HUGHES. WHITAKE~. 

HL085\8 

CONSULTATION SEMINAP IN SCHOOL PSTCHOLOGY IW 

I 
THIS IS THE rlMAL CONSULTATIO~ SEMI NAP. 

P'EPEQUISITES: 

"LDB511. 

fALL. MINTEP. SPfiING/SUMMEF.

DI"ITPOff. HUGHES. WHITAKEh. 

HLD8Sl0 
COMMUNITT COLLEGE COUNSELING 
1 
OE51GNEO rOF STUDENTS TO LEAFN TECHNIGUES AID ST~ATEGIES Dr 
COUNSELING APP~OPFIATE rop COMMUNITT COLLEGES. A~EA VOCATIONAL 
CENTE~S. AND p~orESSIOANL SCHOOLS. STUDENTS APE EXPECTED TO 
SPENO CONSIOEPABLE TIME IN AN orr-CAMPUS SETTIN6. 
(rfE~EO BASEO UPON OEMANO. 
SUH. 
HLD85l0 
ADVANCE 0 TECHNIGUES' ••• 
1 
STUO~NT5 MUST MO~K NITH CLIENTS r'DM THEIF ONN SC~OOLS (Ir SO EN­

'LOTED) OF I. SOME S,IOOL SEIT'NG. Lt.~NIN6 ,PEClrlC COUNSELING 

TECHNIGUES MHILE aEING OBSEFVEO ANO TA'E 'ECOFDIN' THE sEISIDNS 

ro~ CFITIGUE. 

PREPEQUISI fES: 

HLO 1540 OF HLO 8S4S 0' PEPMISSIDN. 

crrE~EO BASED ON DEMAND. 

STAH. 

"LD!S40 
INOIVIOUAL COUNSELIN' , T~EPAPT' CHILD 

1 

OEVELOPS SKILL IN COUNSELING. ANALTZING THE PROCESS AND a'INGING 

ABOUI OESI~EO ANO ErrECTIWE CHANGE IN THE IEHAYIOF ANO ATTITUOES 

Qr CLIENTElE. 

PH'EGUISTTES' 

MINIMUM G'AOE or -a- IN HL065BO AND HLoellO. 
~INTEP. 
STAH. 
HLDBS4]
AD'ANCEO INDIWIOUAL THEPAPT T[CHNIOUES. CHILD 
1 
STUOENIS .ILL DEMDNSTPATE ADfANCEO I.TEP_IENING SKILLS II 0011' 
INOI'IOUAL TH[PAPY NITH CHILO'ERI _ILL IE AILE TO APPLT ,ELEWANT 
I'EAIMENT TECHNI~UESJ MILL IE AaLE TO APPLT THEIP KNDNLEOGE or 
FELEtANT THEO~IES TO THE rO'MULATION Dr TPEATMENT PLAhS rop MDPK 
~IIH C~ILD~ENJ MILL BE ABLE TO EYALUATE IHE [rrECTlvENEsS or THE 
JPEA IMENT. 
PHHGUI 51 TES' 
HLO 1540. 
~INTEF. 

SCHNAPTl. NOLf. ~ENKINS. 

"LOB54S 

INDIVIDUAL COUNSELIN& ANO T"E'APT' ADULT 

1 

STUOENTS MILL DEMDNSTiATE BASIC SKILLS IN 00lN6 INOI~IOUAL COUB­

SELIN& A~D THE~APT MITH ADULTS AND MILL APPLT TH[I' KNOWLEDGE 

or RELEVANT THEO'IES TO T"[I~ WO.K WITH ADULT CLIENTS. 

P.£PEGUISIT[5'

"INIMUM G~ADE Dr - •• II NLOl120 AND HLD6510. 

fALt. WINJEF. 

.JENKINS. 
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HLD6H1 

fAMILY THE~APY TECHNIQUES 

3 

STUDENTS WILL DEMONSTRATE dASIC INTE~VIEMING SKILLS I~ DOIIG 

fAIIILY THE~ArYJ WILL BE ABLE TO APPLY ~ELEVANT T~EAT'ENT TECH_I­

QUES. MILL BE ABLE TO APPLY COICEPTS Ala T[CH~IQUES Of fAMILY 

THERAPY TO THE fORMULATION Of TPEATIIEIT ST~ATEGIES WITH fANILIES 

AID MILL IE ABLE YO EVAlUATE THE EffECTIVENESS OF THE T~EATME_T. 

PHREQUISITES. 

HLDSS10 AND HLOI5S'. OR HLDI5IS_ 

MINTER. 

NOLf. MATTESON. 

HLD85., 

ADVANCED INDIVIDUAL THEPAPY TECHNIQUES' ADULT 

3 . 

STUDENTS WILL DEMDNST~ATE ADVANCED INTE~VIEWING SKILLS IN DOING 

INDIVIDUAL THE~APY WITH ADULTSJ MILL BE AaLE TO APPLY APP~OP~IATE 

TREATMENT TECHNIQUES AND EYALUATE THEIP EfFECTIVENESS. ~ILL BE 

ABLE TO APPLY THEIP KNOWLEDGE Of ~ELEYANT THEO~IES TO THE FO~MU­

LATION Of TREATMENT PLA~S. 

PREREQUISITES: 

HLO &545. 

SPRING/SUHME~. 
surr. 
HLOS560 

ADLE~IAN fAMILY COUNSELING 

3 

STUOENTS CONDUCT A MINI-fAMILY COUNSELING SESSION AID CASE STUCY. 

IDENTIfYING THE CONST'LLATION 0' fAMILY INTE~ACTION. 

PRE~EQUISITES: 

HLD6JlO. 

faLL. WINTE~. 

NIEG. 

HLD856S 

BEHAYIOR THE~APY 

3 

ADYANCED STUDY AND APPLICATION Of IEHAYIO~AL THE~APY TECHIIQUES 

NITH ADULTS AND CHILDREN. 

PREREQUISITES' 

HLD 8540 D~ HLD 8545. 

OfFE~EO 8ASED UPON DEMAND. 

DIIIIT~Off. 

HLD8510 

GROUP COUNSELING' CHILO 

3 

STUDIES THE IIA~OR G~OUP COUNSELING THEO~IES AND APP~OACHES. 

IIA~D~ AUTHO_S II THE fIELD' SPECIfIC GROUP COUNSELING TECHNIQUES. 

STUDENTS ANALYlE THEIR PARTICIPATION IN TWO G~OUP COUNSELING 

EXPERIENCES. AND CRITIQUE AND ANALYlE AN ON-GOING GROUP IN WHICH 

THE LEA~NE~ PA~TICIPATES. 

PREREQUISITES' 

HLO 8510. HLD 8540. 

FALL. 

~DGGE. 
HLOS560 

GROUP DYNAIIICS , INTERYENTION 

3 

APPLICATION Of BASIC KNDWLEDG( OF THE ROLES. fUNCTIONS AND DYNAM­

ICS AMONG GROUP LEADERS AND GROUP PARTICIPANTS. CDYE~S GROUP 

P~OCESS THEDPY. AND THE RESEARCH PERTAINIIG TO G~OUP PROCESSI 

STUOENTS ANALYlE THE INTERACTION WITHIN A LIVE G~OUP USING A YAL­
10 INST~UMENT TO 08~ECTIYELY ASSESS THE DYNAMICS Of A G~OUP. 

PREREQUISITES' 

HLD 81Z0. 

FALL. SPRING/SUMME~. 

BANK. WOLF. 

HL0858S 

GROUP COUNSELING. AOULT/AOOLESCENT 

3 

STUOENTS WILL OENO.STRATE 8ASIC IITE~VIEW'NG SKILLS IN OO'NG 

GROUP caUISEL1N5 OR GROUP THERAPY 11TH ADOLESCENTS AND ADULTSJ 

WILL BE A8LE TO APPLY ~ELEYAIT T_EATNEIT T£CHNIQUES MITh G~DUPSI 

~ILL BE ABLE TO APPLY CONCEPTS AND TECH.IGUES Of GfO~~ THE~APY 

TO THE FORMULATION Of T~EATME"T PLANS AND EYALUATE THEI' EffEC­

T! VENESS. 

PREREQUISITES' 

HLD 8S8D AND HLD IS45. 

NI NfER. 

MATTESON. 

HLD8S90 ­
HUMAN NEU~OPSYCHOLDGY I' 8~AIN fUNCTION 
3 
EXPLDPES THE THEORIES AND ANALYSIS Of 8~AIN fUMeTIOI. ST~UCTUfE 
AND BfAIN BEHAYIDR IN fELATIONSHIPS. 

PREREQUISITES. 

HLDU 30. 

fALL WINTE~. SPfING/SUMME~_ 

HUGHES. DIMITROff. 

HL08600 
HUNAI NEUPOPSYCHOLOGY II. CllIICAL ASS[SSMENT 
3 
STUDENYS LEA~N TO AOII'NISTER. SCORE AND INTE~P.ET STAIOA~OllEO 
PROCEDU~ES IN DIAGNOSIS Of 8RAIN DAMAGE AMD IMTEG~ATE FINDIMGS 

~ITH DTHEf M(ASUFES OF PE~SONALITY. 

PPEPEQUISITES' ­
HLDeS90. 

WI NT[~. 

HUGHES. DIMITROFf. 

HLD8610 

INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMEIT I' INTELLIGENCE 

3 

AN INTENSIYE. CULMINATING TfAINING IN INDIYIOUAL ASSESSMEIT 

INCL~DING NECESSARY SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE TO CONDUCT A CCMPLETE 

CASE STUDY OF Pf08LEMS TYPICALLY REfERRED TO THE SCHOOL PSYCHCLO­

GIST. MAKE APP~OPRIATE RECOMMENDATIONS fOR T~EATME~T Of ~EMEDIA­

TI ON. 

PFEPEQUISITES' 

HLDU 30. 

FALL. WINTER. 

HUG"ES. DIMIT~OFF. 

. HLDB620 
PRINCIPLES. TECHNIQUES AND AOMINISTPATICN OF PUPIL/STUDEIT 
FE~SONNEL SE~YICES 
3 

STUDENTS SYNTHESIIE. CONCURRENTLY MITH THE COUISELING P~ACTICU". 

BASIC Pf08LEHS Of DEVELOPING A RATIONALE AND PROGRAM FO~ GUIDANCE 

SE~YICES. ANALYSIS ANO EVALUTIOI OF METHODOLOGY' INTEGfATE ADMIN­

ISTRATION PRACTICES AND T~EOfY. ANALYlE C~AMGING PATTE~~S OF 

SCHOOL O~GANllATION. 

PRE~EgUI SI as. 

CONCURfENT WITH COUNSELING P~ACTICUM. 

FALl> MINTEF. 

HILL. 

HLDS630 

EAPLY CHILDHOO D ASSESSME NT 

3 . 

STUDIES THE HISTO~Y AND ISSUES OF EA~LY CHILOhOOO ASSESSIIEIT. 

PROYIDES EXPERIENCES IN SELECTING. AOMINISTEfING. AND INTE~P~ET­

ING WARIOUS ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES AND "ATEfIALS. 

NINTE~. SP~ING/SU~"E~. 
B£A~. 
HLD6UO 
PRACTICUM IN ELEMENTAPY SCHOOL COUNSELI~G 
6 P/NC 
IN THIS CDU~SE STUDENTS APPLY COUNSELING. CONSULTING. ASSESSMENT 
AND GUIDANCE SKILLS II AN ELE.ENTA~Y SC~OOL SETTIN5 fO~ • MI"I­
HUH Of 15 SCHOOL DAYS DYE~ ONE T~IMENTE~ WHILE UNDEP SUPEPYISloa. 
PH'EQUISITES' 
STUDENTS MUST HAYE ACHIEVED COUNSELING COMPETENCIES ACCEPTA8LE TO 
THE SC~EENING COMMITTEE FOR P~ACITCUN SITES (SEE DIWISION Of 
PSYCHOLOGY 'NO CDUHSELING STutENT hAI08COK FO~ OETAILS). ALL 
CTHE~ COUFSEWD~K MUST 8E COMPLETEO. WITH GfADES AS SPECIfIED BY 
THE P~DG~AM; OP ALL MO~K IN SKILL 8UILDING COUfSES COMPLETED WITH 
GRAOES AS SPClflEO 8Y THE PROGfAM. AND SUFfICIENT P~OGfESS IN .E­
'AININ5 COU~SES TO CLEAPLY DEMCNST~ATE TO THE P~ACTICUM SC~EENING 
COMMITTEE THAT COMPLETION IS ~EA~. 
fALL. WINTEf. 
~OGGE. 8ANK. 
HLD8650 

LIrE STYLE ANALYSIS 

3 

CDYE~S ANALYSIS OF LIrE STYLE DATA Of SELf AND CLIENTS. PREPA~­

ATIOM Of CASE STUDY ~EPO~T ON THE LIFE STYLE DIAGNOSIS Cf P'ACT­

ICUM CLIENTS. 

PPUEQUISITES' 

HL08~60. 
SP'I NG/SUM MH . 

NIEG. 

HLD8660 
MA~~IAGE COUNSELING 
3 
DESIGNED TO PRESENT MODELS OF MARPIAGE COUNSELINGJ DE'O~STfATION 
AND WOfKSHOP WITH OPP ORT UNITY TO PAPTICIPATE IN ThE COUNSELING 
SESSION. 
PREREQUI SI TES. 
HLD 8580 AND HLO 854 5. 
SPFING/SUMME~. 

MATTESON. ~OGGE' WOLf. 

hLD6610 

PfACTICUN IN PAPENT STUOY G~OUP LEADERSHIP 

3 PINt 

STUDENT IIITIATES. DEYELOPS. CONDUCTS. AND "AINTAINS A SUCCESSFUL 

TEENMEEK PAPENT STUDY GPDUP. USING 08~ECTIYE MATE~IALS, TRAINING 

PAfENTS TO IDENTIFY PR08LEMS IN THE HOME AND PfDYIDE ELEMENTA~Y 

~EOPIENTATION BPING A80UT ChANGE IN THEI~ 8EHAYICR AND THE BE­

HAYIOP OF THElf CHILD~EN. 

PREHQUISITES' 

HLO 6310 AND HLD 8560. 

WINTE~' SPFING/SUMMER. 

~IEG. 

HLDe680 

PERSONALITy AND WOCATIONAL ASSESSMENT 

3 

COwE~S SELECTION. AOMINISTfATIQN AID INTERPPETATION OF NEASUfES 

Of I.T£llIG£NCf. APTITUOf' VOCATIONAL A~O EDUCATIONAL CHOlcr USfO 

IY COM~UNlrY COllEGE AhO VOCATIONAL COUHSElO~S. 

SP~ INGISUMHH. 

NEIG. 

1108690 

INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT III PE~SONAlITY 

5 

AN INrENSIWE. CUlHINArlNG r~AlhiNG IN IMOIWIDUAl ASSESSHENr I~­

:lUOING N[CESSAPY SKillS AND KNOMlEDGE TO CONDucr A COMPlErE CASE 

STUDY OF p~DalEHS rYPICAllY ~EFE~.ED TO rHE SCHOOL PSIC"OlOGlsr. 

~A.E APP~OP~IArE ~ECOMMENOArOI~S fO~ T~EAI"E~T AND ~LHEeIArl,a. 

'PEPEQUISI JES: 

1105330 AND Hl06430. 

'All. WINTL~. 

,UGHES. DIHIT~OfF. 

il08100 
hESEA~CH lITE~ATU'E IN CO~NSElING AND PSYCHOr~E~APY 
! 
PFOWIOE COUNSElO.S AND PSYCHOTHE~APIsrs NITH "ErHOOS A~O c.,rEfIA 
ro lOCATE AND EWALUATE ~ESLA~CH lITE~Aru~E ON COUNSELING AND 
~srCHorHE~APY ANO ro HDOI'Y THEI~ OWN C[UNSElING srrlES. 
;P~ING/SUHHER. 
•Olf. HATTESON. ROGGE. 
•LD81l0 

,UHAN NEUPOPSYCHOlOGY III: FE~A8IlITATIDN 

I 
,PPLY CONCEPTS Of HUHAN NEUPOPSYCHOlOGY TO P~OGFA"S Cf ~E~A8ILI­

rATION FOP PE~SONS WITH WAPIOUS KINDS OF BFAIN DAMAGE AMD ~ElATED 

'EHONALlTY OISOFOEFS. 

'PEHQUISITES: 

IlD8590 AND Hl08600. 

:FFEHD 8ASED UPON OEHAND. 

IUGHES. 

Il081Z0 
IEGINNING COUNSELING I HUHAN FElATION SKilLS 
P/NC 
°HIS COU~SE IS OESI'N[D TO 8E T••,N ilHLLTANEOUSlY WITH Hl06580. 
·OF ENTE~ING G~AUOATE STUOENTS IN HUHAN ~ElATION SE~wICES A~O TO 
'FOVIDE STUOENTS WITH EXPHIEhCE IN HUHAN RELATIONS lA8t~ATOH. 
·OCUSING ON dASIC COMMUNICATION SKILLS. AND THE OEWELOPMEMT CF 
IEGINNI hG COUNSELING SKILLS. 
·All. WINTE~. SP~ING/SUMHEF. 

EWIS. STAFF. 

lD81ZZ 

O~KSHOP IN DEPFESSION 

HE PU~POSE OF THIS WO~KS~OP/COU~SE IS TO PPOVIDE THE PAFTICIPA~T 

ITH INFO.HATION ABOUT THE CAUSES ANO THE CU~E OF DEP.ESSIDN FFOH 

HE HUHANISTIC/HOllSTIC WIEW OF HUHAN NATU~E' WiTH SPECIfIC 

EFE~ENCE TO T~ANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS. THE ~EOECISIDN HODEL. 

HPEQUISITES: 

lD6580 AND Hl08120. 

INTH. 

~ISPIN. 
lDe725 

DWANCED THEDPIES IN COUNSEllhG AND THEFAPr 

HIS COU~SE Will FOCUS ON DEFENSES. TPAhSEPEEhCE_ COUNTE~T~ANS­

E~ENCE. PESISTANCE. AND aDVANCED ~EAOI~GS IN WA~IOUS DIAGNOSTIC 

.TEGO~I[S (E.G •• OEP~ESSIDN. CHA~ACTE~ OISO~OE~S. ETC.). STU­

ENTS _Ill EXAMINE WHAT A~E THE CAUSES AND WHAT INTERVE~TIONS A~E 

ECOHMEhDEO 8Y THE LITE~ATU~E. 

~HEQUISITES: 

LD6580 AND Hl08120. 

ILL_ SP~ING/SUMHE~. 

,NKI NS. 

_08140 

'ACTICU. IN SCHOOL PSYCHCLOGY 

rUDENTS APPLY CO~E COMPETENCIES IN A SCHOOL SETTING' (A) OIAG"O­

JS OF PSYCHOlOGICU. SOCIAL_ lEA~NING P~08LE~S; (8) P~ESC~IP­

IONS fD~ TEAM ACTIONS. (C) COhSUlTATIONS WITH ADULTS. (0) CCUN" 

,LING SESSIONS' (E! GUIDANCE ACTIVITIES. OEHONST~ATE COMPETENC­

,S IN INOIWIOUAl AND G~OUP DIAGNOSTICS AhO P~OVIDE aPP~OPRIATE 

'fE~~.l OF STUDENTS WITH LEA~NING P~08LEHS. 

'EHQUISITESI 

_08610. Hl08690. AND Hl08590. AND SUCCESSfUL FEWIEW OF THE 

;ACTICUH SC~EENING PPOCEOU'E. 

'LL. wiNfEP. 

IGHES, DIHITPOFf. 

008145 

'ACTICUM IN SECONO.~Y SCHOOL COUNSELING 

j THIS COUPSE STUDENTS APPLY COUNSELING. CONSULTING_ ASSESSHENT 
10 GUIDANCE S~lllS IN A SECONOA~Y ICHOCl SETTING fO~ A HINIMUM 
, 15 SCHOOL DAYS OVE~ ONE T~IMESTEP WHILE UNOE~ SCHCDL AND 
IIVE~SITY SUPEPWISION AT SITES AP~ANGED FOP BY THE ~NIWE~SlrY. 
'EPEQUISI TES: 
rUDENTS MUST HAVE ACHIEWEO COUNSELING COMPET(NCIES ACCEPTA8lE TO 
IE SCFEENING COHMITTEE fO~ P~ACITCUM SITES (SEE DI~ISION Of 
CHLD Course Descriptions 191 
PsrCHOlOGY AND COUNSELING STUDENT HANOBtOK Fa~ DETAilS'. ALL 

(THr~ COUPSEwO~K NUST BE COMPLETED. WITH '"A DES AS SPECIFIED ay 

THE PF06~AH' 0" All WOPK IN SKIll SUllOING COU~SES CGM'lETED WITH 

GPAOES AS SPClflEO BY THE PPOGPAH. AND SUFfiCIENT PPDG~ESS IN PE­

'AINING COUFSES TO ClEAPl' OEHCNSTFATE TO THE PFACTICUM SC~EE'ING 

CDHHITTEE THAT COMPLETION IS HEAR. 

FAll. WINTE". 

FOGGE. 

HlD8146 

P~ACTICUM IN COllEGE COUNSELING 

6 

IN THIS COUPSE STUDENTS APPlr COUNSELING. CONSULTING. ASSESSN'NT 

AMO GUIDANCE SKillS IN A COllEGE SETTING FOR A MINIMUH OF 15 AT­

TENDANCE DAYS OWEP ONE TFIMESTEP WHILE U.DE~ COLLEGE AND UNIV,F­
SITI SUPE~VISION AT SITES A~FANGED FOP 8Y THE UNIWE~SITY. 
PH~EQUISITESI 
STUOENTS HUST HAfE ACHIEWEO COUNSELING COMPETENCIES ACCEPTABLE TO 
THE SCFEENING COMMITTEE FO~ PFACITCUM SITES (SEE DIWISION Of 
PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELING STUDENT HANDBCOK FOF OETAILS). ALL 
CTHE~ COUFSEWO~K MUST BE COHPlETED. MITH GPAOES AS SPECIFIED BY 
THE PFOGFAM: OF All WO.K IN SKill 8UIlOING C&UFSES COHPLETED WITH 
G~aOES AS ~PCIFIEO BY THE P~OG"AM. AND SUFfiCIENT PPOGPESS I. FE­
HAINING COU~SES TO ClEA~LY OEHtNSTFA'E TO THE PPACTICUM SC~EENING 
COMHITTEE THAT COMPLETION IS NEAP • 
tFFE~EO dASED UPON DEMAND. 
STAff • 
Hl08160 
STATISTICS IN BEHAfIO~Al STUDIES 
3 
EXAMINES THE NOPHAl OIST~IBUTION. THE STAHOA"O NOPHAl 0ISTFI8U­

TION AND APPlICArlDN Of rHESE DISTFIBUTIOhS TO 8E~AWIORAl SCIENCE 

PPOBlEHSJ TEST OF HYPOTHESES USI.G THE FDlLOWING PjPjHfTPIC

TESTS: T-TEST. ANALYSIS OF VA~IANCE. 

tFFE~EO 8ASEO UPON OEH'NO. 

STAFF. 

Hl08164 

PPACTICUH IN COUNSELING AND CONSULTATION--AGENCY

•THIS COU~SE IS A COMMUNITY-8ASED P~ACTICUM. STUDENTS Mill DENGN­
ST~ATE COUNSELING SKillS. AS NEll AS SKIllS IN CONSULTATION. 

AND ADWOCACr. STUDENTS Mill SEPWE AS TEAH "E"8E~S, 8ECOMING 

I~ME~SED IN THE EVEPO,Y fUNCTIOhlNG Of THE AGENCY. 

P~EPEQUISlTES: 

HlD6350. Hl081Z0. Hl063.0. AND ~lD61Z0. 

fALL. WINlEP. 

lEWIS. 

Hl08165 

PPACTICUM IN p~EWENrION SKillS 

4 

THIS COU~SE IS A CO"MUNITY-aASEO P~ACTICUM. THE CULMINATING EX­

PE~IENCE FOP STUDENTS WITH THE OPTION I~ COMMUhlTY COUNSELING. 

THE EXPE~IENCE FOCUSES ON ASPECTS or P~IHARY P~EWENTION. 

P~EPEQUISJTESI 

Hl0816 •• Hl06350. Hl06340. HlD61Z0. AND Hl08120. 
SP~ING/SUMHH. 
LEWIS. 

Hl08180 

P~ACTICU" IN G~OUP lEADE~SHIP .N TFANSACTIONAl ANALYSIS 

I-Z P/NC 

STUDENTS Will USE THEI~ KNOWLEDGE Of TA TO ACT AS GPOUP LEAOEPS. 

UNOE~ SUPE~fISION. IN • lA80~ATOPY IN TRANSACTIONAL aNALYS.S. 

PHPEQUISITES: 

lAB IN TA. O~ PASSING A TAIDI TAUGHT By A CE~TlfIEO ~E"8EP Of 

THE ITAA. AND PE~MISSION OF THE INST~UCTO~. 

FAll. WINTE~_ SPRING/SUHHEP. 

CPISPIN. 

HlD8190 

SUPE~VISED FIELD PPACTICUM 

6 P/NC 

PAJTICIPATE (IZO HOU~S UNOEP SUPEP.ISIO~) IN a FIELD PLACEMENT 

AS A HUHAN SEPVICES HElPEF. 

PPEPE QUI SITES: 

Hl06580. HlD85.0 AND PERHISSION. 

FAll. ~INTE~. SP~ING/SUH"E~. 

MATTESDh. WOLF. 

Hl08195 

COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY P'ACTICUM I' AGENCY SYSTEHS 

3 

STUOEN'S PA~TICIPATE ONE DAY PEP WEEK I~ AN APPPOVEO AGENCY SITE 

UNOE. surEF,.SIDN Of A UNI.E~SITr PPOfESIO~ AND CLINICAL STAFf. 

STUDENTS W~ITE A C'ITICAl ANALYSIS Of THE AGENCY AS A HUHAN SE~'­

ICE OElIWE~Y SYSTEM. 

PPEPEQUISITES: 

CANDIDACY. HLDi580. Hl08540. PE'H15510H or INS,PuCTOF AND SUC­

CESSFUL P~E'PPlICATIDH. 

FAL~. 

"ATTESOh. WOLF. 

HlDe19i 

COUNSELING PsrCHOlOGY P.ACTICUH II: CLINICAL SKILLS 

3 

STUDENTS PAPTICIPATE ONE DAY PEP WEEK I~ AN APP~OWEO AGENCY SITE 
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UIDE' SUpt'"SIDN 0' A UNI.,'.'T, PRO'ESIO. A~D CL'NICAL S'Arr. 

S'UDENTS CON'LEIE A rllAL NASIE' P~~ECI OENONSI'ATI~6 INTEG~A­
1'01 or A'ADENIC AID 'LINI'Al S~ILLS. 

P'E'ElU 151HS. 

CAIOIDAC'. HLD"IO. NLOI'40. HLOI'". PE~NISSION 0' 'NIT~UCT~~. 

AND SUCCEssrUl 'iEAPPLICAIION. 

WINTE', SP~ING/SUNNE" 

•OA TTE 50 N. WOLF. 
HLDII04 

MO~KSHOP' WHDLISIIC EDUCAIION 

J 

THIS IS A COU'SE IN HEL"I, OlNEas I' HEL"NG SELr. IHE EK'EJ­

IEICE IS DESI'NEO TO CREA'E A POSI'I'E E~'I~O~IEIT WHICN SUP'O.IS 

TNE SELr-EK'LO'AIIOI AID "S.·TA.'"G lECESSA.' 10 ~[NO,[ TH' 

eA~'IE~S TO SELf-AWA'ENESS. SELr-LO'E' AND SELr·EKP~[SSIOIS. AID 

'E.SONAL AND p~orESSIONAL ErrECTI'ENESS. IHE COU~SE IS AN '"IEN' 

SI'E EKPE.IENCE IN 'EDISCO'E~ING WNO WE 'EALL' A~[ .NO LEA~NING 

10 rULLY ACCHI. LOYEr AIID NU"~E OUII lOTAl SELF. A "'""Y 

rocus Will eE T'AN'fE~~ING THESE S~'llS 10 ClASS.OON USE '" C'CE~ 

10 CJEAIE ClAS'OON EI'I'ONNENTS IN WH'CH BOTH .TUDENIS AND IEACH­

E'S EKPE"ENCE A REDUCIION IN IEGAII'E STJESS AID AN INCJEASE IN 

ErrECTI'E ACADENIC AND SOCIAL lEA'"ING. 10 A~RI'E AT IHIS GOAL. 

WE WILL USE NEINDOS AID CONCEPT' r~ol "ETAPH'SICS. GESTALI. CDI­

NUNICAIION IHEO'" TEl. GUIDED fANIAS', N[DITATION. a~EAN-INI[J­

P'ETAIIDN. ~ElAKATION I'AINING. DlGANllAIIONAL CllNAIE aE'ELC'· 

IENI. ClASS.OON GOAL ST.UCTU.ING_ 'AIIONAL-ENOII'E THE'AP'. AND 
T'ANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS. 

CrrE~EO BASED ON DENANo. 

CoNNUNIT, p,orESSO•• STArF. 

HLDIIOS 

NO,KSHO" W.IIING IN TNE ElENENTA" I'ADES. NOTI'ATION I TECH­

NIOUES 

2 

A CONPLETE APPROACH TO IEACNIN' NII'TING SKILLS rD' G~ADES 1-5. 

INCLUDING INI'DDUCING TOPICS. NORK SKILLS. NECHANICS. AhD E'AL~A­

TION. UPON CONPLEIION Of THE COURSE' SIUDEIIS WILL IE AilE TO 

STJUCT.'E W'ITING LESSONS rD. CHILDREN IHAT A~E NEANINGrUL AND 

CONPlETE. IT wilL INCLUDE "DII'ArIONAL TECHNIQUES. lAIGUAGE 

EIPERIENCE. lITE~A" rO.NAIS. AND E'AlUAIION lOOlS. IHIS IS A 

O[.ELO'NENTAL APP'OACH TO THE lEACHING CF IHE W'ITITNG SKILLS. 

OfFE~EO BASED ON OENAID. 

CONNUNIIY PROrESSOR. STArf. 

HLD9000 
CONNUNICATING AEST"ETIC 'llUES IH.OUGH SPO'T 

3 

INT'OOUCES STUDENIS TO AlIE'"'T"E VALUES ASSOCIATED NITH SPD'T 

IH~OU'H THE ANALYSIS Or SPo.T DOCU"ENTA" rilNS AND ~ELATEO 

TEKTSJ IESTS AWARENESS or CONCEPf' ATIACHED TO THE BEAUI' OF 

SPO.T; DlrrE~ENTIATES BETNEEN ·SUBJECT'VE" AND "OB~ECTIVE" 

AESTHETICS' CDNST.ucrs A NOOEl BASED ON THE AESTHETIC COMPONENTS 

or SPORT. 

FAll. ~ INTEF. 

lOWE. 

HlD9010 
SOCIOLOGY or TOU~ISN AND LEISUJE 
3 
P'[SENTS THEO'ETICAL AND '~ACT'CAL rUNCTIONS Or TOUFISN 10EIT'­
rlED AND DErIN[D AS A CONMUNICATIONS LESIU'E S'STE". 'ECOGNllES 
A"O DESC~IBES DlrrE'EIT NCDES or TOU~IS~ AS TH[' ACCOUNT FOP 
ST.ESS AND COUNTE'ST'ESS ALTE'NATIVES IN LEISU'E. DESIGNS A "ODEL 
fO~ ANALYSIS or rOU'ISN AS A rUNCTIONAL LEIS~~E S'STE~. 'A'IASLE 
C'EDIT COU'SE' THE P~ACTICUN FEATU~E CAN BE SATISfiED I~ ALTEF­
NATIVE NAYS. 

FALL. 

lOWE. 

HLD9030 

COUNIE~-ST'ESS AlTE'NATI'ES Fa. ADULTS 

3 

EIANINES 'HE ErrECTS Of SOCIAL ST'ESS IN U~BAN SOCIET'. DEFilES 

COUNTE~-ST'ESS ALTE'NATI'ES IN PLA' fO~ ADULTS. IDENTifiES AND 

ANAlYlES PSYCHOLOGICAL VA'IAILES AID T"EO'IES SU'PD.TIWf 0' COUN­

TE~'SfRESS AlIE'NATIWES IN PlA' AND ST~UCTURES A NaDEL rOIl THE 

PSYCHOLOGY or PlA' AND HUMOR. 

crrE'ED BASED UPON DENA_D. 

LOWE. 

"LD9041 

SPO.TS NANAGENENr Co"NUNICAIION S'STENS 

J 
"[[TS IHE NEEDS Of STUDENTS WHO A'E INP'OWII' THE'~ SI'LLS II 

S'O.T AONINIST'AIIIN or 'ECREaTlwE FIELDS. STUDENTS WilL ANALYlE 

YA~IOUS ADNINIST'ATIYE AID LEADE'SHIP STRUCTU'ES. ANa DfV'LOP A 

CONPlETE NANUAL or OPEJATING "OC[DU'ES ro, THE SP.'I S'ECIALT,. 

SPPJ"G/SU""E~.
lOWE. e •• STHf. 
"LD9110 
INTERCULTU~AL ASPECTS OF MODE'N OL,NPISM 
J 
DElINES THE YALUE IASIS Of T"E SYMBOLIC AND NOOE~N HISTD'IC 
G'O.T" Of OLYNP'SN AS A WORLD CONCEPT. DEVELO'S A NOOEl I EIT ••• 
'OlATES T"E EfFECTS or INIE'CULTU'AL 'NIE'ACIIONS OU~ING AND 
A'TE~ fHE GANES ON PE.SONAL. 'ATIONAl. AND TFAISIATI.IAL LE'ELS. 
rALL. SP~IN"SUNNE'. 
LOWE. 
HLD9ZOA 
~O~KSHOP: PRorESSIONAl OE.ELO'"ENT 'N CAREE~ GUID,NCE 
I 
IHIS COURSE WILL EKANINE CU'~ENT TPENDS ANa ISSUES IN THE CA'[E'

GUIDANCE fiELD. TH'OUGH OENuNSI~AIIONS. TEACHE~ ~AIOOUIS. 1'­

CLASS ASS"NNENTI. P'NEL CIICUtSION. ~CLE PLA' ANC 6~OUP DISCUS­

SION SIUOENIS Will lEAJN A YA.IEI, Dr CONCEPTS IN THE CA~EE' 

GUIDANCE FIELD • 

FAll. 

CONNUNIT, p~orESSO~. STArr. 

HLD9400 

G'IDUATE PROJECT IN INTE~PE'SONAl CON"UNICATION 

4-6 PINC 

DENONSIFATES THE ASlllTt ro SYNIHESllE G~ADUATE COU'SENC~K IY CE' 

VELOPING 'NO CONPLETING A PRO~ECI IN A REAL SETTIN6. E'ALUA'ES 

AND OOCU~E.TS THE '~OJECI UTllilN6 AND DEMuNST'ATING AN ACCEPT­

AlLE ' lEYEL Dr CONNUNICATION. CESIGN. oFGUllAIIOUl. AID HSEA~C" 

SKILLS. 

rAlL. NINTE~. SP~ING/SUHNE~. 

SJAfr. 

HLDUSO 
G~ADUATE THESIS IN INTERPE.SONAl CONNUNICAflDN 

4-6 

~NDE~ rACULTY SUPER'ISIO... THE STUDENT CEYElCPS A CO"~U'ICATICN 

THEOPY (OF NODlrlES AS ExrSIIN~ THEOFt) AND YAllDAIES IHE IHEOJY 

TH~OUGH A .160JoUS ENPI'ICAl OJ EIPE~INENrAl JESEA.CH. THE SIU­

DENT P~ODUCES A SCHDLA~L' MA THESIS ~HICH HEElS IHE PFcrESSIDNAL 

STANDAFOS Of W~ITING AND CONrENT. 

PJEFEOUI5ITES I 

CONPLETION or AT lEAST eOl or ALL COUPSENO~K AND APP~OYAl Of 

THESIS P~oPDSAl. 

rALL. WINTE~. SP~ING/SUNME~. 

SJAH. 

Hl09S00 

CONTINUOUS P~OGJESS--MASTERY lEA~NING 

J 

ST.OENfS cONsr'UCT A 'ATIONAlE AND DE'ElOP PLANS fOP I"PlENENTA­

TIOI OF AN INOI'IOUALllED CONTINUOUS P~DGRESS LEA~NING PROG~AN 

ro~ UPSAN CHILDREN. 

NOT SCHEDULED 10 SE offE~ED IN AY 81-82. 

SJAH. 

Hl09S0S 

ISSUES IN SOCIAL STUDIES EOUCAIION 

3 

CO.E'S PECENT TFENOS AND ISS~ES IN SOCIAL ST~OIES ED~CATION Ale 

DEVElOPNENTS IN SOCIAL STUDIES CU'~ICUlA. 

CfrE~EO SA SED UPON DENA NO. 

~ClENOPE. 

Hl09SlO 
CU~PENT TOPICS IN 'EAOING 
3 
DESC~ISES ~ESOURCES AWAllASLE 10 EDUCAIC~S INTEFESTEO I~ XEEPING 
AB'EAST OF CU~'ENT TOPICS IN 'EAOING AND TEACHES NETHODS rD. 00­
IN~ 'EADIN6 RESEA'CH. ' 

NINTEA. SPPING/SUNNE~. 

CONlE'. GODSdY. EAGLETON. 

HlD9SIZ 
CLINICAL P~ACTICUN IN ~EADING 
4 ~~ 
"OWIDES A SUPEF.ISED EIP[RIENCE IN fHE DIAGNOSIS AND FEHEDIATID 
OF ~EAOING PROSlEMS. 

P'E~EOUISITES' 

Hl09SIO. HlD9530. Hl09640. ~l09650. HLD5980 O~ PE'NISSION. 

W1NTE~. 
GOOSBY. 
ItlD9S30 
FEADING DIAGNOSIS 
3 
ID[NTIIIES rACIDFS NHICH INHISII SUCCESS IN FEAOIN' ••0 ANA lYlES 
~ESUlTA.T JEADING DlrfICUlIIES. SI~EN~rHENS SKillS IN IMPlEMENI­
ING DIAGNOSTIC P~OCEDUFES IN CLASS~OOM SETIIN'S. 
fAll. 
CDNLE'. 
HLD9S40 
SUPE~'ISION or ClASS~DDM TEACHE~S 

3 

DESCJISES NAJOF ELENENTS or A SUPE~'IS~~' ~ElAIIOWSHIPJ STUDEII 

CEYElOPS AND OENONST~ATES ABllIT' TO FACiliTATE lEA~NING IEIWEEN 
ADULT 5. 
~lNfH. 
S' OTT HA N. 
Hl09550 
lEACHING BASIC A~ITHNEIIC 
J 
ST.DIES THE BASIC AFIIHNEIIC NHICH UNDE~lIES THE ElE~ENIA.Y 
SCHOOL CU.'ICULUNS COfE.S APP~DPJIATE fECHNIOUES fO~ DIAGN051N6 
INSI.UCTING eASIC A'ITHNETIC CONtEPTS T( CHllO'fN USING j "~lfT 
cr CONC~ETE NANIPULATIVE NATE~IALS' EKANINES CU.'ENI ELENEITAJY 
CHLD Course Descriptions 193 
SCHOOL IIATHEMAIICS CU~~ICULA AND MAIE.IALS INCLUDING G'MES AND 
LA80~AIO~Y ACTIYITIES. 
SP~ING/SUMMU 
CHANG. 
HLD9560 
TEACHING E.~ICH.E.T MAI"EMATICS IN ELEIIENTA~Y SCHOOL 
] 
COVE~S APP~OP~IATE DIAGNOSTIC ANO INST~~CTIONAL ST~ATE'IES fe, 

~ON-A~ITHMETIC ELEIIENTS Of ~ATHEMAIICS INCLUOING GEO"EIFY. GFAPH­

ING. ALGEB~A. PPOBABlLITY. ~ET~IC HEASUFEMEIT. ANO P~OBLEM 

SOLYI"'. 

PPEPEQUISITES. 

HLD 9550 O~ EQUIVALENT 

SPUNG/SUMlln. 

CHANG. 

HL09S6I 

TEACHING fO~ E~FICHIIENT IN ~EAOIN' AND .ATHEIIATICS 

2 

THIS COU~SE IS OESIGNEO TC EXPAND TEACHE~S' SKILLS IN DEVELOPING. 

IMPLEIIENTING ANO EVALUATING CU~PICULUM. CONSISTENT WITH THE GOALS 

ANO OBJECTIYES Of A PA~TICULAP SCHOOL OIST~ICT. 

CffE~EO 8ASEO UPON DEIIANO. 

WILLI AilS. COIIIIUNITy PROf[SSO~. 

HL09562 
WO~KSHOP IN OIAGNOSTIC/P~ESC~IPTIVE TEACHING 
• P/NC
IHIS COUFSE OffE~S AN ON-SITE SELf-INSI~UCTIONAL STAff OEYELOP­
MENT P~OG~AII IN OIAGNOSTIC/P~ESC~IPTIVE lEACHING. 08JECTIYES A.O 
ACTIYITIES WE~E PLANNED fC~ PU~POSES Of EXPANOING IHE FANGE Of 
KNOWLEDGE' A81LITIES AND SKILLS UTILllEO 8T A LOCAL EDUCATIONAL 
AGENCY TO IIIPLEIIENI AN EfFECT lYE INOIYIOUALllEO INST~UCTIONAL 
PROGUII. 
PPEHQUISITES: 
P~IO~ COLLA80~AIIYE PLANNING 8ETWEEN LOCAL EDUCAIIONAL AGENCY AND 

GSU EDUCATION fACULTY. 

CffE~EO 8ASEO UPON OEIIANO. 

Will I AilS. 

HLD9590 
CU~~ICULUM IN UF8AN SCHOOLS 
] 
10LNTIrlES fACTO~S AfFECTING CUP~ICULUM OEYELOPMENT' STUDENTS EX­

AMINE A CUF~ICULUII SYSIEII IN CUP~ENT USE' DEYISE 1I00lflCATIONS 

APPPOP~IAIE 10 SPECifIED GPOUP Of CHILOPEN. 

SPF INGI SUIIIIE~. 

BFonIlAN. 8ECK. 

HL09610 

~ESEAFCH METHDDOLOGY IN HUMAN lEA~HING AND OEVELOPIIENT: EIIPHASIS 

IN ElEIIENTA~Y EDUCATION 

] 
DEYELOPS FESEA~CH IECHNIUUES f~~ USE IN CLASS~OOIlS. STUDENTS WILL 
IDENTifY CLASS~ODII P~08LEIIS. tESIGN A FEIIEOIATION STFATEGY. 111­
PLEMENT DESIGN. ANALYlE DATA. NAITE ~EPC~T. 
fALL. 
OU~ON • 
HL09611 
~ESEAFCH IIETHODOLOG" .EAOIN' AND WPITJ~G INST~UCTION]-.
ENABLES THE CLASSAOOII TEACHEA TO fOCUS eN A P~08LE" .ELATEI TD 

~EAOING INSTFUCTION. DETERMINE A SYSTEIIATIC APPROACH TO THE P~~­
8LE~ TO INP~OfE CLASSROOM TECHNIQUES ANC RESEAFCH IN FEAOING. 

PP[FEQUISITES, 

HL09510. 

WI NTEF. 

CONLEY. EAGLETON. 

HLD96 ]0 

~EAOING STFATEGIES fOJ I_DIYltUALI.ING INSTPUCTION 
]-5 

~EYIEWS LITEFATU~E ON INOIYIDUALllATION A~O THE LANGUA6E-~EADING 

PROCESS. STUDIES PUPIL fAPIAeILITY. OEYELOPS A MANAGE"E~T SYSTEM 

TO fACILITATE PE~SONALllEO OlA6NDSTIC 1~5T~UCTIOH IN A SPECifiED 

LEA~NING ENYIO~NMENT. 

PAEHQUISI TES. 

HL09510. HL095]O. 

fAll. WINTER. 

CONlEY. 

HL09640 

~EAOIN6 ~EIIEOIATION IN THE CLASS~OOIl 

4 

EXTENDS SKilLS IN THE USE Of DIAGNOSTIC INfO~MATION fOF PU~POSES 

~f PLANNING AND IMPLENENTIN' A 'RO,RAM fOF F,IIEDIATING 'EADING 

DiffICULTIES WHICH OCCUA IN THE ClASSPOOM. 

PHHQUISITES' 

HL09510. HL09530. 

SPAI NG/SUIIME~. 

EAGLETON. 

HL09650 

TEACHING 'EAOING IN THE CONTENT A~EAS
]-. 
DEVELOPS ·DI~ECT CONTENT APEA- ~EADING LESSONS. ~EVIENS LITE"­
TUPE ON CONTfNT .~EA READING INST~uCTIO~. COISTPUcTS "INI-TASK 
CENTEAS fO~ DIAGNOSTIC AND PEPSONALllED ~(AOING IN THE CONTEN' 
AHAS. 
P~E'EQUISITES . 
HLD9510 , HL095JO. 
~INTE" SPFING/SU""E~. 
CONLEY. GOOSBY. 
HL09660 
"ETHOOS or TEACHIN6 LEA~NING DISA8LED INOIYIOUALS 
] 
EIAMINES 'HE P~OfESSIONAL PPOCEOUAES FECUIFED TO PLA" AND I.PLE­

"ENT APP~OP~IAT( INSIU~CTIONAL P~OG~AIIS fOP INDIVIDUALS DEiCF'IEO 

AS HAYING SPECIfiC LEAANING DISAeILITIES. THE PLANNIN6. COOFOI­

HATING AND HANAGEMENT COIIPETE~CIES A~E CONSISTENT WITH A FECEaT 

fEOEFAL MANDATE TO INIIIATE INST~UCTIOHAL PLANNING f~OIl PIEOET(~­

"INED EDUCATIONAL GOALS (IEP). IHIS CD~~SE ~EQUI~ES 15-20 CLOCK 

HDUPS Of rIELD.O~K. 

PFEPEQUISITES. 

HL068Z0. HL09610. 

~INTEF. SP~ING/SUHIIE~. 
surr. 
HL09610 
CHA~ACTE~ISTICS Of LEA~NIN6 0lSA8LED ST~DENTS 
] 
EXAIIINES THE THEO~ETICAL fOUNDATIONS Of LEAFNING 0lSA81LITIES AND 

ATTEMPTS TO PEL ATE THE VA~IOUS CONSTRUCTS TO SUCH ISSUES AS CAU­

SATION. PFEYENTION AND SELECTION Of APP'OPFIATE PSYCHOEOUCATIONAL 

.EANS TO 10EHTIfY SPECifiC LEA'NING P~C8LEIIS. ADDITIONAL ATTEN­

TION IS GIYEN TO THE EffECTS OF THESE IkDlflOUALS UPON HIS OR HE~ 

fAMILY ANO COMMUNITY. THIS COUPSE FEQUI~ES 15-20 CLOCK HOUPS Of 

rJ ElO.O~K. 

P~EHQUISITES: 

HL06820. 
WINTE~. 
HOPKINS. 
HL09671 
CHAPACTE~ISTICS Of eEHAfIO~ CISOROE~EO SIUDENTS 
] 
THIS COUFSE EIPLOFES YAFIOUS DEfINITIONS. CAUSES. CHAFACTE'IS­

TICS. TFEATMENT. ANO TEAC~IN6 ST~ATEGIES IN THE EOUCATION Of 

STUDENTS WITH 8EHAYI0~ OISOPOE~S. THIS COUFSE PEQUIFES 15-20 

CLOCK HOUPS Of fIELOWORK. 

PPEPEQUISnES: 

HLOU20. 

FAlL. WINlEF. 

SHEFICA. 

HLD9690 

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS Of LifE STYLES IN UP8AN COMMUNITIES 

] 
OESC~18ES VA~IOUS LifE STYLES AND ANAlYiES OlffE'ENT LEA~NI.G EI­

fl~DNMENTS. DESIGNED TO P~OVIOE TEACHE~S AND ADMINIST~ATO~S ~ITH 

INfORIIATION THAT WILL ASSIST THE" IN PlAINING fOA INSTFUCTION. 

fALL. SP~ING/SUIIIIEP. 

STHf. 

HLD9112 
TEACHIN6 STUDENTS WITH 8EHAVI0~ OISOFOE~S 
] 
THIS COUFSE EIPLOFES THE CONDITIONS WHICH INITIATE AND .AIITA.I 

INAPP'OPFIATE SOCIAL 8EHAfJO~S WHICH INTEPfEF WITh LEAP~IN6. 

VARIOUS APPROACHES TO P~OGFA" PLANNING A.O IMPLE"ENTATION .AE [1­
AIIINEO FOP GFOUPS AS WELL AS fO~ INOIVICUALS. flELDWOFK 5E8UI'EC. 

UAlS. THIS COUASE AfQUI~ES 15-20 CLOCA HOUFS Of fIELOWDFK. 

PREPEQUISITES: 

HLO ••20 AND Hl09671. 

~I NTE~. 
H8£CK. 

HL091 ZA 

WO~KSHOP' COMMUNICATION SYSTEHS fO~ SP[CIAL EDUCATION 

2 

THIS WOFKSHOP MILL OEAL WITH T~AINING ECUCATOPS. PAAAP'OFESSION­

ALS. ANa SUPPO,T STAff WHO WOR. WITH EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS 8Y USING 

THE EDUCATIONAL AND THEFAPEUTIC APPLICATIONS Of THE CY8E~NETIC 

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEII. 

CffE~ED 8ASEO ON DEMAND. 

COHIIUNITY PFOfESSO~. STAff. 

Hl09128 
~O~KSHOP: ~ATCHIHG TEACHEF LEA~NE' STYLES 
] 
THIS COUFSE SHAFES YAFIOUS "ETHOOOL06IES IN PFESENTING .ATE'IAL 

IN THE CLASSFOOII. IT INVOLYEi MA'CHING fEACHE~ ANa LEA.NE' 

STYLES. BElNG A.AFE THAT CHILOFEN LEAP. IN DI'FE~ENT NAf.' ANa 

HAyING YA~IOUS TECHNIQUES AVAllA8LE. A TEACHE~ CA' ADAPT "E5EI­

TATIONS AND LEAPNING IIETHOOS TO fiT A CHILO'S COMPETENCIES. 1.­

TEFESTS AND NEEDS. WAYS IN WHICH THE CU~'ICULUM CAN 8' SYNCHFD­

NllEO WITH INDIVIDUAL DlffE'ENCES WILL BE [.AMINEO AND EXPLORED 

TO MAXIII12E LEARNEP'S EffECTIYENESS. 

~FfEPEO eASED ON OEHAND. 

COMMUNITY PROfESSOA. STAFf. 

194 CHLD Course Descriptions 
HLD"2C 
MotKSHOP, POSITlf[ ATTITUDES TOMA'oS lEA •• ING 

3 

D[IIGNEO '0 FACILITATE IN TEACHE~S SKILLS TO INVOLVE STUDENTS ,. 

CLASS ACTIVITIES. Mill UTllllE TECHNIIUEa IN DISCUSSION. 'EIN­

FO'CENENT. liSTENING. A~o oISEtVATION­
CfF[.EO BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITI P.OFESSO•• STAfF. 

HlDUZE 
MO'KSHoP' PSICHIAT.IC ASPECTS OF OIVo.CE 
2 
'HIS CO.~SE OfFE~S lEGAL. NEOICAl. AND MENTAL HEALTH PE~SOIIEL A' 
'Pro.TUIITY TO [X'NINE PSYCHIAT'IC CAUSES .NO 'ESULTS OF OIVO~CE. 
P'~TICIPANTS Mill EVALUATE AND I.OADEI THEI. PE.SONal SNlllS IN 
INTE'P~ETATION. DIAGNOSIS. ANO APP'OP~IATE INTE'VENTION. AS NEll 
AS 6AIN G'EATE' UNOE.STANOIN' OF THE KNONlEDGE AND SKillS OffE'EO 
IY OTHE' P.OfESSIONALS IN ~ELATEO fiELDS. 
GffE.EO BASED ON OENANO. 
CONNUNITY P'OFESSOI. STAff. 
Hl0912G 

fiNANCIAL AID INfO'NATION fOP HIGH SCHOOL COUNSELO~S 

I 
NOST HIGH SCHOOL COUNSElO'S HAVE LITTLE ACCESS TO INfO~NATIOH ~E­

lATING TO INDIVIDUAL faNllY QUESTIONS 'EGA'OING fO'NS COMPLETION 

AND fUNDING SOU'CES. THIS NO~KSHOP fOCUSES ON INfO~MATION PElAT­

ING TO SPECIfIC fAMILY SITUATIONS AND THEI' .ElATloNSHIPS TO 

APPLICATION fO'MS. ALSO INCLUDED IN THE WO~KSHOP MILL BE A LIST­

ING Of fINANCIAL AID SOU'CES Of A 'ENE~Al NATU~' AND SOU.CES Of A 

MO'E SPECIfIC NATU'E USING A COMPUTE' DATA BASE LOCATED AT ,SU 

ENTITLED GUIDANCE INfO'MATION SYSTEN (GIS I. 

fAll. 

STAff. 

HL09lZH 

Mo'KSHOP IN HELPING THE P.oBLEM STUDENT (SEMINA" 'ATIO~AL 

ENOTIVE EOUCATIONI 

I 
TN[ INSTITUTE fo, ~ATloNAL LIVING IN NEW YO'K TOOK THE PHilO­

SOPHY AND TECHNIQUES Of ~ATIO"Al EMOTIVE PSYCHOTHE~APY AND AP­

PLIED IT TO lEA'NING AND EMOTIONAL 'ESPONSES IN CHILO'E~. THEI 

HAVE DEVELOPED THE "lIVING SCHOOL" WHICH COMBINES TEACHING THE 3 

"5 MITH 'ATIONAl THINK IN'. THIS COU~SE HilL P'ESENT THIS MODEL 

MITH TECHNIQUES rou CAN UTILIZE IN IOU' OHN CLASS'OOM. 'ATIONAl 

ENOTIVE EDUCATION MO.IS MELL MITH CHILO~EN IN G'AOES 4-IZ. 

GffE.ED lASED ON DEMAND. 

CDMNUNITI P.OfESSO'. STAFf. 

HLUtHI 

MO'KSHOPI GifTED EOUCATION/INOIVIOUALIZATION 

2 

THE PU.POSE Of THE fl'ST LEVEL G.AOUATE COU~SE IS TO INT.OOUCE 

STUDENTS [N'OllEO IN THE COU~SE TO THE BASIC PHIL~SOPHY AND 

.ATION'LE APP.OP.IATE IN MO'KING HITH THE GifTED lEA~NEF AND TO 

P'OVIOE THE STUDENTS HITH MEANINGfUL ST'AIEGIES AND OELlvE~r 

SYSTEIS IN ErfECII.ElY IMPl[MENIING A SeUNO INOIVIOUAlI1EO P~O­

G'AM IN THEI~ P'OfESSIONAl SETTING. THE COU~SE ~EQUI~ES THE STU­

DENT TO DEVELOP. IMPlENENT. P'ACIICE AND EVALUATE A SPECifiC PLAN 

Of ACTION IN TH[I' P~Of[SSIONAl SETTING. 

tffE~EO lASED ON DEMAND. 

CONMUNITY P~OFESSO'. STAff. 

HLDt12' 

~O~KSHOP' INfO'NAL 'EAOII, IN'ENTO'Y--~EVIEW INO EXPANSION 

I 
THIS COU.SE IS DESIGNED fO' TEACHE~S WHO HAVE CONPlETEo THE DIS­

T'ICT .59 ~EAbING CLINIC O~ ~I'HT-TO-'EAO SPONSO~EO INfO~MAl 

'EAOIN' IN.EIITo,y COU'SE. TOPICS COVE~EO IN THIS CO~~SE Mill IN­

CLUDE 'EVIEW Of DIAGNOSTIC P~OC[OUIES A~O A 'EVIEH Of THE p,o­

CEOU~ES fO~ AONINISTE'ING 1'1'5 AID DEVELOPING ~E"EOIATION PLANS 

Allo P'O&~AMS. 

fAll. WINTE', SP~ING/SUMME~. 

COMMUNITY P'OfESSO'. STAfF. 

Hl0912S 

~O'KSHOPI HANDLING STAfF 'NO STUDENT ST'ESS IN THE SCHQOlS 

3 

THI5 COU.SE EXAMINES THE _ATUIE OF ST'ESS AIIO THE UNIQUE WAY IT 

IM'ACTS 01 THE ClASS~OoM. IT DEALS WITH HOM THE P'OFESSIONAl CAli 

UNDE.STANO IHE CAUSES AND EffECTS Of ST~ESS AND MANAGE THIS 

SnESS IN THEIP LIVES ANO THE CUSSPOOM SITUATION. 

MI NTE'. 

COMMUNITY PIOfESSO~. STAff. 
IIL0912T 

HO'KSHOP' HUMO' AND C'EATIVITy 

3 

IHI' COU~IE IS DESIGNED TO BE A PE~SONAllI EN.ICHING AIID P~ofES­

'IDIAlLY USEFUL H'Y fO OISCOV,' fH, HUMC' AND CREATIVITY IN OU~­

SElV,'. STUDENTa WILL EXPlO'E THE IIATU'E Of HUMO~ 4NO C~'AflvlfYI 

TH[ .ELAfIONSHIP B[TMEEN -"AHA- AND -AHA"' HOW TEACHE~S. PARENTS. 

AID HELPIN' P'OfESSIONALS CAN CONSCIOUSLY CAll ON THEI' OWN SENSE 

OF HUMD' AIIO THEI' C'EATIVE PROILEM SOLVING ABiliTIES. AND HOW A 

VA.IETI Of MAGIC T,ICKS CAN BE EMPLOYED TO ACHIEVE SE~IOUS EDU­

CATIONAL 08~ECTIVES. 

MINTE'. 

CONNUNITI P'OfESSO'. STAff. 

Hlon ZO 

~O~KSHOPI DISCIPlINE-A CA,ING fO~ QUAllTr 

1 

POSITIVE MEANS OF DISCIPLINE lASED ON THE IASIC D["OC~ATIC P~,.­

CIPlES Of MUTUAL 'ESPECT AND THE NEED fOP SOCIAL O~OE~ Wll( BE 

DISCUSSED ANO OEMONST'ATEO IN DEPTH IN THIS COU~SE. 

CffE~EO BASED ON OENANO. 

CONNUNITI PPOfESSO'. STAff~ 

lil091ZZ 

WO~KSHOP: MOTIVATION fOR BASIC SKlll-TUFNING KIDS ON TO BASICS 

Z-3 

IN THIS COU.SE PA,TICIPANTS will EXPE~IENCE OolENS Of ST~ATEGIES 

DESIGNED TO PEINFO.CE .NO DEVELOP BASIC SKILL C'NCEPTS TH.OUGH 

THE USE Of POPULA' MUSIC. MO.IES, GAMES. CONTEST. "ACTION" AhO 

CTliE~ TECliNIQUES. PA~TICIPANTS Hill SHAFE SOME Of T~EI~ OWN 

TECHNIQUES OU'ING THE COU~SE. 

CffEFEO lASED ON DEMAND. 

CONMUNITI P.OfESSD'. STArf. 

Hl091Z1 

HO~KSHOP. LEA~NING TOGETHE~ l ALONE I 

Z 
THIS ACTIVITY-CENTE'EO WOF.SHOP WILL OEMONSTFATE ~OM TC APPFO­

P'IATELI USE CODPE.ATION. COMPETITION A~O INOIviOUALI1ATION AT 

ALL AGE lEVELS TO IMP'OVE BASIC ACHIEVEMENT. POSITIVE SElf-ESTEEM 

CONST'UCTIVE CONfliCT ••NO "UMANISTIC DISCIPLINE. THE USE OF THIS 

APPFOACH MITH MAINST'EA"ING P~OGRAMS Will ALSO IE EXPlO'EO. 

CffE~EO BASED ON OEMANO. 

COMMUNITI P'OfESSOF. STAff. 

HlD91 Z5 

~O~KSHOPI C'EATIVE ClASS~OOM MANAGEMENT 

3 

bTlll_ATION or 8EHAVI0~ MO'lfICAIION T.AINING AND APPLIED TECH­

NlgUES IN CLASSFDDM "ANAGENENT IN THE EDUCATION Of CHllO~EN HIT~ 

LEAFNING AND BEliAVIO. DiffiCULTIES. 

CffE~EO 8ASEO ON DEMAND. 

COMNUNITI P'OfESSO'. STAfF. 

Hl091Ze. 

~O~KSHOP' MASTE~I lEAFNING 

I 
THIS COU~SE IS DESIGNED TO P~OVIDE A THO~CUGH INT~OOUCTICN T& THE 

MASTE~Y lEA~NING aND COMPEIENCI BASED EDUCATION MOVEMENT HHICH 

HAS ~ECOME A TOPIC THFOUGHOUT THE COUNTFr. THE COU~SE WILL 

P'OVIOE PAFTICIPANTS HITH A KNOHLEDGE OF THE THEG~Y. FESEAFCH. 

AND PFACIICAl EXPE~IENCE IN DEVELOPING INSTFUCTIONAl UNITS AND 

TESTS fO' IMPlENENTING MASTE" lEA~NIHG AHD C8E. ~ANOS-ON EXPEF­

IENCE HITH A COMPUTE~ W~ICH HAS BEEN DESIGNED 10 NANAGE SUCH A 

PFOGFAM IN SCHOOLS Hill ALSO BE P.OVIDEt. 

CffE~EO BASED ON OE"AND. 

CONMUNITY P'OfESSO~. STAff. 

Hl091ze 

WO~KSHOPI BASIC ~ESPONSIBllITI T~'INING 

3 

THE IMPOFTANCE Of MAKING INDIVIDUALS 'ESfONSIBLE fOF THEI~ OH' 

BEHAVIOFS. DECISIONS. SUCCfSSES AND fAllUPES HIll BE CLOSELY 

EXAMINED. THE P'IMA~Y fOCUS OF THIS WO~KS~OP WilL INCLUDE' 

~ATIONAl THINKING/LiViNG ST'ATEGIES. BASIC P~IHCIPlES Of BEHAVIO. 

P'ACTICAL APP'OACHES TO MODlfllNG BEHAVIO~. SPECifiC FATIONAlE 

AND TECHNIQUES fO~ APPLICATION Of RESPO~SIBllITI IN TliE 

CLASSPOOM. 

CFfE~EO 8ASEO ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY P~OfESSO'. STAff. 

HL091Z9 
wO.KSHOP, IINDVATIVE APP.CACHES TO 'EAOING , M~ITING INST~UCTION 
1-] 
THE P~OCESS AND APPLICATION Of ~EAOING AND WFITIIIG SKillS IS A 

COU'SE IN DIAGNOSTIC AND CO'~ECTIVE TECHNlgUES USED IN ClASS~CGM 

TEACHING. TEACHE'S Hill BE GIVfN A BASIC UNOEFSTANOING Of · CON­

CEPTS AND P~ACTICAl TOOLS WHICH CAN BE TAllO~EO TO THEIJ STU­

DENT'S NEE05. IN THI5 EXPERIENTIAllY-BASED HO~ISHOP. PA'TICIPAIITS 

Will COIST~UCT AND SHA~E EDUCATIONAL TECHIIIQUES AND OEVICE5. 

tFfE~EO aASEO ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PPOfESSO'. STAff. 

Hl091H 

.O~KSHOP: MAKING CLASS~ OOW G~OUPS HO~K I 

I 
EACH Of US CAN BE PA~T Of MANY G~OUPS Ou~IN' OUI WEEK. eUT f'~ 

THE ClASS.OOM TEACHE~' .0',IN6 NlfH G~OUPS IS A DAilY "00 TO 

J.OO OCtUF~ENC£. TO BE AWA~' OJ AND TO BE Aell TC USt G~OUP PIG­

CESS OINANICS EffECTIVELY IS A C~ITICAl SKilL. THIS IS ESPECIALLY 

T~UE IN THOSE SCHOOLS WHE~E INC'EASEO CLASS SllE IS. I~ONICALl'. 

IHE ~ESUlT Of O[CLINING EN'Oll"ENT AND "AINST'EAMING P~ESSU'ES. 

OFfE~EO BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITI PPOfESSO'. STAfF. 

Hl0913B 

HO~KSHOP' MAKING CLASSFOOM G~OUPS NO'K II 

I 
CONTINUATION Of MA~IN& CLASSROCM G.OUPS wO~~ PA'T I. 

PH'EQUISITESI

HLOtl]A • 

CfF[~EO BASED ON oENANO. 

COMMUNITY P'OfESSOI. STAff. 
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HlD91!C 

SPO~TS COMNUNIClTION SKIllS rD. COACHING (BASEBAll) 

I 
THE NATIONAL CONFE~ENCE ATTPACTS MANY PA~TICIPANTS fOP fUlfllllN, 
PJOfESilONAl AND EDUCATIONAL GOALS wITHIN THE DOMAIN OF 8ASE8All. 
EOUClTIONAl ACTIWITIES MADE AVAIlA8lE A~E f.AMEO TYPICAllY AS 
SYMPOSIUMS. CLINICS. aNa WOPISHOPS. IT IS THE PU~POSE Of THE 
COU~SE TO "AXI"liE THE lEA~NIN' DPPO'TU~ITIES fa. CONFE~ENCE 
PHT ICIPANTS. 

CFFE~EO BASED ON DEMAND. 

CoMMU~ITY P~OfESSO" STAfF. 

Hl097!H 
INWESTIGATING THE lEAP"ING STYLES OF CHllD~EN, . 
THIS COU~SE WIll P~OYIoE TEACHE~S ~ITH PROCEOU~ES fO~ ANAlY1ING 

lEA'NING AND 8EHAYI0'. P~OOCUEOU~E. Fa' IDENTIfYING lEA'NING 

STYLES OF CHllo~EN (INfO~MAl P.oCEDU~ES). AND "ETHOOS fa' DEVEl­

CPING INSTFUCTIOHAl ~ECOMMENoATloNS Fa' TEACHING CHllO~EN aASEO 

~N ASSESSMENT OF THE lEA~'ING STYLE. 

SP.ING/SUMMO. 

COMMUNITY PFOFESSO'. STAff. 

Hl097]0 
~O~KSHOP: 'EAOING 
I 
THIS COU'SE Will ACQUAINT TEACHE~S WITH THE CONTE'T. SEIUENCE AND 

METHODS Of TEACHING 'EAoING. THE COU'SE WILL ALSO ACQUAINT 

TEACHE~S WITH "ETHOOS T~ DIAGNOSE ANa TFEAT CHllO'EN'S SKILL 

ABILITIES AND NEEDS IN ~EAoING. WE Will ALSO EXPlO'E CoNTEMPO'A'Y 

ISSUES ANa METHOOS IN THE A'EA Of ~EAOI~G. GEA'Eo TO TEACHE'S IN 

K-5. 

CFfE~ED BASED ON OEMAND. 

COMMUNITy P,ofESSo,. STAff. 

HlD97 !9 

WO~KSHDP: TEACHE~ EfrECTIYENESS T'AINING

z-] 
TEACHE~ EFfECTIYENESS TPAINING IS A COU'SE IN ClASS~OoM CO"MUNIC­

ATION AND PFOBLEM SOLYUG. IN W~ltH THE WO~TH Of ~UMU BEINGS IS 

UPPE,MOST. AND NO ONE ·lOSES·. THE SKillS AFE DESIGNED 

TO INYITE STUOENTS TO BE FESPONSIBlE. A'o TO PAPTICIPATE IN OEC­

ISION-MaKING AND P~O.lEM-SOlVING P~OCESSES. THE EXPE~IE.TIAllY­

BASED WO~KSHDP P~OYIDES DPPoaTUNITY TO P'ACTIC( THE SKillS AND 

EXPE~IENCE-EffECTIVENESS IN TEACHE~-STUCENT ~ElATIONSHIP. 

CFrE~ED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITy PPDfESSO" STAFf. 

HlD914A 

WO~KSHOP: TEACHING APT--LEFT-HANOED ST~ATEGIES 

Z 

THIS COU.SE WIll EXPloPE THE CONTENT Of aPT NOT ~UST AS A P'OCESS 

ANO TECHNIQUE. BUT AS STEMMING r~OM THE NATU~E Of EXPE'IENCE. THE 

EXPE'IENCE Of DIALOGUE BET~EEN ONESELF (THE WO~lD Of IDEAS AND 

fEELINGS) AND A SPECifIC APT MATE~IAl. WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT 
• IGHT-8~AIN fUNCTIONING COULe BE APPLIED TO "lEfT-HANDED" TEACH­

ING METHODS SO THE TEACHEF COULD 8EGIN A SElF-ACTUAlllING P'~CESS 

IN AN APT CONTEXT. EXPlO~ATION Of TWO-CIMENSIDNAl MEDIA WOULD BE 

fOllOWED TO A lOGICAL OUTCOME: P~ACTICI~G THE ~ESUlTS Of THAT 

EXPLD'ATIDN IN THE ClASS~DOM WITH CHllO'EN AND lATE~ Ir POSSIBLE. 

kiTH ADULT MEM8E~S Of THE COU~SE. SUPPCJTIVE rEEDIACK AND EVALU­

ATION WIll HELP THE STUDENT SYNTHESllE THE EXPE~IENCE. 

CffEFED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY P~OfESSOP. STAff. 

HlD9HI 
WO~KSHDP: CA~EE~ COUNSELING AND PLACEMENT 
I 
THIS COU~SE WilL ADD~ESS SPECifiC COUNSELING CCNCE~NS A~O SKILLS 
~ElATED TO P~E-EMPlOYMENT PLACEMENT ANa ~CCUPATIONAl SU~VIVAL 
TFAlNI~G. 
WINTEF. 

COMMUNITY PFOfESSO" ST.fr. 

Hl09HC 
kO~KSHOPI ADMINIST~ATIVE CD~CEPTS I~ CA~El~ GUID.NCE 
1 
THE KEY TO EfrECTIVE CAPEE~ GUIOANCE INC PlAtEMNT P~06~A"S IS 
EffECTIVE AND KNOWLE~GEABLE AoNINISTPATCRS. BOTH AGENCY AND 
EDUC.TIONAl AoMINIST~ATO~S CAN BENEfiT f.OM THIS CoU~SE AS IT 
P'ESENTS A SYSTEM APP~CACM TO P~OG~AM PLANNING. STaff DEVELOPMENT 
AND P~OG~AM EVALUATION. 
SP~I~G/SUMME~. 
COMMUNITY PPDfESSOP. ST.Fr. 
HLD9H] 

kO~KSHOPI ACTION ~ESEA~CH FO~ ACTIVE TEACHE~S
2 . 
'HIS COU~SE EXAMINES THE FESLA~CH P~DCESS IN AN EOUCATIONAl Mil­

IEU. PA~TICIPANTS Will 8E ~EQUESTED TO IDENTIFY P~OBLEMS. DEVELOP 

~ESEAPCH DESIGNS. COLLECT AND ANALYlE OATI AND DEVELOP C~NClUS­

IONS. 

crfE~EO BASEO ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITy PJOfESSO" STAFf. 

Hl091H 
WO~KSHDP' MEE'IN6 NEEDS Of EXCEPTIONAL CHILD~CN IN THE PEGUlA~ 
CUSS~OOM 
] 
'HIS COU~SE IS DESIGNEO TO P~OVIDE TEACHEPS ~ITH THE OIAGNOS'IC. 
INST~UCTIONAl AND EVAlUATIOI SKIllS NECEsSA" TO E,rECTI.ELY 
TEACH EXCEPTIOIAl CHllO~EN WITHIN THE ClASSPOOM. COU~5E PA~TICI­
PANTS Will BE ACTIVELY AND EXPE'IENTIAllY INVOLVED IN THE ACQUIS' 
ITION Of oIA~NOSTIC. INSTPUCTIDNAl. AND EVALUATION SKILLS AS A 
~E5UlT Of APPLYING THEM DI'ECTlY TO STUCENTS IN THEI' ClASSPOO". 
CffE'EO BASED ON OEMANO. 
COMMUNITY P'OfESSOP. STAff. 
Hl09146 
~O~KSHOPI 61fTED EOUCATIO~-AOMINISTPATICN 
I 
THE fOCUS OF 'HIS COU~SE IS THE STAGES fO~ INITIATING A.D INPlE­

MENTING A GIFTED PROGRAM. TOPICS INCLUDED A~E: BE61NNING ANO 

IMPLEMENTING A GlfTEO PPOGFAM. WilTING GOALS. OBJECTIVES. ACllvl­

TIES. EVALUATION DESIGNS. ORGANllATIONAl MODELS. AND SELECTING 

PEPSONNEL. 

CfFE~ED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PFDFESSO •• STArF. 

HlD91H 

kO~KSHOP: PE~SONAl G.OWTH FO. EDUCATOPS 

Z 

'H,oUGH INOIVIOUAl EXPE'IENCES. GROUP ACTIVITIES AND flElO EXPE'­

IENCES. EACH STUDENT WIll IE TAUGHT TO BECDNE MOPE IN~E'-DI'ECTED 

AND TIME COMPETENT. THE THEOIETltAl IDEAS Of MASLOW. ~06E'S' 

CaNIS. SHOSTIOM. ,0lLO MAY. ~AYMDND GALE. CHA~lES HA~PDEN-TU~NE" 

AND OTHE~ ACTUALI1ING THEO~ISTS A~E P~E'ENTEO AND OISCUSSEO. THE 

ENPHASIS OF THIS fl~ST lEVEL G'AOUATE CCUPSE IS ON THE CONTINUING 

INTEG'ATION Of CONCEPTS ANa EXPE.IENCES TO.A~O THE GOAL OF fUllEP 

SElf FEAlllATION AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF UNTAPPED CaPACITIES. 

CfFE~ED BASEO ON DENANo. 

COMMUNITy P~OfESSO'. S'AFr. 

Hl097U 

WO~KSHDP: THEO~IES & TECHIIQUES Of HUNA~ISTIC EDUCATION 

! 

THED~E'ICAl CONSIOE~ATIONS CENTPAL TO THE P'INCIPLES Of HUMAN­

ISTIC EDUCATION. THE MOST fPEQUENTlY USED ST~ATEGIES IN HUMAN' 

ISTIC EDUCATION. ANa FESEA~CH ON THE EfrECT Of HUMANISTIC TECH­

NIQUES Will BE P~ESENTED. THIS toU'SE Will E"PHISliE THE SElF­

OISCOVE~Y OF paPTICIPANTS IN ~ElATIDN TC THEI~ OWN HUMAN VALUES 

ANO ATTITUDES. THIS IS 80TH A PE~SONAl G.OWTH COUFSE AND AN 

INTPODUcTION TO HUMANISTIC EDUCITIDN. 

CFFE~EO 8ASEO ON DEMAND. 

COM"UNI'Y PPOfESSOF. STAff. 

HlD9150 

~O~KSHOP: MOTIVA'ING THE NO Effa.T STUDENT 

1 
THIS COU.SE _Ill EXAMINE WAYS THAT "NO-EFFD~T· STUDENTS CAl IE 

TUPNED 01 TO THEIP PDWE' AND TO THE ~ICHNESS Of lEA.NING. 'HIS 

CDU~SE INCLUDES A ~EvIEW Of 'ESEAPCH. SUCCESSfUL STPATEGIEi AND 

ST~UCTU~ES. AND A CHANCE TO oESIGN/.PPlY/EVAlUATE METHODS ro. 

YOU~ STUDENTS. 

~FfE~Eo BASED ON DEMAND • 

COMMUNITY PPOfESSO'. STAff. 

HlD9151 

WD'KSHoP: VALUES ClA~lfICATIO~ AND MDPAL DEVELOPMENT 

1- J 

THIS CDU.SE Will AOo~ESS THE TEACHEI'S APP~OPFIATE FOlE II THE 

STUOEN' DEVELOPING PEPSONAl ETHICS AND ~ELATE VALUES CLA~rfICA­

TION/MO~Al DEVELOPMENT TO SDlYING SUCH ClASS~OOM PFOBlEMS AS 

MOTIVATION. DISCIPLINE. 'ESPO~518IlITY. Ala BASIC EDUCATION. 

CffE.Eo lASED ON oEMA~o. 

COMMUNITY PFOfESSO~. STAfF. 

Hl09156 

~O~KSHOPI HUMAN C'EATIVITY 

1 
WHAT IS C'EATIVITYt ClN IT BE TAUGHT. CAUGHT. OR A.E YOU 80~1 

WITH ITt CAN C'EATIVITY EVEF BE NE6ATIVEt A~E PEOPLE MO.E lIKEL' 

TO BE NO'E C~EATIVE AT SOME AGES THAN DTHI.St HOW 00 YOU VALUE 

YOU~ OWN C~EATIVITY7 THAT Of STUDENTSI CDES CIEATIWI'Y ALWAYS 

EVIDENCE ITSElf IN • PiOOUCTt 'HIS INT~CDUCTD'Y COUPSE WilL 

P~OVloE A BASE fOR A FOllOW-UP ClASS.OD" APPlICATION_ 

CffE~ED 8ASEO ON OEMAND. 

CD"MUNITY P~OFESSO~. STAFf. 

HL09/51 

WO~KSHOPI TELEVISION EffECTIYENESS T~AI.IIG 

1 
TELEVISION EffECTIVENESS T~AI"I"G Will fOCUS ON THE UTlI1ATION Of . 

TV AS A TEACHING TOOL. CONSIOE'ATIDNS WILL BE 61VEN TO PillE TIME 

PFOG~A"S ON CDM"E'CIAl AND PUBLIC NETWO'KS AS WELL AS INST'UC­

TIDNAl Tv. PARTICIPANTS Will EXAMINE A,AllABlE PESDU~C[S AND THE 

VA~IOUS O'GANllITICNS P~EPA'IN' STUDY MATE.IAlS. PAPTICIPANTS 

Will DEVELOP CLAS5~00" MATE'IAlS TO fIT THEI~ PA~TICUlAP EDUCA­

TIONAL NEEDS. THE COU~SE IS ALSO INTENO(O TO DEVELOP C.ITICAl 

VIEWI NG SKILLS. 

~ffE~EO SASED ON OEMAND. 

CO""UNITY PPOfESSOP. STAff. 

HlD9160 
MD~KSHOP: LEA'NING TD'ETHEP & ALONE II 
~A~TICIPANTS WILL CONTINUE TO DEVELOP AND 'EfINE T"Elf AaOWlEI5E 
aNa SKilLS PElATEO TO IMPLENEMTING COOPt.ATIVElY STPUCTU'ED 
196 CHLD Course Descriptions 
CLASS~OOM ENVI.ONMENTS MITH PA~TICULAP EMPHASIS IN ESTABLISHING 

T'UST AND DEVELOPING LEADE~SHIP CAPABILITIES. 

PIIEIIEOUISIlES' 

HLD ,rz J. 

orrEIiED BASED ON DEMAIO. 

CONNUNIT, PIIorESSO~. STArr. 

HLD9162 

~OIlKSHOPI THt ~ELUCTANT LEAIINE~ 

2 

THIS COU~SE FOCUSES 01 THE STUDENTS MHO NEED SPECIAL HELP' THE 

STUDENTS MHO AilE NoT ACHIEVIN' IN SCHOOL BECAUSE or EM~TIDNAL 

BEHAVIOII 011 ATTITUDINAL PIIOILEMS. THE CCITEIT MILL INCLUDE IJ 

THEO~[TICAL CONSIOEIIATIDNS. Z) PIIACTICAL SOLUTIONS. J) SUPPO~T 

FO~ TEACHE~S MHO AilE DISCOUIIAGEO 011 OVEIIMHELMED. AND 4) FOLLOM-UP 

rOil SUGGESTIONS MADE. 

~rrE~ED BASED ON DEMAIO. 

COMNUNITy p~or[SSo~. STArr. 

HLD9164 

MOIIKSHOP, C~[ATIVE MIIITIN' FOil LEAIIN[IIS 

J 
THIS FI~IT-LEVEL '~ADUATE COUIIS[ IS DESIGNED TO HELP PAfTlelPAITS 

EI~DLLED IN THE CDUIISE BlTTllI UND[~STAND THE HISTO~Y. PATIONALE. 

uII6ENT NEED. OEVELDPMEIT AID CU"EIT STATUS or C~[ATIVE .PITI.G 

LEAIININ' PIIO'"AMS. 

OFFE~ED lASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITy PliorESSOP. STArr. 

HLD9765 

MOPKSHOP' PIIDCESS LEAPNII' Fall FuTUPE 

J 
THIS COUPlE IS DESIGNED TO HELP EDUCATOPS 8ETTEP U~OEIISTANO THE 

HISTOIIY. IIATIDNALE. UP'ENT NEED' D[VELOPMENT AND CUII~ENT STATUS 

OF PIIOCESS-CENTEPED LEAPIIIG PIIOGIIANS I. THE USA. FUTHEII. THE 

COUIISE IILL P'ESEIT NOT ONLY A VAIIIETY OF ALTE~NATIVE APPIIDACHES 

TO PIIOCESS-LEA~NING BUT A SPECIFIC LEAII.ING MODEL FO~ AGES J-20. 

~FFE~[O lASED ON DlMAND. 

COMMUNITy PIIDFESSDII. STAFr. 

HLO" .. 
NO_KSHDP' G~OUP DYNAMICS/CIIICLE DISCUSSION 
J 
PA.TICIPANTI MILL IE EXPOSED TO THE INT£~P[IISONAL 'ELATIDHSHIPS 
TH[DIIY THAT UIDEIILIES THl HUMAN DEVELDPM[HT P~OG~A" C[VELOPED BY 
IESSELL AND PALDMAIIES. THIS THEDIIY ENPHASllES THE DI~ENSIONS or 
• N.,I[NESS. MAITEPY. SOCIAL INTEIIACTION. AND GIIDUP DYNAMICS STIIUC­

TUllE CALLED THE -MAGIC CI.eLE"' NITHIN NHICH STUDENTS DEWELOP 

ANAIIENESS, MASTEIIY AND SOCIAL INTE~ACTION SKILLS. 

eFrE~EO eASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY p~DrESSOII. STArF. 

HL097f>8 

MO~KSHOP' INOlvlDUALllATIDN INST~UCTION 

J 
THIS MUFK5HOP FOCUSES 01 TECHMIOUES ro~ MEETING INDIVIDUAL 
STUDENT NEEDS. THESE TECHNI'UEI INCLUDE IDENTifYING THE LEA~NING 
STYLES Dr STUDENTS. TESTIN6 DIAGNOSES. CEVELOPING "AT[PIALS rOil 
~EMEOIAL AND COIIIIECTIVE TEACHING. ANa ESTABLISHING "ANAGEMlNT 
SYSTEMS. 
tFFEIiED BASED ON OEMANO. 
COMNUNITY PIIOFESSDII. STAFF. 
HL09169 

.O~KSHOP' AD"INIST'ATIDN I SUPEIIVISION CF SPECIAL EDUCATION 

J 
THIS CDUIISE IS INTENDED FO~ P~ESENT AOMINIST~ATIO. PUBLIC SCHOOL 

PE.SONIEL. PflleIPALS. ETC •• AS MELL '5 THOSE INvOLVED IN A. 

INTEII[STEO IN ALL LEVELS or SPECIAL EDUCATION ADMINIST'A"DN AND 

SUPlIIVIIIO_. THE COU~SE PFESENTS AN DVE~VIEM OF CU~IIENT SPECIAL 

EDUCATION AOMINIST'ATIDN PATTE.NS IN USE THJOUGHOUT THE COUNTY. 

SPECIAL FOCUS IS GIWEI TO PIIOGIIAM OIl&ANI_ATION. STATE LAMS AND 

ADMIHIST~ATIDI PATTE.IS. 

eFFE.ED lASED ON DE"ANO. 

COMMUNIT, P.OFESSOII. STArF. 

HL09l10 

NO'KSHOP IN ~EAI PIAGET AND THE EOUCATICNAL PIIDCESS 

J 
A STUDY OF THE INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHILD - AGE 0 TO 
12 - STIIESSIN' THE EAPLY CIILDHOOD ASPECTS ACCOPDING TO ~EAN 
pIA&ET'S GENETIC EPISTEMOLOGY. IMPLICATIONS r05 T"E [OUCATIONAL 
PIIOCESS -- AT HOME IFATHE" MOTHEII. EXTEIDEO F.MILY ~ELATIDN­
5HIP5)' -- AT SCHOOL IHUFSEIIIES. DAY CA'E. P~ESCHOOL. ELENE.TAfT 
UP TO JIIO GIIAOE. SPECIAL EDUCATION).
OFFEIIED BASED 01 DEMAND. 
COMMUNITy PlIorESSO•• STAFF. 
HL09HI 

MOIIKSHOP, POSITIVE BEHAVID~ FOil EXCEPTIONAL CHILOFEN 

1 
THIS MOIIKSHOP lASED ON I UNIOUE 'PP~OACH TO DEALING HITH 8EHAWI0~ 

P~OBLENS II THE CLASSIIODR MILL rocus ON THEOFETICAL APPPOACHES 

TO THE CORCEpTS OF "NOIINALITY". "HEALTH". ·,IESPONSIIILITY" AND 

-POME~· AND OH PPACTICAL TECHNIQUES TO TUIIN IEHAVIOII PFOBLEMS 

INTO CLASSIIDOM MENTAL HEALTH. 

eFrE'EO BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITy P.O'ESSD•• STAFr. 

HLD9U2 
.O~KSHOP: O~GANllING A IIESPOHSIVE CLASSFOOM 
2 
THIS MOFKSHOP IS FOP TEACHEPS MHO MANT TO TUNE INTO STUDENTS' 
INTFESTS AND USE THEM AS A 8ASIS rap TEACHING. PA~TIClpANTS MILL 
COVEF INST~UCTIONAL TEC"NIOUES THAT PIIOMOTE AhO ENCO~~AGE STUDENT 
INVOLVEMENT ANa OPPOIITUNITIES FO~ TEACHE'S TO CONSTFUCT "ATE~IALS 
FOP THEI~ CLASSIIOONS. 
tFrE~EO BASED ON OEMANO. 
COMMUNITy PPOFESSO~. STAFF. 
HL0911 J 
MO~KSHOP: STFENGTHENING THE HOME-SCHOOL ~ELATIONSHIP 
1 
THIS COU.SE. DESIGNEO TO HELP TEACHE~S BECOME MO~E EFFECTIIE II 

DEALING MITH PAIIENTS. MILL EMPHASllE THE I"POIITANCE OF STFONG 

HOME-SCHOOL ~ELATIONSHIPS. MANY PIIOWEN ST'ATEGI[S IN POSITIVELY 

CEALING MITH ANa MINNING THE SUPPOIIT AND APPFOVAL OF PA~ENTS MILL 

BE DEMONST~ATED AND P'ACTISED. 

CFFE~ED eASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITy PFOFESSDP. STAFF. 

HL0918' 

NDIIKSHOP: INDI'IOUALIIED [OUCATION P~DGPAM- OIAGNOSTIC. P~ESCIIIP­

TI WE. EVALUATIVE 

2 

THE PU.POSE OF THIS MD~KSHDP IS TO PIIOWIDE TEACHE.S .IT_ SIILLS 

MHICH NILL ENAeLE THEM TO COPE MITH THE FEALITIES OF MAINST~EAM' 

ING AND THE PIIOCESS OF P~EPAIIING ANa USING I.DIVIDUALllEO EOUCA' 

TIONAL PLANS "ANOATED BY PUBLIC LAM 94-142. 

CFrEFED BASED ON OEMAND. 

tOMMUNITY p~orESSO" STArr. 

HLD91e1 

HOPKSHOP: TEACHIHG FEAOING IN THE COHTE~T 'PEAS 

I 
~EADING SKILLS CO"MOI TO ALL CCNTENT APEAS AS MELL AS SPEelALllED 

SKILLS F05 MATHEMATICS. SOCIAL STUDIES. ETC. MILL BE DISCUSSED. 

PAFTICIPANTS MILL IE INVOLVED II ACTIVITIES IHICH CAN IE INCOFPO­

~ATED IN CONTENT A~EA CLASS~ODM LESSONS. 

CFFE~ED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PFOFESSDII. STArr. 

HLD91!e 

MO~KSHDP: GIFTED EDUCATIOW STFATE6IES •••• 

1 
THE FOCUS OF THIS COU'SE 15 THE DEVELOPMENT OF APP.OP~IATE CU'­

flCULUM FO~ MEETING THE HEEDS OF 10ENTIFIED GIFTED STUDENTS. 

TOPICS INCLUDED A~E: VAIIIOUS APPFOACHES TO DlrFE~ENTIA'ING CUPFI­

CULUM lASED ON BLDDN. GUILFO~D. ANa MILLIAMS. CPEATIIE QUESTIO_­

ING TECHNIOUES. AND APPIIOP~IATE MATEFIALS FO~ GirTED. 

crrE~EO BASED ON OE"AND. 

COMMUNITy PFOFESSDF. STAFF. 

HL09189 

.O~KSHOP' CFEATIVE O.AMATICS IN THE CLASSPOOM 

1 
THE OVEF-ALL OB~ECTlvE OF T"IS COU~SE IS TO MOTIVATE TEACHE'S 

TDMA~ A CLDSE~ IIlLATIDNSHIP 11TH CHILDIIEhl AhD TC P~OVIDE SGNE 

wOPKAILE TECHNIOUES AID MATEIIIALS FOP Of VELa PING THIS hlM 

DIMENSION. 

~rFE~ED BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITy PPorESSOP. STAFr. 

HL09190 

MO~KSHOP' 100 NAYS TO I"PFOVE SELF-CONCEPT 

3 

SELf-ESTEEM INCFEASlhGLY DEPENDS UPON CUF PE~SONAL E.PEFIEHCES IN 

DAILY LIFE ANa LESS UPOh PFAISE FPO" OTHEIIS. MOFKSHOP PA~TICI­

PANTS MILL LEAFN A HEM THEOPY OF TEACHJ~G THAT TAKES THIS DEVEL' 

~PMENT INTO ACCOUNT. SKILLS FOP INCFEASING SELF-ESTEE~ 'ND T"EI. 

~ELATIDNSHIP TO MOTIVATION 'NC OISCIPLI~E IN THE CLASS~OOM MILL 

BE EXPLOHD. 

GFFE~ED eASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITy pFDFESSO~. STAFF. 

HL0919Z 

MO.KSHOP: GirTED EDUCATION leENTIFICATICN 

I 
THE rocus OF THIS COUIISl IS THE ESTABLISHMEIT or A STEP I' STEP 
PPOCESS rOF IDENTIFYING roup GlrTEO STUDENTS. TOPICS INCLUDED AilE 
• DEFINIYIONS OF GlrTEDhESS. CHA~ACTEPISTICS. AN OVEPVIEM OF ILL' 

INOIS GIFTED P~OGFA". METHODS AND INST.UMENTS FO~ IDEaTIFleATION. 

trFEFEO lASED ON DE"AND. 

COMMUNITY PlIorESSO~. STAFF. 

HLD919 , 

MO~KSHOP: NFITIHG IN THE ELEMENT •• Y GFAOES 

2 
DESIGNED TO rO$TE~ UHOEPSTANDING OF THE HISTOPY. OEVELCPMENT AID 
CU~IIENT STATUS OF C~EATIVE M~ITING LEA~~ING PIIDGFAMS. ALTEFNATIVE 
APPPOACHES TO HELPING STUDENTS M~ITE C~EATJVELY MILL BE EXPLDPED 
AND A SPECIFIC LEA.NING MODEL FO~ AGES ]-20 PIIESENTEO. THIS 
COUPSE MILL NOT DEAL MITH GTHE~ LANGUAGE A~TS COMPONENTS. 
CFFE~ED dASED ON OEMANO. 
CO~MUNITY p~orESSOIi. STArr. 
CHLD Course Descriptions 197 
HlD9794 

MO~KSHOP: OIAG~OSTICS 'O~ THE lEA~NIN6 £ISABllITy TEAtHE~ 

Z 

STUDENTS lEA~N TO CONDUCT. AOMINISTE' MAJO. DIAGNOSTIC INSTfU­

• E_TS. SCOfE AND INTEPP'ET TEST PE~'O'MANCES. UTllilE OBSE~'A­

TIONS 'D~ OIAGNOSTIC PUPPOSES AND OEVElEP INST~UCTIONAl OBJEC­

TIYES '~ON OIA'NOSTIC '1~0IN6S_ 

OFFE~EO BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY P'O'ESSO~. STA", 

Hl09796 
~D~KSHOP' lEA'NING TOGETH[~ AND ALONE III 
I 
PA~TICIPANTS WIll CONTINUE TO DEYElOP A.O ~E'INE THEI' aNOWlEDGE 
AND SKillS 'ElATED TO IMPLEMENTING COOPEFATIYElY ST'UCTU'ED 
ClASSFDOM ENYIFON~ENTS IN ~EGA'O TO MAI~STPEAMING WITH PA~TICUlAF 
EMPHASIS ON CONSTPUCTIYE CONrllCT FESOlUTION AND GPOUP COMMUNICA­
TION SIIILlS. 
P'E~EQUISITES: 
Hl091Z1. HlD9160. 

G'FEPEO BASED ON OEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PPD'ESSDF. STA". 

HlD91" 
~O~KSHDP' ENEfGY , STPESS IN THE CLASS' CON 
Z 
EMPHASIS ON P~OfESSIONAL SUPPO.T GPOUPS AS A ME4NS Of 'EDUCING 
ISOLATION AND MANA61"' J08-~ELATEO ST~ESS. PA~TICIPATICN IN A 

P'OfESSIONAl SUPPO.T G~OUP MO£EL MILL 8E 'EATU~ED. 

Gr'E~EO SASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PfDrESSD~. STA". 

HLDnOI 

WO~KSHDP' WflTE ON' NEW NAYS/NEM YEA~ 

I 
A SPECI,IC LEAPNIN6 MODEL 'O~ C'EATI'E M~ITIN6 MILL IE DEYElOPED. 

STUDENTS WILL lEAPN HOM TO IMPLEMENT ANC E"LUATE A SIMI LA. PPO­

GPAM IN THEI~ OWN PfOfESSIONAL SETTING. 

C'fE~EO 8ASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PPO'ESSD •• STA". 

HL09atO 

CU~'ENT ISSUES IN EA~LY CHILOHCOD EDUCATION 

1 
DOCUMENTS OI"E.ING VIEMPOINTS ON SEfE~'L CU~'ENT ISSUES. STU­

DENTS MILL EXAMINE THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS AND C~"ENT STATUS 

Of ISSUES. "TAME A PUBLIC STANO ON ONE ISSUE TO INfLUENCE THOSE 

fESPONSIBlE fOP OETE'MININ6 ITS OUTCOME. 

FAll. 

8EAP. 

Hlonzo 

INT'OOUCTION TO EDUCATIONAL ACMINISTRATION 

1 
OE5C.18ES OFGANI',TION 0' EOUCATIO •• AD"INST~'TIVE T'SKS. LEAOE'­

SHIP IE"A'IO~. 'OLES Of SCHOOL PE'SONNEL AND POLICY 'O'MATION. 

STUDENTS MILL APPLY CONCEPrs TC A SCHOOL SETTING. 

'ALL. SPFIN6/SU~ME'. 

..OTTMAN. 

HLonzz 

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ADMINIST.ATrON AND SUPERVISION 

3 

INT'OOUCES THE PfOSPECTlvE ADMINIST'ATO~ TO THE VAFIOUS fEATU'ES 

C, AN ElEMENTA~Y SCHOOL. THE O.GANllATIONAL ST~UCTUPE. CUP.ICULUM 

OESIG~S. INST~UCTIONAL DESIGNS. AND ADMrNIST,.TlvE 'OlES AND '£5­
PONSIBrLITIES MILL BE INDENTI'IEO. ANALY1ED AND DISCUSSED. 

fALL. SPFING/SUMME'. 

MICHEL. KA ISE" 

HL09810 

THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

1 
tTUDIEt THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE AS A UNIQUE TYPE 0' EDUCATIONAL IN­

STITUTION. SUP,'TS Thl HII'O'ICAl DCVELCPMEN'. PHILOSOPHICAL 

SASES. CONT'DL' CU~'ICULUM. AND STUDENTS fOUND IN CO,MUNITT COL­

LEGE SySTEM. 

fAll. 

DEEM. 

HLOn31 

COMMUNITY COLLEGE AD"INIST~ATIO. 

1 
£IAMINES COLLEGE AOMINrST'ATIDN. INCLUDING PGLICY-SETTlaG. IN 
.'EAS Of COLLEGE OPEFATIONS. PAFTICUlA~ A'TE~TrON IS GIVEN TG AO­
MINIST'ATION IN A PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGE. 
""EQU ISJTES: 
HLDgezo. HLD9810. 

NINTE'. 

DEEM. 
Hl09840 

SCHOOL LAW 

1 (.PLOFES THE LEGAL BASIS 0' T~E SCHOOL 'NO THE fELATIONS BETWEEN 
SacUL P~OILE"$ AND fEOEUL AND STATE COUH DECISIONS. "INCLUDES 
LEGAL FIGHrS or ADMINIST,.TO.S. TEACHE~S. PA.ENTS AND STUDE_TS 
ALONG NITH COU~T DECISIONS ON 
PUCTltE. 
MINTE" SP~ING/SUMME'. 
MICHEl • 
DUE P'OCESS, EQUALITY. AND MAL­
HL091141 
GOVE~NMENT POLICIES IN THE PU
1 
10ENfiFIES THE IN'lUENCES Of 
IllC SCHOOL 
THE STATE ANO 'EDE'Al GeVEfNNENT ON 
THE SCHOOL AND THE 'O'CES AffECTING ITS OPE'ATION. DESIGNED AS A 

COMPANION COU~SE TO HLO 19601 HOWE'E" THEFE A'E NO PPEFEQUIS­

HES. 

SPPlNIiISUMME •• 

MICHEL. 

HL099 11 

PFACTICUN rN ADMINrST'ATION ANO SUPEF'ISION I 

1 PlNC 

P'O'IOES A SCHOOL SETTING IN MHICH THE STUDENT OEVELOPS AND UTll­

IlES A YAPIETY 0' ADHINIST.ATION AND SUPE.vISDFY SKIllS UNDEf 

SUPERYISION. CONSIDERS 8UOGET. CUP'ICULUH AND PE5S0NNEL MAUEPI. 

PHFEQUISITES. 

PEPM ISS ION. 

FALL. WINTE~. SPFING/SUMME"

IFOTTMAN. MICHEL. ~AISE" 

HlD991Z 

P'ACTICUN IN AOMINIST'ATION A_O SUPE'fJSION II 

1 P/~C 
PFO,IOES AN EXTENDED EXPEPJ,NC' IN • SCHOOL SETTING 1_ MHICH THE 

STUDENT DEVELOPS ANO UTILllES A VAflETY G, ACMINISTPATI'E ANO SU­

PE~VISO~Y SKILLS UNDER SUPE.vrSION_ CONSIOEFS E'ALUATION TECN­

NIQU[S. COllECTI'E BAPGAINING. PUBLIC 'ELATIDNS. AND PFEPAFATIGN 

Of PEPOFTS. 

PPEHQUISITES. 

PEFM ISSJ ON. 

'ALL. NINTE" SPFING/SUMME" 

'~OTTMAN. MICHEL. ~AISEP. 

HLonz9 

INTEPNSHIP IN SCHOOL PS'C~OLDGY 

6 P/NC 

THE INT[PNSHIP MILL SE TA~EN A,TE' COMPLETION 0' THE M.A. IN 

SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY AND CAN aE ENPOLLEO I~ ONLY A'TEP ACCEPTANCE 

8Y AN APP.OVEO INTEfNSHIP SITE. 

P'E'EQUISITES'

M.A. IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY. 
'ALL. NINTEP. SP'ING/SUMME"
OIMIT'O'f. HUGHES. MHITAKEF. 
HLon 30 

"ADUAT[ THESIS 

6 PlNC 

IN THE MASTEF'S THESIS A STUD[NT NOPal CLOSELY WITH THPEE 'ACULTY 

MEMBE'S (PFINCIPAL ADVISO', SECONDAP' AO'ISO' IN SP'CIAlT' '.'A' 

SCOPE ADVISOF OUTSIDE SPECIALTY A'EAI DEfElOPING AND caMPlETI., 

CPIGINAL THESIS P'OPOSAL. 

"EPEQUISITES: 

PE~MISSION Of COMMITTEE. 

FALL. MrNTEP. SPFING/SUMME~ • 

STAff • 
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A LAB IN NANDLIN5 STAFF AND STUDENT ST'ESS IN THE SCHOOLS 
HLD 7...1 
AINO.NAL PSYCHOL05Y HLD 5aJ' 
ACADENIC CONNITTEE SENINA' IN HUNAN SE.VICES HlO 6718 
AOL[~IAN FANILY COUNSELING "LD 85 •• 
AONINIST.AfION ANI SUPE'VISION IN HUNAN SE.VICES HLD 612. 
AOOLESC[NC[ HLD 5'40 
ADULTHOOD HLD 5.50 
ADVANCED CONNUNICAflON 'ES[ARCH HLO .040 
ADVANCED EIPE'INENTAL PSYCHOL05Y HLD 5••0 
ADVANCED GENE'AL PSYCHOLOGY HLD 5070 
AD'ANC[O INDIVIDUAL THE'APY fECHNleUES. ADULT "LD 154' 
AO'ANCEO INDIVIDUAL THE'APY TECMNI'UES. CHILD HLD 1541 
ADVANCED SEMINA. IN PSYCHOANALYTIC THED.Y HLD 'Z18 
ADVANCED TECHNIOUES' • •• HLD 15JI 
AD'ANC[D TH[D'IES IN COUNSELING AND THE'APY HLO 17Z5 
ADVE.TISING AS CONNUNICATION "LO 5580 
ADVE.TISIN5 STRAfEGY AND CONSUNE' IEHAVIO' "LO 561. 
AavOCACY IN HUNAN SERVICES HLD 7.10 
ALTE'NATIV~ H[LPIN& MODES FD. MDMEN HLD 5.90 
APPLIED APP.OACHES TO HUMAN CONNUNICATION HLD .011 
AUTONATION IN LIB'APIES HlD 59'A 
IE5INNING COUNSElIN' , HUMAN 'ElATIDN SKillS HLO In. 
BEHAVID. P.DBlENS HlD .11. 
BEHAVID. P.OBlENS FOR CLASS.DDN TEACHE'S HLD .50. 
.EHAVIO. fHE~APY HLD 85'5 
IIDrEED8ACI 'SELr-'E5UlATIDN HlD 5Z02 
ILACK CHilD IN THE suaU.IAN SCHOOLS HlD "'A 
IlACK VALUES AND U.IAN TEACHE. EDUCATION HLD 7.z. 
ILACK/MHITE SOCIETY AND TME DELIVERY Dr HUNAN IE.VICES 
CAREE' EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS MLD .110 
HlO .71. 
CHA.aCTE~ISTICS or IEHAVID. DISD.DE'ED STUDENTS HlD '671 
CHa'aCTE.ISTICS OF lEA.NING DISABLED STUDENTS HLD ,.,. 
CHA.aCTE.ISTICS OF TME MENTAllY '[TARDEO HlO .17. 
CHilD AND FAMilY IN THE CDMNUNITY MLD 1.13 
CHilD OEVElOPNENT HlO 51za 
ClASS'OON USE OF INST.UCTIONAL MATE'IAlS HlO 557. 
CLINICAL P~ACTICUN IN READING HLD '512 
CD'NITIVE DEVELOPMENT HlD 51za 
CD5NITIVE PSYCHOl05Y APPLIED TO INST.UCTIDN HLO 51 •• 
CDHNUNICATING AESTHETIC VALUES T•• OUGH SPO.T HlD , ••• 
CONMUNICATIDN , CHANGE FD' THE.APISTS AND EOUCAToas MLO 767. 
CDNMUNICATION AND HUNAN SEXUALITY HLD 113. 
CONMUNICATIDN FO. INDIVIDUALS MITH SPECIAL N[EOS MlO 711Z 
COMMUNICATION OF INNOVATIONS HLD 55.5 
CDNNUNICATION 'ESEA'C" HlO 62.' 
CDNNUNICAflON SENSITIVITY MlD 57.0 
COMMUNICATION _ORKIHDP ON HUNAN SEXUALITY 
CONMUNITY COllEGE AOMINIST'ATIDN HlD '.11 
CONNUNITY CDllE5E CDUNSElIN5 MlO .5Z0 
COMNUNITY CONMUNICATION SYSTEMS HLO 5710 
COMMUNITY COUNSELING HlO .350 
CONNUNITY MENTAL HEALTH SENINA' HlD 1340 
CDNNUNITY ORGANI2ATION HlD .75. 
CDMPUTE'S IN EDUCATION HlD 75 •• 
CONFLICT MANA5EMENT HlD 55.' 
CONFllCf 'ESOlUfION HlD 63•• 
CONSULTATION AND SCHOOL SfA'F DEVELOPMENT 
CDNSUlfATION SEMINA. IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY I 
HlO 7..1 
HLO 1510 
HlO .,,, 
CONSULTATION SENINA' IN SCHOOL PSYCHDlDIY II HLD "16CONSULTATION SENINA. IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY III HlD 15"COMSUlfATION SEMINA. IN SCHOOL PSYCHOlOIY HLD ., .. 
CONSULTATION SKillS HlD 761F " CONTEMPORARY ISSUES II HUMAN 'ESDU.CEI-MANaGEMENT ON .ESE"ATIDNS 
HlD 7..Z 
CONTEMPDRA.Y 15SUES IN INDIAN EDUCATION MlD 7611 
CONTSNUOUS PROI'ESS--MASTERY LEA'NINI NlD '50' 
COOPE'ATIVE EDUCATION MLD .372 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION HlD 617. 

COOPE'ATIVE EDUCATION HlO .171 

CO'-SElINI , PSYCKeT"E'APY' INT'OIUCTION (SIM' HlD 65.. 

COUNSElIN5 AND 5UIOANCE IN INTE.NATIDNAl PE.SPECTIVE Nl' 631Z 

CDUNSEllNI PSYCHOlOIY P.ACTICUN I' AIENCY SYSTENS HlD .'.5 

COUNSELING PSYCHDlOlY P'ACTICUN II' CLINICAL SKllli HlO '7'6 

COUNTER-ST'ESS AlTE.NATIVES FO. AOUlTS HlD 9011 

C.ISIS INTE.VENTIDN HlD 6410 

CUlTU'Al ASPECTS OF NENTAl HEALTH HlO 8210 

CUlTU'E AND COMNUNICATION P.OCESS HlO 5710 

CULTU'E AND NESSAIE DEVELOPNEIT (SIN) HlO 5140 

CUlTU~E AND ST~ESS HLO 718. 

CUlTU'E/CDMMUNICATION AND THE ClASS'DDN TEACHE' HlO .IZ. 

CU"ENT DEVELOPMENTS IN EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLDIY HlD 81.1 

CU"ENT ISSUES IN IILINGUAl-BICULTU'Al EDUCATION HlO 7••• 
CU"ENT ISSUES IN EARLY CHilDHOOD EDUCATION MlO 981. 
CUR.ENT TOPICS IN 'EADIN& HlO '51' 
CU"ICULUN AND INST'UCTIDN IN EA.lY CHilDHOOD EDUCATION 
HLD 7920 
CU •• ICUlUN IN U.BAN SCHOOLS HlD 95'0 
DEVELOPMENTAL DIFFE'ENCES IN SPECIAL EDUCATION HLD 461Z 
DIFFE'ENTIATEO STAFFING PLANS' TEAN T[ACHINI "lD 7640 
DIVO.CE AND THE EFFECTS OF CMANGE ON THE FANllY Hl' 55t' 
D.UG AIUSE AND T'EATNENT .IV. COUNSELOR T'AININI - SHO.T T,'N
ClltNT SYSTEHS HlD 1681 
D.UI AIUSE ANa TIEA'NENT III. rUNDANEN'AL fACTS AND INSIIHTS 
HlD 7"A 
EA~lY CHILDHOOD ASSESSMENT HLD 1.3. 
EA'lY CHilDHOOD OEVELOPNENTAL DIIA8ILITIES. 81.TH TH~DU'" A&E 
TH'[E HLO 7150 
EA.lY CHilDHOOD EDUCATION HlO 7'4' 
EDUCATIONAL INPllCATIONS Dr BLACK HISTO.Y 'CUlTU'E HLD 715. 
EDUCATIONAL INPllCATIDNS OF lifE STYLES IN U"AN CONNU.ITIES 
HlD '690 
EDUCATIONAL P'OCEOU'ES FD' THE T'AINABLE NENTAllY HANOICAPP[D
HlO 6140 
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOlOIY AD.INIST'AfIDN NO'KSHDP HlO 1171 
ElENENTA.Y SCHOOL AOHINIST'ATION AND SUPE.VISION HlD 'IZZ 
ETHICAL ISSUES IN HUHAN CDNNUNICATION HlD 5560 
ETHICS. ISSUES I. HUMA. 5E.VICES (SIH' HlD 51'Z 
ETHICS. P'OFESSIONAl S'ANDA'OS IN .ESEA'CN ANa SE.VICE (S'N'
HlD 5190 
ETHICS' 'IGHTS or NENTAl PATIE.TS AND .IIHTS TO STAND T'IAl (liN)
HlO 5191 
ETH'CS, .IGHTS OF TEACHE~S IN THE TEACMINI p,orEISID. (SIH,
HLO 5191 
ETHNIC HIND'IT'ES I. THE UNITED STATES HlD 197. 
EVALUATION OF HUNAN SE'VICES HLO IJ40 
EVALUATION OF NO'NalllATION IDEOlD'Y IN HUNAN SE'VICES "LO "5t 
EVALUATION OF T.A'NING P.O&'AHS HLO 7ZI1 
EXPLORATIONS IN SELF. CUlTU'E AND COMNUNICATIDN HlO ,5J. 
FANllY COUNSEL IN' HlD 5210 
FANllY lAM HlD 5211 
FAHllY THE.APY TECHNleUES HlD 8547 
rlElOS OF MElFA'E SE~'ICES HlD 71Z. 
FllN AND Tv DDCUHENTAIY HlD 562. 
FINANCIAL AID INFO.HATIOI FO_ HI'" SCHOOl COUISElOlS NlD '721 
rOUNOATIONS OF NO'NALllATIDN 10EOlOIY IN NUHAN SE'VICES 
HlO 7111 
FUNDANENTAl CONCEPTS IN HUNAI CONNUNICATION (SIM, HlO 57,. 
'AN' THED.Y AND CDHMUNICATION HlO 55.0 
GEN[~IC HUHAN 5E"ICES HLD .,10 

&OVE.NHENT POLICIES IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOL "lO 9.41 

I'ADUATE P.D.lECT IN IN'E'PE'SDNAl CONHUNICATION HlO 94 •• 

I'ADUATE SEHINA' IN ABNO.NAl PSYCHOLOGY HLO 8141 

I'ADUATE SENINAI IN COGNITIVE PSYCHOLDIY HlD IZ46 

I'AIUATE SENINa. IN HUNAN OEVElOPHENT HlO 1245 

G.ADUATE SENINAR IN SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL PSYCHOlOIY HlD 1247 

G'ADuaTE SEHINA' IN THE HISTD.Y OF PSYCHDlOIY HlO .144 

I'ADUATE THESIS HlD 9930 

&'AOUATE 'HESIS IN INTE.PE.SONAl COHNU.ICATIO. HlO '45' 

G.OUP COUNSElINI. ADULT/ADOLESCENT HlO 85.5 

I'DUP COUNSELING' CHilO HlO .510 

"OUP DYNAMICS' INTE'V[NTION HlD 851. 

"OUP P.OCESS HlO 6'7' 

G.OUP THE'APY IN TA HlD .217 

GUIDANCE fO. CHllO'EN HlO 64Z. 

HEALTH CONCElNS OF ClASS.DOM TEACHE'S HlD 7••0 

HISTD.Y AND PHilOSOPHY OF EA'lY CHilDHOOD EDUCATION "lD 8.t. 

HUNAN APP'AISAl (SIN) HlD .430 

HUNAN CONSCIOUS MESS HlO 5140 

HUNAN NEU'OPSYCHOl05Y I' I.AIN FUNCTION "lD 85,0 

HUMAN N[U.OPSYCHOlOGY II' Cl'NICAl ASSESSHEIT HlO •••• 

HUNAN NEU.OPSYCHOlOIY III' 'ENAIllITATION HlD 8710 

HUNAN SERVICE SYSTEHS HlD 6.40 

HUNAN SYSTENS CHANIE HlD ••50 

HUNAN VALUES HlD 515. 

MYPE.TENSION. HECHANISNS ".EATHENT HlD 539. 

INA'IN5 P'OCESS II THE.APEUTIC CDNNUNICATION. TMfO.Y AND AP­
llCATIONS HlO 8051 
INOEPENOENT STUDY HLD 75.0 
INDEPENOE.T STUDY I ••• _ HlO '600 
INDIVIDUAL ASSESSN'Nf I' INTEllIIE.CE NlO ..10 
INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT II' PERIONAllTY HLO 8.,. 
INOIVIOUAl COUNSEL IN' , THE'APY' CHilD HlO .5•• 
INDIVIDUAL COUNIElIN' AND THE.APY' ADULT HlO 1545 
INDIVIDUALllATIDN HLD 4610 

INOIVIOUALllEO IMSTPUCTION rDP A 'LU~ALISTIC LEA~NINi ENV ••OIIEI' 

HLO "01 

INOIVIOUALlllNi 'PEKINOEPGA.'EN CU.~ICULUN AID INSTaUCTION 

HLO 8012 

INFO~MATION SERVICES IN GUIDANCE HLO !511 

INNOVATION 'POCESSES IN EDUCATION HLO '561 

INS'~UCTIOMAL OEVELO'NEN': DESIGN HLO 5.10 

INTE.CULTURAL AS'ECTS OF MOOEPN OLYNPISM HLD 9110 

INTERCULTUPAL COMMUNICATION IN HUMAN SE'VICES FO. INDOCHINESE 

HLD 5745 

lNTERCULTU'AL THE'APEUTIC COMNUNICATION SKILLS FO' INDOCHINESE 

HLO 5146 

INTEPOISCIPLINAPY TEAM WOPK HLO 6100 

INTERNSHIP IN SCHOOL PSYC~OLOGY HLO 9.2. 

INTPODUCTION TO COMPUTEP APPLICATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS 

HLO 5611 

INTPOOUCTION TO EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTPATION HLO .120 

INTRODUCTION TO INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION HLD .210 

INTPODUCTION TO MONTESSORI FOP TEACHEPS AND PAPAENTS HLD 502' 

INTRODUCTION TO OPGAII1ED HUMAN SEPVICES HLO '190 

lNTPOOUCT10N TO SOCIOMETR' AND PS'CHOOPAMA HLO 5510 

INVESTIGATING THE LEAP"ING STYLES or CHILOPEN HLO .,3H 

ISSUES IN SOCIAL STUOIES EOUCA'ION HLO 9505 

JUVENILE OELINQUENCY HLO .,12 
LAI IN ALTEPNATIVE LIFEST'LES ANO THE HEL'ING p.orESSIONS 
HLD 6415 

LA. IN ASSEPT1VENESS TPAININ6 HLO 54'0 

LA. IN 'ASIC HUMAN PELATIONS HLO 5110 

LA. IN HUMANISTIC TEACHING SKILLS HLO 3010 

LA. IN TPANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS HLO 5300 

LABORATOP' IN AUTHENTIC WOMAN/MAN PELATIONS HLO 510a 

LA'ORATO~Y IN HIDOEN FEELINGS ANO MEANINGS. HLD 14 •• 

LA'OPATOPY IN INTEPPEPSONAL GPOMTH HLO 5950 

LA.OPATOP' IN PEPS aNAL GPOW'H HLO 6090 

LANGUAGE CONCERNS OF CLASS~OOM TEACHEPS HLO 4660 

LEAOEP EFrECTIVENESS TPAININ6 HLO S02A 

LEADEPSHIP ANO STAFr 'ELATIONS HLO 1017 

LEAPNING COGNITION I "LO 5310 

LifE CYCLE OEVELOPMENT ~LO 5411 

LIFE PLAN MANA6EMENT IN HUMAN SE~vICES HLO 70ao 

LIFE STYLE ANALYSIS HLO 1650 

LISTENING' 'HEOPY AND P~OCESS HLD 5520 

MAINSTREAMING rOk REGULAR EOUCATD.S HLO 71'4 

MANAGEMENT or INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT HLO .177 

MANA61NG COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS HLD 59.0 

MA~'IAGE COUNSEL IN' HLO 1660 

"ATEIIALS FOR [LEMENTARY ANO SECONOAR' LIIRAPIES 'PE K-IZ 

HLD 5910 

NATH IN ELEMENIARY SC~OOL I HLO 4.41 

MATH IN ELENENTAPY SCHOOL II HLO 4.4Z 

MEDIA IN O~GANllATIONS ~LD 10ZO 

NETHOOS or INSTPUCTION rop 'HE EOUCABLE MEN'ALLY PE'APOEO 

HLO 1011 

ME'HOOS or 'EACHING LEAPNING OISAILEO INDIVIOUALS HLO 9660 

MDOELS OF COGNITIVE DEVELO'MENT IN EAPLY CHILOHOOO EOUCATIOI 

HLO 1930 

MODULE OEVELOPMENT rop COM'ETENC'-BASEO TEACHING (SIM' HLO 7.50 

MOTHEPHODO'S 'OLE IN CHILOREARING HLO 5310 

MOTIVA'ION , ENOTIDNAL OEVELOPMENT HLO 5150 

NEW OIMENSIONS IN CO~'ECTIONS HLO 7050 

NONBIASEO ANO PLUPAL1STIC ASSESSMENT or C~ILOPEN ANO MINOPITIES 

HLO 1215 

NONVEP'AL COMMUNICATION HLD .020 

NU'PITIO.- EDUCATION_ AhO INTELLECTUAL OEVELO'MENT HLO 79.1 

ORGANI1ATION or OAY CA.E CENTEas 151M' HLD 1130 

0'GANI1A'IONAL COMMUNICATION HLD 51.0 
OPGANllATIONAL PUBLIC COMMUNICATION HLO 1030 

OVEPVIEM or 'HE CPIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM HLO 1030 

'UENTI N61 THE U'LY YEA~S HLD 1131 

'ERSONALITY AND VOCATIONAL ASSESSMENT HLO e610 

'E'SONALIT, THEO" HLD 5330 

'HILOSO'HY or HUMAN COMMUNICATION HlO IIIZ 

'H'SICAL ANO PECPEATIONAL ACTIVITIES rop ELE.ENTAP, SCHOOLS 

HLO lZ60 

'IAGETIAN TY'E P[SEA~C" IN MATH EDUCATION HLO 7140 

'LANNING. CONDUCTING' EVALUATING WD'KSHO'S HLO 7209 

P'ACTICUN IN AOMINIS'PATION AND SU'EPVISION HLO 9.11 

,PACTICUM IN AONINISTPATION ANO SU'E~VISION II HLO 9.12 

PPACTICUM IN 'ASIC SELr-HELP SUPVIVlL SKILLS roa THE MODEPATEL' 

ANO SEV[PELY HANOICA"EO INOIVIOUALS HLO 71,.
"AC'ICUM IN CLASSPOOM TEACHIN6 HLO 4610 

"ACTICUM IN COLLEGE COUNSELING HLD .746 

"ACTICUM IN COUNSELING AND CONSULTATION--AGENC' HLD 1,•• 

'RACTICUM IN EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY HLO 1.90 

PPAC'I'UN IN ELEMENTA'Y SCHOOL COUNSELING NLO 1640 

P'ACTICUM IN G~OUP LEADE'SHI' IN T~ANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS 

HLO 8710 

PPACTICUM IN HUMAN SE'VICES HLO Jill 

PRACTICUM IN PA'ENT STUO, G'OU, LEAOE'SHIP HLO 1610 

PRACTICUN IN "EVENTION SKILLS HLD 17.5 

P'ACTI'UM IN SCHOOL 'SYCHOLO" HLO 1'40 

PPACTICUM IN SECONOAPY SCHOOL COUNSELING HLD 0745 

PPACTICUM IN S'ECIAL EOUCATION I HLO 79.1 

'.ACTI'UM IN S'ECIAL EDUCATION II HLO 79" 

"ACTICUM IN THE.A'EUTIC COMMUNICATION HLO .2•• 

P.ACTICUM SEMINAR IN HUMAN SEPVICES HLD 7159 

"INCI'LEI or IEHAflOP CHANGE HLD 54.0 

"INCIPLES- T[CHNIQUES ANO AOMINISTPATION OF PU'IL/STUDENT

'E.SONNEL SEPvlCIS HLO 16Z0 
'POOUCTION_ IM'LEMENTAT'ON_ EVALUATION IN INST'UCTIDNAL DEVELO'­
MENT (SIM, HLO 5.10 

P.OFESSIONAL A"LICATIONS or EOUCA'IO.AL TECHNOLDG' HLO 11.7 

"OG.AM OESIGN AND CHANGE IN H_MA. SEPVICES HlO 6.'. 

'.DG.AMMEO INST'UCTIONAL MATERIALS HlO 6010 
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PSYCHOCYBERNETICS HLO 6100 

PSYCHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS or INOIVIOUALS NI'H S'ECIAL .EEOS 

HLO 6761 

PSYCHOLOGICAL IM'LICATIONS or ,ILINGUaL-IICULTU'aL 'DUCATION 

HLO 7140 

PSYCHOLOGY or A'T IN EOUCATION HLD 7910 

PSYCHOLOGY or "ANOICA"ING CONDITIONS HLD '171 

PSYCHOLOi' or MOMEN HLD 5360 

PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS OF AGING HLO 5370 

RACISN' INDIVIDUAL A.O INSTITUTIONAL (SIM' 

~EAOING OIA'NOSIS HLO 9530 
 HLO "" 

~EADING INSTPUCTION IN SCHOOL SETTINGS HLO 462. 

REAOIN' "OBLEMS. DIAGNOSING AND 'EMEOIATING HLO 4611 

~EAOING REMEDIATION IN THE CLASS.OOM HLD 964' 

REAOIN' STPATEGIEI FOP INOIVIOUALlllNG INST.UCTION HLD 
 '6" 
READING ST~ATE'IES IN THE IILINGUAL CLASSPOOM HLO 7.11 

~EALIT' THE'A'Y HLD 741. 

PESEA'CH IN AOOLESCENCE AND SEX POLES HLO 6311 

~ESEAPCH LITE'ATUPE IN COUNSELIN' AND 'SYCHOTHE.APY HLO .70. 

RESEAPCH NETHODOLOGY HLD: EMPHASIS ON SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 

HLD SUO 

RESEARCH METHOOOLO'Y IN HLO HLO 54., 

~ESEA'CH METHOOOLOG' IN HUMAN LEA'NING AND OEVELO'IENT. E.'HA'IS 

IN ELEMENTA'Y EDUCATION HLD 9610 

~ESEA'CH METHOOOLOG" 'EAOING AND N'ITIN' INST'UCTION HLO 9611 

.ESEA'CH METHODS HLO 5430 

~ESOUPCE DEVELO'MENT ANO G'ANTSNANSHI' HLO 7121 

SCHOOL LAM HLO .140 

SCHOOL-COMMUNITY PELAT10NS HLD 7.60 

SEMANTICS AND COMMU~ICATION HLD 615. 

SENINA. IN HUMAN MEMO.Y HLO 124Z 

SOCIAL AND URIAN PLAN.1N' HLD 7110 

SOCIAL CHAN6E AND MINORITY G'OU'S HLD .9.0 

SOC'AL rOUNOATIONS Of U"AN EDUCATION 151M' HLD 7770 

SOCIAL 'M'ACT or COMNUNICATION TECHNOL06' HLO '.60 

SOCIAL 'OLICY HLO 11.1 

SOCIAL PS'CHOLOGY HLO 5440 

SOCIAL SE'Y1CES TO CHILO~EN HLO 6930 

SOCIAL SE'VICES TO INOlflOUALS (SIM, HLO 69Z0 

SOCIAL STUDIES STP4TEGIES HLD ".0 

SOC'AL STUDIES ST'ATEGIES-BILINGUAL HLO 77.1 

SOCIOLOGY or CO'~ECTION HLO 6.00 

SOCIOLOGY Of SPO.T HLO 6170 

SOCIOLOGY or TOU.ISM AND LEISUPE HLD 9010 

SOLVING T'AININ6 AND INSTRUCTIONAL 'E.fORMANCE 'PDBLEMI 

HLO 1185 

SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS INST~UCTION HLO '913 

S'ECIAL rlELOS IN 'EHAVIO' MOOlrlCATION HLD '4'0 

S'O'TS COMMUNICATION SKILLS FOP COACHING ('ASEBALL' HLO .nc 

S'OPTS MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION SYSTENS HLO ••41 

STATIS'ICS HLD 5411 

STATISTICS IN IEHAYIOPAL STUOIES HLD 1760 

STRATEGIES or ADULT EDUCATION IN TPAINING A.O INIT'UCTION 

HLO 1563 

SU'E~VISEO rlELO "ACTICUM HLD 1790 

SU'E~fISION OF CLASS~OOM TEACHEPS HLD .54. 

SU~VEY Of EARL' CHILOHOOO EDUCATION "OG'AMS HLO 7.50 

SU~VE' Of EXCE'TIONAL CHILOPEN AND '.O&'AMS HlD 6.Z0 

SU~VEY OF TH£ SCHOOL IN BILINGUAL-MULTICULTU'AL ENVI~ON"ENT 

HLO 8019 

TEACHER/CONMUNITY PELATIONS HLO 1016 

TEACHIN6 BASIC ARITHMETIC HLO 9550 

TEACHING ENPICHMEN' MA'HEMATICS IN ELEMENTA.T SCHOOL "LD "GO 

TEACHING rop ENPICHMENT IN 'EADING AND MATHE.ATICS HLD '''1 

'EACHIN' MATHEMATICS TO LOW AC~IEfIN' STUDENTS HLD 7111 

TEACHING ~EAOING IN THE CONTENT APEAS HLD '650 

TEACHING SOCIAL STUDIES_ SCIENCE_ AND MATHENATICS TO NON-ENGLIIH 

S'EAKING STUDENTS HLO 1015 

TEACHING STUOENTS WI'H BEHAflOP OISO'OEPS HLO 9112 

THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE HLO ,.,. 

THEO'ETICAL 'PACTICES OF H8MAN IEPVICES HLD 
 "nTHEOPIES , TPEAT"ENT or EMOTIONAL DIST'U'ANCE I HLD 5Z00 

THEO'IES , TREATMENT or EMOTIONAL D1STU'.ANCE IN ADUL rs II 

HLO 5210 

THEO'IES , T~EAT"ENT or EMOTIONAL OISTURBANCE IN CHllD'[N

HLO 5130 

THEO.IES , T.EA'MENT Of EMOTIONAL DISTU'BANCE IN CHILD'EN II 

HLO 514 0 

THEORIES or CPININOLOGY HLO 1195 

THEO.IES or EOUCA'IONAL 'ECHNOLOG' HLO 1171 

THEOR' AND ANALYSIS or COMMUNICA'ION CONTENT HLO 6Z1. 

THEPA'EU'IC COMMUNICATION HLO 1050 

TO'ICS IN MATH EOUCA'ION HLO 111. 

TONAPO QUALIT' GROUP DECISIONS HLO 6Z30 

TV AND ITS USE IN THE COMMUNIT, HLO 6190 

TV ro' INS"UCTION AND T.AININ6 I HLO 6Z00 

TV rop INSTRUCTION AND T'AJNING II HLD 11'1 

U'IAN O'NAMICS 151M I HLO 6950 

UPBAN ELEMENTA.' SCHOOL' STPUCTUPE AND CONTEXT HLO •• 30 

MOMEN IN 'RISON HLO 6113 

WORK AND LEISUPE HLD 7150 

NO'KSHO' IN CHILO OEVELOPMENT HLO lOll 

MORKSHO' IN OEP'ESSION HLD 17ll 
WORKSHOP IN OIAGNOSTIC/PPESCPI'TIVE TEACHING HLD ".2 
NOPKSHO' IN HEL'ING THE 'POILEN STUD£NT (SENINA.' .ATIONAL 
EMOTlfE EOUCAT10N' HLO 912H 
NO'KSHOP IN J[AN ,IAGET AND T~' EDucaTIONAL "OCESS HLD "~"~ 
WO'KSHOP IN SOCIAL 'LANNING ro. HU.AN SE'VIC[S "LD 6.11 
NOPKSHO" AD.INISTPATIVE CONCE'TS II CAaEE' GUIDANCE "LD "4C 
NO.KSHOP' atHAvlOP MANAGEMEN' "LD ,.IC 
NDPKSHDP, CA~[[' COUNSELING AND PLACEM[I' HlD '7.' 
NDPKSHO'. EA.TE'N 'E"'ECTlfr. ON 'SYC"OTH,RA" HLD r"D 
NOPKSHO" GirTED EOUCATIOM/INDlrIOUALllATIDN HLD "2K 
WOPKSHOP, GRANT M'ITIN' HLO 160G 
MO.KSHO', ,POU, OYNAMICS/CI'CLE OISCUSSIDN HLD 97 •• 
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MO~KIN.r. IlrO~NAL READI16 INVENTOR'--REvl!M AND ,I'ANIION 
NLD 97U 
M~KSNO'. INT~OOUCTION TO NONTESSD~I rOR TEACHERS AND 'ARENTS 
NLD "'N 
~o.KSNor. ORGANIZATIONAL TRAININ6 AND STArr DEVELOPNENT 
HlD '''E 
MORKSNOP, PRorESSIONAL OEvELorNENT IN CAREER 'UIOANCE NLD 920A 
MORKSNor. TEACH IN' A~T--LEfT-NANDED ST'ATEGIES NLO 91.A 
NORISHOP' aCTION RESEARCH fOR ACTIvE TEACHERS HLD 9745 
MORKSHOP' ADMIIISTRATION I SUPERviSION Of SPECIAL EDUCATION 
HLO flU 
NORKSHOP' BASIC RESPONSIBILIT' TRAININ6 HLO 9121 
10RKSHOP: CAREER ALTE'NATI'ES fOR EDUCATORS HLO 1614 
MOIKSHor, CO'-UIICATION AND LISTENING SKILLS HLO 1619 
MORKSNOP' COMNUIICATIDI SYSTEMS fOI srECIAL EOUCAT.ON NLO 912A 
10RISNOP' CONrLICT "AIA6ERENT AND CRISIS INTERVENTIOI NLO '611 
MORKSHOP' C'EATlvE CLASSROOM MANa6EMENT HLO 9125 
NORKSHor, CREATIVE O'ANATICS IN THE CLASSROOM HLO 97'9 
MORKSNOP' CREaTIVE MRITING fOR LEARNE~S HLD 9764 
Mo.KSHor' 0la6NOSTICS fOR THE LEARNING DISABILIT' TEACHER 
HLO 9194 

MOMKSHOP, DISClrLINE-A CARING fDR IUALIT, HLO flZO 

MO~KSHOP' EOUCATOR'S ROLE IN SOCIAL CHANGE HLO 7675 

MO.KSHor, ENE'G' , STRESS IN THE CLASSROOM HLO 9191 

NORKSHor, GifTED EDUCATION 10ENTlfiCATIDN HLO 919 Z 

NORKSHOP' GifTED EDUCATION STRATEGIES •••• HLO uee 

NO.KSNDP, 61fTED EDUCATION-ADMINISTRATION HLO 9146 

NORKSHOP' HANDLING STAff AND STUDENT STRESS IN THE SCHOOLS 

HLD fl2S 
MO.KSHDr, HUNAN CREATIVIT, HLD 9156 
MO.KSHOP' NUNOR ANO CREATIVIT, HLD 912T 
NORKSHor. INDIVIDUALIZATION INSTRUCTION "LO 976. 
NO'KSNOP, INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATIDN P'06RAN- 01A610STIC- PRESCRIP­
TIVE- EVALUATIVE HLD 9113 
NO.KSHOP, INNOVATIVE APPRDaCH[S TO READIN6 I NRITIN6 INSTRUCTION 
HLO flU 
NORKSHOP. LEARNING TOGETHER' ALONE I HLO 9123 
NORKSHDP' LEA~NIN6 T06ETHER I ALON[ II HLD 9160 
NORKSHOP: LEARNING T06ETHER A.O ALONE III HLD 9796 
NORKSHOP, "AKIN6 CLASSROOM GROUPS MORK I HLD 913A 
~O~KSHOP' MAKIN6 CLASSROOM GIOUPS NOIK II HLO ,71B 
MORKSHOP: NASTE.' LEARNIN6 HLD 9126 
NO'KSHOP' "ATCHING TEACHER LEARNER ST'LES HLO 912B 
NORKSHOP. "[[TIN6 NEEDS Of EXC[PTIONAL CHILDR[N IN THE REGULAR 
CLASSROOM HLO 9144 
NORKSHOP' MOTIVATING THE NO EffORT STUOENT HLD 9150 
NORKSHOP' "OTIVATIOI fOR BASIC SKILL-TURNIIG KIOS ON TO BASICS 
HLO 9722 
NORKSHOP' ORGANI.ING A RESPONSIVE CLASS ROO" HLD 9112 
NO~KSHOP: PE~SONAL GRONTH fOR EDUCATORS HLO 9141 
MORKSHOP: POSITIVE ATTIIUOES TONARDS LEARIING HLD 9'2C 
NORKSHOP, POSITIVE BEHAVID. rOR EICEPTIONAL CHILDREN HLO 9111 
NORKSHDP' rROCESS LEARNING rOR fUTURE HLO 9165 
"O'KSHOP: PS'CHIAT~IC ASPECTS Of OIVORCE HLO 912E 
HORKSHOP, READIN' HLO 9130 
MORKSHOP' SE"INA~ ro. CAREER ANA'EIESS "LO ,.73 
NO'KSHOP' STRENGTHENIN' THE HONE-SCHOOL 'EL~TIONS~IP HLO 911 J 
NORKSHOP' SURVEY Of DRUGS HLD 167. 
NORKSHOP, TEACHER EffECTIVENESS T'AINING HLD "~ 
NORKSHOP' TEACHING 'EADING IN THE CONTENT AREAS HLO 9787 
NO'KSHOP: TELEVISION EffECTIVENESS TRAINING HLO ,,57 
~O~KSHOP' THE LAN. EOUCATION. ~NO DRUG ABUSE HLO 76 •• 
NO'KSHOP' THE RELUCTANT LEARNER HLO 9162 

NO~KSHOPI THE SCIENCE Of HELPING HLO 16'6 

NO'KSHOP' TH[ORIES I TECHNIQUES or HUMANISTIC EDUCATION 

HLD 9748 
NORKSHOP' VALUES CLARifiCATION AND MORAL OEVELOP"[NT HLO 9753 
MO~KSHOP: NHOLISTIC EDUCATION HLO "04 
HO~KSHOP: N'ITE ON: NEN HA'S/N[N 'E~~ HLD 9801 
NO~KSHOP' N'ITING IN THE ELEMENTARY G'ADES HLD 9793 
NORKSHOP, HRITING IN THE ELE"ENTA" 'RAOES' "OTIVATION I TECH­
NIQUES HLO .805 

NO'KSHOP, 100 NA'S TO I"P~OVE SELf-CONCEPT HLO 97.0 
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School of 
Health Professions 

Programs 
Allied Health 
(B.H.S. & M.H.S.) 
Health Services 
Administration 
(B. H.S. & M. H.S.) 
Nursing 
(B.S.N. & M.S.N.) 
The School of Health Professions (SHP) is concerned with 
the health personnel needs of the region and the state. Pro­
grams within the School provide instruction in Allied 
Health, Health Services Administration, and Nursing at both 
the baccalaureate and master's level. The School also pro­
vides continuing educational services to personnel in the 
health-related professions. In the School of Health Profes­
sions a student can select the following majors: Alcoholism 
Sciences, Allied Health Science Education, Communication 
Disorders, Health Services Administration, Medical 
Technology, Nursing Practice, Restorative Nursing, Nursing 
Teaching or Nursing Administration. 
Special Procedures 
Retention and Dismissal A student is retained in the School 
of Health Professions as long as academic good standing in 
the University is maintained, and ability is shown in basic 
skills which will allow completion of the course of study. 
A student may be dismissed from the programs in the School 
of Health Professions if: 
1. 	 the student violates academic responsibility as stated in 
the University's Academic Responsibility Policy of 
September 9, 1975. 
2. 	 the student does not meet the competencies in any 
practicum/clinical course in the specified manner and 
time. 
Readmission The student may petition for readmission into 
a program in the School of Health Professions, but must ob­
tain approval from the coordinator of the program, and the 
Director of the School of Health Professions. 
Prerequisite and Recommended Courses Prerequisite 
courses are identified only where knowledge of total subject 
'areas are considered necessary to successfully undertake 
the course. Recommended courses are identified when 
knowledge of portions of the subject areas are necessary, 
but these portions may be acquired by a student through 
various methods. All courses will be offered assuming 
mastery of the background indicated. The student must 
make the decision as to personal preparedness in the case of 
recommended courses; in case of doubt, consultation with 
the instructor is encouraged. 
Comprehensive Evaluation Before a student can graduate 
with a master's degree from a program in the School of 
Health Professions, the terminal comprehensive evaluation 
must have been passed at the 85% level. The evaluation will 
be given by the faculty of the program major in which the 
student is registered. 
Graduate Degrees All graduate students at Governors State 
University admitted after fall of 1979 must maintain a B (3.0) 
average to be in academic good standing (see "Grading 
Policy"). 
No course(s) with earned grades lower than C will apply 
toward any graduate major in the School of Health Profes­
sions. 
Certifications and/or 
Accreditations 
The Medical Technology major is accredited by the Council 
on Allied Health Education Accreditation in cooperation 
with the National Accrediting Agency for Clinical Lab­
oratory Sciences. After completion of the Medical Tech­
nology curriculum, the student is eligible to take national 
certification examinations such as given by the Board of 
Registry of the American Society of Clinical Pathologists. 
The graduate Health Services Administration major is ac­
credited by the Accrediting Commission on Education for 
Health Services Administration. 
The Communication Disorders major is in process for en­
titlement by the Illinois State Board of Education and by the 
American Speech and Hearing Association: 
The Nursing major is approved by the Illinois Department of 
Registration and Education. The process for NLN accredita­
tion is in progress. 
Allied Health Program 
Majors and Options: 
Allied Health Science Education (B.H.S. & 
M.H.S.) 
Health Professions Education (U & G) 
School Health Education (G) 
Alcoholism Sciences (B.H.S.) 
Communication Disorders (B.H.S. & 
M.H.S.) 
Medical Technology (B.H.S.) 
The Allied Health Program is designed to meet the health 
personnel needs in several disciplines. An individual can 
major in: Allied Health Science Education, Alcoholism Sci­
ences, Communication Disorders, or Medical Technology. 
Allied Health Science Education Major This major has two 
options: Health Professions Education and School Health 
Education. Health Professions Education is intended for per­
sons trained in a health field recognized by the American 
Medical Association who wish to function as professional 
educators. Undergraduate admission is limited to fields 
where there is no bachelor's degree in that health ·field 
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available in the Chicago metropolitan area. Graduate admis­
sion is for persons trained in an AMA recognized health field 
who have a bachelor's degree. Nurses may enroll in the 
graduate major. This option is suited to allied health profes­
sionals who plan to function as clinical and didactic 
educators, and nurses who plan to function as educators 
outside of nursing school settings. The School Health Educa­
tion option is offered at the graduate level only. It is for 
teachers with a previously demonstrated commitment to 
teaching who wish additional preparation in teaching health 
education. Career opportunities will be mainly for teachers 
already employed in a school system who wish additional 
flexibility in the type of teaching responsibilities they can 
undertake. The School Health Education option is recom­
mended only for persons who are certified to teach K-12 in 
the State of Illinois. 
PRO&RAM' ALLIED HEALTH 
MAJOR' ~LIEO HEALTH SCIEMCE EOUCATIDI 
OPTIOI' HEALTH PRorESSIOIS EDUCATION 
LE'EL' IACHELOR or . HEALTH SCIENCE 
AOMISSIOI INrOR.ATIOI' 
A STU.EIT MUSTI 1) HA'E ACQUIRED AI ASSOCIATES OE&REE OR AT 
LEAST 60 SEIESTER HO.RS MITH AM O'ERALL ·C· OR BETTER &PA rROM 
A RE&IOIALLY ACCREDITED CDLLE&E OR UII'ERSITY; Z) BE IN GOOD 
STAIOII& AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED; J) HA'E A DIPLOMA. CER­
TIfiCATE OR DE&REE MAJOR IN A RECOGNIZED HEALTH fIELD 
(ACCDlDIN& TO THE MOST RECENT ALLIED HEALTH EOUCATIOI DIRECTORY 
PUBLISHED BY THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATIOI)' 4) HA'E EITHER 
ACTMAL OR ELIGIBILITY rOR RE&ISTRATIOI OR LICEISURE II A HEALTH 
f.ELI .f APPROPRIATE. STUOEITS NOT "EETIMG AO"ISSIOI CRITERIA 
lAY P'TITIOI rOR AONISSIOI THRDU&H THE orrlCE or AONISSIONS. 
DE&REE REQUIREMENTS. 
A STIOEIT MUST. 1) ACQUIRE A "INIMUM or lZ0 CREDIT HOURS Of 
MHICR AT LEAST .0 HOURS MUST BE AT THE UPPER II'ISION LEVEL (38 
HOORS REQUIRED • 22 HOURS ELECTED); Z) ACQUIRE THE 
COMPETEICIES SPEClrIED rOR THIS OE&REE; 3) COMPLETE A TERNINAL 
IITE&RATIIG EXPERIEICE THAT rOCUSES 01 HEALTH PRorESSION 
EDUCATION ISSUES; 5) EARl A IINIMUN or 24 CREDIT HOURS AT &SU. 
A STUDENT NAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIE'EMENT Of CONPETENCIES BY 
ALTERIATE METHODS UPON APPRO'AL or ADVISOR AID UP.N INCLUSION 
IN THE STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER OI'ISION: 38 HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS rRON AMON&' 
HEALTH PLAIIIR& I SHP3540 M 3 HRS. 
HEALTH CARE ORGAIIZATION SHP4090 r M S 3 HRS. 
HEALT. CARE IN ArRICA SHP63001 SO 3 HRS. 
HEALTH CARE ECONONICS I SHP'31U r M 3 HRS. 
HLTH S EO' SPEC ISS CONM HLTH SHPU521 S Z HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS rRON ANONG: 
EPIOEN' PRIN , AIAL or DATA I SHP39201 II II II J HRS. 
HEALTH CARE ECONONICS I SHP631l1 r M J HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS rROI AMONG. 
HLTH S'REC DE VEL ALO HLTH PRAC SHP521101 S 2 HRS. 
HEALTH CARE SOCIOLO&Y SHP62901 r M S 3 HRS. 
HLTH "ROr EO: CURR TRNOS , ISS SHPr.3201 M 4 HRS. 
HLTH S EO: SPEC ISS COMM HLTH SHP63521 S Z HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS rROI AIOM&: 
HLTH "ROr ED:VALUES CLAR TECH SHP4100 r M Z HRS. 
PORIOiaAPHY.CEISORSHIP , SOCTY SHPr090Z rE 3 HRS. 
S(LECT AT LEAST 
STATISTICS I 
5 HOURS rROI AMON&: 
BPAJ461 r M S HRS. 
STATISTICAL .ETHOOS CAnuOl r S HRS. 
EPIDEN' PRIN , AIAL Dr DATA I SHP39201 II II II HRS_ 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY II HLD HL05400 r M S HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS rROI AMOIG: 
E'IDEI' PR.I , AIAL or DATA I 
HLTH SIREC OEVEL ALD HlTH PRAC 
SHP39Z01 
SHP52801 
II II II 
S 
3 
Z 
HRS. 
HRS_ 
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION IN ••• SHP5650 M 1-8 HRS. 
HLII· .Ior ED' CYRR TRNOS , ISS SHPUZOI M 4 HRS. 
HEALTH PRor.EOUC: PRACTICUM SHP71101 S 4 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST J HOURS rROM AMON&: 
HEALTN EOUCAIION SKILLS SHPJUOI r J HRS. 
REALTH PROfSN ED INSTRUCTIDI SHP3192 M 3 HRS. 
NLT" PRor ED. CURR TRIOS' ISS SHP63201 M 4 HRS. 
HEALTH PRlf.EDUC' PRACTICUI SHP71101 S 4 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS rRON AMON&: 
STATISTICAL METHODS CAS11301 r S 4 HRS. 
HEALTH EDUCATION SKILLS SHPJUOI r J HRS. 
EPIIEI' PIlI , ANAL Of DATA I 
HLTH RRor EO: CUIR TRNOS , ISS 
SHP39201 
SHP63201 
II II 
M 
II 3 
4 
HRS. 
HRS_ 
MLTI S EI' SPEC ISS CDMM HlTH SHP635Z11 S Z HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS rROI AMON&' 
ENVIRINNENTAL HEALTH 
IITROO TO COMRUN OISORDEIS 
HLTH SIREC OE'EL ALO HLTH PRAC 
HEALT" CARE SOCIOLOGY 
HEALTH CARE II ArRICA 
HLTH .Ror ED: CURR TRIOS' ISS 
PORID&IAPH,.CEISORSHIP , SOCTY 
CAS5852 
SHP4Z 35 
SHP5Z801 
SHPr.2901 
SHP63001 
SHP63201 
SHP10901 
r 
r 
r 
rE 
W 
M 
5 
S 
S 
SO 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
4 
J 
.IS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST Z HOURS rROI ANON&' 
LEARNING PROCESSES: ADULTS 
HEALTH PRor.EOUC: PRACTICUI 
CAS6540 
SHP11101 S 
1-3 
4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 6 HOURS fRON ANONG: 
ASSESSIIG EDUCATIOIAL OUTCONES 
HLTH SED: ASSESSMT CLIN INSTR 
CAS53JO 
SHP5350 
r 
W 4 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DIVISION. 2Z HOURS) 
ELECT 8 HOURS rROM SHP5650. 
CAS5403, CAS6'ZO. CAS6935. 
CAS6'40, CAS8565. CAS1025. 
CAS5811. SHP6355. HL05440 OR 
EQUIVALENT COURSES orrEREO IN 
THE PHYSICAL. BIOLOGICAL AND 
SOCIAL SCIENCES THAT ARE 
APPROPRIATE TO THE STUDEIT'S 
PRorESSIONAL ANOIOR PERSONAL 
GOALS. ELECTIVES MUST DE 
APPROVED BY THE ACADEMIC 
AOVI SORe 
ELECT 14 HOURS rROM LIBERAL 
EOUCATIOI COURSES OffERED 
THROUeHOUT THE UIIVERSITY. 
TRAIsrER CREDIT--LOMER DIVISION: (60 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Bachelor of Health Science in Allied Health with a 
major in Allied Health Science Education is 120 hours 
MOT[(S): 
I 	 CREDIT HOURS EARNEO rOR COURSES LISTED MORE THAN ONCE IN A 
CURRICULUM MAY MOT BE USED TO SATISry THE REQUIREMEITS or 
NORE THAN ONE COMPETENCY. 
r = rALL ro = rALL 000 YEARS rE = rALL EVEN YEARS M = MIITER 
MO z MIITER ODD YEARS ME = MINTER EVEN YEARS S = SPRIN&-SUNMER 
SO SPRING-SUNMER 000 YEARS SE = SPRIM&-SUMMER EVEN YEARS 
II 	= NOT SCHEDULED 00 = 01 DElANO a = RULTI-COMPETENCY COURSE 
PRDGRAI' ALLIED HEALTH 
NAJOR. ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCE EDUCATION 
OPTIOI' HEALTH PRorESSIOIS EDUCATION 
LE'EL: MASTER Dr HEALTH SCIEMCE 
AONISSIOI INrOR"ATION: 
A STUIENT lUST: 1) HAVE ACQUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE fROM 
A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNI'ERSITY; Z) BE IN GOOD 
STANDIIG AT THE LAST SCROOL ATTENDED; J) HAVE A DIPLOMA. 
CERTlrlCATE OR DEGREE MAJOR II A RECOGIIZEO HEALTH rlELD (AC­
CORDING TO THE MOST RECENT ALLIED HEALTH EDUCATION DIRECTORY 
PUBLISHED BY THE AMERICAI IEOICAL ISSOCIATION); AID 4) EITHER 
ACTUAL OR ELI&IBILITY rOR REGISTRATIOI OR LICEISURE IN A 
HEALTH rlELO If APPROPRIATE. STUDENTS lOT NEETING AOMISSIOI 
CRITERIA "AY PETITION rOR ADMISSIOM THROUGH THE orrlCE or 
AONISSIONS. 
DEGREE RfQUIREMENTS' 
A SIUIENT NUST: 1) ACQUIRE A MIIINUI or 36 GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS; Z) ACQUIRE THE COMPETENCIES SPEClrlEO rOR THIS DEGREE; 
3) CDMPLETE A TERIINAL INTE&RATING EXPERIENCE THAT rOCUSES 01 
HEALTH PRorESSIONS EOUCATIOM ISSUES; 4) EARM A MINIMUR .r Z4 
&RADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT &SU. A STUDENT MAY SUBSTITUTE 
COURS~S UPOI APPROVAL BY ADVISOR AND UPOI IICLUSIOI IN THE STU­
DEIT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN. GRADUATE STUDENTS ARE EXPECTEO TO 
MAINTAIN AT LEAST A 3.0 CUMULATIVE GPA. NO lORE THAI' CREDIT 
HOURS MITH GRADES or ·C· MAY BE COUITEO rOR A DE&IEE. GRADES 
or ·0· OR LOMER MILL NOT BE ACCEPTED IN NEETIMG THE REQUIRE­
NEITS or A GRADUATE DEGREE. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRAOUATE LE'EL' 2' HOURS) 
HLTH PRor EO: CURR TRNOS , ISS 
HLTH PROf EO:VAL CLARr TECH II 
HLTH RRorSNS EO:CONTIIUING EO 
HEALTH EOUC PRO&RA" PLANNIN& 
HLTH SED. ASSESSMT eLIN INSTR 
HEALTH PROf.EOUC: PRACTICU" 
SHP6320 
SHP8100 
SHPII020a 
SHPIIOZ5 
SHP5350 
SHP1110 
M 
M 
S 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
MRS. 
REQUIIEO AREAS--GRAOUATE LEVEL: to HOURS) 
IELECI AI LEASI , "OURS FROM AROM6' 

SPECIAL PROJECIS IN ••• SHPTUO F I 5 , IRS. 

alSEA.CI MEIHOIOLO&Y IN HLD HLD5'OO F I 5 J-' HRS. 
sunsncs HL05H I F I J-' "RS. 
SELECI AI LEASI 1 "OURS FROM AMON&I 
LEARNING PROCESSESI ADULIS CASr.5U F I-J HRS. 
LEARNIIG PROCESSES, ADf 10PICS CASt050 
" 
1 HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Health Science in Allied Health with a 
major in Allied Health Science Education is 36 hours 
F • FALL FO s FALL 000 YEARS FE = FALL EfEN YEARS "C IIINIER 
III • 1I111EI ODD YEARS IE· IINIER EfEN YEARS 5 = SPRIN&-SUMMER 
SO • SPRING-SUNNER ODD YEARS SE = SPRIN&-SUMNER EfEN YEARS 
II • NOI SCHEDULED 00· ON OENAIO a = NULTI-COMPEIENCY COURSE 
PR06RANI ALLIED HEALTH 
IAJIII ALL lEO HEALTH SCIENCE EDUCATION 
01'1101' SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION 
LEfEL. lASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE 
ADlISSlOI IIFORNAT ION' 
A STUDENT NUST. I) "AVE ACOUIRED A BACCALAUREATE DE&REE FRON 
A RE&IONALLY ACCREDITED COLLE&E DR UNlfERSITY' Z) BE IN &000 
STAIDIN& AT THE LAST SCIDOL AITENDEDI J) NEET ILLIIOIS STATE 
TEACMER CERTIFICATION REOUIRENENTS. STUDENTS NOT NEETII& ADNIS­
SIIN .IIIERIA RAY PETITION FOR AONISSION THROIGH THE OFFICE OF 
AOMI SSIONS. 
tE&REE ISHUIREIENTS. 
A SIUIENI MUSTI I) ACOUIRE A RIIINUN or Jr. &RADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS' Z) ACQUIRE THE CONPETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS OEGREEI 
J) COIPLETE A TERIINAL IIIE&RATIN& EIPERIENCE THAI FOCUSES ON 
HEALTN PROFESSIONS EDUCAIION ISSUES' ') EARN A NlllHUN OF Z' 
&IAOUATE CREOII HOURS AI &SUI r.) HAYE THE EQUlfALENI OF AI 
LEASI 50 HDURS OF SCIEICE 01 HEALIH COUISES. A STUDENT NAY 
SUBSIIIUIE ACHIEfEMENI OF CONPETEMCIES BY ALIERNAIE NEIHOOS 
11'01 APPIOfAL or AO'ISOR AND UPON INCLUSION II IHE SIUDENI'S 
APpROfED SIUOY PLAN. &RADUATE SIUDENIS ARE ExpECIEO 10 NAII­
TAIN II LEASI A 5.0 CUIULATlfE &PA. NO NORE IHAN r. CREDII 
HOURS III" GRADES OF ·C· NAY BE COUNTED FOR A DEGREE. GRADES 
IF ·0· OR LOIER IILL NOI IE ACCEPIED IN NEEIING lHE REIUIRE­
NENIS OF A GRADUAIE OE&REE. 
IEIUIREO COURSES--&RAOUAIE LEfEL' It HOUIS) 
CURRICULUI OEfELOPNEMI CAS5nD F 5 5., HRS. 
HEALTN EDUC pIO&RAN PLANNIN& 
HLT" IROF EO'fAL CLARF TECH II 
SHPlOZ5 
SHP8700 
F 
F 
, 
, 
HRS. 
HRS. 
RElUIREO AREAS--GIAOUATE LEfEL' ( Z5 HOURS) 
SELECT AI LEASI Z HOURS FRON ANON&' 
HLIH 
HLIH 
S'REC DEfEL ALO HLIH PRAC 
'ROF EO' CUIR IRIOS l ISS 
SHp5zao 
SHPUZO " 
S Z, HRS. HRS. 
SCHOOL HEALIH PROGRANS SHPIOZ5 S J HRS. 
SELECI AI lEASI Z HOURS FRON ANOI&. 
NEALIN 
HlTH 5 
CAIE SOCIOl06Y 
EO. SPEC ISS CONN HLIH 
SHpr.Z'OI 
SHPr.J5Z 
F I S 
5 
J 
Z 
HRS. 
MRS. 
SELECT AI lEASI 10 HOURS FRON ANONGI 
NUMAR GEMEIICS--ElENENIARY 
PHYSICS. INIERMEOIAIE 
PHYSIDlO&IC SYSIENS I 
HEDICAl PHYSICS 
CAS5ali 
CASr...1 
CASr.,.O 
CAS10Z5 
F 
F 
I 
IE 
" 
I 
S Z.' 
J, 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
AlCI.IlISM.TIEORIES l INTRfNIN 
SUBSIANCE ABUSE. CURR CONCEPIS 
IunlllON 
SHp5UO 
SHpr.J55
SHP....90 
F 
F 
I 
" S 
Z 
1 
Z 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
EpDIl&Y'PRII l AIAl OP DAIA II 
lAI&UAGE DISORDERS OF CHIlOREI 
SHpaar.ol 
SHptlZ0 
II II II 
5 
5 
5 
HRS. 
HRS. 
SELECI AT LEAST 5 HOURS FRON ANON&' 
STAIISTICAl NEIHDDS 
SICIAl IESEARCI AID EfAlDAIION 
CASTI50 
cursu 
F 
F I 
S , 
.. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
EPONlGY'PRIN I ANAL OP DAI' II SHPI.r.OI II II II 5 HRS. 
SELECT AI LEASI Z HOURS FRON ANDN&' 
lRM& RROC.CHILOREN I AOOlESCIS CAS6550 f 5 Z.J HRS. 
LEARNIN& PROCESSES. AD' loplCS CASt050 I 5 HRS. 
SELECI AI LEASI 5 HOURS FROI ANON&' 
ASSESSIN& EOUCAIIDNAl OUICONES CAS5J50 F HRS. 
IEAlllr.rUL EfAL BEYOND IESIING CAStOr.1 S HRS. 
SELECT AT lEAST 5 HOURS FRON ANONG' 
NEAliH CARE 
NEAl'H CARE 
SOCIOLOGY 
ECDIORICS II 
SHpiUOI
SHP.6JO 
F " 
I 
5 
5 
J 
J 
Has. 
HRS. 
EPDNlGy.pRIN , AIAl or DATA II SHp ••601 II II II 5 HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Health Science in Allied Health with a 
major in Allied Health Science Education is 36 hours 
School of Health Professions 203 
NOTE(5)1 
I 	 CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOR COURSES llSIEO NDRE THAN ONCE IN A 
CUIRICULUR NAY NOT BE USEO TO SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF 
NORE THAN ONE CONPETENCY. 
F • FALL FO = FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EfEN YEARS I = lINTER 
10 • liNTER 000 YEARS IE = liNTER EVEN YEARS S = SpRn&-SUNNER 
SO z SpRIN&-SUNNER 000 YEARS SE = SpRING-SUNNER EfEN YEARS 
II = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DENA NO a = NUlTI-CONpETENCY COURSE 
Alcoholism Sciences Major This major is designed to pro­
vide educational learning experiences for two specific 
groups of students: those working in the field of alcoholism 
who desire to upgrade their skills and knowledge, and those 
seeking to enter this newly developing professional career 
area. The curriculum itself consists of a number of 
alcoholism specific courses and is based on a philosophy 
that emphasizes personal growth along with professional 
development and preparation. The Alcoholism Sciences 
major is structured around a core set of courses. After com­
pleting the core courses, a student may focus on counseling 
or administration. Both prepare individuals theoretically as 
well as practically. 
A unique feature of the Alcoholism Sciences major is its 
strong link with leaders in the field of alcoholism who serve 
on an advisory council. This working relationship forms a 
basis for the Areawide Alcoholism Training Network (a pro­
ject of the Alcoholism Sciences faculty) which provides 
educational services to various constituency groups in the 
community. 
Although the major is designed to prepare career profes­
sionals in the field of alcoholism, many of the individual 
courses are of general interest to all University students. 
pRO&RAN' ALLIED HEALTH 
NAJOR. AlCOHOLISN SCIENCES 
OPTION' COUNSELING 
LEfEl' IACHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE 
AONISSION INFORMATION: 
A STUDENT NUST: 1) H'fE ACIUIREO AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR 60 
SENESTER HOURS MITH 'N OfERALl ·C· OR BEilER GpA FROI A RE&IOI­
ALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE DR UNlfERSITY; AND Z) BE IN &000 
STAIDING AT THE lAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUDENIS NOT NEETING AO­
OF ADNISSI ONS. 
DEGREE REQUIRENENTS, 
A SIUDENI NUST, I) ACIUIRE A NIIINUN OF IZ5 CREDII HOURS OF 
IHICH AT lEAST 65 HOURS NUSI IE AI THE U~PER DlflSIDN LEVELl 
Z) ACQUIRE THE COIpETENCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS OE&REE' 5) 
CONplETE A SUpERflSEO pRACIICUN EXPEIIENCE AT AN AppRO'EO FIELD 
SITE' " EARN A MINIMUM or Z, CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. A STUDENT 
NAY SUBSIITUTE ACHIEfEIENT OF CONpEIENCIES BY ALTERNAIE NETHOOS 
UPON AppRO'Al OF AO.ISOR AMO UPON INCLUSION IN THE STUDENI'S 
APPROVED STUOf PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--UppER OlfiSIDN' ( 65 HOURS) 
SOCIOLOGY OF IHE FANIlY CAS15" I S , HRS. 
ALCOHIL AND SUBCULTURES 
AlCOHDlISH,BJOLDG.BASES BEHAf. 
AlCOHOLISN'THEORIES I INTRfNTN 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE. CURR CONCEPTS 
ADfANCEO GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY 
SHp5015 
SHp5'05 
SHp5UD 
SHpU55 
HL050TO 
f 
f 
r 
M 
" M 5 
5 
5 
Z 
5, 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ALCOHOLISM' CONN'TY SERV , ORG 
ALCOHOLISN pROGRAN AONINISIRN 
HEALTH CARE OR&ANIZAIION 
AlCOHDlISN' CONMUNICAIN SKILLS 
AlCDH.lISN COUNSELOR'S ROLE 
SHpJOU 
SHP5011 
SHP'090 
SHpIIl5 
SH"'610 
F 
r 
M 
I 
M 
S 
5 
5 
J 
5 
5, 
J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
AlCOHOlISN. THERAI' API' , IECH 
ALCOHOL' IECO'ERY I SEXUAlIIY 
SHpJon 
SHP5Z05 S 
5 
J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
AlCOHOlISN. SELF-HELl' GROUPS 
pSYCHOpHARNACOlOGY 
AlCOHDlISN' CONI'IY EO , pRfil 
HLIH IRor ED.,AlUES ClAR IECH 
AlCHlSM CNSlG FIELD PRACI I 
ALCHlSN CNSLG FIELD pRACI II 
AlCHLSN CNSL; rlELD PRACT III 
ALeHlSN CNSLG FIELD pRACI If 
SHp5UO 
SHp1115 
SHpJ04Z 
SHp4IOO 
SHp'ZOI
SHp,ZOZ 
SHp'Z05 
SHp,ZO' 
r 
f 
r 
r 
F 
F 
W 
M 
M 
w 
I 
I 
5 
S 
S 
5 
5 
Z 
5 
J 
Z 
5, 
3, 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
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T~AIsrEI CIEOIT--LOIE~ DI'ISIOII ('0 NOUIS 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Bachelor of Health Science in Allied Health with a 
major in Alcoholism Sciences is 125 hours 
r m rAll rD. rAlL 000 YEARS FE ~ rAll E'EI YEARS I = IIITE~ 

10 • IIITEI ODD YEA~S IE = "lITER E'EI YEARS S· SP~IIG-SUIIE~ 

SO • SPIIIG-SII.EI ODD YEA~S SE. SP~IIG-SUIIEI E'EI.YEIIS 

II = ~OT SCHEDULED 00 =01 OENAID a = IllTI-COIPETEICY COIRSE 

Communication Disorders Major The field of Communica­
tion Disorders provides rehabilitative services for persons of 
all ages with speech, language and hearing disorders. 
Speech pathologists work in a variety of settings, including 
hospitals, schools, institutions for the disturbed or retarded, 
public and private facilities for the handicapped, etc. Clients 
served in these facilities may present disorders of articula­
tion, voice, language, or stuttering. Speech pathologists pro­
vide diagnostic, therapeutic and consultative services, func­
tioning individually or as members of medical-educational­
rehabilitative teams. 
Training in Communication Disorders includes many 
aspects of both normal and abnormal human development. 
Knowledge of normal communicative processes is 
necessary to an understanding of communicative problems; 
competencies in speech and language development, 
speech physiology, etc. provide this basic background. The 
behavioral characteristics and clinical management of 
speech, language, and hearing disorders are covered in 
courses dealing with specific problems, e.g., stuttering, 
voice disorders, aphasia, etc. Supplementary skills and in­
formation are obtained from a variety of related areas, such 
as behavior modification, special education, counseling, ex­
perimental psychology, medicine, clinical psychology, 
statistics and research design, sociology, and allied health 
professions. 
PRDGIANI AlliED HEALTH 
IAIOll CDIIUIICATIOI DISORDEIS 
LE'El' 8ACHELO~ Of HEALTH SCIEICE 
ADIISSIOI INFOIIATIOI' 
A STUaEIT IUSTI I) NA'E ACQUIRED AI ASSOCI'TES DEGREE DR 60 
SENESTEI HOURS 11TH AI O'ERAlL ·C· OR 8ETTEI GPA FROI A REGIOI­
ALLY ACCIEItTED COllEGE 01 UII'ERSITT' AID Z) 8E I. GOOD 
STA~OING AT THE lAST SCHOOL ATTEIDEO. STUOEITS lOT MEETIIG AI­
IISSI.I tRITERIA lAY PETITION FOR AONISSIOI THROUGH THE orFICE 
or 	ADIISSIONS. 
OEGREE RaOUIREMENTSI 
aaA STUIEIT IUSTI I) ACOUIRE A IIIINUI OF IZO CREDIT HOURS OF 
IHICH A IIIIIUI or 60 HOURS lUST 8E AT TNE UPPER OI.ISIOI LE.El 
(48 10lRS REQUIRED • IZ NOIRS ELECTED)i Z) ACOUIRE TNE 
CONPETEICIES SPECifIED rOR THIS OEGREEI 3) EAR~ A IIIINUN or 
Z' CREDIT HOURS AT GSUI ') CONPlETE 'Z CREIIT lOURS OF lOWEI 
01 UPPEI OI'ISIOI COURSEIORI TO SATISFY THE rOllO.IIG lIBERAL 
ARTS AND SCIEICE REOUIREIEITS: lAIGUAGE AITS ,. SH). SOCIAL 
SCIENCES 'l.clUBIRG A COURSE II ANtRICAI HISTORY DR G..ERINEIT)
(6 SH'. HEALTH AID PHYSICAL EOUCATIOI (J SH). SCIEICEI 
IATHEIATICS '6 SH). HUNAIITIES (' SH). PLUS· ELECTI.ES t13 SH' 
II THESE AREASI 5) COIPLETE 10 CIEDIT HOURS or lO"ER OR UPPER 
01'15101 COIRSEIORK II THE FOLLO"IIG AREASI HISTORY AID PHIlI­
SOPHY or EOUCATIIR (2 HIS). STRUCTURE AID twltTION OF ~CHOOlS 
(' IRS), AND EDUCATIOIAl PSYCHOlOGT (Z HRS). A STUDEIT lAY 
SUiSTIIUTE -- ACHlnENtIT OF CONPEnlCIES 8Y ALTERNATE"IETHOOS 
UPOI APPRO'Al OF AD'ISOR All UPOI IIClUSIOI II THE STUDEIT'S 
APPRO'EO STUDY PlAI. 
RElUIREO COURSES--UPPER OI'ISIOII n HOURS' 
PHDIETICS 
SPEECH , lAIG. DE'ElOPIEIT 
HEIRUG SCIEICE 
SHP'5Z0 
SHP'7]0 
SHPUIO 
f 
f 
S 3 
3 
J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
AIALYSIS OF 'ER8AL 8EHA'IDR 
SPEECH PIYSIOlOGY 
SDClIlIIGUI5T1CS 
IITRDD TO COIIUI DISORDERS 
ARTICUlATIOI OISO~OE~S 
SHPJ"B r 
SHPun f 
SHPuZ5a 
SHPU35a f 
SHPUI5 
I 
" 
S 
3 
3 
3 
] 
3 
HRS, 
HRS. 
HRS, 
HRS. 
HRS. 
olAG aTHDS II COIIUI DISORDERS SHPJ6Zoa I J HRS. 
IITRUI TO CLIIICAl AUDIOlOGY SHPUJOa S J HRS. 
IITIOI TO REHA8IlITATI'E AUDIO SHPU" S 3 liS. 
SUR EICPTIL CHILDREN' PRGRANS Hlo68Z0 f I S J H~S. 
IEAlTI CARE DRGAIIIATIOI SHP"na f I S 3 HRS. 
ilElIUIREO AREAS-'UPPER OI'ISION' , HOU~S) 
SELECT AT lEAST Z HOURS 
STATISTICAL NETHODS 
rRON ANONG: 
CASrUo r 5 , HRS. 
~ESEARCH IETHODOlOGT II HlO HLD5"01 r I S 3-' HRS. 
STATISTICS Hl05H II f I J-' HRS. 
SELECT AT lEAST 3 HOURS rROI AlONGI 
A810~IAl PSTCHOlOGY 
PE~SON'lITY THEO~Y 
Hl050]0 r 
HLoS33 ° f 
I 
I 
3-' 
3 
HIS. 
. HRS. 
SELECT AT lEAST J HOURS FRO I AIOIGI 
CHILD OE'ELOPRENT 
PSYCH.SOCIAl ISPECTS or IGIIG 
Hl051Z0 
HL05310 
r 
f 
I S 
S 
·3-' 
J-' 
HRS. 
HRS. 
lIrE CYCLE oE'ElOPIENT Hl05UI 00 00 00 J HRS. 
SELECT AT lEAST I HOURS r~ON ARON~' 
~ESEA~CH IETHOOOlOGY IR HlD Hl05"01 r I S 3-' HRS. 
STATISTICS HL05UlI f I ],' HRS. 
ElECTI'E COU~SES--UPPER OI'ISIOR' IZ HOU~s) 
ELECT IZ HOU~S r~OH AHONG 
COU~SES orrERED TH~OUGH THIS 
IA~O~ OR FRO I ANONG liBERAL 
EDUCATIO. COURSES orrE~ED 
TH~ouaHOUT THE UNI'E~SITT. , 
T~ARSFE~ CREDIT--lOIE~ DI'ISIONI (60 HOU~S ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Bachelor of Health Science in Allied Health with a 
major in Communication Disorders is 120 hours 
NoTECS)' 
, 	 STUDENTS IHO HA'E HET CONPETENCY AND COU~SE REQUIREMENTS 
THROUGH TRANSfER Dr CREDIT RUST TIKE A CONPA~AILE IDH8E~ OF 
C~EoIT HOURS Dr ELECTIVES AT THE UPPE~ OI'ISIOI lEVEL SO 
THAT THEY NEET THE REQUIREREIT or 60 CREDIT HOU~S or UPPER 
OI'ISIaN COURSE WORK. 
I 	 C~EOIT HOUIS EARNED fOR COU~SES LISTED 10~E THII DICE II A 
CUR~ICUlUH NAY lOT 8E USED TO SATISrY THE REQUIRENEITS OF 
HO~E THAN DIE CONPETEICY. 
aa 	THIS CURRICUlUI IS P~EP~OfESSIONAlJ PREPARATIOI FOR THE 
CoIHUIICATION DISORDERS CERTIrlCATE IS AT THE GRADUATE 
LEVEL. 
r • fAll fO = rAlL DOD YEARS FE ~ rAll E'EI YEARS • = IIITE~ 
NO a NINIER ODD TEA~S WE = WIITE~ EYEI YEA~S S = SPRII&'SUNRER 
SO 	 = SP~IIG-SUIIE~ 000 YEA~S SE = SPRING-SUNIE~ E'EN YEARS 
aa = NOT SCHEDULED DO. 01 OEIAIO a = RUlTI-CDIPETEICY COURSE 
PRO'RAI' ALLIED HEALIH 
MAJOR. CONIUNICAIION DISORDERS 
LE'EL' IASIER OF HEALIH SCIENCE 
ADNISSIOI INfORMAIION' 
A SIUoENI MUSI. a) HA'E A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE fROM A 
RE'IDIALLY ACCREolIED COLLEGE DR UNI'ERSIIY' Z) IE II '000 
SIAIDII' Al IHE LASI SCHOOl AIIEIDEDJ 5) HAVE A GPA Of Z.15 DR 
IEIIER ON A 4.0 SCALE fOR ALL UIoERGRAOUAIE MORK AIIEIPIEo 
PRIOR 10 I"E AMARO OF A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE; 4) SUBIII THREE 
LEIIEIS Of IECOINENOAIloN fROM FACULIY IN IHE SIUDEII·S IAJOR 
INDICAllNi IHAT IHEY MOULD ACCEPI IHE APPLICANI INTO IHEIR DIN 
PRoGRAN. HENCE. POIENIIAL ABILIIY AS A 'RAOUAIE SIUOENT IN IHE 
PRO'RAM AID 10 CARRY OUI MoRK IN IHE fiELD. ALL SIUOENIS MILL 
8E ADMIIIED CONDIIIONALLY PENDIN' VERifiCATION Of ADEOUAIE 
SPEECN AND HEARIN' TO fUNCIION AS A SPEECH PATHOLD'IST. 
SIUDEITS 101 IEEIING ADMISSION CRIIERIA MAY PEIIIIDN fOR ADMIS­
SION THROUGH IHE OffiCE Of ADIISSIONS. 
DEGREE REQUIRENENTS. 
A SIUDENT NUSI' a) HA'E MEl ALL UlOER;aADUAIE CONNUIICAlrON 
DISORDERS CURRICULUN REQUIREMEMISJ Z) ACOUIRE A NIIIIUI Of 4. 
'IADUAIE CREDII HOURS; 3) ACQUIRE THE CONPEIENCIES SPECifiED 
fOR IHIS DE'REEJ 4) PASS A MRIIIEN CONPREHEISIVE EXANINAIION 
O'ER AlL UNDERGRADIAIE AND GRADUATE COMPETENCIES' 5) COIPLEIE 
A TERNIMAL IITEGRAIII' EXPERIEICE MHICH INCLUDES AT LEAST 5Z5 
SPECIRIEO HOURS Of CLINICAL PRACTICUI IN SPEECH PATHOlOGY AND 
AUDIOlO'Y' .) EARN AT LEAST Z4 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AI 'SUo 
A SIUDENT MAY SU8STIIUTE ACHIEVENEIT Of CDMPEIENCIES BY 
ALTERNAIE IETHOOS UPON APPROVAL Of AD'ISoR AND UPON IICLUSloN 
IN IH! STUDENT'S APPROVED STUDY PLAN•• 
RUUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LEVEL' ( 411 HOURs) 
VOICE DISORDERS SHP9910 S 5 HRS. 
LAI'UAGE DISoRDEIS Of CHILDREN SHP"ZO 5 5 HRS. 
SIUITERING SENINAR SHP91Z0 S 3 HRS. 
APHASIA SEll I UR SHPIOl5 f 5 HRS. 
8H,a 'RIN COIIUI. DISORDERS 
COIl DISORDERS CRAIofACL AIoIL 
SHPIl6D 
SHPIIZIH 
M 
5 
1 
5 
HRS. 
HRS. 
10ToR SPEECH DISDIDERS SHPIZ80 f 5 HRS. 
pRACI SPCH PATH. PUBliC SCHOOL 
PRACI IN SPCH PAIH' IH CENTER 
pRACT IN SPCH PATH' HOSPITAL 
SPCH , LAI' Of HEARING IIPAIRD 
CLIIICAL AUDIDLO'Y 
ADVANCED REHA8. AUDIOl.o&Y 
SHP9210 
SHp9Z5a 
SHP9Z50 
SHp9560 
SHpszao 
SHPeDOO 
f 
f 
f 
f 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3 
1 
5 
5 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
pRACT IN AUDIOLOGY ASSESSMENT 
pRACI IN AUDiOlOGY REHAB 
HIST. PHIL , PRfSNL ASPECTS CO 
SPECIAL PROJECTS IN ••• 
SHP9ZU 
SHP9ZU 
SHP9Dll 
SHp160D 
f 
f 
f 
f 
M 
M 
M 
5 
S 
5 
a 
Z 
3 
a 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Master of Health Science in Allied Health with a 
major in Communication Disorders is 48 hours 
NoTEn)l 
• 	 IHIS PROfESSIONAL CURRICULUM ENAIlES GRADUATES TO APPLY fOR 
STAlE AND IATIOANL CERTlfICAIIDN. 
f a fALL fD = fALL DOD YEARS fE = fALL EVEN YEARS M a MIMTER 
MO 	 ~ MINIER DOD YEARS ME E MINTER E'EN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMNER 
SO 	 • SPRING-SUIMER DOD YEARS SE = SPRIN'-SUMIER E'EI YEARS 
SS • NOT SCHEDULED 00 ON DEMAND a e IULTI-COIPETEICY COURSEE 
Medical Technology Major This major is a two-year profes­
sional curriculum which prepares students for careers in a 
variety of clinical laboratory settings. The curriculum in­
cludes clinical practice that is integrated with didactic con­
tent. The major seeks to provide instruction and evaluation 
based upon: identified competencies, current needs within 
the profession, and responsiveness to individual needs. The 
clinical laboratory experience will give the student the op­
portunity to perform simple and complex laboratory 
analyses, to gain knowledge of principles of clinical 
medicine, and to recognize the importance of quality 
assurance. Didactic material integrated with the laboratory 
work will help the students develop skill in data correlation, 
decision making, and problem solving. While developing 
technical competency, students are provided learning op­
portunities that introduce them to the expanding role of the 
medical technologist, such as in the areas of teaching, 
research, administration, and interdisciplinary education. 
The Medical Technology major is fully accredited by the 
American Medical Association Committee on Allied Health 
Education and Accreditation. Graduates are eligible for na­
tional and state certifying examinations. Most medical 
School of Health Professions 205 
technologists are employed in clinical laboratories of 
hospitals and medical centers. Job opportunities are 
available in other areas sllch as in medical sales, industry, 
research, and education. 
pRO'RAN' ALLIED HEALIH 
NAJOR. NEDICAL TECHNOLo'Y 
LE'EL' BACHELOR Of HEALTH SCIENCE 
ADNISSION INfORMATION' 
A SIUDENI IUSII a) HAVE ACQUIRED AI ASSOCI AlES DEGREE OR &0 
SEIESIER HOURS MIIH AN OVERALL ·C· DR lETTER GpA fROM A REGION­
ALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE DR UNI'ERSITY; AND Z) IE IN GOOD 
SIANDING AI IHE LAST SCHOOL AI TENDED; 5) HA'E EARNED CREDIT 
MIIHII IHE PAST 1 YEARS. MIIH A GRADE Of ·C· DR BEITER. IN IHE 
foLLOMING PREREQUISITE COURSESI INORGANIC CHEIISIRY (I SH). OR­
GANIC CHEIISTRY (4 SH). BIOLOGY OR lOOLOGY (I SH). COLLEGE 
ALGEBRA (ISH). AND NICROBIOLO'Y (4 SH). (NOTE: IN ADDITION. 
APPLICANTS SHOULO HAVE EARNED CREDIT IN THE fOLLoNI .. AREAS, 
HUNANIIIES (& SH). SOCIAL SCIEICES (& SH). AND ERGLISH COIpoSI­
TIOR DR RHETORIC (& SH); NOREOVER. II IS RECORIEaDEo IRAT 
APPLICAMIS TAKE AIALYTICAL CHENISTRY DR AN AODIIIOIAL COURSE IN 
oRGAIIC CHEIISIRY (ISH). AND SORE PHYSICS.); 4) SUBRIT Z 
STANDARD REfERENCE fORIS fROM PREVIOUS SCIENCE INSTRUCTORS; 5) 
CoIPlEIE AN INTERVIE. TO ASSESS. CORIITRENT TO CAIEER GOALS IN 
MEDICAL IECNNOloGY. ACCURACY Of ACADEIIC RECORD. AMD SELf­
ASSESSMEIT Of POTENTIAL fOR SUCCESS IN THE fIELD. AID 6) HA'E 
PROfESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURAICE PRIOR TO AINISSloN TO CLINICAL 
fACILIIIES. IMELVE STUDENTS ARE AoNITTEO ANNUALLY fOR THE fALL 
TRIIESTER_ STUDENTS MHO IEET ALL REIUIRENENIS MILL 8E AOMIIIEO 
ON A fiRST COlE. fiRST SER'ED 8ASIS UITIL ENROLlREIT IS 
fILLEI. STUOENIS MITH fOREI'N TRANSCRIPTS lUST HAVE THEM E'AL­
UATEO THROUGH THE NAIIONAL ACCREDITING AGENCY fOR CLINICAL 
LAIGRATORY SCIENCES (NAACLS). STUDENIS NOT IEETING AORISSIOI 
CRIIERIA Nn PETITION fOR· AOMlSSIOR THROU6H IHE OffiCE or 
ADIISSloMS. 
DE'REE R[QUIRENENTS:
A STUIENT lUST. a) ACIUIRt A IINIIUM Of aZ4 CREDIT HOURS Of 
MHICH Al LEASI 64 HOURS lUST BE AT THE UPpEI OI.ISloI LE'EL' Z)
ACQUIRE IHE COIpETENCIES SpECIFIED .fOR THIS DEGREE. 5) EARl AI 
LEAST Z4 CREDIT HOURS AT GSU; 4) COIPLETE DIE SEIESTER Of ANA­
L'IICAL CHENISTRY. DR A SECOND SENESIER Of ORGANIC CHEIISTRY. 
DR A 1 CREDII-HOUR UPPER OI,ISION CHEMISTRY ELECTI'E. A SIUOENI 
MAY SU8SIIIUTE ACHIE'ENENI Of COIPETENCIES IY ALIERNAIE 
REIHOOS UPON APPRo,AL Of AD.ISOR AID UPON INCLUSION 1M THE STU­
DEIT'S APPRO.Eo STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIREO COURSES--UPpER OI'ISION: ( 51 HOURS) 
II0CH[NISTRY' LECTURE CAS5401 5 5 NRS. 
PHYSIOLOGIC SYSIENS I CASU40 f 3 HRS.•pHYSIILOGIC SYSIEIS II CAS6950 f 1 HRS.•IMIUNaoGY SHP4Z05 M Z HRS. 
CLIN LAI SC'MED TECH PRACT SHP1130 f 5 HRS. 
CLIN LAI SCII HEIAIOLO'Y I SHpHla f a Has. 
CLIM LA8 SCI' CHEMISTRY I SHp3UZ f a HRS. 
CLIN LAB SCI' IICROBIOLO'Y I SHPJJJJ f a RRS. 
CLIN LAS SC,"EO IECH PRACT II SHPH40 M 3 HRS. 
CLIN LAB SCI'REIAL PHYS , URIL SHplUI M a HIS. 
CLIN LAB SCI: CHEIISTRY II SHP5HZ M I HRS. 
CLtN tAB SCII MICR0810loGY 11 _ SHPJJ4J M a HRS. 
CLIN LAB SC:NED TECH paACT III SHpJJ50 5 5 HRS. 
CLIN LA8 SCII BLOOD BANK I SHplJ5a 5 a HRS. 
CLIN LA8 SCII HEMATOlO'Y II SHPH5Z S a HRS. 
CLIN LAB SC.IEO TECH pRACT IV SHp5160 f 1 RRS. 
CL'N LA8 SCI:MEIAI·Y/COA'LIN SHpU6l f a HRS. 
CLIN LAB SCI: CHENISIRY III SHP3nz f a HRS. 
CLIN LAB SCI' IICR0810l0'Y III SHPH6J f a HRS. 
CLII LA8 SC,"EO TECH pRACT V SHpU10 1 HilS. 
CLIN LA8 SCI' IICRoBIOLoGY I' SHp11l1 •M a HRS. 
CLII LAI SCI. 8LoOD BANK II SHp111Z a HRS.•CLIN LAB SCII CHEIISTRY I' SHpJJ13 M a HRS. 
CLIN LAB SC'MEO TECH PRACT VI SHpUIO S 1 HU. 
IEOICAl PHYSICS CAS10Z5 4 HRS. 
HEALII pROfSN ED INSTRUCTID. SHp1l9Z " 3 HRS. 
COMPUIERS, LOGIC , OESI'N CAS5538 f "M 5 Z HRS. 
CLII LA8 SCI' INTRo LA8 MGIT SHPJJI5 5 a HRS. 
REQUIREO AREAS--UPPER OI'ISIONI I HoURU 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fRoN ANONG, 
SUTlSTlCS I BpA34&l f M 5 3 HRS. 
STATISTICAL IETHODS CASTUO f S 4 HRS. 
SELECI Al LEAST Z HOURS fROI AlONG. 
HEALTM CARE OR'ANllAIION SNP4090 f 1 HRS.• 	5 HLTH S.REC DEVEL ALO HLTN PRAC SNp5Z10 S Z HRS. 
SELECT AI LEAST 5 HOURS fROR AION" 
CONMUIICATIOIS I BpUSOI f M S 1 HRS. 
.RITIIG PRINCIPLES CAUllO f 5 5 HRS. 
HEALTH EDUCATION SKILLS SHP1l90 F 3 HRS. 
ELECIIVE COURSES--UpPER DI'ISloN' 1 HOURS) 
ELECT 3 HOURS fRO" COURSES IN 
SCIENCE. 
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IR'ISfER CREOII--LOIER 01.15111' ('0 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 
Bachelor of Health Science in Allied Health with a 
major in Medical Technology is 124 hours 
f • fALL fD ~ fALL ODD Y£ARS fE = FALL E.EI YEARS I = IIITER 
10 • IIITER DOD Y£ARS IE = II ITER E'EI YEARS S = SPRING-SUMMER 
SO • SPRIIG-SUMRER 000 YEARS SE. SPRING-SUMMER E'EI YEARS 
II • 101 SCHEDULED 00 ~ 01 DERAIO a· MULII-CDNPETEICY COURSE 
Health Services 
Administration Program 
Major and Option: 
Health Services Administration (B.H.S. & 
M.H.S.) 
Mental Health Administration (G) 
The purpose of this program is to prepare students to 
become administrators of health service organizations and 
programs. The students are trained not only to manage and 
develop organizations and programs, but also to improve 
community health status and well-being. The program has 
two emphases: the achievement of the knowledge and skills 
essential for being competent administrators, and the com­
mitment of establishing attitudes and values toward fulfill­
ment of health care goals. 
Health Services Administration Major This major is design­
ed to train administrators for unit or department head posi­
tions in large and complex health care institutions such as 
hospitals, and for executive director positions in small 
and/or less complex health care institutions such as clinics 
and nursing homes. 
The graduate Health Services Administration major is 
designed to prepare students to assume middle manage­
ment and top executive positions in farge heaTthcare institu-­
tions after the requisite years of experience. The graduates 
from the master's program may find employment with 
hospitals, long-term care institutions, mental health institu­
tions or programs, health maintenance organizations, pre­
paid group practices, and neighborhood health centers, as 
well as a variety of governmental and private health care 
programs, such as HEW offices, PSRO's, Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield, AHA, health insurance agencies, and other health 
care facilities. The graduate major is fully accredited by the 
Accrediting Commission on Education for Health Services 
Administration. 
The person choosing the Mental Health Administration op­
tion will augment the generic health administration degree 
program with specialized courses addressing mental health, 
law, funding and clinical/therapeutic services. The final field 
experience will also be undertaken in a mental health set­
ting. 
PROGRAN' HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION 

MAJOR. HEALIH SER'ICES AOMIIISTRATIOI 

LEVEL' 8ACHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE 

AOMISSIOM INfORNATION. 

A STUDENT MUST' I) HA'E AM ASSOCIATES DEGREE OR 60 SENESTER 

HOURS or CREDIT 11TH AI OVERALL -C· DR BETTER GPA fROM A RE­

GIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY; AND Z) BE II GOOD 

STAIDING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. STUOEITS lOT IEETING AD­

MISSIOI CRITERIA MAY PETITION fOR ADMISSION THROUGH THE OffICE 

Of ADMtSSIONS. 

DEGREE REQUIREMENTS' 
A STUDEIT RUST' I) ACIUIRE A NINIMUM Of IZO CREDIT HOURS Of 
IHICH AT LEAST '0 CREDIT HOURS MUST 8E AT THE UPPER OI'ISIa. 
LE'EL (30 HOURS REQUIRED. ZZ HOURS ELECTED); Z) ACQUIRE 
THE COMPETENCIES SPECifIED fOR THIS DEGREE. AND ') EARN A RIII­
HUM Of Z, CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. STUDENTS IHO HAVE NOT COMPLETED 
A COURSE IN NEOICAL SCIENCE MUST TAKE SHP6"~. A STUDENT NAY 
SU8STITUTE ACHIEVEMEIT Of COMPETENCIES BY AtTERNATE METHODS 
UPON APPROVAL Of ADVISOR AND UPON INCLUSION II THE STUDENT'S 
APPRO'EO STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURiES--UPPER DI'ISION' ( za HOURS) 
HEALTR CARE DRGANllATIDN SHP4090 f M S 3 HRS. 
HEALTH CARE ECONOMICS I SHPf>311 f I 3 HRS. 
HEALTH CARE SOCIOLOGY SHP6UO F I S 3 HRS. 
SOCIAL RESEARCH AND EVALUATION CAS1~6Z F I 4 HRS. 
COMPUTERS. LOGIC , DESIGN CAS~518 F II S Z HRS. 
HEALTH CARE. LEGAL ASPECTS 8PA51Z1 F M S 3 HRS. 
PRINCIPLES Of MANAGENENT IPAHOI F II S 3 HRS. 
rlNANCIAL ACCOUNTING BPAJlO 1 F M S 3 HRS. 
HEALTH PLANNING I SHP35'0 3 HRS.• SHSA. fIELD EXPERIENCE I SHP4Z00 1 HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--UPPER DI'ISION' 10 HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 2 HOURS rROH AMONG. 
ETHICS AND EN'IRDNNENT CAs,oao F I 2.3 HRS. 
ETHICS' PROfESSIONAL STAIDARDS HL05190 F 2 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS FRDN AHONG. 
fOUNDATIOIS Of NANAGEHENT 8PA5401 F I S J HRS. 
STATISTICAL METHODS C&SlUO F S 4 HRS. 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fROH AHON&: 
PERSONNEL NAIAGENENT 8PUUO I SO 3 HRS. 
PUBLIC PERSONNEL ADHINISTRAT'N BPH9JD F S 1 HRS. 
HSA'PBRSONNEL ADHN/LABDR RELAT SHPUZO M S 3 HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--UPPER DI'ISION: ( Z2 HOURS) 
ELECT AT LEAST 22 CREDIT 

HOURS fRDH AMONG. SHP5'~0. 

SHPf>20'. SHP6310. SHP3541. 

SIPI542. SHP1000. 5HP1005. 

SHP1010. AND lOR OTHER COURSES 

IN THE UIIVERSITY THAT ARE 

APPROPRIATE TO THE STUDENT'S 

PERSONAL AND lOR PROFESSIONAL 

GOALS AND THE LIBERAL EDUCA­
TION REQUIREMENTS. ELECTI'ES 

MUST IE APPRO'ED 8Y AD'ISOR. 

TRAISfER CREOIT--LOMER OI'ISIOH' (60 HOURS ) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Health Science in Health Services Administration with a 

major in Health Services Administration is 120 hours 

F • fALL FO = fALL ODD Y£AR5 fE = fALL EVEN YEARS M. lINTER 
10 • IINfER ODD YEARS ME. MIITER E'EN YEARS S = SPRING-SUMHER 
SO = SPRING-SUNHER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUNHER EVEN YEARS 
II = NOT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEHAMO a = HULTI-COMPETEICY COORSE 
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P••'.AII HEALTH SEIVICES AOIIIIST.ATIOI 
IAJOI. HEALTH SERVICES ADIIIISTIATIOI 
LEVEL' lASTER Of HEALTH SCIEICE 
ADIISSIO. l.fORIATIO.' 
A STUIE.T lUST. I) HAVE A .ACCALAUIEATE OECIEE fRDI A 
REGIO.ALL, ACCREDITED COLLEGE 01 U.IVEISIT" Z) BE I. GOOD 
STA.OING AT THE LAST SCHOOL ATTEIOEO' ]) HA.E A GPA or Z.5 D. 
A ~.D SCALE fDI THE LAST 60 HD.IS Of U.OEICIAOUATE COURSEIORKJ 
A.. ~) IEET E.ALUATIOI STA.OAIOS THAT CDISIDER T'PE AID AIOU.T 
Of 10RK EXPERIE.CE. SKILLS POSSESSED. POTENTial IN fIElD AS AD­
DRESSED ., STA.OARO REfERE.CE fORIS A.O COURSEIORK TAKE. A.O 
OEGRE[ RECEIVED. CREDEITIALS REIUIREO I.CLUOE ] ST ••OARO REf­
ERENCH fORNS A.D. CORPLETEO QUESTIOII.IRE. STUDEITS lOT 
IEETII' AOIISSIO. CRITERIA lA' PETITIOI fOR AOIISSIOI THROUCH 
THE OffiCE Of AOIISSIOIS. 
DECREE RIOUIREIE.TS. 
A STUIE.T NUST. I) ACDUIRE A II.IIUI Of ~I GRADUATE CREDIT 
HOURS e]' HOURS REQUIRED. , HOURS ELECTED); Z) ACIUIRE THE 
COIPErE.CIES SPECifIED fOR THIS DECREE; 3) EARl A IIIINUI Of 
Z~ 'RADUATE CREIIT HOURS .T GSU; ~) PASS A CONPREHE.SIVE EXAN­
IIATIII O.ER CRADUATE COIPETENCIES. STUDENTS IHO HAVE .OT 
CONPLETEO A COURSE IN ECOIOIICS NUST TAKE SHP6'I5 OR 'PA5Z01. 
STUDE ITS IHO HAVE .OT COMPLETED A COURSE IN CONPUTER SCIEICES 
••0 H[OICAL SCIE.CE NUST TAKE CAS553. AID SHP6~95. STUOEITS 
IHO HAVE laT CIIPLETEI A COURSE I. STITISTICAL IETHDOS lUST 
TIKE 'PA5~10 DR CAST130 DR EQUI'ALE.T. A STUOE.T lA' SUBSTITUTE 
ACHIE'EHENT Of COIPETEICIES " ALTERNATE IETHOOS UPD. APPROIAL 
Of AO'ISOR AID UPON IICLUSIO. IN THE STUOEIT'S APPRO'ED STUD' 
PLAI. II OIOEI TO CRAOUATE A STUDE.T NUST EAR. A II.IIUI GRADE 
Of -.- fOR EACH Of THE REQUIIEO PIOCRAI COUISES A.O IAINTAII A. 
O'ERALL GPA Of 3.0. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRAOU'TE LEVEL. 
HEALT. CARE SOCIOLOG' 
HSA. IUA.TIT.TIIE OECISIO. NKC 
HC 'RDCR.I E'ALUATIO. 
HE.LTH C.RE' LEG.L ASPECTS 
HC 01' I .OH.' PROBS-ISSU-POLS 
ME.LTH PL.N.ING II 
HEALTH C.IE ECONONICS II 
fOUNOATIO.S Of ••••CEIEIT 
HSPTL I HLTH SERI ORG. AOIIN. 
MSA.PIRSO.NEL ADNN/L.BOI REL.T 
HSA. fl.ANCIAL NAI.GEIENT 
HS.' fiELD EXPERIENCES II 
IUUIREO .RE'S--GR.OUATE LEVEL: 
SELECT .T LE.ST J HOUIS rlOI .ID.GI 
fDUNOATIO.S Of .CCOUITING 
.CCIG rOR HlTH SER'ICE ORG.ZTN 
ELECTI'E COURSES--GR'DUATE LE'EL' 
ELECI , HOURS fRO. SHP621~. 
SHP6Jl0. SHP1000. SHP1005. 
SH"OIO. SHP8015. SHPI'20. 
SHPI'61 A.O/OR DTMEI COURSES 
IN THE UNI'ERSIT' TH.T .RE 
.PPID'RIATE TO THE STUOE.T'S 
PERSOI.L .NO/OR PROfESSION.L 
GO.LS AID APPRO' ED B, 'N 
.C.OE.IC 'OlISOIi. 
36 HOURS) 
SHP6Z'O 
SHPIOJO 
SHP8941 
BPA5121 
SHP.,JO 
SHP&J60 
SHPIUO 
"'5Ul 
SMreOIO 
SHP6UO 
SMP1950 
SHPI"O 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
I 
II 
I 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
3 
2 
J 
] 
] 
J 
] 
J 
J 
] 
J 
~ 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HilS. 
HOURS) 
BPA5101 
BPUIIO 
f 
r 
I 
II 
S ] 
J 
HRS. 
HRS. 
9 HOURS) 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Health Science in Health Services Administration with a 

major in Health Services Administration is 48 hours 

f z fALL fO = r.LL aDD ,E.RS fE = r.lL EIE. YE.IIS I & VI.TER 
WO ~ VI.TER ODD YE.RS IE = IIINTER EVEN YE.RS S = SPRIH&-SUIIER 
SO # SPRING-SUIIIEI DOD YEAIIS SE z SPRING-SUIHER EVEN YE.RS 
SS = NOT SCHEDULE a 00 z O. OEI••D a = .ULTI-COMPETEICY COURSE 
PROGR.N' HE.lTH SER'ICES .DNINISTR.IIOI 
N.JOR' HEALTH SERIICES AOII.ISTRATIO. 
OPTION' "E.T.L HE.LTH .0111ISTI.TI0. 
LE'EL' ••STER or HE.LTH SCIEICE 
.O.ISSIOI IlrOII.TIOI' 
• SlUDE", IUSI. U HUE. UCC.LAUIEATE OEGlEE fRON A 
REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE DR UII'ERSITY' 2) BE IN GOOD 
ST ••OING .T THE L.ST SCHOaL .TTE.OEO' ]) III'E I G,. or 2.5 O • 
• ~.O SC.LE fOR THE L.ST 60 HOURS Of U.OERGI.OUATE caVlSEIORK' 
••0 ~) .EEI EVALU.IIOI ST ••O.IIIS THAT CO.SIOEI TYPE AID .IOUIT 
Of liaR. EXPERIENCE. SKILLS POSSESSED. 'OTEITI.L II fIELD 'S AO­
OIESSEO BY STANDIRO REfERE.CE fORIS ••0 COURSENOI. I.KEI ••0 
OEGIEE RECEI'ED. CREDENTIALS REQUIRED INCLUDE] ST ••D.IB IIEr­
EIEICE faRIS .ND. COIPLETEO lUESTIOIIAIRE. STUDE.TS NOT 
.EETI.G 'ORISSla. CIITEII. I.Y PETITIO. fOR 'O"ISSIO. THROUGH 
THE OlflCE Of AOMISSIO.S. 
DEGIIEE IIEIUIRENE.ISI 
A STUDEIT NUST. I) .CIHIRE • lIIIlUN or ~I GRIOUaTE CIEDIT 
H~IIS' 2) .CIUIRE THE CONPETENCIES SPEClrIE' rOR THIS OEGIIEE' 
1) EARl A "I.IMUM or Z~ GRIOUaTE CREDIT HDUIIS .T GSUJ ~) P.SS 
A CON~IEHE.SI'E EX.II ••TIOI O'ER GR.DU.TE COMPETENCIES. STU­
OE.'S 1110 lAVE .OT COMPLETED • COUISE II ECOlaNICS RUST TAKE 
SH'.'15 OR BPA5211. STUOE.TS IHa H"E laT COIPLETED • COUISE 
I. ca.PUTER SCIE.CES OR REOIC.L SCIE.CE lUST TAKE CAS5511 A.a 
SHP6~'5. STUDE.TS IIHO HAtE NaT CDHPLETEO • COURSE II STATIS­
TICAL IETHODS lUST T.KE IP'5~10 OR·~AS'110 OR ·EQUI'ALE.T •• 
STUOEIT lAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVEIEII Of COMPETE.CIES BY ALTERIITE 
IETHOOS UPOI APPROVAL or ADVISOR 'NO UPON IICLDSIO. IN THE STU­
DENT'S APPROVED SlUOY PLAN. IN ORDER TO GRADUATE A STUOEIT 
.UST '.R. A II.IIUI GIIAOE Of -B- fOR E.CH af THE IIEIUIREI rlo­
GR.I COURSES A.O IAINT.I. AN OlERAlL GP. Of ].0. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRAOUATE LE'EL' 
HEALTH C.RE SOCIOLOGY 
HSA. QUllfIT.TIVE OECISIOI IKC 
HC PRIGRAM E'ALUATIO. 
HEALTH CIRE, LEGAL ASPECTS 
HC ORG I .01.' PRaIS-ISSU-POLS 
MEALTH PLAINI.G II 
HEALTH CARE ECOIOIICS II 
fOUIDATIOIS or N•• AGENEIT 
HSPTL I HLTH SERV ORG. AOIII •• 
HSI.paISOIIEL ADIN/LA.OR RELAT 
HSA. fINA.CIAL NA.AGE.E.T 
MSA' fIELD EX'ERIENCES II 
REQUIRED AREAS--GR'OUKTE LE'EL' 
SELECT AT LEAST 3 HOURS fliOI AIOIG. 
fOU.DA TlO.S Of ACCOUIIUIG 
ACCIG fOil HL TH SERIICE OIGNlTII 
SELECT AI LEAST' HOUIIS rliOI AlOI&' 
HSA' MNTL MLTH I QE'El OISABLT 
HS.' IITL HLTH .DNINISTI.TIO. 
HLIH S. IIIL HLTH ECON I .0111 
A.O/OII OTHER COUIISES TH.I .RE 
.PPIO'IIIITE TO THE STUOE.T·S 
PERSO.AL ••0/OR PROfESSIONAL 
GO.LS AID APPROVED 'Y •• 
ACAOEIIC .OVISOR. 
]6 HOURS) 
SHP6Z'O f 
SHPIDJO r 
SHPB'U f 
BP'5121' f 
SHP89JO f 
SHP.J60 r 
SHP.6]O 
BPA5~01 f 
SHPIIIO f 
SHP6~za 
SHPS'SO f 
SHP.99O f 
12 HOURS> 
IP15101 f 
BPA..IO f 
SHP5012 
SHPSOU f 
SHP626~ 
I 
II 
V 

II 

I 

N 

II

•II 

II 

I 

V 

II 

I 
S 
S 
S 

S 

S 
S 
S 
S 
SE 
J HRS. 
2 HIS. 
J HIS. 
] HRS. 
J HilS. 
1 "RS. 
3 HRS. 
] HRS. 
] HRS. 
J HRS. 
] HIS. 
~ HRS. 
] HilS. 
J HRS. 
] IllS. 
] "liS. ] HRS. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Health Science in Health Services Administration with a 

major in Health Services Administration is 48 hours 

f z fALL ro. f.Ll DOD YE.RS FE. f.LL E,EI YE.IIS II. IIIITER 
110 • IIIITER DOD YEAIS liE = liNTER EIEN YE.RS S· SPIIIIG-SU.IER 
SO SPRI.G-SUIMER DOD YEARS SE = SPRI.G-SUNNER EIE. YE.IS 
SS • NOT SCHEDULED 00 = 01 OEI'IO a = IULTI-COMPETEICY COUIISE 
208 School of Health Professions 
Nursing Program 
Majors: 

Nursing Practice (B.S.N.) 

Restorative Nursing (M.S.N.) 

Nursing Teaching (M.S.N.) 

Nursing Administration (M.S.N.) 

The Nursing Program provides opportunities for registered 
nurses from either an associate degree program or a 
diploma program to obtain a baccalaureate degree in nurs­
ing. The Nursing Program also provides a master's degree 
program for nurses who have a baccalaureate degree in 
nursing. 
Nursing Practice Major The baccalaureate nursing major is 
designed to prepare nurses to practice as generalists in 
health care settings with clients of all ages. This major ac­
quaints the nurse with the historical development of nursing 
and the trends affecting nursing and health care delivery. 
Leadership abilities of the professional nurse are emphasiz­
ed. The theoretical basis of nursing is emphasized as well as 
the changing scope of nursing practice. Beginning research 
activities are developed. This major prepares the student for 
graduate education. 
PROGRAN' NURSING 
NAJOR' IURSING PRACITCE 
LEYEL' IACHELOR DF SCIENCE II NURSING 
ADNISSIDN INFDRNATIDN' 
A STUIEIT lUST. I' HA'E AI ASSDCIATES DEGREE DR AT LEAST 60 
SENESIER HOURS DF CREDIT MITH AN OVERALL ·C· DR BETTER GPA FRDN 
A REGIDIALLY ACCREDITED COlLEGE DR UNIVERSITY' ZI BE II GDDD 
STAIDING AT THE LAST SCHDOl ATTENDED. 3).E CURRENTLY LICENSED 
AS A REGISTERED IURSE IN THE STATE OF ILLINDIS' 4) HAVE A NIN­
INUN DF TMD YEARS EXPERIENCE AS REGISTERO NURSE MITHIN THE PAST 
FIVE _EARS. DR HAVE GRADUATED FRDN AN APPRDVED ASSOCIATES DE­
GREE PRDGRAN DR OIPLONA SCHOOL OF NURSING MITHIN THE LAST TMO 
CALENtAR YEARS' 5) SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETE THE ·CONPETEICY 
ASSESSIEIT FDR AONISSIOI TEST- (CAAT, MITH A STANDARD SCDRE OF 
53 (66 PERCEITILE) 01 THE TEST OF CLINICAL NURSING KNDMLEOGE 
lASE AID A STANOAIO SCORE DF 23 (66 PERCEITILE) DN TNE TEST OF 
CLIllaAL IURSING SKILLS (SEE NDTE I). 6) CARRY CURREIT NURSII& 
NALPRACTICE LIA.ILITY INSURANCEI 1) HAVE EARNED AT LEAST Z6 
SEIESIER HDURS DF LDWER DI'ISION NURSING CREDITS MITH A GRADE 
OF -C· DR BETTER (SEE NDTE Z); AHO .) HAYE EARNED AT LEAST 34 
SENESTER HDURS AS FDLLOMS' ANATONY AND PHYSIOLOGY (4 SH). 
NICRO.IOLDGY (4 SN). GENERAL CHENISTRY (4 SH). IRGANIC CHERIS­
TRY (4 SH). ENGLISH CORPDSITION (J SM). RHETDRIC () SH). HURAN­
ITIES ELECTIVE () SH). GENERAL PSYCHDLOGY () SH). GENERAL SDCI­
DLDGY () SH). AND SDCIAL SCIENCES ELECTI'E () SH' (SEE NDTE ),. 
APPLICANTS MITH CREOENIIALS FRDN CDUNTRIES DTHER THAN THE 
U.S. MILL HAYE THEIR CREDENTIALS E'ALUATEO THRDUGH THE orFICE 
or ADNISSIDNS TD OETERNINE ELI6IBILITY FOR AONISSION. THESE 
APPLICANTS MILL BE REQUIRED TO TAKE AND PASS THE -TEST OF ENG­
LISH AS A FDREI6N LANGUAGE- (TOEFL) MITH A SCORE OF 500 DR 
AIO'E. APPLICANTS NUST ASSUME ALL RESPDNSIBILTY FOR rEES ASSO· 
CIATEO MlrH TESTIN6. ALL CREDENTIALS NUST IE SUINITTEO TD THE 
OFFIC~ DF AONISSIONS. ND APPLICANT CAN BE FULLY ADNITTEO TD 
THE PROGRAR INTIL ALL REQUIRED CREDENTIALS ARE ON FILE IN THE 
DFFICi OF AONISSIDNS. STUDENTS NDT NEETING AORISSIOI CRITERIA 
NAY PITITION FOR AONISSION THRDUGH THE DFFICE OF AONISSIDNS. 
DEGIEE REQUIRERENTS' 
A STUIENT NUST. I) ACOUIRE A NINIIUM DF 12& CREDIT HDURS OF 
MNICH AT LEAST 66 HOURS NUST IE AT THE UPPER OIVISIDN LEVEL (5'
HIURS REIUIRED • 1 HDURS ELECTED)' Z) ACQUIRE THE CDRPETENCIES 
SPECI.IED FOR THIS DEGREE' 3) EARN Al LEAST 24 CREDIT HOURS AT 
GSI. A STUDENT NAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIEVENENT OF CORPETENCIES BY 
ALTERNATE NETHDDS UPON APPRO'AL OF ADVISOR AND UPDN INCLUSIDN 
IN TH! STUDENT'S APPRDVED STUDY PLAN. 
REGUIRED COURSES--UPPER DIVISION. ( 59 HOURS) 
CUlTUIAL ANTHRDPOLOGY CASJtlOa F 3 HRS. 
IIDCHERISTRY' LABDRATORY CAS540Z 5 I HRS. 
DIOCHENISTRY' LECTURE CAS5403 S 3 HRS. 
PHYSIOLDGIC SYSTENS I CAS6940 F M J HRS. 
PHYSIOlOGIC SYSTENS II CAS6950 F M ) HRS. 
NURSING' HEALTI ASSESSNENT SHPJtOla F S 5 HRS. 
IURSIN6. COICEPTS t PRDCESSES sHPueoa F M 4 HRS. 
IURS' CARE IN DISTRII SETTINGS SHPUloa r M 1 HRS. 
NURS, CARE IN EPISDDIC SET'NGS 
IURS' PI.I RIGRT DF CL/PT CAIE 
NURS, SR SERINAR , PROJECT 
NURS, TEACHIIG CLIENTS/FANILY 
LIFE CYCLE DEVELOPNENT 
SHPUlla F 
SHPU4U F 
SHPU55a F 
SHPuua 
HLD541la DO 
W 
W 
M 
DD 
5 
S 
5 
DO 
5 
3 
4 
3 
3 
IRS_ 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HIS. 
HIS. 
IESEA.CN NETHDDDLDGY IN HLD HLD5400 f M S 3 HIS. 
SfA TISTICS HLD5H I F W 3 HRS. 
HEALTH CARE DRGAIIZATION SHP40fO F W 5 3 HRS. 
NURS. THE CDLLA8DRATIVE RDLE SHPU3Qa M S 3 HIS. 
ELECTI'E CDUISES-·UPPER DIYISIDN: 7 HDURS) 
ELECT 1 HDURS FRDN COURSES 
DFFERED THRDUGHDUT THE UNIYER­
SITY; AT LEAST) HDURS NUST BE 
IN LIBERAL EDUCATION CDURSES. 
TRANSFER CREDIT--LDMER DI'ISIDN' (60 HDURS 1 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Bachelor of Science in Nursing with a 

major in Nursing Practice is 126 hours 

NOTEtS)I 
THSSE TESTS MILL IE ADNINISTERED THROUGH THE DIYISIDN DF 
NURSING. 
2 	 APPLICANTS MITH AN ASSDCIATE DEGREE IN NURSING NAY TRANSFER 
THIS CREDITJ APPLICANTS NHD HAVE GRADUATED FRDN A DIPLDNA 
PRIGRAN NAY RECEIVE THIS CREDIT BY TAKING THE ·ANERICAN 
COLLEGE TESTING (ACT) PROFICIENCY EXANININATIDNS· IN' 
NATERNAL AND CHILD NURSING (AA '453). ADULT NURSING 
(AA '554). AND PSYCHIATRIC/NENTAL HEALTH NURSING (AA '50).
THESE EXANINATIDN5 NUST BE PASSED MITH A STANDARD SCDRE Dr 
45 DR BETTER. EXANINATIDN REPORTS RErLECTING ACCEPTABLE 
SCDRES ON EACH EXANINATIDN NUST BE ON rILE PRIDR TD 
ADIISSIDN TD THE PRDGRAN. THESE EXANINATIOIS ARE AONINIST­
ERED AT GSU BY THE DFriCE OF STUDENT DEVELDPHENT. 
J 	 APPLICANTS MITH AN ASSOCIATES DEGREE IN NURSING NAY BE 
AONITTEO COlDITIONALLY PENDING CDRPLETIDN Dr ANY IDENTIFIED 
DEFICIENCIES IN THESE CDURSES. DIPLDNA PRDGRAN 6IAOIATES 
NUST HAYE CDNPLETED THE CDURSEMOIK PRIDR TD ADIISSIDR TD THE 
PRaGRAN. APPLICANTS LACKING THIS CREDIT ARE ENCDUlAGED TO 
TAKE THE -COLLEGE LE'EL EXANIIATIDN PRO GRAN- (CLEP) TESTS 
IN THESE AREAS. THESE EXANIIATIDIS ARE ADNINISTEREO THRDUGH 
TNE CONMUNITY CDLLEGES IN THE STUDENToS DISTRICT. 
F • FALL FD. FALL ODD YEARS FE = FALL EVEN YEARS M = MINTER 
WD 	 = WINTER DOD YEARS ME = MINTER EVEN YEARS S. SPRING-SUNNER 
SO ~ SPRING-SUNNER DOD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUNIER E'EN YEARS 
II 	• NDT SCHEDULED 00 = DI DENAND a. NULTI-CDNPETENCY CDUISE 
Restorative Nursing Major This major in nursing prepares 
graduates to function as clinical specialists in restorative 
nursing. Students apply concepts, theories, and research in 
operationalizing a restorative nursing specialist role in a 
selected clinical setting. Implementation of a restorative 
nursing model in a clinical setting allows students to define 
their own area of specialization. 
This specialist uses advanced clinical expertise to improve 
the quality of client care with selected populations in 
specific acute or ambulatory health care environments. 
Scientific investigation and research facilitate the successful 
implementation of this role. 
PRDGRAN' NURSING 
IAJDR. RESTDRATIVE NURSING 
LEYEL' NASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
ADNISSIDN INrDRNATIDN: 
A STUIENT NUST. II HAVE ACIUIRED A IACCALAUREATE DEGREE UITH A 
NAIDR IN NURSING IN AN APPRD'ED NURSING PRDGRAN rRDN A REGIDI­
ALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE DR UNIVERSITY; ZI IE IN GDDD STANDING 
AT THI LAST SCHDDL ATTENDED; 3) HAVE CURRENT AND 'ALID LICEN­
SURE AS A REGISrERED NURSE IN THE STATE Dr ILLINDISI 4) HAVE 
VERIFIABLE EMPLDTNENT AS A REGISTERED NURSE FOR AT LEAST TUD or 
THE PAST rIVE YEARS. OR HA'E GRADDATED FRD. A IACCALAUREATE 
NURSING PRDGRAN MITHIN THE LAST.TMO CALENDA. TEARS--SEE NOTE II 
5) HAVE A CUNULATIVE GPA Dr 2.51 (4.1 SCALE) IN ALL UNDERGRADU­
ATE CIURSEMDRK. AND A 3.1 (4 •• SCALE) GPA MITH ND GRADE LESS 
THAN -C- IN ALL UPPERDIVISION NURSING COURSES (SEE NDTE 2); 61 
CARRY CURRENT NURSING NALPRACTICE/LIAIILITY INSURANCEI 1) SUI­
NIT TNREE LETTERS OF RECDNHERDATIDN "HICH PRDYIDE E'IDEICE Dr 
LEADERSHIP POTENTIAL. MORK EXPERIENCE. AND CD.RUNICATIDN SKILLS 
(SEE RDTE J)' 5) HAYE CDNPLETED REQUIRED PIEREIUISITE COURSES 
II STATISTICS (TO INCLUDE AN INTRDDUCTIDN TD PRDIABILITY AND 
11£ IE511NG or H'POIHESES'. RESEARCH MEIHOOOLOGr. AND pHrSICAL 
aSSESSHENI (SEE NOIE 61. 'I SUBMII SCOlES ON IHE AP"IUOE 'ESI 
IF THE ·GIAOUAIE IECOIO EIAMINA'ION- (GREI--RESUlIS ARE USED 
FDR A"ISEHENI PURPOSES (SEE NOIE 61; 10' SUII'I A ONE PAGE 
IIIGIAPHICAL SKETCH AID A SIA'EHEII OF pERSOIAL GOAlS rOR PUR­
SUING A GRADUATE DEGREE II NURSIIG_ APPLICANTS M'II CREOEN­
rIALS rROI COUIIRIES orHER IHAI IHE UII'EO STAlES MILL HA'E 
'HEIR CREDENTIALS E'ALUATEO THROUGH THE orr ICE or AOI'SSIOIS_ 
IHESE APpLICAITS MILL BE REQUIRED 10 lAKE AID PASS IHE -IESI or 
ENGLISH AS A rOREIGI LANGUAGE- (TOErL' MITH A SCORE or 550 OR 
A'O'E. AppLICANIS IUSI ASSUIE ALL RESpONSIBILII' rOR rEES AS­
SOCIAIEO MITH IESTING. ALL CREDENTIALS IUSI BE SUBIIIIEO 10 
IHE orrlCE or AOIISSIONS. NO APPLICANT CAl IE rULLY AOII'TED 
TO IHE pROGIAI UNIIL ALL REQUIRED CREOEI'IALS ARE 01 rlLE II 
THE orrlCE or ADMISSIONS. SIUOENTS NOT IEETIIG AOIISSION CRI­
TERIA lAY PETIIION rOR AOIISSIOI THROUGH THE orr ICE or AOIIS­
SIONS. AOIISSIOI 10 THE PROGRAM ODES 101 CARRY MIIH II OR 
~ARAIIEE ADMISSION '0 DEGREE CANOIOAC' (SEE NOTE 6'. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: 
A STUDENT MUST. I' ATIAII DEGREE CAIOIOACY STATUS (SEE 10TE 6" 
Z, ACIUIRE A MINIIUM Dr 1. GRADUATE HOURS Dr CREOII (11 HOURS 
REQUIRED • 5 HOURS ELECTED'; l' COMPLETE A TERMIMAL IITE­
GRAIIIG PROJEC' OR MAJOR SCHOLARL' MORKJ 6' ACQUIRE THE COM­
pETENOIES SPEClrlEO rOR rHIS DEGREE; 51 EARN A CUMULAII,E GPA 
or 1.0 (NO GRADE BELOW -C- IS ACCEPTABLE TOMARO TME GRADUATE 
DEGREE'; 6' EARN A IINIMUM GRADE or -.- IN ALL NURSIIG COURSESJ 
" ACQUIRE A MIMI MUM or Z6 GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSUJ I' 
PASS AN ORAL COMpREHENSI'E EXAMIIATION O'ER THE IAJOR AREA or 
SIUOY DURING 'HE LAST TRIMESTER or THE STUDENT'S PROGRAM--THIS 
EIAMI.ATIOI lA' BE REPEATED ONLY ONCE; AND 9' COMPLETE ALL DE­
GREE REQUIREIENTS MITHIN A THREE-'EAR PERIOD rROI THE DATE 01 
MHICH THE STUDENT FORMALLY ENROLLS FOR STUD' ArTER HA'IIG BEEI 
ADMITTED. CANDIDA rES MHO ARE UMABLE '0 MEET THIS REQUIREIEIT 
lar PETITION '0 HUE THEIR CREOEIHULS INO DEGREE PLANS REE"L­
UATED. SUCH CANDIDATES MUST EXPECT TO MEET ANY ADDITIONAL RE­
OUIREHEITS MMICH HA'E E'OL'EO SliCE THEIR ORIGIIAL NAIRICULA­
TIOI. srUOENTS lAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIE'EIEMT Dr COMPETENCIES BY 
ALTERIATE IETMOOS UPON AppRO'IL OF AO'ISOR AID UPOI INCLUSIOI 
II THE STUDENT'S IppRO'EO STUD' PLAN. 
REQUIRED COURSES--GRADUATE LE'EL: ZZ HOURS' 
NSG' THEORET FOUNOTN ROLE PREP SHp9l1Ga M 1 HRS. 
IURSIIG. THEORIES I MODELS SHpU5n M 1 HRS. 
AO'ANCEO COICEPTS IURSING CARE SHp915za S 1 HRS. 
ISG. "ROSEM IN RESIORATI'E NSG SHpU5sa 5 1 HRS. 
NSG' CURRICULUM I INSTR IN NSG SHPU60a 5 1 HRS. 
ISG' SEM , pRACT II RESTR NSG SHP9110a sa 6 HRS. 
IURSIIIG RESEARCH SHp'HD S 1 HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRAOUATE LE'EL: 9 HOURS I 
SELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS rROM AlONG. 
EN'IRaNMENTAL HEALTH CASSI5Z r 1 HRS. 
MEDICAL PHYSICS CAS10Z5 M 6 HilS. 
EI'IRaIIEITAL CHEMISTIIY CAUD11 5 1 HilS. 
SOCIOLOG' or THE rAMIL' CAS15" W S 6 HilS. 
ALCD-aLISM,THEORIES , IN'R,.II SHpH90 M Z HRS. 
PHYSIOLOGY Dr IGING SHP918D F 1 HilS. 
pS'CH'SOCIIL ISpECTS OF IGIIG HLD511D F S 1-6 HilS. 
CRISIS IN'ER'ENTIDN HLDUID DO DO 00 1 HRS. 
GROUP plIOCESS HLO~91D DO 00 00 1 HItS. 
THERAPEUTIC COMMUIICITIOI HLOID50 r 1 HRS. 
ELECTIVE COURSES--GRAOUATE LE'EL' 5 HOURS' 
ELECT 5 HOURS FROM COUIlSES 

IN THE UNI'ERSIT' THAT ARE 

APPROPRIATE TO THE STUDENT'S 

PERSOIAL AND/OR plOFESSIONAL 

GOALS AND APpRO'EO BY AN 

ACAOEIIC AD'ISOR. 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Science in Nursing with a 

major in Restorative Nursing is 36 hours 

NOJE(SI' 
Z 	 STUDENTS MHO DO NOT MEET THE GpA REQUIRENENTS AND IHOSE MHO 
HA'E GRAIUATED FROM NONGRADED IACCALAUIEATE pROGIIAMS MAY 
TAlE THE rOLLOMINC NATIONAL LEQGUE or NURSING ACHIE'EME.I 
TEns (BACCALAUREATE FOIIIIII MEDICALISURGICAL IIIIIISIHG. PSf­
CHIAIRIC NURSING ••ATERNAL/CHILD NURSIIG. COMMUIITY HEALTH 
IUISING. THESE IESTS MUST BE PASSED AT OR ABO'E THE 50lH 
PERCENTILE. PERSONS MHO HA'E TAIEN THE ACHIE'EMENT TESTS 
MITHIN THE LAST FI'E 'EARS lAY HIYE THEil IIET.KIIG THE TES'S 
IAI'EO Ir THEIR SCORES MERE ACCEPTABLE AND THE' HA.E THE 
scalES rORMAROED TO IHE GSU orrlCE Dr AOIISSIONS. 
lIMO LEITERS Dr RECONIEIDATION MUS' BE SUBMITIED BY THE 
STUOEIT'S rORMER COLLEGE/UNI'EIISIT, IURSIIG IISTRUCTORS. AND 
ONE rROM A NOI-ACADEMIC SOURCE. 
6 	 SIIDEITS lAY APPLY rOR DECREE CANDIOAC' OILY AFTEII THE' 
HAYE' I' COIpLETEO PREREQUISITE COURSES II STATISTICS. RE­
SEIRCH MEIHODOLOG'. AND PHYSICAL ASSESSMENT MITH A GlADE or 
-B- OR BETTER II EACH COUISE--THESE COURSES lAY 101 BE USED 
10 FULFILL DEGREE REQUIIIEMENTS AND MAY BE TAKEN AT 'HE 
UI.EIGRADDAIE LE'EL DR AT ANOTHER IISTITUTIOM; Z, COM~LETED 
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II. coaE IUISING COURSES S"P9110. SHp9160. AND SH~'150 IIIH 
A DRIOE or -.- OR BEITER II EACH COURSEJ AND 11 SU8RIT'EO 
,aE SC.REs--srUDEITS IHO HAYE NO' 'AREN IHIS EIAIINATIOI A' 
'HE TilE Dr ADIISSION lUST 00 SO OURIIC THEil rlRSI IRIMES­
TER or EIROLLIEIT II IHE PIOGIAM. STUDENTS IHO HA.E lOT 
lEE I AIAIOEO DEGREE CAIDIDAC' SIAIUS IILL lOT IE pERNIIIED 
10 PROCEED MITH ADD"IOIAL COUISEMOIR II rHE GRADUATE 
pROGRAI. 
r • rALL ro a riLL ODD 1£AIIS rE = rALL EYEN YEARS M a IIITEI 
10 • IIIIER ODD 'EARS IE. liNTER EYEI YEARS S. SPRING-SUMNER 
SO • SPRIIG-SUNMER DOD YEARS SE· SpRING-SUNMER EVEI YEARS 
SS • NOT SCHEDULED 00 c ON DEIAID a a NULII-COIpETENCY COURSE 
Nursing Teaching Major This major in nursing prepares 
graduates to function as teachers of nursing. Students ex­
periment with teaching/learning theories and strategies in 
various nursing education settings. Upon completion of this 
program, graduates are qualified to teach nursing in di­
ploma, associate degree, baccalaureate, or staff develop­
ment programs. 
pROGRAI' MURSING 
IAJOR' IURSIIG TEACHIIG 
LE'EL' NASTER OF SCIEICE II NUIISING 
AOMISSIOM INrORMAIION' 
A STUOEIT MUST. II "A'E ACaUIRED A IACCALAUREA'E O£GREE 11TH A 
IAJOR IN NUIISING IN AN ApPRO'EO NURSING PROGRAM FION A IIEGIDI­
ALLr ACCREIITED CDLL£GE DR UNI.ERSITY' Z) IE IN GOOD STANOIMG 
AT THI LASI SCHOOL ATTENDED; l' HA.E CURRENT AND 'ALIO LICEI­
SURE AS A REGISIERED NURSE II THE STATE Dr ILLIIOIS; 61 HA'E 
.ERlrIABLE EMpLO'MENT AS A REGISTERED NURSE rOR AT LEAST TMO DF 
THE PAST FI'E YEA liS. OR HA'E GRADUATED rROM A BACCALAUREA'E 
NUIISIIG PROGRAM MITHIN THE LAST TNO CALEIDAI 'EARS--SEE 10'E II 
5) .A.E A CUNULA'I.E GPA or Z.5D (6.0 SCALE' II ALL UIOERGRAOU­
ATE caUIISEMORK. AID A 1.0 (6.0 SCALE' GPA MIT" NO GRADE LESS 
THAI ·C- II ALL UPPERDI'ISION NURSING COURSES (SEE NOTE Z', 6' 
CARRY CURREIT IURSING MALpIIACTICE/LIABILITY INSURANCEI 11 SUB­
liT IHREE LETTERS Dr RECOIMENOATION IHICH PRO'IDE E.IDEICE or 
LEADERSHIP POTENTIAL. MORK EXpERIEICE. AID COMMUMICATIOI SKILLS 
(SEE NOTE 1'; ., HA'E COIpLETEO REQUIRED PREREQUISITE COURSES 
IN STATISTICS (TO INCLUDE AN IITRODUCTIOI TO PRDBABILIIY AID 
IHE '[STING Dr H,pOTHESES'. IIESEARCH METHODOLOGY. AID PHYSICAL 
ASSESSIENT (SEE NOTE 6" 9' SUBIIT SCOIIES ON IHE ApIITUDE lEST 
Dr THE -GRADUATE RECORD EIANINATION- (GRE'--RESULTS AilE USED 
FOil AlYISEIEIT PURPOSES (SEE NOTE ~I' 10) SUIMIT A OME PAGE 
BIOGIIApHICAL SKETCH AID A STATEMEIT OF PERSONAL GOALS FOR PUR­
SUING A GIADUATE DEGREE IN MURSIIG. ApPLICAITS MITH CIIEIEN­
IIALS rllOM COUNTIIES O'HER THAI THE UIITEO STATES MILL HA.E 
THEIR CREOEITIALS E'ALUATEO 'MROUGH THE orrlCE or AOIISSIOIS. 
THESE ApPLICA.TS MILL BE REQUIIIEO TO TAKE AID PASS THE -TEST or 
EIGLISH AS A rOREIGN LAIGUAGE- (TOErL' MIIH A SCDIIE or 550 DR 
ABO'E. AppLICANIS MUST ASSUME ALL RESPONSIBILIT' rOR FEES AS­
SOCIAIED MITH TESTING. ALL CREDENTIALS lUST BE SUBIIITED 10 
THE OlrlCE Dr AO"ISSIDIS. NO APPLICANT CAN IE rULLY ADMITTED 
TO THE PROGRIM UITIL ALL REQUIRED CREOEITIALS ARE ON rILE IN 
THE orFICE Dr IDMISSIOIS. STUDENTS NOT MEEIING ADMISSION CRI­
IERIA MAY PETITION rOR ADIISSION THROUCH THE OFFICE Dr 10MIS­
SIONS. AOMISSIOI TO THE PROGRAM DOES NOT CARR' II'H I' DR 
GUARAITEE IDMISSIDN TO DEGREE CAIDIDACY (SEE NOTE 6'. 
DEGREE IEQUIREIENTSI 

A STUDENT lUST. II AT'AII DEGREE CAN.IDACY STATUS (SEE NOTE 6" 

Z) ACQUIRE A MINIMUI OF 16 GRADUAIE HOURS OF CREDIT (11 HOURS 

REQUIRE. • 5 HOURS ELECTED'; J, COMpLEIE A TERIINAL IITE­

GRATIIG PROJECT DR .AJOII SCHOLARL' MORI; 6' ACQUIRE THE COM­

PETEI~IES spECIrlED rOR THIS DECREEJ S, EARl A CUIULATI.E GPA 

or 1.0 (NO GRADE IELOI -C- IS ACCEPTABLE TOMARO IHE GRAD.ATE 

OEGREE', ., EARl A .IIIIUM GRADE Dr -S- IN ALL IUISIIG COURSESJ 

" ACQUIIIE A MIIINUI Dr Z~ GRADUATE CIEDIT HOURS AT GSU; II 

PASS AN ORAL CONpREHEISI'E EXIMIMATIOI O'ER THE MAJOR AREA or 

STUDY DURING IHE LAST TRIMESTEII or THE STUDENT'S pROG.AI--THIS 

EXAIIIATIOI MA' BE REPEATED ONL' ONCE; IND 9' COMPLETE ALL DE­

GREE REQUIREMENTS MITHIN A THREE-YEAR PERIOD rROI 'HE DATE ON 

IHICH IHE STUDENT rOIMALL' ENIIOLLS fOR STUDY ArlER HA.IIG IEEI 

AOIITIED. CANel.ATES IHO ARE UNABLE TO "EET THIS REQUIREMENT 

MIY P[TITION TO HA'E THEIR CREOEIIIALS AND DEGREE PLANS REE'IL­

UATED. SUCH CANDIDATES lUST EXPECT TO .EET AN' IDOITIOIAL RE­

QUIRENEITS WHICH HAVE E~DL'EO SINCE TIEIR OlllGlIAL NAIIlICULA­

TION. S'UOENTS lAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIE'ENENT Dr COIPETEICIES BY 

ALTERNATE METHODS UPOI ."ROYAL Dr ADVISOR AMO UPON INCLUSION 

IN IHE STUDENT'S AppRO'EO STUDY PLAI. 

REQUIIIED C8UR5ES--GRADUATE LEYELI ZZ HOURS) 
NSCI IHEORET FDUNDTN ROLE PREP SHp" loa M 1 HilS. 
NUISIIGI IHEORIES & IDDELS SHP9150a M 1 HRS_ 
ADVANCED COICEpTS NURSING CARE SHP9I5ta S 1 HRS_ 
ISG' ~OSEI II RESTORATIYE NSG SHp9I55:11 5 1 HRS. 
NSGI CURRICULUM' INSTR IN NSC SHpfl60:II S 1 HRS. 
MSGI SEI , pRAC' IN TCHG ISG SHp9115a u 6 NRS. 
IURSIIG RESEIIICH SHp9UO S 1 HRS. 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRADUUE LEVEL. 9 HOUIIS' 
SELECT AT LEASI 9 HOUIIS rROI INOIGI 
UTRDO TO NON-TRADITIOIAL EDUC CU15U r 6 HRS. 
SOCIAL OISORGANn AT 101 CAU5IZ M 6 MRS. 
210 School of Health Professions 
ALCONelISNITHEORIES , I"TR'"T" 
COGIITIt[ PSTCH APPLO TO IISTR 
HUN.. WALUES 
IISTRUCTIONAL O'LPRNTI OESI'" 
UOUP PIOCE SS 
CORPUIERS II EDUCATION 
THE CIRNUNITT COLLE'E 
SHP5490 
HL051£oO 
HL05150 
HL05910 
HLD£o910 
HLD15£oO 
HLOt830 
F 
00 
F 
F 
II 
II 
00 
S 
SE 
00 
2 
5-' 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
HRS. 
ELECTUE COURSES--6RADUATE LE'ELI 5 HOURS) 
ELECT 5 HOURS FRON COURSES 
III TN' UNI'ERSITT THAT AlE 
APPIO'RIATE TO THE STUDENT'S 
PERSONAL AIID/OI PROFESSIONAL 
60ALS AIIO APPRO'ED BT AN 
ACAOENIC AO'ISOR. 
Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Science in Nursing with a 

major in Nursing Teaching is 36 hours 

NOT[(S)I 
STIDEITS NUST HA'E LETTER(S) 'ERIFTI1I6 ENPLOYNENT FRON 
ENRLDYER(S) FORIIARDED TO THE OFFICE OF ADNISSIONS. 
2 	 STUDENTS IIHO DO NOT NEET THE 6PA REQUIRENEIITS AND THOSE IIHO 
HA'E 6RADUATED FRON 1016RADED BACCALAUREATE PRD6RARS RAY 
TARE THE FDLLOIlING RATIONAL LEI'UE OF NURSING ACHIEVERENT 
TESTS (BACCALAUREATE FORR)I REOICAL/SURGICAL NURSIII'. PST­
CHIATRIC NURSIN'. HATERNAL/CHILO IURSIIG. CONNUIITT HEALTH 
NURSING. THESE TESTS RUST BE PASSED AT OR ABOVE THE 50TH 
PERCERTILE. PERSINS IIHO HAVE TAKEN THE ACHIEVEHEIT TESTS 
III THIN THE LAST FIVE YEARS NAT HAVE THEil RETAKII' THE TESTS 
WAIVED IF THEIR SCORES IIERE ACCEPTABLE AND THET HA'E THE 
SCORES FORIIAIOEO TO THE GSU OFFICE OF AONISSIONS. 
Til. LETTERS OF RECO"RENOATIOR RUST BE SUBRITTEO BY THE 
STaOEIT'S FORRER COLLEGE/UNI'ERSITT IURSIN' INSTRUCTORS. AND 
ONE FROR A NON-ACAOERIC SOURCE. 
• 	 STUOEIITS HAT APPLT FOR DEGREE CANDIDACY DilLY AFTER THEY 
HA'EI I) COHPLETED PREREQUISITE COURSES IN STATISTICS. RE­
SE.RCH METHODOLOGY. AHO PHYSICAL ASSESSMEIIT IIITH A GRADE or 
-B- OR BETTER IN EACH COURSE--THESE COURSES HAT lOT BE USED 
TO FULFILL DEGREE REIUIREHEHTS AND HAY BE TAKEN AT THE 
UNIERGRAOUATE LE'EL OR AT AllOT HER IIISTITUTIOI. Z) COMPLETED 
TN' CORE NURSING COURSES SHP91ID. SHP91.0. AND SHP'150 IIITH 
A .IADE OF -.- OR BETTER III EACH COUMSE. AND 5) SUBHITTEO 
GRt SCORES--STUOENTS IIHO HA'E NOT TAKEII THIS EIARIRATION AT 
TNI TINE or ADRISSION RUST 00 SO DURING THE1R FIRST TRIRES­
TER OF ENROLLNENT II THE PRO'RAR. STUDENTS IIHD HAVE NOT 
BEBN AIIARDED DEGREE CAIDIDACY STATUS MILL ROT BE PERMITTED 
TO PROCEED IIITH ADDITIONAL COURSEIIDRK II THE 'RADUATE 
PRBU... 
F • FALL FO = FALL 000 YEARS FE = FALL EYEN YEARS II = IIINTER 
110 z IIINTER 000 YEARS liE = IIINTER EYEII YEARS S = SPRING-SURMER 
SO • SPRIN'-SURRER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SUMNER E'EN YEARS 
II ~ lOT SCHEIULEO 00 = ON OERAND a = RULTI-COMPETENCY CDUISE 
Nursing Administration Major This major in nursing pre­
pares graduates to function in a nursing administration role. 
Theories and principles of nursing administration are used 
to solve problems in nursing services administration from a 
top management perspective. Upon completion of this pro­
gram, graduates are qualified to assume beginning ad­
ministrative positions in nursing service organizations. 
PRDGRAR: NURSING 
MAJOR. NURSIN6 ADRIIISTRATION 
LE'EL' NASTER OF SCIERCE IN NUISING 
ADNISSION INFORRATIDN: 
A STUIENT MUST' I) HA'E ACIUIREO A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE IIITH A 
MAJOR IN NURSIN6 IN AN APPRD'EO NURSING PROGRAM FROM A IEGION­
ALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNI'ERSITY' 2) BE IN GOOD STANDING 
AT TH. LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED. J) HAVE CUIRENT AID VALID LICEN­
SURE AS A REGISTERED NURSE IN THE STATE OF ILLINOIS. .) HA'E 
'ERIFIABLE EMPLOYHENT AS A REGISTERED IURSE FOR AT LEASI TIIO OF 
THE PAST rl'E TEARS. DR HAYE GRADUATED FRON A BACCALAUREATE 
NURSIIG PRO'RAM IIITHIII THE LAST TIID CALENDAR JEARS--SEE NOTE I. 
5) HA'E A CURULATIVE 'PA OF 2.50 ('.0 SCALE) IN ALL UNDEIGRAOU­
ATE CluaSEMOII. AND A 5.0 ('.0 SCALE) GPA IIITH NO GRADE LESS 
THAN -C- IN · ALL UPPEROIVISION NURSIRG COURSES (SEE NOTE 2). £0) 
CARRT CURRENT N.RSING RALPRACTICE/LIABILITY INSURANCE. 1) SUB­
NIT THREE LETTEIS OF RECONRENDATION IIHICH PROVIDE EVIDENCE OF 
LEADERSHIP PDTEITIAL. 1I0RK EIPERIERCE. AND COHRUNICATION SKILLS 
(SEE ROTE J)' 8) HAVE CONPLETED REIUIRED PREREQUISITE COURSES 
IN STATISTICS (TO INCLUDE AN INTROBUCTION TO PROBABILITY AND 
THE TESTIN6 OF HTPOTHESES). RESEARCH METHODOLOGY. AND PHYSICAL 
ASSESSMENT (SEE NOTE .); 9) SUBMIT SCORES ON THE APTITUDE TEST 
OF THf -6RAOUATE RECORD EXAMINATION- (GRE)--RESULTS ARE USED 
FOR ADVISEIIEMT PUIPOSES (SEE NOTE .). 10) SUBMIT A ONE PAGE 
BIO'RAPIICAL SKETCI AND A STATENENT OF PERSONAL GOALS FOR PUR­
SUIIG A GRABUATE DEGREE IN NURSING. APPLICAMTS IIITH CREDEI­
TIALS rROM COUNTIIES OTHER THAN THE UNITED STATES IIILL NA'E 
'HEll CREOENJIALS E,ALUA'ED THROUGH THE OFFICE OF AB.lS'I..S. 
JIIESE APPLICANTS MILL DE REQUIRED TO TAlE AIID PASS TNE -'E'T or 
EMGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUA6E- (TOEFL) IIITH A IeGiE or 55. 01 
AIO'E. A~PLICANTS MUST ASSURE ALL RE5P.ISIIILIT' rll rEES AS­
SOCIATEO IIITH TESTING. ALL CREDENTIALS N"T I[ SlBMIT'ED '0 
'N[ OFFICE OF AONISSIOMS. 10 APPLlCAM' CAM IE ·FULLY ADNllTEO 
TO THE PROGRAM UNTIL ALL REIUllEO CREIEI'IALS AlE 01 FilE II 
THE orFICE OF ADMISSIOIIS. STUOENT$ lOT NEETING AOMISSll. CRI' 
TERIA NAT PETITION FOR ADNISSION ,"ROUGH THE OFFICE OF AOMIS­
SIOIlS. AOMISSIOI TO THE PROGIAN ODES lOT CARRT IIITH IT OR 
GUARAITEE AOMISSI.N TI DE'IEE CAIIOIOACT (SEE NOTE .). 
DE.REE REIUIIENENTSI 
A STUDEIIT MUSTI I) ATTAIN DE6REE CANDIDACY STATUS (SEE NOTE ')l 
t) ACBUllE A NIIINUN OF J£o GRADUATE HOURS OF CREDIT (31 HOURS 
IEIUIIEI • 5 HOURS ELECTED). J) COR~LETE A TERMIIAL II'E­
GIATIIG PROJECT OR NAJaR SCHOLARLT 1I0Rli .) ACQUIRE THE COM­
PETEMCIES SPECIFIED FOR THIS DEGREE. 5) EARM A CUMULATI'E GPA 
or J.O (NO GRADE BELOII -C- IS ACCEPTABLE TOMARO THE .RADUATE 
DEGREE). £01 EARl A NIIIIRUM GRADE OF -B- III ALL NURSI.' COUlSESl 
1) A'QUIRE A RINIMUN OF 2. GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS AT GSU. I) 
PASS AN ORAL COH~REHENSIVE EXAMINATION O'ER THE MAJOR AIEA or 
STUDY DURING THE LAST TRINESTER OF THE STUDENT'S PRO'IAM--T"IS 
EIAMIIATION MAY BE REPEATED ONLT ONCE. AMO') CDM~L[1£ ALL DE· 
'lEE IEQUIREMENTS IIITHIN A THREE-YEAR PERI80 FROI THE DATE 01 
IIHICH THE STUDENT FDRRALLY ENROLLS FOR STUDY AFTER HA'III' BEEN 
ADRITTEO. CANDIDATES IIHO ARE UMABLE TO MEET THIS REIUIRENEIT 
NAT PUlflON TO HUE THEIR CREOEUULS AND OE'REE PUNS· REE'AL· 
UATED. SUCH CANDIDATES MUSI EIPECT TO NEET ANY ADDITIONAL RE­
QUlIlEJl£.llJS.lIl1lC1l HAVE EWOLV.EO SINCE TIlEJI 0R16U1AL. NATRLCULA~ . 
TIOII. STUDENTS MAY SUBSTITUTE ACHIE'ENENT Dr CONPETENCIES BY 
ALTERNATE METHODS UPON A~PROVAL .F ADVISOR AMO UPOII INCLUSION 
IN 	 T"l STUDENT'S APPRO'ED STUDY PLAN. 
REQUIRED CDURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEL: Z2 HOURS) 
NSG' THEORET FOUIOTI ROLE PREP SHPUloa II J HR~ 
NURSIII" THEORIES , ROOELS SHP9I50a II 3 HI! 
ADVANCED CONCEPrs HURSIMG CARE SHPtl52a S 5 HR! 
NSG. IURSING ADMINISTRATION I SHPuna S 3 NR~ 
156& RURSIIG ADNINISTRATIDN II SHP916f1a 5 J HR! 
NSG: SEM , PRACT IN NSG AOMN SHP9161a u • HR: NURSIIG RESEARCH SHP91'0 S 3 HR: 
REQUIRED AREAS--GRAOUATE LEVELl , HOURS) 
SELECT AT LEAST 9 HOURS FRON ARONG: 
HEALTH CARE' LEGAL ASPECTS BPA51Z1 F M S J HR~ 
POLITICS AND ADMINISTRATION BPA5911 DO 00 00 5 HR! 
ACCTG FOR HLTH SERVICE DRGNZTN BP ..1I0 F II 5 HR! 
SEMINAR IN PUBLIC BUDGETIN6 BPU2Z0 F II 3 HRl 
POLITICAL PSYCHOLOGY CAS1HO S HR:,•SOCIAL DISORGANIZATION CAS1582 II HR~ 
HEALT" CARE SOCIOLOGY SHPr.Z90 F II S 3 HR~ 
COMNUIITY COUIISELIIG HLOr.350 F II S 3 HR: 
GROUP PROCESS HLD£o910 00 00 00 3 HR~ 
ELECrlVE CDURSES--GRAOUATE LEVEL: 5 HOURS) 
ELECT 5 HOURS FRON COURSES 

1M THE UIIIVERSITT THAT ARE 

APPRO'RIATE TO THE STUDENT'S 

PERSONAL AND/DR PROFESSIONAL 

GOALS AND AP~RO'ED BY AN 

ACADEMIC ADVISOR. 

Minimum total number of credit hours required for a 

Master of Science in Nursing with a 

major in Nursing Administration is 36 hours 

NOrE(S): 
STUDENTS MUST HA'E lETTER(S) VERIFYING ENPLOYMENT FRON 
ENPLOYER(S) FORIIAROEO TO THE OFFICE OF AOHISSIONS. 
2 	 STUDENTS IIHO 00 NOT "EET rHE G~A REIUIRERENTS AND THOSE IIHD 
HAVE GRADUATED FRON IIOMGRADEO BACCALAUREATE PROGRAMS NAY 
TAI£ THE FOLLOMING NATIONAL LEQGWE OF IIURSIIIG ACHIEVENEIIT 
TESTS (BACCALAUREATE FORN)' NEOICAL/SURGICAL NURSING. PSy· 
CHIATRIC NURSING, NATERNAL/CHILO NURSING. CDMMUIIITY HEALTH 
NURSING. THESE TESTS MUST BE PASSED AT OR ABOVE THE 50TH 
PEICENTILE. PERSONS IIHO HAVE TAKEN THE ACHIE'ERENT TESTS 
IIITHIN THE LAST FIVE YEARS NAY HAVE THEIR RET AKIN' THE TEST: 
IIAIVEO IF THEIR SCORES IIERE ACCEPTABLE AND THEY HAVE THE 
SCORES FDRIIAIDEO TO THE GSU OFFICE OF AONISSIOMS. 
TIID LETTERS OF RECORMENOATIOM MUST BE SUBMITTED BY TNE 
STUDENT'S FORMER COLLEGE/UNI'ERSITT NURSING INSTRUCIORS. AMI 
ONE FROM A NON-ACADEMIC SOURCE. 
• 	 STIIOENTS MAY APPLY FOR OE'REE CANDIDACY ONLY AFTER THET 
HAVE. II COMPLETED PREREQUISITE COURSES III STATISTICS. RE­
SEARCH RETHOOOLOGY, AND PHYSICAL ASSESSMEIIT IIITH A GRADE OF 
-B- DR BETTER IN EACH COURSE--THESE COURSES MAY NO' BE USED 
TO FULFILL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS AND MAY BE TAKEN AT TIE 
UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL OR AT ANOTHER INSTITUTI01l; 2) CORPLETEI 
THE CORE NURSING COURSES SHP9110. SHP91.0. AND SHP9150 11TH 
A GRADE OF -B- OR BETTER IN EACH COURSE. AND 5) SUBNITTED 
GRf SCORES--STUOENTS IIHO HAVE NOT TAKEII THIS EIANINATION AT 
THi TIME OF AOMISSIOII RUST DO SO DURIN6 THEIR FIRST TRIMES­
TER or ENROLLRENT IN THE PROGRAM. STUDENTS IHO HAVE NOT 
BE'N AIIAROED DEGREE CANDIDACY STATUS IIILL NOT IE PERMITTEI 
TO PROCEED lilT" ADDITIONAL COURSEUORK IN THE GRADUATE 
PRIGRAR. 
F = FALL FO = FALL 000 YEARS FE = FALL E'EN TEARS II = 1I11'ER 
110 • IIINTER 000 YEARS liE = IIINTER EVEN YEAIS S = SPRING-SUHNER 
SO = S~RrNG-SU"RER ODD YEARS SE = SPRING-SURRER EVE II YEARS 
aa = NIT SCHEDULED 00 = ON DEMAND a = NULTI-COMPETENCT COURSE 
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Course Descriptions 

SHP304l 

ALCOHOLISM' COM"UNIT' EDUCATION AND P~EVENTION 

3 

~ISTOP' Of ALCOHOLISM EDUCATION IN THIS COUNTf" OEflhlTIONS AND 

PHILOSOPHIES Of PPIMAP, AND SECONOA" P~EVENTION' METHODS. CHAN­

NELS AND EVALUATION Of EDUCATION P~OGRAMS. A VA'IET' Of PE'SONS 

HAVING P~ACTICAL EXPE'IENCE IN THE fIELD ARE INVITED TC SPEAA TO 

THE CLASS. 

PH'EQUISITES' 

SHP &355 O~ SHP 54'0. 

HINTE~. 
..ONES. 
sHP3043 
ALCOHOLIS~: CON-UNIT, SERVICES AND O~GANI1ATIONS 
3 
COV[~S KINDS Of LOCAL AND NATIONAL S£'VICES IN THE ALCC~OLIsN 
fIELD. INV[STI'ATION Of COM"UNIT' AGENCIES. AND THE hECESSIT' Of 
INTE~AGENCY COOPE~ATION AND IhTEG'ATION Of SEPVICES AFE sT~ESSEO. 
PHFEQUlsITES. 
PE~MISSION. 
SP'ING/SUMMH. 
.JONES. 
SHP3048 
ANAL,SIS Of VE~BAL BEHAVIO' 
3 
.PPLIES BEHAVIOf PRINCIPLES TO THE ANALYSIS Of NOFNAL SPEECH A_O 
LANGUAGE BEH'VIO~. 

fAll. 

LOwE. 

SHP305A 

SCIENTIfIC fOUNDATIONS Of HEALTH CA~E 

3 

THIS COU~SE WILL P'ESENT THE C~NCEPT Of HEALT~ AS A O'NANIC STATE 

&f PHYSICAL. EMOTIONAL AND SOCIAL MEll-SEING. IT INT~OOUCES THE 

ST'UCTURE AND OPE~ATION Of THE HUMAN 800Y IN ~ELATION TO HEALTH 

NAINTENANCE. DISEASES AND THEI' DIAGNOSES. AND USE AND ABUSE Of 

SUBSTANCES. ADDITIONAL MATE'IAL ON HEALTH CA~E SE~VICES AND 

HEALTH CA'E P~OfESSIONA(S HILL BE DISCUSSED. 

tffE~EO BASED UPUN DEMAND. 

f'IE8E. COMMUNITy PFOfESSO~. 

SHP3081 

ALCOHOLISM PROG~AM AOMINIST'ATION 

3 

PROVIDES AN O~OE~LY P~OG~ESSION Of DIDACTIC AND INTEF'EPsONAL EX­

PEJIENCES THFOU," MHICH STUD[NTI CAN DEVELOP THE ABILITY TO PLAN. 

I"PLE~ENT AND EffECTIVELY -A.AiE •••LCOLOLIIM T.[.T~«NT P'OGfAM. 

P~£PEQUISIYES' 

PE~HJSSION. 

"INTEF. 

UN DO~ EN. 

SHP3085 

ALCOHOlIS~. THEPAPEUTIC APPFO'CHES AND TECHNIQUES 

3 

HA.lOF THEPAPEUTIC APP~OACHES AND TECHNI'UES IN AlCOH~lISM APE AN­

ALYlED AND E'~LUATEO. THEOFETICAL UNDE'PINNINGS Of SPECifIC MOO­

llS O~ TECHNIQUES AND THEIP THEFAPEUTIC APPLICATIONS TO THE RE­

COVERING ALCOHOLIC A~E COVE'EO. AS AFE VAPIOUS ASPECTS Of HUMAN 

BEHAVIOR. E.G •• DEP'ESSION. ANI lETT. AND PSYCHOSIS. INTE~'ELAT­
10NSHIPS. THEPAPEUTIC APP'OACHES. AND TFEATMENT Of ALCO~OLIS" 

AND OTHEf AFEAS or HUMAN SEHAVIOP A~E ALSO CONSIOEPEO. 

PFERE QUISITES. 

SHP &355 O~ EQUIVALENT. 

HI NYER. 

fH. 

SHP3101 

NURSING' HEALTH ASSESSMENT 

5 

THIS COURSE IS OESIGNEO TO DEVELOP SKILL IN THE PH'SICAL. SOCIAL. 

AND PSfCNOLOilCAL ASSESSMENt Of CLIENTS. STUDENTS WILL ACQUIFE 

80TH THEOfETICAL AND TECHNICAL BACKGROUND IN EXAMINATICN AND 

DIAGNOSIS. fACULTY SUPE~VISEO ON-CAMPUS LABOPATOPY P~ACTICE IS 

DONE N~EKL' USING MODELS AND STUDENTS Ih THE COU~SE AS sue.lECTS. 

THE'E IS AN Ofr-CAMPUS CLINICAL COMPONE~T IN SELECTED HEALTH CA~E 

SETTINGS WHE~E VALIDATION Of SAILLS ON WELL CLIENTS IS ~ONE UNCE~ 

FACULT, SUPE~WISION. 

P~E'EQUISITES: 
SHP 4l80. CA$ 6940. CAS 6950. HLO 5411. 

fALL. SPFING/SUMME~. 

EONA~OS. LEVEN8E~G. 

SHP310Z 

MEDICAL MICPO'IOLOG' 

3 

IN THIS COUPSE STUDENTS STUD, THE PATHOGEhlC "IC~OO'GANISMS THAT 

INfECT MAN; INVESTIGATIONS INTO DIAGNOSTIC BIOCHEMIST~'. BAC­

TEfIOLOG'. EPIDEMIOLOGY. VIOlO'Y. AND M'COLOG' ARE EXAMINED. 

PPEHQUISI YES: 

A COUf$E IN GENE~AL MICPO'IOLOGY. 

HINYEP. 

CO~NESH. 
SHP 3135 
ALCOHOLISM' COMMUNICATION SKilLS 
4 
A RECO~E~Y P~OCESS fOP THE ALCO~OlIC IS P~ESENTEO 8EGI"~IN' NITH 

ISOLATION TH~OUGH INOIVIOUAL AND G~OUP INVOLVEMENT TO ~ELATEO­

hESS. NITHIN THE CONTEXT Of THE ~ECOvE~' P~OCESS. THE $TUDENT 

lEA~NS THE IMPOPTANCE Of HUMAh CO"MUNICATIOI THROUGH ENHANCED 

AWAFENESS Of SELf AND OTHEPS. MITHIN THE CONTEXT Of A CCMMUNICA­

TIONS GPOUP. THIS COUPSE IS DESIGNED TO AffORD STUDENTS THE OP­

PORTUNITY TO EXPEPIENCE A SIMULATED ~ECOVE~' PfOCESS Of THE ALCO­

HOLIC. DEVELOPMENT Of INTRAPE~SONAL AND INTE~PEPSONAL COMMUNICA­

TION SAILL$ WILL fOCUS ON INTEGPATING COGNITIVE. AffECTI~E AND 

BEHA~IO'AL fUNCTIONING. 

P'EHQUISIYES. 

PERMISSION. 

fAll. NINTH. 

~ONES • 

SHP3185 

APTICULATION OISO'DE~S 

3 

THIS COU~SE fOCUSES ON THE STUDY 0' NO~MAL A_O DISOPDEPEO .'TICU· 

LATION. INCLUDING EVALUATION AND MANAGEMENT P~OCEOU~ES fO~ PEP­

SONS NIT~ A~TICULATION OlsO~OE~S. 

PH~EQUI SI TES' 

SHP4Z3S. SHP45Z0. SHP4730. 

WI NYEP. 

fO~NE'. 
SHP 3190 

HEALTH EDUCATION SKILLS 

3 

THIS COU~SE IS DESIGNED TO ASSIST THE U~OE~G~ADU.TE SHP STUDENT 

TO DeVELOP THEI~ ACAOEHIC W'ITING SKILLS. EMPHASIS MILL SE PLACED 

UPON INTRODUCING THE STUDENT TO AN ACCEPTABLE 'EfE~ENClh' STYLE 

USED TO DOCUMENT POSITION. TE~M AND PESEA~CH PAPE~S. ASSIGNMENTS 

MILL INCLUO[ SEWE'AL SMALL ~ES[APCH P'O~ECTS DESIGNED TO EXPOSE 

THE STUDENT TO VA.'OUS LIB~A~Y INfOPMATION SOU~CES. 

fAll. 

BPUTUN. 

SHP319l 

HEALTH PPOfESSIONS EDUCATION INST~UCTIOh 

3 

THIS COUFSE IS DESIGNED TO INT~OOUCE HEALTH PPOfESSIOHS STUDENTS 

TO THE SKILLS AND PPOC[SS[S INVOLWEO IN HEALTH P~OfESSIONS EDUCA­

TION IN 80TH CLINICAL ANO DIDACTIC SETTINGS. THE COU~SE IS IN­

TENDED TO DEVELOP SKILLS IN PLANNING HEALTH PPOfESSIOhS EDUCATION 

P~OG~AMS. OELIV[RING HEALTH P~Of[SSIONS EDUCATION P'OGRANS. 

BEING AN EffECTIVE CONTFIBUTO' TO THE INST~UCTION TAKING PLACE IN 

CLINICAL. DIDACTIC AND IN-SE'VICE PPDG~AMS. AND E'AL~ATIN' 

HEALTH P~OfESSIONS [OUCATION P~OG'AMS_ 

PPEFEQUISIYES: 

EN~OLL"ENT IN ALLIED HEALT~ O~ NUPSING PPOGPAMS. 

HI NTH. 

HERYlMAN. 

SHP3330 

CLINICAL LA80~ATO'Y SCIENCE' MEDICAL TECNNOLOG' P~.CTJCUM I 

3 

THIS COU~SE IS THE flPST Of A SERIES Of SIX PFACTICUHS WHICH 

COVE~ THE PfACTICAL AND THEO~ETICAL STUCY Of CLINICAL LA80PATOFY 

SCIENCE. THE STUDENT MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST WILL BE INTFOOUCEO TO 

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES AND PPOCEOU~ES. AhO IS EXPECTED TC COf~EL­

ATE THESE MITH THE BASIC SCIENTifIC P~lhCIPLES UPON NHICH THE 

METHODOLOGIES APE BASED. THE fOCUS OS STUDY MILL BE IN THE A~EA 

212 .SHP Course Descriptions 
or CLINICAL CHEMIS'.'. HEMATDLD., ANDMIC.OIIOLO&'. LA80~A'OF" 

OUCUnION. 

P.E.UUI5IT[$' 

EN.OLLMEN' IN 'HE MEDICAL TICHNOLO&' CU •• ICULUN. 

FAll. 

P.I[8£. 

SHPUH 

CLINICAL LAIO.AT~' SCIENCE' HENA'OLOG' I 

1 
THIS COU~SE IS THE fl.ST Of A SE.IES Of LECTU.ES IN CLINICAL 

H'NATOlO" AND IS A PA.T Of THE CLINICAL MlC~OSCO" UNIT. HENA­

TOLO&IC'L STUDIES (E_5. THE CDM'L,TE aLOOD COUNT) A'E O~E Of 'HE 

NOST CO""DN LAla.ATO., P.DCEDU'ES_ THUS. IT 15 ESSENTIAL fO- TME 

NEDICAL TICHNOLD" STUDENT TO UNOE.STANO THE fUNCTION ANa 

NO.PHOLOGICAL CHA'ACTE.ISTICS Of THE fA.IOUS CELLULA~ ELENENTS Of 

THE ILOOO. THIS COU.SE MILL CafE. SPECI~EN COLLECTION A.D '.E­

SE"ATION. HEMATO'OIESIS. MO.'HOlO&'. '~"CTION ANa C'TOCHE"I'T~Y 

Of THE CELLULA. COMPONENTS Of ILOOO TISSUE. 

,.EPUU IS IT [$, 

EN~OLLMENT IN NEOICAL TICHNOLO&Y. 

fAll. 

P.I EIE. 
SHPU3Z 
CLIMICAL LAIO~ATO" SCIENCE' CHENIST~Y I 
1 
THIS COU,SE IS THE flPST Of THE LECTU.E SE'IES IN CLINICAL CHE~­

IST.Y. CONCE,TS DISCUSIEO A'E INST.U"ENTATION. "ATHE"ATICAL 

A"LICATIONS AND QUALITY CONT'OL. CA'.O~YO.AT[ ANALYSIS. fLUID 

AMD ELECT.OLYTE IALANC[ AND AClo-aASE aALANCE AFE STUOIED f.'N A 

PHYSIDLO&ICAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL ~IE'POI~T. 

PPOUUISITES' 

EN~OLLMENT IN MEOICAL TEC~NOLO'Y. 

fALL. 

P'IEdE. 

SH'UU 

CLINICAL LAIO.AT~Y SCIENC[' "IC.OIIOLoGT 

I 
THIS COU.SE IS THE fl'ST IN THE SE~IES Of CLINICAL "ICFOIIOLO&' 

LECTU'ES. IT IS I.'O.TANT fOP THE "EoICAL TECHNOLOGIST TO COM­

'.EHENO AND A"LY THE 'HYSICAL AND CHENICAL YA~IAILES AS TH,' 

PELATE TO THE PECO'E~Y ANa ICE.TlfICATICN Of PITHOG'NIC "IC'C­

O~GANISMS. THE O~GANISNS EMPHASllEO IN THIS NODUL[ AFE THE 'FA" 

POSITIYE COCCI. 'PAM NEGATIYE COCCI. G'AN PoSITIYE aACILLI. ANO 

o'&AMIS"S P.IMA'IL' 'ECOYE~ED f'OM THE U",F .ESPI.AToF, T~ACT. 

'.[PUUISITE5I 

EN'OLLMEHT 1M MEal CAL TECHNOLOGY. 

FAll.

'.IE8[. 
SH'U4I 
CLINICAL LAIOPATOP' SCIENCE' "EDICAL TECHNOLOGY P'ACTICUN II 
3 
THIS COU.SE IS THE SECOND Of A SE.IES Of SIX MHIC~ cafE' THE 
PPACTICAL ANa THEOPT[TICAL STUOY Of CLlalCAL LIIO'ATO.' SCIENCE. 
THE STUDENT HEOICAl TECHHOLDGIST WILL .E INT.OOUCED TO MO.E A.A­
L'TICAL TECHNllUES AHO 'POCEDU.ES. AND IS EXPECTED TC CO'.ELATE 
TH"[ 11TH THE IASIC SCIENTifiC P'INCIPLES UPON W~ICH TH[ M[THC­
DDLDGIES AFE IISEO. THE fOCUS Of STUDY WILL a, IN 'HE AFEA Of 
CLINICAL CHE"IST~Y. U.INALYSIS AND "IC'C'I'L'.'. lECT~['LAao,.­
TO."OISCUSSION. 
"EPEQUISITES'
SH,U30. 
.INTEP. 
"HIE. 
SH,n41 
CLINICAL LAIO'ITOPY SCIENCE' 'ENAl 'HYSIOlO&Y AND U'INALYSIS 
I 
IN THIS COUPSE PENAL 'HYSlolOGY. PATHOPHYSIOLOGY. ANC UPINE EXIN­
INATION A'E P'[SENT[O. CO'.ELATION Of ll'OPATO~Y .ESULTS TO THE 
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY Of PENAL fUNCTION. "ETIlolIC olSOPOEFS AND oTHEP 
DISEASES IS ST.ESSED. 
",,IUUISITES.
SHP nu. 
.INfE'. 
'PlUE. 
SH'3UZ 
CLINICAL LAIO.ATO.Y SCI,NC[' CH'MIST'Y II 
I 
THIS COU'SE IS THE SECOND Of TH[ CLINICAL CH'MIST" l'CTU~E 
SE.IES. IT MILL COy,. T~E P~YSIOLO&ICAL ANa alOCHEMICAl 'JINCI­
'l'S. LABOFATO~' '~OCIOU'EI. ANa CLINICAL SI'NlfICANCE Of 'POTEIN 
• NO AMINO ACIOI. HEMOGLoIIN ••NO ENlYMES OETE~MINATIO_S. 

'~"[QUISIT[S • 

SH' nu. 

WINT".

'.1£1£. 
5H'UU 
CLINICAL lAIO'ATOPY ICIENCE' MIC.OIloLoGY II 
THIS COU~SE IS THE SECOND Of THE "IC~OBIOLO&Y LECTUPE SEPIE5. THI 
'~EAS Of EN'HASIS A~E &'A" NEGATIYE IACILLI. ACIO fA5T BACilli. 
ANTI810TICS. S'~IOCH£TES. AND .I.AL AG'~fS. 

PR(P(8UIS ITUI 

SH' nH. 

wi NTE~. 

P~I£8E. 

SH'USO 

CLINICAL LA80FATOPY 5CIENCEI N'OICAL T,CHNOLOG' "ACTICUN III 

3 

THI' COUFSE IS ONE Of A 5"IE5 Of 51X "ACTICUMS WHICH CDYEF 'HE 

'JACTICAL ANO THEO.ETICAL "UOY Of CLINICAL LABO~ATOFY SCIENCE. 

THE STUDENT ~EOICAL TECHNOLOGIST MILL I' INT~OOUC'O TO 'U~TH'~ 

ANALYTICAL TECHNIIUES AMD P'OCEOU'ES. A.O IS E.PECT,C TC COPFEL­

ATE THE5E MITH THE IASIC SCIENTifiC CONC"TS U'ON WHICH THE 

METHOOOLO&IE5 A'E lASED. 

"(II(QUI SITU' 

SH'UU. 

SP"ING/SUMNE'.

f' I £8E. 

SH'HSI 

CLINICIL LAIO'ATOPY SCIENC" alOOO IAN~ I 

I 
ILOOO liNK 15 ONE Of THE N05T IN'O~TANT SE~YICE I'EAS I. THE 

CLINICAL lAIO'ITO~Y. IT IS I"'E'ITIYE T~IT TH, ~EOIC'L TECHNOL­

OGIST UNOEaST'NO THE IN"UNOHEMATOLOGICAL CONCE'TS INO THEIP 

A"lICATION TO THE I",C'FIATE SEL'CTION Of ILOOO OF ILcao COM­

'ONENTS foF 'ITIEMT AO"INIST.ATION. THIS lECTU", SEFIES IS AN 

INT'OOUCTIOM TO IMMUMoHEMATOLOGY. THE BLOOD 'FOU' SYSTEMS. OCNoP 

'POCU'E"ENT. AND CDN'ATIIILIT, TESTIN'. 

P'EHOUUIT(5'

SH' 420S. 

5" ING!SUMNEF. 

"1£8E. 

SH"nsz 

CLINICAL LAIOPITO'Y SCIENC" HE"ATDLOGY II 

I 
THIS COU.SE IS I CONTINUED STUDY Of THE CELLULA. ELE~EHTS COH­

TAINED 1M IlOOO WITH AN EMPHASIS ON THE HEMATOLO'IC OlseaOE'S Of 

EFYTH~OCYTES. LEUKOCYTES. AND THEI" PPECU'SOF'. T~E A~EMIAS A.~ 

LEUKENIAS I.E fUFTHEF EN'~SllEO MITH CASE STUDIES TO CO'.ELITE 

LAIO'ATaFY FESULTS WITH 'AT~O'~YSIOlO". 

""'nuul TES' 

SH' JUl. 
srFIIIGlSU~N£P. 
PPI [8E. 
SH'U60 

CLINICAL LAaO~ATO'Y SCIEIICE' NEOICAl TECH"OLOGY "ACTICUN IY 

3 

THIS COUFSE IS ONE Of • SE'IES Of SIX W~ICH CDYE' THE 'FACTICAL 

AND THEOFETICAl ITUDY Of CLINICAL LAIOPATO~Y SCIENCE. THE STU­

CENT MEolCIl TECHNOlO'IST MILL IE INT'OOUCEo TO fUFTHE. ANALYTIC­

Al TECHIIIQUES AND "OCEDU~ES. AND IS EX'ECTEO TO CO"ELATE THESE 

wiTH THE IASIC 'CI[NTI'IC COHCE'TS U'ON WHICH THE METHODOLOGIES 

AFE 81SEO. lECTU"E/LIBO'ITD'Y'OISCUSSION. 

""[QUISITU·

SH'USO. 

fALL. 

COlENAN. 

SH'H61 

CllNICIL LI80FATOP' SCIENCE' HEMATOLOGY'CoAGULATION III 

I 
THIS COU~SE IS THE lAST IN THE SE'IES Of LECTU5ES IN THE A~EA If 
CLINICAL ~ENATOLOGY WI'H THE EN'HISIS ON HEMOSTASIS. AS A 'FO­
fESSIONAl "EOICIL TECHNOLOG.ST. THE STUeE.T .ILl I' JEaUI'EO TO 
'E~fOFM CllNICIl HEIIATOLOGY IND H'MOITASI5 OET"MINATIO.S ON 
PATIENTS. THUS. THE STUOENT MUST 8E AaLE TO UNOE~STAND INa 
INTE~P~ET THEOFETICIl CONCEPTS INO APPLY THIS ~NOWlEOGE TO THE 
LAIOFATO.Y PPOCEoU'ES. 
U[PEGUIUfES: 

SH' ns 2. 

fAll. 

COLENAN • 

SHP JJ6Z 
CLINICAL LAIO.ATO'Y SCIENCE' CH[MISTF' III 
1 
THIS COUFSE IS THE THIFO IN THE CLINICAL CHEMIST~Y LECTUFE· 

SE~IE5. THE [M'HA5IS 15 ON THE 'HY510LO&, AND IIOCHE~ISTP' Of 

SELECTEO OJGIN SYSTEMS. IN ACoITloN. THE 'PINCIPLES I~O NODE Of 

o'EPATION Of CONTINUOUS-fLOM ANa OISCIIETE SA"'LI.' ANALYSE'S WiLL 

BE P~ESENTro. IlSO IIIIT'UMENTATION AND P.,NCI'LES Of 'AOlo-I"MUN[

.SSAY Mill IE INT'ODUCED. 

PPEHaUISITU' 

SHP H42. 

fiLL. 

COLENAN • 

SH,un 

CLINICAL lABOFITOPY SCIENCE' MIC.OIIOLO&Y III 

1 
THIS UNIT MILL '~ESENT 'AFASITOLOGY ANO SEaOLO&Y WITH E"'HASIS ON 
TH' CO"'L.TION Of THE HUMAN INMUNE '[S'ONSE WITH LAID'ATOPY 
PPOCEoUF(5. 
""'(8UI5IT(5'
SHP HU. 

fALL. 

COLEMAN. 

1 
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SH'U70 
CLINICAL lABD~ATO~Y SCIENCEI MEDICAL TECH'OlOGY "ACTICU. V 
J 
THIS COU'SE IS ONE or A SE'IES or SIX P~ACTICUNS ~HIC" COVE~ THE 
P_ACTICAl AND THEO~ETICAl STUDY Of CLINICAL lABO~ATO~Y SCIENCE. 
THE STUDENT NEOICAl TECHNOLOGIST ~Ill BE INT~ODUCEO TO rUFTHE' 

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES AND P'OCEOUPES. A.D 15 EXPECT[D TO CDFFEl­

ATE TH[SE MITH THE BASIC SCIENTIfIC CONCEPTS UPON ~HICH THE 

MEHTODDlOGIES AAE .ASED. THE rocus or STUOY WIll BE IN THE AFEAS 

or CLINICAL CHEMIST'y. NIC~OBIOlOGY ANa 1~"UNOHE.ATOl06Y/BlOOD

BANK. lAIOFATO~Y/OISCUSSION.

PFE'EQUISJTES, 

SHPU60. 

'INTEF. 

COLENAN. 

SHPun 
CLINICAL lABO'ATOIY SCIENCE' MJC~0810l0GY IV 
THIS COU'SE 15 THE rDU~TH Dr A SE'IES or lECTUFES IN CLINICAL 
MIC'OIIOlOG'. THE THED'ETICAl CONCEPTS [r THE NETHODOlOGY USED 
rDF THi ISOLATION AND IDENTlrlCATION or ANAE'OBIC BACTEFIA AND 
rUNGI APE EMPHASllED. ALSO. THf DISEASE PATTEFNS P~ODUCED BY THE 
ANAEF08ES AND rUNGI G'OUPS AFE PFESENTED. 
PFEHQUISITES' 
SHP 1363. 
HINTEF. 
COLEMAN • 
SHP3HZ 
CLINICAL lABO'ATD'Y SCIENCE: BLOOD 8ANK II 
I 
THIS IS THE SECOND or THE TMO-PA~T BLOOD BANK LECTU_E SE_IES. THE 
IMMUNOH[MATOLOGICAL CONCEPTS COVEPEO 
APPLIED TO P~08lEMS IN COMPATI81llTY 
IN 81000 
TESTING. 
lANK I HilL BE 
ANTI80DY ICENTlrl­
CATION. HEMOl'TIC DISEASE or THE NE~.OF'. AND PRENATAL TESTING. 
"E'EQUISI TES. 
SHP 3351. 
WINT[~. 
COLEMAN. 
SHPun 
CLINICAL lABO~ATO~Y SCIENCE' CHEMIST'Y IV 
I 
THIS CDUFSE IS THE lAST or THE CLINICAL ChEMISTFY LECTU~E SEFIES. 

T"E COUPSE Will aDDPESS ENODCFINE rUNCTION ~ITH EMPHASIS ON HOF­

NONE ANALYSES. liPID AND lIPDP'OT[IN OETE'MINATICNS. DFUG AND 

TOXIC SUBSTANCE SCFEEMING. ANC AMNIOTIC rlUID ANALYSIS. 

PH'EQUISITES' 

SHP 1362. 

WUTEF. 

COLEMAN. 

5HPUIO 
CLINICAL lABD~ATOFY SCIENCE' MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY PFACTICUM VI 

3 

THIS CDU~SE 15 THE lAST or A SEFIES or SIX PFACTICUMS WHICH 

tDVEF TH( PPACTICAl AND THED~ETICAL STUDY or CLINICAL lABOFATO~Y 

SCIENCE. THE STUDENT MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST WIll B£ EXPECTED TO 

FEVIEW THE CONCEPTS AND TEST PE'rDFMANCE STUDIED IN P'ICR MOO­

UlES ANa TO COR'ElATi THESE WITH THE BASIC SCIENTlrlC CONCEPT 

~PON WHICH THE METHODOLOGIES APE BASED. EMPHASIS Will 8E UPON 

P'OllEN SOLVIN6. JOI _ESPDNSIIllITY. ErrICIENCY. AND DFGANllA­

TION. lA80PATO~Y/0ISCUSSION. 

P'EHQUISITES. 

SHP3370. 

SP"NG/SUNNE~. 
COLEMAN • 
SHPues 

CLINICAL lABOPATO~Y SCIENCE' INTRODUCTICN TO lAIC'ATC'Y MANaGE­

MENT 

1 

THIS lECTU~E SE'IES. ~HllE NOT All-INCLUSIVE. ADO'ESSES SEVE.Al 

A'EAS WITHIN THE SCOPE or TODAY'S CLINICAL lABO'ATOFY NANAGEF. 

"E~[oUIS "ES. 

SHP 3310 O~ PE_MISSION. 

SPF I NGI SUMMn. 

COlENU•• 

SHPJ5U 

HEALTH PLANNI NG 

3 

A HISTO'Y or THE O[VElOPNENT or HEALTH PlANNlhG Ih THE UNITED 

STATES. 'RINCIPlES. POLICIES. AND TOOl5 ~ELATEO TO THE PLANNING 

'FOCESS INCLUDIN6 THE AUT~O~ITY. ST.uCTU'E AND ruNCTION or hEALTH 

SY'TEMS AGENCIES A~E EXANINED. CURFENT ISSUES AND P~08lEMS 

rACED 8Y 'lANNING AGENCIES A~E CoNSIDE~ED. 

'H~EQUISITES'

SHP .0,0 AND CAS 7130. 
MINH'. 
GUDIIEF. 
SH'JSU 
HSAI 8ASIC OFIENTATION TO T~E rlElD or lONG TE~" CAFE 
J 
THE COUFSE P~OVIDES A 8ASIC O'IENTATION TO THE fiELD or lON' TE'M 
CAfE. IT INCLUDES HISTO~ICAl DEVELOPMENT. ISSUES AIID PP08lEMS AhO 
THE INPACT Dr CU~'ENT HEALTH CA~E 'OlICIES AND P~DG_ANS ON THE 
rlElD. ALSO [XAMINEO A'E ISSUES 'ElATIN' TO DISEASES. CA'E. T'EAT 
AND FEHABlllTATION or THE CH~ONICAllY Ill. AGED AND DISABLED. 
fALL. 
GHONEF. 
SHP3S~Z 
HSA: lONG TtF" CAFE. SYSTEMS MANAGE"ENT 
3 
THIS COU~SE _Ill COiE' THE PPOBlEMS. ISSUE~. AND AONINIST'ATICN 
or SEVEPAl lONG TE'" CA'E INSTITUTIONS. IT WIll EXPlO~E THE NEED 
ro~ AlTE~NATIVE P~OG~AMS IN lONG TE~N CA~E' AND EXA"lhE THE NEED 
rOF PLANNING rOF THE rUTU~E. ALSO EXA"INEO WilL 8E THE CU"ENT 
POLICIES AND P.OGPAMS AND THEI~ lEGAL IMPLICATIONS rOF OEVElOP­
HENT AND NANaGE"ENT or lONG TE~N CARE rACllITIES. 
HINJEP. 

GHONEF. 

SHP 3620 

DIAGNOSTIC "[YHOOS IN CCNMUNICATION 0IS[hO['5 

3 

EXAMINES ADMINIST'ATICN AND INTE~P~ETATION or TESTS OESI'NED T, 

ASSESS CONMUNICATION SKIllS (E.G •• A~TICUlATION. INNEF. 'ECEPTIVE 

AND EXP.£SSIVE lANGUAGE. AUDITO~Y DISC'I"INAIIONI. PAFTIAllY SAT­

IsrlES SCHOOL or HELATH SCIENCE CO~E COMPETENCIES. 

"E'EOUISITES: 

SHP3185. SHP.Z35. SHP~520. SHP.730. 

_I NTH • 

..I0NES. ". 

SHP 39 20 

EPIOEMIOLOGY: PFINCIPLES AND ANALYSIS ~r DATA I 

3 

rOCUSES UPON P~INCIPlES AND THEI~ USE IN EVALUATING EPIDEMIOLO­

GICAL DATA. INCLUDES AN INDEPENDENT PPO..tECT APPLYING EPIDEMICLO­

GICAL PFINCIPlES TO THE STUDENT'S INDlilDUAl PForESSION. 

PFEPEQUIS"ES. 

CAS 71 30. 

hOT .CHEDUlED TO BE orrEFEO IN AYl1-e2. 

S TaH. 

SHP4090 
HEAlIH CAFE O~GANllATIOM 
3 
PROVID£S A BASIC UNDE~STANOING or THE OPGANI'ATION or THE HEALTH 
CAFE DEll~EFY SYSTE" IN THE UNITED STATlS AND THt CO.PONENTS or 
THIS SYSTEM. FEOUI~ED rOF ALL LNOEFG~ACUATE STUDENTS IN HEALTH 
SCIENCE. PAFTIAllY SATlsrliS SCHOOL or HEALTH SCIENCE CO~E CDM­

PETENCI ES. 

rALl. WINTE~. SPFING/SUM"EF.

STarr. 

SHP4100 

HEALTH p~orE~SIONS EDUCATION. VALUES ClAFlrlCATION TECHNIQUES 

2 

EXPOSU'E TO A .IOE VAFIETY or TEACHING ST'ATEGIES THAT HAVE I~ 

COMHON A 'HILOSOPHICAL BASE THAT T~IES TO INCOFPOPATE THE PE~­

SONAl 60AlS AND VALUES or lEAFNERS IN THE EDUCATIONAL PPOCESS. 

r.OM THE "ANY 'VALUES ClAPlrlCATION IEC~NIQUES' DISCUSSED. PA'T­

ICIPANTS SElECI STFATEGIES THAT APPEA' TO HAVE THE MOST POTENTIAL 

ro~ THEIF PAFTICULA~ TEAChING NEEDS. 

rALL. WINTE'. 

HUIlMAN. 

SHP4200 

HEALTH SEPVICES AONINISTFATION: rlElD EXPEPIENCES I 

3 

THIS COUFSE I~ DESIGNED TO PFOVIOE THE STUDENTS _IIH TE'NINAL 

INTEGFATING EXPE'IENCES or CLASSFOOM lEAFNING AND EXPE~IENCES TO 

THE rlElD or PFACTICE. THE COUFSE MilL FEINrO~CE AND REVIEW CONP­

ETENCIES GAINED IN HSA AND 61VE STUDENTS AN OPPO'TUNITT TO 

.CHIEVE PForESSIONAl GFOHTH AhD AOMINIST~'TIVt SKillS. 

FF[FEQUISI TES: 

ADVANCED STUDENTS IN UNOE~GPAOUATE HSA [NlY. 

SPFING/SUNME~. 

GAFONEF. 

SHP4Z01 

ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING rlELO PFACTICUN I 

3 

THIS COUFSE 15 DESIGNED TO P,owlOE STUDENTS _ITH A SUPE'VISEO 

rlElO PFACTICUN IN WHICH THEY CAN OEVELCP THE p'orESSIONAl

SKILL TO INITIAllY ASSESS AND COUNSEL I.OI~IOUALS AND THEI' 

rANILIES surrE~ING rFOM ThE ErrEcTS or ALCOHOL AND ABUSE. 

rPHEQUIS"ES: 

PE'M 1S5I ON. 

rALL. ~INTE" SPFING/SUMME'.

YAN OO'EN. 

SHP420Z 

ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING rlElO "ACTICUM IJ 

4 

THIS COUFSE IS DESIGNED TO PFOVloE STUDENTS NIT" A SUPE'VIS[D 

rlELD P'ACTICUN EX'EFIENCE IN WHICH THEY CAN lEA~N TO 

ErrECTIVElY USE INDIVIDUAL AND ,.OUP CO~NSELING TO INITIATE 

NEEDED AND DESI'EO SElr-EXPlO'ATION IN INDI.IOUALS AND rAMlllES 

surrE'ING fPoM ALCOHOLISM AND ALCOHOL ABUSE. 

"EHQUI 51 TES: 

PEFMJSSION. 

fALL. WINTE" .PFING/SUMMEF.

VAN DoPEN. 
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SHPU03 

ALCOHOLIS. COUNSELl.' rlELD P~ACTICUN III 

3 

THIS CDU~SE IS OESI'NED TO PPO.IDE STUDENTS WITH A SUPE~'ISED 

rlELO P'ACTICU" [XPERIENCE IN WHICH THEY WILL HAVE THE OPPO,­

TUNITY TO LEA'N HOW TO KE[P ACCURATE AND UP-TO-DATE CLIENT 

~ECO~OS. AND IN VHICH THEY CAN LEA.N TO NE'OTIATE AN ErfECTI'E 

TPEATMENT PLAH VITH CLIENTS SUffE.ING r~OM ALCOHOLISM O~ ALCO­

HOL nUSE. 

PH'EQUISJTES: 

PE'M ISS ION. 

fALL. WINTE" SP'ING/SUMNE'.

VAN OOHN. 

SHPlZOl 

ALCOHOLISN COUNSEL IN' fiELD P'ACTICUM IV 

4 

THIS COU~SE IS OESI&NEO TO P'O.IOE STUDENTS WITH A rl~AL fiELD 

P'ACTICUM EXPE.IENCE IN WHICH THEY CAN INTEG~ATE THE COUNSELING 

SKILLS P.EVIOUSL' ACQUIPEO IN P'ACTICUMS I. II. AND III. AS NELL 

AS ADDING STill OTH[~S TO THEI. THE'APEUTIC ~EPE'TOI~E. 

P'E~EQUISITES' 

PE.MI SSION. 

fALL. VINTEP. SP'ING/SUMME~. 

VAN OOHN. 

SHPlZO~ 
IMMUNOLOGY 
Z 
INT~ODUCES THE BASIC CONCEPTS AND TE'"I~OLO&Y or I"MUNITY. IN­

CLUOIN' IMMUNE 'ESPONSES. ANTIGENICIT" ANTIBODY ST.UC,U'E. ANT­

lIDO' ~EACTIDNS. MECHANISMS Df CELLULA' IMNUN,T,. AND H'PE~'EN­

SITIVIT, 'EACTIONS. 

P'E'EDUISITES' 

COLLEGE BIOLOGY AND COLLE'E CHEMIST.,. 

hi NTEP. 

CO'NESKY. 

SHPlZ 10 
HEH ING SCIENCE 
3 
STUD' Of SOUND &ENE'ATION AND TPANSMISSION. MEASU.ING SOUND. ANA­
TO.' AND AID P.'SIOLOG' 0' TH[ H[A~ING MECHANISM. PS'CHOACOUSTICS 
PS'CHDP~'SICAL METHODS. AND ACOUSTICS Or SPEECN. 
fall. 

LU8INSKY. 

SHPllJO 

INT.ODUCTION TO CLINIC_L AUDIOLOG' 

3 

EXAMINES AUOIOMET'IC 2E.0 ANO SENSATION LEVEL- PLOTTI'G AUDIO­

"ET~IC DATA. AUOIOM[TfiIC INST'UMENTATION. CALIBPATION. PU'E TONE 

TH~ESHOLD TESfING. IASIC SPEECH AUDIOMET~'. PA~TIALL' SATISfiES 

COPE COMPETENCIES ro~ THE SCHOOL Of HEALTH SCIENCES. 

PPEPEQUISJTES. 

SHP4ZI0. 

SP"NGI SUMMEP. 

LU'INh'. 

SHP4Z35 

INT'OOUCfION TO CONMUNICATION DISD~OE'S 

3 

STUD' Of THE fOU~ MAJOP TYPES Of COMMUNICATION OISO~DE.S_ THEIP 

EffECTS ON THE CO"MUNICATI'ElT IMPAIRED INDIVIDUAL ANO BASIC ~E­

MEDIATION PPOG~AMS. PAPTIALL' SATISfIES CO,[ COMP[T[NCI[S fO. TH[

SCHOOL Of HEALTH SCIENCES. 

fALL. SP~ING/SUMME' 

HILDEBRAND. 

SHP4Z40 

INT'OOUCTION TO REHABILITATIVE AUDIOLOGY 

3 

STUD' or NOPMAL SENSOPY PEPCEPTION. SPEECH PE'C[PTION. HEA.ING 

AIDS. SPEECH 'EADING AND AUOITO', T.AINING. 

PPEPEQUISITES' 

SHP4ZI0. 

SPRI NGI SUM"H 

LUBINSKY. 

SHPlZ80 

NU'SING' CONCEPTS AND PPOCESSES 

4 

THIS COU~SE IS DESIGNED TO PRO"DE STUDENTS NITH KNOMLED'E Of THE 

p,orESSIONAL ISSUES AND TPENOS IN NU~SI~G_ THE LEGAL ASPECTS or 

hU~SING. THE NUPSIN' PPOCESS. AND SOME Of THE NURSIIG ThEO"ES. 

THE NUPSING P'OCESS IS THE SCIENTifiC M[THOO USEO TO DEVELOP A 

CLIENT CA'E PlAI. THIS COU.SE CONSTITUTES TH[ THEO'ETICAl fOUNCA­

TION fOP SU8SE8UENT NU.SI.' COURSES. 11 ALSO BEGINS THE ~E­

SOCIALI2ATION PPOCESS fO~ '[-[NTPf INTO NUPS'NG EDUCATION. 

rPEPEQUISITES: 

fUlrlLLMENT or 'EQUI~EMENTS fO. AOMISSI(N TO fHE NUJSING P~OG'AM 

OP CLASSifiCATION AS A CONDITIONAL AOH.TTANT Ofi SPECIAL NON­

OEG'EE SE[KING STUD[NT. 

rUL. MUTE'. 

LAM'ENC[. 

SHPUID 
NU~SIN6' CAFE IN 015T.18UTI'E SETTINGS, 
THIS SENIO~ LEVEL NU~SlhG COU.SE fOCUSES ON THE FAMIL'_ 

TH[ COMMUNITY. PUBLIC HEALTH. AND NUPSlh6 SE~VICE OI~ECf[O TO 

MEET THE NEEOS Of EACH Of T"'SE ENTITIES. 'ACUlT' S~PE~vISEO 

CLINICal EXPERIENCES HE CONDUCTED >TH"O~'~ LOCU COMNUNITf HUlfH 

NU~SING AGENCIES. AND OTHE' VA~IEC CONMUNITf HEALTH SETTIN'S. THE 

~OLES AND fUNCTIONS Of THE NUPSE IN OISTfi.BUTlv[ SETTINGS A'E 

OEVELOPEO OU~ING HOME VISITS AND OTHE~ ~UPSING SITUATIOhS. CON­

CEPTS Of ADAPTATION. CHANGE_ COMMUNICATION POLE AND CTHEPS AFE 

[MPHASI2EO VITHIN A Sf STEMS fPAMEMO'K. 

PHPEQUISITES: 

SHP 3101. SHP lllO. SHf ll60. SHP l090 D~ CONCU~fiENT. 

fall. MINTEP. 

EDMA~OS. 2IEMANN. 

SHPl311 

NU~SING: CAPE IN EPISODIC SETTINGS 

5 

EMPHASIS IS ON THE DEVELOPMENT Of THE NUPSE'S FOLE AND fUNCflOI 

IN EPISODIC SETTINGS MHEFE PATIENTS Of ALL AGES A~E EXPEfilENCING 

LlrE-TH~EATENING ILLNESSES. THEO.IES or ST'ESS. PSfCH~SOCIAL 

SUPPO'T Sf STEMS. CO"MUNICATIOh ANO POLE OEVELOPMEIT CONSTITUT[ 

THE fOUNDATION ro~ CLINICAL P'ACTICE. 

PPEPEGUlSnES: 

SHP 3101. SHP lJ30. SHP 4460. SHP 4090. Oil CONCU~'ENT. 

fUL. VINTEF. 

MAUL. LEFTVICH. 

SHPU10 

~UFSING: THE COLLA80~ATIVE .OLE 

3 

THE rocus or THIS COUPSE IS ON CCLlABO~ATION AMONG HEALTH CA~E 

p.orESSIONALS IN THE OELlvE'Y Of HEALTH CAPE AND ITS IMPACT ON 

IN THE HEALTH CA~E OELIVE~f SYSTEMS IN A CHANGING SOCIETf. THE' 

PPOfESSIONAL NUPSING PFACTICE. IT fU~THEP EXAMINES TH[ 'OLE or 

THE PPOf[SSIONAL NUFSE AS HEISHE fUNCTICNS IN THE HEALTh CAPE 

OELIVEP' Sf STEM IN A CHANGING SOCIET'. THE EMEFGING FOLE Of THE 

NU~SE rpOM A HISTOPICAL PE.SPECTIVE IS EXPLO~EO. 

PPEPEGUISITES' 

SHP lZ80. SHP l090. 

WINTEP. SP~ING/SUMME~. 

JOHNSON. 

SHPl44' 

NU~SING: PPINCIPLES or "AN_GEMENT or CLIENT/PATIENT CA'E 

1 
THIS COU~SE IS & STUDY or CONTE"PO~A~f THEO~IES AND P~INCI'LES Df 

MANAGEMENT &5 USED IN PPOfESSIONAL NUPSING P~ACTICE. A VA~IET' 

or LEAOE~SHIP/MANAGEMENT STfLES A'E ANALflEO IN fiElATIO~ TO THE 

NEEDS Of 0~GANI2EO N~~SING CA~E SYSTEMS. TECHNIGUES Of PEFSGNNEL 

"ANAGEMENT A~E STUDIED IN ~ELATION TO THEI~ EfrECTS ON CLI[NTI 

PATIENT CAFE. GPOUP P~OCESS IS DISCUSSED. 

P~EPEQUISITES: 

SHPlZ80. 

rALL. VINTE', SP~ING/SUMME'. 

MAUL. LEfTWICH. 

SHP4455 

NUPSING: SENIOJ SEMINA~ ANO PPOJECT 

4 

IN THIS COUIISE STUDENTS ENGAGE IN TE~MlhAL INTEG~ATING EXPE"­

ENCES THAT OEMONST~ATE THE USE or A VAPIET' or LEAFNING EXPEPI· 

ENCES fOJ INITIATING AND IMPLEMENTING CHANGE IN NU~SING P~ACTICE 

AND CLIENT CAPE Of ALL AGES IN AN EPISOO.C O~ 0IST~18UTIVE SET­

f.NG. STUDENTS DEVELOP AND P'ESENT A P~OJECT OENCNSTFATING I~TE. 

G'ATION AND P.OfICIENCf IN ALL NUPSING P~OG~AH CO"PETENCIES. 

JESEAFCH fiNDINGS APE USED. 

P'EJEQUISITES' 

ALL NAJOJ NU~SING COUJSES AND HL05l00 .hD HL05411. 

fALL. SP~ING/SUMME~. 

JOHNSON. 2IEMANN. 

SHP4460 

NU~SIN&: TEACHING or CLIENTS/fAMlllES 

3 

THIS COU~SE IS DESIGNED TO DEVELOP THE KNONLEOGE AND SKILLS Of 

THE TEACHING/LEAFNING P~OCESS IN NUPSING AS APPLIED TO A CLIENT­

CENTEPED HEALT" PP08LEM IN A VA~IETf or CO"M~NIT' SETTlhGS. BE­

H&VIQ~AL 08JECTIVES A.E P~EPA'EO fOP TEACHING AND EvaLUATIN' 

CLIENT LEA.NING. 

PH'EQUISITES. 

SHPlzeo. 

WINTEF. SP~ING/SUMME~ 

LEVENBEFG. MAUL. 

SHP45Z0 
PHONE" CS 
3 
STUDIES THE T~ANSC~IPTION or SPEEC~ USING THE INTEPNATIONAL PHO­
NETIC ALPHABET AND THE MANNEP. T'PE. AND PLACE Of A~TICULATICN Of 
EACH or THE SOUNDS or A"E~ICAN SPEECH. 
SP~ING/SU""E~ 
HIlOE8PANO. 
SHPl5'0 
HEALTH SEPVICE ADMINIST.ATION' PPINCIPLES 
3 
DEALS NITH THE THEOPETICaL AND P~ACTICAL ENVIIIONNENT WITH'. WH'CN 
"EaLT" caft 'D"'N'ST~aTO~S OP'~aTE. THE ISSUES INfESTIG'TEO A~E 

O.,&.,iATIO. STPUCTU~E. E"PLOYEE "OTI.AIIO•• SUPE~fIS'C~ AND N'.­

,'ENENT TECHNIQUES. 

~OT SCHEDULED TO BE OffE~ED I~ 'Y81-82_ 

surr. 
SHP460J 
ALCOHOLISM. PHYSIOLOGY & PH"MACOLOGY 
I 
THIS COUPS. IS INTENOEO TO GI.E NU~SES ANO OTHE~ HUMAN SEPflCE 

PPOFESSIONALS A COMP~EHENSIVE D.E~.IEW Of THE PHYSIOLOGICAL A.O 

PHAPNACOLOGICAL EFFECTS Of ALCOHOL ON THE BOOY. ALSO. THE ACTION 

OF .LCOHOL AND O'UG COMBINATIONS WILL BE COVEFED. PP(.'CUS KNOW­

LEDGE Of THE SYMPTOMATOLOGY AND DISEASE PPOCESS Of ALCOHOLISM 

wILL IE "ELPFUL IN UNOE'STANOING THE CD'CEPTS PFESENTEO IN THIS 

COUFSE. 

CffE~ED BASED ON OEMANO. 

COMMUNITy P'OfESSOP. STAFf. 

SHP46'0 

ALCOHOLISM COUNSELOF'S 'OLE 

J 

CEilGNED TO CLAFIFY THE TASKS Of ALCHDLISM COUNSELING A~O ITS PO­

SITION AS A NENLY F[CGGNI2ED P~DFE5SION. INOLUDED IS A .alEf HIS­

TO~Y OF ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING. ITS TASKS- ••OWLEOGE '~D SKILLS. 

AND A LOOK AT THE INTEPDISCIPLINAFY TEA" APPFDACH AS PAPT Of THE 

FEHABILITATION P'OCESS. 

SPFING/SUMMEF. 

HY. 

SHP4125 

SOCIOl! NGUISTICS 

3 

CO.EFS THE NAJO' SOCIOLINGUISTIC CONCEPTS AND APfLIES THE" TO THE 

ANALYSIS Of OIALECTICAL DlffE'ENCES ANO ThE CUlTU'ES fPCM WHICH 

THEY WEFE DEFIVEO. PA.TLY MEETS CO~E COHpETENCIES FEQUIFEO BY 

SCHOUl Of HEALTH SCIENCES. 

PPEFEQUISITES: 

SHP.' 30. 

WI NT[P. 

HILDEB~ANO. 
SHP4130 

SPEECH AND lANGUAGE DEVELCP~ENT 

3 

STUDY Of THE STAGES Of LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT fFOM A PSYCHOlI.GUIS­

TIC .IEWPOINT' fELaTES COGNITION TO LANGUAGE OE.ELOPMENT, ASSESS­

"ENT Of THE PHONOLOGICAL. NO~PHOLOGICAl. SYNTACTICAL AND SEMAN­

TICAL ASPECTS Of A lANGUAGE SAMPLE. 

fALL. 
JONES. M. 

SHPH 35 

SPEECH PHYSIOLOGY 

3 

tkAMINATION Of ANATOMY ANC PHYSIOLOGY Of ~ESPI~ATIDN. PHONATleN. 

APTICULATIO•• AND THE NEF.OUS SYSTEM. 

PHHQUI5ITES: 

SHI' .2J5. 

fUL. 

fOPNEP. 

SHP0995 

INOEPENOENT APPPAISALS 

3 

THIS HOFASHOI' MilL EkAMINE WHAT SKILLS. ABILITIES ANC VOCATICNS 

HA.E 8EEN OBTAINED THPOUGH LI'E £kPERIEhCt AID HDH TO EQUATE THEM 

TO UNIVE~SITY CPEDIT_ PFC'ESSIONALS WHe A~E IN THE P~CCESS Cf 

SEEKING CE~TlfICATION IN THEIR flElO WILL BE ABLE TO OBTAIN SOME 

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES Of THE CE~TlfIC'TIOI 'POCESS ey CONTINUING 

THEI~ 'O~MAL EDUCATION TH~OUGH ll'E EkPE~IE.CE C~EDIT. 

CffEPED BASED ON OEMANO. 

COMMUNITY P~OfESSO" STAff. 

SHP500A 

INTfODUCTOfY SPO~TS NEOICINE 

1-2 

THIS COUfSE IS DESIGNEO fO~ COACHES. PHYSICAL EDUCATION INSTfUC­

TO~S ANO PARAS AND PECFE.TION PEfSONNEl. THE CONTENT WILL DEAL 

WITH THE STANDA~DS Of CAfE AND SAfETY f(~ ATHLETES. 

CffEfEO BASED ON DEMAND. 

CONNUNITy P~OfESSO~. STAff. 

SHP500d 

CUfFENT ISSUES IN EkTENOED CARE ro~ THE ELOEfLY 

Z 
COMPLEX ISSUES A8DUT EkTENOEO CA~E fO~ THE ELOEPLY AfE CONSlANTLf 

CHANGING. T"E pU~POSE or THIS COU~SE IS 10 UPDATE THE STUDENT'S 

KNOWLEOGE ON THE ALTEPNATIVE "ETHODS Of EkTENOED CA'E. THE STATU' 

Of NUPSING HONE LAWS ANO REGULATIONS. THE 'UARDIANSHIP lAWS AND 

THE CU~'ENT METHODS USED BY HOSPITALS TO ASSUFE CONTI~uITY Of 

:UE Df THE CHRONICAlLY ILL. 

CffE~ED BASED UPON OENANO. 

)UONEf. 
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SHPSOOC: 

NOfKSHOP: ~ENTAL DEI'~ESSIO'--"EALT" I'f'8Lt" 0' T~t 10'S 

I 
THE PU~POSE Of THIS NO~ASHOP IS TO PROf JOE THE PA_TIC,PANT WIT" 

T"E LAlESl INrOPMAllON ABOUT DEP~ESSION SO HE/SHE CAN BETTEP UI­

OEFSTANO THIS PREfaLENT OISO~DER. 

crrE~EO BASED UPON OEMAhO. 

COMNUNITY PFOfESSDf. STAff. 

SHP5000 

THE NATION'S HEALTH 

J 

THIS NEWSPAPiP COU~SE CONIINES DISCUSSION WJTH THE READI.GS I. 

ATTENPTING TO ANSWE' Q~£STIONS LIKE' WHAT CDMP~ISES THIS COUN­

TFY'S HEALTH SYSTEM' HOW IS HEALTH POLICY A"[CT[07 NHAT CAN WE 

CO AS INO,.,OUALS TO HELP? 

CffEREO BASED UPON OEMAND_ 

MASSE Y. 

SHP500E 

WOfKSHOP: NU~SING AND THE LAW 

I 
THIS TWO-DAY WD~ASHOP WILL STUGY FESOUFCES THAT ESTAeLISH 5TAN­

DA~DS or CA~[ WITHIN THE HEALTH CAFE SYSTE~. SPECIAL ENPHASIS 

Will BE GIVEN TO T"OSE LANS AffECTIN' THE NU~SING PPOfESIION. 

TOPICS TO BE INClUOED ARE' ACCOUNTABILITY AND 'ESI'O.SJBILIT' 0' 

PfOfESSIONAL ANO NON-PPOfESSIONAL NUfSESi CHAfTING PPOBlE~SI EM­

PLOYEE/ENPLOfEf fElATIONSH'PS' TE~MINATING lIfE SUPPOfT' EMEFGEN­

CY 'UOM PFOBlENS; MALP~ACTICE. 

CffEPEO BASED UPON OEMANO. 

0I0HNSON. 

SHP500f 

ALTERNATIVE APPPOACHES TO HEALTH CA~E 

I 
THE WOFKSHOP IS DESIGNED TO P'OVIDE STUDENTS WITH AN O'E~.'EW or 

THE PHILOSOPHY ANO TECHNI~UES ASSOCIATEC NITH A VA~IETY cr PfE­

VENIATIVE SYSTEMS Of HEALTH CAPE. BOTH CLIENTS AND HEALTH CAFE 

P50fESSIONALS NEEO TO BE .WAFE Of ALTE~NATIVES TO THE MC~E T~ADI­

TIONAL METHODS 0' HEALTH CARE SO THEY CAN NO~E EffECTI.ELf SELECT 

AN OPllMUN FEGINEN Of SUI'PO~TIVE AND HEALTH MAINTENANCE PROCED­

IIFES. 

CffE~EO BASEO UPON DEM'NO. 

VAN DO'EN. 

SHp50U 
PHA~MACOLOGY ISSUES 
1 
THIS COUPSE PPO.,OES THE P~ACTITIONE' WITH A P5ACTICAL ~IONLEOGE 

Of THE VAPIOUS ASPECTS Of DRUG ACTIVITY. IT ENTAILS A SYSTEMATIC 

DESCFlpTION Of THE VARIOUS "DUPS or O~~GS. THEIP INOICATIONS AND 

CONT~AINDICATIONS. MECHANISMS Of ACTION. SIDE EfrECTS. TOkICITf. 

ANTIDOTAL T~EAT~ENT ANO OTHEf PHA~MACOLCGIC PECUllAPITIES Of THE 

D~ UG S. 

CffEfED BASED UPON OEMAND. 

COM"UNITY PFOfESSOf. STAff. 

SHP50IB 

IMPACT Of ALCOHOLISM IN THE WOFK PLACE 

I 
THE rocus Of THE COUFSE WILL 8E TO 6'.E AI O.ERVIEW Of 
"ENPlOYEE'S ASSISIANCE PR06fAMING" AND THE MANY ELENE.TS THAT APE 
INVOlVEO IN THIS 1'50CESS. PPACTICAL SKILLS AND ApPllEO KNDWLEOGE 
WILL BE EMpHASI2ED IN CLASS AS WELL AS THE NECESSAFY SUPPOPTING 
THEO~Y. STUDENTS WILL EkAMINE PESEARCH AND THEOPIES ANO SEEk TO 
APPLY THESE IN CONCR~TE OPGANIlATIONAL SITUATIONS. 
CffE~EO BASED UPON DENANO. 
CONMUNITY I'FOfESSOF. STAff. 
SHP50lC 
AN INNO.ATIVE APPROACH TO ALCOHOLISM TfEATNENT. T~EfAP[UTIC 
pAfAOOk AND fEraAMING 
2 
THE PUfPOS. Of THIS COU~SE TS TO OEVElOP UNDEfSTANOING. KIOWLE"E 
INO SKilL IN THE UTIll2ATION Of iECO.O-C~CE~ CHANGE PFOCE"ES 
~HEN CONDUCTING TfEATMENT WITH ALCOHOLICS. 
ef'EfED BASEO UPON OEMAND. 
CO"~UNI" PPUfESsoa. 5 raH. 
SHP50lD . 
THE APPLICATION Of BIOfEEceACK ANO SELf-fE6UlATION lHEfAPIES IN 
THE TFEATMENT Of ALCOHOL AND D~UG PROBLEMS 
I 
THE 'OCUS Of THIS COU~SE WIll eE AN OVE~vIEW Of BIOfEEOBACK AND 

SELf-~EGUlATION TPAINING .5 A TPEATNENT "ODALITY fOP ALCOHOL AND 

OfUG P'OBlEMS. PfACTICAL SKILLS ANO APPLIEO KNOWLEDGE HILL BE 

lEARNED AS WELL AS THE NECESSARY SUPpD~TIN6 THEOPY. THE ENVIRON­

HENT or THE CLASS WILL BE GEAFEO TOWA'O EkAMINATION Of RESEARCH 

AND THEOfY AND APPLICATION TO CLINICAL PFACTICE. 

CffE~ED BASEO UPON OEMAND. 

CD~"UNITY P~OfESSOf. STArf. 

SHp50lE 

THE UTllllATION Of GFOUP COUNSELIN, fO' INPLEMENTATICN AND 

fOfMUATION Of T~EATMENr PLANS 

I 
THIS WO~ASHOP WilL lOOK 'T DEfINITIONS aNO GOALS 0' GfOUp TREAT­
MENT WITH ALCOHOLICS. THE EMPHASIS WILL BE UI'O' THE rAcIL,TAT" 
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--HIS/NER rUNCTIONS AND INvOLVEMENT IN IHE P~OCES5. THE rlNAL 

5EGMENT MILL CONSIOE~ AN INNOVATIVE APP~OACH MHICH UTILIZES THE 

,POUP IN THE TA5K or E5TA8LISHING TPEATMENT PLAN5 AND SUBSEQUENT 

ACCDUNTA8ILIT, AND EVALUATION. 

crrE~EO BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PPOfESSOR. STAff. 

SHP5010 

EDUCATIONAL ASPECTS Of SPEECH AND LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 

J 
THE STUDY or NOPMAL AND 0150~OEPED SPEECH AND LANGUAGE DEVELOP­

MENT MITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON ASPECTS 'ELEvANT TO CLASSPCOM 

TEACHE~S. SPECIAL EOUCATOFS. EA~L' CNILOHOOD TEACHEPS AND SCHOOL 

ADMTNISTUTOH. 

fALL. SPPING/SUMME~. 

M. ~ONES. HILDE8RAND. 
SHP501l 
HSAI MENTAL HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENTAL 0lSA81LITIES 
J 
THIS COUPSE PROVIDES A GENE~AL INT~ODUCTION TO THE rlELOS Of 

MENTAL HEALTH AND MENTAL PETA~CATION.IT INCLUDES A ~EVIEM or THE 

HISTOPY Of THE DEVELOPMENT ON EACH IN THE UNITED STATES' AND AN 

ANALYSIS Of THE OPGANlllTIONAL CHAPATEPISTICS AND FHILCSOPHIES Of 

MANAGEMENT ~OMINANT IN EACH. IHE NECESSITY TO INCLUDE THE COMUN­

IT, AND THE fAMILY IN IHE DECISION-MAKIN' PPOCESSES AND THE IM­

PACT Of THIS ON PROG~AM ADMINISTRATION IS ASSESSED. 

NINTER. 

MHITTEMO~E' COMMUNITY PROfESSO~. 

SHP501~ 
HSAI MENTAL HEALTH AOMINISIRATION 
J 
THIS COUPSE OESC~18ES THE UNIQUE SOCIO-ENVI~ONMENTAL CO.TEXT Of 

MENTAL HEALTH AND OEVELOPEMNTAL DISABILITIES P~OGPAMS AND DIS­

CUSSES THE CONCOMMITANT MODIfICATIONS THAT A~E PEQUI~EO 8EfO~E 

SU8STANTIVE AFEAS Of GENEPIC MANAGEMENT CONTENT (PLANlING. 

PEPSONNEL. GOVEPNANCE. COMMUNICATION5. INfO~MATION SYSTEMS. ETC.I 

CAN BE SUCCES5fULL' APPLIED TO MEET THE SPtCIFIC PEOUIPEMENTS Of 

THE MENTAL HEALTH SETTING. 

faLL. 

NHITTEMOPE. 

5HP5015 

ALCOHOL AND SU8CULTU~ES 

J 
ASSIST5 ALCOHOLISM COUNSELOPS NO~KING I~ A M[T~OPOLITAH A~EA MHO 
A~E IN CONTACT MITH PE~SON$ f~OM VAFIOUS C.LTU~ES AND MUST BE 
ABLE TO UNDE~STANO TNE CULTU~ALLY DEJER'INED VALUES. LifESTYLES. 
AND EXPECTATIONS UNDEPLYING THE BEHAVIO' or THEIR CLIENTS TO BE­
COME AMA~E Of THEI~ OWN 81ASES SO THEY MAY ASSIST THEI~ CLIENTELE 
COME AWAPE Of THEI~ OMN 81ASES SO THE' MAY ASSI5T THEI~ CLIENTELE 
IN THE MOST APPPOP'IATE MANNE'_ STUDENTS THPOUGHDUT THE UNlvEP­
E.G •• ALCOHOLISM SCIENCES. MOMEN'S STUDIES. AND 8ILINGUAL/8ICUL­

TUPAL 5TUDIES AFE ENCOUPAGED TC ENPOLL. 

fALL. 

fPY. 

SHP501' 

ALCOHOLIC PATIENT: NUPSING PEPSPECTIVE 

1 
A 8FIEf OVEPVIEW Of ALCOHOLI5M. SPEClfICALL' fOP NUPSES. ALCtHOL­

ISM IS DEfiNED AS & DISEASE. THE SIGHS AND S'MPTOMS AFE OUTLINED. 

AS MELL AS APP~OACHES TO INTE~vENTION AND TPEAJMENT. THE COU~5E 

IS INTENDEO TO GIVE THE NU~SE INfO~MATICN AND A BA51C UNDEPSTANO­

IN' Of ALCOHOLISM SO THAT SHE/HE MILL 8£ MO'E EffECTIVE NHE. 

ENCOUNTE~ING PATIENTS WHO A~E SUSPECTEO OR KNOMN TO 8E ALCOHOLIC. 

tffE~EO BASED UPON DEMAND • 

.. ONES. L. 

SHP5Z0A 

DIAGNOSING ALCOHOLISM' PPACTICAL GUIDELINES 

l-l 
CESIGNED TO PFOVIOE AN UNOEPSTANDING Of A'O THE ABILIT, TO 'MPLE­

MENT DIAGNOSTIC METHOD5 fO~ OlffEPENTIATING PH'SICLOGICAL ALCO­

HOLI5M (EA~LY. MIDDLE. AND CH~ONIC STAGE~I. NONPHYSIOLOGICAL AL­

COHOLISM (ALCOHOL ABUSE AND ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE) AND ~ULTIPLE 

DIAGNOSIS (ALCOHOLI5M PLUS OTHE~ DISEASE). 

tffE~EO BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PfOfESSO~. STAff. 

SHP5Z0B 

8PEAST CANCEP UPDATE 

I 
THE PU~POSE Of THIS ALL-OA' CONfE~ENCE IS TO MAKE 5TUOE~TS ANA~E 

Of THE C~R~ENT ATTITUDES AND TREATMENT5 CONCERNING 8~EAST CANCER 

AND TO ALLEViATE SOME Of THE fEAP AND MI5CONCEPTIONS THAT 5U~­

~OUND IT. SINCE THIS CONfERENCE WILL PPESENT THE LATEST 'NfO~MA­

TION ON TPEATMENTS AVAILABLE IT SHOULD BE Of SPECIAL INTEPEST TO 

MEM8EPS Of THE HEALTH PROfESSIONS. 

CffE~ED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

KAPLAN. COMMUNIT, PPOfESSO~. 

SHP5l05 
ALCOHOLISM' ~ECOVE~' AND SEXUALIT, 
3 
AS HUMAN SEXUALITy IS AN IMPO~TANT CO'~ELATE TO ~ECOwEPY fPOM AL­
COHOLISM. A LITE~ATU~[ SUfWEY ST~ESSES THE ALCOHOLIC. 'IOLO"CAL 
fUNCTIONS. SOCIETAL ATTITUDES PSYCHOLI,ICAL/SEXUAL p~OaLE"5. a~o 

PE~SONAL ATTITUDES. MEDIATED P~ESENTATICNS AND SELr-AWAF(NES5 EX­

EftISES. rURJHE~ DESEN51TIlAJION AND VALUES CLARifiCATION LEAD TO 

PE~SONAL OR PPOfESSltNAL '~OWTH IN P~EP'RATION ro~ ALCC~OLISM 

COUNSEll NG. 

SPUN6/SUMMH. 

..ONES. H'. 
SHP5llA 
ALCOHOLISM' OYSfUNCTIONAL fAMILIES 
J 
EACH fAMILY OPEPATES ON A S'STEM MUCH LikE A MOBILE. WHEN ONE 
MEM8E~ Of THE fAMIL' IS IN A O'SfUNCTIO~AL STATE DUE TO ILLNESS 
CF C~ISIS. OTHER MEM8ERS Of THE fAMIL' STEP IN TO AEEP THE fAMILY 
IN BALANCE AND fUNCTIONAL. WHEN THE ILL~ESS OR C~ISI5 8ECOMES A 
CH~ONIC CONDITION. LIKE ALCOHOLISM. THE fAMILY MEMBE~S OfTEN 
ADOPT ~ULES AND BEHAVIORS THAT TEND TO ENABLE THt CONDITION TO 
CONTINUE. IN O~OEF TO CHANGE THE 8EHAVlt~S. EACH fAMIL' ~E"BE' 
NEEDS TO EXPLORE HIS CONTRIBuTION TO THE ILLNESS. IT IS NOT 
ENOUGH TO TPEAT ~UST THE O'SfUNCT'ONAL HtM8'~. THIS COUR'E _ILL 
EXAMINL TH~ DYNAMICS Of T~E fAMILY SYSIEM AND LOOK AT THE EffECTS 
Of ALCOHOLISM ON THI~ SYSTEM. 
P~EFEOUISITES: 
SHP 5~90. SHP 5060. O~ PEPMISSION. 
CffE~EO BASED ON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITY P~OfESSO~. STAff. 
SHP5l1B 
T~EATING ALCOHOLISM' CLINICAL SKILLS T~AININ6 
I-Z 
DESIGNED TO DEVELOP COUNSELING SKILLS fC~ USE MIT~ ALCCHOLISM 
PATIENTS IN A CLINICAL SETTING. 
CffEFEO BASED ON DEMAND. 
COM~UNITY PFOfESSOR. STAff. 
SHP5ZIC 
COUNSELING fO~ RELAPSE PREVENTION 
l-l 
DESIGNED TO DEVELOP SKILLS IN ALCOHOLISM P~EVENTICN AND INTEPVEN­

TIDN fOF TH£ P~OfE5SIONAL COUNSELO~. 

CffE~EO 8ASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PPOfESSO~. STAff. 

SHP5ZlE 

COUNSELING fOP fAMILY RECOVERY 

10Z 

DE51GNED TO P~OVIOE UNCE~STANOING Of THE fAMILY ~ESPO~SE TO ALCO­

HOLIS~ AND METHODS TO fACILITATE PECOVE~Y IN THE ALCOhOLIC. INDI­

viDUAL fAMIL' MEM8EFS. AND THE fAMILY UNIT. 

tffE~EO 8ASEO ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNIT, P~OfESSO~. STAff. 

~HP5ZZA 
ALCOHOLI5M IN THE MET~OPOLITAN A~EA 
J 
COMMdNIT' MO~KE~S IN MET~O A~EA CHICAGO A~E fACED MIIH THE "IS­

CONCEPTION THAT NAPCOTICS. AMPHETAMINES. 8Af8ITUATE~. ANa MARI­
.. UANA ARE THE HA~OF PA~TS or CHICAGO'S ·D~UG P~OBLE~·. ALCOHtL IS 

BY fA~. THE MOST ABU5ED OFUG Of THE LOT. THE PUFPOSE Of THIS 

COU~SE 15 TO P~ESENT AN OVEPvlEM Of THE fiELD Of ALCt~OLISM' P~O­

VIOING THE STUDENT WITH A BASIC NO~KING KNONLEOGE Of THIS MOST 

CFUCIAL SU8~ECT. 

tffE'EO SA SED ON OEMANO. 

CO"MUNITY P~OfESSD~. STAff_ 

SHP5llB 
NO~KSHOP: TEENAGE SU8STANCE A8USE 
I 
THIS MOPKSHOP MILL rocus ON UNOE~STANOllG YOUTH. fANILY. T.EAT­

MENT AND PFEvENTION AND HOM T"EY PELATE TO SUBSTANCE AB~SE. 

tffE~ED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COMMUNIT, P~OfESSO~. STAff. 

SHP5l JA 
SPEECH-LANGUAGE A~O HEA~I~G OISO~OERS fCP TEACHE~S 
J 
THE COUPSE MILL fOCUS ON SCMOOL AGE CHILO~EN WITH COHMUllCATIVE 

DI50~OEP5. AND THE FOLE Of THEIF TEACHE~S. AUOIC AHO vIDEOTAPES 

MILL ILLUST~ATE THE OISOFOERS AND P~ACTICAL SU'GESTIC~S fO~ 

TEACHEFS WILL 8E MADE. 

OffEFEO 8ASEO ON DEMAHD. 

COMMUNITY PPOfESSO~. STAfF. 

SHP5lJC 
TOTAL COMMUNICATION FO~ ~ETA~OtO CHILDREN 
J 
DESIGNED fO~ SPECIAL EOUCATO~S. TEACHEP A~SISTANTS AND SPEECH 

PATHOLOGISTS. THE COU~SE MILL INCLUDE OEVCLOPMENT Of A 1000 WORD 

SIGN LANGUA6E VOCABULA~Y. ASSESSMENT Of THE CHILO'S ~EAOINESS TO 

COM~UNICAT[. AND SOCIAL ASPECTS Of SIGNING. ALTE~NATE COMMUNI­

CATION S'STEMS MILL BE COMPA~EO. AND NEEDS Of EAC~ CHILD WILL BE 

CONS IDE~EO. 

CffE~EO 8ASEO ON DEHANO. 

COMMUNITy PFOfESSO~. STAfF. 
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SHP'Z JO 
MANUAL COMMUNICITION 
3 
THE COU~SE COVEFS CONCEPTS AND lPPLIEO METHODS IN MANUAL CONNUN'­
CAT'ON/SI6N LANGUA&E. APPLICATIONS or THE CO~CEPTS TO VAPIOUS 
CllNICIL G~OUPS AFE CONSICEPEC, ~ITH EMPHISIS ON THE ~EAFING IN­

PAIFEO. THIS COUPSE IS rOF SPEECH PATHCLOGISTS. TEACHEFS. 

AI DES. ETC. 

~rfEFEO aASEO ON OEMANO. 

:OM"UNITY PPOfESSOP. STArf. 

iHP5ZJE 

'UOIOLOGY fOF NON' AUDIOLOGISTS 

I 
DESIGNED fOF TEACHEFS. ~UFSES, SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS. PHYSICIA.S. 

.EAlTH CAFE WOPKEFS. AlOES O~ PAFENTS. THE COUISE ~ILL FEVIEN 

.EAPING PPOCESSES AND HEAPING TESTING AhO EMPHASI1E APPLIED CON­

ilOEFATIONS or HEAFING LOSSES. EOUCATICNAL AND ~EHAaILITAT'VE 

·FOCEOUF[S. PlUS HEAFING AIO SELECTION AND US[. ~ILL 8E COVHEC. 

:frt~EO aASEO ON DEMAND. 

:OMMUN'TY PForESSOF. STAfr. 

iHP5Z 3G 

•ANGUA&E DEVELOP"ENT. DISO.0[P5 AND 0lAltCT5 ,OP TEACHEFS 
I 
rHE COUPSE IS DESIGNED fOF CLASSPOOM TEACHEFS AND SPECIAL EOUCA­

ro~s. IT F[VI[WS LahGUAG[ DEVELOPMENT ANO OISOFOEFS IN CHILOPEN 

INO CONTFaSTS A VA~IETY Of DIALECTS. LANGUAGE INrLUENCES ON 

:OUCATION AFE ALSO CONSIOEFEO. 

:frEFEO 8ASEO ON DEMAND. 

:OMMUNITY PFOfESSOP. STArf. 

;HP523H 
IEATH AND DYING fOF THE HEALTH CAFE PF~fESSIONAL 
"HIS COUFSE IS DESIGNED TO HELP THE PFOfESSIO~AL UNOEFSTANO CUP­

'ENT ATTITUO.S TOWAPO DEATH. LEAPN TO CCPE ~ITH DEATH ANC DEAL 

.ITH IT COMPASSIONATELY YET PFtrESSIONALLY. ANO LEAPN WAYS TC 

.ELP THE rAMILY AND PATIENT DEaL WITH A TEPMlhAL ILLhESS. 

; rrEFEO " ~ASEO ON OEMA~O. 

:OMMUNITY p~orESSOP. STArr. 

HP521M 
,PEECH-lANGUAGE PATHOLOGY AND aUOIOLO'Y' INTFOOUCTIC. feF ALLIED 
FOF[SSIONllS 
HIS COUFSE WILL P~OVIOE AN OVEFVIEW or THE SPEEC~ AND HEAFING 

,0rESSION ro~ PEFSONS IN PElATEO rIELOS. IT WILL eOVEF THE 

AFIOUS COMMUNICATIVE PFOBLEMS AND THEIF CAUSES. WITH SUGGESTIONS 

r WHIT UNT~AINEO PE~SCNS CIN DO. P~OfESSIONAL ~OLES Cf SPEEC~ 

ATHOLOGISTS AND AUDIOLOGISTS ~ILL 8E ~EVIEWEO. 

rrEFEO 8ASEO UPON DEMAND. 

OHMUNITY PForESSOP. STAff. 

HP524A 

LCOHOLISM. GFIEr AND FECOVEPY 

HIS COUFSE/WOFKSHOP WILL EXPLOPE THE CCNCEPTS Of ALCOHOlISM IN 

ELATION TO GPIEr ANO LOSS. THE EXPFESSION Of PAIN. THE OEVASIA­

ING rEELINGS. A.O THE PFOGPESSION or SYMPTO~S IN 80T~ GFIEr AND 

LCOHOLISM SHOW TFEMENOOUS SIMILA~ITIES. IN THIS COL~SE WE WILL 

OOK AT THE OYNA~ICS aND PEACTIONS Of GFIEr ANO BE~EAVE"ENT' THE 

OSS EXPEFIENCES Of 80TH THE ACTIVE AND FECOVE~ING ALCCHOLIC AND 

IS/HEF r'MILT. AND fO~ THE COU'SELO~ ~CFKING WIT~ ALCO~OlISM. 

E WILL O~AW UPON THE SIMILAFITIES or G~IEr AND ALCO~OLIS" AND 

HEN PFOtEEO TO IMPLICATIO'S rQ~ T~EATMENT. 

rrEFEO BASED UPON OEMANO. 

FY. 

HP5H8 

FAN$PEFSONAL ISPECTS or ALCO~OlISM A~O ~ECOVEFY 

HIS COUFSE rOCUSES ON THE PELATIONSHIP 8ETWEEN I~ANS'EFSONAL 

OF SPIFITUAL) EXPEFIENCES AND ALCOHOLISM. 

rrEFEO BASED UPO~ OEMAhO. 

OMMUNITY pPorESSO~' STArr. 

HP5Z4C 
HE CONT~OLLEO O~INKI~G CONT~OVE~SY 
HIS WO~KSHOP WILL fOCUS ON IHE CONT~OVERSY SU~POUNOING THE TWO 

lNO ~EPOFTS. PFESEHT A SYSTEM Of CONTF~lLEO-O~INKING TECHNIQUES. 

NO rocus ON APPLICATIONS Of THIS APPFOACH IN PFEVENTIGN PFOGPAM­

ING. ro~ THE HELPING PPorESSIONAL IN A NON-ALCOHOLISM SETTING. 

NO ro~ THE ALCOHOLISM TPEATMENT PFOfESSIONAL. 

frEFEO 8ASEO UPON DEMAND. 

OMMUNITY p,orESSOF." STAff. 

•P5Z80 
cUTH SCTE.CES' 5ECENT OEfELOPMENTS IN ALll(O HEUTH PPlcrlCE 
SU~VEY Dr MA~oa ISSUES AND PPOBLENS ~ELEVANT 10 ALLIED HEALTH 
'ACTITIONEFS. STUDENTS EXPLOPE ISSUES AND P~08LEMS PA~TICULAR TO 
iEIF SPEClrlC ALLIED HEALTH DISCIPLINE. 
'~I NG! SUMMEP. 
lLEMAN. 
SHP5HO 

ALCOHOLISM' SELr-HELP G'OUPS 

2 

fOCUSES ON TWELVE STEPS AND THE TWELVE TFAOITIONS or ALCOHeLICS 

ANO.YMOUS AS WELL AS THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS NECESSA~Y TO ErrEC­

TIVELY FEfEF rAMILY. rFI[NOS. ANO/OF CLIENTS TO THE APPFOPFI.TE 

SELr-HELP GPOUP. OTHE' SELr-HELP GFOUPS wilL BE ~EVIEWEO 8FIErLY. 

f.LL. 

VAN OOHN. 

SHP5350 

HEALTH SCIENCE EDUCATION' ASSESSMENT Of CLlhlCAL INSTFUCTION 

4 

CONSIOEFS THE SPECIAL PP08LEMS AND CONSTFAINTS INVOLVED ,. ASSES­

SING CLINICAL INSIFUCTION. AND rOCUSES UPON EVALUATIO~ TECH­

hlQUES DESIGNED TO DEAL WITH THESE SPECIAL P~08LENS. INTENDED fO' 

INDIVIDUALS WHO A~E TE.CHING 0' CONTEMPL.TE TEACHING IN A HEALTH 

fiELD WHEFE THET MIGHT HAVE NEED TO EVALUATE THE ErfECTIVNESS Of 

CLINICAL INSTFUCTION. 

P~EPEQUISlTES' 

THE INDivIDUAL STUDENT MUST HAVE TFAINI~G IN SOME HEALTH fiELD 

AND TEACH OF PLAN TO TEACH IN A CLINICAL SETTING. 

WINTEF. 

B~UTVlN • 

SHP5405 

ALCOHOLISM' 810l0GICAL 8ASES Of 8EHAVIOF 

3 

EXPLO~ES THE PHYSIOLOGICAL AND NEU~OLOGICAL T~EOFIES THAT AFE 

UTILI2EO TO EXPLAIN HUMAN rUC~TIONING. 

PHPEQUlSl TES' 

PEFM 1551 ON • 

• 1 NTEF. 

~ONES. COMMUNITY PForESSOF. 

$HP5410 
CAFEEF PATHS AND LlrESTYLE CHOICES 
2 
EXPLOPES CAFEEP/llrE PLANNING. BEGINNING WITH THE 10E'TlrICATION 
or PEFSONAL SKILLS. ASSETS. AND GOALS. THEN INVESTIGATING THE 
NEEDS AND OPPOFTUNITIES Dr THE OEVELOPI~G SOCIETy_ STUDENTS DE­
VELOP A PE'SONAL PLAN ro~ USING AND MAFKETING THEIP SKILLS IN FE­
SPONSE TO SELECTED SOCIETAL NEEDS. rop ALL SIUOENTS ~ISHING HELP 
IN OIFECTING THEIP ACADEMIC P'~G~AMS TOWAPO INTEFESTING AND FE­
"A~OING CAFEEF OPPOFTUNITIES. 
.INT[F. 
VAN OOFEN. 
SHP5490 

ALCOHOLISM' THEOFTES AND INTEPVENTION METHODS 

Z 
PHILOSOPHY AND IMPLICATIONS Of THE DISEASE CONCEPT Of ALCOHOLISM. 

EMPHASIS ON THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS N(CES5AFY TO INTEFPUPT THE 

DISEASE PPOCESS BErO~E THE ALCOHOLIC ASKS ro~ HELP. OPEN TO ALL 

STUDENTS. 

MINTEP 

~ONES. L. 

SHP556A 

DPUG INTE~ACTIONS rop HEALTH PFOfESSIONALS 

1 

OESIGNEO TO PPOVIOE A 'ASIC UNOE~STANOlhG or O'UG INTE~ACTIONS. 

INCLUDING MECHANISMS. OUTCOMES' OETECTI~N. P~EVENTION. TFEATMENT. 

'NO MEDICAL LITEa,TUFE SOU~tES rop HEALTH PFOfESSIONALS INVOLVED 

IN PATIENT CA'E ACTIVITIES OFU6 THE~APY. 

PFEHQUTSlTES' 

8ACKGPOUNO IN A HEALTH fiELD. 

crfEFEO ,ASEO ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PForESSOR. SIArf. 

SHP5568 

IMPLEMENTING AN A8SENTEEI SM P~OGh'N IN NU'SING 

I 
THIS COUFSE 15 DESIGNED rOF THE NU'SING MANAGE" SUPEFVISO' AND 

.OMINISTPATOF AS WELL AS HOSPITAL PEFSO.NEL MANAGEaS TO PFOflOE 

THE CONCEPTS AND P'INCIPLES NEEDED TO CONT~OL A'SENTEEISM IN 

NU~SING SEPA~TMENTS. 

tfrEFEO BASED UPON DEMAND. 

COFNESKY. COMMUNITY p,orESSO~. 

SHP5650 

COOPEPATIVE EDUCATION IN ••• 

l-e 

COOPEPATIVE EDUCATION 15 AN O,f'CAMPUS LEA~NING EXPE'IE~CE DE­

SIGNED TO ~NABLE E,CH STUOENT TO ACHIEVE COMPETENCIES IN THE AP­

PLICATION Of ACAOENIC INST'UcTION IN PEAL-lift SITUATTeNS FELATEO 

TO THE STUOENT'S OEGPEE P'OG'AM_ THE co-op TERM MAY BE A'PA.GEO 

IN A NEW JO'. AS AN INTEFVAL IN A FEGULAP JOB. AS A '50JECT. IN­

T[~NSHlP. OF PESIOENCY. 

P~EF[OUISlTES' 

PEPM I 551 ON. 

WINTEP • 

a'UT VAN. 

SHP6264 
HEALTH SC1ENCE' NENTAL HEALTH ECONOMICS AND AOMINISTPATION 

1 

SUFVEYS THE ECONONICS Of THE MENTAL HEALTH CAPE OELIVEPY SYSTENS 
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r'OM COLOIIAL AM£~ICA TO TNE PfiESENT. [MPHASI1ES ADMI.IST~ATI'E 

IMPLICATIONS Of CU~PENT LEGISLATION. COSTS Of MENTAL NEALTH. ANO 

HOPE EffECTIVE ADMINIST~ATION Of MENTAL HEALTH CAPE fACILITIES 

ANa PPO&~A"S. OESI'NED fO~ STUDENTS IN HEALTH SE~vICES ADMINIS'~­

ATIDN AND IN OTHE~ CU~~ICULA TH~OU'HOUT THE UNI'E~SITY. 

SP~ING/SUMM['. EVEN YEA~S. 

MalEC. 

SHP62h 

HEALTH CA~E AND POLITICS 

3 

P~OVIDES 'NO UNOEPSTAIDIN& Of THE fEDE~AL' STATE. AND LCCAL LE5­
ISLATI'E. ~E&ULATO~Y. ANO POLITICAL PPOCESSES. AND THEIP AffECT 

CN THE HEALTH CA~E SYSTEM ANO ITS P'OfESSIONS. P'OVIOES THE TO'LS 

TO INTEPACT ~ITH THOS[ P~OCESSES. 

SP~ING/SUMME~. 

&A'DNE" COMMUNITY P'OfESSOA. 

SHP6290 

HEALTH CAPE SOCIOLOGY 

3 

DEALS NITH HEALTH CA~E P'OCESS IN A SOCIOLOGICAL PEPSPECTIVE. IN­

CLUDES. SOCIAL ANO CULTU'AL ASPECTS Of HEALTH ANO ILLNESS 8EHAV­
10~. CONCEPT Of SICK POLE AND D[VIANCE. PATTEPNS Of HEALTH SEPV­

ICES UTILIZATION. PPOfESSION ANO HEALTH CA~EE" HOSPITAL SOCIAL 

ST~UCTUPE. THE COMMUNITY Of HEALTH OPGAhllATION. AND CCMPA~ATIVE 

MEOICAL CA~E SYSTEMS. MEETS PAaT Of THE SCHOOL Of HEALTH SCIEhCES 

CO'E COMPETENCIES. 

fALL. ~INTEP. SP'IN&/SUMME~. 

~HEE. MHITTEMO~E. 

SHP6300 

HEAlTH CAPE IN AHICA 

3 

TOPICS INCLUDED APE' DETEPMINANTS Of HEALTH CA~E IN DEVELOPING 

Af~ICAN CDUNTPIES AND HOM THEY AffECT DECISIONS A80UT HEALTH CAPE 

DELIVE~Y IN SUCH COUNTPIES. HOM THESE DETE~MlhANTS DlffE~ fFON 

THOSE Of DEVELOPED COUNT~IES. HOM CULTU'AL BIAS AffECTS THE MO~K 

Of MESTEPN HEALTH PPDfESSIONALS IN DEYELCPING AfaIC'N COUNT'IES; 

AND SPECifiC HEALTH ISSUES. MAY BE Of PA~TICULAP INTE'EST TO STU­

DENTS WITH INTEPEST IN AfPICAN STUOIES. HEALTh SCTENCE INTEPNA­

TIONAL HEALTH. AND WOMEN'S STUDIES. 

SPPING/SUMMEP. IN ODD YEA'S. 

HEHlMAN. 

SHP6J1l 

HEALTH CAPE ECONOMICS I 

3 

SYUDENTS APPLY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS TO HEALTH AND HEALTH CA~E SE"­

ICES. EXAMINES THE CONCEPT Dr HEALTH AS HUMAN CAPITAL. INVESTI­

GATES SPECIAL fEATUPES Of THE SUPPLY. DEMAND. DIST'IBUTION. A~C 

ECONOMIC IMPACT Of HEALTH CA'E OELIYE'Y. STUOENTS 8ECOME fA"ILIA~ 

WITH THE LITEPATUPE Of HEALTH ECONOMICS. CONTPIIUTES TO HEALTH 

SCIENCE COPE COMPETENCIES. 

fall. WIUEP. 

MALEC. 

SHP6320 

HEALTH PROfESSIONS EDUCATION. CU~AENT TPENDS AND I$SUES 

4 

fOCUSES ON CUP~ENT DEVELOPMENTS IN NEDICINE. 'UPSI.G. A'O THE AL' 

LIED HEALTH PPOfESSIOIS OUTSIDE P'IMA~Y ,P SECONDA~Y SCHOOL SET­

TINGS. INTENDED fDa INDI,IOUALS CU~'ENTLY OBTAININ6 T'AI.IN5 TN A 

H[ALTH PPOfESSION. OP AS TEACHEPS Of HEALTH PPOfESSIONALS. AND 

fO' INDIVIDUALS WHO HA,E COMPLETED THEIP TPAI~ING AND WISH TO ~E­

MUN CU'HNT. 

PFEPEOUISJrES' 

GPEN TO ANYONE WITH SUffICIENT BACKG~OU~O TO BE ABLE TO ~EAO AND 

DISCUSS CUPPENT LITEPATUPE ABOUT HEALTH PPOfESSIONS EDUCATION_ 

MI NTH. 

B~UT"N. 
SHP6J52 
HEALTH SCIENCE EDUCATION. SPECIAL ISSUES IN COMNUNITY hEALTH 
2 
ST~E~SES 0'GANI1ATIOHAL PATTE~NS AND fUNCTIONS Of VOLUNTA~Y AND 
60iE~"MENT HEALTh AGENCIES' AND fUNCTIONS Of VOLUNTA~Y 'GOVE~N­
MENT HEALTH AGENCIES. AND ~OLE Of THE SCHOOL HEALTH TEAH. IN A 
PPOBLEM-O~IENTED IDENTifiCATION AND ANALYSIS Of COM"~NITY HEALTH 
P'O'~AMS IN THE GPEATEP C~ICAGO A~EA. 
SfP I NG! SUMMH. 
8~UTYAN. 
SHP6355 

SUBSTANCE ABUSE' CU~RENT CONCEPTS 

J 

[XA"INE~ THE PHYSIOLOGICAL. PSYCHOLOGICAL. AND SOCIOLO'ICAL 

ASPECTS Of O~U& ABUSE. EIPLOP'S THE HISTOPICAL AND CONTlMPO~A~Y 

PATTEPNS Of DJUG ABUSE. EXAMINES PAST AND PPES[NT OPUG ABUSE 

T'EATMENT MOOALITIES AND AN'LY2ES THE C~A~ACTE~ISTICS. fOPCES. 

AND INSTITUTIONS AT TH[ LOCAL. STATE. AND NATIONAL LlVEL THAT 

AffECT THE OELIVE~Y Of O~U"ABUSE SE~VICES. EXPLOFES THE LEGAL 

AND ETHICAL ISSUE IN D~UG ABUSE. 

fALL. MINTEP. SPPING/SUMME' • 

.JONES. 

SH"37 0 
HEALTH SERVICES ADMINIST'ATION. COMMUNICATION NETwO'KS _ITHIN AD­
MINST~ATIVE ST~UCTURES 
3 

INT'ODUCES SOME BASIC THEO~IES AND CONCEPTS Of CO"MUNICATION. AID 

OEMONSTPATES THEI. 'PPLICATION TO THE O'GANllATIONAL STFUCTU~ES 

THAT A~E P'EVALENT TODAY. P~O'IOES AN GPPO~TUNITf fO~ STUO[NTS

TO: MONI'O~ THEI~ OWN COMMUNICATION BEHAVIOPSJ LEA.N A PATIO.ALE 

fOF THE COM"UNICATION BEH'VIO~ Of OTHE'SI ANa STUDy'T~E fUNCTIGNS 

Of COMMUNICATOON MITHIN OPGANllATIGNAL STFUCTU~ES. 

SP'ING!SUMMEF. 

MALEC. COMMUNITY P~OfESSOF. 

SHP6420 

HEalTH SEPYICES AO"IIIIISTUTION. P[~SONNEL ADMINISUATION AND LAB­

~~ 'ElATIONS 

3 

fDCUSEi ON HUMAN PESOU'CE MANAGEMENT. PPOG~A"S ANa POLICIES. AC­

OPESSES ~ECPUITMENT Of HEALTH PPOfESSIOhALS , AU.ILIAFIES. MAhPO­

ME~ ~EUUIFEMENTS. STAffiNG. TPAINING. DEVELOPMENT. EXAMINATION Of 

QUALifiCATIONS STANOAPDS. PE~fOPMANCE ~EVIEW. MOTIYATION. AND EM­

PLOYEE MOPALE. METHODS Of DEVELOPING LEAOEFSHIP IN SUPEPVISOFY 

HEALTH MANAGE~S, ISSUES Of WAGE AND SALAFY AOMINISTFATION. AND 

UNIONIZATION P~OBLEMS ALSO AFE OISCUSSEC. 

~INTE" SP~ING/SUMME~. 

"ALEC. COMMUNITY P~OfESSOP. 

SHP6480 

HEALTH SE~YICES ADMINISTFATION. MA~KETING fOP HEALTH CA'E SERY­

ICES 

3 

MAFKET SKILLS HAYE BECOME INC~EASINGLY IMPOFTANT TO HOSPITALS 

MITH THE CHAN~ING NATU~E Of THE HEALTH INDUST~Y. THIS caU'SE IS 

OESI&NEO TO DEAL WITH MA~KET 'ESEA~CH PRINCIPLES. APPFOACHES TO 

STFATEGIC PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION. AND PPOMOTION. 

flll. 

MALEC. CONMUNITY P'OfESSOP. 

SHP6490 
HEALTH SEPVICES AOMINIST~ATION' PU8LIC flhANCE AND SYSTENS ANALY­
SIS 
3 
STUDENTS APPLY THE BASIC CONCEPTS Of PUBLIC fiNANCE AND SYSTEM 
ANALfSIS TO PF08~EMS Of PUBLIC ADNINISTPATION. MHILE PPOBLEMS Of 
TAX POLICY. PUBLIC P~OVISION Of 60005 ANe SE~VICES. AhD COST-BEN­
EfiT ANALYSIS AFE IMPOPTANT TO ALL PUBLIC SECTOP ADMINISTPATO~S. 
SPECIA~ EMPHASIS IS PLACED ON THE PUBLIC HEALTH CA~E DELIYE'Y 
SECTOR. THIS COUFSE MAY BE Of SPECIAL INTEREST TO STUDENTS IN 
THE COLLEGE Of BUSINESS AND PUBLIC SEFVICE. 
~OT SCHEDULED TO BE OffEFEO IN AY81-82. 
MAlEC. 
SHP6495 

MEDICAL SCIENCE' INT~ODUCTION (SIM) 

Z 
THE PUFPOSE Of THIS COUPSE IS TO p,ovlDE A BALANCED SUPVEY Of 

MEDICAL SCIENCE. BASIC P~INCIPLES THAT UNDEPLIE MECHA~IS"S Of 

hEALTH AND DISEASE f~ON CONCEPTION TO DEATH MILL BE OISCUS~EO. 

STFESSING THE INTEPFELATIONSHIPS Of TOTAL PATTEPNS. 

fALL. 

COFNESKY. 

~HP6890 

~UTF IT ION 

2 

THIS COUFSE MILL PPO'IOE KNO~LEOGE "ECESSARY fOP NUTFITION AND 

DIET THE~APY. CULTUFAL. ECONOMIC AND SCCIAL fACTOPS Of fOOD 

HABITS WILL Be DISCUSSED. 

flll. 

8~UT"N. STArr. 

SHP6915 

HEALTH ECONOMICS: P'INCIPLES 

1 
OESIGhED TO INT'OOUCE THE TE~MINOLOGY ANO CONCEPTS Of ECONOMICS 

AS APP~I[D TO HEALTH CAPE_ SUCH APEAS AS DEMAND. SUPPLY. HUMAN 

CAPITAL. AND fiNANCING WILL HE CO'E~ED_ THIS COU~SE OP A SIMILAP 

COUFSE IS A p~E~EgUISITE fO~ HEALTH CA~£ ECONOMICS II (SHPI630).

fALL. SP~ING/SUMME~. 

MalEC. 

SHP7000 
AMBULATO~Y CAPE ISSUES. PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION 
3 
STUDENTS WILL EIAMINE THE CHA~&ING HEALTH CAFE POLICY fFAMEN"K 
AND THE SHifT TOWAFDS AMBUl'TO~Y CA~E SEFiICES. PPI"A~Y CAPE. 
ILLNESS PFEVENTION AND HEALTH P~OMOTION IS~UlS WILL BE ADD~ESIED. 
STUDENTS MILL BECOME KNOWLEDGEABLE A80UT AMBULATOPY CA~E fO'"ATS 
SUCH AS NEI&HBO'HOOO HEALTH CENTEAS. HMO'S AND OUT-PATIENT DE­
PA~T"ENTS. THEY WILL STUDY P'O'PAM CHAPACTEFISTICS SUCH AS MEDI­
CAL 'ECOPDS AND AOMIN1STaATIvE PFOCEDURES. fiNALLY THEY MILL BE 
PROVIDED WITH A CONCEPTUAL MODEL Of THE PLANNING/IMPLE"ENTATION 
PPOCESS NITH ATTENTION GIYEN TO SKILL DEVELOPMENT IN TH[ POLI­
TICAL. NEGOTIATING AND MAPKETIN& ASPECTS Of THl PFOCESS. 
fAll. 
STArr. 
SHP7005 

HSA. AHBULATO'Y CAPE SYSTEM "'NAGEMENT 

3 

'[N[I[D IN'E'EST IN AM'UlATO~Y CA'E HAS C'EATED A OE~A.D fOF 
I.OWl[DGE AND EXPE~TIS[ IN O~GANllING A.O ~ANAGING SUCH P'OGPAMS. 
THIS COUFSE IS DESI'NEO TO P.OVIDE THE STUDENT WITH T[CHNICAl 
INOIlED'E TO O~GANllE. OI~ECT. COO'OINATE. PLAN A.O CO"T~Ol AM­
'UlATO~Y CAPE P'OGfiAMI. THE fOC~S Will BE ON MEOTCAl G'OUP NAN' 
AGENENT .ITH APPlTCATIC.S AID IllUSTiATIONS O~'WN ,POM HMO P~O­
"A"S. TOPICS INCLUDE' GOVE'"ANCE. THE ~EDICAl STAff. LO'ISTIC 
SYSTEMS. fACiliTy DESIGN. THE 'OLE Of THE AOM!HISTPATOp. ANO MA" 
METING. ATTEHTIO~ Will BE PAlO TO THE AOMINISTA~TIV[ DIMENSION 

Cf P~IMAFY CAFE PFACTICE. 

~I NTE'. 

STarr. 

SHP7010 
MANAGEMENT INfOP"ATION SYSIEMS fOP HOSPITALS 

3 

CONPUTEF BASEO ~ANAGEMENT INfOPMAIION SYSTEMS (MIS) IN HOSPITALS 

HAV[ ONLY F[CENTlY 8ECOME A VIA8lE COMPONENT IN A TOTAL MANAGE­

MENT P~OCESS. THE fUTUFE Of EffECTIVE A.D EfFICI.NT HOSPITAL 

ADNINIST.ATION Will FEOUIP[ A 'PEATEF KhOWlEOGE AND CTILllATION 

Of MIS. THIS COUFSE IS OESIGI[O TO INVESTIGATE THE CUFFENT STATUS 

~f MIS AS W~ll AS PPEPAPE STUOENTS fO' THE COMPUTEF ASSISTED MAN­

AGEMENT P'OCESS Of THE FUTUPE. A KNO~LEOijE OF 8ASIC COMPUTEF 

SCIENCE IS PEOUIFEO AHO IT IS 'ECOMMENOEO THAT THE STUOENT HAVE 

KNOWlEOGE ANOIOP [IPEPIENCE IN HOSPIIAlS. 

PPEFEOUISITES: 

BASIC KNO.lEOGE OF COMPUTEF lOGIC AND DESIGN. 

WI NTE,. 

MALEC. 

SHP7090 

fOFNOGFAPHY, CE_SOfiSHIP AND SOCIETY 

3 

FOCUSES UPON CUFFENT ISSUES SU~POUNDING POFNOGFAPHY A.O CENSOF­

SHIP IN CDNTEMPOFAFY SOCIETY. ACTIVE PA'TICIPATIDH IH CLASS DIS' 

CUSSION ANO ~IGOFOUS ANALYSIS OF CUF'ENT CFITICISH. lIT[PATU~[. 

MOTION PICTUFES, TELEVISION AND FAOIO IS EXPECTEO. ACTIVITIES fOe 

CUS ON ASCE~TAINING THE FANGE Of VIEWPCINTS ABOUT A GIVEN ISSUE, 

SEEING WHEFE THE INOIvlOUAL'S POSITIONS liES WITHIN THA' FANGE. 

ANO GATHEFING EVIOENCE TD SUPPOPT , C~JTICII' THAT POSITION. OPEN 

TO INTEFESTED STUOENTS THPOUGHOUT THE UNIVEPSIIY. 

fAll. EVEN YEAFS. 

HEFTiMAN. 

SHP7l10 

HEALTH PFOfESSIONS EDUCATION. PPACTICUM 

4 , 
'HIS IS THE TE~MINAl INTEGFATI"G E'PEPIEHCE FOF ALL lEO ~EALTN ED­
UCATION STUDEN'S TO HHOM THE COUFSE IS LI"ITED. STUOENTS A~E TO 
OEMDNSTPATE THEI~ ABiliTY TO APPLY WHAT THEY HAVE LEAFNEO TO IN­
ST~UCTION IN THEIP SPECifiC FIELDS. STUOENTS PlAI.ING TO EN'Dll 
SHOULD CONTACT THE P~OFESSOP NO lATE~ T~AN MAPCH. SO THAT A SUIT­
ABLE PLACEMENT CAN IE A~~ANGED 8Y THE TIME THE COU~SE BEGINS. 
PH~EOUISITES: 
PEFM I SS ION. 
SP~ IN&lSU~Mn. 
HE~T2MAN. 
SHP717S 
PSYCHOPHA5MACOlO,Y 
3 
"UOENTS FEVIEN THE fUNCTIONS CF THE HUMAN NE~VOUS SYSTEM IEfGFE 
EXPlO~ING THE BASIC PPINCIPlES Of PIYCHCPHAFMACOlOGY. FOF EACH 
.lASSlfICATION Of PSYCHOACTIvE OFUGS. STUOENTS EXAMINE 'HE HIS- , 
rOFICAl PATTEFNS OF USE AND CEVELOPMENT, THE PHYSIOLOGICAL MECH­
ANISMS Of ACTION. INO THE VA~IOUS EFFECTS FESULTING FF~M O~UG 
~SE. 

P~E~EOUISITESI 

°EFM ISS ION. 
~PFING/SUMMEF. 
IAN OOPEN. 
;HP7ZU 

'EALITY THEFAPY ANO ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING 

I 
THE PU~POSE OF THIS NOPKS~OP IS TO P~ESENT THE P~INCIPlES OF 

~EAllTY THEFAPY aND TO DEMONSTAPTE SKILLS THAT CAM BE UTilI lED IN 

IlCOHOllSM COUNSELING. 

;fFEPEO BASED UPON OEHAND. 

:OMMUMITY PFOFESSOF, STAff. 

;HP7ZU 

iEAllTy THE~APY FOF COUNSElOFS AND THEPAPISTS I 

'EAlITY THE~APY IS A WAY TO GAIN AND HAINTAIN A SUCCESFUl IDEN­
fITY. THE TECHNleUES Of THE THE~APY A'E NOI $OlElY PESTFICTED TO 
fHE PFOFESSIONAl THEFAPIST BuT HAY 8E EFfECTIVflY APPLIED BY ANY­
lNE .ISHING TO GAIN A.O TO HELP OTHEFS GAIN AND MAINTAIN SUCESS' 
'UL IDENTITIES. CONTFAST$ ON HON PEALITY THEFAPY DlffEFS fFOM 
:ONVENTIONll PSYCHOTHEFAPY ANO VAPIOUS IPPLICATI~NS ~SEfUL IN 
.OPKING WITH JUVENilE DELINQUENTS. C~IMINAl DFfEHDE~S. THE EMO­
' IONAllY UPSET. ALCOHOL AND O~UG ABUSEFS. AND OTHEFS EXHIBITla, 
'FAilURE ID[NTITIES' Will B[ FEATU~EO A~O DEMONSTFATED. ' 
:fFEFEO BASED ON DE~AND. 
:OMIIU NI TY PF DrESS OF. 5TA H. 
.HP7Z46 

'EAlITY THEFAPY FOF COUNSELO~S ANO THEFAPISTS II 
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fIELD. FEAllTY THE'APY SEEKS TO CHANGE HUMAN BEHAVIO' IN THE 

OIFECTION Of GPEATEF PE~SONAl STPENGTH AHO PESPONSI8lITY. THE 

PATHWAY '0 SUCCESS IS TH~OUGH DEVELOPING AN ABilITY TD MAKE AND 

NAINTAJN GENUINE HUMAN 'ElA'IOHSHIPS AND BY SEEING ONESELF AS A 

WOPTHNHllE PEPSON. THIS COU~S[. TAUGHT IN WOPMS~OP fAIHION. ,M' 

PHASli,S AOVANCEO APPLICATION Of ~EAlITY THEFA'Y TECHaleUES. 

PPUEeuISITES. 

SHP7Z45. 

CFFEFEO BASED OH OEMANO. 

CDMMUNITY PFOFESSOF, STAff, 

SHP7300 

~EADIMGS AND INVESTIGATIOMS IN ••• 

I" 
THIS IS AN OPEN COUPSE TYPICAllY AN IN-OEPTH STUOY. wHICH A"' 

STUDENT IN THE UNIV[FSITY CAN ENTE~ IN CONSULTATION WITH A PPO· 

FESSOF. PEFfOFMANCE OBJECTIVES AND C~EOIT -ILL BE HEGOTIATED ON 

AN INDlvlOUAL BASIS. THIS COU~SE IS AVAILABLE TO ANY STUDENT WNO 

WISHES TO EXPlOPE AN APE A Of KNO_LEDGE ENCOMPASSEO BY SHP. 

FEGAFOlESS Of PPIO~ PPEPA~ATION OP COLLEGIAL AffiliATION. NO 

liMITATION IS PlACEO ON THE NUNBE~ OF TIMES A STUDENT MAY ENFOll 

IN A FEADINGS ANO INVESTIGATIDNS COUFSE' AS LONG AS PFOGFESS IS 

COMMENSUFATE WITH THE CPEDIT P[CEIVEO.

fFEPEOU1SITES: 

fE~MISSION. 

FAll, WINTE~' SPPING/SU~NEF. 

STAff. 

SHP7600 
SPECIAL PPOJECTS IN ••• 
I'S 
THIS IS AN OPEN COUPSE. TYPICAllY PPOJECT·CE.T'~EO, wHICH A.' 
STUOENT IN THE UNIVEFSITY CAN ENTE~ IN CONSULTATION WITH A P~O­
FESSUF. PEFFOFMANCE OBJECTIVES AND C~EOIT WilL BE NEGOTIATED ON 
AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS. THIS COUPSE IS AVAILAdLE TO AN' STUDENT WHO 
MISHES TO EXPLDPE AN AFEA Of KNO_lEDGE ENCOMPASSED BY SHP ANO 
WHICH IS THE OBJECT Of AN ACTIDN-OFIEITEO PPOJECT AS ONE or THE 
P~IMAPY INVESTIGATIVE MECHANISMS. NO lIMITATION IS PLACED 0" THE 
NUMBEF Of TIMES A STUOENT MAY ENPOll IN A SPECIAL PFOJECT AS LONG 
AS P~DGFESS IS COMMENSURATE NITH THE C~EDIT FECEIVEO. 
PPEPEOUISI TES: 
PEFMISSION. 
FALL. WINTEP. SPFING/SUMMEF. 
STAH. 
SHP800A 
CUFFENT TFENDS IN PUBLIC SCHOOL SPEECH~lANGUAGE PATHOLOGY 
3 
THE COUFSE IS OESIGNEO FOF SCHOOL SPEECh PATHOLOGISTS. FOCUSING 
ON PECE.T OEVElOPMENTS IN DIAGNOSTIC ANC THEFAPEUTIC PPCCEOUFES 
AS WELL AS ON PFOFESSICNAL ISSUES SUCH AS PUBLIC lAW 94'14Z. 

PHPEOUISITE~' 

BACHElOF'S O~ MASTEPS' CEGFEE IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY. 

CfFEFEO BASED ON OEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PPOFESSOF. STAfF. 

SHPSOOB 

~ECENT OEVElOPMENTS IN CHILOHOOO lANGUAGE OISOPOEFS 

3 

THIS COUFSE IS OESIGNEO FOP SPEECH-lANGUAGE PATHOLOGISTS AND Will 

EMPHASllE CU~FENT CLINICAL P~ACTICE IN lANGUAGE OISOFOEPS AND 

~ElATEO CONDITIONS. PEVIEW Of PECENT lITE~ATUPE AND PFESENTA­

TIONS WILL CDVEP DIAGNOSTIC AND THEPAPEUTIC PPOCEOUPES. 

P~EFEOUISITESI 

BACHElOF$ OF "ASTE~S OEGFEE IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY. 

OFfEFED 8ASEO ON DEMANO. 

COMMUNITY PFOFESSOP, STaff. 

SHPBOOO 
PROfESSIONAL ISSUES IN SPEECH AND HEAPIN' fE E FDP SEFVICE 
SETTINGS 
3 
DESIGNEO FOF SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS ANO AUCIOlOGISTS THE COUPSE Will 

COVE~ A WIOE VAPIETY Of ISSU[S IN THE OElIVEPY OF SPEECH ANO 

HEAPING SEFflCES IN HOSPITALS. NUPSING ~OMES, ClI"ICS AHD PFIVATE 

PFACTICES. INCLUDING ETHICAL. LEGAL AND BUSINESS CONSIDE_ATloNS. 

AOVE~TISING. FECOPO K[EPI~G. TAXES, ACCOUNTING. P~OOUCT MANAGE' 

~ENT AND HAFKETING. 

PHFEOUISITES' 

BACHELOF'S OF "ASTE~'S OEG'EE IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY O~ AUDIOLOGY. 

OFfEFEO BASED DN DEMANO. 

COMMUNITY PFOfESSOP, STAfF. 

SHPeOOE 

~ECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN OFGA.IC SPEECH DISOPOEPS 

3 

OESIGNEO fOP THE PFACTICING CLINICIAN IN SPEECH PAT"OlOGY_ THE 

COUFSE WilL ~EVIEW PECENT lITE'ATU~E IN CPlNIOFACIAL ANOHALIES. 

lA~Y"GECTD"Y. OYSPHAGII. AND M'OFUNCTIO~Al PPOBlEM$. ETIOLOGIES 

AND THEFAPEUTIC PPDC£DUPES FDF ORGANIC DISDFOEFS WIll IE CDN­

SIO£~EO. THE COUPSE WILL HELP TO -UPOAT£- CLINICIANS AND MAY BE 

CONSIDE~ED A FOllONUP TO TYPICAL G~AOUATE COUPSES IN OPGANIC 

SPEECH DISOFDE~S. 

PPEPEOUISITES: 

BACHELOF'S OF MASTEP'S OEG.EE JN SPEECH PATHOLOGY O~ AUDIOLOGY. 

'FFE~ED 8ASEO ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY PPOFESSOR. STAfF, 
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SHPeOOf 

SUPE.VISION IN SPECIAL EOUCATION fO' SPEECH PATHCLOGISTS 

] 

'H£ COU'SE IS DESIGNED TO P~EPA'E SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS Te ENGAGE 

IN THE SUPE~"SION or PUBLIC SCHOOL SPEECH THEPAPY PPOG'AMS. 

COVE'S .ULES AND 'EGULATIONS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION' PPOG'AM PLAN­

NING. BUDGETING AND HI.ING' SUPE.VISION OF SPEECH PATHtLDGISTS' 

AND INTEPDISCIPlINA'Y 'NO COMMUNITy ~ELATIONS. 

P.[PEOUJ$ITES' 

BACHELO~'S O' NASTE"S DEG'EE IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY. 

Off£'EO lASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITY P'OFESSO•• STAFF. 

SHPIOO& 

IEHAVIOP P~INCIPLES IN SPEECH-LAN&UAGE PATHOLOGY. I 

1 
THIS COU.SE WILL PEVIEW THE HISTO~ICAL ANa PHILOSOPHICAL f'AME­

NO.H Of THE E.PE~IMENTAL ANALYSIS OF 8E~AVIO~. AND IDENTifY SE­

LECTED GENE~AL APPLICATIONS OF 8EHAVIO'AL METHODS. THE EMPHASIS 

NILL 8E PLACED ON THE USE OF P'ECISE TE'MINOLOGY AND 8ASIC CON­

CEPTS TO P~EPAPE STUDENTS TO APPLY THESE CONCEPTS TO CQMMUNICA­

TION OISOPOEPS. THIS IS THE FI~ST Of A SEQUENCE Of THPEE COUPSES 

DESIGNED fO~ P~ACTITIONEPS IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY. 

PJEPEQUISITESI 

BASIC COU'SES IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY. 

tffEPEO 8ASEO UPON DEMAND. 

LOWE, 

SHPSOOH 

BEHAVIOP PPINCIPLES IN SPPECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY. II 

1 
THIS COUNSE MILL ~EVIEW BASIC BEHAVIOPAL tONCEPTS ANt APPLICA' 

TIONS TO .AFIOUS ASPECTS OF EDUCATION. COUNSELING. HUMAN DEVELOP­

MENT. AND OTHEP OISCIPLINES. IT WILL ceVE' IEHAVIOPAL APPLICA­

TIONS TO NORMAL COMMUNICATION OISOPOE~S. THIS COU~SE IS THE 

SECOND Of A SEQUENCE OF THREE COU.SES DESIGNED fOP PPACTITIONEPS 

IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY. 

PH'EQUISITES' 

IASIC COURSES IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY. 

QffrPEO BASED UPON OEMANO. 

LOWE. 

SHPeOOJ 

IEHAVIOP P.INCIPLES IN SPEECH'LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY. III 

1 
THIS COUPSE WILL BPIEFLY FEVIEM BASIC IEHAVIOFAL CONCEPTS AND 

G[NEPAL APPLICATIONS. AND THEN EMPHASI2E 8EHAVIOP'L pETHOOS IN 

THE'APY fOP THE COMMUNICATIVELY IMPAI~EO. THEFE HILL 8E A REVIEN 

Of 'ELEVANT LITE'ATU~E IN BEHAViOR MANAGEMENT Of SPEECH AND LAN' 

GUAGE PROBLEMS. METHODS OF PECO.OING A.O A.ALY21~G COMMUNICATIVE 

BEHAVIO' AS WELL AS MOOlflCATICN PPOCEOU~ES HILL BE STFESSEO. 

MATERIALS AND DEViCES AVAILABLE COMMEPCIALLY WILL BE DISCUSSED. 

ALONG WITH INDIVIDUALLY DEVELOPED MATENIALS. THIS CQUPSE IS THE 

THIRD Of A SEQUENCE OF THREE COURSES DESIGNEO FOP P~ACTITIONEPS 

IN SPEECH'LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY. 

PPEPEOUISITES: 

IASIC COUPSES IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY. 

QFFEPED BASED UPON DEMAND. 

LONE. 

SHP8000 

AOVANCEO REHABILITATIVE AUOIOLOGY 

3 

EXAMINES THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF SPEECH PEPCEPTION. HEA~ING AID 

SELECTION. COUNSELING THE HEA'ING IMPAI'EO CLIENT. M'TERIAL DE' 

VELOP"ENT AND PROGRAM DEVELOPMEMT FO' AU~AL REHABILITATION. 

PREREQUISI TES: 

SHP~ZIO. SHP42~0. 
MINTER. 

LUBINSKY. 

SHP8005 
HO'K5HOPI ADOLESCENTS. ALCOHOL AND A8USE 
2 
EVIDENCE POINTS TO aLCOHOL AS THE .UMBE~ ONE OPUG C~OICE ••0.' 
yOUTH. THIS COU~SE MILL HELP SCHOOL PERSONNEL DEAL WITH THE 
ISSUES Of USE AND ABUSE OF ALCOHOL AND MITH THE ,OUTH fOF MHOM 
JT IS A PPOBLEN. THROUG" ACCUNULATION OF KNOWLEDGE. EOUCATIONAL 
P'EVENTION. AND INTEPVENTION. THE OVE~LYI~G CONCEPN WILL FOCUS ON 
MHAT T"E SCHOOL'S ~ESPONSI8ILITY IS IN HELPING ADOLESCENT 
ABUSE~S. 
CFFEPEO BASED ON DEMAND. 

COMMUNITy PROfE5S0~. STAFf. 

SHPUIO 

HOSPITAL AND HEALTH SEPVICE ORiAN12ATION 'D"INIST~ATION 

3 

~NlQUE PPOILENS AND C"ARACTE~ISTICS Of HEALTH caFE 0~&A~12ATIC.S 

-'PFINAFILY HOSPITALS-'ANO THEIR IMPLICATIONS ON MANAGENENT ANO 

~ELATIONS WIT" THE CO"MUNITY. FEATU'ES &UEST SPEAKE_S. PPlCTl' 

TIONERS. CASE'STUOY ANALYSIS. AND CLASS PAPTICIPATIOM. 

P~EHOUISI TES: 

SHP8930. S~P8970. 

FALL. MINTER. 

STUF. 

SHPeOl5 

HEALTH PLANNING. ADVANCED 

3 

0.GANI1EO '0 SIMULATE A HEALT" PLAMNI.G AGENCY. STUDE.TS ASSURE 

AGENCY PLANNING POSTTIONS AND PLAN SELECTED SUBSYSTEMS or THE 

HEALTH CA~[ DELI'EFY SYSTEN. STUDENTS PA~T1CIPATE IN AN I.-DEPTH 

ANALYSIS OF THE DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF SOCIAL CHAN'E THE­

C~y FOp HEALTH PLANNING. 

PHREQUISITES: 

SHP8360. AND CAS7130 0' ECUILVANENT. 

FAll. 

GA~ONEF • 

SHP80Z0 

HEALTH P'OfESSIONS EOUCATION. CONTINUING EDUCATION 

6 

INTENOEO FOF THOSE CONCE~NEO NITH PLANNING. DEVELOPING. I.PLEME.­

TING. O~ EVALUATING CONTINUING EOUCATIOh P~OG~AMS FO~ THE "EALTH 

PFOfESSIONS. EDUCATIONAL STFATEGIES AND ISSUES Of ADULT EOUCl­

TION APPFOPPIATE TO CONTINUING EDUCATION AND CONSIOEFEO. ANa EACH 

INDIVIDUAL PLANS HOM TO APPLY THEN TO HIS/HE' SPECifiC FIELD. 

PHFEQUISITES: 

STUDENTS MUST "EET THE OUALlflCATIONS FO~ AOMISSICN TO ONE Of THE 

GPAOUATE CUFPICULA IN THE SCHOOL Of HEALT" PROFESSIONS AT 'SUo 

~INTEP. 
HEFT'MAN. 

SHP80Z3 

SCHOOL HEALTH P~OG~'MS 

3 

THIS COU~SE MILL P~ESENT AN OVERVIEW Of THE PFINCIPLES. PHILCSO­

PHY AND OEWELOPNENT O~ SC~OOL HEALTH P~OGRAMS IN THE UNITED 

STATES. EMPHASIS WILL 8E PLaCED UPON THE CONCEPTS or "EALTHfUl 

SCHOOL LltlNG AND CON"UNITY PAPTICIPATI~N IN SCHOOL HEALTH P'C­

GPAMS. SPECIAL ATTENTIO. MILL 8E PAID TC DEVELOPING A TEAM fRAME­

WOFK ANONG TEACHEF. HEALTH SE'VICE PEFS~NNEL. PAPENTS AND PUPILS. 

PFHEQUISI TES: 

STUDENTS MUST 8E CEFTIFIEO TEACHEAS ENRCLLEO IN THE SCHCOL HEALTH 

EDUCATION OPTION O~ HAVE PE'MISSION Of T"E INST.UCTOF. 

SP~I NG/ SUMMEF. 

BAUTVAN. 

SHP80Z5 

HEALTH EDUCATION P~OGFA" PLANNING 

~ 

THIS COUPSE WILL EXPOSE THE SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION STUDENT TO 

CUFFE NT APPPOACHES INVOLVED IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND [VALUATION Of 

HEALTH EDUCATION CUPFICULAA DESIGNS. CU"ICULUM A5SE55MENT TECH' 

~IQUES WILL 8E DISCUSSED. SPECIAL ATTENTION MILL IE PAID TO THE 

PHILOSOPHICAL AND HISTORICAL fOUNDATIONS TO HEALT" EDUCATION. 

FAll. 

BRUT UN. 

SHPe030 

HSA: QUANTITATIVE DECISION MAKING 

Z 

THIS COU~SE PPOVIOES A FEVIEW OF QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES AS A'­

PLIEO TO HEALTH AND HOSPITAL DECISION N'HING. TOPICS ~EVIEMEO 

INCLUDE: TTME AHO NOTION STUDIES. DECISION T~EES. AND MATHENATI' 

tAL OPTIMI'ATION. EMPHASIS IS UPON HAHING THE fUTURE AOMINIS­

TPATOF AWAFE OF THE VAPIOUS QUANTITATIVE NETHDOS THAT HAVE BEIN 

DEVELOPED THAT AFE FELEVANT TO MANAGEMENT DECISION MAKI~6. 

PHPEQUISI TE5I 

8PA5410. OF CAS7IJO. OP EQUIVALENT. 

FALL. WINTER. 

STAFF • 
SHP8085 

APHlSU SEMI'fH 

3 

EXPLORES ETIOLOGY AND LINGUISTIC MANlfESTATIDNS Of APHaSIA' .D~­

HAL AND DYSFUNCTIONAL HEUPOANATOMICAL PROCESSES. STUDENTS PEFfCR' 

A OIFFEPENTIAL OIA&NOSIS OF APHASIA AND DEVELOP A THEFAPEUTIC 

PPOGPAM. 

fFEHQUISIT[$' 

SHP 30~8. SHP ~235. SHP ~130. 

FALL. 

JONES. ~. 

SHP8JlO 

ALCOHOLISM' ASPECTS Of PEFSONAL1TY INTEGFATION 

3 

BFIEfLY PEVIEMS THE STAGES OF CHILO AND ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT. 

THEN STUDIES IN DEPTH THE PPEOICITA8LE C~15ES OF THE aDULT LIFE 

CYCLE. SELf'OISCLOSING TYPES OF EXE_tISES ARE USED TO HELP 'ELATE 

STUDENTS' PEPSONAL EXPE~IENCES TO THE DEVELOPMENTAL CPISES Of 

ADULT LIFE. 

fREFEQUISITES. 

PEP" I SS ION. 

FAll. 

VAN OOPEN. 

SHP8160 

BEHAVIOF PFINCIPLES IN CO~MUNICATION 0150~OEFS 

3 

apPLIES BEHAVIORAL CONCEPTS TO EVALUATICN AND NANAGErENT Of 

SPEECH ANO LANGUAGE PAOBLEMS. 

P~EHQUISI TES: 

SHP3048. SHP3620. 

WI NTER. 

LOME. 

3 
., 
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SHPlttA 
ALCOHOL , ALCOHOL DEPENDENCY WO'KSHOP 
Z 
THIS COU~SE HAS IEEN DESI'.ED f~ Zo-Z, TEACHE.S. COUNSEL'NG 'NO 
GUIDANCE AND SPECIAL HEALT" EDUCATION PE~SONNEL AND MILL IE 
CONDUCTED IN NINE MEEKLY TN'EE HOU~ SESSIONS PLUS SII MONTHS 
POST T~AINING EVALUATION SESSION. 
(ffE~ED BASED ON DEMAND. 
COMMUNITy p,orESSO'. STAff. 
SHPIZOO 
ALCOHDLISN' COUNSELING CHAPACTE~ISTICS 
EffECTIVELY COUNSELING ANOTHE' PE'SON ~EQUI~ES MOFE THAN A MQ'K­
IN' ANOMLEOGE aND UNOE~STaNDING Of PSYCHOTHEfAPEUTIC ~ETHOOOLOGY. 
THE PPOfESSIONAL COUNSELO' MUST P'OSSESS" PE'SONAL CHA'ACTEfISTICS 
THAT COP~ELATE ON A HIGH LEVEL MITH CLIENT IMP'OVEMENTS. CHAfAC­
TE'ISTICS ExaMINED INCLUDE' EMPATHY. GE~UINENESS. PESPECT. SELf­
OISCLOSU~E. AND SELf-ACTUALIZATION. fOCUS IS ON SELf-EXPFESSICN 
AND NAIIMI2ATION Of THOSE TPAITS fO' PEFSONAL AND P'OfESSIDNAL 
USE. 
PPEPEQUISITES. 
PO"I5SION. 
MINTEF.F". 
SHPI2IO 
CLINICAL AUDIOLOGY 
3 
~EVIEM Of PUfE TONE TH~ESHOLO AND SPEECH AUOIONETPY IN-DEPTH ST­
UDY or AUDITOPY paTHtLOGY. STUDY Of NETHODOLOGY FOP SITE-Of-LES­

IONS TEST. INPEOANCE AUOIONtTfY. AND DIFFICULT-TO-TEST PATIENTS. 

OEVELOPNENT Of SKILLS IN CLINICAL INTE'VIEMING AND PEPOPT 

~F IT I NG. 

P'EPEQUISITES'

SHP ,ZIO AND SHP a230. 

FAll. 

LUBINSKY. 

SHPllIO 

NOTD~ SPEECH OISOPDE~S 

3 

INVESTIGAYION OF THE NOTO~ SPEECH 0lsoaOEF5 ~ESULTIN' F'ON VAFI­

tUS TYPES or NEU~OLOGICAL INPAI'NENT. I~ClUDES OIFfEFENTIAl 

DIAGNOSIS AND fEMEOIATION or THE OYSAPTH~JAS AND APPAXIA. 

PFEFEQUISITES. 

SHP 30al. SHP 3115. SHP a135. SHP 9910. 

rall. 

rono. 

SHpaZIi 

CONNUNICATION OISO'OE'S IN C~ANOrACIAl ANONAllES 

3 

THI' COU~SE COVEPS THE INVESTIGATION or T~E DIAGNOSTIC. CONSUl­

TArIVE. AND NANAGEMENT aSPECJS Of tDNMUNICAJION DISOFOE~S ASSOtl­

ATEO WITH CLEfT liP AND PALATE. CON'ENITAl PALATOPHA~'NG['L IN­

SUffICIENCT. AND SYNDPOHES OF THE HEAD AND NECA. ANATCNY. PHYSI­

'lOGY. AND E"B~YOLOG' Of THE C~ANIOfACIAl ST'UCTUPES AFE AlSt 

EXlNINEO. 

P~E~EQUJSITES' 
SHP30'1. SHP3115. SHPaZIO. SHP'135. 

SPFINGISUNNH. 

rOFNU. 

SHP8360 

HEALTH PLANNING II 

3 

THEOFETICAl AND PFACTICAl APP'OACHES TO HEALTH PLANMI~G. fEVIEMS 

rUNCTIDNS AND ~OlE or HEAlJH PlANNING/SYSTEMS AGENCIES IN THE 

HEALTH CAPE DElIVEP' SYSTEM. AND STUOIES M[THODOLOGIES USED IN 

DEVELOPING HEALTH STATISTICS. DaTA SOU~CES. DATA INTEGFATIO •• A.O 

DATA NANAG[NENT fO~ HEAlT~ PLAN OEV[lOP~ENT. a DETailED STUD' or 

THE PLAN OEV[lOPNENT. PLAN INPlENENTATICN AND P'O~ECT f[VIEM P~D­

CESS. OEVElOPNENT Of A HEALTH SYSTEMS PLAN A_O STUDY Of THE MAN­

IGENENT TECHNIQUES 'EQUI~EG TO DI'ECT A HEALTH PLANNING AGENCY. 

PFEFEQUISJTES' 

CAS1130 O~ EQUIVALENT. AND S"P8930. 

fALL. MI~T['. 

GHDNn. 

•HPl630 
lEAlTH CHE ECONOMICS II 
I 
~ESIGNEO '0 HAVE G~AOUATE STUDENTS APPLY IASIC ECONO.,C TOOLS Cf 

'NAl'SIS TO THE SOLUTION aND/O~ [NLIGHTENMENT Of HEALTH CA'E DE­

. 1 VEPT P~08lEMS. 

'HP[QUlSITES I 

;HP6.15 0_ COMPETENC' I. BASIC ECONONIC CONCEPTS. O~ PE~"ISSIOh 

:f COOF 01 NATOF. 

jl~TE" SP~ING/SUNNE'. 
'ALEC. 
iHP8100 
IEAlTH P~Of[SSIONS EOUCATION, .'LUES ClA~lrICATION TECH~IQUES II 
I 
"UOENTS MilL BE EXPOSED TO AMIDE VA'IETY OF TEACHING ST_'TEGIES 
IHICH CAN 8E SUBSUNED UNOEF THE TITLE Of ·VAlUES ClA~IFICATION 
"ECHNIUUES". MHAT TH[SE ST'AT[GIES HAVE IN CONNON IS A PHllOSOP­
IICAl BASE THAT TAlES TO INCa'PO~ATE THE PERSONAL GOALS AND VAL­
~ES or LEA~NEAS IN THE EDUCATIONAL P'OCESS. fFON THE NANY "VALUES 

ClAPlrlCATION TECHNI8UES" DISCUSSED. EICH PAFTICIPANT MILL SELECT 

ST~ATEGIES MHICH APPEA~ TO HAVE THE NOST POTENTIAL fO~ HIS/HE' 

PAPTICUlAP TEaCHING NEEDS. rop G'AOUATE STUDENTS ONLY. 

FALL. 

HHllNAN. 
SHPU60 

EPIOEMIClOGY' PPINCIPlES AND ANALYSIS OF DATA II 

J 

INCLUDES BOTH OESC~IPTIVE AND ANALyTIC [PIDEHIOlOGY. fOCUSES UPON 

PFINCIPlES AND THEI~ USE IN EVALUATING EPIDEMIOLOGICAL DATA AND 

CASES. 

PPEFEQUISITES' 

CAS1110. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OrrE~EO IN AYII-IZ. 

ST arr. 
SHP8920 

HEALTH CARE OElIVE~Y: UTllllATION AND QUALITy CONT~Ol 

3 

[XAMINES HISTOPICAL AND lEGISLATIVE DEVELOPMENTS IN QUALITY ASSU­

~ANCE fUNCTIONS. AND EVALUATES VAPIOUS UTIll2ATION AND QUALITY 

ASSU~ANCE NETHODS USED IN HEALTH CAAE 0'GANI2ATIONS. STUDENTS 8E­

CONE FAMIlIA~ WITH VARIOUS aSPECTS OF PAOfESSIONAl STANDA'OS PE­

VIEW OFGANllATIONS (PSPOS).

PREFE QUI 51 fES. 

SHP89JO. 

SPPING/SUNNE~. 
~H[[. 
SHP8910 
H[ALTH CAPE OFGANI2ATION INO AONINIST'ATION' P~OBlEMS. ISSUES A_D 
POLICIES 
1 

HEALTH CAPE AONINISTPITO~S ~EQUIPE A GFEAT DEAL or UNDERSTANDING 

AND KNOWLE~GE or THE CU~~ENT HEALTH CAPE DELIVE" S'STEN. SONE 

SYSTEMS OI~ECTlY AND OTHE~S INDIRECTLY ArrECT [¥E'YDAY FUNCTIONS 

OF HEALTH CA~E 0~GANI1ATIONS. TH[ AONINISTAATO~'S UNOE'STANDIN' 

AND KNOMlEOGE or THE ISSUES AND P'OBLEMS INVOLVED IN THE CU~RENT 

HEALTH CAPE OElIVE~Y SYSTEMS Will HELP IN OEVElOPIN6. INPlENENT­

ING. AND EVALUATING HEALTH POLICIES AND PPOG~A"S. AND riNAllY. 

PPEOICTING ruTU~E CHANGES OF THESE POLICES AND P~OGPAHS. 

rALl. MINTE~. 

FHEE. 

SHP@941 

HEALTH CA~E PAOG~IN EVALU,TTDN 

1 
G[NEFAL AND SPECifiC 8ACK'~OUNOS IN EVALUATING HEALTH CA'E P~O­

&fAMS A~£ ATTAINED THFOUGH STUDY 0', THE CONCEPT Of PROGPAN. A~­

AlYSIS or EVALUATION SYSTEN NOOElS. MEASUREMENT. CAUSAL TTY IN 

P~OGFAN EVALUATION. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES Of I~TE••Al ANa 

EXTE~NAl EVALUATIONS. AND ANALYSIS AND CPITIQUE OF PUBLISHED 

EVALUATIONS. AND AMAlYSIS AND C'ITIQUE CF PUBLISHED EVALUATION 

STUDIES. 

PPEPEQUI~I rES' 

CAS11l0 OP EQUIVALENT. 

rALl. WINTEP. 

FHEE. WHITTEMO~E. 

S"P1950 

HEALTH SEAVICES AONINIST~ATIDN' FIN.NCIAl "I.AGENENT 

1 

aPPLIES 8ASIC SKilLS AND CO"P[I[NCI[S OF rlNANCIAl NA'AGENENT TO 

TH( H[AlTH caFE rIELO. CHA~ACTEPISTICS cr HEALTH SE'VICE ADMINIS­

TFATION A~E EIPlOFEO NITH SPEClrlC REFER[NCE TO THE P~OBl[N Of 

rlNANCING HEALTH CARE OElIVE~Y. 

PFE~EQUISJTES' 

8PA5101. SHP1910. 

FAll. SP~ING/SU"NE~. 

MALEC. CONMUNITY P~OFESSO'. 

SHP8961 

HEALTH SEPVICES aONINISTPAT,O_' lECTUFE SEFIES 

3 

DISCUSS MIIH HEALTH PPACTITIONE'S NAN' cr THE ISSUES ANO PPOBLENS 

Of THE CONTEMPOFA'Y AN['ICAN HEALTH CA'E OELIVEPY SYSTEM. NAJO~ 

TOPICAL A~EAS INCLUDE THE ~Ol[ OF GOVEa'MENT ••AlUE AND ETHICAL 

CONSIOE'ATIONS. THE HOSPITAL ANO THE CO'SUME~. AND ISSUES Of NAN­

POWE~. FINANCING AND QUALITY Of CAFE • 

PF[~[QUISJTES' 

G'AOUATE STANDING IN HEALTH SEFVICES AOWINISTAITION OR PEPNTSS­

ION. AUOITOFS A'E ENCOU~AGEO AND WELCOME. 

fALL. 
MALEC • 
5HP8910 
HE~lrH SE~VICES AO"INIST'ATIO'. MA.A6EMENT TH£O'I£S 
3 
CD~SIOE~S "ANAGENENT IN A HEALTH SE'VICE SETTIMG. INCLUDING HOS­
~ITAlS. NEIGH.O~HOOO HEALTH CLINICS. NU~SIN6 HONES. NENTAL HEALTH 
tE"TEFS AND OTHE~S. OPAWS UPO. O~GANI2ATIONAL T"EOF, AND 1'5 
APPLICATION ro THE HEALTH CA~E SETTING. 
NOT SCHEDULED TO BE OFF[~EO I~ AYII-IZ. 
STAH. 
SHP8~90 
HEALTH SE~VICES AOMINST'ATIOM' rlElO EXPERI£NCES II 
4 
222 SHP Course Descriptions 
PROVIDES STUDENTS .ITH TEPNINAL INTEG~ATJNG [XP£.IE.C£ THPOUG" 

MDRK IN HEALTH CARE FACILITIES. STUDENTS ARE EXPECTED TO APPLY 

THEORIES ANa PRINCIPLES OF CLASSROOM LEARNING TO HEALTH CA~E 

fiELDS NITH THE ASSISTANCE Of THE SUPERVISOR. THE fiELD EXPE'I­

ENCES MILL P~OVIOE OPPO~TUNITIES FOR DEVELOPMENT. INTEGFATION AND 

~EINFO.CEMENT OF COMPETENCE. ADVANCED HEALTH SERVICES AOMINlsT~A­

TION G~AOUATE STUDENTS ONLr. 

PREREOUJSI TEs: 

PE~MlssION OF P~OFESSOR AT LEAST THPEE MONTHS IN AOVAhCE. 

FALL •• INTEP. SP~ING/SUMMEP. 

GHONER. 

' SHP9011 

HlsTORr. PHILOSOPHY. ANO PROfESSIONAL ASPECT' or COM~UNICATICN 

OISOROE~S 

3 

SIUOY OF THE HISTORY OF I~E FIELO. INFLUENCES OF ~ELATED DISCI,. 

LINES AND IHE CURRENT STATUS OF CERTifiCATION. LICENSURE. THI~D­

PAPTY PAYMENTS. ETC. 

PPEHOUISITES: 

SHP3.Z0. SHP4Z10. sHP9IZ0. SHP9910. SHP4135. 

FAll. 

L O~E. 
SHP9040 

ALCOHOLISM: COUNSELING THEORY ANO PRACTICE 

] 
REVIEMS PSYCHOTHERAPEUTIC THEORIES FROM TRAOITIONAL TO CU'FENT 

APP~OACHES. EXAMINES CHA~ACTEPISTIC ~ESISTANCE MECHANISMS AND 8E­

HAVIORAL DEFECTS COMMON Te MANY ALCOHOLICS. SPECIFIC TREATMENT 

GOALS AND APPROACHES ARE .PPLIEO IN STUCENT PA~TICIPATORY ~OLE 

PLAYS TO LEARN HO~ THE~.PEUTIC.LLY TO DEAL WITH THE A80VE P~08LEM 

APEAS. 

PHPEQUISITES: 

PER~ I SS ION. 

Hll. 

fRY. 

SHP9 II 0 

NURSIHG: THEOFETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF FDLE PREPAPATION Ih NU~SING 

] 
THIS COURSE IS DESIGNED TO ASSIST GPADUATE STUOENTS IN DEFINING 
AND DEVELOPING AN EXPANDED PROfESSIONAL ROLE AS AH EOUCATOR. 
ADNINISTRATOR. CLINICIAN. OR CONSULTANT IH THE DELIVE~Y or NURS­
ING CA~E. THE APPLICATION Of CONCEPTS AND P~INCIPLES Of ADMIN­
ISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT NILL IE STUDIED IN A VARIETY Of SITUA­
TIONS AND SETTINGS. 
~\NT£F. 
LAMRE NC E. 
SHP91Z0 

LANGUAGE DISORDERS Of CHILDREN 

] 
EXAMINES 10TH 1M TERMS Of LINGUISTIC 8EHAVIOR AND DIAGNOSTIC 

CLASSIfICATIONS THE fARIOUS LANGUAGE DISORDERS Of CHILDREN' DE­

SIGN ANO IMPLEMENTATIOH Of THERAPY PROGRAMS 8ASED ON PsYCHOLI~G­

vlSTICS AND LtARNING THEOPY. 

PREREQUJSI fES: 

sHP 3048. SHP 4Z15. sHP 4130. 

SPRING/SUMMER. 

,JONES. M. 

SHP9HO 

HU'SI NG HSEAPCH 

3 

STUDENIS ACQUIRE A THEORETICAL AND CONCEPTUAL fRAME Of REfEFE_CE 

fOR RESTORATlfE NURSING PRACTICE. THEY EIAHIHE ANO sYhTHESIIE 

CONCEPTS AND THEORIES fROM NURSING ANO (THER APPROPRIATE DISCI­

PLINES IN fO~MING A PHILOSOPHY ANO PRACTICE '~AMEWO~K FO~ NU~SING 

PHCTlCE. 

PP[PE QUI SITES: 

~PPE~ DIVISIO. STATISTICS COU~SE. ANO UPPER DIVISION ~ESEA~CH 

METHODOLOGY COU~SE. 

SP~INGISUMME~. 

LEfT~ICH. 
5HP9150 
NU~SING' THEOPIES AND MODELS 
3 
STUDENTS ACQUIFE A THEORETICAL AND CONCEPTUAL FP'NE Of REFERENCE 
fO~ RESTOPATIVE NUPSI.' PRACTICE. STUOE~TS EXAMINE AND SYNTHEslIE 
CONtEPTS A~D THEORIES FRON NURSING AND (THE~ APP~OPRIATE DISCIP­
LINES IN fORMING A PHILOSOPHY AND PPACTICE f~AMENO~ft fOP NURSIN' 
PRACTICE. 
WINfE~. 
LEFTNICH. 
SHP915Z 
ADVANCED CONCEPTS IN NUPSING CARE 
3 
THIS COU~SE IN'OLVES THE STUDY Dr ' THEOJIES AND PRINCIPLES THAI 
SUPPO~T ADVANCED CLINICAL NUPS1NG P~ACTICE. STUDENTS IhVESI1GATE 
SELECTED HEALTH PROILEMS AND _EW NURSIN, THE~APIES. 
PREREQUISITES' 
SHP9110. SHP9140. AND SHP9150. 
SPR I N6I SUMNER. 
LErT~ICH. 
sHP9I55 

hU~SING: PFOSEMINA~ IN ~ESTO~AIIWE NUFSING 

3 

THEORETICAL CONST~UCTS RELEVA.T TO 'ESTC~AT1'E NUPSIHG A~E AP'LI­

EO TO THE PRACTICE OF NUPSI"'. [ACH STUDENT DEVELOPS A CONCEPT­

UAL fRAMEWOPK FOP ONE'S O~N NU~SIN' PRACTICE. EMPHASIS IS PLACEO 

ON THE P~OCESS Of INVESTIGATING. P~ESENTING. DISCUSSING. AND SYN­

IHESlllhG CONCEPTS AND PRINCIPLES Of 'ESTORATlVE NURSING. 

PFE~EQUISITES: 

SHP915Z OR CONCU~PENTLr. 

SPPING/SUMMEP. 

STAff. 

SHP9I60 

hUFSING' CU~PICULUM AND INSTFUCTION I. NUPSING 

3 

IHIS COU~SE PROVIDES PPEPAFATION FOF TE.CHING NU~SING IN A WARI­

ETY Of INSTITUTIONAL SETTING5. TOPICS fOR STUOY INCLUDf: II THE 

NATU~E Of HIGHEP EOUCATIO •• NU~SING EOUCATIOh. ANO 'ACULTY PCLESI 

Z) CUR~ICULUM DESIGNS; ]) THE INSTFUCTIONAl P~OCESS; AI [ValUA­

TION; AND 5) ISSUES IN NUPSING EDUCATIO~. 

~HREQUI:iI as: 

SHP9155 OP CONCURPENTLY. 

SPRINGISUMME~. 
STAff. 
SHP9165 

NUPSING' NU~sING AOMlhlsTPATION I 

3 

THIS COU~SE EXPLOFES THE ~ISTDRY AND TRENDS I~ NU~SING AD"INls­

TFATION AS A CONCEPT AND ALSO VAplOUS THEOPETICAL APPFOACHES TC 

THE P~OCESS Of NU~SING ADMINISTPATION. COMMON ELEMENTS OF AOMIN­

ISTPATION APE ANALYIEO WITHIN T~E OPGANI<ATIONAL r~AMEwORK Of 

NU~SING SEPVICES AS A SUB-SYSTEM OF AN CVEJALL HEALIH CAPE DELIV­

E~Y SYSTEM. ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS Of ADMlhIST~ATION AFE AhALY2ED. 

PPE P E QU I 5 IT ES' 

SHP915Z OP CONCU~FENTLY. 

SP~ING/SUMMEF. 

STAff. 
SHP916b 

NU~SING: NU~SING AOMI.IST~ATION II 

3 

THIS COU~SE EXPLOFEs CCNCEPTS Cf HUMAN BE~AfIOP IN ORGAhI2ATIONS. 

INfLUENCES Of INDIVIDUAL BEHAfIO~' GFOUP AND PFOfESSIONAL 10ENTI­

FICATION. LEAOEPS"IP SftILLS. PROfESSIONALS IN 8UPEAUC~ACIES. AND 

INTEPOPGANI2ATIONAL ~ELATIONSHIPS ARE EXAMINED. P~08LEMS IN AD­

MINISTRATION OF NURSING SERVICES AFE ANALY1EO fPOM THE EXECUTIVE 

PHSPECT/VE. 

HEFEQUISITES: 

SHP9165. 

sPRIN6ISUMMEF. 

STAff. 

SHP9161 

NUPSING: SEMINAp ANO PFACTICUR IN NUPSING ADMINISTP.TION 

4 

STUDENTS APPLY PFINCIPLES AND THEOFIEs OF .UFsING AO_I~ISTJATIC. 
IN sELf-sELECTEO HEALTH CARE AGENCltS. CONCUP~ENT SE~INAPS fOCUS 
ON fUNCTIONS UNIQUE TO NU~SING AOHINISTRATlfE ROLES IN A VARIETY 
SETTINGS. INVESTIGATIVE STUDY IN A MA,J(P APEA Of INTEPEST IS 
~(OUIFEO. 
P~HEQUISITES: 
SHP9I6b. 

hOT SCHEOULED TO 8E OffEFEO IN AY81-8Z. 

STAff. 

SHP9170 
hUFSING' SEMINA~ ANO PRACTICU. IN PESTe.ATlfE NUPSING P~'CTICE 
4 
IN THIS COURSE STUDENTS APPLY CONCEPTS. THEO~IES. AND RESE'~C" IN 
IN OPEFATIONALIIING A RESTOPATIVE NUPSI.G SPECIALIST FOLE IN A 
SELECTEO CLINICAL SETTING. INVESTIGATIVE STvOY I. A MAJO~ A~EA 
Of INTE~EsT IS PEQUIPED. 
PRE~EQUISITEs: 
SHP9I55. 

NOt SCHEDULED TO IE OfFERED IN AY81-8Z. 

STAff. 

SHP9115 

NUPSING; sEMINA~ AND PRACTICUM IN TEACHING NUFSING 

4 

STuOE~TS EXPtRIMENT ~ITH VARIOUS TEACHI~G/LEAFNING TH[eFlts AND 

STRATEGIES IN SELf-SELECTEe NUPSING EDUCATION SETTINGS WITH 

LEAPNERS NITH VAJYING NEEDS. 

PP[PEQUISI TES. 

SHP9160. 

NOT SCHEDULED TO IE CffEJED IN AY81-8Z. 

ST Aff. 

SHP9180 

PHYSIOLOGY Of AGING 

3 

THE BIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA INVOLVEO IN HUMAN AGING APE PEVIEWED AS 

PROCESSES BEGINNING NITH CONCEPTION. AND CONTINUING TO DEATH. 

STUOENTS A~E EXPOSED TO CU~RENT PESEA~C~ AND LITEPATU~E ON •• ING. 

PREFEQUISITES: 

CAS540]. CAS.940. CAS6950. 

fAlL. 

COFNES~ Y. 
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"ACTICUM IN SPEECH PAT~OlOG" PUBLIC SCHOOL 

5 

~[QUIPES 100 CLINICAL ClOC. HOU~S or SPEECH PATHOL06' PfACTICU~ 

IM . A 'UBlIC SCHOOL S[TTING_ INCLUDED A~E 6~OUP ANO INDIVIDUAL 

THE~APY, SC~EENING. AND DIAGNOSTICS. 

PH~EQUISITtS: 

SH.304B. $HP36Z0. SHP4ZI0. SHP4235. SHP4135. SHP9120. S~P4230. 

AND PE~MlSSION. 

rALL •• INTE~. SPPING/SUMME~ 

HI LOEB~ AND. 

SHP9ZH 

P~ACTICUM IN AUDIOLOGY: ASSESSMENT 

I 
AT lEAST TOENTY or THE AE~UI~ED rirTY HCURS or AUDIOLOGY P~ACTI­

CUM ro~ SIUD£NTS SEEKING PRorESSIONAl CA~EE~S IN CO'"UNICATION 

DISO~DE~S MUST BE IN AUDIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT. IHIS COU~SE IS GIV­

EN orr CAMPUS. 

P~EPEQUISITES: 

SHP4Z30. SHP42.0. AND PE~MISSION. 

fAll. WINIEF. SP~ING/SUMME~. 

lUBINSKY. 

SHP'Z42 
PFACTICUM IN AUDIOLOGY: ~EHA8ILITATION 
2 
AT LEAST TWENTY or THE PEQUIFED rirTY HCU~S or AUDIOLOGY PRAeTI­

CUM ro~ STUD,NTS SEEKING P~OF[SSIONAL CA~EEAS IN COM"UNICATIO~ 

OISO~DEFS MUST 8E IN ~EHA8ILITATIVE AUDIOLOGY. THIS COUFSE IS 

GIVEN Off CAMPUS. 

PFEFEClUISITES' 

SHP4230. SHP4240. AND PE~"ISSICN. 

fALL. WINTER. SP~ING/SUMME~. 

LUBINSKY. 

SHP9250 

PFACTICUM IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY: HOSPITAL 

3 

[lP£FIENCE IS OBTAINED IN INDiviDUAL AND G"OUP TH[~APY. OISGNOS­

TICS. CONSULTATIONS. AND INTEADISCIPlINA~Y STArflNGS Ih A MEDICAL 

SETTING. 

PFE~EQUISITES. 

5HP9251. S~P80e5. SHP82eo. AND PEPMISSICN. 

FALL. wINTEF. SP~ING/SUMME~. 

rO~NE~. 

;HP9251 

'RACIICUM IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY: M[NTAL H[AlIH C[NT[F 

I 
!XP[~llNCE IS 081AINEO IN INDIVIDUAL ANC G~OUP THE~APY, DIAGNOS­

TICS. CONSULTATIONS. T~AINING Of PAAAPFCfESSIONAlS, AhO INTE~OIS­

:IPLINAAY STAfflNGS IN MENTAL HEALIH S[TIING. 

'HFEOUISITES' 

;HP9210. AND PEFHISSION. 

'ALL •• INTE~. SPFING/SUMMEF. 

,ONES. M. 

;HP9560 

;PEECH AND LANGUAGE Dr THE HEAAING IMPAI~ED 

I 
,TUDIES ~OICi AND AFTICULATIO~ VARIATIOhS Of THE ~lA~I'G-IM'AI~EO 

'E~SON. SEMANTIC AND SYhTACllC STRUCTURE Of LANGUAGE Of THE DEAf. 

;IGN LANGUAGE. APPPOACHES TO DEAf EDUCATION. SPEECH AND LANGUAGE 

'HEFAPY ro~ THE DEAf CHILO. 

'PE~EOUISIT£S: 

$HP4Z30. $HP4520. $HP4130. 5HP4135. 
~I NTtP. 
LU8INSKY. 
SHP9600 
GFAOUATE
I-a 
THESIS 
SOME CUF~ICULA PEQUIFE. OF GIVE THE OPTION Of. A THESIS fOP DE­
GPEE COMPLETION. THIS IS A fORMAL UNOEPTAKIN6 fO" WHICH CREDIT IS 
ALLOCATED. AND TOWA~OS WHICH END A fOFMAL SET Of POLICIES AND 

PROCEOUFES MUST 8E fOlLD~EO. A 800KLET DESCRI81NG SA'E IS AVAIL­

A8LE IN THE orrICE. 

PFEFEOUISITES: 

PE~H I SS ION. 

fAll •• INTEF. SP~ING/SU"ME~. 

5 YAH. 

SHP9120 

STUTTEFING SEHINAF 

3 
(XAMINES THE VAFIOUS THEOAIES Of STUTTEFING AND IkEI~ CC~'ESPOND­

I~G THEfAPltS. CU~~(NT STUTT[FING ~E'EAFCH. DEVELOPMENT AND IM­

PLEMENTATION Of A STuTTE~ING THE~AP' P~CG~AM. 

P~EFEQUISI TES: 

SHP 4235 AND SHP 3048. 

SPF I NGI SUMME~. 

LOME. 

SHP9800 

INTE~NSHIP 
1-8 

AN INDEPENDENT. PFACTICAl. STUDY THAT IS OPEN TO All STUDENTS. 

IT INVOLVES NO~K fO~ CFEOIT. AhO orTEN ~ITHOUT PAY. IN SITUATIONS 

SIHILAP TO APP~ENTICESHIPS--.~[FEIN STUCENTS HAVE AN OPPOFTUNITY 

TO UTllliE ATTAINED SKILLS IN PFOfESSIOhAl SETTINGS SIMILA~ TO 

THOSE IN WHICH THEY COULD riND THEMSELVES AfTE~ G~AOUATION. SU,­

EFVI~ION BY fACULTY OP OT~EF PFOfESSIONAlS FtSULTS IN ADDITIONAL 

lEAFNING. 

PFEFEQUISITE:i: 

PHM I SS ION. 

fAll. WINT'f. SPFING/SUM"E~. 

5JArr. 

SHP9910 

ALCOHOLISM, TFAINING METHODOLO" AND DELIVERY SKILLS 

3 

F~[PAFES PForESSIONAlS IN I~E ALCOhOLISM fiELD TO PE~rG~" PFG­

GFAMHAIIC LEARNING NEEDS ASSESSMENT. 10 SELECT I O£SIGh INST.UC­

TIONAl MEHTOOS. AND TO SPEClry TFAINING GOALS AND IHEI~ FElATltN­

SHIPS TO MEANINGrUL EVALUATION. EMPHASIZES P~ACTIC[ Of SMILlS AND 

USE Of rELlO. STUDENTS AS TEACHING AND CFITICAL "ESOUACES. 

P~EHQUISJTES: 
PE"MISSION. 

fALL 

fPY. JONES. 

SHP9910 

VOICE OISOFOEAS 

3 

THIS COUPSE COVEFS THE INVESTIGATION Of rUNCTIONAl AND OFGANIC 

VOICE OISO~OEfS. INCLUDING CAUSES. ACOUSTIC PFOOUCTS. AND PHYSI­

CLOGIC COPAElATES. DIAGNOSTIC AND HA~AGEHENT PFOCEDUFES AFE EX­

AMINED. 

PP;:FEQUISIlES: 

SHP4210. SHP4Z35. $HP4135. 

SPH NGI SUHHH. 

fO~NEF. 
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Course Index 
ADVANCED CONCEPTS IN NURSING CARE SHP 915Z 

ADVANCED ~EHA'ILITATIVE AUDIOLOGY SHP •••• 

ALCOHOl , ALCOHOL DEPENDENCY WORKSHOP SHP 119A 

ALCOHOL AND 'UBCULTURES SHP 5015 

ALCOHOLIC PATIENT' NU~SIN' PERSPECTIVE SHP Sill 

ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING fiELD PRACTICUM I SHP 4201 

ALCOHOliSM COUNSELING fiELD P~ACTICUM II SHP 4202 

ALCOHOliSM COUNSEL IN' fiELD PRACTICUM III SHP 4Z13 

ALCOHOLISM COUNSELIMG fiELD PRACTICUM IV SHP 4204 

ALCDHDLIS" COUNSELOR'S ROLE SHP 4610 

ALCIHOLISM IN THE "ETROPOLITAN AREA SHP 5ZZA 

ALCOHOLISM P~D'RAM AD"INISTRATION SHP 3081 

ALCIHDLISM. GRIEr AND RECOVERY SHP 5Z4A 

ALCOHOLISM' ASPECTS Of PERSONALITY INTEGPATION SHP Ill. 

ALCOHOLISM' BIOLOGICAL lASES Of BEHAVIOR SHP 5405 

ALCOHOliSM' COMHUNICATION SKILLS SHP 3135 

ALCOHOLISM' COMMUNITY EDUCATION AND PREVEMTION SHP 3042 

ALCOHOLISH' COMMUNITy SE.VICES AND ORGANIIATIOMS SHP !04! 

ALCOHOLISM' COUNSELING CHARACTERISTICS SHP IZOI 

ALCOHOLISM' COUMSELIMG THEORY AND PRACTICE SHP 914. 

ALCOHOLISM' DYSfUNCTIONAL fAMILIES SHP 5Z1A 

ALCOHOLISM' PHYSIOLOGY 'PHA~MACOLOGY SHP 4603 

ALCOHOLISM' PECOVE'Y AND SEXUALITY SHP 5205 

ALCOHOLISM. SELf-HELP GROUPS SHP '341 

ALCOHOLISM' THEO.IEs AND IN'ERVEMTION ME'HODS SHP 549. 

ALCOHOLISM' THE'APEUTIC APPROACHES AND TECHNIQUE' SHP 30.5 

ALCOHOLISM. TRAINING HETHDDOLOGY AND OELIVE'Y SKILLS SHP '911 

ALTE'NATI'E APPROACHES TO HEALTH CARE SHP 51.f 

AM'ULATO'Y CARE ISSUES. PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION IHP 1000 

AN INMOVATIVE APPROACH TO ALCOHOLISM T'EATMENT, THERAPEUTIC 

PARADOX AND REfRAMING sHP 501C 
ANALYSIS Of VERIAL 8EHAVI0. SHP 3041 

APHASIA SEHINAR SHP eOl5 

ARTICULATION DISOROERS SHP 3115 

AUDIOLOGY fOR NON-AUDiOlOGISTS sHP 5Z3E 

IEHAVIO. PFINCIPLES IN COMMUNICATION DISORDERS SHP 116. 

IEHAVIIR PRINCIPLES IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE 'ATHOlOGY. I INP •••G 

'EHAVIOR PRINCIPLES IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLIGY. III IH' .O~ 

IEHAVII. PRINCIPLES IN SPPECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY. II SHP IIOH 

.. EAST CANCER UPDATE SHP 5Z08 

CA'EER PATHS ANO LifESTYLE CHOICES SHP 5410 

CLINICAL AUDIOLOGY SHP IZ10 

CLINICAL LAIORATORY SCIENCE' BLOOD BANK I SNP ]351 

CLINICAL LAIDRATOPY SCIENCE' BLOOD lANK II SHP ]311 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE' CHEMISTRY I SHP ]]31 

CLINICAL LAIORATO.Y SCIENCE' CHEMIST.Y II SHP 3342 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE' CHEMISTRY III SH' 3]6Z

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE' CHEMISTRY IV SHP 331]

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE' HE"ATOLOGY I SHP 3331 

CLINICAL LAIORATORY SCIENCE' HEHATOLOGY II IHP 3351 

CLINICAL LABO'ATORY SCIENCE' HE"ATOLOGY/COAGULATION III 

SHP B61 
CLINICAL LABO'ATORY SCIENCE: INT'OOUCTION TO LA80'ATO.Y "ANAGE­
MENT SHP 3U5 
CLINICAL LAIORATORY SCIENCE' MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY PRACTICUM 
SHP 3BO 

CLIMICAL LABORATO.Y SCIENCE' "EDICAL TECH"OLOGY P.ACTICUM II 

SHP B4I 

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE' MEDICAL TEtHNOLOGY P.ACTICUM III 

SHP ])50 

CLINICAL LABaRATORY SCIENCE' MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY P'ACTICUM IV 

SHP H6D 
CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE' MEDICAL TEtHNOLOGY PRACTICUM 
SHP Hl0 
CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE' M'DICAL TECHNOLOGY PRACTICUM " 
SHP n.o 
CLIMICAL LAIORATDRY SCIENCE' MI CROll OLD" I SHP UU 
CL'NICAL LABORATORT SCIENCE' IIICROIIOL06T II SN' U41CLINICAL LAIDRATO'Y SCIENCE' IIICRDlloLD" III SHP H6! 
CLINICAL LAIORATORY SCIUCE' MICROBIOLD" If IHP un 
CLINICAL LAIO'ATORY SCIENCE' .ENAl PHYSI OLD" UO U' IIIAL YlISSHP B41 
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS IN C.ANOfACIAL A...ALIES SNP .Zll 
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION IN... SHP 565. 
COUNSELING fa. fAMILY 'ECOVERY SHP 5ZIE 
COUNSELING fOR RELAPSE PREV'NTION SHP 521C 
CU.'ENf ISSUES IN EXTENDED CARE fOR THE ELOE.LY SHP '0" 
CU.RENT T'ENOS IN PUBLIC SCHOOL SPEECH'LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY 
SHP 110. 
DEATH AND DYING fOR TNE HEALTH CARE PROfESSIONAL IHP 5Z3H 
DIAGNOIING ALCOHOLISM' PRACTICAL GUIDELINES IH' 520A 
DIAGNOSTIC METHODS IN COHNUNICATION OISC.OERS SHP 36Z. 
g.US INTERACTIONS fOR HEALTH PROfESSIONALS SHP 556A 
[DUCATloNAL ASPECTS Of SPEECH AND LAN'UaGE OEVELO'NE.T SH' 5.11 
E',DEMIOLOSY, PRINCIPLEI AND ANALYSIS Of DATA I SHP 3.Z. 
EPIDEHIOLO'Y' PRINCIPLES AND ANALYSIS Of DATA II IHP ••,. 
&lADUATE THESIS SHP '600 
HULTH CARE AND POLITICS SHP '2'~ 

HULTH CARD DELIVERY, UTllllATIDN AND QUALITY CONT.OL SHP 1921 

HEALTH CARE ECONOMICS I SHP 6311 

HEALTH CA.E ECONOMICS II SHP "]0

HEALTH CA'E IN AfRICA SHP 6300 

HEALTH CARE OR6ANIlATION SHP 4090 

HEALTH CARE O~'ANllATIOH AND AOMINISTRATIOH' PRO.LEM'. IIIUEI AND 

POLICIES SHP 8930 

HEALTH CA.E PROG'AM EVALUATION SHP 8941 

HEALTH CA.E SOCIOLOGY SHP 'Z90 

HEALT H ECONOMICS' P.INCIPLES SHP 6915 

HEALTH EDUCATION PR06'AM PLANNING SHP 8025 

HEALTH EDUCATION SKILLS SHP 3190 

HEALTH PLANNING I SHP 3540 

HEALTH PLANNING II SHP 1360 

HEALTH PLANNING' ADVANCED SHP aOl5 

HEAlTH p~orESSIO.S EDUCATION INSTRUCTION SHP 319Z 

HEALTH PROfESSIONS EDUCATION: CONTINUING EDUCATION SHP 1010 

HEalTH PROfESSIONS EDUCATION: CU.RENT T'ENOS AND ISSUES 

SHP 6JZO 

HEALTH PROfESSIONS EDUCATION: PRACTICU" SHP 1110 

HEALTH P.OfESSIONS EDUCATION' VALUES CLARifiCATION TECHNI.UES 

SHP 4100 

HEALTH PPOfESSIONS EDUCATION: VALUES CLA.,fICATION T,CHNIQU'S II 

SHP al0a 

HEALTH SCIENCE EDUCATION: ASSESSMENT Of CLINICAL INSTRUCTION 

SHP 5350 

HEALTH SCIENCE EDUCATION: SPECIAL ISSUES IN COMMUNIT' HEAL'H 

SHP 6l5Z 

HEALTH SCIENCE' MENTAL HEALTH ECONOMICS AND ADMINISTRATION 

SHP 6264 

HEALTH SCIENCES' RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ALLIEO HEALT" P.ACTICE 

SHP 5210 

HEALTH SER'ICE ADMINIST.ATION' P~INCIPLES SHP 45'1 

HEALTH SE"ICES ADMINIST.ATION: fiELD EIPERIENCES ISH' 4Z.0 

HEALT H SERVICES ADMINISTRATION: MAPKETING fUR HEALTH CA.' I[R,­

ICES SHP 6480 

HEALTH SE.VICES ADHINISTRATIOI. COMMUNICATION N[TWO ... UTHIN AD' 

MINSTRATIVE STRUCTU~ES SHP 6310 

HEALTN SER.ICES ADMINIST~A'ION. fiNANCIAL MAHA'EMENT SHP 1,5'

HEALTH SERVICES AOMIHISTfATION: LECTU.E SE.IES SHP 1"1 

HEALTH SERVICES AOHI~ISTRATION: MANAGEMENT THEO.IES SHP .910 

HULTH SER'ICES .OMINIST~ATIO~. 'E~SO"EL AOMINIST.ATION ANa LAB· 

oa ~ELATIONS SHP 64Z0 
HEALIH SERVICES AOMI~ISTRATION: PUBLIC fiNANCE A~O SYSTEMS ANALY 
SIS SHP 6490 

HEALTH SERVICES ADMINSTRATION' fiELD EXPERIENCES II SH' '990 

HEA~ING SCIENCE SHP 4Z10 

HISTORY. PHILOSOPHY, AND P~OfESSIONAL ASPECTS Of COMNUNICAflON 

DISORDERS SHP 9011 

HOSPITAL AND HEALTH SE~VICE OR6ANllATI0~ ADMINISTRATION 

SHP 8010 

HSA' AMBULATORY CA~E SYSTEM MANAGEMENT SHP 1005 

HSA' - LONG TERM CA~E' SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT SHP J54Z 

HSA' QUANTITATIVE DECISION MAKING SHP 8030 

HSA' IASIC O~IENTATION TO THE fiELD Of LONG TE.H CA.E 

HSA' MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION SHP 5014 

HS" MENTAL HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES SHP 50U 

IMMUNOLOGY SHP 4205 

IMPACT Of ALCOHOLISM IN THE NORK PLACE SHP SOli 

IMPLEHENTING AN AISENTEEIIM PROG'AM IN NURSING SHP 556. 

INDEPENDENT APPRAISALS SHP 4995 

INTE~NSHIP SHP 9100 

INTRODUCTION To CLINICAL AUDIOLOGY SHP ~230 

INTRODUCTION TO COHMUNICATION DISO~OE'S SHP 4215 

INT.DDUCTION To RENAIILITATIVE AUDIOLOGY SHP 424. 

INTRODUCTORY SPORTS MEDICINE SHP 500A 

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT. DISORDERS AND OIALECTS fOR TEACHERI 

SHP .523G 

LANGUAGE OISoRDE~S Of CHILDREN SHP 9110 

MANAGEMENT INfO~"ATION SYSTEHS fOR HOSPITALS SNP 10lD 

NANUAL COMMUNICATION SHP 5130 

MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY SHP 310Z 

MEDICAL SCIENCE' INT~ODUCTION (51"1 SHP U" 

MOTa. SPEECH OISDRDE~S SHP eZ80 

NURSING RESEARCH SHP '140 

NURSING. CUR'ICULUM AND INST.UCTION IN NURSING 
 SHP " ..NURSING' NU~SING AaMINISTRAIION I SHP 9165 

NURSING. NURSING ADMINISTRATION II SNP 916' 

NURIING' PROSEMINA' IN RESTORATIVE NURSING SHP '1" 

NURSING. SEMINAR AND PRACTICUM IN NURSING ADMINISTRATION 

SHP 9161 

NURSING' SEMINAR AND PRACTICUH IN RESTeRATIVE NU.SIN' PRACTICE 

SHP 91 10 

NU~SING' SEMI"AR AND PRACTICU" IN TEACHING NU.SING IHP ,1" 

NURSING' THEORETICAL fOUNDATIONS or ROLE PREPA.ATIDN IN NU.SIIli 

SHP '11 0 
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NU~SIN" CA~E IN Dlsr~I'UTI.E SETTIN,S SMP 4JI0 

NURSIN" Cl~E IN EPISOOIC iETTINGS SMP 4JII 

NU~SING. CONCEPTS ANa P~OCESSES SMP 4210 

NU~SING' HEllTH ASSESSMENT SHP JIOI 

NU~$ING' P~INCIPlES Of MANAGEMENT Of CLIENT/PATIENT CA'E 

SHP 4446 

NU~SING' SENIO~ SEMINA~ ANa P'O~ECT SHP 4455 

NU~SING: TEACHING Of CLIENTS/FAMiliES SHP 4460 

NU~SING' THE COll_aO.ATIVE ROLE SHP 4J30 

NU.SING' THEO~IES AND MODELS SHP '150 

NUT.,TION SHP 6SPO 

PHA~MACOLOGf ISSUES SHP 501_ 

PHONETICS SHP 4520 

'HfSIOLO'Y OF AGING SHP ,leo 

PO.NOiRAPHf. CENSO.SHIP AND SOCIETf SHP 10PO 

P'lCTICU. IN AUOIOLOGf: ASSESSMENT SHP .241 

,tAcrICUN IN AUDIOLOGY' 'EHAaILITATION SHP P242 

P~ACTICUM IN SPEECH PATHOlOGf' HOSPITAL SHP 9250 

PlACTICUM IN SPEECH PATHOLOGf' "ENTAL HEALTH CENTE' SHP '251 

PUCrlCUM II SPEECH fA"TltOLOGH PU8L1C SCHOOL SHP 9210 

P.OfESSIONAl ISSUES IN SPEECH INO HEAPI.' fEE fa. SERrlCE 

SETTINGS SMP SO 00 

PSfCHOPHARHACOLOGf SMP 7175 

~EADI",S AND INVESTIGATIONS IN... SMP 7JOO 

'EALITf THERAPf AND ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING SHP 124A 

~EALITY THEPAPf fa. COUNSELORS AND THE'APISTS I SMP 1245 

'EALITY THE.APf FOR COUNSELORS ANa THERAPISTS II SHP 1246 

.ECEIT OErElOPMENTS IN CHILDHOOD lANGUAGE DISO~OERS SMP IID8 

~ECENT DEVElOPHENTS IN ORGANIC SPEECH OISO'DE'S SHP eOOE 

SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRANS SHP eOlJ 

SCIENTIFIC FOUNOATIONS OF HEALTH CARE SHP J05A 

SOCIOLINGUISTICS SHP 4125 

SPECIAL PRO~ECTS IN_.. SHP 1600 

SPEECH ANa lANGUAGE OEVELOPMENT SHP 41JO 

SPEECH ANa LANGUAGE OF THE HEARING IMPAIREO SHP '560 

SPEECH PHYSIOLOGY SHP 41J5 
SPEECH-LANGUAGE AND HEARING DISO~OERS fOR TEACHERS SHP 52SA 
SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY ANa AUOIOLO'Y' INTROOUCTION fOR ALLIEO 
PROfESSIONALS SHP 523" 

STUTTE~ING SEMINAR SHP 9120 

SUBSTANCE AIUSE' CU.RENT CONCEPTS SNP 6J55 

SUPE~"SIO" IN SPECIAL EOUCATION fOR SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS 

SHP 800f 

THE APPLICATION Of BIDFEEOBACK ANa SELF-'EGULATION THEtAPIES IN 

THE T~EATMEIT Of ALCOHOL Ala O.UG PR08LEMS SHP 5010 

THE CONT~OLLEO DRINKING COIT.OVE'SY SMP 524C 

THE NATION'S HEALTH SHP 5000 

THE UTllllATION Of G~OUP COUNSELING FO' IMPLEMENTATION AND 

fORMUATION Of T~EATHEIT PLANS SMP 50lE 

TDTAL COMMUNICATIDN fOR ~ETA'DEO CHILDREN SHP 52lC 

TRANSPERSOIAl ASPECTS Df ALCOHOLISM AND RECDVERf SHP 524. 

T'EATING ALCOHDLISM: CLINICAL SKILLS TRAiliNG SNP 5111 

VDICE DISORDERS SHP 9910 

MDRKSHOP: MENTAL OEPRESSIDN-·HEAlTH ~~ijBLEM Of THE eo's 

SliP 50DC 

MO'KSNOP, NURSING AND THE LAM SHP 500E 

MORKSHDP, TEENAGE SUBSTANCE ABUSE SHP 5221 

MORKSHOP, ADOLESCENT'. ALCOHOL AND ABUSE SHP 1005 
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£STHEL HUN 
ASSISTANT TO THE P~ESIOENT ANO Arrl~MATIVE ACTION 
crrlCH 
8.A •• OLIVET COLLEGE. 1965 

M_A •• 'QV£~NO~S STUE UNIVE~SITY. 191Z 

TEO r. ANDHMS 
UNlvE~SITY PPorESSOP or ENVHONMENTAL SCIENCE. CAS 
8.A •• EMPO~IA STATE UNIVE~SITY. 1940 
M.S •• UhIVE~SITY or 10MA. 194Z 

PH.D •• OHIO STATE UNIVE~SITY. 1948 

CLA~A 8. ANTHONY 
UNlvEPSJTY p~orESSO~ or ETHNIC STUOIES. CAS 
B.A •• MC~GAN STATE COLLEGE. 1958 
M.A •• UNIVEPSITY or ILLINOIS. 1~59 

PH.D •• NO~THWESTE~N UNIVE~SITY. 191Z 

MUTHA A~MSHONG 
HEAD. RErE~ENCE/SU8JECT SPECIALIST. UL 
UNIVEUITY p~orESSO~ or Ll8h~y SCIENCE' UL 
A.A. 	 THO~NTON ~UNIOP COLLEGE. 1943 
8.s•• UNlvE~SI TY or ILLINOIS. 1961 
M.S.L.S •• UNIVE~SITY or ILLINOIS. 1911 
CERTlrlEO 	810-MEDICAL LI8~AkIAN. UNIVERSITY or 
ILLINOIS. 191Z 
K~ISHNA BALASU8RAMONIAN 

UNlvE~SITY PRorESSO~ or BILINGUAL EDUCATION. CHLD 

B.SC •• UNIVEPSITY or KE~ALA (INDIA)' 1961 

M.A •• UNIVEPSITY or KEF ALA (INDIA). 1963 
8.ED•• HGIONAL COLLEGE or EOUCATIDN (J NOU). 1964 
OIP.~.M •• NATIONAL INSTITUTE or EOUCATION (INDIA)' 
1966 
M.ED •• UNIVEPSITY or KE~ALA (INDIA). 1961 
PH.D •• MICHIGAN STATE UNIVE~ISTY. 1980 
IFA BANK 
UNlvEkSITY PPorESSOR or HUMAN PELATIDNS SERVICES. 
CHLO 
8.A•••£STE~N RESERvE UNivERSITY. 1964 
M.A •••AYNE STATE UNIVE~SITY. 1966 

PH.O •• MAYNE HATE UNIVHSITY. 1910 

OONNA 8Ah8ER 

HEAD. CIPCULATION/MEOIA. UL 

UNIvE~SITY pPorESSO~ or LIB~ARY SCIENCE. UL 

a.A •• GCVEPNORS STATE UNIVE~SITY. 1914 
M.A •• GCVERNORS STATE UNIVE~SITY. 1916 
GEHLD C. 8USOH 
ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT. INSTlfUTIDNAL PESEA~CH 
AND PLANNING 
UNIVERSITy PRorESSOR or HUMAN LEA~NING AND DEVEL­
OPMENT. CHLD 
B.A •• DAKOTA ~ESLEYAN UNIVE~SITY. 196Z 
M.A •• UNIVE~SITY or DENVE~. 1963 

EO.D •• UNIVERSITY or DENVEP. 1911 

~08(R Tl M. 8EH 
UNlvE'SITY PRorESSOR or EAPLY CHILDHOOO EDUCATION. 
CHLD 
8.A •• MILLS COLLEGE. 1963 

PH.D •• UNIVERSITY or CHICAGO. 1961 

~OHN M. 8ECK 

UNlvE~SIT' p,orESSOP or EDUCATION. CHLD 

8.A •• INDIANA UNIVE~SITY or PENNSYLVANIA. 1936 
M.A •• UNIVE~SITY or CHICAGO. 1941 

PH.D •• UNIVE'SITY Dr CHICAGO. 1953 

8EV[~ 	L Y 8EETON 

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT 

8.S •• WEBE~ STATE COLLEGE. 1968 

PH.D •• UNIVERSITY or UlAH. 1916 

OIC 	BEll 

~[SEARCH ASSOCIATE/~OB LOCATOR. rlNANCIAL ,IDS 

8.A •• VALPA~AISO UNIVE'SITY. 1975 
ALlN 	 L. 8ENNETT 
COO~DINAToP. INSTITUTIONAL PESEAPCH. I~P 
8.S •• ELMHU~ST COLLEGE. 1965 

M_A •• NOFTHE~N ILLINOIS UNIVE~SITY. 1910 

CANIEL W. 8E~NO 
UNIVE~SITY p~orESSO~ or ENGLISH. CAS 
8.A .. STlNrOPD UNIVEPSITY. 1949 

M.A.' UNlvE~SITY or NE8PASKA. 1951 

PH.O •• UN1VE~SITY or ~E8~ASKA' 1962 

WILLIAM 80Ll~E 
UNIVE~SITY p~orES~O~ or SOCIAL WO~K EDUCATION. 
CHLD 
B.S •• KENTUCKY STATE UNIVEFSITY. 1964 
M.S •••• UNIVE~SITY or ILLINOIS. 1961 
n ANK ~OHLLI 
DEA~' STUOENT ArrAI~S AND SEPVICES 
a.A •• UNIVE~SITY or MINNESOTA (OULUTH). 1961 
M.S.EO •• SOUTHE~N ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY. 1963 
EO.O., NO~THE~N ILLINOIS UNIVE~SITY. 1980 
ARTHUR 80U~GEOIS 
UNIVE~SITY p~DrESSO~ or A~T HISTO~Y. CAS 
8.s•• WAYNE STATE UNIVE~SITY. lil1 
H.A •• MAYNE STATE UNIVE~SITY. 191Z 

PH.O •• INOIANA UNIVEPSITY. 1919 

MARVIN 8~OTTMAN 
UNIVE~SITY p~orESSOk or EOUCATION. CHLD 
8.S •• ~OOSEVELT UNIVE~SITY. 1949 
M.S •• UNIVE~SITY or ILLINOIS. 1950 

PH.O •• UNIVE~SITY or CHICAGO. 1962 

GAVIN A. 8kO~N 

LECTUH~. CBPA 

A.8 •• COLD~ADO STATE COLLEGE. 1951 
M.B.A •• UNIVE~SITY or DENVE~. 1963 
~ONALD L. 8~U8AKE~ 

CHAIRPE~SON. DIVISION or SCIENCE. CAS 

U~IVE~SITY p~orESSO~ or PHYSICAL SCIENCE. CAS 

8.A •• COPNELL COLLEGE. 1960 
M.A •• P~INCETON UNIVE~SITY. 196Z 

PH.D •• PRINCETON UNIVERSITY. 1966 

ELllA8ETH L. B~UTVAN 
UNIVE~SITY PPorESSOR or HEALTH SCIENCE. SHP 
8.S •• OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY. 1969 
M.EO •• UNIVE~~JTY or CINCINNAfi. 1913 
ED.D •• LOYOLA UNIVERSITy or CHICAGO. 1981 
~AMES A. 8UCKENMYE~ 
CHAIPPE~SON. DIVISION Dr MANAGEMENT AND 
ADMINIST~ATIVE SCIENCES. CBPA 
UNlvEPSITY PRorESSDR or BUSINESS ADMINIST~ATION. 
C8PA 
PH.B •• UN1VE~SITY or NOTRE DA"E' 1954 
M.8.A .. UNIVHISTY or TOLEDO. 196Z 
0.8.A ••• ASHINGTON UNIVE~SITY. 1910 
~ICHARD 8U~0 

PPDrESSIONAL PHOTOG~APHEP, ICC 

UNIVE~SITY p~orESSDk or PHOTDG~APHY. ICC 

8.S•• UNI HRSI TY or MICHIGAN. 1965 
M.S •• ILLINOIS INSTITUTE or TECHNOLOGY. 1910 
DAVID ~. 8U~GEST 

UNIWE~SITY p~orESSOF or SOCIAL .ORK. CHLD 

8.A •• PAINE COLLEGE. 1965 
M.S ••••• 'YNE STATE UNIVE~SITY' 1968 

PH.D •• SY~ACUSE UNIVE~SITY. 1914 

.AHICK L. CUTE~ 
CHAIRPE~SDN. DIVISION or rlNE ANO PERrORMING AFTS. 
CAS 
UNIVE~SITY PFDrESSO~ or MUSIC. CAS 
8.s•• TENNESSEE STATE UNIVE~SITY. 1964 
M.MUS •• KICHIGAN STATE UNIVE~~ITY. 1966 
PH.D •• MICHIGAN STATE UNIVE~SITY. 1910 
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(DNIN D. CEHELNIK 
UNIWE~SITY p~orESSO~ or pHYSIC.l SCIENCE. C.S 
a.s •• Vlll.NOVA U~IVE~SITY. 1968 

pH.O •• fENNSYlVANI. STATE UNIWE~SITY. li71 

LI 54 	 CHUG 
UNlvE~SITY p'OFESSO~ or ~.TH EDuC.TION. CHlO 
B.S •• T.I •• N NO~M.l UNIVE~SITY. 1967 

ED •••• ST.TE UNIVE~SITY or NE" YO~K. 1971 

PH.D •• CO~NELl UNIV~FSITY. 1979 

".NUEl H. CHAVE2 

UNIVE~SITY PPUHSSO~ or BUSINESS AO"INISTHTlO~. 

CBPA 

B•••• UNlvE~SITY or UT.H. 1955 

M.B •••• UhlvEPSITY or UTlH. 1957 

BHBAFA Cl.H 

OIPECTOF. pE~SONNEl 

B•••• GevEFNO~S ST.TE UNlvEFSITY. 1976 

~OY T. CCGOELL 
DE.N. CULlEGE or HUM.N lEHNING , OEHlOpMENT 
UNlvEFSITY PForESSO~ or HUM.N lE.~NING , OEVElOp·
MENT. CHlO 
B.S•• MG~G.N ST.Tl COllEGE. 196~ 

M•••• HO ••FO UNIV.FSITY. 1961 

PH.D •• ~lTHOlIC UNlvEFSIIY or .MEFIC •• 1911 

MICHAEL COHEN 
UNlvEFSITY PForESSOF OF PUBLIC SEFvICE. CBp.
B.A •• "AYNE ST.TE UNIVE~ISTY. 1951 

M.P •••• W.YNE ST.TE U~IVE~SITY. 1963 

PH.D •• COFNEll UNIVEFSITY. 1967 

CLEMENTINE M. COlEM.N 
UNIVEFSITY P~OFESSO~ or ~EDIC.L TECHNOLOGY. SHP 
8.S•• POOSEvElT UNIVEFSITy. 196~ 

M•••• GeVEFHOFS ST.TE UNlvE~SITY. 197~ 

8UHON COLLI NS 

ASSOCI.TE DE.N. STUDENT DEVELOPMENT 

8 •••• l.NGSTON UNIVEFSIIY. 1963 

~ •••• GevEPNOFS ST.TE UNIVEFSITY. 1974 

MILLICENT N. CONLEY 
UNIVE~SITY p~orESSOF or EDUC.TION. CHlD 
B.E •• CHIC.GO TE.CHEFS COll.GE. 1963 

M.S.T •• UNIVEFSITY or CHICAGO. 1913 

C•• ·S •• UNIVEFSITY or CHIC.GO. 1975 

JUDIIH .NN CeO~EY 
L£CIUFH. CHlD 
B.S.. INOIAN. UNIvHSllY. 1964 

M.S •• INDIAN. UNIVE~SITY' 1967 

EO.D •• INOI.N. UNIVEFSIIY. 191B 

~08E~T •• CO~N.SKY 
OI~ECIO~. SCHOOL Or HE.lIH P~OFESSIONS 
UNI.EFSIIY PPorESSOF or HE.lTH SCIENCE. SHP 
8.S •• G[NEv. COLLEGE. 1960 

M.S •• THE GEO~GE •• SHINGTON UNIVE~SITY. 1964 

O. SCI •• UNlvE~SIIY or PITTSBUFG_. 1910 

CAVIO ~. C~ISPIN 

U~lvEFSITY PForESSO~ or PSYCHGLOGY. CHlO 

B•••• 08EFliN COllEGE' 1951 

M.EO •• IEMPlE UNIVEFSITY. 1956 

ED.O.. IEMPlE UNIVE~SllY. 1963 

lONEll w. CUUH 

UNIVE~SITY P~OFESSOP OF PU8llC SE~vICE. C8pA 

B.A •• C.llrO~NI. ST.TE UNlvEPSITY. SAN DIEGO. 1954 

N•••• U~IVE~SllY OF C.LlrO~NU. lOS .NGELES. 1951 

PH.O •• U~lvEF~ITY or SOUTHE~N C.lIFOPNIA. 1961 

TOMMY O. SCEN<O 

DIPECTO~. STUDENT .CTlvITIES 

A.A •• OLIVE H.FVEY COllEGE. 1911 

8 •••• GeVHNOFS ShiE U~IVE~SIIY. 191] 

M•••• GevlPNOFS ST.IE U~IVE~SITY. 1976 

COUGllS ,. D.VlS 

UNlvE~~ITY PForESSOF OF SPEECH. C.S 

a.s •• ILLINOIS SlATE UNIVEPSIIY. 1958 

M.S •• ILLINOIS SlATE UNIVEFSIIY. 1964 

THOM.S E. OEEM 
CGO~DIHATO~. COMMUNITy COllEGE ~[L.TIDNS 
UNIVE~SITY PPOFESSO~ or EOUC.TION.l .OMINISTP.· 
TlON. CHlO 
8.N.S •• COLLEGE or THE HOLY C~OSS. 1945 

8.5 •• INOllN. UNIVEFSITY. 1948 

M.S •• PU~DUE UHIVEFSITY. 1954 

ED.O •• UNIVEFSITY OF IllINOIS. 1969 

MICHAEL DIMITPorr 

UNIWE~SITY p~or~sso~ or HU~AN ~El.TIONS SE~vICES. 

CHlD 

•• B•• INDI.NA UNIVEPSITY. 1966 

M.S •• INDIAN. UNlvEFSITY. 1970 

PH.D •• pU~OUE UNIVE~SITY. 1975 

"lLllA" H. oeoo 

DIPECTO~. UNIVE~SITY FEl.TIONS 

B•••• LOYOLA UNlvEPSITY (CHIC.GO). 1958 

M.A •• LOYOLA UNIYEFSITY (CHIC.GOlo 1959 

pH.l.· LOYOLA UNlvE~SITY (CHIC.GO). 1960 

S.T.l •• BEll.~MINE SCHOOL or THEOLOGY. 1967 

~OBE~T OON.lOSON 
UNlv[PSITY p~orESSOF or COOpEF.TlvE EOUC.TION. 
CBPA 
B.S •• rlO~IO••," UNlvEFSITr. 1963 

M.P •••• POOSEWElT UNIVE~SITY . 1973 

EO.O •• ~ESTEFN MICHIG.N UN I VEF SITY. 1977 

GUILLEF"O DUFON 
UNIVE~SITY p~orESSOF 8I L I NGU .l/BICUlT~~.l 
EOUCH ION. CHlO 

B•••• E.STEFN ILLINOIS UNIVEFSIT Y. 1910 

M·ED •• CHIC.GO STATE UNl YEfS I TY. 1976 

TEF ES. B. aUF O~ 
UNlvEFSITY p' orE SSOF or L.TIN .ME~IC.N LITEF.TUFE. 
C.S 
B.A •• UNlvE~SITY or Illi NOIS ( CH IC.GO CIPClE)'

1910 

M•••• UhlvEFSIT r OF I LL I NO I S (CH I C.GO CI PClE)' 

1914 

CL1rro~0 J. E.GlETON 
UNIVE~SITY p~ or ESSOf OF £OUC .'ION. CHlD 
8.S •• 8~.OlEJ UNlvE~SITT. 1958 

M.S •• NOFTHEPN IlliNOIS U NIY(~SITY. 1964 

EO.O •• AMEPICAN UNlvEPSI TY. 1913 

CONSTANCE L. EOWAFOS 
UNlvEFSITY pF OFESSOF OF NUFSING. SHP 
8.S•• TUSKEGEE INSTII UTE . 1970 

M.S •• UNIVE~SITY OF COlOF.DO . 1970 

PElH EWELL 
PFOGFAM OIFEti Oh TITLE III G~.NT. I~p 
B.A •• HAvEFrOFO CO llEGE. 191 0 

M.PHll •• YA LE UN lvHSIIY. 1 913 

PH.O •• YALE UNIV E ~S I TY . 197 6 

~08E"T G. F.BIA N 

lECIUH~. caP A 

•• B•• UNI VEFSI TY OF NO UE O.ME. 1960 

" •••• UNlvE~SITY or IL LINOI S. 1963 

PH.D •• UNIVEFSIIY or FlOPIDA' 1966 

PEIEF HNNEP 
UNlvEFSIIY p~ orESSOF or tAFIH SC IENCE. ClS 
B.S •• CIT Y COll EG E OF NE W TOPK . 1959 

M.S •• U~IVE~SITY or IL LINOI S . 196 1 

PH.D •• UNlvEFSIIY OF ILLINOIS. 19 63 

~ICH.~O H. FINKLEY 
UMlvE~SITY p~OFESSOk OF 8US I NESS LAN. csp. 
B.S •• SOUTHEPN IlliNOIS U N IVE~S l lY . 191 2 

".B •••• SDUTHEFN ILLINOIS UN I VE~ SI TT . 191 7 

J.D •• U~lvEFSIIY or TEUS. 1975 

GH Y E. FISK 
p~OOUCTION ".NAGE~. ICC 
a.s •• celO~ADO STA TE U N lv [~SITY . 19 66 

M•••• MICHIGAN SlATE UNIV(PS I TY . 196 9 

.llLUM FLODIN 

UNlvE~SITY pFUF ESSOh a. BUS I NE SS AO"INIST~.TION. 

CBP. 

8 •••• KhOX COL LEGE ' 1955 

M.B •••• UNIVE"SITY or WI SCONSI N. 19S9 

EC.O •• NO~IHE~N IllINOI~ UNI VE~S I TY. 1969 

lYDIA FONIAN 
UNlvE~SITY PPOFESSOP OF l.NGUAGE , lllE~.IU~E' C.S 
8.S •• UNIVEPSI TY OF THE PHILIPPINES. 1951 

H•••• HICHIG.N STATE UNIVEPSITY. 1958 

PH.O •• MICHIG.N ST.IE UNIVEPSITY. 1911 

liNDA l. FO"hEF 
UNIV(PSITY PPOFESSO~ or COMMUNIClilON DISOPOE~S. 
SHP 
B.S •• U~IVE~SITY OF WISCONSIN. W~ITEW.TE~' 19'4 
M.S •• UNIVEFSITY or WISCONSIN. M.OISON. 1976 

PH.C •• UNIVEPSIIY or WISCONSIN. -140IS0N. 1979 
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!lEl fU N. f'[[O 
UNlfE~SITY flCE P~ESIOENT. AOHINIS'~A'ION 
U!llfE~SITY PFOfESSO~ Of EDUCATIONAL AOHINIST~A-
TlON. CHlO 
8.A•• UNI f[~SI" Of HISSOU~I. 1959 

N.S •• SGUTHE'N IlliNOIS UNlfE~SITY. 1962 

PH.~ •• SOUTHE~N IlliNOIS UNlfE'SITY. 1965 

ANN f~Y 
UNlf(.SIIY P~OfESSO" Of ALCOHOLISM SCIENCES. SHP 
8.A •• flO~IOA ATLANTIC UNlfE~SITY. 1968 

H.S.W •• UNlfE~SITY Of ILLINOIS. 197~ 
ANOP[M GALE 
UNlfE~SITY P'OfESSO~ Of PSYCHCLOGY. CHlO 
B.A •• FOOSEfEl' UNlfE~SITY. 1962 

H.S_. IlliNOIS INSTITUTE Of TECHNOLOGY. 1969 

PH.D •• ILLINOIS INSTITU'E Of 'ECHNOlOGY. 191~ 

Cl YDE GA'DNE~ 

UNI.E'SITY P'OfESSO. Of HEALTH SE~fICES ADMINIS­

TPUION. SHP 

8_A •• UN HANCISCO STATE UNlfHSIH. 1969 

H.S •• SAN f.ANCISCO STATE UNI'E.SITY. 1911 

USNEEHA GHAlI 

UNloE'SITy LEcTU.E. Of EDUCATION. CHlD 

C.A.G.S •• HA'YA'D UNlfE~SITY. 1916 

H.A_. SAN DIEGO STATE UNlfE~SITY. 1976 

POST G.AOUATE DIPLOMA. UNIYE'SI'Y Of lONDON. 1916 

Ef~ AI H Gil 

UNloEPSITY P'OfESSO' Of ENflPONHENTAl PLANNING. 

CAS 

8.A •• SAN JOSE STATE UNlfE'SITY. 196~ 

M_C.P •• UNloE~SITY Of CINCINN.TI. 1966 

TEHHIE GIl8EH 

UNI.E'SITY PPOfESSO. Of C.EATIYE D.AHATICS. CAS 

8.A •• UNloE'SITY Of MICHIG.N. 19~~ 
H.A •• GCvE'NO~S STATE UNIYE'SITy. 1913 

ElISA8ETH GlASCOff 

OOCUHENTS lIB~A~IAN. Ul 

UNI.E.SITY P'OfESSO~ Of lI8'A'Y SCIENCE. Ul 

8.A •• UNlfE'SITY Of WISCONSIN. 1965 

".A.l.S •• UNI"E.SITY Of WISCONSIN. 1966 

CE.TlfICATE Of AOVANCEO STUDY IN lI8~A'Y SCIENCE. 

UNIVEPSIT Y Of CHICAGO. 1980 

O.W. 	 GOLDENSTEIN 
CHAI~PE'SON. OI"ISION Of COHHUNICATION ANO HUHAN 
sno ICES. CHLO 
UNlfE.SITY P~OfESSO' or HU"AN SE'fICES. CHlO 
8.A •• CA.THAGE COLLEGE. 1959 

8.0 •• CHICAGO LuTHE.AN THEOLOGICAL SEMIN •• Y. 1962 

M.S_. SOUTHE.N IlliNOIS UNI"E'SITY. 1912 

PH.D •• uNION G~AOUATE SCHOOL. 1919 

LEO GOODMAN-MAlAMUTH II 

UNloE'SITY PFESIOENT 

d.A •• U_I"E~SITY Of SOU'HE.N CAllfO"NI" 19~' 
M.A •• UNloE~SITY Of SOUTHEFN CALlfO~NIA. 19~e 

PH.D •• UNloE~SITY Of SOUTHE'N CAllfD'NIA. 1956 

MA~Y 	GOOS8Y 

UNIVE~SITY lECTU'EF Of EDUCATION. CHlO 

8_E_. CHICAGO TEACHE~S COLLEGE. 19&Z 

H.E •• CHICAGO SfA'E UNT"E'SITY. 1915 

PAUL G~EEN 

CHAI~PE"SON. DIVISION Of PU8LIC 'OHINIST'ATION. 

CBPA 

UNI"E.SITY PPOfESSO~ Of PU8LIC SE~"ICE. CBPA 

8.A •• UNI"E~SITY Of ILLINOIS. 196~ 

M•••• U_I"E~SITY Of CHICAGO. 1966 

PH-D •• UNI"E~SITY Of CHICAGO. 1975 

HA~"EY GFlMSlEY 
COUNSElGR. STUOENI DE"ELOPMENT 
UNloE~SITY P~OfESSO' Of HUHAN lEA~NING & DE"ELOP­
HENT. CHlO 
8.S •• ~uTGERS UNIYE.SITY. 1'50 

M_A •• G(o['ND'S SI.TE UNI"E"SITY. 1974 

HU'IET "OSS 

UNlwt~SITY PPOfESSO. Of SOCIOLOGY' WOMEN'S 

STUDIES. CAS 

8_A •• NORTHMESTE.N UNI"E'SITY. 1'58 

H.A •• NGRTHWESTERN UNfYE'SllY. 19&0 

PH_D •• UNI"EPSITY or CHICAGO. 197~ 

P"E~ GUN'HE" 
UNlfE~SI'Y PFOf(SSO~ Of ENfl'ONIIEN'Al SCIENC'. CAS 
8.5 •• 5'. JOHN'S UNlfEFSI'Y. 1965 

M.S •• NIAGA.A UNlfE.SITY. 1967 

PH.D •• PENNSYlfANIA S'AI, UNlfEFSITY. 1972 

ElllABETH A. HAGENS 
UNlf[~SITY P'OfESSO~ Of ANTH.OPOlOGY. CAS 
8.A •• OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE' 1968 

N.A •• U~IYE'SITY Of CHICAGO. 1969 

PH.D •• UNlfE~SITY Of CHICAGO. 1912 

HINO W_ HUAlA 

DEA~. COllEGE Of A~TS AND SCIENCE~ 

A_8 •• CGlUM81A COllEGE. 19~6 

H_A •• CGlUM81A UNlfE~SITY. 19~7 

PH_D •• SY~ACUSE UNlfE~SITY. 1965 

.. OANII HANSON 
CATALOG lIB~A~IAN. Ul 
UNI'E'SITY P'OfESSO' Of Lle'A'Y SCIENCE. Ul 
8.A •• U~I "'51 H Of CALlfOPNIA. 1912 

H.A •• DEPAUL UNI'E'SITY. 191~ 

M_l.S •• UNloE'SITY or OENfE'. 1911 

ADlEAN HAHIS 
SUBJECT SPECIAlIST/'EfE'£NCE lIB'A~IAN. Ul 
UNloE.SfTY PPOfESSO' Of lI8~A'Y SCIENCE. Ul 
A.A •• KENNEDY KING jUNIO~ COllEGE. 1911 

8.A •• GCfE'NO~S STATE UNlfE~SITY. 1972 

M.S_l_S_, UNI"'SI" or ILLINOIS. 1914 

PH.D •• UNION G'ADUATE SCHOOL. 191e 

lEE HEH~M'N 

UlllfE~SITY P~OfESSOF Of HE.lTH SCIENCE. SHP 

A.B •• OBE'lIN COllEGE. 1961 

OIP_ED•• UNlfE.SITY or EAS' Af.ICA. 1963 

H_P.H •• UNloE.SIT, Of MICHIGAN. 1965 

PH.D •• UNIVEFSITY Of Illl NOIS. 1912 

OONAlO P. HE'~OG 

UNlfE'SITY P'OfESSO. Of 8USINESS. CBPA 

8.5 •• UNITEO STATES "E~CHANT IIA~INE ,C'OEMY. 1945 

B.S •• 8~AOlEY UNIYE"SITY. 19~' 
M.A •• UNlfE~SITY Of IOWA' 195~ 

PH.O_. UNI"E.SITY Of IOWA. 1955 

DIP •• INDUSTPIAL COLLEGE Of A'HED fO'CES. 1911 

P.E •• STATE or CALlfO"NIA. 1971 

$USANNE HllOEB.AND 

UNloEFSITY P'OfESSO~ Of COMMUNICATION DISO'OE"S, 

SHP 

y_s •• NtHHHN ILLINOIS UNIH'SITY. 1968 

H_S •• U_IfE~SITY Of ILLINOI~. 1969 

PAUL G. Hill 
UNIVE'SITY P~OfESSO' Of HUHAN lEA'NING & DEvELOP-
MENT. CHlO 
A.8 •• INDIANA STAlE TElCHOS COLLEGE. 1955 

M.A •• TENNESSEE' & I COllEGE. 1965 

PH-D •• INDIANA STATE UNIVE~SI'Y. 1913 

.,OHN 	 C. HOCKEH 

UNIVE~SI'Y PForESSD' Of SCIENCE EDUC.TION. CAS 

B_S •• GEO~GE PEABOOY COLLEGE. 19~9 

H.ED •• UNI"E'SI'Y Of flO~IOA' 1969 

PH.O_. fLOflOA STATE UNI"EFSIIY. 1912 

G~ACE HDPKI NS 

UNtvE~SJTY P~OfES~O~ Of SPEC III EOUCATION. CHlD 

8.A •• OEPAUl UNI"E~SITY. 1963 

M.EO •• UNI"EPSITY Of ILLINOIS. 1961 

PH.O •• UNIYE'.ITY Of ILLINOIS. 1918 

CO~ A HU88AFO 

AO~ISSIONS COUNSELO~. AOMISSIONS ANO STUOENT 

HC~UJTMENT 

8.A •• SOUTHE~N ILLINOIS UNI"E'SITY. 1'70 
M.A •• GCVEPNO'S STATE UNI"EPSITY. 1974 

HELEN ElIlA8ETH HUGHES 
UNIVE~'ITY PROfESSO~ Of HUMAN .ElATIONS SE."ICES. 
8.A •• CAllfO.NIA STATE UHI"E~$ITY (LOS ANGELES). 

1954 

CHI.D 

M_A •• CAllfO'NIA STATE uNI"E~SITY (LONG 8EACH). 

1960 

PH_D •• UNI"EFSI'Y Of CHICAGO. 1910 

UIliANAD M. ISAAC 

UNIVE"SITY PFDfESSO~ Of ~ANAGEHENT INrO'MATION 

US TEHS. C8PA 

8.5 •• KERAlA UMIVr'SITY. 1954 

M.S_. lEHIGH UNI"E~SITY. 19&7 

PH.D •• lEHIGH UNI"E'51". 1969 

Ml~ lLYN K. J lNSEN 
, LECTU~E~. C8P. 
8.5 •• UhIWE~SITY OF ILLINOIS. CHICAGO CIFCLE. 1972 

M.S•• U~lwHSITY Of ILLINOIS. CHICAGO CHCLE. 1974 

JO SEL ITO 8. JAH 
UNIVE~SITY PFUfESSO~ Of COO~E~ATIWE EDUCATION. CAS 
8.S.E •• UNIWEFSITY or THE PHILIPPINES. 1959 

II.ED •• UNIWEFSITY Of ILLINOIS. 1968 

PH.D •• UNIVEFSITY or ILLINOIS. 1915 

~OdEH O. ~AYN<S 
ASSISTANT DIFECTOF. UhIWE~SITY ~ELATICNS 
8.S •• UhIH~SI TY OF ILLlNOI •• IH7 
M.A •• 8(WLING G~EEN STATE UhIVE~SITY. 1950 

eAF8A~A e. JENKINS 
UNlvE~SITY PFOfESSO~ OF CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY. CHLD 
8.A •• U~IWE~SITY PF CHIC.GO. 1962 

M.A •• U~IVE~SI TY Of CHICAGO. 1963 

PH.D •• UNIWEFSIIY or CHIC.Go. 1972 

~08EFT jESSE~ 
CHAIFPEFSON. olWISION OF HUMANITIES AND SOCI'L 
SCIENCES. CAS 
UNIVE~SITY PFOFESSOF OF SOCIOLOGY. CAS 
8.A •• UNION COLLEGE. 1958 

M.A.' NOFTHWESTEFN UNIWEFSITY. 1959 

P~.o •• 8FOWN UNIVEFSI TY. IHI 

DOHS F. JOH~SON 

UNIVEFSITY PFOfESSO~ or NUFSING. SHP 

8.S.~ •• TUSKEGEE INSTlTUT':. 1952 

M.A.N •• UNIWE~SITY Of IOWA. 1975 

KENNETH V. JCHNSON 
lDMISSltNS COUNSELOF. AO~IS.IONS AND STUDENT 
~ECPUI TMENT 
l.A •• ILLINOIS WALLEY COIIMUNITY COLLEGE. 1973 

8 .S., ILLI NOI S S UTE UNlWEFS IT y. 1914 

H.~.S •• GOVE~NOPS STAlE UNIVEFSITY. 1~80 

LI NDA JONES 
CHAIPPE~SON. DIVISION OF HEALTH SCIE~CES' SHP 
UNI'E~SITY pPorESSO~ Of ALCtHOLISM SCIENCES. SHP 
8.S.. UNlWE~SI TY OF MASS.CHUSETTS. 1969 

M.S •• UNI V(FSI Ty Of "'~SlCHUS. ITS. 1911 

IIlFY 	 ELEISE JONES 
UNIVE~SIIY PForESSO~ OF COMIiUNICATIOh DISG~OE~S. 
SHP 

8.S.Eo •• MEMPHIS STATE UNIVE~SITY. 1972 

H•••• IIICHIGAN ~T'TE UNIVEPSITY. 1975 

PH.D •• UNIWEFSITy Of PITTS8UFGH. 1980 

~08HT JUDO 
UNI~E~5ITY PPOfESSOF Of BUSINESS 'DMINIST~AIION. 
C8P. 

'.8 •• UhIVE~SITY Of CHIClGO. 194Z 

PH.D •• UNIVE~~ITY Of wl.CONSIN. 1963 

JAY UHN 
COO~OINATOF. ~UoGET PL.NNING. I~P 
8.l •• NOFTHE~N ILLINOIS UNIVE~SITY. 1911 

M.A •• SANGAMON STATE UNIVE~SITY. 1976 

~EffHY KliSH 

UNlvEFSITY P~OfESSO~ OF EDUC.TION.L 

_oMlhIST~'TION. CHLo 

•••• 5 •• STATE UNIWE~SITY Of NEW YOFK (BUrf.Lo). 

1964 

8.S.. SUTE UNIWOSITY OF NlW YOFK (8UffAlO). 1966 

EO •••• STATE UNIVE~~ITY or hEW YO~K (BUffALO). 

1969 

S.E •••• STATE UNI.E~SITY Of NEW YOFK (8UffALO). 

1973 

PH.D •• STATE UNIWEFSITY Of NEW YOFK (BUfr.LO). 

1971 

MHIAM K_PLAN 

SUB_ECT SPECIALIST/HE.O. HATE~IALS CENTH. UL 

UNIVEFSITY P50fESSO~ Of LIBFl~Y SCIE"CE' UL 

8.5•• FOOSEWELT UNIVE~SITY. 1959 

II.A.L.S •• POS'~Y COLLEGE. 1970 

M.A •• GCVEFNO~S STlTE UNI¥E~SITY. 1~79 
FOiEH E. KELLEY 

UNIVEFSIIY PFOfESSO~ Of 8USINESS .OMTNISTF.TION. 

C8P. 

8.A •• UNIWE5SITY Of w.SHINGTON. 1948 

M.S.W •• ~NIVERSITY Of WASHINGTON. 1950 

PH.D •• UNHEPSITY or OKLAHoM" 1970 
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THOIIAS j. KELL Y 
UHIVE'SITY P~OfESSO' Of U~8AN HISTO~Y. CAS 
8.A •• JOHH CA~POLL UNIVE~SITY. 1962 

M.A •• U~IWE~SITY OF ILLINOIS. 1965 

PH.O •• UNIWEPSITY Of ILLINOIS. 1971 

JOYCE KENNEDY 
UNIVEPSITY pPOrESSO~ or HUIIAN ~ELATIONS SE~WICES. 
CHLo 
8.A •• HA~~IS TEACHE~S COLLEGE. 1965 

II.EO •• ST. LOUIS UNIVEFSITY. 1968 

PH.D •• MICHIGAN STATE UNIVEFSITY. 1975 

lYE KIM 
UN I VEHITY p~orESSO~ OF fJ NANCE. C8PA 
8.8.A •• SEOUL NATIONAL UNIWEPSITY. 1955 

M.A •• UNIVE~ISTY OF MINNESOTA. 1959 

M.S •• U~IWE~ISTY Of IIINNESOTA. 1966 

PH.D •• OHIO STATE UNI WE~SITY. 1913 

YOUN~ Y. KIM 
UNIWEFSITY PPOfESSOF Of COMMUNICATION SCIENCE. 
CHLo 
8.A •• SEOUL NATIONAL UNIVEPSITY. KO~EA. 1969 

M.A •• U~IVE~SITY Of HAWAII. 1972 

P~.D •• ~OFTHWESTE~N UNIWE~SITY. 1976 

MOHAMIIEo KI SHTA 
UNIVEFSITY P~OfESSOP Of .CIENCE EDUCATION. CAS 
8.A •• MOO~HEAD SUTE UNIVE~SITY. 1966 

M.S •• NOHH DAKOTA STATE UNIVEPSITY. 196e 

PH.C •• UNIWE~SITY Of IOWA. 1974 

NOIWA KOfELE-KALE 
UNIVEFSITY PPOFESSO~ OF PU8LIC SE~VICE. C8PA 
B.A•• 8ELOIT COLLEGE. IP69 
M.A •• No~THWESTE~N UNIWEFSITY. 1972 

PH.D •• NO~THWESTE~N UNIWE~SITY. 1974 

ANA C. KtNG 
UNIVEFSITY PPOFES$OP OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCE. 
CHLO 
8.S•• fA~ EASTE~N UNIVE~SITY (H.NIL.). 1962 

II.S •• UNIWEFSITY Of ILLINOIS. li69 

PH.D •• UNIWl~SI'Y Of ILLINOIS. 1973 

~'LPH KP USE 
DIPECTOF <ACTING). ICC 
CCO~oIHATOP. TELEWISION P~ODUCTION. ICC 
UNlvE~SITY PFOFESSO~ Of TELEWISIO~. ICC 
8.S •• ST.TE UNIWE~SITY Of NEW YOPK (NEW P.LT1). 

1964 

M.A •• UHIVEFSITr Of PENNSYLV.NIA' 1965 

WILLIAM ~. K~YSPIN 
SPECI'L ASSIST'NT TO THE P50VOST 
8.A •• ST. MA~Y'S COLLEGE. 1964 

M.S •• PUFOUE UNI~E~SITY. 1912 

PH.D •• PU~OUE UNIVE~SITY. 1974 

~UDITH LACA~IA 

UNIVE~SITY PFOFESSOF Of PFINTIIAKING I DESIGN. CAS 

B_S •• UNIWE~SITY Of wiSCONSIN. 1968 

lI.f.A •• SOUTH E.STEFN UNIWE~SITY. 197Z 

HCHHo LAlHSKI 
8USINESS HAN'GE~ 
UNIVE~SITY PForESSO~ Of eUSINESS AND ECONOMICS. 
C8PA 
e.A •• ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE. 1961 

8.S •• UNIWEFSITY Of ILLINOIS. 1962 

11_5 •• PU~OUE UNI WEFSI n. 1963 

'N"IE L. LAWHNCE 

CHAIPPE~SON. DIWISION Of NU~SING. SHP 

UNI~E~SITY PFOfESSO~ Of NUFSING. S~P 

8.S.N.EO •• DEPAUL UNIWE~SITY. 1953 

M.S.N.EO•• DEPAUL UNIWEkSITY. 1957 

CEPTlflCATE PU8LIC HEALTH NUPSING. LOYOL' UNIWE~­

SITY 
OTIS 	 O. L.w~ENCE 
OIPECTOF Of .SSESSMENT AND COOROIHATO~ Of 80G I 

uww 8.A. DEG~EE P~OG~AMS 

UNI'[~SITY PFOfES50F Of SCIENCE EDUCATION. C.S 

B.A •• UNI WEPSI TY Of IOWA> I ~48 
M.5 •• U"I¥E~5ITY Of IOWA' 1951 

PH.D •• UNIVE'SITY Of OKLAHOM •• 1971 

~o~EFT E. LEfTWICH 
UNIVEFSITY p~OrESSOF Of NuFSING. SHP 
8.S.N•• 8'YLO~ UNI¥EF5ITYo 1963 

M.S •• NOFTHHN ILLINOIS UNI¥EFSITY. 1970 

PH.D •• CLAYTON UNJVE~SITY. un 
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""ICU 8. LEVEN8E~G 
UNIV[~SITY LECTU~E~ Of NU~SING. SHP 
8.5.11•• OHIO STATE UIIIVEPSITY. 1963 

" M.S •• UIII V[~SI TY Of COLOHOO. 1914 

MICHAEL D. LENIS 
UNIVE'SITY P~OfESSO~ Of HUMAN ~ELATIONS SE~VICES. 
CHLD 
8.5 •• EAST[~N HICHIGAN UNIVEPSITY. 196Z 
H.A •• EASTE~N HICHIGAN UNIVE~SITY. 1964 

PH.D •• UNIVEPSITY Of MICHIGAN. 1969 

V. 	 K. CHPIS LIE8SCHE~ 
UhIVE~SITY 	PFOfESSOP Of ECONOMICS. HANAGEHENT. 
CP8AN PLANNING. C8PA 
8.5•• STAATS8AUSCHULE (MUNICH). 1953 

H.S •• SOUTHE~H ILLINOIS UNIVE~SITY. 1911 

PH.D •• SOUTHEPN ILLINOIS UNIVEFSITY. 191Z 

~AGAN LIN6AHNENI 

UNIVE~SITY P~OfESSO~ Of HUHAN JUSTICE. CHLO 

8.SC •• A. P. A6UCAULTU~Al COLLEGE' I96Z 

M.SC •• A. P. AG~ICULTUFAL UNIVE~SITY. 1965 

PH.O •• HICHIGAN STATE UNIVE~SIT'. 191Z 

H.S.C.J •• UNIVEFSITY Of ALABAHA IN BI'HINGHAM. 

1919 

..AHES LOH"AN 
ASSISTANT FEGISTPAP 
UNIVE~SlTY PPOfESSOF Of EDUCATION. CHLD 
A.8 •• NASHINGTON UNIVEPSITY. 1953 

".EO.· HAPVAPO UNIVEPSITY. 1956 

ED.O •• BOSTON UNIVEFSITY. 1961 

NOP"AN LOVE 

OIPECTOF. PU8LIC SAfETY 

8.A •• CHICAGO STATE UHIVEPSITY. 1914 

~.A •• GCVE~NO~S STATE UNIVEFSITY. 1916 

EO.O •• NOVA UNIVEFSITY. 1980 

8ENoIAHIN LOWE 
UNIV[~SITY P~DfESSD~ Of COHMUNICATIDN SCIENCE. 
CHLD 
8.A •• UNIVEFSITY Of 8IPHINGHAH. 1166 

H.S •• UNIVE~SITr Of WISCONSIN. 1968 

PH.D •• UNIVEPSITY Of WISCONSIN. 1910 

JOHN LOWE. III 

CHAIPPE~SON. DIVISION Of CDHHUNICATION OISO~DEPS. 

SHP 

UNlvEFSITY P~OfESSO~ Of CDHMUNICATIDN OISDFDE~S. 

SHP 

B.S •• EASTEFN ILLINOIS UNIVEPSITY. 19&4 
H.A .. UhlvtFSI TY Of ILLINOIS. 1~66 

PH.D.. UNIVEPSITY Of ILLINOIS. 1969 

JAY LUBINSKY 
UNIVEPSITY PPOfESSOF Of CO"HUNICATION OISOFOE~S. 
SHP 
8.A •• B~OOKLYN COLLEGE. 1961 

H.S •• 8~00KLYN COLLEGE. 191Z 

PH.D •• CASE WESTEFN PESEPVE UNIVE~SITY. 1911 

8~UN MAlEC 

UNlvE~SITY PFOFESSD~ Of HEALTH SEFVICES AOHINIS' 

HAll ON. SHP 

8.S.EO •• NO~THEPN ILLINOIS UNIVHSITr. 1966 

H.A •• NOFTHE~N ILLINOIS UNlvE~SITY. 1910 

PH.O •• SYPACUSE UNIVEFSITY. 1919 

CH~IS ~. HANHEI" 
LECTUFH. CBPA 
8.A •• LEWIS UNIVE~SITY. 1915 

M.A •• EAsrEFN ILLINOIS UNIVE~SITY. 1911 

PAUL 	 E. "A~TlNEl 
ASSISTANT "DIPECTOF. 8ILINGUAL/BICULTU~AL GPANT 
UNIVE~SITY PFOfESSD~ OF 6ILINGUAL/8ICULTU~AL 
EDUCATION. CHLD 
B.A •• EASTE~N NEW "EXICO UNIVE~SITY. 1914 

H.ED •• [ASTEFN NEW MEXICO UNIVE~SITY. 1915 

PH.D.. HEN MEXICO STATE UNIVEFSITY. 1919 

HAFIAN ". MAF2YNSKI 
UNIVEPSITY P~OFESSOP Of HEDIA CO""UNICATIONS (flLH). CAS 
H.A •• UHIVEPSITY OF WAPSAN. POLAND. 1951 

PPOfESSIONAL 	 CE~TlfICATE IN fILM OI~ECTING. POLISH 

fiLM ACADEMY. 1968 

.lAMES MASSEY 
UNIVE~SITY PPOFESSDF Of HEALTH SE~VICES AOMINIS· 
T~AlION. SHP 
8.A •• He MURFY COLLEGE. 1963 

".P.A•• UNIVERSITY Of MISSOURI. 1969 

OAVIO MATTEseN 
UNlvE~SITY P~OfESSO~ Of HUHAN PELATIONS SEPVICES' 
CHLO 
8.A •• ALfPEO ~NIVEFSITY. 1960 

8.0 •• COLGATE FOCHESTE~ DIVINITY SCHOOL. 1964 

PH.D •• 80STON UNIVE~SITY. 19&1 

J[NNlfE~ HAULDIN 

PEs[A~CH ASSOCIATE. IFP 

8.A •• AGNES SCOTT COLLEGE. 1911 

H.S •• DEPAUL UNIVEFSITY. 1919 

DAlE 	 f. ~AX 

CHAI~PE~SON. OIVISION Of ACCOuTING/fINANCE. C8PA 

UNlvE~SITY PPOfESSO~ Of BUSINESS AD"INISTPATIO~. 

CBPA 
8.S •• WAFTBU~GH COLLEGE. 19&& 
H.S •• UNIVHSI TY Of WISCONSIN. 1968 

PH.D.· UNIVEFSITY Of IOWA. 191Z 

LAPP' A. MCCLELLAN " 

UNIVE~SITY PFOfESSOF Of UF8AN STUDIES. CAS 

8.A •• OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE. 1966 

H.TH •• UNIVEFSITY Of CHICAGO. li69 

O.MIN •• UNIVEPSITY Of CHICAGO. 1910 

CU~TIS L. "CC~AY 
PFOVOST AND UNIVEFSITY VICE PFESIDENT fDF ACAOEHIC 
AHAIPS 
UNlvEFSITr PFOfESSO~ Of LITEPATUFE' CAS 
8.A •• KNOX COLLEGE. 1960 

PH.D •• UNIVEPSITY Of NESPASKA. 1968 

FICHAFD HCCFEA~Y 

UNIVEFSITY PFOfESSOF Of COMPOSITION' ELECTPDNIC 

"USIC. CAS 

8.S .. nD~IDA A l " UNIVEFSlTr. 1966 

H.A •• SQUTHEPN ILLINOIS UNIVEFSITY. 1910 

PH.D •• UNIVEFSITY Of 10~A. 1914 

HAPPIET A. "CINTDSH 

LECTUPEF. C8PA 

B.S •• UhIVE~SITY Of HISSDU~I. 1959 

H.EO •• UNIVE~SITY Of HISSOU~I. 1961 

PH.D •• UHIVOSITY Of HDHH DAKOTA. 1910 

~ILLIAH P. MCLEMO~E 

CHAI~PE~SON. DIVISION Of EDUCATION. CHLD 

UNIVEFSITY P~OfESSDF OF EOUCATIO~. CHLO 

B.S •• KENT STATE UNIVEPSITY. 1951 

H.ED •• KENT STATE UNIVEFSITY. 1963 

PH.D •• ~D~THWESTEFN UNIVEFSITY. 1911 

COUGLA S HCNUTT 

FESEAFCH ASSOCIATE TO COOFDINATE VETE~AN'S 

AffAIFS. fiNANCIAL AIDS 

8.A •• GCVEFNO~S STATE U~IVEFSITY. 1911 

H.A •• GCVE~NO~S STATE UNIVE~SITY. 1919 

..ON E. MENDELSON 
UNIVEFSITY PFOfESSD~ Of ENVIFDNMENTAL SCIENCE. CAS 
8.A •• HA~VA~O COLLEGE. 196Z 

~.A .. u~lvnSITY OF WISCONSIN. 19&8 

PH.D •• UNIVEFSITY OF WISCONSIN. 191Z 

SHELDON ~ENDELSDN 

UNIVEFSITY PPDfESSO~ OF OffiCE AD"INISTPATIDN. 

C8PA 

8.S •• F()CHESTEP INST! TUTE OF TEC~NDLOGY. 1961 

H.S •• SYPACUSE UNIVEFSITY. 1961 

PH.D •• CDLDkAUD STATE UNlvE~SITr. 1914 

DANIEL HENDDiA OE AFCE 

UNlvE~SITY PFOFESSD~ Of LATINO STUDIES. CAS 

PH.D.· UNIVEPSITY Of UFUGUAr. 1969 

POSTDDcrO~AL WDF«. ~UTGEPS UNIVEPSITr. 191Z 

~OSEPH MEFEDITH 

SU8JECT SPECIALIST/APCHIVES LI8~A~IAN. UL 

UNlvEFSITY P~OFESSOF OF LI8~A~' SCIENCE. UL 

8.A •• OLIVET COLLEGE. 1~34 
M.L.S •• UNIVE~SITY OF CALlfOPNIA. 1961 

SHAFfN[ "E~FITT 

UNlvE~SITr PFOfESSO~ Of POLITICAL SCIENCE. CAS 

8.A •• UNIVE~SITY Of ILLINOIS. 1968 

M.A .. CASE WESTEPN ~ESEFVE UNIVEFSIT" 1910 

PH.D •• C1SE WESTEFN FESEFVE UNIVERSITY. 1915 

GEDF GE "I CHEL 
UNlvEFSITY P~DFESSOF OF EOUCATIONAL ADHIHISTFATION 
AND SUPEFVISIDN. CHLO 
8.S •• BFOC«POFT STATE fEACHEPS COLLEGE. 1956 

~.A •• SAN F~ANCISCD STATE COllEGE. 1963 

EO. D•• STANfO~D UNIVE~SITY. 191Z 

., 

~OBEn L. HILAM 
OEAH. C~LLEGE or BUSIHESS AND PUBLIC 
AOMIHISHAT ION 
B.S •• UNI WEFSI TY or KENTUCKY, 1962 

H.S •• UHIWE~SITY or KEHTUCKY. 1~63 

PH.D •• NOFTH CA~OLINA STATE. 1968 

C. 	 EONA~O MIUEF 
UNhEFSITY PFOHSSOF or L1H SCIENCE' CAS 
B.A •• NC~THEFN ILLINOIS UHIWEFS1TY. 1966 

H.A •• NO~THEPN ILLINOIS UNIWEFS1TY. 1~69 

P~.O •• NO~THE~N ILLINOIS UNIWE~SITY. 1912 

CONAlO N. HILLEF 
UNI_ERISTY PPorESSOF or ECONOMICS. CBPA 
A.B •• INDIANA UNlfEFS1TY. 1964 

".B.A •• ~OOSEfELT UNIWE~SITY. 1969 

ED.o •• NOPTHERN ILLINOIS UNIHPSITY. 1978 

IFNIN HILLE~ 
UNlfEFSITY PFarESSOP or HEALTH SEFWICES ADMINIS' 
TFATION. SHP 
B.A •• NEN YOFK UNIWEFSITY. 1966 

M.A •• UNlfE~SITY or CHICAGO. 1970 

•• P.H•• UNlfEFSITY ur NOFTH CAPOLINA. 1971 

..I0YCE .O~BHG 
UNIVEFSITY PForESSOP or LirE SCIENCE. CAS 
B.S •• NOFTH DAKOTA STATE UNIWEFSITT. 1951 

•• 5 •• NOPTH OAKOTA STATE UNIfOSITY. 1955 

M.S •• UNIVEFSITY or "ISCONSIN. 1957 

PH.D •• ~NlvEFSITY or MISCONSIN. 1962 

SONYA MONFOE'CLAY 
UNlvEFSITY PForESSOF or HUMAN SEFVICES. CHLO 
B.A .. U~IVEFSI TY or ILLINOIS. 1959 

M.S •••• UNIVEPSITT or ILLINOIS. 1961 

..I0YCE C. MOFISHIT, 
UNIvE~SITY PForESSOF or AFT. CAS 
B.A •• NaPTHNESTEFN UNIfEFSITY. 1965 

M.A •• NOFTHNESTEPN UNIW[~SITT. 1966 

PH.O •• NOFTHM.STEFN UNIVEFSITY. 1979 

SUSAN B. MaHISS 
SEPIALS LIBFAFI'N. UL 
UNIH~SITY PFOHSSOF or LIBFAFT SCIENCE. UL 
B.A •• ST. OLAr COLLEGE. 1~72 
M.L.S •• INDIANA UNlvEFSITy. 1973 

M.B.A •• UNIVEFSITY or CHICAGO. 1919 

MAFGARET A. MO~TOH 

UNI_EFSITY p~orESSOF or BUSINESS EOUCATION/ 

orrlCE AOMINISTPATION. CBPA 

B.C.S •• OFAKE UNIVEFSITY. 1948 

H.S •• U~IVEFSITY or MrOMING. 1961 

PH.O •• UNIWEFSITY Qr NOFTH OAKOTA. 1972 

MELWYN M. MUCHNIK 
CHAIRPEFSON. OlvlSION or MEOlA COM"U~ICATIONS. CAS 
UNlvEFSITr PPorESSOF or CO~MUHICATIOHS. CAS 
B.S •• UNlvEFSITT or ~APYLANO. 1960 

M.A •• UNIVEFSITY or MAFTLANO. 1966 

PH.O •• UUHPSITY or OENHP. 1973 

fAFIO I. MUHAMHAO 
UNlvEFSITr FESEAPCH ISSOCIATE. TEACHEP COFPS GFANT 
CHLO 
M.A •• 8FADLEr UNIVEFSITy. 1970 

LOUIS P. MULE' 
UHIVEFSITY PForESSOF or ENVIFONMENTAL SCIENCE/CO­
~PEFATIVE EOUCATION. CAS 
B.S•• ST. LOUIS UNIVEFSITT. 1968 

M.S •• CHICAGO STATE UNlvEFSITy. 1972 

EUGENE J. NUCCIO 

LEC TUH~' CdPA 

B.A •• BGSTON COLLEGE' 1971 

IHNE O' CONNEP 

COUNSELGF rOF FEAOING ANa WFITING. CLA 

B.A •• UHlfEFSITY or COLOFAOO. 1974 

M.A .. UNI H~SI TY or ILLINOIS. 1978 

FOGEF K. OOEN 

CHAIFPEFSON. OIWISION or INTEPCULTUFAL STUOIES. 

CAS 

UNI'EFSITY PForESSOF or POLITICAL SCIENCE. CAS 

8.A .. N~PTH CAPOllNA CENTFAL UNIVEFSITY. 1970 

N.A •• UNIvEFS1TY or CHICAGO. 1972 

PH.O •• ~NIVE~SITY or CHICAGO. 1977 
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CHA'LES L. OLSON 
UHlfE~SITY PForESSOF or BUSINESS AOMIHISTFATION. 
CBPA 
B.S •• BOSTON UNIWE~SITY. 1960 

M.B.A •• BOSTON UNIfEFSITY, 1961 

H.B.A •• UNlfE~SITY or CHICAGO. 1912 

HEC TOF OHI1 
OIPECTO~. COMMUNITY SEPWICES 
U"I_E~SITY PPorESSOR or COMMUNICATION AND HUHAN 
SEFWICES. CHLa 
B.A •• ATLANTIC UNION COLLEGE. 1958 

H.O.W.. HCCOFMICK SEHINAPY. 1969 

S.T.H •• HCCOFHICK SEHIHAFY. 1970 

O.M •• HO~THEFN BAPTIST THEOLOGICAL SEMINA~Y AT 

LOHBAFO. 1979 

LEE ONE NS 
DIPECTOF. CENTEF rOF LEAPNING ASSISTANCE 
B.A •• PCO~EfELT UHIWEFS1TY. 1970 

•• ED •• LOYOLA UNIWEFSITr. 1~7l 

MHIA PAPPAS-NIKOLAS 
UNIVEFSITY PForESSOF or HUMAN ~ELATIONS SEPVICES. 
CHLO 
B.A •• NEST LI8EFTY STATE COLLEGE. NEST V1FGINIA' 

1910 

H.A •• NEST VIFGINIA UNIWEFSITY. 1972 

PH.a •• LOTOLA UNIWEFSITY. 1~76 

..UNE 	 O. PA TrON 
UNIVEFSITY PForESSOF or HISTOFT. CAS 
B.A •• FOOSEVELT UNIVEFSITY. 1967 

H.A •• POOSEHL T UNI VHSITY. 1968 

H.S.T •• UNIWEFSITY or CHICAGO. 1971 

PH.D •• UNIVEPSITY or CHICAGO. 1980 

..I0HN 	 PA YNE 
UNIVEPSITY PForESSOF or SCULPTUFE'CEPAMICS. CAS 
8.A •• BELOIT COLLEGE. 195~ 
M.S •• UNIVEFSITY or MISCONSIN. 1961 

M.r.A •• UNIWEFSITY or NISCONSIN. 1969 

FOSCOE O. PEFRITT 
UNlvEFSITY PPorESSOP or BUSINESS AOHINISTFATION. 
CBPA 
B.A •• BEPFT COLLEGE. 1956 

M.A •• PEA800Y COLLEGE. 1959 

EO.S.. PEA800Y COllEGE. 1961 

PH.O •• OHIO STATE UNIVEFSITy. 1965 

H.A.B.A •• GOWE~NOFS STaTE UNIWEFSITY. 1976 

CAFL 	 PETEPSON 
SUBJECT SPECIALIST/~ErEFENCE LI8FAPIAN. UL 
UN1vEFSITY PPOHSSOF or L1BFAPT SCIENCE. UL 
8.A.EO •• SCHOOL or THE AFT INSTITUTE (CHICAGO).
1954 

B.A.. SCHOOL or THE APT INSTITUTE (CHICAGO).
1954 

H.S.EO •• CHICAGO STATE UNIVE~SITY. 1910 

ANOHN ..I. PET~O 
CHAlfPEFSON. DIVISION or ECONOMICS/MAPKETING. CBPA 
UNlvEPSITT PPorESSOP or ECONOMICS. CBPA 
B.S •• OEPAUL UNIVEPSITY. 1953 

~.B.A •• OEPAUL UNIV£FSITY. 1954 

PH.O •• MICHIGAN STATE UNIVEFSITY. 1966 

LINOA GAIL PHILLIPS 
UNIYEFSITY LECTUFEP or "EOIA COMMUNICATIONS. CAS 
B.A •• "AFSHALL UNIVEPSITY. 1913 

M.r.A •• OHIO UNIVEFSITY. 1978 

vlPGINIO L. PIUCCI 
UNIVEFSITY VICE PFESIOENT. INSTITUTIONAL FESEAPCH 
AHa PLANNING 
UNlvE"SITY pPorESSO~ or PUBLIC SHVICE. CSPA 
8.E •• STATE UNlvEFSITY or NEN YO~K (NEN PALTl). 

1949 

M.A •• COLUM81A UNlvEFSITT. 1951 

ED.O •• UNIVEFSITY or rLOPIOA. 1955 

SUZANNE PFESCOTT 
UNIVEFSITY p~orESSO~ or HUMAN OEVELOPMENT. CHLO 
B.A •• LAKE rOFEST COLLEGE. 1963 

PH.C •• UNIVEfSITY or CHICAGO. 1974 

FOsUT P. PHSS 
UNIVEFSITY PForESSOF or INTE~NATIONAL EOUCAT10N. 
CAS 
B.A •• ANTIOCH COLLEGE. 1960 

".A •• NEW YOFK UNIVEPSITY. 1962 
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~ICHA~D S. ~"D[ 
DI~ECTO'. ADMISSIONS' STUOENT REC'UITMENT 
I.A •• ~'OVIOENCE COLLEGE. 1964 

M.A •• UNIVE'SITY or VI~GINIA. 1961 

MAU 	 C. PPlE8E 
UNIVE~SITY P~OFESSO~ OF MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY. SHP 
8.S •• MILLIKIN UNIWE~SITY. 1910 

M.S •• TEMPLE UNIVEPSITY. 1911 

MI CHAEl PU~ OY 
UNIVE'SITY p'orESSO~ OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCE. 
CHLO " 
8.S •• STATE UNIVEFSITY OF NEW YOFK' 1961 

M.S•• KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY. 1969 

PH.O •• OHIO UNIV[FSITY. 1911 

FICHA~D FAINS8EPGER 

R[GlST"R

8.A •• MCUNT UNlaN COLLEGE. 196Z 
M.A •• OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY. 1966 

PH.a •• UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDa. 197& 

HUGH 	 'ANIl 

UNlvE~SITY PROFESSOR or [NGlISH LITE~ATURE. CAS 

8.A •• U~IVEFSITY aF NOTFE DAME. 1954 

M.A •• U~IVEFSITY aF NOTFE DAME. 1955 

PH.O •• ~NIVEF5ITY aF NOTPE OAME. 1969 

PAMELA ~. fE8ECK 

UNIVERSITY PPorESSOR or SPECIAL EOUCATION. CHLO 

8.A •• CALIFOfNIA STATE UNIVERSITY. NO~THRIOGE' 

1911 

M.S •• ILLINOIS INSTITUTE ar TECHNOLOGY. 1913 

PH.O •• ILLINOIS USTITUTE aF TECI-NOLOGY. 1911 

OUID FEE VE 

UNIVERSITY PForESSOF or THEATFE. CAS 

8.5 •• INDIANA UNIVE~SITY. 1966 

M.A •• UhlVEFSITY OF WYOMING. 1967 

vlNlCIO H. R[yES 

UNIVERSITY PForESSO~ or 8ILINGUAL/8ICULTU~AL 

EOUCATION. CHLO 

L.I.C•• CATHOLIC UNIVEPSITY or ECUAOOR. 1951 

L.I.c•• CATHOLIC UNIVEPSITY OF ECUAOOF. 1960 

M.EO •• LOYOLA UNIVERSITY (CHICAGO). 1968 

PH.O •• LOYOLA UNIVE~SITY (CHICAGO). 1915 

SANG'O .HEE 
UNlvE~SITY PFOFESSOR or HEALTH SE~VICES AOMINIS' 
nATION- SHP 
8.A •• SEOUL NATIONAL UNltEPSITY. 1965 

8.A•• a~LAHOMA CITY UNIVE~SITY. 1966 

M.S.W •• UNIVE~SITY or MICHIGAN. 1968 

M.A •• U~IVE~SITY or HICHIGAN. 1910 

PH.O •• UNIVEPSITY OF MICHIGAN. 1915 

HO.A~O A. R08ERTS 
UNivERSITY PPorESSOF or ENVI~DNM[NTAL SCIENCE. CA. 
8.S •• UNIVE~SITY or ILLINOIS. 1961 

N.A •• GtWERNORS STATE UNIVEhSITY. 1911 

PH.O •• ~NIVEPSITY or ILLINOIS. 1981 

H[RIERT ~08INSON 

OIPECTOR. FINANCIAL AID " 

8.A •• PHILANOE~ SMITH COLLEGE. 1968 

M.ED •• LINCOLN UNIVEFSITY. 1912 

MILLIAM hOGGE 
UNivERSITY PRorESSOF OF HUMAN PELATIONS SEFVICES. 
CHLO 
8.S •• UNIVE~SITY OF WISCONSIN. 1950 

M.S •• U~IVEPSITY or WISCONSIN. 1951 

EO.O •• UNIVE~SITY or ILLINOIS. 1963 

TULSJ 8. SA~AL 

UNlvEFSITY PRorESSOP OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCE· 

CHLO 

I.A•• PUN~A8 UNIVEPSITY. 1951 

M.A.' LUC~NOW UNIVERSITY. 1959 

M.A •• UNIVE~SITY or PENNSYLWANIA. 1965 

PH.O •• UNIVERSITY or ILLINOIS. 1969 

IIA~ Y SCHELLHORN 

"[AO OF CATALOGING/SUIJECT SPECIALIST. UL 

UNlvE~SITY P~DFESSOR or LI8FAFY SCIENCE- UL 

I.A •• UMIVEF51TY or NOFTH DAKOTA' 1966 

M.A •• U~IVE~SITY OF IOWA. 1968 

M.A •• GtVE~NO.S STATE UNIVERSITY. 1911 

PAUL 	 ~. SCH~ANi 
UNIWEFSITY P~OfESSOF or PHOICGfAPHY. CAS 
B.F.A •• OHIO UNIWE~SITY. 1910 

H.A •• GCVEFNO~S STATE UNIVEFSITY. 1913 

M.r.A •• NO~IHEFN ILLINOIS UNIVE~SITY. 1918 

THFI SCHWARTi 
UNlvEFSITY PForESSOF or PSYCHOLOGY. CHLD 
8.A •• PEEO COLLEGE. 1910 

flFOUK SHlA8AN 
UNIVE~SITY PForESSOF or BUSINESS ADHINISTFATION. 
CBPA 
8.C •• AL[XlNOFIA UNIVEfSITY. 1960 

H.S •• SOUTHEFN ILLINOIS UNIVEFSITY. 1966 

PH.D •• UNIVEPSITY or ILLINOIS. 191Z 

A10A SHEKIB 
UNIvEFS1TY PForESSO~ or 8USINESS ADMINIST~ATIO~. 
C8PA 
8.A •• ALEXANDRIA UNIVEFSITY. 1960 

M.8.A •• INDIANA UNIVE~SIIY. 1964 

PH.O •• UNIVEFSITY Dr ILLINOIS. 1910 

C.M.A •• INSTITUTE or "ANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING. 1975 

C.P.A •• STATE or TENNESSEE. 1916 

NANCY BENTGN SHE~ICK 

UNlvnSITY PFOHSSO~ or SPECIAL EDUCATlaN. CHLD 

B.A •• OHIO STATE UNIVE~SITY. 1941 

M.EO •• PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNlvEFSITY. 1960 

EO.D •• PENNsrLVANIA STATE UNIVOSlTr. 11173 

CaNNA L. S/[M~O 

UNlvE~SITY p~orESSO~ or SCIENCE EOUCATION. CAS 

8.S.EO •• COhCO~OI A TEACHOS COLLEGE· 1963 

H.S.EO •• NO~THE~N ILLINOIS UNIWE~SIIY. 1910 

PH.O •• UNIWE~SITr or IOWA. 1914 

HEFMAN SIEVEFING 
UNIVERSITY PRorESSOP Dr ENGINEEFING SCIENCE. CAS 
8.S •• UhlVEFSITY or ILLINOIS. 1966 

M.S •• UhlV(FSITY Dr ILLINOIS. 1961 

PH.D •• UNIV(FSITY or ILLINOIS. 1971 

KENNETH H. SIL8E~ 

UNIVEPSITY p~orESSOF Dr COMMUNICATION SCIENCE. 

CHLD 

8.A •• UNIVEFSITY or FOCHESTE~' 1965 

M.S •• UNIVEFS1TY or SDUTHEPN CALlrOFNIA. 1961 

PH.a •• UNIVEFSITY OF SOUTHEFN CALlrO~NIA' 1969 

JEAN 	 ~. SINGEP 

DIPECTO~. UNIVE~SITY LI8~AFY 

UNIVE~SITY PForESSDh or LI8fAFY SCIENCE. UL 

8.E •• CHICAGO STATE UNIWE~SITY. 1946 

M.A.L.S •• POSAhY COLLEGL' 191U 
MEL SLO TT 

UNlvEhSITY PhOr(SSOp or THEAThE. CAS 

8.A.' OHIO SUTE UNIVEFSITY. 1958 

M.A •• OHIO STAT. UNIVEPSITY. 1960 

PH.O •• OHIO STATE UNIVE~SITY. 1966 

8HIA~A SMI TH 

DEAN (ACTING'. SPECIAL PPOGhAMS l CO_TINUING 

EDUCAT ION 

8.A •• UNIVEFSITY or OENWEh. 1951 

M.A •• UNIVE~SITY or DENVEh. 1953 

LINDA C. STEINEP 

UNlvE~SITY PForESSOP or JOU~NALISM. CAS 

8.A •• UhlVEfSITY or PENNSYLVANIA' 191Z 

PH.D •• UNIVE~SITY or ILLINOIS. 1919 

MICHAEL STELNICKI 

OIPECTOF or PFODUCTION. CHLD 

UNIVEFSITY PFDrESSO~ or COMMUNICATION SCIENCE. 

CHLD 
8.A •• OEPAUL UNIVEPSITY. 1961 

M.A •• NOPTHWESTEPN UNIVHSITY. 1968 

EO. D•• NOPTHEFN ILLINOIS UNIVEPSITY. 1980 

CHL 	P. STOVEF 

UNIVEFSITY PFOr(SSOF or PUBLIC SEFVICE' C8P, 

8.A •• STANrDFD UNIVEPSITY. 1969 

H.A •• UhlVEhSITY or MINNESOTA. 1913 

PH.O •• UNIVER~ITY or MINNESOTA. 191e 

~UOOLr snu~orr 

UNIVEFSITY PfDrESSO~ or VOCAL MUSIC. CA. 

8.M.E •• ANO~EWS UNIVE~SITY. 1960 

H.MUS •• MICHIGAN STATE UN1VEPSITY. 1964 

PH.O •• MICHIGAN STATE UNIVEFSITY. 1910 
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DAVID SUUOICtI 
PSYCHOMET~IST. STUD£NT DEVELOPMENT 
UNlvEFSITY p~orESSO~ or COUNSELING IN STUDENT 
OEHLOPNE NT 
B.S •• ILLINOIS STATE UNIWEPSITY. 1965 

H.A •• UNIVE~SITY or NO~THE~N COLO~ADO. 1966 

PH.C •• UNIWEPSITY or NO~THE~N COLOPADO. 1969 

_ILLiAH SWENSON 
LECTUH~. C8PA 
A.B •• UhlWEkSITY OF CHICAGO. 1965 

PH. C •• UNIWE~SITY Or CHICAGO. 1974 

CA~OLYN ~. TALBOTT 
CQOFOINATO~. COOPE~ATIWE EDUCATION. CHLO 
UNIW[~SITY PForESSO~ or HUHAN ~ELATIONS SEPWICES. 
CHLO 
B.S •• BCWLING GkEEN STATE UNIWE~SITY. 1950 

~.ED •• UNIW£kSITY or ClhCINNATI. 196Z 

EO.O•• UNIHPSITY or TOLEDO. 1916 

H. 	 CATHEFINE TAYLOk 
ASSISTANT 	 OlkECTOk. ADMISSIONS' STUDENT ~ECRUIT' 
HNT 
8.A •• UNIWEkSITY Of ILLINOIS. 1910 

".A•• 60WEPNOPS STATE UNIVEFSITY. 1913 

SHEAOFICK TILLNAh III 

ASSOCIATE WICE PP<SIOENT. PESEAPCH 

B.S •• SGUTHEFN ILLINOIS UNIVEPSITY. 1961 

H.S.EO •• SOUTHEkN ILLINOIS UNIWEkSITY. 1910 

EO.O.. NOkTHEPN ILLINOIS UNlWEPSI n. 1979 

_ILLlAH TONEF 
UNIVEkSITY PPOfESSOF Of ENVIFONMENTAL PLAhNING. 
CAS

'.5.• CALlfOPNIA STATE UNIWEFSITY. 1910 

N.P.A •• CALlfOkNIA STATE UNIWEPSITY. 1971 

$"A~IIOIi TPOY 
PEfE~ENCE LI8~A~IAN. UL 
UNIVE.SITY P~OfESSO' Of LI8~A~Y SCIENCE. UL 
••A•• NA1APET" COLLEGE' 196Z 
M.A •• UNIWEPSITY OF ~OCHESTEP. 1964 

N.L.S •• FUTGEkS UNIWE'SITy. 1966 

~OPOAN A. TSOLAKIOES 
UNIvE~SITY PFOfESSO~ Of BUSINESS ADMINISTFATION. 
CBPA 
B.S •• UhIWE~SITY OF THESSALONIKI. 1956 

H.S •• NICHIGAN STATE UNIWE"SITY. 196Z 

PH.D •• HICHIGAN STATE UNIWE~SITY. 1968 

DALE J. ~NOE.WOOO 
UN hE' SITY P[StAPCH ASSOC IA TE. TEACH H COPPS GFANT 
CHLD 
B.A •• UhIWE~SITY Of fLOkIOA. 1964 

H.A •• UNIWHSITY OF fLOkIOA. 1966 

tlENNETH VAN OO~E_ 
UNIvE~SITY P~OFESSO~ Of ALCOHOLISM SCIENCES. SHP 
8.A •• BFOOKLYN COLLEGE. 1949 

~.A •• MAYhE STATE UNIWE~SITY. 1951 

DALE 	 H. WELKOVIT. 
L[CTUH~. C8PA 
8.5•• SOUTHEP~ ILLINOIS UNIIE~SITY. 1971 

".8.A •• SOUTHE~N ILLINOIS UNIWE~SITY. 1~7e 

C.P.A •• STATE Of ILLINOIS. 1919 

ALHA 	 NALKE~ WINYA~O 
UNIVE~SITY p~OrES$Ok Of ENGLISH. CAS 
8.A •• CLA~K COLLEGE. 196~ 
M.S •• UNIWEkSITY or TENNESSEE. 1969 

PH.D •• UNIWEF~ITY Of TENNESSEE. 1913 

UCHAPO ~. VGF M[FK 
UNIWE~$ITY P~OFESSOk Of PU8LIC AC"INIST~ATION. 
C8PA 
B.A •• UNI WEUITY Of NO TH DAME. 1956 

H.A •• LGYOLA UNJWE~SITY (CHICAGO). "63 
H.A •• I_DIANA UNIWEFSITY. 1966 

PH.D •• INOlANA UNIVE~~ITY. 1911 

JOHII · MA5SENU~ 
LECTUH~. CBPA 
B.A •• CALWIII COLLEGE. 1971 

M.A •• ~ICHIGAN STATE UNIVE~SITJ. 1976 

ANTHUNY _0 

UIIIWE'SITY PPUfESSOP OF PHILOSOPHY. CAS 

a.A •• SALESIAN UNIWEPSITY. 1958 

M.A •• SALE£IAII UNIVEkSITY. 1962 

S.S.L •• PONTIFICAL 818LICAL INSTITUTE' 1964 

PH.D •• UNIWEPSITY OF f'EI8UFG. 1969 

N.L.S •• UNIWEkSITY OF PITTS8U'GH. 1911 

JANE WELLS 
U"lvE~SITy p~orESSO~ or BUSINESS AO"INIST~lTION. 
C8PA 
B.A •• NA~YCkEST CuLLEGE. 1966 

H.S •• UhIWE~SITY or IOWA. 1961 

PH.D •• ~NIWEPSITY or IOWA. 1910 

SANDPA WhIT AH~ 
UNIVE~SITY PFOFESSO. OF PSYCHOLOGY. CHLO 
8.A •• WAYNE STATE UNIWE~SITY. 1959 

H.A •• WAYNE STATE UhIWE~SITY. 1961 

Ph.D •• HICHIGAh STATE UNIWE~SITY. 191Z 

KENNETH k. WhITTEHO~E 

CHAIPPEkSON. DIVISION or HEALTH SE~WICES 

AO"lhIST~ATION. SHP 

UNIVE~SITY PkorESSOk Of HEALTH SERVICES AOHINIS· 

TPATION. SHP 

8.A •• ST. LAW~EhC< UNIVEPSITY. 1956 

N. OIV •• TUfTS UNIVEFSITY. 1959 

PH.D •• E"O~Y UNIWEFSITY. 1911 

wILLIAM WICtlEPSHAM 

OIFECTOk. PHYSICAL PLANT OPERATIONS 

8.S.N.E •• UNIWE~SITY Of ILLINOIS. 1961 

JANE 	 WICKLUND 
LECTUH •• CHLO 
B.A •• 8CWLlhG GkEEN STATE UNIVEkSITY. 1954 

H.A •• NO~THWE5TE~N UNUEHITY. 1969 

PH.D •• hOPTHWiSTEkN UNIWE.SITY. 1916 

KENNETH f. WIEG 
UNIWERSITY PPOfESSOk Of HUMAN LEAkNING AND OEWEL' 
OPMENT. CHLO 
B.B.A •• UhlWEFSITY Of MISCOhSIN. 1948 

B.D •• NOPTHWESTE~N LUTHEFAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINAFY. 

1951 

H.5 •• UNIWE~SITY Of O~EGON. 1967 

PH.D •• UNlWEPSITY Of OHGON. 1913 

PEGGY ELE~NOk WILLIAHS 
OIFECTO~ TEACHEk CO~PS GFANT. CHLO 
UNIWEFSITY PPOfESSOF OF PEAOlhG AND LANGUAGE AkTS. 
CHLO 
8.S •• UNIVEFSITY or ILLINOIS. 1951

".5.• UhlWEFSITY or CHICAGO. 197Z 

PH.D •• UNIWEPSITY OF CHICAGO. 1980 

8UFOPO E. NILSON 
UNIvEkSITY PFOfESSOF OF PSYCHOLOGY. CHLO 
8.A •• UNIWEFSITY Of NEWADA. 1961 

PH.D •• UNIHFSITY Of NEVADA. 1911 

AUDPEY kl TlHAN 
UNIIEkSITY PFOFESSOk Of EAPLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION. 
CHLO 
8.A •• EUPEKA COLLEGE' 1958 

".[0•• NATIONAL COLLEGE Of EDUCATION. 196Z 

PH.D •• NdkTHNESTEPN U~IVEPSITY. 1916 

LONN WOLf 
UNIVEPSITY P~OFESSOk Of PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELING. 
CHLO 
B.A .. U~lvnSITY Of CHIC~GO. 1910 

M.S •• YALE UNIWEPSITY. 1911 

PH.D •• YALE UNIWE~SITY. 1915 

AOOISO_ WOOONA~O 
CHAIPPE~SON. DIWISION Of PSYCHOLOGY AND 
COUNSELING. CHLO 
UNlvEkSITY P'OFESSO~ or PSYCHOLOGY. CHLO 
B.S •• C.N •• POST COLLEGE' 1964 

".A •• CGNNECTICUT COLLEGE. 1966 

PH.D •• UNIWEFSITY or TORONTO. 1968 

$.... 	LUYI"lAlI lAKE 
U~lvEkSITY P~OfESSOk Of CULTUkAL ANTH~OPOLO'Y. CAS 
L.L.8 •• UNIWE~SITY or LONDON. 1951 

8APPISTE~·AT·L~M. G~AYS INN. LONDON 

H.CCHP. LAN. UNIVEkSITY OF CHICAGO. 1958 

PH.D •• hO~THWESTE~N UNIWEkSITY. 1961 

LEON 	 .I. ~AL[kSKI 
UNIWE~SITY PPOfCSSOk Of SCIENCE EDUCATION. CAS 
8.5 •• CALlfOPNIA STATE COLLEGE. 1965 

H.EO •• INDIANA UNlWi:FSITY Of PENNSnUNIA. 1969 

Ph.D .. UNIVE~SITY Of 10M.. I9H 

PA HELA lENEF 
TUTC~IAL COOPOINATOk. CLA 
B.A •• INDIANA UNI WEF SITY. 1969 

LINDA K. llEHANN 
UNIVEPSITY PPOFESSOP Of NUPSING. SHP 
8.S.N•• OHIO STATE UNIWEPSTIY. 1962 

M.S.h •• GOWEFNOPS STATE UNIWE~SITY. 1918 
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University Course Index 237 
ANE~ICAN rO.EIGN POLICY CAS 531' 

ANE.ICAN HISTO~Y SEMINA., CAS 1264 

AM"ICAN LAM AND THE NEG~oa HISTO'ICAL ANAL'SIS CAS 1141
University AME'ICA. LITEPATURE I CAS 1130 

AME'ICAN LITERATU'E II CAS 3140 

Course Index 
A GOLDEN TH.EAD' l511 YEA~S OF SOLA~ TECHNOLOGY CAS 5l9F 

A LA. IN .aNDLING SYAFf AND ITUOENT ST.ESS IN THE SCHOOLS 

HlO 1"" 

AINOINAL "YCHDLDGY HLO 51JO 

ACADEMIC COMMITTEE SEMINA~ IN HUNAN SE.VICES HLO 611. 

ACCOUNTING AND CON'UTE. INTEG.ATION IPA 5131 

ACCOUNYING FO. ADNINIST.ATIVE CONT~OL IPA .101 

ACCOUNTING Fa. HEALTH SE.VICE D.GANIIAT10NS BPA 1110 

ACCOUNTING FO~ NON-'.OfIT AND 'UILIC SE~VICE OIGANIIATIONS 

I'A 5150 

ACCOUNTING INFO.NATION SYSYEMS IPA 8110 

ACCOUNTING THEO~Y IPA 3110 

ACTING STYLES AND THEO~IES CAS 6431 

ADLE.IAN FANILY COUNSELING HLD 1560 

ADNINIST~ATION AND SU'E.VISIDN IN IUSINESS EDUCATION 8PA IIZZ 

ADNINIST~ATION AND SU'E~VISION I. HUNA. SE.VICES HLO 6110 

ADNINIST'ATIVE LAM BPA 5940 

ADOLESCENCE HLD 5040 

ADULTHOOD HLO 5050 

AIVANCE PIINTNAKING I'NDODCUT TECHNIIUES (ILACK A.D MHITE ~ELIEr' 

CAS 5462 

ADVANCED ACCOUNTING IPA 4111 

ADVANCED ACTING CAS 6191 

ADVA.CED COLO' TELEVISION P.ODUCYIO. CAS 6110 

AIVANCED CONMUNICATION .ESEA~CH HLD 1040 

AOVANCEO CONCEPTS IN NU~SING CARE SHP 915l 

ADVANCED CONDUCYIN' CAS 8041 

ADVANCED CINSUNEI ECONOMICS FD.UM IPA 5105 

ADVANCED DESI'N '~INCIPLES II' 2-D DESI'N P.OILENS CAS 51JI 

AOVANCED D~ANING. LirE STUDY AS AISTRACTIDN AND EX"ESSIDN 

CAS 5102 

ADVANCED EXPE~INENTAL 'SYCHDLO'Y HLD 5060 

ADVANCED rlNANCIAL MANAGEMENT 8PA 8310 

ADVANCED GENE~AL PSYCHOLOGY HLD 5010 

ADVANCED INDIVIOUAL THERA'Y TECHNIOUES' ADULT HtO 154' 

ADVANCED INOIVIDUAL THE.APY TECHNIOUES, CHILD HLO 1543 

ADVANCED MATE'IALS ANa P'ESENTATION NO'KSHOP CAS 5151 

ADVANCED O~GANIC CHEMIST.Y CAS 5215 

ADVANCED PAINTING AND D.AMING CAS 51.0 

ADVANCED PHDTO"A'HIC TECHNloUES CAS 3150 

ADVANCED P.INTNAKIING. SE.IG~APHY/LITHD'.APHY CAS 5500 

ADVANCED P.INTMAKIN' II' COLO. ~EDUCTION MDOOCUT CAS 5463 

ADVANCED ~EAOIN' FOR 81LINGUAL STUDENTS CAS JI51 

AOVANCEO REHABILITATIVE AUDIOLOGY SH' 8000 

AOVANCED SEMINA' IN PSYCHOANALTTIC THEO'Y HLD 1211

AOVANCED TECHNIOUEI, _ _ _ HLO 8530 

ADVANCED THEO.IEI IN COUNSELING AND THE~APY HLD 1125 

ADVE.TISIN' I'A 455. 

ADVE.TISING AS COMMUNICATION HLD 5510 

ADVE.TISING ST'ATE'Y AND CDNSUNE' 'EHAVIO~ HLO 5600 

ADVOCACY IN HUMAN SE.VICES HLD ,.11 

AESTHETIC EDUCATION CAS 5490 

AESTHETICS CAS 1220 

Ar.ICAN CIVILIIATIONS CAS 5152 

Ar.ICAN HISTO.Y CAS JI60 

Af.ICAN POLITiCS CAS 5254 

Ar.ICAN SOCIETIES CAS 32.1 

Ar.ICA.-AME.ICA. HISTO.Y CAS 4211 

AF'O-AME.ICAN MUSIC CAS 5060 

AI. OIALITY ~ESEAICH CAS 515. 

ALCOHIl , ALCOHOl DE'ENOENCY MO'KSHOP SH' 119A 

ALCOHOL AND SUICULTU'ES SH' 5015 

ALCOHOL' LloUID SUNSHINE (AN AVAILAILE FUEL ALTE'.ATIVE' 

cAS SUE 

ALCOHOliC PAT lEN', NU.SING PE.S'ECTIVE SHP 5011 

ALCDHOlIS. caU.SELIN' rlELD '~ACTICUM I IHP 4201 

ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING rlELD P'ACTICUM II SHI' 420Z 

ALCOHOliSM COUNSELING FIELD P'ACTICUM III SHP UO]

ALCDHOLIS. COU.SELIN' rlELO P.ACTICUM IV SH' 4204 

ALCOHOLISM COUNSELD.·S ~OLE SHP 4610 

ALCOHOliSM IN TN( MET.OPOLITAN A'EA SHP 522A 

ALCOHOLISN PIOGIA. AONINISTIATION SHP JOII 

ALCOHOLISM. G'IEr AND .[COVE~Y SHP 524A 

ALCOHOLISM' ASPECTS or PERSONALITY I.TEG'ATION SH' ello 

ALCOHOLISM' IIOLO'ICAL lASES OF IENA'I" SHP 5405 

ALCOHOLISM' COMMUNICATION SKILLS SHP 31]5

ALCOHOLISN' CO.MUNITY EDUCATION ANa P~EVENTION SHP 3142 

ALCOHOLIS.' CO.HUNITY SE.VICES A.O O.GANIZATIDNS SHP 314J 

ALCOHOLISM' COUNSELl.' CHA.ACTE'ISTICS SMP e200 

ALCOHOLISH' COUNSELING THEO.Y AND P.ACTICE SHP 9140 

ALCOHOLISM' OYSfUNCTIONAL rAMILIES SHP 521A 

ALCOHOLISM' PHYSIOLOGY 'PHA~MACOLo&Y SHP 460J 

ALCOHOLISM' .ECOVE~Y AND SEXUALITY SH' 5205 

ALCONOLISMI SELr-HELP ,.OUPS SHP 534. 

ALCOHOLISM' THEO.IES AND INTE"ENTION METHDOS SHP 5490 

ALCOHOLISM' THE~APEUTIC AP'.OACHES A.O TECHNIOUES SHP SO.5 

ALCOHOLIIM' "AININ' METHODOLO'Y AND DELIVE'Y SKILLS SH' "I' 

AL"B~A IPA J401 

ALlEIMUIfE AP"OACN(S TO HULTH CAIE SHP 5Ior 

AL,t••ATIV£ HELPIN' MOlES rD. NOMEN HtO 5"0 

AMIULAToay CA.E ISSUES. 'LANNI.' A.O UPU.UUTJON SlIP 7000 

AM,aICAN ARTI YHt rOLl T.AOITIONS CAS 5114 

AMEPICAN NATIONAL 'OVE.NMENT 8PA 3902 

AME~ICAN NEG~O SLAVE_Y CAS 5311 

AMEPICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT BPA 5950 

AMEPICAN PU8LIC AOO~ESS CAS 8009 

AME~ICAN U_BAN HISTO.Y CAS 1230 

AN INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO ALCOHOLISM T.EATMENT, THE'APEUTIC 

PA~AOOX ANa ~EF~AMING SHP 50lC 

AN I.T~OOUCTION TO VILLAGE AND TOMN PLANNING CAS 52,. 

ANALYSIS OF FI.ANCIAL STATEMENTS B'A .360 

ANALYSIS or rlNANCIAL STATEMENTS .PA 4J15 

ANALYSIS or VE~BAL BEHAVIO. SHP 3048 

ANIMAL BEHAVIO. SEMINA. CAS 8160 

ANIMAL IEHAVIO" FIELD STUDIES I CAS 5404 

ANIMAL BEHAVIO~: FIELD STUDIES II CAS 53" 

ANIMAL &EHAVIO.' INT.ODUCTION CAS 5360 

ANIMATION CAS 6'6Z 

ANT._O'OLOGY Fa' PLANNE~S CAS 6125 

ANTH~OPOLOGY or 'OLITICAL INSTITUTIONS CAS 1e3J 

APHASIA SEMINA. SH' eOl5 

A"LIEO APP~OACHES TO HUMAN COMMUNICATION HLD eoeJ 

A'PLIEO FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING BPA 8140 

APPLIED MUSIC CAS 5160 

APPLIED ~EG~ESSION ANALYSIS BPA e466 

AOUATIC CHEMIST'Y CAS 8090 

A~CHITECTU~AL PHOTOG~A'HY CAS 5413 

ARCHITECTU~AL STYLES , TE~NINOLO'Y USE IN CON'EMPD~A~Y ANE~ICA 

BPA 3606 

A~T AND SOCIETY CAS 5590 

ART HISTORY - EGY,TIAN CAS 5D1A 

A.T HISTO~Y--AMERICAN CAS 501B 
A.T OF ArpO-AME~ICANS CAS 5010 

A.T OF CENT~AL AFRICA CAS 5313 

A~T OF FI.ST AMERICANS (AMERICAN-INDIANS' CAS 5311 

ART OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC CAS 5081 

APT OF MEST AF~ICA CAS 5312 

ART SINCE 1945 CAS 5594 

ARTFO'MS CAS 5019 

A~TICULATION DISO~DE~S SHP 3185 

ASCENT or MAN CAS 5261 

ASIAN AME~ICAN MO.KSHOP CAS 5109 

ASIAN-AMEPICAN LITE'ATU~E CAS 6156 

ASSESSIN' EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES CAS 5330 

AST~ONOMY IN THE CLASS'OON CAS 504A 

AUOIOLOGY rOR NON-AUDIOLOGISTS SHP 523E 

AUOIT CONCEPTS ANa STANOA~DS B'A 4140 

AUDIT THEO., AND 'HILOSO'~Y BPA 8110 

AUTOMATION IN LIB~ARIES HLO 599A 

8ASIC SCENIC ELEMENTS CAS 6110 

BE'INNIN' COUNSELING' HUMAN ~ELATION SKILLS HLD 8120 

8EHAVI0~ P~INCIPLES IN COMNUNICATION OIS~DE~S SHP 1160 

BEHAVIO~ PRINCIPLES IN SPEECH-LANGUA'E PATHOLOGY. I SHP 100G 
BEHAVID. P~I.CIPLES IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY. III IHP eOGJ 
8EHAVI0~ P~INCI'LES IN SPPECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLI'Y. II SlIP 100H 
8EHAVIO~ P~OBLEMS HLD 6Jl0 

BEHAVIOP PROBLEMS FO~ CLASSROOM TEACHE~S ~LO 6500 

BEHAVIOR THE'APY HLO 1565 

IEHAVIO~AL ~ESEARCH IN BUSINESS BPA 4422 

8EYOND TEXTBOOK SCIENCE CAS 8190 

8EYOND VALUE CLA~lrICATION. P1AGET A.O KOHLBE.' CAS 5040 

BIBLE AS LITERATUPE IN SOCIAL CONTEXT CAS 6541 

BIOCHEMIST~Y: LABO~ATORY CAS 5402 

BIOCHEMIST~Y: LECTURE CAS 5403 

BlorEEDBACK I SELF-RE'ULATION HLO 5202 

BIOGAS DIGESTE'S Fa' FA~MS CAS 5Z9C 

BIOLOGY or LOCAL MAMMALS CAS 5510 

BLACK CHILD IN THE SUIU~BAN leHOOLS HLD 19'A 

BLACK COMPOSElS CAS 8042 

BLACK O'AMA CAS 51'0 

BLACK HUMO. CAS 5110 

BlACK L ITE~ATURE I CAS SilO 

BLACK LITE.ATU~E II CAS 5130 

8LACK O~ATOPY CAS 5065 

BLACK VALUES ANa U~IAN TEACHE~ EOUCATION HLO 1620 

BLACK MOMEN IN AME.ICAN HISTO.Y CAS 5110 

BLACK NOMEN IN LITE~ATU'E CAS 51]3 

BLACK/MHITE SOCIETY AND THE DELIVE.Y or HUMAN SE~VICES HLO "]0

8'EAST CANCE. UPOATE SH' 520B 

B.ITISH/CANAOIAN THEAT~E EX'E.IENCE CAS 6ZI0 

8'OAOCAST JOURNALISM CAS 6961 

B'OADCASTING I. AMERICA CAS 6960 

BUSINESS AND THE PUBLIC IN'E.EST BPA 8491 

8USIMESS CONMUNICATION BPA 3103 

IUSINESS LAM I BPA J125 

BUSINESS LAM II 8PA 31Z6 

8USINESS POLICY IPA 4499 

CALCULUS ro~ BUSINESS B'A J404 
CAPITALIIATION THEO'Y 'TECHNI'UES B'A 460e 
CA'EE. EDUCATIO. IN SCHOOLS HLD 6330 

CA. EEl' 'ATHS ANa LIFESTYLE CHOICES SHP 5410 

CA.188EAN HISTORY CAS 5J59 
C"AM8[~ MUSIC ENSEH8LE CAS 5110 

CHA'ACTE~ISTICS or 8EHAVI0. DlsoaOE'ED STUOENTS HLO '611 

CHA'ACTE.ISTICS or LEA.NING 01lA8LtD STUDENTS HLO 9'" 

CHAPACT[~ISTICS or THE MENTALLY 'ETA.DED HLO 6110 

CH'MISYPY FO~ THE CONSUMER CAS 50.5 
CHICAGO MEDIA LABO.ATO.Y CAS 1190 

CHICANO AND PUERTO .ICA. ST'U'GLE THROUGH LITE'ATU" CAS JI61 
238 University Course Index 
CHilD AND FAMll' IN THE COMMUIIT, HLO 10lJ 
CHilD OEVElO'MENT HLD 5120 

CHllO'EN AND TELEVISION CAS 7131 

CHilDREN'S liTERATURE CONFERENCE CAS 63r. 

CHilDREN'S TOU~ING THEATRE CAS 'J.I 

CHilDREN'S TOURING THEAT'E "ACTICUM C'S 63.2 

CHINESE CUlTU_E' l.NGUAGE .NO lITER.TU'E C'S 'r51 

CHINESE HISTDR' (SIM' CAS 5321 

CHINESE RELIGIOUS THOUGHT C.S 5400 

CHO'.l •• ~.NGING CAS 5.00 

CHO"l lITERATU'E FO~ TE.CHE' EOUCATIO. CAS 6032 

CHO'Al METHODS A.O CONDUCTING CAS 5180 

CH'ONATOG'ApH' CAS 5440 

CHU.CH AND POLITICS IN lATIN .NE'ICA CAS 53r4 

Cl.SSROOM USE OF INSTRUCTIONAL N.TERI.lS HlO 55ro 

CLINICAL AUOIOlOG' SHP 1210 

CLINICAL EXpE.IENCES IN EDUCATION C'S 7420 

CllNlc.l lABOp.TOR' SCIENCE' BLOOD BANK ISH' 3351 

CLINICAL lABO'ATO" SCIENCE' BLOOD BANK II SH' 3J7Z 

CLINICAL lABORATOJ' SCIENCE' CHEMISTR' I SHI' 33]2 

ClINIC.l l.BO.ATO., SCIENCE' CHEMISTR' II SHI' 3342 

CLINICAL LABORATOR' SCIENCE' CHEMISTR' III SHp JJ6Z 

CLINICAL lABORATOR' SCIENCE' CHEMIST., Iv SHP 3]13 

CLINICAL lABO.ATOR' SCIENCE' HEMATOlO" ISH' 3J31 

CLINICAL lABORATO., SCIENCE' HEM.TOLOG' II SHP JJ" 

CLINICAL LABORATa., SCIENCE' HEMATOlOG'/CO.GUlATION III 

SHI' JJ6l 
CLINICAL lABO~ATOR' SCIENCE' INTRODUCTION TO lABO'ATO.' MANAGE­
MENT SHP BI5 

CLINICAL lABO'ATOR' SCIENCE' MEDICAL TECHNOlO" pR'CTICU~ I 

SHp B10 

CLINICAL l.BO.ATOR, SCIENCE' MEDICAL TECHNOlOG' I"ACTICUM II 

SHP 3140 

CLINICAL lABORATOR' SCIENCE' MEOIC.l TECHNOlO" I'RACTICUM III 

SHP 3]50 

CLINICAL LABO'ATO.y SCIENCE' MEOIC.L TECHNOlOG' I"ICTICUM IV 

SHP 3]60 

CLINICAL lABO'ATO.' SCIENCE' MEOIC.l TECHNOlOG' I'.ACTICUM V 

SHI' B10 

CLINICAL lABO.ATO., SCIENCE. MEDICAL TECHNOLOG' P'ICTICUM VI 

SHI' ]]10 
CLINICAL lABORATOR' SCIENCE: NICROBIOlOGY I SHI' UU 
ClINIC.l lABO.ATO.' SCIENCE' MICJOIIOLO" 11 SHP JJU 
CLINICAL lABO'ATO.Y SCIENCE' NICROBIOlOGT 111 SHp UU 
CLINICAL L.BORATOR' SCIENCE' MICROBIOLOGY IV SHp U11 
CLINICAL l.BO.ATO" SC I [liCE: REN.l pH'SIOlOG' AND UJI ..UIU 
SHP 3141 

CLINICAL P~ACTICUM IN READING HlO 9512 

CO'NITIVE DEVELOPMENT HlO 5]20 

COGIITIVE I'S'CHOlDG' APPLIED TO INST.UCTION HlO 5160 

COllECTI'E BA"AININ' IPA 5425 

CONMERCIAl BANK MANAGEMEIT B•• ')1'

CONNUNICATING AESTHETIC VALUES TH.OUGH SPORT HlO .000 

CONMUNICATION , CHAN'E FO. THERAPISTS AND EDUCATORS HlO 161K 

COMNUNICATION AND HUNAN SEXU.lIT' HLD 81JO 

CONNUNICATION OISO~DE'S IN C'ANOFACIAl ANOMALIES SHI' .211 

COMNUNICATION FO~ INOI'IOUALS MITH SPECIAL NEEDS "LO 1112 

COMMUNICATION OF INNOVATIOIS HlO 5'6' 

COMMUNICATION ~ESEARCH HlO 6210 

COMMUNICATION SENSITIVIT, HlO 5100 

COMMUNIC.TION MO'.SHOP ON HUMAN 5EIU.lIT, HlO 168J 

COMMUNICATIONS FO~ ClASS~DON TEACHER CAS e25S 

COMMUNICATIONS I II" 3801 

COMMUNICATIONS II BI'A 3.02 

COMMUNITY COllEGE AOMINIST~ATION HlO •• 11 

COMMUIIT, COllEGE COUhSEllNG HLO 8520 

COMMUNITy COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS HLO 511. 

CONMUNITY COUNSELING HlD 6350 

COMMUNITY ENERG' PLANNING C'S 616A 

COMMUNIT, ENE.GY PLANNING' APPLICATIONS CAS 52.5 

CO"MUNITY ENE"Y PLANNING' FUNDAMENTALS C.S 6255 

COMMUNITy NENTAL HEALTH SEMIIA' HlO 1340 

COMNUNIT, O~GANllATION HLO 6r50 

CONMUNIT, O.'ANllATION/CONNUNIT, OEVElOpNENT CAS n.o 

CONNUNIT, STUDIES SEMINA' CAS 8180 

CONpARATIVE AONINIST~ATION BpA 5915 

CONpA.ATIVE ECONOMIC S'STENS BP ••2]5 

CONp •• ATIVE lATIN AME'ICAN CUlTU'ES CAS .146 

CONI'A~ATIVE lATIN ANE~ICAN lITE'ATU'E CAS 5J34 

COMPAJATI'E lEGAL CULTURES C'S '16' 

CONpA'ATI'E NETHOOS IN CROSS CULTU'AL I'E'SpECTI'ES 
 CAS "44CONPA'ATI'E NET.OPOlITAN SYSTEMS CAS 5]54 

CONpA'ATI'E THENES IN lITE.ATU'E CAS 8152 

CONpARATI'E URBAN 'EOEVElOPNENT CAS .14. 

COMPENSATION AND INCENTI'E S'STENS 8PA 442. 

CONpOSITION II CAS 5811 

CO.pOSITION/ElECT'ONIC NUSIC 1 CAS 580, 

CONPOSITIOI/ElECT.ONIC NUSIC II CAS 5820 

CO"PREHENSI'E plAININ' STUDIO CAS 6410 

CONpUTE' pROG~ANNING: AO'ANCEO CAS 1129 

COMpUTEJ p~OGRANNING' APPLICATIONS CAS 'Ie, 

CONpUTER p.OG'A"MING: IASIC (SIN' CAS 3140 

CONPUTEP p'OG'ANNING' coeOl 8pA ]4.2 

CONpUTE~ p'OG~AMNIN': FO~TRAN I' (SIN' CAS 3US 

CDNPUTER SINUlATION NOOElS 81" '462 

CONpUTER S'STENS BPA 4.62 

CONPUTE.S IN EOUCATION HlO 1560 

CONPUTE~S' lOGIC AND DESIGN CAS 553. 

CONCEPTS ANa ISSUES 1_ PUBLIC .DNINISTRATIOI 8PA 8'01 

CONCEPTS AND THEO~' IN SOCIOlOG' CAS 19l. 

CONfLICT NANAGEMENT HlO 5509 

COIFllCT 'ESOLUTION HLD 6160 

CONNECTIONS' .N AlTERN'TI'E VIEW Of CH.NGE CAS 52'J 

CONSTITUTIONAL LAM' CI'll LIBE.TIES II" 59" 

CONSTITUTIONAL lAM' INTERGOVE.NNENTAl 'ElATIOIS 'PA 4'40 

CONST'UCTION SCHEOUllNG AND COSI ESTINATI.' BPA J687 

CONSULTATION AND SCHOOL STAFF DEvELO.NEaT HlO nlo 

CONSULT.TIOI SEMINA' IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY I HlO .515 

CONSUlTATIOI SE"INA~ IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY II HlO .516 

CONSULT.TION SENINAR IN SCHOOL .S'CHOlO" III 
 HLD "17CONSULTATION SENIN,R IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY IV HlO 8511 

CONSULTATION SKillS HlO 7"F 

CONSU"E~ BEHAViOR 8P. ]520 

CONSUNE' ECONOMICS BpA 1210 

CONTENI'O'A.' ACCOUNTING ISSUES AND "OBlENS IPA 5110 

CONTEN'O~AR' 1SSUES IN EDUCATION c.S 7••Z 

CONTENPORA.' ISSUES IN HUN.N RESOU'CES-N'NAGENENT ON 'ESE"ATIONS 
HlO 1682 

CONTEN.O~AJ' ISSUES IN INDI.I EDUCATION HlO 16'1 

CONTEN'O'A" ISSUES IN NATI'E ANE.IC.N .RT C.S 6661 

COITEN.ORA.' ISSUES II I.TlvE ,NERICA. lITE••TU'E CIS .,., 

CONTENPO~'" ISSUES IN N.TUR.L ~ESOU'CES NA••GEN,.T 08 .,s,.,a-

TIONS CAS 5600 

COITENI'O'AR' ISSUES IN TRIIAl GO'E'NNENT ON ~E'E"ATION' 

CAS 6668 

CONTENPO"~' ISSUES OF NATIVE ANE'ICANS F'OM A HISTO~IC'Al .ER­
SPECTI'E CAS 6666 

CONTENpO"~' ISSUES' • " C.S .030 

CONTEMpO~AR' POLITICAL THOUGHT CAS 15lZ 

COITEN.OR •• ' URB,N [COlOG' I CAS 5610 

CONTENI'ORA" URBAN ECOlOG' II C'S 5611 

CONTINUOUS pROG'ESS--NASTE~' LEA'NING HlO ,5" 

COOPE.ATIVE EDUCATION 81" .001 

COOpE'ATIVE EDUCATION ePA 3001 

COOI'E~ATI'E EDUCATION IPA 4801 

COO.E'ATIVE EDUCATION HlD 6371 

CODI'ERATI'E EDUCATION HlO 6312 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION HLD 6310 

COOPE'ATI'E EDUCATION IN... CAS 5650 

COOPE"TI'E EDUCATION IN... SHP 5650 

COOpER.TIVE EDUCATION... CAS 1990 

COO'OINATING TECHNIDUES Of COOpE'ATIV[ VOCATIONAL EOUCATleN 

P~OGRAMS BPA ••10 

COST ACCOUNTING I ePA ]131 

COST .CCOUNTING II II'A 3U2 

COUNSELING , PS'CHOTHE~A." IIT.OOUCTION (SIN' HLO 658. 

COUNSELING AND GUIOANCE IN INTE.NATIONAl I'ERS.ECTI'E HLO 631Z 

COUISEllNG FOR FAMll' 'ECO'£" SHP 5ZIE 

COUNSElIIG FO' 'El'I'SE P'E'EITION SH. 5l1C 

COUNSELING PS'CHOl06' p~ACTICUM I: AGE~' SYSTEMS HlD .r95 

COUNSELING PSYCHOlOGY .'ACTICUN II: CllNICIL 'NILl' HLO '7" 

COUNT E'-PROPAGANDA C.S 6450 

COUNTE.-ST.ESS ALTERNATIVES FO~ AOUlTS HLO .03D 

COUITERpOINT/FO.M CAS 5'40 

CRE'TI'E D~ANATICS PRACTICUN CAS .350 

C'EATIVE O~ANATICS I CAS 6340 

C'INE ANO JUSTICE C.S 6543 

CRININ.l JUST1CE ORGANI2ATION AND P.OCESS II'A 49.0 

CRISIS INTE'VENTION HLD 6410 

C~ITICAl ANAl'SIS OF BLACK lITE'ATU'E CAS .165 

CRITICAL 'NAl'SIS' LATIN AMERIC.N lITE'ATURE CAS 8164 

C'ITICAl M.ITING FO~ BiliNGUAL STUOENTS C'S 3r6S 

CRITICAL MRITING Fa. lATINa STUDENTS CAS J166 

CUlTU'AL ANTHROPOlOG' CAS 3170 

CULTURAL ANTH'OPOlOG'. SPECIAL TOPICS CAS 1400 

CULTURAL ASPECTS OF NENTAL HEALTH HlO IZIO 

CUlTU~Al OINENSIONS' GLOBAL INEOUAlT, CAS "44 

CUlTU'Al GEO"ApH' CAS 5218 

CULTURE AND CONNUNICATION PROCESS HlO 5rJO 

CULTU'E AND NESSAGE DEVELOPMENT (SIN' HlD 5140 

CUlTU~E ANa ST~ESS HlO 7]'0 

CULTUPE/CONNUNICATION AND THE ClASSROON TEACHE' HlO .12. 

CULTURE. PERSON.lIT'. AND LEADERSHIP C'S 5241 

CUR.ENT OE'ElOPNENTS IN EOUCATIONAl TECHNOlO" HlO .1.1 

CUR.ENT ISSUES IN BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL EOUc.TION HlO 7890 

CU~REIT ISSUES 1N EA'l' CHilDHOOD EDUCATION HLO '.11 

CU"ENT ISSUES IN EXTENOEO CA'E FO~ THE ElOEaL' SHI' 50.1 

CU~~ENT TOPICS IN READING HLO 9510 

CU"ENT UENOS INPU8L1 C SCHOOL SPEECH-LAN'UAGE PUHOUGT 

SHp 800A 

CURRICUlUN AND INST.UCTION IN EARL' CHILOHOOO EDUCATION 

HlO "20 

CU~'ICUlUN DE'ELOPNENT CAS 5740 

CURRICUlUN DE'ElOpNENT IN EA~TH SCIENCE CAS .7rl 

CU •• ICUlU" IN U'IAN SCHOOLS HlO '590 

OATA ANAl'SIS IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES USIN' SPSS CAS 7559 

OATA BASE NANAGENENT BPA 5.11 
DEATH .NO O'IN' FO~ THE HEALTH CA'E PROFESSIONAL SHP 523H 
OECISION THEa" BPA .46. 
OESC~IPTIVE ST.TISTICS CAS rloo 
DEVElOpNENTAl DifFERENCES IN S.ECI.l EDUCATION HLO 4.IZ 
DIA'NOSING ALCOHOllSN' p~ACTICAl GUIOEllIES SH. 5l'A 
OIIGNOSTIC NETHOOS IN CONMUNICATION OISOROERS SHI' J.ZO 
OIFFE~ENTIAl E.UATIONS CAS 5.01 
OIFFEPENTIATEO STAFFING PLANS' TEAN TEACHING HLO r ••• 
OI.ECTING CAS 6200 
OI'ORCE ANO THE EFFECTS Of CHANGE ON THE FANll' HlO 551' 
ORANATIC CRITICISN C'S 62.0 
D.UG 18USE .NO TRE.TNEIT '1" COUNSELOR T~AINING - SHORT TE'N 
CLIENT S'STENS HlO 76.B 
DRUG .8US£ .NO T~E'TNENT III. fUNDANENTAl fACTS .NO INSIGHTS 
HlO ",.

D.UG INTERACTIONS FO' HEALTH PROfESSIONllS SHP 5561 

O'NANICS OF THE Sp.NISH l.NGUAGE CAS 317J 

EARL' CHilDHOOD ASSESSNENT HlO '6]0 

EA'l' CHilDHOOD OEVElOPNENT'L OIS'BllITIES' II. TN TH'OUGN '5[

THREE HlO 7150 

EIRl' tNlllHOOI EDUtATION HlD "40 

IIRTH SCIENCE fiELD STUDIES. 'lAtlAl 'EOlo" CAS "1A 

ECOlo'ICAl METHODS CIS 5.1. 

[tOLD" AID COISEIVATIOI ,aAOVATE SEMIIAa CAS '911 

[tala" Of LAKES CAS 6611 

ECOlo" Of PRAIRIES' rlELO STUDIES CAS 5'15 

[COLO" or STREAMS tAS 1150 

ECOlO&" IASIC PII.ICIPlES CAS J15. 

[COHOMIC OEVElerMENT IPA .215 

ECOIOMIC OEVElOPMEIT II LATII AMIIICA CAS 52., 

ECONOMIC DEVElOPMEHT Of TNE lATIIO COMMUIITY CAS 116. 

ECOMOMICS fOR IUSIIESS AID CONSUMER EDUCATORS BPA 5101 

[COHOMICS fDa TEACHERS BPA 5'02 

ECOHOMICS Of UI.AN PLANHIN' CAS 5.1. 

EDUCATION AHO DEVELOPMENT IN THE THIRD wuaLO CAS 5195 

EOUtATION or .INORITIES IN U.S. CAS 5219 

EDUCATIOIAL ASPECTS OF SPEECH AND lAN'UA'E O[VEloP.ENT SHP 501. 

[DUCATIONAl DEVELOPMENT IN AfalCA CAS 51'0 

EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN KENYA CAS 5'5A 

EIUCATIONAl IM'llcaTIONS or IlACK HISTO'Y & C.LT.aE HlD 165. 

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS Of LirE STYLES IN UIBAN COMMUNI TIEl 

HLO 9690 

EDUCATIONAL PROCEDURES fOI THE TRAINAllE MENTAllY HANDICAPPED 

HlD 6140 

EDUCATIONAL TECHlDLO'Y A.. INISTRATloN Wo~I'NoP "lO .1,. 

EfF[CTI'E SUIualAN PLANNIN' IN THE 1910'S CAl 529. 

IlECT'OCH[MIST.Y CAS 5.,0

ELECTRONIC MUSIC II CAS ,.50 

ELECTRONIC MUSIC IN CLASS.OOM WO'ISHoP CAS 6040 

ELEMENTAR' SCHOOL ADMINIST'ATION AND SUPE'VIIION HLD 9.22 

Ell'IS AND ANERICAN DEMDC'AC' CAS '110 

ENE'" AND THE WAY WE LIVE CAS 112A 

ENEa,y ASSESSMENT AND MANA&ENENT CAS 1950 

ENEa,Y NANAGEMENT .PA 5440 

EIERS'. 'ESOU'CES AND SOCIETY CAS 5.50 

EN.IRONNENTAL ASSESSMENT CAS 5.,. 

EIVlaOMNENTAl CHEMIST., CAS '011 

EN.laONMENTAl EARTH SCIENCE CAS 5"0 

EN'I~O.MENTAl EDUCATION' A paOCESS APPROACH CAS 6191 

E••IRONMENTAL EDUCATION. 'loLO'ICAL rlElD SCIENCE CAS ., •• 

EN.IRoNNENTAl EDUCATION. EARTH SCIENCE CAS "" 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION' rO'EST INVESTI'ATIONS CAS "" 

,N.IIoNNENTAL EDucaTION' IN.EIT1'AT10NS IN LIMNoLO" CAS "'5 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION' TERRESTRIAL 'IOLO'Y CAS •••• 

ENVIRONNENTAL "EALT" CAS 5.52 

EN.IRONMENTAL LAND USE PLANNIN' CAS 5940 

EN'laDNME"TAL LAW CAS 5910 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANA&EMENT SEMINAR CAS •••• 

EN'IRoNMENTAL MODEL IN' CAS •• ,2 

EN'IRONMENTAL PLANNIN' SEMINA. CAl .1.5 

EHVIRONMENTAL POLIC' ANAL'SIS CAS 9015 

EN'IRONME"'AL SCIENtE CAS I.'. 

EN'IR"ME.TAL S'STEMS ANAl'lll CAl •• ,1 

E'IOEMIOlOG" PRINCIPLES AND ANAL'SIS Of DATA I SHP "20 

E'IOEMIOLO',. PRINCIPLES AND AIAlYSIS Of DATA II SH' •••• 

ESTATE PlANNINS aPA 41.5 

ESTATE PLANNIN' .PA .,20 

ETNICAL ISSUES IN HUMAN CoMMINICATloN HLo 5560 

ETHICS CAS 1111 

ETMICS AND ENVI,oNMENT CAS .0.0 

ETHICS. ISSUES IN HUMAN SE'VICES (SIM' HLo 5192 

ETHICS. 'ROfESSloNAL STANOA~DS II RESEIRCH AND SER.ICE (SIM'

HLD 5190 

ETHICS. 'I'HTS Of MENTAL PATIEITS AND RI'MT' TO STAND TRIAL (SIM'

HLO 5191 

"ETHICS' al'HTS or TEACHERS IN THE TEICHIN' PROfESSION (SIM'

HLD 5193 

ETHNIC MINO'IT1ES IN THE UNITED STATES HLD "" 

ETHNICITY_ CULTU~E ANO POLITICS CIS '25' 

f.ILUAfION Dr HUMAN SER.ICES "LD 6140 

EwaLUATION Of ND.MALIZATION IDE OLD" IN HURAN SEI'IC[S HLD ••51 

EVALUATION Of fJaININ' PRD'RAMS HLD 1211 

E.OLUAT.ON AND HUMaN ECOLO" CAS .140 

EXISTENTIALISM CIS ••09 

EX'ERIMENTAL 80TANY CAS 61'0 

EXPE.IMENTAL COMMUNITIES CAS 6111 

EXPE'INENTAL DESISN fD. LAIOaATDRY AND fiELD CAl 5.29 

EXPLORATIONS IN SELf. CULTuaE AND CONNUIICATION HLD "'0 

fAMIL' COUNSELING HLD 5230 

fAMIL' IN CROSS-CULTURAL PE'SPECTIWES CAS '15' 

'ANIL' lAW HLD 5211 

fAMilY THE'A'Y TECHNIIUES HLD .541 

fEaTU'E AND REVIEW W~ITING CAS 1162 

fiELD 810LD'Y CAS '490 

fiELD EIPE.1ENCE' IUSINESS EDUCAlloN 8PA 4'" 

flELI IN'ESTISATIO. IN EARTN SCIENCE CAS .,10 

,IElD ,TUDIE$. OIEfENOIEE SWANP CAS .140 

fIELDS or WElfARE SERVICES HLD 1120 

flLN AND rILMMAKf.S I CAS 69'2 

'ILN AND fllMMAKE'S II cas .911 

fiLM AND T. DOCUMENTA'Y HLO 56Z0 

fiLM SEMINA" • _. CAS "40 

flLM'VIOED PROJECT I CAS 1115 

FILM,VIOEO P~O~ECT II CAS 1,,6 

fiNANCiaL ACCOUITIN' aPA 3101 

FllaNClll AID INfO'MATION rOR HI'N SCMOIl COUNSELOIS HLI 912' 

fiNANCIAL INSTITUTIONS IPI 4160 

FINANCIIL INSTITUTIONS 8PA .,10 

fiNANCIAL MARKETS IPA .". 

FININCIAl MIRIETS 'PA 41.0 

flNANCllL REPD~TIN& T"EORY IPA ,.,0 

FOOD. CULTURE AND HUN'ER CAS II •• 

fO.TRAN ,aO'RIMMIN' .PA , ••1 

FOUNDATIONS Of ACCOUNTIN' IPA 51.1 
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rOUNDITIO.S or CoM'UTERS AND INfO'MATIOI S'STERS I'A 5421 

fOUNDATIONS OF ECONOMICS IPA 5201 

rOUNDITIONS Of MINA6EME.T I'A 5401 

fOINOATIDNS Of NDRMALIIATION IDEOlO" II HUMAN SE'VICES 

HLD 1111 

fOUNDATIONS Of STATISTICS BPA 5410 

fUNOAMENTAL CONCEPTS IN HUMAN CoNMUNICATION (SIM' HlO 5190 

fUNDAMENTALS Dr REll ESTITE lENDIN' IPI , ••, 
rUNOAME.TILS Of REAL ESTATE VALUATloI BPA 1604 

SIME THEORY AND COMMUNICATION HLD 5540 

GAS CHROMATO"A'H"NASS S'ECTaA CAS .912 

SENERIC HUMAN SE.VICES HLD 6110 

'EOCHEMIST'Y CAS .0.1 

GO.ERNMENT AND THE PUBLIC aPA 5'10 

&oVE'NMENT POLICIES IN THE PuaLIC SCHOOL HlD 9.41 

GOVE'NMENTll ACCDUNTINS. aUD'ETING AN' fiNANCE IPA .150 

"A,UATE DESISN' TMO DIMENSIONAL CAS .12. 

G'AOUATE Dl'ECTIN' SEMINAR CAS 1130 

"ADUITE flLM'WloEO P'DOUCTION I CAS "" 

G~ADUATE fllM"IDEO PRODUCTION II CAS 1114 

GRADUATE INTE~NSHIP IN • •• CAS 9.00 

G.ADUATE PAINTING COMPOSITION CAS 8100 

'RADUATE P~OJECT IN • •• CAS 9'60 

&,aoUATE P.OJECT IN INTERPE.SoNAL COMMUNICATION HlD 9400 

GRADUATE 'EADINGS IN • •• CAS '900 

G'ADUATE 'ESEARCH CAS "30 

,RADUATE RESEA'CH SEMINA.' MUIIC CAS .,00 

G'ADUATE RESEARCH SEMINAR. THEAT'E CAS .,20 

GRADUATE 'ESEA~CH SEMINA" INTERCULTURAL STUDIES CAS "00 

'~ADUATE SEMINA. IN A.NO'Mll 'IYC"DlDG' HLD .2.8 

GRADUATE SEMINA' IN COGNITI'E PS'CHolO" HLD 1246 

'~ADUATE SEMINAR IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT HLO .245 

G'ADUITE SEMINA' IN PHDTO'RAPHI CAS .510 

'RAoUATE SEMINA' IN SCIENCE EDUCATION CAS '068 

"ADUITE SEMINA' IN SOCIAL-ECOLO&ICAL PS'CHOlOGY HLD 8241 

"ADUATE SEMINI' IN SOCloLO" Of EDUCATION CAS 811' 
"ADUATE SEMI HAP IN TECHNICAL 'HEAT'E PRODUCTION fO. 01 'ECT DRS 

CAS IIZ1 

GRADUATE IEMINAR IN THE HISTD.' Of PS'CHDLO" HLD .244 

G'ADUATE SEMINA" PAINTING CAS 8220 

GRADUATE SEMINA" P'INTMAKING CAS 8250 

"AoUITE THESIS CAS '600 

GRADUATE THESIS SHP 9600 

"ADUATE THESIS HLD "'0 

G'ADUATE THESIS IN INTEPPERSDNAL COMMUNICATION HlD 9.50 

G~ADUATE THESIS. PPESENTATION IN • •• CAS .5.5 

'.ASS'DDTS CONCEPTS IN HUMAN ECOLO'Y (SIM' CAS 6150 

G'oUP COUNSELIHG' AOULT'ADDLESCENT HLO .585 

&.OUP COUNSELING' CHILD HLD 8510 

,'OUP D'NAMICS I INTE'.ENTION HlD .5.0 

GROUP P~oCESS HLD 6910 

GROUP THE'AP' IN TA HLD-IZ31 

GSU CHORALE CIS 51.0 
GSU COHTEMPO~A" ENSEM.LE CAS 5111 

GSU ~A12 CAMP CAS 5'ZI 
&UIDANCE rOR CHILDIEN HLD 6.Z0 
GUITA' & "AKING MUSIC WITH RA' TATE CAS 5.,1
&UI TAR I CAS 51,. 
GUITAR II CAS 581B 
GUITA' III CAS 581C 
HEALTH CA'E AND 'OLITICS SH' 62.4 
HEALTH CA'E OELIVE'Y' UT1LIlATION AND IUALIT, CDNT.Ol SH' "20 
HEAL'" CA'E ECDHDMICS I SHP 6311 

"EALTH CA'E ECONOMICS II SHP 8"0 

HEALTH CA'E IN AFRICA SHP 6100 

HEALTH CA'E O'&INIZATION SHP 4090 

HEALTH CA'E O.GANIIATION AND ADMINIST'ATION' PROBLEMS. ISSUES AND 

POLICIES SHP 8910 

HEALTH CA'E PROGRAM EVALUATION SHP 89.1 

HEALTH CA.E SOCIOLOGY SH' 6290 

HEALTH CA'E' LEGAL ASPECTS BPA 5121 

HEALTH CDNCE'NS Of CLASS~OoM TEACHE'S HLD 1660 

HEALTH ECONOMICS. PRINCIPLES SHP 6'15 

HEALTH EDUCATION P~DGRAM PLANNING SHP .OZ5 

HEALTH EDUCATION SKILLS SHP 11'0 

HEALTH PLANNING I SHP 1540 

HEALTH PLANNING II SHP 8160 

HEALTH PLANNING' AD.ANCEO SH' .015 

HEALTH P.ofESSIDNS EDUCATION INSTRUCTION SHP 1192 

HEALTH P~orESSIONS EDUCATION. CDNTINUIN' EDUCATION SH' .020 

HEALTH PROfESSIONS EDUCATION. CU"ENT TRENDS AND ISSUES 

SHP 6J20 

HEALTH P.OfESSIONS EDUCATION. P'ACTICUM SHP 1110 

HEALTH paOfESS1DNS EDUCATION' VALUES CLAllflCATIOI TECHNI.UES 

SHP 4100 

HEALTH P~ofESSIDNS EDUCATION' VALUES CLARlflCATIOI TECHNIGUES II 

SHP 1100 

HEALTH SCIENCE EDUCATION' ASSESSMENT Of CLINICAL INST.UCTION 

SHP 5150 

HEILTH SCIENCE EDUCATION. SPECIAL ISSUES IN COMMUNIT, HEALTH 
SHP 615Z 
HEALTH SCIENCE' MENTAL HEALT" ECONOMICS AND AoMINllTRATIDN 
SHP 626. 
HEALTH SCIENCES' RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ALLIED HEllTH P'ACTICE 

SHP 5280 

HEILTH SERVICE ADMINISTIATIDN. PRINCIPLES SHP 4'90 

HEALTH SE.VICES ADMINISTRATION' fiELD EXPERIENCES I SHP 4200 

HEAL'H SER.ICES ADMINIST~ATIOI' MARKETIN& fD. HEALTH CAaE SER,­
ICES SH' ...0 

HEALTH SE •• ICES ADMINISTRATION. COMMUNICATION NETwoaKS WI'HIN AD­

MINST.ATIVE ST.UCTURES SHP 6310 
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H(AL'H SEPflCES ADNINIS"A'IO" fiNANCIAL NaNA'fM[NT IHP .". 
HEAL'H SE'fICES AONINIS'.ATION. LECTU'E S('IES SHP "11 
HEALTH SE',ICES aDNINIST.ATIDN. "ANAGE"EN' THED'IES SHP .". 
HEALTH SE'fICES ADNINIST.ATIO.' PE.SONNEL ADNINIST.ATION AND LA'­
O' 'ELATIONS SHP i420 
HEALTH SE•• ICES A'NINIST••TIO •• PUaLIC FI.ANCE A.O SYSTENS ANALY­
SIS SHP Uto 
HEALIH SE'fICES AONINS"ATION' FIELD EIPE.IENCES II SH' .". 
HEA'IN' SCIENCE SH' 4210 

HISTOPIO&~APHY CAS 1175 

HISTO.Y AND DEVELOPNENT OF NANA&ENENT THOUGHT aPA 14'4 

HISTO'Y AND PHILOSO'HY OF EA.LY CHILDHDDO EDUCATION HLD 1010 

HISTO~Y OF ANE.ICAN EDUCATION CAS 5192 

HISTO.Y Of ECONONIC THOU'HT aPA 4240 

HISTO.Y OF ~All CAS 5819 

HISTO.Y Of LAN ENFO'CENENT • 1'89-1900 aPA 591Z 

HISTOPY OF LAN ENFO.CENENT TO 1719 8PA 5911 

HISTOPY Of LAN ENFOPCENENT: CHICA&O AND suaUPBS "A 591J 

HISTO.Y OF PUE~TO PICO I CAS 5211 

HISTOPY Of PUEPTO .ICO II CAS 5219 

HISTO.Y OF STAGE COS TUNES CAS i070 

HISTD.Y. 'HILOSOPHY_ AND PIOfESSIONAL ASPECTS Of CONMUNICATION 

DISOPDE~S SHP 9011 

HOSPITAL AND HEALTH SE"ICE OPGANllATION AONINISTPATION 

SHP laiD 

HSA' ANBULATO.Y CA'E SYSTEN NANA&ENENT SHP 7005 

"SA' LON' TE'N CA~E_ SYSTENS NANA&ENENT SH' ]'42

HSA' QUANTITATIVE DECISION NAKING SHP 80JO 

HSA' 8ASIC OIIENTATIDN TO THE flELO Of LON& TE." CA'E SHP 1541 

HSA. "ENTAL "EALTH ADNINISTPATION SHP 5014 

HSA' "ENTAL HEALTH AND DEVELDPNENTAL DISAIILITIES SH' '012 

HUNAN APP'AISAL (SIN) HLO i4JO 

HUNAN CONSCIOUSNESS HLO 5'40 

HUNIN 'ENETICS--ELE"ENTA'Y CAS 5811 

HUNAN NEUlO'SYCHOLDGY I. a.AIN FUNCTION HLD .59' 
HUNAN NEU.OPSYCHOLOGY II: CLINICAL ISSESSMENT HLD •••• 
HUNIN NEUPOPSYCHOLO'Y III. 'EHAaILITATION HLO 8710 

HUNAN 'ELATIONS Of THE OfFICE 8PA 4701 

HUNIN SEIVICE SYSTENS HLO i440 
HU"AN SYSTENS CHANGE HLo i45a 
HUNAN VILUES HLD 5850 

HYPE.TENSION: "ECHANIS"S C T'EAT"ENT HLO 5J9' 
10EI OF CO"NUNITy CIS 7550 

I"AGES OF BLACAS IN ANE"CAN LITE'ATU.E CIS '121 

INAGES OF THE TEACHE~ IN LITE'ATU'E CIS i5J4 

INA&IN& P'OCESS IN THERAPEUTIC CONNUNICATION. THEO.Y INO AP­
LICATIONS HLO 10'1 

INNUNOlOGY SH' 4205 

IN'ICT OF ILCOHOLISN IN THE NO'A 'LACE SHP 50la 

IN'LE"ENTING AN AaSENTE[ISN P.O&.IN IN NU.SI.' SH' "" 

IN'POVING LEIPNING ENfl.ONNENTS CIS .7J5 

INDEPENDENT IPP~AISALS SHP 4995 

INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATIONS CAS 4900 

INDEPENDENT STUDY HLO 7500 

INDEPENDENT STUDY IN HLO 76ao 

INOEPENDENT STUDY. BPA 4020 

INDEPENDENT STUDY. 8PI 4010 

INDEPENDENT STUDY. BPI 8020 

INDEPENDENT STUDY. 8PI 1010 

INDIVIDUIL ASSESS"ENT I. INTELLIGENCE HLO 1610 

INDIVIDUAL ASSESSHENT II' PE.SONALITY HLo 1"0 

INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING I THE.APY. CHILO HLo 1540 

INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING INO THE'IPY, ADULT HLo .545 

INDIVIDUALIIITION HLD 4i.0 

INOlflOUALllED INST.UCTION FO. A PLU'ILISTIC L[I'NING EN'I'ONN[NT 

HLO 1901 

INDIVloUILIllNG P'EAINDEIGI.TEN CUI'ICULUH AND INST.UCTION 

HLo 8012 

INoUST"AL EN&INEEIIN& INo HANIGENENT IPI '417 
INOUSTalAL HA'AETING aPI 5572 

INFO'NITION ~ET'IEVIL aPA 446J 
INFO.MITION SE,vICES IN 'UIOINCE HLD 8511 

INNOVATION P~OCESSES IN EDUCATION HLD 7"1 
INNOfATIONS IN UR8AN PLINNING CIS 659. 
INNoVITIVE NETHOOS IN BUSINESS EDUCATION "A I ••, 
INo'GINIC CHEMIST.Y CIS 4215 

INSTITUTIONAL NIN_GEM[NT. HEILTH IDNINIST'ATION 'PA 54.' 
INST.UCTIONAL oEVELOPNENT. DESIGN HLO '.1. 
INST.UNENTAL CONoUCTIMG CAS 5900 

INSU.ANCE IND .,SA "INIGEMENT 8PI 4J70 
INTE&'ATION. POLICltS AND P'ICTICES CAS 7512 

INTE.CULTU.IL ISPECTS OF NODE.N OLYMPISN HLD 9111 

INTE'CULTU~IL CONNUNICATloN IN HU"IN SE.VICES FOR INDOCHINESE 

HLO 5145 

INTERCULTUIIL ~ESEA'C" METHODS CAS 7.J9 

INTERCULTU.IL THE'IPEUTIC CON"UNICATION SKILLS FO. INDOCHINESE 

"Lo 5746 

INTE.oISCIPLINI'Y TEIN NO~A "Lo 6••• 
INT[~HEOIATE ACCOUNTING I BPA JI51 
.NTE.NEoI_TE ICCOUNTING II 8'1 JI'2 

INTE~"Eol_TE D[SIGN I. O'IMI~G FOR G'IPHIC IN'ICT CAS "II 

INT['NEOIATE GUITI~ CAS 5170 

INTE'HEoIITE "AC~OECONoNICS BP_ 4ZI. 

INTE~MEOIATE PAINTING AND o'IMING CONPOSITION CIS '61]

INTE.NATIONIL ,USINESS BPA 4410 

INTE~NITIONIL tCONONICS BPA 42JO 

INTE.NATIONAL NI~KETING 8PI 8520 

INTERNATIONIL O'GANli_TIONS 8PI 4901 

INTERNSHIP SHP 9100 

IN'E.NSHIP IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY MLo "2' 

INT.ODUCTION YO AF'ICAN LIT[.ATU.[ CIS 5041 

INT.OoUCTION TO CLINICIL IUOIOLOGY SHP 42JO 

INT'OOUCTION TO CONMUNICATIoN oISO.oE'S SHP 4215 

INT~OoUCTION TO CON'UTt' APPLICATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS 
HLD 5ill 

INT.ODUCTION TO CONPUTE' P~O"ANNING IPA J402 

INT.ODUC'ION TO [oUCaTIONAL AONINISTRATION HLD 9.,1 

INT'OOUCTION TO INT[~CUL'U'AL CONNUNICATION HLD '2" 

INT.OOUCTION TO INTE.CULTU.AL STUDIES CAS JI54 

INT.ODUCTION TO MONTESSO'I FOP T(ACHE'S AND PA'A[NTS HLD SOIl 

INT.OOUCTION TO NULTI-ETHNIC LITERATU'E CAS 5.11 

INTPODUCTION TO NON-T'AOITIoNAL EDUCATION CAS 7542 

INT'OOUCTION TO OPERATIONS '[SEA~CH BPA 4460 

INT.OoUCTION TO O"ANll[o HUNAN SE"IC[S HLO '.9. 
INT.ooUCTION TO PUILIC AoNINIST.ATION .'A J9.1 
INT.ODUCTION TO 'EHA8ILITATIVE AUoIOLO,Y SHP 424. 
INT.OOUCTION TO SOCIONET.Y AND P'YCHOO'ANA HLO "II 
INT.ODUCTO.Y S'OITS NEoICINE SNP 510A 
IN'ESTIGATING THE LEA'NING STYLES OF CHILD'EN HLD 9'lH 
INVESTIGATIVE AND SP[CIALll[O R[PO'TING CA' 611Z 
INVESTNENTS BPA 4J90 
INVESTNENTS aPA 1150 
ISSUES IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION HLo 95.5 
~All ENSEHeLE CAS '920 
~All HAT['IALS fo. TEACHE. EDUCATION CAS 6"1 

~ESUS_ NARI AND ANE.ICA CAS 70'9 

~Ol DESI'N AND NEASU~ENENT · a'A 1442 

~UVENILE DELINQUENCY HLo 6712 

LAa IN ALTEINATIVE LIFESTYLES AND THE HELPIN' P.OfESSIONS 
HLO 641' 

LAB IN ASSE'TIVENESS T'IINING NLo 5490 

LAB IN 81src HUNAN ~ELITIONS HLO 511. 

Lie IN HUNANISTIc TEACHING SKILLS HLo 1010 

LA8 IN T.ANSICTIONAL ANILYSIS HLo 5J.0 

LIIO. ECONONICS BPA 1210 

LAID. ~ELITIONS BPA 4421 

LAIO.ITORY IN AUTHENTIC NONIN'MAN RELATIONS HLO 51" 

LAIO~ITORY IN Hloo[N f[[LINGS AND M[ANIN5I. HLD '461 

LlloRATO.Y IN INT[.'E.SONAL G.ONTH HLo "50 

LIIO.ITORY IN PERSONIL GRONTH HLO 6090 

LAND USE CO.T'OLS CAS il5i 

LAND USE LAN SENINA' CAS 6'21 

LINofO~"S Of THE CHICIGO A'[I CAS i5.1 

LIN'UAGE AND POLITICS NO'ASHO'. 1910 CAS 51" 

LANGUAGE CONC['NS OF CLASS. DON T[ACHE'S HLO ••61 

LANGUIGE oEVELOP"ENT. oISOloE'S AND DIALECTS FO. TEACH['S

SHP 52JG 

LANGUAGE OISO~oERS Of CHILO'[N SHP 9120 

LANGUAGE_ TEACHING INO LEI.NING CAS 6460 

LATIN AN['ICAN CULTU'E AND SOCI[TY CAS JI67 

LITIN INERICIN HISTOPY CAS 5J90 

LATIN AN['ICAN INDIAN' PIST AND P'ESENT CIS 'J9. 

LATINOS IN U.S.A. CAS '020 

LAN IND O.DER. C~INE IN TH[ STREETS BPA ".,

LIN AND SOCIAL ~USTICE CIS 5J45 

LAN ENFO.CENENT AND TME CONSTITUTION BPA 5914 

LIM ENFoaCENENT AND TH[ GHETTO aPI 5915 

LEAoE' EFFECTIVENESS T.AININ' HLO 50ZA 

LEAO['SHIP INo STiff .ELATIONS HLO .017 

LEI'NING COGNITION I HLO 5JIO 

LEA.NING 'ROCESSES' IDULTS CIS i'40 

LEA.N.NG P.OCESSES, AO'INCEO TOPICS CIS 90'0 

LEA.NING P.OCESSES' CHILOR[N AND AOOL[SC[NTS CAS 6"0 

LEGIL ENVI'ONNENT OF 'EIL ESTITE IPA J6.2 

LII~A'Y RESOU'C[S FO~ CLASS. DON T[ACHE'S CAS 6662 

LIFE CYCLE oEVELOPNENT HLO '.'1 

LIFE INSU'ANCE 8PA 'J40 

LIF[ PLAN MANA&ENENT IN HUNIN 'EP"CES HLO '0" 

LIFE STUDY' D'AMING CAS 55iO 

LIfE STYLE INILYSIS HLo li50 

LIN[A' P.O&.AHNING BPA 4461 

LISTENING' THEO.Y INO P~OCESS HLo 5'20 

LITE.I.Y CRITICISH CIS i4'0 

LITE'ATURE INo HISTORY. CAS "J7 

LITE'ITU.E INo N[DICINE CIS 65JJ 

LITE.ITU'E OF INNIG.ANT CHllO'EN CAS i410 

LOCAL 'FLO'I CIS 7.6A 

LOCAL GOfERNNENTAL SYSTENS 8PA 4921 

LOCIL HISTo,y, 'ESOU~CES INO NETNOOS CAS 721J 

LOCAL PLANNING 10"INISTRATION CA. 6625 

LOGIC CIS J774 

MIINST.EANING IND THE CLASS.oON TEACH[' CAS 9066 

NIINST'EANING FO. '[GULA' EoUCITO.S HLD 7194 

NA~OR A"E"CIN IUTHOIS. • •• CIS 6510 

NA~O' ENGLISH IUTHO.S' •• , CAS 149' 

NIAE-UP FO. STAGE CAS 6440 

NANAGENENT 8Y OB~ECTIVES 8PA '402 

HINIG[MENT INFO.NATION SYSTENS 8PI '41Z 

NANA'EN[NT INFO'NATION SYST[NS FO' HOSPIT_LS BP' 541J 

NANAGENENT INfORNITION SYSTENS FOP HOIPITALS SHP 7.10 

MANIGENENT OF INST~UCTIONIL OEVELOPNENT "LO II" 

"INIGE"AL ACCOUNTIN& aPI Jl02 

HANAG["AL ECONONICS' TH[ [CON'NICS OF TH[ FI'N IPA 4Z20 

MINIGING CONNUNICITIDN SYSTENS "Lo ,,'0 

NANUIL CONNUNICITION SMP 52Jo 

"A'A[TING FOR NON-P'OFIT D.GANllITIONS IPA '51' 

"ARAETING LOGISTICS AND DISTRIBUTION BPI 454' 

NI~AETING NINAGENENT. PlOoUCT AND P'IC[ ST'ATE'I[S IPA 4'J. 

N_'A[TING .ESEA~C" 8PA 45i. 

NA"'_GE COUNSELING HLO .i60 

NA •• IAGE IN OTHE. SOCIETIES C_S 5JOI 

•••1 "IDIA .ND 'OLITICS CAS '151
••,r,.·s PES[A'CH PAPER I'A 1991 

.ArE.IAlS AND lO'ISTICS MAMA'[MtNT IPA •••2 

"TIIIAlS ro. El'M'NTART INO 'ICONOA" lIB'API[S ,.[ ~-12 
HlD '.1. 
"AT'I'AlS or MUSlt I. AIT or MUSIC NOTATION CAS 595Z 
"AT"'AlS or MYllt I. INT'OOUCTIOI TO CONT[MPO'A'T MUSIC TH£O.T 
CAS 5951 

MAT"IAlS or MYSlt I. A[,eOA'O CAS JZ7. 
MAT"IAlS Dr MUSIC III IM'.OVISATION CAS '9.5 
"AT'.IAlS Dr MUSIC II. O~CH[STIATIOI CAS 5962 

..fE.IIlS or MVlIC II. Z.TH C[NTU'T H"MONIC T'CHNleUES 

cas 5961 

HAI['IAlS or MUSIC III' ~E'BOA~D IMP.OVISATION CAS 596. 

."'.IAlS or ST"Ell'HTIN' CAS .170 

.ATH ro. THE ENVI'ON"[NTAL SCIEICES CAS .500 

N"H IN [lEMEN'A" SCHOOL I HLD .641 

N"" IN ELEMUT'" SCHOOL II HlD 464l 

"ATPIC[S AND LI"EA' AL'[I'A 8PA 14.J 

"'ANIMiFUl EVALU'TION I['ONO TEST IN' CAS 9067 

"[01' AND SOCI[T' CAS 70Z1 

"'OIA COMMUNIC'TIONS LAM CAS 6.71 

"'IIA CO"NUNICATIOMS "S[A'CH CAS 6'71 

"'01' IN OI'ANllATIOIS HLO aOlO 

"'DIA P.OOUCTION P'ACTICUM CAS 7195 

"'OIA S,.POSIUM' • •• CAS 6'94 

"[IIA ' TEA. rl[LO P'~[CT CAS "13 

"'OICAL MIC.OIIOLOI' SHP 'IOZ 

M[OICAL PH'SICS CAS 71Z5 

M[DICAL SClrlCEI IIT'OOUCTIDN (SIM' SHP 64'5 

MERCNANDIS[ IU'IN' IPA 55'1 

.[T[OIOlOIT CAS .7Z1 

M'THOOS AID T[CHIIIUES or TEACHIN' AT THE SECONDAI' LEVEL 

CAS 5419 

M[TMODS or IISTRUCTION FO. THE EDUCAILE MENTALL' 'ETAROEO 

HLO 1.11 

"'THIOS or TEACHII' IASIC IUSINESS BPA 4.5Z 

N[THOOS or.TEACHINI 100~~EEPIN' AID .ELATED SUI~ECTS IPA 4154 

",THOOS or T[ACHIN' lUll NEil NON-S~ILL SU~ECTS BPA 1113 

M[THOOS Dr TEACHII' IUSINESS SAILL SUI~[CTS IPA ala. 

"[THOOS or TEACHIN' EI'lISH CAS 6501 

M[THOOS or TEACHINI LEA.NIN' DISA8lED INDIVIDUALS HLO 96.1 

"[THOOS or TEACHIN' orrlCE SAILL SUIJECTS 8P' .153 

HIC'OIIOLO'ICAL TECHNleUES CAS .731 

HIC'OCIMPUTE'S AND THill EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS CAS 997A 

"I"O"TI[S AND ~IAN lAID. MA'~ET PARTICIPATION CAS 11.9 

"OO[lS or CO'MITIVE DEVELOPMENT IN EA'L' CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 

HlO 7U' 

"OO,RN A.T. G'EAT AITISIS CAS 50a5 
10DULE DEVElOPME"T FOR COMPET[Ncr-uSEO TEACH ING (S 1M' HLO 19" 
H..[TA.T ECONOMICS IPA 82Z5 

"01[' AND IANAIN' IPA 3Z50 

"O'Al CHOICES IN CONTEMPO'A" SOCIET' CAS 65.Z 

"OTHE.IOOI·S ~OlE IN CHILIIEA.II' "LI 5310 

"OTI'ATION , EMOTION'L DEVELOPMENT HLO 5150 

"OTO' SPEECH OIS~OE'S SHP aza. 

MUlTI-"[DIA PIOOUCTION I CAS 54Z5 

MUlTI-"[DIA P.OOUCTION II CAS 54Z' 

"UlTI-NATIOIAl CO.PO.AIIONS IN THE NO'LO ECONOM' BPA 59JZ 

MULTIPLE P'O~ECTS IN COMMUNIT' .ESEA.CH CAS 755Z 

MUSIC MISTO'" 11TH AND I'TH C[NTU" MUSIC CAS 516' 

MUSIC THEAT'E P.OOUCTION CAS 51'Q 
N.TUR, INT'~P"TATION' PIINCIPL[ AND '.ACTICE CAS 619. 
NEI COMMUIITIES DEVELOPMENT (SIM' CAS 6al' 
lEI OI"ENSIONS II COR.ECTIONS HLD 7050 

N[MSI.,TIN' AND ~EPD'TIN' CAS .111 

NOI-I[ST£'N A'T SEMINA" • •• CAS 559Z 
NOIIIAS[O AND PlU'ALI.TIC ASSESSMENT or CHILD'EN AND "INO.ITIES 
HlO .U5 
NON,,'IAl CO""UNICATION MLO ••ZI 
NO'll OF TH[ "EXICAN 'EVOl~TION CAS 5393 
NU.SII' .ESEA.CH SHP '1.0 
NY •• IN,. CU•• ICYLUM AID INST.UCTION IN NU.SIN' SHP '16' 
NU'SII6' NU.SII, ADMIIIST'ATION I SNP 9'65 
IU.SIIi' IU.SII' AOMINIST'ATION II SNP 916. 
NY.SIIi' P.DSEMINA' II 'ESTO'ATIVE NU.SII, SHP '155 
IU.SII" SEI.IA. AND P'ACIICUM IN NU.SIN' AOMINIIT'ATION 
SH" 91.7 
IU.SII6' S[MIIAI AI. PRACTICUM IN RESTO~ATIVE NU.IIN' P'ACTICE 

SMP , ... 

IU.SI'" SENINA' AID P'ACTICUM IN TEACHIN' NURSIN' IHP 9115 

NURSIIi' THEO'ETICAL 'OUNOATIONS or .OLE PREPA'ATIOI I. IU.SIN' 

SHP '110 

"URSIN" CAIE II OIST"IUTI'E SETTIN'S SHP 4JIO 
NU.SINI' CA.E II EPISODIC 5ETTINIS SHP 4311 

NU.SI.,' COICEPTS AND PIOCESSES SHP .,10 
IU.SII" HEALTH ASSESSMENT SHP JI.I 
NU.SIN" P.IICIPLES or MA"A'EMENT or CLIENT/PATIENT CA.E 

SNP 4446 

NU'SII'. SENIO' SEMIIA' AID P.OJECT SH' 4455 

IY.SIN" T['CHIN' or CLIENTS/rAMILIES SHP •••• 

NU.S.N" THE COLLAIO'ATI'E 'OLE SHP 4330 

IU.SIII' TMEO.,ES 'NO NODELS SHP 9150 

NUTRITIOI SHP 6a,0 
"UT.ITIDI. EDUCATIOI. AND .NTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT HlD 7'11 
orrlc£ O"'NIIATIOI AND "AIA'[NENT IPA 5701 

OrrlC[ I'IT[MS IPA 470Z 
ap,1 'OUCATIOI. IMPLEMENTATION CAS 7.60 
OP'" [OUCATION. THEa" CAS 7411 

"'l IITE.P.ETATIOI CAS J26' 
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O.IANIC CHEMISTP' CAS 5Z30 
O.'.NllATION AND ADMINISTI'TION or COO'E~ATI'E IUSINESS EDUCATION 
P~O'AAMS 8PA aeoe 
O"AIIIATION OF OAf CA~E CENTE'S (SIM' HLO 7750 

O.GANllATIONAL BEHAVla. 8PA .400 

O.UNIlATIONAl COMMUNICATION HLO 5780' 
O"ANllATIONAL PU8LIC COMMUNICATION HLO 8050 

O.NITHOlOG' I CAS 6e99 
O.NITHOlO" II CAS '900 
OVE.vIEI OF THE CIIMINAL ~USTICE S'STEM HLD 70JO 
PAINTING AND O.ANINI COMPOSITION CAS 5701 

PAINTIN6 COMPO~ITION CAS 5671 

'AINTIM" AN ANAL'TICAL A'P'OACH CAS 1.5, 
PA1NIIN" ANAL'SIS AND COMPOSITIOI CAS e070 
PAINTING' DEVELOPMENT OF A THEME CAS 5609 

PAINTIN" SP~CIAL P'OILEMS CAS 5171 

PA.ENTIN'. THE EA.L' 'EA.S HlO 7731 

PATTE.NS IN rO.CEABLE IAPE BPA 5ge. 

PAUL .DBESONI NORKSHOP/SEMINA'--ACHIEVEMENTS AID CONT.IBUTIONS 

CAS 5135 

PE.SONALIT, AID VOCATIONAL ASSESSMENT NLO 1610 

PEISONALIT' THEO.' HLO '550 

P['SONNEL MANAGEMENT IPA 3420 

PE~SONNEL T'AINING AND MANAGEMENT DEVELO'MENT BPA 44Z6 

'HA.HACOLOG' ISSU[S SHP 50lA 

PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS OF THI&O NOILO SOCIETIES CAS 5J•• 

PHILOSOPHICAL TH[MES IN CONTEMPO'A" LIIE'ATU'E CAS 675Z 

PHILOSOPH' or HISTO.' CAS 7441 

PHILOSOPH' OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION MLD ala2 

PHILOSOPH' OF SCIENCE CAS e270 

PHONETICS SHP 45Z0 

PHOTO ABST.ACTS AND NON-SILVE' TECHNIQUES CAS 5441 

PHOTO ro~ INST.UCTIONAL SUPPO.T (SIM' CAS 5439 

PHOTO HISTO., CAS 6a52 

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION CAS 5456 

PHOTO ~OUANALISM CAS 5431 

PHOTO PO.TRAITU'E. rASNION AND LirE STUD' CAl 5.ZZ 
PHOTO. COLO. MO'KSHOP I CAS 5430 

PHOTO' COLO. NO'KSHOP II CAS 543J 
PHOTOCHEMISTR' CAS 9170 

PHOTOG.APHIC CAITICISM CAS 541Z 

PHOTO'~APHIC EQUIVALENCE STUDIES CAS 5413 

PHOTOIIAPHIC ESSA' CAS 545J 
PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTFOLIO CAS 5.10 
PHOTOGIAPHIC SE'IES AND SEQUENCE CAS e513 
PHOTDG'APHIC TECHNIQUES CAS 3745 

PHOTOG'APHIC T"EO" CAS 7a40 
PH'SICAL AND 'EC'EATIDNAL ACTIVITIES rD. ELEMENTA~' SCHOOLS 

HLO 7260 

PH'SICAL CHEMIST., I CAS 4600 

PH'SICAL CHEMIST.' II CAS 46.1 

PHTSICAL EN'IIONMENTS' CHA'ACTE'ISTICS AND DEVELOPMENT CAS 69Z1 

PH'SICAL SCIENCE FOUNDATIONS CAS 6935 

PH!SICS' INTE'MEDIATE CAS 6411 

PH'SIOLOGIC STSTEMS I CAS 6940 

PH'SIOLOGIC S'STEHS II CAS 6950 

'H'SIOLOGT or AGING SHP 9110 

PIAGETIAN T'PE 'ESEA~CH IN "ATH EDUCATION HlO 77.0 

PICTU'E EDITINI CAS 54za 

PLANNIN' FIAMEND'~S CAS 6670 

PLANNINI HETHODOlO" CAS 70ZZ 

PLANNIN' TECHNIQUES AND G'APHICS CAS 4605 

PLANNIN' THE 0.' CAS 6400 

PLANNING. caNOUCTII' & EVALUAIINI 10'~SHOPS HLO 7109 

PLANNIN" A S'STEMS APP.OACH CAS 6990 

PLANT GIOMTH AND OEVELOPNENT CAS 1266 

PlANT ","GENU.ONMENTS I CAS 7150 

PLANT MIC.OENVIIOIMENTS II CA~ 70.0 

PLANT TAXONOM' CAS 6.31 

PLA' P'OOUCTION II SECOIDA" SCHOOL CAS .Z70 

PLA'NIITIN' I CAS 6ZZ0 

POISONOU~ AND MEDICINAL PLAITS CAS 4540 

POLICIES AND sr'ATEIIES or AOMINIST'ATIVE SCIENCE IPA 1.9' 

POLITICAL ECONON' OF GLOBAL INEQUALIT, IPA 5930 

POLITICAL ECONOM' Dr GLOBAL I"EQUALII' CAS 5303 

POLITICAL PSYCHOLOGY CAS 747. 

POLITICAL SDCIOLOG' CAS 6541 

POLITICAL IHED.' BPA 4910 

POLITICS ANa ADMINIST'ATION 8PA 5911 

POLITICS AND SDCIEI' CAS 5Z01 

POLITICS IN THE 1910'5' A S'HPOSIUM CAS 5Z9H 

POLITICS OF IHE ILLINOIS STATE LE'ISLATU'E BPA 591l 

POLLUTION CO.TIOL TECHNIQUES CAS 7010 

POPULATION AND OEMOGJAPHIC ANAL'SIS CAS 7569 

POPULAIION 810LOGY CAS eZ6Z 

POPULATIONS IMPACTS CAS 1015 

PO~NO"APH'. CENSD~SHIP AND SOCIET' SMP 7090 

POJTFOLIO MANA'EMENT BPA 5310 

P~ACTICAL PHOTOVOLTAICS' SHO.T COU'SE CAS 5Z'D 
PIACTICUM IN ADMINIST'AIION AND SUPE~VISION I HLO 9'11 
P'ACTICUM IN ADMINIST.ATIOI AND SUPE.VISION II "lO '91Z 
P'ACTICU" IN AUDIOLO". ASSESSMENT SHP 9Z41 
P'ACIICUM IN AU010LO'" REHA81LIIATION SHP 9Z.Z 
PIACIICUM IN BASIC SELr-HELP SU.VIVAL SMllLS rD. THI NOO['ATEl'

AND SEVEIEl' HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS HLD 7170 

P'ACIICUM IN 8USINESS EDUCATION BPA 4a91 

P'ACTICU" IN CLASS. DON IEACHI"' "LO 4610 

P'ACTICUM II COLLE'E COUNSELIN' HLO a746 

p'ACTleUM IN COUNSELINI AND CONSULTATION--A'ENC' MlO 1164 

P.'CTICUM IN EDUCATIONAL TECHNOlOG' HLD 1.90 

P'ACTICUM IN ELEMENT A" SCHOOL COUNSELIN' HLD .64. 

P'ACTICUM IN G.OUP LEAOE.SHIP IN T~ANSACTIONAl ANAL'SIS 

HLD 1710 

j 
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P'ACTICU" I. HU"AN SE~vICE' HlD 3ell 

p'ACrICU" IN PA~ENT 'TUDY &~OUP lEAD['ShIP HLD •• ,0 

fPACTICU" IN P~EVE.TID. SKillS WLO 8165 

P'ACTICU" IN SCHOOL PsYCHGLOGY HlD 1'41 

PPACTICU" IN SECONDA'Y 'CHOOL COUN'ELING HLD 8145 

PFACTICU" IN SPECIAL [CUCATIOI I HLO "II 

P'ACTICU" IN SPECIAL EDUCATION II HLD "I' 

PPACTICU" IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY. HO.PITAL 'HP .Z50 

P~ACTICU" IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY' "EWTAL HEALTH CENTE~ I.P 'Z51 

P'ACTICU" IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY. PUILIC SCHOOL SHP 'Zll 

PPACTICU" IN THE~APEUTIC CO""UNICATION HLO .240 

P~'CTICU" sE"INA~ I. HUHA. SE'vICES HlO 1159 

PFE-COlU"BIAN AFT or "ESO-A"E'ICA CAS 5310 

P~E-COlU"BIAN APr or sOUT" A"EFICA' CAS 5314 

PPIMITIYE APT CAS 50.0 

PIINCIPlEs ANO PFACTICEs or UPIAN PLAN.ING CAS 1940 

PPINCIPlES AND p~oalEMS IN IUSINEss EDUCATION BPA 41'1 

PPINCIPLES or BEHAYIOP CHANGE HLO '410 

PIINCIPlEs or rlNANCIAl MANAGE"ENT aPA !!Ol 

P~INCIPlEs or MACPOECONOMICs IPA IZOZ 

PPINCIPLEs or MANAGEMENT BPA 3401 

PFINCIPLES or MA~KETING BPA 3501 

PPINCIPLES or MICPOECONOMICs IPA 3Z01 

PPINCIPLES. TECHNIQUES AND AOMINISTPATI~N 0' PUPIL/.TUDENT

PEPSONNEL sEPYICES HLD 16Z0 

PFINT"AKING' GPADUATE INTAGLIO CAl 8130 

PPINT"AKING' ADYANCED STUDIO CAS 5464 

PPINTMAKIN&'AOVANCED P~INT"AAIN& P~OCESS(INTAGLIO-ETCHI~G. LITHO' 

CAS 5460 

PPOBABILITY aPA 8464 

PF08LEMs IN COST ACCOUNTING SPA 8160 

PP08LEMS IN rlNANCIAL "ANAGEMENT BPA UOt 

PPOBLE"s IN INOUST~IAL FElATIONS aPA .U5 

PF08LEMs IN INTE~NATIONAL HANAGENENT IPA UOI 

PP08LEHS IN INTEPNATIONAL POLITICS I IPA 5931 

PPOBlEHS IN INTEFNATIONAL POLITIC' I. MORlO IMPEMIAllSM 

CAS 8550 

PPoalEHS IN MANAGEMENT INrO'MATIDN SYSTEHS IPA 8410 

PPDBLEHS IN MANAGEFIAL ECONOMICS IPA IZOI 

P~OILEMS IN HA'KETING MANAGEMENT .PA '~Ol 

PPOBlEHS IN OFGANIlAT10NAl BEHAYIO~ IPA 1400 

PFOBlEMS IN PEFsONNEL MANAGEMENT BPA 84Z0 

PPOBLEHs IN PPODUCTION HANAGEHENT SPA .440 

PFOBLEMS IN TAX ACCOUNTING BPA 8180 

PFOBLEMS OF LATINO FAHILY CAS 5JZI 

P'OSlENs OF MOOEINI2ATION IN DEVELOPING COUNT'IEs CAS 1141 

PPODUCT PHDTOGPAPHY CAS 54Z0 

PFODUCTION 'NO INYENTDFY CDNT'OL SYsTEHs BPA 444J 

P.OOUCTION HANAGEMENT BPA 3440 

PPOOUCTION P'OBlEMS AND ANALYSIS BPA 5416 

PFODUCTION. INPlEMENTATION. EYAlUATION IN INsTFUCTIONAL DE'ElOP­

MENT (SIM) HlO 5930 

.FOFESSIONAL APPLICATIONS 0' EDUCATIONAL TECHNOlOG' HlO 1111 

PPDFESSIONAL ISSUES IN SPEECH AND HEA.1NG 'EE '0' I[P'ICE

SETTINGS sHP 1000 

PFOG~AH DESIGN AND CHANGE IN HUHAN SE'VICES HLO 6..0 

PfDGFAHMED INSTFUCTIONAL NATEPIAlS HLO 60.0 

P'OTEST AND FEVOLUTloN IN LATIN AHEPICAN llTERATUPE CAS 5U6 

PsYCHOCYBEFNETICS HLD 6100 

PSYCHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS Dr INDIVIDUALS MITH SPECIAL .EEDs 

HlD 6161 

PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF IllINGUAl-BICUlTU'AL EDUCATIOI 

HlO 1840 

PSTCHOlOGY or APT IN EDUCATION HLO 1geo 

PSYCHOLOGY OF HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS HlO 1111 

PSYCHOLOGY or LATINOS CAS 5211 

PSYCHOLOGY OF NOMEN HLO 5360 

PSTCHOPHA~MACOlDGY SHP 1115 

PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS or AGING HLO 5110 

PUILIC rlNANCE BPa 420~ 

PUBLIC OPINION T~ENOS CAS 1561 

PUlllC PE~SONNEL ADMINIST'ATIDN BPA 4950 

PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS IPA 4960 

PUBLIC SAFETY AOMINIST~ATION BPA 59.0 

FACE ~ElATIONS IN U_S.' ~ISToFICAL PE~'PECTlvES CAS 516. 

~ACE. lANGUAGE. , CUlTU~E MO~KSHDP CAS 6549 

FACISM. INDIYIDUAl AND INSTITUTIONAL (sIH' HlD 6••• 

~AOIOlsOTOPE TECHNIQUES CAS 1ZI0 

~EADING DIAGNOSIS HlO 95JO 

FEADING fOP BiliNGUAL STUDENTS CAS JI50 

FEADING INSTFUC110. IN SC~OOL SETTIN&S HLD 46Z1 

~EADING PPOILEMS. DIAGNOSING AND fiENEOIATING HLO 4611 

~EADING ~EMEOIATION IN THE CLASS'OOM HlO 9640 

~EADING ST~AYEGIES FO. INDI'IOUALllIN6 INST.UCTION Hlo '6JO 

FEADING ST~ATEGIES IN THE IILINGUAl CLASSROOM HlD 1910 

~EAOINGS AND INYESTIGATIONs IN •• _ CAS 1300 

fiEADINGS AND INYESTIGATIONS IN __ • sHP 1JOO 

~EADINIS IN FEMINISM CAS 1115 

~EADINGS IN MINO~ITY LITEPATUPE CAS 5018 

~EADINGS. BLACK POLITICS AND AMEPICAI POLITICAL S'STEH CAl 5160 

FEAL ESTATE INVESTMENT ANalYSIS BPA 4609 

~EAl ESTATE PROPE'TY MANAG[MENT IPA 4606 

FEAllTY THEFAPY HLD 1410 

~EAlITY THEFAPY aND ALCOHOLISM COUHSEllNG sHP 124A 

~EALITY THEPAPY FOF COUNSElO'S AND THEPAPISTS I SHP 124' 

FEAllTY THEPAPY FO~ COUNsElO.S AND THEFaPISTS II SHP 1246 

~ECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN CHILDHOOD LANGUAGE OISO.OERI IHP 11.1 

FEtENT DEYELDPMENTs IN O~GA.IC SPEECH DISD'DE'S SHP 100E 

FECO~DS AOMINISTPATION BPA 110Z 

~EGIONAl PLANNING CAS 1261 

~ElIGION AND HUMAN SEXUALITY CAS 1090 

fiEPOfiT AND TECHNICAL NPITING IPA JI04 

~ESEAPCH IN ADOLESCENCE AND SEX 'DlES HlO 6J1I 
~[S[A'CH IN .r.IC••·.N[.ICA. HISTO" CAS 11'0 
~[S[A'CH IN BUSINESS EOUCATIOI 8P••102 

'EsEA'CH LITE'ATU'E IN COUNSELING AND PSYCHOTHERAPY HLO 1110 

~ESEA~CH HETHOOOloIY HLD' EMPHASIS ON SeCIAL PSYC.OLO.Y 

HLD 5410 

~ESEAFCH METHODOLOGY I. HLO HlD 5400 

~EsEAfiCH METHODOLOGY IN HUMAN lEARNINI AND DEVELOPIE.T. EIPMAIII 

IN El£MENTA.Y EDUCATION HLD 9610 

FESEAPCH METHODOLOGY' 'EAOING AND M.ITING l.sT.UCTIO. HLD '611 
.[sEA'CH HETHODs HLO 5410 

FEsEA'CH TECH.IQUES CAS 6510 

.ESEAPCHING SCIENCE INrO~HATIOI CAS '410 
~ESOU'CE DEVELOPM[NT AND GRANTsHAISHIP HlD 11Z1 
fi[TAIL lOCATION PLANNING sT'ATEGY 8P. 55.2 
fiETAILING OPEfiATIONs AND HANAGEMENT 8PA "., 
.ETAJlING POLICIES IPA 5540 

~ETAILING ST~ATE&IEs AND ST.UCTU'Es IPA 55J1 

~AlEs OF6ANIlATIONS BPA 5510 

SALES TECHNIQUES , ~EAl ESTATE B~DKE'AGE IPA 1605 

SCENE DESIIN CAS 6120 

SCHOOL HEALTH PPOG.AMS SHP eOZ3 

SCHOOL lAN HLD 9140 

SCHOOl-COMHUNITT PElATIONS HlD 1'60 

SCIENCE PPOGFAM O~IENTATION CAS 1.40 

SCIENTIFIC rOUNOATIONS or HEALTH CA'E sHP 305A 

SCOPING FO' rllM AND Tv CAS 5910 

sCULPTuPE I. GPAOUATE SEMINAfi 3-0 DEsl&H CAS SOlO 

SCULPTUFE' GFADUATE STUDIO CAS el91 

SCULPTU~E' ADVANCED rlGUFE MODELING CAS 51Z5 

SCULPTUFE' ADVANCED METAL MO'KSHOP II CAS 55.1 

SCUlPTU~E' A~T METAL CAS 51Z1 

'CUlPTUPEI CEPAMICs CAS 5160 

SCUlPTUPE' rIBE~. CLAY. METAL CAS 5861 

sCULP TUH: ME Tali CAS 5510 

SCULPTUFE: 3-0 DESIGN III CA' lOll 

SCUlPTUFE' 1-0 DESIGN IN rAI.ICATION p'aCESS[S CAS '6.1 

SCUlPTUFEI 3-0 MOOD CAS 5120 

SECUPITT ANALYSIS BPA B335 

SELECTION AND PLACEMENT or PE'SONNEl BPA 44Z4 

SENANTICS AID COMHUNICATION HlD 6150 

SEMINAR IN ACCOUNTING BPA 11.0 

sEHINA~ IN AHE~ICAN INSTITUTIONS AND VALUES IPA 1'10 

SEHINA' IN BUSINESS EDUCATION IPA le05 

sEMINAF IN HUMAN ME MOP' HLO 124Z 

SENINA. IN orrlCE EDUCATION 8PA le06 

SEMINA~ IN P~ODUCTION AND OPEPATloNS MAIAIENEIT IPA 4445 

sE"INA~ IN PUILIC IUOGETIN6 BPA ezzo 

SEHINA~ IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT BPA e910 

SEMINA~ IN PUBLIC OPGANI2ATION THEO.Y IPA 1940 

SEHINAP IN PUBLIC POLICY BPA e960 

SEMINA' IN ~ESEA~CH METHODS IPA "30 

sEMINAP IN UFBAN GOVE~N"ENT IPA .9Z0 

SEMI NAP IN UPBAN PESEA.CH CAS 1112 

SEMINAF ON THE BLACK NOMAN CAS IZOO 

SEMINA~' COMPAPATIVE URBAN FUTU'E CAS 5405 

SEX ~OlES PESEARCH SEMINAF CAS '521 

SHAKESPEAFE CAS 6110 

SIMULATIONS AND GAMES CAS 1490 

SINGLE FANllY FESIOENTIAL APP~AISAl IPA 4607 

SHALL IUSI.ESS AOMINI'T~ATION BPA .4JO 

SHALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT BPA 1.95 

SOCIAL AND U~BAN PLANNING HLO 1110 

SOCIAL CHANGE AND MINDPITY IFOUPS HlO 6910 

SOCIAL CHANGE AND PU8LIC POLICY CAS 5248 

SOCIAL OISORGANllATION CAS '51Z 

SOCIAL rOUNOATIONs OF EOUCAIION CAS 1540 

SOCIAL fOUNDATIONS OF U~BAN EDUCATION (SIM, HLO 1170 

SOCIAL IMPACT OF COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY HLO 'S60 

SOCUL NOVEL CAS 1150 

SOCIAL OFGANI2ATION AND COGNITION IN LATINO CULTua[ CAS 114' 
SOCUl POL ICY HLD 1191 

SOCIAL PF08LEMS I CAS 3162 

SOCUL P~08lEHS II CAS ~251 
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY HlO 5440 

SOCIAL FESEA.CH AND EVALUATION CAS 156Z 
SOCIAL sEPYICEs TO CHILD.EN HlD 6910 

SOCIAL SE~VICES TO INDIVIDUALS (SIN' HlO 69Z0 
SOCIAL STUDIES sTPATEGIES HLD 1110 

SOCIAL STUDIES sTPATEGIES-8IlINGUAl HLO "Sl 
SOCIOllIGUISTICS SHP .125 

SOCIOLOGY OF COP'ECTION HlO 6900 

SOCIOLOGY OF CFIME CAS 15'Z 

SOCIOLOGY OF ETHNIC 'ELATIONS CAS 15.9 

SOCIOLOGY OF POVEfiTY CA' 1593 

SOCIOLOGY or SEX POLES CAS 1821 

SOCIOLOGY Of SPO.T HLD 6110 

SOCIOLOGY Of STPEET C'IHE CAS 159A 

SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMilY CAS 1599 

SOCIOLOGY OF TOU.ISH AND LEISU~E HLO '010 

SOil ANALYSIS CAS 1590 

SOilS IN IlliNOIS CAS 1065 

SOLViNG TFAINING ,ND INSTPUC'IONAl PEprO.MAICE P.OILE', 

HlD 1115 

SONGMPITING NITH BOB GIBSON CAS 5818 

SPANISH lANGUAGE 'lITEPATU~E CAS .61. 

SPANISH LANGUAGE AND CULTUPE CAS el61 

SPANISM lANGUAGE APTS INST~UCTION HLo 1981 

SPANISH PHONETICS AND CUlTUPE CAS JI'4 

SPATIAL PEfiCEPTloNS AN' SOCIAL 8EHAVI0. CAl 156. 

SPECIAL rlElDS IN 8EHAVIOP "ODlfICATlo. HLO '4'0 

SPECIAL P~OBLEMS IN TEACHING INSTRUHENIAL NUSIC CAS 6010 

SPECIAL PPOJECTS IN... CAS 1600 

SPECIAL PPOJECTs IN __ • sHP 1600 
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"[CT.OCHEMIST.Y CAS 7720 

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE DEWELDPMENT SHP 4750 

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE Of THE HEA~ING IMPAI~ED SHP P560 
5PEECH PHYSIOLOGY SHP 4755 

SPEECH-LANGUAGE AND HEA~I.G DISO~DE~S fO~ TEACHE.S SHP '23A 
"E[CH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY' INT~DDUCTIO~ fO. ALLIED 
P'DfESSIDNALS SHP 525" 
SP'-TS CDMMUNICATION SKILLS rD. COACHI.G (BASEBALL) HLD '75C 
SPD•• S MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS HLD '041 
STAGE NANAGEMENT CAS 7881 

STAGE PHDTOG~APHY CAS 541A 

STATISTICAL OATA P~OCESSING BPA 54.9 

STATISTICAL fOUNDATIONS CAS 7110 

STATISTICAL METHODS CAS 7150 

STATISTICAL ~ESEA'CH DESIGN 8PA 1461 

STATISTICS HLD 5411 

STATISTICS ANO p~oaAaILITY I CAS 7120 

STATISTICS AND P~O'A'ILITY II CAS 7125 

STATISTICS I aPA 5UI 

STATISTICS II BPA 5462 

STATISTICS IN aEHAVIO'AL STUDIES HLO e760 

STATISTICS. MULTIVA.IATE METHODS CAS 7140 

STEEL OFUM CONST.UCTION ANa PLAYING METHODS CAS 5004 

ST'ATEGIES Of ADULT [OUCATION IN T'AINING AND INST.UCTION 

HLD 7563 

ST.ATro.o CANADA THEAT'E EXPE'IENCE CAS 6212 

STUDENT TEACHING CAS 4000 

STUDENI TEACHING IN SCIENCE CAS 9700 

STUDENT TEACHING/OBSE.VATION (MUSICI CAS 7170 

STUOENT TEACHING' MUSIC CAS 7a71 
STUDIES IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE CAS 6iOO 

STUDIO 'ECO'OING TECHNIQUES CAS 7851 

STUTTEFING SEMINA' SHP 9f20 

SUISTANCE AIUSE' CU"ENI CONCEPIS SHP 6555 

suaUIaAN HOUSING CAS 7900 

suau~aAN POLICY ISSUES aPA 5921 

SUMMEI THEAT'E PFACTICUM CAS 6260 

SUPE.VISED fiELD P'ACTICUM HLO 87.0 

SUPEFVISION BPA 4425 

SUPE.VISION IN SPECIAL EDUCATION fOP SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS 

SHP 800f 

SUPE'VISION Of CLASSIOOM TEACHE.S HLO 9540 

SUP'EME COU.T IN AME.ICAN POLITICS .BPA 5914 

SU.VEY Of BUSINESS. CONSUME" AND 'OCATIONAL EDUCATION aPA 1101 

SU~VEY Of EAILY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION P~OGFAMS HLO 7150 

SU'WEY Of ENGLISH LITEIATU.E I. IED~ULf TO THE 18TH CENTU~Y 

CAS 5760 

SU'VEY Of ENGLISH LITEIATU~E II CAS 5761 

'U~'Ef Of EXCEPTIONAL CHILO'EN AND P~OG~AMS HLD 61Z0 

SUF'Ef Of MUSIC HISTO.f CAS 512a 

SUaVEY Of SOCIAL SCIENCE CAS 5110 

SUIVEY Of IHE lEAL ESTATE INOUST.y aPA 5601 

SUIVEY Of THE SCHOOL IN 8ILINGUAL-MULTICULTU.AL ENVI.ON"ENT 

HLD 8019 

SUltEY Of ~ESTE'N D'AMA I CAS 62PI 
SU'VEf Of ~ESTEFN D~AMA II CAS 629Z 
SYMPHONIC aANO CAS 517P 
SYSTEM ANALYSIS BPA 5415 

lAX ACCOUNTING I aPA 4121 

TIX ACCOUNTING II aPA 4lZZ 

TEACHER/COMMUNITY 'ELATIONS HLD 1016 

T'.CHING aASIC A.ITHMETIC HLD 9550 

TEACHING ELEMENTAPY MUSIC I CAS 6050 

lEACHING ELEMENTA.Y MUSIC II CAS 6051 

TEACHING ELENENTA'Y SCHOOL SCIENCE CAS 7BOO 

TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE CAS 6650 

TEACHING EN~ICH"ENT .ATHEMAIICS IN fLEMENT.RY SCHOOL HLO 9560 

TEACHING fOP EN'ICHMENT IN 'EADING AND "ATHENATICS HLO '561 

TEACHING MATHEMATICS TO LO~ ACHIEVING STUDENTS HLO 7111 

TEACHING 'EADING IN HIGH SCHOOL CAS 6560 

TEACHING 'EAOING IN THE CONTENT A'EAS HLD 9650 

TEACHING SECONOAIY SCHOOL SCIENCE CAS 741' 

'EACHING SOCIAL ST~DIES. SCIENCE. AND MATHE"ATICS TO NON-ENGLISh 

SPEAKING STUDENTS HLD BOl5 

TEACHING STUDENTS MITH 8EHAVI0. OISO.OE'S HLO 9712 

TECHNIOUES IN CELL alOLOGY CAS 6165 

TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIAL CHA~GE CAS 7274 

TELEVISED INSTPUCTION IN SCIENCE CAS 177A 

TELEVISION OI'ECTING CAS 7960 

TELEVISION PRODUCTION CAS 7aoo 

TELEViSION' .EMOIE COLOR TECHNIQUES CAS 7005 

TE~RESTPIAL BIOLOGY: AUTUMN CAS "IA 

TE"ESTPIAL BIOLOGY: SP'ING CAS '911 

I,RRESIPIAL BIOLOGY' SUMME~ CAS 9912 

TE.REST'IAL BIOLOGY' MINTE~ CAS 9'81 

THE AfPICAN NOVEL CAS 5053 

THE APPLICATION Of BIOfEEDaACK AND SELf-'EGULATION THEUPIES IN 

THE T~EATMENT Of ALCOHOL AND DRUG P~O'L["S SHP 5010 

THE CI'IL ~IGHIS MOVEMENT. A HISTORICAL ANALYSIS CAS 5110 

THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE HLO '150 
THE CONT.OLLEO O~INKING CONTRO'E~SY SHP 524C 
THE fUTURE Of HIGHEP EDUCATION CAS 7461 

THE HARLEM RENAISSANCE CAS 5052 

THE NAIION'S HEALTH SHP 5100 

THE SHORT STO'Y CAS 6755 

THE UTILI'ATION Of G~OUP COUNSELING fO. I"PLEMENTATID~ AND 

fO'MUATION Of T.EATMENT PLANS SHP 511E 

THE MO~LO Of f. SCOTI fITIGE.ALD CAS 6515 

THEAI'E HISTO,y I CAS 6500 

THEATPE HISTORY II CAS 6510 

THEATRE MANAGEMENT CAS 1110 

TH(OLDGY Of THE THI.O MORLO CAS 5556 

THEORETICAL PRACTICES Of HUMAN SE'VICES HLO 6990 

THEORIES & T~EATMENT Of [MOTIONAL DISTPUBANC[ I HLD 5Z00 
THEOPI[S & TFEATMENT Of EMOTIONAL 0ISTUR8ANCE IN ADULlS II 

. HLO 5210 

TH[OPIES & TREATMENT Of EMOTIONAL DISTURBANCE IN CHILDREN 

HLO 5130 

THEO~IES , TIEATNENT Of EMOTIONAL DISTURBANCf IN CHILDRfN II 

HLD 5140 

THEORIES Of C~IMINOLOGY HLO 7195 

THEORIES Of EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY HLO 1171 

THEOIY AND ANALYSIS Of COMNUNICATION COUENT HLD nil 

THEO~Y AND HISTO~Y Of A fPEE P~ESS CAS 5407 

THEORY Of KNOWLEOGE CAS 5711 

THEO~Y Of PHOTOJOU~NALISM CAS 5456 

THEORY Of PU8LIC SPEAKING CAS 3167 

THE~APEUTIC COMMUNICATION HLD a05D 

THI~O MORLD AESTHETICS CAS 5087 

THIPO MO~LO IN PERSPECTIVE: AN INTE~OISCIPLINARf SU~fEY 

CAS 5502 

THIRD MORLD IN PE.SPECTIWE' AN INTE.OISCIPLINA'Y SU.fEY 

aPA 5955 

THIPO MO~LO STUDIES CONfE~ENCE CAS 5500 

TOPICS IN MATH EOUCATION HLD 1110 

TOPICS IN POPULAR CULTURE CAS 7052 

TOIAL COMMUNICATION rOR ~ETA~OED CHILD~EN SHP 525C 

TOWARD QUALITY GIOUP DECISIONS HLO 6250 

TPADE-DffS: AN ECONOMICS COU'SE fOP ELEMENTA'Y TEACH£~S 

BPA 5204 

TRANSPE'SONAL ASPECTS Of ALCOHOLISM AND RECOfE.Y SHP 5241 

T'ANSPORIATION SYSTEMS CAS 4740 

T'EATING ALCOHOLISM: CLINICAL SKILLS T'AINING SHP 521a 

T. AND lIS USE IN THE COMMUNITY HLD 6190 

TV fOF INSTFUCTION AND TFAINING I HLO 6200 

TV fOF INSI.UCTION AND TPAINING II HLD Ilia 

U.S. AND ILLINOIS ELECTIONS IPA 5915 

UNDE~STANOING O.IENTAL PHILOSOPHY CAS 7551 

UNOERSTANDING IHE COSMOS CAS 8770 

UNOEFMATE' PHOTOG'APHY CAS 542A 

UNIVERSITY SINGERS CAS 5195 

U.BAN OYNAMICS (SIMI HLO 6950 

URBAN ECONOMIC OEVELOPMENT BPA 4610 

U.IAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL' ST.UCTURE AND CONTEXT HLO 4650 

URBAN fUTU.ES aPA 5920 

URBAN G~OMTH "ANAGEMENT CAS 6155 

U'IAN HOUSING AND LEGAL SYSTEMS CAS 1095 

U.BAN JOUINALISM CAS 6981 

URBAN LAND ECONOMICS CAS al71 

u.aAN MINO~IIIES AND SOCIAL CHANGE CAS 5215 

U'~AN POLITICS CAS 7100 

URaAN POPULATION CAS 7212 

u.aAN PROPEFIIES APP~AISAL APPLICATIONS BPA 4611 

URBAN SOCIETY CAS 1951 

URBAN STUDIES' INTPOOUCTIDN TO TH[ CITY CAS 7271 

URBANIIATION IN THE DEVELOPING NuaLO CAS 7852 

USING INSf.bCfIDNAL GAMES IN THE MATENATICS CLASSPOO. CAS 5zr­
VALUES CAS 5772 

VISUAL ANTHFOPOLOGY CAS 5415 

VOCAL LIIERATU~E CAS 5191 

VOICE OISO~DE~S SHP 9910 

WATEF QUALITY ~ESEARCH CAS 7961 

NESTERN A.I SEMINA. CAS 5595 

~OMEN APTISTS CAS 50li 

WOMEN IN AMEFICAN HISTOFY CAS 7740 

MOMEN IN LATIN A"ERICAN LITEFATURE CAS 6621 

~OMEN IN PFISON HLO 6715 

~OMEN IN THE MEDIA CAS 7749 

WOMEN. POLITICS. AND CHANGE CAS 7721 

WOMEN'S 'ESOURCE LABORATO.Y CAS 7725 

WOIK ANO fAMILY LifE CAS 1229 

WORK AND LEISU'E HLO 7350 

WOIKSHDP IN CHILO OEVELOPMENT HLO 80le 

WO~KSHOP IN OEPRESSION HLO 1122 

~OFKSHOP IN DIAGNDSTIC/P~ESC~IPTIVE TEACHI.G HLD 9562 

~DFKSHOP IN HELPING THE PFoaLEN STUDENT (SE"INA" RATIONAL 

E"OlIVE EDUCATIONI HLD '72H 
WO'KSHOP IN JEAN PIAGET AND THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS HLD '770 

WOFKSHOP IN SOCIAL PLANNI.G fOR HUMAN SER~ICES ~LD 6110 

WOIKSHOP ON SECONOARY ECONOMIC EOUCATID~ aPA aiDA 

WO~KSHOP. ADMINISTRATIVE CONCEPTS IN CA'EEP GUIDANCE HLO f74C 

WOIKSHOP: BEHAVID. "ANAGEMENT HLD 761C 

WO~KSHOP' CA'EE~ COUNSELING ANO PLACENENT HLD 9748 

WORKSHOP. C~'ATIVE ORAMATICS IN THE CLASS~OOM CAS 100A 

WORKSHOP: EASTERN PERSPECTIVES ON PSYCHOTHE~APf HLO 7610 

WO.KSHDP: GifTED EDUCATION/INDIVIOUALIZATION NLD 972K 

WORKSHOP: G.ANT ~~IIING HLO 761G 

NOFKSHOP: G~OUP DYNAMICS/CI.CLE DISCUSSION HLD 9166 

WO~KSHOP' INfORMAL READING INVENTO~Y--PEVIEN A.O EXPANSION 

HLO 91ZP 
WORKSHOP: INT~DDUCTION TO MONIESSORI fOP TEACHE~S AND PA'EWTS 

HLD 761H 

MO~KSHOP' MDNTAL DEP~ESSID.--HEALTH PReaLE" Or THE 10'S 
SHP 500C 

WORKSHOP: NURSING ANO THE LAM SHP 500E 

WORKSHOP' O~GANllATIONAL T'AI~ING AND STAff OEVELOPNENT 

HLO 16eE 

MO.KSHDP' PFDrESSIONAL OEVELOP"ENT IN CA~[E~ GUIDANCE HLO 920A 

MO~KSHOP' TEACHING A'T--LEfT-HANDED STRATEGIES HLD 974A 

WOFKSHOP: TEENAGE suaSTANCE ABUSE SHP 5228 
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NO~KSHOP' NOMEN AND EMPLOYMENT--GETTING .N IN THE 1910'S 
CAS 50U 
MO~KSHOP' ACTION ~ESEA~CH fOR ACTI'E TEACHERS HLO 9'4) 
NORKSHOP' ADMINISTRAJION I SU'E~'ISION Of SPECIAL EDUCATION 
HLO 9769 
10~KSHOP: ADOLESCENTS. ALCO~OL AND A8USE SHP .885 
MO~KSHOP: BASIC 'ESPONSIBILITY TRAINING HLD 9'21 
MO~KSHOP' CA~EER ALTE'NATI'ES fOR E~UCATORS HLD '614 
MO~KSHOP: COMMUNICATION AND LISTENING SKILLS HLD '6" 
MORKSHOP' COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS fO~ SPECIAL EDUCATION HlD 9724 
MO~KSHOP' CONfLICT MANAGEMENT AND C.ISIS INTE"ENTION HLO '677 
NO~KSHOP: C'tATIVE CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT HLO "Z5 
MORKSHOP: C~EATIVE DRAMATICS IN THE CLASS~OOM HLO 9'19 
MO~KSHOP: CPEATIVE M~ITING fOR LEA~NE'S HLO 9'64 
MO~KSHOP: DIAGNOSTICS fOR THE LEARNING DISABILITY TEACHER 
HLO 9194 
~ORKSHOP: DISCIPLINE-A CARIN6 fOR QUALITY HLO 9120 
NO~KSHOP: EOUCATOR'S ROLE IN SOCIAL CHANGE HLO 7675 
NORKSHOP: ENERGY I STPESS IN THE CLASS~OOH HlO 9797 
NO~KSHOP: GifTED EOUCATION IDENTifiCATION HLO 979Z 
NORKSHOP: GifTED EDUCATION STRATEGIES •••• HLD 9111 
NORKSHOP: GifTED EDUCATIDN-ADMINIST~ATION HlD 9746 
MORKSHOP: HANOLING STAff AND STUDENT ST'ESS .. THE SCHOOLS 
HLO 91ZS 
MO~KSHOP: HUMAN CREATI'ITY HLD 915. 
MORKSHOP: HUMOR AND CREATIVITY HLO 9,2T 
MO~KSHOP: INDIVIDUALIZATION INSTRUCTION HLO 91 •• 
MORKSHOP' INDTVIDUALIZED EDUCATION P'OGRAM- DIAGNOSTIC. PRESC~IP­
TIVE. EVALUATIVE HLD 971J 
NORKSHOP: INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO READING' HRITING INST'UCTION 
HLO 9129 

NO~KSHOP: LEA~NING TOGETHE~ I ALONE I HLO 972) 

MO~KSHOP: LEARNING TOGETHER I ALONE II HLO 9760 

MO~KSHOP: LEARNING TOGETHER ANO ALONE III HLO 9796 

MO~KSHOP: MAKING CLASS~OOM GROUPS MORK I HLD 97)A 

MO~KSHOP: MAKING CLASS~OOM GROUPS MORK II HLD 973B 

MORKSHOP: MASTERY LEARNING HLD 9126 

MO~KSHOP: "ATCHING TEACHER LEARNER STYLES HLO '728 

MORKSHOP: MEETING NEEDS Of EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN IN THE 'EGULAR 

CLASS~OD" HLD 9744 

NO~KSHOP: MOTIVATING THE NO EffORT STUDENT HLO 9'50 

Ma.KSHOP: MOTIVATION rOR BASIC SKILL-TURNING 1.05 ON TO BASICS 

HLD 97Z2 
NO~KSHOP: MULTICULTU~AL EOUCATIDN CAS 11'0 
NO~KSHO" O.GANllING ••[$PON51'£ CLASIPOOM KLD 9rrz 
NO~KSHOP: PERSONAL GRONTH fOR EOUCATO'S HLO 9'4' 
~ORKSHOP. POSITI'E ATTITUDES TO NARDS LEARNI., HLO "2C 
MORKSHOP' POSITI'E BEHA'IOP rOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN HLO 9'71 
MO~KSHOP: PROCESS LEA'.ING fOR fUTU.E HLO 9'65 
NORKSHOP: PSYCHIATRIC ASPECTS Of OI,O.CE HLO 9'2E 
NO~KSHOP' PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS CAS 1142 
NO~KSHOP: READING HLO 97)0 
MO~KSHOP: SEMINAR ro~ CA~EE~ AMARENESS HLO '67) 
MORKSHOP, ST~ENGTHENING T~E HOME-SCHOOL 'ELATIONSHIP HLO 977J 
NO~KSHOP' SU~VEY or O~UGS HLO '6'1 
MORKSHOP' rEACHER EffECTI'ENESS T~AINING HLO 97)' 
MO~KSHOP: TEACHING ~EAOING IN THE CONTENT A~EAS HLO '71' 
NORKSHOP: TELE'ISION EffECTIVENESS TRAI~I.6 HLO 9757 
NOPKSHOP: TELE'ISION I CAS 7002 
NO~KSHOP: TELEVISION II CAS 700)
NORKSHOP: THE LAN. EDUCATION. ANO DRUG A8USE HLO '610 
MO~KSHOP: THE ~ELUCTANT LEA~NE~ HLO 9'6Z 
MO~KS"OP: THE SCIENCE Of ~ELPI.G HlO '6'6 
MO~KSHOP: THEORIES I TECHNIQUES Of HUMANISTIC EDUCATION 
HLO 9141 
~O~KSHOP: URBAN ~ESOURCES--MET~OPOllrAN CHICAGO CAS 5)55 
~ORKSHOP: VALUES CLA~lfICATION AND MORAL OE.ELOPMENT HLO ~'5) 
NORKSHOP: NHOLISTIC EDUCATION HLO ••04 
NO~KSHOP: NPITE ON' NEM MAYS/NEN YEAR HLO 9101 
~ORKSHOP: ~~ITING IN THE ELEMENTARY GRADES HLO 919) 
MO~KSHOP: M~ITING IN THE ELEME.TARY 6RAO£S' MOTI'ATION , TECH­
NIQUES HlO 1105 
MO~KSHOP: 100 NAYS TO IMP'OV[ SElf-CONCEPT HLD 9790 
~PITING COMPREHENSION CAS 4.60 
M~ITING fO~ fllM/VIOEO CAS 69)9
MalTIN6 fO~ P~INT MEDIA CAS 6810 
M~ITING fO~ ~AOIO AND TElE.ISION CAS 69)0 
M~ITING P~INCIPlES CAS )720 
19TH CENrU~Y AME~ICAN MPITE~S CAS '442 
ZOTH CENTU~Y A~T ANO A~CHITECTURE CAS 5672 
ZOTH CENTU~Y MUSIC I CAS 6090 
ZOTH CENTU~Y MUSIC II CAS 6091 
20TH CENTU~Y MUSIC III CAS 609Z 
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1 YMCA Office 16 Instructional Communications Center 1 Board of Governors Degree Program Office 
2 Gymnasium 
3 Swimming Pool 
4: Child Care Center 
5 Handball Court 
8 Personnel Office 
17 Cafeteria 
16 Bookstore 
19 Multi-Media Center 
20 Music Recital Hall 
21 Arts & Humanities Faculty 
2 Computer Centerlln'ormatlon Systems 
jAccess via 1st floor elevator) 
3 University Library 
4 Communication & Social Science Faculty 
5 SHP Director 
7 Department of Public Safety 22 University Commons 6 SHP Faculty 
8 Financial Aids 22a Faculty SHP 7 SCience Faculty & Labs 
I.ISAS Dean 23 Art Studios S CAS Dean 
10 Cashier 24 Community Services 9 Community College Relations 
11a Registrar's Office 
11 b·Admissions and Recruitment Office 
25 Science Faculty & Labs 
26 CAS Commons 
10 Center for Learning Assistance 
12 Student Affairs and Services 27 Greenhouse 
13 Engbretson Hall 28 Special Programs 
14 Theatre 
15 ;iall 0' Governors 29 SHP Faculty 
Main Stairway Rl am,.p_---L-T­
and Elevator 
Elevator 
7 
17 
3 2Dd 
Main Stairway 
and Elevator 
3•• llalll' 
1 College 0' Business and Public Administration 
2 BPA Dean 
3 College of Human Learning and Development 
4 HLD Dean 
5 Office of Research 
8 University Relations 
7 Office of Institutional Research and Planning 
8 University Provost 
9 President's Office 3•• 
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